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SPECIAL NOTICE
The abstract sections of the monthly supplements of Aeronautical Engineering can
be bound separately. Individual abstracts can be located readily by means of the page
numbers given at each entry, e.g., p 0559 A82-44940. To assist the user in binding
Supplements SP-7037(145) through SP-7037(156), a title page is included in the back




A CONTINUING BIBLIOGRAPHY ON
AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING
This Cumulative Index supersedes the indexes
contained in supplements [SP-7037(145) through
SP-7037(156)] published by NASA during 1982.
f\|/\GT/\ Scientific and Technical Information Branch 1983
I \ii !•)/ \ National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, DC
This index is available as NTISUB/141/093 from the National Technical Information
Service (NTIS), Springfield, Virginia 22161 at the price code of $10.00 domestic;
$20.00 foreign.
INTRODUCTION
WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS
This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(145) through NASA SP-
7037(156) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7037, and its supplements have
been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of
Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA), and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries
prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:
1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N82-10000 series).
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A82-10000 series)
HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED
This Cumulative Index includes a subject, personal author, and corporate source index.
HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX
Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:
1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and that the





2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area,





In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for
particular items, this is because subject terms can readily include more than one class of document. For
example:
AIRLINE OPERATIONS
All-weather operations, including pilot role, instrument landing systems and guidance aids.
Airport congestion as constraint on air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted
demand
illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX
All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index.





HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX
The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-
section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational
component) does not appear in the index. For example:
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV. (Source citation entry)
BOEING CO., SEATTLE, WASH. (Source index entry)
HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX
All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear
in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple
searching for variants. For example:
AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758
HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity
appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:
TP-924
ONERA-TP-924
IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT
The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in
the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of
this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the
second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:
Page 559 will be found in Supplement 156.
AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS
Information concerning the availability of documents announced in Aeronautical Engineering supplements is




Personal Author Index B-1
Corporate Source Index C-1
Contract Number Index D-1
Report/Accession Number Index E-1
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The title Is used to provide a description ol (tie sub)ed matter When the tme is
Insufficiently descriptive of the document content, a trde extension Is added,
separated from the title by three hyphens The NASA or AIAA accession number is
included In each entry to assist the user In locating the abstract In the abstract
section ol the supplement If applicable, a report number is also Included as an aid In
Identifying the document
A-6 AXBCBAFX
Harpoon mssile captive-carry dynamic environments
on the A-6E aircraft
p0583 A82-47072
A-7 AIBCBaFT
Direct digital design Method for reconfigarable
•nltivanable control lans for the A-7D Digitac
II aircraft
p0074 A82-14828
Havy spin evaluation of the A-7 airplane
configured with automatic aaneavering flaps(10076 A82-14933
A-7 transonic King designs
p043l A82-35562
A comparison of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions for two advanced fighter
•ings[BASA-TH-8I33I] p0035 B82-11054
System safety program plan electromagnetic
pulse testing of the A-7B aircraft
[AD-A104557] pOO«l 882-11354
Function specifications for the A-7E Function
Driver module[AD-A 107922] p0203 B82-I7173
A-7B software module guide
[AD-A108649] p0260 B82- 18920
A-10 AIBCBATT
Performance assessment of the ACBS-II ejection
seat-A-10 config oration
pOOSO A82-14980
Production veldbonding on the A-10 aircraft
—
 — — p0327 A82-28995
flannal reversion flight control system for A-10




Bust load alleviation on Airbus A 300
p0504 A82-40881
The effect of intake flo» disturbances on APO
compressor blade high cycle fatigue in the
Airbus A300
p0513 A82-40983
Active control elements on the transonic wing of
the Airbus A-300 (ACIIA A). Airbus A-300 with
reduced longitudinal stability (ACXtA-C)
advanced control transonic transport aircraft
(ACCXA); design considerations
p0028 H82- 10044
ACTTA: Investigation of ne« piloting and flight
control technologies^ , volume 1: fieviev; active
ving
[HBB-rjH-05-81-voL-1] P0369 H82-23252
- 4CTT&: Investigation of nev piloting and flight
control technologies. Volume 2: Aircraft vith
reduced lateral stability(HBB-OH-05-8I-VOI.-23 p0370 882-23253




Bnaan capabilities and limitations in systems
P0534 B82-29297
ABLATIOB
Development and laboratory testing of a thermal
emission velocimeter for application to an
erosion nose tip test facility
[AD-A 1077 13] P0213 882-17482
AB1UZVB BAIBBIUS




Chen-Braze abradable seal attachment to aircraft
gas turbine compressor components
[AD-A111692] p0412 B82-25521
ABBASIOB BBSISIABCB
Transparency design decisions - Assessing their
impact on visual performance
p0226 A82-24306
Abrasion resistant coated plastic products for
aircraft
p0226 A82-243IO




Baven aircraft filter-absorber agricultural
aircraft
[AO-A098962] p0099 B82-I3139
Variable response load limiting device for
aircraft seats[SASA-CASE-lAS-12801-l] p0308 B82-20544
ABSOBBEBS (BATBBIALS)
Aircraft absorbers - Promise and practice
sound attenuation
p0062 A82-14042Quasi-static and dynamic crushing of energy
absorbing materials and structural components
vith the aim of improving helicopter
crashHorthiness
p0440 A82-37769
Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability
of the BASA Langley 7/STOL nind tunnel open test






In situ ozone data for comparison «ith laser






60 K7A ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator
system - Generator system performance
characteristics
P0016 A82-1172I
Digital simulation of aircraft electrical
generating system by means of Sceptre program
p0073 A82-14820
Bigh speed ?SCF generator design consideration
computer aided design for Variable Speed
A-1
ACCELEBAfBD LIPE TBSXS SUBJECT IIDBI
Constant Frequency generator
P0230 A82-24379
Advanced generating systea technology
p0230 A82-24380
Models for the motor state of VSCF aircraft




Aircraft electric systen development and test
facilities
P0231 482-21381
Advanced attack helicopter fatigue testing -
Overview
p0240 482-21720
Evaluation of graphite/epozy shims in a high
capacity laminate helicopter bearing
p0289 A82-27155
Effects of defects on tension coupons undergoing
an accelerated environmental spectrum
P0290 A82-27168






HI HIGH GBAVITI EHVIBONBBNTS
HI IMP4CT ACCELgBATIOH
HI SPIH BEDOCTION
lake-off ground roll of propeller driven aircraft
pOH4 A82-17607
Acceleration response of fuselage sidewall panels
on a twin-engine, light aircraft
p0129 A82-18729
Analysis of changes in the gas-dynanic parameters
of a gas-turbine helicopter engine during
acceleration
p0331 482-29872
Aircrew restraint and mobility test fixture
[AD-A108274] p0252 H82-I8193
A pilot in the loop analysis of helicopter
acceleration/deceleration maneuvers
p0367 1182-23229
Statistical review of counting accelerooeter data
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from I
January 1962 to 30 June 1981
C40-4110660] p0407 H82-25243
ACCBLEBAIIOi PBOIBCTION
Advanced crash survivable flight data recorder and
Accident Information Betrieval System (AIBS)[AD-A1055IO] POI32 H82-14072
ACCBLBBATIOI STBBSSBS (PHISIOLOGX)
Study and design of high G augmentation devices
for flight simulators
[AD-A 109127] p0306 H82-20195
ACCBLBBOHBTBBS
A concept for a high-accuracy, low-cost
accelerometer
p0066 A82-14685
Advanced recorder design and development
CPB8I-244IOS] pOI93 882-16385
Lov cost development of ins sensors for expendable
BPV control and navigation
[AD-A112691} p0525 882-28291
ACCEPTABIU7T.
Physiological acceptability tests of the SJO-5/4
ejection seat: Second physiological acceptance
demonstration




Ihe testing and approval of aircraft engine
mounted accessories subject to vibration[PSB-90051] p0318 882-21206
ACCIOBIT IIVESIISATIOH
HI AIBCBAFI ACCIDENI IBVESIISAIIOH
Accidents of surface effect ships and hydrofoil
craft Bussian book
POI49 482-18899
Transport aircraft accident dynamics[HASA-CB-165850] p0350 H82-22227
Special investigation report: Evacuation of
United Airlines DC-8-61, sky Baxbor
International Airport, Phoenix, Arizona,
December 29. 1980[PB82-I15619] p0351 B82-22236
Summary of Federal Aviation Administration
response to national transportation Safety Board
safety recommendations
IAD-A115485J
 P0568 N82-313I3Summary of Federal Aviation Administration




A matter of seconds - A critical account of three
notable air disasters /5th Major Miller Memorial
Lecture/
p0081 482-15597
Ihy safety fuel conservation through aircraft
safety
p O I I O A82-17277
Accident prevention - A regulators view
p O I I O A82-17278
Accidents of surface effect ships and hydrofoil
craft Bussian book
p0149 A82-18899
Scanning strategies for air traffic control radars
p0235 A82-24646
Ihe toll of ILS-preventable aviation accidents
P0242 A82-25325
Ihe performance of warning systems in avoiding
Controlled-Flight-Into-Terrain /CFIT/ accidents
p0582 A82-46255
A proposed flight safety program for the Korean
Air Force
[AD-A102373] p0025 H82-10023
Lightning effects on aircraft and composites.
Literature study on lightning strikes and
protection advanced composite materials
[FOA-C-20388-F9] p0026 H82- 10024
An analysis of civil aviation propeller-to-person
accidents: 1965-1979
[AD-A105365] p0086 H82-12053
Study of air compressor hazards in underground and
surface mines
[PB82-105164] p0214 H82-17597
Detection and tracking algorithm refinement
[AD-A 109517] p0303 H82-20I64
Flying qualities criteria for GA single pilot IFB
operations
p0446 H82-26213
Proposed research tasks for the reduction of human
error in naval aviation mishaps
[AD-A112339] p0464 H82-27241
A study of wind shear effects on aircraft
operations and safety in Australia
[ABL-SIS-BBPT-24] p0522 882-28265
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study.









Low maintenance hydraulic accumulator
[AD-A 103947] p0027 882-10034
ACCDBACT













Aircraft absorbers - Promise ana practice
sound attenuation
p0062 A82-14042
Impedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials
for aircraft engine applications
p0062 A82-14043
Hoise-Con 81; Proceedings of the National
Conference on Hoise Control Engineering, Horth
Carolina State University, Baleigh, HC, June
8-10, 1981
p0128 A82-18726
SUBJECT IIDBI ACOOSTIC SCARBBXIG
The effect of barriers on nave propagation






Iapedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials
for aircraft engine applications
p0062 A82-14043
Influence of exit impedance on finite difference
solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation
in ducts
[ASBB PAPBB 8I-BA/BCA-13] p0235 A82-24602
The effect of induced sound on the flow around a
rectangular body in a Hind tunnel
p0276 482-26194
Hode scatterer design for fan noise suppression in
tvo-diaensional ducts
pOSSl A82-43402
The Bolls Boyce role in aircraft noise reduction
jet engines, acoustic lining
[PBB-90069] p03!9 882-21210
Development of an analytical technique for the
optimization of jet engine and duct acoustic
liners
[HASA-CB-169002] p0409 H82-25256
Circnmferentially segmented duct lines optimized
for axisyometric and standing nave sources




Acoustic emission - An emerging technology for
assessing fatigue damage in aircraft structure
pOOU A82-I1149
HOE of composite rotor blades during fatigue testing
E0239 A82-247I3
Acoustic emission in jet engine fan blades
P0«I9 482-35257
'Listening* systems to increase aircraft
structural safety and reduce costs
pO«92 482-39539
Acoustic eoission inspection of aircraft engine
turbine blades for intergrannlar corrosion
pOSoa 482-41914
In-flight acoustic emission aonitoring
p0548 482-42865
Acoustic emission froa free jets supersonic jets
p0359 H82-22962
ACOOSTIC BICIXATIOB
Development and validation of preliminary
analytical models for aircraft interior noise
prediction
p0444 482-38077
Vibration of structures excited acoustically
p0307 882-20343
Acoustic noise test as part of the dynamic
qualification prograa in aerospace
p0304 H82-22162




Besponse of nonlinear aircraft structural panels
to high intensity noise
pOOl8 482-12041
On the sonic fatigue life estimation of skin





Aircraft absorbers - Promise and practice
sound attenuation
p0062 482-14042
Impedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials
for aircraft engine applications
p0062 A82-14043
Influence of exit impedance on finite difference
solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation
in ducts
[ASHB PAPEB 81-1A/SCA-I3) p0235 A82-24602
ICOOSIIC flBASOBBBBBT
IT BOISE BEASOBEflEBT
Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2033} pOOOS 482-10057
Large scale model measurements of airframe noise
using cross-correlation techniques
p0284 A82-26966
Comparison of acoustic data from a 102 mm conic
nozzle as measured in the BAB 24-foot wind
tunnel and the HASA Ames 40- by 80-foot vind
tunnel
[BAS4-TB-8 131)3] pOI90 B82-16083
Analytical study of tirin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-165102] p0193 H82-16801
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[BAS4-CB-165103] pOI94 H82-16802
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-165104] pO 194 882- 16803
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
two-dimensional model
[BASA-CB-165107] p0194 B82-16806
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets
tHASA-CB-165120] p0195 882-16810
Chicago monostatic acoustic vortex sensing system.
Volume 2: Decay of B-707 and DC-8 vortices
(AD-A 109518] p0302 B82-20157
Acoustic measurements of P-4B aircraft operating
in hush house, BSB 4920-02-070-2721
[AO-A 109827] p0309 882-21041
Acoustic measurements of P-15 aircraft operating
in hush house, USB 4920-02-070-2721
CAD-4 109828] p03IO H82-21042
Acoustic measurements of P-16 aircraft operating
in hush house. 8SH 4920-02-070-2721
t 40-4109829] p03IO B82-21043
Helicopter noise definition report OH-604, s-76,
A-109, 206-L
(AO-A 116363] p0574 882-32083
Effects of filter response on analysis of aircraft
noise data
[AD-A116458] p0602 N82-33167
Acoustic similarity laws for centrifugal fans
(BSA-TT-712) p0603 882-33172
ACOOSTIC PBOPASAIIOI
The effect of non-linear propagation in jet noise
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0416] p0121 482-17936
Influence of exit impedance on finite difference
solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation
in dncts
[ASHE PAPEB 81-HA/HCA-13] p0235 A82-24602
Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced conposite
aileron
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0634] p0283 A82-26567
SBL and BPBL noise duration coefficients for the
747 and T-38 aircraft
[BASA-ia-83214] p0042 882-11860







In-flight acoustic results froa an advanced-design
propeller at Hach nnobers to 0.8
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1120] p04!6 A82-350I7
Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability
of the 8ASA Langley V/STOL wind tunnel open test
section with acoustically absorbent ceiling and
floor treatments
[BASA-CB-165796] p0030 882-10059
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets
[BASA-CB- 16512Q] p0195 882-16810
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic i
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
[BASA-Ta-81635] p0270 B82-19944
Acoustic properties of tarbofan inlets
[8ASA-CB-I690I6] p0462 882-27090
Flow and acoustic properties of low Beynolds
number underexpanded supersonic jets
[HASA-CB-1692S7] p0557 882-30288






Airport related residential acoustical insulation





ACOUSTIC SIBOLAflOl SUBJECT IIDBI
Scattering of sound by a. vortex ring
pOI04 482-16148









Taking into account nighttime annoyance in the








Bibliography of Lewis Besearch Center technical
publications announced in 1981
[BASA-TH-82838] p0462 882-27191







Sport aircraft Bussian book
p0498 482-40483
ACBILIC BESIIS




Problems associated with the quality assurance of
stretched acrylic sheet
p0228 AS2-243I9
the effects of absorbed moisture upon the physical
properties of stretched acrylic materials
p0228 482-24320
ACHXLOIITBIUS
Effects of elastoaeric additives on the mechanical
properties of epoxy resin and composite systems










Fault isolation methodology for the L-10 11 digital
avionic flight control system
(AIAA 81-2223] p0047 482-13458
On-board communication for active-control
transport aircraft
[AIAA 81-2321] p0052 482-13520
Digital active control system for load alleviation
for the Lockheed L-1011
pQ10« 482-16147
Fighters - Tomorrow's terminology
p022 I A82-23368
Active control of aeroelastic divergence
[AIAA 82-0684] p0338 A82-30151
' '•> Development of a control lav for the alleviation
of maneuver loads on an elastic aircraft
p0388 482-34144
A simple system for helicopter
Individnal-Blade-Control and its application to
stall flutter suppression
p0439 A82-37765
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback
vibration controller
[AHS FBEPBINT 81-10] p04«2 482-37783
Seal-active fluid inertia - A new concept in
vibration isolation
(ABS FBEPBINT 81-17] p0442 A82-37789
Estimation of the peak count of actively
controlled aircraft
p0482 A82-38447
Active control elements on the transonic wing of
the Airbus 4-300 (ACTIA A). Airbus 4-300 with
reduced longitudinal stability (AC1TA-C)
advanced control transonic transport aircraft
(ACCTA); design considerations
P0028 882-10044
A method for determination of the aeroelastic
behavior of aircraft with active control systems
[DFVLB-FB-81-05] p0029 N82-10047
Maneuver load control for the reduction of design
loads and improvement of the maneuverability of
modern fighter aircraft
[BHVG-FB»T-8l-2]
 P0099 1182-13 138
Design for active and passive flutter suppression
and gust alleviation
[NASA-CB-3482]
 P0 100 N82-I3I47
Interactive aircraft flight control and
aeroelastic stabilization forward swept mng
flight vehicles
[NASA-CB-165036] pOlOO H82-13150
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume 1: Load alleviation/extended
span development and flight tests
[NASA-CB-159097] p0145 N82-15076
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume 2: AFT C.G. simulation and
analysis
[NASA-CB-159098] pOI45 N82-15077
Active gust and maneuver load control concepts
with the example of the Airbus 4300. Fart I:
Explanation of a regular in the time zone of
wind gust load decrease and examination of its
effectiveness in stochastic gusts
[BBB-FE-172/S/PUB/39-PT-1] p0267 N82-19228
The application of subsonic theoretical
aerodynamics to active controls aircraft
controls
[BAE-IB-81060] p0320 N82-212I7
An electronic control for an electrohydraulic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[NASA-CB-3552] p0353 882-22252
Control law design to meet constraints using
SINPAC-svnthesis package for active controls
[NASA-TH-83264] p0356 N82-22280
ACTTA: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies. Volume 1: Beview; active
Ming
[BBB-UB-05-8I-VOL-1 J p0369 882-23252
ACTTA: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies. Volume 2: Aircraft with
reduced lateral stability
[HBB-UH-05-81-VOL-2] p0370 882-23253
A method for determining the aeroelastic behavior




Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results
for flutter and gust response of a transport
ving with active controls
[NASA-TP-2010]
 P0460 N82-26703
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High
pressure turbine active clearance control
[NASA-CB-165556] p0526 N82-28297
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 14, no. 7
[AD-AII7323] p0585 882-32301
Active control technology in aircraft
p0585 N82-32303
Selected advanced aerodynamics and active controls
technology concepts development on a derivative
B-747
[8ASA-CB-3164] p0588 882-32346
Integrated application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial ACT configuration design study
[8ASA-CB-3304] p0589 N82-32349
Active flutter suppression using optical output
feedback digital controllers
[NASA-CB-165939] p0592 882-32375
Integrative application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial act configuration design study
[8ASA-CB-159249] p0593 H82-32380
Integrated application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport




Botating stall in blade rows operating in shear flow
pOI86 A82-22209
A-4
SUBJECT IIDBI 1DBBSITB BOIDIIG




Control of electromechanical actuator elements for
flight vehicles Bussian book
p0020 A82-I2I70
A dual inpat actuator for flaidic backup flight
control
p0043 A82-13088
Direct digital drive actuation
[AIAA 81-2298] pOOSO A82-13505
Electromechanical actuation development program
p0067 482-14705
Hew all-electric-system technology
electromechanical actuators for aircraft
p0067 «B2-I47IO
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
CAIAA PAPEB ao-0770] p0298 A82-285I3
Aircraft digital input controlled hydraulic
actuation and control system
CAD-A104263] p0038 H82-11072
The influence of sensor and actuator
characteristics on overall helicopter APCS design
p025l H82-I8171
Slotted variable camber flap
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12541-1] p0254 882-18203







Electric flight systems integration
p0261 H82-19150
Tubing and cable cutting tool
CHASA-CASE-LAB-12786-1] pQ308 H82-20545
Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface
actuator for an aircraft rudder
[HBB-OA-599-8I-OB] p0320 H82-212I9
Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
[HASA-CASE-LAB-124I2-I] p0396 H82-24205
Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[HASA-CB-I6893I] p0396 B82-24206
Kevlar/Pafi-15 reduced drag DC-9 reverser stang
fairing
[HASA-CB-165448] p057 I H82-3I448
Electromechanical Actuation Development Program






HI SELF ADAPTIVE COBTBOL S1S1BSS
Control lavs for adaptive wind tunnels
pOOI2 482-10985
Ring/store flutter - An active adaptive control
application
p0044 A82-I3122
The use of adaptive control for helicopter
trajectories in search operations
p0154 A82-19065
flission-adaptive King flight demonstration program
[SAE PAPEB 811035] p0232 A82-24399
Applications of adaptive control systems to
aircraft design, industrial processes and
electrical drives
p0293 A82-27869
A multifregnency adaptive radar for detection and
identification of objects - Besults on
preliminary experiments on aircraft against a
sea-clutter background
p0379 A82-32979
Outline of a multiple-access communication network
based on adaptive arrays
p0390 A82-34607
Considerations of open-loop, closed-loop, and
adaptive multicyclic control systems
[ASS PBEPBIBT 81-13] p0442 A82-37786
Adaptive fuel control feasibility investigation
p0499 A82-40519
The use of adaptive walls in plane flows
COHEBA, IP so. 1982-38] posas A82-42813
Self-tuning regulator design for adaptive control
of aircraft wing/store flutter
p0578 A82-45538
Practical design and realization of a digital
adaptive flight control system
p0039 B82-11079
Bole of optical computers in aeronautical control
applications
p0147 B82-15897
Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled system flight
control
[BASA-CASE-FBC-11041-l] p0259 H82- 18493
Effect on fuel efficiency of parameter variations
in the cost function for mnltivariable control
of a tnrbofan engine




Adaptive filtering for an aircraft flying in
turbulent atmosphere
p0482 A82-38441
Besearch on an adaptive Ealman filter for solving
the radar tracking problem German thesis
P0503 A82-40562
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
[AD-A104877] p0089 182-12081
Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled system flight
control








Bheological behavior of progressively
shear-thickening solutions aircraft fuel
polymer additives for fire protection in
snrvivable crashes
pOOI3 A82-11177
A protective additive for jet fuels
p0018 A82-12022
Effects of elastomeric additives on the mechanical
properties of epoxy resin and composite systems
P0113 A82-17538
Chemistry of combustion of fuel-water mixtures
[AD-A105401] p0090 B82-12178
An investigation of engine and test cell operating
conditions on the effectiveness of smoke
suppressant fuel additives
lAD-AI 12800) p0476 B82-27527
Additional experiments on flowability improvements
of aviation fuels at low temperatures, volume 2
(BASA-CB-167912] p0571 B82-31546
An investigation of the effects of smoke
suppressant fuel additives on engine and test









Light weight adhesive joining of composite
structures
P0291 A82-27404
Compatibility of 350 deg curing honeycomb
adhesives with phosphoric acid anodizing
P0292 A82-27414
Characterization of composition variations in a
structural adhesive
p0292 A82-274I5
Transition of aerospace adhesive bonding
technology from BSD to operational use
p0293 A82-27435
Correlation of surface characterization of
phosphoric acid anodize oxide with physical
properties of bonded specimens
p0293 A82-27437
Automated ultrasonic inspection of adhesive bonded
structure
p0299 A82-28534
Applications of structural adhesives in production
p0326 A82-28808




Fatigue behavior of adhesively bonded Joints
p0328 482-29032
• Bonded aluminum honeycomb - Aircraft flight ,
surface priaary structure application
[AIAA 82-0676] p0338 A82-30I45
Aeronautical applications of bonding
[SBIAS-8I2-55I-I02] pO 139 B82-I50IO
Laninar flow control SPP/08 feasibility
demonstration
[HASA-CB-165818] p0322 H82-21532
Develop, demonstrate, and verify large area




Titanium surface treatments for adhesive bonding
IAO-AII4710] p0560 H82-30378
ADHBSITBS




A unique'integrated flight testing facility for
advanced control/display research




Three navigation systems and their costs of
acquiring remote sensing data
pOOOl 482-10049
Heather impact on Ion-altitude imaging infrared




A VHP homing systea with VHP radiotelephony for
area-representative strip-survey flights
conducted, as part of combined forest
inventories, vith light aircraft carrying 70 aa
and 35 aa cameras
p0082 A82-15748
A field guide for scanner and photographic missions
pOSSI A82-43468
Loran-C navigation as an aid to aerial
photographic operations
pOSSI A82-43469
Photointerpretation key for pine regeneration




Offshore uses of the airship
p0173 A82-20553
Studies of modern technology airships for aaritiae
patrol applications ,
p0173 A82-20554
The airship - Its application and promotional
activity
pOI73 A82-20555
The uses of airships in the Boyal Navy
/ p0173 482-20556
A surveillance airship for the New' Zealand
environment
pOI73 A'82-20558
Analysis of side-looking airborne radar /SLAB/
performance in the detection of search and
rescue targets
p0293 A82-27641
The utilization of aircraft in fighting forest
fires - French experience
P0331 482-29581
Cloud top remote sensing by airborne lidar
p0379 482-32920
Opto-electronical push-broom scanners for
navigation, reconnaissance and generation of
digital data bases
'
 v p0494 A82-39747
The optical recognition of sea targets as a
function of surrounding and observation
parameters in air to water observations
[BH7G-FBIT-81-10] p0147 H82-15930
Airborne gamma-ray spectrcaeter and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpnk Biver gnadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[OB82-000314] p0399 H82-24620
Airborne gaama-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle, north Dakota,
volume 1
[DB82-004150] p0399 H82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and aagnetoaeter
survey. Jamestown quadrangle, north Dakota,
volume 2
[DB82-004I69] p0399 N82-24630
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and nagnetometer
survey. Barrow gnadranagle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-000342] p0413 H82-25623
Soae potential novel approaches to the automatic
airborne detection and identification of ground
targets
p0471 H82-27296
Geophysical flight line flying and flight path




Design, fabrication and qualification of the 1-2
composite rudder
p0495 A82-39894
Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface
actuator for an aircraft rudder
(HBB-OA-599-81-OE] p0320 882-21219
ABBOACOOSIICS
Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2001] pOOOS A82- 10455
Design predictions for noise control in the
cryogenic Bational Transonic Facility
pOOI8 A82-12025





Scattering of sound by a vortex ring
,, pOI04 482-16148
The Gernan-Dntch mud tunnel as aeroacoustic
experimental installation
p O I I O 482-17136
Current investigations regarding noise research in
the Braunschweig Center of the Geraan Institute
for Besearch and Experimentation in Aeronautics
and Astronautics
p O I I O 482-17137
High frequency sound emission from moving point
 t
aultipole sources embedded in arbitrary
transversely sheared aean flovs
P0277 A82-26318
On the generation of side—edge flap noise
p0277 A82-26319
Coaaents on 'nature of inlet turbulence and strut
flow disturbances and their effect on
turbomachinery rotor noise'
p0277 A82-26320
Hodel based study of various configurations of jet
crossing a cavity - Application to the CBPBA 19
wind tunnel of CBPr
» . - p0383 A82-33627
The prediction of helicopter rotor discrete
frequency noise
p0503 A82-40553
Helicopter model scale results of blade-vortex
interaction impulsive noise as affected by blade
planfora
p0503 A82-40556
Aeroaconstic theory for ooncoapact ving-gust
interaction
[FDBL-81-7] p0038 M82-11071
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of OSB flap
structure models at elevated teaperature
[NAL-TB-683] p0269 1182-19570
/ Aeroacoustic performance of an externally blown
flap configuration with several flap noise
suppression devices
[NASA-IP-1995] p0400 H82-24912
On the desigp and test of a low noise propeller
[MASA-CB-165938] p0462 N82-27089
The effect of barriers on wave propagation
phenomena: nth application for aircraft noise
shielding
(H4S4-CB-169128] p0530 N82-29 111
Soae comments on the prediction of forward flight
effects on jet noise
IHPIS-20/1981] p053l H82-29I18





SUBJECT IIOBI AEBODIHAJUC CBABACTBBISIICS
ABfiODIIABIC BALAHCB
Development of nev lifting parachute designs Kith
increased trim angle(AIAA PAPBB si-1921] POOOS A82-10407
Application of the concept of dynamic tria control
and nonlinear system inverses to automatic
control of a vertical attitude takeoff and
landing aircraft
[AIM 81-2236] pOO«7 462-13466
Determination of the trimmed drag of an aircraft
pOI27 A82-18S83
Evaluation and find tunnel tests of the 4,000 Ib(normal-force) pitch/Jan and roll dynamic
stability balance systeas for measuring direct,
cross, and cross-coupling derivatives[AD-AI05122] pOOSS 882-12047
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/ving interference
p0096 882-13090
Experiaental trie drag values for conventional and
supercritical vings(HASA-Cfi-168500] P0198 482-17126
A general purpose program for rotor blade dynamics
p0248 H82-18I51
The use of a aulti-degree-of-freedoa dual balance








Aeroballistic characteristics of sonobuoy
parachute decelerators Halted to a length of
three feet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1950] p0007 482-10425
Analysis and flight evaluation of a small,
fixed-ving aircraft egnipped with hinged plate
spoilers














HI STATIC AEBOOXBABIC CBABAC1BBISTICS
HI SUPEBSOHIC DBAG
Experiaental study of subsonic and transonic flovs
past a King
pOOOS A82-10363
Aerodynamics and perforaance of crucifora
parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-1919] p0006 A82-10405
Development of nev lifting parachute designs vith
increased tria angle
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1921] p0006 A82-10407
Propfan installation aerodynaaics of a
supercritical svept (ing transport configuration[AIAA PAPEB 81-1563] p0009 A82-10466
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of jet
flapped airplane
pOOI4 A82-1I459
Divergence of a sveptforvard wing
p0053 A82-13560
BiBAT aerodynaaic design and flight test experience
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-2433] pOOSS 482-13871
Ibe developaent of cryogenic nind tunnels and
their application to aaneavering aircraft
technology
p0061 A82-13971
AD-1 oblique ving aircraft prograa
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2354] p0064 A82-14390
Syaaetric flow characteristics of thin rectangular
vings
pOIOJ 182-16093
Experience *ith nigh perforaance f/SXOL fighter
projects at BBB(AIAA PAPBB 81-2614] pOI07 »82- 16901
A snaaary of V/STOL inlet analysis aethods
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2628] p0107 A82-16902
Advanced technology airfoil developaent for the
IV-15 tilt-rotor vehicle
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2623] pO 108 A82-16906
Trailing edge flap influence on leading edge
vortex flap aerodynaaics
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0128] p O I I S A82-17799
Becent iaproveaents in prediction techniques for
supersonic veapon separation
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0170] p O I I 6 A82-17820
An experiaental investigation of the influence of
vertical nind shear on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an airfoil
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0214] p0117 A82-17843
Aerodynamics of tactical veapons to Bach nnaber 8
and angle-of-attack of 180 deg
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0250] p O I I S A82-17864
?iscous flow - Belesis of the theoretician in
pursuit of higher order accuracy
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0389] p0120 A82-I79I9
Evaluation of supersonic aissile aerodynaaic
prediction techniques
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0394] pOI20 A82-17920
Concerning the calculation of the aerodynaaic
characteristics of aechauized Kings
p0127 A82-18589
A simplified ving procedure in connection vith the
lifting line theory and the doublet-lattice method
p0154 A82-I9195
Ose of high conical flov theory for the
determination of the pressure distribution on
the vave rider and its agreeaent vith
experiaental results for supersonic flov
P0154 482-19197
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale tvin tilt-nacelle V/STOL model[AIAA PAPBB 81-2609] p0155 A82-19201
Thrust-induced effects on lov-speed aerodynaaics
of fighter aircraft[AIAA PAPSB 81-2612] pOI55 A82-19203
Lov speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tandea-fan V/STOL nacelle(AIAA PAPBB 81-2627] pOI56 A82-19210
Concept definition and aerodynaaic technology
studies for single-engine V/STOL fighter/attack
aircraft[AIAA PAPBB 81-2647] p0157 A82-19216
Aerodynaaics of a transport aircraft-type
ving-fnselage assembly[OHEBA. TP HO. 1981-122] p0164 A82-19738
Aerodynaaic characteristics of vaveriders at
subsonic flight speeds
pOI65 A82-I9810
A perspective of computational aerodynamics froa
the vienpodnt of airplane design applications(AIAA PAPEB 82-0018] pOI83 A82-22028
Transonic perturbation analysis of
ving-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations vith
povered jet exhausts[AIAA PAPEB 82-0255] p0184 A82-22077
Aerodynaaic characteristics of airfoils vith ice
accretions
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0282] pOI84 A82-22081
Aerodynaaic characteristics of maneuvering flaps
p0185 A82-22110
Aerodynamic evaluation of vinglets for transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1215] pOI86 A82-22245
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 12th,
Billiaasbnrg, VA, Barch 22-24, 1982, Collection
of Technical Papers
p0236 A82-24651
Inaerical design of the contoured vind-tunnel
liner for the HASA svept-ving LFC test[AIAA 82-0568] p0236 A82-24656
The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance
systea to measure cross and cross-coupling
derivatives
[AIAA 82-0595] p0237 A82-24669
Status and capabilities of the Rational Full Scale
Facility 40- by 80-foot vind tunnel modification
(AIAA 82-0607] p0238 A82-24676
angle of dovnvash behind a ving in unsteady flov
P0241 A82-24970




1BRODII1HIC CHABACTBBISTICS COSID SUBJECT IIDEX
Heavy rain penalties for a flight simulator
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0213] p0286 482-27093
& computer-controlled oscillation mechanise for
unsteady aerodynamics experiments
p0328 482-29018
Development of a homebuilt powered sailplane
p0330 482-29116
Computational aerodynamics - Its coning of age and
its future
P0332 482-29773
A wind-tunnel study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a slotted versos smooth-skin
supercritical wing
[4144 82-0642} p0337 482-30139
Subsonic aerodynanc and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SOOSSA F1.1
panel method
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0727] p034I 482-30193
Ihe equivalent simple body /ESB/ method for
transonic ving analysis
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0936] p0374 482-31923
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flow around a propeller
[AIAA P4PEE 82-0957] p0374 A82-31933
Calculation of the flow-field velocities of a
wing-body-stores combination in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0958] p0374 482-31934
Incompressible symmetric flow characteristics of
sharp-edged rectangular wings
P0379 A82-32850
Aerodynamics. Part 2 - Methods of aerodynamic





Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of wings
with sweep discontinuities
P0385 A82-33997
Periodic boundary value problem for the equations
of the harmonic oscillation of a rotor blade
about the axis of a flapping hinge
p0387 482-34127
Detached flow past V-shaped low-aspect-ratio wings
P0387 A82-34136
Transonic flow past bodies of the type
wing-fuselage with allowance for boundary effects
P0388 482-34166
Comparison of aerodynamic characteristics of
aircraft models with forward and aft swept wings
at Bach number 0.5
COHBBA, IP HO. 1982-9] p0389 482-34497
Ultralight airplanes
p0419 A82-35233
Ihe effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
(4SBE PAPEB 82-61-222] p0428 482-35409
Beat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle
guide vane
[ASHB PAPEB 82-GT-247] p0428 482-35426
Beat transfer optimised turbine rotor blades - An
experimental study using transient techniques
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-304] p0430 A82-35469
Transonic wind tunnel test of a supersonic nozzle
installation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1045] p0437 A82-37677
Current technignes for jet engine test cell modeling
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1272] p0439 A82-37712
General purpose research rotor
[ABS PBEPBIBI 81-9] p04«1 A82-37777
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale, twin
tilt-nacelle V/S10L model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0150] p0482 A82-38443
Symposium on Flows with Separation, Stuttgart,
Best Germany, November 23-25, 1981, Beports
p0483 A82-38781
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for low observables mission profiles
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1298] p0487 A82-39085
An estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments on
an airplane model under steady state spin
conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1311] p0487 A82-39092
Bigh angle-of-attack characteristics of a
forward-swept wing fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1322] p0487 A82-39099
Optimal three-dimensional turning performance of
supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1326] p0488 A82-39103
Unique flight characteristics of the AD-1
oblique-wing research airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1329] p0488 A82-39106
Use of rotary balance and forced oscillation test
data in six degrees of freedom simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1364] p0489 A82-39129
BASA Dryden's experience in parameter estimation
and its uses in flight test
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1373] p0489 482-39135
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
wings by the suction analogy
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1385] p0489 482-39141
Ihe unsteady motion of a wing traveling at
subsonic speed above a plane
p0491 A82-39358
The rectangular wing with semiinfinite span in
nonlinear theory
P049I 482-39359
Optimal control application in supersonic aircraft
performance
p049l A82-39374
Aerodynamic aspects of aircraft dynamics at high
angles of attack /AGABD Lecture/
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1363] p0495 A82-39836
Advanced aerodynamic design for future combat
aircraft
p0504 A82-40879
Some aerodynamic/flightmechanic aspects for the
design of future combat aircraft
p0504 A82-40880
Becent advances in the performance of high bypass
ratio fans
pOSOS A82-4089I
Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on
swept wings using distributed suction through
porous surfaces
p0505 A82-40894
Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation
p0506 A82-40897
Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters
from flight data at high angles of attack
P0508 A82-40928
Aerodynamic concepts for fuel-efficient transport
aircraft
pOSII A82-40957
Variable geometry aerofoils as applied to the
Beatty B-5 and B-6 sailplanes
p0512 A82-40968
Aircraft design for fuel efficiency
p0512 482-40973
Advanced aerodynamic wing design for commercial
transports - Beview of a technology program in
the Betherlands
p05!4 A82-40985
Becent airfoil developments at DFVLB
P05I4 A82-40986
Ring-tip jets aerodynamic performance
p0514 A82-40987
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise blowing
p0514 A82-40988
Vortex formation over double-delta wings
p0514 482-40989
Bind tunnel test and aerodynamic analysis of three
aeroelastically tailored wings
pOSIS A82-4IOOI
Opper Vortex Flap - A versatile surface for highly
swept wings
pOSIS A82-41002
An initial look at the supersonic aerodynamics of
twin-fuselage aircraft concepts
p0516 482-41008
Low-speed characteristics of a fighter-type
configuration at high angles-of-attack and
sideslip
P05I7 482-41020
Hind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale
canard-configured general aviation aircraft
pOSI7 A82-41024
Analysis of flight data in the frequency domain
p0543 A82-41796
Processes and procedural approaches in the
aerodynamic design of the Alpha Jet aircraft
P0550 A82-43328




SUBJECT IIDBI ABBODIIABIC CHABACtBBISTICS COITD
Heavy rain/wind shear accidents
p0580 A82-45825
The effect of a weak shock nave on a wing of
complex planform at supersonic velocities
p0581 A82-46132
A study of «ing vorticity patterns
p0582 A82-46621
The effect of a screen on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating profile
p0583 A82-46693
Comparative study of flare control lavs
[BASA-CB-164903] p0027 B82-10032
Effects of vortex flaps on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of an arro* King(BASA-TP-1914] p0033 B82-1I013
A numerical three-dioensional turbulent simulation
of a subsonic VSTOL jet in a cross-flow using a
finite element algorithm[AO-A1045I4] p0036 H82-11055
Aeroelasticity natters: Some reflections on t«o
decades of testing in the BASA Langley transonic
djnaoics tonnel(BASA-TB-83210] p0085 B82-12041
Effects of aerodynamic coupling on the dynamics of
roll aircraft
p0088 882-12070
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation(AGABD-CP-301] p0093 882-13065
Some BAE research on shielded and unshielded
fuselage mounted air intakes at subsonic and
supersonic speeds
p0093 882-13068
Subsonic military aircraft engine intake: An
integrated theoretical experiment design
p0094 882-13073
The design and development of the Tornado engine
air intake
p0094 882-13074
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
p0094 882-13075
Prop-fan integration at cruise speeds
p0097 1182-13097
Force and moment, flow-visualization, and
boundary-layer tests on a shuttle orbiter model
at Bach 6
[BASA-TP-1952] p0097 882-13106
An aerodynamic design and the overall stage
performance of an air-cooled axial-flow turbine
(SAL-TB-321TJ p0097 882-13109
Low Beynolds number airfoil survey, volume 1
(BASA-CB-I65803-VOL-1] p0131 882-14059
A theoretical investigation of wing rocking
CBASA-CB-165058] pQI40 882-15031
Computer program for aerodynamic and blading
design of multistage axial-flow compressors
[BASA-TP-I946] pOI41 B82-I5039
Aerodynamic response of a blade in pitching
oscillation with partial and full separation
measurement of the instantaneous pressure
distribution around a vibrating blade surface in
a wind tunnel
p0142 882-15047
Damping for tnrbomachine blade variations in
subsonic flow
p0142 882-15048
Calibration of the Ames Anechoic Facility. Phase
I: Short range plan(BASA-m-84081] p0191 882-16091
Theory and experiment in unsteady aerodynamics[BLB-HP-80046-0] p0199 B82-17I28
Design philosophy of the Hughes model 600 helicopter
p0247 882-18140
flultiple ejection effects analysis
[AD-AI08277] p0252 882-18192
Theoretical investigations on the influence of
different strake, tail unit, and conventional
HLB arrangement as well as of CCV on the
aerodynamic characteristics of fighter aircraft
configurations
[BBB-FE-122/S/POB/36 ] p0255 882- 182 1I
BASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor lorkshops. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and
Structures Session
[8ASA-TH-84147] p0262 882-19172
Effects of installation of F I 0 1 DFE exhaust
nozzles on the afterbody-nozzle characteristics
of the F-14 airplane
[BASA-TB-83250] p0263 882-19181
An experimental study of the effect of tail
configuration on the spinning characteristics of
general aviation aircraft static wind tunnel
force measurements(BASA-CB-168578] p0267 B82-19224
Preliminary investigation of effects of heavy rain
on the performance of aircraft
fSASA-TH-83272] p030l 882-20145
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the OB-in
with hot metal plus plume infrared suppressor
and infrared jammer
[AD-A110213] p0314 882-21177
Besearch on turbine rotor-stator aerodynamic
interaction and rotor negative incidence stall(AD-A 110341] p0318 B82-21203
Digital command augmentation for
lateral-directional aircraft dynamics
[A0-AI 10274] p0319 882-21214
Predictions of aerodynamic characteristics of
highly manenverable configurations
p0348 B82-22199
Evaluation of direct force mode fighters by combat
simulation
p0348 882-22204
Aerodynamic performance of slender wings with
separated flows(BASA-CB-168768] p0349 B82-22206
Aerodynamic characteristics of the external OSB
powered lift system using side fences for
enhancement of Coanda flow attachment(BAL-TB-686T] p0349 882-22212
Application of Kalman filtering to the kinematic
reconstruction or free flight of catapulted
aircraft models in the laboratory{IIIFL-80-28J p0353 882-22259
A flight investigation of blade-section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
BC-SC2 airfoil sections(BASA-TB-83298] p0363 882-23192
Bime ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance(SASA-CS- 165599] p0393 H82-24 166
F-15 rotary balance data for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg
[BASA-Cfi-3478] p0393 882-24168
Botary balance data for an F-15 model with
conformal fuel tanks for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg
[BASA-CB-3516] p0393 882-24169
X-29A forward-swept-wing demonstrator airplane
p0404 N82-25209
Elastic deformation effects on aerodynamic
characteristics for a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical-wing model
[BASA-TB-83286] p0404 B82-25214
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SOOSSA PI.1
panel method
fBASA-TH-84485] p0405 882-25216
Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft Langley 4- by 7-meter
tunnel
[BASA-TB-83277] p0405 882-25218
Production version of the extended BASA-Langley
Vortex Lattice FOBTBAB computer program. Volume
I: Oser's guide
[SASA-TH-83303] p0405 882-25219
Bonlinear two-dimensional sail theory(AD-A110450) p0405 882-25220
Experimental analysis of the effects of sweep and
aspect ratio on incompressible flow about
forward swept wings
(AD-A I It 128] p0405 882-25223
The FFA wing body 81 computer program. A panel
method for determination of aerodynamic
characteristics at subsonic and supersonic speeds[FPA-T8-AO-I60I] p0406 882-25230
4erodynaiu.es/ACEE: Aircraft energy efficiency
[BASA-FACIS-94/8-81] p0407 882-25241
Effects of wing-leading-edge modifications on a
full-scale, low-wing general aviation airplane:
Rind-tunnel investigation of
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics
conducted in Langley 30- by 60-foot tunnel
[BASA-TP-20II ] p0446 882-26217
Laser anemometer measurements in an annular




URODXHIOIC CHOBDS SOBJBCI IIDBI
Steady, Oscillator;, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version 1. 1
(SODSSA-P1.1). Volume 2: User/programmer
manual, Addendum 1: analytical treatment of
wake influence
[HASA-TM-84484) p0448 N82-26236
Proceedings of the 12th Bavy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume I
[ A D - A I I I 7 6 3 ] p0463 H82-27225
IH-59A ABC technology demonstrator altitude
expansion and operational tests
C & D - A I I I I I 4 ] p0469 B82-27282
Proceedings of the 12th Havy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volnne 2
[AD-A1I1783] P0472 H82-273I2
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[BASA-Tn-82885] p052l B82-28249
Bearfield aerodynamics and optical propagation
characteristics of a large-scale turret aodel
[AD-A113910] p0529 H82-28624
Aerodynaaics of an airfoil mth a jet issuing froa
its surface
[BASA-TB-84825] p0531 B82-29267
User's manual for the Aatoaated Paneling Technique
(API) and the ling Body Aerodynamic Technique
(HABAT) programs
[BASA-CB-165895] p0566 H82-3I297
Materials and design criteria for Kevlar-29 ribbon
parachutes
[AD-A116357] p0567 B82-3I308
Dynamic System Coupling (OXSCO) prograa. Volume
1: Dser's manual
[AD-A115003] p0573 H82-31974
Long duct nacelle aerodynamic development for
DC- 10 derivatives
[BASA-CB-159271] p0586 882-32315
Energy efficient engine: High pressure turbine
nncooled rig technology report
[NASA-Cfl-165149] p0593 B82-32383
Propeller flon visualization techniques
p0597 N82-32672
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge,
vortex rollnp program with two linear panel
nethods
[HASA-IH-78584] p0604 882-33340
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade taper,
twist, airfoils and solidity on hover and
for»ard flight performance
[AD-A117397] p0605 882-33357






The effects of flexibility on the steady-state
performance of small ribbon parachute models
[AIAA PAPER 81-1923] p0006 A82-10408
Analysis of escape systems at 687 KEAS
p0079 A82-14978
Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg
swept Gothic wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0231] p0117 A82-17856
Effect of the blading type on the aerodynamic
damping of blade vibrations mth allovance for
the profile curvature
pOI27 A82-I8484
Sensitivity of helicopter aerogechanical stability
to dynamic inflow
p0273 A82-25773
Prediction of aerodynamically induced vibrations
in turbomachinery blading
p0327 A82-28986
Aerodynamic coefficient identification of
time-varying aircraft system and its application
p0390 A82-34645
Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly svept
delta wings
P05I5 A82-4I003
Fuselage effects in leading edge vortex flap
aerodynamics
P05I6 A82-41006
Aeroelastic equilibrium of a helicopter rotor in
the presence of nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[OBEBA, IP HO. 1982-33] p0547 A82-42809
Transonic flutter and response analyses of two
3-degree-of-freedom airfoils
P0555 A82-44245
Finite element approach to the calculation of
unsteady aerodynamic influence coefficients in
dynamic aeroelastic analysis
pOSSI A82-45849
Determination of airplane model structure from
flight data by using modified stepwise regression
[HASA-TP-1916]
 P0028 H82-I004I
•ind-tunnel results for a modified
I7-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section
[HASA-IP-1919] p0034 H82-II033
ACTA Hechanica Sinica (selected articles)
[AD-A 107322] pOI3l 882-14060
Lifting surface theory for wings in low frequency
small amplitude yawing and side slipping
oscillating motions at low speeds
p0131 H82-14061
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of a
high-aspect-ratio supercritical-wing transport
model equipped with full-span slat and part-span
double-slotted flaps
[HASA-TP-1580] p0139 H82-15015
High lift selected concepts
t»aSA-CB-159093] p0139 1182-150 J7
Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of
unstalled supersonic flutter in transonic fans
p0143 1182-15058
A new method of estimating the lateral wall effect




Experimental verification of an aerodynamic
parameter optimization program for wind tunnel
testing
[AD-A 107727] p0199 N82-17134
Theoretical investigations on the influence of
different strake, tail unit, and conventional
HLi arrangement as well as of CCV on the
aerodynamic characteristics of fighter aircraft
configurations
[nflfl-FB-l22/S/POB/36] p0255 H82-182II
A criterion for the prediction of the recovery
characteristics of spinning aircraft
[BAE-TH-AEBO-2251] p0267 H82-19223
Influence of strakes on coefficients of
longitudinal stability
[BBB-FB-122/S/PDB/22] p0319 B82-21215
Beal time digital filtering test in the SI
continuous wind tunnel at Hodane
p0343 882-22152
Effect of nacelles on aerodynamic characteristics
of an executive-jet model with simulated,
partial-chord, laminar-flow-control wing glove
[HASA-TH-83271] p0349 H82-222I7
Approximate method for predicting supersonic
normal force coefficient very-low-aspect-ratio
lifting surfaces
[AD-A 111770] p0364 1182-23199
The effect of very heavy rain upon aircraft and
its role in wind shear attributed accidents
p040l 882-25179
Experimental analysis of the effects of sweep and
aspect ratio on incompressible flow about
forward swept wings
[ A D - A I I I I 2 8 ] p0405 882-25223






Prelaunch estimates of near Earth satellite
lifetimes using guasi-dynamic atmosphere models
- application to a proposed Brazilian satellite
[IHPE-2325-PBB/080] p0538 882-29347
AEAODZBAoIC COSFIGOBAIIOBS
HI BI8G NACELLE COHFIGOBATIOHS
Analysis of escape systems at 687 KEAS
p0079 &82-14978
Direct approach to aerodynamic design problems
pOIOS A82-I6404
Development and validation of the V/STOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2611] p0107 A82-16903
Optimum configuration for a 10 passenger business
tnrbofan jet airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0365] p01!9 A82-17905




SUBJECT IBOBZ UBODIBIBZC DBAS
Becent advances in applying free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flov
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0095] pOI83 A82-22045
Botor preliminary design trade-offs foe the
Advanced Scoot Helicopter
p0280 482-26395
Aerodynamics at the 1981 Le Boarget Shan
p0332 A82-29789
Investigation of the aerodynamic-contour method
mth control functions in the form of smooth
constant-sign contours
p0333 A82-2983I
An experimental investigation of a bearingless
model rotor in hover
p0498 A82-40512
The principles and methods for shaping the ving
root regions of a King-body combination at
transonic and lover supersonic speeds
p0033 882-11016
Aeroacoustic theory for noncoapact ving-gost
interaction
[FDBl-81-7] p0038 H82-1107I
Suncritical and sapercntical airfoils for given
pressure distribution
p0085 B82-12031
Preliminary design study of a hybrid airship for
flight research
[BASA-CB-166246] p020l H82-I7I52
The armed helicopter in air to air missions
[BBB-OD-317-81-0] p020 1 H82-17158
Parametric criteria and mpact on design trends
p02«7 882-IB139
The effect of a veil on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler Kind tunnel flov visualization and
pressure measurement
[BU-268J p0263 B82-19I94
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a
1/24 scale F- I I1 aircraft model vith three
external store loadings
[AD-A109449} p0302 882-20158
Effect of heavy rain on aircraft
p0311 H82-21149
Hinutes of physical configuration audit for the
F-16 Electronic Barfare Training Device
[AD-A 110321] p0320 882-21222
Predictions of aerodynaiic characteristics of
highly manenverable configurations
p0348 882-22199
Tall configurations for highly maneuverable combat
aircraft
p0308 882-22201
Analysis of rotary balance data for the F-15
airplane including the effect of conformal fuel
tanks
[SASA-CB-3479] p0349 H82-22213
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction between the engine jet and the
surrounding flov field vith regard to the
pressure drag on afterbodies
p0360 H82-23158
Experimental study of a jet deflector
p0362 H82-23I73
Bime ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance
[BASA-CB-165599] p0393 H82-24166
F-15 rotary balance data for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg
[HASA-CB-3478] p0393 882-24168
Botary balance data for an F-15 model vith
conformal fuel tanks for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg
[B4SA-CB-35I6J pO.393 882-24169





An analytical procedure for computing smooth
transitions betveen tvo specified cross sections
vith applications to blended ving body
configuration
[NASA-IP-2012] p0403 H82-25193
F-I6E program overview and vind tunnel/flight
correlation
p0404 882-25207
later tunnel flov visualization and vind tunnel
data analysis of the F/4-18 leading edge
• extension vortex effects
[BASA-CB- 165859] p0404 H82-25215
Materials and strnctnres/ACEE
[BASA-FACTS-117/8-81] p0407 882-25242
Development of lov-order model of an X-ving
aircraft by system identification
(AO-A113760] p0469 B82-27286





User's manual for the coupled rotor/airframe
vibration analysis graphic package
[BASA-CB-165897] p0566 H82-31299
Surface generation for aerodynamic applications
[AD-AII6263] p0567 882-31305
nultibody aircraft study, volume 1
CSASA-CB-165829-FOL-I ] p0588 B62-32344
Baltibody aircraft study, volume 2
CBASA-CB-165829-VOL-2] p0588 B82-32345
Selected advanced aerodynamics and active controls
technology concepts development on a derivative
B-747
[SiS4-ca-3164] p0588 882-32346
Integrated application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial ACT configuration design study
[BASA-CB-3304 ] p0589 882-32349
Integrative application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial act configuration design study
[BASA-CB-159249] p0593 882-32380
Integrated application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Conventional baseline configuration
study
[BASA-CB- 159248] p0593 882-32381
ABfiODIBAHIC DBAG
HI SUPEBSOBIC DBAG
Seductions in parachute drag due to forebody vake
effects
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1939] p0007 A82-I0417
A technique to determine lift and drag polars in
flight and their application
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2420] p0054 A82- 13859
A reviev of £light-to-vind tunnel drag correlation
(AIAA PAPBB 81-2475] p0063 482-11382
Take-off ground roll of propeller driven aircraft
p0114 A82-17607
Determination of the trimmed drag of an aircraft
P0127 A82-18583
Determining performance parameters of general
aviation aircraft
p0177 A82-20759
ling-canard aerodynamics at transonic speeds -
Fundamental considerations on minimum drag
spanloads
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0097] p0183 A82-22046
Sensitivity of helicopter aeromechanical stability
to dynamic inflow
p0273 A82-25773
Effect of dovnvash on the induced drag of
canard-wing combinations
p0298 A82-2S5I8
The initial lift and drag of an impulsively
started airfoil of finite thickness
p0390 482-34538
Commercial transports - Aerodynamic design for
cruise performance efficiency
pO«3l A82-35555
An evaluation of vertical drag and ground effect
using the BSBA rotor balance system Botor
Systems fiesearch Aircraft
p0498 A82-40510
Development pf an advanced no-moving-parts
hi^h-lift airfoil
pOSI2 A82-40971
Spanvise distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in subsonic flo>
p0516 A82-4I005
Optimization of canard configurations - An
integrated approach and practical drag
estimation method
p0517 A82-41023
Binimnm induced drag of canard configurations
p0518 A82-41H6
Aircraft excrescence drag
[ AGABI>-AG-264 ] p0025 882-10020
1-11
IBRODIHIBIC FOBCBS SOW EC T IIDEX
Bind tunnel test and analysis techniques using
powered simulators for civil nacelle
installation drag assessment
p0095 H82-13088
Establishment of an experimental technique to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe
configurations, using a full span model with
turbine powered engine simulators
p0096 H82-13089
Prop-fan integration at cruise speeds
p0097 H82-13097
Optimization and performance calculation of
dual-rotation propellers
[NASA-IP-1948] pOI3l N82-14049
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence reduction characteristics for
screens, honeycomb, and honeycomb-screen
combinations
[SASA-IP-1958] p0131 H82-14055
An afterbody drag balance transonic wind
tunnel gages
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1897] p0135 B82-I4I03
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a
60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices
(data report)
[ if ASA-CB-165806] p0139 882-15014
Experimental trim drag values for conventional and
supercritical wings
[HASA-CB-168500] pOI98 H82-17126
Humerical aircraft design using 3-0 transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 2. Fart 2:
Fighter design
[AD-A1I0036] p0315 882-21182
Studies on wind tunnel straighteners
[HASA-TH-76689] p03S6 882-22284
Automated design of minimum drag light aircraft
fuselages and nacelles
[HASA-CB-168913] p0368 882-23238
Beview of the 1980 Vind-Iunnel/Flight Correlation
Panel
PQ403 882-25198
Experimental analysis of the effects of sweep and
aspect ratio on incompressible flow about
forward swept wings
[AD-A11II28] p0405 H82-25223















Increasing the lift:drag ratio of a flat delta wing
p0016 A82-11899
On unsteady aerodynamic forces and mooents of the
circular cascading blades /Experiments of the
outward-flow case/
p0103 A82-16040
Aerodynamic effects of shape, camber, pitch, and
ground proximity on idealized ground-vehicle
bodies
pOIOS A82-16432
Humerical computation of unsteady subsonic
aerodynamic forces on wing-body-tail exposed to
travelling gust
p0185 A82-22112
Results of recent measurements on an oscillating
aerofoil
p0276 A82-26223
Unsteady response of rectangular wings in spanwise
uniform shear flow
p0277 A82-26340
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[AIAA 82-0728] p0340 A82-30176
Forward-swept-wing technclogy
p0381 A82-33309
Finite element calculation of the aerodynamic
forces on a vibrating wing in supersonic flow
p0387 A82-34128
Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of
complex planform under unsteady motion
p0388 482-34157
An estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments on
an airplane model under steady state spin
conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1311] p0487 482-39092
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading
edge separation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1386] p0490 A82-39I42
Inlet and airframe compatibility for a v/SIOL
fighter/attack aircraft with top-mounted inlets
p0507 482-40908
Aerodynamic interactions between a 1/6-scale
helicopter rotor and a body of revolution
p05«0 A82-40947
Beduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic
structure aircraft
p05!6 A82-41009
Aeroelastic equilibrium of a helicopter rotor in
the presence of nonlinear 'aerodynamic forces
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1982-33] p0547 482-42809
aediating flach's mechanics - Bombs away
weapons delivery of fighter aircraft at
transonic speed
p0556 A82-44467
An influence coefficient method for the
application of the modal technique to wing
flutter suppression of the DAST ABR-1 wing
[HASA-CB-165772] p0038 H82-11070
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic ifach numbers with emphasis on model
scale effects
[AD-A104905] p0091 H82-I2392
Calculation of quasi-stationary aerodynamic force
acting on a cascade of oscillating airfoils in
subsonic flow
p0142 B82-15051
A method for force determination from vibration
response measurements application to
turbomachine blades
pOI43 H82-I5055
Calculation of nonstationary force ratios on
blades of a rotating row in incompressible flow
p0144 H82-15061
Ihe effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady
aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a
cascade blade
p0144 H82- 15063
Accounting for thickness effects in the
calculation of subcritical unsteady aerodynamic
forces: Application to wing-fuselage interactions
[SHIAS-82 l - l l 1-106] p0394 H82-2U183
Experimental verification of force determination
and ground flying on a full-scale helicopter
[aSAA»BADCQn-TB-8»-D-M] p0395 K82-2U199
Aerodynamic interactions between a 1/6 scale
helicopter rotor and a body of revolution
[HASA-TB-84247] p052l H82-28252
AEBODI1ABIC HEAT IBAISFEB
HI SOPSBSOHIC H2AI IBAHSFEB
Heat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle
guide vane
[ASBE PAPEB 82-61-247] p0428 A82-35426
A durable, intermediate temperature, direct
reading heat flux transducer for measurements in
continuous wind tunnels
[AD-A 107729] p0213 H82-17483
ABfiODIKABIC BEATIIG
In-situ calibration of flight heat transfer
instrumentation
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-I3] pOO I I A82- 1090 I
Eadose aerodynamic heating effects on boresight
error
p0281 A82-26U65
Duplication of radome aerodynamic heating using
the Central Beceiver lest Facility solar furnace
P0281 A82-26468
Approximate method of predicting heating on the
windward side of Space Shuttle Orbiter and
comparisons with flight data
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0823] p0373 A82-3I853
An experimental study at free-stream Hach 5 of the
aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of
plane wings of various planforms
P0388 A82-34149
Variational eguation of an eccentrically
reinforced panel with allowance for nonnniform
heating
A-12
SUBJECT IBDBI AEBODIBAHIC LOUS
p0582 A82-466I7
A durable, intermediate temperature, direct
reading heat flax transducer foe measurements in
continnoos Hind tunnels
[AD-A107729] p0213 882-17483
Historical perspectives on thermostrnctnral
research at the B4CA Langley Aeronaotical
Laboratory froi 1948 to 1958
p037l 882-23494
AEBODI8AOIC IITEBFEBBBCB
Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan noise
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2033] pOOOB A82-10457
Airframe effects on top-mounted inlet systems for
VSTOl fighter aircraft
[AIM PAPBB 81-2631] p01S6 A82-192I2
numerical computation of unsteady subsonic
aerodynamic forces on King-body-tall exposed to
travelling gust
pOI85 A82-22I12
Transonic Hind tunnel nail interference
corrections for three-dimensional nodeIs
[AIAA 82-0588] p0237 482-24663





Thrust reverser induced flon interference on
tactical aircraft stability and control
[AIAA PAPEfi 82-1133] p0438 A82-37693
Ihe use of small strakes to reduce interference
drag of a Ion Hing, twin engine airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1323] p0487 A82-39100
Summary of sting interference effects for cone,
missile, and aircraft configurations as
deternined by dynauic and static aeasnrenents
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1366] p0497 482-40395
External aerodynaaic design for a laminar flow
control glove on a Lockheed Jetstar ving
pOSOS A82-40895
Computational and experiaental studies of light
twin aerodynaaic interference
p0508 482-40930
The use of adaptive nails in plane flows
[OHEBi, TP HO. 1982-38] p0548 482-42813
Higher-order flow angle corrections for
three-dimensional Hind tunnel Hall interference
p0555 A82-44246
Airframe-propulsion system aerodynaaic
interference predictions at high transonic Hach
numbers including off-design engine airflow
effects
pOQ97 882-13098
Optimum performance and Hake geometry of co-axial
rotor in hover
p0249 H82-18156
A numerical approach to co-axial rotor aerodynamics
p0249 882-18157
Helicopter rotor downwasi: Results of
experimental research at the DFVLB-rotor test
stand and their comparison with theoretical
results
p0249 882-18 158
Investigations of the separation behavior on
airfoils at high angles of attack, using linear
lift theory
[HBB-FE-I22/S/POB/37] p0252 B82-18189
The effect of a well on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler Hind tunnel flow visualization and
pressure measurement
[BU-268] - - - - - - p0263 882-19194
Theoretical and experimental investigations of
wind tunnel interference due to angle of attack
[HBB-FE-124/S/PPB/34] p0320 1182-21226
A numerical investigation of tHO-dimensional,
subsonic, linear. Hind tunnel interference theory
[ABL/AEBO-HOTE-403] p0364 882-23197
Experimental determination of flon-interference
effects of Hing—mounted, tHO-dimensional,
full-capture propulsion nacelles in close
proximity to a vehicle body at a Bach number of 6
[HASA-TH-83287] p0405 H82-25217
Evaluation of an experimental technigue to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/Hing interference Hind
tunnel tests
[BLB-nP-81020-0] p0521 N82-28262
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type
Hing—body model
[BASA-TH-76878] p0557 882-30287
Investigation of the interference effects of mixed
flOH long duct nacelles on a DC-10 Hing






nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads
on wings and bodies at high angles of attack
pOO 14 A82- 11359
Determining hinge moments and empennage airload
parameters from flight data for LearJet airplanes
p0044 482-13120
Improved techniques for the calibration and
measurement of in-flight loads
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2502] p0058 A82- 13924
Development of a comprehensive analysis for
rotorcraft. II - Aircraft model, solution
procedure and applications
p0065 A82-14407
Calculation of the unsteady loads on the surface
of a moving Hedge with an incident shock Have
POI28 A82-18590
On the track of practical forward-swept wings
POI54 A82-I907I
BB 211 poHerplant deterioration - Bevieu of
current situation and lessons learned
[SAE PAPEB 811053] p023l A82-24393
Operating flight loads and their effect on engine
performance
[SAE PAPEB 811071] p0233 A82-24405
Hypothetical fatigue life problem - Application of
Aerospatiale method
p0240 A82-24716
Helicopter rotor load prediction
p0240 A82-247I9
The Hodel 412 multi-bladed rotor system
p0277 482-26376
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
p0284 A82-26620
A simple crack closure model for prediction of
fatigue crack growth rates under
variable-amplitude loading
P0284 A82-26630
The stressed state of a parachute canopy during
opening
p0333 A82-29820
Application of a transonic potential flow code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional wings
[AIAA 82-0689] p0339 A82-30156
Application qf optimal control techniques to
aircraft flutter suppression and load alleviation
[AIAA 82-0724] p0340 A82-30173
Joint Anglo-American experience of the analysis of
helicopter rotor blade pressure distribution
p0440 A82-37770
Determination of rotor Hake induced empennage
airloads
[AHS PBEPfilNT 81-26] p0443 A82-37796
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for low observables mission profiles
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1298] p0487 A82-39085
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1320] p0487 A82-39098
Maneuver stability of a vehicle Hith a toned body
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1347] p0488 A 82-39 119
The use of linearized-aerodynamics and vortex-flow ,
methods in aircraft design /invited paper/
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1384] p0497 A82-40294
Theory and application of optimum airloads to
rotors in hover and forward flight
p0498 A82-40506
Performance of the Botor Systems Besearch Aircraft
calibrated rotor loads measurement system
P0502 A82-40549
Besults of the AH-64 Structural Demonstration
p0502 A82-40551
Gust load alleviation on Airbus A 300
p0504 A82-4088I
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on a
transport aircraft type airfoil with two
interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps,
at transonic speed and high Beynolds numbers
p0507 A82-40909
A-13
ABBODfHABIC BOBEBIS SUBJECT IIBBI
A crack grouth model under spectral loading
p O S I I A82-40961
Determination of load spectra and their
application for keeping the operational life
proof of sporting airplanes
P05I6 A82-4IOIO
The role of the scale parameter in service load
assessment and simulation of aircraft flight
P0516 482-41011
The external balance system of the German-Dutch
vindtunnel DBB and its strain gage load cells
p0549 A82-43184
Processes and procedural approaches used in the
dimensioning of the supporting structure and the
demonstration of the airworthiness
pOSSO A82-43331
4 simplified method for predicting rotor blade
airloads
P0577 A82-4S187
Hanenver load control for the reduction of design
loads and improvement of the maneuverability of
modern fighter aircraft
[BflVG-FBBT-81-2] pQ099 N82-I3I38
Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts with
external stores at transonic speeds
p O I O I H82-13813
Lifting surface theory for Kings in lov frequency
small amplitude jailing and side slipping
oscillating motions at lov speeds
p013l H82-14061
Effect of mean blade loading on supersonic cascade
flatter
p0143 882-15059
HASA Dryden Flight Loads Research Facility
[HASA-TH-81368] p0145 882-15079
Study of ground handling characteristics of a
maritime patrol airship
[HASA-CB-166253} pOI91 B82-16090
Flight dynamics technology development:
Structures and dynamics, vehicle
equipment/subsystems, flight control and
aeromechanics
[AD-A096636] p019S 882-17082
Loading cycles and material data for the layout of
a wind turbine of special hub concept
[ISD-273] P02I5 H82-17643
Developments in rotary ving aircraft aerodynamics
p0245 H82-18120
Some unsteady aerodynamic effects on helicopter
rotors
p0250 H82-18162
A method of predicting fuselage loads in hover
p0250 1182-18164
Hast mounted visual aids
P0251 H82-18167
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a
1/24 scale F-I1I aircraft model vith three
external store loadings
[AD-A109449] p0302 H82-20158
A surface singularity method for rotors in hover
or climb[AD-A109687] p0304 882-20178
Humerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
'analysis with optimization, volume 2. Fart 2:
Fighter design[AD-A110036] p0315 082-21182
Development of a correlated finite element dynamic
model of a complete aero engine[PHB-90081] p0355 H82-22272
On the aerodynamics of vindblast
[40-4110495] p0405 H82-25221
Statistical reviev of counting accelerometer data
for Davy and flarine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 30 Jane 1981[AD-A110660] pO«07 N82-25243
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal tall loads, of a control
configured jet transport vith relaxed static
stability
p0455 H82-26313
Performance deterioration due to acceptance
testing and flight loads; JI90 jet engine
diagnostic program[SASA-CB-165572] p0472 H82-27309
Beans for controlling aerodynamically induced tvist[HASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0523 882-28279
B747/JT9D flight loads and their effect on engine
running clearances and performance






Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise
[AIAA PAPEE 81-2001] pOOOB A82- 10455
Scattering of sound by a vortex ring
pOI04 S82-16I48
Comments on 'nature of inlet turbulence and strut
flov disturbances and their effect on
tnrbomachinery rotor noise1
P0277 A82-26320
Bode scatterer design for fan noise suppression in
tvo-dimensional ducts
p0551 482-43402
Airbus Industrie and community noise
p0580 A82-45845
Aircraft ving trailing-edge noise
(HASA-CB-164952] p0034 H82-11039
Linear and nonlinear analysis of vortex vhistle:
Another blade buster
p0144 H82-I5067
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
£ HASA-CB- 165102] pO 193 H82-I680I
lind tunnel investigation of high speed rotor noise
p0248 H82-18146
Prediction of blade vortex interaction noise from
measured blade pressure
P0248 882-18147
The role of coherent structures in the generation
of noise for subsonic jets
[HASA-CB-168764] p0358 882-22947
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-ving/flap
interactions of the external OSB configuration
of SIOL aircraft. Fart 1: Bight percent scale
cold-flov model analysis
(HAL-TB-685I) p0359 H82-22953
Aircraft aerodynamic noise daring approach
p0359 882-22976
Aeroacoustic performance of an externally blown
flap configuration vith several flap noise
suppression devices
[8ASA-IP-1995] p0400 882-24942
On the design and test of a lov noise propeller
[BASA-CB-165938] p0462 882-27089
Airbus Industrie and community noise
p0478 H82-27865
The effect of barriers on vave propagation
phenomena: Kith application for aircraft noise
shielding
[8ASA-CB-I69I28] p0530 882-29111




Experimental determination of parachute apparent
mass and its significance in predicting dynamic
stability
[AIAA FAPEB 81-1920] p0006 482-10406
Hnmerical treatment of helicopter rotor stability
' problems
pOOI9 482-12015
Acceptance testing of the Calspan variable
stability Learjet
p0077 A82-14937
Dynamic stability of a buoyant guad-rotor aircraft
for airlifting payloads externally on a sling[AIAA FAPEB 82-0242] p0117 482-17861
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta wings
[AIAA PAFEB 82-0129] p0183 482-22052
numerical calculation of lift, moment coefficient
and dynamic stability derivatives on
sideslipping vings in unsteady supersonic flows
pOI85 482-22111
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic vings at high
incidence
p0223 482-23828
Beview of support interference in dynamic tests
(AIAA 82-0594] p0237 A82-24668
Cross and cross-coupling derivative measurements
on the standard dynamics model at AEDC
[AIAA 82-0596] p0237 A82-24670
Sensitivity of helicopter aeromechanical stability
to dynamic inflow
p0273 A82-25773
A generalized Bill's method for the stability
analysis of parametrically excited dynamic systems
p0274 A82-25923
A-M
SUBJECT IBDBX IEEODTBAUC STALUBG
Downvash behind a ving with spanvise blowing
p0382 482-33511
Bill ABC technology produce the next-generation
helicopter
p0385 182-33916
Instability effects on pylon and engine loading in
an aircraft mth high-aspect-ratio Mings
p0388 A82-34I63
A stage-by-stage dual-spool compression system
modeling technique
[ASBB PAPEB B2-GT-I89] p0427 482-35394
Aerodynamic lag functions, divergence, and the
British flatter nethod
p0433 482-35820
Plight-determined correction terms for angle of
attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1374] p0497 A82-40290
Sensitivity analysis and optimization of
aeroelastic stability
p055l A82-43394
Application of Kalman filtering technigae to
aerodynamic derivatives for a helicopter
pOS77 482-45189
An investigation of a stoppable helicopter rotor
with circulation control ames 40 by 80 foot
Kind tunnel
[BASA-Tn-81218] p0026 1182- 10030
System identification helicopter parameters.
Determination frcm flight tests, phase 2
[BB7G-FBMT-80-I2] p0099 B82-13137
Stability analysis of the tvin mode model of
coupled flexion/torsion vibrations in turbofans
pOI43 B82-15057
Correlating measured and predicted inplane
stability characteristics for an advanced
bearingless rotor
[SASA-CB-166280] p020 I 882-17154
A control model for maneuvering flight for
' application to a computer-flight testing program
p0249 H82-18153
Active gust and maneuver load control concepts
mth the example of the Airbus A300. Part I:
Explanation of a regular in the time zone of
vind gust load decrease and examination of its
effectiveness in stochastic gusts
[SBB-FE-I72/S/POB/39-PT-I ] p0267 H82-19228
Development of an ejection seat ballast block for
the S-3A aircraft
[AD-AI09808] P0303 H82-20I61
Development of longitudinal eguivalent system
models for selected OS Navy tactical aircraft
[AO-A109488] P0306 B82-20189
Experiment on active flutter suppression of a
cantilever wing
[BAL-TB-690] p0356 N82-22282
Jet V/SIOL wind-tunnel simulation and groundplane
effects
P0361 H82-23165
the modeling and prediction of multiple jet VIOL
aircraft flov fields in ground effect
p036l H82-23166
Application of a transonic potential flov code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional vings
[HASA-TH-83296] p0363 H82-23I93
Transonic flutter study of a Hind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without singlet






Experimental investigation of aeroelastic
instability of open field thin profiles
metallic structures
p0572 B82-3I705
\ Large displacements and stability analysis of
nonlinear propeller structures
[BASA-TB-82850] p0572 H82-31707
Dser's guide for the rotorcraft flight simulation




A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for
stall/spin research
[AIAA 81-2177] P0002 482-10126
Application of the OBEBA dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forward flight
(OBEBA, IP BO. 1981-89] p0062 A82-13992
An experimental study of separated flov on a
finite ving
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1882] p0167 A82-20293
Aeroelasticity of compressor blades - Subsonic
stall flutter
p0285 A82-26993
A computer-controlled oscillation mechanism for
unsteady aerodynamics experiments
p0328 A82-290I8
Effects of dynamic stall on SiECS Small Hind
Energy Conversion System
p0384 482-33707
Hill ABC technology produce the next-generation
helicopter
p0385 A82-33916
The performance of centrifugal compressor channel
diffusers
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-10] p0420 A82-35279
Effect of the rear stage casing treatment on the
overall performance of a multistage axial-flov
compressor
[ASBE PAPEB 82-G1-110] p0424 A82-35344
A simple system for helicopter
Individual-Blade-Control and its application to
stall flutter suppression
p0439 A82-37765
A simple system for helicopter
individnal-blade-control and its application to
stall-induced vibration alleviation
[ABS PBBPBIBT 81-12] p0442 482-37785
Analytic extrapolation to full scale aircraft
dynamics
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1387] p0490 A82-39143
Dynamic surface measurements on a model helicopter
rotor during blade slap at high angles of attack
p0503 482-40555
Prediction of high alpha flight characteristics
utilizing rotary balance data
pOSIO A82-40953
Aeroelastic equilibrium of a helicopter rotor in
the presence of nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1982-33] p0547 482-42809
Transient phenomena of shock-induced turbulent
separation for a spikebody and stalling airfoil
at transonic and supersonic speeds
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1362] p0549 A82-42950
Spin recovery training licensing requirement
[GPO-66-020] p0025 B82-10022
An experimental investigation of the rotating
stall, surge and vake behind the rotor for a
single stage axial compressor
p0033 B82-11008
Compressor stall inducing installation effects of
an engine control parameter for the CF-5 aircraft
p0095 B82-13085
On the numerical analysis of stall flutter in
turbine cascades
P0143 H82-15054
Summary of theoretical considerations and vind
tunnel tests of an aerodynamic spoiler for stall
proofing a general aviation airplane
[BASA-CB-I65IOO] pOI87 B82-16046
Spin tests of a single-engine, high-King light
airplane
[BASA-TP-1927] p0189 B82-I6068
Application of the OHBB dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forward flight
p0250 B82-18161
Some unsteady aerodynamic effects on helicopter
rotors
p0250 B82-18I62
State of the art and recent perspectives on the
study of the loss of control and spin
p0347 B82-22I97
Performance of single-stage axial-flov transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.77, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05
[BASA-TP-2001]
 P0355 N82-22269
Onsteady pressure measurements at stall and
buffeting
(DPVLB-flIIT-79-09] p0364 H82-23I98




AEBODIHAHIC VEHICLES SUBJECT IHDBI
Effects of wing-leading-edge modifications on a
full-scale, low-wing general aviation airplane:
Hind-tunnel investigation of
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics
conducted in Langley 30- by 60-foot tunnel
[HASA-TP-2011] p0446 H82-26217
in experimental study of dynaoic stall on advanced









Control laws for adaptive wind tunnels
P0012 A82-10985
The CIVIC - A concept in vortex induced
combustion. II
[ASME PAPEB 8I-GT-I2] p0017 A82-11997
Bapid elliptic solvers
P0082 A82-15827
Bemarks on the calculation of transonic potential
flow by a finite volume method
p0082 482-15835
Some aerodynamic aspects of hang gliding
p0109 482-17124
Technical evaluation report of the A6ABD Fluid
Dynamics Panel Symposium on computation of
viscous-inviscid interactions
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1981-116] p0163 A82-19733
International Conference on Numerical Methods in
Fluid Dynamics, 7th, Stanford University,
Stanford and Hoffett Field. CA, June 23-27,
1980, Proceedings
P0234 482-24426
Aerodynamics - Betrospect and prospect /The 21st
Lanchester Memorial Lecture/
P0275 A82-26098
Computational fluid dynamics - The coning revolution
p0277 A82-26366
The effect of swirl burner aerodynamics on HOx
formation
p0326 A82-28658
Measurement of aerodynamic work during fan flutter
p0327 A82-28987
Vertical takeoff technology - Flight mechanics,
aerodynamics, and propulsion systems German
book
P0381 A82-33348
Aerodynamics. Part 2 - Methods of aerodynamic
design /3rd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0382 A82-33387
Aerodynamics: The science of air in motion /2nd
edition/ Book
p0383 A82-33671
Flov visualization techniques for the study of
high incidence aerodynamics
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1982-5] p0389 482-34493
CFD technology for propulsion installation design
- Forecast for the 80's computational fluid
dynamics in aerospace applications
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-2I] p0420 A82-35289
Practical aerodynamic problems - Military aircraft
p043l A82-35556
International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences, Congress, 13th and AI44 Aircraft
Systems and Technology Conference, Seattle, IA,
August 22-27, 1982. Proceedings. Volumes 1 S 2
p0503 A82-40876
Aerodynamic research applications at Boeing
p0515 A82-41000





Investigation of the aerodynamics of axisymmetric
bodies in supersonic flov in the presence of
localized injection
p0583 A82-46692
nonlinear transonic flutter analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0608] p0583 482-46847
Development of high loading, high efficiency axial
flow turbine
P0583 482-47069
Analysis of tapered-land hybrid aerostatic journal
bearings
p0584 A82-47944
Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcritical
aerofoils
p0032 H82-10983
Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane on
TF34 fan performance
[HASA-CB-165458] p0088 H82-12075
A look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel: User's guide
[HASA-TH-83186] p0089 H82- 12085
Besearch and Technology
[HASA-TH-83221] p0091 H82-13043
Prediction of subsonic aircraft flows with jet
exhaust interactions
p0097 H82-13096
Predesigu study for a modern 4-bladed rotor for
the HASA rotor systems research aircraft
[HASA-CB-166153] p0187 H82-16042
Flight dynamics technology development:
Structures and dynamics, vehicle
equipment/subsystems, flight control and
aeromechanics
[AD-A096636] p0195 H82-17082
Scientific report of the Fluid Mechanics Besearch
Department
P02I3 H82-17469
XFV-I2A diagnostic and development programs
[4D-A108354] p0254 H82-18206
Tendencies in the development of subsonic
transport aircraft with special consideration of
aerodynamics
[ESA-TT-705] p0255 H82-18214
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest Fall/Summer
1980
[AD-AI08338J P030I H82-20I39
Design criteria for flightpath and airspeed
control for the approach and landing of STQL
aircraft
[NASA-TP-I9I1] p0305 H82-20187
Cold-air performance of a 15.41-cm-tip-diameter
axial-flow power turbine with variable-area
stator designed for a 75-kB automotive gas
turbine engine
[HASA-TH-82644] p0316 H82-21193
Aerodynamic analysis of VIOL inlets and definition
of a short, blowing-lip inlet
[HASA-CB-1656 17] p0349 H82-222I I
The 1983 HASA Authorization, Volume 1
[GPO-91-488-VOL-1] p0360 H82-23068
An accurate method for evaluating the kernel of
the integral egnation relating lift to downwash
in unsteady potential flow
[HASA-TH-83281] p0363 H82-23I94
Combining analysis with optimization at Langley
Besearch Center. An evolutionary process
[HASA-TM-84472] p0400 H82-24846
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest:
Spring/summer 1981
[AD-AH2421] p0462 H82-27216
General aviation activity and avionics survey
[AD-A112924] p052l 882-28244
Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow turbomachinery
[AD-41 14911] p0537 H82-29328
Laminar flow control, 1976 - 1982: A selected
annotated bibliography
[HASA-TH-84496] p0572 H82-31645




Aeroelasticity matters - Some reflections on two
decades of testing in the HASA Langley Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel
p0061 482-13969
Application of the OHEBA dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forward flight
[OHEBA, TP HO. 1981-89] p0062 A82-13992
In-flight deflection measurement of the BiHAT
aeroelastically tailored wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2450] p0063 A82-14381
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical
aeroelastic predictions with flight measured
airloads for the B-l aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2387] p0065 A82- 14393
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes
in a T-38 stabilator
p0113 A82-17602
A-16
SOBJECT I1DBZ UBOBLASIICIIt COITD
Effect of the blading type on the aerodynamic
da•ping of blade vibrations vith allowance for
the profile curvature
P0127 482-18484
lorsional vibrations of a 11109 carrying a
concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/
pOI28 482-18620
On the track of practical forvard-svept Kings
POI54 482-19071
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of
Distuned blades IB subsonic and supersonic flovs[ASHE P&PEB 81-DET-I22) p0161 482-19337
Fighters - Tomorrov's terminology
p022l 482-23368
4 generalized Hill's nethod for the stability
analysis of parametrically excited dyuaaic systens
p0274 482-25923
Besults of recent aeasnrenents on an oscillating
aerofoil
P0276 182-26223
Perforaance and aeroelastic tradeoffs on recent
rotor blade designs
p0280 482-26396
Aeroelasticity of conpressor blades - Subsonic
stall flutter
p0285 482-26993
Flatter of forward svept vings, analyses and tests
C4IA4 82-0646] p0337 482-3014?
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite aaterial for an aeroelastic
research mng
[4144 62-0676] p0338 182-30146
Active control of aeroelastic divergence
[4144 82-0684] p0338 482-30151
Transonic tine-response analysis of three D.O.F.
conventional and supercritical airfoils
[4144 82-0688] p0339 A82-30I55
application of a transonic potential flov code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional vings
[4144 82-0689] p0339 482-30156
Cooparison between computations and experimental
data in unsteady three-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications
[4IA4 82-0690] F0339 A82-30I57
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness
coupled, graphite/epoxy, cantilevered plates
C A I A A 82-0722] p0340 A82-30I72
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[AIAA 82-0728] p0340 &82-30176
Feedback control of a cantilever King in steady
airflow
[AIAA 82-0729] p0340 A82-30I77
Identification of the fora of motion of an aircraft
p0373 A82-31824
Finite element calculation of the aerodynamic
forces on a vibrating ving in supersonic flov
p0387 A82-34128
/Development of a control Ian for the alleviation
of maneuver loads on an elastic aircraft
p0388 A82-31I44
An algorithm for calculating the compliance
matrices of aircraft structures by the
substructure method as applied to aeroelasticity
problems
p0388 482-34161
A method of accounting for the effect of aircraft
deformations on its loading
P0388 A82-34I77
Aerodynamic lag functions, divergence, and the
British flutter method
P0433 A82-35820
Substructure program for analysis of helicopter
vibrations
[AHS PBEPBIHT 61-24] p0443 A82-37795
Static and aeroelastic optimization of aircraft
p0444 482-37945
Survey of active and passive means to reduce
rotorcraft vibrations
p0444 A82-37946
F-16 active flutter suppression program
p0444 482-37947
Bobnst Kalman filter design for active flutter
suppression systems
p0482 482-38442
Dynamic stability of flexible forward svept ving
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPB8 82-1325] p0488 482-39102
Summary and recent results from the BASA advanced
high-speed propeller research program
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1119] p0497 A82-404I9
An experimental investigation of a bearingless
model rotor in hover
p0498 482-40512
Helicopter vibration reduction by rotor blade
modal shaping
p0498 A82-40514
Finite element analysis for bearingless rotor
blade aeroelasticity
p0499 482-40517
Calculations of transonic steady state aeroelastic
effects for a canard airplane
pOSOd A82-40882
Computer-aided derivation of equations of motion
for rotary-ving aeroelastic problems
p0504 A82-40883
Design of compensated flutter suppression systems
pOS06 A82-40904
Bind tunnel test and aerodynamic analysis of three
aeroelastically tailored vings
pOSIS A82-4I001
Aeroelastic equilibrium of a helicopter rotor in
the presence of nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[OHEflA, IP HO. 1962-33] pOS47 482-42809
Sensitivity analysis and optimization of
aeroelastic stability
pOSSI 482-43394
Fundamentals of strength and aeroelasticity in
flight vehicles Bnssian book
pOS78 A82-45762
Finite element approach to the calculation of
unsteady aerodynamic influence coefficients in
dynamic aeroelastic analysis
pOSSI 482-05849
Choice of veight coefficients in the problem of
the optimal damping of the elastic oscillations
of a ving
pOS82 482-46606
The effect of a screen on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating profile
p0583 482-46693
nonlinear transonic flutter analysis[AIAA PAPEB 81-0608] p0583 482-46847
A method for determination of the aeroelastic
behavior of aircraft vith active control systems
[DFVLB-FB-81-05] p0029 H82-10047
Aeroelasticity matters: Some reflections on tvo
decades of testing in the H4S4 Langley transonic
dynamics tunnel
[HASA-Ta-83210] pOOSS H82-I204I
Design for active and passive flutter suppression
and gust alleviation
[HASA-CB-3482] pOlOO N82-13 147
Interactive aircraft flight control and
aeroelastic stabilization forvard svept ving
flight vehicles
[BASA-CB-165036] p O l O O H82-13150
Estimation methods for the determination of
dynamic responses of elastic aircraft to
random loads
[BHVG-FBHT-81-6] p0141 H82-15037
Aeroelasticity in turbomachines conference
proceedings
[EPFL-ITA-10] p0142 H82-15042
Computer aided investigation of turbomachine
aerodynamics and aeroelasticity
- - - - - - - - - - - - _ p0143 H82-15053
Control of vibration in aeroelastic cascade
experiments
pOI43 H82-15056
Technical evaluation report on the Aeroelasticity
in Tnrbomachines Symposium
P0144 H82-I5070
Integration of a code for aeroelastic design of
conventional and composite vings into ACSIBT. an
aircraft synthesis program ving aeroelastic
design (HADES)
[HASA-CB-137805] pQ|89 H82- 16069
Correlating measured and predicted inplane
stability characteristics for an advanced
bearingless rotor
[HASA-CB-166280] p020l H82-I7I54
Application of the OHEB dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forvard flight
p0250 882-18161
Flutter and time response analyses of three degree




Aeroelastic characteristics of a mistnned
bladed-disc assembly
p0301 H82-20142
Application of the finite elenent method to rotarj
mng aeroelasticity
CHASA-CB-1658511] pQ308 H82-20561
Aeroelastic analysis of the elastic global rotor
[HASA-CB-166287] p0312 H82-2I157
Aeroelastic tailoring for control and performance:
Are requirements conpatible?
p0348 H82-22200
Aeroelastic properties of Kings in transonic flov
[HLB-BP-81005-UJ p0350 B82-22224
Application of a transonic potential flov code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional mngs
[HASA-JB-83296] p0363 B82-23193
Time-marching transonic flatter solutions
including angle-of-attack effects
[HASA-Ifl-83295] p0363 H82-23I96
Transonic flutter study of a Hind-tunnel model of
a supercritical «ing Kith/without Kinglet
conducted in Langley Transonic Dyoaaics Tunnel
[HASA-TB-83279] p0368 B82-23239
The determination of critical flutter conditions
of nonlinear systems
[BAE-TB-STBOCT-986] p0397 B82-24210
A method for determining the aeroelastic behavior
of aircraft Kith active control systems
[BSA-TT-719] p0397 B82-24211
Combining analysis Kith optimization at Langley
Besearch Center. An evolutionary process
[HASA-Tfl-84472] p0400 H82-24846
Aeroelasticy of compressor blades: Subsonic stall
flutter
P04I4 B82-26189
Summary and recent results from the BAS4 advanced
High speed Propeller fiesearch Program
[HASA-Ifl-82891] p0447 B82-26219
Steady, Oscillatory, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version I. I
(SOUSSA-P1.1) • Volume 2: User/programmer
manual. Addendum I: Analytical treatment of
wake influence
[HASA-TH-84484] p0448 M82-26236
Comparison of analytical and Kind-tunnel results
for flutter and gust response of a transport
King Kith active controls
[HASA-TP-2010] p0460 B82-26703
Hind-tunnel evaluation of an aeroelastically
conformable rotor
[AD-A114384] p0521 H82-28260
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research King
[HASA-IB-8329I] p0523 H82-28280
Aeroelastic analysis for helicopter rotors Kith
blade appended pendulum vibration absorbers.
Mathematical derivations and program user's manual
[HASA-CB-165896] pQ566 N82-31298
Hybrid state vector methods for structural dynamic
and aeroelastic boundary value problems
[HASA-CB-3591 ] p0567 B82-3I304
Experimental investigation of aeroelastic
instability of open field thin profiles
metallic structures
P0572 H82-31705
Aeroelastic stability of rotor blades using finite
element analysis
CHASA-CB-166389] p0588 H82-32342







Aeronautics in China - An AIAA report Book
P0045 482- 13150
Progress in aeronautical research and technology
applicable to civil air transports
P0061 A82-13974
Ton Karman and VKI - The first 25 years
p0273 &82-25673
BASA research in aircraft propulsion
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-177] p0426 A82-35389
Turbulence modelling - Beport of a lorking Party
p0546 A82-42547
HASA Authorization, 1982: Index
[GPO-84-713] p0031 H82-10959
The automatic matrix force method and technigues
for handling more complex computations Kith
given computer capacity
P0032 B82-10994
Index of national Aviation facilities Experimental




HASA research in aircraft propulsion
[HASA-TB-82771] p O l O O H82-13 146
Compilation of abstracts of dissertations theses,
and research papers submitted by candidates for
degrees, I October 1979 - 30 September 1980
[AD-A104124] p O I O I H82-13974
Control methodology: nondestructive testing in
the aeronautics industry
[SBIAS-812-55 1-110] p0137 H82-14527
Aeronautical applications of bonding
(SHIAS-8I2-55I-I02] pOI39 B82-I50IO
The influence of aeronautical BSD expenditures
upon the productivity of air transportation
[PBS 1-247140] p0147 B82-15984
Aeronautics and space report of the President,
1980 activities
[BASA-Tfl-84079] p0147 B82-16022
HASA research activities in aeropropulsion
[HASA-TB-82788] pOI90 H82-16084
Fiscal year 1981 scientific and technical reports,
articles, papers, and presentations
[BASA-TB-B2445] p0195 B82-16927





Aeronautical Besearch Laboratories structures
Division
[AD-AI09049] p0262 S82-19161
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest Fall/Summer
1980
[AD-A108338] p0301 H82-20I39
Journal of Aeronautics and astronomy
[AD-A109681] p0301 H82-20140
Future of general and commuter aviation technology
and trade
[GPO-85-832] p0302 H82-20159
Acta Aeronautica et Astronantica Sinica
[AD-A110282] p0312 H82-21153
The benefits of data exchange between airline
and engine manufacturer
[PHB-90048] p0323 H82-22095
BevieK of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Motherlands, March 1979 - February 1981
[HLB-BP-81006-0] p0343 N82-22I53
The 1983 HASA Authorization, Volume 1
[GPO-91-488-VOL-I] p0360 H82-23068
Besearch and Technology annual report FT-198 I
[HASA-TB-84199] p0371 HS2-24137
The first A in HASA
[GPO-89-476] p04IO H82-25271
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest:
Spring/summer 1981
[AD-A112421] p0462 H82-27216
A technical assessment of aeronautical engineering
in Israel
[AD-AI069BO] p0462 H82-272I8
Aeronautical systems technology needs: Escape,
rescue and survival, test facilities and test
equipment and training/simulation equipment
[AO-A115435] p0565 H82-31291
flnltibody aircraft study, volume 1
[HASA-CB-I65829-VOL-1) p0588 H82-32344
Bultibody aircraft study, volume 2
[HASA-CB-165829-VOL-2] p0588 H82-32345
Computational aerodynamics and design
[HASA-TB-84257] p0605 H82-33348
OSAP Summer Faculty Besearch Program. Volume 1:
1981 research reports
[AD-A 113708] p0615 H82-34340
DSAF Summer Faculty Besearch Program. Volume 2:
1981 research reports
[AD-A 113709] p0615 N82-34341
ABBOIAOTICS
Aeronautics in China - An AIAA report Book
p0045 A82- 13150
A-18
SUBJECT XBOBZ ABBOSPACB HEDICIIB
The payoff from P.S- investment in aeronautical
research and development
p0072 482-14793
Studies xn the history and theory of development
of aviation and rocketry and space science and
technology Bossian book
P029I 182-27398
Essentials of aviation management /2nd edition,
Book
p0383 48^-33648
International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences, Congress, 13th and IIAA Aircraft
Systems and Technology Conference, Seattle, It,
August 22-27, 1982, Proceedings. Volaaes I 6 2
p0503 A82-40C 5
A history of aerostatics and aviation in Bnssia -
In the period up to 1914 /2nd revised and
enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p0544 A82-42066
Booanian professor Elie Carafoil - 55 years
devotion on modern aeronautics and astronautics
[ZAP PAPER 82-280] P0583 A82-47010
A sumoary of the Haval Postgraduate School
Besearch Program
[AO-A104112] pOI02 882-13975
Proceedings: Fifth Annual Borkshop on
Meteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation Systems
CBASA-CP-2I92J p03 10 882-21 139
aeteorological impact on aviation fuel efficiency
p03IO H82-21140
Operational procedures relative to severe weather
p03IO H82-2II42
Heteorology impact on future aircraft design
p03IO H82-21143
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest:
Spring/summer 1981
[ A D - A I 1 2 4 2 I ] P0462 M82-272I6
Botor fragment protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine ngine rotor failures that
occurred in O.S. commercial aviation during 1978
[H4S4-CB-165388] _ p0473 S82-27316
AEBOSOLS
HI FOG
Determination of vertical profiles of aerosol size
spectra from aircraft radiative flux
measurements. II - The effect of particle
nonsphericity
p0020 A82-12149
Baven aircraft filter-absorber agricultural
aircraft
£40-4098962] p0099 N82-13139




Emerging technologies in aerospace structures,
design, structural dynamics and materials;
Proceedings of the Aerospace Conference, San
Francisco, CA, August 13- IS, 1980
pOOIS A82-12026
Ponder metallurgy snperalloys - aerospace
materials for the 1980's; Proceedings of the
Conference, Zurich, Switzerland, Hovember 18-20,
1980. Volume 1
p0020 482-12495
Computer graphics for quality assurance
POI67 A82-20276
Design for operability of military aircraft BAF
engineering experience and requirements. I -
Thoughts of a squadron engineer
pOI74 A82-20S61
Aircraft operability - BAF engineering experience
and requirements. II
pOI74 482-20562
Data systems organization - A change for the better
flight test data acquisition
pOI78 A82-20767
CAD/CAB approach to improving industry
productivity gathers momentum
p0181 A82-21375
Deficiencies and constraints that affect the
design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies
p0226 482-24303
Fibrous composites in structural design —- Book
p0287 A82-27I26
International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences. Congress, 13th and AJAA Aircraft
Systems and Technology Conference, Seattle. IA,
August 22-27, 1982. Proceedings. Volumes 1 6 2
p0503 A82-40876
BASA Authorization, 1982: T-\dex
[GPO-84-713] p0031 882-10959
Theory and applications <-f optimal control ID
aerospace systems
[AGABD-AG-251] p0038 882-11073
An overview of optimal co itrol in aerospace systems
p0038 H82-II074
La Becherche Aerospa«-'iie. Bi-monthly Bulletin 80.
1981-2, flarch - April 198> aerodynamic
research
[ESA-TT-713] p0136 B82-14388
Aeronautics and space report of the President,
1980 activities
fBASA-TH-84079] p0147 882-16022
Besearch and technology annual report, 1981
[SASA-TH-8J333] p0195 H82-17081
The Boyal Aircraft Establishment: 100 years of
research
tBAE-TB-FS-432] p0343 H82-22144
Besearch and Technology annual report FT-198.1
tSASA-TH-84199] p0371 N82-24137
Aerospace engineers: Be're tomorrov-minded people
[SASA-EP-188] p0400 882-25017
La Becherche Aerospatiale, Bi-monthly bulletin,
number 1981-6, Movember-December 1981
aerodynamic research
[ESA-TT-74I] p04!4 882-26185
Bibliography of Lewis Besearch Center technical
publications announced in 1981
C8ASA-TM-82838] p0462 882-27191
AEBOSPACE BHflBOBHBiTS





Kevlar composites; Proceedings of the Symposium,
El Segnndo, CA, December 2, 1980
p0023 A82-12646
Boise control plan for a new airplane
manufacturing facility
p0129 A82-18730
Graphics in numerical control - The user's challenge
pOI67 A82-20277
Belding technology for the aerospace industry;
Proceedings of the Conference, Las Vegas, 8V,
October 7, 8, 1980
p0222 A82-23751
Bhat the operator wants airline cooperation in
aircraft maintenance
p0224 A82-24008
The use of 'Kapton* polyimide film in aerospace
applications
[SAB PAPEB 8 I I Q 9 I ] p0234 A82-244I3
Advanced display—control concepts for power plant
operation
p0275 A82-2612I
Transition of aerospace adhesive bonding
technology from BSD to operational use
p0293 A82-27435
British aerospace begins update effort
p0378 Afl2-32624
The aerospace learning process review of some
past projects
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1291] p0379 A82-33025
International aerospace review; Proceedings of the
First International Aerospace Symposium, Le
Bourget, Seine-Saint-Denis, France, June 2, 3,
1981
p0386 A82-34101
Aeronautical research and development
[OBBBA, TP 80. 1981-90] p0387 482-34114
Technical trends in the civil aircraft and
helicopter industry
p0387 A82-34I20
Critical metals conservation, recycling and
substitution
CAGABD-B-693] p0357 882-22348
Besearch and development at HBB. Technical and
scientific publications, 1981
P0360 882-23137




Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1981, part I
[GPO-76-241-PT-1] p0030 882-10062
A-19
ABfiOSPACE SCIEHCBS SUBJECT IIDBI
Ozone and aircraft operations
p0311 B82-21145
ABBOSPACB SCIESCBS
Research and Technology annoal report FI-1981
[BASA-TB-84199] p037I H82-24I37
AEBOSPACE SISTBBS
HAECOB 1981; Proceedings of the national Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, Bay




Determination of the flammability characteristics
of aerospace hydraulic fluids
p010« 482-16187
Analytical prediction of aerospace vehicle
vibration environments
[ASflE PAPEfi 81-DET-29] p0160 482-19305
Lightning simulation and testing
p0432 A82-35733
CDS-the designer's media, the analyst's aodel
Configuration Development System for aircraft
p0514 482-10991
Optiaizing aerospace structures for Manufacturing
cost
P05I6 482-141014
Theory and applications of optimal control in
aerospace systems
(4G4BD-AG-251 ] p0038 H82- 11073
An overviev of optimal control in aerospace systems
p0038 N82-11074
Flight dynanics technology development:
Structures and dynamics, vehicle




Considerations and applications for the use of




Development of Integrated Programs for




A concept for light—povered flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1214] p0418 A82-35067
I nf la ted mngs
P05I2 A82-40966










Design analysis of high temperature transparent
windshields for high performance aircraft
[ASHE PAPBB 81-BHAS-5] pO01 I A82-10893
Quantification of the thermal environment for
externally carried aircraft stores and ordnance
p0019 482-12100
Technical innovations in testing and analysis of
heat and pressure models in hypersonic vind
tunnels
[AIAA 82-0578] p0236 A82-24660
Inverse heat-transfer problems - Domains of
application in the design and testing of
technical systems
p0274 A82-2S971
Radiation enhancement by nonequilicrium daring
flight through the Titan atmosphere
[4144 PAPEfi 82-0878] p0373 A82-31883
Gas turbine aero-thermodynamics with special
reference to aircraft propulsion Book
p0383 A82-33650
An experimental study at free-stream Bach 5 of the
aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of
plane mngs of various planforms
p0388 A82-34149
Small turbine engine augmentor design methodology
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1179] p0417 A82-35044
Test facility and data handling system for the
development of axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-73] p0423 482-35322
Bodern compressible flov vith historical perspective
Book
P0546 A82-42552
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSIOL piloted simulation evaluation
[HASA-TH-82770] pOlOO H82-13144
Calibration and performance of the AEDC/VKF tunnel




Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in thermal
problems by finite differences




0 ADTOHAIIC FLIGHT COBTBOL
AFTEBBODIES
Belaxation solution for viscous transonic flov
about fighter-type forebodies and afterbodies
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0252] p O I I S 482-17865
Aerodynamc interactions vith turbulent jet
exhaust plumes
P038I A82-33325
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Bach numbers vith emphasis on model
scale effects
[ 40-4104905] p009l N82-12392
Aerodynamics of Poner plant Installation
[AGABD-CP-301] P0093 B82-13065
Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine
installation on a fuselage afterbody
P0096 N82-13093
An afterbody drag balance transonic vind
tunnel gages
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1897] pOI35 H82-I4103
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction betveen the engine jet and the
surrounding flov field vith regard to the





Small turbine engine augmentor design methodology
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1179] p0417 A82-35044
A6C (COHTBOL)




Effects of 50,000 hours of thermal aging on
graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide composites
[AIAA 82-0657] p0335 A82-30087
Ageing of composite rotor blades
p0440 A82-37771
AGBICOLTOBAL AIBCBAFT
The utilization of agricultural aircraft in
economical operations for fighting forest fires
in Israel
p033l A82-29580
Bationalization of the maintenance process for
helicopter Ka-26
p0490 A82-39246
The design integration of vingtip devices for
light general aviation aircraft
p0508 A82-40933
Baven aircraft filter-absorber agricultural
aircraft
[AD-A098962] p0099 H82- 13 139
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, o.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138983] p0465 H82-27256




Bain rotor tub electromagnetic signature reduction
p0279 A82-26393
Joint Anglo-American experience of the analysis of
helicopter rotor blade pressure distribution
P0440 482-37770
Improved methods in ground vibration testing
[ABS PBEPBIHI 81-6] p044l A82-3778I




SUBJECT IHDBI AIB FLOW
Experimental verification of force determination
and ground flying on a full-scale helicopter
[OSAAVBADCOB-TB-81-D-11J p0395 882-24199
AH-64 HELICOPTEB
The TADS/PNVS 'eyes' for the AH-64 attack helicopter
p004S A82-13239
The application of strapdown inertial technology
to Attitude and Beading Beference System
reguirenents for IAH-64 advanced attack
helicopter
p0182 »82-21590
Advanced attack helicopter fatigue testing -
Overvie*
p0240 A82-24720
The JAH-64A composite flexbeam tail rotor
p0278 A82-26386
Structural design of a crashworthy landing gear
for the AH-64 Attack Helicopter
p0502 A82-40547
Results of the AH-64 Structural Demonstration
p0502 A82-40551
Apache to provide night/bad Heather capability
p0549 A82-4309!
Pre-design study for a modern four-bladed rotor
for the Botor System Besearch Aircraft (BSBA)
integrating the IAH-64 main rotor
[8ASA-CB-I66154] pOI87 N82-16043
AILEBOHS
NT SPOILEB SLOT AILEBONS
Trim tab excitation system for the BAe 146
p0062 A82-14363
Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite
aileron
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0634] p0283 482-26567
Structural optimization of a swept mng on the
basis of the aileron efficiency condition
p0388 482-31145
Limited evaluation of an F-14A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect control system in
the landing configuration
[BASA-TH-81972] p O l O O 882-13148




AIB BAG BBSfBAIHT DEVICES
Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQH-34V
remote piloted vehicle >
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1917] p0006 482-10403
Development of a supported airbag ejection





NT BBISTOL-SIODELEI BS 53 E8GINE











Air-breathing engine test facilities register
"* [ AGABD-~AG-269] p0030 N82-10063
flultiple pure tone elimination strut assembly
air breathing engines
[NASA-CASE-FBC-I 1062-1] pOI93 N82-16800
AIB CABGO
Toward VLA air-cargo service
p0296 A82-28277
Handling air freight in the 1980s - Meeting the
challenge
p0333 482-29800
Advanced internal cargo system concept
demo .stration and evaluation
[ 4 D - A I 1 1990] p045l N82-26282
AIB COIOIXIOIIIG BQPIPHBNT
Towards ninimum power for environmental control in
transport aircraft
[ASRE PAPEB 8I-ENAS-4] pOO I I A82- 10892
OSAF Bioenvironnental Noise Data Handbook. Volume
167: 84-3H air conditioner
[AD-A116152] p0602 N82-33159
AIB COOLING
Air-film cooling returns to ramjets
[AS8E PAPEB 81-E8AS-8] pOO I 1 482-10896
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[4SHE PAPEB 81-BT-48] pOO 12 482-10952
Application of numerical modeling to gas turbine
combustor development problems
POOI9 482-12118
The operational characteristics of torbojets,




distributions in air-cooled turbine blades
pOI49 A82- 18893
Impingement cooling of concave surfaces of turbine
airfoils
pOI49 A82-18894
Air cooled engine test facilities
p0223 A82-24004
Air cooling of gas turbine blades
p0390 A82-34700
The effect of coolant flow on the efficiency of a
transonic HP turbine profile suitable for a
small engine
[4SBE PAPBB 82-61-63] p0422 A82-35315
An aerodynamic design and the overall stage
performance of an air-cooled axial-flow turbine
[NAL-TB-321T] p0097 882-13109
Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating
in hush house. NS8 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-4109829] p0310 N82-21043
AIB COBBEIilS
NT VEBTICAL AIB COBBENTS
AIB CUSHION LANDING SISTBBS
Kelvin-Helmholtz stability analysis of air cushion
landing gear trunk flutter
p0114 A82-17608
Experimental and analytical studies of advanced
air cushiop landing systems
CNASA-CB-3476 ] p0087 882-12065
AIB COSHION VEHICLES
0 GBOOND EFFECT HACHINES
AIB DEFENSE
NT ABTIHISSILE DEFENSE
SIHATB - An air battle simulation of the OSAF
Tactical Air Control System /TACS/ with Advanced
Tactical Badars
p0158 A82-19256
The PATBIOT Badar in tactical air defense
p0435 A82-3703I





Army Lynx: Product development matched to
military combat development
P0247 882-18143
A light helicopter for night firing
p0248 882-18144
Tethered rotorplatforms and their mission potential
p0248 N82-18145




Simulation of the interaction between airdrop
platforms and aircraft rollers
[AD-A1I6370] ' p0569 N82-31324
AIB DOCTS
The excitation of compressor/duct systems
p0327 A82-28993
AIB FILTEBS




NT VBBTICAL AIB COBBENTS
Application of numerical modeling to gas turbine
combnstor development problems
pOOI9 482-12118
Experimental investigation of total pressure loss




AIB FBBI6HI SUBJECT IMDBI
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section
flov quality in the Calspan 8-ft transonic vind
tunnel
[Alii 82-0571] p0236 182-24658
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in
buffeting flov
[Alii 82-0641] p0337 A82-30I38
Feedback control of a cantilever ving in steady
airflov
[AIAA 82-0729] p0340 A82-30177
Aerodynamics; The science of air in lotion /2nd
edition/ Book
p0383 A82-33671
Experimental stud; on discharge and loss
coefficients of combustor svirlers
p0390 A82-34644
Semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel
distribution downstream of a plain orifice
injector under cross-strean air flov
[ASHB PAPBB 82-61-16] p0420 A82-35285
Sas turbine airflov control for optima heat
recovery
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GI-83] p0423 A82-35329
Fluctuating forces and rotor noise dae to
distorted inflow
pOSIO A82-40945
Hind-tunnel testing of V/STOL configurations at
high lift
pOSIO A82-40949
A miniature electro-optical air flov sensor
p0543 A82-41854
Laser poppler anemometry applied to the study of
the airflov in the vake of an helicopter rotor
[OHEBi, IF HO. 1982-61] p0552 A82-43755
A vapour cycle cabin cooling systen for the Sea
King UK.50 helicopter
[AD-A105211] p0088 H82-12069
System for acquisition and analysis of dynamic
tests on air intakes
[HASA-IH-76646] pOI31 N82-14056
Combustion behavior of solid fuel ramjets. Volume
1: Correlation of reacting and non-reacting
flov characteristics
[iD-A 106061] p0136 H82-14316
Sonic wind tunnel of the Institute of Fluid
aechanics of Lille
[HASA-IB-76687] p0306 H82-20192
ALQ-164 POD/AT-8C environmental evaluation flight
test
[ A D - A I I 0 1 9 8 ] p0314 H82-21178
Studies on vind tunnel straighteners
[HASA-Tfl-76689] p0356 M82-22284
Adaptive-vall mud-tunnel research at MASA-Ames
Besearch Center
[HASA-TB-84236] p0397 N82-24214
Development of a spinning Have heat engine
[HASA-CB-165611] p0570 H82-31328
Active clearance control system for a tnrboiachine
[HASA-CASE-LEI-12938-1) p0591 N82-32366
AIB FBBIGHT




HI IHLEI AIBFBAHE COHFIGOBAIIOHS
HI SOFEBSOHIC ISLETS
Three-dimensional calculation of the flov in
helicopter air intakes
[OHEBi, IF HO. 1981-124] pOI64 A82-19740
Lov speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tamden-fan V/STOL nacelle conducted in the
Lewis 10 by 10 foot vind tunnel
[HAS»-TB-82728] p0034 1182-11042
Transonic flovs in an air inlet with large
incidence and the effect of a bloving trap
p0094 H82-13071
An acquisition and analysis systen for dynamic
tests of air inlets
p0095 H82-13082
Studies of air inlets at Beyuolds numbers




interference predictions at high transonic Bach
numbers including off-design engine airflov
effects
p0097 H82-13098
Rind tunnel tests of engine-equipped models:
Comparison of tvo jet vash simulation methods





Aerodynamic analysis of VIOL inlets and definition
of a short, bloving-lip inlet
[NiSi-CH-165617] p0349 H82-222II
AIB JEIS
Plain-jet airblast atomization of alternative
liquid petroleum fuels under high ambient air
pressure conditions
[ASflE PAPEB 82-61-32] p0420 A82-35293
Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets
(ASHE PAPEB 82-Gf-21t] p0427 A82-35401
Digital spectral analysis of the noise from short
duration impulsively started jets
p0434 A82-36191
AIB LA08CHII6
Rind tunnel studies of store separation vith load
factor - Freedrops and captive trajectories
p0383 A82-33626
AIR LAH
Conseguences of American airline deregulation -
Legislative theory in a concrete example
p0165 A82-19947
Air transportation of handicapped persons
p0228 A82-24338
Predicting the application of vicarious liability
to fixed base operators - Still guesswork after
all these years
p0377 A82-32056
Aviation accident investigation - Functional and
legal perspectives
p0377 A82-32059
Factors influencing settlement of personal injury
and death claims in aircraft accident litigation
p0377 A82-32062
Aviation negotiations and the U.S. model agreement
p0377 A82-32063
Ihe DC-10 Chicago crash and the legality of SFAB 40
p0443 A82-37832
Ihe recognition of air worthiness of aircraft -
Comments to a remarkable judicial decision
p0444 A82-38025
Hoise pollution and airpqrt regulation
P0496 A82-40051
O'Hare International Airport - Impervious to
proposed state efforts to limit airport noise
p0496 A82-40052
Extracts from Problems of Air Lav, a collection of
works of the Section of air lav of the Aviakhim
Society of the OSSB and Aviakhim BSFSB
[HASA-IB-76913] p0565 N82-31153
AIB HATIGAXIOI
81 ALL-REAIHEB AIB HAVIGATIOH
HI ABEA HAVIGAIIOB
HI HAP-OF-IHE-EABTH HiVIGiTIOH
Ihree navigation systems and their costs of
acquiring remote sensing data
pOOOl A82-10049
navigation task partitioning in
distributed-processing avionics systems
p0009 A82-10646
Discrete address beacon, navigation and landing
system
pOOlO A82-10650
Fast and accurate gyrocompass using strapdovn
tuned rotor gyros as a solution to combat
helicopters navigation problems
pOOI6 A82-II927
Rational Aerospace Meeting, Trevose, PA, April
8-10, 1981, Proceedings
p0021 A82- 12626
Satellite geometry considerations for lov cost GPS
user eguipment
pOO'1 A82-I2630
A solution to the static geometry problem for
JIIDS relative navigation
p0022 A82-12634
Bemory requirements for future navigation systems
p0022 A82-12637
A navigation systems planning model
p0022 A82-12640
Ihe integrated inertial sensor assembly /IISA/ - A
redundant strapdovn system for advanced aircraft
A-22
SUBJECT IBOBI UB HiTIGAIIOB COHID
navigation and flight control functions
p0022 A82-12642
Integrated satellite navigation and strapdovn
attitude and beading reference systems for civil
air carriers
p0023 A82-12643
Elng Laser Gyro navigator /BLGB/ flight test results
p0023 A82-12644
Fuel efficient flight profiles in an ATC flov
management environment
P0043 i82-13078
in update of an integrated CHI system - TIES
Communication, navigation, and Identification
provided by Tactical Information Exchange Systeo
[AIAA 81-2292] p0049 A82-13500
Time-referencing of data in an asynchronous
environment for fighter aircraft avionics
{AIAA 81-2341] p0052 A82-13531
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
[AIAA 81-2329] p0053 482-13532
Estimation of the efficiency of radioelectronic
flight navigation systems
p0053 482-13701
Instrumentation to determine the suitability of
ES4V systems for helicopter navigation in the
national airspace system /MAS/
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-2514] pOOS7 482-13911
Navstar Global Positioning System flight test
program overview
[ A I A A PAPEfi 81-2350] p0060 A82-13956
Evaluating sources of error in EAB/GEABS
navigation using a Kalian postprocessor
Electronically Agile Badar/Gimbaled Electrically
suspended gyro Airborne navigation System
p0068 A82-14739
The agile transversal filter - A flexible building
block for 1C HI 4 Integrated Communications,
navigation and Identification Avionics
p0070 A82-14765
Application of multiple model estimation
techniques to a recursive terrain height
correlation system
p0070 A82-14768
Technical/operational ATC scenarios foe future TflA
navigation
p007l A82-14774
The LANTIB8 Hide field-of-vie* raster Bead-Dp
Display Ion Altitude navigation and
Targeting IB for Sight
p0074 482-14825
PLAns '80 - Position Location and navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, nj, December 8-11,
1980, Becord
p O I 2 2 482-18126
Selecting the post 1990 civil aviation
radionavigation system
p0122 482-18141
Solid-state VOBT4C Kith remote maintenance and
monitoring
p0122 A82-18I44
Position extrapolation quality calculation for
inertial and Doppler-AHBS navigation systems
POI23 482-18151
JTIDS distributed TDflA /DTDHA/ terminal
development results mth emphasis on relative
navigation performance
P0123 482-18152
JTIDS BELH&V network off-line simulation
p0123 482-18153
Post-flight assessment of the JTIDS Bel Hav
pOI24 A82- 18154
A natural parameter-controller specification
procedure for an integrated radio/dead reckoner
navigation system
p0124 482-18155
A stable decentralized filtering implementation
for JTIDS BelHav stable community relative
navigation
pOI24 482-18156
navigation system integrity and reliability for
civil aviation
p0124 482-18159
Enhanced noise immunity and error control in a
fully integrated JTIDS/GPS receiver Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System
pOI25 482-18171
Data communications within the Air navigation
Services system
pOI25 A82-18272




Institute of navigation. Annual fleeting, 36th,
U.S. naval Postgraduate School, Honterey, CA,
June 23-26, 1980, Proceedings
pOISI 482-21586




A simulator assessment of a Hide field of view
head-up display for presenting a FLIB sensor
image during low level navigation and ground
attack missions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0261] pOI84 A82-22079
navigational .aids on-board the Concorde
p0225 A82-24065
Institute of navigation. Annual fleeting, 37th,
U.S.. naval Academy, Annapolis, flD, June 9-11,
1981, Proceedings
p0235 A82-24643
The application of U A V S T A B differential GPS in the
civilian community
P0235 A82-24645
Beyond the horizon coverage for air
navigation/traffic control
P0235 A82-24647
Loran for precise position location - The V1EH-HAV
system
P0235 A82-24648
Analysis of loran-C system reliability for civil
aviation
p0236 A82-24650
Integration of multi-sensor navigation data using
optimal estimation techniques
p0273 A82-25577
Badio-navigation equipment of aircraft - Devices
and operation Bussian book
p0282 A82-26500
BABP - A fault tolerant distributed microcomputer
structure for aircraft navigation and control
p0293 A82-277I4
Corona and antenna effects on the BH-53D
minesweeping helicopter and Baydist navigation set
p0295 A82-27946
Aviation electronics /4th edition/ Book
P0383 A82-33646
Operational testing of the L8-33 inertial
navigation system
p0384 A82-33854
Short-term behavior of a Doppler navigation system
and comparison with position indication by means
of scanning radar
P0390 A82-34672
Certification of an airborne Loran-C navigation
system
p0433 A82-35876
Prospects for navsat - A future worldwide civil
navigation-satellite system
p0433 A82-36047
FAA tests on the navstar GPS Z-set
p0435 A82-37039
Opto-electronical push-broom scanners for
navigation, reconnaissance and generation of
digital data bases
p0494 A82-39747
Characteristics of a Paris-new York flight on
board the Concprde
p0543 A82-41700
Automation of flight operational control in the
German Democratic Bepublic
p0547 A82-42574
Loran-C navigation as an aid to aerial
photographic operations
p055l A82-43469
Aviation meteorology in the 1980's - A trend
forecast
pOSSO A82-45827
The Center leather Service Unit program /C1SO/
for civil aviation
pOSSO A82-4S828
Heather support for helicopter operations in the
Gulf of Hexico
pOSBO A82-45829
The Aviation Bonte Forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for Pilot Self-Briefing
A-23
UB POIAUTIOi SUBJECT IBDBI
computerized weather service
p0580 A82-4S830
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS). Part 2: BMAV/US transition
problems for aircraft
[BASA-CB-35II] p0200 882-17142
Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): A
ground-based component of air navigation
services systems
p0201 882-17150
Integration of inertial sensors in helicopters
p0251 H82-I8173
FAA/FCC coordination procedures for FM broadcast
stations
p0268 882-19423
Integrated navigatiou-TF/TA-system cased on stored
terrain data processing
p0362 H82-23I83
The integration of multiple avionic sensors and
technologies for future military helicopters
p0363 882-23186
Joint University Program Air for Transportation
Besearch, 1981
[SASA-CP-2224] p0445 H82-26I99
PPOD Programmable pilot-oriented display air
navigation
p0445 882-26201
The P-POD Project error detection codes
p0445 H82-26202
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Ohio University, 1981 loran
p0445 N82-26204
Loran-C plotting program for plotting lines of
position on standard charts
p0445 N82-26206
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
p0445 1182-26207
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
p0445 1182-26208
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 198 I
p0446 H82-26212
Modification of OB-258/OBN Tactical Air Navigation(TACA8) antenna group
[AD-il11680} p0449 N82-26264
Lou cost development of IDS sensors for expendable
BPT control and navigation
[AD-A112691] p0525 N82-2829I
Flight trials of the Litton LTS-211 Omega
Navigation System in a lessex helicopter
[BAE-TH-BAD-NAV-147] p0558 H82-30299
Operational and functional reguirements for the
navigation system in terminal areas
[AD-A116127] p0568 H82-31318




Smoke reduction in FJB-710 turbofan engines by an
airblast combnstor
[ A S M E PAPEB 82-GT-24J p0420 482-35290
Fuel microemulsions for jet engine saoke reduction
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-33] p0420 482-35294
On the Corrosion problems of the TAP F-5 aircraft
P 0 2 I I 882-17354
Calculation of the contributions of air traffic
and road traffic to air pollution in the region
of Schiphol airport in 1974
(HLB-TB-77100-0] p0358 H82-22808
Control of air pollution from aviation: The
emission standard setting process
[AD-A107435] p0478 H82-27869




Small engine inlet air particle separator technology( A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-40] p0421 A82-35299
UB QOALIxI
In situ ozone data for comparison with laser
absorption renote sensor: 1980 PEPE/BEBOS program
[NASA-TH-84471] p0413 882-25661
An oxygen enriched air system for the AV-8A Barrier
[AD-A112334] P0464 882-27239
Control of air pollution from aviation: The
emission standard setting process
(AD-A107435] p0478 882-27869
Atmospheric chemistry of hydrocarbon fuels.




0 AIB WATEB I8TEBACTI08S
UB TO AIB HISSILES
Integrated Flight/Weapon Control design and
evaluation
p0068 A82-14741
Target acceleration modeling for tactical missile
guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0370] p0120 482-17910
Optimal control and estimation for strapdown
seeker guidance of tactical missiles
p0342 482-31121
Air-to-air missile avoidance
[AIAA 82-1516] p0484 A82-38939
Algorithm development for infra-red air-to-air
guidance systems
p0490 A82-3919I
UB 10 UB BBFOELIS6
KC-IO, flight test program management - The
contractor's viewpoint
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2380] p0064 A82-14384
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commands: An application to air to surface
gunnery
p0262 S82-19154
Transport aircraft cockpit standardization
(Federal Aviation regulations part 25)
[4D-4108924] p0264 H82-19207
A method for applying linear optimal control
theory to the design of a regulator for a
flexible aircraft improving riding quality
in fighter aircraft
CB1B-TB-80032-0] p0265 H82-19212
Optimization of thrust algorithm calibration for
Computing System (TCS) for Thrust the HASA
Highly aanenverable Aircraft Technology (BiHAT)
vehicle's propulsion system
CHASA-CB-163121] p0317 H82-21198
Theoretical linear approach to the combined
man-manipulation system in manual control of an
aircraft
CSBB-FE-301/S/POB/43) p0320 N82-2 1220
Development of a tentative flying qualities
criterion for aircraft vith independent control
of six degrees of freedom: Analysis and flight
test
p0347 H82-2219I
flultivariable closed loop control analysis and
synthesis for complex flight systems
p0347 H62-22193
Integration of avionics and advanced control
technology
P0347 H82-22194
Enhanced piloting control through cockpit
facilities and A.C.I.
p0347 H82-22195
State of the art and recent perspectives on the
study of the loss of control and spin
p0347 N82-22197
Aeroelastic tailoring for control and performance:
Are requirements compatible?
p0348 N82-22200
Tail configurations for highly manenverable combat
aircraft
p0348 B82-2220I
Analysis of rotary balance data for the F-15
airplane including the effect of conformal fuel
tanks
CHASA-Cfi-3479] p0349 882-22213
Effects of cable geometry and aircraft attitude on
the accuracy of a magnetic leader cable system
for aircraft guidance during rollout and turnoff
CNASA-IP-1978] p0351 882-22239
An electronic control for an electrohydraulic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
CHASA-CB-3552] p0353 H82-22252
Control lav design to meet constraints using
SXHPAC-synthesis package for active controls
CHASA-TH-83264] p0356 H82-22280
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a 7TOL control system
CHASA-TB-84220] p0356 H82-2228 I
Production Verification Testing (PVI) of guidance
and control systems for high reliability
P0363 H82-23I87
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Performance evaluation of a lcinestheu.c-tact.ual
display
P0366 K82-23221
Synthesis of an integrated cockpit management system
p0366 882-23222
Cockpit integration iron a pilot's point of Tien
pOJ66 862-23224
NASA/Hi* Advanced Sotorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Horkshop. Volaae 7: lilt Bator Session
[SASA-TB-84705] p0368 H82-23243
ACTTA: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies. Volume 1: Bevies; active
ving
[BBB-OH-05-81-VOL-I] p0369 882-23252
ACTIA: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies. Volune 2: Aircraft with
reduced lateral stability
[BBB-UH-05-8I-VOL-2] p0370 882-23253
F-15 rotary balance data for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg
[HASA-CB-3478] p0393 882-24168
Botary balance data for an F-15 model vith
conformal fuel tanks for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg
[HAS&-CB-35I6] p0393 882-24169
prediction of aircraft handling qualities using
analytical models of the hunan pilot
[HASA-Tfl-84233] p0396 882-24208
Leading edge flap system for aircraft control
augmentation
[HASA-CASE-LAB-I 2787-1] p0407 H82-25240
Guidance and control/ACEE
tHASA-FACTS-95/8-81] p0409 882-25261
Barriers and dispersal surfaces in ainimum-tiae
interception
[8ASA-TH-8424I] p0409 882-25262
Boll response criteria for transport aircraft Kith
advanced flight control systems in the landing
approach and touchdown
[8LB-TB-80I03-U] p 0 4 I O ((82-25265
Conceptual design study for an advanced cab and
visual system, volume I
[8ASA-CB-I66235] p 0 4 I O 882-25266
Conceptual design study for an advanced cab and
visual system, volume 2
(HASA-CB-166236] p O U t O 882-25267
Magnetic heading reference
[8ASA-CASE-LAB-I2638-I] p0448 882-26260
Hinged stroke aircraft control system
CSASA-CASE-LAH-12860-1] p0451 882-26278
Control optimization, stabilization and computer
algorithms for aircraft applications
[8ASA-CB-I69015] P046I 882-27009
A study of Kind shear effects on aircraft
operations and safety ID Australia
[ABL-SiS-BEPT-24 ] p0522 H82-28265
Evaluations of helicopter instrument-flight
handling qualities
CAD-A1I4004] p0524 882-28285
Analytical and simulator study of advanced transport
[8ASA-CB-3572] p0526 882-28298
Manual reversion flight control system for A-10
aircraft: Pilot performance and simulator cue
effects
[AD-AI13463J p0526 H82-28302
Stability and control of the Gossamer human
powered aircraft by analysis and flight test
[8ASA-CB-I63I19] P0557 882-30289
Effects of higher order control systems on
aircraft approach and landing longitudinal -
handling qualities
p0563 882-30848
Pilot opinions of sampling effects m lateral
directional control
P0563 882-30849
Evaluation of a trajectory command concept for
manual control of carrier approaches and landings
P0563 882-30856
The Baneuverable Atmospheric Probe (BAP), a
remotely piloted vehicle
(40-4116116] p0569 882-31323
Singular perturbation techniques for real time
aircraft trajectory optimization and control
[8ASA-CB-3597] p0570 882-31330
Multilevel semantic analysis and problem-solving
in the flight domain
(8ASA-CB-169282] P0573 882-31967
Active control technology in aircraft
POS85 882-32303
Reflections on an F-43 in flight emergency
CAO-AI 16873] p0605 882-33358
UfiCBaFT DBSI6B
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Integration of computer graphics design with
analytical models for aircraft design
[4144 81-2J34] pOOOl A82-10096
Ose of Space Shuttle technology in conventional
aircraft
[4144 81-2176] p0002 482-10125
Design aspects of non rigid airship envelopes
pOOOS A82-10306
Some possibilities for composite light aircraft
construction
pOOOS A82-10307
Light aircraft structural design in non-metallics
- Ose of composite honeycomb for light aircraft
pOOOS A82-10308
Analytical determination of undercarriage
retraction kinematics
pOOOS A82-10364
The balloon and the airship technological heritage
[AIAA PAPEB 8 K 19 12] p0006 A82-I040I
Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQB-34V
remote piloted vehicle
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1917] pOOOS 482-101)03
Analysis of augmented aircraft flying qualities
through application of the seal-Smith criterion
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1776] pOOOS A82-10462
Boy large should a commuter transport be
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1732] pOOOS A82-10463
Optimization of the principal design parameters of
a passenger aircraft
pOOlO 482-10816
Towards minimum power for environmental control in
transport aircraft
(4SME PAPEB 81-EBAS-4] pOO I I A82-10892
Design analysis of high temperature transparent
windshields for high performance aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 81-E8AS-S] pOO11 A82-10893
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of jet
flapped airplane
p0014 482-11459
Design and development of a low cost servoed rate
gyro for unmanned aircraft
DOOI6 482-11932
Response of nonlinear aircraft structural panels
to high intensity noise
pOOIB A82-1204I
Crack growth evaluation of a method to convert
real-time loads history to a simplified
engineering spectra for aircraft structural
analysis
pOOIS A82- 12043





The case for a defensive air-to-air fighter
p0024 A82-I280I
Solution to the hidden-line problem
p0024 A82-12803
The application of large screen CBT's, touch
panels, and voice to the flight stations of the
1990's
( A I A A 81-2263] p0048 A82-13482
Light-guided information distribution systems
[AIAA 81-2320] pOOSI A82- 13519
Thunderstorm hazards flight research - Program
overview ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ — - - -
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2412] p0053 A82-13853
HiBAT aerodynamic design and flight test experience
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2433] p005S A82-I387I
The Cessna T303 Crusader
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2440] pOOSS A82-13876
Fleet Flight Loads Survey monitoring and analysis
techniques
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2461] p0057 A82-13903
Povered-lift STOL aircraft shipboard operations -
A comparison of simulation, land-based and sea
trial results for the QSBA Quiet Short-haul
Besearch Aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2480] p0059 A82-13938
Flight test concept evolution
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2375] p0059 482-13941
Trim tab excitation system for the BAe 146
p0062 A82-14363
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62% manned aircraft demonstrator - Beit generation
trainee cost effective pilot trainee
[41»S PIPES 61-2519] p0064 A82-14385
Hover tests of the XV-15 lilt Botor Besearch
Aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2501) p0064 A82-14386
She use of frequency aethods in rotorcraft system
identification
[AI4A P&PEB 81-2386] p0064 482-14392
Development of a comprehensive analysis for
rotorcraft. II - Aircraft model, solution
procedure and applications
P0065 A82-14407




electromechanical actuators for aircraft
P0067 A82-I4710
The influence of smart coaputers on the cockpit of
the future
P0069 A82-14743
Ihe all coaposite Lear Fan 2100
P0077 A82-14936
Emergency in-flight egress for general aviation
aircraft
P0077 A82-14953
& new safety harness for aobile aircrev
P0078 A82-14963




Direct approach to aerodynamic design problems
pOIOS A82-16404
Special problems associated with aircraft radomes
P0106 A82-16558
Advanced cockpit for tactical aircraft
POI06 A82- 16559
Grumoan Tomcat - In a class of its own
pOI07 A82-16800
V/STOL status from the engine technology viewpoint
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2648] pOI08 482-16913
Maintenance problems associated with the operation
of the F402 /Pegasus/ engine in the AV-8A
/Harrier/ aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2656] p0109 A82-16915
lype 'A' V/SIOL - One aircraft for all support
missions
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2661] pO109 A82-16917
Airbus - Perspectives for the future
P0109 A82-16972
Turboprop resurgence - Ihe next step
pOIIO 482-17)49
Fuel conservation now improvements for
existing production run transport aircraft
pOlll A82-17281
productivity and safety reducing transport
aircraft operating costs and increasing safety
pOI 11 A82-17284
Development of the Lockheed SE-71 Blackbird
p0112 482-17417
Ihe all-electric airplane - A new trend
P0113 A82-17420
Optimum configuration for a 10 passenger business
tnrbofan jet airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0365] p0119 A82-I7905
Highlights of a design concept for a close ground
support fighter(AIAA PAPEB 82-0411] p O I 2 l A82-17932
Flight mechanics - Modern aircraft design and
control concepts German book
p O I 2 l A82-17951
Introduction to V/SIOL airplanes Book
POI22 482-18117
Design evolution of the Boeing 757
P0126 A82-18322
Lear Fan - Ihe plastic aeroplane arrives
P0126 A82-18348
Boeing 757 - Introducing the big-fan narrowbody
P0126 A82-18349
Aircraft electrical eguipment - Design and operation
Bnssian book
pOISI A82-18998
On the track of practical forward-swept wings
p0154 A82-19071
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale twin tilt-nacelle V/ST01 model
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2609] pOISS A82-19201
Thrust-induced effects on Ion-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2612] p0155 A82-19203
Tactical SIOL moment balance through innovative
configuration technology
[AIAA PAPER 81-2615] pOISS A82-19204
SIOL capability impact on advanced tactical
aircraft design(AIAA PAP2B 81-2617] p0155 482-19206Quiet Short-Haul Besearch Aircraft - The first 3
years of flight research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2625] p0156 A82-19209
Application pf thrusting ejectors to tactical
aircraft having vertical lift and short-field
capability
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2629] p0156 482-19211
Concept definition and aerodynamic technology
studies for single-engine V/SIOL fighter/attack
aircraft(AIAA PAPEB 81-2647) p0157 A82-19216
Sea based support aircraft alternatives
[4144 PAPEB 81-2649] p0157 482-19217
Design features of a sea-based multipurpose
V/SIOL, SIOVL, and STOL aircraft in a support
role for the D. S. Bavy
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2650] pOI57 482-19218
Flexibility is offered by IV-15 tilt-rotor concept
pOI60 A82-19300
Design of the composite spar-mngskin joint
P0166 A82-20128
The prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
p0166 A82-20137
Graphics in numerical control - The user's challenge
p0167 A82-20277
The future of integrated CAD/CAB systems - The
Boeing perspective
pOI67 A82-20278
Energy management and its impact on avionics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
March 19, 1981
P0169 A82-20513
Design possibilities for improved fuel efficiency
of civil transport aircraft
p0169 A82-205I4
Ihe FS2 BAE Bedford civil flight research programme
on components and system integration for
optimum ATC
p0170 482-20519
Airships and their maritime applications;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
flarch 10, 1981
p0173 A82-20551
An introduction to the airship
pOI73 A82-20552
Offshore uses of the airship
pOI73 A82-20553
Studies of modern technology airships for maritime
patrol applications
pOI73 A82-20554
The airship - Its application and promotional
activity
P0173 A82-205S5




A surveillance airship for the Hew Zealand
environment
p0173 482-20558
Skyship 500 - The development of a modern
production airship
p0174 A82-205S9
Design for military aircraft operability;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
February 7, 1980
POI74 A82-20560
Design for operability of military aircraft BAF
engineering experience and requirements. I -
Thoughts of a squadron engineer
pOI74 A82-20S61
Aircraft design for operability
p0174 A82-20563
Operability of military aircraft - Avionic design
aspects
pOI74 A82-20564
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Determining performance parameters of general
aviation aircraft
p0177 482-20759
Design, development and flight testing of a jet
powered sailplane
p0178 AB2-20761








lie have just began to create efficient transport
aircraft
pOISO A82-2I373
The outlook for advanced transport aircraft
p O I S I 482-21374
A perspective of computational aerodynamics fro*
the viewpoint of airplane design applications
[ A I A A P4PEE 82-0018] pOI83 482-22028
Ring-canard aerodynamics at transonic speeds -
Fundanental considerations on minimum drag
spanloads(4144 FAPEB 82-0097] p0183 A82-22046
Isolated nacelle performance - aeasaremeat and
siaalatiou
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0134] p0184 A82-22054
Aerodynanic evaluation of winglets for transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1215] pOI86 A82-22245
Coaplete guide to Batan honeboilt aircraft Book
p0699 A82-22880
History of the sweptback ving
[DGLB PAPEB 81-070] p0699 A82-22898
Fighters - Tomorrow's terminology
p022 I A82-23368
Boeing's big, guiet 737-300
p022l A82-23369
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 23rd, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel,
February II, 12, 1981, Collection of Capers
p0221 A82-23426
IF-16 design concept and philosophy
p022t A82-23444
Design of supercritical swept vings
p0223 A82-23826
A310 - Design for maintenance
p0223 A82-24002
Development of maintenance programmes through the
functional, structural and flight test phases
p0223 A82-24003
aaintenance objectives for future aircraft
p0224 A82-24005
Uhat the operator wants airline cooperation in
aircraft maintenance
p0224 A82-24008
The inter-relation between design, construction
and maintenance
p0224 482-24010
Air transport in the 21st century
p0225 482-21025
Conference on Aerospace Transparencies, London,
England. September 8-10. 1980, Proceedings
P0225 A82-24301
Deficiencies and constraints that affect the
design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies
p0226 482-21303
Fuel-efficient windshields for transport; coamuter
and business aircraft
p0226 482-21301
Transparencies - Bhat an aircraft designer should
know
p0226 482-21305
Transparency design decisions - Assessing their
IBpact on visual performance
p0226 A82-24306
Aircraft transparency design guide
p0226 A82-24307
An analytical methodology to predict potential
aircraft losses due to canopy birdstrikes
p0227 A82-24313
The role of finite element analysis in the design
of birdstrike resistant transparencies
p0227 A82-24314
The developaent of high strength light-weight
windshields for the new generation of Boeing 757
and 767 airliners
p0228 A82- 24323
Baterials aspects of aircraft EHC design
p0229 A82-24358
CAD/CAB in British Aerospace - Aircraft Group
p0229 482-21373
Application of damage tolerance technology to type
certification
[SAB PAPEB 811062] p023l A82-24388
Airworthiness considerations in the design of
commercial transport aircraft
[SAB PAPEB 811039] p0232 A82-24396
Designing for continued airworthiness - General
aviation
[SAE PAPEB 811038] p0232 A82-24397Quality, quantity, and technology - A perspective
on fighter development
[SAE PAPEB 811097] p0232 A82-24400
Future strike fighter options - Concepts and
technologies
(SAE PAPEB 8 I I Q 9 9 J p0232 A82-24403
Technology for quality and quantity in a new fighter(SAB PAPEB 811100] p0233 482-21101
Fighter issues - 2000
[SAE PAPEB 811096] p0234 A82-24415
Development of a self-optimizing flexible
technology /SOFT/ transonic wing wind tunnel model(AIAA 82-0601] p0237 A82-24673
Spoilers or auxiliary flaps
p0241 482-24973
Aircraft/airport compatibility - A constant
challenge for aircraft designers
P0242 482-25119
The design of a wi->d tunnel VSTOL fighter model
incorporating turbine powered engine simulators( A I A A PAPEB 82-2635] p0242 A82-25154
Advanced electronic displays and their potential
in future transport aircraft
P0212 A82-252I6
The bomber that radar cannot see
P0274 A82-25874
Inverse beat-transfer problems - Donains of
application in the design and testing of
technical systems
p0274 A82-25971
Iak-36 Forger - The brand I VIOL fighter
P0275 482-26045
Aerodrcaoics - Betrospect and prospect /The 21st
Lanchester Memorial Lecture/
p0275 A82-26098
Design optimization of rotor systems for
tilt-rotor aircraft that fold for shipboard
compatibility
p0280 A82-26399
Bethod for engine-airframe integration using a
high-level computer-assisted engine design
system of the Apparat series
p0282 A82-26487
A310 - Europe builds on Airbos success
P0282 A82-26536
Structural design and construction of the New
Technology King
p0283 482-26541
Experimental program for general aviation wing




Composite wing substructure technology on the
AV-8B advanced aircraft
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ p0287 A82-27128
Preliminary design developaent AV-8B forward
fuselage composite structure
p0287 A82-27I29
Ring/fuselage critical component development program
p0287 A82-27I30
Development of a preloaded hybrid advanced
composite wing pivot fairing
p0287 A82-27I3I
Design concepts for composite fuselage structure
p0287 A82-27I32
Advanced composites integral structures meet the
challenge of future aircraft systeas
p0288 482-27133
Continuous filament advanced composite isogrid - 4
pronising structural concept
p0288 A82-27138
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Damage tolerance and durability design of




Very large vehicles - Technology looking for a need
p0296 182-28278
OS Havy begins slow shuffle towards V/STOL
p0296 A82-283I1
Development of a homebuilt powered sailplane
p0330 482-29416
HiSi research related to sailplane airfoils
p0330 A82-294I7
The utilization of agricultural aircraft in
economical operations for fighting forest fires
in Israel
p0331 A82-29580
The use of 'water bombers' and chemical agents
against forest fires, taking into account the
employment of a first-attack system
p033l A82-29582
The employment of two-engine and foar-engine
aircraft for dropping the latest chemical fire
extinguishing agents in connection with the
fighting of forest fires
p0331 482-29583
Adaptation and equipment of aircraft for the
fighting of forest fires
p0331 A82-29584
Computational aerodynamics - Its coming of age and
its future
p0332 A82-29773
Aerodynamics at the 1981 le Bourget show
p0332 A82-29789
Comparison of light aircraft with strutted and
cantilever wings
p0333 A82-29828
Design principles of a computer-aided design system
p0333 A82-29829
Investigation of the aerodynamic-contour method





Finite element analysis of through the canopy
emergency crew escape from the 1-38 aircraft
C A I A A 82-0705] p0335 A82-30096
737 graphite-epoxy horizontal stabilizer
certification
[AIAA 82-0745] p0336 A82-30109
Flight qualification of composite structures at
4HD-B4
[AIAA 82-0755] p0336 482-30116
Bonded aluminum honeycomb - Aircraft flight
surface primary structure application
[AIAA 82-0676] p0338 A82-30145
Analysis of aircraft dynamic behavior in a crash
environment
[ A I A A 82-0694]









Solar-powered airplane design for long-endurance,
high-altitude flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0811] p0376 A82-3I984
Very large aircraft with alternate fuels - LB2
most promising
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0813] p0376 A82-31986
The potential for long-range high-payload aircraft
with alternate fuels
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0814] p0376 482-31987





Vertical takeoff technology - Flight mechanics,
aerodynamics, and propulsion systems German
book
p0381 A82-33348
Aerodynamics. Part 2 - Bethods of aerodynamic
design /3rd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0382 482-33387
Understanding aircraft structures Book
p0382 A82-33625
CDS grows new muscles
P0384 A82-33891
XV-15 - Foretelling things to cone
p0385 A82-33914
Z-wing and the Havy V/STOL initiative
p0385 A82-33915
Military aircraft and international policy
p0386 A82-34108
Commercial transport developments for the 1980's
p0386 A82-34109
Bilitary aircraft - The way ahead
p0386 482-34110
Solutions to the aviation fuel problem
P0386 482-34113
Aeronautical research and development
[OHEBA, IP SO. 1981-90] p0387 482-34IIU





Business jets to agricultural aircraft - An
overview of general aviation
p0387 A82-34I23
Structural optimization of a swept wing on the
basis of the aileron efficiency condition
p0388 A82-34I45
Electro-hydraulic nose wheel steering of the
Dormer 228
p0389 A82-34373
Bodel test and full scale checkout of dry-cooled
jet runup sound suppressors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1239] p0418 A82-35079
Ultralight airplanes
p0419 A82-35233
CFD technology for propulsion installation design
- Forecast for the 80'a computational fluid
dynamics in aerospace applications
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-2I] p0420 A82-35289
The influence of engine characteristics on patrol
aircraft life cycle cost optimization
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-256] p0429 A82-35433
Cycle considerations for tactical fighters in the
early 1990's
[ASBE P4PEB 82-61-259] p0429 A82-35436
Practical aerodynamic problems - Bilitary aircraft
p0431 A82-35556
Transonic design using computational aerodynamics
p043l A82-35560
Application of computational methods to transonic
wing-design
p043l A82-35561
4-7 transonic wing designs
p0431 A82-35562
A significant role for composites in
energy-efficient aircraft
p0435 A82-37065
Investigation of subsonic nacelle performance
improvement concept
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1042] p0437 A82-37676
Factors shaping conceptual design of rotary-wing
aircraft
p0440 A82-37773
Forward-swept wings add supersonic zip
p048l A82-382I6
Birage 2000 - Towards possible high series
production aircraft
p0481 A82-38249
JVX, what an opportunity Joint Services
Advanced Vertical Lift Aircraft Program
p0482 A82-38423
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale, twin
tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0150] p0462 A82-38443
The use of small strakes to reduce interference
drag of a low wing, twin engine airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1323] p0487 482-39100
Ose of rotary balance and forced oscillation test
data in six degrees of freedom simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1364] p0489 A82-39129
Bemotely piloted vehicles; International
Conference, 2nd, Bristol, England, April 6-8,
1981, Conference Papers and Supplementary Papers
P0492 A82-39727
Horses for courses in BPV operations system
components design and development in terms of
performance and cost
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P0493 482-39729
Canadair rotary mag technology development
p0493 482-39731
Stabileye. fl, Stephenson BP» perforaance,
design and aaterials characteristics
P0493 A82-39733
aACBAH - A unmanned aircraft flight research
facility
p0493 A82-39735
Electric propulsion for a mini BP? system
p0494 A82-39744
Development of the advanced composite ground
spoiler for C-1 aedina transport aircraft
p0495 A82-39895
The use of lineanzed-aerodynamics and vortex-flow
sethod3 in aircraft design /invited paper/
[4I4A PAPBB 82-1384] p0497 A82-40294
Analytical design and validation of digital flight
control systea structure
[AIAA PiPEB 82-1626] p0497 A82-40434
Predesign stndy for an advanced flight research
rotor
pOSOO A82-40525
A summary of Height savings data for composite
VSTOL structure
P0502 A82-40546
Engineering aspects of international collaboration
on Tornado
00504 A82-40878
Advanced aerodynamic design for future combat
aircraft
p0504 A82-40879
Some aerodynamic/flightmechanic aspects for the
design of future combat aircraft
P0504 A82-40880
Application of advanced exhaust nozzles for
tactical aircraft
pOSOS A82-40889
Observations and implications of natural laminar
flow on practical airplane surfaces
pOSOS A82-40893
External aerodynamic design for a laminar flow
control glove on a Lockheed Jetstar wing
pOSOS A82-4089S
Baterial and process developments on the Boeing 767
p0506 A82-40902
The pronise of laainated oetals in aircraft design
p0506 482-40903
Design of coapensated flutter suppression systems
p0506 482-40904
Dual "log, swept forward swept rearward wing, and
single wing design optimization for high
performance business airplanes
p0508 482-40931
The design integration of wingtip devices for
light general aviation aircraft
pOSOS A82-40933
Operation V I O P - Development of a composite
aaterial King
p0509 482-40934
Bon-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer
structural design
p0509 482-40936
Progress at Douglas on laminar flow control
applied to commercial transport aircraft
p O S I I 482-40958
Design and tests of airfcils for sailplanes with
an application to the ASH-I9B
^ - - pOSI2 A82-40967
Ejector povered propulsion and high lift subsonic
wing
p0512 482-40970
Design integration of CCI/OSB for a sea-based
aircraft
p05!2 482-40972
Aircraft design for fuel efficiency
p0512 482-40973
Advanced aerodynamic wing design for commercial
transports - Beview of a technology program in
the Motherlands
pOSIQ 482-40985
Becent airfoil developments at DFVLB
p05l« 482-40986
CAIIA - A computer aided design and manufacturing
tridimensional system
pOSIQ 462-40990
CDS-the designer's media, the analyst's model —
Configuration Develotment Systea fox aircraft
P05I4 482-40991
Aircraft geometry verification vith enhanced
computer-generated displays
pOSIO 482-40992
Application of composite materials and new design
concepts for future transport aircraft
pOSIS 482-40994
Bind tunnel test and aerodynamic analysis of three
aeroelastically tailored wings
pOSIS A82-4I001
Optimizing aerospace structures for manufacturing
cost
P05I6 482-41014
ling design for supersonic cruise/transonic
maneuver aircraft
pOSI7 482-41021
Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected
control surfaces by using a combination of 2-
and 3-D methods
pOSI7 482-41022
Optimization of canard configurations - An
integrated approach and practical drag
estimation method
p0517 482-41023
acquirements and possible design choices for
improving the operation of aircraft in the
terminal control area
p0544 482-41881
1980 Conference on Propeller Propulsion, Dayton.
OB, April 22-24, 1980, Proceedings. Conference
sponsored by AIAA. ABS, SAE, and University of
Dayton
p0544 A82-42035
A supersonic f/STO. fighter design project
p0546 482-42545
The application of geometric programming to the
structural design of aircraft wings
p0546 A82-42546
Design and analysis of advanced composite structures
p0547 A82-42670
Europe's best seller - Second-generation Airbus
emerges
p0547 482-42750
Taking the drag out of bombs
p0548 A82-42849
The testing of new technologies with the aid of
the Alpha Jet aircraft
pOSSO 482-43326
applied flight mechanics in the design and in
flight tests
pOSSO A82-43327
Processes and procedural approaches in the
aerodynamic design of the Alpha Jet aircraft
pOSSO A82-43328
Aerodynamic computational procedures for subsonic
and transonic aircraft
P0550 A82-43330
Processes and procedural approaches used in the
dimensioning of the supporting structure and the
demonstration of the airworthiness
pOSSO A82-4333I
Simulation in connection with the development of
the Alpha Jet aircraft
pOSSO 482-43333
Bethodology in flight tests
P0551 A82-43400
Implicit model-following technique - Application
to the design of longitudinal stability
augmentation systems
pOSSI A82-4357I
Technology for tomorrow's business aircraft _
pOSSI 482-43577
Dew approaches to fighter design
p0554 A82-44218
Bew technologies for future fighters
P0554 482-44219




Integral characteristics in the computer-aided
design of geometrical objects of complex
configuration
P0582 482-46603
Parameterization in the design of surfaces by
means of Coons' method for computer aided
aircraft design
P0582 462-46620
Agnila - Bobot eye in the sky
P0584 482-48025
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V/SIOL aircraft and fluid dynamics
[BASA-TH-81328] p0026 1182-10029
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document, revision 1
[BASA-TH-81298] p0026 1132- 10031
Active control elenents on the transonic wing of
the Airbus A-300 (ACIIA A). Airbus A-300 Kith
reduced longitudinal stability (ACTTA-C)





The principles and oethods for shaping the wing
root regions of a wing-body combination at
transonic and lover supersonic speeds
p0033 H82-11016
Mew estimation method for flutter or divergence
boundary from random responses at subcritical
speeds
[BAL-TB-667T] p0034 N82-M034
Design techniques for mutlivariable flight control
systems
p0039 H82-I1078
Index of National Aviation Facilities Experimental
Center technical reports 1972 - 1977
[AD-AI04759] p0086 882-12056
Computational oethods of robust controller design




The impact of nev guidance and control systems on
military aircraft cockpit design
[AGABD-CP-312] p009l 882-13048
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation
[AGABD-CP-301] p0093 882-13065
The design and development of the Tornado engine
air intake
p0094 882-13074
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/wing interference
p0096 882-13090
High lift selected concepts
tSASA-CB-159093] pOI39 882-15017
Configuration Development System/BAVAIB Report
[AD-A106727] POI89 882-16072
The effect of increasingly more complex aircraft
and avionics on the method of system design
pOI96 882-17088
A tutorial on distributed processing in
aircraft/avionics applications
pOI96 882-17089
Dse of optimization to predict the effect of
selected parameters on commuter aircraft
performance
[SASA-CB-168439] p020l 882-17151
Preliminary design study of a hybrid airship for
flight research
[BASA-CB-166246] p020 I 882-17152




[AGABD-CP-315] p 0 2 l l 882-17349
Scientific report of the Fluid Bechanics Besearch
Department
P02I3 882-17469
Tendencies in the development of subsonic





Electric flight systems, overview
p0260 N82-I9I35









Aeronautical Besearch Laboratories Structures
Division
[AD-A 109049] p0262 882-19161
Practical applications of fracture mechanics
[AGABD-AG-257] p0269 882-19571
A short takeoff performance computer program
[AD-A 109861] p0304 882-20179
Meteorology impact on future aircraft design
p03IO 882-21143
Meteorology impact on ATC system design
p03H 882-21144
Generic Test Bed (GIB) aircraft
[AD-A110335] p0314 882-21176
8umerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization. Volume I:
Executive summary
[AD-A 110035] p0314 882-21180
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 2. Part 1:
Transport design
[ A D - A I I 0 2 3 I ]
 ( p0315 882-21181
Non-destructive inspection and the implementation





The military flying qualities specification, a
help or a hindrance to good fighter design
flight control systems
P0346 882-22190
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
p0347 882-22196
State of the art and recent perspectives on the
study of the loss of control and spin
p0347 882-22197
Predictions of aerodynamic characteristics of
highly maneuverable configurations
p0348 882-22199
Aeroelastic tailoring for control and performance:
Are requirements compatible?
p0348 882-22200
The assessment of aircraft combat effectiveness
using a new computational method
p0348 882-22203
A system safety model for developmental aircraft
programs
[NASA-CB-3534] p0350 882-22228
Conceptual design study of a visual system for a
rotorcraft simulator and some advances in
platform motion utilization
[SASA-CB- 166322] p0352 882-22244
A linear decomposition method for large
optimization problems. Blueprint for development
[BASA-TH-83248] p0352 882-22245
Revolution in airplane construction? Grob G110:
The first modern fiber glass composition
airplane shortly before its maiden flight
[SASA-TH-76705] p0352 882-22246
The 1983 8ASA Authorization, Volume I
[GPO-91-488-VOL-1 ] p0360 882-23068
Besearch and development at BBS. Technical and
scientific publications, 1981
p0360 882-23137
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamic
p0362 882-23179
State-of-the-art cockpit design for the HH-65A
helicopters
p0366 882-23220
Synthesis of an integrated cockpit management system
P0366 882-23222




8ASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Hoikshop- Volume 7: Tilt Botor Session
[8ASA-TH-84705] p0368 882-23243
Application of modal control to wing-flutter
suppression
[8ASA-TP-I983] p0396 882-24209
Airbus industry and noise in the community
[SHIAS-821-lH-Ul ] p0399 H82-24739
F-16E program overview and wind tunnel/flight
correlation
p0404 882-25207
Panel Optimization with Integrated Software
(POIS). Volume I: PANDA: Interactive program
for preliminary minimum weight design
[AD-A110963] P0411 882-25404
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Investigation on rotating ailerons
P04I3 H82-26I62
Supersonic cruise/transonic maneuver wing section
development study
[AD-A 110686 J p0448 H82-26256
Tanker Avionics/Aircrew Complement Evaluation
(TAACE). Phase I: Simulation evaluation-
Volume 2: Crew system design
[AO-AI10954] p0453 B82-26291
Preplanned product improvement and other
modification strategies: Lessons from past
aircraft modification programs
tAO-AI13599] P0463 H82-27220
Characteristics of future aircraft impacting
aircraft and airport compatibility
[BASA-TB--84476] pO«63 H82-27233
The determination of gust loads on nonlinear
aircraft using a pover spectral density approach
[SLB-TB-80123-0] p0526 882-28303
Aircraft geometry verification with enhanced
computer generated displays
[HASA-IB-84254] p053l H82-29268
Automated optimum design of wing structures.




Srob aircraft construction: The G 110 flies
[BASA-TH-76893] p0558 882-30303
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans, f? 1982
[BASA-TH-84509] p0561 H82-30566
Training aircraft design considerations based on
the successive organization of perception in
manual control
p0563 882-30840
Azisymmetric and non-axisymmetnc exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 2: Analysis of results
[HASA-CB-166365] p0566 882-31301
Hultibody aircraft study, volume I
[BASA-CB-I65829-VOL-1] p0588 882-32344
Hultibody aircraft study, volume 2
[BASA-CB-165829-VOL-2] p0588 M82-32345
Application of an optimized Kinglet configuration
to an advanced commercial transport
[MASA-CB-159156] p0589 M82-32348
Integrated application cf active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial ACT configuration design study
[HASA-CB-3304] p0589 H82-32349
Integrative application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial act configuration design study
[HASA-CB-159249] p0593 H82-323BO
Integrated application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Conventional baseline configuration
study
[HASA-CB-159248] p0593 882-32381
Langley test highlights, 1981
[BASA-TH-84519] p0603 882-33330
Becent progress in VSTOL technology
[BASA-TH-84238] p0603 082-33331
Computational aerodynamics and design
[HASA-TH-84257] p0605 882-33348
AIECBAFT DETECTIOI
Inverse SAB and its application to aircraft
classification
p0075 A82-14871
Hide field of view laser beacon system for
three-dimensional aircraft position measurement
[4SHE PAPEB 8I-HA/DSC-9] p0234 A82-24563
The bomber that/radar cannot see
p0274 A82-25874
A multifreguency adaptive radar for detection and
identification of objects - Besults on
preliminary experiments on aircraft against a
sea-clutter background
p0379 A82-32979
Bnltiple aircraft tracking system for coordinated
research missions
p0433 A82-35869
Electric field detection and ranging of aircraft
p0436 A82-37377











HI VABIABLE CICLE EHGIBES
Design considerations for duty cycle, life and
reliability of small limited life engines
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1402] pOOOS A82-10465
Air-film cooling returns to ramjets
(ASHE PAPEB 81-E8AS-8] p O O I I A82-10896
One reason for the onset of high-frequency
self-excited oscillations in combustion
chambers of aircraft engines
pOOII A82-11448
Basic problem of aircraft gastnrbine engine
analytic design. II
p0014 A82-II463
Coupled fluid/structure response predictions for
soft body impact of airfoil configurations
ice and bird impact on aircraft engines
pOOI8 A82-12039
Bistory of flight testing the L - I O I I TriStar jet
transport. II - Testing highlights since initial
certification of the L-1011-1
p0019 A82-12049
Considerations and applications for the use of
flnidics in aerospace controls
p0019 A82-12087
The enhancement of heat exchange in channels /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ Bussian book
p0020 A82-12222
Validation studies of turbulence and combustion
models for aircraft gas turbine combustors
p0020 A82- 12267
Commercial EHS considerations for small gas
turbine engines automated engine monitoring
systems
p0020 A82-12449
Further application and development of an engine
usage/life monitoring system for military services
P0020 A82-12450
Superclean superalloy powders by the rotating
electrode process
p002l A82-12496
Superalloy turbine components - Hhich is the
superior manufacturing process, as-HIP, BIP plus
Isoforge, or 'gatonzing* of extrusion
consolidated billet
P0021 A82-12497
Lineup of the Id-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p002l 482-12560
Creep and aero gas turbine design
p0043 A82-12987
Direct digital drive actuation
[AIAA 81-2298] pOOSO A82-13505
Becent propulsion system flight tests at the 8ASA
Dryden Flight Besearch Center
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2438] p0055 A82-13874
Flight test method for the determination of
reciprocating engine cooling requirements
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2446] p0055 A82- 13878
Aircraft absorbers - Promise and practice
sound attenuation
p0062 A82- 14042
lapedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials
for aircraft engine applications
P0062 A82-14043
Conceptual design of an integrated power and
avionics information system
p0072 A82-14788
60 kVA ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator
system - A program overview Variable Speed
Constant Frequency
p0072 A82-14789
High speed PUG containment study for VSCF system
Permanent Bagnet Generator for Variable
Speed Constant Frequency applications
p0072 A82-14791
Study of the load-carrying capacity of aviation
gas-turbine engine impellers under low-cycle
loading at normal and high temperatures
PQ081 A82-15482
The well tempered transport aircraft engine /The
Sir Benry Boyce Hemonal Lecture/
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pOI03 A82-I6I4S
Besonant whirling of aircraft propeller-engine
systems
pOIOS A82-16417
V/STOL propulsion control technology
(AIAA PAPBB 81-2634] • pOIOS A82-16909
V/STOL status fro* the engine technology viewpoint
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2648] pOIOS A82-16913
Turboprop resurgence - The next step
p O l l O 182-17149
Fuel conservation now improvements for
existing production run transport aircraft
pOl l I 182-17261
Gas path analysis - A tool for engine condition
oonitoring
p O l l l £82-17286
Developaent of the Lockheed SS-71 Blackbird
p O I I 2 A82-17417
Perforaance calibration results for a Compact
Hnltmission Aircraft Propulsion Siaalator
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0254] p0118 482-17866
A short history of aviation gasoline development.
1903-1980
POI26 A82-I832I
2037 - Pratt 6 Hhitney tests new tarbofan
P0126 A82-18347
A oatheaatical aodel of a subsonic transport
aircraft
pOI27 A82-18575
Fluidics in aircraft engine controls
p0128 482-18691
Reduction of the acoustic environment in an
F100-PP-100 engine test cell
POI28 182-18727
Analysis of selected VTC1 concepts for a civil
transportation aission
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2655] pO 157 A82-19220
Developaent of a correlated finite eleaent dynamic
nod el of a couplets aero engine
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-74] p0161 A82-19326
A history of aircraft piston engine lubricants
p0163 A82-19622
The history of aviation turbine lubricants
POI63 A82-19624
Autoaated calculation of the stressed state of
shell systems under asymmetrical nechanical and
themal loading
p0165 A82-19928
A cooprehensive flight test flyover noise progran
p0178 A82-20765
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0811} pOISO A82-20874
Lineup of the IB-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p0699 A82-22896
Reliable power Bolls-Boyce aircraft engine
designs
p0224 A82-24007
flonitoring engine near by oil analysis
p0224 A82-24012
Packaging the VSCF systen for an aircraft engine
environoent
p0230 A82-24383
BB 211 powerplant deterioration - Beview of
current situation and lessons learned
[SAE PAPEB 811053] p023 I 482-24393
High tenperatnre engine control electronics
[SAE PAPEB 811074] p0233 A82-24407
Perforaance retention features of the P12037
[SAE PAPEB 811054] p0233 A82-24409
Bellability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller
[SAE PAPEB 811077] p0233 A82-24410
Propulsion oultiplezer /PHOX/ system - The aissing
link
[SAE PAPEB 811078] p0233 A82-244II
Novel aetal-ceraaics-coaposite sealing coatings in
aircraft engines
p0240 A82-24803
AF8AL turbine engine controls research and
developsent - Present and future
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0321] p0242 A82-25050




aethod for engine-airframe integration using a
high-level computer-assisted engine design
system of the Apparat series
p0282 A82-26487
Analysis of the characteristics of a bypass
engine, with allowance for variable pressure
losses in the channels
p0282 A82-26496
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0320] p0282 A82-26526
Bab energetics of compressor blade tip seals
p0285 A82-27078
Engine industry cost considerations for emerging
technologies
p0292 A82-27429
Strength of the turbine components of a
gas-turbine engine under complex loading and
associated problems
p0293 A82-27526
Pacer Comet II jet engine test system
p0295 482-27903
Beal-tiae failure detection of aircraft engine
output sensors
p0297 A82-28403
Advanced engine technology and its influence on
aircraft performance
p0298 A82-285I5
The gas turbine engine
p0325 482-28587
Composite materials with emphasis for aircraft
gas turbine parts
p0325 A82-28590
A review of U.S. Air Force research related to
, airfrane and engine materials
p0329 482-29268
Development of a hoaebnilt powered sailplane
p0330 482-29416
Determination of an optimal control prograa for an
aircraft power plant during climb
p0334 A82-29845
Dew processes and methods of technical diagnostics
and prognostics in the case of the engine
BK-8-4. II
P0335 A82-29925
Gas turbine engines used in aviation: Design and
construction of components /5th revised and
enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p0341 482-30697
Chen-Braze abradable seal practical
p0341 A82-31048
An experimental investigation of interracial
temperatures in blade-seal material rubbing of
aircraft compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0890] p0373 A82-3 189 1
Gas turbine aero-thermodynamics with special
reference to aircraft propulsion Book
p0383 A82-33650
The snperalloys - Materials for gas turbine hot
section coaponents
p0384 A82-33853
Development of an aircraft engine
p0386 482-34112
Instability effects on pylon and engine loading in
an aircraft with high-aspect-ratio wings
p0388 A82-34163
Experiaental study on discharge and loss
coefficients of coabnstor svirlers
p0390 A82-34644
Air cooling of gas turbine blades
p0390 A82-34700
A study of the vibration loading of the turbine
blades of an aircraft gas-turbine engine with
dry-friction dampers
p039l A82-34814
Large scale aeroengine coapressor test facility
p039l A82-34953
Selection of a starting system for a low cost
single engine fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1043] p04 15 A82-34977
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust
calculation aethod for a J85-21 afterburning
turbojet engine in an altitude facility
(AIAA PAPBB 82-1044] p04!5 A82-34978
Ceramic component developaent for limited-life
propulsion engines
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1050] p04IS A82-34979
Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turboaachinery
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1057] p04 15 A82-34982
Analysis of two-diaensional internal flows using a
primitive-variable relaxation Havier-stokes
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procedure
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1083] p0416 482-31998
Selecting the best redaction gear concept for
prop-fan propulsion systems
[4144 PAPEB 82-1124] p04l7 482-35020
PBOX - The interface for engine data to AIDS
propulsion multiplexer in Aircraft Integrated
Data System
[AIAA PAPEE 82-1127] p04!7 482-35022
Charting propulsion's future * The AXES results
Advanced technology Engine Studies program
for aircraft engine design
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1139] P04I7 482-35023
A methodology for planning a cost effective engine
development for fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1140] A82-35024
The F404 development prograu - A new approach
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1180] p04!7 A82-35045
Development of engine operability
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1181] p0418 A82-35046
T700 - Modern development test techniques, lessons
learned and results
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1183] p04!8 A82-35048
Seit generation trainer /SGI/ engine requirements
- An application of lessons learned
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1184] p04!8 A82-35049
Characteristics of a side dump gas generator ramjet
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1258] p04!9 482-35089
Ultralight airplanes
p0419 A82-35233
Dry friction damping mechanisms in engine blades
[4SBE PAPEB 82-GT-162J pO»26 482-35383
The influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic
motion of spinning blades
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-163] p0426 A82-35384
BC and CO emission abatement via selective fuel
injection
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-I78] p0426 482-35390
A stage-by-stage dual-spool compression systeo
modeling technique
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-I83J p0427 482-35394
Aeropropulsion research for the D.S. Army
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-203 ] p0427 A82-35398
Acquisition of F-100/3/ high pressure compressor
entrance profiles
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-2I5] p0427 A82-35402
Advanced turboprop engines for long endurance
naval patrol aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-217] p0427 A82-35404
An approach to software for high integrity
applications in aircraft gas turbine engine
control[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-25I] p0429 482-35430
The influence of engine characteristics on patrol
aircraft life cycle cost optimization
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-256] p0429 482-35433
Performance improvement features of General
Electric turbofan engines[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-270] p0429 482-35446
Interim review of the Energy Efficient Engine /E3/
Program
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-271] p0429 482-35447
NASA ECI programs - Benefits to Pratt and Vhitney
engines[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-272] p0429 A82-35448
Baterial and process impact on aircraft engine
designs of the 1990's
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-278J p0429 A82-35453
Technology advancements for energy efficient
aircraft engines
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1051] p0430 A82-35479
Propellers come full circle prop-fan
technology for aircraft fuel savings
p0433 AS2-35881
Evaluation criteria for aero engine materials
p0434 A82-36065
The poverplants of the Iak-40 and fl-15 aircraft
Bnssian book
pOQ34 A82-36947
Evaluation of a multivariable control design on a
variable cycle engine simulation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1077] p0438 A82-37682
Belianility design study for a fault-tolerant
electronic engine control
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1129] p043B A82-37689
Design concepts of an advanced propulsion
monitoring system
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1130] p0438 A82-37690
Optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft engine
controls
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1131] p0438 A82-37691
A cost modeling approach to engine optimization
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1185] p0439 A82-37698
Strategic materials - Technological trends
p0444 A82-37972
The national dynamics 'observer' mini-BPV for
tropical operation
p0493 A82-39734
BASA research in supersonic propulsion - A decade
of progress
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1048] p0497 A82-40417
Optimized 10 ton class commercial aircraft engine
P0505 A82-40890
Preliminary design of an advanced integrated power
and avionics information system
p0507 A82-40907
Assessment of advanced technologies for high
performance single-engine business airplanes
pOSOS A82-40932
The nonsynchronons whirls of the turbine rotor in
aerojet engines
pOSIO A82-40944
Third generation turbo fans
p O S I I A82-40964
Design integration of CC1/USB for a sea-based
aircraft
P05I2 A82-40972
The effect of intake flow disturbances on APD
compressor blade high cycle fatigue in the
Airbus A300
p0513 A82-40983
Engine controls for the 1980s and 1990s
p0513 482-4098H
The analysis of the thermal-mechanical stress
conditions in azisymmetric rotating hot
components of /aircraft/ gas turbines German
thesis
p0543 A82-41686
Acoustic emission inspection of aircraft engine
turbine blades for intergranular corrosion
p0544 482-41914
Bathematical models of rotor strength and
optimization in computer-aided design
p0545 A82-42462
Determination of antioxidant content in aviation
oils using thin-layer' chromatography
p0548 A82-42894
Antioxidants for synthetic oils
p0548 A82-42895
Piston engines for general aviation - Is the
revolution really under way
p055l A82-43578
Bhy GB made a motenr d*aviation
p0578 A82-45499
The technology of the assembly of engines for
flight vehicles —- Bussian book
P0578 A82-45765
The automation of processes for producing aircraft
engines /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0578 AS2-45771
Optimization of dispatching discipline in gueueing
systems vitb limited gueues
p0582 A82-46607
Development of high loading, high efficiency azial
flow turbine
p0583 A82-47069
Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft
Technology (STAT), Appendix B
[HASA-CB-165499-APP-B] p0027 882-10038
A ne* method of cooling turbine vanes
p0034 H82-11027




Development of multivariable controllers for
aircraft turbine engines
p0040 H82-11087
Integrated analysis of engine structures(HASA-TH-82713] p004t 1182-11491
The use of metal finishing in aircraft fuel systems
p0088 H82-12077
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation
[A64BD-CP-301] p0093 H82-13065
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
P0094 H82-13075
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in acquisition and analysis system for dynamic
tests of air inlets
p0095 882-13082
Hind tunnel test and analysis techniques using
powered simulators for civil nacelle
installation drag assessment
P0095 882-13088
Establishment of an experimental technique to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe
configurations, using a full span aodel with
turbine powered engine simulators
P0096 H82-13089
Evaluation of an ezperiaental technigne to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/wing interference
p0096 882-13090
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic 7/STOL
aircraft
[ SASA-TH-82747] p0098 882-13112
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VS1OL piloted simulation evaluation
[SASA-TH-82770] pOlOO 882-13144
Sensor failure detection system for the F100
tnrbofan engine
[HASA-CB-165515] pOlOO 882-13145
Foreign object damage in naval aircraft engines
[AD-A105787] p0135 882-14098
Advanced compressor components. Phase 1: 1978 to
1979 for aircraft engines
[BBFT-FB-H-8 1-025] p0144 H82-I5073
High temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropulsion systems
[E-708] pOI«e 882-15313
Development of the automated AFAPL engine
simulator test for lubricant evaluation
[AD-AI06I28] POI92 882-16093
Test and evaluation of 0? fiber optics for
application for aircraft fire detector systems
[ A D - A I 0 6 I 2 9 ] POI95 882-16850
Damage from engine debris projectiles
P0202 882-17165
Maintenance posture for quick start
[AD-A107553] p0204 882-17177
A digital simulation program describing the motion
of an aircraft undergoing engine failure during
its takeoff ground roll
[AD-A 108(120] P0255 882-18210
Further development of the test concept of the




Electric flight systems, overview
p0260 882-19135
A propulsion viev of the all-electric airplane
P026I 882-19136
Potential propulsion considerations and study
areas for all-electric aircraft
P026I 882-19137
A look into the future: Ihe potential of the
all-electric secondary power system for the
energy efficient transport
P0261 H82-19138






















Electric flight systems integration
P0261 882-19150
Practical applications of fracture mechanics
[AGABD-AG-257] p0269 882-19571
An experimental study of the effects of an inlet
flow conditioner on the noise of a low speed
axial flow fan in an aircraft engine
[11-8101] p0270 882-19956
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 1
t 8ASA-CB-165562-VOL-1] p0309 882-21031
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 2
[SASA-CB-165562-VOL-2] p0309 S82-2I032
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 3
[8ASA-CB-I65562-VOL-3] p0309 882-21033
Preliminary results on performance testing of a
turbocharged rotary combustion engine
CBASA-IB-82772) p03 16 882-21194
Analytical investigation of nonrecoverable stall
(8ASA-IH-82792] p0317 882-21195
Coatings in the aero gas turbine sprayed
coatings
CPNB-90049] p0318 882-21204
The testing and approval of aircraft engine
mounted accessories subject to vibration
[P8B-90051] p03!8 882-21206
Engines for air transport aircraft fuel
consumption
[PHB-90066] p0318 882-21208
Telemetry in aero engine development f rom
operating engines
[PBB-90055] p0321 882-21247
Hainteuance in Service of High Temperature Parts
[AGABD-CP-317] p0345 882-22172
Engine depot maintenance repair technology
p0345 882-22174
maintenance problems in gas turbine components at
the Boyal fiaval Aircraft lard, Fleetlands
helicopter and marine gas turbines
p0345 882-22175
flaintenance experience with civil aero engines
P0345 882-22176
Engine component retirement for cause
p0345 882-22177
Ihe influence of protective treatment on the
mechanical properties of superalloy parts
p0346 882-22180
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[8ASA-TH-828I5] p0354 882-22262




Program, phase I aircraft gas turbine engines
[8ASA-CB-159656] p0354 882-22265
Advanced general aviation engine/airframe
integration study
ISASA-CB-165565] p0354 882-22268
BB211 powerplant deterioration: Beview of current
situation and lessons learned
[PBB-90073] p0355 882-22270
Development of a correlated finite element dynamic
model of a complete aero engine
[PBfi-90081] p0355 882-22272
Encounters with surge: Some experiences of
development of axial compressors for aero gas
turbines
[PNB-90071] p0355 882-22274
Beliable power B B 2 I 1 aircraft engines
[PBH-90078]
 P0355 882-22275
Collaborative development of aero-engines
[PBB-90083] p0355 882-22277
Powder metallurgical innovations for improved hot
section alloys in aero-engine applications
[P8B-90072] p0357 882-22358
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for
nonlinear structural analysis for aircraft
turbine engines
[8ASA-TB-82845] p0398 882-24502
Gas path analysis of commercial aircraft engines
p0402 882-25184
Analysis of transient data from aircraft gas




Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine
1-48
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engines: Baterials for advanced turbine engines
[BASA-CB-I678U9] p0408 S82-25254
Development potential of Intermittent Coibostion(I.e.) aircraft engines for commuter transport
applications
[8ASA-TB-82869] p0453 B82-26297
BASA research in supersonic propulsion: & decade
of progress
[BASA-TB-82862] p045« 882-26300
Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In
Design (LDCID), volume 2
[ A D - A I I 1 9 4 0 ] p0455 B82-26310
Besearch and development on wear metal analysis
[40-4112100] p0458 B82-26446
Forecasting aircraft condensation trails
[AD-A111876] p0461 S82-26939
Aerodynamic investigations to deteraine possible
ice flight paths
[SASA-TB-76648] p0463 1182-27235
Briefs of accidents involving turbine ponered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1979
[PB82-1389I8] p0465 882-27250
Performance deterioration doe to acceptance
testing and flight loads; JT90 jet engine
diagnostic progran
[NAS4-CE-165572] p0472 H82-27309
advanced stratified charge rotary aircraft engine
design study
(B4S4-CB-165398] p0478 N82-27743
Bechanical property characterization and modeling
of structural materials for airfranes and
aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-AI I3841] p0478 882-27784
Control of air pollution froa aviation: The
enissiou standard setting process
[AD-A107435] p0478 H82-27869
Advances in high-speed rolling-element bearings[HASA-Tfl-82910] pOS29 882-28644QCSEE over-the-ving engine acoustic data[SASA-Tfl-82708] p0536 882-29324
Estimated airplane noise levels in A-veighed
decibels
[AC-36-3B] p0540 882-30029
A nethod for designing inlet distortion screens
for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an
interactive computer progran
[AD-AI I6584] p0569 H82-31325
A description of methodologies used in estimation
of a A-veighted sound levels for FAA Advisory
circular AC-36-3B
CAD-AH6543] p0574 H82-32084
Some design considerations for solar-powered
aircraft
[NASA-IP-1675] p0589 882-32350
Beplacement of aboard naval aircraft
[AD-AI15782] p0590 B82-32356
High pressure bleed for S10L and SIO-VL
performance: A conceptual examnation
[AP-A115762] p0590 882-32357
Integrated airfrane propulsion control
(NASA-CB-3606] p0593 882-32382
Survey and update of F-14A mission profiles for
TP30 engine usage
(AD-A116831] p0603 B82-33337
Advanced turboprop testbed systems study
[HASA-CB-167895] p0607 H82-33375
Structural tailoring of engine blades (STAEBL)
[SASA-CB-I679S9] pOSIO 882-33391
Exhaust emissions redaction for intermittent
conbustion aircraft engines
[NASA-CB-I679I4J p06IO 882-33392
Energy efficient engine: Turbine transition duct
model technology report
[84SA-CB-I67996] p0610 882-33394
Aircraft thrust/poner management can save defense
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A nev APD for medium place aircraft environmental
control systems
[ASBE PAPEB 81-BNAS-l] pOOlO A82-10889
Air-freon integrated environmental conditioning
system for trainer subsonic aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-EBAS-33] p0012 482-10920
He* separators for battery systems
pOOIS 482-11715
Sealed lead-acid batteries for aircraft applications
pOOIS 482-11716
A hidden advantage of permanent magnet electrical
generating systems
p0016 482-11720
60 KTA AOP permanent magnet VSCP starter generator
system - Generator system performance
characteristics
pOOI6 482-11721
Design and development of a low cost servoed rate
gyro for unmanned aircraft
POOI6 482-11932
Digital avionics - Promise and practice;
Proceedings of the Joint Symposium, London,
England, Barch 20, 1980
p0017 482-11934
The all digital military aircraft
pOOI7 482-11937




The developaent and use of a computer-interactive
data acquisition and display system in a flight
environment[4144 PAPEB 81-2371] p0060 A82-13946
Fighters - Improving the breed
P0062 A82-14354
Pave Bover Flight Test Program(AIAA PAPEB 81-2492} p0063 A82-14380




electromechanical actuators for aircraft
p0067 A82-14710
A modular multiplexed digital voice
intercommunications system
P0068 A82-14721
Computer modeling of an aircraft BVDC electrical
system
p0073 A82-148I9
Digital simulation of aircraft electrical
generating system by means of Sceptre program
P0073 A82- 14820
Computer simulation of an advanced aircraft
electrical system
p0073 A82-I482I
Aircraft electrical eguipment - Design and operation
Bussian book
P015I A82-I8998
Helicopters - Bight operations
P0153 A82-19017
Procurement of the nev flight and tactics
simulators - Experience, problems, meaning[DGLB PAPEB 81-095] pO 159 A82-19266
Simulation of modern radar installations in
fall-Mission flight and tactics simulators[DGLB PAPEfi 81-103] p0160 A82-I9272
Size reduction flight test airborne data systems
pOI78 A82- 20766
Becent improvements in aircraft Hi-Cd cells
P0225 A82-24245
The coupling of electromagnetic interference into
aircraft systems
p0228 AB2-24354
BIL-STD 1553B - Aircraft EB environmental
susceptibility effects
p0229 A82-24357
Aircraft electrical pover systems; Proceedings of
the Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Anaheim.
CA, October 5-8, 1981(SAE SP-500] o. p0229 A82-24376
Design considerations of DC-Link aircraft
generation systems
p0229 A82-24377
Advanced generating system technology
p0230 A82-24380
The effect of critical design parameters on the
selection of a VSCF system
P0230 A82-24381
Evolution and development of high voltage /270
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Aircraft electric system development and test
facilities
p0231 182-24384
The cargo helicopter - A logistical vehicle
P0240 482-24717
Cascade converter of dc voltage to ac voltage of
higher frequency mth voltage and frequency
stabilization devices aircraft electric
equipment
-' p0326 A82-28875
Adaptation and equipment of aircraft for the
fighting of forest fires
p033l 482-29584
F-15 fighter abilities evaluated
P0332 A82-29592
Aviation electronics /4th edition/ Book
p0383 A82-33646
High technology raises fighter force readiness
p0384 A82-33892
Aircraft potential variations in flight
(ONBBA, IP HO, 1982-11] p0390 A82-34499
An automatic Bap reader suitable for use in
helicopters
p04«l A82-37775
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system
[AIAA PAPEfi 82-1372] p0489 482-39 134
Concept demonstration of automatic subsystem
parameter monitoring military helicopter
cockpit instrumentation
pOSOO 482-40530
Support of the EH-65A - Ihe impact of advanced
technology of TIOL systems upon existing product
support
pOSOl 482-40541
Models for the motor state of VSCF aircraft
electrical power system Variable Speed
Constant Frequency
p0513 482-40982
Aircraft radio communications equipment: Design
and use Russian book
p0544 482-42067
Bepair-discard concepts in design
p0545 A82-42178
B/B/LCC effects of commercial off-the-shelf
equipment
p0545 482-42181
757 systems key to route flexibility
p0549 A82-43275
Air-air anticollision systems
(SEE PAPEB 611764] p0555 482-44235
Low maintenance hydraulic accumulator
[AO-A103947] p0027 H82-10034
Advanced aircraft electrical system control
technology demonstrator. Phase I: Requirements '
analysis and conceptual design
CAD-A 103922] p003l H82-10326
Threat Alert and collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
Synposinm
[AD-A104563] p0035 H82-11047
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 3:
Vibration damping by polyether foams
[AD-A 104496] p0040 N82-II212
Portable air driven variable speed fiber optic
cable termination polisher
[AD-A 104797] p0091 1182-12448
Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
[MASA-TS-84067] p0099 1182-13140
Optical Information Processing fo'r Aerospace
Applications
[HASA-CP-2207] p0147 H82-15894
System for providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal
situation
[HASA-CASE-FBC-11005-1] p0189 H82-16075
lest and evaluation of 0V fiber optics for
application for aircraft fire detector systems
(AD-A 106 129] pOI95 H82- 16850
Built-in-test Equipment acquirements lorkshop.
lorkshop presentation
[AD-A107842] p0195 H82-17085
Corrosion control test method for avionic components
[AD-A10806I] p0203 H82-17I71
Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems
P 02I2 H82-17363
Aircrew restraint and mobility test fixture
[AD-A108274] p0252 N62-18193
Generic Test Bed (STB) aircraft
[AD-4110335] p0314 B82-21176
Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques
conference
[A6ABO-CP-318 ] p0343 H82-22154Qualification of equipment for gunfire induced
vibration
p0343 N82-22I58
Dynamic qualification testing of F-16 equipment
p0344 N82-22159
Equipment vibration qualification for Harrier and
Hawk aircraft
p0344 H82-22161
Gunfire blast pressure predictions
P0345 H82-22170
Development of a taped random vibration technique
for acceptance testing
p0345 H82-22171
Production Verification Testing (P7T) of guidance
and control systems for high reliability
P0363 H82-23I87
A new all-purpose digital flight data recorder
p0401 HB2-25177
Design guide for aircraft hydraulic systems and
components for use with chlorotrifluorethylene
nonflammable hydraulic fluids
[AD-A112097] p0452 N82-26283
Opportunities to reduce the cost of some B-52
modifications
(AD-A 113563] p0462 N82-272I9
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
(HASA-CB-169118] p0466 H82-27259
Impact of Advanced Avionics Technology and Ground
Attack Reapon Systems
[AGABD-CP-306] p0470 H82-27293
A compendium of lightning effects on future
aircraft electronic systems
[AD-A 1141 17] p0525 N82-28293
Feasibility study of a 270V dc flat cable aircraft
electrical power distributed system
[AD-A114026] p0528 H82-28552




The design, construction, and performance of
composite fuselage components for the Boeing 234
helicopter
p0292 A82-27424
Aircraft fire safety research with antimistinq
fuels - Status report
[AIAA fAPEfi 82-1235] p0418 A82-35076
Experimental study of external fuel vaporization
(ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-59] p0422 A82-35312
The direct effects of lightning on aircraft
p0432 A82-35730
Application of numerical methods to the
calculation of electrostatic fields in aircraft
fuel tanks
[AD-A103270] p0027 H82-10033
Advanced fuel flowmeter for future naval aircraft
[AD-A104364] p0037 1182-11063
Experimental study of fuel heating at low
temperatures in a wing tank model, volume I
[HASA-CB-165391J p0040 N82-1I224
The use of metal finishing in aircraft fuel systems
pOOBS 1182-12077
External fuel vaporization study
[SASA-CB-I655I3] p0136 H82-1437 I
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology, volume I
[AD-A113461] p0473 H82-273I7
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology. Volume I:
Appendices
[AD-A 113532] p0473 B82-273I8
Studies of new perfluoroether elastomeric sealants
for aircraft fuel tanks
(HASA-CB-166377] p0560 N82-30400





Fuel for future transport aircraft
(ASBE PAPEB 81-HT-80] p O O I 2 A82- 10965
Bheological behavior of progressively
shear-thickening solutions aircraft fuel
A-50
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polymer additives for fixe protection in
snrvivable crashes
pOOI3 182-11177
Fuel conservation - DC-9 secies 20/30/40
p002l 482- 12563
Darbonx points in minimum-fuel aircraft landing
probleas
p0043 482-13077
Quality optimzatioo and unification of aviation
gasolines
pOOSI 482-15721
Liquid hydrogen - An outstanding alternate fuel
for transport aircraft
p O I I 2 482-17290
The S4SA HERII prograa - Developing nev concepts
for accurate flight planning
[4144 P4PEB 62-0340] p0118 A82-17894
A short history of aviation gasoline development,
1903-1980
p0126 A82-18321
Design and testing of a new double lafcyrinth seal
[4SHE PAPBB 81-LUB-58] pOI27 182-18452
Trends in aviation fuels and lubricants;
Proceedings of the Rest Coast International
Heetujg, Seattle, 14, august 3-6, 1981
pOI63 482-19621
Aviation turbine fuel properties and their trends
pOI63 A82-19623
The prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
pOI66 482-20137
Energy management and its impact on avionics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Londcn, England,
Harch 19, 1981
pOI69 482-20513
Design possibilities for improved fuel efficiency
of civil transport aircraft
pOI69 482-20514
The lapact of increasing energy costs upon the
design philosophy of avionic fuel management
systems
p0169 482-20517
A surveillance airship for the Nev Zealand
environment
pOI73 A82-20558
JP-8 fuel conversion evaluation
p0177 A82-20755
General aviation fuel conservation in the 1980's
p0177 A82-20757
The use of Doppler spectroscopy to study the
characteristics of the poljdisperse
characteristics of emulsion water and solid
microimpnrities in aviation fuels
p0186 A82-22198
Low grade fuels for turbo and jet engines
p022 I A82-23U39
The formation of benzpyrene during the coabnstion
of aviation fuels
p0282 A82-26494
aethodology for determining fuel-combustion
efficiency and the toxicity of exhaust gases
P0282 A82-26495
Ihe potential of large aircraft
[4144 P4PEB 82-0804] p0376 A82-31980
Very large aircraft with alternate fuels - LH2
most promising[4144 P4PEB 82-0813] p0376 A82-31986
The potential for long-range high-payload aircraft
mth alternate fuels
[4144 P4PEB 82-0814] p0376 A82-3I987
Solutions to the aviation fuel problem
P0386 A82-34113
NASA Broad Specification fuels Combustion
Technology program - Pratt and Rhitney Aircraft
Phase I results and status
[AIAA P4PEB 82-1088] p0416 A82-34999
Rill hydrogen-fueled aircraft be safe
[ A I A A P4PEB 82-1236] p04!8 A82-35077
Thermal decomposition of aviation fuel
[ASHB P4PEB 82-GT-27] p0420 482-35292
The Ion temperature properties of aviation fuels(ASflE P4PEB 82-GT-48] p0422 A82-35306
The potential impact of future fuels on small gas
turbine engines
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GT-133] p0425 A82-3S362
An alternate test procedure to qualify future
fuels for Navy aircraft(II Ik PL SEE 82-1233) p0434 182-36 US
Fuel conservation: The airline - ATC
p0483 182-38464
acquirements and trends in fuel consumption in
transport mission with aircraft and surface
vehicles
pOSII 482-40956
Aerodynamic concepts for fuel-efficient transport
aircraft
p O S I I A82-40957
Piston engines for general aviation - Is the
revolution really under way -
p055l A82-43578
Experimental study of fuel heating at low
temperatures in a wing tank model, volume I
[H4S4-CB-165391] p0040 N82-II224
Determinatiop of selected distillate blending
solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel
matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography
[AD-AI05588] p0135 N82- 14312
External fuel vaporization study
[ NASA-CB- 1655 13 ] pOI36 H82-I437I




[DE8I-028406] pOI88 H82- 16057
An assessment of the crash fire hazard of liquid
hydrogen fueled aircraft
[NASA-CB- 165526] p0263 N82-I9196
Full-scale flammability test data for validation
of aircraft fire mathematical models
[NASA-TH-58244] p03 13 N82-2II66
Engines for air transport aircraft fuel
consumption
[PNB-90066] p0318 N82-2I208
Impact study of synthetic and alternative fuel
usage in Army aircraft propulsion systems
[AD-AI11046] p0398 882-24355
Low NOx heavy fuel coobustor concept program
[1ASA-CB-165367] p0413 H82-25635
Jet fuel from shale oil: The 1981 technology review
[ A D - A I 1 I 2 I 7 ] p0459 N82-26484
Benefit cost analysis of the aircraft energy
efficiency program
[NASA-CB-169116] p0468 NB2-27280
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology, volume I
[AD-A113461] p0473 N82-27317
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology. Volume 1:
Appendices
[AD-A113532] p0473 N82-27318
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 1:
Preliminary process analyses
[AD-AI 12681] p0527 N82-28462
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 2:
Process variable analyses and laboratory sample
production
[AD-A112682] p0528 N82-28463
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 3:
Production of specification of JP-4 fuel from
geokinetics shale oil
[AD-A 112683] p0528 N82-28464
Aircraft fire safety
[AGABD-1S-123] p0532 N82-29279
Aircraft fire mishap experience/crash fire
scenario gnantitation
P0532 H82-29280
Aviation fuels-future outlook and impact on
aircraft fire threat
p0532 N82-29282
The development and applications of a full-scale
wide body test article to study the behavior of
interior materials during a postcrasb fuel fire
p0533 882-29285
The feasibility of a high-altitude aircraft
platform with consideration of technological and
societal constraints
[NASA-TB-84508] p0535 N82-293I3
Human-factors evaluation of C-141 fuel savings
advisory system
[AD-4114931) p0558 N82-30304
Idditional experiments on flexibility improvements
of aviation fuels at low temperatures, volume 2
[NASA-CB-167912] p0571 N82-31546
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Characterization of an Experimental Eeferee
Broadened Specification (EfiBS) aviation turbine
fuel and EBBS fuel blends
[HASA-TH-82883] p0595 H82-32501
Impact of advanced propeller technology on




Fuel efficient flight profiles in an ATC flow
management environment ~
P0043 482-13078
Digital detection and processing of laser beacon
signals for aircraft collision hazard naming
[AIAA 81-2328] F0052 A82-13525
Commentary on facilities used in the development
of a Sea Harrier all Heather operations capability
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2407] P0056 A82-13892
Oevelopnent of an HIS lateral autoland system with
automatic path definition
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1751] p0062 A82-13993
Helical helicopter approaches with microwave
landing system guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2654] pOI09 A82-169 14
Flight measurements of Area navigation System
performance using various combinations of ground
aids and airborne sensors
p0123 A82-18147
HLS flare low elevation angle guidance
considerations
pOI75 A82-20586
C band spectral tracking for FH/CH altimetry
P0435 A82-37035
An automatic map reader suitable for use in
helicopters
P0441 A82-37775
P1ICS - A commercial flight management computer
system
[AIAA 82-1515] p0484 A82-38938
" The control and guidance unit for DACHAS
p0493 A82-39738
A terrain following sjstea, an algorithm and a
sensor
P0494 A82-39740
Flight simulation studies on the feasibility of
laterally segmented approaches in an HLS
environment
p0509 A82-40941
A concept for ID-guidance of transport aircraft in
the IMA Terminal naneuvering Area
p0509 A82-40942
Investigations concerned with shifting pilot
activities to a higher hierarchical stage of
flight control German thesis
p0519 A82-41453
Image processing in tactical flight guidance
p0554 A82-4422I
Beguirements for independent and dependent
parallel instrument approaches at reduced runvay
spacing
[AD-A105673) p0132 S82-14080
HLS vertical guidance and navigation for a SIOL
airplane landing on an elevated SlOLport
[HASA-TH-8I338J p0135 N82-14101
Automation of on-board fligbtpath management
[HASA-TH-84212] p O I 9 l N82-16088
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Dicrovave Landing
System (HLS). Part 2: BHAV/aLS transition
problems for aircraft
[HASA-CB-3511] p0200 M82-17142
Effects of cable geometry and aircraft attitude on
the accuracy of a magnetic leader cable system
- for aircraft guidance during rollout and turnoff
[SASA-TP-I978J p0351 H82-22239
Integrated navigation-TF/TA-system based on stored
terrain data processing
p0362 N82-23I83
Optimal inertial navigation using terrain
correlation: An attractive solution to the
ground attack aircraft navigation problem
p0362 882-23184
The integration of multiple avionic sensors and
technologies for future military helicopters
p0363 N82-23I86
Production Verification Testing (PVT) of guidance
and control systems for high reliability
p0363 H82-23I87
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Assessment methodology of the lightning threat to
advanced aircraft
p0069 A62-14759
Operational evaluation of thunderstorm penetration
test flights during project Storm Hazards '80
p0078 AB2- 14954
A criterion for determining the causes of wind
shear at Punta fiaisi Airport, on the basis of
statistical data from barograph records
pOOSO A82-15468
Simulation of phugoid excitation due to hazardous
wind shear
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0215] p0117 A82-17844
The influence of turbulence models on
computer-simulated aircraft landing
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0342] pOI 19 A82-17896
An analytical methodology to predict potential
aircraft losses due to canopy birdstrikes
p0227 A82-243I3
The effects of bird orientation on load profile
and damage level
p0227 A82-24316
Lightning detection and ranging
p0277 A82-26367
Sudden changes in wind velocity - Their effect on
aircraft and means of reducing hazard. I
p0334 A82-29871
Aircraft lightning protection
[OHEBA, IP SO. 1982-51] p0382 A82-33544
Triggered lightning resulting from aircraft
atmospheric electricity interactions
p0432 A82-35727
Airborne warning systems for natural and
aircraft-initiated lightning
p0432 A82-35729
The direct effects of lightning on aircraft
p0432 A82-35730
The operation of aircraft and helicopters in
difficult meteorological and environmental
conditions Bussian book
p0491 A82-39295
Selected bibliography of BACA-HASA aircraft icinq
publications
[NASA-TH-8I65I] p0035 H82-11053
System safety program plan electromagnetic
pulse testing of the A-7E aircraft
[AO-A104557] p0041 H82- I 1354
Investigation of severe lightning strike incidents
to two USAF F-106A aircraft
[NASA-CB-165794] p0086 H82-12052
Test and evaluation of 0? fiber optics for
application for aircraft fire detector systems
[AD-A 106129] p0195 H82-16850
Aircraft icing avoidance and protection
[PB82-I08135] p0200 H82-17U9
An assessment of the crash fire hazard of liquid
hydrogen fueled aircraft
[HASA-CB- 165526.] p0263 H82- 19196
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a
twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
[NASA-IP-19 66] p0267 H82-19225
workshop on Mathematical Fire dodeling
[AD-A108876] p0268 H82- 19343
Safety (aviation material)
[AD-A1I036I ] P0303 H82-20165
Full-scale flammability test data for validation
of aircraft fire mathematical models
[HiSA-TH-58244] p03!3 N82-21I66
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1982, Collection of Technical Papers. Part I -
Structures and materials. Part 2 - structural
dynamics and design engineering
p0335 A82-30076
Integrity analyses of surface-flawed aircraft
attachment lugs - A new, inexpensive, 3-D
alternating method
[AIAA 82-0742] p0336 482-30107
737 graphite-epoxy horizontal stabilizer
certification
[AIAA 82-0745] p0336 A82-30109
Flight qualification of composite structures at
ABD-8A
[AIAA 82-0755] p0336 482-30116
Finite element analysis of some aerospace shell
structures
p0382 482-33515
Understanding aircraft structures Book
P0382 A82-33625
An algorithm for calculating the compliance
matrices of aircraft structures by the
substructure method as applied to aeroelasticity
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p0388 A82-34I6I
Solution of creep problems by a finite element
method
p0388 A82-34I72
A method of accounting for the effect of aircraft
deformations on its loading
p0388 482-34177
Onistructnre - A new concept for light weight
integrally stiffened skin structure
P0389 A82-34486
Calculation of the lift distribution and
aerodynamic derivatives of quasi-static elastic
aircraft
p0390 482-34639
Aerodynamic coefficient identification of
time-varying aircraft system and its application
p0390 A82-34645
A review and assessment of fatigue crack growth
rate relationships for metallic airframe materials
p0391 A82-34879
Quasi-static and dynamic crushing of energy
absorbing materials and structural components
with the aim of improving helicopter
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p0440 482-37769
Static and aeroelastic optimization of aircraft
P0444 A82-37945
Composite use on helicopters
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'Listening' systems to increase aircraft
structural safety and reduce costs
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On the state of technology and trends in composite
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p0495 A82-39890
Evaluation of CFBP prototype structures for aircraft
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gear door
p0495 A82-39893
Fabrication of CFBP prototype structure for
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P0495 A82-39896
On the bearing strengths of CFBP laminates
p0496 A82-39930
In-motion radiography of titanium spar tube welds
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Besnlts of the AH-64 Structural Demonstration
p0502 A82-40551
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p0504 482-40884
Design of compensated flutter suppression systems
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in dynamic buckling under impact
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Hondestractive testing in aircraft construction
using holographic methods
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Determination of load spectra and their
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proof of sporting airplanes
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Theoretical and experimental investigation of
joint-structural damping interaction for
airplane construction
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Principles of achieving damage tolerance with
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Aerospace applications of composites
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Fundamentals of strength and aeroelasticity in
flight vehicles Bnssiau book
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Integral characteristics in the computer-aided
design of geometrical objects of complex
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Variational equation of an eccentrically
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Parameterization in the design of surfaces by
means of Coons' method for computer aided
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Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane
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behavior of aircraft vith active control systems
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Finite difference computation of the stead;
transonic potential flow around airplanes
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Flight trail of the Aircraft Fatigue Data Analysis
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Environmental exposure effects on composite
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Description of projectile threats
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Analysis methods for predicting structural
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Analysis methods for ballistic damage size and type
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Effects of cyclic loading on projectile impact
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Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure
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nechanisms of corrosion fatigue of high
strength aluminum alloys
P02IO H82-17343
Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
p02IO H82-17348
Design and maintenance against corrosion of
aircraft structures
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' Corrosion prevention methods developed from direct
• experience vith aerospace structures
P02I2 H82-17359
Corrosion prevention measures used in the
construction of an aircraft airframe: The case
of 2014 and 2214 alloys
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Becent developments in materials and processes for
aircraft corrosion control
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Be* concepts in multifunctional corrosion for
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Corrosion protection schemes for aircraft
structures: Some examples for the corrosion
behaviour of 41 alloys
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The ultrasonic inspection of c.F.C. carbon
fiber sine wave spars
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The effects of slight non-linearities on modal
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Theoretical investigations on the influence of
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aerodynamic characteristics of fighter aircraft
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Interpretation and construction of a dynamic
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Characterization of the Airbus horizontal
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analysis vith the finite element method
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A study of the effects of long-term exposure to
fuels and fluids on the behavior of advanced
composite materials
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Electroforming of space and aircraft structures
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Aeronautical Besearch Laboratories Structures
Division
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Practical applications of fracture mechanics
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verification
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Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the
fail-safe concept
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Acoustic noise test as part of the dynamic
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Aeroelastic tailoring for control and performance:
Are requirements compatible?
p034B B82-22200
Revolution in airplane construction? Grob 6110:
The first modern fiber glass composition
airplane shortly before its maiden flight
[BASA-Tfl-76705] p0352 882-22246
Historical perspectives qn thermostructural
research at the B4C4 Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory from 1948 to 1958
p0371 882-23494
A method for determining the aeroelastic behavior
of aircraft vith active control systems
[ESA-TT-719] p0397 882-24211
Standard tests for toughened resin composites
for aircraft structures
[HASA-BP-1092] p0397 882-24301
Aerodynamics/ACEE: Aircraft energy efficiency
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Mechanical properties of hot isostatic pressed
P/fl-titaninm for helicopter components
[HBB-OD-324-81-0] p04 10 882-25383
Panel Optimization vith Integrated Software
(POIS). Volume 1: PABDA: Interactive program
for preliminary minimum weight design
[AD-A110963] p041l B82-25404
Advanced casting: Today and tomorrow
aerospace industry components casting
p0528 882-28486
Searfield aerodynamics and optical propagation
characteristics of a large-scale turret model
[AD-A 1139 10] p0529 882-28624
Grob aircraft construction: The G 110 flies
[BASA-TH-76893J p0558 N82-30303
Flov control for a high energy laser turret using
trapped vortices
[AD-A115263] P0561 B82-30547
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Fracture control in ballistic-damaged
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The assessment of aircraft combat effectiveness
using a nev computational method
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gear stress
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Pneumatic tire model for aircraft simulation
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Measured pavement response to transient aircraft
loadings
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Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems
conducted at the Langley aircraft landing loads
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Tire tread temperatures during antiskid bracing
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Strong matching method for computing transonic
viscous flows including wakes and separations -
Lifting airfoils
p O O l O A82-I082I
Flow visualization using a computerized data
acquisition system
p0179 A82-20792
Flow field around an oscillating airfoil
pOI79 A82-208I3
The requirements for reduced IFB separations on
final approach
P02I9 482-23311
Approximate boundary condition procedure for the
two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex lakes
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Turbulent wake development behind streamlined bodies
p0097 882-13104
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a
twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
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A theoretical study of the impact of aircraft wake




Steady. Oscillatory, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version I.1
(SOUSSA-PI. I) . Volume 2: Oser/programmer
mannal. Addendum I: Analytical treatment of
wake influence
[8ASA-TH-84484] p0448 882-26236
Rind tunnel measurements of three-dimensional
wakes of buildings for aircraft safety
applications
[8ASA-CB-3565] p0461 882-26921
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements
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Seduction in parachute drag due to forebody wake
effects
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A method to determine runway capacity
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Measures to increase airfield capacity by changing
aircraft runway occupancy characteristics
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The use of the Reber method for
minicomputer-assisted numerical analysis of
airfoils
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Strong matching method for computing transonic
viscous flows including rakes and separations -
Lifting airfoils
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Advanced technology airfoil development for the
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Design procedures for compressor blades
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Unsteady flow patterns associated with spoiler
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Computations of transonic flow over an oscillating
airfoil vith shock-induced separation
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A contribution to the hodograph method for
shock-free transonic airfoil sections
pOI2l A82-18022
The structure of a separating turbulent boundary
layer. I - Bean flow and Beynolds stresses. II -
Higher-order turbulence results
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Experimental studies of the Eppler 6 I airfoil at
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Flow field around an oscillating airfoil
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A new facility and technique for tvo-dimensional
aerodynamic testing
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Supercritical flow past syametrical airfoils
P0275 A82-26130
An ezperimental study of steady and quasi-steady
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One year flight testing of the Transonic ling
p0283 A82-26543
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A computer-controlled oscillation mechanism for
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Transonic tike-response analysis of three O.O.F.
conventional and supercritical airfoils
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aaterial flow and defect formation in forging an
airfoil shape from oetal-natriz composites
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Structural optimization of a swept wing on the
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The initial lift and drag of an impulsively
started airfoil of finite thickness
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Optimization of propeller blade shape by an
analytical method
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A two-dimensional boundary-layer program for
turbine airfoil heat transfer calculation
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The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small azial flow
turbine
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Beat transfer optimised turbine rotor blades - An
experimental study using transient techniques
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A new Transonic Airfoil Design Method and its
application to helicopter rotor airfoil design
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Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation
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Investigation of the unsteady airloads on a
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Design and tests of airfoils for sailplanes with
an application to the ASI-I9B
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Variable geometry aerofoils as applied to the
Beatty B-5 and B-6 sailplanes
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Advanced aerodynamic wing design for commercial
transports - Beview of a technology program in
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p0514 A82-40985
Becent airfoil developments at DFVLB
p0514 A82-40986
An examination of helicopter blade profiles and tips
[ONEBA, IP MO. 1982-35] p0548 A82-428II
The design of airfoil profiles with trailing edge
loading in transonic flow French thesis
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Transonic flutter and response analyses of two
3'degree-of-freedom airfoils
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Rind-tunnel results for a modified
17-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section
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interaction
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Subcritical and supercritical airfoils for given
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engine
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dual-rotation propellers
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A flight investigation of blade-section
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High lift selected concepts
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Investigations of the separation behavior on
airfoils at high angles of attack, using linear
lift theory
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Laminar airfoils for transport aircraft
[ESA-TT-680] p0252 H82-18190
On the design of some airfoils for sailplane
application additions to existing wings for
inflight testing
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Core compressor ezit stage study, volume 6
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Family of airfoil shapes for rotating blades
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Techniques for modifying airfoils and fairings on
aircraft using foaa and fiberglass
[1I1A PAPBB 81-2445] p0064 482-14383
In experimental investigation of the influence of
vertical nind shear on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an airfoil
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Bifurcation analysis of nonlinear stability of
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Instantaneous turbulence profiles in the Hake of
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Boundary layer transition and separation on a
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aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils vith ice
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Heavy rain penalties for a flight snulator
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Experimental study of oscillating-ving propulsion
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NISI research related to sailplane airfoils
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Calculations of viscous transonic flov over
aerofoils
[1111 PIPES 82-0997] p0375 182-31957
1 numerical study of the turbulent flov past an
isolated airfoil vith trailing edge separation
[1111 PIPES 82-0998] p0375 182-31958
Bathematical modeling of unsteady separated flov
past solid airfoil cascades
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Effects of dynamic stall on SIECS Snail lind
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Turbulent boundary-layer development on a
tMo-dimensional aerofoil vith supercritical flov
at lov Beynolds number
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Contact problems involving the flov past an
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measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. II - Applications of the
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technigue and predictions
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Aerodynamic lag functions, divergence, and the
British flutter method
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Observations and implications of natural laminar
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An implicit finite-volume method for solving the
Buler equations
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Second order approximation theory of an arbitrary
aerofoil in compressible potential flov
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Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcritical
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p0032 882-10983
Batriz analysis of vings
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The numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flov over airfoils
p0085 HB2-12030
Experimental investigation of a transonic
potential flov around a symmetric airfoil
[8ASA-TH-76676] p0131 H82-1Q057
Natural laminar flov airfoil analysis and trade
studies
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Some experimental investigations on transonic
flutter characteristics of thin plate ving
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[HAL-TB-682] p0187 882-16050
A nev method of estimating the lateral vail effect
on the airfoil incidence due to the suction at
side vails
[BAL-TB-680] pOI98 882-17123
Progress on lov altitude cloud icing research
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NASl/Levis Besearch Center Icing Besearch Program
P031I N82-2I148
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions
including angle-of-attack effects
[81S1-TB-83295] p0363 N82-23I96
Bime ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance
(SASA-CB-165599] p0393 882-24166
An experimental investigation of the flov field of
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correlation laser velocimeter
[AD-1111134] p0394 882-24182
Adaptive-wall vind-tunnel research at NASA-Ames
Besearch Center
[8ASA-TB-84236] p0397 N82-242I4
1 harmonic analysis method for unsteady transonic
flov and its application to the flutter of
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The numerical solution of the Navier-stokes
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airfoils
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transonic test section
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Surface generation for aerodynamic applications
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In effective algorithm fox shock-free ving design
[AD-A116265] p0569 882-31322
An experimental study of dynamic stall on advanced
airfoil sections. Volume 1: Summary of the
experiment
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Application of a transonic similarity rule to
correct the effects of sidevall boundary layers





Application pf advanced composite materials to
helicopter airframe structures
p0289 182-27152
High temperature, short term tensile strength of
C6000/PBB-15 graphite polyimide
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A giant step toward composite helicopters
p034l A82-30294
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rate relationships for metallic airframe materials
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A significant role for composites in
energy-efficient aircraft
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Efficient part removal processes from molds
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Composite Airframe Program
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Lightning effects on aircraft and composites.
Literature study on lightning strikes and
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Advantages and limitations of various materials
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Advantages and limitations in the use of diverse
materials for aircraft construction
composite versus metallic materials
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Fracture and fatigue characterization of aircraft
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Panel Optinization with Integrated Software
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fieplacement of aboard naval aircraft
CAD-A115782] P0590 882-32356
AIBFBAHES
Development of aircraft production engineering
discipline at III, Bombay
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The Navy F/A-18A Hornet electromagnetic
compatibility program
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Effect of fleet size on estimates of safety
against airframe fatigue
pOlOU A82-16153
Design requirements for modern rescue helicopters
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Airfraae effects on top-mounted inlet systems for
VSIOL fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-2631] p0156 A82-19212
Hodal analysis using helicopter dynamic test data
C A S H E PAPEB 81-DET-30] pO 160 A82- 19306
A comprehensive flight test flyover noise program
pOI78 A82-20765
lelding for low-cost advanced titanium airframe
structures
P0222 A82-23757
Material/structure degradation due to fretting and
fretting-initiated fatigue
p0222 A82-23771
Minimum mass sizing of a large Ion-aspect ratio
airframe for flutter-free performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0724] p0225 A82-24022
Large scale model measurements of airframe noise
using cms-correlation techniques
p0284 A82-26966
A review of U.S. Air Force research related to
airframe and engine materials
p0329 482-29268
Component coupling with time-invariant mass matrix
for nonisotropic rotating and nonrotating systems
CAIAA 82-0731] p03«0 A82-30179
A method for observing the deterioration of
airframe life in operational conditions
p0436 A82-37123
Improved methods in ground vibration testing
[AHS PBEPBI81 81-6] p044 I A82-3778I
Determination of in-flight helicopter loads and
vibration
[AHS PBEPBIBT 81-7] p0441 A82-37782
A summary of weight savings data for composite
VSIOL structure
p0502 A82-40546
Inlet and airframe compatibility for a T/SIOL
fighter/attack aircraft with top-mounted inlets
P0507 A82-40908
Processes and procedural approaches used in the
dimensioning of the supporting structure and the
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P0550 482-43331
Calculation of the stability and post-buckling
behavior of thin shell nnderframes using the
finite element method German thesis
p0577 482-45219
Design techniques for autlivariable flight control
systems
p0039 1182-11078
The role and implementation of different
nacelle/engine simulation concepts for
wind-tunnel testing in research and development
work on transport aircraft
p0095 H82-13086
Establishment of an experimental technique to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe
configurations, using a full span model with
turbine powered engine simulators
p0096 H82-13089
Airframe-propulsion system aerodynamic
interference predictions at high transonic Bach
numbers including off-design engine airflow
effects
p0097 B82-13098
Engine/drive/airframe compatibility: A way of life
p0208 H82-17220
Evaluation of superplastic forming and
co-diffusion bonding of T1-6A1-4V titanium alloy
expanded sandwich structures
tNASA-CB-165827] p0268 882-19358
Study of noise redaction characteristics of
composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior
panel configurations, and the application of the
tuned damper concept
[8ASA-CB-16874S] p0322 882-21999
Some applications of Hartmann-type sources in
aircraft noise research airframe shielding
[BAE-IH-AEBO-1877] p0323 H82-22007
Development of experimentally compatible subsystem
methods for the analysis of aircraft structures
[AD-A111242] p0395 882-24198




Specification and estimation of dynamic cost
functions for airframe production airframes
[AD-AII3147] p0463 882-27221
Commercial aircraft airframe fuel systems surveys
[AD-AI I2241] p0476 H82-27524
Learning and costs in airframe production, part 1
[AD-AI12948] p0479 882-28210
Dser's manual for the coupled rotor/airframe
vibration analysis graphic package
[8ASA-CB- 165897] p0566 882-31299
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis program
manual manual. Volume 1: User's and
programmer's instructions
[8ASA-CB-165891] p0573 H82-31965
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis program
manual. Volume 2: Sample input and output
listings
[HASA-CB- 165892] p0573 882-31966
Integrated airframe propulsion control
[H4S4-CB-3606] p0593 882-32382




How large should a commuter transport be
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1732] p0008 A82-10463
Civil aviation in China
p0053 A82-13600
The payoff from U.S. investment in aeronautical
research and development
p0072 482-14793
Effect of fleet size on estimates of safety
against airframe fatigue
POI04 A82-16153
Greenlandair VIOL transportation study
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2642] p0108 A82-16912
The procurement of flight simulators at the German
Lufthansa
[DGLB PAPEB 81-093] p0159 A82-19268
Consequences of American airline deregulation -
Legislative theory in a concrete example
p016S 482-19947
movement in Category III conditions all
weather air traffic operations
POI66 A82-2022I
Ground movement control and guidance - Cat. 3
operations experience in Air Inter
pOI67 A82-20222
A European airline's future simulator requirements
p0171 A82-20536
Improvement of fuel economy by flying with maximum
rearward center-of-gravity positioning
p0221 482-23470
lhat the operator wants airline cooperation in
aircraft maintenance
p0224 482-24008
HSG-3 overview aircraft maintenance program
development
p0224 482-24014
Bind and temperature database for flight planning
[SAE PAPEB 811068] p023l A82-24385
Airline flight planning - The weather connection
[SAE PAPEB 811067] p023t A82-24386
Integration of energy management concepts into the
flight deck
[SAE PAPEB 811066] p023l 482-24387






The modular ATE for cost effective maintenance
of new generation avionics
p0294 182-27886
Aircraft evaluation in air network planning
p0380 A82-33I25
Principles.of efficient energy use at Interflag
p0380 A82-33250
Simulation reaches towards reality
p0382 A82-335a7
Essentials of aviation management /2nd edition/
Book
p0383 A82-33648
The D.S. airline industry - En route to deregulation
p0385 A82-33920
The recognition of air worthiness of aircraft -
Consents to a remarkable judicial decision
p0444 482-38025
Complete flexibility and realism in radar simulation
p0482 A82-3846I
Fuel conservation: The airline - AIC
p0483 A82-38464
Hinimization of the total costs incurred in the
employment of passenger jet aircraft
p0490 A82-39247
The fourth dmension flight management system
for airline operations
P0492 A82-39S40
Begnirements and possible design choices for
improving the operation of aircraft in the
terminal control area
p0544 A82-4188I
The sport; game on Hide body commercial
airliner business history
p0547 A82-42S72
Helicopter commuters - An optimistic outlook
p0556 A82-44470
Optimum climb and descent trajectories for airline
mssions
p0039 H82-I1082
Analysis of integrated fuel-efficient. Ion-noise
procedures in terminal-area operations
[DEB 1-029833] p009l H82-13014




An airline viev of the corrosion problem
p02H H82- 17352
Design and maintenance against corrosion of
aircraft structures
p0211 S82-17356
Beport of the Air Traffic Forecasting Working
Party, 1981
p0263 H82-19195
The benefits of data exchange between airline
and engine manufacturer
[PNfi-90048] p0323 H82-22095
FAA aviation forecasts-fiscal years 1982-1993
[A0-A. ii.696 J p0531 H82-29261
Aircraft energy conservation during airport ground
operations
[ A O - A I I 6 I 3 8 ] p0589 H82-323S2
FAA air traffic activity, FI 1981
[PB82-200361] p0607 H82-33371
AIBPLAIB PBOOOCIIOI COSTS
A low cost maritime control aircraft-ship-weapons
system antiship ussile defense
[AIAA PAPEB 81-7660] pOI09 A82-I69I6
Aircraft operabiliiy - HAP engineering experience
and requirements, u
P0174 A82-20562
Very large aircraft - A common response to a
rapidly changing global environment
[ A I A A PAPEfi 82-0799] p0375 A82-31979
AIBPOBT BBACOIS
HI DISCRETE tDDBCSS BEICOU SISVEB
AIBPOBT users
HI B U N H A I LIGPTE
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures
of the Boyal Netherlands Airforce- Part 1:
Color measurements
[IZf-1980-l-VOL-l J p0145 N82-15081
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures
of the Boyal Motherlands Airforce. Part 2:
Intensity measurements
[IZF-1980-I2-VOL-2] pO 146 H82- 15082
AlfiPOBT PLAIIJIG
Noise control measures in the new Singapore
International Airport
p0107 A82-16746
Energy conservation through airport design and
management
p0112 A82-17287
A new end-fire ILS glide slope
p0122 A82-18143
The city and aviation Bnssian book
p0149 A82-18896
Hew life for an 'old1 body - Vienna's master plan
for revitalization
P0166 A82-20172
Hethodology for mnltiaircraft minimum noise impact
landing trajectories
p0218 A82-23037
Aircraft/airport compatibility - A constant
challenge for aircraft designers
p0242 482-25II9
lATA's Unit Terminal Concept
p0285 A82-27049
The status of airport noise prediction, with
special reference to the United Kingdom and Europe
P0296 A82-28I49
Primary sewage treatment plant as a source of bird
hazards at airport
p0382 A82-33523
Bnnway end intersection design
p0384 A82-33904
Traffic flow control in the Frankfnrt/Hain airport
area
p0437 A82-37526
Boise pollution and airport regulation
p0496 A82-4005I
O'Bare International Airport - Impervious to
proposed state efforts to limit airport noise
p0496 A82-40052
Survey and design of airfields Bnssiau book
p0552 A82-43603
A method to determine runway capacity
p0553 482-44100
Phoenix airport solar photovoltaic concentrator
project
p0577 A82-44940
Planning for noise impact around airports
p058l A82-45847
Airfield construction - A reference book in
Bnssian
p0584 A82-48264
Analysis of integrated fuel-efficient, low-noise
procedures in terminal-area operations
[OE81-029833] p009l 882-13014
Traffic intrastrnctnre: Can planning still be
carried through
p0350 B82-22232
Characteristics of future aircraft impacting
aircraft and airport compatibility




FAA misses opportunities to discontinue or reduce
operating hours of some airport traffic control
towers
[PBS 1-22421«] p0035 B82-11049
AIBPOBIS
BI HELIPOBTS
An airport wind shear detection and warning system
using Ooppler radar
p0003 A82-10220
Costs of noise nuisance from aircraft
p0046 A82- 13314
A criterion for determining the causes of wind
shear at Pnnta Baisi Airport, on the basis of
statistical data from barograph records
pOOSO A82-15468
Air traffic management for fuel economy
pOllO A82-17279
The shape of the air traffic control system of the
future - A U.S. perspective
p O l l I '482-17280
Air traffic control problems and solutions
p O I I I A82-17283
The Joint Airport leather Studies project
investigation of convective microbursts
(AIAA PAPBB 82-0017] p0114 A82-17734




Quantification of airport community noise impact
in terms of noise levels, population density,
and human subjective response
p0129 A82-1S732
Airport radar systems Bussiafi book
p0151 A82-18975
comparison of aircraft and ground vehicle noise
levels in front and backyards of residences
p0166 182-20058
Gateway diversity and competition in international
air transportation
p018l A82-21474
Utilization of radio eguituent at airports and on
airways fiossian book
p0699 182-22407
Instruments and installations foe meteorological
measurements at airports Bussiau book
p0326 182-28826
1 documented example of strong wind-shear
p0380 182-33274
1 modular automated approach to airfield weather
systems
p0579 182-45813
Low level wind shear detection system for airport
lauding approach areas using the Bertin Ooppler
acoustic sounder /Sodar/
p0579 182-45816
1 tower approach to slant visual range observation
and prediction
p0579 182-45818
Development and test of a tactical visibility sensor
p0579 A82-45820
Airport and lirway Improvement let of 1981, part 1
[6PO-76-241-PT-I ] p0030 H82-10062
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[10-1104660] p004l 1182-113 13
Effects of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Testing and utilization of a
new methodology
[BASA-Tfl-76628] p0042 H82-11636
analysis of two air traffic samples in the
terminal area of Frankfurt/Hain, August 4th 1978
[DFVLB-flITT-81-12] p0132 H82-14073
acquirements for instrument approaches to triple
parallel runways
[1D-1105622] pOI32 H82-14079
Effects of aircraft noise ou the equilibrium of
airport residents: Supplementary analyses to
the study carried out around Orly
[BASA-TB-76627J p0137 882-14673
Taking into account nighttime annoyance in the
calculation of the psophic index
[BASA-Tfl-76580] p0137 B82-14674
The aodular Automated Heather System (BUS) concept
airfield weather support
pOI37 H82-14763
lutomated Pilot Idvisory System
[BASA-Tfl-73296] p0140 882-15027
Inalysis of two air traffic samples in the
terminal area of Frankfurt am Cain, 4 August 1978
[DFVLB-HITT-8I-12J pOI40 H82-I5029
Air service, airport access and future technology
[PB82-105958] p0192 882-16100
Community senL.itiVj.iy to changeb in aircraft noise
exposure
[H1SA-CB-34SO] pOI94 882-16807
Beguirements for instrument approaches to
converging runways
£10-1108075] p0200 882-17144
Survey ot 101 DS airports for new multiple
instrunent approach concepts runways
[10-1107812] p0209 882-17229
Hoise impact on communities from aircraft
[GPO-80-617] p0215 H82-17655
Development of a clear air radar to detect
meteorological hazards at airports
[10-1108236] p0260 H82-18835
Fll statistical handbook of aviation
[10-1109289] p0263 B82-19 198
Heather deterioration models applied to alternate
airport criteria
[1D-1108877] p0309 882-20811
The Joint Airport Heather Studies Project
p03l l 882-21152
Traffic intrastructare: Can planning still be
carried through
p0350 882-22232
Measures to increase airfield capacity by changing
aircraft runway occupancy characteristics
[HAS1-CB-16884I] p0351 H82-22240
Airfield visual aids research at the Boyal
Aircraft Establishment
[BAE-TH-FS-431] p0351 B82-22242
Calculation of the contributions of air traffic
and road traffic to air pollution in the region
of Schlphol airport in 1974
[HLB-IB-77100-0] p0358 H82-22808
Analysis and Bonte Carlo simulation of
near-terminal aircraft flight paths
[HASA-TP-1997] p0367 N82-23233
Primary sewage treatment plant as a source of bird
hazards at airport
P04I3 H82-26I84
Final regulatory evaluation: Betropolitan
Hashington Airports Policy
[AD-A110583] p0457 882-26324
Characteristics of future aircraft impacting
aircraft and airport compatibility
[BASA-TH-84476] p0463 882-27233
Test and evaluation of the airport radar wind
shear detection system
[AD-A112663] p0478 832-27924
Computer outages at air terminal facilities and
their correlation to near miss mid-air
collisions (1FHO-82-43)
[B-206064] p0522 882-28264
FA1 aviation forecasts-fiscal years 1982-1993
[AD-A 114696] P0531 882-29261







Summary of airport technology needs
p0565 882-31073
Summary of community technology needs
P0565 H82-31074
Operational and functional requirements for the
navigation systey in teiminal areas
[AD-A 116127] p0568 882-31318
Study of the de-icing properties of the ASOE-3
rotodome
[AD-AI15445] p0570 882-31335
The noise impact of proposed runway alternatives
at Craig Airport
[BASA-TB-84503] p05.74 882-32080
Analysis of two air traffic samples in the
Frankfurt/Bain airport terminal area, August 4,
1978
[ESA-TT-739] p0587 882-32338
Analysis of two air traffic samples in the
Frankfurt/Bain airport terminal area, August 3,
1979
[ESA-TT-740] p0587 882-32339
Aircraft energy conservation daring airport ground
operations
[AD-A116I38] p0589 882-32352
Preliminary analysis of thu benefits and costs to
implement the Rational Airspace System Plan
[AD-A117664] p0606 882-33369
AIBSBIPS
8T HEAVY LIFT AIBSBIPS
Design aspects of non rigid airship envelopes
pOOOb A82-10306
The balloon and the airship technological heritage
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1612] p0006 A82-10401
Airships and their maritime applications;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
Harch 10, 1981
p0173 A82-20551
An introduction to the airship
p0173 A82-20552
Offshore uses of the airship
pOI73 A82-20553
Studies of modern technology airships for maritime
patrol applications
pOI73 A82-20554
The airship - Its application and promotional
activity
P0173 A82-20555









Skyship 500 - The developsent of a modern
production airship
pOI74 482-20559
1 history of ceroct-.aM.es and aviation in Bassia -
In the period up to 1914 /2nd revised and
enlarged edition/ t>us:>ian book
p0544 482-42066
Study of around handling characteristics of a
maritime patrol airship
[BASA-CE-166253] p019l U82-16090
Preliminary design stud; of a hybrid airship for
flight rei.eai.ch
[BASA-CB-166246} p0201 882-17152
The feasibility of a iigh-altltcde aircraft
platform with consideration of technological and
societal constraints
[BASA-TB-84508] p0535 882-29313
The lateral response of bn airship to turbulence
[40-4115)97] p0559 H82-30312
AIBSPACB
Large terminal caner.vencg areas: Operational
problems - Possible development of solutions
pOOSI 482-15625
International plans for civil and military co-
ordination
p0220 A82-233I7
Bodercizin; in traffic control in France
p0285 482- 270118
The national Airspace System plan
p0384 482-33893
Extracts from Problems of Air Lav, a collection of
works of the Section of air law of the Aviakhim
Society of the DSSE and Aviakhim BSFSR
[BASA-Tfl-76913] p0565 882-31153
northeast corridor helicopter area navigation
accuracy evaluation
[AD-A117445] p0606 H82-33367
Preliminary analysis or the benefits and costs to
implement the National Airspace System Plan
[AD-A117664] p0606 882-33369
Examination of the Federal Aviation
Administration's plan for thu national Airspace
System
[4FHD-82-66] p06 1 I 082-331(03
AIBSPBBD
Comparison of simulation and experimental data for
a gliding parachute in dynamic flight
[ A I A A PSPEE 8 I-I.424] p0006 A82- 10409
Procedures and analysis tbchD^yues for determining
static air minimum control bpepds
p002l A82-12564
The application ot programmable pocket calculators
for computations during survey flights
p010« A82-16164
AFFTC standard airspeed calibration procedures
[AO-A104830] pOOBS M82-I2074
A true air speed sensor fur mxiiiature unmanned
aircraft
[BAE-TB-SPACE-287] p0133 B82-14086
Dse of optimization to predict the effect of
selected parane*ers 01 coomntec aircraft
performance
[N4S4-CE-168439] p0201 B82- I7I5I
Evaluation of the helicopter Ion airspeed system
, - LASSIE _
F0251 882-18172
Noise measurements on the helicopter BK 117
design. Weighted noise levels and influence of
airspeed
[DFVLB-BITT-81-181 p0270 882-19957
Boom probe position error corrections for Sea King
Bk 50 flight tests
[AD-A 109428] p0304 B82-20177
Design criteria for riightpath and airspeed
control for the approach and landing of STOL
aircraft
[H4S4-TP-1911] p0305 H82-20187
The stability of portable bridges carried on
slings beneath helicopters
[ABL/ABSO-BSPf-154] p03 19 882-21213
XB-59A ABC technology, demonstrator altitude
expansion and operational tests








United states Coast Pilot 9. Pacific and Arctic
Coasts Alaska: Cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea
[PB82-I09562] p0254 H82-18201
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpuk Biver quadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
(DE82-000314] p0399 882-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer





Analysis of Active BC4S ilert lates and protection














Development of an BLS lateral autoland system «ith
automatic path definition
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1751] p0062 A82- 13993
A terrain following systea, an algorithm and a
sensor
P0494 A82-39740
An algonthn, invariant relative to the initial
data, for implementing the polynomial contourinq
method for cc/npttet aideu design and
manufacturing
p0582 A82-46628
Application of integration algorithms in a
parallel processing environment for the
simulation of jet engines
[8ASA-TH-82746] p0138 882-14849
Terminal arua autombt^c navigation, guidance, and
control research Ufeiug the Bicrowave Landing
System (BLS). Part 3- A comparison of vaypoint
guidance algorithms for B8AV/BLS transition
[HAS4-CB-3512] p0188 882-16060
Optimization of thrust algorithm calibration for
Conputicg Systea (TCS) for Thrust the NASA




An aircraft sensor fault tolerant system
[8ASA-CC-1U5S76] p0407 882-25236
Flying qualities criteria for GA single pilot IFB
operations
p0446 882-26213
A comparative study or narrowband vocoder
algorithms in Air Form ooerational environments
using the Diagnostic Bhvme Test
[AD-A 112053] p0460 882-26546
flarine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(B4TC4LS) investigation
[AD-A 107384] p0466 882-27260
Digital command augmentation for lateral
directional aircraft dvnamics
[AD-A107264] p0474 882-27321
Establishment of a rotor model basis
[BASA-TP-2026] p0535 882-29311
Surface generation for aerodynamic applications
[AD-A 116263] p0567 882-31305
An effective algorithm for shock-free wing design
[AD-AI16265] p0569 882-31322
Functional design to support CDTI/DAB5 flight
experiments
[BASA-CB- 165947] p0569 882-31326
Cost and benefits decigo optimization model for
fault tolerant flight control systems
[BASA-CB-159281] p0593 B82-32379
Bumerical applications of the physical optics
approach for the celru.'.atAon of radar cross
sections of convex perfect scatterers
[BAB-BSB-261] p0596 882-32600




CAD-A 1176911 p0607 H82-33370
Enhancements and algorithms foe avionic




Minimal order time sharing filters for INS
in-flight alignment
p0482 A82-38439




























Transparent polyolefi.! filj armor
[AD-AI07562] P02I3 H82- 17377
ALL-BBAIBBB AIB HAVIGAXIOB
Commentary on facilities used in the development
of a Sea Harriet all weather operations capability
[AIAA PAPEB 81-7407] p0056 A82-13892
Short range tactical BPH sysfea
P0493 482-39730
Controls and displays for all-weather operation of
helicopters
[HBB-DD-319-81-0] p0354 H82-22260
Beapon system at a future attack aircraft
p0471 H82-27301
Considerations for optimum siting of HEXBAO to
detect connective puunoeua hazardous to




Helicopter decelerated .steep approach and landing
to confined areas under instrument
meteorological conditions
p0125 A82-1816I
Movement in Category III conditions all
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He* materials ily better and cheaper
F0342 A82-3I426
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of








A one-shot autoclave mannfac<-nring process for
carbon epoxy components
p0509 A82-40935
The testing of new technologies with the aid of
the Alpha Jet aircraft
p0550 A82-43326
Applied flight mechanics in the design and in
flight tests
P0550 A82-43327
Processes and procedural approaches in the
aerodynamic design of the Alpha Jet aircraft
p0550 A82-43328
Processes and procedural approaches used in the
dimensioning of the supporting structure and the
demonstration of the airworthiness
p0550 A82-43331
A survey regarding the German-French development
program Alpha Jpt
P0550 A82-43332
Simulation in connection with the development of
the Alpha Jet aircraft
p0550 A82-43333
Methodology in flight tests
P0551 A82-43400
Hen technologies for future fighters
p0554 A82-44219














Effects of high voltage transmission lines on
non-directional beacon performance









Altitude estimation using asynchronous alpha-beta
tracking filters
p0582 482-46387
A global atlas of SEOS-3 significant vaveheight







Analysis of a nonlinear altitude tracking method
[AD-AI08878J p0263 H82-19197
ZH-59A ABC technology demonstrator altitude
expansion and operational tests
[ A O - A 1 I 1 1 1 4 ] p0469 H82-27282
ALIICODB COIIBOL
Seduction and analysis of mode c altitude data
collected at high altitudes over the continental
United .states
[AD-A 114655] p0532 H82-29276
ALDBIHIZIHG
0 A L U M I N U M COATINGS
ALDBIIOB
NouQBStrucxive detection ot exfoliation corrosion
around fafifenfir holes in alomnum wing skins
P0378 A82-32725
Fatigue behaFior of weldbonded joints
p0518 A82-41115
ALOBIHDB ALLOTS
Ihe application of improved aluminium alloys and
steels in aircraft structures
•-76
SOBJBCI I1DBI ABALOG ro Dieiiu COHBKZBBS
p0004 182-10305
Ihe load-carrying behavior of a trapezoidal
aluminum-alloy supporting element, subjected to
a compressive stress, in the postbnckling region
poo65 482-ma is
A crack-closure oodel for predicting fatigue crack
growth under aircraft spectrum loading
P0168 482-20509
Bnlti-parameter yield zone model for predicting
spectrum crack gro¥th
pOI68 482-20510
Crack growth behavior of center-cracked panels
under random spectral loading
p0169 A82-205II
Bandog spectrua fatigue crack life predictions
with or without considering load interactions
P0169 482-20512
Low-frequency eddj current inspection of aircraft
structure
P0183 482-21900
Aluoinua and its alloys - Heldabilit;
p0222 482-23755
A new approach to the problea of stress corrosion




A simple crack closure oodel for prediction of
fatigue crack growth rates under
variable-amplitude loading
p0284 482-26630
Effect of mechanical surface and heat treatments
on erosion resistance
p0285 A82-2707I
Correlation of surface characterization of
phosphoric acid anodize oxide with physical
properties of bonded specimens
p0293 482-27437
Advanced aluminum and titanium structures;
Proceedings of the Rinter Annual fleeting.
Bashington, DC. November 15-20, 1981
p0327 A82-28994
SPF of high strength aluminuu structures
superplastic forming for complex aircraft
structures
p0328 A82-28997
Bonded aluminum honeycomb - Aircraft flight
surface primary structure application
[AIAA 82-0676] p0338 462-30145
Formability of INCOLOX alloy HA 956 - An oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy
p0385 482-33994
Material and process developments on the Boeing 767
p0506 482-40902
Application of a new hybrid material /ABALL/ in
aircraft structures
p0513 A82-40975
Evaluation of heat damage to aluminum aircraft
structures
P05I8 482-141111





Bechanisms of corrosion fatigue of high
strength aluminum alloys
p0210 H82-17343
Corrosion fatigue behaviour of some aluminium alloys
p02IO H82-17345
Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
p02IO H82-17348
Corrosion prevention measures used in the
construction of an aircraft airframe: The case
of 2014 and 2214 alloys
p0212 882-17360
Becent developments in materials and processes for
aircraft corrosion control
p0212 882-17361
Corrosion protection schemes for aircraft
structures: Some examples for the corrosion
behaviour of 41 alloys
p0212 882-17364
Beviev of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Betherlands, Barch 1979 - February 1981
[BLB-BP-81006-0] p0343 882-22153
Engineering property comparisons of 70SO-I73651,
7010-17651 and 7PIO-T7365I aluminum alloy plate
for aircraft construction
tBLB-HP-80047-0] p0357 H82-22360
Advanced casting: loday and tomorrow
aerospace industry components casting
p0528 882-28486
ALOBISOB BOBOI COHPOSIIBS
Prediction of cyclic growth of cracks and debonds
in aluminum sheets reinforced with boron/epoxy
p0288 A82-27I5I
4J.OBI10B COAIIIGS
An evaluation study of alnminide and
chromoalnminide coatings on 18-100
p0332 A82-29597
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AHBDLAiCBS
Ambulance helicopter in the Stockholm archipelago
p0152 A82-19005
Aerial ambulance service in Australia
p0152 A82-19007
Flying doctor service in East Africa
p0152 A82-19008
Air ambulance systems in the Bepublic of Sooth
Africa
P0152 A82-19009
Aeromedical evacuation in Bew Zealand
p0153 A82-19011




QOI and E of the F-16 20mm ammunition loading










Characteristic and principal gains and phases and
their use as multivariable control design tools












The use of analog computers in solutions of
inverse problems of heat conduction for the
identification of boundary conditions on the
surfaces of gas-turbine-engine parts on the
basis of temperature-measurement results
p0492 A82-39467
ABALOG SIBOLATIQB 1
Official recognition and the significance of
simulators for safe flight operations
[DGLB PAPBB 81-094] p0159 A82-19271
Design, fabrication and testing of an electrical
analogue for heat transfer to coated turbine blade
p0382 A82-33520
Advancements in real-time engine simulation
technology of digital electronic aircraft
engine controls
[4144 PAPEB 82-1075] pQ4l6 A82-34995
An analogy method for crack initiation life
prediction
p0577 A82-45192
AllLOG TO DIGITAL C087BBIBBS











Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in




HI CALCULOS OF VABIATIOHS
HI COBPUIAIIOHAL FLUID DYH4BICS
HI CONFOBHAL B4PPIHG
HI COUTIdDIiy (BATHEHATICS)
HI DIPFEBEHriiL BQOAIIOHS , , ,




HI FINITE DIPFEBEHCE IHEOfll









HI LE4ST SQUABES BETHOD
HI LIHEAB EQUATIONS
HI BAIHIEU FUNCTION
HX HEASOBE AHD IHTEGBATIOfl

















HI VECIOB ANALYSIS >
HI VOBTICITY
HI i.'3IGHTING FUNCTIONS
Haiti-variable analysis and design techniques
( AGABD-LS-1 17] p0029 H82-10048
Prediction of aerodyuaaic loads on aircrafts mth
external stores at transonic speeds
p O I O I H82-I38I3
ANALYSIS OF ViBJAHCB
A descriptive study of the application of analysis
of variance and regression techniques in an
error analysis prograo for test data obtained in










Calibration of the Ames Anechoic Facility. Phase
1: Short range plan









nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamc loads
on Kings and bodies at high angles of attack
pOOlt A82-11359
A large-scale investigation of engine influence on
inlet performance at angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2481} p0059 482-13939
Ihe DSAF Test Pilot School high angle of attack
and spin training prograi
p0076 482-14932
F/A-184 high angle of attack/spin testing
p0076 A82- 14934
Direct free-flight analysis of aircraft dynau.cs
at high angles of attack
pOOST A82-15596
Hind tunnel investigations for the flat spin of
slender bodies at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0054] p0115 482-17755
Bifurcation analysis of nonlinear stability of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0244] p0117 A82-17862
Aerodynamics of tactical weapons to Bach number 8
and angle-of-attack of 180 deg
[AIAA PAFEB 82-0250] pO 1 18 A82-17864
Large-scale wind tunnel tests of a sting-supported
V/SIOL fighter model at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2621] pOI56 A82-I9208
Ihrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAFEB 81-2633] p0156 482-19213
High angle-of-attack characteristics of
three-surface fighter aircraft
canard-wing-horizoutal tail configuration for
greater stability and control
[AIAA FAFEB 82-0245] p0184 A82-22074
Beasnrements of a three-dimensional boundary layer
on a sharp cone at Bach 3
[AIAA FAFEB 82-0289] pO 185 A82-22083
Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortex method
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack
[AIAA FAFEB 82-0351] p0185 A82-22094
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic wings at high
incidence
p0223 A82-23828
Beviev of support interference in dynamic tests
(AIAA 82-0594] p0237 A82-24668
Beasnred and calculated effects of angle of attack
on the transonic flutter of a supercritical King
[AIAA 82-0647] p0333 A82-30143
Hind-tunnel wall interference corrections for
three-dimensional flows
p0379 A82-32847
Piloted simulator evaluation of a relaxed static
stability fighter at high anqle-of-attack
[AIAA FAFEB 82-1295] p0486 482-39082
An estivation of aerodynamic forces and moments on
an airplane model under steady state spin
conditions
[AIAA FAFEB 82-1311] p0487 A82-39092
Analysis and wind tunnel tests of a probe used to
sense altitude through measurement of static
pressure
(AIAA PAFEB 82-1361) p0489 A82-39128
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
wings by the suction analogy
[AIAA FAFEB 82-1385] p0489 482-39 H11
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading
edge separation
[AIAA FAPEB 82-1386] p0490 A82-39 142
Aerodynamic aspects of aircraft dynamics at high
angles of attack /AGABD Lecture/
[AIAA FAFEB 82-1363] p0495 A82-39836
Flight-determined correction terms for angle of
attack and sideslip
[AIAA FAFEB 82-1374.] p0497 A82-40290
Dynamic surface measurements on a model helicopter
rotor during blade slap at high angles of attack
p0503 A82-40555
Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters
from flight data at high angles of attack
p0508 A82-40928
Prediction of high alpha flight characteristics
utilizing rotary balance data
pOSIO A82-40953
Low-speed characteristics of a fighter-type
configuration at high augles-of-attack and
sideslip
p0517 A82-41020
Bigher-order flow angle corrections for
three-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
p0555 A82-44246
Estimation of airplane stability and control
derivatives from large amplitude longitudinal
maneuvers
A-78
SUBJECT ISDEI AITBIIA COOPLBBS
[NASA-Tfl-83185] p0028 H82-10042
Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcntical
aerofoils
p0032 B82-10983
Force and moment, fIon-visualization, and
boundary-layer tests on a shuttle orbiter model
at Bach '6
[NASA-IP-1952] . p0097 N82-13I06
A calculation aethod for slender ving-body
configurations in supersonic flon at high angles
of attack nonlinear force and pitching
moment characteristics
[BBVG-FBIT-79-15] p0098 882-13115
Investigations of the separation behavior on
airfoils at high angles of attack, using linear
lift theory
[BBB-FE-I22/S/POB/37] p0252 N82-I8189
Theoretical and ezperinental investigations of
Hind tunnel interference due to angle of attack
[BBB-FE-124/S/PDB/34] p0320 882-21226
State of the art and recent perspectives on the
study of the loss of control and spin
p03«7 882-22197
A tactual display aid for primary flight training
[HASA-CH-166242] p035 1 882-22238
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions
including angle—of-attack effects
[NASA-Tfl-83295] p0363 H82-23196
A tno-degree-of~freedon flutter mount system vith
Ion damping for testing rigid vings at different
angles of attack
[8ASA-TB-83302] p0371 882-23549
Experimental and analytical results of tangential
bloving applied to a subsonic V/STO1 inlet
[SASA-Tfl-82847] p0393 B82-24165
F-15 rotary balance data for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deg
(NASA-CB-3478J p0393 882-24168
Botary balance data for an F-15 model vith
conformal fuel tanks for an angle-of-attack




iater tunnel flov visualization and mod tunnel
data analysis of the F/A-18 leading edge
extension vortex effects
[BASA-CB-165859] pQ404 882-25215
Air data measurement using distributed processing
and fiber optics data transmission
p0446 882-26214
Effects of Ming-leading-edge modifications on a
full-scale. Ion-King general aviation airplane:
Hind-tunnel investigation of
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics
conducted in Langley 30- by 60-foot tunnel
[NASA-TP-2011] p0446 NS2-262I7
Bough analysis of installation effects on
turboprop noise
[HASA-TH-82924] p0574 882-32082
Beasured and calculated effects of angle of attack
on the transonic flutter of a supercritical viug
[8ASA-TH-83276] p06!3 882-33736
AI6LBS (GEOBBIBI)
8T AHGLE OF ATTACK
8T ELEVATIOS ABGLE _ _ _ _,
8T SIEEPBACK
Turbulent boundary layer on a porous surface vith
injection at various angles to the vail
p0492 A82-39482
Velocity and flov angle measurements in the
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
using a laser transit anemometer
p0599 H82-32697




fhe ideal controlled element for real airplanes is
not K/s




F/A-18 roll rate improvement program
p0077 A82-14939
3 OOF gyro analysis froa measured and derived rates
hypersonic reentry simulation test





Component coupling vith time-invariant mass matrix
for nonisotropic rotating and nonrotating systems
[AIAA 82-0731] p0340 A82-30I79
UISOTBOPI
Hybrid state vector methods for structural dynamic
and aeroelastic boundary value problems
[NASA-CB-3591] p0567 882-31304
ANBEALIBG






A comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1264] p0419 A82-35091
Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-2I1] p0427 A82-3540I
Experimental investigation of turbine endvall heat
transfer, volume 2: Linear and annular cascade
summary data sets
[AD-A110333] p0317 882-21200
Laser anemometer measurements in an annular
cascade of core turbine vanes and comparison
vith theory
[8ASA-TP-2018] p0447 8B2-26234
Computation of thiae dimensional unsteady
nonuniform flov in the blade-free annular




Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
characteristics in the annnlns vail region of an
axial flov compressor rotor passage
[BASA-CB- 169003] p0408 882-25252
ABODIZIBG
Correlation of surface characterization of
phosphoric acid anodize oxide vith physical
properties of bonded specimens
p0293 A82-27437













Study of the effects of maneuver compensation on
beam pointing accuracy
p0072 A82-14780
Broader bandvidth for thin conformal antennas
pOI54 A82- 19069
Analysis and tolerance study of an array antenna
for a new generation of secondary radars
p0163 A82- 19521
Distributed airborne array concepts
p0342 A82-31669
Outline of a multiple-access communication netvork




Conformal antenna array design handbook
(AD-A110091) p0322 882-21483
Bodification of OE-2S8/OB8 Tactical Air Navigation
(TACAB) antenna group
[AO-AII1680] p0449 882-26264
Spiral slotted phased antenna array
[HASA-CASB-aSC-18532-l ] p0476 882-27558
AIIBIIA COBPOIBITS
Airborne measurements vith a sensitive high
resolution 90 GHz radiometer




ASTBHHA DRSIGH SUBJECT ISDBI
ASTBHHA DESIGN
Antenna theory and design Book
p0020 482-12323
Octave bandwidth dual polarized antenna
pOISO A82-18934
Broader bandwidth for thin confornal antennas
pOI54 182-19069
Selection of optima antennas for tracking
telemetry intruaented airborne vehicles
PQ290 A82-27228
Becent results in main bean nulling aircraft
antenna design
p0553 482-43792




[AD-AI08I74 ] p0269 H82- 19448
Conforoal antenna array design handbook
[AD-A110091] p0322 H82-21483
Spiral slotted phased antenna array
CHASA-CASE-HSC-I8532-I] p0476 H82-27558
Advanced oicrostrip antenna developments. Volume
2: Hicrostrip GPS antennas for general aviation
aircraft
f AD-A 113620] pO»77 H82-27588
Improved 243 Mflz hcaing antenna system for use on
helicopters
{HLB-flP-8 1022-0} p0523 1182-28276
A1IEIIA FIELDS
U AHTEHHA BADIATIOH PATTEBHS
ASTESSA BAMAIIOS PATTEBIS
Antenna theory and design Book
p0020 A82-12323
leaky wave antenna using an inverted strip
dielectric waveguide for aircraft application
pOI63 A82-19552
Selection of optimum antennas for tracking
telemetry intrunented airborne vehicles
P0290 A82-27228
fleasuring if and Kf antenna radiation patterns by
means of a helicopter
p0391 482-34772
Honopole antenna patterns on finite size cooposite
ground planes in aircraft
P0518 A82-41055
Becent results in main beam nulling -— aircraft
antenna design
P0553 A82-43792
Airborne antenna pattern calculations
[NASA-CB-165059] p0146 S82-I5277
ID/IE polarization ratios in a sample of 30 kHz
sferics received at altitudes froa 0 to 70 ka
[AO-A108182] P0258 H82-18164
Volumetric pattern prediction of antennas on




[AD-A 108 174] ' p0269 H82-19448
STD analysis of airborne antennas radiating in the
presence of lossy dielectric layers
[HASA-CB-168770] P0357 882-22398
fiadar frequency radiation
[AD-A 111852} P04 I I H82-25424
Elevation plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas
£AD-A112373] p0460 882-26554
Rear field analysis of airborne antennas
[AD-A115074] p0561 882-30462
The effect of radome scattering on ECS antenna
patterns
[AD-A115517] P0561 H82-30463
L-baud ODE multipath environment in the aicrowave


















Assessment of aircraft capacitive circuit median
wave antennas according to their efficiency
p0269 H82-19453
AITIFO0LI8G
Life enhancement of Haval systems through advanced
materials




Optimization of requirements on the
pittinq-prevention properties of turbojet-engine
oils
p0082 A82-15723
Consideration of mechanical, physical, and
chemical properties in bearing selection for
landing qear of larqe transport aircraft
[ASLE PBEPBIHT 81-LC-2B-3] pOI26 A82-I8412
Four pad tilting pad bearing design and
application for multistage axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-LDB-I2] pO 126 482-18429
AHTIICHG tODIIIVBS
Icing tunnel tests of a composite porous leading
edge for use with a liquid anti-ice systea
Lewis icing research tunnel
[HASA-CB- 164966] p0035 H82- 11052
ttTiaissiLB DBfsasa
A low cost maritime control airoraft-ship-»eapons
system antiship missile defense
[AIAA P4P£B 81-2660] pOI09 AS2-I69I6
Perspectives for Controlled Heapons Technology:
Beport of the 90th Helicopter Forum
CHBB-OA-532-80-0] p0265 H82-192II
AIIlBlSTIIG FUELS
Aircraft fire safety research with antimisting
fuels - Status report
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1235] p04IB 482-35076
Investigation of the application of a cryogenic
blending process to produce antimisting diesel
fuels
£ AD-A 1109 17] p04H H82-25399
Aviation fuels-future outlook and impact on
aircraft fire threat
P0532 H82-29282




Determination of antiozidant content in aviation
oils using thin-layer chromatography
p0548 A82-42894
Antioxidants for synthetic oils
p0548 A82-42895
AHTIBADAfi COAIIIGS
The bomber that radar cannot see
p0274 A82-25874
ABUBEFLBCIIOS COATIHSS




Air-fila cooling returns to ramjets
[ASHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-8] pOO 11 A82-10896
A low cost maritime control aircraft-ship-weapons
system antiship missile defense
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2660] pO 109 482-16916
Harpoon missile captive-carry dynamic environments
on the 4-6E aircraft
p0583 A82-47072
A1IISUD DEVICES
Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems










Sea based support aircraft alternatives
£4144 PAPEB 81-2649] pOI57 482-19217
Training in the flight and tactics simulator of
the Havy Flight Squadron 3 'Sraf Zeppelin*
[D6LB PAPEB 81-109] p0160 A82-19273
4-80
SUBJECT IIDEX iBC HBATIiG
SH-60B Seahavk antonatic blade fold system
p0279 182-26391
Development of ao ejection seat ballast block for
the S-3A aircraft
[AD-A 109808} p0303 H82-2016I
Approach in dynamic qualification of light












Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[HASA-CH-165102] pOI93 882-16801
APPLICATIOBS CB06BABS (COBPOIBBS)
airborne data analysis/monitor system
pOI38 §82-14830
Modal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite
element approach and measurement by ground
vibration test
p0245 H82-18127
The Flight Service Autonation System (FSAS) system




NT AIBBOBHB BADAB APPBOACH
UI IBSTBUBEBT APPBOACH
Binimom fuel horizontal flight paths in the
terminal area
p0556 A82-44480
The use of grouadspeed, in a Kind shear and the
flight evaluation of a radar-altimeter-based
system for the measurement of grounds peed
CAD-A104758] p0087 H82- 12060
The effect of visual information on manual
approach and landing
[BLB-BP-80019-0] p0087 H82-I2064
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[NASA-CASE-ABC- 10990-1] pO 188 882-16059
Aircraft aerodynamic noise during approach
p0359 882-22976
A theoretical study of the impact of aircraft vake
vortices on roofs in the final approach area of
Ousseldorf airport
[ DFVLB-BITT-82-0 1 ] p0371 H82-23560
Boll response criteria for transport aircraft vith
advanced flight contrcl systems in the landing
approach and touchdovn
[8LB-IB-80 103-0] p04IO 882-25265
APPfiOACH ABD LABDIBG IBSIS (SIS)
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation experienced on the approach and
landing test of the space shuttle
[BASA-Tfl-81366] pO 100 882-13149
In-flight investigation of the effects of pilot
location and control system design on airplane
flying qualities for approach and landing
CBASA-CB-163115] pOI45 882-15074
APPBOACH COBtBOt
HI BADAB APPBOACH COBTBOL
Comparison of lov-speed handling qualities in
ground-based and in-flight simulator tests
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2478] p0059 A82-13936
Development of an HLS lateral autoland system mth
automatic path definition
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1751] p0062 A82- 13993
Helical helicopter approaches Kith aicrovave
landing system guidance
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2654] pOI09 A82-I69I4
The DDE-based Azimuth System /DAS/
pOI23 482- 18 146
Evaluation of Loran-C enroute navigation and
non-precision approaches mthin the State of
Vermont
pOI24 A82-I8I60
Game- theoretical method for the synthesis of
aircraft control during landing approach
p0127 A82- 18584
In-Flight investigation of large airplane flying
qualities for approach and landing
(AIAA PAPSB 82-1296] p0486 A82-39083
An HIS Kith computer aided landing approach(AIAA PAPBB 82-1352] p0489 A82-39122
Instrument landing systems /ILS/ at airports of
the German Democratic Bepublic
p0490 A82-39248
Analysis of tvo air traffic samples in the
terminal area of Frankfurt/Bain. August 4th 1978
[ DFVlB-BItf-8 I-12 ] p0132 B82-14073
Requirements for instrument approaches to triple
parallel rnnvays
[AD-A 105622] p0132 882-14079
Analysis of two air traffic samples in the
terminal area of Frankfort am Bain, 3 August 1979(OF?LB-BITI-8I-17) p0140 882-15028
Analysis of tvo air traffic samples in the
terminal area of Frankfurt am Bain, 4 August 1978[DFVLB-HITT-8I-I2] pOI40 882-15029
Design criteria for flightpath and airspeed
control for the approach and landing of SIOL
aircraft
[BASA-TP-19U] • p0305 882-20187
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Bicronave landing
System (BLS). Part 4: Transition path
reconstruction along a straight line path
containing a glideslope change vaypoint
[BASA-CB-3574-PI-4] p0522 B82-28269
Effects of approach lighting and variation in
visible runvay length on perception of approach
angle in simulated night landings
[AD-A 114742] p0533 882-29290
FAA acceptance tests on the navigation system




Experimental evaluation of a perspective tunnel
display for three-dimensional helicopter
approaches
p0083 A82-I5847
In-service testing of the Precision Approach Path
Indicator (P&PI) at Bevark International
Airport, He* Jersey
(OOT/FAA/BB-81/95] p0132 B82-14076
acquirements for independent and dependent
parallel instrument approaches at reduced rnnvay
spacing
[AD-A105673] p0132 882-14080
PPOD Programmable pilot-oriented display air
navigation
p0445 882-26201
Flight-test verification of a pictorial display
for general aviation instrument approach
[BASA-IB-83305] p04S2 H82-26288
Simulation report: Advanced display for complex
flight trajectories
[AD-A 111259] p0457 882-26320
APPBOXIBUIOI
81 FIBITE OIFFEBEBCE TBEOBI
8T FIBITE E1EBEHI BETHOD
BT LEAST SQDABES BETHOD
BT FADE APPBOXIBAXIOB
BT BAZLEIGH-BITZ BETBOO
BT BELAXATIOB BEIHOD (BATBEBATICS)
Bultivariables design: The optimization of
approximate inverses
p0030 882-10057
Second order approximation theory of an arbitrary
aerofoil in compressible potential flov
p0032 882-10982
Structural dynamics: Bodified calculations
natural and harmonically excited vibrations of
modified structures; increased computation
efficiency






Evaluation of three percent Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) concentrates as fire fighting agents
JP-4 Jet fuel fires
[AD-A 110821] p04 l l 882-25402
ABC HEATHS
Increased capabilities of the Langley Bach 7
Scramjet Test Facility
A-81
ABC IBLDIIG SUBJECT IHDBI
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1240] p0418 A82-35080
ABC IBLDIHG
HI GAS TUNGSTEN ABC »ELDING
HI PLASHA ABC »ELDING
ABCBABOLOGI
Radar napping, archaeology, and ancient land use
in the Maya lowlands
[HASA-CB-164931] . p0041 H82-11514
ABCBIIBCTOBB
Airport related residential acoustical insulation
demonstration project: Beport 1720
[PB82-100777] p0268 H82-19396
ABCBIIBCIDBE (COBPOTBBS)
HiflAT onboard flight computer system architecture
and qualification
[AIAA 81-2107] p O O O l A82-10082
Airborne associative processor /ASPBO/ for
earl; warning radar surveillance, command, and
control applications
[AIAA 81-2145] p0002 A82-10104
An advanced programmable/reconfigurable color
graphics display sjsten for crew station
technology research
[AIAA 81-2314] pOOSI 482-13516
Advanced weapon systems - Integration technology
Digital Avionic Information Systeo
[AIAA 81-2213] p0053 A82- 13533
Advanced integrated CHI architectures
Communications, navigation and Identification
avionics for tactical aircraft and attack
helicopter
p0070 A82-14763
41C automation - A look forward:
Technology/architecture
p0220 A82-23320
Discrete Address Beacon Systen /DABS/
p0220 A82-23322
A tutorial on distributed processing in
aircraft/avionics applications
pOI96 H82- 17089
Economic considerations for real-time naval
aircraft/avionics distributed computer control
systems
pO<96 1182-17097
Stage-state reliability analysis technique
pOI96 H82-I7I04
Analysis of computing system configurations for
highly integrated guidance and control systems
p0363 H82-23189
Electronic Warfare Avionics Integration Support
Facility support processor
[AO-A111641] p0408 H82-25249
An assessment of the real-time application
capabilities of the SIFI computer system
[HASA-TB-84482] p0413 N82-258I1
Computer architecture study for VTXTS simulators
[AD-A115006] p0564 H82-30953






VIOL as it applies to resource development in the
Canadian north
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2640] p0156 A82-19215
ABBA HAVIGAIION
Use of Space shuttle technology in conventional
aircraft
[AIAA 81-2176] p0002 A82-10125
Discrete address beacon, navigation and landing
system
pOOlO A82-10650
flight measurements of Area navigation System
performance using various combinations of ground
aids and airborne sensors
P0123 A82-18147
Evaluation of Loran-C enronte navigation and
non-precision approaches within the State of
Vermont
pOI24 482-18160
flight evaluation of Loran-C for general aviation
area navigation
p0380 A82-33049
Applications of a multiplexed GPS user set
p0380 A82-33050
Havstar - Global Positioning System: A
revolutionary capability
p0435 A82-37040
HASA/FAA Helicopter AIC simulation investigation
of BHAV/BLS instrument approaches
pOSOl A82-40535











HI FLOATIKG POINT ARITHMETIC
AKHED FOBCES
HI AfiHED FOBCES (FOBEIGH)
HI AfiflED FOBCES (OHIIED STATES)
MI N A V Y
ABBBD FOBCES (FOBBIGH)
A proposed flight safety program for the Korean
Air Force
[AD-A102373] p0025 H82-10023
ABBED FOBCES (OHZIBD STATES)
D.S. Barine Corps AT-8A maintenance experience
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2657] p0482 A82-38446
ABBOB
Transparent polyolefin film arnor
[AD-A 107562] P0213 H82-17377
ABOBAIIC COBFOOIOS
The sooting tendency of fuels containing
polycyclic aromatics in a research combustor








Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-2II] p0427 A82-35401
ABBESII1G GBAB
lest and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
[AD-A107576] p0188 H82-16056
Investigation of crossdeck pendant catapult slot
interaction; proposed corrective measures
[AD-AI08I49] p0258 HB2-18232
ABBOI IIBGS
Effects of vortex flaps on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of an arrow wing
[HASA-IP-1914] p0033 N 8 2 - I I O I 3
ABIIFICIAL CLODOS






















HI HIGH ASPECI BAIIO
HI LOi ASPECI BAIIO
Infrared emissions from turbofans with h. gh aspect
ratio nozzles
p0103 A82-16092
Secondary flow effects and mixing of the wake
behind a turbine stator
(ASME PAPEB 82-GI-46] p0422 A82-35304
Development and application of a performance
prediction method for straight rectangular
diffuser
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-122] p0425 A82-35352
A-82
SUBJECT II DEI AIBOSPBBBIC BLECIBICISX
Lov-speed aerodynamic performance of a
high-aspect-ratio supercritical-mug transport
aodel equipped with full-span slat and part-spaa
doable-slotted flaps[NASA-IP-1580] p0139 H82-15015
High lift selected concepts[SASA-CB-159093] POI39 882-15017
The effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady
aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a
cascade blade
pOI44 882-15063
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
coopressor mth rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and vita design
pressure ratio of 1.82[BASA-TP-1974] p0266 882-19222
A summary of experimental data on winq
characteristics at transonic speeds[BAE-TS-AEBO-1953-S.D.-77] p03 12 882-21155
Lou-speed measurements of the static pressure
distribution and overall forces on a caibered
and a symmetric mild gothic ving of aspect ratio
1.4 in a mnd tunnel[B1E-TB-80066] P03I2 882-21161
ASSBflBLIES
8T TAIL ASSEMBLIES
Advanced concepts for composite structure joints
and attachment fittings. Volu»e 2: Design guide
C A D - A M I 106] pousi 882-26280
&SSBBBLI86
Assembly of aircraft instruments Bassian book
p0434 A82-36950
The technology of the assembly of engines for





Beduced performance and increased cost warrant
reassessment of the multiple stores ejector rack[AD-A 112776] p0469 882-27285
ASTBIOBICS
Hemory requirements for future navigation systems
p0022 A82-12637
ASTBOIAOSICS
Studies in the history and theory of development
of aviation and rocketry and space science and
technology Bussian book
P029I A82-27398
Bomanian professor Bile Carafoli - 55 years
devotion on modern aeronautics and astronautics
[IAF CAPBB 82-280] p0583 A82-47010
ASIB080BICAL SPECIBOSCOPI
The sixteen to forty micron spectroscopy from the
8ASA Lear jet[8ASA-CB-168684] p0310 882-21054
ASTBOHOBI
81 I BAY ASTBOBOBI
Journal of Aeronautics and astronomy
CAD-A109681] p0301 882-20140
ASIBPTOTIC BBTBODS
A stable decentralized filtering implementation
for JTIDS BelHav stable commnnity relative
navigation
p0124 A82-181S6
Torsional vibrations of a King carrying a
concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/
pOI28 A82-18620
the stability of maneuverable flight vehicles
- - - _ , p0333 A82-29827
Evaluation of an asymptotic method for helicopter
rotor airloads
p0498 A82-40509
An asymptotic theory of separated flow past
low-aspect-ratio lings
P058I A82-46135
Helicopter rotor loads using a matched asymptotic
expansion technique[8ASA-CB-I65742] p03!2 882-21156
ASHCflBOSOOS BOTOBS
Cascade converter of dc voltage to ac voltage of
higher frequency with voltage and frequency






Beteorological aspects of north Atlantic flight





I-band vs c-band aircraft radar - The relative




Badiation enhancement by noneqoilibrinm during
flight through the Titan atmosphere
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0878] p0373 A82-31883
Atmospheric chemistry of hydrocarbon fuels.




flultiple Doppler radar observations of PEL structure
P0004 A82-10292
Aircraft measurements and analysis of severe
storms: 1976 field experiment(BASA-CB-168519] p0259 882-18803
ATBOSPBBBIC COBPOSITIOB
81 AlflOSPHEBIC HOISIDBE
Two-dimensional model studies of the impact of
aircraft exhaust emissions on tropospheric ozone
p0496 A82-40I24
In situ ozone data for comparison with laser
absorption remote sensor: 1980 PEPE/BBBOS program[8ASA-TB-84471] p0413 882-25661





Prelaunch estimates of near Earth satellite
lifetimes using quasi-dynamic atmosphere models
- application to a proposed Brazilian satellite
fI8PE-2325-PBB/080] p0538 882-29347
aiaospHBuc EFFECTS
Opdated station deselection procedures to support
automatic Omega receiver operation
p0067 A82-14712
Constant L/D glide trajectories[AIAA PAPEB 82-0362] p0119 482-17904
Aviation meteorology Bussian book
p0434 482-36972
On the Corrosion problems of the I4F F-5 aircraft
p02l l 882-17354
Hew concepts in multifunctional corrosion for
aircraft and other systems
P02I2 882- 17362
Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems
P02I2 882-17363
Proceedings: Fifth Annual Horkshop on
Beteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation systems[BASA-CP-2192] p0310 882-21139
Beteorological impact on aviation fuel efficiency
p03IO 882-21140
Beteorology impact on ATC system design
p0311 882-21144
Effect of heavy rain on aircraft
p0311 862-21149
Prototype Begional Observation and Forecast System(PBOFS)
p0311 882-21150
ATBOSPREBIC BIBCTBICITI
Electrical ground testing of aircraft antistatic
protection "
pOOlO A82-10022
Direct strike lightning measurement system for
aircraft[AIAA PAPEB 81-2513] p0057 A82-I39IO
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric
and magnetic fields above ground
p0114 A82-177I4
Instrumentation for testing aircraft antistatic
protection
[OHEBA, IP 80. 1982-7] p0389 A82-34495
Triggered lightning resulting from aircraft
atmospheric electricity interactions
p0432 A82-35727
8ASA research programs responding to workshop
recommendations
p03ll 882-21146
Influence of meteorological processes on the
verticality of electric fields
A-83
AIHOSPHEBIC EHTBI SOBJBCT IIDBI
[AD-A111549] p046l H82-26897
Proceedings of the 1st annual Horkshop on Aviation
Belated Electricity Hazards Associated Hith
Ataospheric Phenomena and Aircraft Generated
Inputs
[AD-A 107326] p0464 882-27237
Ataospheric electricity hazards analytical model
development and application. volume I:
Lightning environment nodeling
[AD-A 114015] p0539 H82-29800
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical nodel
development and application. Volume 2:
Simulation of the lightning/aircraft interaction
event
[AD-A1I4016] p0540 H82-29801
Ataospheric electricity hazards analytical model
development and application. Volume 3:
Electromagnetic coupling modeling of the
lightning/aircraft interaction event









Ivo-dimensional model studies of the impact of
aircraft exhaust emissions on tropospheric ozone
- p0496 A82-40124
Computer-program model for predicting horizontally
and vertically polarized TLF atmospheric radio
noise at elevated receivers
C A D - A I 0 9 4 4 8 ] p0307 H82-20384
AIHOSPHEBIC HOISIOBE
Aircraft measurements of icing in supercooled and
Hater droplet/ice crystal clouds
p0433 A82-36054
Ihe interaction of radio freguency electromagnetic
fields Hith atmospheric vater droplets and










A criterion for determining the causes of mnd
shear at Puuta Baisi Airport, on the basis of





Determination of vertical profiles of aerosol size
spectra from aircraft radiative flux
measurements. II - Ihe effect of particle
nonsphericity
P0020 A82-12149
Commercial airborne Heather radar technology
p007S A82-I4868
AIHOSPHEBIC SOOHDIHG
Limiting payload deceleration during ground impact
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1918] p0006 A82-10404
Hapid extraction of layer relative humidity,
geopotential thickness, and atmospheric
stability from satellite sounding radiometer data
p0242 A82-25II3
Cloud top remote sensing by airborne lidar
p0379 A82-32920
AIHOSPBEBIC TEBPEBAIOBE
Hind and temperature database for flight planning
(SAE PAPEB 811068] p0231 A82-24385
Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere
p0548 A82-42887
AIHOSPHEBIC IOBBULBBCE
HI CLBAB AIB TOBBOLEHCE
HI GOSTS
HI LOB LEVEL IUBBOLENCB
Donnbursts and microbursts - An aviation hazard
dOHndrafts beneath thunderstorms
PQ003 A82-10214
Detection and display of Hind shear and turbulence
p0004 A82-10222
Ihe influence of turbulence models on
computer-simulated aircraft landing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0342] p O I I 9 A82-17896
Aircraft parameter identification in the presence
of atmospheric turbulence
p02IB A82-23227
Ihe effects of atmospheric turbulence on a
gnadrotor heavy lift airship
[AIAA 82-1542] p0486 A82-39009
Ihe role of the scale parameter in service load
assessment and simulation of aircraft flight
pOS16 A82-41011
Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere
p0548 A82-42887
turbulence and Hind shear experiments related to
aircraft operation in the terminal area
p0579 A82-458I7
Categorization of atmospheric turbulence in terms
of aircraft response for use in turbulence
reports and forecasts
[AD-A 109585] p0306 H82-20190
Ihe determination of gust loads on nonlinear
aircraft using a power spectral density approach
[HLB-IB-80123-0] p0526 H82-28303
Analysis of vibration induced error in turbulence
velocity measurements from an aircraft Hing tip
boom
[HASA-CB-3571] p0530 H82-28881
field program operations: Turbulence and gust front
[AD-A115447] p0562 H82-30804





Ifl/IE polarization ratios in a sample of 30 kHz
sferj.cs received at altitudes from 0 to 70 km
[AD-A 108182] p0258 N82-18464
Computer-program model for predicting horizontally
and vertically polarized VLF atmospheric radio





Influence of airblast atomizer design features on
mean drop size
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1073] p0416 A82-34993
Smoke reduction in PJB-710 turbofan engines by an
airblast combostor
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-24] p0420 A82-35290
Plain-jet airblast atomization of alternative
liquid petroleum fuels under high ambient air
pressure conditions
[ASUS PAPEB 82-61-32] p0420 A82-35293
Atomization quality of twin fluid atomizers for
gas turbines
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-61] p0422 A82-353I4
AIOHIZIHG
HI LIQUID AIOHIZAIIOH
Ihe Schladitz fuel injector: An initial





























SUBJECT IBDBI AUTOOATBD BI BOOTS ATC
NT OV-IO AIBCBAfT
HI SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
BT 1-2 AIBCBAFT
Air-to-air combat analysis - Bevie* of
differential-gaming approaches
p0044 182-13115
The IADS/FNVS 'eyes' for the AB-64 attack helicopter
p0045 182-13239
lest and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
p0079 A82-14974
Tactical Badar Threat Generator system
p0149 182-18903
AV-8B/Harrier GB-5 - Bange, payload and VSTOL
p0275 A82-26044
OS Navy begins slow shuffle towards V/STOL
p0296 A82-28311
Mirage 2000 - Towards possible high series
production aircraft
p0481 482-38249
Inlet and airfrane compatibility for a 7/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft with top-mounted inlets
p0507 A82-40908
Apache to provide night/bad weather capability
pOS49 A82-43091
Dsing voice control onboard combat aircraft
p0092 N82-13056
A new approach to modeling the cost of ownership
for aircraft systems
£AD-A104434] pO102 H82-13979
Aircrew restraint and mobility test fixture
[10-4108274] p0252 H82-18193
Development of longitudinal equivalent system
models for selected OS Kavy tactical aircraft
[AD-AI09486] p0306 N82-20189
Generic Test Bed (GTB) aircraft
[10-4110335] P03I4 882-21176
Development of a tentative flying qualities
criterion for aircraft with independent control
of six degrees of freedom: Analysis and flight
test
p0347 H82-22191
Experimental flight test programs for improving
combat aircraft maneuverability by maneuver
flaps and pylon split flaps
P0347 N82-22I92
Hultivanable closed loop control analysis and
synthesis for complex flight systems
p0347 S82-22193
Optimal inertial navigation using terrain
correlation: An attractive solution to the
ground attack aircraft navigation problem
p0362 N82-23184
Hission effectiveness of the AV-8B Barrier 2 could
be improved if actions are taken now
[40-1111878] p0452 N82-26284
Preplanned product improvement and other
modification strategies: Lessons from past
aircraft modification programs(AD-A113599] p0463 H82-27220
Impact of Advanced Avionics Technology and Ground
Attack weapon Systems
[AGABD-CP-306] p0470 882-27293
Impact of advanced avionics and munitions
technology on ground attack weapons systems in
night and adverse weather conditions
p0470 H82-27294
Pave Hover aided integrated strike avionics systeo
p0471 H82-27298
Adaptive multifunction sensor concept for
air-ground missions
p047l N82-27299
Attack and en route avionics for in-weather
operations
P047I H82-27300
leapon system of a future attack aircraft
p047l H82-27301
Advanced aircraft electrical system control
















Four pad tilting pad bearing design and
application for multistage axial compressors





NT TBBDSI VECTOB CONTBOL
Simulation study of a hybrid strapdown attitude
and heading reference system
p0022 A82-12641
Boeing 234 flight control development
p0365 N82-232II
Marine Air Traffic Control and Landing System(BATCALS Investigation), volume 2
[AD-A110863] p0394 N82-24I89
Use of the Pseudo-inverse for design of a
reconfignrable flight control system
t AD-A 111172] p0409 N82- 25264
ATTITUDE IBDICAXOBS
A study of the effect of the flight vehicle body
potential on the characteristics of ion attitude
transmitters
P0128 A82-18596
A velocity vector measuring system with 13
asymmetric wedge type yawmeters measuring
flow distribution around the empennage of STOL
models
[NAL-TB-674] p0213 N82-17477
Sideslip indication system as a fuel saving aid in
jet transport aircraft operation a-300 and
a-310 aircraft
p0402 N82-25181
Simulation report: Advanced display for complex
flight trajectories
(AD-A111259] p0457 N82-26320
Torsional stiffness element based on








Selected stability and control derivatives from
the first Space Shuttle entry
[1114 PAPEB 81-2451] p0056 A82-13880
Development of a simple, self-contained flight














A one-shot autoclave manufacturing process for




AUTOHAIED BI BOOTS ATC
Air Traffic Control computer replacement -
Specification issues and problems
P0219 A82-23313
NAS system load - Utilization of the DABC system
p0219 A82-23315
ATC automation - A look forward:
Technology/architecture
p0220 A82-23320
Hodernizing air traffic control in France
p0285 A82-27048




AOTOBATBD PILOT ADTISOBI SISTBfl SUBJECT INDBI
Scenarios for evolution of air traffic control
£40-4112566] pO«67 H82-27270
AOTOBAIBD PILOT ADVZSOBX SISIBH
The aviation route forecast /4BF/ program - An
interactive system for pilot self-briefing
of aeteorological information
P0553 482-43821
Automated Pilot Advisory System
[ NASA-TH-73296] pOI40 N82-15027
AOTOBATBD BADAfi IBBHIBU. SJSTBfl
Automation of flight operational control in the
Geraan Democratic Republic
p0547 482-42574
Comparison between the surveillance performances
of the 4ir Traffic Control Eadar Beacon System






HI 4DTOH4TIC FLIGHT COBTBOL
HI AUTOMATIC G4IB COHTBOL







NX SELF ADAPTIVE COHIBOL SZSTEBS
NT SELF ALIGNMENT
NT SEQUENTIAL COHTBOL
HI TIME OPTIMAL COHTBOL
Problems relating to the classical rate-gyro
p0009 482-10497
Technical/operational 4TC scenarios for future TMA
navigation
p0071 482-14774
Automatic parachute releasers for premeditated
parachuting
p0078 482-14960
Further test results of parachutes with automatic
inflation nodnlation /A.I.M./
p0078 482-14965
Self streamlining mnd tunnels mthout computers
p0275 482-26181
The United States Air Force Automated Vibration
Diagnostics Svstea /AVID/ for improved jet
engine maintenance
P0295 482-27904
Design principles of a computer-aided design system
p0333 482-29829
Estimation of the performance of noustationary
discontinuous control systems for flight vehicles
p0333 482-29832
British aerospace begins update effort
p0378 482-32624
Concept demonstration of automatic subsystem
parameter monitoring military helicopter
cockpit instrumentation
pQSOO 482-40530
Control of the operations of a 'flight complex*
Bussian on ground installations to aid air
and space navigation
p0577 482-45213
The automation of processes for producing aircraft
engines /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0578 482-45771
Application of nonlinear systems inverses to
automatic flight control design: System
concepts and flight evaluations
p0039 H82-11083
Sensor failure detection system for the F100
turbofan engine
[NASA-CB-165515] pOlOO £82-13145
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, operational factions report
[AD-A 105516] pOI33 H82-I4087
Integrated control of mechanical system for future
combat aircraft
pOI97 H82-17I17
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Microwave Landing
System (MLS). Part 2: BHAV/MLS transition
problems for aircraft
[ HASA-CB-3511] p0200 H82-I7I42
Three-engine control system for the prototype
BB-101 helicopter
£ ABBG-9/81-I568L] p0246 N82-18135
Bational production methods for the manufacture of
helicopter rotor blades BO-105 helicopter
[MBB-OD-3I2-80-OE] p03!6 H82-2I188
Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
( HASA-CASB-LAB-124 l>2-I ] p0396 H82-24205
Quasilinearization solution of the proportional
navigation problem
[Alt-All3668] p0468 N82-27273
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control








HT AUTOMATIC LAHDING COHTBOL
HiMAT onboard flight computer system architecture
and qualification
[4144 8I-2J07] pOOOl 482-10082
Controlling the software/hardware interface for
the validation of avionics systems in flight
control systems
[4144 81-2159] p0002 482-10116
Ideal and simulated performance of an aircraft in
the terrain following mission
p0013 482-11302
The digital civil aircraft
pOO 17 A82- 11938
Digital redesign of existing multiloop continuous
control systems Kith application to IF-16
aircraft flight controller
p0044 A82-13093
Digital control for flexible aircraft using
reduced order models
P0044 482-13094
F/A-18A veapqn system - 1976 state of the art
[AIA4 81-2215] p0047 482-13453
Application of the concept of dynamic trim control
and nonlinear system inverses to automatic
control of a vertical attitude takeoff and
landing aircraft
[4144 81-2238] p0047 482-13466
Bave we overlooked the pilot's role in an
automated flight deck
(4144 81-2262] p0048 482-13481
Direct digital drive actuation
[4144 81-2298] pOOSO 482-13505
Higher order Information Transfer Systems are coming
[4144 81-2317] pOOSI 482-13517
Electromechanical actuation development program
p0067 482-14705
Integrated Flight/Weapon control design and
evaluation
p0068 482-14741
Parallel processing applied to digital flight
control systems - Some perspectives
p0073 482-14794
Microprocessor flight control application study
p0073 A82-14796
4 synthesis technique for highly uncertain and
interacting multivariable flight control systems
p0074 A82-14827
Flight crew management and cockpit performance
systems
p f l l l l 482-17285
Automatic controlled terrain following flights
pOISO 482-18920
Digital avionics - Advances in maintenance designs
p0167 A82-20294
Operational and performance aspects of fuel
management in civil aircraft
POI69 482-20518
The FS2 B4E Bedford civil flight research programme
on components and system integration for
optimum 4TC
p0170 482-20519
Thrust management - Current achievements and
future developments
p0170 482-20520




SUBJECT IBDBI AOTOflATIC PAKBBJ
The simulation study on a redundant flight control
system
p0185 A82-22120
A preliminary investigation of Individual
Blade-control Independent of a Swashplate
p0278 A82-26382
Advanced technology DFCS control panel for the L-
1011-500
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2240] p0328 A82-29000
Automation of the synthesis of control in a
stationary linear system for aircraft flight
control
p0389 A82-34464
Lightning simulation and testing
p0432 A82-35733
Foraal specification and aechanical verification
of SIFT - A fault-tolerant flight control system
p0436 A82-37446
fiotor state estimation for rotorcraft
[iflS PBEPBIBT 81-11] p0442 A82-37784
PSCS - A commercial flight management coapater
system
[AIAA 82-1515] p0484 A82-38938
The use of differential pressure feedback in an
automatic flight control system
[AIAA 82-1596] p0485 A82-3898I
Avoiding the pitfalls in automatic landing control
system design
[AIAA 82-1599] p0486 A82-390 13




Electronic stabilization of an aircraft
p049 I A82-39322
The fourth dimension flight management system
for airline operations
p0492 A82-39540
A terrain following system, an algorithm and a
sensor
P0494 A82-39740
Flight control systems for aerial targets
pO<494 -A82-39745
Boeing's new 767 eases crev workload
p0497 A82-40348
Flight experience with a backup flight-control
system for the UiHAI research vehicle
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1541] p0497 A82-40429
A concept for ID-guidance of transport aircraft in
the THA Terminal Maneuvering Area
p0509 A82-40942
Seduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic
structure aircraft
p0516 A82-41009
Investigations concerned Kith shifting pilot
activities to a higher hierarchical stage of
flight control German thesis
p0519 A82-4I453
Automation of flight operational control in the
German Democratic Bepublic
p0547 A82-42574
The flight management computer
[SEE PAPEB 811762] p0555 A82-44233
Aguila - Bobot eye in the sky
P0584 A82-48025
Advanced crash survivable flight data recorder and
Accident Information Betrieval System (AIBS)
[AD-AI05510] p0132 B82-14072
An investigation of automatic guidance concepts to
steer a VIOL aircraft to a small aviation
facility ship
[BASA-CB-152407] P O I 9 I 882-16087
Automation of on-board flightpath management
[SASA-Tfl-84212] p019t 1)82-16088
A program to evaluate a control system based on
feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials
[BASA-CB-163466] P0191 H82-16089
A control model for maneuvering flight for
application to a compoter-flight testing program
p0249 882-18153
A translational velocity command system for VTOL
lov speed flight
[BASA-TB-B42I5] p0305 882-20186
Enhanced piloting contrcl through cockpit
facilities and A-C.T.
p0347 H82-22I95
Integrated navigation-IF/IA-system based on stored
terrain data processing
p0362 882-23183
Boeing 234 flight control development
p0365 882-232II
Some piloting experiences with multifunction
isometric side-arm controllers in a helicopter
p0365 H82-232I8
Flight management computer
[SHIAS-821-I I I - I IO] p0399 H82-24842
Production of Sellable Flight Crucial Software:
Validation Methods Besearch for Fault Tolerant
Avionics and Control systems Sub-Borking Group
fleeting
[ BASA-CP-2222 ] p0400 882-24845
Integrated flight trajectory control
[AD-AI10998] p0456 882-26319
Binimnm operational performance standards for
automatic direction finding (ADF) equipment
[BTCA/DO-179] p0523 882-28270
Applications to aeronautics of the theory of
transformations of nonlinear systems
[HASA-TH-84249] p0540 882-30013
Pilot opinions of sampling effects in lateral
directional control
p0563 882-30849
The B-747 flight control system maintenance and




Automatic digital gain ranging for flight test
telemetry data
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2370] p0060 A82-13947
Joint University Program Air for Transportation
Besearch, 1981
[8ASA-CP-2224] p0445 882-26199
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
p0445 882-26207
Commutated automatic gain control system
p0446 882-26209





Joint Tactical Microwave Landing System /JTHLS/
airborne signal processing
[AIAA 81-2247] p0048 A82- 13471
Applications of head-up displays in commercial
transport aircraft
[AIAA 81-2300] pOOSO A82- 13506
Development of an MLS lateral autoland system vith
automatic path definition
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1751] p0062 A82-13993
A8/TPB-25 and AB/GPB-22 precision approach radars
p0075 A82- 14856
Flight investigations of integrated descent rate
control systems
p0076 A82-14929
Development of a digital integrated automatic
landing system /DIALS/ for steep approach and
landing *
pOI68 A82-20297
MLS flare Ion elevation angle guidance
considerations
p0175 A82-20586
Avoiding the pitfalls in automatic landing control
system design
[AIAA 82-1599] p0486 A82-39013
An MLS mth computer aided landing approach
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1352] p0489 A82-39122
Development and evaluation of automatic landing
control lavs for light wing loading STOL aircraft
[BASA-CB-16616Q] p0028 882-10043
MLS vertical guidance and navigation for a STOL
airplane landing on an elevated STOLport
[8ASA-TH-8I338J p0135 882-14101
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Microwave Landing
System (MLS). Part 3: A comparison of waypoint
guidance algorithms for BBAV/HLS transition
[BASA-Cfi-3512] p0188 H82-16060
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the flicrovave Landing
System (MLS). Part 4: Transition path
reconstruction along a straight line path





AOTOBATIC FILMS SOBJBCI IBDEI
40TOBAHC PILOTS
The design of exact nonlinear nodel follovers
•ith application to trajectory autopilot for
helicopter
p0044 182-13125
A gust dauper for light passenger aircraft
pO»36 482-37127
Electronic stabilization of an aircraft
P0491 A82-39322
The control and guidance unit for BACBAB
P0493 A82-39738
Design and flight testing of a digital optimal
control general aviation autopilot
P0507 482-10906
Simulated ILS using a laser tracker
P0543 482-11795
Electronic aircraft stabilization
[SEE PAPEB 811763] p0555 A82-44234
Optimization of auto-pilot egnations for rapid
estiaation of helicopter control settings
[AD-A110739] PQ409 H82-25263
Gust response of commercial jet aircraft including
effects of autopilot operation
[HASA-CB-165919] P0522 882-28266
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control
autopilot concepts for a powered lift SIOJ.
aircraft
[SASA-TB-84282] p06ll H82-33400




Air supply system bite for Boeing 767 airplane
Built-in-Test-Eguipment
[ASBE PAPEB 81-EHAS-7] pooi i 482-10895
Commercial BBS considerations for small gas
turbine engines automated engine monitoring
systems
p0020 A82-12449
Information technology and its impact on test and
evaluation at the Haval Air lest Center
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2396) p0056 A82-13894
Automated radome performance evaluation in the
Badio Freguency Simulation System /BFSS/
facility at BICOB
p0281 A82-26471
AOTOTBSTCOB '80; International Automatic Testing







Ihe role of software in commercial AIE
p0294 482-27885
Ihe nodular AIB for cost effective maintenance
of nev generation avicoics
p0294 A82-27886
AEHTS - Beallstic not futuristic Advanced
Electronic Harfare lest Set
p0294 A82-27887
AIE logistics in the United states Air Force
p0294 A82-27890
AILAS/test data provision for the lornado AIS - A
challenging task
p0294 482-27891
Saval Air Systems Command /8A7AIB/ AI£ program -
Standardized AIB for the carrier environment
p0294 A82-27S92
Configuration management technigues for automatic
testing
p0295 A82-27893
Pacer Comet II jet engine test system
p0295 A82-27903
Automated ultrasonic inspection of adhesive bonded
structure
p0299 482-28531
A laboratory mock-up ultrasonic inspection system
for composites
p0419 A82-35256
A simple, low cost application of a flight test
parameter identification system
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1312] p0487 A82-39093
Analysis of built-in-test accuracy
p0545 482-42211
Computer Bonitored Inspection Program /calf/, a
key to increased aircraft and personnel
productivity
p0545 A82-422I7
Vibration test procedures for accessory angle
drive gearboxes on Atar 09C engines turbojet
engines
[AD-A 105269] pOOBS M82-12076
BOLB computers in the flight testing of the Fokker
F29 aircraft
p0138 H82-I4839
Aircraft interrogation and display systen: A
ground support equipment for digital flight
systems
[BASA-TB-81370] p0314 882-21175
AUtOBATIC fBAFFIC AOTISOBI 110 BESOLOTIQH
Conflicts betBeen random flights in a given area
p0242 A82-25213




A modular automated approach to airfield weather
systems
p0579 A82-458I3




Automated Paint and Process Line /APPL/ for
aircraft production
[AIAA 81-2166] p0002 482-10120





Problems in the automation of the thermal-stress
analysis of flight vehicles
p0293 A82-27509




Future auto engines - Competition heats up
p0333 A82-29793
Ceramic components for automotive and heavy duty
turbine engines - CATB and ACT 100
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-253] p0429 A82-35432
Cold-air performance of a 15.41-co-tip-diaaeter
axial-flow power turbine with variable-area
stator designed for a 75-kB automotive gas
turbine engine
[HASA-Tfl-82644] p03 16 882-21193
Preliminary results on performance testing of a









Aerodynamic effects of shape, camber, pitch, and
ground proximity on idealized ground-vehicle
bodies
pOIOS A82-16432
Slotted vail test section for automotive
aerodynamic test facilities









HI PBIHTEBS (OAIA PBOCESS18G)
AOULIABI POiBB SOOBCBS
81 SS4P
A ne« APO for medium place aircraft environmental
control systems
[ASBE PAPEB 81-EHAS-l] pOO 10 A82-10889




[SASA-CP-2209] p0260 if 82-19134
Electric flight systems, overview
p0260 S82-I9I35
4-88
S OBJECT I1DBX tnoiics
Electric ECS
p0261 B82-19140





Program for narrow-band analysis of aircraft







KC-135 A?ionics aodernization Hot Bench
C A I A A 81-2105) pOOOl 182-10081
Bridging the gap from aircraft to space computers
[AIAA 81-2142] p0002 A82-10101
Controlling the software/hardware interface for
the validation of avionics systems in flight
control systems
[AIAA 81-2159] p0002 A82-IOII6
Closed loop environmental control systems for
fighter aircraft
[ASHE PAPBB 81-BHAS-2] pOO11 A82-10890
Design challenges of high performance aircraft POO
EOCH cooling systems Blectro-
Optical/Conntermeasare
[ASHE PAPBB 8I-ESAS-6] pOO 11 A82-10894
Sealed lead-acid batteries for aircraft applications
pOOIS A82-117I6
Applications of finite element method in aerospace
power systems design
pOOIS A82-11717
Advanced aircraft electric power system
pOOIS A82-11718
Variable speed constant frequency /fSCF/
electrical system cuts cost of ownership
p0016 A82-11719
Digital avionics - Promise and practice;
Proceedings of the Joint Symposium. London.
England, March 20, 1980
p O O I 7 A82-II934
The all digital military aircraft
pOOI7 A82-I1937
fhe digital civil aircraft
pOOI7 A82-11938
Digital avionics systems - The BAF experience
p0017 A82-1I94I
Digital avionics: Promise and practice - An
airlines experience in the field
p0017 A82-11942
Hemory requirements for future navigation systems
p0022 A82-12637
The integrated inertial sensor assembly /USA/ - A
redundant strapdcwn system for advanced aircraft




Options for GTE precision automated tracking system




Digital Avionics Systems Conference, 4th, St,
Louis, HO, Sovember 17-19, 1981. Collection.of
Technical Papers
p0046 A82-U45I
Integrated avionics - Concepts and concerns
[AIAA 81-2211} p0046 A82-13452
F/A-I8A weapon system - 1976 state of the art
[AIAA 81-2215] p0047 A82- 13453
Digital avionics - that a pilot expects to see
[AIAA 81-2217] p0047 A82-13455
Applications of digital avionics to commercial
transport aircraft - The DC-9 Super 80 and beyond
[AIAA 81-2218] p0047 A82-I3456
The role of avionics in the all electric airplane
[AIAA 81-2219] p0047 A82- 13457
Fault isolation methodology for the L-10II digital
avionic flight control system
(AIAA 81-2223] p0047 182-13458
Avionics implications from weapon system
operational utility studies on Banned Air Combat
Simulators
( A I A A 81-2230] p0047 A82-13463
Aircraft separation assurance avionics
[AIAA 81-2239] p0047 A82-13467
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
[AIAA 81-2242] p0048 A82-13468
LSI - An advanced avionics system design
[AIAA 81-2249] D0048 A82-13472
F/A-18 •Bornet' - One man operability
[AIAA 81-2266] p0048 A82- 13484
ABIBC 429 digital data communications on the
Boeing 757 and 767 commercial airliners
[AIAA 81-2267] p0049 A82-13485
A polled contention multiplex system using
BIL-SID-1553 protocol
[AIAA 81-2271] p0049 A82- 13487
Avionics systems simulation for the Horthrop
F/A-I8L aircraft
[AIAA 81-2274] p0049 A82-13488
The electronic terrain map - A ne« avionics
integrator
[AIAA 81-2289] p0049 A82-13498
The interface of multifunction controls and
displays to tomorrow's avionics
[AIAA 81-2290] p0049 A82-13499
Development and laboratory test of an integrated
sensory system /ISS/ for advanced aircraft
[AIAA 81-2297] pOOSO A82-13504
An integrated control panel utilizing a
programmable varistor-mnltiplexed dichroic
liquid crystal display
[AIAA 81-2303] pOOSO 482-13508
Digital avionics display processor
(AIAA 81-2311] pOOSI A82-13513
An advanced programmable/reconfignrable color
graphics display system for crew station
technology research
(AIAA 81-2314] pOOSI A82-13516
Advanced fiber optic systems for avionics
applications
[AIAA 81-2319] pOOSI A82-13518
Light-guided information distribution systems
[AIAA 81-2320] pOOSt A82-I35I9
On-board communication for active-control
transport aircraft
[AIAA 8 1-2321] P0052 A82-13520
Seal-time flight management avionics software system
[AIAA 81-2340) P0052 A82-13530
Time-referencing of data in an asynchronous
environment for fighter aircraft avionics
(AIAA 81-2341] p0052 A82-13531
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
[AIAA 81-2329) p0053 A82-13532
Advanced weapon systems - Integration technology
Digital Avionic Information System
[AIAA 81-2213] p0053 A82- 13533
Estimation of the efficiency of radioelectronic
flight navigation systems
P0053 A82-13701
Georgia Tech coherent jammer flight test
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2452] p0056 A82-13898
F-4 Advanced Avionics Flight Test
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2464) p0058 A82- 13929
The Advanced Bange Instrumentation Aircraft
improvement and modernization program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2368] p0060 A82-13948
IAECOH 1981; Proceedings of the national Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OB, Hay
19-21. 1981. Volumes 1, 2 6 3
p0065 A82-14676
navigation for helicopters by multiple use of
inertial sensors
p0067 A82-I47I3
Future directions in CHI integrated avionics
p0067 A82-14720
A modular multiplexed digital voice
intercommunications system
p0068 A82-I472I
The influence of smart computers on the cockpit of
the future
p0069 A82- 14743
Assessment methodology of the lightning threat to
advanced aircraft
p0069 A82-14759
Sew advances in signal processing technology for
integrated CBI avionics Communication.
Bavigation, and Identification
p0070 A82-14762
Advanced integrated CBI architectures
Communications, Navigation and Identification
A-89
1VXOIICS COHtD SOBJBCX IMDBI
avionics for tactical aircraft and attack
helicopter
p0070 A82-11763
The agile transversal filter - A flexible building
block for ICNIA Integrated Communications,
Navigation and Identification Avionics
p0070 A82-11765
Applications of covariance analysis simulation to
avionics flight testing
p0070 482-14767
Conceptual design of an integrated power and
avionics information system
p0072 482-14788
Implementing the DAIS executive Digital
Avionics Information System software feasibility
for aircraft systems
p0073 A82-148 It
A storage device for subsystem maintenance
information
p0073 482-14817
Air-to-ground nil radar using a displaced phase
center, phased array
p0075 A82-14881
AEB Nimrod - The Mission System Avionics
pOlOS 482-16556
Management of a large avionics project
pOIOS 482-16557
Advanced cockpit for tactical aircraft
p0106 A82-16559
Trends in maintainability and reliability of
avionics systems with particular reference to
OCAD Technical Publication 1/77
p0106 A82-16561
JTIDS distributed TDHA /D1DHA/ terminal
development results with emphasis on relative
navigation performance
pO!23 482-18152
Octave bandwidth dual polarized antenna
pOI50 A82-18934
KC-135 avionics modernization hot bench - An
evaluation of requirements and design for the
future
p0157 A82-I9244
Digital avionics - Advances in maintenance designs
p0167 482-20294
The aircraft manufacturer's needs as a simulator
user
pOI7l 482-20530
The effects on simulators of advances in aircraft
technology
pOI7l 482-20533
Operability of military aircraft - Avionic design
aspects
pOI74 A82-20564
The influence of technology advances on integrated
CHI avionics Integrated Communication,





Size reduction flight test airborne data systems
p0178 482-20766
Systems approach to the design of wind shear
avionics
p0182 A82-21593
Very high speed integrated circuits: Into the
second generation. II - Entering Phase 1
pOI82 482-21848
The use of dynamic mock-ups in the design of
advanced systems OSAF's Digital Avionic
Information System and NAVX's Advanced
Integrated Display System
p0699 A82-22902
The coupling of electromagnetic interference into
aircraft systems
p0228 482-24354
The variation of induced currents in aircraft wiring
p0228 A82-24355
EHC clearance of modern military aircraft
p0229 482-24359
The testing of aircraft under near field conditions
P0229 AB2-2436I
Advanced electronic displays and their potential
in future transport aircraft
p0242 A82-252I6
Electronic flight instrument systems /EFIS/, the
instrumentation of the 1980s
p0242 A82-25324
AV-SB/Barrier GR.5 - Bange, payload and VSTOL
p0275 482-26044






The role of software in commercial ATE
p0294 A82-27885
The modular ATE for cost effective maintenance
of new generation avionics
p0294 A82-27886
ATLAS/test data provision for the Tornado ATS - A
challenging task
p0294 482-27891
Naval Air Systems Command /NAVAIB/ ATE program -
Standardized ATE for the carrier environment
p029« A82-27892
Simple vs. sophisticated TacAir avionics. II -
Soviet lacAir avionics technology
P0297 A82-28397
Aviation electronics /4th edition/ Book
P0383 482-33646
Operational testing of the LN-33 inertial
navigation system
p0384 482-33854
Integrated aircraft avionics and powerplant
control and management systems
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-165] p0426 A82-35385
Static charging and its effects on avionic systems
p0432 482-35732
The computerized cockpit for the one-man crew
P0434 A82-36937
A preliminary laboratory evaluation of a
reconfignrable integrated flight control concept
[ A I A A 82-1597] p0485 A82-38982
HACHAN - A unmanned aircraft flight research
facility
P0493 A82-39735




Avionics systems for helicopter integration
p0501 A82-40534
Support of the HH-65A - The impact of advanced
technology of VTOL systems upon existing product
support
p050t A82-40541
A practical approach to the incorporation of
technical advances in avionics
p0504 A82-40886
Preliminary design of an advanced integrated power
and avionics information system
p0507 A82-40907
Models for the motor state of VSCF aircraft
electrical power system Variable Speed
Constant Freguency
P05I3 A82-40982
Aircraft radio communications equipment: Design
and use Bussian book
p0544 A82-42067
Fault isolation BITE for increased productivity
p0545 A82-422IO
757 systems key to route flexibility
p0549 A82-43275
NASA studies business aircraft avionics
P0552 A82-43659
Electronic aircraft stabilization
[SEE PAPEB 811763] p0555 A82-44234
New image generators for the next generation of
civil aircraft
[SEE PAPEB 811767] p0555 A82-44236
Hew trends and concerns in the airliner radio
equipment market
[SEE PAPEB 811768] p0555 A82-44238
Design to life cycle cost capability of the PBICE
models
[IAF PAPEB 82-221] p0556 482-44695
A random vibration test for the evaluation of
stiff sensitive component parts
p0583 A82-47073
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, data transmission study
[AD-A 104243] p0037 N82- 11064




SUBJECT IBDBI AVI08ICS COitD
Ihe impact of new guidance and control systems on
military aircraft cockpit design
[A6AHD-CP-3I2] p009l 882-13048
How the helicopter cockpit designer uses digital
avionics
p009l H82-13049
Electronic flight deck displays for ulitary
transport aircraft
p0092 882-13050
Integration of controls and displays in OS Army
helicopter cockpits
p0092 H82-13053
A standard control display unit for multi-aircraft
application
p0092 882-13054
Tanker avionics and aircrew complement evaluation
p0093 882- 13063
Techniques for interfacing multiplex systeas
[40-4101457] p0098 882-13135
Electronic master Bonitor and advisory display
system test and deuonstration report
[4D-4I05317] p0099 H82-13141
The use of flight aanageient computers in air
carrier operations in the 1980s
[40-4105621] pO 132 882-14071
Advanced crash sorvivable flight data recorder and
Accident Information Betrieval Systea (AlfiS)
[ A D - A I 0 5 5 I O ] pOI32 882-14072
Investigation of functional commonality of
avionics systems in naval aircraft
(40-4105503] pOI33 882-14088
nodular Hulti-Punction Hulti-Band Airborne Eadio
Systea (HPBABS). Volume 2: Detailed report
[40-4106052] p0136 882-14424
Description of a dual fail operational redundant
strapdovn inertial aeasureaent unit for
integrated avionics systeas research
pOIJS H82-14842
Digital Avionics Inforaation Systen (DAIS):
Development and demonstration
[4D-4I07906] pOI90 882-16079
Software considerations in airborne systeas and
equipment certification
[BTCA/DO-178] p0193 882-16759
Tactical Airborne Distributed Computing and networks
[AG4BD-CP-303] p0195 882-17086
The effect of increasingly aore complex aircraft
and avionics on the method of system design
p0196 882-17088
4 tutorial on distributed processing in
aircraft/avionics applications
pOI96 882-17089
Functional versus comaonication structures in
nodern avionic systems
pOI96 882-17092
Economic considerations for real-time naval
aircraft/avionics distributed computer control
systems
P0196 H82-17097
Methodology for measurement of fault latency in a
digital av ionic uniprocessor
pOI96 882-17105




SIFT: An ultra-reliable avionic coaputing systea
p0197 882-17115
Integrated control of mechanical systea for future
combat aircraft
POI97 882-17117
F/4-18A tactical airborne computational subsystem
pOI97 882-17119
F/A-18 weapons systea support facilities
pOI98 882-17120
Technology overview for advanced aircraft armament
system program
[AD-AI07680] p020l 882-17155
Corrosion control test method for avionic components
[AD-AI0806I ] p0203 882-17171
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)
doc oaentation
[AD-A108000] p0203 882-17172
Function specifications for the A-7E Function
Driver module
[AD-A107922] p0203 882-17173
05 Baval fleet aircraft corrosion
p02l l 882-17350
The role of simulation in the design process
p0249 882-18154
Integration of inertial sensors in helicopters
p025l 882-18173
Impact of technology on avionics cost trends
[AD-AI08494] p0256 882-18219
Trends in airline avionics
[ SlB-HP-800 13-0 ] p0256 882-18220
Integration of complex systems in current and
future aircraft projects for the example of
avionics
[HBB-OH-18-80-0] p0256 882-18221
4-7E software module guide
[AD-A 108649] p0260 882-18920
Assessment of Avionic Equipment Field Beliability
and Maintainability as Functions of Dnit Cost
[AO-A 109373] p0266 882-19218
Aircraft interrogation and display system: A
ground support equipment for digital flight
systeas
[8ASA-TB-81370] p03!4 H82-2II75
Generic Test Bed (GIB) aircraft
[AD-A 110335] p03!4 882-21176
SAFEA: Controlled requirements expression
avionics specification through computer techniques
[ BAE-I8A4S-84 ] p03 16 882-21192
The structural dynamic interface required for
developing helicopter target acquisition systems
p0344 882-22165
Integration of avionics and advanced control
technology
p0347 882-22194
The integration of multiple avionic sensors and
technologies for future military helicopters
p0363 882-23186
Analysis of computing systen configurations for
highly integrated guidance and control systems
p0363 882-23189
Helicopter Handling Qualities
[8ASA-CP-22I9 J p0364 882-23208
Civil (French/OS) certification of the Coast
Guard's HH-65A Dauphin
p0364 882-23210
Integrated cockpit for A-129
p0366 882-23225
Production of Sellable Flight Crucial Softvare:
Validation Methods Besearch for Fault Tolerant
Avionics and Control Systems Sub-working Group
Meeting
[84SA-CP-2222] p0400 882-24845




Life-cycle-cost analysis of the microwave landing
system ground and airborne systeas
[AD-A 110909] p0449 882-26266
Tanker Avionics/Aircrew Complement Evaluation
(TAACE). Phase I: Simulation evaluation.
Volume 1: Besnlts
[AD-A110956] p0452 882-26290
Tanker Avionics/Aircrew Complement Evaluation
(TAACE). Phase 1: Simulation evaluation.
Volume 2: Crew system design
[AD-A I 10954] p0453 882-26291
Integrated flight trajectory control
[AD-A 110998] p0456 882-26319
Bibliography of Lewis Besearch Center technical
publications announced in 1981
[8ASA-TB-82838] p0462 882-27191
Impact of Advanced Avionics Technology and Ground
Attack Weapon Systems
[AGABD-CP-306] p0470 882-27293
Impact of advanced avionics and munitions
technology on ground attack veapons systems in
night and adverse weather conditions
p0470 882-27294
Air-ground attack: Axes of research for airborne
systems
p0470 882-27295
A planning systen for F-16 air-to-snrface missions
p047l 882-27297
Pave Hover aided integrated strike avionics systen
p0471 882-27298
Adaptive multifunction sensor concept for
air-ground missions
p0471 882-27299





Protection of electrical systems frou EH hazards:
Design guide[AD-A112707] pO«77 N82-27659
Assessment of lightning simulation test
techniques, pact I
[AD-A112626] p0477 882-27663
Electronic/electric technology benefits study
avionics[NASA-CB-165890] p052l N82-28243
General aviation activity and avionics survey
£40-4112924] p052l H82-28244
Advanced aircraft electrical systea control
technology demonstrator. Phase 1: Analysis and
preliminary design[AD-A 113633] p0524 H82-28284
Problems related to the integration of fault
tolerant aircraft electronic systems[H4S4-CB-I65926] p0530 N82-29022
Systea data communication structures for
active-control transport aircraft, volume 2[NASA-CB-I65774-VOL-2] p0539 U82-2951I
Design and implementation of OSAF avionics
integration support facilities[AD-A115537] p0558 »82-30307
Climatic laboratory evaluation ICH-47D helicopter[AD-A 115861] p0590 N82-32355
Avionic system development for the Tornado f HK2
[BBPT-96] p0590 N82-32361
A-7 flight software analysis
[AD-A 116 179] p0594 H82-32386
The AIDS/F-18 diffractive HOD
[AD-A116026] p0608 N82-33382
Voice Interactive Systems Technology Avionics(VISTA) Program
[AD-A117288] p0608 H82-33383
Development of avionics installation interface
standards[AD-A116853] p0608 N82-33384
Enhancements and algorithms for avionic
information processing systea design methodology[AD-AII7948] p0609 H82-33385
AVOIDANCE




Airborne associative processor /ASPBO/ for
early naming radar surveillance, command, and
control applications
[AIAA 81-2145] P0002 482-10104
UBS (BRFBBBNCB LINES)
NT AXES OF BOTATION
LIBS OF BOTATIOI






Optimization of compressor vane and bleed settings
[AD-AI06059] p0134 882-14097





The through flow calculations
p0206 N82-17I99
Evaluation of profile loss predictions based on
'diffusion factors
p0206 H82-I7200
Axial-flow turboaachine through flov calculation
aethods
p0206 N82-17201
Performance of single-stage axial-flov transonic
coapressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1-63 and 1.77, respectively, and with design




STGSTK: A computer code for predicting multistage
axial flow coapressor performance by a mean-Line
stage stacking aethod
[NASA-TP-2020] pQ408 N82-25250
Investigation of the tip clearance flow inside and
at the exit of a coapressor rotor passage
[NASA-CB-169004] p0408 H82-25253
Nuaerical stability analysis of a coapressor model




Dynamic response of blades and vanes to wakes in
axial turbonachinery
[4SMJS PAPEB 8I-DET-33] p0160 A 82-19307
Endwall boundary layer flows and losses in an
axial turbine stage
p0168 482-20298
A coaprehensive aethod for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages[AIAA PAPEB 82-1264] p0419 A82-3509 I
Secondary flows and losses in axial flow turbines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-19] p0420 A82-35288
On the influence of the number of stages on the
efficiency of axial-flow turbines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-61-43] p042l A82-3530I
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion coapressor blading
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-149] p0426 A82-35373
numerical calculation of the flow in coapressor
and turbine cascades German thesis
p0578 AB2-45222
Development of high loading, high efficiency axial
flow turbine
p0583 A82-47069
An aerodynamic design and the overall stage
performance of an air-cooled axial-flow turbine
[NAL-TB-321T] p0097 N82-13109
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion coapressor blading[NASA-TH-82763] pOI34 H82-14094
Through flow calculations in axial turboaachines
[AGABD-AB-175] p0204 N82-I7I78
Influence of correlations and computational
aethods on the prediction of overall efficiency
p0204 N82-I7180
The two stage aero engine turbine
p0204 H82-I7I83
Part span daaper loss prediction for transonic
axial fan rotors
p0205 N82-I7192
Axial coapressor stall and surge
p0205 N82-17I94
Summary of answers to the questionnaire
p0205 N82-17195
Single stage transonic coapressor and equivalent
plane cascade
p0206 N82-17196
Blade-to-blade computations and boundary layer
corrections in axial coapressors and turbines
p0206 N82-17202
An experimental study of the effects of an inlet
flow conditioner on the noise of a low speed
axial flow fan in an aircraft engine
[11-8101] p0270 N82-19956
Besearch on turbine rotor-stator aerodynamic
interaction and rotor negative incidence stall[AD-A 11034 I] p03!8 N82-2I203
Aerodynaaics of advanced axial-flow turboaachinery
[AD-A1I4911] p0537 N82-29328
Botor tip clearance effects on overall and




Fracture and fatigue characterization of aircraft
structural materials under biaxial loading
[40-4109054] p0269 N82-I9587
AXIAL STB.AIN
Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by
laminate tailoring
pO180 A82-20982
Investigation of compaction criteria for airport
pavement snbgrade soils
[4D-4I085I8] p0258 fl 82-18230
AXIAL SZBBSS
Crack growth evaluation of a aethod to convert
real-time loads history to a simplified




The analysis of the thermal-mechanical stress
conditions in axisyaaetric rotating hot
components of /aircraft/ gas turbines German
thesis
A-92
SUBJECT IBDEI BASB not
p0543 A82-41686
Static internal performance characteristics of two
thrust reverser concepts for axisymmetnc nozzles
[HASA-TP-2025] p0448 B82-26235
Aeropropulsive characteristics of Bach numbers op
to 2.2 of axisymmetric and nonazisymmetric






On the prediction of swirling flovfields found in
axisymmetric coabustor geometries
pOOI9 A82-12120
lurbalence measurements in a confined jet using a
six-orientation hot-wire probe technique
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1262} p0439 A82-37710
Investigation of the aerodynamics of axisymmetric
bodies in supersonic flow in the presence of
localized injection
p0583 A82-46692
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet
thrust augnenting ejectors
[AD-A106083] pQIOl H82-13835
Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 2: Analysis of results
[BASA-CB-166365] P0566 B82-3I301
Axisyumetnc and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 3: Experimental technique
[BASA-CB-166147] p0566 H82-31302
Circumferentially segmented duct linos optimized
for axisymmetnc and standing wave sources




D SHAFTS (BACHIBE ELEBEHIS)
AZIBOTH
The DBE-based Azimuth System /DAS/
pOI23 &82-181H6
A complete method for computation of blade node






Comparison of Hind tunnel and theoretical
aeroelastic predictions vith flight measured
airloads for the B-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2387] p006S A82-14393
B-52 AIBCBAFT
Applications of covariance analysis simulation to
avionics flight testing
p0070 A82-14767
Optimal placement oodel for the B-52G weapons
system trainer
CAO-A110977] p0457 B82-26323




tfind-tnnnel/flight correlation program on XB-70-1
p0404 N82-25201
BACKGBOOBD BOISE
Belay-angmented data licks in an interference
environment
pOI76 A82-20684





Commercial airborne weather radar technology
p007S A82- 14868
Beta ezperiment flight report
[HASA-CB-170622] P06I3 H82-33698
BACK OPS
Beliability and aaintainability analysis of




Beasurement of aerodynamic work during fan flutter
p0327 A82-28987
BACKIASB




Analysis of the temperature field of a




BI AIB BAG BESTBAIHT DEVICES
BAILOOT
Lear Fan 2100 egress system
p0444 482-37970
BALAICIBS
Application of the principle of reciprocity to
flexible rotor balancing
[ASBB PIPES 8I-DET-49] p O I 6 l 482-19311
Application of combined balancing methods to
flexible rotors of aviation gas-turbine engines
p0282 A82-26491
BALL BEARIIGS
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration
on rolling-element bearing life
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-LOB-35] p0127 A82-18436
Inclusions and service induced cracks in a mature
population of gas turbine engine bearings
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-LOB-48] pOI27 A82-18444
Development of high-speed rolling-element
bearings. A historical and technical perspective
[HASA-TB-82884] p0398 B82-24497
BALLAST (BASS)





Aeroballistic characteristics of sonobnoy
parachute decelerators limited to a length of
three feet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1954] p0007 A82-10425
A ballistic design model for initiators for
aircraft personnel escape systems
pOOBO A82-14984
Transparent polyolefin film armor
[AD-A 107562] p0213 B82-17377
Proceedings of the 12th Bavy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume 2
[AD-A I11783] p0472 B82-273I2
BALLOOB FLIGHT
A new thermal and trajectory model for high
altitude balloons
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1926] p0007 482-10411
BAUOOB-BOBIB IBSTBOBBITS
Limiting payload deceleration during ground impact
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1918] p0006 482-10401
Construction and testing of an Omega navigation
system for the balloon-borne X-ray experiment
German thesis
p0549 482-43111




BT BIGH ALTITUDE BALLOQBS
The balloon and the airship technological heritage





Becent developments in military telemetry
p0150 A82- 18908











U CEBTEB OF GBAVITZ
BASE FLOi
Numerical investigation of supersonic base flow
with parallel injection in scramjet combnstors
A-93
B»SB PBBSSOBB SOBJBCZ IIDBI
[iliA PAPEE 82-1001] p0375 A82-31960
BASE PBESSOBB












0 BEACON COLLISION AVOIDANCE SXSZBB
BEACOI COLLISION ATOIDAICB SISZBB
Air-air collision avoidance systems
p049t A82-39323
Analysis of a nonlinear altitude trading method
[AD-SI08878] p0263 H82-I9I97
Active Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS)
logic performance during operational flight tests
[AD-A108893] p0264 H82- 19203
Analysis of Active BCAS alert rates and protection
based on actual aircraft tracks
[AD-AI16402] P0568 N82-3I319
BEACONS
NZ DISCBEZE ADDBESS BEACON SXSZEB
NZ BADAH BEACONS
HZ BAOIO BEACONS
NZ BAOIO DIBBCZIOB FIBDEBS
Digital detection and processing of laser beacon
signals for aircraft collision hazard warning
[AIAA 81-2328] pOOS2 A82-13525
Vide field of view laser beacon system for three
dimensional aircraft range measurements
p0446 N82-26216
BBAB BAVE60IDBS
Leaky nave antenna using an inverted strip












Linear decentralized systens iiith special structure
for twin lift helicopters
p0388 A82-34359





System for providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft




Dynamic stability of Ion effective flap hinge BBB
concepts
p0277 A82-26377
The XAB-64A coaposite flezbeaa tail rotor
p0278 A82-26386
Evaluation of the effect of elastoaeric damping
aaterial on the stability of a bearingless main
rotor systen
p0280 A82-26394
An experimental investigation of a bearingless
•odel rotor in hover
p0498 A82-405I2
Finite element analysis for bearingless rotor
blade aeroelasticity
P0499 A82-405I7
Correlating measured and predicted inplane










Solution to a bistable vibration problem using a
plain, nncentralized squeeze film damper bearing
[ASME PAPBB 82-GZ-281] p0430 A82-35455
Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
finite element codes. II - Bearing element
implenentation, overall numerical
characteristics and benchnarking
lASBB PAPBB 82-GZ-292] p0430 A82-35462
Comparison of BP turbine 'deep blade design*
effects in tnrbofan engine gas generators with
different bearing structure configurations
p0515 A82-40996
Aeroelastic analysis of the elastic gimbal rotor
[ HASA-CB-166287] p03!2 H82-21157
Zhe vibratory behavior of a rotating propeller
shaft. Part 4: Vibration tests of a rotating
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ship propellers
CIiBCO-507220B-81-PZ-2] p0398 N82-245I4
Snbsynchronous vibrations of rotor systems
p0596 N82-32528
Labyrinth seal effects on rotor bearing system
stability
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Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
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implementation overall numerical characteristics
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Matrix analysis of wings
p0032 N82-10998
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transducers
p0582 A82-466I9
A method for applying linear optimal control
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Selected bibliography of NACA-HASA aircraft icing
publications
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bibliography
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bibliography
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USAF Bioenvironmental Boise Data Handbook. Volume
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Investigation of aircrev protection during
emergency escape at dynamic pressures up to 1600 Q
[AD-AI17552] p0605 B82-33359
BIOGB1PHI
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An analytical methodology to predict potential
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technique
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P0279 A82-26387
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[ONEBA, TP NO. 1982-35] p0548 A82-42811
Experimental and analytical studies of a model
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Hind-tunnel investigation of the effects of blade
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[SASA-CB-165580] p0317 882-21197
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vind tunnel tests
p0343 882-22151
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[BBB-OD-330-81-0] pQ406 H82-25233
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[HBB-UD-336-81-0] pQ406 H82-25234
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[8ASA-1H-83301] p0370 882-23471
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Adaptation and first cryogenic operation of 12
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p0546 A82-42531
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rotodome
[AD-A 115445] p0570 882-31335
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[ASBE PiPEB 82-G1-147] p0426 A82-35371
Development of an advanced no-moving-parts
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King-tip jets aerodynamic performance
p0514 A82-40987
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The effect of induced sound on the flov around a
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Bational production methods for the manufacture of
helicopter rotor blades BO-105 helicopter
[HBB-DD-312-80-OE] p0316 H82-21I88
Flight tests for the assessment of task








Aerodynamic interactions betveen a 1/6-scale
helicopter rotor and a body of revolution
pOSIO A82-40947
Aerodynamic interactions betveen a 1/6 scale
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vibrations
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interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0161] pOI IS A82-17814
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conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1311] p0487 A82-39092
Humerical solution of a problem concerning
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Computational and experimental studies of light
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transonic and lover supersonic speeds
p0033 882-11016
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mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced
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p0096 H82-13092
A calculation method for slender ving-body
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moment characteristics
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numerical aircraft design using 3-0 transonic
analysis vith optimization, volume 3. Part I:
User's guide to transport design computer programs
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Approximate method for predicting supersonic
normal force coefficient very-lov-aspect-ratio
lifting surfaces
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Accounting for thickness effects in the
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forces: Application to mug-fuselage interactions
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Experimental determination of flov-interference
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[FF4-TH-AO-I60I] p0406 H82-25230
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Tvo at a time - Flight test plans for the nev
Boeing airliners
[4144 PAPBB 81-2378] p0059 A82-I394I
Design of a crashvorthy crev seat for the Boeing
Vertol Chinook helicopter
p0079 A82-14975
Operational experience vith the fiberglass rotor
blade
p0279 A82-26388
The design, construction, and performance of
composite fuselage components for the Boeing 234
helicopter
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Becent advances in rotor technology at Boeing Tertol
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Aerodynamic research applications at Boeing
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Boeing 234 flight control development
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Fuel conservation uov improvements for
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Bestoration of performance. Bodels 727, 737. and 747
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Fuel conservation nov improvements for
existing production run transport aircraft
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Boeing's big, guiet 737-300
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certification
[AIAA 82-0745] p0336 482-30109
Full-scale flammability test data for validation
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The future of integrated CAD/CAD systems - The
Boeing perspective
p0167 A82-20278
Advanced simulation in commercial aviation
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Bestoration of performance, Bodels 727, 737, and 747
[SAB PAPBB 811072] P0233 A82-24406
SBL and EPHl noise duration coefficients for the
747 and T-38 aircraft
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B747/JT9D flight loads and their effect on engine
running clearances and performance
deterioration; BCAC H4IL/P and IA JT9D engine
diagnostics programs
[84S4-CB-165573] p052S B82-28296
Selected advanced aeroaynamics and active controls
technology concepts development on a derivative
B-747
[B4S4-CR-3164] p0588 882-32346
The B-747 flight control system maintenance and
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4BINC 429 digital data coaaunications on the
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Design evolution of the Boeing 757
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windshields for the new generation of Boeing 757
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laminates
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Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by
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p0228 482-24324
Mechanically-fastened joints for advanced
composites - Phenomenclogical considerations and
simple analyses
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Simulation of modern radar installations in
full-mission flight and tactics simulators
[DGLB P4PEB 81-103] pQ160 482-19272
4 new look at the Inpolev Iu-26 'Backfire'
p0180 482-21191
The bomber that radar cannot see
p0274 482-25874
Investigations regarding vortex formation at Kings
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Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance costs
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Corrosion control measures for military aircraft:
Present OK requirements and future developments
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Corrosion prevention methods developed from direct
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system program
[AD-A 107680] p0201 N82-17155
Standardization study for advanced aircraft
armament system program
[4D-4I0768I] p0201 N82-17156
Beduced performance and increased cost warrant
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[AD-A 112776] p0469 N82-27285
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Composite bonds improve thermal integrity
p0335 482-30004
Evaluation of sensitivity of ultrasonic detection
of disbonds in graphite/epoxy to metal joints
p0436 482-37080
Bonding procedure for Teflon seals
P0547 482-42792
Fabrication of boron/alnainum fan blades for SCB
engines
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Badone aerodynamic heating effects on boresight
error
p0231 482-26465
Full scale test facilities for radomes and antenna
windows
p028l 482-26467
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An investigation of the use of a propulsive
mag/canard concept for improved maneuvering
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2622] p0107 182-16905
Numerical design of the contoured wind-tunnel
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[4144 82-0568] p0236 482-21656
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experiment
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pOSOS 482-40895
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[BAL-TB-667T] p0034 H82- 11034
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[NASA-IP-1902] pOOttl H82-II39I
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pOI98 N82-I7I2S
Laminar Ploy Control. The Besearch and Technology
Studies 1981
[NASA-CP-2218] p030l 882-20149
Probability of laDinar flow loss because of ice
crystal encounters
p0302 882-20153
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[MASA-CB-I688<4<4] p0349 882-22209
Aerodynamic analysis of VIOL inlets and definition
of a short, blowing-lip inlet
[NASA-CB-165617] p0349 N82-22211
Experimental and analytical results of tangential
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[NASA-TH-82847] p0393 S82-24I65
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements
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A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
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C A S H B P4PEB 8I-FE-20] p0012 A82-10934
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Bndwall boundary layer flows and losses in an
axial turbine stage
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Casing wall boundary-layer development through an
isolated compressor rotor
CASBE PAPEB 82-GT-I8J p0420 482-35287
Secondary flows and losses in axial flow turbines
(ASHB PAPEB 82-GT-19) p0420 A82-3S288
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[ASHB PAPEB 82-GT-85] p0423 482-35331
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[ASaS PAPBB 82-GT-304] p0430 A82-35Q69
Improved solutions to the FalJuier-Skan
boundary-layer equation
P048I A82-38283
Comparison of experimental and analytic
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[AIAA PAPEB 82-1286] p0497 A82-40422
Estimation of simulation errors in the European
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Turbulence modelling - Beport of a forking Party
p0546 482-42547
Boundary layer transducers /OCL/ developed for the
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Comparison of experimental and analytical
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The structure of a separating turbulent boundary
layer. I - Bean flow and Reynolds stresses. II -
Bigher-order turbulence results
pOI29 A82-18776
Visualization of laminar separation by oil film
method
p0179 A82-20811
Effect of wakes of upstream stator blades on the
rotor of an axial flow compressor
p0276 A82-26208
Leading edge separation at delta wings with curved
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A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
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CBBB-PE-l22/S/POB/'37] p0252 N82-18I89
Three-dimensional separation and reattachment
[BASA-TB-84221] p0393 H82-24167
Comparison of boundary layer calculations for the
coot section of a wing. The September 1979
Amsterdam Borkshop test case
[NLB-BP-80028-0] p0406 882-25232
Flow control for a high energy laser turret using
trapped vortices
IAD-A115263J p0561 882-30547
An experimental study of dynamic stall on advanced




Basic studies of the flow fields of
airfoil-flap-spoiler systems
(4144 PAPEB 82-0173] p0184 A82-22060
Accurate numerical solution of compressible,
linear stability equations
P0382 A82-3357I
The effect of heat transfer on three-dimensional
spatial stability and transition of flat plate
boundary layer at Bach 3
P0581 A82-45877
Surveys of flow-field around empennage' of the NAL
STOL-research-aircraft model
(NAL-TB-677J p0198 882-17124
Stability of boundary layers with porous suction
strips: Experiment and theory
p0301 N82-20I52
BOOIDABI LAIKB TBltSZtlQI
The effect of the cooling of the wing surface on
laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition
at supersonic flow velocities
POI28 A82-1859I
Boundary layer transition and separation on a
compressor rotor airfoil
p0168 A82-20299
The effect of heat transfer on three-dimensional
spatial stability and transition of flat plate
boundary layer at Bach 3
P0581 A82-45877
Beat transfer from nozzles under the conditions of
flow laminarization
P0583 A82-46831
Stability of boundary layers with porous suction
strips: Experiment and theory
P030I N82-20I52
1-99




HI COBPBESSIBLE BODNDABI LAIEB
NT IHCOHPEESSIBLE BODNDABI 14IEE
NT LAHINAB BOOHDABI LAIEB
NT PLANETABI BOONDABI LAZEB
Nl THBEE DIHENSIONAL BODHDABZ LAIEB
NT TDBBOLENT BOONDABI LAZEfi
NT TBO DIHENSIOBAL BOOHDABI LAIEB
Aircraft excrescence drag
[AGABD-AG-264]
Aircraft wing trailing-edge noise
[NASA-CB-164952]




Analysis of small-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces in
ground effect
p0378 A82-32223
Approximate boandary condition procedure for the
two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0951] p0437 A82-37467
Numerical methods for solving boundary value
problems for noncavitating and cavltatlng flow
past wing profiles
p0483 482-38722
The use of analog computers in solutions of
inverse problems of heat conduction for the
identification of boundary conditions on the
surfaces of gas-tnrbine-engine parts on the
basis of temperature-measurement results
p0492 A82-39467
The analysis of the thermal-mechanical stress
conditions in axisymmetric rotating hot
components of /aircraft/ gas turbines German
thesis
p0543 A82-4I686
Nonlinear two-dimensional sail theory
[AD-AII0450] p0405 H82-25220
Hybrid state vector methods for structural dynamic
and aeroelastic boundary value problems
[NASA-CB-3591] p0567 N82-3I304





Durability evaluation of highly stressed wing box
structure
p0290 A82-27163
BBAKES (FOB ABBBSIING flOTIOH)
NT AEBOOIHAHIC BBAKES
NT AIBCBAFT BBAKES





Aeroballistic characteristics of sonobuoy
parachute decelerators limited to a length of
three feet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1950] p0007 A82-I0425
Escape systems decelerator technology
[4144 PAPEB 81-1913] p006 I A82-13966
BBAKIIG
Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems
conducted at the Langley aircraft landing loads
and traction facility
[NASA-TP-1959] p0254 N82-18204
Tire tread temperatures during antiskid braking
and cornering on a dry runway
[NASA-IP-2009] p0395 N82-24193
BHANCHIIG (BAIBEBAIICS)
The application of bifurcation theory to the study
of loss of control over combat aircraft
[ONEBA, TP SO- 1981-100] pOI29 482-18837
BRAZIIG
Chem-Braze abradable seal practical
p03«1 482-31048




D BOOHDABI LAIEB SEPABAIION
BBIDGES (SXBOCT0BES)
The stability of portable bridges carried on
slings beneath helicopters
[ABL/AEBO-BEPT-154] p0319 N82-2I213
BBISTOL-SIDDELBI BS S3 ENGINE
Baintenance problems associated with the operation
of the F402 /Pegasus/ engine in the AT-8A
/Harrier/ aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2656] p0109 482-16915
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
TSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2663] pOI57 A82-I922I
BBITTLB HATBBIALS




Broader bandwidth for thin conformal antennas
p0154 A82-19069
BBOADCASTIHG
FH broadcast interference related to airborne ILS,
TOB and THF communications
[BTCA/DO-176] p0268 N82-I94I9
Investigation of technical requirements
p0268 N82-19420
BOBBLE TECHNIQOB
Visualization of flow separation and separated






The behavior of composite thin-walled structures
in dynamic buckling under impact
p0513 A82-40976
BUFFETING
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in
buffeting flow
[AIAA 82-0641] p0337 A82-30138
Some remarks on buffeting of wings, wind
tunnel models
[BAE-in-STBDCT-980] p0319 N82-21216
Unsteady pressure measurements at stall and
buffeting






The employment of helicopters in Austria in
connection with large-scale fires in buildings
p033l A82-29585
STOL aircraft response to turbulence generated by
a tall upwind building
p0433 A82-3582I




A global atlas of GEOS-3 significant waveheight












Effects of elastomeric additives on the mechanical
properties of epoxy resin and composite systems
p0113 A82-17538
The preparation and characterization of mixtures





Analysis of the characteristics of a bypass
engine, with allowance for variable pressure
losses in the channels
p0282 A82-26496
Individual bypass throttling in fighter engines
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1285} p0419 A82-35IOO
Experimental performance evaluation of 'ventilated
mixers' - A new mixer concept for high bypass
turbofan engines
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1136] p0439 A82-37695
A-100
SUBJECT IB DEI CABBBBED BUGS
Becent advances in the performance of high bypass
ratio fans
pOSOS A82-40891
The cole and implementation of different
nacelle/engine simulation concepts for
Hind-tunnel testing in research and development
vorlc on transport aircraft
p0095 H82-13086
Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine
installation on a fuselage afterbody
p0096 H82-13093
BtPASSBS




Z-band vs C-band aircraft radar - The relative
effects of beamwidtb and attenuation in severe
storm situations
pOI65 A82- 19858
C band spectral tracking for FH/CH altinetry
p0435 A82-37035
C-U AZBCBAFT
Development of the advanced coaposite ground
spoiler for C-l median transport aircraft
p0495 A82-3989S
C-5 AZBCBAF1
C-5A unsurfaced tazi and off-load demonstrations
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2439] pOOSS A82-13875
A computerized system for the application of
fracture tracking data to aircraft oanageaent
for the C-5A military airlift transport
[AIAA 82-0760] p0336 A82-30II9
C-5A operational utility evaluation soil tests and
analysis
CAO-A105555] pOI33 H82- 14083
C-9 AIBCBAFZ
OSAF Bioenvironmental Noise Data Handbook. Volume
149: C-9A in-flight crew/passenger noise
[ A D - A I I 614S] p0601 N82-33153
C-130 AIRCRAFT
Results of T56 engine performance monitoring trial
in Hercules aircraft, February - July 1977
[ABL-BECB-ENG-TECH-HEBO-409] p0536 H82-29322
C-135 UBCBAFI
KC-135 Avionics flodernization Hot Bench
, [ A I A A 81-2105] pOOOl A82-I0081
KC-135 avionics modernization hot bench - An
evaluation of requirements and design for the
future
p0157 482-19244
Tanker Avionics/Aircrew Complement Evaluation
(TAACE). Phase 1: Simulation evaluation.
Volume 1: Besults
[AD-A110956] p0452 H82-26290
Tanker Avionics/Aircrew Complement Evaluation
(IAACE). Phase I: Simulation evaluation.
Volume 2: Crew system design
[ A D - A I 1 0 9 5 4 ] p0453 H62-26291
The Harshall Space Flight Center KC-135 zero
gravity test program for FI 1981
[HASi-TB-82476] p0458 H82-26350
C-140 AIBCBAFT
External aerodynamic design for a laminar flow
control glove on a Lockheed Jetstar wing
p0505 A82-40895
C-141 AIBCBAFT
Improvement program for the C-141 navigation
Selector Panel
[ A O - A I I I 4 6 9 ] p0408 B82-25248
Delta electrical load analysis C-141B JACC/cp
aircraft
[AD-A113761] P0524 H82-28283
Human-factors evaluation of C-141 fuel savings
advisory system
[AD-A114931] p0558 M82-30304
Simulation of the interaction between airdrop
platforms and aircraft rollers
[AD-A116370] pOS69 N82-31324
C-160 AISCBAFI




Aircraft cabin air ozone contamination and
compliance with regulations
Environmental Control Systems





0 COBPOTEB AIDED DBSI6B
CADBIUB BICKKt BATIBBIES
0 NICKEL CADOIOB BAflEBIES
CALCULATION
0 CO HP OTA TI OH
CALCOLATOBS
The application of programmable pocket calculators










The effect of erosion wear on the vibration
characteristics of axial-turbine blades
P0433 482-35874
CALIBBATIIG
NT BIND TDBNEL CALIBBATIOH
In-sitn calibration of flight heat transfer
instrumentation
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-ENAS-13] pOO I I A82-10901
Botor systems research aircraft /BSBA/ rotor force
and moment measurement system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2516] p0057 482-13913
Improved techniques for the calibration and
measurement of in-flight loads
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2502] p0056 A82-13924
VOB waveform synthesis and calibration
pO 106 A82- 16563
Performance calibration results for a Compact
Hultimission Aircraft Propulsion Simulator
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0254] pO 118 482-17866
Calibration pf seven-hole probes suitable for high
angles in subsonic compressible flows
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0410] p012l A82-I793I
B.F. calibrators for Doppler radars
p0150 482-18917
Calibrated and oncalibrated inertial navigation
system performance in valid and jammed global
positioning system environments
pOISI 482-21587
Pressure transducer calibration process
[SAE PAPEB 811076] P0233 A82-24408
Checking and calibrating variometers in place in
the sailplane instrument panel
p0330 482-29415
AFFTC standard airspeed calibration procedures
[40-4104830] p0088 H82- 12074
Wind tunnel test and analysis techniques using
powered simulators for civil nacelle
installation drag assessment
p0095 B82-13088
Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
[NASA-TH-84067] p0099 H82-13140
Ground calibration of a strain-gauged CT-44
aircraft (1979)
[AD-A 107847] pOI89 H82-16073
Numerical and flight simulator test of the flight
deterioration concept — —






0 COBPDTEB AIDED BAHOFACTDBIHG
CABBEB
NT IIHG CABBEB
Aerodynamic effects of shape, camber, pitch, and




Low-speed measurements of the static pressure
distribution and overall forces on a cambered
and a symmetric mild gothic wing of aspect ratio





















An investigation of the use of a propulsive
King/canard concept for improved maneuvering
[AIAA FAFEB 81-2622] pO 107 A82- 16905
Computational treatment of transonic canard-wing
interactions
[AIAA PAFEB 82-0161} pOI IS A82-17814
Bzperiaental structural testing on a composite
aircraft canard and its applications
[AIAA PAFEB 82-0409] pOI21 A82-17930
Control law development for a close-coupled
canard, relaxed static stability fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0180] pOt64 A82-19784
Flow visaalization using a computerized data
acgnisition systea
p0179 A82-20792
Ming-canard aerodynaoics at transonic speeds -
Fundamental considerations on minimum drag
spanloads
[AIAA FAPEB 82-0097] p0183 A82-22046
High angle-of-attack characteristics of
three-surface fighter aircraft
canard-wing-horizontal tail configuration for
greater stability and control
[ilin FAPEB 82-0245) p0184 A82-22074
Effect of downwash on the induced drag of
canard-King combinations
p0298 A82-28S18
Close-coupled canard-ving vortez interaction and
Reynolds stress acquisition
[AIAA FAFEB 82-1368] p0489 A82-39132
Calculations of transonic steady state aeroelastic
effects for a canard airplane
p0504 A82-40882
Tail versus canard configuration - An aerodynauic
comparison with regard to the suitability for
future tactical conbat aircraft
p0506 A82-40901
Test results of chordwise and spanwise bloving for
low-speed lift augmentation
p0515 A82-40999
Optimization of canard configurations - An
integrated approach and practical drag
estimation method
p0517 A82-41023
Kind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale
canard-configured general aviation aircraft
P05I7 A82-4I024
Hind tunnel neasurenents of longitudinal stability
and control characteristics of primary and
secondary wing configurations
pOSIS 482-41025
ainiaus induced drag of canard configurations
p0518 482-41116
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, voluae 2. Fart 2:
Fighter design
[AO-A110036] p0315 082-21182
Numerical aircraft design using 3-0 transonic
analysis with optiaization, voluse 3. Fart 1:
User's guide to transport design computer programs
[AD-AI10232] p0315 B82-21I83
Numerical aircraft design using 3-0 transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 3. Part 2:
Dser's guide to fighter design computer program
[AO-A110037] p0315 H82-21184







Aerodynaaics and performance of crucifora
parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPBE 81-1919] p0006 A82-10405
Experimental determination of parachute apparent
aass and its significance in predicting dynaaic
stability
[AIAA FAFEB 81-1920,] p0006 A82- 10406
Theoretical analysis of parachute inflation
including fluid kinetics
[AIAA FAFEB 81-1925] p0006 482-10410
The net-skirt to a parachute canopy as a device to
prevent inversion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1927] p0007 482-10412
Stress measnreaents in a ribbon parachute canopy
during inflation and at steady state
[AIAA FAFEfi 81-1944] p0007 A82-10420
Stress measurements in bias constructed parachute
canopies during inflation and at steady-state
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-1945] p0007 482-10421
Further test results of parachutes with aatoaatic
inflation modulation /A.I.a./
p0078 482-14965
A look at the Hoffman Triangular parachute - The
first successful glidable parachute
p0079 A82-14966
Aircraft transparency design guide
P0226 A82-24307
Vindshield system structural enhanceaent
p0227 A82-243I2
An analytical aethodology to predict potential
aircraft losses due to canopy birdstrikes
p0227 482-24313
Aircraft transparency bird impact analysis using
the HAGHA computer program
p0227 A82-243I5
The stressed state of a parachute canopy during
opening
P0333 A82-29820
Finite element analysis of through the canopy
emergency crew escape froa the 1-38 aircraft
[AIAA 82-0705] p0335 A82-30096
Finite-element modeling of a fighter aircraft
canopy acrylic panel
P0379 AB2-32848
Bethod for refurbishing and processing parachutes
[NASA-CASE-KSC-11042-1] p0537 H82-29330
MIS
Development of in-can melting process and














Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness
coupled, graphite/epoxy, cantilevered plates




Assessnent of aircraft capacitive circuit medium
wave antennas according to their efficiency
p0269 H82-19453
CAFACIIOBS
High voltage surge and partial discharge test to
evaluate aerospace eguipaent parts
pOOI6 A82-11740
CAPILLABI TUBES
Determination of selected distillate blending
solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel
matrices via glass capillary gas chroaatography
[AD-A105588] pOI35 H82- 14312
CAPHVB TESTS
HI STATIC TESTS
Harpoon missile captive-carry dynamic environments











Evaluation of fuel injection configurations to
control carbon and soot formation in snail GT
conbustors
[AISA P A P E B 82-1175] p04!7 482-35041
Carbon foraation by the pyrolysis of gas turbine
fuels in preflame regions of gas turbine
combnstors
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-84J p0423 482-35330
Investigation of soot and carbon formation in
small gas turbine combustors
[NASA-CH-167853] p0354 N82-22267
Bodeling solid-fuel Bamjet combustion including




BT SILICON CAB BIDES
CABBOS DIOIIDB L4SEBS
Numerical study of vibrational relaxation in the
turbulent mixing of jets in a supersonic nozzle
p0334 482-29880
C4BBON FIBEfl BBIBFOBCBD PLASTICS
Sophisticated aircraft structure developments -
Combat aeroplanes
pOOOS 482-10309
On the use of carbon composites in slat and
stabilizer construction
p O O I S 482-11468
Tensile fatigue assessment of candidate resins for
use in fibre reinforced composite repair schemes
p O I I 3 482-17531
Continuous filament advanced composite isogrid - 4
promising structural concept
p0288 482-27138
Composite materials with emphasis for aircraft
gas turbine parts
p0325 482-28590
Processing and uses of carbon fibre reinforced
plastics Book
p0325 482-28643
Elevator unit for the Alpha-Jet, made from
carbon-fibre reinforced plastic
p0325 482-28649
High temperature, short term tensile strength of
C6000/PBB-I5 graphite poljimide
[&I44 82-0711] p0337 482-30125
Use of CGHBP in transport Carbon and Glass
Hybrid Reinforced Plastics
p0435 A82-37061
CFC drive shaft and GFC coupling for the tail
rotor of the BO 105
p0439 482-37766
Tests of CFBP spar/rib models Kith corrugated web
p0495 482-39890
Evaluation of CFBF prototype structures for aircraft
p0495 482-39892
Fabrication of CFBP prototype structure for
aircraft horizontal tail leading edge slat rail
p0495 482-39896
On the bearing strengths of CFBP laminates
p0496 482-39930
Operation V10F - Development of a composite
aaterial mng
p0509 482-40934
4 one-shot autoclave manufacturing process for
carbon epoxy components
p0509 482-40935
4 supersonic V/STOL fighter design project
p0546 482-42545
Boisture gradient considerations in environmental
fatigue of CFBP
P0578 482-45479
4 CFBP taileron for the Tornado: Construction and
production horizontal stabilizer
[HBB-FB-212/KFK/POB/2] p0027 N82-10035
The ultrasonic inspection of C.F.C. carbon
fiber sine nave spars
[BDB-046S] p0214 882-17513
Characterization of the Airbus horizontal
stabilizers of CFBP construction and structural
analysis mth the finite elenent method
[HBB-OT- 13-81-0] p0255 H82-I82I3
Service life investigation of a sailplane mng of
CFBP construction
p0357 B82-22324
Development of materials and manufacturing
technology over the next 20 years: Composite
materials
[BBB-OD-34 1-82-0] p0527 B82-28365
CAB BOB FIBEBS
Lear Fan - The plastic aeroplane arrives
POI26 482-18348
Carbon-fiber composites - 4 fiber composite
material for highly stressed light-construction
components
p0240 482-24805
Technical and economic comparison of carbon fiber
tape and voven fabric applications
P05I4 482-40993
Carbon fiber reinforced composite structures




BC and CO emission abatement via selective fuel
injection
[4SHE P4PEB 82-GT-I78] p0426 482-35390




Carubarized high temperature steels
[AD-A116559] p0595 H82-32467
CABBOH TBTBAFLOOBIDB
Belations for the thermodynaaic and transport
properties in the testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
CN4SA-TH-83220] p0146 N82-15359
C4BBOB-C4BBOI COBPOSITES























ACBA - Fact or fantasy Advanced
Civilian/Military Aircraft
pOOI9 482-12048
KC-10 flight test program
p0076 482-14935
The cargo helicopter - 4 logistical vehicle
p0240 482-24717
Toward VL4 air-cargo service
p0296 482-28277
The potential of large aircraft
[4IAA PAPBB 82-0804] . p0376 A82-3I980
Very large aircraft mth alternate fuels - LH2
most promising
[AIAA P4PEB 82-0813] p0376 482-31986
The potential for long-range high-payload aircraft
mth alternate fuels
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0814] p0376 482-31987
Turboprop cargo aircraft systems study
[BASA-CB-165813] p0189 B82-16070
CARBIBB FBBQOBICIBS





A ne» method for constructing tiro-dimensional










Inalytical and experimental characterization of
the J10-14/1 cartridge actuated initiator for




Digital redesign of existing nultiloop continuous
control systems with application to IP-16
aircraft flight controller
p004« 182-13093
Cascade converter of dc voltage to ac voltage of
higher frequency with voltage and frequency




Hind tunnel tests on airfoils in tandem cascade
p0012 482-10987
End losses in turbine cascades with porous cooling
p0014 182-11434
On unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments of the
circular cascading blades /Experiments of the
outward-flow case/
pOI03 182-16040
leroelastic characteristics of a cascade of
mistuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
[1SHB P4PEB 81-DET-122] pO 16 I 182-19337
Prediction of aerodynamically induced vibrations
in turbomachinery blading
P0327 182-28986
1 high-frequency transonic small disturbance code
for unsteady flovs in a cascade
[1111 P1PEB 82-0955] p0374 182-31932
Hatheoatical modeling of unsteady separated flow
past solid airfoil cascades
p0378 182-32801
1 comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages
[1111 PIPEfi 82-1264] p04!9 182-35091
1 computational design method for transonic
turbomachinery cascades
flSHB PIPEfi 82-GT-I17J p0425 182-35348
1 mixed-flow cascade passage design procedure
based on a power series expansion
[ISHE P1PEB 82-GT-121] p0425 182-35351
In inviscid-viscous interaction treatment to
predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial
compressors with leading edge normal shock waves
[1SHE P1PEB 82-GT-135] p0425 182-35363
The calculation of deviation angle in axial-flow
compressor cascades
[ISHE PIPEfi 82-GT-230] p0428 182-35412
Heat transfer optimised turbine rotor blades - In
experimental study using transient techniques
[ISHE P1PBB 82-GT-304] p0430 182-35469
lerodynamic performance of high turning core
turbine vanes in a two-dimensional cascade
[1111 PIPEfi 82-1288] p0439 182-37716
numerical calculation of the flow in compressor
and turbine cascades German thesis
p0578 182-45222
Theoretical investigations and experimental
researches for higher subsonic two-dimensional
compressor cascade
P0033 882-11024
Subsonic cascade wind tunnel tests using a
compressor configuration of DC1 blades
[10-1104597] p0038 H82-11069
Self excited flow oscillation in the low pressure
steam turbine cascade
pOI42 882-15049
Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades
at low speed
pOI42 H82- 15050
Calculation of quasi-stationary aerodynamic force
acting on a cascade of oscillating airfoils in
subsonic flow
pOI42 S82-15051
Hnmerical experiments on unsteady flows through
vibrating cascades
POI42 S82-15052
On the numerical analysis of stall flutter in
turbine cascades
p0143 H82-15054
Control of vibration in aeroelastic cascade
experiments
P0143 M82-15056
1 method of characteristics solution for a finite
oscillating supersonic cascade with thickness
effects
p0144 B82-15060
Three-dimensional analysis of cascade flutter in
parallel shear flow
p0144 B82-15062
The effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady
aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a
cascade blade
pOI44 882-15063
Study of acoustic resonance of cascades sound
generated by guide vanes; wind tunnel "'
investigations ,
p0144 H82-15068
Correlation for secondary flows and clearance
effects
p0205 882-17189
Effects of Beynolds number and turbulence level on
axial cascade performance
p0205 182-17190
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume I: Description of
experimental hardware and test conditions
[1D-1II0332] p0317 882-21199
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume 2: Linear and annular cascade
summary data sets
[1D-1110333] p0317 B82-21200
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume 3: Data base system
[40-1110334] p0317 B82-21201
Thrust reverser for a long duct fan engine for
tnrbofan engines[M1S1-C1SE-LEB-13199-1] p0453 882-26293
Blade tip gap effects in turbomachines: 1 review
[1D-1111892] p0455 N82-26308
C1SC1DB IIID TOIIELS
Beat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle
guide vane
[ISHE P1P8B 82-GT-247] p0428 182-35426
lerodynamic performance of high turning core
turbine vanes in a two-dimensional cascade




Influence of casing treatment on the operating
range of axial compressors
(ISHE PIP BE 82-61-103] p0424 182-35340
Effect of the rear stage casing treatment on the
overall performance of a multistage axial-flow
compressor
[ISHE PIPES 82-GT-IIO] p0424 182-35344
cis trie
Precision casting for gas turbine engines
p0297 182-28313
International aviation (selected articles)
[10-1114422] p052l 882-28245
Idvanced casting: Today and tomorrow
aerospace industry components casting
p0528 882-28486
C1STOB OIL
1 history of aircraft piston engine lubricants
pOI63 182-19622
C1I1LISTS
Development of catalytic systems for the
conversion of syngas to jet fuel and diesel fuel
and higher alcohols
[DE82-000067] p0090 882-12255
Evaluation of hydrocracking catalysts for




Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82-OOI127] p02!3 1182-17401
Idvanced Low-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor





Investigation of crossdeck pendant catapult slot
interaction; proposed corrective measures
1-104
SUBJECT IIDBX CBITBIFU6U COBPBBSSO&S
[AD-A108109] p0258 B82-18232
CATASTHOPBB TflBOBI
Application of the tbeorj of bifurcations to the
study of the loss of control in combat aircraft
p0347 H82-22198
CATHODE BAX TUBES
The application of large screen CBT's, touch
panels, and voice to the flight stations of the
1990's
[AHA B1-2263] p0048 182-13482
Electronic flight deck displays for transport
aircraft
[AIAA 81-2264} P0048 i82-13483
Airborne color CB1 displays
P0073 A82-14823
Beducing reflections on the front surface of air
traffic control displays
P02I9 A82-233I4
Electronic flight instruaent systems /BflS/, the
instrumentation of the 1980s
P0242 A82-25324
Justification for. and design of. an economical
programmable multiple flight simulator
p0434 182-36969
The evolution of display formats for advanced
fighters using mnltimode color CBI displays
P0505 A82-40888
Hew image generators for the next generation of
civil aircraft
{SEE PiPBB fl11767] P0555 A82-44236
Electronic flight deck displays for military
transport aircraft
p0092 H82-U050
Color CBI displays for the cockpit
p0092 H82-13051
A prototype interface unit for microprocessor
based Loran-C receiver
[NASA-CB-164887] P0132 N82-14078
Integrated cockpit for t-129
P0366 H82-23225
CAOSES
Briefs of accidents, involving corporate/executive
aircraft, O.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138967] p0464 N82-2724S
Briefs of accidents involving missing and missing
later recovered aircraft, U-S. general aviation,
1979
[PB82-138959] P0464 H82-27246
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, O.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-I38942] p0465 H82-27247
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, O.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-I38934] - p0465 H82-27248
Briefs of accidents involving computer air
carriers and on-demand air taxi operations, U.S.
general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138991] P0465 H82-27255
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, O.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-I3898J] pO«65 S82-27256
Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built





Cavitation inception in spool valves ~
P0105 A82- 16428
Visualization of flow separation and separated
flows with the aid of hydrogen bubbles
POI79 482-20803
Numerical methods for solving boundary value
problems for noncavitating and cavitating flov
past ving profiles
p0483 A82-38722
Ose of the cavitation tunnel at the Dntch Haval
Experiment station (NSP), nageningen for the









0 CHABGE COOPLED DEVICES
CDC COHPOTEBS
HI CDC CIBBB 175 COBPOTEB
CDC CIBBB 170 SEBIES COBFOTBBS
NT CDC CIBEB 175 COBPOTEB
CDC CIBBB 175 CQHPDIBB
Design and implementation of a telecommunication
interface for the TAATB/TCV real-time experiment[NASA-TB-83231] p0132 B82-14075
CBILIIGS (ABCMTBCTOHB)
Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability
of the BASA Langley T/SIOL wind tunnel open test











CBLLOLAB BATEBIALS (101 BIOLOGICAL)
0 FOABS
CBBBBTS
Investigation into the utility of some gnick
setting cements for runway repair
[B-80-157/60. 7.0157] p0257 B82-18225




Improvement of fuel economy by flying with maximum
rearward center-of-gravity positioning
P0221 A82-23470
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft, volume 2: AFT C.G. simulation and
analysis(NASA-CB-I59098] p0145 N82-I5077
A study of flight control requirements for
advanced, winged, earth-to-orbit vehicles with
far-aft center-of-gravity locations[NASA-CB-3491] p0267 H82- 19226
CBNTEB OF BASS
The maximum flying range problem for an aircraft
P0342 A82-3I602
CEHTBAL ABEBICA
Badar mapping, archaeology, and ancient land use
in the Baya lowlands
[HASA-CB-164931] p0041 B82-11514
CBBIBAL FBOCBSSIBG OBIIS
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 8: Programs for
processing data on the central site computer[AD-A112900] P0527 N82-28310
CBHBIFUGAL COBPBESSOBS
CT7 - GE attacks commuter turboprop market
p0083 AB2-I5950
The performance of centrifugal compressor channel ,
diffusers(ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-IO] P0420 A82-35279
Investigation of blade vibration of radial
impellers by means of telemetry and holographic
interferoaetry(ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-34] p0421 A82-35295
Conversion of centrifugal compressor performance
curves considering non-siailar flow conditions[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-42] p0421 A82-35300
Casing treatments on a supersonic diffuser for
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors[ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-85] p0423 A82-35331
Liguid particle dynamics and rate of evaporation
in the rotating field of centrifugal compressors[ASBE PAPBB 82-GT-86] p0423 A82-35332
The effect of inlet distortion on the performance
characteristics of a centrifugal compressor[ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-92] p0424 A82-35335
Design and investigations of a three dimensionally
twisted diffnser for centrifugal compressors[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-102) p0424 A82-35339
On the performance prediction of a centrifugal
compressor scaled up[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-II2] p0424 A82-35345
Accuracy expectations for gas turbine and
centrifugal compressor performance testing(ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-128] p0425 A82-35358
Effect of impeller extended shrouds on centrifugal
compressor performance as a function of specific
A-105
CBSTBIFOGAL POHPS SUBJECT IIDBX
speed
[ASHB PAPEE 82-GT-228] p0428 A82-354 II
Preliminary experiments on a centrifugal research
compressor using a laser -2- focus velociaeter
(ONEBA, TP BO. 1982-62] p0553 i82-<»3756
Advanced compressor components- Phase I: 1978 to
1979 for aircraft engines
[BHFT-FB-H-81-025] pOI44 H82-15073
CBITBIFUGAL POHPS
Acoustic similarity lavs for centrifugal fans
tESA-II-712] p0603 H82-33172









Novel metal-ceramics-composite sealing coatings in
aircraft engines
p0240 182-24603
Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept mth
convection-cooled porous metal core
[NASA-IP-1942] pOI34 H82-14090
The contribution of thermal barrier coatings to
improvements in the life and performance of gas
turbine components
tPNB-90076] p0355 N82-2227I





Nev materials flj better and cheaper
p0342 482-31426
Ceramic component development for limited-life
propulsion engines
[AIA& PAPEE 82-1050] p O K I S A82-34979
Demonstration of ceramic hot-section static
components in a radial flow turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-184] p0427 A82-35392
Ceramic components for automotive and heavy duty
turbine engines - CATE and AG1 100
[ASHE PiPEB 82-GT-253] p0429 A82-35432
Ceramic turbine housings
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-293] p0430 A82-35463
Development of Ion modulus material for use in
ceramic gas path seal applications
[NASA-CB-165469] p0027 N82-10039
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine
[AD-A 106670] p O I 9 l N82- 16085
Chem-Braze abradable seal attachment to aircraft
gas turbine compressor components
[AD-A1II692] p0412 H82-25521
High temperature composites. Status and future
directions
[NASA-TB-82929] p0559 882-30336
Ceramic applications in turbine engines
[NASA-CB-165197] . p0565 B82-31158
Ceramic gas turbine engine demonstration program
[AD-A117088] p0610 N82-33395
CBBBBTS




The certification of digital systems
p0017 A82-11940
Ihe FAA's proposed helicopter certification rules
P0046 A82-13242
Ihe f-16/79 test program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2414] p0054 A82-13855
Determination of Learjet Longhorn airplane
horizontal tail load and hinge moment
characteristics from flight data
[AIAA PAPEfi 82-0183] pOH6 A82-17827
Official recognition and the significance of
simulators for safe flight operations
[DGLB PAPEB 81-094] pOI59 A82- 19271
The Boeing Plight lest Data System 1980
POI79 A82-20769
Application of damage tclerance technology to type
certification
[SAE PAPEB 811062] p023 1 A82-24388
Certification of civil composite aircraft structure
[SAE PAPEB 811061] p023I A82-24389
The impact and future direction of aircraft noise
certification
p0296 A82-28I50
737 graphite-epozy horizontal stabilizer
certification
[AIAA 82-0745] p0336 A82-30109
Certification of an airborne Loran-C navigation
system
p0433 A82-35876
Boeing's nev transports in a flight-test marathon
p0437 A82-37493
Simulator certification methods and the vertical
motion simulator
[NASA-CB-166252] p0089 N82-12082
Software considerations in airborne systems and
equipment certification
[BTCA/DO-178] pOI93 882-16759
Collection and evaluation of propeller aircraft
noise certification data
[DF7LB-HITT-81-20] p0270 H82-19958
Ihe impact and future direction of aircraft noise
certification
[PBB-90053] p0322 H82-2I7BB
Standards in aircraft noise certification
[PNB-90052] p0322 N82-22005
Civil (French/OS) certification of the Coast
Guard's HH-65A Dauphin
p0364 H82-23210
Evaluation of noise control technology and
alternative noise certification procedures for
propeller-driven small airplanes
[AO-At 16495] p0600 N82-33151
CESSNA AIBCBAFT
HI CESSSA 172 AIECBAFT
Nl CESSNA «02B ilBCBAFI
NT T-37 AIBCBAFT
The Cessna T303 Crusader




Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
[NASA-CB-1689 12] p0369 N82-23245
CESSNA 402B AIBCBAFI









Application of fatigue, crack propagation and
strain survey testing to the CB-46 aft rotor
drive shaft
P0238 A82-24705
CH-46 and CH-47 composite rotor blade lightning
protection testing
p0278 A82-26381
CH-46 fiberglass rotor blade repair program
p0278 A82-26384
CH-«7 BEUCOPTBS
Progress report - CH-47 modernization program
p0076 A82-14930
Design of a crashworthy crev seat for the Boeing
vertol Chinook helicopter
p0079 A82-14975
CH-46 and CH-47 composite rotor blade lightning
protection testing
p0278 A82-2638I
CH-47 fiberglass rotor blade design and fabrication
p0280 A82-26397
Flight demonstration of an integrated floor/fuel
isolation system
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-16] p0442 A82-37788
Ihe stability of portable bridges carried on
slings beneath helicopters
(AB1/AEBO-BEPT-154] p03!9 N82-212I3
Advanced internal cargo system concept
demonstration and evaluation
[A0-A111990] p0451 N82-26282
Non-complex item development specification for a
feasibility model of an electronic master
monitor and advisory display system (ERHADS)













0 FOLAB VANDEBING (GEOLOGY)
CBARBBL PLOI
Determination of losses in a channel with a sadden
expansion behind a diffusor
p0282 A82-26492
Siailanty parameters for the geometric structare
of a supersonic jet propagating in a channel and
in a submerged space
p0387 A82-31I32
The performance of centrifugal coapressor channel
diffusers
C A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-IO] p0420 A82-35279




Tangential sensitivity of ES receivers
p0012 i82-11020
CHABBBLS (DATA TBABSBISSIOB)
A polled contention multiplex systea asing
HIL-STD-1553 protocol
[ A I A A 81-2271] p0049 A82- 13487
Advanced fiber optic systems for avionics
applications
[ A I A A 81-2319] pOOSI »82-13518
A nodular multiplexed digital voice
interconmunications systea
p0068 A82-I472I
Techniques for interfacing multiplex systems
[AD-A10I457 ] p0098 N82-13135
Tactical Airborne Distributed Cooputing and Networks
[AGABD-CP-303] p0195 N82-I7086















0 BETHOD OF CHABACTEBISTICS
CBABACTBBIZATIOB
Characterization of an Experimental Beferee
Broadened Specification (EBBS) aviation turbine
fuel and EBBS fuel blends
[NASA-TB-82883] pOS9S B82-32504
CBABGE COUPLED DEVICES
A new angular deviation measurement device for
aircraft transparencies
p0226 A82-24308











Hodel test and full, scale checkout of dry-cooledjet runup sound suppressors
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1239] p04!8 A82-35079
Built-in-test Equipment Beqoirements Horkshop.
workshop presentation
[AD-A107842] pOI9S N82-I708S
F/A-18 weapons systea support facilities
pOI98 M82-17I20
Safety (aviation material) .


















Chea-Braxe abradable seal attachment to aircraft
gas turbine coapressor components
[ A D - A I I I 6 9 2 ] p04!2 B82-25521
CBBBICAL COBfOSITIOl
Efficient use of working fluids in aviation
hydraulic systems
p0082 A82-15724
NASA Broad Specification Fuels Combustion
Technology program - Pratt and Ihitney Aircraft
Phase I results and status
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1088] p04 16 A82-34999
The effect of fuel coaposition on groundfall from
aircraft fuel jettisoning
[AD-AI10305] p032l N82-21424
Thenodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 2: Compositions
corresponding to Kelvin temperature schedules in
part 1
[NASA-IP-1907] p0575 H82-32187
Theraodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 4: Compositions




























NT JET ENGINE FUELS
NT JP-4 JET FUEL
NT JP-5 JET FUEL
HI JP-8 JET FUEL
HI LIQUID FUELS






Improved penetrant process evaluation criteria




NT HEAT OF COBBUSTION '
NT BEAT OF FUSION
Consideration of mechanical, physical, and
chemical properties in bearing selection for
landing gear of large transport aircraft
[ASLE PBEPBIBT 81-LC-2B-3] p0126 A82-18412
Aeronautical applications of bonding[SHIAS-812-55 1-102] pOI39 B82-15010
A-107

























Aeronautics in China - in AIAA report Book
p0045 A82-I3150
International aviation (selected articles)






A storage device for subsystem maintenance
information
p0073 482- 14817
Very high speed integrated circuits: Into the






Design guide for aircraft hydraulic systems and
components for use Hith chlorotrifluorethylene
nonflammable hydraulic fluids








A status reviev of NASA's COSAH (Conservation Of




Formability of IHCOLOI alloy BA 956 - An oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy
p0385 A82-33994
Oxidation-resistant materials for hot-gas turbines
and jet engines. I
P0543 A82-41725
CBBOBIOB COBPOOHDS
An evaluation study of aluminide and














Improvement program for the C-I4I navigation
Selector Panel
[ A D - A I I I 4 6 9 ] p0408 H82-25248
CIBCOIT PBOTBC'IOH
Assessment or aircraft
susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning and




Trends in maintainability and reliability of
avionics systems vith particular reference to
DCAD Technical Publication 1/77
pOI06 A82-I656I
Simple vs. sophisticated TacAir avionics. II -
Soviet TacAir avionics technology
p0297 A82-28397
Beliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8A/TAV-8A Barrier head-up
display set, development of the signal data
















Visualization of laminar separation by oil film
method
p0179 A82-20811
Effects of intake geometry on circular pitot








Development of the Circulation Control Bing-Opper
Surface Bloving povered-lift system for STOL
aircraft
p0512 A82-40969
Development of an advanced no-moving-parts
high-lift airfoil
P05I2 A82-40971
Design integration of CC1/OSB for a sea-based
aircraft
P05I2 482-40972
Static investigation of the circulation control
king/upper surface bloving concept applied to
the quiet short haul research aircraft
[HASA-TB-84232] p0588 H82-32343
CIBCOLATIOB COHTBOL BOTOBS
The Circulation Control fiotor /CCB/ control system
p0280 A82-26400
An investigation of a stoppable helicopter rotor




The digital civil aircraft
P0017 A82-11938
Digital avionics: Promise and practice - An
airlines experience in the field
p0017 A82-11942
Public service helicopters - Is the grass greener
on the other side of the fence
p0045 A82-13238
Civil aviation in china
p0053 A82-13600
Progress in aeronautical research and technology
applicable to civil air transports
p0061 A82-13974
Selecting the post 1990 civil aviation
radionavigation system
P0122 482-18 It I
navigation system integrity and reliability for
civil aviation
pOI24 A82-18159
The city and aviation Bussian book
p0149 A82-18898
Airport radar systems Bussian book
pOISI A82-18975
The netvork of civilian air rescue in Germany
pOI52 A82- 19004
Analysis of selected VIOL concepts for a civil
transportation mission
A-108
SUBJECT IIDBI CZTIL MXaTXOI COIID
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2655] pOI57 482-19220
The procurement of flight siaalators at the German
Lufthansa
[DGLB PiPEB 81*093] pOI59 482-19268
Design possibilities for improved fuel efficiency
of civil transport aircraft
p0169 482-20514
The FS2 BAE Bedford civil flight research progranne
on components and system integration for
optimum 4TC
pOI70 482-20519
Experience and needs of civil and military flight
sinolator users; Proceedings of the Flight
Siaolation Symposium, London, England, April 7,
8. 1981
pOI70 482-20526
Advanced sinalation —- in commercial aviation
pOI71 AB2-20535
An independent vie* of where civil simulation
should be headed training siaalators for
civil aircraft
pOI72 A82-20537
Gateway diversity and coapetition in international
air transportation
pOI81 A82-21474
The emerging need for inproved helicopter navigation
p0182 A82-21591
FAA/HIS aviation roate forecast /ABF/ development
CAIAA PAPEB 82-0013] poiaa 482-22027
International plans for civil and military co-
ordination
p0220 482-23317
Air transportation of handicapped persons
p0228 482-24338
Airline flight planning - The weather connection
[SAE PAPEfi 811067] p023l 482-24386
Certification of civil coaposite aircraft structure
[SAE PAPEB 811061] p0231 482-24389
The application of NAVSTAB differential GPS in the
civilian community
p0235 A82-24645
Analysis of loran-C system reliability for civil
aviation
p0236 482-24650
The toll of IIS-preventable aviation accidents
P0242 482-25325
The future of helicopter flight control technology
p0284 A82-2682I
The micro revolution comes to civil air transport
p0329 4B2-29259
Beyond 2000 - The airlift challenge ahead
[AIAA PAPEfi 82-0815] p0377 482-31988
Becent developments in aviation cases
p0377 482-32055
Aviation accident investigation - Functional and
legal perspectives
p0377 A82-32059
Factors influencing settlement of personal injury
and death claims in aircraft accident litigation
p0377 482-32062
Principles of efficient energy use at Interflug
p0380 482-33250
Essentials of aviation management /2nd edition/
Book
p0383 A82-33648
Solutions to the aviation fuel problem
p0386 482-341 13
Technical trends in the civil aircraft and
helicopter industry ~
p0387 482-34120
FAA tests on the Bavstar GPS Z-set
p0435 482-37039
The DC-10 Chicago crash and the legality of SFAB 40
p0443 482-37832
The need for a dedicated public service helicopter
design '
p0482 482-38422
The national dynamics 'observer1 mini-BPV for
tropical operation
p0493 482-39734
Hen technology for the next generation of
commercial transports - Beal or imaginary
p0516 482-41007
Bepair and maintenance of buildings in civil
aviation Bnssian book
p0544 482-42059
Aircraft BSD in Europe - A perspective view
p0546 A82-42544
Automation of flight operational control in the
German Democratic Bepnblic
p0547 A82-42574
Survey and design of airfields Bussian book
p0552 A82-43603
Badionavigation for civil aviation
[SEE PAPEB 8117.60] p0554 482-44231
Be* image generators for the next generation of
civil aircraft
[SEE PAPEB 811767] p0555 482-44236
New trends and concerns in the airliner radio
equipment market
[SEE PAPEB 811768] p0555 482-44238
The Center Heather Service Onit program /CISO/
for civil aviation
pOSBO A82-45828
Computer Air Carrier Symposium
[AD-A104894] p0086 H82-12054
Summary of Federal Aviation Administration
responses to national Transportation Safety
Board safety recommendations
[AD-AI04922] p0086 H82-12055





Development test programs adapted to helicopter
engines
p0207 H82-17205
Impact of technology on avionics cost trends
[40-4108494] p0256 N82-182I9
Trends in airline avionics
[HLB-HP-80013-0] p0256 N82-18220
Bibliography of NASA published reports on general
aviation, 1975 to 1981
[HASA-TM-83307] p0260 N82-I9I32
FAA statistical handbook of aviation
[40-4109289] p0263 H82-IS198
Future of general and commuter aviation technology
and trade
[GPO-85-832] p0302 N82-20I59
Air traffic control en route computer modernization
[GPO-82-773] p0303 H82-20167
FAA air traffic control computer modernization
[GPO-82-375] p0303 N82-20 168
The benefits of data exchange between airline
and engine manufacturer
[PHB-90048] p0323 M82-22095
Developmental possibilities in civil aviation in
the Federal Republic of Germany
P0350 N82-22230
Socata: IB 20 Trinidad given German debut
[NASA-M-76706] p0352 B82-22247
The 1983 NASA Authorization, Volume 1
[GPO-9I-488-VOL-I] p0360 B82-23068
Civil (French/OS) certification of the Coast
Guard's Ha-654 Dauphin
p0364 II82-23210
Aeronautical information data subsystems air
navigation
P040I 882-25178
Airfield and airspace capacity/delay policy analysis
[AD-A 110777] p0458 H82-26326
Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by make
and model. o.S. civil aviation, 1979
[PB82-138892] p0465 N82-27252
Annual review of aircraft accident data: O.S. air
carrier operations, 1979
[PB82-134339] p0465 H82-27253
General aviation activity and avionics survey
[4D-4I12924] p0521 N82-28244
Cost analysis of the discrete Address Beacon
System for the low-performance general aviation
aircraft community
[AD-A112957] p0523 N82-28274
Haximizing South Carolina's aviation resources:
Identifying potentially profitable commuter
airline routes, volume 2
[PB82-139353] p0532 H82-29277
Executive summary of systems analysis to develop
future civil aircraft noise reduction alternatives
[4D-4I16467] p0602 M82-33I62
Effectiveness of the Civil Aviation Security program
[4D-4I 17671]
 P0606 U82-33362
Preliminary analysis of the benefits and costs to




ID Operational evaluation of head up displays for
civil transport operations. HASA/FAA phase 3
report '
[HASA-TP-I8I5] p0608 H82-3338I











Inverse SAB and its application to aircraft
classification
p0075 &82-14871
Kovats indices as a tool in characterizing
hydrocarbon fuels in temperature programmed
glass capillary gas chromatography. Part I:
Qualitative identification






Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air
radar detection of low-level vind shear
p0004 A82-1022I
, Aspects of clear air turbulence severity
forecasting and detection
p0579 A82-45823
Development of a clear air radar to detect
meteorological hazards at airports
[AD-A108236] p0260 H82-18835
CIEABAICBS
Optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft engine
controls
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1131] p0438 A82-37691
Correlation for secondary flovs and clearance
effects
p020S H82-17189
CF6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program: High pressure
compressor clearance investigation
[HASA-CB-165580] p03!7 H82-2I197
investigation of the tip clearance flow inside and
at the exit of a compressor rotor passage
[HASA-CB-169004] p0408 H82-25253
Blade tip gap effects in turbomachines: A revie*
[AD-A111892] P0455 H82-26308
CF6 ]et engine performance improvement: High
pressure turbine active clearance control
£HASA-CB-165556] > p0526 N82-28297
Multistage axial compressor program on tip
clearance effects
[AD-A107445] p0536 H82-29325
Active clearance control system for a turbomachiae
[HASA-CASB-LE»-12938-1] p0591 H82-32366
Botor tip clearance effects on overall and




Climatic laboratory evaluation ICH-47D helicopter
[AD-A115861] P0590 H82-32355
CLIBBII6 FLIGHT
Energy savings with today's technology
aircraft fuel management through in-flight
monitoring
p O I I I A82- 17282
Determination of an optimal control program for an
aircraft power plant during climb
P0334 A82-29845




Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system test and demonstration report
[AD-AI05317] p0099 H82-13141













Cloud top remote sensing by airborne lidar
p0379 A82-32920
CLODD GLACIATIOH
Aircraft measurements of icing in supercooled and
vater droplet/ice crystal clouds
P0433 A82-36054
Progress on low altitude cloud icing research
p03H H82-21147
CLOOD PHISICS
Besponse of cloud microphysical instruments to
aircraft icing conditions '
[AD-A112317] p0469 882-27284
An evaluation of the Bosemount ice detector for







Sanctuary radar with digital processor for
Doppler filtering and pulse compression
pOISO A82- 18906
Optimal target designation techniques
[AD-A 102937] p0293 A82-27709
A multifreguency adaptive radar for detection and
identification of objects - Besults on
preliminary experiments on aircraft against a
sea-clutter background
p0379 A82-32979
Doppler processing, vaveform design and
performance measures for some pulsed Doppler and
HTD-radars. II
p0390 A82-34671
The PAIBIOI Badar in tactical air defense
p0435 A82- 37031
Demonstration of radar reflector detection and
ground clutter suppression using airborne
weather and mapping radar
pOSOO A82-40532
Baximum-entropy spectral analysis of radar clutter
p0584 A82-47407
CHOS




HI SOLfBHI BBFIHBD COAL
COAL DERIVED LlflOIDS
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of
coal-derived Lewis bases on storage stability of
Jet A turbine fuel
pOI86 A82-22241
Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DB82-OOII27] p02!3 H82-I7401
Lov BOX heavy fuel combustor concept program
[HASA-CB-165367] p04!3 H82-25635
COAL GASIFICAIIDI
Laboratory-scale simulation of underground coal
gasification: Experiment and theory
[DB82-001063] p0528 B82-28470
COAL LIQOBFACTIOI
Jet fuel from carbon
pOOIS A82-1202I
Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DB82-001127] p0213 H82-17401




Jet fuel from carbon
pOOIS A82-12021
COAHDA EFFECT
Aerodynamic characteristics of the external USB
povered lift system using side fences for
enhancement of Coanda flov attachment
[HAL-TB-686T] p0349 H82-22212
COASTAL iAIEB
A surveillance airship for the Hew Zealand
environment
POI73 A82-20558
A - I I O
SUBJECT UDBI COCKPIfS
COASTS
United states Coast Pilot 9. Pacific and arctic

















NT THEBBAL COBTBOL COATINGS
COAXIAL FLO»
Bidely-spaced co-axial jet, diffusion-flame
combustor - Isothermal flow calculations using
the two-equation turbulence model




Where is cobalt irreplaceable
p0243 A82-25S38
A status reviev of NASA's COSAB (Conservation Of
Strategic Aerospace flatenals) program
[NASA-TH-82852] p0397 882-24326
COBALT ALLOTS
NT BENE 95 I
Torsional stiffness eleaent based on
cobalt-samarium magnets for a turn and bank
indicator
[BHFT-FB-B-8 1-044] p0470 N82-27292
COCKPIT SIBOLATOBS
Simulation of advanced cockpits
pOISB A82-19259
Data base generation for digital external viev
systems
[DGLB PAPEB 81-101] pOI59 482-19270
A simulator assessment of a vide field of viev
head-up display for presenting a FLIB sensor
image during lov level navigation and ground
attack missions
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0261] pOI84 A82-22079
Applying advanced technology to flight station
design
pOSOU 482-10887
A general aviation simulator evaluation of a
rate-enhanced instrument landing system display
[NASA-IP-1960] pOt3J N82-I4085
The role of simulation in the design process
p0249 N82-18154




Have we overlooked the pilot's role ic an
automated flight deck
[AIAA 81-2262] p0048 A82- 13481
The application of large screen CRT's, touch
panels, and voice to the flight stations of the
1990's
( A I A A 81-2263] p0048 482-13182
F/A-18 'Hornet' - One man operability
[AIAA 81-2266] p0048 A82-13484
Application of a microprocessor controlled cockpit
display for enhanced pilot control of flight
test maneuvers
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2510] p0057 A82-13908
The influence of smart computers on the cockpit of
the future
p0069 A82-14743
Airborne color CBT displays
p0073 482-14823
Flight ere* management and cockpit performance
systems
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Dynamics Panel Symposium on computation of
viscons-inviscid interactions
[OBEBA, IP BO. 1981-116] p0163 A82-19733
Aerodynamics of a transport aircraft-type
wing-fuselage assembly
[OSESA, rp BO. 1981-122] pOI64 A82-19738
Three-dimensional calculation of the flow in
helicopter air intakes
[OBEBA. IP BO. 1981-124] p0164 482-19740
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including
inviscid/viscons interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0352] p0164 A82-19797
Beal gas flows over complex geometries at moderate
angles of attack
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0392] pOI65 A82-1980I
Pade approximation applied to flow past thin
airfoils
pOI76 A82-20728
A perspective of computational aerodynamics from
the viewpoint of airplane design applications[AIAA PAPEB 82-0018] pOI83 A82-22028
Becent advances in applying free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flow
aerodynamics[AIAA PAPEB 82-0095] p0183 A82-22045
Isolated nacelle performance - aeasurement and
simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0134] pO 184 A82-22054
A split coefficient/locally monotonic scheme for
multishocked supersonic flow[AIAA PAPEB 82-0287] pOI84 A82-22082
Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortex method
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0351] p0185 A82-22094
Design of supercritical swept wings
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Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume 14 Book
p0234 A82-244I6
International Conference on numerical flethods in
Fluid Dynamics, 7th, Stanford University,
Stanford and Hoffett Field, C4, June 23-27,
I960, Proceedings
P0234 A82-24426
Problems of numerical simulation of unsteady
three-dimensional viscous-gas Clows in nozzles
P0242 482-25317
Transonic flow past thin wings
P0274 A82-25995
Aerodynamics - Betrospect and prospect /The 21st
Lanchester fiemonal Lecture/
p0275 A82-26098
Supercritical flow past symmetrical airfoils
P0275 A82-26I30
Effect of wakes of upstream stator blades on the
rotor of an axial flow compressor
p0276 A82-26208
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uniform shear flow
p0277 A82-26340
Computational fluid dynamics - The coming revolution
p0277 482-26366
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow
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Bore than meets the eye - The oil dot technigne
P0286 482-27111
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The relaxation oscillation in ramjet combustion
p0326 182-28738
A Schwarz-Christoffel aethod foe generating
internal flow grids
p0328 A82-29005
Computational aerodynamics - Its coning of age and
its future
p0332 482-29773
A system for the numerical simulation of sub- and
transonic viscous attached flows around
wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0935] p0373 A82-31922
The equivalent si a pie body /ESB/ aethod for
transonic wing analysis
[AI&A PAPEB 82-0936] p0374 A82-3I923
A high-frequency transonic snail disturbance code
for unsteady flows in a cascade
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0955] p0374 482-31932
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flow around a propeller
£4141 PAPEB 82-0957] p0374 482-31933
Calculation of the flow-field velocities of a
wing-body-stores combination in transonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0958] p0374 482-31934
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass
transfer. I - Steady flow over a slender wedge
wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0979] p0374 A82-31944
Subsonic 3-0 surface panel aethod for rapid
analysis of multiple geometry perturbations
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0993] p0374 A82-31954
Calculations of viscous transonic flow over
aerofoils
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A numerical study of the turbulent flow past an
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[AIAA PAPEB 82-0998] p0375 482-31958
Numerical investigation of supersonic base flow
with parallel injection in scramjet combnstors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1001] p0375 482-31960
Design of finite element grids for the computation
of the three-dimensional transonic flow around a
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flows at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1021] p0375 A82-3I974
A vortex sheet method for calculating separated
two-dimensional flows at high Beynolds number
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Hind-tunnel wall interference corrections for
three-dimensional flows
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Closed-form solutions of supersonic wing-body
interference
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Generation of three-dimensional boundary-fitted
curvilinear coordinate systems for wing/wing-tip
geometries using the elliptic solver method
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Aerodynamic interactions with turbulent jet
exhaust plumes
p0381 A82-33325
Accurate numerical solution of compressible,
linear stability equations
P0382 A82-33571
potentiality assessment of a parallel structure
for the solution of partial differential equations
p0383 482-33628
A new method for constructing two-dimensional
orthogonal and non-orthogonal meshes
p0383 A82-33630
The initial lift and drag of an impulsively
started airfoil of finite thickness
p0390 A82-34538
Analysis of two-dimensional internal flows using a
primitive-variable relaxation Navier-Stokes
procedure
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1083] p0416 A82-34998
Semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel
distribution downstream of a plain orifice
injector under cross-stream air flow
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-I6] p0420 A82-35285
CFD technology for propulsion installation design
- Forecast for the 80's computational fluid
dynamics in aerospace applications
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-2I] p0420 482-35289




A mixed-flow cascade passage design procedure
based on a power series expansion
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-I21] p0425 A82-35351
The calculation of deviation angle in axial-flow
compressor cascades
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-230] p0428 A82-35412
Transonic design using computational aerodynamics
P0431 482-35560
Application of computational methods to transonic
wing-design
p043l A82-3556I
4-7 transonic wing designs
p043l 482-35562
Transonic computational experience for advanced
tactical aircraft
p043l A82-35563
Extension of FLO codes to transonic flow
prediction for fighter configurations
P0431 A82-35564
A series of airfoils designed by transonic drag
minimization for Gates Learjet aircraft
P0432 A82-35565
Applied computational transonics - capabilities
and limitations
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Evaluation of full potential flow methods for the
design and analysis of transport wings
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On the vortex flow over delta and double-delta mngs
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0949] p0437 A82-37466
Approximate boundary condition procedure for the
two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex wakes
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A grid interfacing zonal algorithm for
three-dimensional transonic flows about aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1017] p0437 A82-37477
Hodels for a turbulent premixed dump combustor
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1261] p0439 A82-37709
Determination of rotor wake induced empennage
airloads
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-26] p0443 A82-37796
Improved solutions to the Falkner-Skan
boundary-layer equation
P0481 A82-38283
numerical methods for solving boundary value
problems for noncavitating and cavitating flow
past wing profiles
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Calculation of level flow using radial grating
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Numerical solution of a problem concerning
transonic flow past a wing-fuselage configuration
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Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation
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Computation of supersonic flow around
three-dimensional wings
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Transonic small disturbance code for body-wing
configuration coupled with full potential code
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A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
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Computational and experimental studies of light
twin aerodynamic interference
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An experimental and numerical study of 3-D rotor
wakes in hovering flight
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Estimation of simulation errors in the European
Transonic Bind Tunnel /ETH/
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Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept
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Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected
control surfaces by using a combination of 2-
and 3-D methods
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Turbulence modelling - Beport of a Borking Party
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Hodern compressible flow with historical perspective
Book
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Corrections for wall effects in ONEBA industrial
wind tunnels
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Euler equations
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The design of airfoil profiles with trailing edge
loading in transonic flow French thesis
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Bnmencal calculation of the flow in compressor




An asymptotic theory of separated flow past
low-aspect-ratio wings
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Investigation of the aerodynamics of axisymmetric
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The arbitrary gnasi-orthogonal surface method for
computing three-dimensional flow in turbine
machinery. 2. Calculation of the
three-dimensional flow with the S sub 1-surface
twisted
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Computation of high Reynolds number
internal/external flows
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Prediction and measurement of tine-variant,
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Experimental investigation of a transonic
potential flow around a symmetric airfoil
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Aeroelasticity in turbomachines conference
proceedings
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Aerodynamic response of a blade in pitching
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acting on a cascade of oscillating airfoils in
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Numerical experiments on unsteady flows through
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Computer aided investigation of turbonachine
aerodynamics and aeroelasticity
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A method for force determination from vibration
response measurements application to
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field over a delta wing
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Through flow calculations in axial turbomachines
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methods on the prediction of overall efficiency
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The two stage aero engine turbine
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Survey on diffusion factors and profile losses
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Bime ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance
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Three-dimensional separation and reattachment
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Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
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Comparison of boundary layer calculations for the
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A finite difference method for the calculation of
transonic flow about a wing, based on small
perturbation theory
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analytical models for aircraft design
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Solution to the hidden-line problem
p0024 A82-12803
Digital redesign of existing mnltiloop continuous
control systems with application to IF-16
aircraft flight controller
p0044 A82-13093
High voltage/high pover for airborne applications
p0083 A82-I5918
An aerodynamic and signature shaping technique for
developing advanced supersonic missile concepts
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0373] p0120 A82-17912
A fuel control system designers approach to gas
turbine engine computer model validation
p0158 A82-I9253
A CAD/CAB graphics system with relative daturns and
tolerances
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Application of structural optimization technigue
to reduce the external vibrations of a
gas-turbine engine
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Computer graphics for gnality assurance
P0167 A82-20276
Graphics in numerical control - The user's challenge
pOI67 A82-20277
The future of integrated CAD/CAH systems - The
Boeing perspective
p0167 A82-20278
CAD/CAB approach to improving industry
productivity gathers momentum
pOI8t A82-21375
Banaging computer aided desiqn; Proceedings of the
Conference, London, England, Bovember 19, 1980
p0229 482-24371
CAD/CAB in British Aerospace - Aircraft Group
p0229 A82-24373
High speed VSCF generator design consideration
computer aided design for Variable Speed
Constant Freguency generator
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A marine N4VSTAH GPS receiver
p0235 A82-24644
Hethod for engine-airframe integration using a
high-level computer-assisted engine design
system of the Apparat series
P0282 A82-26487
A CAD approach to cost estimating composite aircraft
p0288 A82-27I46
Computational aerodynamics - Its coming of age and
its future
P0332 A82-29773
Design principles of a computer-aided design system
p0333 A82-29829
Integrated structural analysis and design support
for advanced launch vehicles
[AIAA 82-0675] p0338 A82-30144
A giant step toward composite helicopters
P0341 A82-30294
CDS grows new muscles
P0384 A82-3389I
CFD technology for propulsion installation design
- Forecast for the 80's computational fluid
dynamics in aerospace applications
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-2I] p0420 A82-35289
On the influence of the number of stages on the
efficiency of axial-flow turbines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-43] p042l A82-3530 1
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Primary-data devices Bussian book
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The application of small propellers to EPV
propulsion
p0493 A82-39737
The use of lineanzed-aerodynamics and vortex-floir
methods in aircraft design /invited paper/
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A new Transonic Airfoil Design Method and its
application to helicopter rotor airfoil design
p0498 A82-40507
Optimum structural design for helicopters
p0502 482-40543
Engineering aspects of international collaboration
on Tornado
p0504 482-40878
CATIA - A computer aided design and manufacturing
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P05I4 482-40990
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Configuration Development System for aircraft
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Aircraft geometry verification with enhanced
computer-generated displays
p0514 482-40992
Mathematical aodels of rotor strength and
optimization in computer-aided design
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The application of geometric programming to the
structural design of aircraft wings
p0546 482-42546
Optimisation in miltivanable design
p0546 A82-42565
Aerodynamic computational procedures for subsonic
and transonic aircraft
pOSSO A82-43330
Simulation in connection with the development of
the Alpha Jet aircraft
pOSSO A82-43333
Interactive graphics design with CODEM
p0554 482-44223
Integral characteristics in the computer-aided
design of geometrical objects of complex
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p0582 482-46603
Parameterization in the design of surfaces by
aeans of Coons' method for computer aided
aircraft design
p0582 482-46620
An algorithm, invariant relative to the initial
data, for implementing the polynomial contonring
method for computer aided design and
manufacturing
p0582 482-46628
Bulti-variable analysis and design technignes
[AGABD-LS-117] p0029 N82-10048
Characteristic and principal gains and phases and
their use as multivariable control design tools
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techniques
p0029 H82-10050
LQG multivariable design tools
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The automatic matrix force method and technigues
for handling more complex computations with
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p0032 M82-10994
Snbcritical and supercritical airfoils for given
pressure distribution
p0085 B82-I203I
Hodeling and Analysis of Power Processing Systems(H4PPS). volume 1: Technical report
[H4S4-CB-165538] pOI36 H82-14447
High lift selected concepts
[HASA-CB-159093] pOI39 N82-150 17
Computer program for aerodynamic and bidding
design of multistage axial-flow compressors
[BASA-TP-1946] p0141 M82-I5039
Interactive-graphic flowpath plotting for turbine
engines[BASA-TB-82756] p0142 B82-15041
Integration of a code for aeroelastic design of
conventional and composite wings into ACSXBT, an
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design (IADES)
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Configuration Development System/HATAIB Beport
[AD-A 106727] pOI89 N82- 16072
A computer program for variable-geometry
single-stage axial compressor test data analysis
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Parallel computation for developing nonlinear
control procedures
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Integrated control design technigues
[AD-A 108223] p0257 M82-18224
A short takeoff performance computer program
[4D-4109861] p0304 H82-20179
numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 3. Part 2:
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Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In
Design (LOCID), volume 1
[AD-A111939] p0455 H82-26309
Automated optimum design of wing structures.
Deterministic and probabilistic approaches
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Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans, FT 1982
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Surface generation for aerodynamic applications
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An effective algorithm for shock-free wing design
[AD-AI16265] p0569 B82-3I322
A method for designing inlet distortion screens
for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an
interactive computer program
[AD-A116584] p0569 B82-31325
Design of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGI) synthesis
methods, volume I
[4D-41 15510 ] p0570 882-31331
Cost and benefits design optimization model for
fault tolerant flight control systems
CBASA-CB-159281] p0593 B82-32379
Automated procedure for developing hybrid computer
simulations of turbofan engines. Part I:
General description
CNASA-IP-185 I] p0600 H82-33020
Computational aerodynamics and design
[8ASA-TH-84257] p0605 B82-33348
Structural tailoring of engine blades (ST4EBL)
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Computer aided coordinate measuring systems in
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CATIA - A computer aided design and manufacturing
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Bridging the gap from aircraft to space computers(AIAA 81-2142] p0002 482-10101
Airborne associative processor /4SPBO/ for
early warning radar surveillance, command, and
control applications
[AIAA 81-2145] p0002 482-10104
The SIFT computer and its development Software
Implemented Fault Tolerance for aircraft control
[AIAA 81-2278] p0049 A82-13490
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Integration of computer graphics design with
analytical models for aircraft design
[AIAA 81-2J34] pOOOl A82-10096
Improving the MLS through enhanced cockpit displays
P0009 A82-10649
Solution to the hidden-line problem
p0024 482-12803
The electronic terrain map * A new avionics
integrator
[AIAA 81-2289] p0049 482-13498
Computergraphics for aircraft control
[AIAA 81-2313] pOOSI A82-13515
An advanced programmable/reconfignrable color
graphics display system for crew station
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[AIAA 81-23ID] pOOSI A82-135I6
Software considerations in the design of computer
generated flight displays
p0069 A82-14742
Airborne Electronic Bap Systems. I - Design
p0071 AS 2-14770
Coapnter image generation for flight simulation
pOOBl A82-15599
Experimental evaluation of a perspective tunnel
display for three-dimensional helicopter
approaches
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Sinalation of advanced cockpits
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Beguirenents regarding digital external view
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simulators
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Data base generation for digital external view
systems
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Coapnter graphics for quality assurance
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Graphics in numerical control - The user's challenge
pOI67 A82-20277
The future of integrated CAD/CAB systems - The
Boeing perspective
pOI67 A82-20278
Color graphics based real-time telemetry
processing system
p0179 A82-20771
Flow visualization using a computerized data
acquisition system
pOI79 A82-20792
Computer-generated images for simulators - The
cost of technology
p0699 A82-2288I
Managing computer aided design; Proceedings of the
Conference, London, England, November 19, I960
p0229 A82-24371
Application of computer generated color graphic
techniques to the processing and display of
three dimensional fluid dynamic data for




Simulation reaches towards reality ,
p0382 A82-33547
Justification for, and design of, an economical
programmable multiple flight simulator
p0434 A82-36969
Design and construction of a flexible autonomic
electronic display device for flight control
p0503 A8 2-40 569
CATIA - A computer aided design and manufacturing
tridimensional system
p05!4 A82-40990
Aircraft geometry verification with enhanced
computer-generated displays
pOSI4 A82-40992
Interactive graphics design with CODEB
p0554 A82-44223
A prototype interface nnit for microprocessor
based Loran-C receiver
[BASA-CB-164887] p0132 882-14078
Interactive-graphic flovpath plotting for turbine
engines
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Configuration Development System/HA7AIB Beport'
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Development' of a computer based presentation of
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Terrain model animation
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Integrated control design techniques
[AD-i 108223] P0257 882-18224
Simulator study of a pictorial display for general
aviation instrument flight
[SASA-TP-1963] p0304 882-20180
The 1981 Image 2 Conference Proceedings
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Hev techniques in data retrieval and display
color graphics
p040l H82-25I74
Flight-test verification of a pictorial display
for general aviation instrument approach
[SASA-TB-83305] p0452 B82-26288
Advanced training techniques using computer
generated imagery
(AD-A111979] p0479 B82-28007
Computer image generation: Advanced visual/sensor
simulation
[AD-A107098] p0479 S82-280I6
Aircraft geometry verification vith enhanced
computer generated displays
[BASA-Tfl-84254] p0531 B82-29268
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion
cue requirements in flight simulation
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Lou cost programmable multisimnlator facility
[AIAA 81-2229] p0053 A82-13534
Seal-Tine Simulation Computation System for
digital flight simulation of research aircraft
P0158 A82-19260
Telemetry Computer System at lallops Flight Center
P0290 A82-27188
A ne« class of routing protocols for a proposed
computer network linking tactical radar sites
P0553 482-"3893
Beconfiguration: A method to improve systems
reallability
pOI97 1182-17107
A reconfigurable change network for distributed
process control
POI97 H82-I7108
SIFT: An ultra-reliable avionic computing system
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P/A-18A tactical airborne computational subsystem
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Structures testing analysis real-time network
(STABMET)
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AUTOPILOT: A distributed planner for air fleet
control
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problems ''
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Sigh Order Languages /HOL/ for flight control
applications
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Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 9: Pressure
measurements updated
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A program testing assistant
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Transient measurements under electric pulse
excitation in 37 Tiggen aircraft
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Combining analysis with optimization at Langley
Besearch Center. An evolutionary process
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Commutated automatic gain control system
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A prototype interface unit for
microprocessor-based Loran-c receiver
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The Sortie-Generation Model system. Volume 4:
Sortie-Generation aodel programmers manual
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Design and implementation of OSAF avionics
integration support facilities
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Design of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGT) synthesis
methods, volume 2
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The Space Shuttle vehicle checkout involving
flight avionics software
[AIAA 81-2141] pOOOl 182-10100
Controlling the software/hardware interface for
the validation of avionics systems in flight
control systems
[AHA 81-2159] p0002 482-10116
The certification of digital systens
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Digital avionics systeas - The BAF experience
p0017 182- 11941
Ihe SIFT coaputer and its developaent Software
Implemented Faalt Tolerance for aircraft control
[AIA1 81-2278] p0049 482-13U90
Havy performance modeling techniques
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Ihe need for, and developaent of, a simulation
facility at the Naval air Test Center
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The design and implementation of a canned scenario
function for the F-16 dynamic systea simulator
p0066 182-14678
leather impact on Ion-altitude iaaging infrared
sensors in Europe - In availability model
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Digital siaalation of aircraft electrical
generating systea by aeans of Sceptre prograa
p0073 182-14820
The application of programmable pocket calculators
for computations during survey flights
pOIOI 182-16164
Transonic three-dimension viscous-inviscid
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Emerging technologies ID aerospace structures,
design, structural dynamics and aaterials;
Proceedings of the Aerospace Conference, San
Francisco, CA, August 13-15, 1980
pOOIS A82-12026
Ponder metallurgy superalloys - Aerospace
materials for the 1980's; Proceedings of the
Conference, Zurich, Svitzerland, November 18-20,
1980. Volume I
p0020 182-12495
National Aerospace fleeting, Trevose, FA, April
8-10, 1961, Proceedings
p0021 A82-12626
Kevlar composites; Proceedings of the svoposium.
El Segundo, CA, December 2, 1980
p0023 482-12646
Digital Avionics systems Conference, 1th, St.
Louis, BO, November 17-19, 1981, Collection of
Technical Papers
pOO<46 482-13051
NAECON 1981; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OB, Hay
19-21. 1981. Volumes 1, 2 6 3
p0065 A82-14676
Safe and efficient management of energy;
Proceedings of the Thirty-third Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Christchurch,
Nev Zealand, September 15-18, 1980
pOIIO A82-17276
PLANS '80 - Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, NJ, December 8-11,
I960, Eecord
p0122 482-18126
Noise-Con 81; Proceedings of the National
Conference on Noise Control Engineering, North
Carolina State University, Baleigh, SC, June
8-10, 1981
pOI28 A82- 18726
Aeromedical evacuation: Results, analysis,
developments; International Aeromedical
Evacuation Congress, 1st, Munich, lest Germany,
September 16-19, 1980, Beports
pOISI A82- 19001
Trends in aviation fuels and lubricants;
Proceedings of the nest Coast International
fleeting, Seattle, HA. August 3-6, 1981
p0163 432-19621
Energy management and its ispact on avionics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
March 19, 1981
pOI69 A82-20513
Pactec V - Plastics technology advances/1980
update; Proceedings of the Fifth Annual Pacific
Technical Conference, Los Angeles, CA, February
26-28, 1980. Volume 3
p0170 A82-2052)
Experience and needs of civil and military flight
simulator users; Proceedings of the Flight
Simulation Symposium, London, England, April 7,
8, 1981
p0170 A82-20526
Helicopter transmissions; Proceedings of the
Symposium, London, England, February 6, 1980
p0172 A82-20540
Airships and their maritime applications;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
Harch 10, 1981
P0173 A82-2055I
Design for military aircraft operability; -
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
February 7, 1980
p0174 482-20560
Flight testing in the eighties; Proceedings of the
Eleventh Annual Symposium, Atlanta, 6A, August
27-29, 1980
pOI76 482-20751
Institute of Navigation, Annual fleeting, 36th,
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, Honterey, CA,
June 23-26, 1980, Proceedings
pOISI 482-21586
Air Traffic Control Association, Annual Fall
Conference, 25th, Arlington, VA, October 19-24,
1980, Proceedings
p0219 A82-23309
Israel Annual Conference on Aviation and
Astronautics, 23rd, Tel Aviv and Haifa, Israel.
February 11, 12, 1981, Collection of Papers
p022l A82-23426
Belding technology for the aerospace industry;
Proceedings of the Conference, Las Vegas. HV,
October 7, 8, 1980
p0222 A82-2375I
Conference on Aerospace Transparencies, London,
England, September 8-10, 1980, Proceedings
p0225 A82-2430I
Bauaging computer aided design; Proceedings of the
Conference, London, England, Noveaber 19, 1980
p0229 A82-2437I
Aircraft electrical power systems; Proceedings of
the Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Anaheim.
CA, October 5-8, 1981
[SAE SP-500] p0229 A82-24376
International Conference on Numerical Hethods in
Fluid Dynamics, 7tb. Stanford University,
Stanford and Hoffett Field, CA, June 23-27,
1980, Proceedings
p0234 482-21426
Institute of Navigation, Annual fleeting, 37th,
O.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, flD, June 9-11,
1981, Proceedings
P0235 A82-24643
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 12th,
Hilliamsburg, VA. Barch 22-24, 1982, Collection
of Technical Papers
P0236 A82-24651
Australasian Conference on Hydraulics and Fluid
Bechanics, 7th, Brisbane, Australia, August
18-22. 1980, Preprints of papers
p0275 482-26176
Technology transfer; Proceedings of the Thirteenth
National Technical Conference, Mount Pocono. PA,
October 13-15, 1981
P0291 482-27UOI
AOTOTBSTCON '80; International Automatic Testing
Conference, lashington, DC, November 2-5, 1980,
Proceedings
p0294 A82-27876
Advanced aluminum and titanium structures;
Proceedings of the liinter Annual Heeting,
Vashington, DC. November 15-20, 1981
p0327 A82-28994
Soaring Society of America, National Convention,
Phoenix, AZ, January 14-18, 1981, Proceedings
P0330 482-29411
Fighting fire and other disasters from the air;
International Scientific-Technical Symposium,
Hanover. Vest Germany, June 11, 12, 1980, Beports
P0330 482-29576
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Haterials
Conference, 23rd, Sen Orleans, LA, flay 10-12,
1982, Collection of Technical Papers. Part 1 -
Structures and materials. Part 2 - Structural
dynamics and design engineering
P0335 A82-30076
Biennial Hind Energy Conference and Horkshop, 5th,
Bashingtoo, DC, October 5-7, 1981, Proceedings
P0383 A82-3370I
Formability of metallic materials - 2000 A.D.;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, IL, June
24, 25, 1980
P0385 A82-33989
International aerospace review; proceedings of the
First International Aerospace Symposium, Le
Bourget, Seine-Saint-Denis, France, June 2, 3,
1981
P0386 A82-34IOI
Symposium on Plows with Separation, Stuttqart,
lest Germany, November 23-25, 1981, Beports
p0483 482-38781
Remotely piloted vehicles; International
Conference. 2nd, Bristol, England, April 6-8,
1981, Conference Papers and Supplementary Papers
P0492 A82-39727
American Helicopter Society, Annual Forum, 38th,
Anaheim, CA, Bay 4-7, 1982, Proceedings
p0498 482-10505
International Council of the Aeronautical
Sciences, Congress, 13th and 4144 Aircraft
Systems and Technology Conference, Seattle, HA,
August 22-27, 1982, Proceedings. Volumes 1 6 2
p0503 A82-40876
1980 Conference on Propeller Propulsion, Dayton,
OB, April 22-24:, 1980. Proceedings. Conference




COBFIGUBiTIOS UTEBACTIOB SOBJECI liDEI
Annual Beliability and Maintainability Symposium,
Los Angeles, CA, January 26-28, 1982, Proceedings
p0545 A82-42I76
The Shock and Vibration Digest, voluae 13, no. 9
[40-6105062] p003l 882-10421
Ihe impact of new guidance and control systems on
military aircraft cockpit design
[AGABD-CP-312] p009l »82-I30i(8
Buggedized minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th BOLH
BIL-SPEC computer User's Group Conference
[BASA-CP-2206] p0138 B82-14829
Aeroelasticity in turbomachines •— conference
proceedings
[EPFL-ITA-IO] pO142 H82-15042
Technical evaluation report on the Aeroelasticity
in Tnrbomachines Symposium
p0144 N82-1S070










Seventh European Botorcraft and Powered Lift
Aircraft Forum
p0245 H82-18119
BASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and lilt
Botor Workshops. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and
Structures Session
[BASA-TB-84147] p0262 B82-19172
Cryogenic Technology, part 1 conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumentation
[BASA-CP-2122-PT-1] p0307 B82-20357
Cryogenic Technology, part 2 conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumentation
f BASA-CP-2122-PT-2] p0307 H82-20358
Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques
conference
[AGABD-CP-318] p0343 M82-22I54
Haintenance in Service of High Temperature Parts
[AGABD-CP-317] p0345 M82-22172




Current developments lighter than air systems
heavy lift airships
[SASA-TS-84744] p0394 882-24176
Future propulsion opportunities for commuter
airplanes
[NASA-ia-82880] p0396 H82-24203
Production of Sellable Flight Crucial Software:
Validation Methods Besearch for Fault Tolerant
Avionics and Control Systems Sub-forking Group
Meeting
[BASA-CP-2222] p0400 N82-24845
Proceedings of the l l th symposium on aircraft




Comparison of boundary layer calculations for the
root section of a wing. The September 1979
Amsterdam Rorkshop test case
[SLB-HP-80028-U] p0406 B82-25232
Jet fuel from shale-oil: The 1981 technology review
[ A D - A I 1 I 2 1 7 ] p0459 B82-26484
Proceedings of the 12th Havy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume I
[AD-A111763] p0463 H82-27225
Proceedings of the 1st Annual Rorkshop on Aviation
Belated Electricity Hazards Associated with
Atmospheric phenomena and Aircraft Generated
Inputs
[AD-A 107326] p0464 H82-27237
Impact of Advanced Avionics Technology and Ground
Attack Reapon Systems
[AGABD-CP-306] p0470 H82-27293




Accounting for thickness effects in the
calculation of subcritical unsteady aerodynamic
forces: Application to wing-fuselage interactions
t SHIAS-821-111-106] p0394 H82-24183
COHFI6BBATIOH HAIAGEHEIT
The shape of the air traffic control system of the
future - A 0.S. perspective
p O l l l A82-17280
Configuration management techniques for automatic
testing
P0295 A82-27893











Spin recovery training licensing requirement
[GPO-66-020] p0025 H82-10022
Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1981, part 1
[GPO-76-241-PT-1] p0030 H82-10062
Beview of defense-related vertical and short
takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft programs
[GPO-55-278] p0254 B82-18205
Aircraft collision avoidance systems
[GPO-79-431] p0264 B82-19201
Air traffic control en route computer system
[GPO-89-008] p0264 H82- 19202
Future of general and commuter aviation technology
and trade
(GPO-85-832] p0302 H82-20I59
Air traffic control en route computer modernization
IGPO-82-773 ] p0303 B82-20167
FAA air traffic control computer modernization
[GPO-82-375] p0303 B82-20168
Aircraft collision avoidance and air traffic safety
fGPO-88-545] p0303 882-20169
The 1983 BASA Authorization, Volume 1
[GPO-91-488-VOL-1] p0360 B82-23068
The first A in BASA
[GPO-89-476] p0410 B82-2527 I
Examination of the Federal Aviation





Summary of sting interference effects for cone,
missile, and aircraft configurations as
determined by dynamic and static measurements
[AIAA PAP BE 82-1366] p0497 A82-40395
COHICAL FLOB
Dse of high conical flow theory for the
determination of the pressure distribution on
the wave rider and its agreement with
experimental results for supersonic flow
p0154 A82-19197
Finite difference computation of the conical flow
field over a delta mng
[VKI-TH-140] pOI99 B82-17135
COSICAL BOZBLES
., The subsonic performance of practical military
variable area convergent nozzles
p0094 B82-13076
Comparison of acoustic data from a 102 mm conic
nozzle as measured in the BAE 24-foot wind








Photointerpretation key for pine regeneration

















Plight simulation consoles, aid or obstruction -
Objective evaluation of control consoles of
modern flight and tactics emulators
[DGLE PAPEB 81*097] p0159 A82-19269
Task analytic techniques: Application to the






0 VABIABLB FITCH FBOPELLEBS
CONSTITUTIVE EQUATIONS
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a
combustor liner
[NASA-TH-82846] p0398 N82-24501





Aircrev restraint and oobility test fixture
(AD-A108274] p0252 B82-18193
Current ADH restraint system status, trade-off
constraints and long range objectives for the
Naxiunm Performance Ejection System (HPES)
[ A D - A I I 2 6 4 5 ] p0464 S82-27238
Human capabilities and limitations in systems
p0534 H82-29297
COBSTBOCTIOB
Airfield construction - A reference book in
Bussian
p0584 A82-48264
Development and construction of pilot ejector
seats in Germany from 1938-1945
[DFVLB-FB-81-04] p0026 N82-10026




Experimental investigation of aeroelastic









Toward VLA air-cargo service
p0296 A82-28277
COSTAIIBBIT
Composite containment systems foe jet engines
p0435 A82-37062
COSTAal»A»TS
Aircraft cabin air ozone contamination and
- compliance with regulations
p0342 A82-31057








C band spectral tracking for FS/Ci altiietry
p0435 482-37035
COBTOUBS
Comparison of experimental and analytic
performance for contoured endvall stators
[4144 P4PEB 82-1286] p0497 482-140422
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endvall stators
[NASA-TB-82877] p0454 N82-26299
CONT8ACT BABAGBaSST
Trends in maintainability and reliability of
avionics systems vita particular reference to
DCAD Technical Publication 1/77
p0106 482-16561
Durability and damage tolerance control plans for
OSAF aircraft
[41A A 82-0679] p0338 A82-30147
COBIBULS





Control of vibration in aeroelastic cascade
experiments
P0143 N82-15056
Beliability and maintainability analysis of
flnidic back-up flight control system and
components
[AD-A110496] p0474 B82-27320




Flat panel developments for future military aircraft
(4144 81-2302] pOOSO 482-13507
An integrated control panel utilizing a
programmable varistor-multiplexed dichroic
liquid crystal display
(AIAA 81-2303] pOOSO A82- 13508
Advanced technology DFCS control panel for the L-
1011-500
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2240] p0328 A82-29000
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, human engineering summary report
(AD-A 104244] p0037 H82-II065
Tanker avionics and aircrew complement evaluation
p0093 N82-13063
F/A 18 Hornet crev station
p0093 N82- 13064
Controls and displays for all-weather operation of
helicopters
(HBB-DD-3 19-8 1-0] p0354 H82-22260
Controls
p0534 N82-29301




Direct digital design method for recoufignrable
multivariable control lavs for the A-7D Digitac
II aircraft
p0074 A82-14828
Flight mechanics - Modern aircraft design and
control concepts German book
p O I 2 l A82-I795I
Hission-adaptive ving flight demonstration program
[S4E PAPEB 811035] p0232 482-24399
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
( A I A A PAPEfi 80-077QJ p0298 482-28513
Investigation of the aerodynamic-contour method
with control functions in the form of smooth
constant-sign contours
p0333 A82-2983I
Bigid body-structural mode coupling on a forward
swept wing aircraft
[ A I A A 82-0683] p0338 A82-30150
Application of optimal control techniques to
aircraft flutter suppression and load alleviation
[AIAA 82-0724] p0340 A82-30173
Design and flight testing of digital direct
side-force control lavs
(AIAA 82-1521] p0484 A82-3894 I
X-29A flight control system design experiences
[ A I A A 82-1538] p0486 482-39003
Design and analysis of a multivariable control
system for a CCV-type fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1350] p0488 A82-39I2I
Progress at Douglas on laminar flov control
applied to commercial transport aircraft
pOSII A82-40958
Begnirements and possible design choices for
improving the operation of aircraft in the
terminal control area
P0544 482-11881
Implicit model-foliowing technigue - Application
to the design of longitudinal stability
augmentation systems
pOSSI A82-43571
A study of flight control requirements for




COHIBOL DEVICES SUBJECT I1DBX
Control lav design to aeet constraints using
SINPAC-synthesis package for active controls
[HASA-TH-83264] p0356 H82-22280
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal tail loads, of a control
configured jet transport with relaxed static
stability
P045S 1182-26313
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced
display concepts for the F-16 control configured
vehicle
p0563 H82-30859
Integrative application of active controls (IAAC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport








Considerations and applications for the use of
flnidics in aerospace controls
p0019 482-12087
The interface of multifunction controls and
displays to tomorrow's avionics
[ A I A A 81-2290] pOO«9 482-13499
The use of separated multifunction inertial
sensors for flight control
[AIAA 81-2295] pOOSO 482-13502
The integration of control and display concepts
for improved pilot situational awareness
p006I A82- 13972
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
p022l A82-23441
F/A-18 weapon system development
p0223 A82-23774
Fatigue test of the typical main rotor controls
component
p0240 482-24715
4FU4L turbine engine controls research and
development - Present and future
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0321] p0242 A82-25050
TDBBOTBAHS - A programming language for the
performance simulation of arbitrary gas turbine
engines with arbitrary control systems
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-200] p0427 A82-35396
Simplified digital design tools
P0435 A82-37034
Generic faults and design solutions for
flight-critical systems
( A I A A 82-1595] p0485 A82-38980
Primary-data devices Bussian book
p0491 A82-39279
Flight experience with a backup flight-control
system for the BiHAT research vehicle
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1541] p0497 A82-40429
Theoretical and experimental investigation of some
nonlinear characteristics of electrohydraulic
servovalves German thesis
P0552 A82-43660
Management of redundancy in flight control systems
using optimal decision theory
p0039 H82-11084
The impact of new guidance and control systems on
military aircraft cockpit design
[ASABD-CP-312] p0091 H82-13048
Integration of controls and displays in OS Army
helicopter cockpits
p0092 H82-13053
A standard control display unit for multi-aircraft
application
p0092 H82-13054
Sensor failure detection system for the F100
turbofan engine
[HASA-CB-165515] pOlOO H82-13145
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
wind tunnel
[AD-A106272] p O I 9 2 882-16096
Three-engine control system for the prototype
Eh-101 helicopter
[4EBG-9/81-I568L] p0246 H82- 18 135
Beans for controlling aerodynamically induced twist
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0523 H82-28279
The B-747 flight control system maintenance and










An approach to robust nonlinear control design
with illustration of J-85 turbojet engine
simulation
p0045 482-13128
Avionics systems simulation for, the Horthrop
F/A-181 aircraft
[AIAA 81-2274] p0049 A82-13488
Modeling procedures for handling gualities
evaluation of flexible aircraft
p0061 A82-13968
Heal-tine simulation of helicopter IFB approaches
into major terminal areas using BH4V, MLS, and
CDTI
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0260] p O I I S A82-17868
The use of adaptive control for helicopter
trajectories in search operations
pOI54 A82-19065
Modelling of target radar scattering with
application to guidance simulation
P0175 482-20570
Propulsion system controls design'and simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0322] p0185 A82-22091
The simulation study on a redundant flight control
syscem
p0185 A82-22I20
Evaluation of a multivanable control design on a
variable cycle engine simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1077] p0438 A82-37682
Piloted simulator evaluation of a relaxed static
stability fighter at high angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1295] p0486 A82-39082
Sensor stabilisation reguirements of BPV's - A
simulation study
P0494 A82-39741
The design of a BPV ground station simulator
p0495 A82-39750
Statistical analysis of piloted simulation of real
time trajectory optimization algorithms
P0549 A82-43261
Use of DPVLB in-flight simulator HFB 320 Hansa for
handling qualities investigations
P0577 A82-45146
A general aviation simulator evaluation of a
rate-enhanced instrument landing system display
[HASA-TP-1960] pOI33 H82-14085
Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[HASA-CB-168931] p0396 H82-24206
COHIBOL SIABILITI
The use of observers on relaxed static stability
aircraft
p0068 A82-14740
Flutter mode suppression using hyperstable feedback
• [ A I A A PAPEB 82-0368] pO120 A82-17908
Modal control of relaxed static stability aircraft
[AIAA 82-1524] p0484 A82-38944
Characteristic and principal gains and phases and
their use as multivariable control design tools
generalizing Hygnist and root-locus diagram
techniques
p0029 H82-10050
Design of high integrity multivariable control
systems
P0030 H82-10055
In-flight investigation of the effects of pilot
location and control system design on airplane
flying qualities for approach and -landing
[HASA-CB-1631 15] pOI45 H82-15074
A control model for maneuvering flight for
application to a computer-flight testing program
p0249 H82-I8I53
Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled system flight
control
[HASA-CASE-FBC-I I04I - I ] p0259 H82-18493
Effect of nozzle and vertical-tail variables on
the performance of a 3-snrface F-15 model at




Simulator investigations of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
A-134
SUBJECT INDEX COBTBOLLABILITI
systems for helicopter terrain flight
[Alii 82-1522] p0484 162-38942
Ground calibration of a strain-gauged CT-4A
aircraft (1979)
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Direct digital design aethod for reconfigurable
multivariable control lavs for the A-70 Digitac
II aircraft
p0074 A82-14828
stress intensity factor measurements in composite
sandwich structures
pOI 13 A82- 17535
Concerning the calculation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of mechanized vings
p0127 A82-18589
King/control surface flutter analysis using
experimentally corrected aerodynamics
P0283 182-26569
Analysis of a muitihinged empennage nth allowance
for shear strain
P0333 A82-29834
Method for the measurement of elastic deformations
of aircraft models in a. vind tunnel
p0388 A82-34I62
The use of differential pressure feedback in an
automatic flight control system
[Alii 82-1596] p0485 182-38981
Analysis of jet transport vings vith deflected
control surfaces by using a combination of 2-
and 3-0 methods
p0517 A82-4I022
3u the kernel function collocation aethod in
steady subsonic flow for ving vith control
surfaces
P0042 H82-12023
Force and moment, flov-visualization and
boundary-layer tests on a shuttle orbiter model
at Hach 6
CNASA-TP-1952] p0097 B82- 13106
Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless missile at Bach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.
Volume I: Trapezoidal tail
[NASA-TB-80097] p0098 S82-13 110
A program to evaluate a control system based on
feedback of aerodynamic pressure differentials
[NASA-CB-163466] p0191 N82-16089
Influence of strakes on coefficients of
longitudinal stability
CHBB-FE-122/S/POB/22] p0319 H82-21215
Eigenspace technigues for active flutter suppression
[HASA-CB-168931] p0396 N82-24206
Use of the pseudo-inverse for design of a
reconfigurable flight control system
C A D - A 1 1 I 1 7 2 ] P0409 N82-25264
Electromechanical Actuation Development Program
(EADP) . Power control development




Design considerations for the direct digital
control of dry-tuned gyroscope
p O O I 7 A82- 11933
Control of electromechanical actuator eleaents for
flight vehicles Bussian book
p0020 A82-I2I70
Bobust flight control - A design example
p0082 A82-15S45
An application of total synthesis to robust
coupled design turbojet engine control
P0154 182-19061
Analysis and optimization of control systems in
piloted flight vehicles Bussian book
p O O O l 182-22398
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
(1IAA PAPEB 82-0320] p0282 482-26526
Development of a control lav for the alleviation
of maneuver loads on an elastic aircraft
p0388 A82-34144
A practical approach to the design of
mnltivariable control strategies for gas turbines
(1SBE P1PEB 82-GT-150] p0426 182-35374
Application of multivariable model following
method to flight controller
[AIA1 P1PEB 82-1349] p0488 182-39120
1 modern approach to pilot/vehicle analysis and
the Neal-Smith criteria
[1IAA PAPEB 82-1357] p0489 482-39125
Control of the operations of a 'flight complex*
fiussian on ground installations to aid air
and space navigation
p0577 A82-45213
Theory and applications of optimal control in
aerospace systems
[AG1BD-AG-251] , p0038 U82-11073
An introduction to stochasic optimal control theory
p0038 N82-11076
Computational methods of robust controller design
for aerodynamic flutter suppression
[SASA-CB-164983] p0089 N82- 12080
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
[AD-A104877] p0089 N82-12081
Parallel computation for developing nonlinear
control procedures
(AD-1107914] p0209 N82- 17227
The influence of sensor and actuator
characteristics on overall helicopter 1FCS design
p0251 N82-I8171
Digital command augmentation for
lateral-directional aircraft dynamics
[10-1110274] p0319 N82-21214
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[HASl-TH-82815] p0354 N82-22262
Application of modal control to wing-flutter
suppression
[SAS1-TP-1983] p0396 H82-24209
Tactical systems approach to interdiction of 2nd
echelon moving targets using real time sensors
p0472 N82-27306
Digital command augmentation for lateral
directional aircraft dynamics
[AD-A107264] p0474 N82-2732I
Applications to aeronautics of the theory of
transformations of nonlinear systems
[N1SA-TB-84249] p0540 N82-30013
Design of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGI) synthesis
methods, volume 1
[10-1115510] p0570 N82-3133I
Design of analytical failure detection using
secondary observers
[NASA-TB-84284] p0590 S82-32362
System optimization by periodic control
[AD-A 1178 15] -p06H B82-33402
COII10L VALVES
Cavitation inception in spool valves
p O I O S A82-16428
An ejector augmented choking valve for the
metering and control of inlet and bleed duct flovs
[AIAA 82-0575] p0236 A82-24659
Flight tests of a 5E and DCI direct drive fly by
mre flight control system
[AD-A117244] p0611 B82-33401
COITBOLLABILItl
Flight test experience vith high-alpha control
system technigues on the F-14 airplane
[ A I A A P1PEB 81-2505] p0057 182-13906
Comparison of lov-speed handling qualities in
ground-based and in-flight simulator tests
[4144 PAPEB 81-2478] p0059 482-13936
Modeling procedures for handling qualities
evaluation of flexible aircraft
pOObl 182-13968
1-135
COBTBOLLED ATBOSPHBBBS SOBJKCT IBDBX
In-flight deflection measurement of the HiHAT
aeroelastically tailored wing
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2450] P0063 482-14381
Enhanced aircraft handling qualities bj
longitudinal dynamics node decoupling
P0074 A82-14826
Analytical control Ian for desirable aircraft
lateral handling qualities
P0183 482-21941
Pilot models for discrete maneuvers
[4144 82-1519] P0484 482-38940
Simulator investigations of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for helicopter terrain flight
[AIAA 82-1522] P0484 482-38942
Handling gualities criteria for flight path
control of v/SIOL aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1292] p0486 482-39081
In-Flight investigation of large airplane flying
qualities for approach and landing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1296] P0486 482-39083
Guidance foe the use of equivalent systems with
HIL-F-8785C for aircraft flight control
systems
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1355] P0489 A82-39124
Flying qualities requirements for roll CAS systems
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1356] P0496 A82-40287
Requirements and possible design choices for
improving the operation of aircraft in the
terminal control area
P0544 A82-4188I
Theoretical investigation of the influence of
spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of an
aircraft with direct lift control
[ESA-TI-681] P0027 B82-10036
Limited evaluation of an F-I4A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect control system in
the landing configuration
[BASA-TH-81972] pOIQO 882-13148
In-flight investigation of the effects of pilot
location and control system design on airplane
flying qualities for approach and landing
[BASA-CB-163115] pO 145 H82- 15074
Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure
p0203 H82-I7168
A translational velocity command system for VIOL
lov speed flight
tBASA-Tn-84215] P0305 H82-20186
A review of recent AGABD Symposia on the Angle of




VIOL and VSTOL handling qualities specifications,
an overview of the current status
P0364 882-23209
A helicopter handling-qualities study of the
effects of engine response characteristics,
height-control dynamics, and excess power on
nap-of-the-Earth operations
P0365 882-23214
Unified results of several analytical and
experimental studies of helicopter handling
qualities in visual terrain fliqht
P0365 B82-23215
An assessment of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for night nap-of-Earth flight using
piloted simulation
P0365 V82-232I6
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using
analytical models of the human pilot
[BASA-TH-84233] P0396 B82-24208
notes on lateral-directional pilot induced
oscillations
[ A D - A I I 3 9 9 6 ] P0474 882-27322
Evaluations of helicopter instrument-flight
handling qualities
[ A D - A I I 4 0 0 4 ] P0524 882-28285
Analytical and simulator study of advanced transport
[BASA-CB-3572] p0526 882-28298
A discussion of the flying quality requirements of
a basic training aircraft
[AD-A114805] P0536 H82-293I8
Effects of higher order control systems on









Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
p022l A82-2344I
A practical approach to the design of ,
multivariable control strategies for gas turbines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-150] p0426 A82-35374
Redundant control unit for an advanced multispool
engine
p0515 A82-40998
Programmable controller system for wind tunnel
diversion vanes
P0543 A82-41846
Multi-variable analysis and design techniques
[AGABD-LS-117 ] p0029 882-10048
The need for maltivariable design and analysis
techniques
p0029 882-10049
Feedback and minimal sensitivity
p0030 B82-10058
Development of multivariable controllers for
aircraft turbine engines
p0040 B82-II087
Computational methods of robust controller design
for aerodynamic flutter suppression
[SASA-CB-164983] p0089 B82-12080
An investigation of multi-axis isometric side-arm
controllers in a variable stability helicopter
[AO-A106759] p0209 882-17226
Self-tuning regulators for multicyclic control of
helicopter vibration
[8ASA-1P-I996] p0305 882-20188
An assessment of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for night nap-of-Earth flight using
piloted simulation
p0365 882-23216
Some piloting experiences with multifunction
isometric side-arm controllers in a helicopter
P0365 H82-23218
Active flutter suppression using optical output
feedback digital controllers
[BASA-CB-165939] p0592 882-32375






Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous metal core
[BASA-TP-1942] pOI34 882-14090
COBTBCTIOB COBBBBIS
Considerations for optimum siting of BEXBAD to
detect convective phenomena hazardous to




Mesoscale convective weather systems and aviation
operations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0015] p0114 A82- 17733
The Joint Airport leather Studies project
investigation of convective microbursts
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0017] pO 114 482-17734
COSFBCTITB BUT TBIBSFEH
Finite element thermal analysis of
convectively-cooled aircraft structures
p0325 A82-28565
Measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. I - Description, analysis
and experimental verification of a technique for
use in hostile environments
[ASHB PAPEB 82-GI-174] p0426 A82-35387
Beasurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. II - Applications of the
technique described in part I and comparisons
with results from a conventional measuring
technique and predictions
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-175] p0426 A82-35388
The use of analog computers in solutions of
inverse problems of heat conduction for the
identification of boundary conditions on the
surfaces of gas-tnrbine-engine parts on the




Heat transfer froa nozzles under the conditions of
, floH liiBinanzation
p0583 A82-46831








Performance assessment of an advanced reheated
turbo fan engine
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2447] p0055 182-13879
Pressure dependence of jet noise and silencing of
blow-offs
P0167 482-20266
The subsonic performance of practical nilitary
variable area convergent nozzles
p0094 N82-13076
Comparison of different nozzle concepts for a
reheated tnrbofan
p0094 N82-13077
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet
thrust augmenting ejectors
[1D-A106083] p O I O I H82-13835
COHVEBSEHT-OIVEBGEH IOZZ1BS
Thrust reversing effects on tain-engine aircraft
having nonaxisymmetric nozzles
[4144 PAPEB 81-2639] p0108 482-16911
ADEH plane flov properties for infrared analysis
Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
P O I 1 4 482-17606
Allowance for flov nonuniformity in the minimum
section in the optimal contouring of the
expanding part of a nozzle
p0274 A82-25798
Shock associated noise of supersonic jets from
convergent-divergent nozzles
p0378 A82-32202
Advanced exhaust nozzle concepts using spanwise
bloving for aerodynamic lift enhancement
CAIAA PAPEH 82-1132] p0438 A82-37692
Hew nozzle design aimed at F-15, P-16 aircraft
pOS49 A82-43092
Comparison of different nozzle concepts for a
reheated tnrbofan
p0094 H82-13077
Aeropropulsive characteristics of Hach numbers up
to 2.2 of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric





















End losses in turbine cascades with porous cooling
pOOlU A82-11434
The effect of the cooling of the wing surface on
laminar—to-turbulent boundary layer transition
at supersonic flow velocities
pOI28 482-18591
Finite element thermal analysis of
convectively-cooled aircraft structures
p0325 A82-28565
The Power Pair Locus - A preliminary design aid to
select power ratings for multi-engined helicopters
pOS46 A82-42474
COOLING SYSTEHS
Design challenges of high performance aircraft POD
EOCfl cooling systems Electro-
Opt ical/countermeasure
[ A S H E PAPEB 81-ENAS-6] pOOI 1 A82-I0894
Flight test method for the determination of
reciprocating engine cooling reguirements
CAIAA PiPEB 81-2446] pOOSS A82-13878
Cost of ownership advantages with a shared oil
system
P0230 A82-24378
Analysis of the temperature field of a
baffle-cooled gas-turbine-engine blade under
conjugated boundary conditions
P0295 A82-280IS
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of
the leading and trailing edges of a cooled
nozzle blade of a low-consuming gas turbine
P0295 A82-28018
Two-phase transpiration cooling
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-89] p0423 A82-35333
Heasurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. I - Description, analysis
and experimental verification of a technigue for
use in hostile environments
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-174] p0426 A82-3S387
A vapour cycle cabin cooling system for the Sea
King HK.50 helicopter
[AD-A105211] pOOSS N82-12069




Coordinate transformation in PLBS algorithm
and error analysis of Position Location and
Beporting System
pOI24 482-18158
Transformation relations for singularity avoidance
in three-dimensional trajectory optimization
p0378 AS2-32I37
Generation of three-dimensional boundary-fitted
curvilinear coordinate systems for wing/wing-tip














New molding method of three-dimensional hollow
photoelastic model and centrifugal stress
analysis of air cooled turbine blade model
[NAL-TB-427T] p0037 N82-I1067
COBIOLIS EFFECT
The influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic
motion of spinning blades
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-163] p0426 A82-3S384
COBNEB FLOS
Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flow combustor
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0192] pOI67 A82-2029 1
Experimental study of turbulence in blade end wall
corner region
[NASA-CB-169283] p0572 N82-31639
Aerosound from corner flow and flap flow
[NASA-CB-166396] p0574 N82-32081
COBONA DISCBABGES




Correcting for turbulence effects on average
velocity measurements made using five hole
spherical pitot tube probes






Bard limited approaches to correlation velocity
sensing
p0022 A82-12636
Opportunities for wind-tunnel/flight correlation
with new Boeing airplanes
p0404 H82-25206
A-137
COBBELATION COEFFICIENTS SUBJECT IHDEI
Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
ID transonic mnd-tunnel/flight-test correlation
p0404 N82-252I1
Hardware and software integration for concurrent
data acquisition and reduction of photon
correlated laser Doppler velocimetry
[ A D - A I I 1 1 4 6 ] p0412 N82-25506
COBBBU1IOI COEFFICIEHTS
An automated technique for improving modal
test/analysis correlation
[AIAA 82-0640] P0337 482-30137
COEBELiTIOH DETECTION
Target tracking using area correlation
p0490 A82-39I94
Simulation of correlation-extremal receivers of









NT I N T E R G B A N O L A B COBBOSION
Aircraft Corrosion
[AGABD-CP-315] p021l N82-17349
DS Naval fleet aircraft corrosion
p021 I N82- 17350
An airline view of the corrosion problem
p 0 2 l l N82-17352
Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft at
the air force base in Bandirma, Turkey
P02II N82- 17353
On the Corrosion problems of the TAF F-5 aircraft
p021I N82-17354
The experience of corrosion on French military
aerodynes
P02II N82-17355




A protective additive for jet fuels
p0018 A82-12022
The protection of gas turbine blades - A platinum
aluminide diffusion coating
pOOfcJ A82- 14364
Attack on superalloys by chemical and electrolytic
processes
P0063 A82-14365
Becent developments in materials and processes for
aircraft corrosion control
p0241 A82-24825
Becent developments in materials and processes for
aircraft corrosion control
P0293 A82-27446
Corrosion inhibiting engine oils
[AD-A106127] p0135 N82-14099
Corrosion Fatigue conferences
CAGABD-CP-316] p02 10 N82-17342
Mechanisms of corrosion fatigue of high
strength aluminum alloys
P0210 N82-17343
Fracture mechanics based modelling of the
corrosion fatigue process
P0210 N82-17344
Corrosion fatigue behaviour of some aluminium alloys
p0210 N82- 17345
Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
P0210 N82-17348
Detection and prevention of corrosion in Boyal Air
Force aircraft
p02l I N82- 17351
Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance costs
for large aircraft
P0212 N82-17357
Corrosion control measures for military aircraft:
Present UK requirements and future developments
p0212 N82-17358
Corrosion prevention methods developed from direct
experience with aerospace structures
P0212 N82-17359
Corrosion prevention measures used in the
construction of an aircraft airframe: The case
of 2014 and 2214 alloys
p0212 H82- 17360
Becent developments in materials and processes for
aircraft corrosion control
P02I2 N82-/7361
Sen concepts in multifunctional corrosion for
aircraft and other systems
p0212 H82- 17362
Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems
P02I2 N82- 17363
Corrosion protection schemes for aircraft
structures: Some examples for the corrosion
behaviour of Al alloys
p0212 N82-17364
Corrosion tests vith HIL-H-83282 and nIL-H-6083
aircraft hydraulic fluids
CAD-A112437] p0475 N82-27506
Life enhancement of Naval systems through advanced
materials
CAD-A I 14722] p0560 N82-30404
COBBOSIOH BESISTAICE
NT OXIDATION BESISTANCE
A new approach to the problem of stress corrosion
cracking in 7075-T6 aluminum
P0222 A82-23772
Materials aspects of aircraft EMC design
p0229 A82-24358
Aircraft surface coatings for drag
reduction/erosion protection
[SAE PAPEB 811070] p0232 A82-24401
Ihere is cobalt irreplaceable
p0243 A82-25538
Effect of mechanical surface and heat treatments
on erosion resistance
P0285 A82-27071
An evaluation of several polymers for high density
humidity PC coatings
p0292 A82-27432
Strength of the turbine components of a
qas-turbine engine under complex loading and
associated problems
P0293 A82-27526
Bear by generation of electrokiuetic streaming
currents
C A S L E PBEPBINT 82-AM-6A-3] p0443 A82-37857
Development of improved high temperature coatings
for IH-792 + HF
[NASA-CB-165395] p0136 N82-14333
Corrosion control test method for avionic components
[AD-A108061] p0203 N82-17171
COBBOSION TESTS
Enqine experience of turbine rotor blade materials
and coatings
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-244] p0428 A82-35425
Corrosion inhibiting enqine oils
[AD-A106127] p0135 N82-14099
COBBDGATED FLAXES






Costs of noise nuisance from aircraft
p0046 A82-13314
The Federal Badionaviqation Plan
p0104 482-16178
Quality, quantity, and technology - A perspective
on fighter development
[SAE PAPEB 811097] p0232 A82-24400
Technology for quality and quantity in a new fiqhter
(SAE PAPEB 811100] p0233 A82-24404
The toll of ILS-preventable aviation accidents
P0242 A82-25325
Selection of telecommunication equipment - A new
approach to the equivalent cost concept
P0243 A82-25510
Solutions to the aviation fuel problem
p0386 A82-34II3
Minimization of the total costs incurred in the
employment of passenqer jet aircraft
p0490 A82-39247
Impact of technology on avionics cost trends
[AD-A108494] p0256 N82- 18219
Assessment of Avionic Equipment Field Beliability
and Maintainability as Functions of Unit Cost
[40-4109373] p0266 N82-19218
Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine
engines: Materials for advanced turbine enqines
[NASA-CB-167849] p0408 M82-25254
Specification and estimation of dynamic cost
functions for airframe production airframes
A-138
SUBJECT IBDEI COUPLED BOOKS
[ A D - A I I 3 1 4 7 ] p0463 H82-27221
Benefit cost analysis of the aircraft energy
efficiency program
fS4SJ-CS-I69!16 I p0468 S82-27280
Cost analysis of the discrete Address Beacon
System for the low-performance general aviation
aircraft community
(AD-A112957] P0523 B82-28274
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel f rom whole crude shale oil, part 5
C AD-A117438] p0612 H82-33S5I
COSI BFFECTIVEHESS
A cost effective method for the control of roll
due to side slip on a Ion speed aircraft
[4144 PAFEB 81-2422] p0054 A82-13861
The justification of the need for US by means of
cost/benefit methods
p0109 A82-16973
Cost efficiency versus objective fidelity in
flight simulation
[D3LB PAPEB 81-104] pOISS A82-1926U
Sirline ATE requirements
p0294 A82-27884
The modular ATE for cost effective maintenance
of new generation avionics
p0294 482-27886
AEUTS - Bealistic not futuristic Advanced
Electronic Warfare Test Set
p0294 A82-27887
ATE logistics in the United States Air Force
p0294 A82-27890
Simple vs. sophisticated TacAir avionics. II -
Soviet Tac&ir avionics technology
p0297 A82-28397
Application of a dimensicnless criterion o£
transport efficiency in evaluating aircraft
modifications
p0334 A82-29837
Parametric study df the influence of the engine
upon the operating cost of a civil helicopter
p02U6 N82-I813I
Value of survivability and recoveracility of
flight data recorders benefit cost methodology
p0402 N82-25I88
Specification and estimation of dynamic cost
functions for airframe production airframes
fAD-A 113147] p0463 S82-2722I
Cost and benefits design optimization model for
fault tolerant flight control systems
CNASA-CH-159281] P0593 H82-32379
Preliminary analysis of the benefits and costs to
implement the National Airspace System Plan
[AD-A117664] p0606 N82-33369
COSI ESTIBAIES
A CAO approach to cost estimating composite aircraft
p0288 482-27146
Design to life cycle cost capability of the PBICE
models
[IAF PAPEE 82-221] p0556 A82-44695
A new approach to modeling the cost of ownership
for aircraft systems
[AO-AI04434] pOI02 H82- 13979
Life-cycle-cost analysis of the microwave landing
system ground and airborne systems
[AD-AI10909] p0449 N82-26266
. Preliminary analysis of the benefits and costs to
implement the National Airspace System Plan
[AD-A117664] p0606 N82-33369
COSI BEDOCTIOH
Variable speed constant frequency /VSCF/
electrical system cuts cost of ownership
P0016 A82-I1719
ACBA - Pact or fantasy Advanced
Civilian/Bilitary Aircraft
P0019 A82-12048
The impact of increasing energy costs upon the
design philosophy of aviouic fuel management
systems
pOI69 A82-20S17
Operational and performance aspects of fuel
management in civil aircraft
p0169 A82-205I8
Airline fuel saving through JT9D engine
refurbishment
[SAE PAPEB 811051] p0232 A82-24395
Some thoughts on design optiaization of transport
helicopters
p0273 A82-2577I
Hanufactnring cost trade-studies in avionics
P0292 A82-27430
Development of low-cost titanium structures using
blended elemental powder metallurgy
p0328 482-28998
Bultibody transport concept
CAIAi PAPEB 82-0810] p0376 A82-3 1983
Army's 1st IPI program begun - Blask impeller
follownp integral blade-disk
P0377 A82-3I999
Technology advancements for energy efficient
aircraft engines
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1051] po<t30 A82-35479
'Listening1 systems to increase aircraft
structural safety and reduce costs
P0492 A82-39539
Unmanned aircraft in future combat
P0492 A82-39728
Horses for courses in BPV operations system
components design and development in terms of
performance and cost
pCli)93 A82-39729
Advanced technologies applied to reduce the
operating costs of small commuter transport
aircraft
p0508 A82-409I5
Technical and economic comparison of carbon fiber
tape and woven fabric applications
pOSia A82-40993
Cost reduction in air transportation energy
conservation
[SHIAS-81 1-150-101] p0026 NB2-1002b
FAA misses opportun. ties to discontinue or reduce
operating hours of some airport traffic control
towers
(PB8 1-2242 14] p0035 N82- I I049
Potential reductions in aircraft operation and
maintenance costs by using thrust computing
support equipment
[AD-A108463] p0254 N82-18207
ACIIA: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies. Volume 1: Beview; active
wing
[BBB-UH-05-8I-VOL-I] p0369 H82-23252
ACIIA: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies. Volume 2: Aircraft with
reduced lateral stability
(BBB-OH-05-8I-VOL-2] p0370 N82-23253
Opportunities to reduce the cost of some B-52
modifications
(AD-A113563] p0462 N82-272I9
Aircraft thrust/power management can save defense
fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs and
improve readiness
[ A D - A I 17935] p06!5 N82-34296
COSTS
NT AIBCBAFT PBODUCTIOB COSTS
HI AIBPLANE PBODUCTIOH COSTS




Rill ABC technology produce the next-generation
helicopter
P0385 A82-33916
Development of counter-rotating intershaft support
bearing technology for aircraft gas turbine
engines








Enhanced aircraft handling qualities by
longitudinal dynamics mode decoupling
p0074 A82-14826
On the formulation of coupled/uncoupled dynaoics
analyses of blade-disc assemblies
[ASHE PAPEB 8I -DET-I26] pOI62 A82-19340
Stability analysis of the twin mode model of
coupled flexion/torsion vibrations in turbofans
p O I 4 3 H82-15057
Stability and response to gravity of the flap lag





Dynamic analysis of a rotor blade with flap and






A finite element analysis of coupled rotor
fuselage vibration
[&HS PBEPEIN1 81-21] p0442 182-37792
Effects of aerodynamic coupling on the dynamics of
roll aircraft
pOOBS H82-12070




Dynamic System Coupling (DISCO) program. Volume
1: User's manual
[AD-A115003] p0573 N82-31974








Flight testing the nonmetallic spline coupling
technology at the Naval Air Test Center
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2405] p0056 482-13891
COVABIAiCE
Applications of covariance analysis simulation to
avionics flight testing
p0070 A82-1U767






Lou speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tamden-fan V/STOL nacelle conducted in the
Lewis 10 by 10 foot vind tunnel
[NASA-IB-82728] p0034 B82-11012
Engine superficial temperature and infrared
signature
p0247 U82-18136




A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue crack
growth under aircraft spectrum loading
p0168 A82-20S09
A simple crack closure model for prediction of






Introduction to the principles of fracture mechanics
p0273 A82-25550
Integrity analyses of surface-flawed aircraft
attachment lugs - A new, inexpensive, 3-D
alternating method
[ A I A A 82-0742] p0336 A82-30107
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 62-1056] p0415 A82-34981
An analogy method for crack initiation life
prediction
p0577 A82-45I92
Effects of cyclic loading on projectile impact
damage
p0202 N82-I7I67
Corrosion fatigue behaviour of some aluminium alloys
P02IO H82-17345
CBACK PBOPAeATIOI
Acoustic emission - An emerging technology for
assessing fatigue damage in aircraft structure
pOOU 482-1111)9
Crack growth evaluation of a method to convert
real-time loads history to a simplified
engineering spectra for aircraft structural
analysis
pOOIS A82-12043
Fractographic determination of fatigue crack
growth rates in aircraft components
p0023 A82-12697
Study of the load-carrying capacity of aviation
gas-turbine engine impellers under low-cycle
loading at normal and high temperatures
p008l A82-15482
Crack edge instability - A criterion for safe
crack propagation limit in thin sheets
pOUO A82-17243
Inclusions and service induced cracks in a mature
population of gas turbine engine bearings
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-LDB-48] pOI27 A82-18444
Hethods and models for predicting fatigue crack •
growth under random loading Book
POI68 A82-20506
A crack-closnre model for predicting fatigue crack
growth under aircraft spectrum loading
p0168 A82-20509
Hulti-parameter yield zone model for predicting
spectrum crack growth
pO)68 A82-20510
Crack growth behavior of center-cracked panels
under random spectrum loading
pOI69 A82-20511
Bandom spectrum fatigue crack life predictions
with or without considering load interactions
p0169 A82-20512
Low-frequency eddy current inspection of aircraft
structure
p0183 &82-21900
Application pf fatigue, crack propagation and
strain survey testing to the CH-46 aft rotor
drive shaft
p0238 A82-24705
Introduction to the principles of fracture mechanics
p0273 A82-25550
A simple crack closure model for prediction pf
fatigue crack growth rates under
variable-amplitude loading
P0284 A82-26630
Fracture mechanics technology applied to
individual aircraft tracking durability and
structural life estimates
p0284 A82-26637
Evaluation of crack growth gages for service life
tracking
p0284 A82-26652
Prediction of cyclic growth of cracks and debonds
in aluminum sheets reinforced with boron/epozy
p0288 A82-27I51
A multidimensional-crack-growth pri diction
methodology for flaws originating at fastener
holes
p0327 A82-28932
Material flow and defect formation in forging an
airfoil shape from metal-matrix composites
p0385 A82-33995
A review and assessment of fatigue crack growth
rate relationships for metallic airframe materials
p0391 A82-34879
A procedure for evaluating fuel composition
effects on combustor life
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-296] p0430 A82-35465
Cracks interacting with contact forces - A finite
element study on loaded holes
p0511 482-40959
A crack growth model under spectrum loading
pOSII 182-(10961
In-flight acoustic emission monitoring
p0548 A82-42865
A fatigue crack growth theory based on strain
energy density factor
p0552 A82-43742
Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane
specimens and thin-walled structural elements of
aircraft wing skin under programmed loading
p0584 A82-47229
Corrosion fatigue behaviour of some aluminium alloys
p02lO H82-17345
Fracture and fatigue characterization of aircraft
structural materials under biaxial loading
[AD-AI09054] p0269 N82-I9587
Acta Aerocautica et Astronautica Sinica
[AD-A1I0282] p0312 N82-21153
Beview of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands, Harch 1979 - February 1981
[NLB-flP-81006-0] p0343 H82-22153
Engineering property comparisons of 7050-T7365I,





OV-10A nose gear folk daiage analysis
[ID-til 1192] p0407 882-25244
Fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine hot
section components
CHASA-CB-167896] p0409 H82-25257
Hechanical property characterization and aodeling
of structural aatenals for airfraies and
aircraft gas turbine engines
[40-4113841] p0478 882-27784
Prediction of fatigue crack grouth cates under
variable loading using a simple crack closure
nodel
[HIB-J1P-8 1023-0] p0529 H82-28685
Titanium surface treatments for adhesive bonding
[AD-A114710] p0560 882-30378
Improved penetrant process evaluation criteria
[AD-AI 15 157] pOS60 882-30386
Stress intensity factors for radial cracks at
outer surface of a partially autofrettaged






8T STBESS COBBOSI08 CBACKIBG
4 compilation of stress intensity factor solutions




A method for locating aircraft wing damage by
nonlinear vibration analysis
P0109 482-17116




Improving the crashvorthicess of general aviation
aircraft by crash injury investigations
p0298 A82-28476
Briefs of fatal accidents involving fixed-ving
multi-engine aircraft, O.S. General Aviation, 1979
[PB82-139007] P046S 882-27254
Crashvorthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint,





Hill hydrogen-fueled aircraft be safe
C A I A A PAPBB 82-1236] po«ie 482-35077
Disengagement of safety harness buckles - CI4
[40-4109048] p0263 882-19199





Design of a crashvorthy crew seat for the Boeing
Vertol Chinook helicopter
P0079 A82-14975
Crashvorthy military passenger seat development
P0079 A82- 14976
HASEP - Survival from crashed Havy helicopters
p0079 A82-14977
Advanced recorder design and development
(PB81-244I05] pO 193 H82- 16385
Aircraft accident report - Universal Airvays,
Inc., Beech 65-A80/Bxcalibnr Conversion, 81000V,
near Badisonville, Texas, July 2, 1981
[8TSB-AAB-81-17] P0199 882-17138
Test site instrumentation study. Volume 2: crash
1 and crash 2 ran data
[PB82-111832] p0258 882-18233
An assessment of the crash fire hazard of liquid
hydrogen fueled aircraft
[8ASA-CB-I65526] P0263 882-19196
Transport aircraft accident dynamics
C8ASA-CB-165850] p0350 882-22227
Commercial jet transport crashvorthiness
[SASA-CE-165849] p0364 882-23207
Crashvorthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint,





Aircraft fire mishap experience/crash fire
scenario guantitation
P0532 H82-29280
Bnaan response to fire
p0532 882-29281
Fuel system protection methods
P0533 882-29283
Examination of aircraft interior emergency
lighting in a postcrash fire environment
(AD-AI17629J p0605 882-33360
CBASHiOBIBIBBSS
A crashvorthiness test for composite fuselage
structure
P0288 A82-27139
Improving the crashvorthiness of general aviation
aircraft by crash injury investigations
p0298 A82-28476
Analysis of aircraft dynamic behavior in a crash
environment
[4144 82-0694] p0339 A82-3016I
Quasi-static and dynamic crushing of energy
absorbing materials and structural components
vith the aim of improving helicopter
crashvorthiness
pOIIO A82-37769
Structural design of a crashvorthy landing gear
for the AB-64 Attack Helicopter
p0502 A82-40547
Commercial jet transport crashvorthiness
[HASA-CB- 165849] p0364 882-23207
Solid-state flight incident recorder
p0401 S82-25172
Solid state crash snrvivable flight data recorders
for mishap investigation
p0401 882-25173
Value of survivability and recoverability of
flight data recorders benefit cost methodology
p0402 862-25186
Cabin safety in large transport aircraft
[PB82-129297] p0464 882-27244
Crashvorthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint,
and injury findings in selected general aviation
accidents
(AD-A114878] p053l 882-29275
Aircraft post crash fire reduction/snrvivability
enhancement from a manufacturer's vievpoint
P0533 882-29286
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans, FI 1982
[8ASA-TH-84509] p0561 882-30566
Besults from tests of three prototype general
aviation seats
[H4SA-TH-8S533] p06!3 H82-33733
Crashvorthy airframe design concepts: Fabrication
and testing




Bomb crater repair techniques for permanent
airfields. Beport 1: Series 1 tests
[40-4108716] p0257 H82- 18229
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Creep and aero gas turbine design
p0043 A82-12987
Dispersion and temperature-force dependence of the
high-temperature strength characteristics of a
gas-turbine-engine disk alloy
pOI82 A82-2I636
Bechanical and metallurgical considerations in
extending the life of turbine blades
p0384 A82-33855
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in advanced progranmable/reconfigurable color
graphics display system for crew station
technology research
[AIAA 81-2314} pOOSI A82-13516
Tanker Avionics/Aircrew Compleaent Evaluation
(IAACE). Phase 1: Simulation evaluation,
volume 2: Crew system design
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Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites
p0018 682-12028
The stability of monocogne panels under bending
p0334 482-29836
Variational equation of an eccentrically










Development of the automated AFAPL engine
simulator test for lubricant evaluation
[AD-A106128] p0192 H82-16093
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The coupling of electromagnetic interference into
aircraft systems
P0228 482-21354
The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance
system to measure cross and cross-coupling
derivatives
[4144 82-0595] p0237 A82-24669
Cross and cross-coupling derivative measurements
OD the standard dynamics model at AEDC
[4144 82-0596] P0237 A82-24670
Evaluation and wind tunnel tests of the 4,000 Ib
(normal-force) pitch/yaw and roll dynamic
stability balance systems for measuring direct,
cross, and cross-coupling derivatives
[AD-AI05122] p0085 N82-12047
The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance




Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a
subsonic crossflow
[4IAA PAPEH 81-2610] p0155 A82- 19202
Crossflow shock on the suction side of a flat
delta wing with supersonic leading edges
P0332 A82-29659
Semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel
distribution downstream of a plain orifice
injector under cross-stream air flow
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-16] p0420 A82-35285
Effect of crossflows on the discharge coefficient
of film cooling holes
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-147] p0426 482-35371
Two-dimensional apparent masses for cross-flow
sections of wing-store configurations •
P0583 A82-4680I
A numerical three-dimensional turbulent simulation
of a subsonic VS10L jet in a cross-flow using a
finite element algorithm
[AD-A104514] p0036 N82-II055
Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar
boundary layer on swept wings with suction
[NASA-IP-1902] p0041 N82-I139I
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to 7/STOL
£AGABD-CP-308] p0360 B82-23150
Some aspects of jet dynamics and their
implications for VIOL research
P0360 N82-231S1
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction between the engine jet and the
• surrounding flow field with regard to the
pressure drag on afterbodies
P0360 U82-23158
Determination of wind tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part 2:
Application to jet-in-crossflow
(NASA-CB-166187] p0367 N82-23235
Flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation








Performance considerations in the design of
subsonic cruise missiles
[4144 PAPEB 82-0371] p0120 482-17911
Prediction of cruise missile inlet peak
instantaneous distortion patterns from steady
state and turbulence data using a statistical
technique
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1085] p0438 A82-37685
The cruise missile era dawns
P0551 A82-43579




Energy savings with today's technology
aircraft fuel management through in-flight
monitoring
pOlll 482-17282
Binimum cost atmospheric cruise control - dost
efficient airspeed for a given wind component
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0341] p O I I 9 482-17895
Checking and calibrating variometers in place in
the sailplane instrument panel
P0330 482-29415
Commercial transports - Aerodynamic design for
cruise performance efficiency
p043l A82-35555
Rind tunnel investigation of high speed rotor noise
p0248 882-18146
A numerical approach to co-axial rotor aerodynamics
p0249 N82-I8157
A computer program for the prediction of near










Cryogenic Technology, part 1 conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumenta tion
[NASA-CP-2J22-PT-I] p0307 N82-20357
Cryogenic Technology, part 2 conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumentation
[NASA-CP-2122-PT-2] p0307 882-20358
Performance of the AEDC Hark I Aerospace
Environmental Chamber without oil diffusion
pumping









Design predictions for noise control in the
cryogenic National Transonic Facility
p O O I S A82-12025
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The development of cryogenic Hind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
p006l 182-13971
fiecent sidenall boundary-layer investigations with
suction ID the Langley 0.3-8 Transonic Cryogenic
Tunnel
f A I A A P A P E B 82-0234] p0117 182-17858
A progress report on the European Transonic Rind
Tunnel Project
( O N E B A . TP NO. 1981-121] p0163 482-19737
Hechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreg
system at cryogenic and other temperatures
[ A I A A 82-0708] p0335 182-30099
The cryogenic Kind tunnel for high Beynolds number
testing
p038l 482-33317
Status of the national transonic facility
[4144 PAPEB 82-0604) p038l 482-33326
A reviev of Beynolds number studies conducted in
the Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[4144 PAPEB 82-0941] p0386 A82-34007
Estimation of simulation errors in the European
Transonic Hind Tunnel /ETU/
pOSIO A82-40950
Adaptation and first cryogenic'operation of T2
ONEE4/CEBT Hind tunnel
p0546 482-12531
Besearch on an induction driven cryogenic Hind
tunnel
p0136 H82-14394
Induction driven transonic Kind tunnel T2:
Operation at room temperature and cryogenic
adaptation
p0262 N82-I9I58
Cryogenic Technology, part I conference
proceedings; cryogenic Hind tunnel design and
instrumentation
CNASA-CP-2122-PT-1] p0307 1182-20357
Cryogenic Technology, part 2 conference
proceedings; cryogenic Hind tunnel design and
instrumentation
[NASA-CP-2I22-PT-2] p0307 N82-20358
Aerodynamics project. Significance and
difficulties in the experimental and numerical
simulation of complex flon processes Hith high
Beynolds number as part of aircraft projects
Hind tunnel utilization
[HBB-FE-I20/S/POB/33] p03!3 N82-21I62
The development of cryogenic Hind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
P0347 H82-22196
Status of the National Transonic Facility
p0403 H62-2S197
Hindtunnel capability related to test sections,
cryogenics, and computer-Hindtunnel integration
[AGABO-AB-174] p0538 N82-29334
FloH visualization in the Langley 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel and preliminary plans
for the national Transonic Facility
P0597 H82-32677
Seeing through flows in Langley's 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
P0597 N82-32678
Laser Doppler velocimetry application in the
Langley 0.3—meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
- - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ P0599 N82-32696
Velocity and flon angle measurements in the
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
using a laser transit anemoneter
P0599 N82-32697
Cryogenic Hind tunnels: A selected, annotated
bibliography
[NASA-TB-84474] p06I I H82-33405
CBYOGBNICS
Cryogenic turbine testing
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-II3] p0425 A82-3S346
Investigation of the application of a cryogenic
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The Barshall Space Flight Center KC-135 zero
gravity test prograa far FT 1981
[NASA-TB-82476] p0458 N82-263SO
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Helicopter simulation technology: An Ames
Besearch Center perspective
p0366 N82-23227
Manual reversion flight control system for A-10




Cavitation inception in spool valves
pOIOS A82-16428
Flight condition recognition /FCB/ technique
microprocessor-based recording for helicopter
structural component fatigue damage
p0239 A82-247I2
Badome rain damage - An environmental analysis
technigue
P028I A82-26464
On the characterization of damages in
graphite-epoxy composites
(AIAA 82-0757) p0336 432-30117
COBIBG
Tailor-made structures; today, and tomorrow: Nen
materials, an exploratory investigation into





Hear by generation of electrokinetic streaming
currents
[ASLE PEEPBI1JI 82-AB-6A-3] p0443 482-37857
COBBENT DISTB1BOTIOI
Delta electrical load analysis C - I 4 I B JACC/CP
aircraft




The stability of monocoqne panels under bending
P0334 A82-29836
A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes. Influence of
depressurization and damping material on the
noise reduction characteristics of flat and
curved stiffened panels
[NASA-CB-169035] p0462 N82-27088
Numerical applications of the physical optics
approach for the calculation of radar cross
sections of convex perfect scatterers
[BAB-f lSN-26I] p0596 N82-32600
COB?ED SOBFACBS
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CUSHIONS
Test methodology for evaluation of firenorthy
aircraft seat cushions
P0332 A82-29596



















Tubing and cable catting tool
(HASA-CASE-LAB-I2786-1] p0308 882-20545
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CICLES
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System optimization by periodic control
[AD-A117815] P0611 N82-33402
CICLIC COHPOONDS
The preparation and characterization of mixtures
of polycyclopentadienes as solid ranjet fuels
[AD-AI15075] p0560 N82-30414
CICLIC LOADS
Fatigue substantiation of non-linear structures
pOOI3 A82-II224
Study of the load-carrying capacity of aviation
gas-turbine engine impellers under Ion-cycle
loading at normal and high temperatures
pOOSI &82-15482
A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue crack
growth under aircraft spectrum loading
pOI68 482-20509
process monitor helps make jet engines reliable
p0183 A82-21897
The Agusta's solution of AHS's hypothetical
fatigue life problem
p0238 A82-2470I
The challenge of standardizing fatigue methodology
p0238 482-21(703
A simple crack closure model for prediction of
fatigue crack growth rates under
variable-amplitude loading
p0284 A82-26630
An analogy method for crack initiation life
prediction
P0577 A82-45192
Effects of cyclic loading on projectile impact
damage
p0202 N82-17167
Botor model for the verification of computational
methods
[ISD-275] p0214 N82-17638
Loading cycles and material data for the layout of
a wind turbine of special hub concept
[ISD-273] p0215 N82-I7643
laving of wind turbines with blade cyclic-pitch
variation
[OE81-029639] p046 I U82-26822
Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under













Shape optimization of fiber reinforced composites
[ A I A A 82-0719] p0339 482-30169
Development and validation of preliminary
analytical models for aircraft interior noise
prediction
p0444 482-38077
Analytical prediction of the interior noise for
cylindrical models of aircraft fuselages for
prescribed exterior noise fields. Phase 2:
Hodels for sidewall trim, stiffened structures
and cabin acoustics with floor partition
[HASA-CB-165869] P0358 S82-22952
Stress intensity factors for radial cracks at
outer surface of a partially autofrettaged
cylinder subjected to internal pressure
[AD-A116396] POS73 N82-31714
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Damage tolerant design using collapse techniques
[AIAA 82-0718] P0339 A82-30 168
Damage tolerant design for cold-section turbine
engine disks
[4D-4107863] p0204 N82-17176
Lubrication breakdown between gear teeth
p0208 N82-17213
OV-10A nose gear fork damage analysis
(AD-4111492 J p0407 H82-25244
Investigation of aircrew protection during
emergency escape at dynamic pressures up to 1600 Q
[AD-AI17552] p0605 N82-33359
DABAGE ASSESSHBIT
Acoustic emission - An emerging technology for
assessing fatigue damage in aircraft structure
pOOI3 A 82-II1H 9
Utility of a probability-density-function curve
and P-maps in composite-material inspection
p0327 A82-28934
A computerized system for the application of
fracture tracking data to aircraft management
for the C-5A military airlift transport
[AIAA 82-0760] p0336 482-30119
Besearch on the behavior of a turbojet engine
during internal and external disturbances with





principles of achieving damage tolerance with
flexible maintenance programs for new and aging
aircraft
P0517 482-41016
Evaluation of heat damage to aluminum aircraft
structures
p0518 482-41141
Investigation of severe lightning strike incidents
to two OSAF F-106A aircraft
[HASA-CB-165794] p0086 H82-12052
Foreign object damage in naval aircraft engines
[AD-A105787] p0135 B82-14098
Analysis methods for ballistic damage size and type
p0202 H82-17163
Damage from High explosive (BE) projectiles
p0202 N82-17164
Damage from engine debris projectiles
p0202 1182-17 165
Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance costs
for large aircraft
p0212 N82-17357
Non-destructive inspection and the implementation
of a damage tolerant design philosophy
fighter aircraft
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-982] p0322 N82-21601
A theoretical study of the impact of aircraft wake






A gust damper for light passenger aircraft
p0436 A82-37127
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Subsonic and transonic roll damping measurements
on Basic Finner finned missile calibration
model
A-144
SUBJECT IB DEI Dill BASE HiHiGBHBHt SISTKHS
p0165 482-19958
Sen estimation gethod foe flatter or divergence
boundary fron randon responses at subcritical
speeds
CHil-IB-667I] p0034 H82-11034
Experimental and analytical studies of advanced
air cushion landing systems
[HASi-CB-3476J p0087 H82-12065
Developaent and trial of a rotary balance for the
3 m-loH speed wind tunnels in the federal
Republic of Geraany
[BHFT-FB-i-8 1-022] pOI46 H82- 15083
Conditions of generation and methods of daoping
the inlet vortex of a turbojet engine
[BASl-TB-76678] p0305 H82-20I82
Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results
for flutter and gust response of a transport
King with active controls
[H&Si-TP-2010] p0460 H82-26703
A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes. Influence of
depressnrization and damping material on the
noise reduction characteristics of flat and
curved stiffened panels
[HASA-CB-169035] p0462 U82-27088
Botorcraft blade mode damping identification from















Dry friction damping mechanisms in engine blades
[ISHE PAPEB 82-GT-I62] p0426 A82-35383
Study of noise reduction characteristics of
composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior
panel configurations, and the application of the
tuned damper concept
[BASA-CB-168745] P0322 H82-21999
Development of experimentally compatible subsystem
methods for the analysis of aircraft structures
[ A D - A I I I 2 4 2 ] p0395 S82-24I98
The vibratory behavior of a rotating propeller
shaft. Part 4: Vibration tests of a rotating
propeller shaft in a rubber stern tube bearing
ship propellers










A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for
stall/spin research
[ A I A A 81-2177] p0002 A82-10126
FAA developing uev collision avoidance, data
acquisition and transmission systems
pOOOS A82-10396
The development and use of a computer-interactive
data acquisition and display system in a flight
environment
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2371] pooeo »82-13946
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
POI77 482-20756
Data systems organization - A change for the better
flight test data acquisition
pOI78 A82-20767
Color graphics based real-time telemetry
processing system
p0179 A82-2077I
Flow visualization using a computerized data
acquisition system
p0179 A82-20792
Flight test data acquisition and interpretation
p0239 A82-24707
Advanced medium scale real-time system for
Army helicopter tests
P0290 A82-27187
ATLAS/test data provision for the Tornado ATS - A
challenging task
p0294 A82-27891
Test facility and data handling system for tbe
development of axial compressors
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-73] p0423 A82-35322
Acquisition of F-100/3/ high pressure compressor
entrance profiles
[ASflB PAPEB 82-GT-215] p0427 A82-35402
A single-frequency nnltitransmitter telemetry
technique
p0434 A82-36281
The detection of Ion level wind shear. II
D0483 A82-38463
Economic analysis for data base management
p0545 182-42208
AFFTC standard airspeed calibration procedures
[AD-A104830] p0088 B82- 12074
An acquisition and analysis system for dynamic
tests of air inlets
p0095 B82-13082
BASA Dryden Flight Loads Besearch Facility
[HASA-TB-81368] pOI45 B82-15079
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 9: Pressure
measurements updated
[ A D - A I 0 6 2 7 I ] pO192 B82-16095
A versatile data acquisition system for a low
speed wind tunnel
(AD-AI06269] p0192 B82-16097
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
C HASi-CB- 168438 ] p02!3 H82-17478
Test site instrumentation study. Volume 2: Crash
I and crash 2 raw data
[PB82-1 11832] p0258 B82-18233
Beview of rotorcraft accidents 1977-1979
(PB82-115601] p035l H82-22237
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
[HASA-CB-I689I2] p0369 B82-23245
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 1:
General information, revision c
[HASi-CB-166347] p0395 B82-24194
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 2:
Ship I instrumentation
[HASA-CB-166348] p0395 B82-24195
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 3:
Ship 2 instrumentation
[HASA-CB-166349] p0395 B82-24196
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 4:
CFE technical data
[HASA-CB-166350] p039S B82-24197
On-line experiments in acquiring and exploiting
AIDS data for ATC purposes
p040l B82-25I75
Hardware and software integration for concurrent
data acquisition and reduction of photon
correlated laser Doppler velocimetry
[ A D - A M 1146] p0412 H82-25506
Source assessment system
[AO-A111223] p0412 B82-25613
Design of a data acquisition and reduction system
for fatigue testing
[ A D - A I I 0 6 I 2 ] . p0461 H82-26720
Advanced trending analysis/EDS data program
[AD-A113511] p0524 H82-28286
Seduction and analysis of mode C altitude data
collected at high altitudes over the continental
United states
[AD-A114655] p0532 H82-29276
Data acquisition system for BASA LaBC impact
dynamics research facility
[HASA-TH-84510] p0561 BB2-30525
Beliability, Availability, Maintainability Data









DATA BASE B1IAGEBEII SXSTBBS
Opto-electronical push-broom scanners for
i-145
DATA BASES SDBJECT INDEX
navigation, reconnaissance and generation of
digital data bases
p0494 A82-39747
Economic analysis for data base management
p0545 A82-42208
Electronic Warfare avionics Integration Support
Facility support processor
[AD-A 111641] p0408 N82-25249
Source assessment system
[AD-A11I223] p O U I 2 H82-256I3
DATA BASES
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
[ A I A A 81-2242] pOOIS A82-1J468
Data base generation for digital external viev
systems
[DGLB PiPEB 81-101] p0159 482-19270
Analysis of system problems using aviation safety
reporting system data
P02I9 A82-23312
airborne data analysis/monitor system
p0138 N82-14830
ADAMS executive and operating system
pOI38 N82-14831
Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): A
ground-based component of air navigation
services systems
p020l N82-I7I50
Collection and evaluation of propeller aircraft
noise certification data
[DFVLB-HITT-81-20] p0270 H82-19958
Experimental investigation of turbine endyall heat
transfer. Volume 1: Description of
experimental hardware and test conditions
[ A D - A 1 10332] p03l7 H82-21I99
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume 3: Data base system
[AD-A110334] p03!7 M82-21201
The Sortie-Generation Model system. Volume 6:
Spares subsystem
[AD-A110900] p0447 N82-26226
Analysis and preparation of a digital terrain data
base for flight simulator use
[AD-A1I5547] p0559 H82-30315
Study of the frequency assignment congestion in








Automatic digital gain ranging for flight test
telemetry data
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2370] p0060 A82-13947
Advanced crash survivable flight data recorder and




Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[NASA-CB-168931] p0396 N82-24206
DAIA CONVEEIEBS
hi ANALOG TO DIGITAL CONVERTERS
DAIA CORRELATION
SI SIGNAL ANALYSIS
A recursive terrain height correlation system
using multiple model estimation techniques
[AIAA 82-1513] p0484 A82-38937







Hind-tunnel/flight correlation program on XB-70-1
p0404 N82-2520I




F-16E program overview and wind tunnel/flight
correlation
p0404 882-25207
Investigation of correlation between full-scale
and fifth-scale wind tunnel tests of a Bell
helicopter lextron Hodal 222
I HASA-CB-166362] p0535 N82-29315
Correlation of Preston-tube data with laminar skin





Distributed Time Division Multiple Access /DTDMA/
- A distributed signaling technique for advanced
tactical communications
P0067 482-14719
PLBS engineering development testing - Early results
Position Location Beporting System with data
communication network for community users 10
tactical environment
P0124 A82-I8157
Enhanced noise immunity and error control in a
fully integrated JTIDS/GPS receiver Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System
p0125 482-18171
Modernizing the Egyptian A.T.C. system
p0125 482-18273
Microwave communications to remotely piloted
vehicles
pOISO A82-18911
Laser communications via an atmospheric link
p0175 A82-20615
Belay-augmented data links in an interference
environment
p0176 A82-20684
Discrete Address Beacon System /DABS/
P0220 A82-23322
MIL-SID 1553B - Aircraft EM environmental
susceptibility effects
P0229 A82-24357
Badiating elements for hemispherically scanned
arrays onboard aircraft for data links to
satellites
P0379 A82-32992
An optical data link for airborne scanning system
P0391 A82-34737
Application of an optical data link in the
airborne scanning system
P0491 A82-39275
O.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle supporting
technology program
p0494 A82-39739
A pilot's view on possible uses of AIDS
airborne collision avoidance systems
p0401 N82-25176
Design of a microprocessor-controlled linkage for
simulator applications
[ A D - A I 15421] pOS64 082-30954
DATA MANAGEMENT
Two at a time - Flight test plans for the new
Boeing airliners
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2378] p0059 A82- 1394 I
Algorithms for an adaptive dynamic window in
electronic map systems
p0071 A82-14769
The Boeing Flight Test Data System 1980
pOI79 A82-20769
Instrumentation remote 'mini* ground station
p0179 A82-20770
Managing computer aided design; Proceedings of the
Conference, London, England, November 19. 1980
p0229 A82-24371
PNCS - A commercial flight management computer
system
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Digital avionics display processor
[ A I A A 81-2311] P0051 482-13513
Time-referencing of data in an asynchronous
environment for fighter aircraft avionics
[ A I A A 81-2341] p0052 482-13531
Recent improvements at the Naval Air Test Center
for increased test system flexibility
A-146
SUBJECT ISDBI DATA STOBAGE
[ A I A A PiPEB 81-2392] p0056 132-13888
Fleet Flight Loads Survey monitoring and analysis
techniques
(Alii PIPEB 81-2461] p0057 A82-13903
The Advanced Bange Instrumentation Aircraft
improvement and modernization program
[ A I A A PAP2B 81-2368] p0060 A82- 13948
Status and tracking system for flight test data
products
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2395] p0063 A82-I4376
Integrated flight testing based on nonlinear
system identification data processing techniques
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2449] p0064 A82-14389
A multimicroprocessor system foe ATCBBS oonopulse
data processing
p007l A82-14777
Instrumentation remote 'mini* ground station
p0179 182-20770
Coloc graphics based real-tine telemetry
processing system
pOI79 A82-20771
Distributed data processing modeling for future
A1C systems
p0220 482-23319
Modernizing air traffic control in France
p0285 A82-27048
Problems in the automation of the thermal-stress
analysis of flight vehicles
P0293 482-27509
Primary-data devices Bussian book
p049t 482-39279
Analysis of flight data in the frequency domain
pOS43 482-41796
A versatile data acquisition system for a low
speed wind tunnel
[ A D - A 1 0 6 2 6 9 ] pOI92 1182- 16097
Tactical Airborne Distributed Computing and networks
[AGABD-CP-303] p0195 N82-17086
Distributed data processing: what is it?
p0196 H32- 17087
A descriptive study of the application of analysis
of variance and regression techniques in an
error analysis program for test data obtained in
a 16 foot transonic tunnel
p0309 H82-20997
Beport of the JANNAF Horkshop on High Frequency
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Techniques
p032l N82-2I406
Application of Kalman filtering to the kinematic
reconstruction of free flight of catapulted
aircraft models in the laboratory
[IHFL-80-28] p0353 N82-22259
Aeronautical information data subsystems air
navigation
p040l 882-25178
The DFVLB Digital Flight Data Beadout and
Processing Station and its Utility
p0402 1182-25 180
Sas path analysis of coomercial aircraft engines
p0402 N82-25I84
Analysis ot transient data from aircraft gas
turbine engines using AIDS
p0403 N82-25189
Supplementary studies on the sensitivity of
optimized structures
[AD-A110994] p0412 N82-25545
structures testing analysis real-time network
( S T A B N E T )
[ A D - A I I I 6 3 6 ] p04!3 N82-25827
Flying qualities criteria for 6A single pilot IFB
operations
p0446 H82-26213
Data processing at the Global Positioning System
master control station
[AD-A110553] p0450 H82-26270
An analysis of selected enhancements to the en
route central computing complex
[4D-4 113575] p0479 1182-28044
Hydraulic Universal Display Processor System (HODPS)
[AD-A114428] p0525 M82-28294
Prograas for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 8: Programs for
processing data on the central site computer
[AD-A 112900] p0527 N82-28310
DATA PBOCESSIIG BQOIPMENt
NT AIBBOBNE/SPACEBOBNE COMPOTBBS
NT A N A L O G COHPUTEBS
NT CDC CYBEH 175 COMPOTES
NT COHPUTEBS







NI PBINTEBS (DATA PBOCESSING)
Air traffic control en route computer systeo
[GPO-89-008] p0264 N82- 19202
DATA PBOCBSSIBG TEBHIIALS
Terminal information display system benefits and
costs
[AD-A 114937] p0533 N82-29291
DATA PBOCESSOBS





Extended time radar raw video recording
p0075 A82-14909
DATA BECOBDI1G
A design for a 32-channel multiplexer for




On matching the systems identification technique
to the particular application in evaluating
flight test data
p0044 482-13119
Simulator data test instrumentation - Flight test
challenge of the eighties
pOI78 A82-20768
Bapid extraction of layer relative humidity,
geopotential thickness, and atmospheric
stability from satellite sounding radiometer data
P0242 482-25113
Problems with the use of percentages in the
analysis of AAES data Aircrew Automated
Escape Systems
p0556 A82-44293
A D A M S executive and operating system
p0138 N82-I483I
Improvements and extensions of the Geometrical
Dilution of Precision (GDOP) concept for
selecting navigation measurements
[AD-A108607] p0253 N82-18197
Test site instrumentation study. Volume 2: Crash
1 and crash 2 raw data
[PB82-111832] p0258 N82-I8233
Application of Kalman filtering to the kinematic
reconstruction of free flight of catapulted
aircraft models in the laboratory
[IHFL-80-28] p0353 N82-22259
Design of a data acguisition and reduction system
for fatigue testing
[AD-A110612] p0461 N82-26720
Beduction and analysis of mode c altitude data
collected at high altitudes over the continental
United States
[AD-AI14655] p0532 N82-29276
Data reduction procedures for Sea King helicopter
flight trials
[AD-A 117044] p0590 N82-32359
DATA BETBIBVAL
New techniques in data retrieval and display
color graphics
_ . p040l N82-25174
Flight data recovery under adverse conditions
p0402 N82-25I83
Value of survivability and recoverability of
flight data recorders benefit cost methodology
p0402 N82-25I88
DATA SAMPLING








A storage device for subsystem maintenance
information
p0073 A82-14817
Integrated navigation-TF/TA-system based on stored
terrain data processing
A-147
DATA STSTEHS SUBJECT I8DEX
P0362 H82-23183
DAIA STSTEHS
Developaent and laboratory test of an integrated
sensory system /ISS/ foe advanced aircraft
[AIAA 81-2297] pOOSO 462- 13501
Advanced fiber optic systems for avionics
applications
[AIAA 81-2319] pOOSI A82-135I8
& technique to determine lift and drag polars in
flight and their application
[AIAA PAPER 81-2420] p0054 A82-13H59
An advanced facility for processing aircraft
dynamic test data
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2398] p0063 482-14377
Automation in flight simulation of data handling
and validation testing
p O I 7 1 A82-20532
Data systems organization - A change for the better
flight test data acquisition
pOI78 A82-20767
The Boeing Flight Test Data System 1980
P0179 A82-20769
Instrumentation remote 'mini' ground station
P0179 A82-20770
PHOX - The interface for engine data to AIDS
propulsion multiplexer in Aircraft Integrated
Data System
[AIAA PAPER 82-1127] p0417 A82-35022
f-16 Centralized Data System /CDS/
p0545 A82-42206
Integration of controls and displays in U.S. Army
helicopter cockpits
[AD-A109594] p0306 N82-20I91
Proceedings of the 11th symposium on aircraft
integrated data systems conferences
[DFVLB-HITT-82-02] p0401 S82-25171
The DFVLB Digital Flight Data Beadont and
Processing station and its Utility
p0402 H82-2S180
Ac intermediate solution between basic and
expanded aircraft integrated data systems (AIDS)
p0402 H82-25182
Gathering and analysing data on the British




FAA developing new collision avoidance, data
acquisition and transmission systems
pOOOS A82-10396
ABIHC "29 digital data communications on the
Boeing 757 and 767 commercial airliners
[AIAA 81-2267] p0049 A82- 13485
Higher order Information Transfer Systems are coming
[AIAA 81-2317] pOOSI 482-135 17
Light-guided information distribution systems
[ A I A A 81-2320] pOOSI A82-13519
High speed microwave phase-locked loops
p0066 A82-14696
Dsing phased array radar for data communications
p0068 A82-14725
Air traffic control problems and solutions
p O l l l A82-17283
Data communications within the Air Navigation
Services system
p0125 A82-18272
The significance of electronics for air traffic
control at the present time and in the future
pOI63 A82-19649
The micro revolution comes to civil air transport
p0329 A82-29259
Design principles of a computer-aided design system
p0333 A82-29829
Combined amplitude-phase modulation for a VHP
communication link
p0553 A82-43870
A nev class of routing protocols for a proposed
computer network linking tactical radar sites
p0553 A82-43893
Aircraft meteorological data relay /A8DAB/
p0579 A82-45822
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, data transmission study
[AD-A 104243] p0037 N82-11064
Columbus, Ohio, Voice response system
demonstration and evaluation
[AD-A104750] p0091 H82-12304
The P-POD Project error detection codes
p044S H82-26202
Air data measurement using distributed processing
and fiber optics data transmission
P0446 H82-262I4
System data communication structures for
active-control transport aircraft, volume I
[HASA-CB-165773-VOL-1] p0538 H82-29510
System data communication structures for
active-control transport aircraft, volume 2
[HASA-CB-165774-»OL-2] P0539 M82-29511
Propagation problems associated vith aircraft
communications systems
P0539 H82-29535
Airborne Flight Test System (AFTS)
{AD-A115100] p0589 B82-32354






Special investigation report: Evacuation of
United Airlines DC-8-61, Sky Harbor




fuel conservation - DC-9 series 20/30/40
p002l A82-12563
Applications of digital avionics to commercial
transport aircraft - The DC-9 Super 80 and beyond
[AIAA 81-2218] p0047 A82- 13456
D.C.9 windshield - Effect of attachment retorgue
p0228 A82-24324
Kevlar/PnB-15 reduced drag DC-9 reverser stang
fairing
[HASA-CB- 165148] p057l H82-3I448
DC 10 AIBCBAFT
KC-IO, flight test program management - The
contractor's viewpoint
[AIAA PAFEB 81-2380] p0064 A82-14384
Deficiencies and constraints that affect the
design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies
p0226 A82-24303
The DC-10 Chicago crash and the legality of SFAB 40
p0443 A82-37832
Investigation and evaluation of a computer program
to minimize three-dimensional flight time tracks
[NASA-CB-I684I9] p02IS S82-17879
Long duct nacelle aerodynamic development for
DC-10 derivatives
[BASA-CB-159271] p0586 S82-32315
Investigation of the interference effects of mixed
flow long duct nacelles on a DC-10 wing
[HASA-CB-159202] p0586 N82-32319
Selected winglet and mixed flow long duct nacelle
development for DC- 10 derivative aircraft
[NASA-CB-3296] p0589 M82-32347
Development of a low risk augmentation system for
an energy efficient transport having relaxed
static stability
[HASA-CB-159166] p0592 H82-32377
Advanced turboprop testbed systems study
[HASA-CB-167895] p0607 H82-33375
02 HAVIUABD AIBCBAFT
Flight testing De Havilland Aircraft Limited
DASB-8 utilizing onboard data analysis by
microprocessor




Position extrapolation quality calculation for
inertial and Doppler-ABBS navigation systems
p0123 A82-18151
A natural parameter-controller specification
procedure for an integrated radio/dead reckoner
navigation system
POI24 482-18155
The control and guidance unit for 8ACHAH
p0493 A82-39738






Briefs of fatal accidents involving fixed-wing


















Limiting payload deceleration daring ground impact
[ A I A A PAPER 81-1916] pOOOS A82-10404
Escape systems decelerator technology
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1913] p006 I A82-13966
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence reduction characteristics for




D BliAKES (FOB ABBBSTING BOTION)
DECISIOS BAKING
Banagement of redundancy in flight control systems
using optimal decision theory
p0039 N82-I1084
Optimal placement model for the B-526 weapons
system trainer









A linear decomposition method for large





A decoupled control system for improved flight
performance in vind shear
pOOU3 482-13079
Selection of some rotor parameters to reduce
pitch-roll coupling of helicopter flight dynamics
p0278 A82-26383
Use of entire eigenstructure assignment mth






Growth of four flax types in graphite/epozy
composites due to fully reversed fatigue
p0290 482-27167
Effects of defects on tension coupons undergoing
an accelerated environmental spectrum
p0290 A82-27168
A compilation of stress intensity factor solutions
for flawed fastener holes
[AD-A108753] _ _ _ p0259 N82-18628
Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas
turbine discs
p0346 N82-22178
Environmental and High-Strain Bate effects on
composites for engine applications
[HASA-TH-82882] p057 I N82-3I449
DBFBHSE PBOGBAH
Economic analysis for data base management
p0545 482-42208
fieriev of defense-related vertical and short
takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft programs





Beasured pavement response to transient aircraft
loadings
p O I O I N82-13442
DEFLBCTOBS
Experimental study of the flotrfield of an airfoil
uith deflected spoiler
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0126] p0286 A82-27086
Transonic floiis in an air inlet Kith large
incidence and the effect of a bloving trap
p0094 N82-13071








Contact problems involving the flov past an
inflated aerofoil
p0391 482-34851
Measured pavement response to transient aircraft
loadings
p O I O I N82-13442










Analysis of escape systems at 687 KEAS
p0079 A82-14978
Flutter of forward swept wings, analyses and tests
[AIAA 82-0646] p0337 A82-30142
Structural modification to achieve antiresonance
in helicopters
p0379 A82-32849
Use of rotary balance and forced oscillation test
data in six degrees of freedom simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1364] p0489 A82-39129
Transonic flatter and response analyses of tvo
3-degree-o£-freedom airfoils
p0555 A82-44245
Development of a tentative flying qualities
criterion for aircraft tilth independent control
of six degrees of freedom: Analysis and flight
test
p0347 N82-22I9I
Elastic suspension of a «ind tunnel test section
p0370 N82-23363
A tvo-degree-of-freedom flatter mount system vith
Ion damping for testing rigid wings at different
angles of attack
[NASA-TH-83302] p0371 N82-23549
Gyro systems (selected pages)
[AD-A 113748] p0467 B82-2727 I
The use of a multi-degree-of-freedom dual balance
system to measure cross and cross-coupling
derivatives[AD-A 1148 13] p0538 N82-29333




Black Hawk rotor de-icing
p0280 A82-26398
Thermodynamic performance of an airplane wing
leading edge anti-icing system
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0851] p0373 A82-3187I
Botorcraft icing: Status and prospects
[AGABD-AB-166 ] p0036 N82-11056
Ice protection system technology
p0036 N82-II060
Ice phobics blade tracking and comparison of
vibration analysis techniques
[AD-A10812.1 ] p0189 N82- 16074





Limited artificial and natural icing tests
production UH-604 helicopter (re-evaluation)
[AD-A 112582] p0452 N82-26287
An evaluation of the Bosemoont ice detector for
cloud Hater content measurements
[PB82-158833] p0536 N82-29321
The interaction of radio frequency electromagnetic
fields mth atmospheric water droplets and





Transparencies - that an aircraft designer should
know
p0226 482-24305
Aircraft icing research at NASA
[HASA-TB-82919] p0558 SB2-30297










Formation of triangular-element stiffness matrix
using sliding interpolation
p0014 A82-11464
Increasing the lift.-drag ratio of a flat delta ving
p0016 A82-11899
Dse of high conical flow theory for the
determination of the pressure distribution on
the nave rider and its agreement mth
experimental results for supersonic flow
p0154 A82-19197
Aerodynamic characteristics of wavenders at
sucsonic flight speeds
p0165 482-19810
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta Kings
[ A I A & PAPEB 82-0129] p0183 482-22052
Crossflov shock on the suction side of a flat
delta ving with supersonic leading edges
p0332 A82-29659
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta ving at B = 0.9
[4144 82-0686] p0338 A82-30153
On the vortex flow over delta and double-delta wings
[4144 PAPEfi 82-0949] p0437 A82-37466
Chordwise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary planform slender Kings
pOU43 A82-3793I
Leading edge separation at delta wings with curved
leading edges in supersonic flov
P0483 A82-38784
Measurement and visualization of skin friction on
the leeside of delta wings in supersonic flow
p0483 482-38785
Beasurements of velocity distributions in the
leading edge vortex of a delta wing by the
laser-Ooppler procedure
pO«83 A82-38786
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations
[AIAA P4PEE 82-1320] p0487 A82-39098
Lateral aerodynamics of delta vings with leading
edge separation
[4144 P4PEE 82-1386] p0490 A82-39142
rortex formation over double-delta wings
P0514 A82-40989
Dpper Vortex Flap - A versatile surface for highly
swept wings
p0515 A82-41002
Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept
delta wings
p0515 A82-41003
Spanvise distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in subsonic flow
p0516 A82-41005
Fuselage effects in leading edge vortex flap
aerodynamics
pOSI6 A82-4I006
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a
60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices
(data report)
[NASA-CB-165806] p0139 N82-15014
Experimental study of delta wing leading-edge
devices for drag reduction at high lift
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot high speed
tunnel
p0198 1182-17125
Finite difference computation of the conical flow
field over a delta wing
[VKI-TH-140] p0199 H82-17I35
Pressure distributions on some delta wings at a - 4
wind tunnel tests
[HAE-TB-80068] p03IJ N82-2II64
Static and unsteady pressure aeasnrenents on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at H = 0.9
conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[NASA-TH-83297] p0363 N82-23195
DBdAHD (ECOSO8ICS)
Selection of telecommunication eguipnent - A new
approach to the equivalent cdst concept
p0243 A82-25510
Energy environment study








Formulation and characterization of polyimide









Deposit formation in liquid fuels. II - The effect
of selected compounds on the storage stability
of Jet & turbine fuel
pO186 A82-22240
DEPOSITS
Thermal decomposition of aviation fuel
fASBE PiPBfi 82-GT-27] p0420 A82-35292
Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-49] p0422 482-35307
Determination and analysis of jet and missile fuel
deposits







Descent-rate cuing for carrier landings: Effects
of display gain, display noise and aircraft type
[AD-AI0880I ] p0264 H82-19206
DESCENT TBAJECZQBIBS
NT EEENTBI TBAJECTOBIES








Development of new lifting parachute designs with
increased trio angle
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1921] p0006 »82- 10407
Optimization of the principal design parameters of
a passenger aircraft
p O O l O 482-10816
Design analysis of high temperature transparent
windshields for high performance aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 81-ENAS-5] p O O l l A82-10893
Parachute technology under pressure
P0024 482-12804
Air-to-ground HTI radar using a displaced phase
center, phased array
P0075 482-11881
The history of the development of the Gu
aeroconical parachute - 1971-1980
P0078 A82-1496I
A look at the Hoffaan Triangular parachute - The
first successful glidable parachute
P0079 A82-14966
Batheaatical programming in engineering design
problems
p008? 482- 15864
Direct approach to aerodynamic design problems
pOIOS A82- 16404
Design and performance of airborne radoaes - A
review
p0106 A82- 16564
Flight mechanics - Bodern aircraft design and
control concepts German book
p0121 A82-17951
A-150
SOBJBCT INDEX DESIGN ANALYSIS COBTD
Four pad tilting pad bearing design and
application foe multistage axial compressors
[ASSE P A P E E 81-LOB-12] pOI26 A82-18429
Design criteria for a niss distance radar
pOI49 632-1890(1
Airborne measurements wi th a sensitive high
resolution 90 GHz radiometer
p O I S I A82-I89UO
A study of potentially low cost oillimetre-vave
radiometric sensors
pOISI 482-18942
Boundary layer transition ana separation on a
compressor rotor airfoil
p0168 482-20299
IF-16 design concept and philosophy
p022l A82-23444
Aircraf t transparency design guide
p0226 A82-24307
Design considerations of DC-Link aircraft
generation systems
p0229 A82-24377
Design technology for improved performance
retention in turbofan engines
[S4E PAPEB 8 11055] p023l 482-2U392
Airworthiness considerations in the design of
commercial transport aircraft
[SA£ PAPER 811039] p0232 A82-24396
Designing for continued airworthiness - General
aviation
[SAE PAPEB 811038] p0232 482-21397
Aircraft/airport compatibility - A constant
challenge for aircraft designers
p02<42 482-25119
Inverse heat-transfer problems - Domains of
application in the design and testing of
technical systems
p027» A82-2597I
Design optimization of rotor systems for
tilt-rotor aircraft that fold for shipboard
compatibility
p0280 A82-26399
Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite
aileron
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0634] p0283 482-26567
US Navy begins slow shut fie towards V/S10L
p0296 432-28311
N A S A research related to sailplane airfoils
p0330 A82-294I7
Design principles of a computer-aided design system
p0333 482-29829
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research mng
[4114 82-0678] p0338 482-3011)6
Damage tolerant design using collapse techniques
C A I A A 82-0718] p0339 A82-30168
Structural modification to achieve antiresonance
in helicopters
p0379 A82-32849
Small turbine engine augmentor design methodology
[ A I A A PAPER 82-1179] p0417 A82-35044
A comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1264] p 0 4 > 9 432-35091
On the influence of the number of stages on the
efficiency of axial-floH turbines
[ A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-43] p0421 A82-35301
Improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
- [ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-68] _ _ p0423 A82-35318
Design and investigations of a three dimensionally
twisted diffusec for centrifugal compressors
[ A S n E PAPEB 82-GT-I02] pOU24 A82-35339
A computational design method for transonic
tnrbomachinery cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 82-QI-117] p0425 A82-353U8
Performance analysis of the test results on a
two-stage transonic fan
[AS8E PAPEB 82-ST-I23] p0425 A82-35353
Helicopter design synthesis
P0440 A82-37772
General purpose research rotor
[ A H S PBEPRINT 81-9] p O U U l A82-37777
A design criterion for highly augmented
fly-by-mre aircraft
C A I A A 82-1570] pOaSS 482-38969
Avoiding the pitfalls in automatic landing control
system design
C A I A A 82-1599] f01486 482-39013
Development of the advanced composite ground
spoiler for C-I medium transport aircraft
P0495 A82-39695
Analytical design and validation of digital flight
control system structure
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1626] p0497 A82-40434
CDS-the designer's media, the analyst's model
Configuration Development System for aircraft
p0514 A82-4099I
Repair-discard concepts in design
p0545 A82-42178
Design and analysis of advanced composite structures
p0547 A82-42670
Applied flight mechanics in the design and in
flight tests
p0550 A82-43327
Processes and procedural approaches in the
aerodynamic design of the Alpha Jet aircraft
p0550 482-43328
Hew approaches to fighter design
P0554 A82-442I8
Design study report for General Aviation Loran-c
receiver
C A D - A 104921] p0087 H82- 12062
Establishment of an experimental technigue to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe
configurations, using a full span model with
turbine powered engine simulators
p0096 082-13089
Helicopter lauding gear design and test criteria
investigation
[AD-A105512] p O I 4 l N82-I5035
Pre-design study for a modern four-bladed rotor
for the Botor system Research Aircraft (BSBA)
integrating the YAH-64 main rotor
C H A S A - C R - I 6 6 I 5 4 ] pO187 N82-16043
Study of controlled diffusion stator blading. I.
Aerodynamic and mechanical design report
CNASA-CR- 165500] pO I 90 N82- I608I
Brittle materials design, high temperature qas
turbine
(4D-4106670] pO I 9 I N82-16085
Deviation/turning angle correlations
p0205 N82-17193





Design philosophy of the Hughes model 600 helicopter
p0247 N82-I8140
A design study of the Harshal llqhtweiqht
tvin-engined aircraft
[BU-262] p0265 N82-192I5
Cooled variable-area radial turbine technology
program
[NASA-CB- 165408] p0266 S82- 19221
A linear decomposition method for large
optimization problems. Blueprint for development
CNASA-TM-83248] p0352 S82-22245
Advanced Lou-Emissions Catalytic-Combustor
Program, phase 1 aircraft gas turbine engines
CNASA-CB-159656] p0354 N82-22265
Synthesis of an integrated cockpit management system
p0366 N82-23222
Maintenance training simulator design and
acguisition: ISO-derived training equipment
design
[ A D - A I 10871] - , _ _ _ _ .
 pou(,7 U82-26221
On the design and test of a low noise propeller
[NASA-CB-165938) . p0462 N82-27089
The determination of gust loads on nonlinear
aircraft using a power spectral density approach
fHLB-TB-80123-U] p0526 N82-28303
Design basis for a nev transonic wind tunnel
[4D-4I12899] p0527 N82-2831I
Advanced casting: Today and tomorrow
aerospace industry components casting
p0528 N82-28486
Problems related to the integration of fault
tolerant aircraft electronic systems
CNASA-CB-165926] p0530 N82-29022
Design and implementation of USAF avionics
integration support facilities
[AD-A115537] p0558 N82-30307




DESISB OP EIPEBIHENTS SUBJECT liDBI
Design of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGT) synthesis
methods, volume 1




Productivity and safety reducing transport
aircraft operating costs and increasing safety
p O l l l &82-17284
Advanced composites integral structures neet the
challenge of future aircraft systems
p0288 182-27133
Combat survivability in the Advanced Technology
Engine Study /ATES/
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1287] p04!9 482-35101
The promise of laminated metals in aircraft design
pOS06 A82-40903
Design and experience mth a Ion-cost digital
fly-by-wire system in the SAAB JA37 Viggen A/C
p0507 A82-40905
Optimizing aerospace structures for manufacturing
cost
p05!6 482-11014
Design to life cycle cost capability of the PEICE
models
[IAF PAPBB 82-221] p05S6 A82-44695
Task analytic techniques: Application to the






Experimental structural testing on a composite
aircraft canard and its applications








NT OLTBASONIC FLAB DETECTION
Sensor failure detection system for the F100
turbofan engine
[ NASA-CB-I655I5] pOlOO N82-13I45
lest and evaluation of DV fiber optics for
application for aircraft fire detector systems
[ A D - A I 0 6 I 2 9 ] pOI95 N82-16850
N A S A research programs responding to workshop
recommendations
p031l N82-2I146
The effect of ionospheric variability on the
accuracy of high frequency position location
[AD-A107425] p0450 N82-26274
A result in the theory of spiral search
[AD-A112481] p0466 N82-27262
Besponse of cloud microphysical instruments to
aircraft icing conditions
[AD-A112317] p0469 N82-27284
Utilization of AN/APS-94 side-looking airborne
radar systems in search and rescue
[AD-A114484} p056l N82-30437
DEIBBIOBATIOI
BSG-3 structures inspection program for
aircraft maintenance
p0224 A82-240II
BB 211 powerplant deterioration - Beview of
current situation and lessons learned









0 LOB ASPECT BA.TIO RINGS
0 SBEPT BINGS
DICKE BADIOSETBBS
A study of potentially low cost millimetre-wave
radiometric sensors
p0151 482-18942
Badiometric aeasursaents at 80 GHz







Leaky nave antenna using an inverted strip
dielectric waveguide for aircraft application
p0163 A82- 19552
G1D analysis of airborne antennas radiating in the
presence of lossy dielectric layers
[NASA-CB-16877Q] p0357 N82-22398






Lightweight diesel engine designs for commuter
type aircraft
[NASA-CB-165470] p0037 N82-11068
Advanced general aviation comparative
engine/airframe integration study
CHASA-CB-165564J p0354 N82-22263
USAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume





Development of catalytic systeos for the
conversion of syngas to jet fuel and diesel fuel
and higher alcohols
[DE82-000067] p0090 N82-12255
Investigation of the application of a cryogenic
blending process to produce antimisting diesel
fuels
[AD-A110917] p041l N82-25399
Mobility fuels for the Navy
[ A D - A I 1 2 5 I 1 ] p0459 N82-26485
Development of Army high-energy fuel







NT ELLIPTIC DIFFEBENTIAL EQOATIONS
NT FALKNBB-SKAN BQOATION
NT GAOSS EQUATION
NT PABTIAL DIFFEBBNTIAL EQUATIONS
NT VOBTICITI EQUATIONS
A generalized Bill's nethod for the stability
analysis of parametrically excited dynamic systems
p0274 A82-25923
Implementable differential equations for nonlinear
filtering radar tracking






The use of differential pressure feedback in an
automatic flight control system
[ A I A A 82-1596] p0485 A82-3898 I
A program to evaluate a control system based on




Elevation plane analysis of on-aircraft antennas
[AD-A112373] p0460 N82-26554
The AIDS/F-18 dlftractive HUD
[AD-AI16026] p0608 N82-33382
DIFFBACTION PATHS
Geodesic paths of an ellipsoid-nounted antenna
[AD-A116453] p0596 N82-32573
DIFFBACTION PATTEBNS
Diffraction by a finite strip
p0382 A82-33605




Optimal subsonic diffuser wall design for
arbitrary entry conditions
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base for flight simulator use
[AD-A115547] P0559 882-30315
Evaluation of the FAA/HITBE weather data device
CAD-A114646} P0562 882-3oaoo
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion
cue requirements in flight simulation
P0562 882-30838
Application of a pilot control strategy
identification technigue to a joint FAA/8ASA
ground based simulation of head up displays for
CTOL aircraft
p0563 882-30857
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced
display concepts for the F-16 control configured
vehicle
p0563 882-30859
Separation monitoring with four types of
predictors on a cockpit display of traffic
information
p0564 882-30860
Functional design to support CDTI/DAB5 flight
experiments
[HASA-CH-165947] p0569 882-31326
lide-angle, multiviewer, infinity display system
[AP-A116308] p0571 882-31336
Terminal Information Processing System (TIPS)
Consolidated CAB Display (CCD) comparative
analysis
[FAA-CT-81-8] p0587 B82-3233I
The AIDS/F-18 diffractive HOD
CAD-A 116026] p0608 882-333S2
Bon-complex item development specification for a
feasibility model of an electronic master
monitor and advisory display system (EKHADS)
[AD-41I79I9] p0609 1182-33386









Investigation of spray characteristics for
flashing injection of fuels containing dissolved






Sensor footprints and homing range of terminal
guidance munition
[BBVG-FBIT-81-5] p O I 4 6 882-15111
DIStAHCB flBASOBIBS EQOIP8BST
81 ALTIMETERS
HI LASEfi BASSE FIKDBRS
81 BADIO ALTISBTEBS
The QBE-based Azimuth System /DAS/
P0123 A82-18I46
Navigation system integrity and reliability for
civil aviation
P0124 482-18159
HLS flare Ion elevation angle guidance
considerations
POI75 482-20586
The birth of precision DUE
P0225 A82-24066
Loran-C B8AV in mountainous areas
P0236 A82-24649
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the aicrowave Landing
System (HLS). Part 3: A comparison of waypoint
guidance algorithms for BHAV/BLS transition
[KASA-CB-3512] pOI88 1182- 16060
Ground speed measurement from DaB/VHF omnirange
navigation (VOB) data
p0402 H82-25I85
L-band ONE multipath environment in the Microwave





Ethanol production by vapor compression distillation
CDB82-004892] p0538 H82-29393
Analysis and environmental fate of Air Force




Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing
effects on F100 response to distortion
CBASA-CB-167879] p0369 882-23246
DISIBIBOfBD PABAOBTEB SXSIBHS
Tactical Airborne Distributed Computing and networks
[AGABD-CP-303) p0195 H82-17086
Distributed data processing: Hhat is it?
p O I 9 6 882-17087
The effect of increasingly more complex aircraft
and avionics on the method of system design
p0196 882-17088
A tutorial on distributed processing in
aircraft/avionics applications
p0196 882-17089
Functional versus communication structures in
modern avionic systems
p0196 882-17092
Economic considerations for real-tine naval





i reconfigorable change network foe distributed
process control
pOI97 U82-17108
Integrated control of mechanical system for future
combat aircraft
pOI97 N82- 17117
F/A-I8A tactical airborne computational subsystem
p O I 9 7 S82-I7I19
F/A-18 weapons system support facilities
p0198 N82-17120
Distributed intelligence for air fleet control[AD-i108611] p0253 H82-18195
Air data, measurement using distributed processing
and fiber optics data transmission
p0446 N82-26214
DISTBIBOTED PBOCESSIBG
Enhaucenents and algorithms for avionic
information processing system design methodology[ A D - A I I 7 9 4 8 ] p0609 N82-33385
DISTRIBUTION (PBOPBBTI)
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Divergence of a sweptforward wing
p0053 482-13560




Ground test of a large scale 'D1 vented thrust
deflecting nozzle
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2630] p O I O S A82-16907
DIVBBTEBS
Subsonic military aircraft engine intake: An
integrated theoretical experiment design
p0094 H82-13073
DOCUMEBTATIOS
tlaintenance training simulator design and
acquisition: ISO-derived training equipment
design
[AD-AII087I] p0447 N82-26221
Maintenance training simulator desiqn and












NT USEB HANUALS (COMPUTES PBOGBAMS)
Trends in maintainability and reliability of
avionics systems mth particular reference to
DCAD Technical Publication 1/77
pOI06 482-16561





Bearfield aerodynaii.es and optical propagation
characteristics of a large-scale turret model
[AD-AI13910] P0529 H82-28624
DOOBS
Developments on graphite/epoxy T-2 nose landing
gear door
P0495 A82-39893
Subsonic ailitary aircraft engine intake: An





Doppler test results of experimental GPS receiver
[AD-AI13587] p0468 N82-27274
DOPPLEB NAVIGATION
position extrapolation quality calculation for
inertial and Doppler-AHBS navigation systeas
POI23 A82- 18 15 I
Short-term behavior of a Doppler navigation system
and comparison Kith position indication by Deans
of scanning radar
P0390 A82-34672
An accurate Dopplec navigator uith microwave
simplicity
p0435 A82-37037
An unbiased analysis of the Doppler coordinate
systems
[4D-4110510 ] pOISO N82-26269
BOPPLEB EAUAfi
Applications of conventional and Doppler radars
for aviation safety
p0003 482-10215
An airport «ind shear detection and warning system
using Doppler radar
P0003 482-10220
Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air
radar detection of low-level wind shear
p0004 A82-I022I
Detection and display of wind shear and turbulence
P0004 482- 10222
Gust front structure observed by Doppler radar[AD-A083866] p0004 482-10223
Multiple Doppler radar observations of PBL structure
p0004 A82-10292
Design criteria for a miss distance radar
p O I 4 9 A82- 18904
B.F. calibrators for Doppler radars
pOI50 482-18917
Turbulence and wind shear experiments related to
aircraft operation in the terminal area
p0579 A82-45817
Maximum-entropy spectral analysis of radar clutter
p0584 A82-47407
Doppler radar-research and application to aviation
flight safety, 1977 - 1979
[AD-A109845] p0303 N82-20163
Test and evaluation of the airport radar wind
shear detection system[AD-A112663] p0478 B82-27924
DOUGLAS AIBCBAFT
NT C-9 AIBCBAFT
HT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 9 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
POUGLAS DC-8 AIBCBAFT
U DC 8 AIBCBAFT
DOUGLAS DC-9 AIBCBAFT






Angle of downwash behind a wing in unsteady flow
p0241 462-24970
Effect of downwash on the induced drag of
canard-wing combinations
p0298 A82-285I8
Downwash behind a wing with spanwise blowing
p0382 A82-335I4
Surveys of flow-field around empennage of the BAL
STOL-research-aircraft model
[HAL-TB-677] pOI98 N82-I7124
Helicopter rotor dovnvash: Besults of
experimental research at the DFVLB-rotor test
a-159
DBAG SUBJECT IIDBX
stand and their comparison vith theoretical
results
p0249 H82-1B1S8
in accurate method for evaluating the kernel of
the integral equation relating lift to dovnvash










Preliminary investigation of effects of heavy rain
on the performance of aircraft
[HASA-Ifl-83272] p030l H82-20145
Effects of canopy geometry and cloth permeability
on the drag coefficient of a cross parachute in
the fully open and reefed conditions for a I/A
ratio of 0.3
[ A D - A I I 5 0 4 6 ] p0557 1182-30293
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Determination of the trimmed drag of an aircraft
P0127 AS 2-18 583
Model testing techniques for measuring inlet drag
p0095 H82-13084
Hind tunnel investigations of sailplane fuselages
mth different lacings and ving settings
aerodynamic drag measurement
p0364 H82-23200




Seductions in parachute drag due to forebody vake
effects
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1939] P0007 A82-10417
Analysis of escape systems at 687 KEAS
P0079 A82-14978
Three-dimensional calculation of the flov in
helicopter air intakes
[OHEBA. TP HO. 1981-124] pO 164 A82-19740
Ring-canard aerodynamics at transonic speeds -
Fundamental considerations on minimum drag
spanloads
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0097] p0183 A82-22046
Aerodynamic characteristics of maneuvering flaps
P0185 A82-22110
Fuel-efficient vindshields for transport, commuter
and business aircraft
p0226 A82-24304
Aircraft surface coatings for drag
reduction/erosion protection
[SAB PAPEB 811070] p0232 A82-24401
Selected results of the F-15 propulsion
interactions program
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1041] p04!5 A82-34976
A series of airfoils designed by transonic drag
minimization for Gates Learjet aircraft
P0432 A82-35565
Kevlar/PHB-15 polyimide matrix composite for a
complex shaped DC-9 drag reduction fairing
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1047] p0437 A82-37678
Development and flight test evaluation of a pitch
stability augmentation system for a relaxed
stability L-1011
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1297] p0487 A82-39084
The use of small strakes to reduce interference
drag of a low ving, tvin engine airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1323] p0487 A82-39 100
HASA research on viscous drag reduction
pOSOS AS2-"0896
Optimization of canard configurations - An
integrated approach and practical drag
estimation method
pOSI7 A82-4I023
Bininum induced drag of canard configurations
p0518 A82-41116
Taking the drag out of bombs
p0548 A82-42849
The principles and methods for shaping the mug
root regions of a wing-body combination at
transonic and lover supersonic speeds
p0033 H82-II016
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence reduction characteristics for
screens, honeycomb, and honeycomb-screen
combinations
[HASA-TP-1958] pOI31 H82-14055
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume 1: Load alleviation/extended
span development and flight tests
[HASA-CB-159097] p0145 H82-15076
Experimental study of delta ving leading-edge
devices for drag reduction at high lift
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot high speed
tunnel
pOI98 N82-17125
Developments in rotary ving aircraft aerodynamics
p0245 H82-18120
Laminar airfoils for transport aircraft
[ESA-TT-680] p0252 N82-18 190
On the design of some airfoils for sailplane
application additions to existing vings for
inflight testing
[VTH-Lfi-326] p0265 H82- 19213
Investigation of passive shock vave-boundary layer
control for transonic airfoil drag reduction
[HASA-CB- 168844] p0349 H82-22209
Drag reduction using pneumatic turbulators
laminar airfoils
[DFVLB-FB-81-33] p0350 H82-22223
Automated design of minimum drag light aircraft
fuselages and nacelles
[HASA-CB- 1689 13] p0368 H82-23238
Aerodyuamics/ACEE: Aircraft energy efficiency
[HASA-FACTS-94/8-81] p0407 H82-25241
Seduction in parachute drag due to forebody uake
effects
[DE81-030124] p0567 H82-3I309
Investigation of the interference effects of mixed
flov long duct nacelles on a DC-10 ving
[HASA-CB-159202] p0586 H82-32319
HASA research on viscous drag reduction
[HASA-TB-84518] p0604 H82-33344
DBA6ULATOBS
0 BRAKES (FOB ARRESTING MOTION)
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Development of a nylon-Kevlar recovery system for
the CL-289 /AN/USD 502/ surveillance drone
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1952] pOOOS A82-10427
Aguila - Bobot eye in the sky
P0584 A82-48025
A design for a 32-channel multiplexer for








The dispersion of drop sizes in gas turbine fuel
nozzle sprays
p0019 A82-12107
later ingestion into jet engine axial compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0196] p0117 A82-17836
Helicopter icing spray system
POI77 A82-20754
Influence of airblast atomizer design features on
mean drop size[AIAA PAPEB 82-1073] P0416 A82-34993
A-160
SOB JEM IS OBI DIBABIC COITEOL
Plain-jet airblast atomization of alternative
liquid petroleum fuels aoder high ambient air
pressure conditions
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GT-32] p0420 A82-35293
DEOP resrs
The constricted rigging line trials technique for
assessing the opening characteristics of
parachutes
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1932] p0007 A82-I0413
Structural design of a crashworthy landing gear





Aircraft measurements of icing in supercooled and
water droplet/ice crystal clouds
p0433 A82-36054
The Marshall Space Flight Center KC-13S zero
gravity test progran for FY 1981
[BASA-TB-82476] pO«S8 H82-26350
The interaction of radio frequency electromagnetic
fields Hith atmospheric water droplets and
applications to aircraft ice prevention
[NASA-CB-169246] p0560 H82-30432
OBI FBICTIOI
Bechanism for the elinination of instability in a
shimmy problem
pOIOS A82-16289
Dry friction daoping mechanisms in engine blades
[ASBE PAPER 82-&T-I62] p0426 482-35383
OTBB-ll l 6BOOSD EFFECT BACH1HB
0 GBODND EFFECT BACHINES
DIBB-430 GBOOID EFFECT HACHIHB
0 SBOUHD EFFECT BACHINBS
DOAt RING COIFIGDBAIIOBS
Dual wing, swept forward swept rearward wing, and
single wing design optimization for high
performance business airplanes
P0508 A82-4093I
Optimization and performance calculation of
dual-rotation propellers
[NASA-TP-1948] p O I 3 l K82-14049
DOCI GEOHETBI
Influence of exit impedance on finite difference
solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation
in ducts
[ A S M E PAPEB 8I-RA/HCA-13] p0235 A82-24602
Effects of intake geometry on circular pitot
intake performance at zero and low forward speeds
p0093 H82-13070
Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of DUO ducts at high D-field
[NASA-TH-82750] p O l O l B82-13908




Acoustic properties of turbofan inlets
[ NASA-CB-1690 16] p0462 H82-27090




An experimental study of the effects of an inlet
flow conditioner on the noise of a low speed
axial flow fan - — i n an aircraft engine
( T T - 8 I O I ] ~ p0270 H82-19956
Acoustic similarity laws for centrifugal fans
[ESA-TT-712] P0603 H82-33I72




An ejector augmented choking valve for the
metering and control of inlet and bleed duct flows
[ A I A A 82-0575] p0236 A82-24659





Turboprop and turbojet ejector optimisation
p0362 N82-23174
Sound transmission through ducts and aircraft
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Durability and damage tolerance control plans for
OSAF aircraft
[ A I A A 82-0679] p0338 A82-30I47








































A method for the investigation of
gyrostabilizatiou systems
p024l A82-24892
Development of a helicopter rotor/propulsion
system dynamics analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1078] p04 16 A82-34997
A study of the techniques of dynamic analysis of
helicopter type structures
p0246 N82-I8129
Tail rotor studies for satisfactory performance:
Strength and dynamic behavior
tSBIAS-82l-2JO-l08] p0353 B82-22258
Flap-lag-torsional dynamics of extensional and
inextensional rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight
fNASA-CB-169159] p0535 H82-293I2
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 14, no. 3
rAD-AII2586] p0596 N82-32525
Boiling flow wind tunnel tests of F-18 aircraft
[NASA-CB-169344] p0604 N82-33338
Design of helicopter rotor blades for optimum
dynamic characteristics
[NASA-CB- 169352] p0607 N82-33374
DYNABIC C08TBOL
The design of exact nonlinear model followers
with application to trajectory autopilot for
helicopter
p0044 A82-13I25
Application of the concept of dynamic trim control
and nonlinear system inverses to automatic
control of a vertical attitude takeoff and
landing aircraft
[AIAA 81-2238] p0047 A82- 13466
Estimation of the performance of nonstationary
discontinuous control systems for flight vehicles
p0333 A82-29832
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Quasi-static and dynamic crashing of energy
absorbing materials and structural components
mth the aim of improving helicopter
crashworthiness
p0440 A82-37769
Measured pavement response to transient aircraft
loadings
p O I O I N82-131*2
Aircraft fuel tank slosh and vibration test
p0344 N82-22164
Comparison of different fighter aircraft load
spectra
[FFA-TN- 1982-02] p0470 N82-27288
Experimental investigation of active loads control
for aircraft landing gear
[BASA-TP-2042] p0568 882-31321
Aerodynamic forces acting on the blades of stall
regulated propeller type mndmills
[DE82-901178] p0573 H82-3I7I8
DIBASIC UODELS
Performance estimation from non-steady manoeuvres
CAIAA PAPEB 81-2424] p0054 A82-13863
Development of a correlated finite element dynamic
model of a complete aero engine
[ASHE PAPEB si-DEi-74] poie i A82-19326
Application of structural optimization technigue
to reduce the external vibrations of a
gas-turbine engine
CISHE PAPEB 8I-DET-143] p0162 A82-I9351
Analysis of aircraft dynamic behavior in a crash
environment
[AIAA 82-0694] p0339 A82-30I6I
The maximum flying range problem for an aircraft
p0342 482-31602
Determination of in-flight helicopter loads and
vibration
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-7) p044l A82-37782
Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters
from flight data at high angles of attack
pOSOS A82-40928
Beduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic
structure aircraft
p0516 182-41009
Pneumatic tire model for aircraft simulation
p0555 A82-44244
New molding method of three-dimensional hollow
photoelastic model and centrifugal stress
analysis of air cooled turbine blade model
[NAL-TB-427T] p0037 H82-11067
DTBAHIC PBESSOBE
lind tunnel tests of ejection seat for high
dynamic pressure escape
p0079 A82-14979
Gunfire blast pressure predictions
P0345 N82-22170
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at a = 0.9






Dynamic response of aircraft structure to gun
shock loads
P0013 A82-11314
Dynamic response of blades and vanes to wakes in
axial turbomachinery
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-33] p0160 A82-19307
Optimum journal bearing parameters for minimum
rotor unbalance response in synchronous whirl
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-55] p O I 6 1 A82-19314
An investigation of dual mode phenomena in a
mistuned bladed-disk
[ASnE PAPEB 81-DEI-133] p0162 A82-19347
A parametric study of dynamic response of a
discrete model of turbcaachinery bladed disk
CASME PAPEB 8I-DET-I37] p0162 A82-19349
The dynamic behaviour of propeller anemometers
P0276 A82-26184
Applications of adaptive control systems to
aircraft design, industrial processes and
electrical drives
p0293 A82-27869
Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled
pressurized torus loaded by contact with a plane
dynamic response of aircraft tires
C A I A A 82-0753] p0336 A82-30II4
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction of flutter onset in
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA 82-0644] p0337 A82-30I40
Effects of dynamic stall on SIECS Small Hind
Energy Conversion System
p0384 A82-33707
A nonlinear response analysis for coupled
rotor-fuselage systems
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-23] p0443 A82-37794
Dynamic energy transfer between wind and aircraft
p0509 A82-40939
A method for determination of the aeroelastic
behavior of aircraft with active control systems
[DFVLB-FB-8I-05] p0029 N82-10047
A preliminary experimental investigation of the
response of a turbojet engine to inlet pressure
distortion
p0032 1182- 11007
Evaluation and wind tunnel tests of the 4,000 Ib
(normal-force) pitch/yaw and roll dyna&ic
stability balance systems for measuring direct,
cross, and cross-coupling derivatives
[AD-A105122] p0085 N82-12047
Estimation methods for the determination of
dynamic responses of elastic aircraft to
random loads
[BHVG-FBST-81-6] p014l H82-I5037
A method for force determination from vibration
response measurements application to
turbomachine blades
p0143 N82-15055
Numerical and flight simulator test of the flight
deterioration concept
CNASA-CB-3500] p0193 N82-16655
Analysis methods for predicting structural
response to projectile impact
p0202 N82-I7162
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Hiqh
pressure turbine roundness
[NASA-CB- 165555] p0203 N82- I7 I74
Problems of engine response during transient
maneuvers
P0208 B82-17221
Botor model for the verification of computational
methods
[ISD-275] p0214 H82-17638
Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems
conducted at the Langley aircraft landing loads
and traction facility
[NASA-IP-1959] p0254 N82-18204
A criterion for the prediction of the recovery
characteristics of spinning aircraft
[BAE-TB-AEBO-2251] p0267 N82-19223
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of USB flap
structure models at elevated temperature
[NAL-TB-683] p0269 N82-19570
Vibration of structures excited acoustically
p0307 N82-20343
Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface
actuator for an aircraft rudder
[SBB-UA-599-81-OE] p0320 N82-21219
Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques
conference
[AGABD-CP-318] p0343 N82-22154
Development and use of dynamic qualification
standards for Air Force stores
P0343 N82-22155
Qualification of equipment for gunfire induced
vibration
P0343 N82-22158
Development of vibration qualification test
spectra for the F-15 aircraft
p0344 N82-22I60
Application of modal synthesis techniques for the
dynamic qualification of wings with stores
p0345 N82-22168
A-162
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4 coaplete aethod for computation of blade node
characteristics and responses in forward flight
[SBIAS-821-210-101] P0353 882-22254
A helicopter handling-qualities study of the
effects of engine response characteristics,
height-control dynamics, and excess power on
nap-of-the-Earth operations
P0365 N82-232I4
A oethod for determining the aeroelastic behavior
of aircraft with active control systens
(ES4-TT-719] p0397 882-24211
Boll response criteria for transport aircraft with
advanced flight contrcl systems in the landing
approach and touchdown
{HLB-TB-80103-DJ p04IO H82-25265
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal tail loads, of a control
configured jet transport mth relaxed static
stability
p0455 H82-263I3
Comparison of analytical and rind-tunnel results
for flutter and gust response of a transport
King vith active controls
[NASA-TP-2010] p0460 882-26703
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems vith
applications to helicopter vibration control
problems
[AD-A113239] p0526 H82-2830 I
the dynamic flexural response of propeller blades
[BASA-CR-169318] pOSBS H82-323I3
Development of a rotorcraft. Propulsion dynamics
interface analysis, volume 1
















NT LOI SPEED STABILITY
HI aOTION STABILITY
NT BOTABY STABILITY
Direct free-flight analysis of aircraft dynamics
at high angles of attack
pOOSt A82-ISS96
Bobnst flight control - A design example
p0082 A82-15845
Hechanism for the elimination of instability in a
shimmy problem
pOIOS A82-I6289
Self-oscillations of the front caster Kneel strut
for a given track width under the assumption of
the wheel drift hypothesis
pOIOS 482-16290
The residue-measure criterion for model reduction
in the analysis of the N A S A Space Shuttle's
digital flight control system
(AIAA P4PEB 82-0369] pOI20 482-17909
Stability of a three-stage dynamic stand
p02»3 A82-25353
Dynamic stability of Ion effective flap hinge 8HB
concepts
p0277 A82-26377
Analyzing stable pad disturbances and design of a
sensor vault to monitor pad stability
( A I A A 82-1585] p0486 462-39011
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1325] p0488 482-39102
Haneuver stability of a vehicle Kith a towed body
[4146 PAPEB 82-1347] p0488 482-39119
A contribution to the stabilization of flight
vehicle parachute systems mathematical models
CESA-TT-679] p0028 H82-10046
Effects of aerodynamic coupling on the dynamics of
roll aircraft
pOOBS N82-12070




Fatigue substantiation of non-linear structures
p0013 482-11224
Emerging technologies in aerospace structures,
design, structural dynamics and materials;
Proceedings of the Aerospace Conference, San
Francisco, CA, August 13-15, 1980
p0018 482-12026
A set of finite elements developed for the dynamic
computation of composite helicopter blades
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1981-87] p0062 482-13990
Application of the ONEBA dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forward flight
(OBEBA, IP 80. 1981-89] p0062 482-13992
flodal analysis using helicopter dynamic test data
[ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-30] pOI60 482-19306
Development of a correlated finite element dynamic
model of a complete aero engine
{ASHE PAPEB 8I-DBT-74] pOI6l A82-19326
Natural frequencies of rotating bladed discs using
claoped-free blade modes
[ASHB PAPEB 81-DEI-124] p0161 A82-19338
On the formulation of coupled/uncoupled dynamics
analyses of blade-disc assemblies
C4SHE PAPEB 8I-DBT-I26] pO 162 482-19340
Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine
blades
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-DET-I29] pOI62 A82- 19343
Aircraft transparency bird impact analysis using
the HAGNA computer program
p0227 A82-24315
High speed VSCF generator design consideration
computer aided design for Variable Speed
Constant Frequency generator
p0230 A82-24379
A generalized Hill's method for the stability
analysis of parametrically excited dynamic systems
P0274 482-25923
Structures, Structural Dynamics and materials
Conference, 23rd, New Orleans, LA, Bay 10-12,
1982, Collection of Technical Papers. Part 1 -
Structures and materials. Part 2 - Structural
dynamics and design engineering
p0335 A82-30076
Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled
pressurized torus loaded by contact with a plane
dynamic response of aircraft tires
[ A I A A 82-0753] p0336 482-30114
Rigid body-structural mode coupling on a forward
swept wing aircraft
( A I A A 82-0683] p0338 A82-30150
Active control of aeroelastic divergence
[ A I A A 82-0684] p0338 A82-30151
Application of a transonic potential flow code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional wings
( A I A A 82-0689] p0339 A82-30156
Analysis of aircraft dynamic behavior in a crash
environment
[ A I A A 82-0694] • p0339 A82-30161
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[AIAA 82-0728] p0340 A82-30176
Component coupling with time-invariant mass matrix
for nonisotropic rotating and nonrotating systems
[AIAA 82-0731] p03«0 482-30179
On the dynamic collapse of a column impacting a
rigid surface
[ A I A A 82-0735] P0340 A82-30182
Trends in structural analysis at ONEBA • L
[ONBBA, TP 80. 1982-2] p0389 482-34491
Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turbomachinery
(AIAA PiPBB 82-1057] pOIIS A82-34982
Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollow, fan
blades with composite in-lays
[ASHE PAPER 82-GT-284] p0430 A82-35456
Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
finite element codes. II - Bearing element
implementation, overall numerical
characteristics and benchmarking
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-292] p0430 482-35462
Analysis of rotating structures using image
derotation with multiple pulsed lasers and moire
techniques
P0434 A82-36999
Assessment of the dynamic response of a structure
when modified by the addition of mass, stiffness
or dynamic absorbers
[ABS PBBfBIBT 81-18] p0442 A82-37790
A-163
DZBABXC TESTS SUBJECT INDBI
1 unified approach to helicopter NASTBAN modeling
[IBS PBBPBIHT 81-22] p0443 A82-37793
Bhirl mode stability of the main rotor of the
SAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter
p0498 182-40513
BAJIF-II - A program system for the dynamic
analysis of aeronautical structures
p0504 A82-40884
Theoretical and experimental investigation ofjoint-structural damping interaction for
airplane construction
P05I6 A82-4IOI3
An examination of the dynamics of rotary machines
French thesis
P0552 A82-43724
Analysis of tapered-land hybrid aerostatic journal
bearings
P0584 A82-47944
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 13, no. 9
[AD-A105062] p003t N82-10421
Structural dynamics: Hodified calculations
natural and harmonically excited vibrations of
modified structures; increased computation
efficiency
[BHVG-FBBT-81-1] p O I O I N82-13457
Study of ground handling characteristics of a
maritime patrol airship
IHASA-CB-166253] p0191 H82-16090
Design Hannal for impact damage tolerant aircraft
structure
[AGABD-AG-238] p0202 H82-17160
Dynamic analysis of a rotor blade vith flap and
lag freedom and flap-pitch coupling
[ISD-271] p02 14 N82- 17641
Static and dynamic investigations for the model of
a vind rotor
CISD-272] P0214 H82-17642
Vibration qualification of external aircraft
stores and equipment
[BBB-FE-I73/S/POB/46J p0320 N82-2I2I8
Application of a transonic potential flov code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional vings
[NASA-TM-83296] p0363 H82-23193
Historical perspectives on thermostructural
research at the NACA Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory from 1948 to 1958
P0371 N82-23494
Development of experimentally compatible subsystem
methods for the analysis of aircraft structures
[AO-A111242] p0395 H82-24198
Hybrid state vector methods for structural dynamic
and aeroelastic boundary value problems
[NASA-CB-3591] p0567 N82-31304
Development of a rotorcraft. Propulsion dynamics
interface analysis, volume 1
[HASA-CB-166380] P0591 B82-32368




An advanced facility for processing aircraft
dynamic test data
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2398] p0063 482-14377
Beviev of support interference in dynamic tests
[ A I A A 82-0594] P0237 A82-24668
Dynamic load measurements vith delta vings
undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations
[AIAA FAFEB 82-1320] p0487 A82-39098
Analytic extrapolation to full scale aircraft
dynamics
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1387] p0490 A82-39143
An acquisition and analysis system for dynamic
tests of air inlets
P0095 H82-13082
System for acquisition and analysis of dynamic
tests on air intakes
[NASA-TH-76646] pOUl N82-14056
Dynamic qualification testing of F-16 equipment
P0344 H82-22159
The dynamic qualification of equipment and




The use of dynamometer readings for damping of the





Airborne associative processor /ASPBO/ for
early varning radar surveillance, command, and
control applications
[AIAA 81-2145] p0002 A82-10104
AER Himrod - The Mission System Avionics
pOIOS A82-16556
Hanagement of a large avionics project
p O I O S A82- 16557
















NT SOLVENT BEFIHED COAL
VTOL as it applies to resource development in the
Canadian north





















Selection of telecommunication equipment - A nev
approach to the equivalent cost concept
p0243 A82-25510
ECONOBIC AIALISIS
Greenlandair VTOL transportation study
[AIAA PAFEB 81-2642] pOIOS 482-16912
VSTOLs - le can build them, but can ve sell them
p0296 A82-28281
Economic analysis for data base management
p05t5 482-42208
Ihy GE made a moteur d'aviation
P0578 A82-45499
Aviation meteorology in the 1980's - A trend
forecast
P0580 A82-45827
Transportation systems evaluation methodology
development and applications, phase 3
[NASA-CB- 164999] p0085 S82-1205I
Economic considerations for real-time naval
aircraft/avionics distributed computer control
systems
p0196 N82-17097
Historical research and development inflation
indices for Army fixed and rotor vinged aircraft
[AD-AII4368] p0525 N82-28290
ECOIOBIC DEVELOPMENT
Scenarios of economic development vithin the
European community op to the year 2000
[BSA-TT-730] p0603 N82-33286
BCOIOOIC FACTOBS
Adaptation and equipment of aircraft for the
fighting of forest fires
p033l A82-29584
Air Traffic Flo* Management and Air Traffic Flov
Control
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SOBJECT IBDBX EJECTION SBAtS
P0334 482-29923
Aeronautical research and development in Europe -
Perspectives
p0552 182-43588
Economic considerations for real-tiae naval





Value of survivability and recoverability of
flight data recorders benefit cost methodology
p0402 H82-25188
Boise and economic characteristics of an advanced
blended supersonic transport concept
[NASA-TP-2073] p0565 B82-3I294
ECOiOUC IBPACI
The FAA' s proposed helicopter certification rales
p0046 A82- 13242





The influence of aeronautical BSD expenditures









Crack edge instability - 4 criterion for safe
crack propagation limit in thin sheets
pOllO A82-17243
EDGE LOADING
Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact mng-gust
interaction
[FDBL-81-7] p0038 H82-11071




HI BLONT LEADING EDGES
NT LEADING EDGES





NT SPACE FLIGHT TBAINIHG
Development of aircraft production engineering
discipline at III, Bombay
p0013 482-11317
Aerospace engineers: He1re tomorrow-minded people
[NASA-EP-188] p0400 H82-25017
High-altitude imagery user guide
[PB82-158353] p0562 N82-30608
EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED HOISE LEVELS
Comparing the relationships between noise level
and annoyance in different surveys - A railway
noise vs. aircraft and road traffic comparison
p0329 482-29165
Airbus Industrie and community noise
pOSSO A82-45845
SEL and EPHL noise duration-coefficients, for the
747 and T-38 aircraft
[NASA-TH-83214] p0042 882-11860
Airbus Industrie and community noise
p0478 B82-27865
The annoyance of impulsive helicopter noise




The assessment of aircraft combat effectiveness
using a new computational method
p0348 H82-22203
















Emergency in-fligjit egress for general aviation
aircraft
p0077 A82-14953







A set of finite elements developed for the dynamic
computation of composite helicopter blades
[08EBA, IP NO. 1981-87] p0062 A82-13990
Hnltivariable design technigues based on singular
value generalizations of classical control
p0029 H82-10051
Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[BASA-CB-168931] p0396 H82-24206
Dse of entire eigenstructnre assignment vith
high-gain error-actuated flight control systems
CAD-A111098] p0456 H82-26318
BI6BIVBCTOBS
Ose of entire eigenstructure assignment vith
high-gam error-actuated flight control systems
[AD-AI11098] p0456 N82-263I8
BJECTIOB IIJOBIES





OSAF ACES II progress report Advanced Concept
Ejection Seat performance
p0444 A82-37969
Problems with the use of percentages in the
analysis of AAES data Aircrew Automated
Escape systems
p0556 A82-44293
Development and construction of pilot ejector
seats in Germany from 1938-1945
[DFVLB-FB-81-04] p0026 N82-10026
Physiological acceptability tests of the SJD-5/A
ejection seat: Second physiological acceptance
demonstration
[AD-A108688] p0253 H82-18 194
On the aerodynamics of mndblast
[40-4110495] p0405 N82-25221
EJECTION SBAXS
NT FLIIHG EJECTION SEATS
Escape systems decelerator technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1913] p0061 A82-13966
Testing of the SJO-54 ejection seat for the F/A-18
/HOBNET/ aircraft
p0078 A82-14955
Further test results of parachutes vith automatic
inflation modulation /A.I.a./
p0078 A82-14965
Analysis of escape systems at 687 KEAS
p0079 A82-14978
Hind tunnel tests of ejection seat for high
dynamic pressure escape
p0079 &82-14979





Terrain actuated deployment system radar
altimeter for man-ejector seat separation
pOOSO A82-14982
OSAF ACES II progress report Advanced Concept
Ejection Seat performance
p0444 A82-37969
Development and construction of pilot ejector
seats in Germany from 1938-1945
[DFVLB-FB-81-04] p0026 882-10026
A generalized escape system simulation computer
program: A user's manual
[40-4106152] p0187 H82-16055




Physiological acceptability tests of the SJO-5/A
ejection seat: Second physiological acceptance
demonstration
[AD-A108688J p0253 882-18194
Development of an ejection seat ballast block for
the S-3A aircraft
[AD-A109808] p0303 N82-20161
Development of a supported airbag ejection
restraint (SABER) for mndblast protection
[AD-A109807] p0303 H82-20162
Development of a backpack survival kit for
ejection seats
[40-4113653] p0461 N82-27212
Comparative vertical impact testing of the
F/FB-II I crew restraint system and a proposed
modification
CAD-A113957] p0522 H82-28267
Investigation of aircrew protection daring
emergency escape at dynamic pressures up to 1600 Q
[AD-A1I7552] p0605 N82-33359
EJECTORS
A high strength ejector release unit for the Tornado
pOI03 482- 16025
Application of thrusting ejectors to tactical
aircraft having vertical lift and short-field
capability
[4144 P&PEB 81-2629] p0156 482-192)1
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section
flow quality in the Calspan 8-ft transonic Hind
tunnel
[4144 82-0571] p0236 A82-21658
Ejector powered propulsion and high lift subsonic
wing
p0512 AB2-10970
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet
thrust augmenting ejectors
[AD-A106083] p O I O l M82-13835
Technology overview for advanced aircraft armament
system program
C A D - A I 0 7 6 8 0 ] p0201 M82-17155
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/STOL
fAGABD-CP-308] p0360 H82-23I50
Thrust augmenting ejectors: A review of the
application of jet mechanics to V/S1OL aircraft
propulsion
p036l N8 2-23 169
Theoretical optimisation and experimental




Improvement of ejector thrust augmentation by
pulsating or flapping jets
p0362 N82-23I72
Turboprop and turbojet ejector optimisation
p0362 H82-23171
An experimental investigation of the flow field of
an ejector ving design employing a photon
correlation laser velocimeter
[AD-A111131] p0394 N82-24I82
An experimental study of rectangular and circular
thrust augmenting ejectors
[ 4 D - 4 1 I I 1 1 0 J p0151 N82-26301




The stability of monocogue panels under bending
p033<l 482-29836
ELASTIC BODIES
An algorithm for calculating the compliance
matrices of aircraft structures by the
substructure method as applied to aeroelasticity
problems
P0388 A82-31I6I
Calculation of the lift distribution and
aerodynamic derivatives of gnasi-static elastic
aircraft
P0390 A82-31639




Calculation of the stability and post-buckling
behavior of thin shell underframes using the






Effect of the blading type on the aerodynamic
damping of blade vibrations with allowance for
the profile curvature
P0127 482-18484
Evaluation of the effect of elastomeric damping
material op the stability of a bearingless main
rotor system
P0280 A82-26391
Choice of weight coefficients in the problem of
the optimal damping of the elastic oscillations
of a wing
p0582 A82-16608
Design for active and passive flutter suppression





On low-speed wind tunnels with deformable boundaries
pOOII 482-11462
In-flight deflection measurement of the HiHAT
aeroelastically tailored wing
[6144 PAPEB 81-2150] p0063 A82-11381
Bethod for the measurement of elastic deformations
of aircraft models in a wind tunnel
p0388 482-34162
Elastic deformation effects on aerodynamic




Elastic suspension of a wind tunnel test section
p0370 S82-23363
ELASTIC HODDLDS




NT BODOLDS OF ELASTICITI
NT PBOTOELASTICITZ
NT TBEBBOTISCOELASTICITY
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled double-edge wedge specimens
[NASA-IP-1973] p0308 N82-20566




Automated calculation of the stressed state of
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The effect of hybrid composite materials on the
dynamic characteristics of helicopter cotor blades
p049l A82-39263
ELASTOBEBS
Evaluation of the effect of elastomeric damping
material on the stability of a bearingless main
rotor system
p0280 482-26391
Studies of new perfluoroether elastomeric sealants
for aircraft fuel tanks




Vehicle test report: Battronic pickup truck
[NASA-CR-168637] P0261 H82-19205
ELECIBIC BATTERIES
NT LEAD ACID BATTERIES
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Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems
P02I2 N82- 17363
ELECIBIC COiTBOL
Control of electromechanical actuator elements for
flight vehicles Bussian book
p0020 A82-12I70
On-line control for the regulation of power source
in multiple-servo electro-hydraulic systems
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-IIA/DSC-3] p0234 A82-2I)562
Applications of adaptive control systeas to
aircraft design, industrial processes and
electrical drives
p0293 A82-27869
Electro-hydraulic nose wheel steering of the
Dormer 228
P0389 A82-34373
Theoretical and experimental investigation of some




Electromagnetic interaction of lightning with
aircraft
p0432 A82-35731









Aircraft potential variations in flight




Static charging and its effects on avionic systems
P0432 A82-35732








Computer modeling of an aircraft HVDC electrical
system
p0073 A82-I48I9
Computer simulation of an advanced aircraft
electrical system
p0073 A82-I482I
Aircraft electrical equipment - Design and operation
Bussian book
P015I A82-1899B
Aviation electronics /4th edition/ -— Book
p0383 A82-33646
ELBCIBIC EQ01PSESI TESTS
High voltage surge and partial discharge test to
evaluate aerospace equipment parts
pOOI6 A82-II740
ELECTBIC FIELD STBBNGIB
Calculation and measureoent of electric field
strength for airborne antennas in the LF/BF range
p0242 A82-25011




NT EZIEBNAL SOBFACE COBBEN1S
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric
and magnetic fields above ground
p01!4 482-177 ID
Aircraft potential variations in flight
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1982-11] p0390 A82-34499
Airborne warning systems for natural and
aircraft-initiated ligntning
P0432 A82-35729
Electric field detection and ranging of aircraft
p0436 A82-37377
Application of numerical methods to the
calculation of electrostatic fields in aircraft
fuel tanks
CAD-A103270] p0027 N82-10033
IB/IE polarization ratios in a sample of 30 kHz
sferics received at altitudes from 0 to 70 km
[AD-AI08I82] p0258 N82-18464
Influence of meteorological processes on the
verticality of electric fields
[AD-A111549] p0461 N82-26897
Transverse electric Haves for VLF/LF communication
between aircraft














A hidden advantage of permanent magnet electrical
generating systems
p0016 A82-11720
60 kVA ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator
system - A program overview Variable Speed
Constant Frequency
P0072 A82-14789
Aircraft electrical power systems; Proceedings of
the Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Anaheim,
CA, October 5-8, 1981
[SAE SP-500] p0229 A82-24376
Cost of ownership advantages with a s'ared oil
system
p0230 A82-24378
The effect of critical design parameters on the
selection of a VSCF system
p0230 482-24381
Packaging the VSCF system for an aircraft engine
environment
p0230 A82-24383





A propulsion view of the all-electric airplane
p026l N82-I9136
Potential propulsion considerations and study
areas for all-electric aircraft
p026l N82-I9I37
A look into the future: The potential of the
all-electric secondary power system for the
energy efficient transport
P0261 N82-I9138
Ihe 100-Hertz constant-speed electrical generation
systems
P026I N82-19I39
OSAF bioeuvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
161: A/B32A-86 generator set, diesel engine
driven
[AD-A 116 147] p0601 JI82-33I51
OSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
162: BD-4BO generator set








Electric flight systems, overview
P0260 N82-I9135
A propulsion view of the all-electric airplane
P0261 N82-I9I36
Potential propulsion considerations and study
areas for all-electric aircraft
p026l N82-I9I37
A look into the future: Ihe potential of the
all-electric secondary power systeo for the
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p026l H8 2-19 149
Electric flight systems integration
P026I H82-I9I50
DSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
162: HD-4BO generator set
[AD-A116I48] p0601 H82-33155




A study of the effect of the flight vehicle body
potential on the characteristics of ion attitude
transmitters
> p0128 A82-I8596
Aircraft potential variations in flight
[OSESA. TP NO. 1982-11] p0390 A82-34499
BLBCIBIC POSES
Hill power-by-wire replace power-by-hydraulics
p0067 A82-14707






MI HDCLEAB POBBB PLANIS
BLBCIBIC POBEB SUPPLIES
Applications of finite element method in aerospace
power systems design
pOOIS A82-11717
Advanced aircraft electric power system
pOOIS A82-11718
Variable speed constant freguency /VSCF/
electrical system cuts cost of ownership
p0016 482-11719
High voltage surge and partial discharge test to
evaluate aerospace equipment parts
p0016 482-11740
Conceptual design of an integrated power and
avionics information system
P0072 A82-14788
60 KVA ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator
system - A program overview Variable Speed
constant Freguency
P0072 482-14789
High speed PUG containment study for VSCF system
Permanent flagnet Generator for Variable
Speed Constant Freguency applications
p0072 A82-14791
Computer simulation of an advanced aircraft
electrical system
P0073 A82-I482I
The all-electric airplane - A new trend
p0113 482-17420
Helical rail glider launcher
P0125 AS2-18200
Aircraft electrical equipment - Design and operation
Bussian book
pOISI A82-18998
Power system design optimization using Lagrange
multiplier techniques
POI76 A82-20743
Becent improvements in aircraft Hi-Cd cells
p022S 482-24245
Aircraft electrical power systems; Proceedings of
the Aerospace Congress and Exposition, Anaheim,
CA. October 5-8, 1981
[SAE SP-500] p0229 482-24376
Design considerations of DC-Link aircraft
generation systems
P0229 A82-24377
Ihe effect of critical design parameters on the
selection of a VSCF system
p0230 A82-24381
Evolution and development of high voltage /270
volt/ dc aircraft electric systems in the United
States
p0230 A82-24382
Aircraft electric system development and test
facilities
p0231 482-24384
Preliminary design of an advanced integrated power
and avionics information system
P0507 482-40907
Models for the motor state of VSCF aircraft
electrical power system Variable Speed
Constant Frequency
P0513 482-40982
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology, volume 1
[AD-AI13461] p0473 N82-27317
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology. Volume 1:
Appendices
[AD-AI13532] p0473 H82-27318
Delta electrical load analysis C-I41B JACC/CP
aircraft
[ A D - A I 13761] p0524 N82-28283
BLBCIBIC POIBB TBAHSBISSION
Feasibility study of a 270V dc flat cable aircraft
electrical power distributed system
[AD-A114026] p0528 N82-28552
System data communication structures for




HI SOLAS ELBCIBIC PBOPULSIOH
Electric propulsion for a mini BPV system
p0494 A82-39744
ELBCIBIC PULSES
Transient measurements under electric pulse
excitation in 37 Viggen aircraft
[FOA-C-30243-A3] p0370 H82-23409
ELBCIBIC SIIICHES




HI ELECIBOH BEAH BELDIHG
HI GAS IDNGSIEH ABC BELDIHG
HI PL4SH4 ABC IELDIHG
BLBCIBIC ilBE
Ihe use of 'Kapton1 polyimide film in aerospace
applications









Compilation of abstracts of dissertations theses,
and research papers submitted by candidates for
degrees, 1 October 1979 - 30 September 1980
[ A D - A I 0 4 I 2 4 ] p O I O I H82-13974
Bibliography of Lewis Besearch Center technical
publications announced in 1981
[NASA-IH-82838] p0462 H82-27 19 I
OSA? Summer Faculty Besearch Program. Volume 1:
1981 research reports
[AD-A113708] p0615 N82-34340




Ihe use of 'Kapton' polyimide film in aerospace
applications
[SAB PAPEB 81109 I] p0234 A82-244I3




Electric field detection and ranging of aircraft
P0436 A82-37377
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Notebook on electromagnetic properties of
composite materials belon I GHz l>
[ A D - A I I 5 I 3 2 ] p0559 N82-30340
BLBCTBICAL BBSISTITITI
Electrical groond testing of aircraft antistatic
protection
p O O l O A82-10822
A neu approach to the problem of stress corrosion
cracking in 7075-16 aluminum
P0222 182-23772








leather impact on Ion-altitude imaging infrared
sensors in Europe - An availability nodel
p0072 A82-14779
Target tracking using area correlation
f 01490 182-39194
EL ECTBO- OPTICS
Design challenges of high performance aircraft POO
EOCB cooling systems Blectro-
Optical/Counterneasure
(ASHE PAPEB 81-ENAS-6] p O O I I A82-10894
Optical sensors for displacemeot measurement
p0014 A82-11407
The ISDS/PUVS 'eyes' for the AB-64 attack helicopter
pOOKS A82-13239
Electro-optical vector scoring system for
nissile miss distance in fleet training exercises
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2373] p0060 A82-13945
Simulation of advanced cockpits
P01S8 A82-19259
A new angular deviation measurement device for
aircraft transparencies
p0226 A82-24308
A miniature electro-optical air flow sensor
p0543 A82-41854
Bigh temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropulsion systems
CE-708] p0146 N82-153I3
Advanced target acquisition and tracking concepts






NT LEAD ACID BAITEBIES
NT NICKEL CADHIOfl BATTEBIES
NT STOBAGE BATTBBIES
EtBCTBOCHEHICAi HACHIHIB6




Corrosion protection schemes for aircraft
structures: Some examples for the corrosion
behaviour of Al alloys
P0212 N82-17364
ELBCTBODEPOSITION










Electroforming of space and aircraft structures







Hear by generation of electrokinetic streaming
currents






The electromagnetic theta gun and tubular
projectiles
p0125 482-18182
Helical rail glider launcher
P0125 A82-18200
ELECTBOHA6SETIC COBP1TIBILITI
The Navy F/A- ISA Bornet electromagnetic
compatibility program
p0070 A82-14760
Design and performance of airborne radomes - A
reviev
pOI06 A82- 16564
flaterials aspects of aircraft BBC design
P0229 482-24358
EBC clearance of modern military aircraft
P0229 A82-24359








Antenna theory and design Book
P0020 A82-12323
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model
development and application. Volume 3:
Electromagnetic coupling modeling of the
lightning/aircraft interaction event
(AD-A114017] p0540 N82-29802
The interaction of radio frequency electromagnetic
fields vith atmospheric Hater droplets and
applications to aircraft ice prevention
[HASA-CB-169246] p0560 N82-30432
BLECTBOHA6NETIC ISTBBACTIOHS
Georgia Tech coherent jammer flight test
[4144 PAPEB 81-2452] p0056 A82- 13898
A concept for a high-accuracy, lov-cost
accelerometer ,
p0066 A82-14685
Assessment methodology of the lightning threat to
advanced aircraft
p0069 482-14759
Electromagnetic interaction of lightning with
aircraft
p0432 A82-35731
The interaction of radio freguency electromagnetic
fields vith atmospheric vater droplets and
applications to aircraft ice prevention





NT BADIO FBEQOENCY INTEBFEBBNCE
NT IBISTLEBS
Fiber-optic immunity to EBI/EHP for military
aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2339] p0052 A62-13529
Belay-augmented data links in an interference
environment
pOI76 A82-20684
The coupling of electromagnetic interference into
aircraft systems
P0228 A82-24354
The variation of induced currents in aircraft Hiring
P0228 A82-24355
HIL-STD I553B - Aircraft Efl environmental
susceptibility effects
P0229 A82-24357
Bain rotor hub electromagnetic signature reduction
p0279 A82-26393
Aircraft potential variations in flight
[OBEBA, TP BO. 1982-11] p0390 A82-34499
BLBCIBOHAGiETIC BE&SOBBBEHT
NT ELECTBOH4GSE1IC NOISE BEASOBEBENT
The testing of aircraft under near field conditions
p0229 A82-2436I
Calculation and measurement of electric field





ELECTBOBAGNETIC 10ISB BEASOBEflBNT SOBJEC1 IIDBI
NT BHISTLEBS
Tangential sensitivity of EH receivers
P0012 482-11020
Effects of high voltage transmission lines on
non-directlonal beacon performance
C A D - A I 1 2 3 1 1 ] p0466 H82-2726I
ELECiaOHiGSETIC NOISE BBASOBBflBHr
















Atnospheric electricity bazards analytical model
development and application. Volume 1:
Lightning environment modeling
[AD-A114015] p0539 882-29800
Notebook on electromagnetic properties of
composite materials below 1 Gdz
[4D-A115132] p05S9 N82-30340
ELECTBOHAG1BTIC PDLSES
Fiber-optic immanity to EBI/EBP for military
aircraft
C A I A A 81-2339] p0052 482-13529
A recursive time domain analysis of distributed
line grid networks tilth application to the
LTA/EBP problem Lightning Threat Analysis
p0070 A82-14761
Effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic
pulse on an advanced composites aircraft
p0288 482-27144
System safety program plan electromagnetic
pulse testing of the A-7E aircraft
[ A D - A I 0 4 5 5 7 ] p004l N82-11354
Notebook on electromagnetic properties of
composite materials below 1 GHz
C A D - A I 1 5 1 3 2 ] P0559 N82-30340
Geodesic paths of an ellipsoid-mounted antenna




NT ELECTBOBAGNEIIC SDBFACE IAVES
NT FAB OLTBAVIOLET BADIATION
NT INFBABED BADIATION








NT IONOSPHBBIC F-SCATTEB PBOPAGATION
dl HICBOiAVB SCATTEBING
BLBC2BOH&GBB1IC SHIELDIHG
NT BADIO FBEQOENCY SHIELDING
The Navy F/A-18A Hornet electromagnetic
compatibility program
P0070 482-14760
CH-46 and CH-47 composite rotor blade lightning
protection testing
p0278 A82-26381
Effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic
pulse on an advanced composites aircraft
p0288 A82-27I44
Aircraft lightning protection
(ONEBA, IP NO. 1982-51) p0382 A82-33544
Protection of electrical systems from EU hazards:
Design guide





Badiating elements for hemispherically scanned
















NT SPBEAD SPECTBBB TBA8SHISSION
NT TBANSHOBIZON BADIO PBOPAGATION
Analysis of the crossed dipole antenna as a model
for aircraft in an electromagnetic environment
p0242 A82-25002
A possible nay of specifically correcting location
and navigational errors caused by reflection and
other propagation anomalies
CESA-TT-667] p0253 N82-18198
Electromagnetic Propagation Problems in the
Tactical Environment
[AGABD-LS-120] p0539 N82-29527








Torsional stiffness element based on




60 kVA ADP pernaaent magnet VSCF starter generator




Control of electromechanical actuator elements for
flight vehicles Bussian book
p0020 482-12170
Electromechanical actuation development program
p0067 A82-14705
New all-electric-system technology
electromechanical actuators for aircraft
p0067 A82-14710
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Electronic stabilization of an aircraft
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considerations
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Fuel conservation - DC-9 series 20/30/40
p0021 482- 12563
Airplane performance sensitivities to lateral and
vertical profiles
p0083 A82- 15846
Safe and efficient management of energy;
Proceedings of the Thirty-third Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Christchnrch,
Men Zealand, September 15-18. 1980
pOUO A82-17276
ihy safety fuel conservation through aircraft
safety
pOIIO A82-17277
Fuel conservation no» improvements for
existing production run transport aircraft
pOIII 482-17281
Energy savings with today's technology
aircraft fuel management through in-flight
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pOIII A82- 17282
Energy conservation through airport design and
management
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Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
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General aviation fuel conservation in the 1980's
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Integration of energy management concepts into the
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A significant role for composites in
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Third generation turbo fans
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The use of flight management computers in air
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Guidance and control/ACEE
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Aircraft energy conservation during airport ground
operations
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Integrated energy management study. Energy
efficient transport program
(BASA-CB-158980] p0599 B82-32858
The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Low
pressure turbine active clearance control
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Aircraft thrust/power management can save defense
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Air transport in the 21st century
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p0384 A82-33707
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Interim review of the Energy Efficient Engine /E3/
Program
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flov gas turbine
[ASHE P&PEB 82-GT-120] p0425 A82-35350
Aerodynamic performance of high turning core
turbine fanes in a two-dimensional cascade
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1288] p0439 482-37716
Assessment of burning characteristics of aircraft
interior materials
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Energy methods used in air combat performance
comparisons
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Fuel efficiency engines for large transport aircraft
[PNfi-90082] p0355 N82-22276
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Requirements and trends in fuel consumption in
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Prediction of aircraft interior noise using the
statistical energy analysis method
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DEI-102] pOI61 482-19332
Conversion of centrifugal compressor performance
curves considering non-similar flow conditions
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-42] p0421 A82-3S300
Dynamic energy transfer between wind and aircraft
p0509 482-40939
Aerodynamic response of a blade in pitching
oscillation with partial and full separation
measurement of the instantaneous pressure




The design of a wind tunnel VSIO1 fighter model
incorporating turbine powered engine simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 82-2635] p0242 A82-25154
Method for engine-airfraoe integration using a
high-level computer-assisted engine design
system of the Apparat series
p0282 A82-26487
Instability effects on pylon and engine loading in
an aircraft with high-aspect-ratio wings
p0388 482-34163
Development of a helicopter rotor/propulsion
system dynamics analysis
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1078] p0416 A82-34997
EAGLE - An interactive engine/airfraae life cycle
cost model
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-56] p0422 AB2-353I1
Transonic wind tunnel test of a supersonic nozzle
installation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1045] p0437 A82-37677
Helicopter Propulsion Systems
[AGABD-CP-302] p0206 N82-17203
Advanced general aviation engine/airframe
integration study
[HASA-CB-165565] p0354 B82-22268
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/wing interference wind
tunnel tests
[HLB-HP-8I020-U] p0521 N82-28262
Development of a rotorcraft. Propulsion dynamics
interface analysis, volume 2
[NASA-CB-166381] p059l B82-32369
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Helicopter engine technology - iith particular
reference to the Bolls-Boyce Gem engine
P0004 A82-10304
The digital civil aircraft
P0017 A82-11938
The role of avionics in the all electric airplane
[AIAA 81-2219] P0047 462-13457
Becent propulsion system flight tests at the NASA
Dryden Flight Besearch Center
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2438] pOOSS A82-13874
The development and flight test evaluation of an
integrated propulsion control system for the
HiBAT research airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2467] p0059 A82- 1393 1
Failure analysis of variable reluctance stepper
motor in electronic fuel control system on
jet engine
p0072 A82-14792
NASA V/STOL Propulsion Control Analysis - Phase I
and II program status
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2632] p0108 A82- 16908
V/STOL propulsion control technology
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2634] p0108 A82-16909
Fluidics in aircraft engine controls
" p0128 A82-18691
An application of total synthesis to robust
coupled design turbojet engine control
pOIS4 A82- 19061
Energy uanageoeut in military combat aircraft
pOI69 A82-20515
The control of aircraft qas turbines for fuel
economy
P0169 A82-20516
Propulsion system controls design and simulation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0322] p0185 A82-22091
High temperature engine control electronics
[SAE PAPEB 811074] p0233 A82-24407
Beliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller
[SAE PAPBB 811077] p0233 A82-244IO
AFHAL turbine engine controls research and
development - Present and future
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0321] p0242 A82-25050
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0320] p0282 482-26526
Determination of an optimal control proqram for an
aircraft power plant daring climb
p0334 A82-29845
A practical approach to the design of
multivariable control strategies for qas turbines
[ASHB PAPEB 82-GT-I50] p0426 A82-35374
Integrated aircraft avionics and powerpiant
control and management systems
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-165] p0426 A82-35385
TOBBOTB4HS - A programming language for the
performance simulation of arbitrary gas turbine
engines with arbitrary control systems
(ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-200] p0427 A82-35396
An advanced helicopter engine control system
[ASHE PAPEB 82-G1-250] p0428 A82-35429
An approach to software for high integrity
applications in aircraft gas turbine engine
control
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-251] p0429 A82-35430
Evaluation of a multivariable control design on a
variable cycle engine simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1077] p0438 482-37682
Flight evaluation of a digital electronic engine
control system in an F-15 airplane
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1080] p0438 A82-37683
Electronic control for small enqines
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1126] p0438 482-37688
Beliability design study for a fault-tolerant
electronic engine control
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1129] p0438 A82-37689
Optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft engine
controls
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1131] p0438 A82-37691
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Optinal control application in supersonic aircraft
performance
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Application of the sequential optimzation method
to the tuning of the natural frequencies of
gas-turbine enqine compressor blades
p0492 A82-39399
Digital full authority controls for helicopter
engines
p0499 A82-40522
Engine controls for the 1980s and 1990s
pOSI3 482-10984
Bedundant control unit for an advanced mnltispool
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Optimization of dispatching discipline in queueinq
systems with limited queues
pOS82 482-46607
Sensor failure detection system for the F100
turbofan engine
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applications
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4 redundancy concept for a digital CSAS
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Integrated airframe propulsion control
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Air-film cooling returns to ramjets
[ASSE PAPEB 81-ENAS-8] pOOI 1 482-I089o
End losses in turbine cascades with porous cooling
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The enhancement of heat exchange in channels /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0020 482- 12222
Flight test method for the determination of
reciprocating engine cooling requirements
[41*4 PAPEB 81-2446] pOOSS 482-13878
The operational characteristics of turbojets,
giving particular attention to the cooled
high-pressure turbine
p0065 482-14414
The effect of coolant flow on the efficiency of a
transonic HP turbine profile suitable for a
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CAS«E PAPEB 82-GT-63] p0422 A82-35315
The effect of temperature ratios on the film
cooling process
[ASOE PAPEB 82-GT-305] p0430 A82-3S470
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Helicopter engine technology - Kith particular
reference to the Bolls-Boyce Gem engine
p0004 A82-10304
Design considerations for duty cycle, life and
reliability of saall limited life engines
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1402] pOOOS A82-10465
Basic problem of aircraft gastnrbine engine
analytic design. II
p O O l u 482-11463
Thermal expansion accommodation in a jet engine
frame - - - - _ _
p O O I 7 482-11999
Creep and aero gas turbine desiqn
P0043 482-12987
An approach to robust nonlinear control desiqn
with illustration of J-85 turbojet engine
simulation
p0045 482-13128
CT7 - GE attacks commuter turboprop market
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The veil tempered transport aircraft engine /The
Sir Henry Boyce Memorial Lecture/
p0103 A82-16145
J58/SB-71 propulsion integration or the great
adventure into the technical unknown
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Development and operating characteristics of an
advanced two-stage combnstor
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2037 - Pratt & Whitney tests new turbofan
pOI26 482-18347
A fuel control system designers approach to qas
turbine engine compater model validation
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Development of a correlated finite element dynamic
model of a complete aero engine
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A CAD/CAB graphics system with relative datums and
tolerances
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The impact of increasing energy costs upon the
design philosophy of avionic fuel management
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Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
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ALF502 - Plugging the turbofan gap
p0180 A82-21243
Lineup of the IH-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p0699 482-22896
Low grade fuels for turbo and jet engines
P0221 A82-23439
Beliable power Bolls-Boyce aircraft engine
designs
P0224 A82-24007
BB 211 powerplant deterioration - fieview of
current situation and lessons learned
[SAB PAPEB 811053] p0231 A82-24393
Management of powerplant maintenance and
restoration programs for fuel conservation
[SAE PAPEB 811052] p023l A82-24394
Airline fuel saving through JT9D engine
refurbishment
[SAE PAPEB 811051] p0232 482-24395
Performance retention features of the PH2037
[SAE PAPEB 811054] p0233 A82-24409
Method for engine-airframe integration using a
high-level computer-assisted engine desiqn
system of the Apparat series
p0282 482-26487
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0320] p0282 A82-26526
Enqine industry cost considerations for emerging
technologies
p0292 A82-27429
Advanced engine technology and its influence on
aircraft performance
p0298 A82-285I5
The gas turbine engine
p0325 A82-28587
Sheet materials - Fabrication and joining for
gas turbine engine components
p0325 A82-28594
Future auto engines - Competition heats up
P0333-A82-29793
Gas turbine engines used in aviation: Desiqn and
construction of components /5th revised and
enlarged edition/ -— Bussian book
p034l A82-30697
Gas turbine aero-thermodynamics with special
reference to aircraft propulsion Book
P0383 A82-33650
The 18 333, a trump card for Tnrbomeca
p0384 A82-33750
Development of an aircraft engine
p0386 482-34112
Air cooling of gas turbine blades
P0390 A82-34700
Selection of a starting system for a low cost
single engine fighter aircraft
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1043] . p0415 A82-34977
Ceramic component development^for limited-life
propulsion engines
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1050] p04 15 A82-34979
Energy efficient engine /E3/ technology status
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1052] p0415 A82-34980
Transport engine control design
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1076] p04 16 A82-34996
Analysis of two-dimensional internal flows using a
primitive-variable relaxation Havier-Stokes
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[BAE-LIB-TBABS-2064] p0040 882-11089
Pollution reduction technology program small jet
aircraft engines, phase 3
[H4S4-CB-165386] pO»34 H82-14095
EBBS fuel addendum: Pollution reduction
technology program stall jet aircraft engines,
phase 3
[NASA-CB-165387] P0134 H82-14096
Development of the automated AFAPL engine
simulator test for lubricant evaluation
[AO-A106128] P0192 N82-16093
Development test programs adapted to helicopter
engines
p0207 H82-17205
Heasurement techniques used to assess the
installed pover of a helicopter engine
P0246 B82-18133
Preliminary results on performance testing of a
turbocharged rotary combustion engine
CHASA-TH-82772] P0316 H82-21194
CF6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program: High pressure
compressor clearance investigation
[HAS4-CB-165580] p0317 882-21197
The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines
for aircraft gas turbine engines Bolls Boyce
engines
[PNB-90070] p0319 H82-21211
Coaxial dump Bamjet combustor combustion
instabilities. Part 1: Parametric test data
[ A D - A I I I 3 5 5 ] P0409 H82-25259
Performance deterioration due to acceptance
testing and flight loads; JT90 jet engine
diagnostic program
[HASA-CB-165572] P0472 H82-27309
later ingestion into axial flov compressors. Part
3: Experimental results and discussion
[AD-A114830] P0537 H82-29326
Energy efficient engine: High pressure turbine





Baintenance training simulator design and




Organizing and training for innovative flight test
management
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2416] p0054 482-13856
EIGIBES
BT AIB BBEATHIBG EBGIHES
HI BBISTOL-SIDDELEY BS 53 EHGIHE
BI COBTBOL SOCKETS
HI DIESE1 EHGIftBS
BT GAS TDBBIBE EBGIBES
NT HELICOPTE8 EBGIHES






















Baximum-entropy spectral analysis of radar clutter
p0584 A82-47407
EHVIBOHHBHT EFFECTS
Badome rain damage - An environmental analysis
technique
P0281 482-26461
Transportation systems evaluation methodology
development and applications, phase 3
[HASA-CB-164999] p0085 H82-12051
Pollution of the soil by aviation gasoline
CPHL-1979-4 I] p0147 B82-15596
The optical recognition of sea targets as a
function of surrounding and observation
parameters in air to water observations
[BBVG-FBHT-81-10] pO 147 H82-15930
Badar frequency radiation
CAD-A1 11852] p 0 4 l l B82-25424
Transportation noise, its impact, planning and
regulation[S-258] p0478 B82-27864
The noise impact of proposed runway alternatives










Badar environment simulation for software test
p0158 482-19245
Helicopter icing spray system
p0177 A82-20754
Bach 2.0 rotating arm rain erosion test apparatus
p0280 A82-26461
Electromagnetic interaction of lightning with
aircraft
p0432 A82-3573I
Lightning simulation and testing
p0432 A82-35733
Assessment of aircraft
susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning and
development of lightning-protection design
criteria
p0433 A82-35734
HASA/FAA Helicopter ATC simulation investigation
of BNAV/BLS instrument approaches
p050l A82-40535
Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) nozzle
improvement evaluation
[AD-A109405] p0264 N82-19208
Heteorological inputs to advanced simulators
p0310 B82-21I41
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model
development and application. Volume 2:





JIIDS distributed IDH4 /DID 114/ terminal
development results with emphasis on relative
navigation performance
P0123 482-18152







A new 4PD for medium place aircraft environmental
control systems
C4SHE PAPEB 81-EHAS-1] pOO10 A82-10889
Closed loop environmental control systems for
fighter aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-BBAS-2] pOO 1 1 A82- 10890
Towards minimus power for environmental control in
transport aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 81-EHAS-4] p O O I I A82-10892
A-180
SUBJECT IHDBI BQOIPHBIT SPECIFICATIONS
Air-freon integrated environmental conditioning
system for trainer subsonic aircraft
CASHE PAPBB 81-BSAS-33] p0012 482-10920
Electric Flight Systems





Electric flight systems integration
p0261 H82-191SO
EHVIBOHHENTAL HOIITOBIBG






NT COLO BEATHEB TESTS
NT COBBOSIOH TESTS
SI HIGH TEHPEBATOBE TESTS
NT LOB TEHPEBATOBE TESTS
Quantification of the thermal environment for
externally carried aircraft stores and ordnance
pOOI9 482-12100
The Global Positioning System Evaluator
facility for testing in simulated wide range
environments
p0181 A82-21588
The coupling of electromagnetic interference into
aircraft systems
p0228 A82-24354
The variation of induced currents in aircraft wiring
p0228 A82-24355
ESC clearance of modern military aircraft
p0229 482-24359
Sensitivity of bonded and bolted joints in
composites to load/environmental spectrum
variations in fighter aircraft structures
p0289 182-27158
Effects of defects on tension coupons undergoing
an accelerated environmental spectrum
p0290 482-27168
Analyzing stable pad disturbances and design of a
sensor vault to monitor pad stability
CAIiA 82-1585] p0486 A82-39011
Moisture gradient considerations in environmental
fatigue of CFBP
p0576 482-45479
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 13, no. 9
CAD-A105062] p0031 H82-10421
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
[NASA-CB-3502] p<M93 N82-16178
Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance costs
for large aircraft
P02I2 H82-17357
ALQ-164 POD/4V-8C environmental evaluation flight
test
( 4 D - 4 I I 0 1 9 8 ) p03!4 N82-2II78
Analysis and environmental fate of Air Force
distillate and high density fuels
[ A D - A I I 5 9 K 9 J p0595 H82-325I2
ENVIBOBHBBTS
NT AEBOSPACE ENVIBONHENTS
NT HIGH ALTITUDE ENVIBONHESTS
NT HIGH G B A V I T Y ENVIBONHENTS
NT HIGH TEHPEBATOBE ENVIBOUHBNTS
NT ICE ENVIBONHENTS
«T IOMOSPHEEE











Kevlar composites; Proceedings of the Symposium,
El Sequndo, C4, Deceaber 2, 1980
p0023 A82- 12616
The YAH-64A composite flexbeam tail rotor
p0278 482-26386
Design of a composite main rotor blade spar for
fabrication by tubular braiding
p0279 A82-26389
Light Height adhesive joining of composite
structures
p0291 482-27404
Effects of moisture on the mechanical properties
of glass/epory composites
p0329 482-29036
A significant role for composites in
energy-efficient aircraft
p0435 A82-37065
A one-shot autoclave manufacturing process for
carbon epoxy components
p0509 482-40935
Development of manufacturing technology for
fabrication of a composite helicopter aain rotor
spar by tubular braiding
[AD-4109377] p0265 N82- 19209
Haterials and structures/ACBE
C NASA-FACTS-H7/8-81] p0407 H82-25242
EPOII BESIHS
Effects of elastomeric additives on the mechanical
properties of epoxy resin and composite systems
p0113 482-17538
A new resin for field repair
p029> 482-27(112
80.0111018 OF HOTION
NT EOLEB EQOATIONS OF HOTIOH
NT NAVIEB-SIOXES EQUATION
Optimal flight paths for winged, supersonic flight
vehicles - Extension to the case where thrust
can be vectored
pOOOS 482-10310
On the question of trailing airplane notion
pOOIS A82- 11470
Numerical computation of optimal atmospheric
trajectories involving staged vehicles
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0360] pO I 19 A82-17902
An analytical technique for the analysis of
airplane spin entry and recovery
[4144 PAPEB 82-0243] p0164 A82-I9786
The dynamic behaviour of propeller anemometers
p0276 A82-26I84
Computational aerodynamics - Its coming of age and
its future
P0332 A82-29773
Transformation relations for singularity avoidance
in three-dimensional trajectory optimization
P0378 A82-32I37
Compnter-aided derivation of equations of motion
for rotary-mng aeroelastic problems
p0504 A82-40883
The nonsynchronous whirls of the turbine rotor in
aerojet engines
pOSIO 482-40944
Seduced nonlinear flight dynamic model of elastic
structure aircraft
P05I6 482-41009
ACTA Hechanica Sinica (selected articles)
[AD-AI07322] p O I 3 l N82-I4060
Flag-lag-torsional dynamics or extensional and
inextensional rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight
CNASA-CB-165078] p0139 N82-15013
Planar equations of rollout motion for an aircraft
with free or steerable landing gears
[NASA-IP-1984] p0368 N82-23244
An aircraft sensor fault tolerant system
[NASA-CB-165876] p0407 N82-25236
Oser's manual for the AHEEB flight path-trajectory
simulation code
[DE82-007004] P0538 N82-29343
EQOATIOMS OF STATE ~




The impact of new guidance and control systems on
military aircraft cockpit design
[AGABD-CP-312] p0091 N82- 13048
EQOIPHENT SPECIFICATIONS
A natural parameter-controller specification
procedure for an integrated radio/dead reckoner
navigation system
p0124 482-18155
Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
tNASA-TH-84067] p0099 H82-I3I40




V/SIOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Voluoe 4:
CFE technical data
[NASA-CB-166350] p0395 H82-24197










Evaluating sources of error in EAB/GEAHS
navigation using a Kalman postprocessor
Electronically Agile Badar/Gimbaled Electrically
suspended gyro Airborne navigation System
P0068 A82-14739
Coordinate transformation in PLBS algoritha
and error analysis of Position Location and
Beporting System
P0124 482-18158
Analysis of system problems using aviation safety
reporting system data
p0219 A82-23312
The reliability of height and identity data
secondary surveillance radar error analysis
P0341 A82-303I2
Accuracy expectations for gas turbine and
centrifugal compressor performance testing
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-128) p0425 482-35358
Compressor stall inducing installation effects of
an engine control parameter for the CF-5 aircraft
P0095 H32-13085
Hethodology for measurement of fault latency in a
digital avionic miniprocessor
P0196 H82-17105
A descriptive study of the application of analysis
of variance and regression techniques in an
error analysis program for test data obtained in
a 16 foot transonic tunnel
P0309 H82-20997
Technical approaches for measurement of human errors
CNASA-CR-166314] p0352 N82-22249
Gravity induced position errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AD-A113823] P0467 H82-27272
Seduction and analysis of node C altitude data
collected at high altitudes over the continental
United States
[ A D - A 1 I 4 6 5 5 ] p0532 H82-29276





Observability of the parameters of an inertial
navigation system for a 360-deg coordinated turn
p0583 482-17093
Flight data recovery under adverse conditions
p0402 N82-25183
EBBOB DBIECCIOI CODES
Hethodology for measurement of fault latency in a
digital avionic miniprocessor
p0196 N82-17105
The P-POD Project error detection codes
p044S N82-26202
Control optimization, stabilization and computer
algorithms for aircraft applications
[NA3A-CB-169015] p0461 B82-27009












Current ADM restraint system status, trade-off
constraints and long range objectives for the
Maximum Performance Ejection System (flPES)
[AD-A112645] p0464 N82-27238
ESCAPE SYSTEMS
Escape systems decelerator technology
[ A I A A PAPEfi 81-1913] p006 l A82-13966
Emergency in-flight egress for general aviation
aircraft
p0077 482-14953
Hind tunnel tests of ejection seat for high
dynamic pressure escape
P0079 A82-14979
A ballistic design model for initiators for
aircraft personnel escape systems
p0080 A82-14984
Analytical and experimental characterization of
the JAO-I4/A cartridge actuated initiator for
use in aircrew escape system performance
evaluation
p0080 A82-14985
Finite element analysis of through the canopy
emergency crew escape from the T-38 aircraft
[AIAA 82-0705] p0335 A82-30096
Lear Fan 2100 egress system
p0444 A82-37970
Problems vith the use of percentages in the
analysis of AAES data Aircrev Automated
Escape Systems
p0556 A82-44293
Investigation of aircrev protection during







Beai. time estimation and prediction of ship
motions using Kalman filtering techniques
[NASA-CB-169284]
 P0572 NS2-3I637
A description of methodologies used in estimation
of a 4-weighted sound levels for FAA Advisory
circular AC-36-3B




Comparison of various elevation angle estimation
technigues
pOI75 A82-20589
New estimation method for flutter or divergence
boundary from random responses at subcritical
speeds
[NAL-TB-667T] p0034 N82-11034
Statistical analysis and time series modeling of
air traffic operations data froo flight service
stations and terminal radar approach control
facilities: Two case studies
[AD-A109873] p0304 N82-20172




Studies of nev perfluoroether elastomeric sealants
for aircraft fuel tanks
(NASA-CB-166377] p0560 N82-30400
BIBIL ALCOHOL
Ethanol production by vapor compression distillation
[DE82-004892] p0538 N82-29393
EUCLIDEAN GEOMETBI









EDLEB EQUATIONS OF MOTION
An implicit finite-volume method for solving the
Euler eguations
[OBEBA. TP NO. 1982-59] p0552 A82-43753
Damped Euler-eguation method to compute transonic
flow around wing-body combinations
p05\» A82-44092
Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet
[NASA-TH-84506] p06 15 N82-34 I9 I
EDBOPE
The status of airport noise prediction, with





SUBJECT IB DEI EXBAOSI PLOB SIHULATIOH
Airbus - Perspectives for the future
p O I 0 9 482- 16972
Airbus Industrie * The year of progress
p O I S O 482-21189
A310 - Design for maintenance
p0223 A82-21002
A310 - Europe builds on Airbus success
p0282 482-26536
From the A 300 to the A 310
p03B2 A82-335U2
Europe's oest seller - Second-generation Airbus
emerges
p0547 A82-a2750
Active gust and maneuver load control concepts
with the example of the Airbus A300. Part 1:
Explanation of a regular in the time zone of
vind gust load decrease and examination of its
effectiveness in stochastic gusts
[BBB-FE-172/S/POB/39-P1-I] p0267 H82- 19228
The Airbus family of aircraft at the dano of the
1980's
[SNIAS-821-111-1011 p0393 N82-24164
Airbus A 310 mil compete vith Boeing 767 for market
p0575 N82-32300
EOIECTIC ALLOTS
'In situ* composites for jet propulsion and
stationary gas turbine applications
p0082 482-158214
BOIBCTIC COHPOSIfES






Aeromedical evacuation: Besults, analysis,
developments; International Aeromedical
Evacuation Congress, 1st, Munich, Vest Germany,
September 16-19, 1980, Beports
p O I S l A82-19001
The marketing, organisation and financing of
aeromedical evacuation by a motoring organisation
p O I S l 482-19002
Survey of aeromedical evacuation in Italy
p0152 482-19003
The network of civilian air rescue in Germany
p01S2 A82-19004
Ambulance helicopter in the Stockholm archipelago
p0152 A82-19005
Military assistance to safety and traffic /BAST/
p O I 5 2 A82-19006
Aerial ambulance service in Australia
p0152 A82-19007
Flying doctor service in East Africa
p0152 A82-19008
Air ambulance systems in the Republic of South
Africa
p O I 5 2 A82- 19009
The situation of air rescue in Argentina
p0152 482-19010
Aeromedical evacuation in Men Zealand
p0153 482-19011
Problems pertaining to aeronautical technology in
the case of rescue operations vith helicopters
in mountainous areas
pOI53 482-19018
The helicopter in rescue operations in
high-mountain areas
POI53 482-19019
Aircraf t for secondary long range emergency
ambulance flight
p0154 482-19021
Special investigation report: Evacuation of
United Airlines DC-8-61, sky Harbor




N T TBAISING E V A L U A T I O N
Naval Weapons Center - Test and evaluation in the
1980's
[ A I A A PAPEE 81-2485} p0059 A82-13940
Investigation and evaluation of a computer program
to minimize three-dinensional flight time tracks
[ N A S A - C B - I 6 8 4 I 9 ] p0215 N82-17879
Experience vith high performance V/STOL fighter
projects at HBB
[MBB-FE-124/S/PUB/50] p0360 N82-23I40
Evaluation of plasma source spectrometers for the
Air Force Oil Analysis Program
[AD-4113809] p0475 U82-27512
A safety appraisal of the air traffic control system
[AD-A115743] p0606 N82-33366
BVAPOBATIOH BATE
Liquid particle dynamics and rate of evaporation
m the rotating field of centrifugal compressors





A binary matrix technigne for aircraft collision
threat recognition and avoidance
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-0184] pOH6 A82-17828
Air-to-air missile avoidance
[ A I A A 82-1516} pOl48l4 482-38939
EVOLOTIOH (DETELOPHBIT)
Evolution and development of high voltage /270
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U GENEBAL AVIATION AIBCBAFT
0 PASSENGEB AIBCBAFT
EIHAOST EHISSIOM
Infrared emissions from turbofans with high aspect
ratio nozzles
POI03 A82- 16092
Development and operating characteristics of an
advanced two-stage comb us tor
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0191] pO I 16 A82-I7833
Analysis of flight test measurements in ground
effect
p0178 A82-20763
The formation of benzpyrene during the combustion
of aviation fuels
p0282 A82-26494
The effect of smrl burner aerodynamics on NOx
formation
p0326 A82-28658
Experimental study of the effects of secondary air
on the emissions and stability of a lean
premixed combustor
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1072] p04 15 A82-34992
UC and CO emission abatement via selective fuel
injection
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-178] p0426 A82-35390
Two-dimensional model studies of the impact of
aircraft exhaust emissions on tropospheric ozone
p0496 A82-40124
Baseline data on utilization of Ion-grade fuels in
gas turbine applications. Volume 3: Emissions
evaluation
[DE81-903764] p0031 N82-10254
Effect of fuel-air-ratio nonuniformity on
emissions of nitrogen oxides
[NASA-TP-1798 ] p0099 N82^13I43
Exhaust emissions survey of a turbofan engine for
flame holder smrl type augmentors at simulated
altitude flight conditions
[NASA-TH-82787] p0408 N82-25255
Forecasting aircraft condensation trails
[ A D - A I I I 8 7 6 ] pO<46l N82-26939
Field test of an in stack diffusion classifier on
an aircraft engine test cell
[4D-4113811] p0475 N82-27326
Control of air pollution from aviation: The
emission standard setting process
[AD-AI07435] p0478 N82-27869






EXHAUST GASES SOBJECT IBOBX
An experimental and analytical study of mixing
flow of turbofan engine exhaust through circular
and 2-dimensional mixer/nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0130] p0286 482-27087
Hind tannel test and analysis techniques using
povered simulators for civil nacelle
installation drag assessment
P0095 H82-13088
Establishment of an experimental technique to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airfrane
configurations, using a full span model mth
turbine povered engine simulators
P0096 N82-13089
EIHAOST GASES
Study of reingestion of exhaust gases with
different initial temperature in a reversed
turbojet engine
POOI4 482- 11444
Nethodology for determining fuel-combustion
efficiency and the toxicity of exhaust gases
P0282 A82-26195
Smoke reduction in FJB-710 turbofan engines by an
airblast combnstor
[ A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-24] p0420 182-35290
Gas turbine airflow control for optimum heat
recovery
[43ME PAPEB 82-GT-83] p0423 482-35329
EBBS fuel addendum: Pollution reduction





Calculation of the contributions of air traffic
and road traffic to air pollution in the region
of Schiphol airport in 1974
[NLB-TB-77100-U] p0358 N82-22808
Exhaust emissions survey of a turbofan engine for
flame holder svirl type augmentors at simulated
altitude flight conditions
[NASA-TH-82787] p0408 N82-25255
Low HOx heavy fuel combustor concept program
[NASA-CB-165367] p0413 N82-25635
Forecasting aircraft condensation trails
[AD-A11I876] p0461 N82-26939
Bemote sensing of turbine engine gases
[AD-A115443] p0559 N82-30310
An investigation of the effects of smoke
suppressant fuel additives on engine and test
cell exhaust gas opacities
[AD-A116171] p0571 H82-31548
Predictive model for jet engine test cell opacity





NT TOBBINE EXHAUST NOZZLES
ADEN plume flow properties for infrared analysis
Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
pOI14 A82-17606
Advanced nozzle integration for air combat fighter
application
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1135] p0439 A82-37694
Performance of a 2D-CD nonaxisymmetric exhaust
nozzle on a turbojet engine at altitude
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1137] p0497 A82-40420
Application of advanced exhaust nozzles for
tactical aircraft
p0505 A82-40889
An experimental study of flow rate and thrust
characteristics of a four-nozzle ejector with
flow twist
p0581 A82-46140
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Bach numbers with emphasis on model
scale effects
[AD-A104905] - p0091 N82- 12392
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation
CAGABD-CP-301] p0093 H82- 13065
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
p0094 N82-13075
Advanced exhaust nozzle technology
P0095 N82-13078
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/ving interference
p0096 N82-13090
Prediction of off-design performance of
turbo-shaft engines a simplified method
p0246 H82-I8132
Effects of installation of FI01 DFE exhaust
nozzles on the afterbody-nozzle characteristics
of the F-14 airplane
[NASA-TH-83250] p0263 H82-19181
Static internal performance of single
expansion-ramp nozzles with thrust vectoring and
reversing
[HASA-TP-1962] p0302 N82-20156
Energy efficient engine exhaust mixer model
technology
[NASA-CB- 165459] p0354 N82-22264
Static internal performance characteristics of two
thrust reverser concepts for axisymmetnc nozzles
[NASA-IP-2025] p0448 N82-26235
Performance of multiple, angled nozzles with short
mixing stack eductor systems
C AD-A 1108 17] p0454 N82-26302
Axisymmetric and non-axisymnetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 2: Analysis of results
[NASA-CB-166365] p0566 N82-3I301
Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 3: Experimental technique
[NASA-CB-166147] p0566 N82-31302
BIHAOST SISIEBS
Baintenance problems associated with the operation
of the F402 /Pegasus/ engine in the 47-84
/Harrier/ aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2656] p0109 482-16915
Hodel test and full scale checkout of dry-cooled
jet runup sound suppressors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1239] p0418 A82-35079
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet
thrust augmenting ejectors
[AD-A 106083] p O l O l N82-13835
Measurement techniques used to assess the
installed power of a helicopter engine
p0246 N82-I8I33
Engine superficial temperature and infrared
signature
p0247 N82-I8I36
Energy efficient engine exhaust mixer model
technology
[NASA-CB-165459] p0354 N82-22264
Turboprop and turbojet ejector optimisation
P0362 S82-23I74
Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing
effects on F I D O response to distortion
[KASA-CB-167879] p0369 N82-23246
BXBAOSt VELOCITY.
Evaluation of the effects of model scale and test







NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
UT INFLATABLE SMDCTDBES





Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-AI04660] pOOtl N 8 2 - I I 3 I 3
EXPEBIESCB




Applying advanced technology to flight station
design
p0504 A82-40887
The influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage
mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced
high speed King
p0096 N82-13092
Control of vibration la aeroelastic cascade
experiments
p0143 882-15056
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SUBJECT JBDBI r-4 UBCBUT
[ESA-TT-741J p0414 H82-26I85




Briefs of accidents involving amateur/home built








Investigation of the structural degradation and
personnel hazards resulting from helicopter
composite structures exposed to fires and/or
explosions
[AD-A I O U 7 5 7 ] p0086 B82- 12057











A study of the effects of long-tern exposure to
fuels and fluids on the behavior of advanced
composite materials
[BASA-CB-165763] p0258 B82-18327
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
[NASA-CB-165981] p059U B82-32421
EXTEBS4L STORE SBPAB&TIOH
Beceut improvements in prediction technigues for
supersonic weapon separation
[4144 PAPEB 82-0170] pO 116 482-17820
Store separation from cavities at supersonic
flight speeds
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0372] p0185 A82-22096
Mind tunnel studies of store separation with load
factor - Freedrops and captive trajectories
p0383 A82-33626
Design of dynamically-scaled, asyometrical Hind
tunnel models
[BIAST-78/18] p0356 B82-22285
iind tunnel studies of store separation with load
factor. Freedrops and captive trajectories
p0541 B82-30261
EXTBBBAL STOBES
Bl PODS (EXTEBNAL STOBES)
Quantification of the thermal environment for
externally carried aircraft stores and ordnance
p0019 482-12100
Calculation of the flow-field velocities of a
mng-body-stores combination in transonic flow
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0958] p037<l A82-31934
Taking the drag out of bombs
p0548 482-42819
Two-dimensional apparent masses for cross-flow
sections of wing-store configurations
p0583 A82-46801
Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts vith
external stores at transonic speeds
pOlOl H82-13813
Technology overview for advanced aircraft arnaaent
system program
[AD-AI07680] p020l 882-17155
Standardization study for advanced aircraft
armament system program
[ A D - A I 0 7 6 8 I ] p0201 B82-17I56
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a
1/24 scale F-111 aircraft model with three
external store loadings
[AD-A109449] p0302 N82-20158
ALQ-164 POD/AV-8C environmental evaluation flight
test
[ A D - A 1 I O I 9 8 ] p0314 H82-21178
Vibration qualification of external aircraft
stores and equipment
[BBB-FE-I73/S/POB/46] p0320 B82-2I218
Dynamic Environmental Qualification Technigues
conference
[ AG4BD-CP-318] p0343 B82-22 154
Development and use of dynamic qualification
standards for Air Force stores
P0343 H82-22I55
Qualification of equipment for gunfire induced
vibration
p0343 B82-22158
Aircraft fuel tank slosh and vibration test
p0344 B82-22164
Approach in dynamic qualification of light
helicopter stores and equipments
p0344 B82-22166
The dynamic qualification of equipment and
external stores for use uitli rotary winged
aircraft
p0344 B82-22I67
Application of modal synthesis techniques for the
dynamic qualification of wings with stores
p0345 H82-22168
Proceedings of toe 12th Kavy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume I
[AD-A 111763] p0463 B82-27225
Decoupler pylon: wing/store flutter suppressor
[H4SA-C4SE-L4B-12468-1] p0592 B82-32373
BIIBBBAL SOBFACE COBBEIIS




BT OPPEB SOBFACE BLOiB FLAPS
An investigation of the use of a propulsive
wing/canard concept for improved maneuvering
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2622] p0107 482-16905
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of OSB flap
structure models at elevated temperature
[BAL-TB-683] p0269 B82- 19570
Aeroacoastic performance of an externally blown






0 LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATIOB)
EITBAPOLATIOB
Analytic extrapolation to full scale aircraft
dynamics
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1387] p0490 A82-39I43
Effects of filter response on analysis of aircraft
noise data




Extravehicular Activity/Sir Traffic Control






Tracking of low-altitude targets by a combined
X/Ka-band radar system
POI75 A82-20590
Small EHF/SHF airborne SATCOB terminal
P0290 A82-27209
BITBEHOB VALUES
Ideal ramjet - Optimum B sub infinity for fuel
limit and material limit
~ - - - - - - - - p0380 A82r33143
EITBODIHG
SI POLTBOSIOH
Superalloy turbine components - Which is the
superior manufacturing process, as-BIP, HIP plus




The prevalence of visual deficiencies among 1979





F-4 Advanced Avionics Flight Test
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2464] p0058 A82-13929
A-185
F-5 4JBCBAFT SUBJECT IBDBX
Evaluation of crack growth gages for service life
tracking
p0284 182-26652
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
[AI11 PAPER 80-0770] p0298 182-28513
Implicit model-following technique - Application
to the design of longitudinal stability
augmentation systems
p055l 182-43571
An electronic control for an electrohydranlic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[HASA-CB-3552] p0353 B82-22252
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type
wing-body model
[B1S1-TH-76878] p0557 N82-30287
Reflections on an F-43 IB flight emergency




From clans to javs - Tiger into ligershark
p0283 A82-26538
Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft at
the air force base m Bandirma, Turkey
p 0 2 l l N82- 17353
On the Corrosion problems of the TAF 1-5 aircraft
p021 I B82-17354
F-8 AIHCB4FT






Fleet Plight Loads Survey monitoring and analysis
techniques
[1IA4 PAPER 81-2461] p0057 A82-13903
Flight test experience mth high-alpha control
system techniques on the F-14 airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2505] p0057 A82-13906
Grumman Tomcat - In a class of its Dun
p0107 A82-16800
FI01DFE m Tomcat - Preliminary test results
p0126 A82-18346
Helding for low-cost advanced titanium airframe
structures
P0222 182-23757
F-14 inlet development experience
[ASHB PAPER 82-6T-5] p0419 A82-35278
NASA Dryden's experience in parameter estimation
and its uses in flight test
[ A I A 4 PAPER 82-1373] p0489 A82-39135
Limited evaluation of an F-I4A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rudder interconnect control system in
the landing configuration
[N4S4-TH-81972] p O I O Q H82-13I48
Investigation of crossdeck pendant catapult slot
interaction; proposed corrective measures
[AD-A108149] p0258 B82-18232
Effects of installation of F I 0 1 OFE exhaust
nozzles on the afterbody-nozzle characteristics
of the F-14 airplane
[NASA-TB-83250] p0263 B82-1918I
Cannibalization of the F-14 and S-3A aircraft: A
viable logistic
[ID-All 1207] p0393 882-24163




The use of separated multifunction inertial
sensors for flight control
[IIA4 81-2295] pOOSO A82-13502
Redundancy management of skewed and dispersed
inertial sensors
[AHA 81-2296] pOOSO A82-13503
Enhanced F-15 air-to-ground flight demonstrations
[ A I A & P1PEB 81-2413] p0054 A82-13854
Fighters - Improving the breed
p0062 A82-14354
Status and tracking system for flight test data
products
[ A I A A PIPER 81-2395] p0063 182-14376
1 methodology for missile launch envelope display
evaluation
p0069 182-14744





Data systems organization - A change for the better
flight test data acquisition
p0178 A82-20767
F-15 fighter abilities evaluated
p0332 182-29592
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in
buffeting flow
[ A I A A 82-0641] p0337 A82-30I38
Selected results of the F-15 propulsion
interactions program
[1IAA PIPER 82-1041] p04 15 482-34976
Flight evaluation of a digital electronic engine
control system in an F-15 airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1080] p0438 A82-37683
Hew nozzle design aimed at F-15, F-16 aircraft
p0549 A82-43092
Development of vibration qualification test
spectra for the F-15 aircraft
p0344 N82-22160
Analysis of rotary balance data for the F-15
airplane including the effect of conformal fuel
tanks
[NASA-CR-3479] p0349 N82-22213
Integrated flight and fire control demonstration
on an F-15B aircraft: System development and
ground test results
P0363 H82-23185
F-15 rotary balance data for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deq
[MASA-CH-3478] p0393 N82-24168
Rotary balance data for an F-15 model with
conformal fuel tanks for an angle-of-attack
range of 8 deg to 90 deq
[NASA-CB-3516 ] p0393 S82-24169
F-15 wind-tunnel/flight correlations
p0404 N82-25203
Effect of nozzle and vertical-tail variables on
the performance of a 3-surface F-15 model at




Diqital redesign of existing multiloop continuous
control systems with application to IF-16
aircraft flight controller
p0044 182-13093
The F-16/79 test prograa
[1111 PIPER 81-2414] p0054 182-13855
Fighters - Improving the breed
p0062 182-14354
Advanced fighter technology integration AFTI/F- 16
test program overview
[AIA1 PIPES 81-2353] p0065 182-14398
The design and implementation of a canned scenario
function for the F-16 dynamic system simulator
p0066 A82-14678
Design of direct digital flight-mode control
systems for hiqh-performance aircraft
p0074 A82-14829
F-16 ground and inflight icing testing
p0177 182-20753
IF-16 design concept and philosophy
p0221 182-23444
1 new angular deviation ffleasureoent device for
aircraft transparencies
P0226 182-24308
F-16 active flutter suppression program
p0444 182-37947
Terrain following/terrain avoidance system concept
development
[4111 PIPER 82-1518] p0497 482-40428
Non-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer
structural design
p0509 482-40936
F-16 Centralized Data System /CDS/
p0545 182-42206
New nozzle design aimed at F-15, F-16 aircraft
p0549 182-43092
In investigatioL of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Mach numbers with emphasis on model,
scale effects
[1D-1104905] p0091 N82-12392
Dynamic qualification testinq of F-16 equipment
p0344 N82-22159




SUBJECT IBDBI FAIL-SAFE SISTRHS
f-\6Z program over vie* and mod tunnel/flight
correlation
p0404 H82-25207
A case study of reliability and maintainability of
the F-16 iPG-66 fire control radaz
[AD-A111387] pO<t11 N82-25435
A planning system for F-16 air-to-surface missions
P047I H82-27297
F-18 AIBCBAFT
Variable speed constant frequency /VSCf/
electrical systea cats cost of ownership
p0016 A82-1I7I9
F/A-18A weapon systen - 1976 state of the art
[AIAA 81-2215] p0047 &82-13453
F/A-18 <aorneti - one nan operability
[ A I A A 81-2266] p0048 A82- 13484
Avionics systems simulation for the Borthrop
F/A-18L aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2274] p0049 A82-13488
F/A-18 high authority/high gain digital flight
control system development and flight testing
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2465] p0058 A82-13930
F/A-18 Flight lest program overview - I September
1981
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2351] P0060 A82-13955
The Havy F/A-18A Hornet electroaagnetic
compatibility prograa
p0070 A82-14760
F/A-18A high angle of attack/spin testing
p0076 A82-14934
F/A-18 roll rate improveaent program
p0077 482- 14939
Testing of the SJO-5A ejection seat for the F/A-18
/HOBMET/ aircraft
p0078 A82-14955
Initial F-18 carrier suitability testing
P0176 A82-20752
Size reduction flight test airborne data systems
POI78 482-20766
F/A-18 weapon system development
p0223 A82-23774
F/A-18 Hornet reliability challenge - Status report
p0515 A82-42229
F/A 18 Hornet crew station
p0093 H82-13064
F/A-18A tactical airborne computational subsystem
pOI97 N82-I71I9
F/A-18 weapons system support facilities
pOI98 H82-I7120
Hater tunnel flow visualization and wind tunnel
data analysis of the F/A-18 leading edge
extension vortex effects
[MASA-CB-165859] p0404 B82-25215
Aeropropulsive characteristics of Bach numbers up
to 2.2 of axisyometric and nonaxisymnetnc
nozzles installed on an F-18 model
[NASA-TP-2044] P0557 1182-3029 I
Boiling flow wind tunnel tests of F-18 aircraft
[HASA-CB-169344] p0604 M82-33338
Curved flow wind tunnnel test of F-18 aircraft
[HASA-CB-169345] p0604 H82-33339
F-27 AIBCEAFT




Developments to 10prove the-noise and combustion
emissions on the Fokker F28 aircraft and its
Bolls-Boyce EB183-555 engines. Section 1:
Development of the new internal 10-Iobe mixer
[PHB-90061] p03!8 H82-2I207
F-100 AIBCBAFI
Acquisition of F-IOO/3/ high pressure compressor
entrance profiles
[ASHE PAPEB 82-6T-215] pO«27 A82-35402
Acoustic measurements of FIOO-PH-100 engine
operating in hush house HSU 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A 108814] f0210 H82-19952
F-106 AIBCBAFI
Thunderston hazards flight research - Prograa
overview
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2412] p0053 A82- 13853
Operational evaluation of thunderstorm penetration
test flights during project Storm Hazards '80
p0078 A82-14954
Investigation of severe lightning strike incidents
to two OSAF F-106A aircraft
[HASA-CB-165794] p0086 N82-12052
The 1981 direct strike lightning data
utilizing the F-106 aircraft
[HASA-TH-83273] p0358 H82-22848
F-II1 AIBCBAFT
Pave Hover Flight Test Program
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2492] p0063 A82-14380
Hission-adaptive wing flight demonstration program
[SAB PAPEB 811035] p0232 A82-24399
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a
1/24 scale F-111 aircraft model with three
external store loadings
[AD-AI09449] p0302 H82-20158
Evaluation of a proposed modified F/FB-111 crew
seat and restraint system
[AD-A110188] p03!3 B82-2I167
Comparative vertical impact testing of the






A CAD/CAH graphics system with relative datums and
tolerances
[ASoE PAPEB 81-DET-I08] p0161 A82-19333
Sikorsky tail rotor - 1980: Advanced manufacturing
and quality control techniques
p0279 A82-26390
Development of a homebuilt powered sailplane
P0330 A82-29416
Army's 1st IPI program begun - Blisk impeller
followup integral blade-disk
p0377 A82-31999
Assembly of aircraft instruments Bussian book
p0434 A82-36950
Design and fabrication of cocured composite
hat-stiffened panels
p0513 A82-40978
Fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for SCB
engines
(NASA-CB-165294] p0192 N82-16176
Development of manufacturing technology for
fabrication of a composite helicopter main rotor
spar by tabular braiding
[AD-A109377] p0265 N82-19209
Energy efficient engine shroudless, hollow fan
blade technology report
[HASA-CB- 165586] p0317 H82-2II96
Development and demonstration of manufacturing
processes for fabricating graphite/LABC 160
polyimide structural elements
[NASA-CB- 165809] p0357 S82-22315
Hind tunnels of the institute of mechanics of
Hoscow state Dniversity
[NASA-TH-76909] p0397 N82-242I3





Technical and economic comparison of carbon fiber
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The SIFT compater and its development Software
Implemented Fault Tolerance for aircraft control
[AIAA 81-2278] p0049 482-13190
General purpose real-time interaction panel for
digital simulation of flight control systems
p0074 A82- 14831
The simulation study on a redundant flight control
system
pOISS A82-22I20
Damage tolerant design using collapse technigues
[ A I A A 82-0718] p0339 482-30168
Generic faults and design solutions for
flight-critical systems
[AIAA 82-1595] p0485 A82-38980
4-187
FAILOBE SUBJECT IIOEZ
A preliminary laboratory evaluation of a
reconfigurable integrated flight control concept
[AIAA 82-1597] p0485 482-38982
Analysis of built-in-test accuracy
p0545 A82-42211








Synchronous fault-tolerant flight control systems
[ A I A A 81-2109] p O O O t A82-10083
Unsolved problems of nickel cadmium batteries
p0016 A82-11725
Extending the limits of reliability theory Book
p0020 A82-12318
Fractographic determination of fatigue crack
growth rates in aircraft components
p0023 A82-12697
Fault detection for tiro physically separated,
communicating inertial measurement units
p0045 A82-13142
Theoretical analysis of wake-induced parachute
collapse
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-1922] p006 I 482-13963
A failure detection and isolation system for
tactical aircraft with separated IMOs
p0066 A82-14684
Failure analysis of variable reluctance stepper
motor in electronic fuel control system on
jet engine
p0072 A82-14792
Fatigue test of the typical main rotor controls
component
p0240 A82-24715
Failure analysis of silica phenolic nozzle liners
p0391 A82-34882
Evaluation criteria for aero engine materials
p0434 A82-36065
Instrument failure detection in partially
observable systems
p0436 A82-37380
Maximum likelihood failure detection of aircraft
flight control sensors
pOSS6 A82-44481
Investigation of crossdeck pendant catapult slot
interaction; proposed corrective measures
[AD-AI08 ia9J p0258 B82-18232
Disengagement of safety harness buckles - CT4
[AO-A1090U8] p0263 H82- 19199
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the
fail-safe concept
[NASA-TH-76671] p0304 H82-20175
Production Verification Testing (PVT) of guidance
and control systems for high reliability
p0363 M82-23187
Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under
variable loading using a simple crack closure
model
[NLB-MP-8 1023-0] p0529 H82-28685
FAILOBE BODES
Mechanically-fastened joints for advanced
composites - Phenoaeaological considerations and
simple analyses
p0289 A82-27156
Material identification for the design of
composite rotary Kings
p0509 A82-40937
The effect of intake flow disturbances on APD
compressor blade high cycle fatigue in the
Airbus A300
pOSI3 A82-40983
F/A-18 Hornet reliability challenge - Status report
p0545 A82-42229
An observer approach to the identification and
isolation of sensor failures in flight control
systems
[DFVLi-FB-81-26] p0145 H82-15078
Lubrication breakdown between gear teeth
p0208 H82-172I3
Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems
P02I2 S82- 17363






Techniques for modifying airfoils and fairings on
aircraft using foam and fiberglass
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2445] p0064 A82-14383
Development of a preloaded hybrid advanced
composite wing pivot fairing
p0287 A82-27IJI
Kevlar/PMB-15 polyimide matrix composite for a
complex shaped DC-9 drag reduction fairing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1047] p0437 A82-37678
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-165841] p0357 N82-22316
Flow control for a high energy laser turret using
trapped vortices
[ A D - A I I 5 2 6 3 ] p056l H82-30547
FALK NEB-SKA II EQUATIOB




Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan noise
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2033] pOOOS A82-10457
Mechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreg
system at cryogenic and other temperatures
f A I A A 82-0708] p0335 A82-30099
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[ A I A A 82-0696] p0339 A82-30I62
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development on a fan rotor blade
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1007] p0375 A82-31965
Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turbomachinery
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1057] p0415 A82-34982
Acoustic emission in jet engine fan blades
p0419 A82-35257
Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollow, fan
blades with composite in-lays
(ASME PAPEB 82-GT-284] pO<,30 A82-35456
Composite containment systems for ]et engines
p0435 A82-37062
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic 7/STOL
aircraft
[SASA-Ta-82747] p0098 N82-13112
Fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for SCB
engines
[HASA-CB- 165294] pO 192 H82-16176
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[MASA-TM-82831] p0460 H82-2670I
national Transonic Facility (NTF) prototype fan
blade fatigue test
[AD-A114405] p0521 H82-28261
Structural tailoring of engine blades (STAEBL)
[NASA-CH-167949] p06 10 H82-3339I
Lift system and fan performance of air cushion
supported vehicles




aeasureoents of mean static pressure and far field
acoustics of shock containing supersonic lets
[HASA-TM-84521] p0600 H82-33150
FAB ULTRAVIOLET BADIATIOH
Test and evaluation of 0V fiber optics for
application for aircraft fire detector systems




Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by
laminate tailoring
pOI60 A82-20982
Composite fasteners - A compatible joining
technique for fibrous composites in structural
design aircraft construction materials
P0289 A82-27159
A multidimensional-crack-growth prediction
methodology for flairs originating at fastener
holes
p0327 A82-28932
Fasteners for composite structures
p0496 A82-39929
A-188
SUBJECT IHDBX FATI6DB LIFE
Flight-by-f light corrosion fatigue tests
p0210 H82- 17308
A compilation of stress intensity factor solutions
for flawed fastener holes
[AD-i108753] p0259 H82-18628
Disengagement of safety harness buckles - CT4








Sophisticated aircraft structure developments -
Combat aeroplanes
pOOOS A82-10309
Fractographic determination of fatigue crack
growth rates in aircraft components
p0023 A82- 12697
Fatigue methodology - A technical management
system for helicopter safety and durability
p0045 A82-13240
Haterial/structure degradation due to fretting and
fretting-initiated fatigue
p0222 A82-23771
Standardization of helicopter fatigue methodology
- A manufacturer 's vie*
p0238 A82-24704
Fatigue test of the typical main rotor controls
component
p0240 A82-247I5
Helicopter rotor load prediction
p0240 A82-24719
'Listening' systems to increase aircraft
structural safety and reduce costs
p0492 A82-39539
The effect of intake flow disturbances on APU
compressor blade high cycle fatigue in the
Airbus A300
p0513 A82-40983
Principles of achieving damage tolerance with
flexible maintenance programs for new and aging
aircraft
pOSI7 A82-4I016
Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane
specimens and thin-sailed structural elements of
aircraft wing skin under programmed loading
p0584 A82-47229
Flight trail of the Aircraft Fatigue Data Analysis
System (AFDAS) (Ik 2 prototype
[AD-4105270] p0087 H82-12066




( AGABD-CP-316] p0210 N82-17342
Mechanisms of corrosion fatigue of high
strength aluminum alloys
p0210 N82-17343
Fracture mechanics based modelling of the
corrosion fatigue process
p 0 2 I O N82-17344
Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
p0210 H82-17348
Corrosion prevention measures used in the
_ construction of an aircraft airframe: The case
of 2014 aid 2214 alloys - - - —
p0212 N82-17360
Loading cycles and material data for the layout of
a wind turbine of special hub concept
[ISD-273] p0215 082-17613
Fracture and fatigue characterization of aircraft
structural materials under biaxial loading
[AD-A109054] p0269 H82-19587
Beview of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands, March 1979 - February 1981
[HLB-HP-8I006-U] p0343 N82-22I53
Improved penetrant process evaluation criteria
[ A D - A 115 157] p0560 N82-30386
Stress intensity factors for radial cracks at
outer surface of a partially autofrettaged
cylinder subjected to internal pressure




Acoustic emission - An emerging technology for
assessing fatigue damage in aircraft structure
pOOU A82-11149
Fatigue life of lugs under service loading - lest
results and predictions
pOOIS A82-11685
Creep and aero gas turbine design
p0043 A82-12987
In-flight computation of helicopter transmission
fatigue life expenditure
[4I»A PAPEB 81-2434] p0055 A82- 13872
Effect of fleet size on estimates of safety
against airframe fatigue
p0104 A82-I6153
A method for predicting the lifetime of gas
turbine blades
p0106 A82-16692
Inclusions and service induced cracks in a mature
population of gas turbine engine bearings
[ASHB PAPEB 8I-LOB-48] pO 127 A82- 18444
Bandom spectrum fatigue crack life predictions
mth or without considering load interactions
pOI69 A82-20512
Bolted field repair of graphite/epoxy King skin
laminates
p0180 482-20981
On the sonic fatigue life estimation of skin
structures at room and elevated temperatures
P0222 A82-23678
Application of damage tolerance technology to type
certification
[SAE PAPEB 811062] p023l A82-24388
The Agusta's solution of ABS's hypothetical
fatigue life problem
p0238 A82-24701
The challenge of standardizing fatigue methodology
p0238 A82-24703
Application of fatigue, crack propagation and
strain survey testing to the CH-46 aft rotor
drive shaft
P0238 A82-24705
A method of determining safe service life for
helicopter components
p0239 A82-24709
Hughes helicopters - Fatigue life methodology
p0239 A82-24710
Fundamentals of helicopter fatigue life
determination
p0239 A82-24714
Hypothetical fatigue life problem - Application of
Aerospatiale method
p0240 482-24716
Boeing Vertol fatigue life methodology
p0240 A82-24718
A simple crack closure model for prediction of
fatigue crack growth rates under
variable-amplitude loading
p0284 A82-26630
Fracture mechanics technology applied to
individual aircraft tracking durability and
structural life estimates
p0284 A82-26637
Evaluation of crack growth gages for service life
tracking
p0284 A82-26652
Prediction of cyclic growth of cracks and debouds
in aluminum sheets reinforced with boron/epoxy
P0288 A82-27151
Growth of four flaw types in graphite/epoxy
composites due to fully reversed fatigue
p0290 A82-27167
On the characterization of damages in
graphite-epoxy composites
[AIAA 82-0757] p0336 482-30117
Mechanical and metallurgical considerations in
extending the life of turbine blades
p0384 A82-33855
Fatigue life prediction of helicopter pitch link
using Raman life calculation methods
p0387 A82-34125
A review and assessment of fatigue crack growth
rate relationships for metallic airfraoe materials
p0391 482-34879
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1056] p04 15 482-34981
Control of gas turbine power transients for
improved turbine airfoil durability
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1182] p04 18 A82-35047
A method for observing the deterioration of
airframe life in operational conditions
p0436 A82-37123
A-189
FATIGOE TESTS SOBJECT IIDEI
I roadmap toward a fatigue qualification process
foe modern technology helicopters
pOSOl 482-40512
Design and experimental verification of the
OSB-flap structucture for HAL SIOL aircraft
Upper Surface Bloving
p0508 182-40917
A crack growth model under spectran loading
p O S I l 182-10961
A fatigue crack growth theory based on strain
energy density factor
p0552 482-437142
An analogy method for crack initiation life
prediction
p0577 A82-45192
Moisture gradient considerations in environmental
fatigue of CFBP
p0578 A82-45479
Effect of fighter attack spectrum on composite
fatigue life
[AD-A105034] P0089 H82-12143
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of DSB flap
structure models at elevated temperature
[BAL-TB-683] P0269 H82-19570
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the
fail-safe concept
[HASA-TB-76671] p030<t H82-20175
Engine component retirement for cause
p0345 H82-22I77
Defects and their effect on the behavior of gas
turbine discs
p0346 H82-22178
Engineering property comparisons of 7050-173651,
7010-17651 and 7010-173651 aluminum alloy plate
for aircraft construction
[BLB-HP-80047-D] p0357 H82-22360
Comparison of different fighter aircraft load
spectra
[FF4-TH- 1982-02] p0470 H82-27288
Development of a structural Integrity Becording
System (SIES) for OS Army 4H-1S helicopters
[AD-A116027] p0591 B82-32364
FATIGUE TESTS
Superclean superalloy powders by the rotating
electrode process
P0021 A82-12496
Tensile fatigue assessment of candidate resins for
use in fibre reinforced composite repair schemes
pOII3 482- 17531
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration
on rolling-element bearing life
[ASflE PAPSB 81-108-35] p0127 A82-18436
Fatigue behavior of selected non-woven fiber
composites for helicopter rotor blades
p0170 A82-20524
Process monitor helps make jet engines reliable
pOI83 A82-21897
The challenge of standardizing fatigue methodology
P0238 A82-24703
NDE of composite rotor blades during fatigue testing
p0239 A82-24713
Fundamentals of helicopter fatigue life
determination
p0239 A82-247I4
Fatigue test of the typical main rotor controls
component
p0240 A82-24715
Advanced attack helicopter fatigue testing -
Overview
p0240 A82-24720
Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0634] p0283 A82-26567
Sensitivity of bonded and bolted joints in
composites to load/environmental spectrum
variations in fighter aircraft structures
p0289 A82-27 158
Production weldbonding on the A-10 aircraft
p0327 A82-28995
Fatigue behavior of adhesively bonded joints
P0328 A82-29032
A comparison of properties of single overlap
tension joints prepared by ultrasonic welding
and other means
[ A I A A 82-0661] P0335 A82-30091
1700 - Modern development test techniques, lessons
learned and results
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1183] P04I8 A82-35048
Practical application of a computerized flight by
flight fatigue test system
P0440 A82-37768
Fasteners for composite structures
P0496 A82-39929
A roadmap toward a fatigue qualification process
for modern technology helicopters
pOSOl A82-40542
Application of a new hybrid material /4B4LL/ in
aircraft structures
P0513 A82-40975
Structural strength of materials and parts of gas
turbine engines Bussian book
P0544 A82-42063
Modeling of thermal effects when investigating the
thermal fatigue life of the blades of a
gas-turbine engine
P0583 A82-46832
Hatrix analysis of wings
P0032 B82-10998




A protective additive for jet fuels
P0018 A82-12022
Antiwear properties of additives based on higher





Synchronous fault-tolerant flight control systems
[ A I A A 8I-2J09] pOOOl 482-10083
Fault detection for two physically separated,
communicating inertial measurement units
P0045 482-13142
Fault isolation methodology for the L-1011 digital
avionic flight control system
[4144 81-2223] p0047 A82- 13458
Computer-in-control selection logic for a triplex
digital flight control system
[AIAA 81-2236] p0047 A82-13465
The SIFT computer and its development Software
Implemented Fault Tolerance for aircraft control
[AIAA 81-2278] p0049 A82-13490
A failure detection and isolation system for
tactical aircraft with separated IHUs
P0066 A82-14684
Formal specification and mechanical verification
of SIF1 - A fault-tolerant flight control system
p0436 A82-37446
Reliability design study for a fault-tolerant
electronic engine control
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1129] p0438 482-37689
Generic faults and design solutions for
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Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft Langley 4- by 7-meter
tunnel
fNaSA-Tfl-83277} p0405 N82-252I8
Statistical review of counting accelerooeter data
for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 30 June 1981
[ A D - A I 10660] p0407 N82-25243
Simulator for air-to-air combat versus real world:
Visual cue analysis for simulated air-to-air
combat training
[AD-iU0570] p04IO N82-25270
Opportunities exist to achieve greater
standardization of aircraft and helicopter seats
[ A D - A 1 1 1 7 18] p0448 N82-26259
Navy's F/A-18 expected to be an effective
performer but problems still face the program
[ A D - A I 11877] p0451 N82-26281
Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In
Design (LUCID), volume 1
[ A D - A I 1 I 9 3 9 ] pO«55 N82-26309
Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In
Design (LUCID), volume 2
[AD-A111940] p0455 N82-26310
Aviation Materiel Combat Beady In-Country (ABCBIC)
[AD-A107451] p0469 N82-27283
Comparison of different fighter aircraft load
spectra
[FFA-TN-1982-02] p0470 N82-27288
Advanced technology and fighter cockpit design:
Ihich drives which?
p047l N82-27302
Advanced trending analysis/EDS data program
[AD-AI 13511 ] p0524 H82-28286
A discussion of the flying quality requirements of
a basic training aircraft
[AD-A114805] p0536 N82-29318
Assessment of stereographies for fire control and
navigation in fighter aircraft
[AD-A115414] p0558 N82-30306
Supercritical maneuvering fighter configuration.
Hind-tunnel investigation at Bach numbers of
0.60 to 0.95
[HASA-TM-84513] p0567 H82-31303
High pressure bleed for STOL and STO-VL
performance: A conceptual examination
[AD-A115762] p0590 N82-32357
The AIDS/F-18 diffractive BUD
[AD-AU6026] p0608 N82-33382
FILtBBIT IINDIBG _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Development of manufacturing technology for
fabrication of a composite helicopter main rotor





Effects of filler materials upon radome rain
erosion performance at subsonic conditions
p0281 A82-26462
Temperature fields in three-layer panels with a
honeycomb filler during unsteady heating
p0387 A82-34135




Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy
composite panels in wide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
A-195
FILB COOLISS SUBJECT IBDEX
[HASA-CB-1,65841] p0357 B82-22316
FILM COOLIHG
Air-film cooling returns to ramjets
[AS/IE PAPEB 8I-ENAS-3] p O O 1 1 A82-10896
Effect of crossflovs oil the discharge coefficient
of film cooling holes
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-I47] p0426 A82-35371
The effect of temperature ratios on the film
cooling process
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-305] p0430 A82-35470
Advanced turbine study airfoil coling in
rocket turbines
[HASA-CH-162003] p0369 H82-23249
Heat transfer in turbines





Handling problems associated with jet aircraft fuels
pOU2 A82- 17288
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration
on rolling-element bearing life
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-LDB-35] pOI27 A82-18436
FIIASCE
The marketing, organisation and financing of
aeromedical evacuation by a motoring organisation
p0151 A82-19002
FINANCIAL HAIAGEBEHT






A simple finite difference procedure for the
vortex controlled diffuser
[ A X A A PAPEB 82-0109] p O I I S A82-17788
Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in thermal
problems by finite differences
pOISl A82-21391
A split coefficient/locally monotonic scheme for
multishocked supersonic flow
[4144 PAPEB 82-0287] pOI84 A82-22082
Influence of exit impedance on finite difference
solutions of transient acoustic mode propagation
in ducts
( A S H E PAPEB 81-BA/BCA-13] p0235 482-21602
Finite difference computation of the steady
transonic potential flcu around airplanes
p0031 N82-10981
Calculation of ving-body-nacelle interference in
subsonic and transonic potential flov
p0097 H82-13095
Numerical analysis of the scram^et-inlet flov
field by using two-dimensional Bavier-Stokes
equations
[NASA-TP-1940] p0099 S82-13I42
Finite difference computation of the conical flov
field over a delta ving[VKI-TN-140] p0199 N82-17135
Axial-flov turbomachine through flov calculation
methods
p0206 N82-17201
A harmonic analysis method for unsteady transonic
flov and its application to the flutter of
airfoils[NASA-CB-3537] p0403 882-25194
A finite difference method for the calculation of
transonic flov about a viug, based on small
perturbation theory[NLB-TB-8I031-U] p0522 B82-28263




Applications of finite element method in aerospace
pover systems design
pOOIS A82-117J7
An iterative finite element-integral technique for
predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets
in steady flight
[4I1A PAPEB 82-0124] p O I I S A82-17796
Application of the finite element method to the
calculation of the modes and freguencies of
natural vibrations of aircraft structures
p0128 A82-18612
Transient tvo-dimensional temperature
distributions in air-cooled turbine blades
p0149 A82-18893
Development of a correlated finite element dynamic
model of a complete aero engine
[ASHE PAPER 81-DET-74] p0161 A82-19326
Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine
blades
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-I29] p0162 A82-19343
Numerical computation of unsteady subsonic
aerodynamic forces on ving-body-tail exposed to
travelling gust
p0185 A82-22112
The role of finite element analysis in the design
of birdstrike resistant transparencies
p0227 A82-24314
High speed VSCF generator design consideration
computer aided design for Variable Speed
Constant Frequency generator
p0230 482-24379
Torsional vibrations of non-uniform rotating
blades vith attachment flexibility
P0276 A82-26313
Finite element thermal analysis of
convectively-cooled aircraft structures
p0325 A82-28565
Finite element analysis of through the canopy
emergency crev escape from the 1-38 aircraft
[ A I A A 82-0705] p0335 A82-30096
Integrity analyses of surface-flaved aircraft
attachment lugs - A nev, inexpensive, 3-0
alternating method
[ A I A A 82-0742] p0336 A82-30107
Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled
pressurized torus loaded by contact vith a plane
dynamic response of aircraft tires
[AIAA 82-0753] p0336 A82-30M4
Design of finite element grids for the computation
of the three-dimensional transonic flov around a
ving
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1019] p0375 A82-31972
Finite-element modeling of a fighter aircraft
canopy acrylic panel
p0379 482-32848
Finite element analysis of some aerospace shell
structures
p0382 A82-33515
Finite element calculation of the aerodynamic
forces on a vibrating ving in supersonic flov
p0387 A82-34I28
Solution of creep problems by a finite element
method
p0388 A82-34I72
Engine dynamic analysis vith general nonlinear
finite element codes. II - Bearing element
implementation, overall numerical
characteristics and benchmarking
[AS8E PAPEB 82-GT-292] p0430 A82-35462
A finite element analysis of coupled rotor
fuselage vibration
[AHS PBEPBIBT 81-21] p0442 A82-37792
Static and aeroelastic optimization of aircraft
p0444 A82-37945
Development of the advanced composite ground
spoiler for c-1 medium transport aircraft
p0495 A82-39895
Finite element analysis for bearingless rotor
blade aeroelasticity
p0499 482-40517
Cracks interacting vith contact forces - A finite
element study on loaded holes
p0511 A82-40959
An examination of the dynamics of rotary machines
French thesis
p0552 A82-43724
Calculation of the stability and post-buckling
behavior of thin shell nnderframes using the
finite element method German thesis
p0577 A82-45219
Finite element approach to the calculation of
unsteady aerodynamic influence coefficients in
dynamic aeroelastic analysis
p058l A82-45849
Application of numerical methods to the
calculation of electrostatic fields in aircraft
fuel tanks
[AD-A103270] p0027 B82-10033
Calculation of natural modes of vibration for
rotor blades by the finite element method
[DFVLB-FB-81-07] p0031 H82-10452
1-196
SDBJBCI ISDBI FIBS BII1I6DISHBBS
Structural analysis of fuselages with cutouts by
finite element method
p0032 N82-10995
Structural analysis computer programs for rigid
nulticoaponent pavement structures with
discontinuities, WESLIQIO and UESLAIEfi . Beport
1: Program development and noaencal presentations
[AD-AI04545] pOOI I N82-I1498
Besearch and development program for non-linear
structural modeling with advanced
time-temperature dependent constitutive
relationships "
[NASA-CB-165533] pO 190 H82-16080
Axial-flow turbomachine through flow calculation
methods
p0206 H82- 17201
Bodal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite
element approach and measurement by ground
vibration test
p0245 1162-18127
A stud; of th3 techniques of dynamic analysis of
helicopter type structures
p0246 N82-18I29
Interpretation and construction of a dynamic
similarity model of the & 310 wings
[SBB-FE- 17/S/PUB/42] p0255 H82- 182 12
Characterization of the Airbus horizontal
stabilizers of CFBP construction and structural
analysis mth the finite element method
[MBB-OT- 13-8 1-0] p0255 N82-18213
Vibration of structures excited acoustically
p0307 N82-20343
Application of the finite element method to rotary
wing aeroelasticity
[NASA-CB-165854] p0308 N82-20561
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled double-edge wedge specimens
[NASA-IP-1973] p0308 N82-20566
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a
combustor liner
[NASA-TB-82846] p0398 N82-2450I
Large displacements and stability analysis of
nonlinear propeller structures
[NASA-TH-62850] p0572 N82-31707
Stress intensity factors for radial cracks at
outer surface of a partially autofrettaged
cylinder subjected to internal pressure
C A O - A I 1 6 3 9 6 ] p0573 N82-3I7I4




Bemarks on the calculation of transonic potential
flow by a finite volume method
p0082 A82-15835
Finite volume calculation of three-dimensional
potential flow around a propeller
[ A I A A PiPEB 82-0957] p0374 A82-3I933
A numerical study of the turbulent flon past an
isolated airfoil with trailing edge separation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0998] p0375 A82-3I958
An implicit finite-volume method for solving the
Euler equations
[OHBBA, IP NO. 1982-59] p0552 A82-43753
Damped Euler-equation method to compute transonic
flow around wing-body combinations
p0553 A82-44092
FIBBED BODIES
Subsonic and transonic rcll damping measurements




Ground calibration of a strain-gauged CT-4A
aircraft (1979)
[AD-t 107847] pOI89 N82- 16073




Design and analysis of a digitally controlled
integrated flight/fire control system
[ A I A A 81-2245] P0048 A82- 13470
Evaluation of advanced air-to-air gunnery fire
control systems
P0069 A82-14750
Badar environment simulation for software test
pOI58 A82-19245
The anatomy of a technology test bed - Integrated
Flight/Fire Control-I /IFFC I/
[SAE PAPEB 811036] p0232 A82-24398
O.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle program
p0493 A82-39732
Technology overview for advanced aircraft armament
system program
[AD-A107680] p0201 HS2-17155
Standardization study for advanced aircraft
armament system program
[AD-A107681] p020l H82-I7I56
Hultivariable aircraft control by maneuver
commands: An application to air to surface
gunnery
p0262 N82-19154
Integrated flight and fire control demonstration
on an F-15B aircraft: System development and
ground test results
p0363 B82-23185
A case study of reliability and maintainability of
the F-16 APG-66 fire control radar
[AD-A111387] p0411 N82-25435
Impact of Advanced Avionics Technology and Ground
Attack weapon Systems
[AGABD-CP-306] p0470 N82-27293
A planning system for F-16 air-to-surface missions
p0471 H82-27297
FIBE DAHAGE
Evaluation of heat damage to aluminum aircraft
structures
p0518 482-4114 I




Aircraft fire mishap experience/crash fire
scenario quantitation
p0532 N82-29280
Aviation fuels-future outlook and impact on
aircraft fire threat
p0532 N82-29282
Fireworthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
p0533 N82-29284
The development and applications of a full-scale
wide body test article to study the behavior of
interior materials during a postcrash fuel fire
p0533 N82-29285
Aircraft post crash fire reduction/snrvivability
enhancement f rom a manufacturer's viewpoint
P0533 N82-29286
FIBE EITIMGOISBEBS
Fighting fire and other disasters from the air;
International Scientific-Technical Symposium,
Hanover, Rest Germany, June 11, 12, 1980, Beports
p0330 A82-29576
Fighting forest fires with the aid of aircraft in
the United states of America
p0330 A82-29577
Fighting forest fires - A task for the Swiss air
force
p0330 A82-29578
The current state of technology concerning the
fighting of forest fires from the air in Austria
p0330 A82-29579
The utilization of agricultural aircraft in
economical operations for fighting forest fires
in Israel
- - - - - - - p033l A82- 29580
The utilization of aircraft in fighting forest
fires - French experience
p0331 A82-29581
The use of 'water bombers' and chemical agents
against forest fires, taking into account the
employment of a first-attack system
p033l A82-29582
The employment of two-engine and four-engine
aircraft for dropping the latest chemical fire
extinguishing agents in connection with the
fighting of forest fires
p033l A82-29583
Adaptation and equipment of aircraft for the




Development and testing of dry chemicals in
advanced extinguishing systems for jet engine
nacelle fires
A-197
FIBE PISHTIHG SUBJECT IIOBX
[NASA-CB-165011] pOIOI N82-13186
Evaluation of thtee percent Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) concentrates as fire fighting agents
JP-4 jet fuel fires
[AD-A 110821] p041l N82-25402
Aircraft post-crash fire fighting/rescue
p0533 B82-29287
FIBE FIGHTING
Flight testing the suspended maneuvering system
helicopter firefighting and rescue techniques
C A I A A PAFEB 81-2498] p0058 A82-13922
Fighting fire and other disasters from the air;
International Scientific-Technical Symposium,
Hanover, Best Germany, June II, 12, 1980, Beports
p0330 A82-29576
Fighting forest fires with the aid of aircraft in
the United states of America
p0330 A82-29577
Fighting forest fires - A task for the SKIES air
force
p0330 A82-29578
The current state of technology concerning the
fighting of focest fires from the air in Austria
p0330 A82-29579
The utilization of agricultural aircraft in
economical operations for fighting forest fires
in Israel
P033I A82-29580
- The utilization of aircraft in fighting forest
fires - French experience
p0331 A82-29581
The use of 'water bombers' and chemical agents
against forest fires, taking into account the
employment of a first-attack system
p033l 482-29582
The employment of two-engine and four-engine
aircraft for dropping the latest chemical fire
extinguishing agents in connection with the
fighting of focest fires
p033l 482-29583
Adaptation and equipment of aircraft for the
fighting of forest fires
p033t 482-2958«
The employment of helicopters in Austria in
connection with large-scale fires in buildings
p033t A82-29585
Performance characteristics and employment
profiles of the nev helicopter BK117
P0331 A82-29586
Evaluation of the North Island A/C crash/rescue
training facility
[AD-A108740] p0257 H82- 18228
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, D.s. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138983] p0465 H82-27256





Aircraft fire mishap experience/crash fire
scenario guantitation
p0532 H82-29280
Aircraft post crash fire reduction/survivability
enhancement fron a manufacturer's viewpoint
p0533 M82-29286
Aircraft post-crash fire fighting/rescue
p0533 M82-29287
FIBB PBBVBHIIOB
Bheological behavior of progressively
shear-thickening solutions aircraft fuel
polymer additives for fire protection in
survivable crashes
p0013 482-11177
Aircraft fire safety research with antimisting
fuels - Status report
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1235] p04IS 482-35076
An assessment of the crash fire hazard of liguid
hydrogen fueled aircraft
[ NASA-CB-165526J p0263 H82-19 196
Workshop on flathematical Fire Bodeling
[AD-A108876] p0268 H82-19343
Fuel system protection methods
p0533 H82-29283
Fireworthioess of transport aircraft interior
systems
p0533 882-29284
The development and applications of a fall-scale
Hide body test article to study the behavior of





Test methodology for evaluation of fireworthy
aircraft seat cushions
p0332 A82-295^6
Fireproof brake hydraulic system
[AD-A 111319] p0407 882-25245
The development and applications of a full-scale
wide body test article to study the behavior of




Investigation of the structural degradation and
personnel hazards resulting from helicopter
composite structures exposed to fires and/or
explosions
[AD-A104757] p0086 H82-12057
Test and evaluation of 0V fiber optics for
application for aircraft fire detector systems
[AD-A 106129] pOI95 882-16850
Examination of aircraft interior emergency
lighting in a postcrash fire environment
[AD-A117629] , p0605 882-33360
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model, version 3.
Volume I: Physical description












Advanced concepts for composite structure joints
and attachment fittings. Volume 1: Design and
evaluation
[AD-A 1102 12] p032l N82-2I261
FIXED IINGS
Bing design for light transport aircraft with
improved fuel economy
p0065 482-14416
Crashworthy military passenger seat development
p0079 A82-14976
Analysis and flight evaluation of a small,
fixed-ving aircraft equipped with hinged plate
spoilers
[NASA-CB-166247] p0352 882-22243
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamic
p0362 N82-23I79
Hew development in flying qualities with












Experimental study of the effects of secondary air
on the emissions and stability of a lean
premized combustor




Determination of the flammability characteristics
of aerospace hydraulic fluids
p0104 482-16187
The relaxation oscillation in ramjet combustion
p0326 A82-28738
Bodels for a turbulent premixed dump combustor
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1261] p0439 A82-37709
FLABB BETABDAIIS
Formulation and characterization of polyimide




SUBJECT IBDBI FLEXIBLE IIHSS
Investigation of the application of a cryogenic
blending process to produce antimisting diesel
fuels
[4D-A110917 ] p04ll H82-25399
FLABE STABILITY
The effect of the shape of a body OD the





NT PBEBIXED FLAHES •
FLAHHABILITI
Determination of the flamnaDility characteristics
of aerospace hydraulic fluids
P0104 A82-I6I87
Heat release rate calorimetry of engineering
plastics
P0518 A82-41075
Full-scale flammability test data for validation






U FLAPS (CONTROL SUEFACES)
FLAPPIIG
Selection of some rotor parameters to reduce
pitch-roll coupling of helicopter flight dynamics
P0278 A82-26383
A simplified method for predicting rotor blade
airloads
P0245 N82-18124
A further study of helicopter rotor
pitch-flap-phase coupling
[BU-259] P0265 N82-192I4
Improvement of ejector thrust augmentation by
pulsating or flapping jets
P0362 N82-23172
FLAPPIHS BIHGES
Dynamic stability of low effective flap hinge BflB
concepts
P0277 A82-26377
Turbulence-excited flapping motion of a rotor
blade in hovering flight
p0329 A82-29042
Periodic boundary value problem for the equations
of the harmonic oscillation of a rotor blade
about the axis of a flapping hinge
P0387 A82-34127
Stability and response to gravity of the flap lag
motion for a rigid rotor blade with flap-pitch
coupling
[ISD-270] p02l* H82-17640
Dynamic analysis of a rotor blade with flap and
lag freedom and flap-pitch coupling
[ISD-271] p0214 N82-17641
FLAPS (COIIBOL SOBFACES)
Nl E X T E H N A L L Y BLOWN FLAPS
NT JET FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE FLAPS
NT LEADING EDGE SLATS
NT SPLIT FLAPS
NT TBAILING-EDGE FLAPS
NT UPPrlB SUBFACE BLOHN FLAPS
NT VOBTEX FLAPS
NT KING FLAPS
Navy spin evaluation of the A-7 a i r p l a n e -
configured with automatic maneuvering flaps
p0076 A82-14933
Aerodynamic characteristics of maneuvering flaps
P0185 A82-22I10
Spoilers or auxiliary flaps
P0241 482-24973
Design and experimental verification of the
USB-flap structuctnre for NAL SIOL aircraft
Dpper Surface Bloving
P0508 A82-40917
Flap-lag-torsional dynamics of extensional and




A laboratory evaluation of the suitability of a
xenon flashtube signal as an aid-to~navigation




Experimental study of external fuel vaporization
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-S9] p0422 A82-3S312
External fuel vaporization study
[S4S4-CE-165513] p0136 N82-I437I
Investigation of spray characteristics for
flashing injection of fuels containing dissolved
air and superheated fuels
[NASA-CB-3563] p0453 N82-26295
FLAT COAJIAL TBAISHISSIOS LI BBS
D HICBOSIBIP IBANSBISSION LINES
FLAT PLATES
The effect of the shape of a body on the
efficiency of its utilization as a flame
stabilizer
p028l A82-26483
Local neat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-2I1] p0427 A82-3540I
The effect of heat transfer on three-dimensional
spatial stability and transition of flat plate
boundary layer at Hach 3
p0581 A82-45877
Turbulent Hake development behind streamlined bodies
p0097 N82-13104
stability of boundary layers with porous suction
strips: Experiment and theory
p0301 882-20152
Effect of modification of the trailing edge of a
separating vail on the downstream mixing of
parallel flowing streams
f A D - A 111124} p0394 N82-24I8I
A research program to reduce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes. Influence of
depressurization and damping material on the








The effects of flexibility on the steady-state
performance of small ribbon parachute models
C A I A A PAPEB 81-1923] p0006 482-10108
FLEXIBLE BODIES
NT FLEXIBLE SPACECBAFT
Digital control for flexible aircraft using
reduced order models
P0044 A82-13094
Modeling procedures for handling qualities
evaluation of flexible aircraft
p0061 A82-13968
Balancing of flexible rotors by the complex modal
method
(ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-46] p0161 482-19310
Application of the principle of reciprocity to
flexible rotor balancing
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-49] p O I 6 1 482-193II
Application of combined balancing methods to
flexible rotors of aviation gas-turbine engines
P0282 A82-2649I
Transient vibration of high speed lightweight
rotor due to sudden imbalance
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-231] p0428 A82-35413
Experimental evaluation qf squeeze film supported
flexible rotors
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-233] — _ p0428 482-35415
FLEXIBLE SPACECBAFT




Development of a self-optimizing flexible
technology /SOFT/ transonic wing wind tunnel model
[ A I A A 82-0601] p0237 A82-24673
Application of a transonic potential flow code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional wings
[ A I A A 82-0689] p0339 482-30156
Inflated wings
p0512 A82-40966
Variable geometry aerofoils as applied to the
Beatty B-5 and B-6 sailplanes
P05I2 A82-40968
Choice of weight coefficients in the problem of





Optimal dolphin hang glider flight
p0201 S82-I7157
A nethod for applying linear optimal control
theory to the design of a regulator for a









On-line optimization of aircraft altitude and
flight path angle dynancs
pOC44 482-13107
Checking and calibrating variometers in place in
the sailplane instrument panel
p0330 A82-29415
System for providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal
situation
[NASA-CASB-FBC-11005-1] p0189 H82-16075
Optiaization of thrust algorithm calibration for
Computing System (1CS) for Thrust the NASA




Analysis of augmented aircraft flying qualities
through application of the Heal-Snith criterion
( A I A A PAPEB 81-1776] pOOOS A82-10462
Rings in the sun - The evolution of Solar Challenger
p0023 A82-12694
A decoupled control system for improved flight
performance in wind shear
p0043 A82-13079
Government testing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2443] p0055 A82-13877
Selected stability and control derivatives from
the first Space shuttle entry
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2451] p0056 A82-13880
Povered-lift SIOL aircraft shipboard operations -
A comparison of simulation, land-based and sea
trial results for the QSBA Quiet short-haul
Besearch Aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2480] p0059 A82-13938
AD-I oblique ving aircraft program
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2354] p0064 A82-14390
Development and validation of the V/STOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2611] p0107 A82-16903
Determination of Learjet Longhorn airplane
horizontal tail load and hinge moment
characteristics from flight data
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0183] p0116 A82-17827
Digital test pilot concept
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0259] p0118 A82-17867
Quiet Short-Haul Besearch Aircraft - The first 3
years of flight research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2625] p0156 A82-19209
A7-8B Harrier II
pOISO A82-21260
Aircraft parameter identification in the presence
of atmospheric turbulence
P0218 A82-23227
Performance improvements kith the free-tip rotor
p0279 A82-26387
Flying qualities - A costly lapse in
flight-control design
p0296 A82-28280
Advancing blade flight data gathered
p0297 A82-28312
The characteristics and detection of Ion level
Hind shear in the critical phases of flight
p0297 A82-28349
Performance characteristics and employment




OLGA - A gust alleviation for general aviation
aircraft
p0389 A82-34374
An alternate method of specifying bandwidth for
flying qualities
[AIAA 82-1609] p0485 A82-38988
Investigation of Ion order lateral directional
transfer function models for augmented aircraft
[AIAA 82-1610] p0485 A82-38989
Handling qualities criteria for flight path
control of V/STOL aircraft
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1292] p0486 682-39081
In-Fliqht investigation of large airplane flying
qualities for approach and landing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1296] p0486 A82-39083
Onigue flight characteristics of the AD-I
obligue-mng research airplane
[AIAA PAPEfi 82-1329] p0488 A82-39I06
A ground-simulation investigation of helicopter
decelerating instrument approaches
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1346] p0488 482-39118
Perspectives of the flying qualities specification
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1354] p0489 A82-39I23
Bingfin augmentation effects
p0502 A82-40548
Prediction of high alpha flight characteristics
utilizing rotary balance data
p0510 A82-40953
Characteristics of a Paris-Dei York flight on
board the Concorde
P0543 A82-41700
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
p0245 882-18126
Flight characteristics design and development of
the HBB/KHI B K I I 7 helicopter
p0248 H82-18150
An analytical investigation of the free-tip rotor
for helicopters
[NASA-TH-81345] p0252 N82- 18179
Helicopter rotor performance improvement by




[ AGABD-CP-3 19 ] p0346 if 82-22 187
The military flying qualities specification, a
help or a hindrance to good fighter design
flight control systems
P0346 1182-22190
Development of a tentative flying qualities
criterion for aircraft with independent control
of six degrees of freedom: Analysis and flight
test
P0347 N82-22191
Experimental flight test programs for improving
combat aircraft maneuverability by maneuver
flaps and pylon split flaps
p0347 H82-22192
Hnltivariable closed loop control analysis and
synthesis for complex flight systems
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Operational procedures relative to severe veather
P03IO N82-21142
FLIGHT OPTIHIZATIOI
Beal-time, on-line digital simulation of optimum
maneuvers of supersonic aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2178] p0002 A82-10127
Helicopter icing spray system - Improvements and
flight experience
p0023 A82-12696
Beal-tioe flight management avionics software system
[ A I A A 81-2340] F0052 A82-13530
Flight management systems for modern jet aircraft
p0072 A82-14778
Airplane performance sensitivities to lateral and
vertical profiles
p0063 A82-15846
ttiuimum cost atmospheric cruise control - Host
efficient airspeed for a given wind component
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0341] p O I I 9 A82-17895
A mathematical model of a subsonic transport
aircraft
p0127 A82-18575
General aviation fuel conservation in the 1980's
p0177 182-20757
Improvement of fuel economy by flying with maximum
rearward center-of-gravity positioning
p0221 A82-23470
Efficient combinations of numerical techniques
applied to aircraft turning performance
optimization
p0241 A82-24814
Fuel optimal trajectory computation
p0283 A82-26568
Comparison of light aircraft with strutted and
cantilever wings
p0333 A82-29828
Application of a dinensionless criterion of
transport efficiency in evaluating aircraft
modifications
D0334 A82-29837
The maximum flying range problem for an aircraft
p0342 482-31602





Optimal control application in supersonic aircraft
performance
p0491 A82-39374
The fourth dimension flight management system
for airline operations
p0492 A82-39540
Optimization of flight with tilt wings
p0507 A82-40912
The flight management computer
[SEE PAPEB 811762] p0555 A82-44233





Cost and fuel consumption per nautical mile for
two engine jet transports using OPTIH and TBAGEH
[HASA-CB- 168973] p0407 1182-25239
FLIGHT PATHS
NT GLIDE PATHS , , >
Optimal flight paths for winged, supersonic flight
vehicles - Extension to the case where thrust
can be vectored
p0005 A82-10310
Darboux points in minimum-fuel aircraft landing
problems
p0043 A82-13077
On-line optimization of aircraft altitude and
flight path angle dynamics
pOO«4 A82-I3I07
Computergraphics for aircraft control •
[AIAA 81-2313] pOOSI 482-13515
Development of an HLS lateral autolaud system with
automatic path definition
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1751] p0062 A82- 13993
The Hanenvering Flight Path Display - A flight
trajectory solution display concept
p0074 A82-14824
Fuel optimal trajectory computation
p0283 482-26568
Transformation relations for singularity avoidance
in three-dimensional trajectory optimization
P0378 A82-32I37
Flight evaluation of Loran-c for general aviation
area navigation
p0380 A82-33049
Electric field detection and ranging of aircraft
p0436 A82-37377
Handling qualities criteria for flight path
control of T/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1292] p0486 A82-39081
Analysis of in-trail folLowing dynamics of
CDTI-eguipped aircraft Cockpit Displays of
Traffic Information
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1330] p0488 A82-39 107
An aLS with computer aided landing approach
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1352] p0489 A82-39 122




FLIGHT PEBFOBHABCB SUBJECT HDEI
A concept for ID-guidance of transport aircraft in
the THA Terminal Maneuvering Area
p0509 A82-40942
Estimation of the number of in-flight aircraft on
instrnaent flight rales
p0518 482-41117
Investigations concerned mth shifting pilot
activities to a higher hierarchical stage of
flight control Gernan thesis
P05I9 A82-41453
Heteorological aspects of Horth Atlantic flight
tracks - The development of programs for
minimum-time tracks
p0549 A82-43249
Heteorological aspects of North Atlantic flight
tracks - some interim results of the study
p0549 A82-U3250
Loran-C navigation as an aid to aerial
photographic operations
pOSSI 482-1*3469
The aviation route forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for pilot self-briefing
of meteorological information
p0553 682-D382I
Automated flight data processing
p0554 A82-44222
Him mum fuel horizontal flight paths in the
terminal area
p0556 A82-44480
Application of singular perturbation theory
p0085 H82-12050
Analysis of tvo air traffic samples in the
terminal area of Frankfurt am Ham, 3 August 1979[DFVLB-HITI-8I-I7] pOI40 1182-15028
Automation of on-board flightpath management
[NASA-TM-84212] pO 19 I 882-16088
Midair and near midair collisions on tvo- and
three-dimensional curvilinear flight paths[ESA-TT-685] p0253 H82-18200
Optimal aircraft landing patterns for minimal
noise impact
P0264 H82-19200
A concept for a fuel efficient flight planning aid
for general aviation
[NASA-CB-3533] p0266 U82-19217
Design criteria for flightpath and airspeed
control for the approach and landing of S10L
aircraft
[NASA-IP-1911] p0305 882-20187
Analysis and Honte Carlo simulation of
near-terminal aircraft flight paths
[HASA-1P-1997] p0367 H82-23233
Simulation report: Advanced display for complex
flight trajectories[AD-A1I1259] p0457 N82-26320
A result in the theory of spiral search[AD-A1I2481] p0466 H82-27262
AUTOPILOT: A distributed planner for air fleet
control
[ A D - A I 0 7 I 3 9 ] p0467 N82-27269
Seduction and analysis of mode C altitude data
collected at high altitudes over the continental
United States
CAD-A114655] p0532 H82-29276
Development of flying qualities criteria foi.
single pilot instrument flight operations
[NASA-CB-165932] p0533 882-29288
User's manual for the AHEEB flight path-trajectory
simulation code
[DB82-007004] p0538 H82-29343
Optimal periodic Dolphin gliding flight
p0559 N82-30313
An analytical study of landing flare[ESA-TT-656] p0590 H82-32360






Computer flight planning for fuel efficiency
pOl 12 A82- 17289
The NASA DEBIT program - Developing nev concepts
for accurate flight planning
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0340] p O I I S A82-17894
Kind and temperature database for flight planning[S4L PAPEB 811068] p023I A82-24385
Airline flight planning - The veather connection
[SAE PAPEB 811067] p023 I A82-24386
Modernizing air traffic control in France
p0285 A82-27048
PNCS - A commercial flight management computer
system
(AIAA 82-1515] p0484 A82-38938
Meteorological aspects of north Atlantic flight
tracks - The development of programs for
minimum-time tracks
p0549 A82-43249
Meteorological aspects of North Atlantic flight
tracks - Some interim results of the study
p0549 A82-43250
The use of flight management computers in air
carrier operations in the 1980s
[AD-A105621] p0132 N82-I407I
Investigation and evaluation of a computer program
to minimize three-dimensional flight time tracks(BASA-CB-168419] p0215 N82-17879
A concept for a fuel efficient flight planning aid
for general aviation
[NASA-CB-3533] p0266 N82-19217
leather deterioration models applied to alternate
airport criteria[AD-AI08877] p0309 H82-208I1
Meteorological impact on aviation fuel efficiency
P0310 N82-21140




Dynamic scheduling of runnay operations
p0445 N82-26200
The Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) system
benchmark. Volume 1: Summary* introduction and
concepts[PB82-143538] p0468 S82-27277
The Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) system
benchmark. Volume 2: The model of the
application[PB82-1435U6] p0468 N82-27278
The Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) system




modern aircraft accident investigation eguipment
and techniques
P0113 482-17119
Analysis of general-aviation accidents using ATC
radar records[AIAA PAPEB 82-1310] p0487 A82-39091
Advanced crash survivable flight data recorder and
Accident Information Betrieval System (AIBS)
[AD-AI055IO] pOI32 N62-I4072
BOLH computers in the flight testing of the Fokker
F29 aircraft
p0138 H82-14839
Integration of a digital air data computer into
the test aircraft HFB-320
[OFVLfi-MITT-81-09] p0141 N82-15038
Advanced recorder design and development
[PB81-244105] p0193 H82-I6385
A portable, lov-cost flight-data measurement and
recording system
[NASA-TH-84229] p0358 N82-22478
Proceedings of the 11th symposium on aircraft
integrated data systems conferences
[DFVLB-HITT-82-02] p0401 N82-25171
Solid-state flight incident recorder
p0401 N82-25172
Solid state crash survivable flight data recorders
for mishap investigation
P0401 B82-25173
Neii techniques in data retrieval and display
color graphics
pflaOl N82-25I74
A nev all-purpose digital flight data recorder
p0401 N82-25177
The DFVLB Digital Flight Data Beadout and
Processing Station and its Utility
p0402 N82-25180
An intermediate solution betveen basic and
expanded aircraft integrated data systems (AIDS)
P0402 N82-25182
Flight data recovery under adverse conditions
P0402 N82-25183
Value of survivability and recoTerabilitv of
flight data recorders benefit cost methodology
pOi*02 N82-251D8
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Agricultural airplane mission time structure
characteristics
[NASA-TH-84470] F0537 N82-29329
Chief of Naval Air Training automated management
information system (CAHIS) users guide
[AD-AI15852] p0603 H82-33280
FLIGHT BOLES
NT INSTRUMENT FLIGHT BULBS
FLIGHT SAFBTT
Applications of conventional aud Doppler radars
for aviation safety
p0003 A82- 10215
Detection and display of vind shear and turbulence
pOOOU 482- 10222
Test Pilots' Aviation Safety workshop, U.S. Naval
Postgraduate School, Honterey, CA, February
25-28, 198), Proceedings
p0009 A82-10500
Belationships between naval aviation safety and
pilot flight experience
pOOI2 A82-11031
Safety of helicopters in flight Bussian book
p0077 A82-14946
A nev safety harness for mobile aircrew
p0078 482-114963
Official recognition and the significance of
simulators for safe flight operations
[DGLH PAPEB 81-094] p0159 A82-I9271
The significance of electronics for air traffic
control at the present time and in the future
p0163 A82-19649
The use of flight simulators in 1'Armee de 1'Air
p017l A82-20528
Systems approach to the design of wind shear
avionics
p0182 A82-21593
Analysis of system problems using aviation safety
reporting system data
P 0 2 I 9 A82-233I2
Operational air traffic in the Federal Bepublic of
Germany
p0220 A82-23318
Voice communications - The vital link
p0220 A82-23324
The investigation of aircraft accidents and
incidents - some recent national and
international developments
p0329 A82-29275
Air Traffic Flow Management and Air Traffic Flow
Control
P0334 A82-29923
The direct effects of lightning on aircraft
p0432 A82-35730
A gust damper for light passenger aircraft
p0436 A82-37 127
The system of 'objective control1
p0490 A82-39245
Instrument landing systems /1LS/ at airports of
the German Democratic Bepublic
p0490 A82-39248
Hind determination and mnd shear detection from
flight test and airline flight data
' p0579 A82-45815
Lo» level vind shear detection system for airport
landing approach areas using the Bertin Doppler
acoustic sounder /Sodar/
p0579 A82-458I6
The airplane manufacturer and meteorology in
prediction of weather effects on aircraft
performance
p0579 A82-45821
Besoscale convective complexes and general aviation
p0580 A82-45832
A proposed flight safety program for the Korean
Air Force
[ A D - A 102373] p0025 882-10023
Computer Air Carrier Symposium
[AD-A104894] p0086 N82-12054
Snmaary of Federal Aviation administration
responses to National Transportation Safety
Board safety recommendations
( A D - A 1 0 4 9 2 2 ] p0086 N82-12055
Orienting description of air traffic control in
the Netherlands
[VTH-LB-285] p0087 N82-12063
Active beacon collision avoidance logic
evaluation. Volume 2: Collision avoidance
(BCAS) threat phase
[AD-A 107805] p0200 N82-17148
Active Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS)
logic performance during operational flight tests
[AD-A108893] p0264 882-19203
Detection and tracking algorithm refinement
[AD-A 1095 17] p0303 N82-20I64
Proceedings: Fifth Annual Workshop on
Meteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation Systems
[HASA-CP-2192] p0310 N82-21139
Operational procedures relative to severe weather
p0310 N82-21I42
Prototype Begional Observation and Forecast System
(PBOFS)
P0311 N82-21150
Proposed research tasks for the redaction of human
error in naval aviation mishaps
£ AD-A 112339] p0464 882-27241
Examination of the Federal Aviation




Real-time, on-line digital simulation of optimum
maneuvers of supersonic aircraft
[AIAA 8I-2J78] p0002 A82-10I27
Comparison of simulation and experimental data for
a gliding parachute in dynamic flight
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1924] p0006 A82-10409
Ideal and simulated performance of an aircraft in
the terrain following mission
P0013 482-11302
Fatigue life of lugs under service loading - Test
results and predictions
pOOIS A82-11685
Avionics implications from weapon system
operational utility studies on Banned Air Combat
Simulators
[AIAA 81-2230] p0047 A82- 13463
Avionics systems simulation for the Northrop
F/A-18L aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2274] p0049 A82-13488
The need for, and development of, a simulation
facility at the Naval Air Test Center
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2488] p0058 A82-13917
Povered-lift STOL aircraft shipboard operations -
A comparison of simulation, land-based and sea
trial results for the QSBA Quiet short-haul
Besearch Aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2480] p0059 A82-13938
Jet V/STOL vind-tunnel simulation and grouudplane
effects
P006I A82-13973
A review of flight-to-wind tunnel drag correlation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2475] p0063 A82-14382
Evaluating sources of error in E&B/GEANS
navigation using a Kalman postprocessor
Electronically Agile Badar/Gimbaled Electrically
suspended gyro Airborne Navigation System
p0068 A82-14739
General purpose real-time interaction panel for
digital simulation of flight control systems
p0074 A82- 14831
Inverse SAB and its application to aircraft
classification
p0075 A82-14871
Computer image generation for flight simulation
p008l A82-15599
Piloted simulation of hover and transition of a
vertical attitude takeoff and landing aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2636] pOIOS A82-I6910
3 DOF gyro analysis from measured and derived rates
hypersonic reentry simulation test
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0189] p O I I S A82-I783I
Simulation of phugoid excitation due to hazardous
wind shear
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0215] p0117 A82-17844
Dynamic stability of a buoyant guad-rotor aircraft
for airlifting payloads externally on a sling
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0242] p0117 A82-I7861
The feasibility of turnback from a low altitude
engine failure during the takeoff climb-out phase
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0406] p O I 2 l A82- 17928
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTO1 piloted simulation evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2663] pOI57 A82-I922I
Utilization of hybrid computational e ,Jipnent for
the emulation of parachute system flight
pOI57 A82- 19234
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Seal-Time Simulation Computation System for
digital flight simulation of research aircraft
p0158 A82-19260
Cost efficiency versus objective fidelity in
flight simulation
[OGLB PAPEB 81-104] pOI58 A82-19261
Flight simulation consoles, aid or obstruction -
Objective evaluation of control consoles of
modern flight and tactics simulators
[DGLB PAPEB 81-097] p0159 A82-19269
Piloted simulation of an on-board trajectory
optimization algorithm
pOI67 A82-20296
Advanced simulation in commercial aviation
p017l A82-20535
Analytical control lav for desirable aircraft
lateral handling qualities
pOI83 A82-21941
flission-adaptive ving flight demonstration program
[SAB PAPEB 811035] p0232 AS2-24399
Aerial combat simulation in the O.S. Air Force
p0295 A82-27920
Flying gualities - A costly lapse in
flight-control design
p0296 A82-28280
Effect of contrast on space perception in TV
displays of the external scene observed by the
pilot German book
p0297 A82-28395
Simulation reaches towards reality
p0382 AB2-33547
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust
calculation method for a J85-21 afterburning
turbojet engine in an altitude facility
CAIAA PAPEB 82-io«<t] pOiis 482-34978
Application of high bypass turbofan computer
simulation to flight and test data processing
[ASBE P&PEB 82-GT-141] p0426 A82-35366
Complete flexibility and realism in radar simulation
p0482 A82-38461
Pilot models for discrete maneuvers
CAIAA 82-1519] p0484 A82-38940
Development and flight test evaluation of a pitch
stability augmentation system for a relaxed
stability L-1011
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1297] p0487 A82-39084
A ground-simulation investigation of helicopter
decelerating instrument approaches
C A I A A P&PEB 82-1346] p0488 482-39118
Use of rotary balance and forced oscillation test
data in six degrees of freedom simulation
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1364] p0489 A82-39I29
Flight Emulation studies on the feasibility of
laterally segmented approaches in an SLS
environment
p0509 A82-40941
The role of the scale parameter in service load
assessment and simulation of aircraft flight
p0516 A82-410I1
Visual scene simulation concerning the landing of
sporting aircraft in connection with
investigations regarding the control and
learning behavior of the pilot German thesis
P05I9 A82-41447
The effect of visual information on manual
approach, and landing
CHLB-BP-80019-0] p0087 H82- 12064
Use of a helmet-mounted matrix display for
presenting energy-maneuverability information
during simulated close combat
p0092 H82-1306I
Longitudinal and lateral static stability and
control characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of
a remotely piloted research vehicle with a
supercritical wing
CHASA-IP-1360] pOI45 H82-15075
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume 2: AFT C.G. simulation and
analysis
CHASA-Cfi-159098] p0145 H82-15077
A simple hybrid visual simulation for research
flight simulators
CESA-TT-690] p0210 H82- 17232
rhe role of simulation in the design process
p0249 N82-18154
Botorcraft flight simulation computer program C8I
with D A I A B A P interface. Volume 2: Programmer's
manual
[AO-A108294] p0258 H82-18231
A design for a 32-channel multiplexer for
unmanned aircraft navigation sensors
CBAB-TH-BAD-HAV-145] p0259 1182- 18503
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a
twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
CHASA-TP-1966] p0267 H82- 19225
Simulation of the XV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[HASA-TN-84222] p0304 B82-20174
Simulator study of a pictorial display for general
aviation instrument flight
[NASA-TP-1963] p0304 H82-20180
Design of a catadioptric VCASS helmet-mounted
display
CAD-A109431] p0305 H82-20I81
Botorcraft flight simulation computer program C81
with D A T A H A P interface. Volume 1: Dser's manual
[AD-A108246] p0306 1182-20194
Aerodynamics project. Significance and
difficulties in the experimental and numerical
simulation of complex flow processes with high
Beynolds number as part of aircraft projects
wind tunnel utilization
CHBB-FE-I20/S/PUB/33] p03 13 N82-2 I I62
The 1981 Image 2 Conference Proceedings
CAD-A 110226] p0320 H82-21223
Beview of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands, Harch 1979 - February 1981
[ULR-HP-81006-U] p0343 N82-22153
Evaluation of aircraft in simulated combat:
Computer against computer or computer against
human pilot
p0348 N82-22202
Functional requirements for the Dan-vehicle
systems research facility identifying and
correcting human errors during flight simulation
[NASA-CB-166315] p0352 H82-22248
Application of Kalman filtering to the kinematic
reconstruction of free flight of catapulted
aircraft models in the laboratory
CIHFL-80-28] p0353 M82-22259
Besults of NASA/FAA ground and flight simulation
experiments concerning helicopter IFB
airworthiness criteria
p0366 N82-232I9
Helicopter simulation technology: An Ames
Research Center perspective
p0366 H82-23227
A pilot in the loop analysis of helicopter
acceleration/deceleration maneuvers
p0367 N82-23229
Comparison of analytical predictions of
longitudinal short period pilot-induced
oscillations with results from a simulation
study of the space shuttle orbiter
CMASA-TH-83267] p0368 H82-23236
Integrated flight trajectory control
C A D - A J 10998] p0456 M82-26319
Simulation report: Advanced display for complex
flight trajectories
CAD-A 111259] p0457 H82-26320
Comparison of different fighter aircraft load
spectra
CFFA-TH-1982-02] p0470 B82-27288
Manual reversion flight control system for A-10
aircraft: Pilot performance and simulator cue
effects
CAD-A113463] p0526 882-28302
Computer program for analysis of spherical screen
distortion
CAD-A113136] p0527 H82-28309
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced
display concepts for the F-16 control configured
vehicle
P0563 H82-30859
Separation monitoring with four types of
predictors on a cockpit display of traffic
information
p0564 N82-30860
Hath modeling for helicopter simulation of low
speed, low altitude and steeply descending flight
CHASA-CB-166385] p0592 H82-32374
4-7 flight software analysis
[AD-A116179] p0594 N82-32386
Attribute requirements for a simulated flight
scenario microcomputer test
C A D - A 1 I 5 6 7 6 ] p0594 S82-32389
Development of methods for assessment of gliding
parachute applications
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Low cost programmable onltisimnlator facility
[Alii 81-2229] pOOSJ A82-13534
Commentary on facilities used in the developaent
of a Sea Harrier all weather operations capability
[41 Si PAPEB 81-2407] p0056 »82- 13892
Comparison of lev-speed handling qualities in
ground-based and in-flight simulator tests
[ilii PiPEE 81-2178] p0059 482-13936
The design and implementation of a canned scenario
function for the F-16 dynamic system simulator
p0066 A82-14678
A terminal guidance simulator for evaluation of
millimeter wave seekers
p O I S I 482-18937
Experience mth flight simulators - Training
effectiveness-future developments
[DGLB P4PEB 81-110] pOI58 A82-19263
Properties of the new flight and tactics simulators
[DGLB PAPEB 81-106] p0158 A82-19265
Procurement of the new flight and tactics
simulators - Experience, problems, meaning[OGLB PAPEB 81-095] p01S9 A82-I9266
acquirements regarding digital external viev
systems for full mission flight and tactics
simulators
[OGLB PACEfi 81-100] pOI59 A82- 19267
The procurement of flight simulators at the German
Lufthansa
[DGLB PAP*" 01-093] pOI59 A82-I9268
Official recognition and the significance of
simulators for safe flight operations
[DGLB PAPEB 81-094] p0159 A82-19271
Simulation of modern radar installations in
full-mission flight and tactics simulators
[DGLB PAPEB 81-103] p016U A82-19272
Training in the flight and tactics simulator of
the Navy Flight Squadron 3 'Graf Zeppelin*
[DGLB PAPEB 81-109] pO 160 A82-19273
Report covering experience obtained at the German
Lufthansa with respect to training involving the
use of flight simulators
p0160 A82-19274
Experience and needs of civil and military flight
simulator users; Proceedings of the Flight
Simulation Symposium, London, England, April 7,
8, 1981
P O I 7 0 A82-20526
The simulator and the airline pilot
p0170 A82-20527
The use of flight simulators in 1'irmee de 1'Air
P0171 A82-20528
The aircraft manufacturer's needs as a simulator
user
P0171 A82-20530
Automation in flight sioulation of data handling
and validation testing
p O I 7 l A82-20532
The effects on simulators of advances in aircraft
technology
p O I 7 l 482-20533
Advanced simulation in commercial aviation
P0171 A82-20535
A European airline's future simulator reguirements
p O I 7 1 A82-20536
An independent view of where civil simulation
should be headed training simulators for
civil aircraft
pOI72 A82-20537
Simulator data test instrumentation - Flight test
challenge of the eighties
p O I 7 8 482-20768
Heavy rain penalties for a flight simulator
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0213] p0286 A82-27093




Justification for, and design of, an economical
programmable multiple flight simulator
pO«34 A82-36969
Simulator investigations of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for helicopter terrain flight
[AIAA 82-1522] p0484 A82-38942
Terrain following/terrain avoidance system concept
development[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1518] p0497 A82-40428
Use of DFVLB in-flight simulator BFB 320 Hansa for
handling qualities investigations
p0577 A82-45I46
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[HASA-TB-82770] pOlOO H82-I3I44
A general aviation simulator evaluation of a
rate-enhanced instrument landing systea display
[BASA-TP-1960] p0133 H82-14085
Study of fiber optics to enhance an environmental
lighting laboratory[AD-A106117] p0135 H82-14104
Implementation of the recommendations Bade on the
technical report titled analysis of advanced
simulator for pilot training
[AD-AI06779] pOI92 1182- 16094
Humerical and flight simulator test of the flight
deterioration concept
[HASA-CB-3500] p0193 B82- 16655
A simple hybrid visual simulation for research
flight simulators
[ESA-TT-690] p0210 B82-17232
Task analytic technigues: Application to the
design of a flight simulator instructor/operator
console
f AD-A 108724] p0257 S82-18227
Equipment for testing and measuring a "helmet
mounted sight and display" system with a coupled
movable TV camera in the flight simulator for
research of the DFVLB
[ESA-TT-675] p0266 1182-19219
Study and design of high G augmentation devices
for flight simulators
[AD-A 109127] p0306 B82-20I95
Meteorological inputs to advanced simulators
p03IO N82-21111
Computer generated images for aircraft pilot
training BBCA aircraft[HBB-OA-551-80-OE] p0321 H82-21229
Conceptual design study of a visual system for a
rotorcraft simulator and some advances in
platform motion utilization
[HASA-CB-166322] p0352 H82-22244
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for
aircraft simulators
[NASA-CASE-ABC-11158-1] p0397 H82-24212
Silicon liquid crystal light valve for flight
simulation applications[AD-A 110928] p0413 N82-26005
Optimal placement model for the B-52G weapons
system trainer
[AD-A 110977] p0457 H82-26323
Visual technology research simulator, visual and
motion system dynamics
[AD-A 111801] p0457 H82-26325
System Description-Aviation Ride-Angle Visual
System (iUAVS) computer image
[AD-A111800] p0474 1182-27323
Beports by Systems Technology, Inc., in support of
carrier-Ianding research in the visual
technology research simulator[AD-A112466] p0474 B82-27324
Advanced training techniques using computer
generated imagery[AD-A 111979] , p0479 H82-28007
Computer image generation: Advanced visual/sensor
simulation
[AD-A 107098] p0479 H82-280 16
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircrew training devices. Volume 3:
Operational suitability evaluation(AD-A112569] p0526 H82-28306
Development of flying qualities criteria for
single pilot instrument flight operations[HASA-CB-165932] p0533 H82-29288
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircraft training devices. Volume 1: Planning
and management
[AD-A112498] p0537 H82-29332
Analysis and preparation of a digital terrain data
base for flight simulator use
[AO-A115547] p0559 H82-30315
Computer architecture study for VTITS simulators[AD-A 115006] p0564 1182-30953
4-209
FLIGHT STABILITY IESXS SUBJECT IHDEZ
Hide-angle, multiviever, infinity display system
[ A D - A I I 6 3 0 8 ] p0571 H82-3U36
Dser's guide for the rotorcraft flight simulation
computer program C81, AGAP80 version, CDC
conversion
[AD-A115601] p0594 N82-32388
& ground-simulator investigation of helicopter
longitudinal flying qualities for instrument
approach
[NASA-TH-84225] p 0 6 l l N82-33398
Hath model description for the Visual Technology
Research Simulator (VIES) conventional takeoff
and landing (CTOL) weapon delivery visual system
[AD-Aimai ] p0611 H82-33U07
FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
The stability of oaneuverable flight vehicles
p0333 A82-29827
Piloted simulator evaluation of a relaxed static
stability fighter at high angle-of-attack
[AliA PJPEB 82-1295] p0486 482-39082
NASA Dryden's experience in parameter estimation
and its uses in flight test




A unique flight test facility - Description and
results
p0508 AB2-40925
Integrated sensor system for flight test
instrumentation
p0544 482-11869
Outsider's look at flight instrumentation
[DE81-025U09] p0037 H82-11066
Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
[NASA-TH-84067] p0099 N82-13I40
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
[HASA-CB-168438] p0213 H82-17478
FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES
A unigue flight test facility - Description and
results
pOSOa A82-I40925
Generic Test Bed (GIB) aircraft
C A E - A I 1 0 3 3 5 J p03!4 N82-2I176
FLIGHT TESTS
ST FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
NT SPACE TBABSPOBTATION SYSTEH FLIGHTS
HiHAT onboard flight computer system architecture
and qualification
[AIAA 81-2107] p O O O l 482-10082
A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for
stall/spin research
[ A I A A 81-2177] p0002 482-10126
The constricted rigging line trials technique for
assessing the opening characteristics of
parachutes
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1932] p0007 A82-I04I3
Inflatable system for fast deployment of
parachutes at Ion altitudes from slow moving
aircraft or stationary supports
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1953] pOOOS A82-10428
Dynamic response of aircraft structure to gun
shock loads
p O O I 3 482- 11314
History of flight testing the L-1011 iristar jet
transport. II - Testing highlights since initial
certification of the L-10 11-1
P0019 482-12049
FAA acceptance tests on the N A V S T A B GPS Z-Set
receiver
p0022 A82-12639
Bing Laser Gyro navigator /BLGN/ flight test results
p0023 A82-12644
On matching the systems identification technique
to the particular application in evaluating
flight test data
p0044 A82-13II9
Determining hinge moments and empennage airload
parameters from flight data for Lear3et airplanes
p0044 A82-13120
Aircraft separation assurance avionics
[ A I A A 81-2239] p0047 A82-13467
The use of separated multifunction inertial
sensors for flight control
[ A I A A 81-2295] pOOSO A82-13502
Design and flight test of a lateral-directional
command augmentation system
[AIAA 81-2331] p0052 A82-13527
Powered-lift takeoff performance characteristics
determined from flight test of the Quiet
Short-haul Research Aircraft /QSBA/
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2409] p0053 A82-13852
Enhanced F-15 air-to-ground flight demonstrations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2413] pQ054 A82- 13854
The F-16/79 test program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2414] p0054 A82-13855
Organizing and training for innovative flight test
management
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2416] p0054 A82-13856
Flight experience with a remotely augmented
vehicle flight test technique
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2417] p0054 A82-13857
A technique to determine lift and drag polars in
flight and their application
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2420] p0054 A82-13859
Navy performance modeling techniques
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2431] p0054 A82-13869
SiH4T aerodynamic design and flight test experience
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2433] pOOSS A82-13871
Advancing blade concept /ABC/ development test
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2437] p0055 A82-13873
Becent propulsion system flight tests at the NASA
Dryden Flight Besearch Center
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2438] p0055 482-13874
The Cessna T303 Crusader
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2440] p0055 A82-13876
Government testing
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2443] p0055 A82-13877
Flight test method for the determination of
reciprocating engine cooling requirements
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2446] p0055 A82-13878
Planning a helicopter flight test program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2381] p0056 482-13881
Becent improvements at the Naval Air Test center
for increased test system flexibility
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2392] p0056 A82-13888
Flight testing the nonmetallic spline coupling
technology at the Naval Air Test Center
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2405] p0056 A82-13891
Information technology and its impact on test and
evaluation at the Naval Air Test Center
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2396] p0056 A82-13894
Georgia Tech coherent jammer flight test
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2452] p0056 A82-13898
Fleet Flight Loads Survey monitoring and analysis
technigues
[4144 PAPEB 81-2461] p0057 A82-13903
Flight test experience with high-alpha control
system techniques on the F-14 airplane
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2505] p0057 182-13906
Flight testing De Havilland Aircraft Limited
DASH-8 utilizing onboard data analysis by
microprocessor
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2507] p0057 A82-13907
Application of a microprocessor controlled cockpit
display for enhanced pilot control of flight
test maneuvers
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2510] p0057 A82-13908
Instrumentation to determine the suitability of
B N A V systems for helicopter navigation in the
national airspace system /NAS/
[ A I A A PAPEfi 81-2514] p0057 482-13911
The Air Force Flight Test Center - Utah Test and
Training Bange in the 1980's
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2487] p0057 482-13916
The need for, and development of, a simulation
facility at the Naval Air Test Center
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2488] p0058 182-13917
A unique integrated flight testing facility for
advanced control/display research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2490] p0058 482-13919
Flight testing the suspended maneuvering system
helicopter firefighting and rescue technigues
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2498] pOOSS A82-13922
Improved techniques for the calibration and
measurement of in-flight loads
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2502] p0058 A82-13924
Overview of flight and ground testing with
emphasis on the wind tunnel
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2474] p0058 482-13928
F-4 Advanced Avionics Flight Test
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2464] p0058 482- 13929
F/A-18 high authority/high gain digital flight
control system development and flight testing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2465] p0058 A82-13930
A-210
SUBJECT IHDBI FLIGHT TESTS COHTD
The development and flight test evaluation of an
integrated propulsion control system for the
HiHAT research airplane
[ A I A A PAPER 81-2467} p0059 AB2-13931
Comparison of low-speed handling qualities in
ground-based and in-flight simulator tests
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2478] p0059 A82-13936
FoHered-lift STOL aircraft shipboard operations -
A comparison of simulation, land-based and sea
trial results for the JSBA Qaiet Short-haul
Research Aircraft
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2480] p0059 A82-13938
Ino at a time - Flight test plans for the new
Boeing airliners
[4144 PAPEB 81-2378] pOOS9 A82- 13941
Flight test concept evolution
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2375] p0059 A82-13944
The development and use of a computer-interactive
data acquisition and display system in a flight
environment
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2371] p0060 A82-13946
Automatic diqital gain ranging for flight test
telemetry data
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2370] p0060 A82-13947
P/A-18 Flight Test proqrao overview - 1 September
1981
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2351] p0060 A82-13955
Havstar Global Positioning System flight test
program overview
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2350] p0060 482-13956
Development of a lifting parachute to provide
self-dispersing capability for an Avco-designed
tactical munition
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1928] p0060 482-13962
Status and tracking system for flight test data
products
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2395] p0063 A82-14376
An advanced facility for processing aircraft
dynamic test data
[ & I A A PAPEB 81-2398] p0063 A82-14377
Experience with flight test trajectory guidance
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-2504] p0063 482-14379
Pave Hover Flight Test Picgram
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2492] p0063 482- 14380
In-flight deflection measurement of the HiBAT
aeroelastically tailored wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2450] p0063 &82-14381
KC-10, flight test program management - The
contractor's viewpoint
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2380] p0064 A82-14384
62* manned aircraft demonstrator - Next generation
trainer cost effective pilot trainer
[ A I A A PAPEfi 81-2519] p0064 A82-14385
Hover tests of the XV-15 Tilt Botor Besearch
Aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2501] p0064 A82-14386
Testing capabilities of the 3246th Test ling
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2484] p0064 A82-14387
Integrated flight testing based on nonlinear
system identification data processing techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2449] p0064 A82-14389
Applications of covariance analysis simulation to
avionics flight testing
p0070 482-14767
Flight management systems for modarn jet aircraft
p0072 A82-14778
The X-14 - 24 years of ?/STOL flight testing
p0075 482-14927
Ball-Bartoe Jetwing flight tests
p0075 A82-I4928
Flight investigations of integrated descent rate
control systems
p0076 A82-14929




The OSAF Test Pilot School high angle of attack
and spin training program
p0076 482-14932
Navy spin evaluation of the 4-7 airplane
configured with automatic maneuvering flaps
P0076 482-14933
F/A-I8A high angle of attack/spin testing
p0076 A82-14934
KC-10 flight test program
p0076 A82-14935
The all composite Lear Fan 2100
p0077 A82-14936
Acceptance testing of the Calspan variable
stability Learjet
p0077 482-14937
F/A-18 roll rate improvement program
p0077 A82-14939
AV-SB technical update - Leading edge root
extension development
p0077 A82-14940
Operational evaluation of thanderstora penetration
test flights daring project Storm Hazards '80
p0078 A82-14954
Direct free-flight analysis of aircraft dynamics
at high angles of attack
P0081 482-15596
FILE-IB aircraft flight test program Feature
Identification and Location Experiment
[AAS 81-041] pOlOS A82-I6335
Piloted simulation of hover and transition of a
vertical attitude takeoff and landing aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2636] pOIOS 482-16910
Helical helicopter approaches with microwave
landing system guidance
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2654] p0109 482-16914
Determination of Learjet Longhorn airplane
horizontal tail load and hinge moment
characteristics from flight data
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0183] pOI 16 A82-17827
Digital test pilot concept
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0259] p O I I S A82-17867
Icing analysis of an unprotected aircraft radome
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0281] p0118 A82-17874
Flight neasurements of Area Navigation System
performance using various combinations of ground
aids and airborne sensors
pOI23 482-18147
Post-flight assessment of the JIIDS Bel Bav
p0124 A82-18154
Evaluation of Loran-C enroute navigation and
non-precision approaches within the State of
Vermont
p0124 482-18160
FI01DFE in Tomcat - Preliminary test results
pOI26 A82- 18346
Flexibility is offered by xv-15 tilt-rotor concept
p0160 A82- 19300
An analytical technigue for the analysis of
airplane spin entry and recovery
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0243] pOI64 A82-19786
Automation in flight simulation of data handling
and validation testing
p0171 A82-20532
Laser communications via an atmospheric link
p0175 A82-206I5
Flight testing in the eighties; Proceedings of the
Eleventh Annual Symposium, Atlanta, GA, August
27-29. 1980
P0176 A82-20751
Initial F-18 carrier suitability testing
P0176 A82-20752
F-16 ground and inflight icing testing
pOI77 482-20753
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
p0177 A82-20756





Design, development and flight testing of a jet
powered sailplane
p0178 A82-20761
Performance flight test evaluation of the
Ball-Bartoe Ji-1 Jetwing STOL research aircraft
pOI78 A82-20762
Analysis of flight test measurements in ground
effect
p0178 A82-20763
A comprehensive flight test flyover noise program
pOI78 A82-20765
Size reduction flight test airborne data systems
pOI78 A82-20766
Data systems organization - A change for the better
flight test data acquisition
p0178 A82-20767
Simulator data test instrumentation - Flight test
challenge of the eighties
P0178 482-20768
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FLIGHT TESTS COBID SUBJECT IHDBX
The Boeing flight Test Data System I960
pOI79 482-20769
Instrumentation remote 'mini' ground station
p0179 482-20770
Color graphics based real-time telemetry
processing system
p0179 482-20771
Aerodynamic evaluation of Kinglets for transport
aircraft
[4144 P4PEB 81-1215] pO 186 482-2;'245
7/A-18 weapon system development
p0223 482-25771*
LAMPS III recovery assist, securing and traversing
/B4ST/ system Light 4irborne Multi-purpose
System
[S4E P4PEB 811080] p0234 482-21412
Loran-C B N A T in mountainous areas
p0236 482-24649
Flight test data acquisition and interpretation
p0239 482-24707
Experimental program-for general aviation wing
design, construction and flight testing
p0283 482-26542




Advanced medium scale real-time system for
4rmy helicopter tests
p0290 482-27187
Flight service evaluation of advanced structures
p029 1 482-27402
Advancing blade flight data gathered
p0297 482-28312
F-15 fighter abilities evaluated
p0332 482-29592
Fuel efficient and Hach 0.8, too
p0332 482-29774
Flight qualification of composite structures at
4MD-B4
[4144 82-0755] p0336 482-30116
The helicopter Havstar GPS test program
p0342 482-31290
Flight evaluation of Loran-C for general aviation
area navigation
p0380 482-33049
No-tail-rotor helicopter tests continue
p0380 482-33095
XT-15 - Foretelling things to come
p0385 482-33914
Aerodynamic coefficient identification of
time-varying aircraft system and its application
p0390 482-34645
Short-term behavior of a Doppler navigation system
and comparison with position indication by means
of scanning radar
P0390 482-34672
Selected results of the F-15 propulsion
interactions program
[4144 P4PEH 82-1041] p0415 482-34976
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust
calculation method for a J85-2I afterburning
turbojet engine in an altitude facility
[4144 P4PEE 82-1044] p04!5 482-34978
In-flight acoustic results from an advanced-design
propeller at Hach numbers to 0.8
[4144 PAPER 82-1120] p04!6 482-35017
T700 - Modern development test techniques, lessons
learned and results
[4I4A P4PEB 82-1183] p0418 482-35048
Certification of an airborne Loran-C navigation
system
p0433 482-35876
The P4TBIOT Badar in tactical air defense
p0435 482-37031
Boeing's new transports in a flight-test marathon
p0437 482-37493
Flight evaluation of a digital electronic engine
control system in an F-15 airplane
[4144 PAPEh 82-1080] p0438 482-37683
Practical application of a computerized flight by
flight fatigue test system
P0440 482-37768
Flight demonstration of an integrated floor/fuel
isolation system
[4HS PBEPBIHT 81-16] p0442 482-37788
Design and flight testing of digital direct
side-force contcol laws-
[4144 82-1521] p0484 482-38941
The ideal controlled element for real airplanes is
not K/s
[4144 82-1606] p0485 482-38986
Avoiding the pitfalls in automatic landing control
system design
[4144 82-1599] p0486 482-39013
Development and flight test evaluation of a pitch
stability augmentation system for a relaxed
stability L-1011
[4144 P4PEB 82-1297] p0487 482-39084
4 simple, low cost application of a flight test
parameter identification system
[4144 PAPEB 82-1312] p0487 482-39093
The correlation of flight test and analytic M-on-N
air combat exchange ratios Many-on-flany
[4144 P4PEB 82-1328] p0488 482-39105
Dnigue flight characteristics of the 4D-1
oblique-wing research airplane
[4144 P4PEB 82-1329] p0488 482-39106
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system
[4144 P4PEB 82-1372] p0489 482-39134
Evaluation of CFBP prototype structures for aircraft
p0495 482-39892
An evaluation of vertical drag and ground effect
using the BSB4 rotor balance system Botor
Systems Besearch Aircraft
p0498 482-40510
Flight test evaluation of a video tracker for
enhanced offshore airborne radar approach
capability
pOSOO 482-40531
Besults of the 4H-64 Structural Demonstration
p0502 482-40551
Design and flight testing of a digital optimal
control general aviation autopilot
p0507 482-40906
4 concept for 4D-guidance of transport aircraft in
the TM4 Terminal Maneuvering Area
p0509 482-40942
Analysis of flight data in the frequency domain
P0543 482-41796
Europe's best seller - Second-generation Airbus
emerges
p0547 482-42750
The testing of new technologies with the aid of
the Alpha Jet aircraft
p0550 482-43326
Applied flight mechanics in the design and in
flight tests
pOSSO 482-43327
Methodology in flight tests
p0551 482-43400




Flight test results of the model simulation
controller for the HFB 320 for in-flight
simulation of the 4310 airbus
[ ES4-TT-660 ] p0030 H82-10107
Flight trail of the 4ircraft Fatigue Data Analysis
System (AFDAS) Hk 2 prototype
[AD-A105270]
 P0087 N82-12066
4 flight investigation of blade-section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
10-64C airfoil sections
[H4S4-TH-83226] p013l N82-14058
Buqgedized minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th BOLD
HIL-SPEC Computer User's Group Conference
[B4SA-CP-2206] p0138 N82-14829
airborne data analysis/monitor system
p0138 H82- 14830
A D A M S executive and operating system
p0138 M 82- 14831
On-board computer progress in development of A 310
flight testing program
p0138 H82-I4833
FOLH computers in the flight testing of the Fokker
F29 aircraft
p0138 B82-14839
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Tolume 1: Load alleviation/extended
span development and flight tests
[H4S4-CB-159097] p0145 N82-15076
Differential Omega system development and evaluation
[4D-4107857] P0200 N82-17146
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SOBJBCT IBDEI FLIGHT VEHICLES
Development test prograns adapted to helicopter
engines
p0207 HB2-17205
In investigation of multi-axis isometric side-arm
controllers in a variable stability helicopter
[AD-AI06759] p0209 882-17226
Beasurement techniques used to assess the




Evaluation of the helicopter low airspeed systea
LASSIE
p025l 1182-18 172
i design for a 32-cbannel naltiplezer for
unmanned aircraft navigation sensors
[BAE-Ta-BAD-H4V-145] p0259 882-18 503
Active Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS)
logic performance during operational flight tests
[AD-A108893] p0264 882-19203
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the OH- IB




A preliminary comparison between the SB-3
propeller noise in flight and in a wind tunnel
[BASA-TS-82805] p0322 H82-21998
Development of a tentative flying qualities
criterion for aircraft mth independent control
of six degrees of freedom: Analysis and flight
test
p0347 882-22191
Experimental flight test programs for improving
combat aircraft maneuverability by maneuver
flaps and pylon split flaps
p0347 882-22192
Civil (French/as) certification of the Coast
Guard's HH-6SA Dauphin
p0364 882-23210
Flight tests for the assessment of task






Mind-tunnel/flight correlation program on XB-70-1
p0404 882-25201
Problems in correlation caused by propulsion systems
pO«04 882-25202
Opportunities for wind-tunnel/flight correlation
with new Boeing airplanes
p0404 882-25206
F-I6E program overview and Hind tunnel/flight
correlation
p0404 882-25207
Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
in transonic wind-tunnel/flight-test correlation
p0404 882-25211
Flying qualities criteria for GA single pilot IFE
operations
p0446 882-26213
Flight-test verification of a pictorial display
for general aviation instrument approach
[MASA-Tfl-83305] p0452 H82-26288
Node s system accuracy
[AD-AI12249] p0467 882-27266
-B-747-vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements
[ A D - A I 1 3 6 2 1 ] p0469 882-27287
Digital image processing for acquisition,
tracking, hand off and ranging
p047l 882-27303
Advanced trending analysis/205 data program
[ A D - A I 1 3 5 1 I] p0524 882-28286
Hethodology for determining elevon deflections to
tr im and maneuver the DASI vehicle with negative
static margin
[HASA-IH-84499] p0526 882-28299
Geophysical flight line flying and flight path
recovery utilizing the Litton LT8-76 inertial
navigation system
[DE82-005555] p0534 882-29292
Grob aircraft construction: The G I 10 flies
[BASA-TH-76893] p0558 882-30303
Data reduction procedures for Sea King helicopter
flight trials
[ A D - A I 1 7 0 4 4 ] p0590 882-32359
Flight tests of a GE and DCI direct drive fly by
vire flight control system
[AD-A117244] p0611 182-33401
FLIGHT «HE
Optimum three-dimensional flight of a supersonic
aircraft
p0274 182-26039
Solar-powered airplane design for long-endurance,
high-altitude flight
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0811] p0376 A82-31984
Meteorological aspects of Borth Atlantic flight
tracks - The development of programs for
ainimum-time tracks
p0549 a82-432«9
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system test and demonstration report
f AD-A 1053 17] p0099 882-13141
Investigation and evaluation of a computer program
to minimize three-dimensional flight time tracks
CSASA-CB-168419] p02 15 882-17879
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data
for 8avy and Harine fleet aircraft fro* I
January 1962 to 30 June 1981
[AD-AI 10660] p0407 882-25243




BT SPACE FLIGHT TBAISIBG
Problems pertaining to aeronautical technology in
the case of rescue operations with helicopters
in mountainous areas
p0153 182-19018
Properties of the new flight and tactics simulators
(DGLB PAPEB 81-106] p0158 A82-19265
Procurement of the new flight and tactics
simulators - Experience, problems, meaning
[DGLfi PIPES 81-095] p0159 182-19266
Official recognition and the significance of
simulators for safe flight operations
[DGLfi PAPEB 81-094] pOI59 182-19271
Training in the flight and tactics simulator of
the Navy Flight Sguadron 3 'Graf Zeppelin'
[DGLB PAPEB 81-109] p0160 A82- 19273
Beport covering experience obtained at the German
Lufthansa with respect to training involving the
use of flight simulators
p0160 182-19274
The use of flight simulators in 1'lrmee de 1'lir
P0171 A82-20528
The aircraft manufacturer's needs as a simulator
user
p0171 A82-20530
A European airline* s future simulator requirements
p017l 182-20536
computer-generated mages for simulators - the
cost of technology
p0699 182-22881
Low cost aircrew training devices
p0329 182-29258
Spin recovery training licensing requirement
[GPO-66-020] p0025 882-10022
Group 1: Scenario design and development issues
p0098 882-13131
Task analytic techniques: Application to the
design of a flight simulator instructor/operator
console
[AD-A 108724] p0257 882-18227
A tactual display aid for primary flight training
[8ASA-CB-166242] p0351 882-22238
A pilot in the loop analysis of helicopter
acceleration/deceleration maneuvers
p0367 882-23229
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircrew training devices. Volume 3:
Operational suitability evaluation
[AD-A 112569] p0526 882-28306
Inflight IFB procedures simulator
fBASA-CASE-KSC-11218-l] p0537 882-29331
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircraft training devices. Volume 1: Planning
and management
[AD-A112498] p0537 B82-29332
Chief of Baval Air Training automated management
informatiop system (CAHIS) users guide
[AD-A115852] p0603 882-33280
FLIGHT VEHICLES
Analysis and optimization of control systems in
piloted flight vehicles Bussian book
1-213
FLIB DBIBCTOBS SOBJECT INDEX
pOOOl 182-22398
Pcobleas ID the automation of the theraal-stcess
analysis of flight vehicles
p0293 182-27509
The stability of maneuverable flight vehicles
p0333 482-29827
Primary-data devices Russian book
pO«91 182-39279
FLIB DBIECTOBS
1 simulator assessment of a wide field of viev
head-op display for presenting a FLIB sensor
image daring Ion level navigation and ground
attack missions
[1IAA P1PEB 82-0261] pOI84 182-22079
the 1981 Image 2 Conference Proceedings
C10-1110226] p0320 H82-2I223
Definition of display/control requirements for
assault transport night/adverse weather capability
p036S 1182-232 17
Helicopter night vision system simulation evaluation
C10-1110505] p0453 H82-26292
Alternative employment concepts for Bemotely
Piloted Vehicle (BPV) FLIB/TV mission payload
(10-1117877] p0608 H82-33379
Preliminary assessment of OS Coast Guard Short
Range Recovery (SBB) Forward Looking Infrared
(FLIB) system small target detection performance
[10-1117916] p0615 N82-34230
FLOATING POUT UIXBHETIC
1 floating-point/multiple-precision processor for
airborne applications
p0544 182-41868




Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability
of the NISI Langley T/S10L wind tunnel open test
section with acoustically absorbent ceiling and
floor treatments
[N1S1-CB-165796] p0030 H82-10059




On conputing Floguet transition matrices of
rotorcraft
p0013 182-11225
Numerical treatment of helicopter rotor stability
problems
p O O I 9 182- 12045
Application of the ONEB1 dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forward flight
[OHEBl, IP NO. 1981-89] p0062 182-13992
FLO! CH&B1CTEBISTICS





Symmetric flow characteristics of thin rectangular
wings
pOI03 182-16093
Analysis of an ideal-fluid flow past a
finite-thickness wing
p0165 182-19813
The effect of induced sound on the flow around a
rectangular body in a wind tunnel
p0276 182-26194
Incompressible symmetric flow characteristics of
sharp-edged rectangular wings
p0379 182-32850
Effects of dynamic stall on SBECS Small Bind
Energy Conversion System
p0384 182-33707
CFD technology for propulsion installation design
- Forecast for the 80'a computational fluid
dynamics in aerospace applications
[ASHE PIPES 82-GT-2I] p0420 182-35289
Conversion of centrifugal compressor performance
curves considering non-similar flow conditions
[»SHE PIPES 82-GT-42] p0421 182-35300
Design and investigations of a three dimensionally
twisted diffuser for centrifugal compressors
[ASHE PIPES 82-GT-I02] p0424 182-35339
Current techniques for jet engine test cell modeling
[1111 P1PEB 82-1272] p0439 182-37712
Symposium on Flows with Separation, Stuttgart,
Best Germany, November 23-25, 1981, Beports
p0483 182-38781
The influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage
mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced
high speed wing
P0096 N82-13092
Belations for the thermodynamic and transport
properties in the testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
[NAS1-T8-83220] p O I 4 6 N82-15359
Development of a computer based presentation of
non-steady helicopter rotor flows
[10-1108107] pOI99 N82-I7131
Botor flow research in low speed helicopter flight
[10-1107873] p0199 N82- 17 132
Survey on diffusion factors and profile losses
P0204 B82-17186
The role of coherent structures in the generation
of noise for subsonic jets
[NASl-CB- 168764] p0358 N82-22947
Determination of wind tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part 1:
Applications to winged configurations
[N1S1-CB-I66186] p0367 N82-23234
Blockage and flow studies of a generalized test
apparatus including various wing configurations
in the Langley 7-inch Bach 7 Pilot Tunnel
[NlSA-TB-8330I] p0370 N82-2347 I
On embedded flow characteristics of sharp edged
rectangular wings
[LOG-C47I2] p0531 N 82-29 26 3
Flow and acoustic properties of low Beynolds
number underexpanded supersonic jets
[NaSA-CB-169257] p0557 N82-30288
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Experimental study on discharge and loss




The design of a jet catcher for wind tunnels
[BAE-Ta-AEBO-1891 ] pOI35 N82-14102




On evaluating the influence of local disruptions
of flow over trailing edge and leading edge
flaps from the data of wind tunnel tests of a
rectangular wing segment
pOOIS A82-11465
Heasurement of the influence of flow distortions
on the blade vibration amplitude in an air turbine
[1SHB P1PEB 81-DET-135] p0162 182-19348
Comments on 'Nature of inlet turbulence and strut
flow disturbances and their effect on
turbomachinery rotor noise'
p0277 182-26320
The effect of inlet distortion on the performance
characteristics of a centrifugal compressor
CASHE PAPER 82-GT-92] p0424 182-35335
Prediction of cruise missile inlet peak
instantaneous distortion patterns from steady
state and turbulence data using a statistical
technique
[1111 PAPER 82-1085] p0438 A82-37685
Research on the behavior of a turbojet engine
during internal and external disturbances with
respect to early recognition of damage
German thesis
p0503 182-40561
Fluctuating forces and rotor noise due to
distorted inflow
p0510 182-40945
Intake swirl - A major disturbance parameter in
engine/intake compatibility
p0517 A82-41018
An asymptotic theory of separated flow past
low-aspect-ratio wings
p0581 A82-46135
Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar
boundary layer on swept wings with suction
[NASl-TP-1902] p0041 N82-11391
1 method for designing inlet distortion screens
for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an
1-214
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interactive computer progran
[AD-A116584] p0569 882-31325




On the prediction of swirling flowfields found in
axisyimetfic conbustor geometries
p0019 482- 12120
A large-scale investigation of engine influence on
inlet performance at angle-of-attack
[4144 PAPEB 81-2481] p0059 182-13939
Experimental investigation of total pressure loss
and airflow distribution for gas turbine
combustors
p O O B l 482- 15606
4 summary of jet-impingement studies at flcDonnell
Douglas Research Laboratories
[4144 P4P2B 81-2613] p O I 0 7 482-16901
Subsonic rlow over airborne optical turrets
p0114 482- 17605
Unsteady ±lc>w patterns associated with spoiler
control devices
[4144 P4PEB 82-0127] p O I I S 482-17798
4 more-accurate transonic computational method for
wing-body configurations
[ 4 I 4 A P4PEB 82-0162] pO I 16 482-17815
Three-dimensional flow studies on a slotted
transonic Hind tunnel wall[4144 P4PEB 82-0230] p0117 A82-17855
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including
inviscid/viscous interactions[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0352] p O I 6 a A82-19797
Ultrasonic method for flow field measurement in
wind tunnel tests
p0166 482-20054
An exper imental study of separated flow on a
finite wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1882] pO 167 A82-20293
Endwall boundary layer flows and losses in an
axial turbine stage
pOI68 A82-20298
Flow field around an oscillating airfoil
P0179 A82-20813
Recent advances in applying Free vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flon
aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0095] p0183 A82-22045
Basic studies of the flow fields of
airfon-flap-spoiler systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0173] pO 184 A82-22060
Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortex method
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0351] p O I 8 5 482-22094
The vortex flow field generated by a hovering
helicopter
P0276 A82-26227
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow
field( A I A A PAPEB 82-0028] p0286 A82-27083
Experimental study of the flowfield of an airfoil
with deflected spoiler
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0126] p0286 482-27086
Evaluation of two analytical methods for the
prediction of inlet flow fields in the vicinity
of generalized forebodies
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0959] p0374 482-31935
Aerodynamic interactions with turbulent jet
exhaust plumes
P038I A82-33325
Flow visualization techniques for the study of
high incidence aerodynamics
(OHEBA. IP NO. 1982-5] p0389 482-34493
Selected results of the F-15 propulsion
interactions program
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1041] p0415 A82-34976
In-flight acoustic results from an advanced-design
propeller at Bach numbers to 0.8
[ A I A A PAP£B 82-1120] p0416 482-35017
F-14 inlet development experience
[ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-5] p0419 A82-35278
Semi-empirical analysis of liguid fuel
distribution downstrean of a plain orifice
injector under cross-streaa air flou
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-16] p0420 A82-35285
Design and investigations of a three dimensionally
twisted diffuser for centrifugal compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-102] p0424 482-35339
Influence of casing treatment on the operating
range of axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-103] p0424 482-35340
A mixed-flow cascade passage design procedure
based on a power series expansion
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-121] p0425 482-35351
On the vortex flow over delta and double-delta wings
[AI44 PAPEB 82-0949] p0437 482-37466
Approximate boundary condition procedure for the
two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex wakes
[AI44 P4PEB 82-0951] p0437 482-37467
4 grid interfacing zonal algorithm for
three-dimensional transonic flows about aircraft
configurations
[4144 PAPEB 82-1017] p0437 482-37477
Turbulence measurements in a confined let using a
six-orientation hot-wire probe technique[4144 PAPEB 82-1262] p0439 A82-377IO
Close-coupled canard-wing vortex interaction and
Beynolds stress acquisition
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1368] p0489 482-39132
Effect of tip vanes on the performance and flow
field of a rotor in hover
p0498 482-40511
Aerodynamic interactions between a l/6-scale
helicopter rotor and a body of revolution
pOSIO A82-40947
Spanwise distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in subsonic flow
p05!6 A82-41005
Second order approximation theory of an arbitrary
aerofoil in compressible potential flow
p0032 N82-10982
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial
flow compressor stage
p0032 882-10984
4 comparison of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions for two advanced fighter
Hinqs
[NASA-TH-81331] p0035 N82-11054
The numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flou over airfoils
p0085 N82-12030
Subsonic military aircraft engine intake: An
integrated theoretical experiment design
p0094 N82-13073
Nodel testing techniques for measuring inlet drag
p0095 N82-13084
The role and implementation of different
nacelle/engine simulation concepts for
wind-tunnel testing in research and development
work on transport aircraft
p0095 M82-13086
Numerical analysis of the scramjet-inlet flow
field by using two-dimensional Bavier-Stokes
equations
[NASA-IP-1940] p0099 N82-13142
Experimental investigation of a transonic
potential flow around a symmetric airfoil
[NAS4-TH-76676] p0131 N82-14057
Lifting surface theory for wings in low freguency
small amplitude yawing and side slipping
oscillating motions at low speeds
pOI31 882-14061
Surveys of flow-field around empennage of the NAL
STOL-research-aircraft model
[NAL-TB-677] p0198 882-17124
Scale-model studies for the improvement of flow
^patterns of a low-speed tunnel
[8ASA-CB-169413] p0209 N82-17228
A velocity vector measuring system with 13
asymmetric wedge type yawmeters measuring
flow distribution around the empennage of STOL
models
[8AL-TB-674] p0213 882-17477
The problem of calculation of the flov around
helicopter rotor blade tips
p0250 882-18160
Separated flow around helicopter bodies
p0250 882-18163
A method of predicting fuselage loads in hover
p0250 882-18164
On the calculation of separated flow on helicopter
fuselages
[HBB-UD-321-81-0] p0252 882-18188
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a
twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
[8ASA-TP-I966] p0267 N82-19225
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The pressure signature method for blockage
corrections, and its applications to the
industr:al wind tunnel
[BO-263] p0267 H82-19231
Experimental methods for the prediction of the
effect of viscosity on propeller performance
[AD-A 109846] p0308 H82-20472
The modeling and prediction of multiple jet VIOL
aircraft flow fields in ground effect
p036l N82-23166
Determination of mnd tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part 2:
Application to jet-in-crossflov
[HASl-CB-166187] p0367 H82-23235
Automated design of minimum drag light aircraft
fuselages and nacelles
[NASA-CB-168913] p0368 N82-23238
An experimental investigation of the flow field of
an ejector wing design employing a photon
correlation laser velocimeter
[ A D - A 1 I I 134] p0394 H82-24182
Study of VIOL in ground-effect flov field
including temperature effect
[HASA-CB-166258] p0400 H82-25170
Investigation of the tip clearance flow inside and




Comparison of numerical results and Measured data
for smooth and indented nosetips
[AD-AH1794] p0460 N82-266 19
Proceedings of the 12th Havy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume 2
[AD-A111783] p0472 H82-27312
Flow and pressure field of a model propeller
[HASA-TH-76690] p0557 882-30290
A prescribed wake rotor inflow and flow field
prediction analysis, user's manual and technical
approach
[HASA-CB-165894] p0566 M82-31296
Surface generation for aerodynamic applications
[ A D - A I 1 6 2 6 3 ] p0567 N82-3I305
Development and utilization of a laser velocimeter
system for a large transonic wind tunnel
[HASA-TH-82886] p0572 H82-31663
Computer prediction of three-dimensional potential
flow fields in which aircraft propellers operate
[HASA-CB-169317] p0585 H82-323 12
A color video display technique for flow field
surveys
p0596 1182-32669
Propeller flow visualization technigues
p0597 H82-32672
In-flight propeller flov visualization using
fluorescent mioitufts
p0597 N82-32673
Flow field studies using holographic
interferometry at Langley
p0598 H82-32682
IV measurements with an advanced turboprop
p0598 H82-32690




Computation of high Beynolds number
internal/external flows
[HASA-TH-84049] p0035 H82-11046
Prediction and measurement of time-variant,
three-dimensional flows in military aircraft
intakes
p0093 H82-13069
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
p0245 H82- 18126
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/S10L
[AGABD-CP-308] p0360 M82-23150
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction between the engine jet and the
surrounding flow field with regard to the
pressure drag on afterbodies
p0360 H82-23158
The numerical solution of the Havier-Stokes
equations for incompressible turbulent flov over
airfoils




Thermal and flov analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[ASHE PAPEB 81-HT-48J p0012 A82-I0952
Determination of the triamed drag of an aircraft
pOI27 A82- 18583
Beal gas flows over complex geometries at moderate
angles of attack
[Alii PAPEB 82-0392] p0165 A82-19801
'Self streamlining mad tunnels without computers
P0275 A82-2618I
Determination of losses in a channel with a sudden
expansion behind a diffusor
p0282 A82-26492
A Schvarz-Christoffel method for generating
internal flow grids
P0328 AB2-29005
Subsonic 3-D surface panel method for rapid
analysis of multiple geometry perturbations
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0993] p0374 A82-3I954
Similarity parameters for the geometric structure
of a supersonic jet propagating in a channel and
in a submerged space
P0387 A82-34132
A comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1264] p0419 A82-35091
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor blading
[ASHE PAPEB 82-ST-149] p0426 482-35373
The calculation of deviation angle in axial-flov
compressor cascades
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-230] p0428 A82-354I2
Optimal stream surfaces in supersonic
three-dimensional flows
p0547 A82-42722
Higher-order flov angle corrections for
three-dimensional wind tunnel vail interference
p0555 A82-44246
An experimental study of flov rate and thrust
characteristics of a four-nozzle ejector with
flov tvist
p058l A82-46140
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor blading
[HASA-TH-82763] p0134 H82-14094
A computer program for variable-geometry
single-stage axial compressor test data analysis
(UD0400)
[AD-A106676] p O I 9 l H82- 16086
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/S10L
[AGABD-CP-308] p0360 N82-23I50
Flovfield and noise sources of jet impingement of
flaps and ground surface
p036l H82-23I63
' The modeling and prediction of multiple jet VIOL
aircraft flov fields in ground effect
p0361 882-23 166
Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL
fighter type aircraft
p0361 1182-23168
Curved flov wind tunnnel test of F-18 aircraft
[HASA-CB-169345] p0604 H82-33339
FLOI HBASOBBBBIT
Calibration of seven-hole probes suitable for high
angles in subsonic compressible flovs
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0410] p O I 2 1 A82-I793I
Ultrasonic method for flov field measurement in
vind tunnel tests
p0166 A82-20054
Heasnrements of a three-dimensional boundary layer
on a sharp cone at Hach 3
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0289] pO 185 A82-22083
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development on a fan rotor blade
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1007] p0375 A82-31965
Casing vail boundary-layer development through an
isolated compressor rotor
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-18] p0420 A82-35287
Secondary flov mixing losses in a centrifugal
impeller
[ASHE PAFEB 82-61-44] p0421 A82-35302
Turbulence measurements in a confined jet using a
six-orientation hot-wire probe technique
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1262] p0439 A82-37710
Boundary layer transducers /DCL/ developed for the
study of the flov over helicopter rotor blades
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1981-93] p0548 A82-42817
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Laser Doppler anemometry applied to the stody of
the airflow in the wake of an helicopter rotor
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1982-61] p0552 182-43755
Preliminary experiments on a centrifugal research
compressor using a laser -2- focus velocimeter
[OHEBA, IP MO. 1982-62] p0553 i82-13756
Application of laser velocimetry to large
industrial wind-tunnels[OHEBA. IP BO. 1982-63] p0553 A82-43757
Prediction and measurement of time-variant,
three-dimensional flows in militarj aircraft
intakes
p0093 H82-13069
Prop-fan integration at cruise speeds
p0097 H82-13097
Systea foe acquisition and analysis of dynamic
tests on air intakes[HASA-TB-76646] p013t H82-14056
Single stage transonic compressor and equivalent
plane cascade
p0206 H82-17196
Axial-flov turnomachine through flow calculation
•ethods
P0206 H82-I720I
Evaluation of the helicopter low airspeed system
LASSIE
p0251 B82-18172
Experimental investigation of turbine endvall heat
transfer. Volume 2: Linear and annular cascade
sumaary data sets[AD-A110333] p03!7 H82-21200
Determination of wind tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part I:
Applications to winged configurations[HASA-CB-166186] p0367 H82-23234
Deterioration of wind tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part 2:
Application to jet-in-crossflow
[HASA-CB-166187] p0367 H82-23235
Correcting for turbulence effects on average
velocity measurements made using five hole
spherical pitot tube probes
CAD-A112573] p0470 B82-27290
Measuring the flow properties of slotted
test-section walls
[FFA-135] p0529 H82-28571
Status of laser anemometry in turboaachinery







An ejector augmented choking valve for the
metering and control of inlet and bleed duct flows( A I A A 82-0575] p0236 A82-24659
Gas turbine airflow control for optiana heat
recovery
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Technical evaluation report of the AGABO Fluid
Dynamics Panel Symposiun on computation of
viscous-inviscid interactions
COHEBA. IP HO. 1981-116] p0163 A82-19733
The excitation of compressor/duct systems
P0327 A82-28993
Casing treatments on a supersonic diffuser for
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors
[ASBE P&PBB 82-GT-85] p0423 482-35331
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Direct approach to aerodynamic design problems
p O I O S A82-16404
Secondary flows and losses in axial flow turbines[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-19] p0420 A82-3528B
Chordwise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary planform slender wings
P0443 A82-37931
Calculation of level flow using radial grating
pOISI A82-38922
Ihe rectangular wing with semiinfinite span in
nonlinear theory
p0491 A82-39359
Hodern compressible flow with historical perspective
Book
p0546 A82-42552
Prop-fan integration at cruise speeds
P0097 H82-13097
The problem of calculation of the flow around
helicopter rotor blade tips and adapting
computer programs[BBB-OD-330-81-0] p0406 H82-25233
FLOI VELOCITY.
The velocity potential for the harmonically
oscillating, rectangular wing with semiinfinite
span in nonlinear theory
pOI54 482-19198
Endwall boundary layer flows and losses in an
axial turbine stage
POI68 A82-20298
Complete velocity profile and 'optimum1 skin
friction formulas for the plane wall-jet
[ASflE P4PEB 81-IA/FE-3] p0234 A82-24566
An experimental study of steady and quasi-steadyjet flaps
P0276 A82-26222
Ihe relative motion of a particle in the case of
exponential changes of the velocity of the medium
p0281 A82-26479
Calculation of the flow-field velocities of a
wing-body-stores combination in transonic flow[AIAA PAPEB 82-0958] p0371 A82-31934
The influence of flow rate on the wake in a .
centrifugal impeller
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-45] p0421 A82-35303
Effect of impeller extended shrouds on centrifugal
compressor performance as a function of specific
speed
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-228] p0428 A82-354I1
Heasnrements of velocity distributions in the
leading edge vortex of a delta wing by the
laser-Doppler procedure
p0183 A82-38786
Preliminary experioents on a centrifugal research
compressor using a laser -2- focus velocimeter
(OHEBA, TP HO. 1982-62] p0553 A82-43756
An experimental study of flow rate and thrust
characteristics of a four-nozzle ejector with
flow twist
p0581 A82-46140
Heat transfer from nozzles under the conditions of
flow laainarization
p0583 A82-46831
Combustion behavior of solid fuel ramjets. Volume
1: Correlation of reacting and non-reacting
flow characteristics
[AD-AI06061] p0136 H82-14316
Ihe two stage aero engine turbine
p0204 H82-17183
End-wall boundary layer calculation methods
P0204 H82-I7I88
Experimental methods for the prediction of the
effect of viscosity on propeller performance
[AD-A 109846] p0308 H82-20472
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
characteristics in the annulns wall region of an
axial flow coapressor rotor passage
[HASA-CB-169003] pOMOB H82-25252
Bind tunnel measurements of three-dimensional
wakes of buildings for aircraft safety
applications
[HASA-CB-3565] p046l H82-2692I
Acoustic properties of tnrbofan inlets
[HASA-CB-169016] p0462 S82-27090
Laser Doppler velociaetry application in the
Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p0599 H82-32696
Velocity and flow angle measurements in the
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
using a laser transit anemometer
P0599 H82-32697
China's newly designed and built aircraft engine
test stand
[AD-A 117569] p0612 H82-33410
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FLOB VISUALIZATION
HI SDHEEIC4L FLOi VISDALIZATIOH
Experimental stud; of subsonic and transonic flows
past a mng
pOOOS A82- 10363
Experimental studies of the Eppler 61 airfoil at
low Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEE 82-0345] pOI64 482-19796
Endvall boundary layer flows and losses in an
axial turbine stage
p0168 A82-20298
Boundary layer transition and separation on a
compressor rotor airfoil
p0168 A82-20299
Flow visualization using a computerized data
acquisition system
pOI79 A82-20792
Visualization of flow separation and separated
flows with the aid of hydrogen bubbles
pOI79 A82-20803
Visualization of laminar separation by oil film
method
pOI79 A82-20811
Quantitative interpretation of recirculated flow
visualization by the analysis of video pictures
p0286 A82-27109
Bore than meets the eye - The oil dot technique
p0286 A82-27114
Flow visualization techniques for the study of
high incidence aerodynamics
[ONEHA, IP HO. 1982-5] p0389 A82-34493
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise blowing
p0514 482-40988
Effects of vortex flaps on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of an arrow wing
[NASA-IP-19 14] p0033 N 8 2 - 1 I O I 3
Application of image processing techniques to
fluid flow data analysis
[NASA-TB-82760] p0187 N82-I6049
Vortex flow correlation water tunnel tests on
thin slender wings
CAD-A108725] p0307 N82-20468
Surface flow visualization requirements for
testing in NIF
p0596 H82-32667
Operational flow visualization techniques in the
Langley Unitary Plan Bind Tunnel
p0597 N82-32671
Propeller flow visualization techniques
p0597 H82-32672
In-flight propeller flow visualization using
fluorescent minitufts
P0597 N82-32673
Shadowgraph technigues in transonic tests with
powered nacelles
p0597 H82-32674
Transonic applications of the Bake Imaging System
P0597 N82-32676
Flow visualization in the Langley 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel and preliminary plans
for the national Transonic Facility
p0597 H82-32677
Holographic interferometry and tomography at Ames
Research Center
p0597 H82-32681





A miniature electro-optical air flow sensor
p0543 A82-41854















Von Karman and VKI - The first 25 years
p0273 A82-25673
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamics
[HASA-TB-81328] p0026 N82-10029
Technical evaluation report on the Aeroelasticity
in Tnrboaachines Symposium
P0144 N82-15070
Thrust augmenting ejectors: A review of the
application of jet mechanics to v/STOL aircraft
propulsion
p036l N82-23I69
V/SIOL aircraft and fluid dynamic
p0362 N82-23I79
Unsteady pressure measurements at stall and
buffeting
[DFVLB-BITT-79-09] p0364 N82-23I98




Four pad tilting pad bearing design and
application for multistage axial compressors
[ASBE PAPEB 81-LUB-12] pOI26 A82-18429
Visualization of laminar separation by oil film
method
pOI79 A82-208I1
Evaluation of three percent Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) concentrates as fire fighting agents
JP-4 jet fuel fires
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Australasian CODference on Hydraulics and Fluid
aechanics, 7th, Brisbane, Australia, August
18-22, 1980, Preprints of Papers
p0275 A82-26I76
Application of image processing techniques to
fluid flov data analysis
[NASA-TH-82760] pOI87 N82-16049
Analytical investigation of nonrecoverable stall
[NASA-TB-82792] p03!7 N82-2II9S





Experimental investigation of turbulent wall-jets
10 the presence of adverse pressure gradients in
a rectangular diffuser
P0378 A82-32330
Turbulent boundary layer on a porous surface with
injection at various angles to the nail
pOU92 A82-39482
Theoretical optimisation and experimental
verification of an injector
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Annual review of fluid mechanics. Volume It Book
p023« A82-24416
Australasian Conference on Hydraulics and Fluid
Mechanics, 7th, Brisbane, Australia, August
18-22, 1980, Preprints of Papers
p0275 A82-26176
Subsynchronous vibrations of rotor systems
p0596 N82-32S28
FLOID FOBBfl
Fluid power technology for the "80s Book
p O O l O A82-108S1
FLOID PBESSOBE
The effect of journal misalignment on the oil-fila
forces generated in a squeeze-film damper
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-285] p0430 A82-35157
Semi-active fluid inertia - A new concept in
vibration isolation
[IBS PBEP8INT 81-17] p0442 A82-37789
FLUID-SOLID UTEBACTIOIS
The effect of a screen on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating profile
p0583 482-16693
FLOIDIC CIBCUITS
Considerations and applications for the use of
fluidics in aerospace controls
p0019 482-12087




Fluidics in aircraft engine controls
F0128 482- 18691
Dualchannel fuel control program, phase 2
[40-4109715] p0305 N82-20I85
Beliability and maintainability analysis of
fluidic back-up flight control system and
components
[ A D - A I I 0 4 9 6 ] p0474 N82-27320
FLOOBBSCBNCB
Improved penetrant process evaluation criteria
(AD-A11S157] P0560 N82-30386























Trim tab excitation system for the BAe 146
P0062 A82-14363
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of
mistuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
[4SME PAPEB 81-DET-122] p0161 A82-19337
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
( A I A A PAPEB 80-0770] p0298 A82-285I3
Measurement of aerodynamic work daring fan flatter
P0327 A82-28987
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness
coupled, graphite/epoxy, cantilevered plates
[ A I A A 82-0722] p0340 A82-30I72
Application of optimal control techniques to
aircraft flutter suppression and load alleviation
[ A I A A 82-0724] p0340 A82-30173
A simple system for helicopter
Individual-Blade-Control and its application to
stall flutter suppression
p0439 A82-37765
Bobust Kalnan filter design for active flutter
suppression systems
P0482 A82-38442
Desiqn of compensated flatter suppression systems
p0506 A82-40904
New estimation method for flatter or divergence
boundary from random responses at subcritical
speeds
fNAL-TB-667T] p0034 N82-I1034
Experimental and analytical studies of advanced
air cushion landing systems
[NASA-CB-3476] p0087 N82-12065
Design for active and passive flutter suppression
and gust alleviation
[NASA-CB-3482 ] p O l O O N82-13I47
Flutter and time response analyses of three degree
of freedom airfoils in transonic flow
[AD-4108987] p0267 N82-19227
Active gust and maneuver load control concepts
with the example of the Airbus 4300. Part I:
Explanation of a regular in the time zone of
wind gust load decrease and examination of its
effectiveness in stochastic gusts
[BBB-FE-172/S/POB/39-PT-1] p0267 N82-19228
Application of the finite element method to rotary
wing aeroelasticity
[NASA-CB-165854] p0308 N82-2056I
Pressure measurements on a wing oscillating in
supercritical flow - - - — - . ,
(BAE-TB-79074 J p03 13 N82-21163
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction flatter onset in
wind-tunnel tests conducted in the Langley
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[NASA-Tfl-83278] p0368 N82-23240
Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results
for flutter and gust response of a transport
wing with active controls
[ NASA-IP-20 10 ) p0460 N 82-26703
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research wing
[NASA-Tfi-83291] p0523 N82-28280
Decoupler pylon: wing/store flutter suppressor
[ NASA-CASE-LAB-12468-I] p0592 N82-32373
Active flatter suppression asinq optical output
feedback digital controllers
4-219
FLUTTEB ANALYSIS SUBJECT J1DEI
[NAS4-CB-I65939] p0592 N82-32375
Langley test highlights. 1981
[N4S4-TH-84519] p0603 H82-33330
FLOriBB AI1LISIS
Experimental study of empennage snap-through
vibrations
p O O I S A82-1147I
Ring/store flatter - An active adaptive control
application
p0044 482-13122
Flight vibration optimization via conformal mapping
P0062 482-13975
Flutter mode suppression using hyperstable feedback
[ A I A 4 P4PEB 82-0368] p0120 482-17908
Application of the finite element method to the
calculation of the modes and frequencies of
natural vibrations of aircraft structures
pOI28 482-18612
Minimum mass sizing of a large low-aspect ratio
airfraae for flutter-free performance
[AIAA P4PEE 80-0724] p0225 482-24022
Eecent developments in wing with stores flutter
suppression[ONEB4, TP HO. 1981-145] p0225 482-24077
•ing/control surface flutter analysis using
experimentally corrected aerodynamics
P0283 A82-26569
4 wind-tunnel study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a slotted versus smooth-skin
supercritical wing
[4144 82-0642J p0337 482-30139
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction of flutter onset in
wind-tunnel tests
[4I4A 82-0644] p0337 A82-30I40
Test demonstration of digital control of
wing/store flutter
[4144 82-0645] p0337 482-30141
Flutter of forward swept wings, analyses and tests
[4I4A 82-0646] P0337 A82-30142
Measured and calculated effects of angle of attack
on the transonic flutter of a supercritical wing
[AIAA 82-0647] p0338 482-30143
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research wing
[4I4A 82-0678] p0338 482-30146
Rigid body-structural mode coupling on a forward
swept wing aircraft
[AIAA 82-0683] p0338 482-30150
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without winglet
[AIAA 82-0721] p0340 482-30171
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[4IA4 82-0728] p0340 482-30176
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SOOSSi PI. I
panel method
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0727] p0341 482-30193
Parameter identification for structures with
neighboring natural frequencies especially for
the case of flight resonance tests
P0377 482-32136
Aerodynamic lag functions, divergence, and the
British flutter method
p0433 A82-35820
F-16 active flatter suppression program
p0444 A8 2-379 47
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1325] p0488 482-39102
Finite element analysis for bearingless rotor
blade aeroelasticity
p0499 482-40517
An experimental examination of compressor blade
flutter
[OHEBA, TP NO. 1982-31] p0547 A82-42808
Sensitivity analysis and optimization of
aeroelastic stability
pOSSI A82-43394
Methodology in flight tests
pOSSI 482-43400
Transonic flutter and response analyses of two
3-degree-of-freedoa airfoils
P0555 482-44245
Self-tuning regulator design for adaptive control
of aircraft wing/store flutter
P0578 482-45538
The effect of a screen on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating profile
P0583 482-46693
Nonlinear transonic flutter analysis
[4IAA PAPEB 81-0608] p0583 482-46847
An influence coefficient method for the
application of the modal technique to winq
flutter suppression of the DAST 4BH-1 wing
[H4S4-CB-165772] p0038 N82-M070
4eroelasticity matters: Some reflections on two
decades of testing in the H4SA Langley transonic
dynamics tunnel
[N4S4-TH-83210] p0085 N82- 12041
Computational methods of robust controller design
for aerodynamic flutter suppression
[NASA-CB-164983] p0089 1182-12080
Interactive aircraft flight control and
aeroelastic stabilization forward swept winq
flight vehicles
(HAS4-CB- 165036] p O l O O N82- 13 ISO
Stability and flatter analysis of turbine blades
at low speed
pOI42 H82-15050
On the numerical analysis of stall flatter in
turbine cascades
p0143 N82-15054
Stability analysis of the twin mode model of
coupled flexion/torsion vibrations in turbofans
p0143 H82-15057
Three-dimensional analysis of cascade flutter in
parallel shear flow
p0144 1182- 15062
Longitudinal and lateral static stability and
control characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of
a remotely piloted research vehicle with a
supercritical ving
[NASA-TP-1360] p0145 N82-15075
Theory and experiment in unsteady aerodynamics
[NLB-MP-80046-0] p0199 N82-17128
4 two-degree-of-freedom flutter mount system with
low damping for testing rigid wings at different
angles of attack
[N4S4-TH-83302] p0371 H82-23549
Eiqenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[NAS4-CB-I6893I ] p0396 N82-2U206
Application of modal control to wing-flutter
suppression
[NASA-IP-1983] p0396 N82-24209
The determination of critical flutter conditions
of nonlinear systems
[BAE-TB-STBUCT-986] p0397 N82-24210
4 harmonic analysis method for unsteady transonic
flow and its application to the flutter of
airfoils
[N4S4-CB-3537] p0403 N82-25I94
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SOOSSA PI. I
panel method
[NASA-TH-84485] p0405 N82-25216
Investigation of an improved structural model for
damaged T-38 horizontal stabilizer flutter
analysis using NASTBAN
[ A D - 4 I I I 0 9 5 ] p0456 N82-26316
4eroelastic stability of rotor blades using finite
element analysis[N4S4-CB-166389] p0588 N82-32342
Measured and calculated effects of angle of attack













FLY BI ilBE CONTBOL
A dual input actuator for flnidic backup flight
control
p0043 482-13088
Direct digital drive actuation
[4144 81-2298] p0050 482-13505
The all-electric airplane - 4 new trend
p0113 482-17420
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SDBJECI IIDBI FOBBI6N BODIES
The future of helicopter flight control technology
p02B4 482-26821
A design criterion for highly augmented
fly-by-mre aircraft
[ A I A A 82-1570] p0485 182-38969
Analytical design and validation of digital flight
control system structure
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1626] p0497 A82-40434
Design and experience mth a Ion-cost digital
fly-by-Hire system in the SAAB JA37 Viggen 1/c
p0507 A82-40905
Flight test resalts of the model simulation
controller for the HFB 320 for in-flight
simulation of the A310 airbus
[BSA-TT-660] p0030 H82-10107
Beliability analysis of the P-8 digital
fly-by-mre system
[HASA-CB-163110] p0089 N82-12079
XV-15 Tilt Botor fly-by-mre collective control
demonstrator development specifications
(NASA-CB-166262] p0140 H82-15030
Some piloting experiences mth multifunction
isometric side-ara controllers in a helicopter
p0365 N82-232I8
Flight tests of a GE and DCI direct drive fly by
•ire flight control system




Current ADB restraint system status, trade-off
constraints and long range objectives for the
flaximum Performance Ejection System (HPES)










Hover jam - OS Army studies EH helicopter
p0544 A82-41888
Perspectives for the use of remotely piloted
vehicles in military technology
p0554 A82-44220
Parametric study of microHave-povered








Lou maintenance hydraulic accumulator
C A D - A 103947] p0027 N82-10034
FOABS
Technigues for modifying airfoils and fairings on
aircraft using foam and fiberglass
C A I A A PAPBB 81-2445] p0064 A82-14383
Formulation and characterization of polyimide
resilient foams of various densities for
•aircraft seating applications
[HASA-CB-I6742I] p0090 H82-12230
Evaluation of three percent Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) concentrates as fire fighting agents
JP-4 jet fuel fires
[AD-A110821] p0411 H82-25402
Aircraft post-crash fire fighting/rescue
p0533 H82-29287
FOG
Ground movement control and guidance - Cat. 3
operations experience in Air Inter
p O I 6 7 482-20222
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for
aircraft simulators
[BASA-CASE-ABC-I 1158-1] p0397 H82-24212
FOIL BEABIIGS
Gas foil bearing development program
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SH-60B Seahank automatic blade fold system
P0279 A82-2639I
Design optimization of rotor systems for




Experimental verification of force determination
and ground flying on a full-scale helicopter
[OSAAVBADCOH-TB-8I-D-1 I ] p0395 N82-24I99
Statistical reviev of counting accelerometer data
for Havy and Barine fleet aircraft from I
January 1962 to 30 June 1981
[AD-A110660] p0407 H82-25243
FOBCE FIELDS




Cross and cross-coupling derivative measurements
on the standard dynamics model at AEDC
[AIAA 82-0596] p0237 482-24670
Prediction of aerodynamically induced vibrations
in turbooachinery blading
P0327 A82-28986
The influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic
motion of spinning blades
[ASBE PAPEH 82-GT-163] p0426 A82-35384
Use of rotary balance and forced oscillation test
data in six degrees of freedom simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1364] p0489 A82-39129
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with
applications to helicopter vibration control
problems
[AD-A 113239] p0526 £82-2830 I




Seductions in parachute drag due to forebody nake
effects
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1939] p0007 A82-10417
Relaxation solution for viscous transonic flow
about fighter-type forebodies and afterbodies
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0252] p O I I S A82-17865
Evaluation of two analytical methods for the
prediction of inlet flow fields in the vicinity
of generalized forebodies
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0959] p0374 A82-31935




NT LONG BAHGE REAT8EB FOBECASTING
HT PEBFOBHAHCE PREDICTION
NT PREDICTION AHALTSIS TECHNIQUES
HT TECHNOLOGICAL FOBECASTIHG
H T HEATHEB FOBECASTIHG _ _ _ _ _
Energy environment study
[HASA-CB-168458] p02!5 H82-17654
Beport of the Air Traffic Forecasting forking
Party, I98J
p0263 N82-I9I95
Operational delay day forecasts for the 20 air
route traffic control centers for the year 1982
through 2011
[AD-A 109844] p0304 N82-20I73





Coupled fluid/structure response predictions for
soft body impact of airfoil configurations
ice and bird impact on aircraft engines
pOO 18 A82- 12039
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2
[AD-A11270I ] p0473 N82-27313
A-221
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Future of general and coaauter aviation technology
and trade
CGPO-85-832] p0302 H82-20159
Foreign (turbine powered) helicopter production:
A threat to the United States production base




Fighting fire and other disasters from the air;
International Scientific-Technical Symposium,
Hanover, Rest Germany, June II, 12, 1980, Beports
p0330 482-29576
Fighting forest fires with the aid of aircraft in
the Dnited States of America
p0330 A82-29577
Fighting forest fires - A task for the Swiss air
force
p0330 A82-29578
Ihe current state of technology concerning the
fighting of forest fires froa the air in Austria
p0330 A82-29579
the utilization of agricultural aircraft in
economical operations for fighting forest fires
in Israel
p033l 482-29580
The utilization of aircraft in fighting forest
fires - French experience
p033l A82-29581
The use of "water bombers' and chemical agents
against forest fires, taking into account the
employment of a first-attack system
p0331 A82-29582
The employment of tvo-engine and four-engine
aircraft for dropping the latest chemical fire
extinguishing agents in connection mth the
fighting of forest fires
P0331 A82-29583
Adaptation and eguipment of aircraft for the
fighting of forest fires
P0331 A82-29584
FOBESTS
dapping in tropical forests - A new approach using
the laser APB Airborne Profile Becorder
POI68 482-20107
FOB6ZB6
Baterial flow and defect formation in forging an
airfoil shape from metal-matrix composites
p0385 A82-33995
practical applications of fracture mechanics
[AGABD-AG-257] p0269 N82-I957I
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A114422] p0521 B82-28245
FOBKS












Sheet materials - Fabrication and joining for
gas turbine engine components
p0325 482-28594
SPF of high strength aluminum structures
snperplastic forming for complex aircraft
structures
p0328 A82-28997
Formability of metallic materials - 2000 A.D.;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, IL, June
24, 25. 1980
P0385 A82-33989
Net shape components for small gas turbine engines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-96] p0424 A82-35338
Adaptation of pnltrnsion to the manufacture of
helicopter components
pOSOl AS2-40537
Evaluation of snperplastic forming and
co-diffusion bonding of T1-6A1-4V titanium alloy
expanded sandwich structures
[BASA-CB-165827] p0268 N82-19358




A generalized escape system simulation computer
program: A user's manual
[AO-AI06I52] p0187 N82-16055
STGSTK: A computer code for predicting multistage
axial flow compressor performance by a meanline
stage stacking method
[BASA-TP-2020] p0408 N82-25250
Design of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGT) synthesis
methods, volume 2
[AD-A115511] p0570 N82-31332






HI SOLVEBI BEFINBD COAL
Baseline data on utilization of low-grade fuels in











Ihe application of subsonic theoretical




The effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady
aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a
cascade blade




Fractographic determination of fatigue crack
growth rates in aircraft components
p0023 A82-12697
FBACtOBE HBCBAIICS
Stress intensity factor measurements in composite
sandwich structures
p0113 A82-17535
Introduction to the principles of tracture mechanics
p0273 A82-25550
Fracture mechanics technology applied to




methodology for flaws originating at fastener
holes
P0327 A82-28932
A fatigue crack growth theory based on strain
energy density factor •
P0552 482-43742
Fracture mechanics based modelling of the
corrosion fatigue process
P0210 N82-17344
Practical applications of fracture mechanics
CAGABD-AG-257] p0269 N82-I957I
Fracture and fatigue characterization of aircraft
structural materials under biaxial loading
[AD-A 109054] p0269 H 82-19587
Engine component retirement for cause
p0345 N82-22177
0V-10A nose gear fork damage analysis
[AD-A111492] p0407 082-25244






Ihe application of improved aluminium alloys and




Improvement of the first-ply-failure strength ID
laminates bj using softening strips
p O l O U 482- 1617(1
Effects of elastomeric additives on the mechanical
properties of epoxy resin and composite systems
pOII3 482-17538
The effects of absorbed moisture npon the physical
properties of stretched acrylic materials
p0228 A82-24320
Application of damage tolerance technology to type
certification
ISAE PAPEB 811062] p0231 A82-24388
Fracture control in ballistic-damaged
graphite/epozy wing structure
p0284 482-26639
Engineering property comparisons of 7050-T73651,
7010-T7651 and 7010-T73651 aluminum alloy plate
for aircraft construction
[NLB-MP-80047-0] p0357 N82-22360





A computerized system for the application of
fracture tracking data to aircraft management
for the C-5A military airlift transport
[4144 82-0760] p0336 A82-30119
FBAGHBBTATIOB
Damage from engine debris projectiles
p0202 N82-17165
F8AGHBNTS
Damage from engine debris projectiles
p0202 H82-17165
Botor fragment protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine ngine rotor failures that













FBBE FLIGHT TEST APPABITOS
Direct free-flight analysis of aircraft dynamics
at high angles of attack
pOOBl A82-15596
A laser-interferometer method for determining the
forces on a freely-flying model in a shock-tunnel
pOSSO A82-43311
Design of dynamically-scaled, asymmetrical wind
tunnel models
[NIAST-78/18] p0356 H82-22285 c
FBEE FLOI
BuItipie-scale turbulence modeling of free
turbulent flows
[ iSMB PAPEB 8I-FE-20] p0012 A82-10934
Static pressure in the slipstream of a propeller
P0225 482-24023
Transonic flow past thin wings
p0274 A82-25995
An experimental study at free-stream Bach 5 of the
aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of
plane wings of various planforms
p0388 A82-34I49




The German-Dutch wind tunnel as aeroaconstic
experimental installation
p O I I O A82- 17136
Hodel based study of various configurations of jet
crossing a cavity - Application to the CEPBA 19
wind tunnel of CEPr
p0383 A82-33627
Acoustic emission from free jets supersonic jets
p0359 N82-22962
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/STOL
[AGABD-CP-308] p0360 N82-23I50
Flowfield and noise sources of jet impingement of















The low temperature properties of aviation fuels
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-48] p0422 A82-35306
FBBON
Air-freon integrated environmental conditioning
system for trainer subsonic aircraft





NT EXIHEHELY HIGH FBEQOEBCIES
NT HIGH FBEQDENCIES




NT VEBI HIGH FBEQDENCIES
NT VEBI LOU FBEQOENCIES
Effects of filter response on analysis of aircraft
noise data






NT FBEQOENCI SHIFT KEYING





The use of freguency methods in rotorcraft system
identification
[4144 PAPEB 81-2386] p0064 482-14392
Optimisation in multivariable design
p0546 482-42565
FBEQOBHCI SHIFT KEYING




60 KVA ADP permanent magnet TSCF starter generator
system - Generator system performance
characteristics
pOOI6 482-11721
Advanced generating system technology
P0230 A82-24380
The effect of critical design parameters on the
selection of a VSCF system
p0230 A82-2438I
Packaging the TSCF system for an aircraft engine
environment
p0230 A82-24383
Cascade converter of dc voltage to ac voltage of
higher freguency with voltage and frequency








High speed microwave phase-locked loops
p0066 A82-14696
FIESNBL LEBSES
Phoenix airport solar photovoltaic concentrator
project
p0577 A82-44940
Descent-rate cuing for carrier landings: Effects
of display gain, display noise and aircraft type
[AD-A 108801] p0264 N82- 19206
FBETTIB6
Occurrence of fretting fatigue failures in practice
p0325 A82-28S43
A-223
PEElIIIS COBBOSIOH SUBJECT IIDEI
FEEITIIG COBBOSIOH
Hatenal/structure degradation due to fretting and
fretting-initiated fatigue
p0222 A82-23771












lire tread temperatures during antiskid braking
and cornering on a dry runway
[HASA-TP-2009] p0395 H82-24193







A review of flight-to-mnd tunnel drag correlation





FBOHTAl ABE AS (BETEOBOLOGX)
0 FBOHIS (BETEOBOLOGI)
FBOHSS (BETEOB01OGI)
Gust front structure observed by Doppler radar
[AD-A083866] p0004 A82- 10223
FBOSI
Effect of heavy rain on aircraft
p03 l l H82-21I49
FBOSI DAHAGE







An experimental study of the combustion of liquid
hydrocarbon fuel sprayed into a diffusion
hydrogen-air jet
p0104 A82-I6267
Fuel property effects on radiation intensities in
a gas turbine combustor
pOI66 A82-19966
Ihe formation of benzpyrene during the combustion
of aviation fuels
p0282 A82-26494
Methodology for determining fuel-combustion
efficiency and the toxicity of exhaust gases
p0282 A82-26495
Ihe effect of swirl burner aerodynamics on HOx
formation
p0326 A82-28658
Ihe combustion of a fuel jet in a stream of lean
gaseous fuel-air mixtures
P0326 182-28692
Ideal ramjet - Optimum H sub infinity for fuel
limit and material limit
p0380 A82-33143
HASA Broad Specification Fuels Combustion
Technology program - Pratt and Rhitney Aircraft
Phase I results and status
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1088] p0416 A82-34999
H4Si/General Electric broad-specification fuels
combustion technology program - Phase I results
and status
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1089] p04!6 A82-35000
Carbon foroation by the pyrolysis of gas turbine
fuels in preflame regions of gas turbine
combustors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-84] p0423 A82-35330
Chemistry of combustion of fuel-water mixtures
[AD-A 105401] p0090 H82-12178
Effect of fuel-air-ratio nonnniformity on
emissions of nitrogen oxides
[HASA-IP-1798] p0099 H82-13143
Determination of selected distillate blending
solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel
matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography
[iD-i 105588] p0135 H82-14312
Determination of pyridine in modified JP-4 via
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC)
[AD-A105589] pOI35 H82-I4313
Combustion behavior of solid fuel ramjets. Volume






Program, phase 1 aircraft gas turbine engines
[HASA-CB-159656] p0354 H82-22265
Combustion behavior of solid fuel Bamjets. Volume
2: Effects of fuel properties and fuel-air




An investigation of engine and test cell operating
conditions on the effectiveness of smoke
suppressant fuel additives
[AD-A112800] p0476 H82-27527




Helicopter engine technology - Iith particular
reference to the Bolls-Boyce Gem engine
p0004 A82-10304
Characteristics and trends of energy consumption
in transport missions with aircraft and surface
vehicles
p0009 A82-10495
A hidden advantage of permanent magnet electrical
generating systems
pOOI6 A82-I 1720
Fuel conservation - DC-9 series 20/30/40
p002l A82-12563
Darbonx points in minimum-fuel aircraft landing
problems
pOOW A82- 13077
Fuel efficient flight profiles in an AIC flow
management environment
p0043 A82-13078
An operational model of specific range for
microprocessor applications in piston-prop
general aviation airplanes
[AIAA 81-2330] p0052 A82-13526
Beal-time flight management avionics software system
[AIAA 81-2340] p0052 A82-13530
Performance assessment of an advanced reheated
turbo fan engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2447] p0055 A82-13879
ling design for light transport aircraft with
improved fuel economy
p0065 A82-14416
Ihe all electric airplane - Its development and
logistic support
p0067 A82-14709
Flight management systems for modern jet aircraft
p0072 A82- 14778
Failure analysis of variable reluctance stepper
motor in electronic fuel control system onjet engine
P0072 A82-14792
Airplane performance sensitivities to lateral and
vertical profiles
p0083 A82-15846
CI7 - GE attacks commuter turboprop market
p0083 A82-15950
Safe and efficient management of energy:
Proceedings of the Thirty-third Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Christchurch,
Hew Zealand, September 15-18, 1980
pOIIO A82-17276
Air traffic management for fuel economy
pOIIO A82-17279
Fuel conservation no* improvements for
existing production run transport aircraft
pOIII A82-17281
Energy savings with today's technology
aircraft fuel management through in-flight
monitoring
pOIII A82-17282
Productivity and safety reducing transport
aircraft operating costs and increasing safety
p O I I I A82-17284
A-224
SUBJECT IHDKI FDBL COHSOBPIIOI COIID
Computer flight planning for fuel efficiency
p0112 AB2-17289
The all-electric airplane - 1 neii trend
pOlU A82-17420
Hinimnm cost atmospheric cruise control - Host
efficient airspeed for a given Hind component
[4144 PAPEB 82-0341] p0119 A82-17895
Coaparison of tiio parallel/series flov turbofan
propulsion concepts for supersonic V/SXOL
[ A I A A PiPEB 81-2637] pOI56 182-19214
Energy management and its inpact on avionics;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
March 19, 1981
p0169 182-20513
Design possibilities for improved fuel efficiency
of civil transport aircraft
p0169 A82-20514
Energy management in Military combat aircraft
p0169 A82-20515
The control of aircraft gas turbines for fuel
economy
p0169 A82-20516
The inpact of increasing energy costs upon the
design philosophy of avionic fuel management
systens
p0169 A82-205I7
Operational and performance aspects of fuel
aanageaent in civil aircraft
p0169 A82-20518
Thrust management - Current achievements and
future developments
POI70 A82-20520
Studies of modern technology airships for maritime
patrol applications
p0173 482-20554
General aviation fuel conservation in the 1980's
p0177 A82-20757
A study of the suitability of the all fiberglass
IV-114 aircraft for fuel efficient general
aviation flight research
p0178 A82-20764
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0811] p O I B O 482-20674
Boeing's bigger narrovbody
pOISO 482-21190
He have just begun to create efficient transport
aircraft
pOISO A82-21373
Improvement of fuel economy by flying mth maximum
rearward center-of-gravity positioning
P022I A82-23470
Fuel-efficient mndshields for transport, commuter
and business aircraft
P0226 A82-24304
Integration of energy management concepts into the
flight deck
[SAE P4P2B 811066] p0231 A82-24387
Hanagement of poverplant maintenance and
restoration programs for fuel conservation
I S A E PAPEB 811052] p0231 A82-24394
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systems
[ A D - A I 1 0 5 1 0 j pOaSO N82-26269
GEODETIC SATELLITES
A global atlas of GEOS-3 significant vaveheight
data and comparison of the data vith national
ouoy data
tNASA-CB-156882] pO 146 882-15498
Doppler test results of experimental GPS receiver
( A D - A I 13587] p0468 882-2727")
GEODETIC SDBVEIS
Applications of a multiplexed GPS user set
P0380 A82-33050
GEODIBABICS
baseline monitoring using aircraft laser ranging




Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpuk Biver quadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[DE82-0003I1I J p0399 B82-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestovn quadrangle. North Dakota,
volume I
[DE82-004150] p0399 B82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown guadrangle. North Dakota,
volume 2
[DE82-004I69] p0399 B82-24630
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Barrow quadranagle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-000342J p0413 N82-25623
Geophysical flight line flying and flight path










A comparison of pole positions derived from GPS
satellite and N a v y navigation satellite
observations
[ A D - A 110765] p044,9 B82-26268
Tne Earth's gravity field to degree and order 180
using SEASAT altimeter data, terrestrial gravity
data and other data
[ A D - A I 1 3 0 9 8 ] p0478 H82-27900
GBOBBTBIC DILOTIOB OF PBECISIOH
Improvements and extensions of the Geometrical









Hide angle raster head up display design and
application to future single seat figLters
P0472 U82-2730U
GBOBBTBICAL TBBOBX OF DIFFBACTIOB
GTD terrain reflection model applied to ILS glide
scope Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
P0218 A82-23027
Volumetric pattern prediction of antennas on
aircraft using the geometrical theory of
diffraction
( ESA-TT-677] p0259 B82-18183
GTD analysis of airborne antennas radiating in the
presence of lossy dielectric layers
IBASA-CB-168770] p0357 B82-22398
6BOBBIBI
















A solution to the static geometry problem for
JTIDS relative navigation
p0022 A82-12631
The statistical theory of radio direction finding
[ A D - A I 0 4 I 5 6 ] p0026 H82-10027
A geometric approach to multivanable control
system synthesis
p0030 B82-10056




Geophysical flight line flying and flight path






Bapid extraction of layer relative humidity,
geopotential thickness, and atmospheric
stability from satellite sounding radiometer data
. p0242 482-25113
GEOSYBCLIBBS






Developmental possibilities in civil aviation in
the Federal Bepublic of Germany
p0350 B82-22230




Composite bonds improve thermal integrity
p0335 A82-30001
Aeroelastic analysis of the elastic gimbal rotor




Effect of mechanical surface and heat treatments
on erosion resistance
p0285 A82-27071
GL1SS FIBBB BBIHFOBCBD PLASTICS
On the use of carbon composites in slat and
stabilizer construction
pOOIS A82-11468
Techniques for modifying airfoils and fairings on
aircraft using foan and fiberglass
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2445] pOOt>4 A82-14383
Tensile fatigue assessment of candidate resins for
use in fibre reinforced composite repair schemes
pOH3 A82-I753I
Conductive prepregs for lightning strike
protection on aircraft
A-235
GLASS FIBEBS SUBJECT IBDEX
P0170 482-20523
Fatigue behavior of selected non-woven fiber
composites for helicopter rotor blades
P0170 A82-20524
A study of the suitability of the all fiberglass
XV-114 aircraft for fuel efficient general
aviation flight research
p017S A82-20764
CH-47 fiberglass rotor blade design and fabrication
p0280 A82-26397
Design and production of fiberglass helicopter
rotor blades
p0289 A82-27153
Composite fasteners - A compatible joining
technique for fibrous composites in structural
design aircraft construction materials
p0289 A82-27I59
Composite materials with emphasis for aircraft
gas turbine parts
p0325 A82-28590
Effects of moisture on the mechanical properties
of glass/epoxy composites
p0329 A82-29036
Hechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreg
system at cryogenic and other temperatures
[AI4A 82-0708] p0335 A82-30099
Use of CGHBP in transport Carbon and Glass
Hybrid Reinforced Plastics
p0435 A82-37061
A significant role for composites in
energy-efficient aircraft
p0435 A82-37065
B 6 D on composite rotor blades at Aqusta
p0439 482-37761
CFC drive shaft and GFC coupling for the tail
rotor of the BO 105
p0439 A82-37766
Aqeing of composite rotor blades
p0440 A82-37771
Adaptation of pultrusion to the manufacture of
helicopter components
pOSOl A82-40537
Determination of load spectra and their
application for keeping the operational life
proof of sporting airplanes
P05I6 482-41010
fievolution in airplane construction? Grob G110:
The first modern fiber glass composition
airplane shortly before its maiden flight
[NASA-TH-76705] p0352 N82-22246
Development of materials and manufacturing
technology over the next 20 years: Composite
materials
[MBB-UD-34 1-82-0] p0527 N82-28365
GLASS FIBEBS
CH-46 fiberglass rotor blade repair program
p0278 A82-26384







B.A.C. One-Eleven flight deck glazing product
improvement
p0228 A82-24325
Concorde glazings - 5 years of Hach 2 service
p0228 A82-24326





TB4C4LS evaluation report. Special report: A
procedure for BIT position improvement using




Constant L/D glide trajectories
[4144 PAPER 82-0362] pOII9 A82- 17904
A new end-fire ILS glide slope
pOI22 A82-18143
Development of a digital integrated automatic
landing system /DIALS/ for steep approach and
landing
p0168 A82-20297
GTD terrain reflection model applied to ILS glide
scope Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
P02I8 AB2-23027
Determination of the glide path of an aircraft
with pover off
P0388 A82-34154
Flight simulation studies on the feasibility of
laterally segmented approaches in an dLS
environment
P0509 A82-40941
In-service testing of the Precision Approach Path
Indicator (PAPI) at Newark International
Airport, New Jersey
[DOT/FAA/BD-81/95] p0132 B82-14076
Optimal dolphin hang glider flight
pO^OI B82-I7I57
OTD terrain reflection model with application to
ILS glide slope
p0303 B82-20I66
Flight experiments using the front-side control
technigue during piloted approach and landing in
a powered lift STOL aircraft
[SASA-TH-81337] p0456 H82-263I4
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Microwave Landing
System (HLS). Part 4: Transition path
reconstructi3n along a straight line path
containing a glideslope change vaypoint
[BASA-CB-3574-PT-4] p0522 N82-28269
TRACALS evaluation report. Special report: A
procedure for BIT position improvement using
linear regression analysis of glide slope
structure
[4D-4115926) p060b N82-33365
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control
autopilot concepts for a powered lift STOL
aircraft




NT H A N G GLIDERS
BT PABAHINGS
Helical rail gilder launcher
p0125 A82-18200
Design, development and flight testing of a net
povered sailplane
p0178 A82-20761
Soaring Society of America, National Convention,
Phoenix, AZ, January 14-18, 1981, Proceedings
p03JO A82-29414
Checking and calibrating variometers in place in
the sailplane instrument panel
p0330 A82-294I5
Development of a homebuilt powered sailplane
p0330 A82-29416
NASA research related to sailplane airfoils
p0330 A82-294I7
Dynamic energy transfer between wind and aircraft
p0509 A82-40939
Design and tests of airfoils for sailplanes with
an application to the ASH-19B
V. p05!2 A82-40967
Variable geometry aerofoils as applied to the
Beatty B-5 and B-6 sailplanes
P05I2 A82-40968
Determination of load spectra and their
application for keeping the operational life
proof of sporting airplanes
p0516 A82-41010
On the design of some airfoils for sailplane
application additions to existing wings for
inflight testing
fVTH-LB-326] p0265 N82-19213
Service life investigation of a sailplane wing of
CFBP construction
p0357 N82-22324
Hind tunnel investigations of sailplane fuselages
with different lacings and wing settings
aerodynamic drag measurement
p0364 N82-23200
Briefs of accidents involving gliders, U.S.
general aviation, 1979
[PB82-I39015] p0466 N82-27258
Grob aircraft construction: The G 110 flies
fBASA-Tn-76893] p0558 H82-30303
Optimal periodic Dolphin gliding flight
p0559 B82-30313
A-236
SUBJECT IBDBI GBAPHITE-BPOII COflPOSITBS
SlIPIIG
Comparison of simulation and experimental data for
a gliding parachute in dynamic flight
[Alii PIPES 81-1924] p0006 A82-10009
A look at the Hoffaan Triangular parachute - The
first successful glidable parachute
p0079 482-1*966
Optiaal periodic Dolphin gliding flight
p0559 H82-303I3




national Aerospace fleeting, Trevose, PA, April
8-10, 1981, Proceedings
p002l 482-12626
Satellite geonetry considerations for low cost GPS
user equipment
p0021 482-12630
FAA acceptance tests on the 8AVSTAB GPS Z-Set
receiver
p0022 A82-12639
A navigation systems planning model
p0022 A82-12640
Integrated satellite navigation and strapdovn
attitude and heading reference systems for civil
air carriers
p0023 482-12643
Mavstar Global Positioning system flight test
program overview
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2350] p0060 A82-13956
Keapon delivery system using GPS
p0067 482-14711
passive terrain following using stored map and
global positioning system
p007l A82-14772
NAVSTAB Global Positioning System
P01I2 A82-17310
A GPS receiver design for general aviation
navigation
pOI22 482- 18132
Navigation system integrity and reliability for
civil aviation
p O I 2 4 A82-I8I59
Enhanced noise immunity and error control in a
fully integrated JTIOS/GPS receiver Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System
p0125 482-18171
N A V S T A B global positioning systems
pOI75 A82-20601
Land navigation with a low cost GPS receiver
pOI75 A82-20656
Institute of Navigation, Annual fleeting, 36th,
U.S. Naval postgraduate School, Monterey. CA,
June 23-26, 1980, Proceedings
p0181 482-21586
Calibrated and uncalibrated inertial navigation
system performance in valid and jammed global
positioning system environments
p0181 A82-21587
The Global Positioning System Evaluator
facility for testing in simulated wide range
environments
p018l A82-21588




Institute of Navigation, Annual fleeting, 37th,
D.s. Naval Academy, ALnapolis, HO, June 9-11,
1931, Proceedings
P0235 A82-24643
A marine N&VSTAB GPS receiver
p0235 A82-24644
The application of N A V S T A B differential GPS in the
civilian community
p0235 A82-24645
Ihe helicopter Havstar GPS test program
P0342 A82-31290
Applications of a multiplexed GPS user set
p0380 482-33050
FAA tests on the Navstar GPS Z-set
P0435 482-37039
Navstar - Global Positioning System: A
revolutionary capability
P0435 A82-37040
General aviation aircraft antennas for the global
positioning system
[NASA-TB-83212] p004l 1182-11339
Improvements and extensions of the Geometrical
Dilution of Precision (GDOP) concept for
selecting navigation measurements
[AD-A108607] p0253 H82-18197
Global positioning system timing receivers in the
DSB
p0271 N82-20126
Study of the global positioning system for
maritime concepts/applications: Study of the
feasibility of replacing maritime shipborne
navigation systems with HAVSTAB
[HASA-CB-169031] p0449 N82-26263
Global Positioning System (GPS) geodetic receivers
( 4D-4II 1026] p0449 N82-26267
A comparison of pole positions derived from GPS
satellite and Navy navigation satellite
observations
[AD-AI10765] p0449 H82-26268
Data processing at the Global Positioning System
master control station
£40-4110553] p0450 N82-26270
Doppler test results of experimental GPS receiver
[AD-A113587] p0468 N82-27274
Advanced microstrip antenna developments. Volume
2: flicrostrip GPS antennas for general aviation
aircraft
CAD-A113620] p0477 N82-27588




Experimental investigation of visual aids for




Advanced technology lightweight gondola system
experimental fabrication program
[AD-A104157] p0133 N82- 14082
GOVEBHHENT PBOCDBEHBBT
Durability and damage tolerance control plans for
OSAF aircraft
[AIAA 82-0679] p0338 A82-30147
fieduced performance and increased cost warrant




[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2443] p0055 A82-13877
The payoff from D.S. investment in aeronautical
research and development
p0072 A82-14793
International plans for civil and military co-
ordination
P0220 A82-233I7
Considerations for international joint venture
development of very large aircraft
[4144 PAPEB 82-0809] p0376 482-31982
The aerospace learning process review of some
past projects
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1291] p0379 A82-33025
The D.S. airline industry - En route to deregulation
p0385 A82-33920











Improvement of the first-ply-fallure strength in
laminates by using softening strips
p0104 482-16174
Bolted field repair of graphite/epoxy wing skin
laminates
p O I 8 0 A82-20981
Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by
laminate tailoring
p O I B O A82-20982
Sikorsky tail rotor - 1980: Advanced manufacturing
and quality control technigues
p0279 A32-26390
Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite
aileron
[4144 PAPEB 81-0634] p0233 A82-26567
A-237
GBAPBITB-POLIIBMDB COBPOSITBS SUBJECT IIDEI
Fracture control in ballistic-damaged
graphite/epoxy wing structure
p0284 A82-26639
Composite King substructure technology on the
AV-8B advanced aircraft
p0287 482-27128
Design concepts for cooposite fuselage structure
p0287 A82-27132
Advanced composites integral structures meet the
challenge of future aircraft systens
p0288 A82-27133
Continuous filament advanced composite isogrid - A
promising structural concept
p0288 A82-27I38
A crashworthiness test for conposite fuselage
structure
P0288 A82-27I39
Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid
configurations
p0288 A82-27I4I
Effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic
pulse on an advanced composites aircraft
p0288 A82-27144
Preliminary design of an advanced composite rotor
hub for the UH-60A Black Bank
P0289 A82-27154
Evaluation of graphite/epoxy shims in a high
capacity laminate helicopter bearing
p0289 482-27155
Durability evaluation of highly stressed wing box
structure
p0290 482-27)63
Growth of four flay types in graphite/epoxy
composites due to fully reversed fatigue
p0290 A82-27167
Flight service evaluation of advanced structures
p029l A82-27402
A new resin for field repair
p0291 482-27412
Characterization of composition variations in a
structural adhesive
p0292 482-27415
Composite bonds improve thermal integrity
P0335 482-30004
Effects of 50,000 hours of thermal aging on
gcaphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide composites
[4144 82-0657] p0335 482-30087
737 graphite-epoxy horizontal stabilizer
certification
[ A I A A 82-0745] p0336 A82-30I09
On the characterization of damages in
graphite-epoxy composites
[ A I A A 82-0757] p0336 482-30117
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness
coupled, graphite/epoxy, cantilevered plates
[AIAA 82-0722] p0340 A82-30172
A giant step toward composite helicopters
p0341 482-30294
System study of application of composite materials
for future transport aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0812] p0376 A82-31985
Fabrication and test of integrally stiffened
graphite/epoxy components
p0435 A82-37071
Application and testing of metallic coatings on
graphite/epoxy composites
p0435 A82-37074
Evaluation of sensitivity of ultrasonic detection
of disbonds in graphite/epoxy to metal joints
p0436 A82-37080
Developments on graphite/epoxy 1-2 nose landing
gear door
p0495 482-39893
Development of the advanced composite ground
spoiler for C-l medium transport aircraft
p0495 A82-39895
Development status of a composite vertical
stabilizer for a jet trainer
p0496 A82-39897
Hon-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer
structural design
p0509 482-40936
Design and fabrication of cocured composite
hat-stiffened panels
P05I3 A82-40978
Application of composite materials and new design
concepts for future transport aircraft
pOSIS A82-40994
In-service inspection methods for graphite-epoxy
structures on commercial transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-165746] p0089 N82-12142
1 study of the effects of long-term exposure to
fuels and fluids on the behavior of advanced
composite materials
[NASA-CB-165763] p0258 H82-18327
Study of noise reduction characteristics of
composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior
panel configurations, and the application of the
tuned damper concept
[HASA-CB-168745] p0322 H82-2I999
Concept studies of an advanced composite
helicopter fin
[SNIAS-821-210- 106] p0353 N82-22257
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
t HASA-CB- 165826 ] p0356 1182-22314
Standard tests for toughened resin composites
for aircraft structures
(HASA-BP-1092] p0397 H82-24301
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
[HASA-CB-165981] p0594 U82-32421
GBAPBITE-POLTIBIDE COBPOSITBS
Effects of 50,000 hoars of thermal aqinq on
graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide composites
[AIAA 82-0657] p0335 A82-30087
High temperature, short term tensile strength of
C6000/PHB-15 graphite polyimide
[AIAA 82-0711] p0337 A82-30I25
Geometrical aspects of the tribological properties
of graphite fiber reinforced polyimide composites
(4SLE PBEPfilHI 82-AH-5&-2] p0443 A82-37855
Development and demonstration of manufacturing
processes for fabricating graphite/LABC 160
polyimide structural elements
[NASA-CB-165809] p0357 H82-22315
Develop, demonstrate, and verify large area
composite structural bonding with polyimide




Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpuk Biver quadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[DE82-000314] p0399 N82-246/0
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle. North Dakota,
volume 1
[DE82-004150] p0399 N82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer







Stability and response to gravity of the flap laq
motion for a rigid rotor blade with flap-pitch
coupling
[ISD-270] p0214 H82-17640




Gravity induced position errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AD-A113823] p0467 N82-27272
The Earth's gravity field to degree ana order 180
using SEASAT altimeter data, terrestrial gravity





Gravity induced position errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AD-A 113823] p0467 H82-27272
The Earth's gravity field to degree and order 180
using SEASAT altimeter data, terrestrial gravity





A Schwarz-Christoffel method for generating
A-238




Inflaence of casing treatment on the operating
range of axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-I03] p0424 A82-35340
6B008D BASED COHIBOL
HT &Ifl TBAFFIC COBTBOL
BT AOTOHAT2D EH BOUTE SIC
HT BADiB APPBOACH COHIBOL
HiHAT onboard flight computer system architecture
and gualification
[AIAA 01-2107] pOOOl A82-10082
AH/TPH-25 and AH/GPH-22 precision approach radars
p0075 A82-14856
3round movement control and guidance - Cat. 3
operations experience in Sir Inter
P0167 A82-20222
Stereographic projection in the National Airspace
System
p0218 A82-23031
Flight control systems for aerial targets
p0494 A82-39745
The design of a BPV ground station simulator
p0495 A82-39750
Helicopter simulation technology: An Ames
Besearch Center perspective
p0366 N82-23227
A ground-simulator investigation of helicopter
longitudinal flying qualities for instrument
approach
[HASA-Tn-84225] p061 I H82-33398
SBODHD EFFECT




Jet V/STOL wind-tunnel simulation and groundplane
effects
p006 I A82- 13973
Aerodynamic effects of shape, camber, pitch, and
ground proximity on idealized ground-vehicle
bodies
pOlOS A82-16432
A summary of jet-impingement studies at HcDonnell
Douglas Besearch Laboratories
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2613] p0107 A82-16904
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale twin tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
[ A I A A PAPEB 8'-2609] p0155 A82- 19201
Ground reflection effects in aircraft noise
measurements
pOI66 A82-19970
Analysis of flight test measurements in ground
effect
pOI78 A82-20763
The potential of large aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0804] p0376 A82-31980
Analysis of small-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces in
ground effect
P0378 A82-32223
An evaluation of vertical drag and ground effect
using the BSBA rotor balance system Botor
Systems Besearch Aircraft
p0498 A82-40510
Performance testing of a main rotor system for a
utility helicopter at 1/4 scale^
[HASA-TB-83271] p03S2 H82-22251
The modeling and prediction of multiple jet VIOL
aircraft flov fields in ground effect
p036l H82-23I66
Evaluation of the effects of model scale and test
technigue on jet-induced effects
p0361 882-23167
Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL
fighter type aircraft
p0361 H82-23168
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamic
P0362 862-23179




Flight measurements of Area navigation System
performance using various coabinations of ground
aids and airborne sensors
p0123 A82-18147
Experimental measurement of the Ion angle terrain
scattering interference environment
pOI75 A82-20588
Loran-C BNAV in mountainous areas
p0236 A82-24649








C-5A unsnrfaced taxi and off-load demonstrations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2439] pOOSS A82-13875
l A T A ' s Onit Terminal Concept
p0285 A82-27049
Study of ground handling characteristics of a
maritime patrol airship
[HASA-CB-166253] p0191 H82-16090
Preliminary study of ground handling




aagnetic anomalies as a reference for ground-speed
and map-matching navigation
p034l A82-30314
The use of groundspeed, in a wind shear and the
flight evaluation of a radar-altimeter-based
system for the measurement of groundspeed
[AO-AI04758] p0087 S82- 12060
A digital simulation program describing the notion
of an aircraft undergoing engine failure during
its takeoff ground roll
[AO-A108420] p0255 U82-182IO





Data communications within the Air Navigation
Services system
P0125 A82-18272
Analysis of loran-c system reliability for civil
aviation
p0236 A82-24650
Flight control systems for aerial targets
p0494 A82-39745
The design of a BPV ground station simulator
p0495 A82-39750
Data processing at the Global Positioning System
master control station
[AD-A110553] p0450 H82-26270
Standard engineering installation package. Air
traffic radio channel control equipment: Change 1
[AD-AI07150] p0450 H82-26275
Airborne Flight Test System (AFTS)
[AD-A115100] p0589 H82-32354
GBOOHD SOPPOBT EflOIPHEBT
Hew life for an 'old1 body - Vienna's master plan
for revitalization
pOI66 A82-20I72
Telemetry Computer System at Wallops Flight Center
p0290 A82-27I88
The ILS in Category III operations
ground-based support for French air routes
[SEE PAPEB 81176 I] p0554 A82-44232
Control of the operations of a 'flight complex1
Bussian on ground installations to aid air
and space navigation
P0577 A82-45213
Analysis of Built-in-Test (BIT) false alarm
conditions
[AD-AI08752] p0256 H82-18217
Further development of the test concept of the
ALPHA JET engine LABZAC 04
p0257 H82-18223
Aircraft interrogation and display system: A




Freguency sharing between passive sensors and
aeronautical radionavigation systems employing
ground transponders in the band 4.2 - 4.4 GHz
(HASA-CB- 169041] p0449 H82-26261




Highlights of a design concept for a close ground
A-239
QBODBD TESTS SUBJECT I8DEI
support fighter
[ A I A A PIPES 82-0411] P0121 482-17932
U.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle supporting
technology program
p0494 182-39739
Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): I
ground-based component of air navigation
services systems
p O Z O I U82- I7 I50




NT COLD FLO If TESTS
Electrical ground testing of aircraft antistatic
protection
pOOlO A82-10822
Overview of flight and ground testing with
emphasis on the wind tunnel
[4144 PAPEB 81-2474] p0058 182-13928
Comparison of Ion-speed handling qualities in
ground-based and in-flight simulator tests
[ A I 4 A PAPEB 81-2478] p0059 A82-13936
Ground test of a large scale 'D* vented thrust
deflecting nozzle
[4144 PAPEB 81-2630] p O I O S 482-16907
F-16 ground and inflight icing testing
pOI77 A82-20753
T700 - Modern development test techniques, lessons
learned and results
[4144 PAPEfi 82-1183] p04!8 A82-35048
Improved methods in ground vibration testing
[1HS PBEPBIMT 81-6] p0441 482-37781





Electrical ground testing of aircraft antistatic
protection
P0262 N82-19156
Integrated flight and fire control demonstration




aeteorological aspects of North Atlantic flight
tracks - The development of programs for
minimum-time tracks
P0549 A82-43249
Meteorological aspects of north Atlantic flight
tracks - Some interim results of the study
P0549 A82-43250
GBODND HAVE PBOPAG4TIOH




Active gust and maneuver load control concepts
with the example of the Airbus 1300. Part 1:
Explanation of a regular in the time zone of
mnd gust load decrease and examination of its
effectiveness in stochastic gusts
[MBB-FE-172/S/PDB/39-PT-I ] p0267 H82-19228
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements
[4D-4 113621] P0469 H82-27287
GBOOID-AIB-GBOO*D COAflONICATIOI
VHF radio link for ground-air-ground






0 SDBFACE TO AIB MISSILES
GBOITH
NT CEYSTAL GBOiTH





NT F - I I 1 AIBCBAFT
X-294 forward-swept-wing demonstrator airplane
P0404 N82-25209
60ATBBALA
Badar mapping, archaeology, and ancient land use
in the Haya lowlands






NT flAP HATCHING GUIDANCE
NT SIBAPDOHN INEBTIAL GUIDANCE
NT TEBHINAL GUIDANCE
Experience with flight test trajectory guidance
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2504] p0063 A82-14379
Simplified digital design tools
p0435 A82-37034
Image processing in tactical flight guidance
p0554 A82-44221




The integrated inertial sensor assembly /IISA/ - A
redundant strapdovn system for advanced aircraft
navigation and flight control functions
p0022 A82-12642
Bedundancy management of skewed and dispersed
inertial sensors
[4144 81-2296] pOOSO A82-13503
Development and laboratory test of an integrated
sensory system /ISS/ for advanced aircraft
[AIAA 81-2297] pOOSO A82-13504
Navigation for helicopters by multiple use of
inertial sensors
p0067 A82-14713
Analyzing stable pad disturbances and design of a
sensor vault to monitor pad stability
[4111 82-1585] p0486 A82-39011
Fixed pattern noise correction for staring arrays
in guidance systems
p0490 A82-39I90
A terrain following system, an algorithm and a
sensor
p0494 A82-39740
Sensor stabilisation reguirements of BPV's - A
simulation study
p0494 A82-39741
The integration of multiple avionic sensors and
technologies for future military helicopters
p0363 N82-23I86





Comprehensive analysis of an axial compressor test
with adjustable guide vanes
[1SME PAPEB 82-GT-74] p0423 A82-35323
Beat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle
guide vane
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-247] p0428 A82-35426
Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane on
TF34 fan performance
fNASA-CB-165458] p0088 N82-12075
Transonic flows in an air inlet with large
incidence and the effect of a bloving trap
p0094 N82-1307I
Optimization of compressor vane and bleed settings
[ID-A 106059] p0134 N82-14097
Study of acoustic resonance of cascades sound
generated by guide Fanes; wind tunnel
investigations
p0144 N82- 15068
Sea King flight tests pitot-static probe and
directional vane instrumentation
[AD-A 109427] p0304 N82-20176
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume I
[NASA-CB-165562-VOL-l] p0309 N82-21031
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 2
[NASA-CB-165562-?Ol-2] p0309 N82-21032
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 3
[NASA-CB-I65562-VOL-3] p0309 H82-2I033






The electromagnetic theta gun and tubular
A-240








Dynamic response of aircraft structure to gun
shock loads
p0013 482-11311




Evaluation of advanced air-to-air gunnery fire
control systems
p0069 A82-14750
Gunfire blast pressure predictions
p0345 882-22170




Digital active control system for load alleviation
for the Lockheed L-10 I I
p O l O U 482-1611)7
OLG4 - 4 gust alleviation for general aviation
aircraft
p0389 A82-34374
A gust damper for light passenger aircraft
p0436 A82-37127
Gust load alleviation on Airbus A 300
pOS04 482-140881
Design for active and passive flutter suppression
and gust alleviation
CH&SA-CE-3482] p f l lOO H82-13147
A method for applying linear optimal control
theory to the design of a regulator for a
flexible aircraft improving riding quality
in fighter aircraft
[HLB-TB-80032-U] p0265 H82-I9212
Control lav design to meet constraints using
STBFAC-synthesis package for active controls
CHAS&-TM-B3261] p0356 882-22280
GUST LOADS
Crack growth evaluation of a method to convert
real-time loads history to a simplified
engineering spectra for aircraft structural
analysis
pOOIS A82- 12043
Digital active control system for load alleviation
for the Lockheed L-1011
p O I 0 4 432- 16147
numerical computation of unsteady subsonic
aerodynamic forces on wing-body-tail exposed to
travelling gust
P0185 482-22112
Sudden changes in Kind velocity - Their effect on
aircraft and means of reducing hazard. I
P0334 482-29871
The effects of atmospheric turbulence on a
quadrotor heavy lift airship
(4144 82-1542] p0466 482-39009
Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact wing-gust
interaction
[FDBL-81-7] p0038 H82-11071
Estimation methods for the determination of
dynamic responses of elastic aircraft -— to
random loads
[BSVG-FBKT-81-6] p0141 H82-15037
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume 1: Load alleviation/extended
spaii development and flight tests
[HASA-CE-159097] p0145 882-15076
Categorization of atmospheric turbulence in terms
of aircraft response for use in turbulence
reports and forecasts
[AD-AI09585] p0306 882-20190
Bevieu of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands. Harch 1979 - February 1981
[HLE-HP-8I006-U ] p0343 882-^2153
N A S A / B A A Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Workshop, Volume 7: Tilt Botor Session
[8ASA-TH-84705] p0368 882-23243
Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results
for f lutter and gust response of a transport
mng mth active controls
CSASA-TP-2010] P0460 882-26703
Gust response of commercial jet aircraft including
effects of autopilot operation
[HASA-CB-1659 19 ] p0522 H82-28266
The determination of gust loads on nonlinear
aircraft using a pover spectral density approach
[HLB-TB-80123-0] p0526 H82-28303
Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under
variable loading using a simple crack closure
model
fHLB-HP-81023-0] p0529 H82-28685
Automated optimum design of ving structures.
Deterministic and probabilistic approaches
[HASA-TH-84475] p0535 882-29317
GOSIS
Gust front structure observed by Doppler radar
[AD-4083866]
 P0004 A82-10223
The Joint Airport leather Studies project
investigation of convective microbursts
[ A I A A P4PEB 82-0017} p0114 A82-17734
Botor state estimation for rotorcraft





Reflections on an F-43 in flight emergency
[4D-4I 16873] p0605 882-33358
GIBOCOHfASSES
Fast and accurate gyrocompass using strapdovn
tuned rotor gyros as a solution to combat
helicopters navigation problems
p0016 482-11927
The use of dynamometer readings for damping of the












Problems relating to the classical rate-gyro
p0009 A82-10497
Design and development of a lov cost servoed rate
gyro for unmanned aircraft
p0016 482-11932






Stability of a three-stage dynamic stand
P0243 A82-25353
The influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic
motion of spinning blades
CASHE PAPEB 82-GT-I63] p0426 482-35384
Gyro systems (selected pages)
[AD-A113748] p0467 832-27271
GIBOSTABILIZEBS
Synthesis of system for evaluating gyrostabilizer
state with unknown disturbances
p O O I S A82- 11469

















Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of BUD ducts at high D-field
fH4SA-TH-82750] p O l O l 882-13908
4-241













111 OSES BANOALS (COHPUTEB PBOGBAHS)
Conformal antenna area; design handbook
[AD-4110091] p0322 N82-2I483
Maintenance training simulator design and
acquisition: Handbook of ISB procedures for
design and documentation
[ AD-A 111430 ] p0457 H82-26321
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircraft training devices. Volume 1: Planning
and management
[AD-A112498] p0537 H82-29332
DSAF Bioenvironmental Hoise Data Handbook, volume
154
[AD-A116146] pOSOl N82-33152
DSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume





Some aerodynamic aspects of hang gliding
p O I 0 9 482-17124
Soaring Society of America, national Convention,




Optimal dolphin hang glider flight
p020l N82-17I57
HAIGABS
Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating
in hush house, NSN 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109828] p0310 H82-21042
Preliminary study of ground handling







Controlling the software/hardware interface for
the validation of avionics systems in flight
control systems
[4144 81-2159] p0002 482-10116
BABBONIC AIALTSIS
A simplified method for predicting rotor blade
airloads
p0577 482-45187
A harmonic analysis method for unsteady transonic




Development and validation of preliminary
analytical models for aircraft interior noise
prediction
p0444 482-38077
Structural dynamics: flodified calculations
natural and harmonically excited vibrations of
modified structures; increased computation
efficiency
[BBVG-FBHT-81-1] p O I O I N82-13457
BABBOHIC BOTIOB




Design of higher harmonic control for the ABC
p0278 482-26380
A computer-controlled oscillation mechanism for
unsteady aerodynamics experiments
p0328 A82-290I8
Periodic boundary value problem for the equations
of the harmonic oscillation of a rotor blade
about the axis of a flapping hinge
p0387 A82-34127
Optimization of blade pitch angle for higher
harmonic rotor control
p044l A82-37776
A method of characteristics solution for a finite






An investigation of rotor harmonic noise by the
use of snail scale wind tunnel models
[NASA-CB-166337] p0371 N82-24050
HABHESSBS
'Little people1 problem /MA-2 torso harness/
p0078 A82-14958
A new safety harness for mobile aircrew
p0078 A82-14963
Disengagement of safety harness buckles - CT4
[AD-A109048] p0263 N82-19I99
Evaluation of a proposed modified F/FB-1 11 crew
seat and restraint system
[AD-AI10188] p03!3 N82-2I167
Comparative vertical impact testing of the
F/FB-111 crew restraint system and a proposed
modification
[AD-AII3957] p0522 N82-28267
Feasibility study of a 2707 dc flat cable aircraft
electrical power distributed system
CAD-A114026] p0528 N82-28552
BABPOON MISSILE
Barpoon missile captive-carry dynamic environments
on the A-6E aircraft
p0583 A82-47072
BABBIES AIBCBAFT
Commentary on facilities used in the development
of a sea Harrier all veather operations capability
[4144 PAPEB 81-2407] p0056 A82-13892
AV-8B technical update - Leading edge root
extension development
p0077 A82-14940
Advanced cockpit for tactical aircraft
p0106 A82-16559
Maintenance problems associated with the operation
of the F402 /Pegasus/ engine in the AV-8A
/Harrier/ aircraft
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2656] pO 109 482-16915
AV-8B Harrier II
p0180 482-21260
AV-8B/Harrier GB.5 - Bange, payload and VSTOL
P0275 A82-26044
Composite wing substructure technology on the
AV-8B advanced aircraft
p0287 A82-27I28
Preliminary design development AV-8B forward
fuselage composite structure
p0287 482-27129
A real time Pegasus propulsion system modej. for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[NASA-TB-82770] p O l O O H82-13I44
Equipment vibration qualification for Harriec and
Hawk aircraft
p0344 N82-2216I
An oxygen enriched air system for the 47-84 Harrier
[ A D - A I 12334] p0464 H82-27239
Reliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8A/TAV-8A Harrier head-up
display set, development of the signal data
converter, CV-3600/AVQ-30(V) , volume 3
[AD-AI 15554] p059l H82-32365
BABKEB SIDDELEI AIBCBAFI
NT BABBIEB AIBCBAFT
U.S. Barine Corps 47-84 maintenance experience





Investigation of the structural degradation and
personnel hazards resulting from helicopter
composite structures exposed to fires and/or
explosions
[AD-A104757] p0086 H82- 12057






SUBJECT IBDEI BEAT BBSISTABT ALLOTS
BEAD-OP DISPLAYS
Applications of head-up displays in commercial
transport aircraft
(AIAA 81-2-1001 pOOSO A82-I3S06
The LANTIBN vide flela-of-vie* raster Bead-op
Display Lou Altitude navigation and
Targeting IB for Night
p0074 A82- 1(1825
Head-up displays - The integrity of flight
information
pOI06 A82- 16562
A simulator assessment of a vide field of vie*
head-up display for presenting a PUB sensor
image during lok level navigation and ground
attack missions( A I A A PAPEB 82-0261] p O I 8 4 A82-22079










Definition of display/ccntrol requirements for
assault transport night/adverse Heather capability
p0365 N82-23217
Vide angle raster head up display design and
application to future single seat fighters
pO<«72 N82-27304
Design study for a low-distortion holographic HOD
[ A D - A I I 3 9 8 2 ] p0525 H82-28292
Heads up display
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12630-1] p0536 N82-29319
Final engineering report for computer, weapon
aiming CP-1444/4
[ A D - A I I S 2 3 8 ] p0569 082-31327
Reliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8A/TAV-8A Harrier heaa-up
display set, development of the signal data
converter, CV-3600/AVU-30 (V) . volume 3
[ A D - A I I 5 5 5 4 ] p059l N82-32365
An Operational evaluation of head up displays for













NT TUBE HEAT EXCHANGEES
The enhancement of heat exchange in channels /2nd
revised and enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p0020 A82-12222
A new method of cooling turbine vanes
p0034 N82-11027




Turbine stage heat flux measurements
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1269) F04 I9 482-35102
A durable, intermediate temperature, direct
reading heat flux transducer for measurements in
continuous wind tunnels




Turbine stage heat flux measurements
[41 AS PAPEfi 82-1289] p0419 A82-35I02
Measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. I - Description, analysis
and experimental verification of a technigue for
use in hostile environments
( A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-174] p0426 A82-3S387
Heasurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. II - Applications of the
technigue described in part I and comparisons
mth results from a conventional measuring
technigue and predictions
[ASaE PAPEB 82-GT-175] p0426 A82-3S388
A durable, intermediate temperature, direct
reading heat flux transducer for measurements in
continuous wind tunnels
[AD-AI07729] p02!3 S82- 17483




Thermodynamics of organic compounds





Design, fabrication and test of liquid metal
heat-pipe sandwich panels
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0903] p0373 A82-31898
BEAT POHPS
Evaluation of the design, construction and
operation of a gas fueled engine driven heat pump
[EBG-034] p0213 N82-17459







NT B E N E 95
Powder metallurgy superalloys - Aerospace
materials for the 1980's; Proceedings of the
Conference, Zurich, Switzerland, November 18-20,
1980. Volume 1
p0020 A82-12495
Superclean superalloy ponders by the rotating
electrode process
p002l 482-12496
Superalloy turbine components - Hhich is the
superior manufacturing process, as-HlP, HIP plus
Isoforge, or 'gatorizing1 of extrusion
consolidated billet
p0021 A82-12497
Superalloy powder engine components; controls
employed to assure high guality hardware
p0021 A82-12499
Attack on superalloys by chemical and electrolytic
processes
P0063 A82-14365
'In situ1 composites for jet propulsion and
stationary gas turbine applications
p0082 A82-15824
Damage of turbine blades due to interaction with
fuel resiuification products
p O I 2 7 A82-18479
Where is cobalt irreplaceable
P0243 A82-25538
The gas turbine engine
P0325 482-28587
Sheet materials - Fabrication and joining for
gas turbine engine components
p0325 A82-28594
An evaluation study of aluminide and
chromoalumim.de coatings on IN-100
P0332 482-29597
Effect of operating life on the mechanical
properties of the materials and load-bearing
capacity of the rotor elements of gas-turbine
engines
p0342 A82-3I643
The superalloys - aaterials for gas turbine hot
section components
P0384 482-33853
A tvo-dimensional boundary-layer program for
turbine airfoil heat transfer calculation
[ASaE P4PEB 82-GT-93] p0424 482-35336
Engine experience of turbine rotor blade materials
and coatings
[ASaE PAPEB 82-GT-244) p0428 482-35425
Oxidation-resistant materials for hot-gas turbines
and -|et engines. I
p0543 482-41725
The influence of protective treatment on the
mechanical properties of superalloy parts
p0346 N82-22I80
Directional solidification: Project B2 of gas
turbine rotor blade alloys
A-243
BE41 TESTS SUBJECT IIDBI
[PHB-90088] p0356 N82-22279
Ponder metallurgical innovations foe improved hot
section alloys in aero-engine applications
[PNB-90072] p0357 N82-22358
A status review of MASS 'S COSAH (Conservation Of
Strategic Aerospace Materials) program
[NAS4-TB-82852] p0397 N82-24326
Hot isostatically pressed manufacture of high
strength SEEL 76 disk and seal shapes
[NASA-CB-165519] p0458 N82-26439




0 HIGH TEBPEBATUBE TESTS
BEAT TEAHSFEB
NT AEBODYNABIC HEAT TBANSIEB
HI COHVECTIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
NT LAMINAE HEAT IBANSFEB
NT BAOIATIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
NT SUPERSONIC HEAT TBANSFEB
NT TURBULENT HEAT TBANSFBB
In-situ calibration of flight heat transfer
instrumentation
[ASME PAPEB 81-ENAS-13] pOOII A82-I0901
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[ASME PAPEB 81-HT-48] p0012 A82- 10952
Besults of experimental study of heat transfer to
turbine blades vith porous cooling
pOOI4 482-11446
Inverse heat-transfer problems - Domains of
application in the design and testing of
technical systems
p0274 A82-25971
Design, fabrication and testing of an electrical
analogue for heat transfer to coated turbine blade
p0382 482-33520
An experimental study at free-stream Bach 5 of the
aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of
plane wings of various planforms
p0388 A82-31149
Turbine stage heat flux measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1289] pO<419 A82-35102
Two-phase transpiration cooling
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-89] p0423 A82-35333
A two-dimensional boundary-layer program for
turbine airfoil heat transfer calculation
CASBE PAPEB 82-01-93] p0424 A82-35336
Heat transfer optimised turbine rotor blades - An
experimental study using transient techniques
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-304] p0430 A82-35469
The effect of heat transfer on three-dimensional
spatial stability and transition of flat plate
boundary layer at Bach 3
p0581 A82-45877
Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous metal core
[NASA-IP-1942] p O I 3 4 N82-I4090
External fuel vaporization study
[NASA-CB-165513] p0136 N82-14371
Engine superficial temperature and infrared
signature
p0247 N82-18136
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume 1: Description of
experimental hardware and test conditions
[AD-A110332] P0317 K82-21199
Experimental investigation of turbine endvall heat
transfer. Volume 2: Linear and annular cascade
summary data sets[ A D - A I I 0 3 3 3 ] p0317 N82-21200
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume 3: Data base system
[AD-A1I0334] p03!7 N82-21201
Besearch on turbine rotor-stator aerodynamic
interaction and rotor negative incidence stall[AD-A110341] p0318 N82-21203
Historical perspectives on theroostructural
research at the NACA Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory from 1948 to 1958
p037l N82-23494
Transient simulation of gas turbines including the
effects of heat capacity of the solid parts
[ISBH-951-752-496-X] p0453 N82-26296
Heat transfer in turbines
[ A D - A I 1 I 5 8 4 ] p0455 H82-26307




Analysis of the temperature field of a
baffle-cooled gas-turbine-engine blade under
conjugated boundary conditions
P0295 A82-28015
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of
the leading and trailing edges of a cooled
nozzle blade of a low-consuming gas turbine
P0295 A82-280I8
Measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. I - Description, analysis
and experimental verification of a technique for
use in hostile environments
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-174] p0426 A82-35387
Measurements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. II - Applications of the
technique described in part I and comparisons
with results from a conventional measuring
technigue and predictions
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-I75] p0426 A82-35388
Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-211] p0427 A82-35401
Heat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle
guide vane
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-247] p0428 A82-35426
The effect of temperature ratios on the film
cooling process
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-305] p0430 A82-35470
BEAT TBANSMISSION
NT AEBODYNAHIC HEAT TBANSFEB
NT CONVECTIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
NT HEAT TBANSFEB
NT LABINAB HEAT TBANSFEB
NT BADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFEB
NT SUPEBSONIC HEAT TBANSFEB
NT TOBBOLENT HEAT TBANSFEB
The enhancement of heat exchange in channels /2nd




Aluminum and its alloys - Heldability
p0222 A82-23755
A new approach to the problem of stress corrosion
cracking in 7075-T6 aluminum
P0222 482-23772






NT BADIO FBEQOENCI HEATING
NT SUPEBHEATING
NT TBAMSIENT HEATING




NT V A C U U M FDBNACES
NT VAPOBIZEBS
Ice protection system technology
p0036 N82-11060
Experimental study of fuel heating at low
temperatures in a ving tank model, volume 1[NASA-CB-I6539I] p0040 N82-11224
Additional experiments on flowability improvements
of aviation fuels at low temperatures, volume 2[NASA-CB- 1679 12] p0571 N82-3I546
DDAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
164: BD-I heater, duct type, portable[AD-A116150] p0601 882-33157
USAF Bioenvironmental Noise Data Handbook. Volume
165: BC-I beater, duct type, portable[ 4 D - A I 1 6 1 5 1 ] p0601 N82-33158
HEAVY LIFT AIBSHIPS
The effects of atmospheric turbulence on a
guadrotor heavy lift airship[AIAA 82-1542] p0486 A82-39009
Performance characteristics of a buoyant
quad-rotor research aircraft
p0513 A82-40974
Current developments lighter than air systems
heavy lift airships
A-244
SOBJBCt IBDEI HBLICOPTBB DBS161
(HASA-Tn-84744] p0394 B82-24I76
Preliminary study of ground handling




Heavy lift helicopters - A national technology
opportunity
p0045 482-1321)1
Linear decentralized systems with special structure
for twin lift helicopters
p0388 482-31359
HEIGHT
A recursive terrain height correlation system
using multiple model estimation techniques





The design of exact nonlinear model followers
mth application to trajectory autopilot for
helicopter
p0044 482-13125
Helicopter IFB - Past/ present and future and future
p0046 A82-13245
navigation for helicopters by multiple use of
inertial sensors
p0067 482-14713
Application of multiple model estimation
techniques to a recursive terrain height
correlation system
p0070 A82-14768
Experimental evaluation of a perspective tunnel
display for three-dimensional helicopter
approaches
p0083 A82-15847
Helical helicopter approaches mth microwave
landing system guidance
[4144 PAPEB 81-2654] p0109 482-16914
Eeal-time simulation of helicopter IFB approaches
into major terminal areas using B N A V , MLS, and
CDTI
[4144 PAPEB 82-0260] p O U B A82-17868
Helicopter decelerated steep approach and landing
to confined areas under instrument
meteorological conditions
P0125 482-18161
The use of adaptive control for helicopter
trajectories in search operations
P0154 A82-19065
The application of strapdown inertial technology
to Attitude and Heading Beference System





Sensitivity of helicopter aeromechanical stability
to dynamic inflow
P0273 A82-25773
Design of higher harmonic control for the ABC
p0278 A82-26380
A preliminary investigation of Individual
Blade-control Independent of a SBaseplate
p0278 A82-26382
Selection of some rotor parameters to reduce
pitch-roll coupling of helicopter flight dynamics
p0278 482-26383
The Circulation Control Botor /CCE/ control system
p0280 482-26400




The helicopter Navstar GPS test program
P0342 A82-3I290




Linear decentralized systems mth special structure
for twin lift helicopters
p0388 A82-34359
An advanced helicopter engine control system
(4SHE PAPEB 82-6T-250] p0428 482-35029
Optimization of blade pitch angle for higher
harmonic rotor control
p0441 A82-37776
A siaple system for helicopter
individual-blade-control and its application to
stall-induced vibration alleviation
CABS PBEPBIHT 81-12] p0442 A82-37785
Simulator investigations of various side-stick
controller/stability and control angaectation
systems for helicopter terrain flight
[4144 82-1522] p0484 A82-38942
A ground-simulation investigation of helicopter
decelerating instrument approaches
[4144 PAPEB 82-1346] p0488 482-39118
Adaptive fuel control feasibility investigation
p0499 A82-40519
Concept demonstration of automatic subsystem
parameter monitoring military helicopter
cockpit instrumentation
pOSOO A82-40530
Avionics systems for helicopter integration
pOSOl A82-40534
NASA/FAA Helicopter ATC simulation investigation
of BBAV/HLS instrument approaches
pOSOl A82-40535
A restrained model helicopter, which is able to
fly, for investigations regarding human
multiparaaeter control behavior German thesis
p05U3 A82-41687
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, data transmission study
CAO-A 104243] p0037 N82-11064
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, human engineering summary report
[AD-AI04244] p0037 H82-11065
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, operational fuctions report
[AD-AI05516] p0133 H 82-14 08 7
An investigation of multi-axis isometric side-arm
controllers in a variable stability helicopter
[AD-A106759] p0209 N82-17226
A control model for maneuvering flight for
application to a computer-flight testing program
p0249 882-18153
A redundancy concept for a digital CSAS
p0251 H82-18170
The influence of sensor and actuator




VIOL and VSTOL handling qualities specifications,
an overview of the current status
P0364 H82-23209
Boeing 234 flight control development
p0365 N82-23211
Flight tests for the assessment of task
performance and control activity
p0365 H82-23213
A helicopter handling-qualities study of the
effects of engine response characteristics,
height-control dynamics, and excess power on
nap-of-the-Earth operations
p0365 N82-23214
An assessment of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for night nap-of-Earth flight using
piloted simulation
P0365 H82-23216
Helicopter simulation technology: An Ames
Research Center perspective
p0366 H82-23227
Applications of system identification methods to
the prediction of helicopter stability, control
and handling characteristics
p0367 H82-23230
Optimzation of auto-pilot equations for rapid
estimation of helicopter control settings
[4D-4110739] p0409 N82-25263
Beal-time simulation of an airborne radar for
overwater approaches
[HASA-CB- 166293] p0449 H82-26262




The Aqnsta A 129
p004S A82-13237
Public service helicopters - Is the grass greener
on the other side of the fence
p0045 A82-13238
4-245
HBIICOPIBB DBSIGB COBTD SUBJECT IIDEX
Fatigue methodology - A technical management
systea for helicopter safety and durability
p0045 A82-13240
Heavy lift helicopters - A national technology
opportunity
p0045 A82-1324I




Design of a crashvorthy crev seat for the Boeing
Vertol Chinook helicopter
p0079 A82-14975
Advanced technology airfcil development for the
IV-15 tilt-rotor vehicle
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2623] pOIOS A82-16906
Soviet helicopter construction /2nd revised and
enlarged edition/ Bnssian book
p0149 A82-18874
Design requirements for modern rescue helicopters
p0153 A82- 19020
Application of the ABC helicopter to the energency
medical service role
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2653] p01S7 482-19219
Fatigue behavior of selected non-woven fiber
composites for helicopter rotor blades
p0170 A82-20524
Helicopter transmission philosophy - The nay ahead
p0173 A8 2- 20 546
The emerging need for laproved helicopter navigation
p0182 A82-2IS91
LAHPS III recovery assist, securing and traversing
/EiST/ systea Light Airborne Bulti-Purpose
Systea
[SAB PAPEB 811080] p0234 A82-244I2
Standardization of helicopter fatigue methodology
- A manufacturer's view
p0238 A82-24704
Evolution of the Aeroscout
p0239 182-24706
Flight condition recognition /FCB/ technique
microprocessor-based recording for helicopter
structural component fatigue damage
p0239 A82-24712
Fatigue test of the typical main rotor controls
component
p0240 682-24715
Helicopter rotor load prediction
p0240 A62-24719
Some thoughts on design optimization of transport
helicopters
P0273 A82-2577I
The Bodel 412 multi-bladed rotor system
p0277 A82-26376
Design for the operating environment - Bing-fin
tail rotor program
p0277 A82-26378
SH-60B Seahavk automatic blade fold system
p0279 A82-26391
The impact of missions on the preliminary design
of an ABC rotor
p0279 A82-26392
Botor preliminary design trade-offs for the
Advanced Scout Helicopter
P0280 A82-26395
Performance and aeroelastic tradeoffs on recent
rotor blade designs
p0280 A82-26396
CH-47 fiberglass rotoc blade design and fabrication
p0280 A82-26397
Advanced helicopter concepts compete
P0283 A82-26537
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple








Application of advanced composite materials to
helicopter airframe structures
p0289 A82-27I52
Design and production of fiberglass helicopter
rotor blades
p0289 A82-27153
Preliminary design of an advanced composite rotor
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sight/display for helicopter
p0092 H82-13060
Helicopter reliability and maintainability trends
during development and production
[AD-A105775] P0098 H82-13136
Advanced technology lightweight gondola system
experimental fabrication program
(AD-A104157] p0133 882-14082
Helicopter model studies for on-board
electrostatic sensors
[AD-A 10551 I] pOI33 H82-14089
Flag-lag-torsional dynamics or extensional and
inextensional rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight
[HASA-CB-165078] p0139 H82-15013
Helicopter landing gear design and test criteria
investigation
[AD-A105512] p O I O I 882-15035
Community rotorcraft air transportation benefits
and opportunities
tHAS4-CB-166266] p0147 882-16008
Test and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
[AD-A107576] pOI88 H82-16056
Blade planform for a guiet helicopter
[HASA-CB- 166256] pO 198 1182-17 121
The effects of slight non-linearities on modal
testing of helicopter-like structures
p0246 H82-18I30
Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise
prediction methods
p0248 882-18148
The neasurement of the mobility of structures at
acoustic frequencies
P0248 882-18149
Separated flow around helicopter bodies
p0250 882-18163
Bast mounted visual aids
p025l 882-18167
Experimental investigation of visual aids for
helicopters: Low level flight at night and poor
visibility
p025l 882-18168
Evaluation of the helicopter Ion airspeed system
LASSIE
P0251 882-18172
An analytical investigation of the free-tip rotor
for helicopters
[8ASA-TB-81345] p0252 882-18179
On the calculation of separated flov on helicopter
fuselages
[BBB-UD-32J-8I-0] p0252 882-18188
A design for a 32-channel multiplexer for
unmanned aircraft navigation sensors
[BAE-ia-BAD-HAV-145] p0259 882-18503
KASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor lorkshops. volume 1: Executive Sumaary
[HASA-TH-84149 ] p0262 882-19170
8ASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Horkshops. volume 2: Operators' Views
[8ASA-TB-84148] p0262 882-19171
8AS&/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Workshops. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and
Structures Session
[HASA-TB-84147] p0262 882-19172
8AS4/H44 Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor lorkshops. Volume 4: Flight Control
Avionics Systems and Human Factors
[BASA-TB-84146] p0263 882-19173
Structural system identification technology
verification
[AD-A109181] P0269 882-19583
Effects of repetition rate and impulsiveness of
simulated helicopter rotor noise on annoyance
[8ASA-TP-1969] p0269 882-19707
Boise measurements on the helicopter BK 117
design, ieighted noise levels and influence of
airspeed
[DFVLB-BITT-8I-I8J p0270 882-19957
Project Sea Bunt: A report on prototype
development and tests
[AD-A109510] p0302 882-20160
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using the
fail-safe concept
[8ASA-TB-76671] p0304 882-20175
Sea King flight tests pitot-static probe and
directional vane instrumentation
[AD-A 109427] p0304 882-20176
A-251
HBLIPOETS SUBJECT IBDBX
Boom probe position error corrections for Sea King
Bk 50 flight tests
[AD-A109428] p030a 882-20177
Self-tuning regulators for multicyclic control of
helicopter vibration
[HASA-TP-1996] p0305 882-20188
Integration of controls and displays in D.s. Army
helicopter cockpits
[AD-A109594] p0306 882-20191
Botorcraft flight simulation computer program C8I
vith DATABAP interface. Volume 1: user's manual
[AD-A 108246] p0306 882-20194
Application of the finite element method to rotary
wing aeroelasticity
[N4S4-CB-165851] p0308 (182-20561
Progress on low altitude cloud icing research
p031l 882-21147
Helicopter rotor loads using a matched asymptotic
expansion technique
[BASA-CB-165742] p03!2 H82-2I156
Aeroelastic analysis of the elastic gimbal rotor
[BASA-CB-166287] P0312 882-21157
Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the Dfl-IH
with hot metal plus plume infrared suppressor
and infrared jammer
[AD-A110213] p0314 1182-21177
Advanced concepts for composite structure joints
and attachment fittings. Volume 1: Design and
evaluation
[ A . D - A I I 0 2 1 2 ] p032l H82-2I261
Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques
conference
[AGABD-CP-318] p0343 1182-22154
Maintenance problems in gas turbine components at
the Boyal Saral Aircraft yard, Fleetlands
helicopter and marine gas turbines
p0345 882-22175
Conceptual design study of a visual system for a
rotorcraft simulator and some advances in
platform motion utilization
/ [HASA-CB-166322] p0352 S82-22244
- BAD1AK simulator for aircraft instruments
[FOA-C-40I36-A3] p0356 882-22286
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission
[BASA-TB-82857] p0412 882-25520
Opportunities exist to achieve greater
standardization of aircraft and helicopter seats
[40-4111718] p0448 882-26259
Helicopter night vision system simulation evaluation
[40-4110505] p0453 882-26292
The annoyance of impulsive helicopter noise
[NASA-CB-169123] F0479 882-28134
Improved 243 HHz homing antenna system for use on
helicopters
[BLB-BP-8I022-U] p0523 882-28276
Evaluations of helicopter instrument-flight
handling qualities
[AD-A114004] p0524 882-28285
Kinematic investigation Hughes Helicopter 7.62mm
chain gun
[40-4113111] p0524 882-28287
HISS calibration, ice phobics and FAA B/D
evaluations
[AD-A114435] p0524 882-28289
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with
applications to helicopter vibration control
problems
[A.D-AII3239] p0526 882-28301
Beliability model for planetary gear
[N4S4-TH-82859] p0529 882-28643
Flight trials of the Litton LT8-2II Omega
navigation System in a lessex helicopter
[8AE-TB-BAD-SAV-147J p0558 882-30299
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion
cue requirements in flight simulation
p0562 882-30838
Dynamic System Coupling (DISCO) program. Volume
2; Theoretical manual
[4D-AI15004] P0573 882-31975
Helicopter noise definition report UH-604, s-76,
4-109. 206-L
UD-A116363] P0574 882-32083
Foreign (turbine powered) helicopter production:
A threat to the Dnited states production base
[40-4116755] p0585 882-32305
An experimental study of dynamic stall on advanced
airfoil sections. Volume I: Summary of the
experiment
[NASA-TB-84245-VOL-1] p0586 882-32314
Aeroelastic stability of rotor blades using finite
element analysis
[B4SA-CB-166389] p0588 882-32342
Climatic laboratory evaluation YCH-47D helicopter
[AD-A115861] p0590 882-32355
Data reduction procedures for sea King helicopter
flight trials
C & D - 4 I 1 7 0 4 4 ] p0590 882-32359
User's guide for the rotorcraft flight simulation
computer program C81, AG4P80 version, CDC
conversion
[AD-A115801] p0594 882-32388
Finite difference modeling of rotor flows
including wake effects
[NASA-IB-84280] p0604 882-33345
Northeast corridor helicopter area navigation
accuracy evaluation
[40-4117115] p0606 882-33367
Speech Command Auditory Display System (SCADS)
(AD-A117486] p0609 882-33387
Helicopter vibration suppression usinq simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
[BASA-CB-3619] p0613 882-33734
HELIPORTS




iide field of view laser beacon system for three





Experimental investigation of a helmet mounted
sight/display for helicopter
p0092 882-13060
Use of a helmet-mounted matrix display for
presenting energy-maneuverability information
during simulated close combat
p0092 882-13061
Experimental investigation of visual aids for
helicopters: Low level flight at night and poor
visibility
p025l 882-18168
Eguipment for testing and measuring a "helmet
mounted sight and display" system with a coupled
movable IV camera in the flight simulator for
research of the DFVLB
[ESA-IT-675] p0266 882-19219
Design of a catadioptric VCASS helmet-mounted
display
[40-4109131] p0305 882-20181
The 1981 Image 2 Conference Proceedings
[4D-4I10226] p0320 882-21223
Definition of display/control requirements for
assault transport night/adverse weather capability
P0365 882-23217
Assessment of stereographies for fire control and
navigation in fighter aircraft




Deposit formation in liquid fuels. II - The effect
of selected compounds on the storage stability
of Jet A turbine fuel
p0186 A82-22240
HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
System identification of the longitudinal motion
of the DFVLB HFB 320 research aircraft with
particular consideration of control surface
effectiveness
[ESA-TT-666] p0028 882-10045
Flight test results of the model simulation
controller for the HFB 320 for in-flight
simulation of the A310 airbus
[ESA-TT-660] p0030 882-10107
Integration of a digital air data computer into
the test aircraft HFB-320
[DFVLa-HIIT-81-09] p0141 882-15038
HIERARCHIES
Investigations concerned with shifting pilot
activities to a higher hierarchical stage of
flight control German thesis
p0519 A82-41453
Hierarchical specification of the SIFT fault
tolerant flight control system
A-252
SOBJECT IBOBI HILL COBVBS
pOI97 B82-17106
HIGH ALTITUDE
Solar-powered airplane design for long-endurance,
high-altitude flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0811] p0376 A82-31984
San sensing guidance system for high altitude
aircraft
(NAS4-C4SE-FBC-11052-1] p0367 B82-2323I
Seduction and analysis of mode C altitude data
collected at high altitudes over the continental
United states
CAD-4114655] p0532 H82-29276
High-altitude imagery user guide
[PB82-158353] p0562 H82-30608
HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOOBS
A new theroal and trajectory nodel for high
altitude balloons
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1926] p0007 A82-I0411
HIGH ALTITUDE BiVIBOBSBBTS





Elastic deformation effects on aerodynamic
characteristics for a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical-King model
[BASA-TB-83286] p0404 B82-25214
Means for controlling aerodynamically induced twist
[BASA-CASE-I.AB-12175-1] p0523 B82-28279
HIGH ASPECT BATIO BIBGS
0 SLENDER BIHGS
HIGH FBEQU2ICIES
The testing of aircraft under near field conditions
p0229 A32-24361
Beport of the JABBAF Horkshop on High Frequency
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Techniques
p0321 B82-2I406
HIGH GRAVITY (ACCELEB1IIOB)
0 HIGH GBAVITZ EBVIBOHBBHTS
HIGH GBAVITI ESVIBOBHBBTS
Flight dynamics of rotorcraft in steep high-g turns
(AI&A PAPEB 82-1345] p0488 482-39117
HIGH IHTEBSITZ 1ASEBS
D HIGH POHEB LASEBS
HIGH LEVEL LAHGOAGES
High Order Languages /HOL/ for flight control
applications




Bheological behavior of progressively
shear-thickening solutions aircraft fuel








The operational characteristics of turbojets,
giving particular attention to the cooled
high-pressure turbine
p0065 A82-14414
Plain-jet airblast atomization of alternative
liquid petroleum fuels under high aobient air
pressure conditions
[ A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-32] p0420 A82-35293
Casing treatments on a supersonic diffuser for
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors
CASSE PAPEB 82-GT-85] p0423 482-35331
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High
pressure turbine roundness
[SASA-CB-I 65555] p0203 B82-I7I74
Energy efficient engine: Hiyh pressure turbine
uncooled rig technology report
(NASA-CB-I65I49] p0593 H82-32383
HIGH SPEED
High speed VSCF generator design consideration
computer aided design for Variable Speed
Constant Frequency generator
\ P0230 A82-24379
Summary and recent results from the HASA advanced
high-speed propeller research program
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1119] p0497 A82-404 19
A semiempirical high-speed rotor noise prediction
technique
P0503 A82-40554
NASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Horkshop. Volume b: Vehicle
Configuration Session
[HASA-TH-84180J p0368 B82-23242
Summary and recent results from the BASA advanced





The development of high strength light-weight




BI HIGH STBEBGTB STEELS
SFF of high strength aluminum structures






The application of improved aluminium alloys and
steels in aircraft structures
pOOOU A82-10305
Comparison of reliability, sensitivity and
accuracy of some BDI-Technignes
[BLB-HP-80039-0] p037l B82-23542
Comparison between probability of detection,
sensitivity, and accuracy of five nondestructive
inspection methods high strength steel
aircraft undercarriage retraction cylinders
[SLfi-SP-8 1038-0} p0398 B82-24500
HIGH TBBPBBAIOBB
High temperature engine control electronics
[SAE PAPEB 811074] p0233 A82-24407
HIGH TEHPBBATOBB ALLOTS
0 HEAT BESISTABT ALLOTS
HIGH TEBPEBATOBE EBV.IBOBHEBIS




HI HIGH TBHPEBATOBE GASES
HIGH TEflPEBATDBB GASES
Oxidation-resistant materials for hot-gas turbines
and ]et engines. I
P0543 A82-4I725
Bodern compressible flow with historical perspective
Book
p0546 A82-42552
Dynamic response of a hot gas, control-surface









High temperature, short term tensile strength of
C6000/PBB-15 graphite polyimide
[AIAA 82-0711] p0337 482-30125
Development of hybrid gas turbine bucket technology
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-94J p0424 A82-35337
The effect of NaCl/g/ in high temperature oxidation
[ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-106] p0424 482-35342
HIGH VOLTAGES
High voltage surge and partial discharge test to
evaluate aerospace equipment parts
p0016 A82-I1740
Computer modeling of an aircraft HVDC electrical
system
p0073 A82- 14819
High voltage/high power for airborne applications
p0083 482-15918
Evolution and development of high voltage /270
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BILL BBIBOD
1 generalized Hill's method for the stability















Analysis of a mnltihinged eapennage with allowance
for shear strain
p0333 A82-29834
Binged strake aircraft control system
[HASA-CASE-LAB-I2860-I] p045l H82-26278
BISTOBIBS
A short history of aviation gasoline development,
1903-1980
p0126 A82-18321
History of tee sveptback «ing
[OGLB PAPEB 81-070] p0699 A82-22898
Computational fluid dynamics - The coming revolution
p0277 A82-26366
The aerospace learning process -— review of some
past projects
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1291] p0379 A82-33025
NASA pocket statistics
[BASA-TB-84134] p0260 N82-19084
The Boyal Aircraft Establishment: 100 years of
research
(BAE-TB-FS-432) p03«3 H82-22I44
Bistorical perspectives on thermostrnctural
research at the BACA Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory from 1948 to 1958
p0371 H82-23494
Composite materials: Tomorrow for the day after
tomorrow
[BASA-TB-76709] p05S9 H82-30337
Becent progress in VSIOL technology
[BASA-TH-84238] p0603 H82-33334
HODOGBAPHS
A contribution to the hodograph method for









Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes
in a T-38 stabilator
P0113 A82-17602
Cracks interacting with contact forces - A finite
element study on loaded holes
pOSIl A82-409S9
BOLB 6EOBETBI (HECBAHICS)
A compilation of stress intensity factor solutions





An investigation of dual mode phenomena in a
mistnned bladed-disk
C A S H E PAPEB 81-DET-133] p0162 &82-19347
Investigation of blade vibration of radial
impellers by means of telemetry and holographic
interferometry
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-34J p0421 A82-35295
Analysis of rotating structures using image
derotation with multiple pulsed lasers and moire
techniques
p0434 A82-36999
nondestructive testing in aircraft construction
using holographic methods
p0513 A82-40977
High-sensitivity hclographic plates PL-3B
P0519 A82-41575
Operating manual holographic interferometry system
for 2x2 foot transonic wind tunnel
[BASA-CB-166344] p0446 H82-26218
Holographic interferometry and tomography at Ames
Research Center
POS97 H82-32681




Design study for a low-distortion holographic BOD
[AD-A113982] p0525 B82-28292
BOBIBG
Sensor footprints and homing range of terminal
guidance munition
[BBVG-FBWT-81-5] pOI46 B82-15111
A model for sensor-interceptor trade-off analysis
[AD-A112046] p0450 B82-26271
BOBIIG DBVICBS
A VBF honing system with VBF radiotelephony for
area-representative strip-survey flights
conducted, as part of combined forest
inventories, with light aircraft carrying 70 mm
and 35 mm cameras
p0082 A82-15748
A terminal guidance simulator for evaluation of
millimeter wave seekers
p015l A82-18937
Automated radome performance evaluation in the
Badio Freguency Simulation System /SPSS/
facility at BICOB
p0281 A82-2647I
Improved 243 BBz homing antenna system for use on
helicopters









Light aircraft structural design in non-metallics
- Ose of composite honeycomb for light aircraft
pOOOS A82-10308
Compatibility of 350 deg curing honeycomb
adhesives with phosphoric acid anodizing
p0292 A82-27414
Bonded aluminum honeycomb - Aircraft flight
surface primary structure application
[ A I A A 82-0676] p0338 A82-30I45
Design, fabrication and test of liquid metal
heat-pipe sandwich panels
(AIAA PAPBB 82-0903] p0373 A82-3I898
Temperature fields in three-layer panels with a
honeycomb filler during unsteady heating
p0387 A82-34I35
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence reduction characteristics for
screens, honeycomb, and honeycomb-screen
combinations
[BASA-TP-1958] p O I 3 1 H82- 14055
Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft at
the air force base in Bandirma, Turkey
P 0 2 1 I H82-17353
The experience of corrosion on French military
aerodynes
p021l H82-17355
Betal honeycomb to porous wireform substrate
diffusion bond evaluation
[BASA-Tfl-82793] p0259 H82-I8612




Analysis of augmented aircraft flying qualities
through application of the Meal-Smith criterion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1776] pOOOS A82-10462
Binimum fuel horizontal flight paths in the
terminal area
p0556 A82-44480
Parametric study of microwave-powered
high-altitude airplane platforms designed for
linear flight
[HASA-TP-1918] p0035 H82-I1050
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
[SBIAS-821-210-101] P0353 B82-22254
Validation of zero-order feedback strategies for





Some coooents on the prediction of forward flight
effects on jet noise
[HPIS-20/I98I] p053l B82-29II8
Flap-lag-torsional dynamics of extensional and
inextensional rotor blades m hover and in
forward flight
[NASA-CB-169159] p0535 H82-29312
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade taper,
twist, airfoils and solidity on hover and
forward flight performance
[ A D - A I I 7 3 9 7 ] p0605 N82-33357
BOBIZOBTAL OBIENTATIOH
Static investigations of rotor blades under
deadveight and during stationary operation
[ISD-269] p0214 B82-17639
BOBIZOBTU STABILIZBBS
0 STABILIZERS (FLUID DINAHICS)
BOBIZOBtU TAIL SDBPiCES
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes
in a T-38 stabilator
p O I I 3 482- 17602
Determination of the trimmed drag of an aircraft
p0127 A82-18583
Basic studies of the flov fields of
airfoil-flap-spoiler systems
[ A I A A PAPER 82-0173] pOI84 A82-22060
High ancjle-of-attack characteristics of
three-surface fighter aircraft
canard-ving-honzontal tail configuration for
greater stability and control
[ A I A A PAPER 82-0245] pO181 A82-22074
737 graphite-epoxy horizontal stabilizer
certification
[ A I A A 82-0745] p0336 A82-30109
Fabrication and test of integrally stiffened
graphite/epoxy components
p0435 A82-37071
tests of CFBP spar/rib models kith corrugated veb
p0495 A82-39890
Fabrication of CFBP prototype structure for
aircraft horizontal tail leading edge slat rail
p0495 A82-39896
A CFBP taileron for the Tornado: Construction and
production horizontal stabilizer
[HBB-FE-2I2/KFK/POB/2] p0027 M82-10035









Damage of turbine blades due to interaction vith
fuel resinification products
pOI27 482-18479
Improved plasma sprayed HCrAlI coatings for
aircraft gas turbine applications
p0176 A82-20742
The effect of Bacl/g/ in high temperature oxidation
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Fabrication of boron/aluoinua fan blades for SCB
engines
[BASA-CB-165294] p0192 N82-16176
Bepair and regeneration of turbine blades, vanes
and discs
p0346 N82-22185
Hechanical properties of hot isostatic pressed
P/a-titaninm for helicopter components
[HBB-OD-324-BI-0] p0410 N82-25383
Bot isostatically pressed manufacture of high
strength HEEL 76 disk and seal shapes
fSASA-CB-165549] p0458 K82-26439-
HOT SDBFACES
Development and testing of dry chemicals in
advanced extinguishing systems for jet engine
nacelle fires
CH4SA-CB-1650 11] p O I O I N82-13186
Ponder metallurgical innovations for improved hot
section alloys in aero-engine applications
[PNfl-90072] p0357 H82-22358
HOT-FILH ABEHOUETEBS
Botor flov research in lov speed helicopter flight
[&D-AI07873] p0199 882-17132
Non-steady velocity measurement of the (fake of a
helicopter rotor at lov advance ratios
CAD-A107722] POI99 N82-17 133
HOr-ilBE FLOBBEIEBS
Instantaneous turbulence profiles in the vake of
an oscillating airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0353] p0119 A82-17901
Turbulence measurements in a confined jet using a
six-orientation hot-vire probe technique
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1262] p0439 A82-37710









[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-293] p0430 A82-35463
BOVEBCBAFT
D G H O U N D EFFECT HACBINES
BOVEBIBG
Application of the ONEBA dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forvard flight
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1981-89] p0062 A82-13992
Bover tests of the IV-15 Tilt Botor Besearch
Aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2501] p0064 A82- 14386
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale tvin tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2609] pO 1 55 A82- 19201
Sensitivity of helicopter aeromechanical stability
to dynamic inflov
p0273 A82-25773
The vortex flov field generated by a hovering
helicopter
p0276 A82-26227
A finite element analysis of coupled rotor
fuselage vibration
[ABS PBEPBINT 81-21] p0442 A82-37792
A simplified approach to the free vake analysis of
a hovering rotor
p0483 A82-38474
Flying quality requirements for T/STOL transition
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1293] p0496 A82-40276
Theory and application of optimum airloads to
rotors in hover and forvard flight
p0498 A82-40506
Effect of tip vanes on the performance and flov
field of a rotor in hover
P0498 A82-40511
An investigation of scale model testing of VTOL
aircraft in hover
p0507 A82-40911
An experimental and numerical study of 3-D rotor
vakes in hovering flight
.- _ _ _ pOSIO A82-40946
A restrained model helicopter, vhich is able to- -
fly, for investigations regarding human
multiparameter control behavior German thesis
P0543 482-41687
Experimental and analytical studies of a model
helicopter rotor in hover
CNASA-TB-81232] p0085 B82-12042
A simplified approach, to the free vake analysis of
a hovering rotor
p0245 B82-18I21
Optimum performance and vake geometry of co-axial
rotor in hover
p0249 882*18156
A numerical approach to co-axial rotor aerodynamics
p0249 882-18157
A method of predicting fuselage loads in hover
p0250 882- 18164
A surface singularity method for rotors in hover
or climb
[AD-A 109687] p0304 882-20178
a-255
HOVBHIHG STABILITY. SUBJECT IBDBX
Performance testing of a main rotor system for a
utility helicopter at 1/4 scale
[BASA-TM-83274] p0352 B82-22251
Some aspects of jet dynamics and their
implications for VIOL research
p0360 B82-23I51
Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL
fighter type aircraft
p0361 H82-2J168
Flap-lag-torsional dynamics of eztensional and
ineztensional rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight
[HASA-CB-169159] p0535 H82-29312
Aeroelastic stability of rotor blades using finite
element analysis
[BASA-CB-166389] p0588 B82-32342
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade taper,




Dynamic stability of a buoyant quad-rotor aircraft
for airlifting payloads externally on a sling
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0242] p0117 A82-17861
Performance and aeroelastic tradeoffs on recent
rotor blade designs
p0280 A82-26396
Turbulence-excited flapping motion of a rotor
blade in hovering flight
p0329 A82-29042
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VTOL control system during
hover
[AIAA 82-1611] p0485 A82-38990
An experimental investigation of a bearingless
model rotor in hover
p0498 A82-40512
Finite element analysis for bearingless rotor
blade aeroelasticity
p0499 A82-405I7
Flag-lag-torsional dynanics or extensional and
inextensional rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight
[HASA-CB-165078] P0139 B82-15013
Hover tests of a model H-force rotor
p0250 B82-18159
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the









Development of the Triflex rotor head
p0013 A82-11222
Sain rotor hub electromagnetic signature reduction
P0279 A82-26393
Preliminary design of an advanced composite rotor
hub for the OH-60A Black flank
p0289 A82-27IS4
Honofilar - A dual freguency rotorhead absorber
[ABS PBEPBIBT 81-20] p0442 A82-37791
Aeroelastic analysis of the elastic gimbal rotor
(HASA-CB-166287] p0312 H82-21157
Investigation of a rotor system incorporating a
constant lift tip
[HASA-CB-166261] p053 I 882-29271
H06BES AISCBAFT
BT AB-64 HBLICOPTBB
Pave Hover Flight Test Program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2492] p0063 A82-14380






A theory of human error
[BASA-CB-166313] P0352 B82-22250
HO BAB EBSHEEBIHG
0 HOHAB FACTOBS EBGIBEEBIBG
HOBAB FACTOBS EISIBBBBIH6
Digital avionics - Ihat a pilot expects to see
[ A I A A 81-2217] p0047 A82- 13455
Electronic flight deck displays for transport
aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2264] p0048 A82- 13483
F/A-18 'Hornet* - One man operability
[ A I A A 81-2266] p0048 A82- 13484
'Little people' problem /HA-2 torso harness/
p0078 A82-14958
Computer image generation for flight simulation
pOOSI A82-15599
Combined multisensor displays image
preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot
workload
P02I8 A82-22905
Justification for, and design of, an economical
programmable multiple flight simulator
p0434 A82-36969
The effects of the delays on systems sub-feet to
manual control
p0484 A82-38943
The system of 'objective control'
P0490 A82-39245
Evaluation of an automatic subsystem parameter
monitor for aircraft
P0502 A82-40552
The evolution of display formats for advanced
fighters using multioode color CBT displays
p0505 A82-40888
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, human engineering summary report
[AD-A104244] p0037 B82-11065
Computer Air Carrier Symposium
[AD-A 104894] p0086 B82-12054
Color CBT displays for the cockpit
p0092 B82-13051
Osing voice control onboard combat aircraft
P0092 B82-13056
Experimental investigation of a helmet mounted
sight/display for helicopter
p0092 B82-13060
Tanker avionics and aircrew complement evaluation
p0093 B82-13063
F/A 18 Hornet crew station
p0093 B82-13064
Baven aircraft filter-absorber agricultural
aircraft
[AD-A098962] p0099 B82-13139
Taking into account nighttime annoyance in the
calculation of the psophic index
[HASA-TH-76580] pOI37 882- 14674
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[BASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] pOI88 B82-16059
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study.
Volume 2: Aircraft alerting system design
guidelines
[AD-AI06732] p0190 B82-16077
Point of view of a helicopter manufacturer on
airworthiness regulations
p0247 H82-18137
Hultiple ejection effects analysis
[AD-AI08277]
 P0252 882-18192
Design of a catadioptric VCASS helmet-mounted
display
[AD-AI09431] p0305 K82-20181
Technical approaches for measurement of human errors
[BASA-CB-166314] p0352 B82-22249
A theory of human error
[BASA-CB-166313] p0352 B82-22250
Controls and displays for all-weather operation of
Helicopters
[BBB-OD-319-81-0] p0354 H82-22260
Current ADD restraint system status, trade-off
constraints and long range objectives for the
Haximum Performance Ejection System (BPES)
[AD-A 112645] p0464 B82- 27238
Proposed research tasks for the reduction of human
error in naval aviation mishaps
[AD-A112339] p0464 B82-2724I
Development of a backpack survival kit for
ejection seats
[AD-A113653] p0464 B82-27242
Advanced technology and fighter cockpit design:
Hhich drives which?
p0471 B82-27302
Human factors in air traffic control
[ AGABD-AG-275 ] p0534 B82-29293
The air traffic control system
p0534 B82-29294
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Additional functions within the air traffic
control system
p0535 B82-29309
Future trends and probleis
P0535 B82-29310
Human-factors evaluation of c-141 fuel savings
advisory system
[ A D - A I 1 4 9 3 I ] p0558 882-30304
Climatic laboratory evaluation YCH-47D helicopter
[AD-A 11586 I] P0590 882-32355
The AIDS/F-1B diftractive HDD
(AO-A116026] P0608 H82-33382
Speech Command auditory Display System (SCADS)
[AD-A1I7486] P0609 H82-33387






Belationships between naval aviation safety and
pilot flight experience
p O O l 2 A82-H03I
Analysis of system problems using aviation safety
reporting system data
P02I9 A82-233I2
Functional reguireoents for the man-vehicle
systems research facility identifying and
correcting human errors during flight simulation
[HASA-CB-166315] P0352 N82-22248
Human capabilities and limitations in systems
P0534 H82-29297
BOBAB BEACTIOIS
Quantification of airport community noise impact
in terns of noise levels, population density,
and human subjective response
pOI29 A82-18732
Direct comparison of community response to road
traffic noise and to aircraft noise
p0218 A82-22974
Effects of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Testing and utilization of a
new methodology
[BASA-To-76628] p0042 B82-I1636
Talcing into account nighttime annoyance in the
calculation of the psophic index
[BASA-TH-76580] p0137 H82-14674
Community sensitivity to changes in aircraft noise
exposure
[BASA-CB-3490] p0194 B82-16807
Hoise impact on communities from aircraft
[GPO-80-617] p0215 H82-17655
Assessment of community response to high-energy
impulsive sounds
[ A D - A 1 1 0 I 1 0 ] p0322 H82-21777
Aircraft fire safety
[AGABD-LS-123] p0532 882-29279
Bnman response to fire
p0532 082-29281
BOBAB IOLBBAICES
Comparing the relationships between noise level
and annoyance in different surveys - A railway
noise vs. aircraft and road traffic comparison
p0329 482-29165
The determination of the duration of an exposure
to aircraft noise German thesis
p0578 482-145221
Evaluation of a proposed modified F/FB-111 crew
seat and restraint system
(AD-A110188] p0313 882-21167
BOBIDITI BEASOBEBBBI
Bapid extraction of layer relative humidity,
geopotential thickness, and atmospheric
stability from satellite sounding radiometer data
p0242 482-25113
BIBBID COBPOTEBS
Utilization of hybrid computational equipment for
the simulation of parachute system flight
p0157 A82-19234




Development of a preloaded hybrid advanced
composite viag pivot fairing
P0287 A82-27131
Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid
configurations
P0288 A82-27I4I
Dse of CGHBP in transport Carbon and Glass
Hybrid Beinforced Plastics
p0435 A82-3706I
The effect of hybrid composite materials on the






Bigh-efficiency hydraulic power transfer units for
multisystem aircraft
pOOlO A82- 10853
till power-by-wire replace power-by-hydraulics
p0067 A82-14707
On-line control for the regulation of power source
in multiple-servo electro-hydraulic systems
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-BA/DSC-3] p0234 A82-24562
Describing function analysis of nonlinear nose
gear shimmy ,
[ASBB PAPEB 8I-BA/DSC-20] p0234 A82-24565
Electro-hydraulic nose wheel steering of the
Dormer 228
p0389 A82-34373
lear by generation of electrokinetic streaming
currents
[ASLE PBEPBIBT 82-AH-6A-3] p0443 A82-37857
Theoretical and experimental investigation of some
nonlinear characteristics of electrohydranlic
servovalves German thesis
pOS52 A82-43660
An electronic control for an electrohydraulic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[HASA-CB-3552] P0353 882-22252
Fireproof brake hydraulic system
[ 4 D - 4 I I I 3 I 9 ] p0407 H82-25245
Experimental investigation of active loads control
for aircraft landing gear
[BASA-TP-2042] p0568 H82-3I32I
HIDBAOLIC BQOIFBEBT
NT AIBCBAFT HYDR40LIC SYSTEHS
Fluid power technology for the '80s Book
pOOlO A82-10851
Low maintenance hydraulic accumulator
[AD-A 103947] p0027 882-10034
Aircraft digital input controlled hydraulic
actuation and control system
[AD-A 104263] p0038 882-11072
Surveys of flow-field around empennage of the HAL
SIOL-research-aircraft model
[Bit-TB-677] p0198 H82-17124
Tubing and cable cutting tool
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12786-1] p0308 882-20545
Fireproof brake hydraulic system
[AD-A1113I9] p0407 882-25245
Design guide for aircraft hydraulic systems and
components for use with chlorotrifluorethylene
nonflammable hydraulic fluids
[AD-A112097] p0452 882-26283




Efficient use of working fluids in aviation
hydraulic systems
P0082 A82-15724
Determination of the flammability characteristics
of aerospace hydraulic fluids
p0104 482-16187
Design guide for aircraft hydraulic systems and
components for use with chlorotriflnorethylene
nonflammable hydraulic fluids
[AD-A112097] p04S2 882-26283













Flow visualization techniques for tbe study of
high incidence aerodynamics
[OHEEA, IP HO. 1982-5] p0389 482-34493
Dse of the cavitation tunnel at the Dutch Haval
Experiment station (HSP), Hageningen for the






Australasian Conference on Hydraulics and Fluid
Hechanics, 7th, Brisbane, Australia, August





An experimental study of the combustion of liquid
hydrocarbon fuel sprayed into a diffusion
hydrogen-air jet
p0104 A82-16267
The sooting tendency of fuels containing
polycyclic aromatics in a research conbustor
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0299] p0164 A82-19791
Fuel property effects on radiation intensities in
a gas turbine combustor
pOI66 482-19966
HOx formation in flat, laminar, opposed jet
methane diffusion flames
p0326 A82-28660
numerical and experimental examination of a
prevaponzed/preoixed combustor
[1144 PAPEB 82-1074] p0416 482-34994
BC and CO emission abatement via selective fuel
injection
[ASHE PAPEB 82-6T-I78] p0426 &82-35390
Ihermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 1: Properties
in SI units
[HASA-TP-1906] p0574 H82-32186
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 2: Compositions
corresponding to Kelvin temperature schedules in
part 1
[BASA-TP-1907] p0575 H82-32187
Ihermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons Kith air. Part 3: Properties
in US customary units
[HASA-TP-1908] p0575 882-32188
Ihermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons «ith air. Part 4: Compositions




Jet fuel from carbon
p0018 482-12021
Jet fuel locks to shale oil: The 1980 technology
revlev
[AD-A104414] p0040 N82-11228
Development of catalytic systems for the







HI JEI ENGINE FUELS
HI JP-4 JET FUEL
HI JP-5 JEI FUEL
HI JP-8 JEI FUEL
HI LIQUID FUELS
HI BP-t SOCKET PBOPELL4NTS
Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels •
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GT-49] p0422 482-35307
Carbon formation by the pyrolysis of gas turbine
fuels in preflame regions of gas turbine
combustors
[4SBE PAPEB 82-GI-84] p0423 A82-35330
Development and testing of dry chemicals in
advanced extinguishing systems for jet engine
nacelle fires
CHASA-CB-165011] pOIOI H82-13186
Atmospheric chemistry of hydrocarbon fuels.
Volume 2: Outdoor chamber data tabulations.
Part 1
[AD-A113665] p0530 B82-28842
Additional experiments on flovability improvements










The effect of fuel composition on groundfall from
aircraft fuel jettisoning
CAD-A110305] p032l 882-21424
Exhaust emissions reduction for intermittent
combustion aircraft engines
[BASA-CB-167914] p0610 H82-33392




Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82-OOI127] p02!3 H82-17401
Evaluation of hydrocracking catalysts for




Experimental methods for the prediction of the
effect of viscosity on propeller performance



















Fuel for future transport aircraft
CASHE PAPEB ai-ai-so] pooi2 482-10965
An experimental study of the combustion of liquid
hydrocarbon fuel sprayed into a diffusion
hydrogen-air jet
pOI04 A82-16267
Technological innovation for success - Liquid
hydrogen propulsion
P0107 A82-16734
Liquid hydrogen - An outstanding alternate fuel
for transport aircraft
pOI12 482-17290
The prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
pOI66 A82-20137
The potential for lonq-range high-payload aircraft
with alternate fuels
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0814] p0376 482-31987
Bill hydrogen-fueled aircraft be safe










Jet fuel from carbon
pOOlS A82-I202I
Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82-001127] P0213 H82-17401
BIDBOGBAPBI
The Bydrographic Airborne Laser Sounder (BALS)
£AD-A111027] p0460 H82-26660
A-258

























NASA Oryden flight Loads Besearch Facility
[HASA-TH-81368] pO145 082-15079
BIPBBSOBIC FLIGHT
Dse of high conical flow theocy for the
determination of the pressure distribution on
the wave cider and its agreement with
experimental results for supersonic flov
pOI54 482-19197
BIPBBSOSIC FLOi
Beal qas flows over complex geometries at moderate
angles of attack
[4144 P4PEB 82-0392] p0165 A82-19801
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic wings at high
incidence
P0223 A82-23828
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass
transfer. I - Steady flow over a slender wedge
wing
[4144 P4PEE 82-0979] p0374 482-31911
Comparison of numerical results and measured data
for smooth and indented nosetips
[40-41)1791] p0460 H82-26619
BIPBBSOIIC BEBITBI
3 OOF gyro analysis from measured and derived rates
hypersonic reentry simulation test
[4144 PAPBB 82-0189] p O I I 6 482-17831
HIPBBSOBIC SPEED
what has hypersonics research led to - Some






ST CASCADE VINO TUSHELS
NT PLASBA JET HIND TONNELS
NT SHOCK TUNNELS
Technical innovations in testing and analysis of
heat and pressure models in hypersonic wind
tunnels
[4144 82-0578] P0236 482-21660
Belations for the themodynamic and transport
properties in the testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CF1 tunnel
[NASA-TB-83220] pOI16 882-15359
BIPEBSOIICS - - -- -
Vhat has hypersonics research led to - Some
















NT CASCADE BIND TONBBLS
HT PLASBA JET BIHP T08HB1S
HI SHOCK TOBBBLS
BIPOTBESBS
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
p0215 B82-18I26
BISTEBESIS
Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of
complex planform under unsteady motion
p0388 A82-34157
Aerodynamic aspects of aircraft dynamics at high
angles of attack /AGABD Lecture/
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1363] p049S A82-39836
IBB COBPOTBBS
An analysis of selected enhancements to the en
route central computing complex
[AD-AI13575] p0179 B82-28044
ICB













Icing analysis of an unprotected aircraft radome
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0281] pO 118 A82-17874
A Bicrowave Ice Accretion Beasnrement Instrument -
BIABI
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0285] pO 118 A82-17875
F-16 ground and inflight icing testing
pOI77 A82-20753
Helicopter icing spray system
p0177 A82-20754
Aerodynamic characteristics of airfoils with ice
accretions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0282] pOI81 A82-22081
Batheaatical modeling of ice accretion on airfoils
[4144 PAPBB 82-0284] p0286 A82-27098
Performance degradation of propeller/rotor systems
due to rime ice accretion
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-0286] p0297 A82-28322
Thermodynamic performance of an airplane wing
leading edge anti-icing system
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0851] p0373 A82-3I871
Icing conditions on sea level gas turbine engine
test stands
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1237] pOI 18 A82-35078
Tandem rotor helicopter characteristics in a
continuous icing environment
p0499 A82-40S23
Selected bibliography of BACA-BASA aircraft icing
publications
[BASA-TB-81651] p0035 N82- 11053
Botorcraft icing: Status and prospects
[ AGABD-AB-166] p0036 B82-11056
Operational environment, meteorological conditions
and weather forecasting
p0036 B82-11057
Technology base for icing instrumentation and
mathematical modelling
p0036 B82-11058'
Facilities for development and clearance
p0036 B82-11059
Ice protection system technology
p0036 N82- 11060
Proposed standard requirements and procedures for
icinq clearance
p0036 B82-11061
Aircraft icing avoidance and protection
[PB82-108135] p0200 B82-17I39
Intake design with particular reference to ice
protection and particle separators
p0208 N82-17218
Helicopter Icing Spray System (HISS) nozzle
improvement evaluation
[AD-A109405) p0264 H82- 19208
HASA/Levis Besearch Center Icing Besearch Program
p031l B82-2II48
Bime ice accretion and its effect on airfoil
performance
A-259
ICE OBSBBVATIOI SUBJECT IIDBI
[HASA-CB-165599] p0393 H82-24166
Limited artificial and natural icing tests
production UH-60A helicopter (re-evaluation)
[4D-A112582] p0452 N82-26287
Aerodynamic investigations to determine possible
ice flight paths
[NASA-TM-76648] p0463 B82-27235
Besponse of cloud microphysical instruments to
aircraft icing conditions
[AD-A112317] p0469 N82-27284
HISS calibration, ice phobo.cs and FAA B/D
evaluations
[AD-AI 14435] p0524 M82-28289
An evaluation of the Bosemount ice detector for
cloud water content measurements
[PB02-I58833] p0536 H82-29321
Aircraft icing research at NASA
[NASA-TM-82919] p0558 N82-30297






Icing conditions on sea level gas turbine engine
test stands
C A I J A FAPEB 82-1237] p0418 A82-3S078
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1372] p0489 A82-39134
Icing tunnel tests of a coaposite porous leading
edge for use with a liquid anti-ice system
Lewis icing research tunnel
[HASi-CB-164966] p0035 B82-11052
Selected bibliography of NACA-HASA aircraft icing
publications
[HASA-TM-81651] p0035 H82-II053
Ice phobics blade tracking and comparison of
vibration analysis techniques
[AO-A 108121] p0189 H82- 16074
Aircraft icing avoidance and protection
[PB82-I08135] p0200 H82-17139




Limited artificial and natural icing tests
production OH-60A helicopter (re-evaluation)
[AD-AII2582] p0452 H82-26267
Aircraft icing research at NASA
[HASA-TH-82919] p0558 N82-30297
A survey of melting layer research
[AD-1115224] p0562 H82-30806
ICE BEPOBTING
Besponse of cloud microphysical instruments to
aircraft icing conditions




Analysis of an ideal-fluid flow past a
finite-thickness wing
p0165 A82-19813
Calculation of level flow using radial grating
p0484 A82-38922
The effect of a weak shock wave on a wing of





An update of an integrated CHI system - TIES
Communication, Navigation, and Identification
provided by Tactical Information Exchange System
[AIAA 81-2292] p0049 A82-13500









Hodels for a turbulent premixed dump combustor
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1261] p0439 A82-37709
ILS (LABDIIG SISTEHS)
0 IHSTBOHENT LANDING SYSTEMS
ILTOSBIH AIBCBAFT
Proposed multipurpose flying radio-physical
laboratory using an IL-18 aircraft
p0550 A82-43278
IMAGE COBTBAST
Effect of contrast on space perception in TV
displays of the external scene observed by the
pilot German book
p0297 A82-28395
Influence of contrast on spatial perception in TV
display of moving images
[FB-50] p0477 N82-27609
IMAGE EHBABCBBEII
Solution to the hidden-line problem
P0024 A82-12803
Testing of the Kuiper Airborne Observatory 9 l-Cn
telescope
[NASA-CB-I6634I ] p0400 H82-25040
IMAGE PBOCESSIHG
NT GEOMETBIC BECTIF.IC ATION (IHAGEBY)
Computational considerations for fusion in target
identification systems multisensor correlation
P0068 A82-14735
Algorithms for an adaptive dynamic window in
electronic map systems
p007l 482- 14769
Inverse SAB and its application to aircraft
classification
P0075 A82-I487I
Combined multisensor displays image
preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot
workload
P02I8 A82-2290S
Effect of contrast on space perception in TV





Image processing in tactical flight guidance
p0554 A82-4422I
Application of mage processing techniques to
fluid flow data analysis
[NASA-TH-82760] p0187 N82-16049
Visual technology research simulator, visual and
motion system dynamics
[AD-A111801] p0457 H82-2632S
Some potential novel approaches to the automatic
airborne detection and identification of ground
targets
p0471 H82-27296
Digital image processing for acquisition,
tracking, hand off and ranging
P047I H82-27303
Scanner imaging systems, aircraft
p0529 H82-287I5
Hide-angle, multiviewer, infinity display system
[AD-AI I6308] p0571 N82-31336
IMAGE BBSOLOTIOH
Airborne measurements with a sensitive high

















Analysis and preparation of a digital terrain data
base for flight simulator use
[AD-AII5547] p0559 N82-30315
IMAGES
The 1981 Image 2 Conference Proceedings
[AO-A 110226] p0320 H82-21223
Operational flow visualization techniques in the
Langley Unitary Plan Rind Tunnel
P0597 N82-32671
IHA6ING BADAB






leather impact on Ion-altitude imaging infrared
sensors in Europe - An availability model
p0072 A82-14779
Computer-generated images for simulators - The
cost of technology
p0699 182-22881





Application of image processing techniques to
fluid flov data analysis
[NASA-TH-82760] p0187 N82-16049
Advanced training technignes using computer
generated imagery
[6D-A11)979] p0479 N82-28007
Computer image generation: Advanced visual/sensor
simulation
[AD-A107098] p0479 N82-28016
Computer program for analysis of spherical screen
distortion
[AD-A113136] P0527 H82-28309
High-altitude imagery user guide
{PB82-1583531 p0562 N82-30608






Limiting payload deceleration during ground impact
[4144 PAPEB 81-1918] p0006 A82-10404
IBPACT DAHAGE
NT BAIN IHPACT DAHAGE
Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites
p0018 A8 2-120 28
lire strike protection
p0046 A82-13246
The effects of bird orientation on load profile
and damage level
p0227 A82-24316
Fracture control in ballistic-damaged
graphite/epozy wing structure
p0284 AS2-26639
Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid
configurations
P0288 A82-27141
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[ A I A A 82-0696] p0339 482-30162
Design Hanual for impact damage tolerant aircraft
structure
[4GAED-4G-238] p0202 N82-17I60
Description of projectile threats
p0202 N82-17161
Analysis methods for predicting structural
response to projectile impact
p0202 N82-I7I62
Analysis methods for ballistic damage size and type
P0202 H82-17163
Damage f rom High explosive (HE) projectiles
p0202 N82-17164
Damage from engine debris projectiles
p0202 N82-I7165
Hydrodynamic ram damage
p0202 N82- 17 166
Effects of cyclic loading on projectile impact
damage
P0202 1182-17167
Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure
P0203 N82-17168
Strength degradation of impact damaged structure
P0203 N82-I7169
Analysis of multiple load path panels containing
impact damage
P0203 N82-17I70
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[NASA-TH-82831] p0460 882-26701
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2
[ A D - A 1 I 2 7 0 I ] p0473 H82-27313
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 3





Coupled fluid/structure response predictions for
soft body impact of airfoil configurations
ice and bird impact on aircraft engines
pOOIB A82-12039
On the dynamic collapse of a column impacting a
rigid surface
[AIAA 82-0735] p0340 A82-30I82
Transient vibration of high speed lightweight
rotor due to sudden imbalance
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-23I] p0428 A82-35413
The behavior of composite thin-Mailed structures
in dynamic buckling under impact
p0513 A82-40976
IHPlCf PBBDICTIOS
An analytical methodology to predict potential





Seven years experience vith Kevlar-49 in the
Lockheed L- 1011 Tristar
p0023 A82-12647
The load-carrying behavior of a trapezoidal
aluminum-alloy supporting element, subjected to
a compressive stress, in the postbnckling region
p0065 A82-14418
The role of finite element analysis in the design
of birdstrike resistant transparencies
P0227 A82-24314
Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid
configurations
p0288 A82-2714I
Commercial jet transport crashvorthiness
(NAS&-CB-165849] p0364 H82-23207
Solid-state flight incident recorder
p0401 N82-25172
Environmental and High-Strain Bate effects on





Strength degradation of impact damaged structure
p0203 H82-17169




Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQfl-347
remote piloted vehicle
[4144 PAPEB 81-1917] p0006 A82-10403
Test and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
p0079 A82-14974
Evaluation of a proposed modified F/FB-111 crev
seat and restraint system
[4D-4110I88] p03!3 N82-2I I67
Comparative vertical impact testing of the
F/FB-111 crev restraint system and a proposed
modification
[AD-A 113957] p0522 H82-28267
IBPACT TOLEBANCES
Design Banual for impact damage tolerant aircraft
structure
[AGABD-AG-238] p0202 N82-I7160
Analysis methods for predicting structural








0 BOTOfi BLADES (TOBBOflACHIHEB?)
IHPELLEBS
A r m y ' s 1st IPI program begun - Blisk impeller
follovup integral blade-disk
p0377 A82-31999
Investigation of blade vibration of radial
impellers by means of telemetry and holographic
interferometry
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-34] p042l A82-35295
Experimental investigations on the flov in the
impeller of a centrifugal fan
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-37] p042l A82-35298
Secondary flov mixing losses in a centrifugal
impeller
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-44] p042l A82-35302
A-261
IHPBBFBCTIOIS SUBJECT IIDB1
The influence of flow rate on the vake in a
centrifugal iapeller
[1SHB P1PBB 82-GT-45J p042 I A82-35303
On the performance prediction of a centrifagal
compressor scaled up
[ASME PAPEE 82-ST-112] p0424 182-35345
Effect of iapeller extended shrouds on centrifugal
compressor performance as a function of specific
speed






The use of Doppler spectroscopy to stud; the
characteristics of the polydisperse
characteristics of eaulsion vater and solid
microimpnrities in aviation fuels
pOI86 182-22196
II'FLXGHI HOIITOBIIG
Perfornance analysis of enroute air traffic
control coapnters in the Rational Airspace System
[AIAA 81-2203] p0003 182-10140
Commercial EflS considerations for small gas
turbine engines automated engine monitoring
systems
p0020 182-12449
Further application and development of an engine
usage/life monitoring system for military services
p0020 182-12450
Conputer-in-control selection logic for a triplex
digital flight control system
[1111 81-2236} p0047 182-13465
In-flight computation of helicopter transmission
fatigue life expenditure
[1111 PAPEE 81-2434] pOOSS 182-13872
Direct strike lightning measurement system — for
aircraft
[1111 PAPEB 81-2513] p0057 182-13910
Improved techniques for the calibration and
measurement of in-flight loads
[1111 PIPES 81-2502] p0058 182-13924
Energy savings with today's technology
aircraft fuel management through in-flight
monitoring
p O l l l 182-17282
Gas path analysis - 1 tool for engine condition
monitoring
p O l l l 182-17286
The application of condition monitoring
commercial helicopter in-service maintenance
P0172 182-20542
Quick learning diagnostics helicopter
vibration analysis and component condition
monitoring
p0172 182-20543
Minimum cost performance monitoring of turboshaft
engines
pOI72 182-20544
Propulsion multiplexer /PflOX/ system - The missing
link
[SIB PiPEE 811078] p0233 182-24411
Flight test data acquisition and interpretation
P0239 182-24707
Flight condition recognition /FCB/ technique
microprocessor-based recording for helicopter
structural component fatigue damage
P0239 182-24712
Minimal order time sharing filters for INS
in-flight alignment
p0482 182-38439
'Listening* systems to increase aircraft
structural safety and reduce costs
P0492 182-39539
Concept demonstration of automatic subsystem
parameter monitoring military helicopter
cockpit instrumentation
pOSOO 182-40530
In-flight acoustic emission monitoring
p0548 182-42865
Ose of DPTLB in-flight simulator HFB 320 Hansa for
handling qualities investigations
p0577 182-45146
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, data transmission study
[10-1104243] p0037 882-11064
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, human engineering summary report
[1D-1104244] p0037 N82-11065
Flight trail of the lircraft Fatigue Data Analysis
System (AFDAS) Hk 2 prototype
[AD-A105270] p0087 H82- 12066
Electronic Master Monitor and Advisory Display
System (EHH1DS)
[AD-A105082] p0088 H82-12067
1 method for measuring takeoff and landing
performance of aircraft, using an inertial
sensing system
[BLB-HP-80036-0] pOI33 H82-14084
BOLB computers in the flight testing of the Fokker
F29 aircraft
POI3B H82-14839
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
[B1S1-CB-168438] p0213 B82-17478
Proceedings of the 11th symposium on aircraft
integrated data systems conferences
[DFVLB-HITT-82-02] p0401 B82-25171
In intermediate solution betveen basic and
expanded aircraft integrated data systems (AIDS)
p0402 B82-25I82
Analysis of transient data from aircraft gas
turbine engines using AIDS
p0403 M82-25189
Flying qualities criteria for Gl single pilot IFB
operations
P0446 B82-26213




Transonic flovs in an air inlet Kith large
incidence and the effect of a blovinq trap
p0094 N82-13071
IHCLOSIOBS
Inclusions and service induced cracks in a mature
population of gas turbine engine bearings
[ASHE P1PEB 81-LDB-48] p0127 182-18444
IBCOHPBBSSIBLB BOOIDIBI L1IBB
Experimental and theoretical studies of
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers on
an empennage of a typical transport airplane
p O S I l 182-40955
IBCOHPBESSIBLE FLOi
Theoretical analysis of parachute inflation
including fluid kinetics
[1111 P1PEB 81-1925] p0006 182-10410
Subsonic flov over airborne optical turrets
pOi 14 182- 17605
1 simple finite difference procedure for the
vortex controlled diffnser
(1111 P1PEB 82-0109] pO I 15 182-17788
Unsteady lifting-line theory vitb applications
[1111 PAPEE 82-0354] pOI64 182-19798
Incompressible symmetric floii characteristics of
sharp-edged rectangular Kings
p0379 182-32850
Second order approximation theory of an arbitrary
aerofoil in compressible potential flov
p0032 H82-10982
The numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flov over airfoils
p0085 B82-12030
Calculation of nonstationary force ratios on
blades of a rotating rov in incompressible floK
pOI44 H82-15061
Effects of Beynolds number and turbulence level on
axial cascade performance
p0205 B82-I7I90
The numerical solution of the Havier-Stokes
equations for incompressible turbulent flov over
airfoils
[10-1111279] p0460 N82-26612
lerosound from corner flov and flap flov
[H1S1-CB-166396] p0574 882-32081
IHCOBPBBSSIBLE FIOIDS
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of jet
flapped airplane
P O O I 4 182-11459
IBD2XBS (DOCOBBSTlflOI)
HASA Authorization, 1982: Index
[GPO-84-713] p003l B82-10959
Index of Hational Aviation Facilities Experimental
Center technical reports 1972 - 1977
[1D-1104759] p0086 B82- 12056
Index to B1S1 Hevs Beleases and Speeches, 1980
pOI47 H82-15985
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NT BADIO DIBECTIOB FINDEBS
NT SPEED IHDICATOBS
NT SIBilH GAGE BALANCES
NT HEIGHT IBDICATOBS
NT RIND V A N E S
System foe providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal
situation




U I N T A K E SISTEHS
INDUSTRIAL EHEBGI
Gas turbine airflov control for optimum beat
recovery






Noise control plan for a nev airplane
manufacturing facility
POI29 A82-18730










Experience during the development of the





Besearch and development program for Don-linear




Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for




Semi-active fluid inertia - A new concept in
vibration isolation
[AHS PBEPBIBT 81-17] p04»2 A82-37789
IIBBTIA aOHElTS




NT STBAPDOBN INEBTIAL GUIDANCE
Gyro systems (selected pages)




Synthesis of systea for evaluating gyrostabilizer
state with unknovn disturbances
pOOIS A82-U469
Bing Laser Gyro Navigator /HLGN/ flight test results
P0023 AS2- 12644
Fault detection for two physically separated,
communicating inertial measurement units
P0045 A82- I3 I42
The use of separated multifunction inertial
sensors for flight control
[ A I A A 81-2295] P0050 A82-13502
Navigation for helicopters by multiple use of
inertial sensors
p0067 A82-I4713
Evaluating sources of error in EAB/GEANS
navigation using a Kalian postprocessor
Electronically Agile Badar/Gimbaled Electrically
suspended gyro Airborne Navigation System
p0068 A82-14739
Banenver dependent component error models and
synchronized reset filters for inertial
navigation systems
P0122 A82-18139
Laboratory and flight test of a nev BLG strapdovn
IBS
p0123 A82-18I50
Position extrapolation quality calculation for
inertial and Doppler-ABBS navigation systems
pOI23 A82-18151
Post-flight assessment of the JTIDS Bel Nav
pOI24 A82-I8I54
Institute of Navigation, Annual Heetinq, 36th,
U.S. Naval Postgraduate School, aonterey, CA,
June 23-26, 1980, Proceedings
pOIBI A82-21S86
Calibrated and uncalibrated inertial navigation
systeo performance in valid and jammed global
positioning system environments
p O I B I A82-21587
Integration of multi-sensor navigation data using
optimal estimation technigues
P0273 A82-25577
Operational testing of the LB-33 inertial
navigation system
P0384 A82-33854
Sinimal order time sharing filters for IMS
in-flight alignment
P0482 A82-38439
Observability of the parameters of an inertial
navigation system for a 360-deg coordinated torn
P0583 482-47093
Strapdoiim inertial navigation systems: An
algorithm for attitude and navigation computations
[ABL/SXS-BEPT-23] p0351 B82-222U1
Optimal inertial navigation using terrain
correlation: An attractive solution to the
ground attack aircraft navigation problem
P0362 N82-23184
Gravity induced position errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[ A D - A I I 3 8 2 3 ] p0467 H82-27272
Geophysical flight line flying and flight path




A failure detection and isolation system for
tactical aircraft Kith separated IHUs
P0066 A82- 14684
Integration pf inertial sensors in helicopters
P0251 H82-I8I73
Software features applicable to inertial
measurement unit self alignment
[AD-A108511] p0253 BS2-18196




Integrated satellite navigation and strapdovn
attitude and heading reference systems for civil
air carriers
P0023 A82-12643
The use of separated multifunction.inertial
sensors for flight control
[AIAA 81-2295] pOOSO A82- 13502
Strapdovn inertial reference systems performance
analysis
P0066 A82-14682
The application of strapdovn inertial technology
to Attitude and Beading Reference Systea




The velocity potential for the harmonically
oscillating, rectangular ving vith semunfinite









NT HIGH ALTITUDE BALLOONS
Inflatable system foe fast deployaent of
parachutes at low altitudes from slow moving
aircraft or stationary supports
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1953] pOOOS 482-10428






Theoretical analysis of parachute inflation
including fluid kinetics
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1925] p0006 482-10410
The constricted rigging line trials technique for
assessing the opening characteristics of
parachutes
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1932] p0007 482-10413
Stress measurements in a ribbon parachute canopy
during inflation and at steady state
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1944] p0007 A82-10420




HI STBDCTDBAL INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS
An experimental investigation of the influence of
vertical, Kind shear on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0214] pO 117 A82- 17843
Finite element approach to the calculation of




The Aviation Boute Forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for Pilot Self-Briefing
computerized weather service
p0580 A82-45830
Index to NASA News Beleases and Speeches, 1980
p0147 N82-15985
Experience during the development of the
German-Japanese helicopter BK 117
[HBB-DD-3 18-81-0] p0265 H82-19210
Software functional description of mass weather
dissemination system exploratory engineering model
[AD-A112706] p0477 H82-27573
INFOHBATION FLO I ~i
Higher order Information Transfer Systems are coming
[AIAA 81-2317] pOOSI 482-13517
Integration of complex systems in current and
future aircraft projects for the example of
avionics
[HBB-UH-18-80-0] p0256 N82-18221






Integration of complex systems in current and
future aircraft projects for the example of
avionics
[HBB-UH-18-80-0] p0256 H82-18221
Terminal Information Processing System (TIPS)




The ISI real-time aviation veather information
system - An alternative to standard general
aviation veather briefing procedures
p0580 682-45834
Advanced crash survivable flight data recorder and
Accident Information Betrieval System (AIBS)
[AD-AI05510] pO 132 N82-14072
IIFOBHATIOI SXSIBHS
NT MANAGEHENT INFOBHATION SYSTEHS
An update of an integrated CNI system - TIES —-
Communication, Navigation, and Identification
provided by Tactical Information Exchange System
[AIAA 81-2292] p0049 482-13500
Advanced weapon systems - Integration technology
Digital Avionic Information System
[AIAA 81-2213] p0053 A82-13S33
Information technology and its impact on test and
evaluation at the Naval Air Test Center
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2396] p0056 A82-13894
Implementing the DAIS executive Digital
Avionics Information System software feasibility
for aircraft systems
P0073 482-148 14
Head-up displays - The integrity of flight
information
p0106 AB2-16562
Systems approach to the design of wind shear
avionics
p0182 A82-21593
The use of dynamic mock-ups in the design of
advanced systems OSAF's Digital Avionic
Information System and HATZ' s Advanced
Integrated Display System
P0699 482-22902
Preliminary design of an advanced integrated power
and avionics information system
p0507 A82-40907
The aviation route forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for pilot self-briefing
of meteorological information
P0553 A82-4382I
The ISI real-time aviation weather information
system - An alternative to standard general
aviation weather briefing procedures
pOSSO A82-45834
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS):
Development and demonstration
[AD-A107906] p0190 N82-16079
Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): A
ground-based component of air navigation
services systems
p020l H82-I7I50
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)
documentation
[AD-AI08000] p0203 N82-17 172
Analytical study of cockpit information requirements
[AD-4108524] p0256 N82-18218









Collection and simulation of spatial infrared
signatures of military jet aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2494] pOOSB A82-13921




leather impact on low-altitude imaging infrared
sensors in Europe - An availability model
p0072 A82-14779
The LANTIBN wide field-of-view raster Head-Dp
Display --- Low Altitude Navigation and
Targeting IB for Night
p0074 A82-14825
flesoscale convective weather systems and aviation
operations
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0015] pO 1 14 A82-17733







NT COLOB INFBABED PHOTOGRAPHY
Fighting forest fires with the aid of aircraft in
the United states of America
p0330 A82-29577
INFBUBD BADIATION
Infrared emissions from tnrbofans with high aspect
ratio nozzles
p0103 AB2-16092
ADEN plume flow properties for infrared analysis
Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
p0114 A82-17606
Engine superficial temperature and infrared
signature
p0247 H82-I8I36
A light helicopter fox night firing
[SNIAS-821-210-105] p0353 N82-22256
Aerostructure nondestructive evaluation by thermal
field detection, phase 1: Fundamental
A-264
SUBJECT IIDBI IBLET FLOW
information and basic technique development
[AD-4 115724] p0595 N82-32425
IIFBABED BADIOBETBBS








Preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the OH-IB








Hater ingestion into jet engine axial coapressors
C1IAA PAPBB 82-0196] pOI I7 A82- 17836
Foreign object damage in naval aircraft engines
[AO-AIOS787] p0135 N82-14098
Rater ingestion into axial flow coapressors. Fart
3: Experimental results and discussion
C A D - A I I 4 8 3 0 ] P0537 N82-29326






D BOOBDAB! VALDE PEOBLEHS
INIIIAtOBS (EXPLOSIVES)
A ballistic design nodal for initiators for
aircraft personnel escape systems
pOOSO A82- 14984
Analytical and experimental characterization of
the JAO-I4/A cartridge actuated initiator for











One reason for the onset of high-freguency
self-excited oscillations in combustion
chambers of aircraft engines
pOOI4 482-11448
Theoretical optimisation and experimental





Factors influencing settlement of personal injury
and death claims in aircraft accident litigation
p0377 482-32062
Flight attendant injuries: 1971-1976
[AD-A114909] p0531 N82-29274
Annual review of aircraft accident data: OS
general aviation calendar year 1979
[PB82-136250] p0532 N82-29278
INLET AIBFBABB COBFIGOBATIOHS
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation
CAGABO-CP-301] P0093 H82-13065
Performance of highly integrated inlets for
supersonic aircraft
p0093 N82-13066
Some BAE research on shielded and unshielded
fuselage mounted air intakes at subsonic and
supersonic speeds
p0093 N82-13068
Prediction and measurement of tine-variant,
three-dimensional flows in military aircraft
intakes
p0093 N82-13069
Effects of intake geometry on circular pitot
intake performance at zero and low forward speeds
p0093 H82-13070
The design and development of the Tornado engine
air intake
p0094 N82-13074
Final report on the FueFo-4 major theme:
Interference drag with airframe/engine
integratiop on fighter aircraft
[BHVG-FBiT-79-20] p0098 H82-I31I6
Hind tunnel tests of engine-egnipped models:





A large-scale investigation of engine influence on
inlet performance at angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2481] p0059 A82-13939
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2628] pOI07 A82-16902
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
( A I A A FAPEB 81-2633] p0156 482-19213
An ejector augmented choking valve for the
metering and control of inlet and bleed duct flows
[ A I A A 82-0575] p0236 A82-24659
Comments on 'Nature of inlet turbulence and strut
flow disturbances and their effect on
tnrbomachinery rotor noise'
p0277 A82-26320
The excitation of compressor/duct systems
P0327 A82-28993
Evaluation of two analytical methods for the
prediction of inlet flow fields in the vicinity
of generalized forebodies
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0959] p0374 A82-31935
The effect of inlet distortion on the performance
characteristics of a centrifugal compressor
C4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-92] p0424 A82-35335
Prediction of cruise missile inlet peak
instantaneous distortion patterns from steady
state and turbulence data using a statistical
technigue
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1085] p0438 A82-37685
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
p0508 A82-4092I
A theoretical analysis of the stream surface of
revolution with supersonic inlet flow in a
transonic axial compressor
P0033 N82- I I02S
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[NASA-TH-82725] p0034 N82-11043
Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane on
TF34 fan performance
[NASA-CB-165458] p0088 H82-I2075
Prediction and measurement of time-variant,
three-dimensional flows in military aircraft
intakes
p0093 N82- 13069
Effects of intake geometry on circular pitot
intake performance at zero and low forward speeds
p0093 B82-13070
Subsonic military aircraft engine intake: An
integrated theoretical experiment design
p0094 N82-13073
The design and development of the Tornado engine
air intake
P0094 N82-13074
An acguisition and analysis system for dynamic
tests of air inlets
p0095 882-13082
Bodel testing technigues for measuring inlet drag
p0095 B82-13084
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TB-82747] p0098 N82-131I2
Numerical analysis of the scraojet-inlet flow
field by using two-dimensional Navier-Stokes
equations
[NASA-IP-1940] p0099 N82-13142
An experimental study of the effects of an inlet
flow conditioner on the noise of a low speed
axial flow fan in an aircraft engine
[TT-8IOI] p0270 882-19956
Conditions of generation and methods of damping
the inlet vortex of a turbojet engine
[NASA-TH-76678] p0305 N82-20I82
Experimental and analytical results of tangential
blowing applied to a subsonic V/STOL inlet
[NASA-TB-82847] p0393 N82-24165
Investigation of the tip clearance flow inside and
at the exit of a compressor rotor passage
[NASA-CB-1690OH] p0408 N82-25253
4-265
IBLEI NOZZLES SOBJBCT IBDBX
Current status of inlet flow prediction methods
[AD-AI11784] p0455 N82-26311
Acoustic properties of turbofan inlets
[NASA-CB-169016] p0462 H82-27090
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[NASA-TH-82885] P0521 N82-28249
INLET NOZZLES
Lou speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tandem-fan V/STOL nacelle
[ A I A A PAPEfi 81-2627] pQI56 682-19210
Selected results of the F-15 propulsion
interactions program
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1041] p0415 482-3*976
F-14 inlet development experience
[ASBE P&PEB 82-61-5] p04!9 482-35278
Development and application of e performance
prediction method for straight rectangular
diffuser
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-122] p0425 A82-35352
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements vith a
turbine nozzle, volume 1
[NASA-CB-165562-VOL-1] p0309 N82-2I031
IF 102 in-dnct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 2
[NASA-CB-165562-VOL-2] p0309 H82-2I032
IF 102 in-duct combustor noise measurements with a
turbine nozzle, volume 3
[NASA-CB-165562-VOL-3] p0309 B82-21033
Aerodynamic analysis of VIOL inlets and definition
of a short, bloving-lip inlet
[NASA-CB-165617] p0349 M82-222I1
IBLEI PBESSOBE
Acguisition of F-100/3/ high pressure compressor
entrance profiles
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-215] p0427 A82-35402
Inlet and airframe compatibility for a V/SIOL
fighter/attack aircraft vith top-mounted inlets
p0507 A82-40908
Initial experimental research into the response of
turbojet engine compressors to distortion of
intake pressure
P0032 N82-I1006
A preliminary experimental investigation of the
response of a turbojet engine to inlet pressure
distortion
P0032 N82-11007
Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing
effects on F100 response to distortion
[NASA-CB-167879] p0369 N82-23246
INLET TEBPEBATDBE
J58/SB-7I propulsion integration or the great
adventure into the technical unknown
P0112 A82-17418
Air cooling of gas turbine blades
p0390 A82-34700
Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing
effects on F100 response to distortion












A floating-point/multiple-precision processor for
airborne applications
p0544 A82-41868
Input/output models for general aviation
piston-prop aircraft fuel economy
p0446 N82-26215










HI X BAI INSPECTION
BSG-3 structures inspection program for
aircraft maintenance
p0224 A82-24011
HSG-3 overview aircraft maintenance program
development
P0224 A82-2401U
Utility of a probability-density-function curve
and F-maps in composite-material inspection
p0327 A82-28934
A computerized system for the application of
fracture tracking data to aircraft management
for the C-SA military airlift transport
[AIAA 82-0760] p0336 A82-30119
Computer aided coordinate measuring systems in
engineering design of helicopter components
pOSOl A82-40540
Principles of achieving damage tolerance with
flexible maintenance programs for new and aging
aircraft
p0517 A82-410I6
Computer Monitored Inspection Program /CHIP/, a
key to increased aircraft and personnel
productivity
p0545 A82-42217
Hathematical model for the maintenance program of
modern jet aircraft crack detection;
inspection intervals
[DFVLB-FB-81-14] p002S N82-10002
The ultrasonic inspection of C.F.C. carbon
fiber sine wave spars
[BDB-0465] p0214 N82-17513
Analysis of Built-in-Test (BIT) false alarm
conditions
[AD-A108752] p0256 N82-I8217
Comparison of reliability, sensitivity and
accuracy of some NDI-Technignes
[NLB-BP-80039-0] p0371 N82-23542
Bethod for refurbishing and processing parachutes






Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
£ HASA-TH-81067] p0099 N82-13140
IIStALLIBG
Hind tunnel test and analysis technigues using
powered simulators for civil nacelle
installation drag assessment
P0095 N82-13088
Bough analysis of installation effects on
turboprop noise
[NASA-TB-62924] p0574 N82-32082
Some NIF laser velocimeter installation and
operation considerations
p0599 H82-32698






Task analytic technigues: Application to the
design of a flight simulator instructor/operator
console
[AD-A 108724] p0257 N82- 18227
IHSTBOBEIT APPBOACH
Helicopter decelerated steep approach and landing
to confined areas under instrument
meteorological conditions
p012S 682-18161
The requirements for reduced IFB separations on
final approach
P02I9 A82-23311
A Microwave Landing System simulation
p0220 A82-23323
NASA/FAA Helicopter ATC simulation investigation
of BNAV/BLS instrument approaches
pOSOl A82-40S3S
Flight simulation studies on the feasibility of
laterally segmented approaches in an HLS
environment
p0509 A82-4094I
A tower approach to slant visual range observation
and prediction
p0579 A82-45818
In-service testing of the Precision Approach Path




SUBJECT IHDEI IBIESBiL EQOIIIOIS
Beguirements for instruaent approaches to
converging runways
[AD-A 108075] p0200 B82-I7I44
Survey of 101 OS airports foe ne* multiple
instrument approach concepts runways[iD-A 107812} p0209 N82-17229
Heather deterioration models applied to altercate
airport criteria
[AD-A103877] p0309 882-20811
A ground-simulator investigation of helicopter
longitudinal flying qualities for instruaent
approach
[NASA-Tfl-84225] p06 l l S82-33398
IISIBOB.ER COHPEISiHOI
AFFTC standard airspeed calibration procedures
[AD-AI04830] P0088 H82-I2074
ISSIBOBBHT EBBOBS
A concept for a high-accuracy, low-cost
accelerometer
P0066 A82-14685
Analysis of flight test neasurenents in ground
effect
p0178 A82-20763
The reliability of height and identity data
secondary surveillance radar error analysis
p0341 482-30312






Helicopter IFB - Past, present and future and future
p0046 A82-13245
Real-time simulation of helicopter IFB approaches
into major terminal areas using BHAV, HLS, and
CDTI
[ A I A A PAPEB 62-0260] p O I I S A82-17868
Helicopter decelerated steep approach and landing
to confined areas under instrument
meteorological conditions
p0125 482-18 161
The requirements for reduced IFB separations on
final approach
p0219 482-23311
Utilizing the helicopter's versatility to improve
the ATC system
p0219 482-23316
A ground-simulation investigation of helicopter
decelerating instrument approaches
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1346] p0488 482-39118
Tandem rotor helicopter characteristics in a
continuous icing environment
pOU99 A82-40523
Estimation of the number of in-flight aircraft on
instrument flight rules
P05I8 482-41117
Evaluations of helicopter instrument-flight
handling qualities
[AD-A114004] p0524 H82-28265
Development of flying qualities criteria for
single pilot instrument flight operations
[NASA-CB-165932] p0533 B82-29288
Inflight IFB procedures simulator
[HASA-CASE-KSC-11218-l] p0537 H82-2933J
FAA air traffic activity, FT 1981
CPB82-200361] p0607 B82-33371
IISfBOBBR lAiDIIG SISIBBS
HT ALL-KBATHBB LANDING STSTEflS
HI ADTOHATIC LANDING CONTEOL - - -
Discrete address beacon, navigation and landing
system
p O O l O A82-10650
The justification of the need for ILS by means of
cost/benefit methods
p0109 A82-16973
A nev end-fire ILS glide slope
POI22 482-13)43
Ground movement control and guidance - Cat. 3
operations experience in Air Inter
p0167 A82-20222
GTD terrain reflection model applied to ILS glide
scope Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
P02I8 482-23027
The toll of ILS-preventable aviation accidents
p0242 A82-25325
Instrument landing systems /ILS/ at airports of
the German Democratic Bepublic
p0490 AS2-39248
Simulated ILS using a laser tracker
p0543 A82-41795
The ILS in Category III operations
ground-based support for French air routes
[SEE PAPEB 811761] p0554 A82-44232
. Beqnirements for instrument approaches to triple
parallel runways
[AD-A 105622] pO 132 B82-14079
Begnirements for independent and dependent
parallel instrument approaches at reduced raovay
spacing
[AD-A105673] p0132 H82-14080
A general aviation simulator evaluation of a
rate-enhanced instrument landing system display
[HASA-TP-1960] p0133 B82-14085
Beguirements for instrument approaches to
converging runways[AD-A 108075] p0200 B82-17144
Investigation of lilcoz model 585B very high
freguency omnidirectional radio range (70B)
system, part 3
[4D-4107855] p0200 H82-17 149
Descent-rate cuing for carrier landings: Effects
of display gain, display noise and aircraft type(40-4108801] p0264 H82-19206
fa broadcast interference related to airborne ILS,
VOB and VHF communications[BTCA/DO-176] p0268 H82-19419
Investigation of technical regnirements
P0268 H82- 19420
Investigation of airborne VHF communication and
navigation eguipment
p0268 N82-1942I
OTD terrain reflection model with application to
ILS glide slope
p0303 H82-20166
Simulator study of a pictorial display for general
aviation instrument flight(BAS4-TP-I963] p0304 H82-20180
Flight-test verification of a pictorial display
for general aviation instrument approach
[NASA-TH-83305] p0452 U 82-26 28 8
IISTBOBEHf PACKAGES
Planning a helicopter flight test program









HT INLET AIBFBAHE COHFIGDBATIOHS
NT HOSE INLEIS
HI SOPEBSOHIC IHLETS
Airframe effects on top-mounted inlet systems for
VSTOL fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2631] p0156 482-19212
The effect of intake flow disturbances on APO
compressor blade high cycle fatigue in the
Airbus A300
p0513 A82-40983
Initial experimental research into the response of





Intake design vitb particular reference-to ice
protection and particle separators
p0208 H82-17218
Performance of single-stage axial-flo* transonic
compressor vith rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and vith design
pressure ratio of 1.82
[HASA-TP-1974] p0266 N82-19222
Current status of inlet flov prediction methods
[AD-A111784] p0455 H82-26311
A method for designing inlet distortion screens
for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an
interactive computer program
[AD-A 116584] p0569 N82-3I325
IIIBG PBOSBAB FOB AEBOSPACB TBB DESIGH
0 IPAD
IHIE6BAL BQ01TIOIS
A study on numerical method for evaluating
spanwise integral in subsonic liftinq-snrface
theory
1-267


















Interoperability testing of decentralized command,
control, communications and intelligence /C3I/
systems
[ A I A A 81-2205] P0003 A82-10I43
INTELLIGIBILITY
NT SPEECH BECOGNITION
A comparative study of narrowband vocoder
algorithms in Air Force operational environments




Advanced display systems for crew stations of
tactical aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2312] pOOSI 482-135114
The development and use of a computer-interactive
data acquisition and display system in a flight
environment
[4144 PAPEB 81-2371] p0060 A82-13946
A synthesis technique for highly uncertain and
interacting multivariable flight control systems
P0074 482-11827
Data base generation for digital external view
systems[DGLB PAPEE 81-101] p0159 A82- 19270
The fu ture of integrated CAD/CAB systems - The
Boeing perspective
P0167 A82-20278
CAD/CAH in British Aerospace - Aircraft Group
P0229 482-24373





Comparison between the exact and an approximate
feedback solution for medium range interception
problems
P0044 482-13106
Barriers and dispersal surfaces in minimum-time
interception
[NASA-TB-84241] p0409 N82-2S262
A model for sensor-interceptor trade-off analysis
CAD-A112046] pOISO H82-26271












Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
[NASA-TB-84067] P0099 H82-13140
Design and implementation of a telecommunication
interface for the TAAXB/TCV real-time experiment[NASA-TH-83231] P0132 N82-14075
Integration of a digital air data computer into
the test aircraft HFB-320
IDFVLB-HITT-81-09] P0141 N82-15038
Functional versus communication structures in
modern av.nnic systems
P0196 S82-17092
Engine/dnve/airframe ccmpatibility: A way of life
P0208 N82-17220
New developments in cockpit-human interfaces
CBAE-Tfl-FS-412] p0255 N82-18215
Factors influencing velocity distributions at
inlet/combustor interfaces
p0321 N82-21405
The Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) system








The use of small strakes to reduce interference
drag of a low wing, twin engine airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1323] p0487 A82-39100
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate tne effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/ving interference
p0096 N82-13090
The influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage
mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced
high speed wing
p0096 N82-13092
Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine
installation on a fuselage afterbody
p0096 N82-13093
Final report on the FueFo-4 major theme:
Interference drag with airframe/engine
integration on fighter aircraft
[BBVG-FBBT-79-20] p0098 B82-13 I 16
IBTEBFEBEBCE LIFT
Evaluation of an experimental technique to










Nondestructive detection of exfoliation corrosion
around fastener holes in aluminum wing skins
p0378 A82-32725
Acoustic emission inspection of aircraft engine
turbine blades for intergranular corrosion
p0544 A82-41914
INTBBBITTBNCY
Development potential of Intermittent Combustion




Investigation of the effects of airborne
installation factors on receiver interference
p0268 H82-19422
IBIEBBAL COHBOSTIOB ENGINES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 ENGINE
NT DIESEL ENGINES















EBBS fuel addendum: Pollution reduction
technology program snail jet aircraft engines,
phase 3
[NASA-CB-165387] p0134 N82-14096
Heavy-duty engines analysis, study 4: A
preliminary market analysis for gas-turbine
applications in the farm market
[DE82-001758] p0308 N82-20549
Analysis of very low frequency oscillations in a




SUBJECT IHOEI IB7ISCZD FLOI
Developaent potential of Intermittent Combustion
(I.e.) aircraft engines foe commuter transport
applications
[BASA-TB-82869] p0453 H82-26297






Airworthiness regulation: ihat is oar strategy -
Ihat are the issnes
p0224 A82-24006
Bhat the operator Hants airline cooperation in
aircraft maintenance
p0224 182-24008
The investigation of aircraft accidents and
incidents - Seme recent national and
international developments
p0329 482-29275
Considerations for international joint venture
development of very large aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82*0809] p0376 A82-3I982
Engineering aspects of international collaboration
on Tornado
p0504 A82-40878
Consideration of an international private sector
satellite search and rescue locating system
[liF PAPEB 82-236] p0556 A82-44699
Ihe BSI real-time aviation weather information
system - An alternative to standard general
aviation weather briefing procedures
p0580 A82-45834
Experience during the development of the
German-Japanese helicopter BK 117
[HBB-DD-318-81-0] p0265 N82-19210
Industrial experience in the Anglo-French
helicopter collaboration
[SHIAS-811-210-101] p0312 K82-211S4




offshore uses of the airship
pOI73 A82-20553
Ihe investigation of aircraft accidents and
incidents - Some recent national and
international developments
p0329 A 32-29275
Aviation negotiations and the O.S. model agreement
p0377 A82-32063
Ihe recognition of air worthiness of aircraft -





Military aircraft and international policy
p0386 A82-34I08





Badiation enhancement by noneqnilibriuo during
flight through the Titan atmosphere
£4144 PAPEB 82-0878] p0373 482-31883
IBTEBPLABBSABX PBOPOLSIOB
-U SOCKET EHGIBES _ _ _
IBTBBPOLAT10I
Generation of boundary-conforming grids around
wing-body configurations using transfinite
interpolation
P0553 A82-44091
Feedback and -inimax sensitivity
p0030 882-10058
IHTEBPBETA1IOB
Flight test data acquisition and interpretation
P0239 A82-24707
IBTEBPBOCBSSOB COBHDHICATIOB
Functional versus communication structures in
modern avionic systems
pOI96 H82- 17092
A recontigurable change network for distributed
process control
p0197 H82-I7I08




SIFT: An ultra-reliable avionic computing system
p0197 H82-171I5
Distributed intelligence for air fleet control
C A D - A 1 0 B 6 1 1 ] p0253 H82-18 195
An on board supervisory system for applications in
space missions
[IBPE-2097-BPE/327] p0256 H82-18216
Joint University Program Air for Transportation
Bet,earch, 1981
CHASA-CP-2224] p0445 B82-26199
The P-POD Project error detection codes
p0445 H82-26202
IBIBBSECTIOBS
Bunway end intersection design
p0384 A82-33904
ISIOIICAIIOI
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a





An application of invariance principle to pilot
model for HT-33 aircraft with variable
coefficients and delays




A preliminary analysis of TF34-100/400 jet engine
rework data in support of the HBP system




The Sortie-Generation Hodel system. Volume 6:
Spares subsystem
[AD-A110900] p0447 B82-26226
Palm's theorem for nonstationary processes
[AD-A117089] p0614 B82-34I35
IBVBBSIOHS
The net-skirt to a parachute canopy as a device to
prevent inversion
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1927] p0007 A82-10412
IHVBBTBD COBVBBTEBS (DC TO AC)
Cascade converter of dc voltage to ac voltage of
higher frequency uith voltage and frequency





HI AIECBAFT ACCIDEHI IHVESTIGAIIOH
Analytical investigation of nonrecoverable stall
[HASA-TH-82792] p0317 B82-21195
IHVBSTHBBfS
Ihe payoff from O.S. investment in aeronautical
research and development
p0072 A82-14793





Theoretical analysis of parachute inflation
including fluid kinetics
[AIAA PIPER 81-1925] p0006 A82- 10410
Subsonic flow over airborne optical turrets
- - - - - - - - - . _ _ _ _ p O I I 4 A82-17605
Transonic three-dimension viscons-inviscid
interaction for wing-body confiqnration analysis
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0163] pO I 16 A82- 17816
Technical evaluation report of the AGABD Fluid
Dynamics Panel Symposium on computation of
viscons-inviscid interactions
[OHEBA. TP HO. 1981-116] p0163 A82-I9733
Transonic flow past thin wings
p0274 A82-25995
An inviscid-viscous interaction treatment to
predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial
compressors with leading edge normal shock waves
[ A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-135] p0425 A82-35363
numerical solution of a problem concerning
transonic flow past a wing-fuselage configuration
p0496 A82-39996
Damped Euler-eqnation method to coapnte transonic




The arbitrary quasi-orthogonal surface method for
computing three-dimensional flow in turbine
machinery. 2. Calculation of the
three-dimensional flow with the S sub 1-snrface
twisted
p0033 H62-II015
Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine
installation on a fuselage afterbody
P0096 882- 13093
A numerical method for studying
nacelle-jet-airfoil interaction in inviscid
three-dimensional flow
p0096 882-13094
Prediction of wing side-edge suction forces and
maximum inviscid lift
P0403 if82-25192
Bodified version of LTBAH2: 1 calculation method
for inviscid transonic flow about thin airfoils
in moderately slow unsteady motion
[HLB-TB-80059-OJ p0406 882-25231
Computation of three dimensional unsteady
nonuniform flow in the blade-free annular







A study of the effect of the flight vehicle body




A study of the effect of the flight vehicle body





BT FAB ULTBAVIOLET BAOIATIOB
IOBOSPHERE
The effect of ionospheric variability on the





The effect of ionospheric variability on the
accuracy of high freguency position location
[40-4107425] p0450 882-26274
IOHOSPHEBIC F-SCAITBB PBOPAGATIOH






HI IOHOSPHEBIC P-SCA1XEH PBOPAGATIOH
The effect of ionospheric variability on the
accuracy of high freguency position location
[AD-A 107425] P0450 H82-26274








Development of Integrated Programs for





HT HIGH STBEHGTH STEELS
HI STAI8LESS SIEELS
8T STEELS
Formability of I8COLOI alloy BA 956 - An oxide











A set of finite elements developed for the dynamic
computation of composite helicopter blades




Hot isostatically pressed manufacture of high
strength BEBL 76 disk and seal shapes
[HASA-CB-165549] p04S8 882-26439
ISOIHEBBAL FLOB
Hidely-spaced co-axial jet, diffusion-flame
combustor - Isothermal flow calculations using
the two-eguation turbulence model
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0113] pO 115 A82-I779I
The relative motion of a particle in the case of










An iterative finite element-integral technique for
predicting sound radiation from tnrbofan inlets
in steady flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0124] p O I I S A82- 17796
Computational methods of robust controller design





J58/SB-71 propulsion integration or the great
adventure into the technical unknown
P0112 482-17418
J-79 EH6IBE
The F-16/79 test program
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2414] p0054 A82-13855
J-85 BB6IBS
Evaluation of a simplified gross thrust
calculation method for a J85-21 afterburning
turbojet engine in an altitude facility




Digital avionics systems - The BAF experience
p0017 A82- 11941
JAHBEBS
Georgia Tech coherent jammer flight test
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2452] p0056 A82- 13898
JABBIBG
Belay-augmented data links in an interference
environment
p0176 A82-20684
An analysis of antijam communication requirements
in fading media
p0176 A82-20695
Calibrated and nncalibrated inertial navigation
system performance in valid and jammed global
positioning system environments
p O i a i 482-21587
Hover jam - OS Army studies El helicopter
p0544 482-41886
Horthrop BCD - From B-1B to F-5E
p0551 A82-43425
preliminary airworthiness evaluation of the OH- IH














SUBJECT IHDBI JET AIBCBAFT BOISE
NT ALPHA JET AIBCBAFT
IIT B-52 AIBCBAFT
HI B-70 AIBCBAFT
HI BOEIHG 727 AIECBAFT
HI BOEIHG 737 AIBCBAFT
HI BOEIHG 747 AIBCBAFT
HI BOEIHG 757 AIBCBAFT





HT C- l f t l AIBCBAFT
HI C-160 AIBCBAFT
HI COHCOBDE AIBCBAFI
HI DC 8 AIBCBAFT
HI DC 9 AIBCBAFT
HI DC 10 AIBCBAFT









HT F-28 IBAHSPOBI AIBCBAFT
HT F-100 AIBCBAFI
HT F-106 AIBCBAFT
HI F - l l I AIBCBAFT
NT HFB-320 AIBCBAFI
ill L - I O M AIBCBAFT














HI KAK 10 AIBCBAFI
Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of jet
flapped airplane
p0014 A82-I I459
History of flight testing the L - I O I I Iristar jet '
transport. II - Testing highlights since initial
certification of the L- 10 11-1
p0019 A82-12049
Collection and simulation of spatial infrared
signatures of military jet aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2494] p0058 A82-13921
Operational evaluation of the new generation of
jet transport aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2377] p0059 A82-13942
Jet V/SIOL wind-tunnel siaulation and groandplane
effects
p006t A82-13973
Flight management systems for modern jet aircraft
p0072 A82- 14778
The influence of wind shear and vertical winds on
takeoffs and go-arounds "
p0082 A82-15823
Handling problems associated with jet aircraft fuels
P0112 A82-17288
Experience with flight simulators - Training
effectiveness-future developaents
[DGLB PAPEB 81-110] p0158 A82-19263
JP-8 fuel conversion evaluation
P0177 A82-20755
Design, development and flight testing of a jet
powered sailplane
POI78 A82-20761
Transparencies - what an aircraft designer should
know
P0226 182-24305
Fuel optimal trajectory coaputation
P0283 A82-26568
The next generation trainer
p0385 A82-33908
o.s. Barine Corps AV-8A maintenance experience
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2657] p0482 A82-38446
Biniaization of the total costs incurred in the
employaent of passenger jet aircraft
P0490 A82-39247
Development status of a coaposite vertical
stabilizer for a jet trainer
p0496 A82-39897
Two-dimensional model studies of the impact of
aircraft exhaust emissions on tropospheric ozone
P0496 A82-40124
Operation V10F - Development of a composite
material wing
p0509 A82-40934
Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected
control surfaces by using a combination of 2-
and 3-D methods
p0517 A82-4I022
In-flight acoustic emission monitoring
p054R A82-42865
The influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage






Multiple pure tone elimination strut assembly
air breathing engines
[HASA-CASE-FBC-11062-1] p0193 H82-16800
Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance costs
for large aircraft
p0212 H82-17357
Corrosion control measures for military aircraft:
Present OK reguirements and future developments
p02)2 H82-17358
Corrosion prevention methods developed from direct
experience with aerospace structures
p0212 H82-17359
Further development of the test concept of the
ALPHA JET engine LABZAC 04
P0257 H82-18223
Categorization of atmospheric turbulence in terms
of aircraft response for use in turbulence
reports and forecasts
[AD-A109585] p0306 H82-20190
Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating
in hush house, HSH 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A 109829] p03IO H82-21043
Commercial jet transport crashworthiness
[HASA-CB-165849] p0364 H82-23207
Cost and fuel consumption per nautical mile for
two engine jet transports using OPTIH and TBAGEH
[HASA-CB- 168973] p0407 H82-25239
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements
[AD-A 113621] p0469 H82-27287
Gust response of commercial jet aircraft including
effects of autopilot operation
[HASA-CB-1659 19] p0522 H82-28266




Screech suppression in supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0050] p0114 A82-I7753
The effect of non-linear propagation in jet noise
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0416] pO 12 I A82- 17936
Can low-speed jet noise be predicted
- - - - - - - - - pOI86 A82-22222
High frequency sound emission from moving point
multipole sources embedded in arbitrary
transversely sheared mean flows
P0277 A82-263I8
The impact and future direction of aircraft noise
certification
p0296 A82-28I50
Hodel based study of various configurations of jet
crossing a cavity - Application to the CEPBA 19
wind tunnel of CEPr
p0383 A82-33627
Hodel test and full scale checkout of dry-cooled
jet runup sound suppressors
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1239] p04!8 A82-35079
Digital spectral analysis of the noise from short
duration impulsively started jets
p0434 A82-36I9I
Aircraft noise reduction for Boeing 700 series
pOSBO A82-45846
SEL and EPHL noise duration coefficients for the
747 and T-38 aircraft
v
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JET AOGaEHTED BIBG FLAPS SUBJECT ICDBI
[HASA-TH-83214] p0042 882- I I860
Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra from
static tests
[BASA-TM-83219] pO 139 882-14880
Comparison of acoustic data from a 102 mm conic
nozzle as measured in the B&E 24-foot wind
tunnel and the BASA Ames 40- by 80-foot wind
tunnel
[8ASA-TM-8I343] pO 190 882- 16083
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-165102] p0193 882-16801
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-165103] p0194 882-16802
Analytical study of tmn-jet shielding
[BASA-CR-I65I04] pO 194 882-16803
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[SASA-CB-165105] pO 194 882-16804
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding development
of a 3-dioensional model
[BASA-CB-165106] pOI94 882-16805
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
two-dimensional model
[NASA-CB-165107] pO 194 882-16806
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
I BASA-TH-81635] p0270 882-19944
Acoustic measurements of F100-PB-100 engine
operating in hush house 8SN 4920-02-070-2721
C A D - A I 0 8 8 I 4 ] p0270 H82-19952
Acoustic measurements of F-4E aircraft operating
in hush house, 8SH 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109B27] p0309 H82-2I04I
The Bolls Boyce role in aircraft noise reductionjet engines, acoustic lining
[P8B-90069] P0319 882-21210
Assessment of community response to high-energy
impulsive sounds
[4D-4 I10110] p0322 882-21777
Some applications of Hartmann-type sources in
aircraft noise research airframe shielding
[BAE-TM-AEBO-1877] p0323 882-22007
Program for narrov-feand analysis of aircraft
flyover noise using ensemble averaging techniques
[BASA-CB-165867] p0358 882-22949
Acoustic emission from free jets supersonic jets
P0359 1182-22962
Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra f rom
static tests
p0359 882-22963
Airbus industry and noise in the community
[SBIAS-82I -1 I I - I11] p0399 B82-24739
Aeroacoustic performance of an externally blown




p0468 882-27281QCSEE under-the-ving engine acoustic data
[SASA-TB-82691] p0472 B82-27311
Static noise tests on modified augoentor ving jet
S10L research aircraft
[BASA-TH-81231] p0525 B82-28295
The effect of barriers on vave propagation
phenomena: Hith application for aircraft noise
shielding
[BASA-CB-I69I28] p0530 882-29111
Some comments on the prediction of forvard flight
effects on jet noise
[HPIS-20/198I] p0531 B82-29118
Flov and acoustic properties of lov Reynolds








Summary of airport technology needs
p0565 882-31073
Heasurements of mean static pressure and far field
acoustics of shock containing supersonic jets
fBASA-TH-84521] p0600 882-33150
DSAF Bioenvironmental Boise Data Handbook, volume
154
[AD-A116146] p0601 882-33152
Sound transmission through ducts and aircraft
noise prediction, volume 1
[AD-AII5783] p0602 882-33164
Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet
[BASA-TN-84506] p0615 882-34191








Potential reductions in aircraft operation and









BT JP-4 JET FOEL
81 JP-5 JEI FUEL
BT JP-8 JET FUEL
81 LIQUID FOELS
Fuel for future transport aircraft
f A S H E PAPEB 8I-HT-80] p0012 A82-10965
Jet fuel from carbon
P0018 A82-12021
A protective additive for jet fuels
pOOIS A82-12022
Handling problems associated vith jet aircraft fuels
pO 1 12 482- 1728B
The sooting tendency of fuels containing
polycyclic aromatics in a research combustor
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0299] pOI64 A82- 1979 1
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. II - The effect
of selected compounds on the storage stability
of Jet A turbine fuel
POI86 A82-22240
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of
coal-derived Lewis bases on storage stability of
Jet A turbine fuel
P0186 A82-22241
Improving the accuracy of the estimates of
surfactant content in jet fuels
P0218 A82-23250
Lov grade fuels for turbo and jet engines
P022I A82-23439
Airline fuel saving through JT9D engine
refurbishment
[SAE PAPEB 811051] p0232 A82-24395
The formation of benzpyrene during the combustion
of aviatiop fuels
P0282 A82-26494
Ihe combustion of a fuel jet in a stream of lean
gaseous fuel-air mixtures
P0326 A82-28692
BASA/General Electric broad-specification fuels
combustion technology program - Phase I results
and status
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1089] p0416 482-35000
Fuel microemulsions for jet engine smoke reduction
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-33] p0420 A82-35294
Evaluating the effectiveness of hydrorefining of
the low-stability component of T-1 fuel
p0434 A82-36673
Antivear properties of additives based on higher
fatty acids for jet fuels
p0518 A82-42893
Experimental stndy of fuel heating at lov
temperatures in a ving tank model, volume 1
[BASA-CB-165391] p0040 882-11224
Jet fuel locks to shale oil: The 1980 technology
reviev
[ A D - A I 0 4 4 1 4 ] pOOtO B82-II228
Determination and analysis of jet and missile fuel
deposits
[AD-AI05458] p0090 882-12248
Development of catalytic systems for the
conversion of syngas to jet fuel and diesel fuel
and higher alcohols
[DE82-000067] p0090 B82-12255
Pollution reduction technology program small jet
aircraft engines, phase 3
CHASA-CB-165386] pO 134 382-14095
Energy environment study
fS»SA-CB-168458] p0215 JI82-17654
An assessment of the crash fire hazard of liquid
hydrogen fueled aircraft
1-272
SUBJECT IBDBI JBJ BI6IIBS
[NASA-CB-165526] p0263 H82-I9196
Thermodynamics of organic conpounds
[AD-A110430] p0318 H82-2I202
The effect of fuel composition on gronndfall froa
aircraft fuel jettisoning
[AD-AU0305] p0321 1182-21424
lapact study of synthetic and alternative fuel
usage in Army aircraft propulsion systems
[AD-A111046] p0398 N82-24355
Kovats indices as a tool in characterizing
hydrocarbon fuels in teaperatare programmed
glass capillary gas chronatography. Part I:
Qualitative identification
[AD-A11I389] p0458 H82-26400
Experiments on fuel heating for commercial aircraft
[NASA-TR-82878] pOH59 H82-26183
Jet fuel from shale oil: The 1981 technology review
[to-All 1217] p0459 N82-26484
nobility fuels for the Havy
[ A D - A 1 1 2 5 1 1 ] p0459 N82-26485
The biological degradation of spilled jet fuels:
A literature review
[ A O - A I I 0 7 5 8 ] p046l H82-26873
Effect of some nitrogen compounds thermal
stability of jet A
[HASA-TH-82908} p0476 N82-27519
Evaluation of hydrocracXing catalysts for
conversion of whole shale oil into high yields
of jet fuels
[ A D - A I I 2 6 2 0 ] p0476 H82-27523
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Fart I:
Preliminary process analyses
[40-411268 1 ] p0527 N82-28462
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 2:
Process variable analyses and laboratory sample
production
[AD-A112682] p0528 N82-28463
United States Air Force shale oil to fuels, phase 2
[AD-A114531] p0538 N82-29476
An investigation of the effects of smoke
suppressant fuel additives on engine and test
cell exhaust gas opacities
[ A D - A I I 6 I 7 I ] p0571 N82-31546
characterization of an Experimental Beferee
Broadened Specification (EBBS) aviation turbine
fuel and BBSS fuel blends
[NASA-TH-82B83] p0595 N82-32504
Analysis and environmental fate of Air Force
distillate and high density fuels
[AD-AI15949] p0595 M82-32512
Integrated energy management study. Energy
efficient transport program
[NASA-CB-158980] p0599 N82-32858
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel f rom vhole crude shale oil, part 5
[AD-A117438] p06!2 H82-3355 I















Thermal expansion accommodation in a jet engine
frame
pOOI7 482-11999
Coupled fluid/structure response predictions for
soft body impact of airfoil configurations
ice and bird impact on aircraft engines
pOOIS A82-12039
Failure analysis of variable reluctance stepper
motor in electronic fuel contrcl system on
jet engine
p0072 A82- 14792
'In situ1 composites for jet propulsion and
stationary gas turbine applications
p0082 A82-15824
•ater ingestion into jet engine axial compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0196] p0117 A82-17836
F I O I O F E in Tomcat - Preliminary test results
POI26 A82-18346
Process monitor helps make jet engines reliable
pOI83 482-21897
Low grade fuels for turbo and jet engines
p0221 A82-23439
Air cooled engine test facilities
P0223 A82-24004
Airline fuel saving through JT9D engine
refurbishment
[SAB PAPEB 811051] p0232 A82-24395
Pacer Comet II jet engine test system
p0295 A82-27903
The Dnited States Air Force Automated Vibration
Diagnostics System /AVID/ for improved jet
engine maintenance
P0295 A82-27904
Development of an aircraft engine
p0386 482-34112
Propulsion system requirements for advanced
fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1143] p0417 A82-35025
Control of gas turbine power transients for
improved turbine airfoil durability
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1182] p04 18 A82-35047
Acoustic emission in jet engine fan blades
P0419 A82-35257
Dry friction damping mechanisms in engine blades
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-I62] p0426 A82-35383
Status report of the OSAF's Engine dodel
Derivative Program
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-183] p0427 A82-3539I
Cycle considerations for tactical fighters in the
early 1990's
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-259] p0429 A82-35436
Coaposite containment systems for jet engines
p0435 682-37062
Current techniques for jet engine test cell modeling
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1272] p0439 A82-37712
Bedundant control unit for an advanced multispool
engine
p0515 482-10998
Oxidation-resistant materials for hot-gas turbines
and jet engines. I
P0543 A82-4I725
Subsonic military aircraft engine intake: An
integrated theoretical experiment design
p0094 N82-13073
The design and development of the Tornado engine
air intake
p0094 N82-13074
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
p0094 N82- 13075
Development and testing of dry chemicals in
advanced extinguishing systems for jet engine
nacelle fires
[NASA-CB-165011] p O I O I N82-13186
System for acquisition and analysis of dynamic
tests on air intakes
[NASA-TB-76646] p O I 3 l N82-I4056
Pollution reduction technology program small jet
aircraft engines, phase 3
[NASA-CB-165386] p0134 N82-14095
EBBS fuel addendum: Pollution reduction
technology program small jet aircraft engines,
phase 3 ~ - - - -
[NASA-CB- 165387) pOI34 N82-14096
Application of integration algorithms in a
parallel processing environment for the
simulation of jet engines
[NASA-TH-82746] p0138 H82-I4849
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets
[NASA-CB-16512Q] pOI95 N82-16810
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High
pressure turbine roundness
[NASA-CB- 165555] p0203 N82-17 174
Acoustic measurements of FlOO-pl-100 engine
operating in hush house NSN 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A108814] p0270 N82-19952
Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating
in hush house, NSN 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109828] p0310 082-21042
Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating
in hush house, NSN 4920-02-070-2721
[4D-4 109829] p03IO N82-2I043
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JET EXHAUST SDBJECI IHDBI
CF6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program: High pressure
compressor clearance investigation
[NASA-CB-165580] p0317 882-21197
Encounters vith surge: Some experiences of
development of axial conpressors for aero gas
turbines
[PHB-90071] p0355 N82-22274
Alternatives for jet engine control
[NASA-C8-168894] p0369 882-23247
Development of an analytical technique for the
optimization of jet engine and duct acoustic
liners
[NASi-CB-169002] p0409 N82-25256
Field test of an in stack diffusion classifier on
an aircraft engine test cell
[ A D - A I I 3 8 1 1 ] p0475 H82-27326
B747/JT9D flight loads and their effect on engine
running clearances and performance
deterioration; BCAC NSIL/P and «A JT9D engine
diagnostics programs
[NASA-CB-165573] p0525 H82-28296
CF6 jet engine perforaance improvement: High
pressure turbine active clearance control
[NASA-CB-165556] p0526 N82-28297
iater ingestion into axial flov compressors. Fart
3: Experimental results and discussion
[ A D - A I I 4 8 3 0 ] p0537 H82-29326
Effect of vater on axial flow compressors. Part
2: Computational program
[ID-All 483 I] p0537 N82-29327
A description of methodologies used in estimation
of a A-veighted sound levels for FAA Advisor;
circular AC-36-3B
[iD-A 116543] p0574 1182-32084
DSAF bioenvironmental noise data bandboox. yolume
1S8: F-106A aircraft, near and far-field noise
[&D-AI16930] p0602 N82-33168
The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Lou
pressure turbine active clearance control
[HASA-CB-165557] p0610 N82-33393
Predictive model for jet engine test cell opacity
[AD-A117585] p 0 6 I O N82-33397
China's newly designed and built aircraft engine
test stand
[AD-AI17569] p06!2 N82-334IO




Transonic perturbation analysis of
ving-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations vith
povered jet exhausts
[&IAA PAPEB 82-0255] p0184 A82-22077
Aerodynamic interactions with turbulent jet
exhaust plumes
p0381 482-33325
Prediction of subsonic aircraft flovs vith jet
exhaust interactions
p0097 H82-13096
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction betveen the engine jet and the
surrounding flov field vith regard to the
pressure drag on afterbodies
p0360 U82-23I58
Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.





Calculation of aerodynamic characteristics of jet
flapped airplane
pOOII 482-11459
An experimental study of steady and quasi-steady
jet flaps
p0276 A82-26222
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-ving/flap
interactions of the external USB configuration
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Pressure dependence of jet noise and silencing of
blov-offs
p0167 A82-20266
Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flov coobustor
[4IAA PAPEB 82-0192] p0167 482-20291
Complete velocity profile and 'optimum1 skin
friction formulas for the plane Ball-Jet
[AS8E PAPEB 8I-SA/FE-3] p0234 A82-24566
Secondary flov mixing losses in a centrifugal
impeller
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-44] p042l A82-35302
The influence of flov rate on the vake in a
centrifugal impeller
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-45] p0421 482-35303
Ring-tip jets aerodynamic performance
p05!4 A82-40987
Parietal jets. I upper surface bloving
p0552 A82-43589
Hind tunnel tests of engine-equipped models:
Comparison of tvo jet vash simulation methods
[HASA-IB-76764] p0134 1182-1409 I
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-I65I02] p0193 1182-16801
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[NASA-CB-165103] p0194 1182-16802
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[NASA-CB,-165104] pO 1 94 M82- 16803
Analytical' study of tvin-jet shielding
[NASA-CB-165105] p0194 N82-16804
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding development
of a 3-dimensional model
[NASA-CB-165106] p0194 N82-16805
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
tvo-dimensional model
[HASA-CB-165107] p0194 N82-16806
Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flpv combuster
[NASA-Tfl-82776] p0266 N82-19220
The role of coherent structures in the generation
of noise for subsonic jets
[HASA-CB-168764] p0358 H82-22947
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-ving/flap
interactions of the external USB configuration
of STOL aircraft. Part 1: Eight percent scale
cold-flov model analysis
[NAL-TB-685T] p0359 N82-22953
Fluid dynamics of jets vith applications to V/STOL
[AGABD-CP-308] p0360 N82-23150
Some aspects of jet dynamics and their
implications for VIOL research
p0360 N82-23151
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction betveen the engine jet and the
surrounding flov field vith regard to the
pressure drag on afterbodies
p0360 N82-23158
Flovfield and noise sources of jet impingement of
flaps and ground surface
P0361 N 62-23 16 3
Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL
fighter type aircraft
p0361 882-23168
Theoretical optimisation and experimental
verification of an injector
p0361 N82-23170
Determination of vind tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part 2:
Application to jet-in-crossflov
(NASA-CB-166187] p0367 N82-23235
Aerodynamics of an airfoil vith a jet issuing from
its surface
[SASA-m-84825] p0531 S82-29267
Operational evaluation of a proppeller test stand
in the guiet flov facility at Langley Besearch
Center
[NASA-TH-84523] p0600 H82-33149
Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced jet
[NASA-TB-84506] p0615 N82-34 19 1
JBI FUELS
0 JET ENGINE FUELS
JET IHPIB6EHEHT
Study of reingestion of exhaust gases nth
different initial temperature in a reversed
turbojet engine
P0014 A82-11444
A summary of jet-impingement studies at HcDonnell
Douglas Besearch Laboratories
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2613] p0107 A82- 16904
Impingement cooling of concave surfaces of turbine
airfoils
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P0149 A32-18894
Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a
subsonic crossflov
[SI44 PAPEB 81-2610] pOISS 482-19202
Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets[ABBE PAPEB 82-01-211]
 Po«27 482-351401
Fluid dynamics of jets tilth applications to V/STOL
[AGABD-CP-308] p0360 882-23150
Flovfield and noise sources of jet impingeoent of
flaps and ground surface
p0361 882- 23 163
JET LIFT
Evaluation of the effects of nodel scale and test
technique on jet-induced effects
p036l H82-23167
JET BIXIH6 FLO»
Numerical study of vibrational relaxation in the
turbulent nixing of jets in a supersonic nozzle
p0334 482-29880
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet
thrust augnenting ejectors
f A D - 4 106083] p O I O l N82-I3835
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/STOL
[ASABD-CP-308] p0360 B82-23 150
Some aspects of jet dynamics and their









Further development of the test concept of the
ALPHA JE1 engine LABZAC 04
P0257 B82-18223
Thrust augmenting ejectors: A review of the
application of jet mechanics to V/STOL aircraft
propulsion
p0361 N82-23169
Development potential of Intermittent Combustion






Performance assessment of an advanced reheated
turbo fan engine
[4144 PAPEfi 81-2447] p0055 A82-13879
Sellable power BB211 aircraft engines
[PNB-90078] p0355 U82-22275
Experimental study of a jet deflector
p0362 H82-23I73
Operational evaluation of a proppeller test stand




Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan noise
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Design of the composite spar-vingskin joint
POI66 482-20128
Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by
laminate tailoring
p O I B O 482-20982
Sensitivity of bonded and bolted joints in
composites to load/environmental spectrum
variations in fighter aircraft structures
p0289 182-27158
Fatigue behavior of adhesively bonded joints
p0328 A82-29032
Fasteners for composite structures
p0496 A82-39929
Theoretical and experimental investigation of
joint-structural damping interaction for
airplane construction
P05I6 A 8 2 - 4 I O I 3
Practical applications of fracture mechanics
[ 4G4BD-4G-257 ] p0269 882-19571
Advanced concepts for composite structure joints




Four pad tilting pad bearing design and
application for multistage axial compressors
[ASBE PAPEB 81-LOB-12] p0126 A82- 18429
Optimum journal bearing parameters for minimum
rotor unbalance response in synchronous whirl
[ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-55] p0161 A82- 19314
Evaluation of graphite/epoxy shims in a high
capacity laminate helicopter bearing
p0289 A82-27155
The effect of journal misalignment on the oil-film
forces generated in a squeeze-film damper
(4SBE PAPEB 82-GT-285] p0430 A82-35457
Performance of PTFE-lined composite journal bearings
[ASLE PBEPBINT 82-AB-1A-1] p0443 A82-37854
Rear by generation of electrokinetic streaming
currents
[ASLE PBEPBINT 82-AB-6A-3] p0443 A82-37857
Analysis of tapered-land hybrid aerostatic journal
bearings
p0584 A82-47944
Gas foil bearing development program
[AD-A114692] p0561 H82-30556
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JP-4 JET FOEL
Determination of selected distillate blending
solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel
matrices via glass capillary gas chromatography
[AD-AI05588] pOI35 N82-14312
Determination of pyridine in modified JP-4 via
High Performance Liquid Chromatography (UPLC)
[AD-A105589] p0135 N82-14313
Evaluation of three percent Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) concentrates as fire fighting agents
JP-4 jet fuel fires
CAD-A110821] p0411 N82-25402
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 3:
Production of specification of JP-4 fuel from
geokinetics shale oil
[AD-A112683] p0528 N82-28464
Vapor condensation control of JP-4 emissions from
- underground storage tanks at Barch Air Force
Base, California
[AD-A 117875] p0612 N82-33554
JP-5 JET FOEL
An alternate test procedure to qualify future
fuels for Navy aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1233] p0434 A82-36175
JP-8 JET FOBL
JP-8 fuel conversion evaluation
p0177 482-20755
Determination of selected distillate blending
solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel
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Evaluating sources of error in EAB/GEANS
navigation using a Hainan postprocessor
Electronically Agile Badar/Gimbaled Electrically
suspended gyro Airborne Navigation System
p0068 A82- 14739
Application of multiple model estimation
techniques to a recursive terrain height
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KALHAH-SCHHIDX FILIBBIHG SOBJECr INDEX
correlation system
P0070 482-114768
target acceleration modeling for tactical missile
guidance
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0370] pOI20 482-17910
Haneuver dependent component error models and
synchronized reset filters for inertial
navigation systems
P0122 482-18139
Post-flight assessment of the JTIDS Bel Bav
P0124 482-18154
A stable decentralized filtering implementation
for JTIDS BelNav stable community relative
navigation
P0124 482-18156
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
P022I 482-23441
Optimal control and estimation for strapdovn
seeker guidance of tactical missiles
P0342 482-31121
Eotor state estimation for rotorcraft
[AHS PBEgBINT 81-11] p0442 482-37781
Adaptive filtering for an aircraft flying in
turbulent atmosphere
P0482 482-38441
Robust Kaluan filter design for active flutter
suppression systems
P0482 482-38442
Besearcb on an adaptive Kalman filter for solving
the radar tracking problem German thesis
P0503 A82-40562
Application of Kalman filtering technique to
aerodynauic derivatives for a helicopter
P0577 A82-45189
Extension or proportional navigation by the use of
optimal filtering and control methods
[ESA-T1-683] p0253 B82-I8199
Application of Kalman filtering to the kinematic
reconstruction of free flight of catapulted
aircraft models in the laboratory
[IHFL-80-28] P0353 H82-22259
Beal time estimation and prediction of ship
motions using Kalman filtering techniques
[NASA-CR-169284] p0572 H82-31637








The use of 'Kapton' polyimide film in aerospace
applications






Kelvin-Helmboltz stability analysis of air cushion
landing gear trunk flutter
POI14 A82- 17608
KBRBEL FUNCTIONS
On the kernel function collocation method in
steady subsonic flov for ving vith control
surfaces
p0042 H82-12023
An accurate method for evaluating the kernel of
the integral equation relating lift to dovnvash






Aircraft fire safety research with antimisting
fuels - status report
[4144 PAPBB 82-1235] p0418 A82-35076
Commercial aircraft airframe fuel systems surveys
[ A D - A I 1 2 2 4 1 ] p0476 B82-27524




Kevlar composites; Proceedings of the Symposium,
El Segnndo, C4, December 2, 1980
p0023 A82-12616
Seven years experience mth Kevlar-49 in the
Lockheed L-1011 Tristar
p0023 482- 12647
Skyship 500 - The development of a modern
production airship
p O I 7 4 A82-20559
Design of a composite main rotor blade spar for
fabrication by tubular braiding
p0279 A82-26389
Kevlar/PUB-15 polyimide matrix composite for a
complex shaped DC-9 drag reduction fairing
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1047] p0437 A82-37678
Development of manufacturing technology for
fabrication of a composite helicopter main rotor
spar by tubular braiding
[AD-A109377] p0265 H82-19209
Study of noise reduction characteristics of
composite fiber-reinforced panels, interior
panel configurations, and the application of the
tuned damper concept
[BASA-CB-168745] p0322 N82-21999
Concept studies of an advanced composite
helicopter fin
[SHIAS-821-210-106] p0353 M82-22257
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy




[HASA-FACTS-1 17/8-81 ] p0407 N82-25242
Haterials and design criteria for Kevlar-29 ribbon
parachutes
[40-4116357] p0567 N82-3I308
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Analytical determination of undercarriage
retraction kinematics
p0005 A82- 10364
Kinematic investigation Hughes Helicopter 7.62mm
chain gun
[AD-AII3I14] p0524 B82-28287



























A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2628] p0107 A82- 16902





History of flight testing the L-1011 TriStar jet
transport. II - Testing highlights since initial
certification of the L-1011-1
p O O I 9 482-12049





Fault isolation methodology for the L-1011 digital
avionic flight control system
C A I A A 81-2223] p0047 482-13458
Digital active control system foe load alleviation
foe the Lockheed L-1011
p0104 482-16117
Sonic fatigue testing of an advanced composite
aileron
C A I A A PAPEB 81-0634) P0283 A82-26567
Advanced technology Df'CS control panel for the L-
101 1-500
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2240] p0328 A82-29000
Development and flight test evaluation of a pitch
stability augmentation system for a relaxed
stability L-101I
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1297) " p0487 A82-3908U
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume I: Load alleviation/extended
span development and flight tests
CNASA-CE-159097] pO 145 N82-15076
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy




HI ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LABOBA10BI
HI ENGINE TESTING LABOBATOB1ES
LABOBATOBY EQUIPHEST
Proposed multipurpose flying radio-physical
laboratory using an IL-18 aircraft
p0550 A82-43278
LABIBIHTH SEALS
Design and testing of a new double labyrinth seal
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-LDB-58] p O I 2 7 482-18152
Scaling effects on leakage losses in labyrinth seals
C A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-157] p0426 A82-35380






Nodal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite




Hathematical programming in engineering design
problems
p0083 A82-15864





LABIBAB BOUND ABY LAIBB
The effect of the cooling of the wing surface on
laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition
at supersonic flow velocities
p O I 2 8 A82-18591
Visualization of laminar separation by oil film
method
p0179 A82-208I1
Numerical design of the contoured mud-tunnel
liner for the N A S A swept-wing LFC test
C A I A A 82-0568] p0236 A82-246S6
- Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on
swept ttings using distributed suction through
porous surfaces
p0505 A82-40894
External aerodynamic design for a laminar flow
control glove on a Lockheed Jetstar ving
p0505 A82-40895
Heat transfer from nozzles under the conditions of
flow laminarization
p0583 A82-4683I
Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar
boundary layer on swept wings with suction
CNASA-TP-1902] pOOII N82-1I39!
Probability of laainar flow loss because of ice
crystal encounters
p0302 N82-20153
LABIfAB BOU1DABI LAYEB SBPABAIIOB




On low-speed wind tunnels with deformable boundaries
p0014 A82-11462
A simple finite difference procedure for the
vortex controlled diffnser
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0109] pO I 15 A82-17788
BOx formation in flat, laainar, opposed jet
methane diffusion flames
p0326 A82-28660
Calculation of level flow using radial grating
P0484 A82-38922
Observations and implications of natural laminar
flow on practical airplane surfaces
p0505 A82-40893
Natural laminar flow airfoil analysis and trade
studies
CNASA-CB-159029] p0140 N82-15018
Laainar flow control SPF/08 feasibility
demonstration
CNASA-CB-165818] p0322 H82-21532
Effect of modification of the trailing edge of a
separating wall on the downstream mixing of
parallel flowing streams
[AD-A111124] p0394 N82-24I8I
Laminar flow control, 1976 - 1982: A selected
annotated bibliography
CNASA-TB-84496] p0572 N82-31645
Surface flow visualization requirements for
testing in NIF
p0596 N82-32667
N A S A research on viscous drag reduction
CNASA-TB-84518] p0604 N82-33344
HBINAB FLOB 4IBFOILS
The NASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil
experiment
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0567] p0381 A82-33327
Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on
swept wings using distributed suction through
porous surfaces
p0505 482-40894
External aerodynamic design for a laminar flow
control glove on a Lockheed Jetstar wing
p0505 A82-40895
Progress at Douglas on laminar flow control
applied to commercial transport aircraft
p0511 A82-40958
Laminar airfoils for transport aircraft
[ESA-TT-680] p0252 N82-18190
Laminar Flow Control. The Besearch and Technology
Studies 1981
CNASA-CP-2218) p0301 N82-20149
N A S A Langley laminar flow control airfoil experiment
p0301 N82-20I50
Status of N A S A advanced LFC airfoil high-lift study
p030l N82-20I51
Stability of boundary layers with porous suction
strips: Experiment and theory
p0301 N82-20152
Probability of laminar flow loss because of ice
crystal encounters
P0302 N82-20I53
SPF/DB titanium concepts for structural efficiency
foi HC
p0302 N82-20I54
SPF/DB titanium LFC porous panel concept
p0302 N82-20155
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LABIBAB BEAT TBABSFBB
Approximate method of predicting heating on the
windward side of Space Shuttle Orbiter and
comparisons with flight data







Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites
pOOIB A82-12028
Improvement of the first-ply-fallure strength in
laminates by using softening strips
p O l O U 482-16174




Design of the composite spar-wingskin joint
FOI66 A82-20I28
Bolted field repair of graphite/epoxy wing skin
laminates
pOtBO A82-20981
Improving composite bolted joint efficiency by
laainate tailoring
pOleO A82-20982
Evaluation of graphite/epoz; shins in a high
capacity laminate helicopter bearing
p0289 182-27155
On the bearing strengths of CFBP laminates
p0496 A82-39930
The promise of laminated aetals in aircraft design
p0506 A82-40903
Material identification for the design of
composite rotary Kings
p0509 A82-40937
Application of a new hybrid material /ABALL/ in
aircraft structures
p0513 A82-40975
Fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for SCS
engines
[NASA-CB-165294] pO 192 H82-16 176
Transparent polyolefin film armor
[AD-A107562] P0213 N82-17377
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica
[AD-A1I0282] p0312 B82-21153
Standard tests for toughened resin composites
for aircraft structures
[NASA-BP-1092] p0397 H82-24301
Fuselage structure using advanced technology fiber
reinforced composites
[NASA-CASE-LAB-11688-I] pO«58 H82-26384
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research ving
[HASA-TH-83291] P0523 HB2-28280
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
[HASA-CB-165981] P0594 N82-32421
Aerostructure nondestructive evaluation by thermal
field detection, phase 1: Fundamental
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LAID OSB
Planning for noise impact around airports
p0581 A82-45847
Badar mapping, archaeology, and ancient land use












The cost of noise reduction for departure and
arrival operations of commercial tilt rotor
aircraft
[NASA-CB-137803] p0535 N82-293I6
Hath model description for the Visual Technology
Besearch Simulator (VTBS) conventional takeoff
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NT BICBOBAV£ LANDING STSTEBS
NT BONHAI LIGHTS
Digital signal processing on a background of
rereflections for the international aircraft
landing system
p0053 A82-13703
Evaluation of Loran-C enronte navigation and
non-precision approaches within the State of
Vermont
pOI24 A82-I8I60
Ground movement control and guidance - Cat. 3
operations experience in Air Inter
P0167 A82-20222
The birth of precision DHE
p0225 A82-24066
A toiler approach to slant visual range observation
and prediction
p0579 A82-45818
Comparative study of flare control lavs
[NASA-CB-164903] p0027 N82- 10032
In-service testing of the Precision Approach Path
Indicator (PAPI) at Newark International
Airport, Hen Jersey
[DOT/FAA/BD-81/95] p0132 N82-14076
Beal time simulation of computer-assisted
sequencing of terminal area operations
[NASA-CB-166195] p0137 N82-I4817
Development of a clear air radar to detect
meteorological hazards at airports
[AD-A108236] p0260 N82-18835
Airfield visual aids research at the Boyal
Aircraft Establishment
[BAE-TH-FS-431] p0351 N82-22242
flarine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(HATCALS Investigation), volume 1
[AD-A 110862] p0394 N82-24188
Barine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(BAICALS Investigation), volume 2
(AD-A110863] p0394 N82-24189
Barine Air Traffic control and Landing System
(BATCALS) investigation
[AD-A107384] p0466 N82-27260




The possibility of using deformable rubber
components in landing gear
p0009 A82-10496
Mechanism for the elimination of instability in a
shimmy problem
p0105 A82-16289
Self-oscillations of the front caster wheel strut
for a given track width under the assumption of
the wheel drift hypothesis
p0105 A82-16290
Kelvin-Helmholtz stability analysis of air cushion
landing gear trunk flutter
p0114 A82- 17608
Consideration of mechanical, physical, and
chemical properties in bearing selection for
landing gear of large transport aircraft
[ASLE PBEPBINT 81-LC-2B-3] p0126 A82-18412
Describing function analysis of nonlinear nose
gear shimmy
[ASBE PAPEB 81-BA/DSC-20] p0234 A82-24565
Oscillations and vibrations of aircraft on runways
p0241 A82-24974
Developments on graphite/epoxy T-2 nose landing
gear door
p0495 A82-39893
Touchdown technology large aircraft landing
gear stress
p0496 A82-40057
Structural design of a crashworthy landing gear
for the AH-64 Attack Helicopter
p0502 A82-40547
Beasuring flexural loads by means of strain
transducers
p0582 A82-46619
Helicopter landing gear design and test criteria
investigation
[AD-AI05512] p014l N82-15035
An electronic control for an electrohydraulic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[NASA-CB-3552] p0353 K82-22252
Planar eguatious of rollout motion for an aircraft
with free or steerable landing gears
[NASA-TP-1984] p0368 882-23241
Comparison of reliability, sensitivity and
accuracy of some NDI-Technigues
[NLB-BP-80039-U] p0371 N82-23542
O V - I O A nose gear fork damage analysis
[AD-A I 11492] p0407 H82-25244
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Fireproof brake hydraulic systea
[AD-A111319] p0407 882-25245
Experimental investigation of active loads control
for aircraft landing gear
[BASA-TP-2042] p0568 H82-31321
Description of a sinple model to determine landing
gear forces daring the takeoff of
aecodynaoically unstable aircraft
C E X - 2 2 B ] p0570 882-31333









An electronic control for an electrohydraulic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[SASA-CB-3552] P0353 N82-22252
Automated optimum design of wing structures.
Deterministic and probabilistic approaches
[NASA-TH-84475] p0535 N82-29317
LAUDING SIBULATIOB
Computer-animated predictive displays for
microwave landing approaches
P0082 482-15816
Visual scene simulation concerning the landing of
sporting aircraft in connection with
investigations regarding the control and
learning behavior of the pilot German thesis
p0519 A82-41447
HLS vertical guidance and navigation for a STOL
airplane landing on an elevated STOLport
[BASA-TH-81338] p0135 882-14101
Dynamic scheduling of runway operations
p0445 H82-26200
Harine Air Traffic Control and landing System(HATCALS) investigation
IAD-A107384] p0466 882-27260
Eeports by Systems Technology, Inc., in support of
carrier-landing research in the visual
technology research simulator
[ A D - A 1 I 2 4 6 6 ] p0474 882-27324
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced
display concepts for the F-16 control configured
vehicle
p0563 882-30859
Seal time estimation and prediction of ship





United States Coast Pilot 9. Pacific and Arctic
Coasts Alaska: cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea








NT HIGH LEVEL LANGUAGES
NT PASCAL (PBOGBABHIBG LANGUAGE)
HT PBOSBABHIHG LANGUAGES - - - _ .
LAP JOISTS
A comparison of properties of single overlap
tension joints prepared by ultrasonic welding
and other means




Fiscal year 1981 scientific and technical reports,
articles, papers, and presentations
[BASA-TH-82445] pOI9S H82-16927
LASBB 1BBBOBETEBS
Development and laboratory testing of a thermal
emission velocimeter for application to an
erosion nose tip test facility
[40-4107713] p02)3 882-17482
Laser anemometer measurements in an annular
cascade of core turbine vanes and comparison
with theory
[8ASA-TP-20I8] p0447 N82-26234
Status of laser anenooetry in turbomachinery
research at the Levis Besearch Center
p0598 882-32686
Velocity and flow angle oeasurements in the
Langley 0.3-meter transonic cryogenic tunnel
using a laser transit anemometer
P0599 H82-32697





Digital detection and processing of laser beacon
signals for aircraft collision hazard naming(AIAA 81-2328] p0052 482-13525
Happing in tropical forests - A nev approach using
the laser APB Airborne Profile Becorder
P0168 A82-20407
Laser communications via an atmospheric link
p0175 A82-20615
Laser application in weapon guidance and active
imaging
p0433 A82-35767
Simulated ILS using a laser tracker
p0543 482-41795
Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere
p0548 A82-42887
The Hydrographic Airborne Laser Sounder (HALS)( A D - A I I I 0 2 7 ] p0460 N82-26660
Development and utilization of a laser velocimeter





fleasurements of velocity distributions in the
leading edge vortex of a delta ving by the
laser-Doppler procedure
p0483 A82-38786
Laser Doppler anemosetry applied to the study of
the airflov in the vake of an helicopter rotor
[ONEBA, IP 80. 1982-61] p0552 A82-43755
Preliminary experiments on a centrifugal research
compressor using a laser -2- focus velocimeter[ONEBA, TP 80. 1982-62] p0553 A82-43756
Application of laser velocimetry to large
industrial wind-tunnels
C O N E B A , IP 80. 1982-63] p0553 A82-43757
An experimental investigation of the flow field of
an ejector King design employing a photon
correlation laser velocimeter
[AD-A111I34] p0394 882-24182
Hardware and software integration for concurrent
data acquisition and reduction of photon
correlated laser Doppler velocimetry
[ A D - A I M 146] p04!2 882-25506
A color video display tecbnigue for flow field
surveys
p0596 882-32669
Development of a laser velocimeter for a large
transonic vind tunnel
p0598 882-32688
Seeding considerations for an LV system in a large
transonic Bind tunnel
p0598 N82-32689
LV measurements with an advanced turboprop
p0598 N82-32690
Applications of a laser velociaeter in the Lanqley
4- by 7-aeter tunnel "
p0598 882-32693
Laser Doppler velocimetry application in the
Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p0599 N82-32696
Some 8TF laser velocimeter installation and
operation considerations
p0599 882-32698
Beta experiment flight report
[8ASA-CB-I70622] p06!3 882-33698
LASEB GUIDAICE
Laser application in weapon guidance and active
imaging
p0433 A82-35767
O.S. Arny remotely piloted vehicle proqcaa
p0493 482-39732
L4SSB 6IBOSCOPBS
Bing Laser Gyro Navigator /BLGB/ flight test results
p0023 A82-12644
Laboratory and flight test of a new BLG strapdown
I8S
4-279
LASEB INTBBFEBOHETBY SUBJECT IIDBI
p0123 182-18150
Laser gyros - The guiding light
p0333 A82-29792




A laser-interferometer method for determining the
forces on a freely-flying model in a shock-tunnel
p0550 A82-433II
LASBB PBOPOLSIOH
A concept for light-povered flight






Bangefinder system for slant range visibility
p0309 S82-20716
Baseline monitoring using aircraft laser ranging




ATlfiK laser tracking system
p0043 182-13016
Options'for GTE precision autooated tracking systea
airborne laser tracking system
p0043 482-13020
Side field of vie* laser beacon system for
, three-dimensional aircraft position measurement
[ASHE PAPEB 81-H&/DSC-9] p0234 A82-24563
Aircraft position measurement using laser beacon
optics
(AD-A 107973] pOI89 N82-16067
LASEB SPECTBOHBTBBS
In situ ozone data for comparison vith laser
absorption remote sensor: 1980 PEPE/NEBOS program
[NASA-TB-8447I] p04!3 B82-25661
LASEB IABGBI DBSIGNATOBS
Electro-optical vector scoring system for
missile miss distance in fleet training exercises
[1111 PAPEB 81-2373] p0060 A82-13945
Detection of obstacles by lov flying aircraft
using CO2 laser; matbenatical model
[FOA-C-30227-E1] P0140 H82-15026
LASEB TAB6EIS
ATABK laser tracking system
p0043 182-13016
LASEB JEAPONS

















N'earfield aerodynamics and optical propagation
characteristics of a large-scale turret model
[AD-A 113910] p0529 N82-28624
LAST
0 F-111 AIBCBAFT
LATENT BEAT OF FOSIOI
U HEAT OF FDSION
LAIEBAL CONTBOL
Procedures and analysis techniques for determining
static air minimum control speeds
p0021 A82-12564
Design and flight test of a lateral-directional
command augmentation system
[ A I A A 81-2331] p0052 A82-13527
A cost effective method for the control of roll
due to side slip on a lov speed aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2422] p0054 A82- 13861
Analytical control lav for desirable aircraft
lateral handling qualities
pOI83 A82-2I941
The ideal controlled element for real airplanes is
not K/s
[AIAA 82-1606] p0485 A82-38986
Investigation of lov order lateral directional
transfer function models for augmented aircraft
[AIAA 82-1610] p048S A82-38989
Flying qualities requirements for roll CAS systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1356] p0496 182-40287
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation experienced on the approach and
landing test of the space shuttle
[KASA-TH-81366] pOlOO N82-13I49
An observer approach to the identification and
isolation of sensor failures in flight control
systems
[DFn.fi-FB-81-26] p0145 H82- 15078
Leading edge flap system for aircraft control
augmentation
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12787-1] p0407 N82-25240
Lateral control system design for VIOL landing on
a DD963 in high sea states
[HASA-CB-169074] p0456 N82-263I5
Control optimization, stabilization and computer
algorithms for aircraft applications
[NASA-CB-I690I5] p0461 B82-27009
LATBBAl OSCILLATION




A cost effective method for the control of roll
due to side slip on a lov speed aircraft
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2422] p0054 A82-13861
A nev method of estimating the lateral vail effect
on the airfoil incidence due to the suction at
side vails
[NAL-TB-680] p0198 N82-I7123
ACTTA: Investigation of nev piloting and flight





Description of a simple model to determine landing
gear forces during the takeoff of
aerodynamically unstable aircraft
[BX-22B] p0570 H82-31333







Geometrical aspects of the tribological properties
of graphite fiber reinforced polyimide composites
[ASLE PBEPBINT 82-AB-5A-2] p0443 A82-37855
LATTICES (BATBBHAIICS)
Lifting surface theory for vings in lov frequency
small amplitude yaving and side slipping
oscillating motions at lov speeds
p0131 N82-14061
A doublet lattice method for the determination of
rotor induced empennage vibration airloads.
Analysis description and program documentation
[NASA-CB-165893] p0565 H82-31295
LADNCH VEHICLES
Integrated structural analysis and design support
for advanced launch vehicles





Helical rail glider launcher
pOI25 A82-18200




NT AIB L A O N C B I N G
Alternative employment concepts for Bemotely








SUBJECT IHDBI LEAST SQOABBS BBIHOD
HT LE6AL LIABILITI
Becent developments in aviation cases
p0377 182-32055
Summary of Federal Aviation Administration
response to national Transportation Safety Board
safety recommendations





A survey of melting layer research
CiD-i 115220] p0562 H82-30806
LEAD aCIO BATTBMBS
Sealed lead-acid batteries for aircraft applications
pOOlS A82-11716
Vehicle test report: Battronic pickop track
(HASA-CB-168637] p0264 H82-19205
LBADH6 EDGE FLIPS
Trailing edge flap influence on leading edge
vortex flap aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0128] pOIIS A82-17799
Becent advances in applying Free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flov
aerodynau.cs
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0095] pOI83 A82-22045
Fuselage effects in leading edge vortex flap
aerodynamics
P05I6 A82-41006
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a
60-deg delta mng vith leading-edge devices
(data report)
(HASA-CB-165806] pOI39 H82-I50I4
Laminar Flow Control. The Besearch and Technology
Studies 1981
[HASA-CP-2218] p030l H82-20149
Status of NASA advanced LFC airfoil high-lift study
p030l H82-2015I




On evaluating the influence of local disruptions
of flow over trailing edge and leading edge
flaps from the data of Kind tunnel tests of a
rectangular ving segment
pOOIS A82-11465
On the use of carbon composites in slat and
stabilizer construction
pOOIS A82-11468
Fabrication of CFBP prototype structure for
aircraft horizontal tail leading edge slat rail
p0495 A82-39896
The application of subsonic theoretical




NT BIUB1 LEADIBG EDGES
HT SBABP LEAOIHG EDGES
AV-8B technical update - Leading edge root
extension development
p0077 A82-14940
Effect on surface pressures of trapezoidal holes
in a T-38 stabilator
p O I I 3 A82-17602
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta vings
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0129] p0183 482-22052
History of the sveptback ving
[DGLB PAPEB 81-070] p0699 A82-22898
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of
the leading and trailing edges of a cooled
nozzle blade of a low-consuming gas turbine
p0295 A82-280I8
Crossflov shock on the suction side of a flat
delta mng with supersonic leading edges
p0332 A82-29659
Thermodynanic performance of an airplane ving
leading edge anti-icing system
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0851] p0373 A82-3I87I
Investigations regarding vortex formation at vings
vith bent leading edges
p0483 A82-38783
Leading edge separation at delta vings vith curved
leading edges in supersonic flov
p0483 A82-38784
Heasurements of velocity distributions in the
leading edge vortex of a delta ving by the
laser-Doppler procedure
P0483 A82-38786
Lateral aerodynamics of delta vings vith leading
edge separation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1386] p0490 A82-39142
Inflated vings
pOSI2 A82-40966
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanvise bloving
p0514 A82-40988
Spanvise distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in subsonic flov
p0516 A82-41005
Icing tunnel tests of a composite porous leading
edge for use vith a liquid anti-ice system
Levis icing research tunnel
(HASA-CB- 164966] p0035 H82- 11052
Development of an efficient procedure for
calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform
variation
[HASA-CB-3489] p0137 B82-14529
Experimental study of delta ving leading-edge
devices for drag redaction at high lift
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot high speed
tunnel
P0198 B82-17125
later tunnel flov visualization and vind tunnel
data analysis of the F/A-18 leading edge
extension vortex effects
[HASA-CB-165859] p0404 H82-252I5
Effects of ving-leading-edge modifications on a
full-scale, lov-ving general aviation airplane:
Iind-tannel investigation of
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics
conducted in Langley 30- by 60-foot tunnel
[HASA-TP-2011] p0446 B82-26217
Flovs over vings vith leading-edge vortex separation
[BASA-CB-165858] p0448 H82-26238
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge,




Design and testing of a nev double labyrinth seal
[ASHE PAPEB 81-LDB-58] p0127 A82- 18452
Scaling effects on leakage losses in labyrinth seals
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-157] p0426 A82-35380
OSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume




Determining hinge moments and empennage airload
parameters from flight data for Learjet airplanes
p0044 A82-I3120
The all composite Lear Fan 2100
p0077 A82-14936
Acceptance testing of the Calspan variable
stability Learjet
p0077 A82-14937
Determination of Learjet Longhorn airplane
horizontal tail load and hinge moment
characteristics from flight data
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0183] p0116 A82-I7827
A series of airfoils designed by transonic drag
minimization for Gates Learjet aircraft
p0432 A82-35565
Lear Fan 2100 egress system
p0444 A82-37970




HT TBANSFEB OF TBAIHIHG
Learning and costs in airframe production, part 1
[AD-A112948) p0479 H82-282IO
LEAST SQOABBS BEIBOD
Performance estimation from non-steady manoeuvres
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2424] p0054 A82-13863
Optimization of measurements in the state
estimation of systems using the least sguares
method
P0333 A82-29826
Short-term behavior of a Doppler navigation system
and comparison vith position indication by means
of scanning radar
p0390 A82-34672
Application of Kalian filtering technique to
aerodynamic derivatives for a helicopter
p0577 A82-45I89
A-281
LEO (DIODES) SUBJECT IHDEX
LED (DIODES)
D LIGHT EDITH NG DIODES
LEGAL LIABILITY
Air transportation of handicapped persons
p0228 A82-24338
The investigation of aircraft accidents and
incidents - Some recent national and
international developments
p0329 182-29275
Recent developments in aviation cases
p0377 482-32055
Predicting the application of vicarious liability
to fixed base operators - Still guesswork after
all these years
p0377 182-32056
aviation accident investigation - Functional and
legal perspectives
p0377 A82-32059
Factors influencing settlement of personal injury
and death claims in aircraft accident litigation
p0377 A82-32062









NT EFFECTIVE PERCEIVED HOISE LEVELS
LEIIS BASE
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of
coal-derived Lewis bases on storage stability of














Aeronautical applications of bonding
[SNIAS-812-55I-I02] pOI39 N82-I5010




Closed loop environmental control systems for
fighter aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-ENAS-2] p O O l l A82-10890
Variable speed constant'frequency /VSCF/
electrical system cuts cost of ownership
p O O I B A 8 2 - I I 7 I 9
A hidden advantage of permanent magnet electrical
generating systems
p0016 482-11720
Advanced integrated CNI architectures
Communications, navigation and Identification
avionics for tactical aircraft and attack
helicopter
p0070 A82-14763
Cost of ownership advantages with a shared oil
system
p0230 A82-24378
Manufacturing cost trade-studies in avionics
p0292 A82-27430
Charting propulsion's future - The AIES results
Advanced technology Engine Studies program
for aircraft engine design
[AIAA FAPEB 82-1139] p04!7 A82-35023
A methodology for planning a cost effective engine
development for fighter aircraft
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1140] A82-35024
Next generation trainer /HOT/ engine requirements
- An application of lessons learned
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1184] p0418 A82-35049
Combat snrvivability in the Advanced Technology
Engine Study /AXES/
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1287] p0419 A82-35101
EAGLE - An interactive engine/airfraue life cycle
cost model
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-56] p0422 A82-35311
The influence of engine characteristics on patrol
aircraft life cycle cost optimization
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-256] p0429 A82-35433
A cost modeling approach to engine optimization
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1185] p0439 A82-37698
Axisymmetric approach and landing thrust reverser
impacts on usage and LCC life cycle cost
pOSOS A82-40892
Logistics research program in the United states
Air Force
p O S I l A82-40963
Repair-discard concepts in design
p0545 A82-42I78
B/H/LCC effects of commercial off-the-shelf
equipment
p0545 A82-42I8I
Design to life cycle cost capability of the PBICE
models
[IAF PAPEB 82-221] p0556 A82-44695
A new approach to modeling the cost of ownership
for aircraft systems
[AD-A104434] p0102 N82-13979
Component research for future propulsion systems
p0209 N82-17224
Life-cycle-cost analysis of the microwave landing
system ground and airborne systems
[AD-A110909] p0449 N82-26266
LIFE BAFTS
Utilization of AN/APS-94 side-looking airborne
radar systems in search and rescue
[AD-A114484] p0561 N82-30437
LIFE SOPPOB1 SYSTEMS
Air supply system bite for Boeing 767 airplane
Built-in-Test-Equipment
[ASHE PAPEB 8 l-ENAS-7] pOO 1 I A82-10895
U.S. Navy life support development trends
p0077 A82-14952








A technique to determine lift and drag polars in
flight and their application
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2420] p0054 A82-13859
Application of thrust vectoring for STOL
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2616] pO 155 A82- 19205
Unsteady lifting-line theory with applications
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0354] p0164 A82-19798
The design of compact asymmetric maximum-thrust
nozzles for a given lift force
pOI65 A82- 19814
Numerical calculation of lift, moment coefficient
and dynamic stability derivatives on
sideslipping wings in unsteady supersonic flows
p0185 482-22111
The initial lift and drag of an impulsively
started airfoil of finite thickness
p0390 A82-34538
iind-tnnnel testing of V/STOL configurations at
high lift
p O S I O A82-40949
flinimum induced drag of canard configurations
P05I8 A82-41116
A study on numerical method for evaluating
spanwise integral in subsonic lifting-surface
theory
[NAL-TB-661T] p0034 082-11035
ACTA Hechanica Sinica (selected articles)
[AD-A107322] p0131 N82-14060
High lift selected concepts
[NASA-CB- 159093] pOI39 N82-I50I7
-A new method of estimating the lateral wall effect
on the airfoil incidence due to the suction at
side walls
[NAL-TB-680] p0198 N82-17I23
A three-dimensional approach to lift and moment
coefficients of rotating blades
P0245 N82-18125
Slotted variable camber flap
[NASA-CASE-LAB-1254 1-1] p0254 N82-18203
Theoretical investigations on the influence of
different strake, tail unit/ and conventional
HLI arrangement as well as of CCV on the
aerodynamic characteristics of fighter aircraft
configurations
A-282
SUBJECT ISDEI LIGHT AIBCBAFT
[HBB-FE-122/S/POB/36] p0255 882-18211
Influence of strakes on coefficients of
longitudinal stability
[HBB-FE-I22/S/PUB/22] p03 19 N82-2I215
In accurate method foe evaluating the kernel of
the integral equation relating lift to dovnvash
in unsteady potential flov
[ H4S4-TS-6328IJ p0363 882-23194
Prediction of King side-edge suction forces and
maximum inviscid lift
p0403 082-25192
Hinged strake aircraft control system
[BASA-CASB-LAB-12860- l ] p O U S I N82-26278
XH-59A ABC technology demonstrator altitude
expansion and operational tests
[ A D - A I 1 1 H 4 ] p0469 882-27282
LIFT AOGHBBTATIOH
Progress report - CB-47 modernization program
p0076 182-14930
Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg
swept Gothic ving
[ A I A A P4.PEB 82-0231] p O I I 7 A82-17856
An experiaental study of steady and guasi-steadyjet flaps
p0276 482-26222
Advanced exhaust nozzle concepts using spanvise
bloving tor aerodynamic lift enhancement
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1132] p0438 A82-37692
Ejector povered propulsion ana high lift subsonic
ving
pOST2 A82-40970
Development of an advanced no-moving-parts
high-lift airfoil
P05I2 A82-40971
lest results of chordvise and spanvise bloving for
Ion-speed lift augmentation
pOSI5 A82-40999
An investigation of a stoppable helicopter rotor
vith circulation control ames 40 by 80 foot
vind tunnel
[SASA-TS-81218] p0026 H82-10030
IPV-124 diagnostic and development programs
C & D - A 108354] p0254 882-18206
aerodynamic characteristics of the external OSB
povered lift system using side fences for
enhancement of Coanda flov attachment
[BAL-1B-6861] p0349 882-22212
Application of an optimized Kinglet configuration
to an advanced commercial transport
[BASA-CB-159156] p0589 H82-32348
LIFT COEFFICIENTS
0 A E R O D Y N A H I C COEFFICIENTS
0 LIFT
LIFT DEVICES
Selected advanced aerodynamic and active control
concepts development
[NASA-CB-3220] p O I 4 1 N82-15033
Aerodynamic characteristics of the external DSB
povered lift system using side fences for
enhancement of Coanda flov attachment(HAL-TB-686T] p0349 K82-22212
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-ving/flap
interactions of the external DSB configuration
of S10L aircraft. Part I: Eight percent scale
cold-flov model analysis
[8AL-1B-685T] p0359 882-22953







A modular asymmetric parachute for vied tunnel
testing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1933] p0007 A82-I04I4
Increasing the liftidrag ratio of a flat delta ving
pOOI6 A82-11899
Development of a lifting parachute to provide
self-dispersing capability for an Avco-designed
tactical munition
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1928] p0060 AB2-13962
Constant L/D glide trajectories
[ A I A A PAPEfi 82-0362] p O I I 9 A82-17904
Experimental program for general aviation ving
design, construction and flight testing
p0283 A82-26542
Aerodynamic concepts for fuel-efficient transport
aircraft
pOSI I A82-40957
Experimental study of delta ving leading-edge
devices for drag reduction at high lift





An effective algorithm for shock-free vinq design
[AD-A116265] P0569 H82-31322
LIFT FAHS
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet ving/flap
interactions of the external OSB configuration
of STOL aircraft. Part 2: Full scale model
experiment using FJB710 turbofan engine
[NAL-TB-687T-PI-2] p0270 882-19945
Evaluation of the effects of model scale and test
technique on jet-induced effects
P0361 882-23167






Development of nev lifting parachute designs Kith
increased trim angle
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1921] p0006 A82- 10407
A modular asymmetric parachute for vind tunnel
testing
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1933] p0007 A82-I04I4
Besponses of oscillating vings in weak shear flov
p O I 2 l A82-I802I





A further study of helicopter rotor
pitch-flap-phase coupling
[BD-259] p0265 N82-I9214
Aerospatiale survey of vind tunnel testing of









Airborne measurements of European sky and terrain
radiances
[AD-A114637] p0562 882-30782
LIGBT AIBBOBBB BULTIPOBPOSB SISIEB
Light Airborne flulti-Purpose System
p0046 A82-13244
LAHPS III recovery assist, securing and traversing
/BAST/ system Light Airborne Haiti-Purpose
System
[SAE PAPEB 811080] p0234 A82-244I2
LIGHT AIBCBAFT
8T CESSNA 172 AIBCBAFT




NT YAK 40 AIBCBAFT
Some possibilities fox composite light aircraft
construction
P0005 A82-10307
Light aircraft structural design in non-metallics
- Ose of composite honeycomb for light aircraft
pOOOS A82- 10308
The possibility of usino deformable rubber
conponents in landing gear
p0009 A82-10496
•ing design for light transport aircraft vith
improved fuel economy
p0065 A82-14416
Development of a transmission loss test facility
for light aircraft structures
pOI28 482-18728
Acceleration response of fuselage sidevall panels
on a tvin-engine, light aircraft
p0129 A82-18729
An analytical technique for the analysis of
airplane spin entry and recovery
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0243] pOI64 A82-19786
A-283
LIGHT ALLOYS SDBJECT IBDBI
Complete guide to Eatan homebuilt aircraft Book
p0699 482-22880
The reliability and safety of snail passenger
aircraft
p0241 182-21972





The computerized cockpit for the one-man crew
p0434 A82-36937
Sport aircraft Bussian book
p0498 A82-40483
Computational and experimental studies of light
twin aerodynamic interference
pOSOS A82-40930
Assessment of advanced technologies for high
performance single-engine business airplanes
pOSOS A82-40932
The design integration of wingtip devices for
light general aviation aircraft
p0508 482-10933
Exterior noise on the fuselage of light propeller
driven aircraft in flight
pOSSI 482-16114
Experimental modal analysis of the fuselage panels
of an &ero Commander aircraft
[BASA-CH-165750] P0026 N82-10028
Socata: IB 20 Trinidad given German debut
[NASA-TH-76706] p0352 K82-22247
Evaluation of noise control technology and





Advantages and limitations in the use of diverse
materials for aircraft construction
composite versus metallic materials
[SNIAS-811-551-104] pOI39 N82-15011
LIGHT BEABS





















Hearfield aerodynamics and optical propagation
characteristics of a large-scale turret model






Study of fiber optics to enhance an environmental
lighting laboratory
[AD-A106117] p0135 H82-I4104
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures
of the Boyal Netherlands Airforce. Part t:
Color measurements
[IZF-I980-I-VOL-I] pOI45 N82- 15081
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures
of the Boyal Netherlands Airforce. Part 2:
Intensity measurements
[IZF-1980-12-VOL-2] p0146 N82- 15082
Effects of approach lighting and variation in
visible runway length on perception of approach
angle in simulated night landings
CAD-A114742] p0533 N82-29290
Examination of aircraft interior emergency
lighting in a postcrash fire environment
[AD-A117629] p0605 N82-33360
LIGHTNING
Thunderstorm hazards flight research - Program
overview
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2412] p0053 482-13853
Direct strike lightning measurement system for
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2513] p0057 A82-I3910
A recursive time domain analysis of distributed
line grid networks with application to the
LTA/EHP problem Lightning Threat Analysis
p0070 A82- 14761
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric
and magnetic fields above ground
p0114 A82- 17714
Conductive prepregs for lightning strike
protection on aircraft
p0170 A82-20523
Lightning detection and ranging
p0277 A82-26367
CH-46 and CH-47 composite rotor blade lightning
protection testing
p0278 A82-26381
Effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic
pulse on an advanced composites aircraft
p0288 482-27144
Triggered lightning resulting from aircraft
atmospheric electricity interactions
p0432 A82-35727
Airborne warning systems for natural and
aircraft-initiated lightning
p0432 A82-35729
The direct effects of lightning on aircraft
p0432 A82-35730
Electromagnetic interaction of lightning with
aircraft
P0432 A82-35731
Lightning simulation and testing
p0432 482-35733
Assessment of aircraft
susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning and
development of lightning-protection design
criteria
p0433 A82-35734
Lightning effects on aircraft and composites.
Literature study on lightning strikes and
protection advanced composite materials
[FOA-C-20388-F9] p0026 N82-10024
Investigation of severe lightning strike incidents
to tvo USAF F-106A aircraft
[NASA-CB-165794] p0086 N82-12052
NASA research programs responding to workshop
recommendations
p03 l l N82-2I I46
The 1981 direct strike lightning data
utilizing the F-106 aircraft
[NASA-TH-83273] p0358 N82-22848
Proceedings of the 1st Annual workshop on Aviation
Belated Electricity Hazards Associated with
Atmospheric Phenomena and Aircraft Generated
Inputs
[AD-A107326] p0464 N82-27237
Protection of advanced electrical power systems
from atmospheric electromagnetic hazards
[AD-A I 126 12]
 P0477 N82-27658
Assessment of lightning simulation test
techniques, part I
[AD-A112626] p0477 N82-27663
A compendium of lightning effects on future
aircraft electronic systems
[AD-A114117] p0525 N82-28293
Carbon fiber reinforced composite structures
protected with metal surfaces against lightning
strike damage
[BBB-OD-340-82-OE] p0527 N82-28364
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model
development and application. Volume 1:
Lightning environment modeling
[AD-A114015] p0539 N82-29800
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model
development and application. Volume 2:
Simulation of the lightning/aircraft interaction
event
[ A D - A I 1 4 0 I 6 ] p0540 H82-29801
Atmospheric electricity hazards analytical model
development and application. Volume 3:




SUBJECT IHDBI LIQOIO FUELS
LIGHTBIIG SOPPBBSSIOB








Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82-OOH27] p0213 1182-1740)
LIHBS (AHATOBI)





Experimental investigation of a helset mounted
sight/display for helicopter
p0092 B82-13060
Comparison of analytical predictions of
longitudinal short period pilot-induced
oscillations Kith results from a simulation
study of the space shuttle orbiter
[MASA-TH-83267] p0368 H82-23236
LINE OF SIGHT COBBDHICATIOB





The design of a viewing system for near real time




LQG-based multivariable design: Frequency domain
interpretation
p0029 N82-10053





Theoretical linear approach to the combined








An application of total synthesis to robust
coupled design turbojet engine control
p0154 A82-19061
Estimation of the performance of nonstationary
discontinuous control systems for flight vehicles
p0333 A82-29832
Linear decentralized systems with special structure
for twin lift helicopters
p0388 A82-34359
Automation of the synthesis of control in a
stationary linear system for aircraft flight
control
p0389 A82-34464
Application of multivariable model following
method to flight-controller _
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1349] p0488 A82-39120
Limitations on achievable performance of
multivariable feedback systems
p0029 1182- 10052
Design of high integrity anltivariable control
systems
p0030 H82-10055
A geometric approach to multivanable control
system synthesis
p0030 H82-10056
fiultivariables design: The optimization of
approximate inverses
P0030 882-10057
Feedback and oininax sensitivity
p0030 H82-10058
Theory of stochastic optimal control some basic
notions
p0038 N82-II075
Computational methods of robust controller design
for aerodynamic flutter suppression
CHASA-CB- 164983] p0089 H82-12080
Digital command augmentation for lateral
directional aircraft dynamics
[AD-A107264] p0474 B82-27321
Hotes on lateral-directional pilot induced
oscillations
[AD-A113996] p0474 H82-27322
Applications to aeronautics of the theory of
transformations of nonlinear systems
[HASA-TH-84249] p0540 H82-300I3
LIIE1B ?IBBATIOB




Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of HBO dncts at high 0-field
CBASA-Tfl-82750] p O I O I H82-13908
LIHEABI8ATIOI
The use of linearized-aerodynamics and vortex-flow
methods in aircraft design /invited paper/









Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a
conbustor liner[NASA-TB-82846] p0398 N82-2450I
Development of an analytical technigue for the
optimization of jet engine and duct acoustic
liners
CHASA-CB-169002] p0409 N82-25256
Nonlinear constitutive theory for turbine engine
structural analysis
p0613 N82-33744
Circnmferentially segmented duct lines optimized
for axisymmetric and standing wave sources







A survey of melting layer research






Atomization quality of twin fluid atomizers for
gas turbines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-61] p0422 A82-35314
LIQUID CHBOHaTOGBAPHT
Determination of pyridine in modified JP-4 via




Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating




An integrated control panel utilizing a
programmable varistor-multiplexed dichroic
liquid crystal display
[ A I A A 81-2303] pOOSO A82-13508
Silicon liquid crystal light valve for flight
simulation applications








An experimental study of the combustion of liquid
hydrocarbon fuel sprayed into a diffusion
hydrogen-air jet
pOI04 A82-16267
Liquid hydrogen - An outstanding alternate fuel
for transport aircraft
1-285
LIQUID BIDBOGEI SUBJECT IHDBX
pOH2 162-17290
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of
coal-derived Lev is liases on storage stability of
Jet A turbine fuel
P0186 A82-222«1
Semi-empirical analysis of liquid fuel
distribution dovnstrean of a plain orifice
injector under cross-strean air flow
[ASSE PAPEB 82-GI-I6] p0420 A82-35285
LIQOID HIDBOGBI
HI LIQOID FUELS
Fuel for future transport aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB at-HT-80] p0012 A82-10965
Technological innovation for success - Liquid
hydrogen propulsion
pOI07 A82-I673U
Liquid hydrogen - An outstanding alternate fuel
for transport aircraft
POI12 A82-I7290
The prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
pOI66 A82-20137
Very large aircraft Kith alternate fuels - LU2
most promising
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0813] p0376 A82-3I986
Bill hydrogen-fueled aircraft be safe
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-1236] p0418 A82-35077




Liquid particle dynaBics and rate of evaporation
in the rotating field of centrifugal compressors
[ASBE PAPEB 82-61-86] p0423 A82-35332
A spark ignition nodel for liquid fuel sprays
applied to gas turbine engines
p0436 i82-37220
LIQOIO BOCKBI PBOFBLLAHTS
MI CRYOGENIC BOCKEI PBOPELLAHTS
HI LIQUID FUELS
HT BP-1 BOCKEI PBOPELLAHIS


















HI LIQOID SOCKET PBOPELLAHTS
HI OBGAHIC LIQUIDS
HI BP-1 BOCKET PBOPELLAHTS
A study of the effects of long-tera exposure to




Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis program








Torsional vibrations of a King carrying a
concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/
P0128 A82-18620
A practical approach to systems mode analysis —-
for disc-blade-sbroud assemblies
[ASHE PAPEfi 81-DEI-130] p0162 A82-19344
Zone loading of flight-vehicle structures
p0334 A82-29838
A method of accounting for the effect of aircraft
deformations on its loading
p0388 A82-34177
Calculation of Ming-body-nacelle interference in
subsonic and transonic potential flow
p0097 H82-13095
Prediction of subsonic aircraft flows with jet
exhaust interactions
p0097 H82-13096
Analysis methods for predicting structural
response to projectile impact
P0202 B82-I7I62
Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure
p0203 H82-17I68
Analysis of multiple load path panels containing
impact damage
p0203 H82-17170
Program presentation of the working group





Fatigue life of lugs under service loading - Test
results and predictions
p0015 A82-11685
The load-carrying behavior of a trapezoidal
aluminum-alloy supporting element, subjected to
a compressive stress, in the postbnckling region
p0065 A82-I4418
Experimental structural testing on a composite
aircraft canard and its applications
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0409] p012l A82-I7930
Ihe effects of bird orientation on load profile
and damage level
p0227 A82-24316
Operating flight loads and their effect on engine
performance
[SA£ PAPEfi 811071] p0233 A82-24405
Fundamentals of helicopter fatigue life
determination
P0239 A82-24714
Sensitivity of bonded and bolted joints in
composites to load/environmental spectrum
variations in fighter aircraft structures
P0289 A82-27158
On the bearing strengths of CF£P laminates
p0496 A82-39930
In-plane shear test of thin panels
p0502 A82-40545
Vibration test procedures for accessory angle










QOI and E of the F-16 20mm ammunition loading
system's ability to upload/download A-7D aircraft
[AD-AI08007] pOI92 H82-16099
Advanced internal cargo system concept
demonstration and evaluation
[AD-A111990] p0451 H82- 26282
LOA0IB6 BATE





















A method for observing the deterioration of
airframe life in operational conditions
pO«36 A82-37I23
Pneumatic tire model for aircraft simulation
P0555 A82-44244
A-286
SUBJECT IBDEI LONGITODIBAL STABILITY
Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
p0210 B82-17348
Preliminary study of ground handling
characteristics of Buoyant Quad Eotor (BQB)
vehicles
[BASA-CB-166130] p0447 H82-26220
Hum cane-induced mod loads
[PB82-I32267] p0476 N82-27548
Bind tunnel studies of store separation vith load
factor. Freedrops and captive trajectories
p054l H82-30261
The lateral response of an airship to turbulence
[ A D - A 1 I 5 I 9 7 ] p0559 H82-303I2
Emulation of the interaction between airdrop
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Computer graphics for quality assurance
pOI67 A82-20276
LOGIC CIBCDITS
Automatic digital gain ranging for flight test
telemetry data
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2370] p0060 482-13917
LOGIC DESIGN
Computer-in-control selection logic for a triplex
digital flight control system
[ A I A A 81-2236] p0047 482-13465
The DBAPO system - Materials means and logic
functions
p0437 A82-3752I
Stage-state reliability analysis technique
pOI96 H8 2- 17 10 4
Active beacon collision avoidance logic
evaluation. Volume 2: Collision avoidance
(BCAS) threat phase
[4D-4107805] p0200 N82-17148
The influence of sensor and actuator
characteristics on overall helicopter AFCS design
p025l N82- 18171
Steady, Oscillatory, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version 1.1
(SOUSS4-P1.1). Volume 2: Oser/progranuer
manual. Addendum 1: Analytical treatment of
vake influence
[NASA-TB-84484] p0448 N82-26236
Design of advanced digital flight control systems






The all electric airplane - Its development and
logistic support
p0067 A82-14709
Strategic materials - Technological trends
p0444 A82-37972
Design and implementation of OSAF avionics
integration support facilities
(AD-A115537] P0558 H82-30307





ATE logistics in the United states Air Force
p0294 A82-27890
Logistics research program in the United States
Air Force
pOSI I A82-40963
Cannibalization of the F-14 and S-3A aircraft: A
viable logistic
[ A D - A M 1 2 0 7 ] p0393 N82-24163
Opportunities exist to achieve greater
standardization of aircraft and helicopter seats
[ A D - A I I I 7 I 8 ] p0448 B82-26259
Navy's F/A-18 expected to be an effective
performer but problems still face the program
( A D - A M 1877] p0451 N82-2628I
Bission effectiveness of the 47-8B Harrier 2 could
be improved if actions are taken nov
[ A D - A I 11878] p0452 B82-26284
Aviation flatenel Combat Beady In-Country (4HCBIC)
[AD-A107451] p0469 N82-27283
Maintenance support resource forecasting models.
Volume 2: Equivalence testing of reliability




LONG BABGB IBATHEB FOBECASTIBG




Design technology for improved performance
retention in turbofan engines
(SAE PAPEB 811055] p023l A82-24392
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
[NASA-CB-3502] p0193 N82-16178
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
(NASA-CB-165981] p0594 N82-32421
LONGITUDINAL COBTBOL
A decoupled control system for improved flight
performance in Bind shear
P0043 A82-13079
Enhanced aircraft handling qualities by
longitudinal dynamics mode decoupling
P0074 A82-14826
iing flap-type control effectiveness and effects
of control hinge gap seals for a supercritical
mng
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0960] p0386 A82-34008
Design and analysis of a aultivanable control
system for a CCV-type fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1350] p0488 A82-39121
Design of a longitudinal ride-control system by
Zakian's method of inequalities
p0518 A 8 2 - 4 I I I 4
System identification of the longitudinal motion
of the DFVLB HFB 320 research aircraft vith
particular consideration of control surface
effectiveness
[ESA-TT-666] p0028 N82- 10045
Preliminary investigation into the addition of
auxiliary longitudinal thrust on helicopter
agility
p0249 N82-18155
Development of longitudinal equivalent system
models for selected OS Navy tactical aircraft
[AD-A109488] p0306 N82-20189
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using




Analytical and simulator study of advanced transport
[BASA-CB-3572] p0526 B82-28298
LOBGITODIBAL STABIUTI
A unified and generalized definition of static
longitudinal stability in aircraft
p0377 A82-32135
Bind tunnel measurements of longitudinal stability
and control characteristics of primary and
secondary uing configurations
P05I8 A82-4I025
Implicit model-following technique - Application
to the design of longitudinal stability
augmentation systems
P0551 A82-43571
Active control elements on the transonic ving of
the Airbus A-300 (ACTTA A). Airbus 4-300 vith
reduced longitudinal stability (ACTTA-C)
advanced control transonic transport aircraft
(ACCTA) ; design considerations
p0028 N82-10044
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation experienced on the approach and
landing test of the space shuttle
[NASA-TB-81366] pOlOO N82-I3149
A-287
LOOP ASIEIIAS SOBJBCI IIDEI
Summary of theoretical considerations and wind
tunnel tests of an aerodynamic spoiler for stall
proofing a general aviation airplane
[HASA-CB-165100] p0187 H82-16046
Influence of strakes on coefficients of
longitudinal stability
[HBB-FE-I22/S/PBB/22] p03!9 H82-212I5
Comparison of analytical predictions of
longitudinal short period pilot-induced
oscillations vith results from a simulation
study of the space shuttle orbiter
[HASA-TB-83267] p0368 N82-23236
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using




Effect of nozzle and vertical-tail variables on
the performance of a 3-surface F-15 model at
transonic Hach numbers Langley 16 foot
transonic tunnel
[HA5A-TP-2043] p0586 B82-32320
A ground-simulator investigation of helicopter




Calculation and measurement of electric field
strength for airborne antennas in the LF/BF range
p0242 A82-25011
A balanced active antenna and impulse noise
blanket system for the Beydist T radio
navigation receiver
[ A D ' A I I 4 0 7 4 ] p0468 N82-27275
LOOPS
The need for multivariable design and analysis
techniques
P0029 H82-10049
Hnltivariable design technigues based on singular
value generalizations of classical control
p0029 H82-10051
Limitations on achievable performance of
nultivariable feedback systems
p0029 N82-10052
LQG-based multivariable design: Frequency domain
interpretation
p0029 H82-10053
LQG moltivariable design tools
P0030 H82-10054





Institute of Navigation, Annual Beeting, 37th,
O.S. Naval Academy, Annapolis, BO, June 9-11,
1981, Proceedings
p0235 A82-24643
Loran for precise position location - The VIER-HAV
system
p0235 A82-24648




A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
[AIAA 81-2329] p0053 A82-13532
Evaluation of Loran-C enroute navigation and
non-precision approaches within the State of
Vermont
P0124 482-18160
Loran-C BNAV in mountainous areas
p0236 A82-24649
Analysis of loran-C system reliability for civil
aviation
P0236 A82-24650
Flight evaluation of Loran-C for general aviation
area navigation
P0380 A82-33049
Certification of an airborne Loran-C navigation
system
pO«33 A82-35876
Long-range radio NAVAID signal reliability
p0544 A82-41951
Loran-C navigation as an aid to aerial
photographic operations
P055I A82-43469
Flight evaluation of LOBAH-C as a helicopter
navigation aid in the Baltimore Canyon oil
exploration area
[AD-A105260) p0086 1182- 12059
Design study report for General Aviation Loran-C
receiver
[AD-A10492J] p0087 B82-12062
A prototype interface unit for microprocessor
based Loran-C receiver(NASA-CB-164887) p0132 N82-14078
Joint University Program Air for Transportation
Besearch, 1981
£HASA-CP-2224] p0445 N82-26199
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Ohio University, 1981 loran
p0445 N82-26204
Loran-C plotting program for plotting lines of
position on standard charts
p04<)5 H82-26206
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
p0445 H82-26207
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
p0445 H82-26208
Commutated automatic gain control system
P0446 B82-26209
A prototype interface unit for
microprocessor-based Loran-C receiver
p0446 K82-26210
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
[HASA-CB-169118] p0466 N82-27259
Flight evaluation of LOBAN-C in the State of Vermont
[HASA-TB-84711] p0523 M82-28278
LOSSI BEDIA
GTD analysis of airborne antennas radiating in the
presence of lossy dielectric layers
[NASA-CB-16877Q] p0357 1182-22398
LOi ALLOT STEELS
0 HIGH STBEMGTfl STEELS
LOI ALTITUDE
Inflatable system for fast deployment of
parachutes at low altitudes from slow moving
aircraft or stationary supports
[4144 PiPEB 81-1953] pOOOB A82-10428
Application of multiple model estimation
techniques to a recursive terrain height
correlation system
p0070 A82-14768
The LAMTIBM wide field-of-view raster Head-Op
Display Low Altitude Navigation and
Targeting IB for Might
p0074 A82-14825
Tracking of low-altitude targets by a combined
I/Ka-band radar system
p0175 A82-20590
A simulator assessment of a wide field of view
head-up display for presenting a FLIB sensor
image daring low level navigation and ground
attack missions
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0261] pOI84 A82-22079
Detection of obstacles by low flying aircraft
using C02 laser; mathematical model
[FOA-C-30227-E1] pOI40 882-15026
Progress on low altitude cloud icing research
p0311 H82-21I47
Pave Bover aided integrated strike avionics system
p0471 H82-27298
Adaptive multifunction sensor concept for
air-ground missions
p0471 H82-27299
Bath modeling for helicopter simulation of low
speed, low altitude and steeply descending flight
[NASA-CB-166385] p0592 H82-32374
LOI ASPECT BATIO
flinimnm mass sizing of a large low-aspect ratio
airframe for flutter-free performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0724] p0225 A82-24022
LOI ASPECT BATIO 1IIGS
SI DELTA BIBSS
HI TBAPEZOIDAL BIHGS
An experimental study of separated flow on a
finite ving
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1882] p0167 A82-20293




SUBJECT IBDXX LOB IHiOSI
Detached flow past V-shaped low-aspect-ratio vinqs
p0387 A82-34136
An asymptotic theory of separated flan past
lov-aspect-ratio Kings
pOSSI A82-46135
Aerodynamic per for nance of slender Kings with
separated flows
[BASA-CB-168768] p0349 H82-22206
Approximate method for predicting supersonic
Doraal force coefficient very-low-aspect-ratio
lifting surfaces
[AO-A111770] p0364 S82-2J199
Prediction of mng side-edge saction forces and
maximum inviscid lift
p0403 H82-25192




Lou cost programmable multisimulator facility
[ A I A A 81-2229] p0053 A82-13534
A concept for a high-accuracy. Ion-cost
accelerometer
p0066 482-14685
Binimam cost performance monitoring of tarboshaft
engines
p0172 A82-20544
Relding for Ion-cost advanced titanium airfraue
structures
p0222 A82-23757
Lou cost aircrew training devices
p0329 482-29258
LOB DBBSITY BAtEBIaLS
Evaluation of three percent Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) concentrates as fire fighting agents
JP-4 jet fuel fires
[ A D - A I I O B 2 I ] P04 I1 882-25402
LOB FBEQUBBCIES
81 VERT LOU FBEQDEBCIBS
LOB FBEQOEBCI BAIOS
8T VEBI LOB FBEQOEHCIES












On the design and test of a low noise propeller
[BASA-CB-165938] p0462 N82-27089
LOB PASS FILIBBS
Heal time digital filtering test in the si
continuous wind tunnel at Bodane
p0276 A82-26299
Application of Kalman filtering technique to
aerodynamic derivatives for a helicopter
P0577 A82-45189
Seal time digital filtering test in the si
continuous wind tunnel at Bodane
P0343 H82-22I52
LOB PRESSDBB
The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Low
pressure turbine active clearance control
(BASA-CB-165557] p0610 882-33393






A cost effective method for the control of roll
due to side slip on a low speed aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2422] p0054 482-13861
Can low-speed jet noise be predicted
pOI86 482-22222
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of wings
with sweep discontinuities
p0385 A82-33997
Effects of intake geometry on circular pitot
intake performance at zero and low forward speeds
p0093 882-13070
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of a
high-aspect-ratio supercritical-winq transport
model equipped with full-span slat and part-span
double-slotted flaps
[BASA-TP-1580] p0139 882-15015
A versatile data acquisition system for a low
speed wind tunnel
[AD-A106269] p0192 882-16097
A translational velocity command system for VTOL
low speed flight
(8ASA-TB-84215] p0305 882-20186
Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft -— Lacgley 4- by 7-Beter
tunnel
[BASA-Tfl-83277] p0405 882-25218
Bath modeling for helicopter simulation of low
speed, loi altitude and steeply descending flight
[8ASA-CB-I66385] p0592 882-32374
LOB SPEED STABILITY
Low-speed characteristics of a fighter-type
configuration at high anqles-of-attack and
sideslip
P05I7 A82-4I020
Effects of vortex flaps on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of an arrow wing
[BASA-TP-1914] p0033 882-11013
Bind-tunnel results for a modified
17-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section
[8ASA-TP-1919] p0034 882-11033
Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades
at low speed
p0142 882-15050
LOB SPEED BUD IDIIBLS
NT SOBSO8IC BIBD T08BELS
On low-speed wind tunnels with defornable boundaries
pOOI4 482-11462
On evaluating the influence of local disruptions
of flow over trailing edge and leading edge
flaps from the data of wind tunnel tests of a
rectangular wing segment
pOOIS A82-11465
A large-scale investigation of engine influence on
inlet performance at angle-of-attack
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2481] p0059 A82-13939
The German-Dutch wind tunnel as aeroacoustic
experimental installation
pOUO 482-17136
Bind tunnel investigations for the flat spin of
slender bodies at high angles of attack
[4144 PAPEB 82-0054] p01!5 A82-17755
Experimental studies of the Eppler 61 airfoil at
low Beynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0345] p0164 A82-19796
Experimental study of oscillating-winq propulsion
P0298 A82-28514
Development and trial of a rotary balance for the
3 o-low speed wind tunnels in the Federal
Republic of Germany
[BBFT-FB-B-81-022] p0146 882-15083
Scale-model studies for the improvement of flow
patterns of a low-speed tunnel
[8ASA-CB-169413] p0209 882-17228
Low-speed measurements of the static pressure
distribution and overall forces on a cambered
and a symmetric mild gothic wing of aspect ratio
1.4 in a wind tunnel
[BAE-TB-80066] p0312 882-21161
Simulation of turbofan engine models in the
Beybridge low speed wind tunnel gas supply
control
[BAE-I8FOBB-80TE-46] p03 19 862-21212




Additional experiments on flowability improvements
of aviation fuels at low temperatures, volume 2
[8ASA-CB-I679I2] p057l 882-31546
LOB TBBPEBATOBE B»?IBO«BB«TS
Experimental study of fuel heating at low
temperatures in a wing tank model, volume 1
[8ASA-CB-165391] p0040 882-11224
Cold regions testing of an air transportable shelter
[AD-A107131] p0475 882-27325
LOB TBBPBBATOBE TESTS
The low temperature properties of aviation fuels
CASBB PAPEB 82-GT-48] p0422 482-35306
LOB TBBOST




LOi TBBOST PBOPULSIOH SOBJECI IBDBX
LOB TBBOST PBOPULSION











Determination of the flaaoability characteristics
of aerospace hydraulic fluids
p0104 182-16187
Development of the automated AFAPL engine




Trends in aviation fuels and lubricants;
Proceedings of the Best Coast International
Meeting, Seattle, HA, August 3-6, 1981
p0163 482-19621
The history of aviation turbine lubricants
p0163 482-19621
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission
[NASA-TH-82857] p0412 H82-25520
Turbine engine lubricant reclamation
[AD-A112098] p0455 H82-26312
LOBBICATIBG OILS
Optimization of requirements on the
pitting-prevention properties of turbojet-engine
oils
p0082 A82-15723
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration
on rolling-element bearing life
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-LOB-35] p O I 2 7 A82-18436
A history of aircraft piston engine lubricants
pOI63 482-19622
Honitoring engine wear by oil analysis
P0224 A82-24012
Cost of ownership advantages vith a shared oil
system
p0230 A82-24378
The effect of journal misalignment on the oil-film
forces generated in a sgueeze-fila damper
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-285] p0430 A82-35457
Determination of antioxidant content in aviation
oils using thin-layer chromatography
p0548 A82-42894
Antioxidants for synthetic oils
p0548 A82-42895
Corrosion inhibiting engine oils
[AD-A106127] p0135 N82-11099
Development of the automated AFAPL engine
simulator test for lubricant evaluation
[AD-AI06128] p0192 H82- 16093
Basic technology of squeeze-film dampers for rotor
dynamics control
[AD-A 110842] p0369 H82-23250
Evaluation of plasma source spectrometers for the
Air Force Oil Analysis Program
[AD-A113B09J p0475 H82-275I2
LOBBICATIOH
An alternate test procedure to qualify future
fuels for Navy aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1233] p0434 A82-36175






Fatigue life of lugs under service loading - Test
results and predictions
pOOIS 482-11685
Integrity analyses of surface-flawed aircraft
attachment lugs - A new, inexpensive, 3-D
alternating method







Microwave Landing System flare subsystem test
[AD-A 107327] p0466 N82-27263
LOHIHAHCE
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures













Symmetric flow characteristics of thin rectangular
wings
pOI03 A82-16093
Heasnrements of a three-dimensional boundary layer
on a sharp cone at Bach 3
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0289] pOI85 A82-22083
Bistory of the sweptback wing
[DGLB PAPEB 81-070] p0699 A82-22898
In-flight acoustic results from an advanced-design
propeller at Hach numbers to 0.8
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1120] p0416 A82-35017
Increased capabilities of the Langley Hach 7
Scramjet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1240] p04IB A82-35080
On the performance prediction of a centrifugal
compressor scaled up
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-112] p0424 A82-35345
Development and application of a performance
prediction method for straight rectangular
diffuser
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-122] p0425 A82-35352
Flight-determined correction terms for angle of
attack and sideslip
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1374] p0497 A82-40290
The effect of heat transfer on three-dimensional
spatial stability and transition of flat plate
boundary layer at Hach 3
p0581 A82-45877
Studies of air inlets at Beynolds numbers




interference predictions at high transonic flach
numbers including off-design engine airflow
effects
p0097 N82-13098
Experimental determination of flow-interference
effects of wing-mounted, two-dimensional,
full-capture propulsion nacelles in close
proximity to a vehicle body at a Bach number of 6
[NASA-TH-83287] p0405 N82-25217
On the aerodynamics of windblast
[AD-A110495] pOV05 N82-25221
Aeropropulsive characteristics of Hach numbers up
to 2.2 of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric
nozzles installed on an F-18 model
[NASA-TP-2044] p0557 H82-30291
Calibration and performance of the AEDC/VKF tunnel
c, flach number 4, aerothermal wind tunnel
[AD-A 116279] p057l H82-31338
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0 COHPOIEB STOBAGE DEVICES
HACBIBE TOOLS
Tool use in cutting operations involving integral








Hagnetic anomalies as a reference for ground-speed
A-290




Low cost development of IBS sensors for expendable
BPV control and navigation
[ A D - A I I 2 6 9 I ] p0525 H82-2829I
BAGB8TIC COBTBOL
Effects of cable geometry and aircraft attitude on
the accuracy of a magnetic leader cable system




Calculations of lightoing return stroke electric
and magnetic fields above ground
p O I I U 482- 17714
IB/IE polarization ratios in a sample of 30 kHz
sferics received at altitudes froa 0 to 70 km
[AD-A108182] p0258 882-18464
Transient measurements under electric pulse
excitation in 37 Viggen aircraft
[FOA-C-30243-43] p0370 N82-23409




Torsional stiffness element based on
cobalt-samarium magnets for a turn and bank
indicator








A comparison of pole positions derived fron GPS






Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and aagnetoneter
survey. 'Ikpikpuk Diver quadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[DB82-0003I4] p0399 H82-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown guadrangle, north Dakota/
volume 1
[DB82-OOIH50] p0399 N82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown guadrangle, north Dakota,
volume 2
[DE82-004169] p0399 B82-24630
Geophysical flight line flying and flight path








Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of HBO ducts at high D-field
[NASA-Tn-82750] p O I O I H82- 13908
SAGBErOBBTEBS
H T VABIOBETEBS ~ - - - - - - , - _ _
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpuk Biver guadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[DE82-000314] p0399 B82-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown guadrangle, north Dakota,
voluae I
[DE82-004I50] -s p0399 H82-24629
Airborne gaoma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle, north Dakota,
volume 2
[DE82-004169] p0399 B82-24630
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer










A hidden advantage of permanent oagnet electrical
generating systems
POOI6 482-11720
60 KTA ADP permanent Lagnet 7SCF starter generator
system - Generator system performance
characteristics
POOI6 482-1172)
High speed PBG containment study for VSCF system
Permanent Bagnet Generator for Variable
Speed Constant Freguency applications
P0072 482-14791
BAIBTAIBABILITT
Trends in maintainability and reliability of
avionics systems with particular reference to
DCAD Technical Publication 1/77
POI06 A82-I6S61
Annual Beliability and Baintainability Symposium, •
Los Angeles, CA, January 26-28, 1982, Proceedings
P05M5 A82-42I76
B/B/LCC effects of commercial off-the-shelf
equipment
P0545 A82-4213)
B 6 H characteristics of a Hicrovave Lauding System
POS4S 482-42216
Helicopter reliability and maintainability trends
during development and production
CAD-A105775] P0098 B82-I3136
Integrated control design techniques
[AD-A 108223] p0257 n82-18224
Assessment of Avionic Equipment Field Beliabilaty
and Baintainability as Functions of Onit Cost
C AD-A109373] p0266 B82- 19218
A case study of reliability and maintainability of
the F-16 APG-66 fire control radar
£40-4111387] p 0 4 l l 482-25435
The B—747 flight control system maintenance and
reliability data base for cost effectiveness
tradeoff studies
[HASA-CB-159275] p0593 H82-32378
Beliability, Availability, Baintainability Data




Solid-state TOBTAC mth remote maintenance and
monitoring
P0122 A82-I8144
Bepair and maintenance of buildings in civil
aviation --- Russian book
P0544 A82-42059
Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
[BASA-IB-84067] p0099 B82-13140
Baintenauce posture for gnick start
[AD-A107553] p0204 B82-17177
Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance costs
for large aircraft
p0212 B82-17357
Investigation into the utility of some guick
setting cements for runway repair
(B-80-I57/60.7.0I57] p0257 n82- 18225
Bomb crater repair techniques for permanent
airfields. Report 1: Series 1 tests
[AD-A 108716] p0257 H82- 18229
Baintenance in Service of High Temperature Parts
( AGABD-CP-317] p0345 B82-22I72
Baintenance problems in gas turbine components at
the Boyal Baval Aircraft Tard.Fleetlands
helicopter and marine gas turbines
p034S B82-22175
Bepair and regeneration of turbine blades, vanes
and discs
P0346 S82-22185
Pavement management and rehabilitation of Portland
cement concrete pavements
[PB82-I3I384] p0357 B82-22J92
Cannicalization of the F-14 and S-3A aircraft: A
viable logistic
[AD-A111207] p0393 H82-24I63
Baintenance training simulator design and
acquisition: Handbook of ISS procedures for
design and documentation
[ A D - A I I 1 4 3 0 ] p0457 H82-2632I
Depot support of gas turbine engines
[ A D - A I 0 7 I 4 I ] p0462 B82-272I7
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Bethod for refurbishing and processing parachutes
[N&SA-C4SE-KSC-11012-1] p0537 H82-29330
Composite repair system nth long term latency
[iD-A 116472] p059<l H82-32424
BAH BACHIIE SISfBBS
Improving the BLS through enhanced cockpit displays
p0009 182-10649
Avionics implications from weapon system
operational utility studies on Banned Air Coabat
Simulators
C A I A A 81-2230] p0047 482-13463
Have ve overlooked the pilot's role in an
automated flight deck
[ A I A A 81-2262] POODS 682-13481
Avionics systems simulation for the Northrop
F/A-18L aircraftC A I A A a 1-2274] poo49 482-13488
Advanced display systems foe crew stations of
tactical aircraft
C A I A 4 81-2312] p0051 A82-13514
The integration of control and display concepts
for improved pilot situational awareness
p006l A82- 13972
The Maneuvering Flight Path Display - A flight
trajectory solution display concept
p0074 A82-14824
Advanced cockpit for tactical aircraft
p0106 482-16559
Head-up displays - The integrity of flight
information
p0106 A82- 16562
Digital test pilot concept
[AIAA P4PEE 82-0259] pOH8 482-17867
The MASA BEBI1 program - Developing new concepts
for accurate flight planning
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0340] p O I I S 482-17894
Flight simulation consoles, aid or obstruction -
Objective evaluation of control consoles of
modern flight and tactics simulators
[CGLE PAPEB 81-097] pOI59 A82-19269
Analysis and optimization of control systems in
piloted flight vehicles Russian book
pOOOl 482-22398





A modern approach to pilot/vehicle analysis and
the Real-Smith criteria
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1357] p0489 482-39125
Evaluation of an automatic subsystem parameter
monitor for aircraft
p0502 482-40552
Applying advanced technology to flight station
design
p0504 482-40887
A restrained model helicopter, which is able to
fly, for investigations regarding huaan
maltiparameter control behavior German thesis
p0543 A82-41687
The aviation route forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for pilot self-briefing
of meteorological information
p0553 A82-43821
Fitts1 principles still applicable - Computer
monitoring of fighter aircraft emergencies
p0581 A82-46254
Using voice control onboard combat aircraft
p0092 H82-13056
Hew developments in cockpit-human interfaces
CBAE-TB-FS-412] P0255 NB2-18215
Theoretical linear approach to the combined
•an-manipulation system in manual control of an
aircraft
CBBB-FE-30l/S/POB/43] p0320 H82-21220
Functional regnirements for the man-vehicle
systems research facility identifying and
correcting human errors during flight simulation
[HASA-CB-166315] p0352 H82-22248
Technical approaches for measurement of human errors
[HASA-CB-1663I4] p0352 B82-22249
Aeronautical information data subsystems air
navigation
P0401 S82-25178
Integrated flight trajectory control
[AD-A110998] P0456 S82-26319
Advanced technology and fighter cockpit design:
Hhich drives which?
p0471 N82-27302
Human factors in air traffic control
CAGABD-AG-275] p0534 H82-29293
Human factors contributions to air traffic control
systems
P0534 M82-29295
Ban as a system component
p0534 H82-29296




Assessment of stereographies for fire control and
navigation in fighter aircraft
C A D - A I 15414] i p0558 882-30306
Application pf a pilot control strategy
identification technique to a joint FAA/NASA
ground based simulation of head up displays for
CTOL aircraft
p0563 N82-30857
Voice Interactive Systems Technology Avionics
(VISTA) Program
C A D - A 1 1 7 2 8 8 ] p0608 N82-33383
BAH POJEBBD 1IBCBAFI
Stability and control of the Gossamer human


















HT WEAPON STSIEH BAHAGEBEHT
BAHAGEBEHT IHFOBBATI08 SZSIBBS
Conceptual design of an integrated power and
avionics information system
p0072 A82-14788
national Airspace Data Interchange network (HADIN)
support of Bemote Baintenance Bonitoring System
(EBBS)
C A D - A I 0 9 I 2 5 ] p0262 H82-19 160
Chief of Haval Air Training automated management
information system (CABIS) users guide
CAD-AI15852] p0603 H82-33280
BAHAGEHBHT BBTHODS
Safe and efficient management of energy;
Proceedings of the Thirty-third Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Christenurch.
Hew Zealand, September 15-IS, 1980
p O I I O A82- 17276
Essentials of aviation management /2nd edition/
Book
p0383 482-33648
A summary of the Haval Postgraduate School
Besearch Program
CAD-A104112] p0102 H82-13975
Design and maintenance against corrosion of
aircraft structures
P021I H82-17356
A system safety model for developmental aircraft
programs
CHASA-CB-3S34] p0350 H82-22228
Optimal placement model for the B-52G weapons
system trainer




The Federal Badionavigation Plan
P0104 482-16 178
flanagement of a large avionics project
P0105 A82-16557
Depot support of gas turbine engines
CAD-A107141] p0462 H82-27217
Preplanned product improvement and other





A preliminary analysis of TF34-100/400 jet engine
reiiork data in support of the HBP system
mpleaentation at H4BF Alameda
[AD-A114452] pOSSS H82-30308
Aircraft thrust/power management can save defense




HI HiHiGEHEHT INFOBH4TIOH SISTEBS
Fuel efficient flight profiles in an ATC flow
management environment
p0043 A82-13078
air Traffic Flow Banagement and Air Traffic Flo*
Control
p0334 A82-29923
Future terminal area systems
p0483 A82-38462
BAHEOVBB ABILITY.
C-5A unsurfaced taxi and off-load demonstrations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2439] pOOSS A82-1387S
Use of a helmet-mounted oatriz display for
presenting energy-maneuverability information
during simulated close coobat
p0092 S82-13061
Haneuver load control for the reduction of design
loads and improvement of the maneuverability of
modern fighter aircraft
[BBVG-FBBT-81-2] p0099 H82-13138
The armed helicopter in air to air missions
[BBB-UD-317-81-0] p0201 H82-I7158
* -^.vA control model for maneuvering flight for
" application to a computer-flight testing program
P0249 882-18153
Preliminary investigation into the addition of
auxiliary longitudinal thrust on helicopter
agility
p0249 882-18155
Optimization of thrust algorithm calibration for
Computing System (TCS) for Thrust the NJS4





A review of recent AGABO Symposia on the Angle of
Naneuverability of Combat Aircraft
p0346 H82-22188
Beview of practical experience on combat aircraft
maneuverability
p0346 S82-22I89
Experimental flight test programs for improving
combat aircraft maneuverability by maneuver
flaps and pylon split flaps
p0347 H82-22192
The development of cryogenic Bind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
p0347 882-22196
State of the art and recent perspectives on the
study of the loss of control and spin
p0347 H82-22197
Aeroelastic tailoring for control and performance:
Are requirements compatible?
p0348 882-22200
tail configurations for highly maneuverable combat
aircraft
P0348 882-22201
The study of combat aircraft maneuverability by




Influence of maneuverability on helicopter combat
effectiveness
P0365 H82-23212
Supercritical maneuvering fighter configuration.

















Improving the BLS through enhanced cockpit displays
p0009 482- 10649
The effects of the delays on systems subject to
manual control
p0484 A82-38943
Control lav design for transport aircraft flight
tasks
p0039 882-11080
An investigation of multi-axis isometric side-arm
controllers in a variable stability helicopter
[AD-A106759] P0209 H82-17226
Theoretical linear approach to the combined
man-manipulation system in manual control of an,
aircraft
CHBB-FB-301/S/POB/43] p0320 882-21220
Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
[8ASA-CASE-LAB-12412-1] p0396 H82-24205
Flight experiments using the front-side control
technique during piloted approach and landing in
a powered lift SIOL aircraft
(BASA-TH-81337] p0456 N82-26314
Manual reversion flight control system for A-10
aircraft: Pilot performance and simulator cue
effects
fAD-A 113463] p0526 882-28302
Training aircraft design considerations based on
the successive organization of perception in
manual control
P0563 882-30840
Effects of higher order control systems on
aircraft approach and landing longitudinal
handling qualities
p0563 882-30848
Evaluation of a trajectory command concept for
manual control of carrier approaches and landings
p0563 882-30856
Application of a pilot control strategy
identification technique to a joint F44/S4S4
ground based simulation of head up displays for
CTOL aircraft
p0563 882-30857
Design, simulation and evaluation of advanced





8T OSEB HABOALS (COMPOTES PBOGBAflS)
Development and validation of the V/STOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
C4I44 PAPEB 81-2611] p0107 482-16903
BASOFACTOBIBG
C4D/C4H in British Aerospace - Aircraft Group
p0229 482-24373
Applications of structural adhesives in production
p0326 A82-28808
point of vie* of a helicopter manufacturer on
airworthiness regulations
p0247 882-18137
Bational production methods for the manufacture of
helicopter rotor blades BO-105 helicopter
[H6B-UD-3I2-80-OEJ p03)6 S82-2II88
Development and demonstration of manufacturing
processes for fabricating graphite/LABC 160
polyimide structural elements
[BASA-CB- 165809] p0357 882-22315
Development of materials and manufacturing




Airborne Electronic Bap Systems. I - Design
P0071 A82-14770
Bagnetic anomalies as a reference for ground-speed
and map-matching navigation
p0341 A82-303I4








BAPS SOW EC I IIDBI
iirborne Electronic Hap Systems. I - Design
P0071 A82- 14770




CAD-A11I223 ] p0412 N82-25613
Loran-C plotting progran for plotting lines of
position on standard charts
p0445 H82-26206
BAPS
NT BAOAB CLUI1EH HAPS
III BADAB HAPS
HI BELIEF HAPS
The electronic terrain nap - A uev avionics
integrator
[AIAA 81-2289] pOO«9 A82-13498
Analysis and preparation of a digital terrain data
base for flight simulator use
CAD-A115547] p0559 B82-30315
BABIHB BHVIBONBBNTS
Offshore uses of the airship
p0173 i82-20553
The airship - Its application and promotional
activity
P0173 A82-20555
LAHPS III recovery assist, securing and traversing
/BAST/ system Light Airborne Hnlti-Purpose
System
[S4E PAPEB 811080] p0234 A82-24412
UABIHE HETEOBOLO6I






Haintenance problems in gas turbine components at
the Boyal Naval Aircraft lard, Fleetlands
helicopter and marine gas turbines
p0345 B82-22175
BABIBB TBABSPOBXAIIOB
A marine NAVSTAB GPS receiver
p0235 A82-24644
BABEEBS




Public service helicopters - Is the grass greener
on the other side of the fence
p0045 A82-13238
A perspective on civil use of GPS
p0182 A82-21589
Where is cobalt irreplaceable
p0243 A82-25538
The military helicopter market today and tomorrow
p0386 A82-34I11
Business jets to agricultural aircraft - An
overview of general aviation
P0387 A82-34123
Heavy-duty engines analysis, study 4: A
preliminary market analysis for gas-turbine
applications in the farm market
[DE82-001758] , p0308 N82-20549
BABKETIBG
The marketing, organisation and financing of
aeromedical evacuation by a motoring organisation
P0151 A82-19002
The sporty game on vide body commercial
airliner business history
P0547 A82-42572
Bay GE made a moteur d1aviation
p0578 482-45499
Airbus A 310 will compete nth Boeing 767 for market
p0575 N82-32300
BABKOV CBAIBS
Implementable differential equations for nonlinear
filtering —- radar tracking
[NLB-HP-81037 0] p0600 N82-33120
BABEOV PBOCESSES
HT HABKOV CHAIBS
Target acceleration modeling for tactical missile
guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0370] p0120 A82-I7910
Analysis of built-in-test accuracy
p0545 A82-42211
BASS
NT CENTEfl OF BASS
Bodal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite




Experimental determination of parachute apparent
mass and its significance in predicting dynamic
stability
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1920] p0006 A82-10406
An automated technigne for improving modal
test/analysis correlation
[AIAA 82-0640] p0337 A82-30I37
Two-dimensional apparent masses for cross-flow
sections of wing-store configurations
p0583 A82-46801
B1SS FLOi
Accuracy expectations for gas turbine and
centrifugal compressor performance testing
[ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-I28] p042b A82-35358
BASS FLOi BATE
Design and testing of a new double labyrinth seal




Control electronics for air-borne guadrupole ion
mass spectrometer
[AD-4115399] p0560 1182-30356
Analysis and environmental fate of Air Force
distillate and high density fuels
[JD-i115949] p0595 N82-325I2
BASS XBABSFBB
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass
transfer. I - Steady flow over a slender wedge
wing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0979] p0374 A82-31944
HATCHING
Strong matching method for computing transonic
viscous flows including wakes and separations -
Lifting airfoils
p O O l O 482-10821
BUBBIAL ABSOBPIIOB
The effects of absorbed moisture upon the physical
properties of stretched acrylic materials
p0228 A82-24320
HATEBIAL BALABCE
Balancing of flexible rotors by the complex modal
method
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-DET-46] p0161 482-19310
BATEBIALS
The development and applications of a full-scale
wide body test article to study the behavior of




Handling problems associated with jet aircraft fuels
p O M 2 A82-17288
British aerospace begins update effort
P0378 A82-32624
Generation of electrostatic charge in fuel
handling systems: A literature survey
[AD-AI06056] p0137 B82-14454










Technology transfer; Proceedings of the Thirteenth
National Technical Conference, Hount pocono, PA,
October 13-15. 1981
P029I A82-2740I
New materials fly better and cheaper
P0342 A82-3I426
Evaluation criteria for aero engine materials
p0434 A82-36065
BAIEBIALS IESTS
The possibility of using deformable rubber
components in landing gear
p0009 A82-10496
Bach 2.0 rotating arm rain erosion test apparatus
p0280 A82- 26461
Effects of filler materials upon radone rain
erosion performance at subsonic conditions
A-294
SUBJECT IBDEI HATBEHATICAL BODBLS
p0281 182-26462
lest methodology for evaluation of firevorthy
aircraft seat cushions
p0332 A82-29596









Desiqn of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGT) synthesis
methods, volume 2




A mathematical model of an over-sea airborne DBF
radio link
p0014 A82-I I406
Validation studies of turbulence and combustion
models for aircraft gas turbine combnstors
p0020 A82-12267
Digital control for flexible aircraft using
reduced order models
p0044 A82-13094
Costs of noise nuisance from aircraft
p0046 A82-13314
Hodeling procedures for handling qualities
evaluation of flexible aircraft
p0061 A82-13968
A method for locating aircraft uing damage by
nonlinear vibration analysis
pOI09 A82-I7116
A mathematical model of a subsonic transport
aircraft
pOI27 A82-18575
Analytical prediction of aerospace vehicle
vibration environments[ASHE PAPER SI-DEI-29] poieo 482-19305
A parametric study of dynamic response of a
discrete model of turbcmachinery bladed disk
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-137] p0162 A82-19349
Can Ion-speed jet noise be predicted
p0186 A82-22222
Sensitivity reduction by double perfect model
following with application to aircraft control
p0218 A82-23029
An analytical methodology to predict potential
aircraft losses due to canopy birdstrikes
p0227 482-21313
Beguirements on modern mathematical models of gas
turbine engines. I
p0282 A82-26486
King/control surface flutter analysis using
experimentally corrected aerodynamics
p0283 A82-26569
Hore than meets the eye - The oil dot technique
p0286 A82-27I14
Performance degradation of propeller/rotor systems
due to rime ice accretion
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0286] p0297 A82-28322
Investigation of the aerodynamic-contour method
with control functions in the form of smooth
constant-sign contours
P0333 A82-2983I
Hathematical modeling of unsteady separated flow
past solid airfoil cascades
p0378 A82-3280I
EAGLE - An interactive engine/airframe life cycle
cost model
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-56] p0422 A82-35311
A stage-by-stage dual-spool compression system
modeling technique
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-189] p0427 A82-35394
A spark ignition model for liquid fuel sprays
applied to gas turbine engines
p0436 182-37220
Honofilar - A dual frequency rotorhead absorber
[ A H S PBEPBINT 81-20] p0442 A82-37791
A nonlinear response analysis for coupled
rotor-fuselage systems
C A B S PBEPBIHT 81-23] p0443 182-37794
Aerodynamic behavior of a slender slot in a wind
tunnel vail
P048I 182-38281
Pilot models for discrete maneuvers
[ A I A A 82-1519] p0484 A82-38940
Design of a longitudinal ride-control system by
Zakian's method of inequalities
P05I8 A 8 2 - 4 I I I 4
Estimation of the number of in-flight aircraft on
instrument flight rules
p0518 482-41117
Hodels for controlling reliability in aviation
Bnssian book
P0544 482-12055
Mathematical models of rotor strength and
optimization in computer-aided design
p05«5 A82-42462
Hathematical model for the maintenance program of
modern jet aircraft crack detection:
inspection intervals
[DFVLB-FB-81-14] p0025 N82-I0002
A contribution to the stabilization of flight
vehicle parachute systems mathematical models
[E5A-TT-679] p0028 N82-10046
Technology base for icing instrumentation and
mathematical modelling
p0036 N82-11058
Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact King-gust
interaction
[FDBL-81-7] p0038 N82-11071
Integrated analysis of engine structures
[NASA-IH-82713] p0041 H82-11491
Structural analysis computer programs for rigid
malticomponent pavement structures with
discontinuities, IESLIQID and RBSLA7.BB. Beport
I: Program development and numerical presentations
[1D-1104545] p004t N82-11498
Investigation of the structural degradation and
personnel hazards resulting from helicopter
composite structures exposed to fires and/or
explosions
[AD-A 104757] p0086 H82-12057
The effect of visual information on manual
approach and landing
[NLB-HP-80019-0] p0087 N82- 12064
Subsonic military aircraft engine intake: in
integrated theoretical experiment design
p0094 N82-13073
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[N1S1-TH-B2770] pOlOO N82-13144
A nev approach to modeling the cost of ownership
for aircraft systems
[AD-A 104434] p0102 N82-13979
Hodeling and Analysis of Power Processing Systems
(HAPPS). Volume 1: Technical report
[H1S1-CB- 165538] p0136 N82-14447
Finite difference computation of the conical flow
field over a delta wing
[VKI-TB-140] pOI99 N82-I7I35
Parametric criteria and impact on design trends
p0247 N82-18139
Volumetric pattern prediction of antennas on
aircraft using the geometrical theory of
diffraction
fESl-IT-677] p0259 N82-18483
Transonic perturbation analysis of
wing-fnselage-nacelle-pylon configurations with
powered jet exhausts
[H1S4-CB-165852] p0262 N82-19 167
lorkshop on Hathematical Fire Hodeling
[1D-A108876] p0268 1182-19343
Aircraft noise prediction program theoretical
manual, part 1
[N1SA-TH-83I99-PT-I] p0270 NS2-19946
lircraft noise prediction program theoretical
manual, part 2
[B1S1-IH-83199-PT-2] p0270 N82-19947
Identification of mnltivariable high performance
turbofan engine dynamics from closed loop data
[BAS1-TH-82785] p0307 N82-20339
Analytical investigation of nonrecoverable stall
[BASA-IH-82792] p03 17 H82-2I195
Theoretical optimisation and experimental
verification of an injector
p0361 N82-23170
A theoretical study of the impact of aircraft vake
vortices on roofs in the final approach area of
Dusseldorf airport
[DFVLB-HITT-82-OI] p037l H82-23S60
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using
analytical models of the human pilot
a-295
BAIBBBATICAL PBOGBtBHXBG SBBJECI IBDEX
CHASA-TB-84233] p0396 H82-24208
A aodel for sensor-interceptor trade-off analysis
[4D-41I2046] p0450 H82-26271
Application of adaptive estimation to target
tracking
[AD-A112036] p0450 882-26272
Investigation of an improved structural model for
damaged 1-38 horizontal stabilizer flutter
analysis using HASTBAB
[AO-A111095] p0456 882-26316
Gravity induced position errors in airborne
inertial navigation
[AD-A113823] pO«67 B82-27272
Reliability model for planetary gear
[HASA-TH-82859] p0529 B82-28643
Establishment of a rotor model basis
[BASA-TP-2026] p0535 H82-293II
Effects of higher order control systems on
aircraft approach and landing longitudinal
handling qualities
p0563 H82-30848
Design of advanced digital flight control systems
via Command Generator Tracker (CGI) synthesis
methods, volume I
[40-4115510] p0570 182-31331
Mathematical model for a maintenance program for
modern jet aircraft
CESA-TT-724] p0585 H82-32308
Cost and benefits design optimization model for
fault tolerant flight control systems
CBASA-CB-I5928I] P0593 N82-32379
A-7 flight softvare analysis
[4D-4116179] p0594 H82-32386
Dayton aircraft cabin fire model, version 3.
Volume 1: Physical description
[AD-A117905] p0605 H82-33361
Universal turret system model determination and
controller performance testing
[AD-A117687] p0608 H82-33380
Hath model description for the Visual Technology
Besearch Simulator (TIBS) conventional takeoff
and landing (CTOL) weapon delivery visual system
C A D - A I I 7 I 4 I ] p06 l l H82-33407
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from vhole crude shale oil, part 5
[&D-4117438] p0612 H82-33551






Hathematical programming in engineering design
problems
p0083 482-15864
Comment on 'Optimal control via mathematical
programming'
< P0342 482-31125
Ihe application of geometric programming to the





Ihe influence of Coriolis forces on gyroscopic
motion of spinning blades





On computing Flognet transition matrices of
rotorcraft
p0013 482-11225
A binary matrix technique for aircraft collision
threat recognition and avoidance
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0184] pO 116 482-17828
Gas path analysis of commercial aircraft engines
p0402 N82-25184
Supplementary studies on the sensitivity of
optimized structures




Component coupling Kith time-invariant mass matrix
for nonisotropic rotating and nonrotating systems
[4144 82-0731] p0340 482-30179
An algorithm for calculating the compliance
matrices of aircraft structures by the
substructure method as applied to aeroelasticity
problems
P0388 A82-34I61
Linear decentralized systems nith special structure
for t«in lift helicopters
p0388 A82-343S9
Ihe automatic matrix force method and techniques




D BAIBIX METHODS '
BillBOB LIKELIHOOD BSIIBAIBS
On matching the systems identification technique
to the particular application — in evaluating
flight test data
p0044 482-13119
Baximnm likelihood failure detection of aircraft
flight control sensors
p0556 A82-1*4481
System identification of nonlinear aerodynamic
models
p0540 H82-29996
Bodeling of a tracking radar in terms of a
nonlinear second order phase lock loop
[AD-4115628J p0596 H82-32580
BAIIELL BQOAHOI








HT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
HI DC 9 AIBCBAFT
HT DC 10 AIBCBAFI
HT F-4 AIBCBAFT
HI F-18 AIBCBAFI






Optimization of measurements in the state




0 BEASOBB AHD IHIEGBATIOH
UASOBBBBBI
Application of a pilot control strategy
> identification technigue to a joint FAA/HASA















HI DISIAHCE HEASOBIHG EQOIPBEBT
HT DIHABOBETEBS
HI ELECTROSTATIC PBOBES
HI BHGIHE BOBITOBIHG IHSTBDHEHIS
BT FLABE CALOBIBETEBS
BT FLIGBT LOAD BECOBDEBS
BT FLIGBt BECOBDBBS
HI FLIB DEIECTQBS
BT FLOI DIBECIIOB IHDICATOBS
HT FLOBHETBBS
HT FUEL GAGES












HI LASEB DOPPLBB VELOCIHEIEBS







HI HOLIISPECIBAL BABD SCABHEBS
HI OBEGA BAVIGATIOH SYSTEH


















HI HBATHEB DATA BECOBDEBS
HT HEIGHT INDICATOBS
BT 8IHD VAHES
Botoc systems research aircraft /BSBA/ cotor force
and moment measurement system
[4144 PAPEB 81-2516] p0057 482-13913
A Bicrovave Ice Accretion Heasurement Instrument -
BIABI
[4144 PAPEB 82-0285] p O I I S 482-17875
Evaluation of methods for characterizing surface
topography of models for high Beynolds number
mnd-tunnels
[ A I A A 82-0603] p0238 A82-24675
Instrumentation for testing aircraft antistatic
protection
[OHEB4, IP Hu. 1982-7] p0389 AB2-34495
Primary-data devices Bussian book
P0491 A82-39279
Technology base for icing instrumentation and
mathematical modelling
p0036 H82-11058
A portable. Ion-cost flight-data measurement and
recording system
[HASA-TH-84229] p0358 B82-22478
The Baneuverable Atmospheric Probe (BAP) , a
remotely piloted vehicle
[ 4 D - 4 I I 6 I I 8 ] pOS69 H82-3I323
Study of the source function by the causality
methods defined by Bibner and Siddon
[PB82-205I70] p0615 B82-34I96
BBCBAHICAL DEVICES
A high strength ejector release unit for the Tornado
pOI03 482-16025
A comprehensive bibliography of literature on
helicopter noise technology




HT HELICOPTEB PBOPELLEB DBI7E
BI PBOPELLEB DBIVE
HI IBAHSBISSIOBS (BACBIBE ELEBEHTS)
Aviation gear drives and reducers: Handbook in
Russian
p03«l A82-30675
CFC drive shaft and GFC coupling for the tail
rotor of the BO 105
P0439 A82-37766
Advanced general aviation cooperative
engine/airframe integration study
[BASA-CB-165564] p0354 B82-22263
High-speed rotary printing device for air traffic
control applications: A preliminary evaluation
CAD-A107325] p0466 H82-27264




Lineup of the IB-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p0699 A82-22896
Design technology for improved performance
retention in tnrbofan engines
[SAB PAPEB 811055] p0231 A82-24392
Compilation of abstracts of dissertations theses,
and research papers submitted by candidates for
degrees, 1 October 1979 - 30 September 1980
[AD-A104124] pOIOl B82-13974
Bibliography of Levis Besearch Center technical












BT IIHD VELOCITI HEASOBEBEHT
The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines









































Superalloy turbine components - Rhich is the
superior manufacturing process, as-BIP, HIP plus
Isoforge, or 'gatorizing' of extrusion
consolidated billet
p0021 A82-12497
Superalloy powder engine components; controls
employed to assure high quality hardware
P002I A82-12499
Consideration of mechanical, physical, and
chemical properties in bearing selection for
landing gear of large transport aircraft
[ASLE PBEPBIHI 81-LC-2B-3] p0126 482-18112
Carbon-fiber composites - A fiber composite
material for highly stressed light-construction
components
p0240 A82-24805
Light weight adhesive joining of composite
structures
p029l 482-27101




BBCHABICAL BBSOHANCB SOBJBCT IHDEI
Coaposite materials with enphasis foe aircraft
gas turbine parts
p0325 A82-28590
Processing and uses of carbon fibre reinforced
plastics Book
P0325 A82-286K3
Effects of moisture on the mechanical properties
of glass/epoxy coaposites
p0329 482-29036
A review of U.S. Air Force research related to
airframe and engine materials
P0329 482-29268
Mechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreg
system at cryogenic and other temperatures
[ A I A A 82-0708] p0335 A82-30099
Environmental and high strain rate effects on
composites for engine applications
[AIAA 82-0758] P0336 A82-30U8
Effect of operating life on the mechanical
properties of the materials and load-bearing
capacity of the rotor elements of gas-turbine
engines
p0342 A82-3I643
Technical and economic comparison of carbon fiber
tape and woven fabric applications
p051« 182-40993
Structural strength of materials and parts of gas
turbine engines Bussian book
p0544 A82-42063
Mathematical models of rotor strength and
optimization in computer-aided design
p0545 A82-42462
Advantages and limitations in the use of diverse
materials for aircraft construction
composite versus metallic materials
[SHIAS-811-551-104] pOI39 M82-I501I
Composite structural materials fiber
reinforced composites for aircraft structures
[NASA-CR-165121] p0193 N82-16182
The influence of protective treatment on the
mechanical properties of saperalloy parts
p0346 H82-22180
Bechanical properties of hot isostatic pressed
p/B-titanium for helicopter components
[BBB-OD-324-81-0] p0410 1182- 25383
Hechanical property characterization and modeling
of structural materials for airframes and
aircraft gas turbine engines
[AD-A113841] p0478 H82-27784
Determination of material properties by limited
scan X-ray tomography


















Ozone and aircraft operations
p0311 N82-21145
MEDICAL SEBVICES
Aeromedical evacuation: Besults, analysis,
developments; International Aeromedical
Evacuation Congress, 1st, Bunich, lest Germany,
September 16-19, 1980, Beports
pOISI A82-19001
The marketing, organisation and financing of
aeromedical evacuation by a motoring organisation
pOISI A82-19002
Survey of aeromedical evacuation in Italy
p0152 A82-19003
The network of civilian air rescue in Germany
p0152 A82-19004
Ambulance helicopter in the Stockholm archipelago
p0152 A82-19005
Military assistance to safety and traffic /BAST/
pOI52 A82-19006
Aerial ambulance service in Australia
p0152 A82-19007
Flying doctor service in Bast Africa
p0152 A82-19008
Air ambulance systems in the Bepublic of South
Africa
p0152 A82-19009
The situation of air rescue in Argentina
p0152 482-19010
Aeromedical evacuation in Hev Zealand
POI53 482-19011
A comparative study on mechanical vibration and
noise during patient transportation
p0153 482-19013
Helicopter secondary applications for
nenrotraumatic emergencies
P0153 A82-19015
Problems pertaining to aeronautical technology in
the case of rescue operations with helicopters
in mountainous areas
pOI53 482-19018
The helicopter in rescue operations in
high-mountain areas
P0153 A82- 19019
Aircraft for secondary long range emergency
ambulance flight
p0154 A82-19021
Application pf the ABC helicopter to the emergency
medical service role
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2653] p0157 482-19219










Development of in-can melting process and
equipment, 1979 and 1980
[DE82-001050] pO 195 882-16834

















A new method for constructing two-dimensional
orthogonal and non-orthogonal meshes
P0383 A82-33630
BESOSCALE PHEIOBBBA
Besoscale convective weather systems and aviation
operations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0015] p0114 A82-17733




A nev resin for field repair
p029l A82-27412
The promise of laminated metals in aircraft design
p0506 A82-40903





The protection of gas turbine blades - A platinum
aluminide diffusion coating
P0063 A82- 14364
Improved plasma sprayed BCrAlI coatings for
aircraft gas turbine applications
pOI76 A82-20742




SUBJECT INDEX BBTAL BOBKIBG
Progress in protective coatings foe aircraft gas
turbines: A Beviev of B A S A sponsored research
fNASA-TH-82740] p0090 H82-I22I6
Electroforoing of space aad aircraft structures




Tool use in catting operations involving integral
structural components in aircraft construction
p0326 A32-28873
BETAL FATIGDE
Fatigue substantiation of non-linear structures
pOOU 182-11224
A note on fatal aircraft accidents involving metal
fatigue
p0014 482-11100
Crack edge instability - A criterion for safe
crack propagation liait in thin sheets
p O I I O 482-17243
Bethoas and models for predicting fatigue crack
growth under random loading Book
p0168 482-20506
A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue crack
growth under aircraft spectrum loading
P0168 182-20509
LOB-frequency eddy current inspection of aircraft
structure
pOI83 A82-2I900
The effect of temperature-time factors on the
metal damage and endurance characteristics of
gas-turbine-engine rotor blades
p0295 482-28019
Occurrence of fretting fatigue failures in practice
p0325 A82-28543
& review and assessment of fatigue crack growth
rate relationships for metallic airframe materials
p039l 482-34879
Fatigue behavior of weldbonded joints
pOSIS 482-41115
A fatigue crack growth theory based on strain
energy density factor
p0552 A82-43742
Some case studies and the significance of fatigue
thresholds aircraft components
CNLH-MP-81015-U] p0371 H82-23561
Evaluation of cast titanium alloy compressor
components, volume 1
[ A D - A l t 1 4 3 1 ] p0396 H82-24204
Comparison between probability of detection,
sensitivity, and accuracy of five nondestructive
inspection methods high strength steel
aircraft undercarriage retraction cylinders
f N L B - M P - 8 I 0 3 8 - U ] p0398 N82-24500
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for








The use of metal finishing in aircraft fuel systems
P0088 M82-12077
BBTAL FOILS
Betal honeycomb to porous wireforn substrate
diffusion bond evaluation












Sheet materials - Fabrication and joining for
gas turbine engine components
p0325 482-28594
Evaluation of sensitivity of ultrasonic detection
of disbonds in graphite/epoxy to metal joints
P0436 482-37080





Formability of metallic materials - 2000 A.U. ;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, IL, June
24, 25, 1980
p038S A82-33989
Baterial flow and defect formation in forging an
airfoil shape froo metal-matrix composites
p<>385 482-33995
Application of a new hybrid material /ABALL/ in
aircraft structures
p0513 A82-40975
Fuselage structure using advanced technology fiber
reinforced composites
(SASA-CASE-LAB-11688-1] p0458 H82-26384








Honitoring engine wear by oil analysis
p0224 A82-24012
BBIAL PLATES
GTD analysis of airborne antennas radiating in the
presence of lossy dielectric layers
[HSS4-CB-168770] p0357 H82-22398
HBTAL POiDEB




The technology of sheet-metal stamping in the
production of aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Bussian book
pOOSO A82-14998
Crack edge instability - A criterion for safe
crack propagation limit in thin sheets
pOI 10 A82-17243
Prediction of cyclic growth of cracks and debonds
in aluminum sheets reinforced with boron/epoxy
p0288 482-27151
Sheet materials - Fabrication and joining for
gas turbine engine components
P0325 A82-28594
Formability of metallic materials - 2000 A.U. ;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, IL, June
24, 25. I960
P0385 A82-33989
Formability of IUCOLOY alloy HA 956 - An oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy
p0385 A82-33994
The promise of laminated metals in aircraft design
p0506 A62-40903
BBIAL SURFACES
Impingement cooling of concave surfaces of turbine
airfoils
p0149 A82-18894
Gas turbine ceramic-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous metal core
[NASA-TP-1942] p0134 N82-14090
Carbon fiber reinforced composite structures








The technology of sheet-metal stamping in the
production of aircraft /2nd revised and enlarged
edition/ Bussian book
p0080 482-14998
SPF of high strength aluminum structures
superplastic forming for complex aircraft
structures
P0328 A82-28997
Formability of metallic materials - 2000 A.D.;
Proceedings of the Symposium, Chicago, IL, June
24, 25, 1980
p0385 A82-33989
Formability of IdCOLOY alloy HA 956 - An oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy
p0385 A82-33994
Net shape components for small gas turbine engines
(ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-96] D0424 A82-35338
A-299
METAL-HBTAL BOIDING SOBJBCI IMDBI
HBTAL-HETAL BOIDIHG




Solid-state flight incident recorder
P0401 H82-25I72
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Strategic materials - Technological trends
pOttl A82-37972
Critical metals conservation, recycling and
substitution
[AGABD-B-693] p0357 N82-22348
Besearch and development on near metal analysis
[ 4 D - 4 I I 2 1 0 0 ] p0458 N82-26446
Evaluation of plasma source spectrometers for the








Aircraft measurements of icing in supercooled and




NT HEATHEB DATA BECOBDEBS
NT HIND VANES
Instruments and installations for meteorological
measurements at airports Bussian book
p0326 482-28826




Bapid extraction of layer relative humidity,
geopotential thickness, and atmospheric
stability from satellite sounding radiometer data
p0242 482-25113
Triggered lightning resulting from aircraft
atmospheric electricity interactions
p0432 A82-35727
Aviation meteorology Bnssian book
p0434 A82-36972
Meteorological aspects of North Atlantic flight
tracks - Some interim results of the study
p05<!9 482-43250
Aspects of clear air turbulence severity
forecasting and detection
p0579 A82-45823
Botorcraft icing: Status and prospects
[AGABD-AB-166] p0036 N82-11056
Operational environment, meteorological conditions
and weather forecasting
p0036 N82-11057
Heather deterioration models applied to alternate
airport criteria
[AD-A 108877] p0309 N82-208 11
Heteorological impact on aviation fuel efficiency
p0310 N82-21140
Heteorological inputs to advanced simulators
p0310 N82-21I41
Heteorology impact on future aircraft design
p03IO N82-2I143
Heteorology impact on ATC system desiqn
P0311 N82-21144
Prototype Regional Observation and Forecast System
(PBOFS)
p03U N82-21150
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, U.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138934] * p0465 N82-27248
Besponse of cloud microphysical instruments to
aircraft icing conditions
[AD-A 1123 17] p0469 N82-27284
A survey of melting layer research
[AD-A115224J p0562 N82-30806
Evaluation of a meteorological airborne pulse
Doppler radar
CPB82-156860] p0562 N82-30820




Applications of conventional and Doppler radars
for aviation safety
p0003 482-10215
Description of the meteorological research radar
system aboard NOAA/Besearch Facilities Center
HP-3D aircraft
p0003 482-10217
Airborne weather radar and severe weather
penetration
P0003 482-10219
An airport wind shear detection and warning system
using Doppler radar
p0003 A82-10220
Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air
radar detection of low-level wind shear
p0004 A82-I022I
The evolution of airborne weather avoidance radar
toward a calibrated remote rain gauge using BEACT
Bain Echo Attenuation Compensation Hardware
p0004 A82-10225
Commercial airborne weather radar technology
p0075 A82-14868
X-band vs C-band aircraft radar - The relative
effects of beamwidth and attenuation in severe
storm situations
pOI65 A82-19858
Scanning strategies for air traffic control radars
p0235 482-24646
Demonstration of radar reflector detection and
ground clutter suppression using airborne
weather and mapping radar
pOSOO 482-40532
Development of a clear air radar to detect
meteorological hazards at airports
[AD-A108236] p0260 N82-18835
The Joint Airport Heather Studies Project
p0311 N82-21152
Evaluation of the FAA/HITBE weather data device
[AD-A114646] p0562 N82-30800
Evaluation of a meteorological airborne pulse
Doppler radar
[PB82-156860] p0562 N82-30820
Considerations for optimum siting of NEXBAD to
detect convective phenomena hazardous to




Description of the meteorological research radar
system aboard NOAA/Besearch Facilities Center
HP-3D aircraft
p0003 482-10217
Thunderstorm hazards flight research - Program
overview
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2412] p0053 A82-13853
HETEOBOLOGICAL SERVICES
The Joint Airport Heather Studies project
investigation of convective microbursts
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0017] pO I 14 482-17734
FAA/NRS aviation route forecast /ABF/ development
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0013] p0183 A82-22027
Hind and temperature database for flight planning
[SAB PAPEB 811068] p0231 A82-24385
Airline flight planning - The weather connection
[SAE PAPEB 811067] p0231 A82-24386
A-300
SUBJECT IBDBI BICBOPBOCKSSOBS
Communicating critical veather information to pilots
(ZITLE)
[AIAA P4PEB 82-0016] p0285 182-27082
Aviation aeteorology Bassiao book
P0434 482-36972
The aviation route forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for pilot self-briefing
of meteorological information
P05S3 A82-4382I
Development and test of a tactical visibility sensor
p0579 482-H5620
The airplane manufacturer and aeteorology in
prediction of weather effects on aircraft
performance
pOS79 A82-45821
Aircraft aeteorological data relaj /4BD4B/
P0579 A82-45822
Aviation meteorology in the 1980's - A trend
forecast
pOSSO 482-145827
The Center leather Service Dnit program /CISD/
for civil aviation
p0580 A82-45828
leather support for helicopter operations in the
Gulf of Bexico
pOSSO A82-45829
The Aviation Eoute Forecast /AGF/ program - An
interactive svstea for Pilot Self-Briefing
computerized veather service
p0580 A82-45830
The BS1 real-time aviation weather information
system - An alternative to standard general
aviation veather briefing procedures
pOSSO A82-45834
Columbus. Ohio, Voice response system
demonstration and evaluation
[AD-A104750] p0091 H82-12304
Automated Pilot Advisory System
[NASA-TB-73296] p0140 N82-J5027
Proceedings: Fifth Annual Boric shop on
neteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation Systems
[NASA-CP-2192] p0310 N82-2H39











A summary of the Naval Postgraduate School
Besearch Program
[40-4104112] pOI02 N82-13975
Proceedings: Fifth Annual Workshop on












Three dimensional flov investigation with a method
of characteristics in the inlet region and the
blade-to-blade channels of supersonic axial
compressors
[ESA-TT-637] pOOSS N82-12078
A method of characteristics solution for a finite




Combining analysis vith optimization at Langley






Automatic checking of measuring units in the
Bodane vind tunnels
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1982-10] p0390 A82-34498
BEUCO
Badar mapping, archaeology, and ancient land use
in the Baya lovlands
[BASA-CB-164931] p0041 N82-115)4
BICBOBALAICKS
An evaluation of the Bosemonnt ice detector for





Lockheed Airborne Data System - Distributed
microcomputers provide on-board real-time analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2367] p0060 A82-13949
BABP - A fault tolerant distributed microcomputer
structure for aircraft navigation and control
p0293 A82-2771U
The detection of lov level vind shear. II
p0483 A82-38463
A floating-point/mnltiple-precision processor for
airborne applications
p0544 A82-41868
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
p0445 882-26208
Commntated automatic gain control system
p0446 N82-26209
A floating-ppint/mnltiple-precision processor for
airborne applications •<
[NASA-TB-84252] p0452 N82-26289
Attribute requirements for a simulated flight
scenario microcomiuter test
[AD-A 115676] p0594 N82-32389
BICBOCBACKS




Simulation reaches tovards reality
p0382 A82-33547
HICBOflETBOBOLOGY




Small engine inlet air particle separator technology
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-40] p0421 A82-35299
BICBOPBOHBS
Adapter for mounting microphone flush vith the
external surface of the skin of a pressurized
aircraft
[NASA-CASE-FBC-I 1072-I] p0398 N82-24474
BICBOPBOCBSSOBS
A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for
stall/spin research
[AIAA 8I-2J77] p0002 482-10126
Navigation task partitioning in
distributed-processing avionics systems
p0009 A82-10646
Digital avionics display processor
[AIAA 81-231J] pOOSI A82-13513
An operational model of specific range for
microprocessor applications in piston-prop
general aviation airplanes
[AIAA 81-2330] p0052 482-13526
Flight testing De Havilland Aircraft Limited
D4SH-8 utilizing onboard data analysis by
microprocessor ^
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2507] ' p0057 482-13907
Application pf a microprocessor controlled cockpit
display for enhanced pilot control of flight
test maneuvers
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2510] p0057 A82-13908
A multimicroprocessor system for ATCBBS monopulse
data processing
p0071 A82-14777
Bicroprocessor flight control application study
p0073 A82- 14796
Energy management in military combat aircraft
pOI69 482-20515










The micro revolution cones to civil air transport
p0329 482-29259
PHOX - The interface for engine data to AIDS
propulsion multiplexer in Aircraft Integrated
Data System
[ A I A A PAPEE 82-1)27] p04!7 A82-35022
An approach to software for high integrity
applications in aircraft gas turbine engine
control
[ASHE PAPEE 82-GT-251] p0429 482-35430
A modular automated approach to airfield weather
systems
p0579 A82-4S813
Buggedized minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th BOLH
MIL-SPEC Computer User's Group Conference
tHASA-CP-2206] p0138 882-14829
On-board computer progress in development of A 310
flight testing program
p0138 882-14833
Integration of a digital air data computer into
the test aircraft HFB-320
[DFVLB-HITT-81-09] pOI4 l 882-15038
Advanced recorder design and development
[PBS 1-244105] p0193 B82-163B5
Integration of controls and displays in O.S. Amy
helicopter cockpits
[AD-A109594] p0306 H82-20191
Joint University Program Air for Transportation
Besearch, 1981
[HASA-CP-2224] p0445 H82-26I99
PPOD Programmable pilot-oriented display air
navigation
p0445 HS2-2620I
Hydraulic Universal Display Processor System (fiODPS)
[AD-A114428] p0525 882-28294
Pilot opinions of sampling effects in lateral
directional control
p0563 882-30849
Design of a microprocessor-controlled linkage for
simulator applications
[ A D - A I t 5 4 2 1 ] p0564 882-30954
BTCBOPBOGBAHHIHG
Implementation of the recommendations made on the
technical report titled analysis of advanced





Advanced microstrip antenna developments. Volume
2: Hicrostri/p GPS antennas for general aviation
aircraft
[ A D - A 113620] p0477 882-27588
HICBOSTBOCTOBE
Mechanical and metallurgical considerations in















High speed microwave phase-locked loops
p0066 A82-14696
A Hicrowave Ice Accretion Measurement Instrument -
MIAMI
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0285] p0118 A82-I7875






8T EXTBEHELI HIGH FBEQOE8CIES
BT SUPEBHIGH FBEQOEBCIBS
HICBOHAVE LABDIKG SISIBHS
Improving the MIS through enhanced cockpit displays
p0009 482-10649
Joint Tactical Hicrowave Landing System /JTHLS/
airborne signal processing
[AIAA 81-2247] p0048 A82-13471
Development of an HLS lateral autoland system with
automatic path definition
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1751] p0062 A82-13993
Computer-animated predictive displays for
microwave landing approaches
p0082 A82-15816
Helical helicopter approaches with microwave
landing system guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2654] p0109 A82-16914
HLS - A new generation landing guidance system is
here
P0123 A82-18145
The DHE-based Azimuth System /DAS/
p0123 482-18146
Helicopter decelerated steep approach and landing
to confined areas under instrument
meteorological conditions
pOI25 482-18161
Development of a digital integrated automatic
landing system /DIALS/ for steep approach and
landing
P0168 A82-20297
HLS flare low elevation angle guidance
considerations
POI75 A82-20586
A Hicrowave Landing System simulation
P0220 A82-23323
An MLS with computer aided landing approach
(AIAA PAPEB 8i-1352] p0489 A82-39122
BASA/FAA Helicopter ATC simulation investigation
of BHAV/HLS instrument approaches
P0501 A82-40535
Flight simulation studies on the feasibility of
laterally segmented approaches in an HLS
environment
p0509 A82-4094I
B 6 H characteristics of a Hicrowave Landing System
P0545 A82-422I6
Automation in the skies automatic air traffic
control
P0584 A82-47224
HLS performance assessment, task 4. Volume 1:
Evaluation procedures and equipment design
[AD-A105393] p0087 882-12061
HLS vertical guidance and navigation for a STOL
airplane landing on an elevated STOLport
[8ASA-TH-8I338] p0135 882-14101
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS). Part 3: A comparison of waypoint
guidance algorithms for B8AV/HLS transition
[8ASA-CB-3512] pOI88 882-16060
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS). Part 2: B8AV/HLS transition
problems for aircraft
[BASA-CB-3SI1] p0200 882-17142
An aircraft sensor fault tolerant system
[BASA-CB-165876] p0407 882-25236
Life-cycle-cost analysis of the microwave landing
system ground and airborne systems
[AD-AI10909] p0449 1182-26266
Flight-test verification of a pictorial display
for general aviation instrument approach
[BASA-TH-83305] p0452 882-26288
Hicrowave Landing System flare subsystem test
[AD-A 107327] p0466 882-27263
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS). Part 4: Transition path
reconstruction along a straight line path
containing a glideslope change waypoint
[BASA-CB-3574-PI-4] p0522 882-28269
Operational and functional requirements for the
navigation system in terminal areas
[ A D - A I I 6 I 2 7 ] p0568 882-31318
L-band DHE multipath environment in the Hicrowave
Landing System (HLS) approach and landing region
[FAA-BD-82-19] p0586 882-32330




Airborne measurements with a sensitive hiqh
resolution 90 GHz radiometer
p O I S I A82-18940
A study of potentially low cost millimetre-wave
radiometric sensors
4-302
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p O I S I 182-189112
Badiometnc measurements at 80 GHz
p O I S I 482-1891(3
BICBOBAVE SCATTBBIIG
Experimental measurement of the low angle terrain
scattering interference environment
p0175 182-20588
Two-frequency /Delta K/ microwave scatteroaeter




High speed microwave phase-locked loops
p0066 182-14696
BICBOI1TE TB11SHISSIOB
Bicrowave communications to remotely piloted
vehicles
pOISO 182-18911
Bicrovave systems for radar guided missiles
pOISO 182-18936
Small EHF/SHF airborne S4TCOH terminal
p0290 182-27209
Parametric study of microwave-powered
high-altitude airplane platforms designed for
linear flight
[ N A S A - T P - I 9 I 8 ] p0035 H82-II050
The feasibility of a high-altitude aircraft









Estimate of human control over mid-air collisions
p0114 182-17604
lir-air collision avoidance systems
P0491 182-39323
lir-air anticollision systems
[SEE P1PEB 811764] pOSSS 182-44235
Bidair and near midair collisions on two- and
three-dimensional curvilinear flight paths
[ES1-TT-685] p0253 1182-18200
lircraft collision avoidance systems
[GPO-79-431] p0264 H82- 19201
lircraft collision avoidance and air traffic safety
[GPO-88-545] p0303 M82-20 169
Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions:
U.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138900] p0465 H82-27251
Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by make
and model, D.S. civil aviation, 1979
[PB82-138892] p0465 H82-27252
Computer outages at air terminal facilities and






International plans for civil and military co-
ordination
p0220 182-23317
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures
of the Boyal Netherlands lirforce. Part 1:
Color measurements »
[IZF-I980-1-VOL-I] pOI45 N82-I508I
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures




Automated Paint and Process Line /1PIL/ for
aircraft production
[1111 81-2166] p0002 182-10120
Sophisticated aircraft structure developments -
Combat aeroplanes
pOOOS 182-10309
Sealed lead-acid batteries for aircraft applications
p O O I S 182-11716
Idvanced aircraft electric power system
pOOIS 182-11718
The all digital military aircraft
p0017 182-11937
1CB1 - Fact or fantasy Idvanced
Civilian/Bilitary lircraft
pOOI9 182-12048
Further application and development of an engine
'usage/life monitoring system for military services
p0020 182- 12450
Heavy lift helicopters - 1 national technology
opportunity
p0045 182- 13241
LBX - In advanced avionics system design
[1111 81-2249] p0048 182-13472
Flat panel developments for future military aircraft
[1111 81-2302] pOOSO 182-13507
Fiber-optic iamunity to Efll/EBP for military
aircraft
[1111 81-2339] p0052 182-13529
Becent improvements at the Naval lir Test Center
for increased test system flexibility
[1111 P1PEB 81-2392] p0056 182-13888
Collection and simulation of spatial infrared
signatures of military jet aircraft
[1111 P1PEB 81-2494] p0058 182-13921
EC-10, flight test program management - The
contractor's viewpoint
[1111 P1PEB 81-2380] p0064 182-14384
Future directions in CHI integrated avionics
p0067 182-14720
New advances in signal processing technology for
integrated CNI avionics Communication,
Navigation, and Identification
p0070 182-14762
Ipplications of covariance analysis simulation to
avionics flight testing
p0070 182-14767
Bicroprocessor flight control application study
p0073 182-14796
Testing of the SJD-51 ejection seat for the F/l-18
/HOBNET/ aircratt
p0078 182-14955
Crashworthy military passenger seat development
p0079 182-14976
Bead-up displays - The integrity of flight
information
p0106 182-16562
Type '!' V/STOL - One aircraft for all support
missions
[1111 P1PEB 81-2661] pOI09 182-16917
The application of bifurcation theory to the study
of loss of control over combat aircraft
[ONEBl, IP NO. 1981-100] p0129 182-18837
Application pf thrusting ejectors to tactical
aircraft having vertical lift and short-field
capability
[1111 P1PEB 81-2629] p0156 182-19211
Experience and needs of civil and military flight
simulator users; Proceedings of the Flight
Simulation Symposium, London, England, Ipril 7,
8, 1981
pOI70 182-20526
The uses of airships in the Boyal Navy
P0173 182-20556
Design for military aircraft operability;
Proceedings of the Symposium, London, England,
February 7, 1980
pOI74 182-20560
Design for operability of military aircraft B1F
engineering experience and requirements. I -
Thoughts of a squadron engineer
p0174 182-20561
Aircraft operability - BAF engineering experience
and requirements. II
p0174 482-20562
Operability of military aircraft - Ivionic design
aspects
pOI74 182-20564
Operability of military aircraft - Some design and
cost trends
pOI74 A82-20565
Flight testing in the eighties: Proceedings of the
Eleventh Annual Symposium, Atlanta, GA, August
27-29, 1980
p0176 A82-20751
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
p0221 A82-23441
Transparency development needs for military
aircraft in the 1980's
P0225 A82-24302
Aircraft transparency bird impact analysis using
the BAGHA computer program
P0227 A82-24315
EBC clearance of modern military aircraft
p0229 A82-24359
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Future helicopter technology
p0284 A82-26820
in evaluation of several polymers for high density
humidity PC coatings
p0292 482-27432
4IE logistics in the United States Air Force
p0294 A82-27890
The United States iir Force intonated Vibration
Diagnostics System /iVID/ for improved jet
engine maintenance
p0295 482-27901
VSTOLE - He can build then, but can we sell them
p0296 482-28281
A computerized system for the application of
fracture tracking data to aircraft oanagenent
for the C-5A military airlift transport
( A I A A 82-0760] p0336 482-30119
Durability and damage tolerance control plans for
OSAF aircraft
[4144 82-0679] p0338 482-301M7
Very large aircraft - A common response to a
rapidly changing global environment
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0799] p0375 A82-3I979
The potential of large aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0804] p0376 A82-3I980
Military aircraft and international policy
p0386 A82-34108




Short-tern behavior of a Doppler navigation system
and comparison with position indication by means
of scanning radar
, p0390 A82-34672
Conbat survivability in the Advanced Technology
Engine Study /ATES/
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1287] p0419 A82-35IOI
Aeropropulsion research for the U.S. Arny
(ASHE PAPEB 82-6T-203] p0427 A82-35398
Advanced turboprop engines for long endurance
naval patrol aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-217] p0427 A82-35404
Practical aerodynamic problems - Hilitary aircraft
p043l A82-35556
An alternate test procedure to qualify future
fuels for Davy aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1233] p0434 482-36175
Implementing aircraft identification schemes by
public key cryptosystems
p0436 A82-37381
JVX, what an opportunity Joint Services
Advanced Vertical Lift Aircraft Program
p0482 A82-38423
Guidance for the use of equivalent systems with
HIL-F-8785C for aircraft flight control
systems
[4IA4 PAPEB 82-I3SS] p0489 A82-39I24
U.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle program
p0493 A82-39732
Age exploration in naval aviation Reliability
Centered Haintenance program
p O S l l AB2-40962
Northrop ECH - From B-1B to F-5E
pOSSI A82-43425
It's too logical - It'll never work /Commercial
applications of the J7I/
p0556 482-44469
Electronic flight deck displays for military
transport aircraft
p0092 882-13050
Investigation of functional commonality of
avionics systems in naval aircraft
[AD-A105503] p0133 B82-14088
Test and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
[AD-A107576] P0188 H82-16056
Detection and prevention of corrosion in Boyal Air
Force aircraft
p021l H82-17351
Naval versions of the Dauphin and the AS 15 IT
weapon system
p0247 H82-18142
Army Lynx: Product development matched to
military combat development
p0247 H82-18143
A light helicopter for night firing
p0248 N82-I8144
Besponse of cloud microphysical instruments to
aircraft icing conditions
[AD-A112317] p0469 N82-27284
Historical research and development inflation
indices for Army fixed and rotor winged aircraft
[4D-4114368] p0525 N82-28290
Study of the frequency assignment congestion in




Belationships between naval aviation safety and
pilot flight experience
P0012 A82-11031
The national dynamics 'observer* mini-BPV for
tropical operation
p0493 A82-39734
Age exploration in naval aviation Beliability
Centered Haintenance program
p051l A82-40962
Logistics research program in the United States
Air Force










NT UH- I HELICOPTER
NT UH-60A HELICOPTEB
Fast and accurate gyrocompass using strapdown
tuned rotor gyros as a solution to combat
helicopters navigation problems
pOOI6 A82-1 1927
Light Airborne Haiti-purpose System
p0046 A82-13244
Advancing blade concept /ABC/ development test
program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2437] pOOSS A82- 13873
Test and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
P0079 A82- 14974
Hilitary assistance to safety and traffic /HAST/
p0152 A82-19006
ASI and weapon system simulation with reference to
the Nimrod HB Hk2 maritime crew trainer
pOI7l A82-20531
The way ahead for helicopter maintenance
P0224 A82-24009
Structural testing of composites with known defects
p0239 A82-24708
The cargo helicopter - A logistical vehicle
p0240 A82-24717
A survey of U.S. Army helicopter main and tail
rotor blade obstacle strikes
P0278 A82-26385
The impact of missions on the preliminary design
of an ABC rotor
p0279 482-26392
Black Hawk rotor de-icing
p0280 A82-26398
Advanced helicopter concepts compete
p0283 A82-26537
Advanced medium scale real-time system for
Army helicopter tests
p0290 A82-27187
Corona and antenna effects on the BH-53D
minesweeping helicopter and Baydist navigation set
p0295 A82-27946
Army's 1st IPI program begun - Blisk impeller
followup integral blade-disk
p0377 A82-3I999
The military helicopter market today and tomorrow
p0386 482-34111
Quantification of helicopter vibration ride
qualities
p0440 482-37767
Low vibration design of AAH for mission
proficiency requirements Advanced Attack
Helicopter
CAHS PBEPBINT 8I-2J p0441 A82-37776
Flight dynamics of rotorcraft in steep high-g turns
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1345] pO»88 A82-39117
Becent advances in rotor technology at Boeing Vertol
p0498 A82-40508
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Khirl mode stability of the Bain rotor of the
TAH-64 Advanced Attack Helicopter
p0498 A82-40513
in evaluation of helicopter autorotation assist
concepts
pOSOO A82-40524
Conceptual design of the LHX integrated cockpit
pOSOO 482-10527
The IAH-64 empennage and tail rotor - A technical
histoeJ
pOSOO A82-40528
Concept demonstration of automatic subsystem
parameter monitoring ailitary helicopter
cockpit instrumentation
pOSOO A82-40530
Hover jam - US Army studies EH helicopter
p0544 A82-4188B
Integration of controls and displays in OS Army
helicopter cockpits
P0092 N82-13053
The armed helicopter in air to air missions
[BBB-UD-317-81-0] p0201 H82-17158
Development test programs adapted to helicopter
engines
p0207 H82-17205
Preliminary investigation into the addition of
auxiliary longitudinal thrust on helicopter
agility
p0249 882-18155
Beview of helicopter Bast Mounted Sight (DBS) base
motion isolation and Line-of-Sight (LOS)
stabilization concepts
P0251 H82-18166
Vibration levels in Army helicopters: Beasnreaent
recommendations and data
[AD-AI08I3I] p0255 H82- 18209
The structural dynamic interface required for
developing helicopter target acquisition systems
p0344 (182-22165
Naval versions of the Dauphin and the AS 15 II
weapon system helicopters
[SBIAS-82I-2IO-I04] p03S3 H82-22255
Controls and displays for all-Heather operation of
helicopters
[SBB-DO-319-81-QJ p035U N82-22260
The integration of multiple avionic sensors and
technologies for future military helicopters
P0363 M82-23186
VIOL and VSTOL handling qualities specifications,
an ovecviev of the current status
p0364 882-23209
Civil (French/OS) certification of the Coast
Guard's HU-65A Dauphin
p0364 H82-232IO
Influence of maneuverability on helicopter combat
effectiveness
P0365 882-23212
Definition of display/control requirements for
assault transport night/adverse Heather capability
P0365 882-23217
Some piloting experiences with multifunction
isometric side-arm controllers in a helicopter
p0365 882-23218
Besults of BASA/FAA ground and flight simulation
experiments concerning helicopter IFB
airworthiness criteria
P0366 882-23219
State-of-the-art cockpit design for the HH-65A
helicopters
P0366 B82-23220
Performance evaluation of a kinesthetic-tactnal
display
p0366 B82-23221
Synthesis of an integrated cockpit management system
p0366 N82-23222
Ihe role of voice technology in advanced
helicopter cockpits
P0366 882-23223
Cockpit integration from a pilot's point of viev
P0366 M82-23224
Development of a Structural Integrity Becording





The case for a defensive air-to-air fighter
P0024 A82-12801
Design Criteria of the A 129 helicopter drive system
p0208 882-17215
Future requirements for helicopter propulsion
systems
p0209 882-17225
Bilitary requirements: Too little or too much
p0247 882-18138
Haval versions of the Dauphin and the AS 15 TT
weapon system
p0247 B82-181U2
Army Lynx: Product development matched to
military coabat development
P0247 882-18143
Ihe Sortie-Generation Hodel system. Volume I:
Executive summary
[AD-A 110897] p0447 882-26222
The Sortie-Generation Bodel system. Volume 2:
Sortie-Generation flodel user's guide
[AD-A110898] p0447 882-26223
Ihe Sortie-Generation Bodel system. Volume 4:
Sortie-Generation flodel programmers manual
[AD-A110899] p0447 882-26224
The Sortie-Generation Bodel system. Volume 5:
Baintenance subsystem
[AD-A110815] p0447 882-26225
The Sortie-Generation Bodel system. Volume 6:
Spares subsystem
[AD-A110900] p0447 882-26226
Aviation Batenel Combat Beady In-Country (ABCBIC)
[AD-A107451] p0469 H82-27283
Attack and en route avionics for in-weather
operations
p0471 882-27300




Implementation of AVBADCOB BBS! for military
aircraft parts production engineering
p0009 A82-10545
The all digital military aircraft
p O O I 7 482-11937
Digital avionics systems - The BAF experience
p0017 A82-11941
Parachute technology under pressure
p0024 A82-12804
The interface of multifunction controls and
displays to tomorrow's avionics
[ A I A A 81-2290] p0049 482-13499
Badar hostile fire location
p0075 A82-14857
A low cost maritime control aircraft-ship-weapons
system antiship missile defense
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2660] p0109 482-16916
PLBS engineering development testing - Early results
Position Location Beporting System with data
communication network for community users in
tactical environment
pOI24 A82-18157
Becent developments in military telemetry
pOISO 482-18908
IP-16 design concept and philosophy
p022l A82-23444
Quality, quantity, and technology - A perspective
on fighter development
[SAE PAPEB 8110.97] p0232 A82-24400
Future strike fighter options - Concepts and
technologies
[SAE PAPEB 8110.99] p0232 A82-24403
Technology for quality and quantity in a new fighter
[SAE PAPEB 811100] p0233 A82-24404
Evolution of the Aeroscout
p0239 A82-24706
Baval Air Systems Command /HAVAIB/ ATE program -
Standardized ATE for the carrier environment
p0294 A82-27892
High technology raises fighter force readiness
p0384 482-33892




A methodology for planning a cost effective engine
development for fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1140] A82-35024




HILLIHEIEB BATES SOBJ8CI IIDBI
Northrop ECB - From B-1B to F-5E
pOSSI A82-43425
Perspectives for the use of remotely piloted
vehicles in military technology
p0554 182-44220
Bilitary requirements: loo little or too Bach
P0247 H82- 18138
Tethered rotorplatforms and their mission potential
p0248 H82-18145
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamic
p0362 H82-23179
Air Force Academy aeronautics digest:
Spring/summer 1981
[ A D - A 1 I 2 4 2 1 ] p0462 M82-272I6
OS&F Summer Faculty Research Progran. Volume 1:
1981 research reports[AD-AI13708] p0615 882-34340
USAF summer Faculty Research Frograo. Volume 2:
1981 research reports
t&D- i l13709] p06!5 H82-34341
BILLIBBTEB RATES
A study of potentially low cost millimetre-wave
radiometric sensors
pOISI 482-18942




Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpuk Biver quadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[DE82-0003I4] p0399 M82-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle. North Dakota,
volume I
[DE82-004150J p0399 H82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle, north Dakota,
volume 2
[DE82-004169] P0399 H82-24630
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Dmiat quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-000312] p0399 882-24632
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Barrow quadranagle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-000342] p0413 1182-25623
BIHEBAL OILS




Strategic materials - Technological trends
p0444 482-37972
BIHES (EXCAVATIONS)
Study of air compressor hazards in underground and
surface mines[PB82-105164] p0214 H82-17597
BISIATDBE ELBCTBOBIC EQOIPHBSI
A miniature electro-optical air flow sensor
P0543 A82-41854
BINICOBPOTBBS
The use of the leber method for
minicomputer-assisted numerical analysis of
airfoils
pOOOS A82-10362
Lou cost programmable multisimulator facility
CAIAA 81-22291 p0053 A82- 13534
Potentiality assessment of a parallel structure
for the solution of partial differential equations
p0383 A82-33628
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
wind tunnel
[AD-A106272] pOI92 N82-16096
A versatile data acquisition system for a low
Speed wind tunnel
[AD-A106269] P0192 N82-16097









Dual wing, swept forward swept rearward wing, and
single wing design optimization for high
performance business airplanes
p0508 A82-40931
Binifflnm induced drag of canard configurations
pOSIS 482-41116
BIBAGE AIBCBAFT




Testing of the Kuiper Airborne Observatory 91-CB
telescope
[HASA-CR-166341] p0400 N82-25040
Hide-angle, multiviewer, infinity display system
C A D - A I I 6 3 0 8 ] p0571 N82-31336
BISALIGNBEIT
The effect of journal misalignment on the oil-film




Electro-optical vector scoring system for
missile miss distance in fleet training exercises
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2373] p0060 A82-13945
Design criteria for a miss distance radar
pOI49 A62-18904
BISSILE BODIES
nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads
on wings and bodies at high angles of attack
p O O I 4 482-11359








Aerodynamics of tactical weapons to Bach number 8
and angle-of-attack of ISO deg
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0250] p O I I S A82-17864
Performance considerations in the design of
subsonic cruise missiles
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0371] pO120 482-17911
An aerodynamic and signature shaping technique for
developing advanced supersonic missile concepts
[AIAA PAPER 82-0373] p0120 482- 17912
Evaluation of supersonic missile aerodynamic
prediction techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0390] pOI20 A82-17920
Store separation from cavities at supersonic
flight speeds
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0372] pOI85 A82-22096
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for low observables mission profiles
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1298] p0487 A82-39085
Summary of sting interference effects for cone,
missile, and aircraft configurations as
determined by dynamic and static measurements
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1366] p0497 A82-40395
An analytical procedure for computing smooth
transitions between two specified cross sections





Electro-optical vector scoring system for
missile miss distance in fleet training exercises
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2373] p0060 A82- 13945
Integrated Flight/Ieapon Control design and
evaluation
p0068 A82-14741
Target acceleration modeling for tactical missile
guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0370] p0120 482-17910
Bicrowave systems for radar guided missiles
pOISO A82-18936
A terminal guidance simulator for evaluation of
millimeter wave seekers
pOISI A82-18937
Subsonic and transonic roll damping measurements
on Basic Finner finned missile calibration
model
pOI65 A82-19958
Bodelling of target radar scattering with
application to guidance simulation
p0175 A82-20570
Store separation from cavities at supersonic
flight speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0372] p0185 A82-22096
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Optimal control and estimation for strapdonn
seeker guidance of tactical aissiles
p0342 482-31121
Air-to-air missile avoidance
[4144 82-1516] p0484 A82-J8939
Fixed pattecn noise correction for staring arrays
10 guidance systems
p0490 A82-39190
Algori thm development for infra-red air-to-air
qaidance systems
p0490 482-39191
Extension of proportional navigation by the use of
optimal filtering acd control nethcds
[£34-11-683] p0253 H82-18199
Optimal terrain-following feedback control for
advanced cruise nissiles
[&D-A110286] p031<4 H82-2I179




Performance considerations in the design of
subsonic cruise missiles
[6144 P A P E B 82-0371] pOI20 482-17911
Perspectives for Controlled Beapons Technology:
aeport of the 90th Helicopter Forum
[HBB-OA-532-80-0] p0265 N 8 2 - I 9 2 I 1
HISSILB DESIGH
Design considerations for duty cycle, life and
reliability of small limited life engines
( A I A A PAPEB 81-1402] pOUOS A82-10465
Performance considerations in the design of
subsonic cruise missiles
[ A I A A PAPEf i 82-0371] p0120 482-17911
An aerodynamic and signature shaping technique for
developing advanced supersonic missile concepts
[ A I A A PAPEfi 82-0373] p O I 2 0 482-17912
Evaluation of supersonic missile aerodynamic
prediction techniques
[AI44 P4PEB 82-0390] pOI20 A82-17920
The cruise missile era dakns
P0551 A82-43579
Outsider's look at flight instrumentation ,
[DE81-025409] p0037 N82-11066
Approximate method foe predicting supersonic
normal force coefficient very-loir-aspect-ratio
lifting surfaces
[»D-41I 1770] p0364 N82-23I99
An analytical procedure for computing smooth
transitions between two specified cross sections








A methodology for missile launch envelope display
evaluation
p0069 A82-14744
The cruise missile era dawns
p05S1 A82-43579
HISSILB SIGiATUBBS
An aerodynamic and signature shaping technique for
developing advanced supersonic missile concepts
[ S I A A PAPEE 82-0373] p0120 482-17912
HISSILE STABILIZATION
U HISSILE CONTBOL
- U STABILIZATION- - - - - _ _
HISSILB SYSTBHS
Perspectives for Controlled Weapons Technology:
Beport of the 90th Helicopter Forum
[HBB-UA-532-80-0] p0265 N 8 2 - I 9 2 I I




Naval Beapons Center - lest and evaluation in the
1980's
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2485] p0059 A82- 13940
Harpoon missile captive-carry dynamic environments
on the A-6E aircraft
p0583 A82-47072
Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless missile at Hach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail
[NASA-TH-80097] p0098 N 8 2 - I 3 I I O
HISSILE TBACKIH6
Automated radome performance evaluation in the
Badio Frequency Simulation System /BFSS/
facility at HICOH
p0281 A82-26471
Application of adaptive estimation to target
tracking
[ A D - A 112036] p0450 N82-26272
Automatic handoff of multiple targets
[AD-A107490] p0476 N82-27561
flISSILB IBAJECTOfilBS
Design criteria for a miss distance radar
P0149 A82-18904
Quasilineanzation solution of the proportional
navigation problem
C AD-A 113668] p0468 N82-27273
HISSILE VIBBATIOS
Harpoon missile captive-carry dynamic environments
on the A-6E aircraft
p0583 A82-47072
HISSILES
NT AIB TO AIB HISSILES







NT BADAB HOHING HISSILES
NT B4HJET HISSILES
NT SUPEBSONIC LOU ALTITODE HISSILE
NT SUEFACE TO AIB HISSILES
Viscous flow - Nemesis of the theoretician in
pursuit of higher order accuracy
£ A I A A PAPEB 82-0389] p0120 A82-179I9
Proceedings of the 12th Navy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume I
( A D - A 1 1 1 7 6 3 ) p0463 N82-27225




Type 'A* V/STOL - One aircraft for all support
missions
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2661] pOI09 A82-I6917
LAHPS III recovery assist, securing and traversing
/BAST/ system Light Airborne Hulti-Purpose
System
[ S A E PAPEB 811080] p0234 A82-24412
The National Airspace System plan
p0384 A82-33893
A field guide for scanner and photographic missions
pOSSI A82-43468
Automated flight data processing
P0554 A82-44222
Hission effectiveness of the 4V-8B Harrier 2 could
be improved if actions are taken now
[ A D - A 1 I I 8 7 8 ] p0452 N82-262B4
A planning system for F-16 air-to-surface missions
P0471 N82-27297
Survey and update of F - I4A mission profiles for
TF30 engine usage




Experimental performance evaluation of 'ventilated
mixers' - A new mixer concept for high bypass
turbofan engines




HIIING LENGTH FLOB IBEOBI
Thrust augmenting ejectors: A review of the





Improvement of ejector thrust augmentation by












NT METAL BATBIX COMPOSITES
BT SBOKE
Characterization of an Experimental Referee
Broadened Specification (BBSS) aviation turbine





Cold regions testing of an air transportable shalter
[ A D - A I 0 7 I 3 1 ] p0475 882-27325
BODAL BESPOHSB
The effects of slight ncn-linearities on modal
testing of helicopter-like structures
p0246 1182-18130
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
[SNIAS-821-210-101] p03S3 N82-22254
Botorcraft blade mode damping identification from











































Stress intensity factors for radial cracks at
outer surface of a partially autofrettaged
cylinder subjected to internal pressure




Analysis of rotating structures using mage









Hater ingestion into jet engine axial compressors
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-0196] p O I I ? A82-17B36
Improving the accuracy of the estimates of
surfactant content in jet fuels
p0218 A82-23250
The effects of absorbed moisture upon the physical
properties of stretched acrylic materials
P0228 A82-24320
Effects of moisture on the mechanical properties
of glass/epoxy composites
P0329 A82-29036
Boisture gradient considerations in environmental
fatigue of CFBP
P0578 AB2-45479
An evaluation of the Bosemount ice detector for
cloud water content measurements
[PB82-158833J p0536 882-29321
MOLDIHS MATEBIALS
Transparent polyolefin film armor
[AD-AI07562] P02I3 N82-17377
BOLOS
Efficient part removal processes from molds
P0436 A82-37097
New molding method of three-dimensional hollow
photoelastic model and centrifugal stress
analysis of air cooled turbine blade model
[NAL-TB-U27T] P0037 882-11067





Numerical study of vibrational relaxation in the
















A three-dimensional approach to lift and moment
coefficients of rotating blades
P0245 882-18125
MOMENTS OF IIEBTIA
A method for measuring takeoff and landing








An extension of the local momentum theory to the




Evaluation of an automatic subsystem parameter
monitor for aircraft
P0502 A82-40552
B 8 H characteristics of a Microwave Landing System
pOStS A82-422I6
Computer Monitored Inspection Program /CHIP/, a
key to increased aircraft and personnel
productivity
P0545 A82-42217
Electronic Master Monitor and Advisory Display
System (EHMAOS)
[AD-A 105082] p0088 N82-12067
Multilevel semantic analysis and problem-solving
in the flight domain
[NASA-CB- 169282] p0573 N82-3I967
MONOCHBOMATOBS








NT BOEING 737 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 757 AIBCBAFT








Nl CESSHA 172 AIBCBAFT
HT CESSNA 402B AIBCBAFT

















Analytical determination of undercarriage
retraction kinematics
pOOOS A82-10364
Dual wing, swept forward swept rearward wing, and




flonopole antenna patterns on finite size composite





Performance evaluation of target report extractor
in the monopulse ATCBBS Air Traffic Control
Badar Beacon System
p0071 A82-14776
Modeling of a tracking radar in terms of a
nonlinear second order phase lock loop
[&D-A115628] p0596 H82-32S80
BOHTB CABLO BETHOD
Digital computer simulation of modem aeronautical
digital communication systems
p0509 A82-U0940
A method to determine runway capacity
p0553 A82-44IOO
HOOBIHG
Study of ground handling characteristics of a
maritime patrol airship
[NASA-CB-166253] p019l H82-16090
Preliminary study of ground handling






Human response to fire
p0532 H82-29281
BOTIOH EQUATIONS
U EQUATIONS OF BOTION
BOIIOH PEBCEPTIOH
Cost efficiency versus objective fidelity in
flight simulation
[DGLB PAPEB 81*104] pOI58 A82-19264
BOTIOI PICTOBES
Terrain model animation — —
[ A D - A I 0 7 9 1 I ] p02IS H82-17887
BOTIOI SIBOLATOBS
Aerial combat simulation in the U.S. Air Force
p0295 A82-27920















HT LOB SPEED STABILITY
HT BOTABY STABILITY
Describing function analysis of nonlinear nose
gear shimmy






Calculation of the contributions of air traffic
and road traffic to air pollution in the region







Loran-C BNAV in mountainous areas
P0236 A82-24649
Flight evaluation of LOBAH-C in the State of Vermont
[HASA-TB-84711] p0523 H82-28278
BOUNTIHG
Adapter for mounting microphone flush with the
external surface of the skin of a pressurized
aircraft




Pave Bover Flight Test Program
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2492] p0063 A82-14380
Some Italian research for developing new primary
ATC radars
p0071 A82-14775
Air-to-ground BTI radar using a displaced phase
center, phased array
p0075 A82-I488I
Airport radar systems Bnssian book
p0151 A82-18975
Doppler processing, waveform,design and
performance measures for some pulsed Doppler and
BTD-radars. II
p0390 A82-3467I
Boving target Detector/Airport Surveillance radar
(ASB-7) field evaluation
[AD-A105196] p0090 H82-12303
Hoving target detector (Bod 2)
[AD-AI14709] p0539 N82-29520




A technique to determine lift and drag polars in
flight and their application
[&IAA PAPEB 81-2420] p0054 A82- 13859
A high strength ejector release unit for the Tornado
P0103 A82-16025
Beguirements regarding digital external view
systems for full mission flight and tactics
simulators
[DGLB PAPEB 81-100] pO 159 A82- 19267
Tornado-avionic development testing
p0177 A82-20760
ATLAS/test data provision for the Tornado ATS - A
challenging task
p0294 A82-2789I
Engineering aspects of international collaboration
on Tornado
p0504 A82-40878
A CFBP taileron for the Tornado: Construction and
production horizontal stabilizer
[BBB-FE-2I2/KFK/POB/2] p0027 H82-10035
The design and development of the Tornado engine
air intake
p0094 H82- 13074
The subsonic performance of practical military
variable area convergent nozzles
p0094 H82-13076
Qualification of equipment for gunfire induced
vibration
p0343 H82-22158
The development of terrain following displays for
the Tornado aircraft
[BBPT-200] p0587 N82-32337





Long-range radio NAVAID signal reliability
P0544 A82-41951
F/A-18 Hornet reliability challenge - Status report
p0545 A82-42229
HIP
D HODOLATION TBABSFEB FDDCTIOH
Htl BADAB




Procedures and analysis techniques for determining
static air oiDimum control speeds
p002l A82-12564
The Power Fair Locus - A preliminary design aid to







Cooparison of various elevation angle estimation
technigues
pOI75 482-20589




NT THO PHASE FLOW
Infrared emissions from torbofans mth high aspect
ratio nozzles
pOI03 A82-16092
A mixed-flow cascade passage design procedure
based on a power series expansion( A S M E PAPEfi 82-GT-121] p0425 482-35351
Investigation of the interference effects of nixed
flow long duct nacelles on a DC-10 wing
[BASA-CB-159202] p0586 H82-32319
MULTIPLE ACCESS
NT IIHE DIVISION BULTIPLE ACCESS
Outline of a multiple-access communication network







NT TIDE DIVISION HULTIPLEXING
A polled contention multiplex system using
HIL-STD-1553 protocol( A I A A 81-2271] pOOU9 482-13487
Advanced fiber optic systems for avionics
applications
[AIA4 81-2319] pOOSl A82-13518
Propulsion multiplexer /PaUX/ system - The missing
link
[SAE PAPEB 811078] p0233 A82-24411
Applications of a multiplexed GPS user set
p0380 A82-33050
Techniques for interfacing multiplex systems
CAD-A101U57] p0098 882-13135
F/A-18A tactical airborne computational subsystem
p O I 9 7 882-17119




Airborne associative processor /ASPBO/ for
early warning radar surveillance, command, and
control applications
[AIAA 81-2145] p0002 482-10104
Navigation task partitioning in
distributed-processing avionics systems
p0009 A82- 10646
Lockheed Airborne Data System - Distributed
microcomputers provide on-board real-time analysis
[ A I A A PAFEB 81-2367] p0060 A82-13949
A multimicroprocessor system for ATCBBS nonopulse
data processing
p0071 A82-14777
The design of a BPV ground station simulator
p0495 A82-39750
Tactical Airborne Distributed Computing and Networks
[AGABD-CP-303] p0195 882-17086




A system design for a multispectral sensor using
ttfo-dicensional solid-state imaging arrays
p0377 A82-31991
A field guide for scanner and photographic missions
p055l A82-43468
BOLIISPBCIBAL PHOTOGB4PHI









Identification of moltivariable high performance
turbofan engine dynamics froa closed loop data
[NASA-TB-82785] p0307 N82-20339
U HISSILE
Technical innovations in testing and analysis of
heat and pressure models in hypersonic wind
tunnels







J58/SB-71 propulsion integration or the great
adventure into the technical unknown
pOI 12 A82-I74I8
Low speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tandem-fan V/SIOL nacelle
[AIAA FAFEB 81-2627] pO 156 482-19210
Isolated nacelle performance - Beasurement and
simulation
[ A I A A FAFEB 82-0134] pO 184 A82-22054
BB 211 powerplaut deterioration - Bevie« of
current situation and lessons learned
[SAE FAPEB 811053] p0231 482-24393
Investigation of subsonic nacelle performance
improvement concept
[ A I A A FAPEB 82-1042] p0437 A82-37676
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale, twin
tilt-nacelle ?/STOL model
[AIAA FAPEB 81-0150] p0482 A82-38443
Low speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tamden-fan v/STOL nacelle conducted in the
Lewis 10 by 10 foot wind tunnel
[8ASA-TB-82728] p0034 882-11042
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation
[AGABD-CP-301] p0093 N82-13065
Bodel testing techniques for measuring inlet drag
p0095 N82-13084
The role and implementation of different
nacelle/engine simulation concepts for
wind-tunnel testing in research and development
work on transport aircraft
p0095 882-13086
Hind tunnel tests of powered models: A comparison
of two methods of simulating the jets of let
engines
p0095 882-13087
Kind tunnel test and analysis technigues using
powered simulators for civil nacelle
installation drag assessment
p0095 882- 13088
Establishment of an experimental technique to
provide accurate measurement o± the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe
configurations, using a full span model with
turbine powered engine simulators
p0096 882-13089
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engioe/pylon/wing interference
p0096 N82- 13090
The influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage
mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced
high speed wing
P0096 882-13092
Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine
installation on a fuselage afterbody
p0096 882-13093
A-310
SUBJECT IHOBI NATOBAL SATELLITES
A nuaerical Bethod foe studying




interference predictions at high transonic Bach
nuobers including off-design engine airflow
effects
P0097 H82-13098
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/SIOL
aircraft
[HASA-TB-82747] P0098 H82-13II2
Test and evaluation of DV fiber optics for
application for aircraft fire detector systems
[ A D - A I 0 6 I 2 9 ] p0195 H82-16850
Effect of nacelles on aerodynamic characteristics
of an executive-jet nodel with sinulated,
partial-chord, laminar-flow-control wing glove
[NASA-TB-83271] P0349 H82-222I7
B B 2 I 1 poKerplant deterioration: Beview of current
situation and lessons learned
[PHB-90073] p0355 N82-22270
Development of a correlated finite eleaent dynamic
model of a complete aero engine
[PNfi-90081] P0355 N82-22272
Automated design of miniBnn drag light aircraft
fuselages and nacelles
[NASA-CB-I6S9I3] p0368 H82-23238
Development of a convoluted intake seal for model
B66 v/stol wind tunnel
[BAE-ABS-163] P0370 S82-23255
Experimental determination of flow-interference
effects of wing-mounted, two-dimensional,
full-capture propulsion nacelles in close
proximity to a vehicle bod; at a Bach number of 6
[NASA-TB-83287] p0405 H82-252I7
Performance deterioration due to acceptance
testing and flight loads; JT90 jet engine
diagnostic program
[HASA-CB-165572] p0472 H82-27309
Lonq duct nacelle aerodynamic development for
DC-10 derivatives
[H&SA-CB-15927I] P0586 N82-323I5
Investigation of the interference effects of mixed
flow long duct nacelles on a DC- 10 Ming
[HASA-CB-159202] P0586 882-32319
Selected Kinglet and mixed £!OK long dnct nacelle
development for DC-10 derivative aircraft
[NASA-CB-3296] P0589 N82-32347
Shadowgraph techniques in transonic tests Kith
pOKered nacelles
P0597 H82-32674
Advanced turboprop testbed systems study
[HASA-CB-167895] P0607 H82-33375
N»P-OF-TBE-BABTB MiflSMIOH





Flight tests for the assessment of task
performance and contrcl activity
P0365 N82-23213
A helicopter handling-qualities study of the
effects of engine response characteristics,
height-control dynamics, and excess pover on
nap-of-the-Earth operations
P0365 N82-232I4
Unified results of several analytical and
experimental studies of helicopter handling
qualities in visual terrain flight
P0365 N82-23215
An assessment of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation




HI O.OTET ENGINE PBOGBAH
1,1 SOPEBSOHIC CBDISE AIBCBAFT BESEABCB
HI TACT PEOGB4H
NT TEBHIHAL CONFIGOBED VEHICLE PBOGBAB
NT TILT BOTOB BESEABCB AIBCBAFT PBOGBAB
Progress in aeronautical research and technology
applicable to civil air transports
P0061 482-13974
HASA V/STOL Propulsion Control Analysis - Phase I
and II program status
[Alii PAPBB 81-2632] pOIOS 482- 16908
Integration of energy management concepts into the
flight de=k
[SAE PAPEB 811066] p0231 A82-24387
Telemetry Computer System at lallops Flight Center
p0290 A82-27I88
NASA ECI programs - Benefits to Pratt and ihitney
engines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-272] p0429 A82-35448
Summary and recent results from the NASA advanced
high-speed propeller research program
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1119] p0497 A82-40419
Predesign study for an advanced flight research
rotor
pOSOO 182-40525
Flight test evaluation of a video tracker for
enhanced offshore airborne radar approach
capability
pOSOO A82-40531
N A S A research on viscous drag reduction
p0505 A82-40896
HASA Authorization, 1982: Index
[GPO-84-713] p003l B82- 10959
Index to NASA Hens Releases and Speeches, 1980
pOI47 N82- 15985
Besearch and technology annual report, 1981
[NASA-TB-81333] p0195 H82-17081
HASA pocket statistics
[NASA'TH-84134] p0260 N82- t?084
The 1983 NASA Authorization, volume I
[GPO-91-488-VOL-1] p0360 N82-23068
Aerospace engineers: Be're tomorrow-minded people
[HASA-EP-188] p0400 882-250 17
propulsion/ACEE
[NASA-FACTS-93/8-81] p0408 N82-2525I
* The first A in NASA
[GPO-89-476] p0410 N82-25271
Summary and recent results from the HASA advanced
High Speed propeller Besearch Program
[NASA-TB-82891] p0447 N82-262I9
NASA STBOCTOBAt AHALISIS PBOGBAB
0 SASTBAH
NASTBAH
A unified approach to helicopter HASTBAN modeling
[ABS PBEPBIHT 81-22] p0443 A82-37793
Investigations of helicopter structural dynamics
and a comparison with ground vibration tests
using nastran
fBBB-BD-303-80-0] p0315 N82-21186
Investigation of an improved structural model for
damaged T-38 horizontal stabilizer flutter
analysis using NASTBAH
[AD-AI11095] p0456 H82-26316
Large displacements and stability analysis of
nonlinear propeller structures
[BASA-TB-82850] p0572 HB2-31707
IITIOBAL AIBSPACE UTILIZATION SISTEB
Performance analysis of enroute air traffic
control computers in the National Airspace System
CAIAA 81-2203) p0003 482-10140
Stereographic projection in the National Airspace
System
P02I8 A82-23031
The National Airspace System plan
p0384 A82-33893




Modernizing the Egyptian 4.T.C. system
- - - - - - - - pOI25 482- 18273
Airport and Airway Improvement Act of 1981, part I
[GPO-76-24I-PT-I] p0030 B82- 10062
Air traffic control en route computer modernization
[GPO-82-773] p0303 B82-20167
FAA air traffic control computer modernization
[GPO-82-375] p0303 B82-20168





Evaluation of the design, construction and







HiVIBB-STOKBS EQUATION SDBJBCI IIOBX
NAVIEB-STOKES BQOATIOS
A simple finite difference procedure for the
vortex controlled diffnser
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-0109] pOUS A82-17788
Belazation solution for viscous transonic flov
about fighter-type forebodies and afterbodies
(AIAA PAPBE 82-0252} pO 118 A82- 17865
Aerodynamics - Betrospect and prospect /The 21st
Lanchester Beaonal lecture/'
p0275 A82-26098
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flov
field
C A I A A PAPER 82-0028} p0286 A82-27083
Analysis of tvo-dimensional internal flows using a
prmitive-variable relaxation Bavier-Stokes
procedure
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1083} p04 16 A82-34998
Computational aerodynaaics
p058l A82-45851
Computation of high Beynclds number
internal/external flOHs
[NASA-TB-84049] p0035 H82-II046
Prediction of subsonic aircraft flovs mth jet
exhaust interactions
p0097 H82-13096
numerical analysis of the scramjet-inlet flov
field by using two-dimensional Havier-Stokes
equations
[HASA-TP-1940] p0099 N82-13142
ACIA Hechanica Sinica (selected articles)
(AD-A 107322] p0131 N82-14060
Blade-to-blade computations and boundary layer
corrections in axial compressors and turbines
p0206 H82-17202
The numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes




















NT VHF OBNIBANGE NAVIGATION
Flight trajectory control investigation
[AD-A104542] p0035 N82-11048
Ao overviev of optimal control in aerospace systems
p0038 N82-11074
Integrated control design techniques
[AD-A 108223] p0257 N82- 18224
Analysis of computing system configurations for
highly integrated guidance and control systems
p0363 N82-23I89
Improvement program for the C-141 Navigation
Selector Panel
CAD-A111469] p0408 N82-25248
Visual technology research simulator, visual and
motion system dynamics
CAD-A111801] pO«57 N82-26325
Quasilinearization solution of the proportional
navigation problem
[AD-A113668] p0468 N82-27273
Assessment of stereographies for fire control and
navigation in fighter aircraft
(AD-A1154I4 ] p0558 H82-30306
Avionic system development for the Tornado F BK2
[BBPT-96] p0590 N82-32361




NT DISCBETB ADDBESS BEACON SISTEH
NT GYBOCOHPASSES





NT BADIO BISECTION FINDEBS
Three navigation systems and their costs of
acquiring remote sensing data
pOOOl A82-10049
Time-referencing of data in an asynchronous
environment for fighter aircraft avionics
CAIAA 81-2341] p0052 A82-13531
Estimation of the efficiency of radioelectronic
flight navigation systems
p0053 A82-1370 I
The application of programmable pocket calculators
for computations during survey flights
pOlOU A82-16 164
PLAHS '80 - Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, NJ, December 8-11,
1980, Becord
P0122 482-18126
Selecting the post 1990 civil aviation
radionavigation system
p0122 A82-18141
Solid-state VOBTAC vith remote maintenance and
monitoring
P0122 482-18144
Flight measurements of Area Navigation system
performance using various combinations of ground
aids and airborne sensors
POI23 482-18147
Evaluation of Loran-C enroute navigation and
non-precision approaches vithin the State of
Vermont
p0124 482-18160
Navigational aids on-board the Concorde
p0225 482-24065
fiadio-navigation equipment of aircraft - Devices
and operation Bussian book
p0282 A82-26500
BAHP - A fault tolerant distributed microcomputer
structure for aircraft navigation and control
p0293 A82-277I4
Corona and antenna effects on the BH-53D
minesveeping helicopter and Baydist navigation set
p0295 A82-27946
Problems in the simulation of correlation-extremal
navigation systems
p0492 A82-39403
Simulation of correlation-extremal receivers of
signals from sampling-phase radio-navigation
systems
p0492 A82-39404
The Center leather Service Dnit program /CHSO/
for civil aviation
p0580 A82-45828
Heather support for helicopter operations in the
Gulf of Bexico
p0580 182-45329
The Aviation Bonte Forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for Pilot Self-Briefing
computerized veather service
p0580 A82-45830
Flight evaluation of LOBAN-C as a helicopter
navigation aid in the Baltimore Canyon oil
exploration area
[AD-A105260] p0086 N82-12059
System for providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal
situation
[NASA-CASB-FBC-11005-1] p0189 882-16075
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Hicrovave Landing
System (BLS). Part 2: BNAV/HLS transition
problems for aircraft
[NASA-CB-3511] p0200 N82-17142
Aeronautical Information Data Subsystem (AIDS): A
ground-based component of air navigation
services systems
p020l B82-I7150
United states Coast Pilot 9. Pacific and Arctic
Coasts Alaska: Cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea
[PB82-I09562] p0254 N82-18201
Design of a catadioptric VCASS helmet-mounted
display
[AD-AI09431] p0305 N82-20181
Bound table discussion on the transfer of results




SUBJECT IBDEI BETiOBK S TUBES IS
iide field of vie* laser beacon system for three




Study of the global positioning system fot
maritime concepts/applications: Stud; of the
feasibility of replacing oaritiae shipborne
navigation systems vith BAVSTAB
[BASA-CB-16903 I] p0449 B82-26263
A laboratory evaluation of the suitability of a
xenon flashtobe signal as an aid-to-navigation
[ A D - A I I 0 7 2 9 ] p0449 B82-26265
Senecal aviation activity and avionics survey
[ A D - A I I 2 9 2 4 ] p052l B82-28244







BT BADIO DIEECTIOB F1BDBBS
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
[ A I A A 81-2329] p0053 A82-13532
Applications of covanance analysis simulation to
avionics flight testing
p0070 A82-14767
Hagnetic anomalies as a reference for ground-speed
and nap-matching navigation
p0341 A82-30314
Applications of a multiplexed GPS user set
p0380 A82-33050
A design for a 32-channel multiplexer for
unmanned aircraft navigation sensors
[BAE-TH-BAD-BAV-145] p0259 H82-I8503










FAA acceptance tests on the BAVSTAB GPS Z-Set
receiver
p0022 A82-12639
Bavstar Global Positioning System flight test
program overview
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2350] p0060 A82-139S6
Passive terrain following using stored map and
global positioning system
P0071 482-14772
B A V S T A B Global Positioning System
P0112 A82-17310
Navigation system integrity and reliability for
civil aviation
p0124 A82-18159
Enhanced noise insanity and error control in a
fully integrated JTIDS/GPS receiver Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System
pOI25 A82-I8I7I
BAVSTAB global positioning systems
p0175 A82-20601
Land navigation with a low cost GPS receiver
- - - - - _ _ _ . _ _ _ P0175 A82-20656




Institute of navigation. Annual fleeting, 37th,
0.5. Baval Academy, Annapolis, aD, June 9-11,
1981, Proceedings
p0235 A82-24643
A marine BAVSTAB GPS receiver
p0235 A82-24644
The application of BAVSTAB differential GPS in the
civilian community
p0235 A82-24645
The helicopter Bavstar GPS test program
p0342 A82-31290
FAA tests on the Bavstar GPS Z-set
p0435 A82-37039
Bavstar - Global Positioning System: A
revolutionary capability
p0435 A82-37040
Study of the global positioning system for
maritime concepts/applications: Study of the
feasibility of replacing maritime shipborne
navigation systems with BAVSIAB
[BASA-CB-169031] p0449 882-26263
FAA acceptance tests on the navigation system




D.S. Bavy life support development trends
P0077 A82-14952
BASEP - Survival f rom crashed Bavy helicopters
p0079 A82-14977
Initial F-18 carrier suitability testing
pOI76 A82-20752
VSTOLs - le can build them, but can we sell them
p0296 A82-28281
Sea-based remotely piloted vehicles. I - Issues
and concepts
p0332 A82-297I4
Z-ving and the Bavy V/STOL initiative
P0385 A82-33915
A summary of the Baval Postgraduate School
Research Program
[AD-A104I I2 ] p0102 B82-13975
Investigation of functional commonality of
avionics systems in naval aircraft
CAD-A105503] pOI33 882-14088
Proceedings of the 12th Bavy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume I
(AD-A111763] p0463 B82-27225
Proceedings pf the 12th Havy symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume 2
(AD-AI11783] p0472 B82-27312
Life enhancement of Baval systems through advanced
materials




The testing of aircraft under near field conditions
p0229 A82-2436I
Bear field analysis of airborne antennas
(AD-A115074] p0561 B82-30462
A computer program for the prediction of near




Theoretical analysis of sake-induced parachute
collapse




Options for GTE precision automated tracking system
airborne laser tracking system
p0043 A82-I3020
BBTHEBLAIDS




The net-skirt to a parachute canopy as a device to
prevent inversion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1927] p0007 A82-10412
BBTiOBK ABALISIS
System data communication structures for
active-control transport aircraft, volume 1
[NASA-CB-I65773-VOL-I] - p0538 H82-295IO
BBIBOBK COBIBOL
A solution to the static geometry problem for
JTIDS relative navigation
P0022 A82-12634
A new class of routing protocols for a proposed
computer network linking tactical radar sites
P0553 A82-43893
A reconfignrable change network for distributed
process control
p0197 B82-I7108
Preliminary functional description of integrated









Aircraft electrical equipment - Design and operation
Bussian book
POI51 182-18998
Power system design optimization using Lagrange
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Comparison of reliability, sensitivity and
accuracy of some BDI-Technigues
[SLB-BP-80039-0] p037t H82-235U2
Comparison between probability of detection,
sensitivity, and accuracy of five nondestructive
inspection methods high strength steel
aircraft undercarriage retraction cylinders
[HLB-BP-81038-0] p0398 882-24500
Develop, demonstrate, and verify large area




Aerostructure nondestructive evaluation by thermal
field detection, phase I: Fundamental
information and basic technique development




Badiation enhancement by nonegnilibrium during
flight through the Titan atmosphere









Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled system flight
control
[HASA-CASE-FBC-1104 1-1 ] p0259 882-18493
lapleaentable differential equations for nonlinear
filtering radar tracking
[BLB-HP-81037 0] p0600 B82-33 120
A-318
SUBJECT INDEX HOSES (FOBEBODZBS)
HOiLIHEAB PBOGBAHBTHG
Optimization of propeller blade shape by an
analytical oetbod
[4144 PAPEB 82-1125] p04!7 482-35021
HOBLIBBiB SISIEHS
Fatigue substantiation of non-linear structures
p O O I 3 182- 11224
The design of exact nonlinear aodel followers
with application to trajectory autopilot for
helicopter
p0044 482-13125
An approach to robust nonlinear control design
with illustration of J-85 turbojet engine
simulation
p0045 A82-13128
Application of the concept of dynamic trim control
and nonlinear system inverses to automatic
control of a vertical attitude takeoff and
landing aircraft
[MiA 81-2238] p0047 A82-13466
Integrated flight testing based on nonlinear
system identification data processing techniques
[ A I A A PSPEB 81-2449] p0064 A82-14389
Describing function analysis of nonlinear nose
gear shimmy
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-BA/DSC-20] p0234 A82-24565
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[ A I A A 82-0728] p0340 A82-30176
A nonlinear response analysis for coupled
rotor-fuselage systems
[ A H S PBEPBINT 81-23] pO«43 A82-37794
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VIOL control system during
hover
[ A I A A 82-1611] p0485 A82-38990
Theoretical and experimental investigation of some
nonlinear characteristics of electrohydraulic
servovalves German thesis
p0552 A82-43660
A geometric approach to nultivanable control
system synthesis
p0030 N82-10056
Theory of stochastic optimal control sone basic
notions
p0038 N82-I1075
Application of nonlinear systems inverses to
automatic flight control design: System
concepts and flight evaluations
p0039 H82-11083
Analysis of a nonlinear altitude tracking method
[AO-A108878] p0263 H82-19197
Application of the theory of bifurcations to the
study of the loss of control in combat aircraft
p0347 H82-22198
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VIOL control system
[BASA-Tn-84220] p0356 H82-22281
The determination of critical flutter conditions
of nonlinear systems
[BAE-TB-STBOCT-986] p0397 N82-24210
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a
combustor liner
[HASA-Tn-82846] p0398 N82-2450I
Notes on lateral-directional pilot induced
oscillations
[AO-A113996] p0074 H82-27322
The determination of gust loads on nonlinear
aircraft using a power spectral density approach
[NLB-TB-80123-U] p0526 N82-28303
System identification of nonlinear aerodynamic
models
P0540 H82-29996
Applications to aeronautics of the theory of
transformations of nonlinear systems
[NASA-TH-84249] p0540 H82-30013
Modeling of a tracking radar in terms of a
nonlinear second order phase lock loop
(AO-A115628] P0596 882-32580
HONLIHEABITI
Linear and nonlinear analysis of vortex whistle:
Another blade buster
F O I 4 4 N82-I5067
The effects of slight non-linearities on modal
testing of helicopter-like structures
p0246 1182-18 130









Becent laprovements in prediction techniques for
supersonic weapon separation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0170] p0116 A82-17820
Allowance for flow nonuniformity in the minimum
section in the optimal contouring of the
expanding part of a nozzle
p0274 A82-25798
Effect of fuel-air-ratio nonnniformity on
emissions of nitrogen oxides
[ NASA-IP-1798] p0099 N82-13143
Besearch on turbine rotor-stator aerodynamic
interaction and rotor negative incidence stall
[AO-A110341] p0318 N82-21203
Bough analysis of installation effects on
turboprop noise
[NASA-TH-82924J p0574 H82-32082
Computation Qf three dimensional unsteady
nonuniform flow in the blade-free annular










An inviscid-viscous interaction treatment to
predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial
compressors with leading edge normal shock waves








Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle. North Dakota,
volume 1
[DE82-004I50] p0399 N82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer














Analysis and wind tunnel tests of a probe used to
sense altitude through measurement of static
pressure
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1361] p0489 482-39128
Development and laboratory testing of a thermal
emission velocimeter for application to an
erosion nose tip test facility
[AD-A 1077 13] p02!3 N82-17482
Comparison of numerical results and measured data
for smooth and indented nosetips
[ A D - A 1 1 1 7 9 4 ] p0460 N82-266I9
NOSE iflBELS
Describing function analysis of nonlinear nose
gear shimmy
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-8A/DSC-20] p0234 A82-24565
Electro-hydraulic nose wheel steering of the
Dormer 228
P0389 A82-34373
O V - I O A nose gear fork damage analysis
[AD-A111492] p0407 N82-25214
ROSES (FOBEBODIES)
F-5 Shark Nose Badone - A development overview
p0281 A82-26470







Crack growth behavior of center-cracked panels









Developments in boundary layer Thrust Vector Control
pOOlO A82-10855
Ground test of a large scale 'D' vented thrust
deflecting nozzle
[4141 PAPEB 81-2630] p O I O S 482-16907
Development and operating characteristics of an
advanced two-stage combustor
[4IA4 P4PEE 82-0191] p O I I 6 482-17833
Low speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tandem-fan V/STOL nacelle
[AIA1 P4PEE 81-2627] p0156 482-19210
The design of compact asymmetric maximum-thrust
nozzles for a given lift force
p0165 A82-19814
Allowance for flow nonuniformity in the minimum
section in the optimal contouring of the
expanding part of a nozzle
p0274 482-25798
Analysis of two-dimensional internal flows using a
primitive-variable relaxation Havier-Stokes
procedure
[ A I A A PAFEB 82-1083] p0416 A82-34998
F-14 inlet development experience
[ASHE FAPEB 82-GT-5] p0419 282-35278
Advanced nozzle integration for air combat fighter
application
[ A I A A P4PEB 82-1135] p0439 A82-37D94
Optimal stream surfaces in supersonic
three-dimensional flows
P0547 482-42722
Hew nozzle design aimed at F-15, F-16 aircraft
p0549 A82-43092
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
p0094 H82-13075
The subsonic performance of practical military
variable area convergent nozzles
p0094 N82-13076
Advanced exhaust nozzle technology
p0095 882-13078
Axisyometric and non-axispanetrie exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Fart 3: Experimental technique
[NASA-CB-166147] p0566 H82-31302
IOZZLB EFFICIEICI
The design of compact asymmetric maximum-thrust
nozzles for a given lift force
p0165 482-19811*
Comparison of different nozzle concepts for a
reheated turbofan
p0094 N82-13077
Advanced exhaust nozzle technology
p0095 H82-13078
•OZZLE FLOi
Supersonic nozzles without shocks
POI04 482-16172
ADEH plume flow properties for infrared analysis
Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Hozzle
P01I4 A82-17606
Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a
subsonic crossflow
[AIAA PAFEB 81-2610] pOISS 482-19202
Problems of numerical simulation of unsteady
three-dimensional viscous-gas flows in nozzles
P0242 482-25317
An experimental and analytical study of mixing
flow of turbofan engine exhaust through circular
and 2-dinensional mixer/nozzle
[ A I A A PAFEB 82-0130] p0286 482-27087
Application of computer generated color graphic
techniques to the processing and display of
three dimensional fluid dynamic data for
turbofan mixer nozzle mixing process analysis
p0328 482-29008
Aerodynamic interactions with turbulent jet
exhaust plumes
p038l 482-33325
An improved propulsion system simulation technique
for scaled wind tunnel model testing of advanced
fighters
p0517 482-41019
Heat transfer from nozzles under the conditions of
flow laminarizatioo
p0583 A82-4683I
Effects of installation of F101 DFE exhaust
nozzles on the afterbody-nozzle characteristics
of the F-14 airplane
[H4S4-TH-83250] p0263 N82-19181
Static internal performance of single
expansion-ramp nozzles with thrust vectoring and
reversing
[NASA-TP-1962] p0302 N82-20156
Some aspects of jet dynamics and their
implications for VIOL research
P0360 N82-23151
An experimental study of rectangular and circular
thrust augmenting ejectors
[ A D - A I I I I I O ] p0454 N82-26304
IOZZLE GBOHBTHI
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods(AIAA PAFBB 81-2628] p0107 A82- 16902
Ground test of a large scale '0' vented thrust
deflecting nozzle
[AIAA PAFEB 81-2630] p0108 A82-16907
Screech suppression in supersonic jets
[AIAA PAFEB 82-0050] pO 1 14 482- 17753
Allowance for flow nonunxformity in the minimum
section in the optimal contouring of the
expanding part of a nozzle
p0274 A82-25798
Transonic wind tunnel test of a supersonic nozzle
installation
[ A I A A FAPEB 82-1045] p0437 A82-37677
An experimental study of flow rate and thrust
characteristics of a four-nozzle ejector with
flow twist
p0581 482-H6 UO
The subsonic performance of practical military
variable area convergent nozzles
p0094 H82-13076
Tests of a D vented thrust deflecting nozzle
behind a simulated turbofan engine
[NASA-CB-3508] pOI98 N82- I7I22
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
[NASA-TH-81635] p0270 N82- 19944
Static internal performance of single
expansion-ramp nozzles with thrust vectoring and
reversing
[NASA-TP-1962] p0302 N82-20I56
Aerodynamic analysis of VIOL inlets and definition
of a short, blowing-lip inlet
[SASA-CB-165617] p0349 H82-222I1
Experimental study of a jet deflector
P0362 H82-23173
An experimental study of rectangular and circular
thrust augmenting ejectors
[ A D - A I I 1 I I O ] p0454 N82-26304
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[KASA-TH-82885] p0521 H82-28249
Aeropropulsive characteristics of Hach numbers up
to 2.2 of axisymmetric and nonaxisymmetric
nozzles installed on an F-18 model
[NASA-TP-2044] p0557 1182-3029 I
Effect of nozzle and vertical-tail variables on
the performance of a 3-surface F-15 model at




Failure analysis of silica phenolic nozzle liners
p0391 A82-34882
IOZZLB THEOST COEFFICIBITS
The design of compact asymmetric maximum-thrust
nozzles for a given lift force
P0165 A82-19814
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[HASA-TH-82747] p0098 N 8 2 - I 3 I I 2
Tests of a 0 vented thrust deflecting nozzle
behind a simulated turbofan engine
[NASA-CB-3508] pOI98 N82-I7122
Kind-tunnel investigation of the powered low-speed
longitudinal aerodynamics of the
Vectored-Engine-Over (VEO) wing fighter
configuration,
A-320
SUBJECT IIDBJ HUHBBICAI. COITBOL
[BASA-TH-83263] p0349 H82-22207
NOZZLES
Development of improved high temperature coatings
for IB-792 + HP
[BASA-CB-I6S395] pO 136 N82-14333
Tests and analysis of a vented 0 thrust deflecting
nozzle on a tarbofan engine conducted at the
outdoor aerodynamic research facility of the
toes Beseacch Center
[BASA-CB-166279] p0301 882-20143
NOCLEAB AOXILIABI POiBB OBITS
HI SHiP
HOCLBAB BLECTBIC POiBB GBIBBATIOB










Very large aircraft with alternate fuels - LH2
most promising
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0813] p0376 A82-31986
BOCLEAB PBOPOLSZOH
The feasibility of a high-altitude aircraft




Effects of lightning and nuclear electromagnetic











BT FLOATING POIBT ABITHHBTIC
BDHEBICAL ANALYSIS
NT APPBOZIBATIOB
BT COHPUTATIOHAL FLUID DIBAHICS
HI EBBOfi ABALISIS
BT FINITE OIFFEBEBCE THEOBY
BT FINITE ELEBEBT HETHOD




NT LEAST SQUABES HETHOD





NT BELAXATIOS HEIHOD (HATHBHATICS)
hi BUBGE-KUTTA HETHOD
The use of the tfeber methcd for
minicomputer-assisted numerical analysis of
airfoils
pOOOS A82-10362
Numerical treatment of helicopter rotor stability
problems
P0019 A82-12045
Procedures and analysis techniques for determining
static air minimum control speeds
p0021 A82- 12564
Air-to-air combat analysis - Beview of
differential-gaming approaches
p0044 A82-I3115
Numerical computation of optimal atmospheric
trajectories involving staged vehicles
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0360] p O I I S A82-17902
A unified and generalized definition of static
longitudinal stability in aircraft
P0377 A82-32I35
Trends in structural analysis at OBEBA
[OBEflA. TP BO. 1982-2] p0389 A82-3449I
Bumerical methods for solving boundary value
problems for noncavitating and cavitating flow
past wing profiles
p0483 A82-38722
The need for mltivariable design and analysis
techniques
p0029 B82- 10049
Lifting surface theory for wings in low frequency
small amplitude yawing and side slipping




The through flow calculations
p0206 B82-17199
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
P0245 B82-18126
Comparison of numerical results and measured data
for smooth and indented nosetips
CAD-A111791] p0460 H82-26619
BOBEBICAL COITBOl
Parallel processing applied to digital flight
control systems - Some perspectives
P0073 A82-14794
flicroprocessor flight control application study
P0073 A82-14796
Graphics in numerical control - The user's challenge
P0167 A82-20277
Propulsion system controls design and simulation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0322] pOI8S A82-22091
A computer-controlled oscillation mechanism for
unsteady aerodynamics experiments
p0328 A82-29018
Test demonstration of digital control of
wing/store flutter
[AIAA 82-0645] p0337 A82-30141
Automatic checking of measuring units in the
Hodane wind tunnels
[OHEBA, TP BO. 1982-10] p0390 A82-34498
Integrated aircraft avionics and powerplant
control and management systems
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-165] p0426 A82-35385
Adaptive fuel control feasibility investigation
for helicopter applications
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-205] p0427 A82-35400
The computerized cockpit for the one-man crew
p0434 A82-36937
The DBAPO system - Haterials means and logic
functions
p0437 A82-37521
Traffic flow control in the Frankfurt/Bain airport
area
p0437 A82-37526
An automatic map reader suitable for use in
helicopters
P044I A82-37775
Design and flight testing of digital direct
side-force control laws
[AIAA 82-1521] p0484 A82-38941
Digital full authority controls for helicopter
engines
p0499 A82-40522
Design and flight testing of a digital optimal
control general aviation autopilot
P0507 A82-40906
Programmable controller system for wind tunnel
diversion vanes
p0543 A82-41846
Automated flight data processing
p0554 A82-44222
The flight management computer
[SEE PAPEB 811762] p0555 A82-44233
Fitts1 principles still applicable - Computer
monitoring of fighter aircraft emergencies
pOSSI A82-46254
Automation in the skies automatic air traffic
control
p0584 A82-47224
The flodnlar Automated leather System (BARS) concept
airfield weather support
p0137 B82-14763
Distributed intelligence for air fleet control
[AD-A108611] p0253 882-18195
Software features applicable to inertial
measurement unit self alignment
[AD-A108511] p0253 B82-18196
Air traffic control en route computer modernization
[GPO-82-773] p0303 N82-20I67
FAA air traffic control computer modernization
[GPO-82-375] p0303 N82-20 168
Advanced aircraft electrical system control
technology demonstrator. Phase I: Analysis and
A-321




Problems of numerical simulation of unsteady
three-dimensional viscous-gas flovs in nozzles
p0242 A82-25347
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flov
field
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0028] p0286 482-27083
Application of computer generated color graphic
technigues to the processing and display of
three dimensional fluid dynamic data for
turbofan mixer nozzle mixing process analysis
p0328 A82-29008
A system for the numerical simulation of sub- and
transonic viscous attached flows around
ving-body configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0935] p0373 A82-31922
Mathematical modeling of unsteady separated flov
past solid airfoil cascades
p0378 A82-32801
Turbulence modelling - Beport of a iorking Party
p0546 A82-42547
numerical calculation of the flow in compressor
and turbine cascades German thesis
P0578 A82-45222
A numerical three-dimensional turbulent simulation
of a subsonic VSTOL jet in a cross-flov using a
finite element algorithm
[AD-AI04514] p0036 N82-II055
The numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flov over airfoils
pOOBS H82-12030
The problem of calculation of the flov around
helicopter rotor blade tips
p02SO N82-18I60
Separated flov around helicopter bodies
p0250 H82- 18163
Current status of inlet flov prediction methods
[AO-A111784] p0455 N82-26311




A Schvarz-Christoffel method for generating
internal flov grids
P0328 A82-29005
Application of integration algorithms in a
parallel processing environment for the
simulation of jet engines
[NASA-TH-82746] pO138 N82-14849
Numerical applications of the physical optics
approach for the calculation of radar cross
sections of convex perfect scatterers




Characteristic and principal gains and phases and
their use as multivariable control design tools




A0-1 oblique ving aircraft program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2354] p0064 A82-14390
Unique flight characteristics of the AO-1
obligue-ving research airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1329] p0488 A82-39106
Spin-tunDel investigation of a 1/13-scale model of
the N A S A AD-1 oblique-mng research aircraft
[NASA-TB-83236] p0252 N82-18183
OBSBBVABILITX (SYSTEMS)
The use of observers on relaxed static stability
aircraft
p0068 A82-14740
Instrument failure detection in partially
observable systems
p0436 A82-37380
Flight control synthesis using robust output
observers
[AIAA 82-1575] p0486 A82-39016
Observability of the parameters of an inertial
navigation system for a 360-deq coordinated turn
p0583 A82-47093
OBSEBVATION





NT O V - I O AIBCBAFT
OBSTACLE AVOIDABCE
Technigues for overhead-vire detection to
prevent helicopter virestrikes
pOI06 A82-16560
A survey of U.S. Army helicopter main and tail
rotor blade obstacle strikes
p0278 A82-26385
Integrated navigation-TF/TA-system based on stored
terrain data processing
P0362 N82-23183





OCEAN DATA ACQOISITIOIS SISXEBS
Tvo-freguency /Delta k/ microwave scatterometer
measurements of ocean vave spectra from an
aircraft
p0584 A82-47493




U OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
OCEAN DATA STATIONS
0 OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
OCEAN SDBFACE
Two-frequency /Delta k/ microvave scatterometer




Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea
frontal system
p0168 A82-20447
A comparison of Seasat-derived vave height vith
surface data
p0584 A82-47496
United States Coast Pilot 9. Pacific and Arctic
Coasts Alaska: Cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea
[PB82-109562] p0254 N82-1820 I
OCEAHOGBAPBX






0 OCEAN DATA ACQUISITIONS SYSTEMS
OFFSBOBE EBEBGI SOURCES
Flight evaluation of LOBAN-C as a helicopter




The case for helicopter hoisting
p0182 A82-21597




U SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SYSTEM FLIGHTS
OGEE IINGS
U VABIABLE SHEEP KINGS
OB-13 BELICOPTEB
Evolution of the Aeroscout
p0239 A82-24706
OH-58 BELICOPTEB
Composite main rotor tubular braided
p0009 A82-10547
Design of a composite main rotor blade spar for
fabrication by tubular braidinq
p0279 A82-26389
Airworthiness and flight characteristics test of
an OB-58C configured to a Light Combat
Helicopter (LCH)
[AD-A1 12581] p0452 N82-26286
OIL ADDITIVES
Optimization of requirements on the
pitting-prevention properties of turbojet-enqine
oils
A-322
SUBJECT IBDBI OPEBATIB6 COSTS
p0082 A82-15723
Determination of antioxidant content 10 aviation
oils using thin-layer chroaatography.
p0548 182-1)2894
Antioxidants for synthetic oils
p0548 482-42895
Corrosion inhibiting engine oils
[AD-A106127] p0135 B82-14099
OIL POLLUTION















Omega station 10.2 kHz signal selection made easy
p0022 A82-12638
Updated station deselection procedures to support
automatic Omega receiver operation
pOOfa? 482- 14712
Besults of a Differential Omega experiment
p0122 482-18094
Long-range radio NAVAID signal reliability
p0544 482-41951
Construction and testing of an Omega navigation
system for the balloon-borne X-ray experiment
German thesis
p0549 A82-431II
Differential Omega system development and evaluation
[40-4107857] p0200 2182-17146
Flight trials of the Litton L T N - 2 I I Omega
Navigation System in a Hessex helicopter
[BAE-TH-BAD-NAV-147] p0558 N82-30299
OMBIDIBECTIOBAL AHTENBAS
NT BONOPOLE A N T E N N A S
OHHIBAHGE BAVIGATIOS
9 VHF OBNIBANGE NAVIGATION
ON-LIBB SISTEBS
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction flutter onset in
mud-tunnel tests conducted in the Langley
Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[HASA-TB-83278] p0368 N82-23240
On-line experiments in acquiring and exploiting
AIDS data for ATC purposes
P040I N82-25175
Structures testing analysis real-time network
(STAB NET)




Description of the meteorological research radar
system aboard NOAA/Besearch Facilities Center
HP-3D aircraft
P0003 482-10217
Navigation task partitioning in
distributed-processing avionics systems
P0009 482-10646
Flight testing De Havilland Aircraft Limited
D4SH-8 utilizing onboard data analysis by
microprocessor ~ ~ "
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2507] P0057 A82-13907
Lockheed Airborne Data System - Distributed
microcomputers provide on-board real-time analysis
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2367] p0060 482-13949
Piloted simulation of an on-board trajectory
optimization algorithm
P0167 A82-20296
Size reduction flight test airborne data systems
P0178 A82-20766
The Boeing Flight Test Data System 1980
P0179 A82-20769
Propulsion multiplexer /PBOX/ system - The sussing
link
[SAE PAPEB 811078] p0233 A82-244 11
Flight test data acquisition and interpretation
P0239 A82-24707
A preliminary laboratory evaluation of a
reconfigurable integrated flight control concept
[AI4A 82-1597] p0485 A82-38982
Investigations concerned with shifting pilot
activities to a higber hierarchical stage of
flight control German thesis
P05I9 A32-4I453
Statistical analysis of piloted simulation of real
time trajectory optimization algorithms
p0549 A82-43261
Automated flight data processing
p0554 A82-44222
Buggedized minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th BOLB
OIL-SPEC Computer User's Group Conference
[NASA-CP-2206] p0138 N82-14829
airborne data analysis/monitor system
POI38 N82-14830
ADABS executive and operating system
pOI38 H82-14831
On-board computer progress in development of A 310
flight testing program
P0138 H82-14833
Automation of on-board flightpath management
[NASA-TB-84212] p0191 N82-16088
An alternative approach to engineering structures
using monitoring systems
P0209 B82-17223
An on board supervisory system for applications in
space missions
[INPE-2.097-BPE/327] p0256 H82-18216
Gathering and analysing data on the British







NT FLUNG EJECTION SEATS
HT LIGHT AIBBOBSE BI/LTIPO&PO5E SYSTES
NT SPACECRAFT ELECTHOBIC EQUIPMENT
Botor systems research aircraft /BSE4/ rotor force
and moment measurement system
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2516] p0057 482-13913
3 DOF gyro analysis from measured and derived rates
hypersonic reentry simulation test
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0189] pOH6 A82- 1783 I
Navigational aids on-board the Concorde
p0225 A82-24065
The anatomy of a technology test bed - Integrated
Flight/Fire Control-I /IFFC I/
[SAE PAPEB 811036] p0232 A82-24398
Aircraft meteorological data relay /ABDAB/
p0579 A82-45822
Design study report for General Aviation Loran-C
receiver
[AD-AI0492J] p0087 H82- 12062
Helicopter model studies for on-board
electrostatic sensors
[AD-A 105511] p0133 N82-14089
An aircraft sensor fault tolerant system
[NASA-CB-165876] p0407 N82-25236
Feasibility study of a 270V dc flat cable aircraft
electrical power distributed system





Structural analysis of fuselages with cutouts by
finite element method
- - _ _ _ p0032 N82-10995
OPESATIHG COSTS ~ '
Greenlandair VTOL transportation study
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2642] p0108 A82-16912
Productivity and safety reducing transport
aircraft operating costs and increasing safety
pOMI A82-17284
Energy conservation through airport design and
management
pOU2 A82-17287
Operability of military aircraft - Some design and
cost trends
p0174 A82-20565
We have just begun to create efficient transport
aircraft
pOISO A82-21373
Management of powerplant maintenance and
restoration programs for fuel conservation
[SAE PAPEB 811052] p0231 A82-24394
A-323
OP8BATIHG SYSIEBS (COHPDTEBS) SOBJECT I1DEI
Bestoration of performance. Models 727, 737, and 747
[SAE PAPEB 811072] p0233 A82-21406
Aircraft/airport compatibility - A constant
challenge for aircraft designers
p0242 A82-25II9
Some thoughts on design optimization of transport
helicopters
p0273 A82-25771
Binimization of the total costs incurred in the
employment of passenger jet aircraft
p0490 482-39247
Advanced technologies applied to reduce the
operating costs of small commuter transport
aircraft
pOSOS 482-40915
Aircraft BSD in Europe - A perspective viev
p0546 482-42544
A nev approach to modeling the cost of ownership
for aircraft systems
[AD-A101431] pOI02 H82-13979
Use of optimization to predict the effect of
selected parameters on commuter aircraft
performance
[HASA-CB-168139] p0201 082-17151
An airline view of the corrosion problem
p0211 H82-17352
Parametric study of the influence of the engine
upon the operating cost of a civil helicopter
p0246 N82-18131
Parametric criteria and impact on design trends
p0247 H82-I8I39
Potential redactions in aircraft operation and
maintenance costs by using thrust computing
support equipment
[AD-A108163] p0251 H82-18207
Use of optimization to predict the effect of




Research through simulation Emulators and
research applications at Laugley
[HASA-PACTS-125] p0192 H82-16092
Air traffic control en route computer system
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Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters
from flight data at high angles of attack
pOSOS 482-40928
Altitude estimation asing asynchronous alpha-beta
tracking filters
p0582 482-f6387
Parametric study of microwave-powered
high-altitude airplane platforms designed for
linear flight
[H4S4-TP-1918] p0035 1182-11050
System identification helicopter parameters.
Determination from flight tests, phase 2
[BH7G-PB1T-80-J2] p0099 H82-13137
practical experience mth a noncontact blade
vibration measuring system in industrial
turbocompressors vibration mode identification
p O I 4 4 H82- 15065
Turboprop cargo aircraft systems study
[NASA-CB-I658I3] p0189 N82-16070
Identification of multivariable high performance
turbofan engine dynamics from closed loop data
[NASA-TM-82785] p0307 N82-20339
Analytical prediction of the interior noise for
cylindrical models of aircraft fuselages for
prescribed exterior noise fields. Phase 2:
Models for sidevall trim, stiffened structures
and cabin acoustics mth floor partition
[NASA-CB-165869] p0358 S82-22952
Analysis and Monte carlo simulation of
near-terminal aircraft flight paths
[NASA-IP-1997] p0367 H82-23233
system identification of nonlinear aerodynamic
models
p0540 N82-29996
Botorcraft blade mode damping identification from





Parameterization in the design of surfaces by
means of Coons' method for computer aided
aircraft design
p0582 482-16620
Estimation of airplane stability and control
derivatives from large amplitude longitudinal
maneuvers
[NASA-TH-83185] p0028 N82-10042
Experimental verification of an aerodynamic
parameter optimization program for wind tunnel
testing
[AD-A107727] p0199 N82-17I34
Parametric criteria and impact on design trends
p0247 N82-I8139
P4BAIIHGS
Nonlinear two-dimensional sail theory
[ A D - A I I 0 4 5 0 ] p0405 882-25220
PABIIAJ. DIFFEBBIITIAL EQUATIONS
NT ELLIPTIC DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
NT GAUSS EQUATION
Potentiality assessment of a parallel structure





The relative motion of a particle in the case of
exponential changes of the velocity of the medium
p0281 A82-26479
Liquid particle dynamics and rate of evaporation
in the rotating field of centrifugal compressors
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-86] pOU23 482-35332
PABCICLE PBECIPITATIOi
Intake design with particular reference to ice
protection and particle separators
p0208 1182-172 18
PABTICLE SIZE DISTBIBOTION
Determination of vertical profiles of aerosol size
spectra from aircraft radiative flux
measurements. II - The effect of particle
nonsphericity
p0020 482-12149
Airborne lidar measurements of smoke plume
distribution, vertical transmission, and
particle size
p0181 A82-2I386
Field test of an in stack diffusion classifier on















Formal specification and mechanical verification





NT BOEING 727 AIBCBAFI
NT BOEING 737 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 757 AIBCBAFT
NT BOEING 767 AIBCBAFT
NT CESSNA 172 AIBCBAFT
NT CESSNA 402B AIBCBAFT
NT CH-46 HELICOPTEB
NT CH-47 HELICOPTEB
NT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
NT DC 10 AIBCBAFT
NT EUBOPEAN AIBBUS
NT F-27 AIBCBAFT
NT F-28 TBANSPQBT AIBCBAFT
NT HFB-320 AIBCBAFT
NT L-IOI 1 AIBCBAFT
NT SE-210 AIBCBAFI
NT TD-144 AIBCBAFT
NT Y4K 40 AIBCBAFT
Hoi large should a couimuter transport be
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1732] pOOOa A82-10463
Optimization of the principal design parameters of
a passenger aircraft
p O O l O A82-10816
Flight testing De Havilland Aircraft Limited
DASH-8 utilizing onboard data analysis by
microprocessor
CAIAA PAPEB 81-2507] p0057 A82-13907
1*0 at a time - Flight test plans for the new
Boeing airliners
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2378] p0059 A82- 1394 I
CT7 - GE attacks commuter turboprop market
p0083 A82-15950
Optimum configuration for a 10 passenger business
turbofan jet airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0365] pO 119 A82-17905
Boeing 757 - Introducing the big-fan narrowbody
pOI26 A82-18349
Improvement of fuel economy by flying with maximum
rearward center-of-gravity positioning
p022l A82-23470
Development of maintenance programmes through the
functional, structural and flight test phases
p0223 A82-24003
Fuel-efficient windshields for transport, commuter
and business aircraft
p0226 A82-24304





Aircraft pitch attitude as a performance parameter
p0298 A82-28519
The beginning of the ATB 42 program and its
importance
P0382 A82-33543
A gust damper for light passenger aircraft
p0436 A82-37I27
Hinimization of the total costs incurred in the
employment of passenger jet aircraft
P0490 A82-39247
Optimized 10 ton class commercial aircraft engine
p0505 A82-40890
Advanced technologies applied to reduce the
operating costs of small commuter transport
aircraft
A-330
SUBJECT IBDBI PBBFOBBABCB PBEDICIIOB
F0508 182-40915
' The sporty game on wide body commercial
airliner business history
p0547 A82-42572
Hen iaaqe generators for the next generation of
civil aircraft
[SEE PAPEB 811767] p0555 A82-44236
Helicopter commuters - An optimistic outlook
pOS56 A82-44470
Lightweight diesel engine designs for commuter
type aircraft
[HASA-CB-165(170] p0037 1.82-11068
Computer Air Carrier Symposium
[AD-A104894] p0086 H82-12054
A study to define the research and technology
reguireaents for advanced turbo/propfan
transport aircraft
[HASA-CB-166138] p0254 882- 18202
Use of optimization to predict the effect of
selected parameters on commuter aircraft
performance
[HASA-CB-169027] p0451 H82-26279
Briefs of accidents involving computer air
carriers and on-demand air taxi operations, U.S.
general aviation, 1979
[PB82-I38991 ] p0465 H82-27255
PASSBHGBBS
Air transportation of handicapped persons
p0228 182-24338
P4IIEBIS
A comparative study on mechanical vibration and
noise during patient transportation
p0153 482-19013
PATBIOT H1SSILE
The PAIBIOI Badar in tactical air defense
p0435 482-37031
P1TTEBH HECOG8ITIOH
Image processing in tactical flight guidance
pOS54 A82-44221
P4IIEBH BBSISIBATIOH
Automatic handoff of multiple targets
[AD-A107490] p0476 H82-27561
Scanner imaging systems, aircraft
p0529 B82-28715
PAVBHEHTS
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[ A D - A I 0 4 6 6 0 ] p0041 H82-11313
Structural analysis computer programs for rigid
multicomponent pavement structures with
discontinuities, BESLigiD and HESL4YES. Beport
1: Program development and numerical presentations
[ A D - A I 0 4 5 4 5 ] p0041 H82-11498
Measured pavement response to transient aircraft
loadings
p O l O l B82- 13442
Investigation of compaction criteria for airport
pavement subgrade soils
[AD-A108518] p0258 S82-18230






BT SPACE SHUTTLE PAYLOADS
Limiting payload deceleration during ground impact
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1918) p0006 A82- 10404
A method of accounting for the effect of aircraft
deformations on its loading
- p0388 482-31177
PCH TB1BHETBI
Becent developments in military telemetry
P0150 482-18908




U BBISTOL-SIDDELEI BS 53 EBGIBE
PEIDOLOHS
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
P0284 A82-26620
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
[HASA-CE-169131] p0523 H82-28282
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple












Training aircraft design considerations based on
the successive organization of perception in
manual control
p0563 B82-30840




Studies of new perfluoroether elastomeric sealants




Studies on the stability of thin-walled shells
with cutouts /Beview/. I
p0182 A82-2I629
PBBFOBttlHCB
Application of a pilot control strategy
identification technigue to a joint FAA/HASA




BT PBEDICTIOH AHiLISIS TBCHHIQOES
Ideal and simulateu performance of an aircraft in
the terrain following mission
p0013 482-11302
On the prediction of swirling flowfields found in
axisymmetric combnstor geometries
p O O I 9 482-12120
Performance estimation from non-steady manoeuvres
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2424] p0054 A82-13863
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical
aeroelastic predictions with flight measured
airloads for the B-I aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2387] p0065 A82-14393
Strapdown inertial reference systems performance
analysis
p0066 A82-14682
Design and performance of airborne radomes - A
review
p0106 A82-16564
Becent improvements in prediction techniques for
supersonic weapon separation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0170] pO I 16 A82-17820
Aerodynamics of tactical weapons to Hach number 8
and angle-of-attack of 180 deg
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0250] pO I 18 482-17861
Evaluation of supersonic missile aerodynamic
prediction techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0390] p0120 A82- 17920
The electromagnetic theta gun and tubular
projectiles
p0125 482-18182
Concept definition and aerodynamic technology
studies for single-engine V/STOL fighter/attack
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2647] p0157 A82-19216
Hulti-parameter yield zone model for predicting
spectrum crack growth
p0168 A82-20510
Bandom spectrum fatigue crack life predictions
with or without considering load interactions
pOI69 A82-20512
Design technology for improved performance
retention in turbofan engines
[SAE PAPBB 811055] p023l A82-24392
Performance retention features of the PH2037
[SAB PAPEB 811054] p0233 482-24409
Beliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller
[SAE PAPBB 811077] p0233 A82-244IO
Helicopter rotor load prediction
p0240 A82-247I9
Besults of recent measurements on an oscillating
aerofoil
p0276 A82-26223




PEBFOBflAHCB TESTS SUBJECT IIDEX
Advanced composites integral structures meet the
challenge of future aircraft systems
P0288 AB2-27I33
Performance degradation of propeller/rotor systems
due to rime ice accretion
£AIAA PAPEB 82-0286] p0297 A82-28322
Prediction of aerodynamically induced vibrations
in turbonachinery bladmg
p0327 A82-28986
Estimation of the performance of nonstationary
discontinuous control systems for flight vehicles
p0333 A82-29832
Approximate method of predicting heating on the
windward side of Space Shuttle Orbiter and
comparisons with flight data
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0823] p0373 A82-31853
Solar-powered airplane design for long-endurance,
high-altitude flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0811] p0376 A82-3 1984
Fatigue life prediction of helicopter pitch link
using Raman life calculation methods
p0387 A82-34125
Development of a helicopter rotor/propulsion
system dynamics analysis
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1078] p0416 A82-34997
Snail turbine engine angnentor design methodology
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1179] p04!7 A82-35044
On the influence of the number of stages on the
efficiency of axial-flow turbines
[ASMS PAPEB 82-GT-43] p042i 482-35301
On the performance prediction of a centrifugal
compressor scaled up
[4SHE PAPEfi 82-GI-1I2] p0424 482-35315
A critical appraisal of some current incidence
loss models for the stator and rotor of a mixed
flow gas turbine
[4SHE PAPEB 82-61-120] pO<425 A82-35350
Development and application of a performance
prediction method for straight rectangular
diffuserC A S H E PAPEB 82-01-122] p0425 A82-35352
An inviscid-viscous interaction treatment to
predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial
compressors vith leading edge normal shock naves
t A S H E PAPEB 82-GT-135] p0425 A82-35363
A stage-by-stage dual-spool compression system
modeling technique
(ASflE PAPEB 82-61-189] p0427 A82-35394
TUBBOTEAHS - A programing language for the
performance simulation of arbitrary gas turbine
engines vith arbitrary control systems
[ASHE PAPEB 82-G1-200] p0427 A82-35396
Evaluation criteria for aero engine materials
p0434 A82-3606S
General purpose research rotor
[AHS PHEPBIHI 81-9) p0441 A82-37777
An alternate method of specifying bandwidth for
flying qualities
[AIAA 82-1609] p048S A82-38988
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for Ion observables mission profiles
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1298] p0487 A82-3908S
The correlation of flight test and analytic fl-on-H
air combat exchange ratios Hany-on-aany
[4144 PAPEB 82-1328] p048S A82-39105
Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1372] p0489 A82-39134
Analytic extrapolation to full scale aircraft
dynamics
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1387) p0490 482-39143
An experimental investigation of a bearingless
model rotor in hover
P0498 A82-40512
Correlation of predicted vibrations and test data
for a wind tunnel helicopter model
p0499 482-40515
Digital computer simulation of modern aeronautical
digital communication systems
p0509 A82-40940
The prediction of propeller/mug interaction effects
pOSIO A82-40948
Development of the Circulation Control King-Upper
Surface Blowing powered-lift system for STOL
aircraft
p0512 A82-40969
A survey regarding the German-French development
program Alpha Jet
pOSSO A82-43332
Electronic warfare system measure of effectiveness
p0553 A82-43840
Pneumatic tire model for aircraft simulation
p0555 A82-44244
A simplified method for predicting rotor blade
airloads
p0577 482-45187
The airplane manufacturer and meteorology in
prediction of weather effects on aircraft
performance
p0579 482-45821





Parametric study of microwave-powered
high-altitude airplane platforms designed for
linear flight
[MASA-TP-1918] p0035 H82-11050
Experimental and analytical studies of advanced
air cushion landing systems
[HASA-CB-3476] p0087 H82-12065
Simulator certification methods and the vertical
motion simulator
[HASA-CB-166252] p0089 B82-12082
Through flow calculations in axial turbomachines(AGABD-AB-175] p0204 H82-I7178
Influence of correlations and computational
methods on the prediction of overall efficiency
p0204 N82-I7180
Part span damper loss prediction for transonic
axial fan rotors
p0205 H82-17I92
Axial compressor stall and surge
p0205 1182-17194
Summary of answers to the questionnaire
p0205 S82-17195
Single stage transonic compressor and equivalent
plane cascade
p0206 N82-I7I96
The through flow calculations
P0206 882-17199
Evaluation of profile loss predictions based on
diffusion factors
p0206 H82-17200
Blade-to-blade computations and boundary layer
corrections in axial compressors and turbines
P0206 082-17202
Foundations for computer simulation of a low
pressure oil flooded single screw air compressor
[AD-A108230] p0268 1182-19391
The benefits of data exchange between airline
and engine manufacturer
[PHB-90048] p0323 882-22095
Use of optimization to predict the effect of
selected parameters on commuter aircraft
performance
[NASA-CB-169027] p0451 H82-26279
Dser's manual for the vertical axis wing turbine
code VDABT2
[DE82-000796] p0461 H82-26828




Interoperability testing of decentralized command,
control, communications and intelligence /C3I/
systems
[AIAA 81-2205] p0003 482-10143
Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQD-34V
remote piloted vehicle
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1917] p0006 A82-10403
Aerodynamics and performance of cruciform
parachute canopies
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1919] p0006 A82-10405
The constricted rigging line trials technique for
assessing the opening characteristics of
parachutes
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1932] p0007 482-10413
High-efficiency hydraulic power transfer units for
multisystem aircraft
pOOlO A82-10853
The certification of digital systems
pOO!7 482-11940




SUBJECT IBDEI PEBFOBHAHCB TBSIS COIXO
A decoupled control system for improved flight




C-5A nnsnrfaced taxi and off-load demonstrations
[4144 PAPEB 81-2439] pOOSS A82-13875
Performance assessaent of an advanced reheated
turbo fan engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2447] pOOSS A82-13879
Planning a helicopter flight test progran
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2381] p0056 A82-1388I
The Air force Flight lest Center - Otah lest and
Training Haoge in the 1980's
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2487] p0057 482-13916
A unique integrated flight testing facility for
.' advanced control/display research
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2490] pOOSS 482-13919
F/A-18 Flight Test program overviev - I September
1981
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2351] p0060 A82-13955
Development of a lifting parachute to provide
self-dispersing capability for an Avco-designed
tactical munition
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1928] p0060 482-13962
Theoretical analysis of wake-induced parachute
collapse
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1922] pOOei A82-13963
Testing capabilities of the 3246th Test Ring
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2484] p0064 AS2-14387
Advanced fighter technology integration AFTI/F- 16
test program overviev
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2353] p0065 A82-14398
A concept for a high-accuracy, lov-cost
accelerometer
p0066 A82- 14685
Testing of the SJB-5A ejection seat for the F/A-18
/HOBHET/ aircraft
p0078 A82-1495S
Test and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
p0079 A82-14974
Performance assessment of the ACES-II ejection
seat-A-10 configuration
pOOSO A82-14980
Analytical and experimental characterization of
the J40-14/4 cartridge actuated initiator for
use in aircrew escape system performance
evaluation
pOOSO A82-14985
Experience vith high performance V/STOL fighter
projects at HBB
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2614] pOI07 A82- 1690 I
The German-Dutch vind tunnel as aeroacoustic
experimental installation
p O I I O 482-17136
Hesults of a Differential Omega experiment
p O I 2 2 482- 18094
JTIDS distributed TDBA /DIDflA/ terminal
development results vith emphasis on relative
navigation performance
p0123 482-18152
PLBS engineering development testing - Early results
Position Location Beporting System with data
communication network for community users in
tactical environment
P0124 A82-18157
Design and testing of a new double labyrinth seal
[ASBE PAPEB 81-LOB-58] pOI27 A82-18452
Prediction of aircraft interior noise using the
statistical energy analysis method
[ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-102] p0161 A82-19332
Conductive prepregs for lightning strike
protection on aircraft
pOI70 A82-20523
H4VST4B global positioning systems
p0175 A82-20601
Performance flight test evaluation of the
Ball-Bartoe JB-1 Jetiiing STOL research aircraft
P0178 482-20762
The Global Positioning System Evaluator
facility for testing in simulated vide range
environments
p018l A8 2- 2 1588
A neH facility and technigue for tvo-dimensional
aerodynamic testing
[4144 82-0608] p0238 A82-24677
Beal time digital filtering test in the SI
continuous vind tunnel at Bodane
p0276 A82-26299
Effects of filler materials upon radome rain
erosion performance at subsonic conditions
p0281 A82-26462
Duplication of radome aerodynamic heating using
the Central Beceiver Test Facility solar furnace
p0281 A82-26468
Operational testing of the LH-33 inertial
navigation system
p0384 A82-33854
Instrumentation for testing aircraft antistatic
protection
[OHEB4, IP HO. 1982-7] p0389 A82-34495
Influence of airblast atomizer design features on
mean drop size
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1073] p0416 A82-34993
Increased capabilities of the Langley Bach 7
Scraojet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1240] p0418 A82-35080
The performance of centrifugal compressor channel
diffnsers
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-IO] p0420 482-35279
Conversion of centrifugal compressor performance
curves considering non-similar flov conditions
[ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-42] p0421 A82-35300
Atomization quality of tvin fluid atomizers for
gas turbines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-61] p0422 482-35311
The use of performance-monitoring to prevent
compressor and turbine blade failures
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-66] p0422 AB2-35316
Cryogenic turbine testing
[ASBE PAPEB 82-61-113] p0425 A82-35346
Performance analysis of the test results on a
tvo-stage transonic fan
[ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-I23] p0425 A82-35353
Accuracy expectations for gas turbine and
centrifugal compressor performance testing
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-I28] p0425 A82-35358
FAA tests on the Havstar GPS Z-set
p0435 A82-37039
Application and testing of metallic coatings on
graphite/epoxy composites
p0435 A82-37074
Evaluation of sensitivity of ultrasonic detection
of disbonds in graphite/epoxy to metal joints
P0436 A82-37080
Experimental performance evaluation of 'ventilated
mixers' - A nev mixer concept for high bypass
turbofan engines
[AI4A PAPEB 82-1136] p0439 A82-37695
Performance of the Botor Systems Besearch Aircraft
calibrated rotor loads measurement system
p0502 482-40549
Analysis of built-in-test accuracy
p0545 A82-4221I
Bonding procedure for Teflon seals
p0547 A82-42792
Preliminary experiments on a centrifugal research
compressor using a laser -2- focus velocimeter
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1982-62] p0553 A82-43756
The Bodular Automated Heather System (BARS) concept
airfield weather support
POI37 H82-14763
XV-15 Tilt Botor fly-by-vire collective control .
demonstrator development specifications
[H4SA-CB-166262] p0140 H82-15030
Effect of fuel injector type on performance and
emissions of reverse-flov combustor
[HASA-TP-1945] p0141 H82-15040
Single stage transonic compressor and equivalent
plane cascade
P0206 S82-I7I96
BBC/Snlzer. 4 stage transonic compressor
p0206 H82-17I97
Preliminary results on performance testing of a
turbocharged rotary combustion engine
[HASA-TB-82772] p0316 882-2119")
Tail rotor studies for satisfactory performance:
Strength and dynamic behavior
[SNI4S-821-2IO-108] p0353 H82-22258
Production Verification Testing (PVT) of guidance
and control systems for high reliability
p0363 H82-23I87
Cold regions testing of an air transportable shelter
[AD-AI07131]
 P0475 M82-27325
Flight trials of the Litton LTH-211 Omega




Ceramic applications in turbine engines[HASA-CB-165197] p0565 B82-3U58
Attribute requirements for a simulated flight
scenario microcomputer test








Application of the OHEB dynamic stall model to a

















Aerospace engineers: He're tomorrow-minded people
[HASA-EP-188] pOOOO H82-25017




Singular perturbation techniques for real tine
aircraft trajectory optimization and control[NASA-CB-3597] p0570 H82-3I330
PEBTDBBATIOI TBEOBI
Synthesis of system for evaluating gyrostabilizer
state with unkuovn disturbances
p O O I S 482-11469
Comparison betveen the exact and an approximate
feedback solution for median range interception
problems
p0044 482-13106
Application of singular perturbation theory
p0085 H82-12050
Computational methods of robust controller design
for aerodynamic flutter suppression
[H&SA-CB-164983] p0089 H82-12080















C A D - A 1 0 8 I 7 4 ] p0269 H82-I9448
PHASE LOCKED SXSTEHS
High speed aicrovave phase-locked loops
p0066 A82-14696
Hodeling of a tracking radar in terms of a
nonlinear second order phase lock loop
[AD-AII5628] p0596 H82-32580
PHASE HODOLATION
B.F. calibrators for Doppler radars
p O I S O 482-18917

















'In situ1 composites for jet propulsion and




[AD-A108I74] p0269 N82- 19448
PHASED ABBAIS
Using phased array radar for data communications
p0068 A82-14725




[AD-A111852] p 0 4 l l N82-25424
Spiral slotted phased antenna array
[NASA-CASB-HSC-18532-1] p0476 N82-27558
PHBIOLIC BBSIIS





Compatibility of 350 deg curing honeycomb
adhesives with phosphoric acid anodizing
p0292 A82-27414
Correlation of surface characterization of
phosphoric acid anodize oxide mth physical





Two-dimensional model studies of the impact of











Hew molding method of three-dimensional holloa
photoelastic model and centrifugal stress



























High-altitude imagery user guide
(PB82-158353] p0562 H82-30608
PBOTOIHIBBPBETATIOI
Photointerpretation key for pine regeneration








SUBJECT IBDEI PILOT PBBPOBHAHCB
Airborne Electronic Terrain Bap Sjsteo
F007I A82- 14771
A VHF homing system with VHF cadiotelephooy for
area-representative strip-survey flights
conducted, as part of combined forest
iaveQtori.es, with light aircraft carrying 70 ma
and 35 mm cameras
p0082 A82-15748
Happing in tropical forests - A new approach using








AQ experimental investigation of the flow field of
1
 an ejector viog design employing a photon
correlation laser velocimeter


















Air transportation of handicapped persons
P0228 A82-21338
PHYSICAL OPTICS
Numerical applications of the physical optics
approach for the calculation of radar cross
sections of convex perfect scatterers
[BAE-HSH-261 ] P0596 N82-32600
PHYSICAL PBOPEBTIES
Consideration of mechanical, physical, and
chemical properties in tearing selection for
landing gear of large transport aircraft
CiSlE PBEP4IJIT 8I-LC-2B-3] POI26 482-18112
the effects of absorbed moisture upon the physical
properties of stretched acrylic materials
P0228 182-2D320
PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS
Effects of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Supplementary analyses to
the study carried oat around Orly
[NASA-Tfl-76627] POI37 B82-11673
Physiological acceptability tests of the SJU-5/4
ejection seat: Second physiological acceptance ,
demonstration
[4D-4108688] P0253 N82-18194








_ 0_SENSOBS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
PI6EOHS
project Sea Hunt: A report on prototype
developaent and tests
[ A D - A I 0 9 5 I Q ] P0302 N82-20I60
PILOT EBBOB
Functional requirements for the man-vehicle
systems research facility identifying and
correcting human errors during flight simulation
[NiSA-CB-16,63 IS] PQ352 H82-22248
A theory of human error
[HiSA-ca-166313] P0352 S82-22250
Proposed research tasks for the reduction of human
error in naval aviation mishaps
[ A D - A 112339) P0464 N82-27241
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, U.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-1389H2] P046S 882-27247
PILOT PBBFOBBABCB
Have He overlooked the pilot's role in an
automated flight deck
[AIAA 01-2262] p0048 Aa
Evaluation of a selected group of anti-exposure
garment configurations for their effects on the
operational performance and survival of Naval
aircrewmen
p0079 A82-14972
Estimate of human control over aid-air collisions
p O I l t A82-17604
Beal-tiae emulation of helicopter IFB approaches
into major terminal areas using BNAV, MLS, and
CDTI
[SIA4 PAP BE 82-0260] pO I 18 482-17868
An application of invanance principle to pilot
model for NT-33 aircraft with variable
coefficients and delays
f A I A 4 PAPEB 82-0367] p0120 A82-17907
Cost efficiency versus objective fidelity in
flight simulation
[DOLE PAPEB 81-104] pOISS 482-19261
Analysis and optimization of control systems in
piloted flight vehicles Bussian book
pOOOl A82-22398
Combined multisensor displays image
preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot
workload
p0218 A82-2290S
Transparency design decisions - Assessing their
impact on visual performance
p0226 A82-24306
Effect of contrast on space perception in TV
displays of the external scene observed by the
pilot German book
p0297 482-28395
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in unsteady potential flow
(BASA-TH-83281] p0363 882-23194
Investigation of upwind schemes for finite element
analysis of transonic flow over thin airfoils
[ A O - A I I I 1 6 8 ] p0405 H82-25225
The problem of calculation of the flow around
helicopter rotor blade tips and adapting
computer programs
[SBB-DD-330-81-0] p0406 B82-25233
Singularity embedding method in potential flow
calculations
[NASA-CB-166387] p0566 H82-3I300
Aerosonnd from corner flow and flap flow
[HASA-CB-166396] p0571 H82-32081
POtBBTIAL IBEOBI
The velocity potential for the harmonically
oscillating, rectangular wing with semnnfinite
span in nonlinear theory
pOI54 482-19198
On the calculation of transonic blade tip flow for
helicopter rotors
[BBB-OD-320-81-0] p0252 B82-18I87





Powder metallurgy superalloys - Aerospace
materials for the 1980's; Proceedings of the
Conference, Zurich, Switzerland, Bovember 18-20,
1980. Volume 1
p0020 482-12495
Superclean superalloy powders by the rotating
electrode process
p002l A82-12196
Superalloy turbine components - Which is the
superior manufacturing process, as-HIP, HIP plus
Isoforge, or 'gatorizing' of extrusion
consolidated billet
p002l A82-12497
Superalloy powder engine components; controls
employed to assure high quality hardware
p0021 A82- 12199
Development of low-cost titanium structures using
blended elemental powder metallurgy
p0328 A82-28998
The superalloys - Haterials for gas turbine hot
section components
p0381 A82-33853
Powder metallurgical innovations for improved hot
section alloys in aero-engine applications
[PHB-90072] p0357 B82-22358
Bechanical properties of hot isostatic pressed
P/a-titanium for helicopter components
[HBB-OD-321-81-0] pfll 10 B82-25383
Hot isostatically pressed manufacture of hiqb
strength BEHI 76 disk and seal shapes
[HASA-CB-165519] p0158 H82-26439
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-A 114122] p052l H82-28215
POHDEBBD METALS
0 BET4L PORDEB —
PORBB COBDITIOBIBG
High voltage/high power for airborne applications
p0083 A82-15918
Advanced generating system technology
p0230 A82-21380
Modeling and Analysis of Power Processing Systems





0 BADIA8T FLOI DENSITY
PORBB BPFICIEBCI
Helicopter engine technology - Rith particular
reference to the Bolls-Boyce Gea engine
pOOOl A82-10304
60 KVA ADP permanent magnet VSCF starter generator




POiEB GilB SUBJECT IIDBI
Kill power-by-wire replace power-by-hydraulics
p0067 A82-14707
fieceat improvements in aircraft Si-Cd cells
p0225 A82-24245
Analysis of changes in the gas-dynanc parameters
of a gas-turbine helicopter engine daring
acceleration
p0334 182-29872
On the influence of the nuober of stages on the
efficiency of axial-flow turbines
(ISBE PAPEE 82-GT-43] p042! 482-3530 I
Performance analysis of the test results on a
two-stage transonic fan
[ISBE FAPEB 82-G1-I23] p0425 182-35353
Accuracy expectations for gas turbine and
centrifugal compressor performance testing
(ASBE PAPBB 82-GT-128] p0425 A82-35358
Interim reviev of the Energy Efficient Engine /E3/
Program
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-271] pOU29 182-35447
The Power Pair Locus - A preliminary design aid to
select power ratings for multi-engined helicopters
p0546 182-42474
Development of high loading, high efficiency axial
flow turbine
p0583 A82-47069
Evaluation of the design, construction and
operation of a gas fueled engine driven heat pump
£EBG-034] p02 13 H82- 17459
Family of airfoil shapes for rotating blades
for increased power efficiency and blade stability
[HASA-C1SE-L1B-12843-1] p0607 882-33372
PO»BB GAIB
Selection of optimum antennas for tracking
telemetry intrumented airborne vehicles
p0290 A82-27228
Measuring LF and HP antenna radiation patterns by









High voltage/high power for airborne applications
p0083 A82-I59 18
L-band power generation in the General Electric
solid-state radar
p0150 A82-18914




Powered-lift takeoff performance characteristics
determined from flight test of the Quiet
Short-haul Besearch Aircraft /QSBA/
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2409] p0053 A82-13852
Development of the Circulation Control Iing-Opper
Surface Blowing powered-lift system for SIOL
aircraft
p0512 A82-40969
Ejector powered propulsion and high lift subsonic
wing
P05I2 A82-40970
Flight experiments using the front-side control
technique during piloted approach and landing in
a powered lift SIOL aircraft
[NASA-TB-81337] p0456 H82-26314
' QCSEE over-the-wing engine acoustic data
[NIS1-IB-82708] p0536 1182-29324
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control
autopilot concepts for a powered lift SIOL
aircraft
[NlSl-Ts-84282] p06I 1 N82-33400
POIEBED HODCLS
Hind tunnel tests of engine-equipped models:
Comparison of two jet wash simulation methods
[N1S1-TB-76764] p0134 M82-14091
Development of a convoluted intake seal for model





A balanced active antenna and impulse noise







The evolution of airborne weather avoidance radar
toward a calibrated remote rain gauge using REACT
Bain Echo Attenuation Compensation Hardware
p0004 A82- 10225
Aircraft measurements and analysis of severe
stores: 1976 field experiment
(N1SA-CB-I685I9] p0259 H82- 18803
Preliminary investigation of effects of heavy rain
on the performance of aircraft
[NASA-TH-83272] p030l H82-20145




Formability of IHCOLOY alloy HA 956 - An oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy
p0385 A82-33994
PBEDICTIOM ASALISIS TECHNIQUES
A new thermal and trajectory model for high
altitude balloons
[Alii PAPEB 81-1926] p0007 A82-10411
A method for predicting the lifetime of gas
turbine blades
p0106 A82-16692
Bethods and models for predicting fatigue crack
growth under random loading Book
pOI68 A82-20506
New processes and methods of technical diagnostics
and prognostics in the case of the engine
NK-8-4. II
p0335 A82-29925
Evaluation of two analytical methods for the
prediction of inlet flow fields in the vicinity
of generalized forebodies
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0959] p0374 A82-31935
Prediction of separated asymmetric trailing-edge
flows at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1021] p0375 A82-31974
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1056] p04 15 182-34981
Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turbomachinery
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1057] p04 15 182*34982
Turbine stage heat flux measurements
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1289] p04 19 182-35102
Design to life cycle cost capability of the PBICE
models
(IAF PAPEB 82-221] p0556 182-44695
Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts with
external stores at transonic speeds
p O I O I N82-13813
Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra from
static tests
[N1S1-TB-83219] p0139 H82-14880
Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of
unstalled supersonic flutter in transonic fans
p0143 882-15058
Prediction of sound radiation from different




Gunfire blast pressure predictions
P0341 N82-22I70
Predictions of aerodynamic characteristics of
highly maneuverable configurations
p0348 N82-22199
Beview of the 1980 Hind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation
Panel
p0403 N82-25198
Current status of inlet flow prediction methods
[AD-11 11784] p0455 N82-26311
Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under
variable loading using a simple crack closure
model
[SLB-BP-8I023-D] p0529 N82-28685
Effect of water on axial flow compressors. Part
2: Computational program
[AD-A114831] p0537 H82-29327
Effects of higher order control systems on




SUBJECT INDEX PBESSOBE DISTBIBOTIOI







NT NUISE PBEOICTION (A1BCBAFT)
Ml PEEFOBHANCE PBEOICTION
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction flutter onset in
mud-tunnel tests conducted in the Langley
Transonic Dynamics Tutnel
[NASA-TH-83278] p0368 N82-23240
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using
analytical models of the hanan pilot
[NASA-TM-84233J p0396 N82-24208















Experimental study of the effects of secondary air
on the emissions and stability of a lean
premized combustor
[4144 PIPES 82-1072] p04!5 A82-34992
Numerical and experimental examination of a
prevaporized/premixed combustor
[41 * A PAPJJB 82-1074] p04 16 A82-34994
Models for a turbulent premixed dump combustor
[4144 PAPEB 82-1261] p0439 A82-37709
PBEHIXISG
Effect of fuei-air-ratio nonuniformity on





Studies of new perfluoroether elastomeric sealants
for aircraft fuel tanks
[NASA-CB-166377] p0560 N82-30400
PBEPBEGS
Conductive prepregs for lightning strike
protection on aircraft
p O I 7 0 482-20523
Mechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreg
system at cryogenic and other temperatures
[ A I A A 82-0708] p0335 A82-30099
PBBPBOCESSIJG
Digital mage processing for acquisition,





Aeronautics and space report of the President,
1980 activities
[NASA-TH-84079] pO147 N82-16022


































The use of the Reber method for
minicomputer-assisted numerical analysis of
airfoils
pOOOS A82-10362
Subsonic flov over airborne optical turrets
p0114 A82-17605
Optimal subsonic diffuser vail design for
arbitrary entry conditions
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0132] pOI IS A82-17800
Pressure distribution on an ogee ving in
supersonic flov
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0414] p012l A82-17934
Calculation of the unsteady loads on the surface
of a moving wedge vith an incident shock vave
pOI28 A82-18590
Use of high conical flov theory for the
determination of the pressure distribution on
the wave rider and its agreement with
experimental results for supersonic flov
P0154 482-19197
Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a
subsonic crossflov
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2610] pO 1 55 A82-19202
Becent advances in applying Free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flov
aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0095] p0183 A82-22045
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several vings calculated by the SOUSSA PI. I
panel method
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0727] p034l A82-30 193
Experimental investigation of turbulent vail-jets
in the presence of adverse pressure gradients in
a rectangular diffuser
p0378 A82-32330
Design and investigations of a three dimensionally
tvisted diffuser for centrifugal compressors
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-102] p0424 A82-35339
Joint Anglo-American experience of the analysis of
helicopter rotor blade pressure distribution
pO»40 A82-37770
Experimental and theoretical studies of
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers on
an empennage of a typical transport airplane
p O S I I 482-10955
Study on pressure distribution on rotor blades
vith three-dimensional nonsteady theory of
compressible fluid
P0577 A82-45188
Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcritical
aerofoils
p0032 N82-10983
Initial experimental research into the response of
turbojet engine compressors to distortion of
intake pressure
p0032 N82- 11006
A preliminary experimental investigation of the
response of a turbojet engine to inlet pressure
distortion
p0032 N82-11007
A comparison of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions for tvo advanced fighter
vings
[NASA-TM-81331] p0035 N82-11054
Subcritical and supercritical airfoils for given
pressure distribution
P0085 N82-12031
Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless missile at Mach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.
Volume I: Trapezoidal tail
[SiSi-TS-80097] p0098 882-13110
Separated flov around helicopter bodies
p0250 N82-18163
Transonic perturbation analysis of
ving-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations vith
I- 34 3
PBESSOBE DEiG SUBJECT IHDBX
powered jet exhausts
[HASA-CB-165852] p0262 NB2-19I67
The effect of a veil on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler wind tunnel flow visualization and
pressure measurement
[BU-268] p0263 882-19194
Tests and analysis of a vented 0 thrust deflecting
nozzle on a turbofan engine conducted at the
outdoor aerodynamic research facility of the
lues Research Center
[BASA-CB-166279J P0301 B82-20143
Low-speed measurements of the static pressure
distribution and overall forces on a cambered
and a symmetric mild gothic wing of aspect ratio
1.4 in a mnd tunnel
[BAB-TB-80066] P0312 H82-21161
Pressure distributions on some delta wings at H = 4
wind tunnel tests
[BAE-TB-80068] P0313 H82-21164
Theoretical and experimental investigations of
mnd tunnel interference due to angle of attack
[HBB-FE-124/S/POB/34] p0320 H82-2I226
& flight investigation of blade-section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
BC-SC2 airfoil sections
[HASA-TM-83298J P0363 H82-23192
Subsonic aerodynamc and flutter characteristics




[ A D - A I I 0 4 9 3 ] p0455 H82-26306
Flow and pressure field cf a model propeller
[BASA-TH-76690] P0557 H82-30290
An experimental study of dynamic stall on advanced






Part span damper loss prediction for transonic
axial fan rotors _
p0205 H82-17192
An experimental and theoretical investigation of
the interaction between the engine jet and the
surrounding flow field with regard to the
pressure drag on afterbodies
p0360 H82-23158
PBESSOBE OBOE
Experimental investigation of total pressure loss




Influence of airblast atomizer design features on
mean drop size
[Alii PAPEB 82-1073] p04!6 A82-34993
Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of HHO ducts at high D-field
[HASA-TH-82750] p O I O I H82-13908
A new method of estimating the lateral wall effect
on the airfoil incidence due to the suction at
side walls






Expermental investigation of turbulent wall-jets
in the presence of adverse pressure gradients in
a rectangular diffuser
p0378 A82-32330
Comparison of experimental and analytic
performance for contoured endvall stators
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1286] p0497 A82-40422
The pressure signature method for blockage
corrections, and its applications to the
industrial wind tunnel
[BU-263] p0267 H82-1923I
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at H = 0.9
conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[SASA-Ta-83297] p0363 H82-23195
Beal time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[HASA-CASB-LEw-13622-1] p0453 H82-26294
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endwall stators
[NASA-TH-82877] p0454 H82-26299




Calibration of seven-hole probes suitable for high
angles in subsonic compressible flows
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0410] p O I 2 l A82-17931
An investigation of the swirl in an S-duct
p0297 182-283)8
pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in
buffeting flow
[AIAA 82-0641] p0337 682-30138
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
> degree clipped delta wing at 0 = 0.9
[AIAA 82-0686] p0338 A82-30153
Analysis and wind tunnel tests of a probe used to
sense altitude through measurement of static
pressure
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1361] p0489 482-39128
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise blowing
p0514 A82-40988
Programs for the transonic wind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 9: Pressure
measurements updated
[40-4106271] p0192 H82-I609S
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
wind tunnel
[AD-AI06272] p0192 H82-16096
Sea King flight tests pitot-static probe and
directional vane instrumentation
[AD-A109427] p0304 H82-20I76
Pressure measurements on a wing oscillating in
supercritical flow
[BAE-TB-79074] p03 13 H82-21163
Study of VIOL in ground-effect flow field
including temperature effect
[HASA-CB- 166258] p0400 N82-25170
PIESSOBE OSCILLATIONS
One reason for the onset of high-freguency
self-excited oscillations in combustion
chambers of aircraft engines
p0014 A82-11448
Experimental investigations on the flow in the
impeller of a centrifugal fan
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-37] p042l A82-35298
Analysis of very low frequency oscillations in a
ramjet combustor by use of a sensitive tine lag
model
p0321 H82-2I404
Beport of the JANNAF Workshop on High Frequency





The excitation of compressor/duct systems
p0327 482-28993
Effects of repetition rate and impulsiveness of
simulated helicopter rotor noise on annoyance
[BASA-TP-1969] p0269 H82-19707
PBBSSOBB BAIIO
Fluidics in aircraft engine controls
P0128 A82-18691
Casing treatments on a supersonic diffuser for
high pressure ratio centrifugal conpressors
[4SHE PAPBB 82-GT-85] P0423 A82-35331
Performance analysis of the test results on a
two-stage transonic fan
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GT-123) p0425 A82-35353
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 1.82
[HASA-TP-1974] p0266 M82-19222
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.77, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05
[NASA-TP-2001] p0355 H82-22269
PBBSSOBB BBCOfEBI
An experimental investigation of s-duct diffasers
for high-speed propfaus
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1123] p0417 A82-35019
The performapce of centrifugal compressor channel
diffusers
[ASSB PAPEB 82-GT-IO] p0420 A82-35279
A-344
SUBJECT IIOKX PBOCBSS COBIEOL (IIOOSIBI)
Improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
CASBB PAPBB 82-6T-68] p0423 A82-35318
Development and application of a performance
prediction method for straight rectangular
diffnser
(ASHE PAPBB 82-61-122] p0425 182-35352
FBBSSOBB BBDOCTIOI
Thermal and flow analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
[iSHB PAPBB 8I-BT-48] pOOI2 A82-10952
Determination of losses in a channel with a sudden
expansion behind a diffasor
p0282 A82-26492
Analysis of the characteristics of a bypass
engine, with allowance for variable pressure
losses in the channels
p0282 A82-26496
Optimization of coapressor vane and bleed settings
[ASHE PAPBB 82-61-81] , p0423 A82-35327
Optiaization of coapressor vane and bleed settings
[AD-A 106059] pOI34 B82-14097
Part span daaper loss prediction for transonic
axial fan rotors
p0205 H82-17I92
A research program to rednce interior noise in
general aviation airplanes. Influence of
depressurizaticn and damping aaterial on the
noise reduction characteristics of flat and
curved stiffened panels
[HASA-CB-169035] p0462 1182-27088
High pressure bleed for SIOL and STO-VL
performance: A conceptual examination
[AD-A115762] P0590 882-32357
PBBSSOBB BB6DLAIOBS
Simulation of turbofan engine Models in the




Calibration of seven-hole probes suitable for high
angles in subsonic compressible flows
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0410] p0121 A82- 17931
Pressure transducer calibration process
[SAE PAFEB 811076] p0233 A82-24408
Investigation of the transonic calibration
characteristics of turbine static pressure probes
[ASHE PAPBB 82-SI-280] p0430 A82-35454
Analysis and wind tunnel tests of a probe used to
sense altitude through measurement of static
pressure V
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1361] p0489 A82-39128
Sideslip indication systen as a fuel saving aid in
jet transport aircraft operation a-300 and
a-310 aircraft
p0402 882-25181








Air supply systea bite for Boeing 767 airplane —
Built-in-Test-Equipment
[ASBE PAPEB 81-BUAS-7] p O O l l A82-10895
DSAF bioenvironnental noise data handbook. Volume









Development of a preloaded hybrid advanced
coaposite wing pivot fairing
P0287 A82-2713I
Experimental evaluation of squeeze film supported
flexible rotors







Buierical and experimental examination of a
prevaporized/premixed combnstor






Human response to fire
p0532 H82-29281
Investigation of aircrew protection during





Broader bandwidth for thin conformal antennas
p0154 A82-19069
Improvement program for the C-141 navigation
Selector Panel
[AO-A 111469] p0408 H82-25248
FBIMBBS
HI FBIHIEBS (DATA PBOCESSIHG)
PBIIIBBS (DAIA PBOCBSSIHGI
High-speed rotary printing device for air traffic
control applications: A preliminary evaluation
[AD-AI07325] p0466 H82-27264
PBITAIE AIBCBAFI





Utility of a probability-density-function curve
and F-maps in composite-material inspection
p0327 A82-28934




Ihe structure of a separating turbulent boundary
layer. I - Dean flow and Beynolds stresses, II -
Higher-order turbulence results
p0129 A82-18776
A result in the theory of spiral search
[AD-A 112181] p0466 H82-27262
PBOBABILIII TBEOBI
Extending the limits of reliability theory Book
p0020 A82-I23I8
Ihe Shiryayev seguential probability ratio test
for redundancy management
[AIAA 82-1623] p0486 A82-38998





Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAO) - IPAD user
reguirements
[HASA-CB-2985] p0141 H82- 15034
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forward flight
[SHIAS-821-210-101] p0353 H82-22254
Ihe numerical solution of the Havier-Stokes




HI CBEI PBOCEDOBES (IHFLIGBI)
HI FIBIIE BLEHEHI flEIBOD
HI FIBITE TOLOBE BBTHOD
HI PAHBL HBTHOD (FLOID OIHABICS)
Proposed standard requirements and procedures for
icing clearance
P0036 H82- I I06 I
PBOCBBDIHGS




Banaging computer aided design; Proceedings of the
Conference, London, England, Hovenber 19, 1980
p0229 A82-2437I
Applications of adaptive control systems to




PBOCESS HEAT SOBJBCT IIDEI
Fuel quality processing study, volume I
tSASi-CB-165327-FOi-i;) f0399 882-24649
Fuel quality/processing study. Volume 2:
Appendix. Task 1 literature survey
[BASA-CB-165327-VOL-2) p0399 B82-246SO
PROCESS HEAT
Open-cycle vapor compression heat pump
[PB82-110503] p0259 1182- 18553
PBOCESSOBS (COSPOTBBS)





[AIAA PAPEB 81-2443] p0055 182-13877
Flight test concept evolution
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2375] p0059 A82-13944
Trends in maintainability and reliability of
avionics systems with particular reference to
DC1D Technical Publication 1/77
p0106 A82-16561
Procurement of the new flight and tactics
simulators - Experience, problems, meaning
CDGLB PAPEB at-oss] poi59 482-19266
PEOCOBBBEBT POLICX
The procurement of flight simulators at the German
Lufthansa
CDGLB PAPEB s 1-093] pO!59 A82-19268
PBODOCI DBVELOPHBIT
HI IEAPOHS DEVBLOPBEBT
Advanced fighter technology integration AFTI/F-16
test program overview
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2353] p0065 482- 14398
Electromechanical actuation development program
p0067 482-14705
Aircraft composite materials and structures
p0103 &82-16143
The veil tempered transport aircraft engine /The
Sir Henry Boyce Hemorial Lecture/
p0103 A82-16145
Development of the Lockheed SB-71 Blackbird
p0112 482-17117
Design evolution of the Boeing 757
p0126 A82-18322
BAVSTAB global positioning systems
p0175 A82-2060I
Evolution of the Aeroscout
p0239 A82-24706
Very large aircraft - A common response to a
rapidly changing global environment
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0799] p0375 A82-3I979
Development of an aircraft engine
p0386 A82-34I12
A survey regarding the German-French development
program Alpha Jet
p0550 A82-43332
High Order Languages /HOL/ for flight control
applications
[AAS 82-020] p0578 A82-45608
Study and development of an integrated head-up
display
[AD-A104337] p0037 N82-11062
Integrated analysis of engine structures
[BASA-TB-82713] p004l H82-I1491
Advanced technology lightweight gondola system
experimental fabrication program
[AD-A104157] p0133 882-14082
Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD) - ZPAD user
reguirements
[HASA-CB-2985] p0141 H82-15034
Advanced compressor components. Phase 1: 1978 to




A r m y Lynx: Product development matched to
military combat development
p0247 882-IS 143
A design study of the Marshal lightweight
twin-engined aircraft
[BD-262] p0265 N82-19215
Cooled variable-area radial turbine technology
program
[HASA-CB-165408] p0266 H82-19221
Energy efficient engine shroudless, hollow fan
blade technology report
[HASA-CB-165586] p0317 N82-21196
Collaborative development of aero-engines
[PHB-90083] p0355 882-22277
The Airbus family of aircraft at the dawn of the
1980's
CSHIAS-821-111-101] p0393 882-24164
Preplanned product improvement and other
modification strategies: Lessons from past
aircraft modification programs
fAD-A113599] p0463 882-27220
The development of terrain following displays for
the Tornado aircraft
[BBPT-200] p0587 882-32337
Avionic system development for the Tornado t BK2
(BEPT-96] p0590 882-32361
Operational flow visualization technigues in the
Langley Unitary Plan Iind Tunnel
p0597 882-32671
PBODUCTIOI COSTS
Skyship 500 - The development of a modern
production airship
pOI74 A82-20559




Automated Paint and Process Line /APPL/ for
aircraft production
[AIAA 8I-2J66] p0002 A82-I0120
Development of aircraft production engineering
discipline at III, Bombay
p0013 482-11317
Quality optimization and unification of aviation
gasolines
pOOSI A82-15721
Managing computer aided design; Proceedings of the
Conference, London, England, Bovember 19, 1980
p0229 A82-24371
Design and production of fiberglass helicopter
rotor blades
P0289 A82-27153
Transition of aerospace adhesive bonding
technology from BSD to operational use
p0293 A82-27435
Applications of structural adhesives in production
p0326 A82-28808
British aerospace begins update effort
p0378 A82-32624
The technology of the assembly of engines for
flight vehicles Bussian book
p0578 A82-45765
The automation of processes for producing aircraft
engines /2nd revised and enlarged edition/
Bussian book
p0578 A82-45771
A CFBP talleron for the Tornado: Construction and
production horizontal stabilizer
[BBB-FE-212/KFK/PDB/2] p0027 B82-10035
Bational production methods for the manufacture of
helicopter rotor blades BO-105 helicopter
[BBB-UD-312-80-OE] p0316 882-21188
Directional solidification: Project B2 of gas
turbine rotor blade alloys
[PBB-90088] p0356 H82-22279
Specification and estimation of dynamic cost
functions for airframe production airframes




Mission effectiveness of the AV-8B Harrier 2 could
be improved if actions are taken non
[AD-A111878] p0452 882-26284
PBODOCIIVITI
CAD/CAB approach to improving industry
productivity gathers momentum




Developmental possibilities and restrictions in
air transport
[DFVLB-aiTT-81-9] p0350 882-22229
Developmental possibilities in civil aviation in





The Space Shuttle vehicle checkout involving
A-346
SUBJECT IB DEI PBOPBLLBB BLADES
flight avionics softvare
[ A I A A 81-2101] pOOOl A82- IOIOO
The design and implementation of a canned scenario
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years of flight research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2625] pOI56 A82-19209
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document, revision 1
[NASA-ia-81298] p0026 N82-I0031
Static investigation of the circulation control
King/upper surface bloving concept applied to





NT AIBBOBNE SOBYEILL4HCB B4D4B




NT BOVING TABGET INDICATOBS
NT OPTICAL BADAB






NT SYNTHETIC APBBTOBE BADAB
NT TEACHING BADAB
A case study of reliability and maintainability of
the F-16 APG-66 fire control radar
[AD-A111387] p041l N82-25435
Harms Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(BETCALS) investigation






Air-to-ground BTI radar using a displaced phase
center, phased array
p0075 A82-14881
L-band power generation in the General Electric
solid-state radar
pOISO A82-18914
Analysis and tolerance study of an array antenna
for a nev generation of secondary radars
pOI63 A82-I952I
Secondary radar problems - The presence of false
echoes
P0242 A82-25323
Badome aerodynamic heating effects on boresight
error
p0281 A82-26465
Full scale test facilities for radomes and antenna
vindovs
p0281 A82-26467
Distributed airborne array concepts
p0342 482-31669
Test plan for SSB --- surveillance radar for air
traffic control
[AD-A109503] p0307 N82-20392
, Badar frequency radiation
[AD-A111852] p0411 N82-25424




AH/IPB-25 and AN/GPN-22 precision approach radars
p0075 A82-14856
L-band power generation in the General Electric
solid-state radar
pOISO 482-18914
Airport radar systems Bussian book
pOI51 A82-18975
Survey of 101 OS airports for new multiple
instrument approach concepts runways
C4D-4I07812] p0209 N82-17229
Seal-tine simulation of an airborne radar for
ovemater approaches
[NASA-CB-166293] p0449 N82-26262
Terminal air traffic control mth surveillance
data from the mode 5 system: Besnlts of system
demonstrations to field controllers
[AD-AI12632] p0467 N82-27268
Analysis of two air traffic samples in the
Frankfurt/Bain airport terminal area, August 4,
1978
[ESA-TT-739] p0587 N82-32338
Analysis of two air traffic samples in the




The evolution of airborne weather avoidance radar
toward a calibrated remote rain gauge using BEACT
Bain Echo Attenuation Compensation Hardware
P0004 A82-10225
Z-band vs C-band aircraft radar - The relative




NT DISCBETE ADDBESS BEACON SISTEfl
Performance evaluation of target report extractor
in the monopulse ATCBBS Air Traffic Control
Badar Beacon System
p0071 A82-14776
A multimicroprocessor system for ATCBBS monopulse
data processing
p O O T I A82-14777
A-352
SUBJECT I1DBI BADAB BBASOBBBBIT
Discrete Address Beacon System /DiBS/
p0220 182-23322
lide field of viev laser beacon system for
three-dimensional aircraft position measurement[ASHE PiPEE 8l-iA/DSC-9] p0234 182-24563
Secondary radar for airborne collision avoidance
p034l A82-30313
AICBBS uplink environment aeasareaent near
Jacksonville, Florida[AD-AI08053] pOISS H82-16063
Active beacon collision avoidance logic
evaluation. Voluoe 2: Collision avoidance(BCAS) threat phase[AD-A107805] p0200 H82-17I48
Analysis of a nonlinear altitude tracking method
[AD-A108878] p0263 B82-I9I97
Surveillance siaulation testing of terminal and en
route node S sensors
[AD-A112250] p0466 H82-27265
Fiber optics remoting of terminal radar and beacon
signals
[AD-A116403] P0574 B82-32I40
Impact of an omnidirectional traffic alert and
collision avoidance system on the air traffic




Analysis and tolerance study of an array antenna
for a new generation of secondary radars
p0163 A82- 19521
BADAB CL0TTBB BAPS
Hazimum-entropy spectral analysis of radar clutter
pOSSI AS2-47407
BADAB CBOSS SECIIOSS
Performance considerations in the design of
subsonic cruise missiles[AIAA PAPEB 82-0371] pOI20 A82-179 11
An aerodynamic and signature shaping technique for
developing advanced supersonic missile concepts[AIAA PAPEB 82-0373] p0120 A82-179I2
The bomber that radar cannot see
p0274 482-25874
Humerical applications of the physical optics
approach for the calculation of radar cross
sections of convex perfect scatterers[BAE-HSN-261] p0596 H82-32600
BADAB DATA
Description of the meteorological research radar
system aboard HOAA/Besearch Facilities Center
IIP-3D aircraft
p0003 482-10217
Dsing phased array radar for data communications
p0068 A82-14725
Extended time radar ran video recording
p0075 482-14909
BADAB DSTECTIOH
Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air
radar detection of Ion-level vind shear
pOOOU 482-10221
Detection range analysis of an airborne medium PBF
radar
p0068 A82-14723
Badar hostile fire location
p0075 A82-14857
Techniques for overhead-mre detection to
prevent helicopter virestrikes
p0106 A82-16560
The bomber that radar cannot see
p0274 482-25874
Analysis of side-looking airborne radar /SLAB/
performance in the detection of search and
rescue targets
p0293 A82-27641
Optimal target designaticn techniques
[AD-A102937] P0293 A82-27709
Distributed airborne array concepts
p0342 A82-3I669
A multifreguency adaptive radar for detection and
identification of objects - Besnlts on
preliminary experiments on aircraft against a
sea-clutter background
p0379 A82-32979
Doppler processing, vaveform design and
performance measures for some pulsed Doppler and
DTD-radars. II
p0390 A82-34671
Complete flexibility and realism in radar simulation
p0482 A82-3846I
Demonstration of radar reflector detection and
ground clutter suppression using airborne
•eather and mapping radar
pOSOO A82-40532
Boving target Detector/Airport Surveillance radar(ASB-7) field evaluation[4D-4105196] p0090 H82-12303
Test and evaluation of the airport radar vind
shear detection system[AD-A112663] p0478 B82-27924
BADAB DIBBCTIOB FIIDBBS

















Some Italian research for developing ne« primary
AIC radars
P0071 A82-14775
Banagement of a large avionics project
pOIOS A82- 16557
Airport radar systems Bnssian book
p O I S I A82-18975
Badar environment simulation for software test
p0158 A82-19245
Simulation of modern radar installations in
full-mission flight and tactics simulators[DGLB PAPEB 81-103] p0160 A82-19272





The choice of technology for AIC radars. I -
Transmitters
P058I A82-4598I
Terminal air traffic control mth surveillance
data from the mode 5 system: Besults of system
demonstrations to field controllers
[AD-A 112632] p0467 H82-27268
BADAB FILTEBS




Hicrowave systems for radar guided missiles
pOISO A82-18936
BIOU IBA6EBX





Simulation of modern radar installations in
full-mission flight and tactics simulators[DGLB PAPEB 81-103] pO 160 A82- 19272
Demonstration of radar reflector detection and
ground clutter suppression using airborne
weather and mapping radar
p0500 A82-40532
Badar mapping, archaeology, and ancient .'and use
in the Haya lowlands[BASA-CB-164931] p004l B82-11514
BADAB SBASOBSHBIT
Bultiple Doppler radar observations of PBL structure
p0004 A82-10292
Airborne lidar measurements of smoke plume
distribution, vertical transmission, and
particle size
pOISI 482-21386
Airborne lidar measurements of the Soufriere
eruption of 17 April 1979
p0383 A82-33657
Two-frequency /Delta k/ microwave scatterometer




BADAB IA7IGATIOH SOBJBCf IHDBX
Baseline monitoring using aircraft laser ranging
spaceborne laser simulation and aircraft
laser tracking
[HASA-TB-73298] p0529 H82-28690
Bemote sensing of turbine engine gases
C40-4115(1113] p0559 H82-30310
BADAB IAVIGATZOI
Evaluating sources of error in EAB/GEAHS
navigation using a Hainan postprocessor
Electronically Agile Badar/Gimbaled Electrically
suspended gyro Airborne navigation System
p0068 482-11(739
Short-tera behavior of a Doppler navigation system
and comparison vith position indication by means
of scanning radar
p0390 482-34672
Bar me Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(HATC&LS Investigation), volume 1
[AD-41 10862] p0394 H82-24188
Marine Air Traffic Contrcl and Landing System









Performance evaluation of target report extractor






Demonstration of radar reflector detection and
ground clutter suppression using airborne





Flight test evaluation of a video tracker for




Scanning strategies for air traffic control radars
p0235 482-214646
Comparison between the surveillance performances
of the Air Traffic Control Badar Beacon system
mode of the Bode S and the Automated Badar
Terminal System
[4D-4111733] p0450 H82-26273
Design and implementation of efficient algorithms




Commercial airborne weather radar technology
p0075 A82-14868
Hodelling of target radar scattering vith
application to guidance simulation
p0175 A82-20570




Bain rotor hub electromagnetic signature reduction
P0279 A82-26393
BADAB XABGETS
Detection range analysis of an airborne medium PBF
radar
p0068 482-14723
Evaluation of advanced air-to-air gunnery fire
control systems
F0069 A82-14750
A new approach to radar plot extraction for ATC
applications
p0075 A82-14908
Tactical Badar Threat Generator system
pOI49 A82-18903
Design criteria for a miss distance radar
p0149 A82-18904
Hodelling of target radar scattering with
application to guidance simulation
P0175 A82-20570
Synthetic aperture radar target simulator
CHASA-CASE-HPO-15024-1] p003l H82-10286
Moving target detector (Hod 2)
[4D-4114709] p0539 H82-29520
BADAB IBACKIHG
Hard limited approaches to correlation velocity
sensing
p0022 A82-12636
Badar hostile fire location
p0075 A82-14857
Air-to-ground BTI radar using a displaced phase
center, phased array
p0075 A82-I488I
A nev approach to radar plot extraction for ATC
applications
p0075 A82-14908
Post-flight assessment of the JTIDS Bel Nav
p0124 482-18154
Tactical Badar Threat Generator system
p0149 482-18903
Hicrovave communications to remotely piloted
vehicles
p0150 482-18911
Experimental measurement of the Ion angle terrain
scattering interference environment
P0175 482-20588
Comparison of various elevation angle estimation
technigues
p0175 A82-20589
Tracking of low-altitude targets by a coabined
I/Ka-band radar system
pOI75 AB2-20590
Stereographic projection in the national Airspace
System
p0218 A82-2303I
Optimal target designation technigues
[AD-AI02937] p0293 A82-27709
The PATBIOT Badar in tactical air defense
p0435 482-37031
C band spectral tracking for FB/CB altimetry
p0435 482-37035
Analysis of general-aviation accidents using ATC
radar records
[4144 PAPEB 82-1310] p0487 A82-3909 1
Target tracking using area correlation
p0490 482-39194
Flight test evaluation of a video tracker for
enhanced offshore airborne radar approach
capability
pOSOO 482-40531
Besearch on an adaptive Kalman filter for solving
the radar tracking problem German thesis
p0503 482-40562
Dse of aircraft-derived data to assist in ATC
tracking systems. I - Accuracy and theoretical
considerations
p0546 A82-42504
Altitude estimation using asynchronous alpha-beta
tracking filters
p0582 A82-46387
Detection and tracking algorithm refinement[AD-A109517] p0303 B82-20164
Modeling of a tracking radar in terms of a
nonlinear second order phase lock loop
[AD-4115628] p0596 H82-32580
Implementable differential eguations for nonlinear
filtering radar tracking
[HLB-HP-81037 0] p0600 H82-33120
Improving conflict alert performance using moving
target detector data
[ A D - A I I 7 6 9 1 ] p0607 H82-33370
Memory and computational requirements for tracking
in the advanced computer system[4D-4117666] p0612 H82-33619
BADAB IBAHSHISSIOH
Hover jam - DS Army studies EH helicopter
p0544 482-41888
A nev class of routing protocols for a proposed
computer netvork linking tactical radar sites
p05S3 A82-43893
BADAB TB4HSBITTEBS








SUBJECT IB DEI BADIO BQOIPBBIT




1 critical appraisal of soae current incidence
loss oodels for the stator aod rotor of a mixed
flow gas turbine[1SBE P1PEB 82-GT-I20] p0425 182-35350
Calculation of level flov using radial grating
p0484 182-38922









Determination of vertical profiles of aerosol size
spectra from aircraft radiative flux
measurements. II - The effect of particle
nonspbericity
p0020 182-12149
Fuel property effects on radiation intensities in
a gas turbine combostor
p0166 182-19966
BADIABT II1BBSITI








BlOIiK simulator for aircraft instruaents
[P01-C-40I36-13] P0356 B82-22286
B10I1TIOB DISTBIBOTIOB
HI 4HIENNA B1DI1TIOH P1TTEBBS
Bl DIPFB1CTIOB P1TTEBNS
Collection and simulation of spatial infrared
signatures of military jet aircraft
































Bodeling solid-fuel Baijet combustion including
radiation heat transfer to the fuel surface
[10-1107441] p0475 B82-27436
B1DI1HVB TB1ISF8B
HI B10I1TIVE BEIT TB1BSFEB
B1DIO UIIBBTBBS
Terrain actuated deployment system radar
altimeter for nan-ejector seat separation
pOOaO 182-14982
C band spectral tracking for Ffl/CI altimetry
P0435 182-37035
The use of gronndspeed, in a Kind shear and the
flight evaluation of a radar-altimeter-baeed
system for the measurement of groundspeed
[1D-1104758] p0087 B82-12060
Frequency sharing betveen passive sensors and
aeronautical radionarigation systems eaploying
ground transponders in the band 4.2 - 4.4 GBz[B1S1-CB-169041] p0449 N82-26261
B1DIO 18TE181S
Calculation and neasnrenent of electric field
strength for airborne antennas in the LF/BF range
P0242 182-25011
Terrain reflection effects on data reception fron
airborne vehicles
P0291 182-27231
Beasnring LF and BF antenna radiation patterns by
means of a helicopter
p0391 182-34772
RADIO 1TTBI01TIOI
The coupling of electromagnetic interference into
aircraft systems
p0228 182-24354




Investigation of Iilcoz model 585B very high
freguency omnidirectional radio range (VOB)
system, part 3
[10-1107855] p0200 B82-17149
Modification of OE-258/OBN Tactical lir Bavigation(T1C1B) antenna group(ID-i l l 1680] p0449 B82-26264
Effects of high voltage transmission lines on
non-directional beacon performance
[10-1112311] p0466 B82-27261
BiniBam operational performance standards for
automatic direction finding (IDF) equipment
[BTC1/DO-I79] p0523 B82-28270
Federal radionavigation plan. Volume 3:




NT BIDIO BEL1X SXSTEBS
NT BIDIO TBLEBETBI
NT 1IBE DIVISIOB BOLTIPLB ACCESS
High-accuracy ranging over voice radios for donned
aircrew rescue
p0066 182-14694
Distributed Time Division Bultiple Iccess /DTDSI/
- A distributed signaling technique for advanced
tactical communications
P0067 182-14719
Voice communications - The vital link
P0220 182-23324
lircraft radio communications equipment: Design
and use Bnssian book
p0544 182-42067
The Rorldmde Navigational larning Service
[AD-II07372] p0450 B82-26276




Standard engineering installation package. Air
traffic radio channel control egnipaent: Change I[10-4107150] p0450 B82-26275
BADIO DIBBCTIOB FIIDBBS
Passive direction finding and signal location
pOS78 182-45346
The statistical theory of radio direction finding
[1D-AI04156] p0026 B82-10027
Hinimum operational performance standards for












BT VEBI HIGH FBBQOEBCI BADIO EQOIPBEBT
1-355
BADIO FBEQOBNCIES SOMBCT IIDBI
Utilization of radio equipment at airports and on
airways Bussiaa book
p0699 A82-22407
Modular Multi-Function Multi-Band Airtorne Badio
system (MFBABS). Volume 2: Detailed report
[ftD-4106052] p0136 H82-14424
Standard engineering installation package. Air
traffic radio channel control equipment: Change 1
[SD-A107150] p0450 H82-26275
aultifunction multiband airborne radio
architecture study
[AD-A 114427] pOS28 H82-28523
BADIO FBEQOBICIBS
HI C BAND
HI EXTBEMBLT. HIGH FBEQUEHCIBS
NT HIGH FBEQOBHCIES
111 LOB FBBQUENCI BANDS
NT SUPEBHIGH FBBQUENCIES
NT OLTBAHIGH FBBQUENCIBS
NT VEBT HIGH FBEQOEKCIES
NT VEBY LOB FBEQOENCIES
BAOIO FBEQOEICI HBAIING
The interaction of radio freguency electromagnetic
fields with atmospheric water droplets and






Experimental measurement of the Ion angle terrain
scattering interference environment
p0175 A82-20588
Static charging and its effects on avionic systems
P0432 A82-35732
FH broadcast interference related to airborne ILS,
VOB and VHF comounications
[BTCA/DO-176] p0268 N82-19119
Investigation of technical requirements
p0268 H82-19420
Investigation of airborne VHF communication and
navigation equipment
p0268 H82-I942I
Investigation of the effects of airborne
installation factors on receiver interference
p0268 H82- 19422






Materials aspects of aircraft EMC design
p0229 A82-24358
BADIO INTEBFEBEBCE





NT VHF OMNIBANGE NAVIGATION
Omega station 10.2 kHz signal selection made easy
p0022 A82-12638
FAA acceptance tests on the NAVSTAB GPS Z-Set
receiver
p0022 A82- 12639
Instrumentation to determine the suitability of
BNAV systems for helicopter navigation in the
national airspace system /NAS/
CAIAA PAFEB 81-2514] p0057 482-13911
The Federal Badionavigation Plan
pOIOll 482-16178
NAVSTAB Global Positioning System
P0112 482-17310
Selecting the post 1990 civil aviation
radionavigation systen
P0122 482-18111
Flight aeasurements of Area Navigation System
performance using various combinations of ground
aids and airborne sensors
P0123 A82-18147
A natural parameter-controller specification
procedure for an integrated radio/dead reckoner
navigation system
pOI24 482-18155
The influence of technology advances on integrated
CHI avionics Integrated Communication,
navigation, and Identification Avionics for
military aircraft
p0176 A82-20672
Badio-navigation equipment of aircraft - Devices
and operation Bussian book
p0282 A82-26500
Corona and antenna effects on the BH-53D
minesveeping helicopter and Baydist navigation set
p0295 A82-27946
The helicopter Havstar GPS test program
p0342 A82-31290
Measuring LF and HF antenna radiation patterns by
means of a helicopter
P0391 A82-34772
Problems in the simulation of correlation-extremal
navigation systems
p0492 A82-39403
Simulation of correlation-extremal receivers of
signals from sampling-phase radio-navigation
systems
P0492 A82-39404
Badionavigation for civil aviation
[SEE PAPEB 811760] p0554 A82-44231
Comantated automatic gain control system
p0446 H82-26209
A prototype interface unit for
microprocessor-based Loran-c receiver
p0446 N82-26210
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Princeton University, 1981
p0446 N82-262I2
Frequency sharing between passive sensors and
aeronautical radionavigation systems employing
ground transponders in the band 4.2 - 4.4 GHz
[NASA-CB-169041] p0449 N82-26261
Global Positioning Systen (GPS) geodetic receivers
[AD-AI1I026] p0449 N82-26267
A balanced active antenna and impulse noise
blanket system for the Beydist T radio
navigation receiver
[AD-At 14074] p0468 H82-27275
Minimum operational performance standards for
automatic direction finding (ADF) equipment
[BTCA/DO-179] p0523 H82-28270
Multifunction multiband airborne radio
architecture study
[AD-A114427] p0528 H82-28523




Proposed multipurpose flying radio-physical












Tangential sensitivity of EH receivers
p0012 A82-I1020
FAA acceptance tests on the NAVSTAB GPS Z-Set
receiver
p0022 A82-12639
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
[AIAA 81-2329] p0053 A82-13532
Hew advances in signal processing technology for
integrated CHI avionics Communication,
navigation, and Identification
p0070 AB2-14762
A GPS receiver design for general aviation
navigation
p0122 A82-I8132
Land navigation with a low cost GPS receiver
p0175 A82-20656
A marine HAVSTAB GPS receiver
p0235 A82-24644
Loran for precise position location - The VIEH-HAV
system
p0235 482-24648
Automated radome performance evaluation in the





Applications of a multiplexed SPS user set
p0380 A82-33050
FAA tests on the Uavstar GPS Z-set
p0435 482-37039
A prototype interface unit for microprocessor
based Loran-C receiver
[SASA-CB-164887] p0132 H82-14078
A possible way of specifically correcting location
and navigational errors caused by reflection and
other propagation aooaalies
[ESA-TT-667] p0253 H82-18I98
1H/1Z polarization ratios in a sanple of 30 kHz
sferics received at altitudes from 0 to 70 kn
[AD-A108I82] p0258 H82-18464
Fa broadcast interference related to airborne ILS,
YOB and VHP communications
tHTCA/DO-176] ' ' " p0268 H82-19419
Investigation of technical requirements
p0268 H82-19420
Investigation of the effects of airborne
installation factors on receiver interference
p0268 H82- 19422
Computer-program model for predicting horizontally
and vertically polarized VLF atmospheric radio
noise at elevated receivers
[AD-A109448] p0307 H82-20381
A Loran-c prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
p044S H82-26208
Commutated automatic gain control system
P0446 N82-26209
A prototype interface unit for
microprocessor-based Loran-C receiver
p0446 H82-26210
A Loran-C prototype navigation receiver for
general aviation
[ H A S A - C B - I 6 9 I I 8 ] p0466 H82-27259
Doppler test results of eiperimental GPS receiver
[AO-AII3587] p0468 882-27274
A balanced active antenna and impulse noise
blanket system for the Beydist T radio
navigation receiver
CAD-A114074] p0468 H82-27275
Airborne Flight Test System (APIS)
[ A D - A I I 5 I O O ] p0589 N82-32354
RADIO EELAI SISTEBS
HI TIB£ DIVISION flULTIPLE ACCESS
A mathematical model of an over-sea airborne UHF
radio link
p0014 A82-II406
Belay-augmented data links in an interference
environment
p0176 A82-20684
Beyond the horizon coverage for air
navigation/traffic control
P023S A82-24647
VHF radio link for ground-air-ground
communications using an integrated voice-data
modulation
p048l A82-38405




A possible nay of specifically correcting location
and navigational errors caused by reflection and
other propagation anomalies
[ESA-TT-667] p0253 882-18198





Becent developments in military telemetry
pOlSO A82-18908
Selection of optimum antennas for tracking
telemetry intrumented airborne vehicles
P0290 A82-27228




Selection of optimum antennas for tracking
telemetry intrumented airborne vehicles
P0290 A82-27228
The statistical theory of radio direction finding
[AD-AI01I56] p0026 H82-10027
BADIO TBASSBISSIOB




BT SPBEAD SPECIBOfl TBAHSHISSIOH
ST IBAHSBOBIZOB BADIO PBOPAGATIOH
Updated station deselection procedures to support
automatic Omega receiver operation
P0067 A82-14712







The variation of induced currents in aircraft wiring
P0228 A82-24355








Development of in-can melting process and
equipment, 1979 and 1980
[DE82-001050] pOI95 H82- 16834
BADIOGBAPHI
HT TOHOGBAPH!
Bigh-freqneucy monitoring of surface layers of
metals
p022t A82-23603
In-motion radiography of titanium spar tube velds
p050l A82-40538














A VHF homing system with VHF radiotelephony for
area-representative strip-survey flights
conducted, as part of combined forest
inventories, with light aircraft carrying 70 mm
and 35 mm cameras
p0082 A82-15748
BADOHB BAIEBIALS
Bach 2.0 rotating arm rain erosion test apparatus
p0280 A82-2646I
Effects of filler materials upon radome rain
erosion performance at subsonic conditions
P0281 A82-26462
Badome rain damage - An environmental analysis
technique
p0281 A82-26464
Duplication of radome aerodynamic heating using
the Central Beceiver Test Facility solar furnace
P0281 A82-26468
F-5 Shark Hose Badome - A development overview
P0281 A82-26470
BADOBBS
Prediction and performance of radome-covered
reflector antennas
p0080 A82-I53I1
Special problems associated with aircraft radomes
p0106 A82-16558
Design and performance of airborne radomes - A
review
P0106 A82-16564
Icing analysis of an unprotected aircraft radome
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0281] pO 118 A82-17874
Badoae aerodynamic heating effects on boresight
error
p028l A82-26465
Full scale test facilities for radomes and antenna
windows
p028l A82-26467




Automated radome performance evaluation in the
Eadio Frequency Simulation System /EFSS/
facility at HICOH
p028l A82-2647I
The effect of radone scattering on ECB antenna
patterns
[AD'AI15517] p056l H82-30463






Comparing the relationships between noise level
and annoyance in different surveys - X railway
noise vs. aircraft and road traffic comparison
p0329 A82-29165
BAILGOB »CCBLBBATOBS
The electromagnetic theta gan and tubular
projectiles
pOI25 482-18182





Airborne weather radar and severe weather
penetration
p0003 482-10219
Heavy rain/wind shear accidents
p0580 A82-45825
C-5& austere airfield operational utility
evaluation. Phase 2: Operation on unpaved soil
surfaces following rainfall
[SD-i 108597] p0255 H82-18208
Preliminary investigation of effects of heavy rain
on the performance of aircraft
[HASA-TH-83272] p030 I 1182-20 145
Environmental fog/rain visual display system for
aircraft simulators
[NASA-CASE-ABO 11158-1] p0397 N82-242I2
The effect of very heavy rain upon aircraft and
its role in wind shear attributed accidents
p040l H82-25179




Bach 2.0 rotating arm rain erosion test apparatus
p0280 A82-26461
Effects of filler materials upon radome rain
erosion performance at subsonic conditions
p028l A82-26462




The evolution of airborne weather avoidance radar
toward a calibrated remote rain gauge using BEACT
Bain Echo Attenuation compensation Hardware
p0004 A82-10225
BUB ISPACT DABA6B
Heavy rain penalties for a flight simulator
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0213] p0286 A82-27093
BAHSTOBSS
HI IBONDBBSTOBBS




HI SOPEBSOHIC COBBDSIIOH BABJBT EHGIHES
Air-film cooling returns to ramjets
[AS8B PAPEB 8I-EHAS-8] pOOI I A82-10896
The relaxation oscillation in ramjet combustion
P0326 A82-28738
Humerical investigation of supersonic base flow
with parallel injection in scramjet combostors
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1001] p0375 A82-31960
Ideal ramjet - Optimum B sub infinity for fuel
limit and material limit
p0380 482-33143
Characteristics of a side dump gas generator ramjet
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1258] p04!9 A82-35089
An investigation of the combustion piocess in
solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A104603] p0040 H82-II232
Combustion behavior of solid fuel ramjets. Volume





thermodynamics of organic compounds
[AD-A110430] p03!8 H82-2I202
Analysis of very low frequency oscillations in a
ramjet combustor by use of a sensitive time lag
model
p0321 H82-21404
Factors influencing velocity distributions at
inlet/combnstor interfaces
p032l H82-21405
Beport of the JAHHAF Workshop on High Frequency
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Techniques
p0321 B82-21406
Coaxial dump Bamjet combnstor combustion
instabilities. Part I: Parametric test data
[AD-A111355] p0409 H82-25259
Combustion behavior of solid fuel Bamjets. Volume
2: Effects of fuel properties and fuel-air
mixing on combustion efficiency
[AD-A110796] p0454 H82-26303
Bodeling solid-fuel Bamjet combustion including
radiation heat transfer to the fuel surface
[AD-A107441] p0475 H82-27436
Ihe preparation and characterization of mixtures
of polycyclopentadienes as solid ramjet fuels
[AD-AI15075] p0560 HB2-304I4
An investigation of the effects of smoke
suppressant fuel additives on engine and test
cell exhaust gas opacities
[AD-AI I6I7J] p0571 H82-31548
BABJBI BISSILES
BI SOPEBSOHIC LOB ALTITUDE BISSILE




Distributed Time Division Bultiple Access /DTDDA/





flethods and models for predicting fatigue crack
growth under random loading Book
p0168 482-20506
Bnlti-parameter yield zone model for predicting
spectrum crack growth
p0168 A82-20510
Crack growth behavior of center-cracked panels
under random spectrum loading
p0169 482-20511
Bandom spectrum fatigue crack life predictions
with or without considering load interactions
p0169 A82-20512
Estimation methods for the determination of
dynamic responses of elastic aircraft to
random loads
[BBVG-FBBT-81-6] p O l t l 882-15037
BIHDOB PBOCBSSBS
HT BAHDOH BALK
Estimate of human control over mid-air collisions
p0114 A82-17604
BABDOH TIBBAHOH
Improved methods in ground vibration testing
[ABS PBEPBIHT 81-6] p0441 482-37781
A random vibration test for the evaluation of
stiff sensitive component parts
p0583 A82-47073
BAIDOB BALK





Bide field of view laser beacon system for three













SUBJECT ISDBX HEAL TIBB OPBBATION
BABGEFIiDIHG
Bangefinder systea for slant range visibility
p0309 H82-20746
Baseline monitoring using aircraft laser ranging
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Geodesic paths of an ellipsoid-mounted antenflb
[AD-A116453] p0596 H82-32573
BkXLBIGH DISIBIBOTIOI - — .




Torsional vibrations of; non-uniform rotating
blades Kith attachment flexibility
p0276 A82-26313
BCA SATCOB SATELLITES











The DFVLB Digital Flight Data Readout and
Processing Station and its Utility
p0402 N82-25 ISO
SEAL GASES





Estimation of sianlation errors in the European
Transonic find Tunnel /Bin/
pOSlO A82-40950
BEAL HOB OPEBATION
Seal-time, on-line digital Emulation of optimum
maneuvers of supersonic aircraft
[ A I A A 8I-2J78] p0002 A82-IOI27
Avionics systems simulation for the Northrop
F/A-18L aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2274]
 P0049 A82-13488
Beal-time flight management avionics software system
[AIAA 81-2340] p0052 A82-13530
Becent improvements at the Naval Air Test Center
for increased test system flexibility
[AIAA PAPER 81-2392] p0056 A82-13888
The Advanced Bange Instrumentation Aircraft
improvement and modernization program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2368} p0060 A82-13948
Lockheed Airborne Data System - Distributed
microcomputers provide on-board real-time analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2367] p0060 A82- 13949
General purpose real-time interaction panel for
digital simulation of flight control systems
p0074 A82-14831
Beal-time simulation of helicopter IJfi approaches
into major terminal areas using BNAV, HLS, and
CDTI
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0260] pO 118 A82- 17868
A stable decentralized filtering implementation
for JTIDS BelNav stable community relative
navigation
p0124 A82-18156
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2663] pOI57 A82-1922I
Simulation of advanced cockpits
p0158 A82-19259
Seal-Time Simulation Computation System for
digital flight simulation of research aircraft
pOI58 A82-19260
Piloted simulation of an on-board trajectory
optimization algorithm
POI67 A82-20296
Color graphics based real-time telemetry
processing system
p0179 A82-20771
MAS system load - Utilization of the DABC system
p0219 A82-23315
A Hicrovave Landing System simulation
p0220 A82-23323
Beal time digital filtering test in the SI
continuous wind tunnel at aodane
p0276 A82-26299
Quantitative interpretation of recirculated flow
visualization by the analysis of video pictures
p0286 A82-27I09
Advanced medium scale real-time system for
Army helicopter tests
p0290 A82-27187
Seal-tine failure detection of aircraft engine
output sensors
, p0297 A82-28403
Advancements in real-time engine simulation
technology of digital electronic aircraft
engine controls
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1075] p04!6 A82-34995
Air-to-air missile avoidance
[AIAA 82-1516] p0484 A82-38939
Terrain following/terrain avoidance system concept
development
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1518] p0497 A82-40428
The RSI real-time aviation weather information
system - An alternative to standard general
aviation weather briefing procedures
p0580 A82-45834
Group I: Scenario design and development issues
P0098 1182-13131
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[HASA-TH-82770] pOlOO S82-13144
A-359
RB1L VARIABLES SUBJECT IIDBX
Design and implementation of a telecommunication
interface for the TAATB/TCV real-tine experiment
[HASA-TH-8323I] pO 132 H82-U075
BOLB computers in the flight testing of the Fokker
F29 aircraft
pOI38 H82-14839
Besearch through siaulation emulators and
research applications at Langley
CNASS-FACTS-125] pOI92 H82-16092
Beal time digital filtering test in the SI
continuous wind tunnel at Bodane
P0343 H82-22152
& piecewise linear state variable technique for
real time propulsion system simulation
t»AS»-TB-82851] P039S H82-24201
Structures testing analysis real-tiie network
(STABNET)
[AD-A111636] p04 13 N82-25827
Beal time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[NASA-CASE-LEB-13622-1] p0453 H82-26294
Advanced target acquisition and tracking concepts
for real time applications
pOU72 N82-27305
Tactical systems approach to interdiction of 2nd
echelon aoving targets using real tine sensors
p0472 H82-27306
Evaluation of the FAA/HITBE Heather data device
f A D - A I I 4 6 4 6 ] p0562 H82-30800
Singular perturbation techniques for real tiae
aircraft trajectory optimization and control
[HASA-CB-3597] P0570 1182-31330
Beal time estimation and prediction of ship
notions using Kalman filtering technigues
[HASA-CB-169284] p0572 H82-3I637
BEAL VARIABLES
HI CALCOLOS OF VABIATIOMS
HI DIFFEBENTIAL EQUATIONS




















The application of subsonic theoretical




Experimental study of a jet deflector
p0362 N82-23I73
Application of a transonic similarity rule to
correct the effects of sidevall boundary layers







Design study report for General Aviation Loran-C
receiver
[AD-A10492I] P0087 N82-12062
Global positioning system timing receivers in the
DSN
p0271 H82-20126
FAA acceptance tests on the navigation system
using time global positioning system Z set
receiver






Application of the principle of reciprocity to
flexible rotor balancing




On the prediction of swirling flowfields found in
axisymmetric combnstor geometries
p0019 A82-12120
Quantitative interpretation of recircnlated flow



















Development of the Lockheed SB-71 Blackbird
p0112 A82-17417
J58/SB-71 propulsion integration or the great
adventure into the technical unknown
p0112 A82-17418
The influence of engine characteristics on patrol
aircraft life cycle cost optimization
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-256] p0429 A82-35433
Study of ground handling characteristics of a
maritime patrol airship
[NASA-CB-166253] p019l H82-16090
Utilization of AH/APS-94 side-looking airborne
radar systems in search and rescue





HT FLIGHT LOAD BECOBDEBS
HI FLIGHT BECOBDEBS
HT PLOTTBBS
HT IEATHEB DAT1 BECOBDEBS
Direct strike lightning measurement system for
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2513] p0057 A82-13910
A portable, low-cost flight-data measurement and
recording system
[HASA-TH-84229] p0358 N82-22478
Development of a Structural Integrity Becording
System (SIBS) for OS Army AB-IS helicopters
(AD-A116027] p0591 H82-32364
BECOTBBUILITI
Value of survivability and recoverability of






Alternative employment concepts for Bemotely
Piloted Vehicle (BPV) FLIB/TV mission payload
[AD-At17877] p0608 N82-33379
BECOVEBI FABACBUTBS
Development of a nylon-Eevlar recovery system for
the CL-289 /AH/USD 502/ surveillance drone
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1952] pOOOB A82- 10427




Hind tunnel measurements of three-dimensional











SUBJECT JIDBX EBFBACTBD BADIAtlOI
HI BECTAHGOLAB ilNGS
BBCIAI601AB PL A IBS
Besponse of nonlinear aircraft structural panels
to high intensity noise
pOOIS 482-12041
The effect of induced sound on the flov around a
rectangular body In a vind tunnel
P0276 182-26191
BBCIlISOliB BUGS
On evaluating the influence of local disruptions
of flov over trailing edge and leading edge
flaps fron the data of wind tunnel tests of a
rectangular wing segment
pOOIS 482-11465
Symmetric flow characteristics of thin rectangular
Kings
pOI03 A82-16093
Investigation of the stress-strain state of a
rectangular wing section of variable thickness
under concentrated loads and heating
p0127 A82-18588
The effect of the cooling of the wing surface on
laminar-to-tnrbulent boundary layer transition
at supersonic flov velocities
p0128 A82-18591
The velocity potential for the harmonically
oscillating, rectangular ving vith seaiinfinite
span in nonlinear theory
pOI54 A82-19198
An experimental study of separated flov on a
finite wing
[4114 PAPEfi 81-1882] pOI67 482-20293
Onsteady response of rectangular vings in spaawise
uniform shear flov
p0277 A82-26340
Analysis of shells of straight-wing type
p0334 A82-29841
Incompressible symmetric flov characteristics of
sharp-edged rectangular vings
p0379 482-32850
Chordwise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary planfora slender vings
p<>443 482-37931
The rectangular ving vith seaiinfinite span in
nonlinear theory
P049I 482-39359
Experimental investigations of the separated flov
around a rectangular ving in a vind tunnel[DFViB-FB-81-12] p0025 N8 2-100 17
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several vings calculated by the SODSS4 PI. I
panel method
[NASA-Tfl-84485] p0405 H82-25216








A recursive time domain analysis of distributed
line grid netvorks mth application to the
LTA/EHP problem Lightning Threat Analysis
p0070 A82-14761
A recursive terrain height correlation system
using multiple model estimation techniques
[ A I A A 82-1513] p0484 A82-38937
BECXCLIJG _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^




The Harshall Space Flight Center EC-135 zero







Bedundancy management of skeved and dispersed
inertial sensors
[ A I A A 81-2296] pOOSO A82-13503
Hanagement of redundancy in flight control systems
using optimal decision theory
P0039 N82-11084
Stage-state reliability analysis technique
POI96 N82- 17104
Beconfiguration: A method to improve systems
reallability
p0197 N82-17107
A redundancy concept for a digital CSAS
p0251 N82-18170
Air data measurement using distributed processing
and fiber optics data transmission
p0446 B82-26214
BBDONDAICI EICODII6




Beliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller
[SAE PAPEB 811077] p0233 A82-24410
Generic faults and design solutions for
flight-critical systems
[ A I A A 82-1595] p0485 A82-38980
The Shiryayev sequential probability ratio test
for redundancy management
[AIAA 82-1623] p0486 A82-38998
Bedundant control unit for an advanced moltispool
engine
P05I5 A82-40998
Description of a dual fail operational redundant
strapdoni inertial measurement unit for
integrated avionics systems research
p0138 B82-14842
Beliability and maintainability analysis of

















Evaluating the effectiveness of hydrorefining of
the low-stability component of T-1 fuel
p0434 A82-36673
Befining and upgrading of synfnels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes[DE82-OOI127] p0213 N82-17401
Fuel quality processing study, volume 1[NASA-CB-165327-VOL-t] p0399 N82-24649
Fuel quality/processing study. Volume 2:
Appendix. Task 1 literature survey[NASA-CB-165327-VOL-2] p0399 N82-24650
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from vhole crude shale oil, part 5[AD-A1I7438] p06!2 N82-3355I
BBFLBCTAICB





































Maintenance in Service at High leaperatore Pacts
tAGABD-CP-317] p0345 N82-22172
Military maintenance policies and procedures foe











[43ME PAPEB 82-GT-113] p0425 A82-35346
BEFSAT
Study of the global positioning system foe
maritime concepts/applications: Study of the
feasibility of replacing maritime shipbocne
navigation systems with 8AVSIAB
[NASA-CB-169031] p0449 H82-26263
BBFOBLING
NT AIB TO AIB BEFOELING
KC-10 flight test program
p0076 A82-14935
BE6EHEBATIOM (EHSIBEEBIHG)
Begenerative helicopter engines: Advances in
performance and expected development problems
p0207 H82- 17212







Bound table discussion on the transfer of results
from the project "Aids to navigation and control
of air traffic"














On matching the systems identification technique
to the particular application in evaluating
flight test data
p0044 482-13119
Determination of airplane model structure from
flight data by using modified stepvise regression
[NAS4-TP-1916] p0028 N82-I004I
Estimation of airplane stability and control
derivatives from large amplitude longitudinal
maneuvers
[NASA-TB-83185] p0028 882-10042
A descriptive study of the application of analysis
of variance and regression techniques in an
error analysis program for test data obtained in
a 16 foot transonic tunnel
p0309 N82-20997
IBACALS evaluation report. Special report: A
procedure for BIT position improvement using




General purpose research rotor




Designing for continued airworthiness - General
aviation
[SAE PAPEB 811038] p0232 A82-24397
The D.S. airline industry - En route to deregulation
p0385 A82-33920
Noise pollution and airport regulation
p0496 A82-4005I
O'Bare International Airport - Impervious to
proposed state efforts to limit airport noise
p0496 A82-40052
Point of view of a helicopter manufacturer on
airworthiness regulations
p0247 N82-18137
The impact and future direction of aircraft noise
certification
[PNB-90053] p0322 N82-21788
Traffic intrastructure: Can planning still be
carried through
p0350 N82-22232
Final regulatory evaluation: Betropolitan
Washington Airports Policy
[AD-A110583] p0457 N82-26324
Transportation noise, its impact, planning and
regulation
£3-258] p0478 N82-27864
Identification of terms to define unconstrained
air transportation demands
CNASA-CB-165961] p0568 H82-3131I
Evaluation of noise control technology and








Self-tuning regulator design for adaptive control









NT GLASS FIBEB BEINFOBCED PLASTICS
Lear Fan - The plastic aeroplane arrives
p0126 A82-18348




Variational equation of an eccentrically




Calculation of the stability of
crosswise-reinforced cylindrical shells
P0128 A82-18621




Onistructure - A new concept for light weight
integrally stiffened skin structure
P0389 A82-34486





Baterial flow and defect formation in forqinq an
airfoil shape from metal-matrix composites
p0385 A82-33995
BELAIATION flETBQO (HAIHBBATICS)
Belaxation solution for viscous transonic flow
about fighter-type forebodies and afterbodies
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0252] p0118 A82-17865
Analysis of two-dimensional internal flows using a
primitive-variable relaxation Navier-Stokes
procedure
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1083] pOM 16 A82-34998
RELEASING
Automatic parachute releasers for premeditated
parachuting
A-362







Assessment of Avionic Egnipment Field Beliability
and Baintainability as Functions of Onit Cost
[AD-AI09373] p0266 H82-I9218
A case study of reliability and maintainability of
the F-16 4P6-66 fire control radar
[AD-4111387] p0411 H82-25435
Beliability and maintainability analysis of
fluidic back-up flight control systen and
couponents
[AD-A110196] p0474 882-27320
Beliaoility, Availability, Haintainability Data
Tracking Plan improved GOABDBAIL 5
[AD-AI I7933 ] p0608 N82-33378
BELIABILITI AIA1ISIS
Extending the lioits of reliability theory Book
p0020 A82-I23I8
Estination of the efficiency of radioelectronic
flight navigation systems
p0053 A82-13701
Planning a helicopter flight test program
[ A I A A PAFEB 81-2381] pOOS6 A82-I3881
Evaluation of a selected group of anti-exposure
garment configurations for their effects on the
operational performance and survival of Naval
aircrevmen
P0079 A82- 14972
Beliability centered maintenance /BCH/
P0223 A82-24001
Beliability analysis of a dual-redundant engine
controller
[SAE PAPEB 811077] p0233 A82-244IO
Analysis of loran-C system reliability for civil
aviation
p0236 A82-24650
Problems and options in advanced composite repair
p0288 A82-27I45
The reliability of height and identity data
secondary surveillance radar error analysis
p034t A82-303I2
Formal specification and mechanical verification
of SIFT - A fault-tolerant flight control system
p0436 A82-37446
Long-range radio NAVAIO signal reliability
pOS44 A82-4I95I
B/a/LCC effects of commercial off-the-shelf
equipment
p0545 A82-42I8I
Analysis of built-in-test accuracy
P0545 A82-42211
Reliability analysis of the F-8 digital
fly-by-mre system
[HASA-CB-163110 ] p0089 N82- 12079
Stage-state reliability analysis technique
pOI96 N82-17104
flethodology for measurement of fault latency in a
digital avionic uniprocessor
pOI96 882-17105
Hierarchical specification of the SIFT fault
tolerant flight control system
pOI97 N82-I7I06
Beconfiguration: A method to improve systems
realiability
pO«97 N82-I7107
Production Verification Testing (PVT) of guidance
and control systems for high reliability
p0363 N82-23187
Advanced reliability modeling of fault-tolerant
computer-based systems
[NASA-TB-84501] p0564 N82-30962
Impact of an omnidirectional traffic alert and
collision avoidance system on the air traffic
control radar beacon system and the discrete
address beacon system
[AD-AI16170] p0587 N82-32336
The B-747 flight control system maintenance and







An approach to robust nonlinear control design
Kith illustration of J-85 turbojet engine
simulation
p0045 A82-13128
F/A-18A weapon system - 1976 state of the art
[AIAA 81-22)5] p0047 A82- 13453
The SIFT computer and its development Software
Implemented Fault Tolerance for aircraft control
[AIAA 81-2278] p0049 A82-13490
Special problems associated vith aircraft radomes
p0106 A82-16558
Enhanced noise immunity and error control in a
fully integrated JTIDS/6PS receiver Joint
Tactical Information Distribution System
pOI25 A82-I8I71
The inter-relation between design, construction
and maintenance
p0224 A82-240IO
Becent improvements in aircraft Bi-Cd cells
p0225 A82-24245
Bigh temperature engine control electronics
[SAE PAPEB 811074] p0233 A82-24407
Next generation trainer /SGT/ engine requirements
- An application of lessons learned
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1184] p0418 A82-35049
Generic faults and design solutions for
flight-critical systems
[AIAA 82-1595] p0485 A82-38980
A preliminary laboratory evaluation of a
reconfigurable integrated flight control concept
[AIAA 82-1597] p0485 A82-38982
Age exploration in naval aviation Beliability
Centered aaintenance program
pOSII A82-40962
Bodels for controlling reliability in aviation -—
Bussian book
P0544 A82-42055
Annual Beliability and aaintainability Symposium,
Los Angeles, CA, January 26-28, 1982, Proceedings
P0545 A82-42176
B 6 B characteristics of a Bicrowave Landing System
p0545 A82-42216
F/A-18 Hornet reliability challenge - Status report
p0545 A82-42229
Production of Sellable Flight Crucial Software:
Validation Bethods Besearch for Fault Tolerant




Airborne Electronic Terrain Bap System
p007l A82-1477I










Lou cost development of INS sensors for expendable
BPV control and navigation




Three navigation systems and their costs of
acquiring remote sensing data
pOOOl A82-10049
Computational considerations for fusion in target
identification systems multisensor correlation
p0068 A82-14735
FILE-IB aircraft flight test program Feature
Identification and Location Experiment
[AAS 81-041] pOIOS A82- I633S
lide field of view laser beacon system for
three-dimensional aircraft position measurement
[ASBB PAPEB 8I-IA/DSC-9] p0234 A82-24563
Cloud top remote sensing by airborne lidar
p0379 A82-32920
B & B characteristics of a Microwave Landing System
p0545 A82-42216
Proposed multipurpose flying radio-physical
laboratory using an IL-18 aircraft
pOSSO A82-43278
A field guide for scanner and photographic missions
pOSSI A82-43468
A-363
BEHOIE SEBSOBS SUBJECT IIDEX
Two-frequency /Delta k/ microwave scatterometer
measurements of ocean nave spectra from an
aircraft
P0584 A82-47493
Bemote sensing of turbine engine gases
[ A D - A I I 5 4 4 3 ] p0559 U82-30310
High-altitude imagery user guide
[PB82-158353] p0562 B82-30608




Combined mnltisensor displays image
preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot
workload
p0218 A82-22905
Integration of multi-sensor navigation data using
optimal estimation techniques
p0273 182-25577
Improvements to secondary radar for air traffic
control
p0341 A82-303II
Magnetic anomalies as a reference for ground-speed
and map-matching navigation
p0341 A82-303I4
A system design for a multispectral sensor using
two-dimensional solid-state imaging arrays
P0377 A82-31991
Application of an optical data link in the
airborne scanning system
p0491 A82-39275
The design of a viewing system for near real time
stereo images from a OHA borne liuescan sensor
Unmanned Aircraft
p0494 A82-39746
In situ ozone data for comparison nth laser
absorption remote sensor: 1980 PEPE/HEBOS program
[SASA-Ta-84471] p04!3 B82-25661
BEBOTELI PILOTED VEHICLES
HiHAl onboard flight computer system architecture
and qualification
[AIAA 61-2107] pOOOl A82-10082
Air bag impact attenuation system for the AQB-34V
remote piloted vehicle
[ A I A A PiPEB 81-1917] p0006 A82-10403
Design and development of a Ion cost servoed rate
gyro for unmanned aircraft
pOOI6 482-11932
Flight experience vith a remotely augmented
vehicle flight test technique
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2417] p0054 A82-13857
HiHAT aerodynamic design and flight test experience
[AIAA PAPBB 8 1-2433] p0055 482-13871
The development and flight test evaluation of an
integrated propulsion control system for the
HiHAT research airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2467] p0059 A82-13931
In-flight deflection measurement of the HiMAl
aeroelastically tailored wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2450] p0063 A82-14381
Hicrowave communications to remotely piloted
vehicles
pOISO A82-I89I1
Sea-based remotely piloted vehicles. I - Issues
and concepts
p0332 A82-297I4
Bemotely piloted vehicles; International
Conference, 2nd, Bristol, England, April 6-8,
1981, Conference Papers and Supplementary Papers
p0492 A82-39727
Unmanned aircraft in future combat
P0492 A82-39728
Horses for courses in SPV operations system
components design and development in terms of
performance and cost
p0493 A82-39729
Short range tactical BPH system
P0493 A82-39730
Canadair rotary ving technology development
P0493 A82-39731
D.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle program
P0493 A82-39732
Stabileye. B. Stephenson BPT performance,
design and materials characteristics
p0493 A82-39733





The application of small propellers to BPV
propulsion
p0493 A82-39737
The control and guidance unit for HACHAN
p0493 682-39738
U.S. Army remotely piloted vehicle supporting
technology program
p0494 A82-39739
A terrain following system, an algorithm and a
sensor
p0494 A82-39740






Electric propulsion for a mini BPV system
p0494 A82-39744
Flight control systems for aerial targets
p0494 A82-39745
The design of a viewing system for near real time
stereo images from a DBA borne linescan sensor
Unmanned Aircraft
P0494 A82-39746
Opto-electronical push-broom scanners for
navigation, reconnaissance and generation of
digital data bases
p0494 A82-39747
The design of a BPV ground station simulator
p0495 A82-39750
Flight experience with a backup flight-control
system for the HiHAI research vehicle
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1541] p0497 A82-40429
A restrained model helicopter, which is able to
fly, for investigations regarding human
multiparameter control behavior German thesis
p0543 A82-41687
Perspectives for the use of remotely piloted
vehicles in military technology
p0554 A82-44220
Control of the operations of a 'flight complex1
Bussian on ground installations to aid air
and space navigation
p0577 A82-452I3
Aguila - Bobot eye in the sky
p0584 A82-48025
Parametric study of microwave-powered
high-altitude airplane platforms designed for
linear flight
[NASA-TP-1918] p0035 H82-11050
A true air speed sensor for miniature unmanned
aircraft
[BAE-TB-SPACE-287] p0133 862-14086
Low cost development of INS sensors for expendable
BPV control and navigation
[ A D - A 1 I 2 6 9 1 ] p0525 N82-28291
The feasibility of a high-altitude aircraft
platform with consideration of technological and
societal constraints
[HASA-TH-84508] p0535 H82-29313
The Haneuverable Atmospheric Probe ( P A P ) , a
remotely piloted vehicle
[AD-A116I18 ] p0569 N82-31323
Alternative employment concepts for Bemotely
Piloted Vehicle (BPV) FLIB/TV mission payload
[AD-AII7877] p0608 U82-33379




Efficient part removal processes from molds
p0436 A82-37097
BB1DBXVOOS TBAJECTOBIES




Superalloy powder engine components; controls





Hew technology for the next generation of
commercial transports - Beal or imaginary
p0516 A82-41007
A-364
SUBJECT IIDBI BBSBABCH ABO DE7BLOPBBR
Replacement of aboard naval aircraft














analytical study of cockpit information requirements




Flight testing the suspended maneuvering system
helicopter firefighting and rescue techniques
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2498] p0058 AS2- 13922





Status of the COSPAS-SABSAI project and its
possible operation in conjunction with IHBABSAT
system
p0125 A82-18I70
Survey of aeromedical evacuation in Italy
p0152 A82-19003
The network of civilian air rescue in Gernany
P0152 A82- 19004
Ambulance helicopter in the Stockholm archipelago
pOI52 A82- 19005
Military assistance to safety and traffic /HiSl/
pOI52 A82-19006
The situation of air rescue in Argentina
p0152 A82-19010
Jeroaedical evacuation in He* Zealand
P0153 A82- I90I I
Helicopter secondary applications for
neurotranmatic emergencies
p0153 482-19015
Problems pertaining to aeronautical technology in
the case of rescue operations with helicopters
in mountainous areas
pOI53 A82-19018
The helicopter in rescue operations in
high-mountain areas
p0153 A82-I90I9
Design requirements for modern rescue helicopters
pOI53 482-19020
The case for helicopter hoisting
pOI82 A82-21597
LAHPS III recovery assist, securing and traversing
/BAST/ system Light Airborne Bnlti-Pnrpose
System
[SAE PAPEB 811080] p0234 A82-24412
Analysis of side-looking airborne radar /SLAB/
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flov disturbances and their effect on
tnrboaachinery rotor noise1
p0277 A82-26320
Effects of dynamic stall on SIECS Small Bind
Energy Conversion System
p0384 A82-33707
Periodic boundary value problem for the equations
of the harmonic oscillation of a rotor blade
about the axis of a flapping hinge
P0387 A82-34127
Investigation of blade vibration of radial
impellers by means of telemetry and holographic
interferometry
CASBE PAPEB 82-61-34] p0121 A82-35295
A critical appraisal of some current incidence
loss models for the stator and rotor of a mixed
flov gas turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-120] p0425 A82-35350
Transient vibration of high speed lightweight
rotor due to sudden imbalance
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-231] p0428 482-35413
Engine experience of turbine rotor blade materials
and coatings
(ASHE PAPEB 82-G1-24U] p0428 A82-35425
Heat transfer optimised turbine rotor blades - An
experimental study using transient technigues
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-304] p0430 A82-35469
A simplified approach to the free wake analysis of
a hovering rotor
p0483 A82-38474
Fluctuating forces and rotor noise due to
distorted inflow
p0510 A82-40945
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
(HASA-TH-82747) p0098 H82-13112
Study of controlled diffusion stator blading. I.
Aerodynamic and mechanical design report
(SASA-CB- 165500] p O I 9 0 N82-1608 I





Static investigations of rotor blades under
deadveight and during stationary operation
(ISD-269] p0214 H82-17639
Loading cycles and material data for the layout of
a vind turbine of special hub concept
(ISD-273] p02!5 H82-17643
Seventh European Botorcraft and Powered Lift
Aircraft Forum
p0245 H82-18119
Developments in rotary ving aircraft aerodynamics
p0245 H82-I8I20
A simplified approach to the free vake analysis of
a hovering rotor
p0245 H82-18121
An experimental analysis of the shape of a rotor
vake
p0245 H82-18122
A simplified method for predicting rotor blade
airloads
p0245 B82-18124
4 three-dimensional approach to lift and moment
coefficients of rotating blades
p0245 N82-I8I25
A complete method for computation of blade mode
characteristics and responses in forvard flight
P0245 H82-I8I26
Hodal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite
element approach and measurement by ground
vibration test
p0245 B82-18127
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.77, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 2.05
[HASA-TP-2001] p0355 S82-22269
Botor fragment protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine ngine rotor failures that
occurred in D.S. commercial aviation during 1978
(HASA-CB-165388] p0473 B82-273I6
Establishment of a rotor model basis
(HASA-TP-2026] P0535 H82-29311
1-375
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A prescribed wake rotoc inflow and flow field




Development of a rotorcraft. Propulsion dynamics








A three-dimensional approach to lift and moment
coefficients of rotating blades
p0245 882-18125




60 EVA ADF permanent magnet VSCF starter generator
system - Generator system performance
characteristics
pOOI6 A82-II721
Transient vibration of high speed lightweight
rotor due to sadden imbalance
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-2JIJ p0428 A82-354I3
Problems of engine response during transient
maneuvers
p0208 1182-17221
An extension of the local momentum theory to the
rotors operating in twisted flow field
p0245 H82-18123
A simplified method for predicting rotor blade
airloads
p0245 H82-18124
Hind tunnel investigation of high speed rotor noise
p0248 N82-18146
BOTOB SXSTEBS BESKABCH AIBCBAPT
Botor systems research aircraft /BSBA/ rotor force
and moment measurement system
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2516] p0057 A82-J39I3
Performance of the Botor Systems Besearch Aircraft
calibrated rotor loads measurement system
p0502 A82-40549
Pre-design study for a modern four-bladed rotor
for the Botor System Besearch Aircraft (BSBA)
integrating the XAH-64 main rotor
[NASA-CB-166154] pO187 H82-16043
HASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor lorkshops. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and
Structures Session
I NASA-TH-84I47J p0262 N82-I9172




D BOTABX WING AIBC8AFT
BOTOBCBiFT AIBCBAFT
The use of freguency methods in rotorcraft system
identification
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2386] p0064 AB2-14392
Dynamic stability of a buoyant guad-rotor aircraft
for airlifting payloads externally on a sling
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0242] p0117 A82-17861
The emerging need for improved helicopter navigation
p0182 A82-21591
Preliminary design study of a hybrid airship for
flight research
[MASA-CB-166246] p0201 H82-17152
Tethered rotorplatforns and their mission potential
p02«8 882-18145
NASA/Lewis Besearch Center Icing Besearch Program
p03l l N82-2I148
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NT X HING BOTOBS
High speed PHG containment study for VSCF system
Permanent Hagnet Generator for Variable
Speed Constant Freguency applications
p0072 A82-14791
Balancing of flexible rotors by the complex modal
method
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-DET-46] p O I 6 l A82- 19310
Optimum journal bearing parameters for minimum
rotor unbalance response in synchronous whirl
CASHB PAPEB SI-DET-SSJ poiei A82-I9314
Application of combined balancing methods to
flexible rotors of aviation gas-turbine engines
p0282 A82-26491
Preliminary design of an advanced composite rotor
hub for the OH-60A Black Hawk
P0289 A82-27I54
Heasureoent of aerodynamic work during fan flutter
p0327 A82-28987
Stability and self-oscillations of coaxial rotors
p0342 A82-3I603
Effect of operating life on the mechanical
properties of the materials and load-bearing
capacity of the rotor elements of gas-turbine
engines
P0342 A82-3I643
Experimental evaluation of sgueeze film supported
flexible rptors
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GT-233] p0428 A82-354I5
The nonsynchronous whirls of the turbine rotor in
aerojet engines
pOSIO A82-40944
Botor model for the verification of computational
methods
[ISD-275] p0214 N82-17638
Loading cycles and material data for the layout of
a wind turbine of special hub concept
[ISD-273] p0215 N82-17643
Approach to the fatigue analysis of vertical-axis
wind-turbine blades
CDE82-003I93] p0308 N82-20573
Besearch on turbine rotor-stator aerodynamic
interaction and rotor negative incidence stall
[AD-A11034I] p03!8 N82-2I203
Basic technology of squeeze-film dampers for rotor
dynamics control
[AD-A110842] p0369 882-23250
Ride field of view laser beacon system for three
dimensional aircraft range measurements
p0446 N82-26216
Botor fragment protection program; Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine ngine rotor failures that
occurred in U.S. commercial aviation during 1978
(NASA-CB-165388] p0473 N82-27316
Aerodynamic forces acting on the blades of stall
regulated propeller type windmills
[DE82-901178] pOS73 N82-31718
User's guide for the rotorcraft flight simulation
computer program C81, AGAP80 version, CDC
conversion
[AD-A115801] p0594 N82-32388
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 14, no. 3
[AD-A112586] p0596 N82-32525
Subsynchronons vibrations of rotor systems
p0596 N82-32528
Labyrinth seal effects on rotor bearing system
stability
[AD-A116774] p0599 N82-32742
Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
finite element codes. Part 2: Bearing element










FAA/NIS aviation route forecast /ABF/ development
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0013] p0183 A82-22027
Haximizing South Carolina's aviation resources:
Identifying potentially profitable commuter






Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels
(ASHB PIPES 82-GT-49 J p0422 »82-35307
BPT
D BEflOTELI PILOTED VEHICLES
BOBBBB
HI ELASTOBEBS
The possibility ot using deformable rubber




Liaited evaluation of an F-14A airplane utilizing
an aileron-rodder interconnect control system in
the landing configuration
[8ASA-TH-8I972] pO 100 H82-13 148
BOLES
HI I8STB00EBT FLIGHT BOLES
HT PHASE BOLE
BOB TIBE (COHIOXBBS)
Otilization of hybrid coapntational equipment for
the simulation of parachute system flight
pO!57 A82-19234
BU86E-IOTTA BBTBOD
The influence of turbulence models on
coapnter-simulated aircraft landing
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0342] p O I I S »82-17896
numerical stability analysis of a compressor model
[AD-AII6878] p0610 882-33396
BDIIAI COIDITIOIS
C-5A unsurfaced taxi and off-load demonstrations
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2439] p0055 A82-13875
Oscillations and vibrations of aircraft on rnnvays
p024l A82-24974
The effects of Heather on runvay operations
p0285 A82-27050
C-5A operational utility evaluation soil tests and
analysis
[AD-A 105555] p0133 B82- 14083
Automated Pilot Advisory System
[BASA-m-73296] pOI40 H82-15027
Community sensitivity to changes in aircraft noise
exposure
(BASA-CB-3490) pOI94 H82-16807
C-5A austere airfield operational utility
evaluation. Phase 2: Operation on unpaved soil
surfaces following rainfall
[aD-A 108597] p0255 H82-18208
Investigation into the utility of some quick
setting cements for runway repair
[B-80-157/60.7.0157] p0257 H82-18225
Investigation of compaction criteria for airport
pavement subgrade soils
C A O - A I 0 8 5 I 8 ]
 P0258 1182-18230
Heather deterioration models applied to alternate
airport criteria
CAD-A108877] p0309 H82-20811
Testing of tritium-povered runiiay distance and
taxiway markers
(AD-A 114556] p06 12 H82-33408
BOHHAI LIGHTS
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[HASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] pOI88 H82-16059
Hicrovave Landing System flare subsystem test
[AD-A107327] P0466 S82-27263




Air traffic management for fuel economy
p O I I O A82-17279
The shape of the air traffic control system of the
future - A O.S. perspective
p O I I I A82-17280
Air traffic control problems and solutions
p O I I I A82-17283
A nev end-fire ILS glide slope
pOI22 482-18143
Bunvay end intersection design
p0384 A82-33904
Survey and design of airfields Eussj.au book
P0552 A82-43603
A method to determine runvay capacity
P0553 182-44100
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-A104660] p0041 H82-II3I3
Beasured pavement response to transient aircraft
loadings
p O I O I H82-13442
Beguirements for instrument approaches to triple
parallel rnnvays
[AD-A105622] p0132 H82- 14079
acquirements for independent and dependent
parallel instrument approaches at reduced rnnvay
spacing
[AD-A 105673] p0132 H82- 14080
acquirements for instrument approaches to
converging rnnvays
[AD-AI08075] p0200 H82-I7144
Ose of optimization to predict the effect of
selected parameters on commuter aircraft
performance
[HASA-CB-168439] p0201 882-17151
Survey of 101 OS airports for nev multiple
instrument approach concepts rnnvays
[AD-A 107812] p0209 H82-17229
Bomb crater repair techniques for permanent
airfields. Beport 1: Series 1 tests
(AD-A 108716] p0257 H82-18229
Investigation of compaction criteria for airport
pavement subgrade soils
[AD-AI08518] p0258 882-18230
Overviev of the O'Bare Bnnvay configuration
management system
[AD-A110137] p0320 H82-2I224
Beasnres to increase airfield capacity by changing
aircraft runvay occupancy characteristics
[8ASA-CB-16884I] p035t 882-22240
Pavement management and rehabilitation of Portland
cement concrete pavements
[PB82-13I384] p0357 882-22392
Dynamic scheduling of runvay operations
p0445 882-26200
later-compatible polymer concrete materials for
use in rapid repair systems for airport rnnvays
[DE82-010994] p0538 1182-29464
The noise impact of proposed rnnvay alternatives
at Craig Airport
[BASA-TH-84503] p0574 882-32080







Hypothetical fatigue life problem - Application of
Aerospatiale method
P0240 A82-247I6
A roadmap tGuard a fatigue qualification process
for modern technology helicopters
p0501 A82-40542
S-3 AIBCBLH




Industrial experience in the Anglo-French
helicopter collaboration
[ SHIAS-8 11-210-10 I ] p03!2 882-21154
SAAB AIBCBAFT
HT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFI
Design and experience vith a low-cost digital
fly-by-vire system in the SAAB JA37 viggen A/C
p0507 A82-40905
SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
Transient measurements under electric pulse
excitation in 37 Viggen aircraft
[FOA-C-30243-A3] p0370 882-23409
SABOTAGE
Effectiveness of the Civil Aviation Security program
[AD-A I 17671] p0606 882-33362
SADDLE PQIHS
81 SADDLE POIBTS (GAME THEOBI)
SADDLE POIBfS (SAflB IBBOBI)
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding development
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HI FLUNG EJECIIOH SEATS
HI SEAI BELTS
•Little people1 problem /HA-2 torso harness/
p0078 A82-11958
A new safety harness for mobile aircrew
p0078 A82-14963
lest and evaluation of inproved aircrev restraint
systems
p0079 A82-14971
Hind tunnel tests of ejection seat for high
dynamic pressure escape
p0079 A82-14979
Sudden changes in wind velocity - Their effect on
aircraft and means of reducing hazard. I
p0334 A82-2987I
Improving aircarrier water survival
p0555 A82-4429I
Practical aspects of instrumentation system
installation, volume 13
[HASA-1H-8U067] p0099 H82-13I40
lest and evaluation of improved aircrew restraint
systems
[AD-A107576] p0188 H82-16056
Disengagement of safety harness buckles - CI4
[AD-A 109048] p0263 H82-I9I99
Variable response load limiting device for
aircraft seats
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12801-1] p0308 H82-20544
Aircraft post-crash fire fighting/rescue
p0533 N82-29287
SAFETT FACIOBS
Consequences of American airline deregulation -
Legislative theory in a concrete example
p0165 A82-19947
Cabin safety in large transport aircraft
[PB82-129297] p0464 H82-27244
SAFEII HUAGEBEHI
Fatigue methodology - A technical management
system for helicopter safety and durability
P0045 A82- 13240
Safe and efficient management of energy;
Proceedings of the Thirty-third Annual
International Air Safety Seminar, Chnstchurch,
Hew Zealand, September 15-18, 1980
pOIIO A82- 17276
A proposed flight safety program for the Korean
Air Force
[AD-A 102373] p0025 H82-10023
System safety program plan electromagnetic
pulse testing of the 8-7E aircraft
[AD-AI04557] p004l H82-11354





Human response to fire
p0532 N82-29281
Aviation fuels-future outlook and impact on
aircraft fire threat
p0532 H82-29282
Fuel system protection methods
p0533 H82-29283
Aircraft post crash fire reduction/survivability








Service life investigation of a sailplane wing of
CFBP construction
P0357 H82-22324
nonlinear two-dimensional sail theory
[AD-A 110450] P0405 H82-25220
SAHABIOB
lorsional stiffness element based on












Impact-initiated damage thresholds in composites
pOOIS A82- 12028
Stress intensity factor measurements in composite
sandwich structures
p0113 A82-17535
Impact resistance of graphite and hybrid
configurations
p0288 482-27 1<4 I
Design, fabrication and test of liquid metal
heat-pipe sandwich panels
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0903] p0373 A82-3I898
lemperature fields in three-layer panels with a
honeycomb filler during unsteady heating
P0387 482-34135
Honeycomb cored structures Bussian book on
aircraft construction materials
p0578 A82-45775
Evaluation of superplastic forming and
co-diffusion bonding of H-6A1-4V titanium alloy
expanded sandwich structures
[HASA-CB-165827] p0268 H82-19358
SPF/DB titanium concepts for structural efficiency
foi HC
p0302 H82-20I54





Status of the COSPAS-SABSAT project and its
possible operation in conjunction with IHHABSAI
system
p0125 482-18170
Satellite localization of aircraft accidents - Ihe
Sarsat program
[SEE PAPEB 811765] p0555 A82-44239
Consideration of an international private sector
satellite search and rescue locating system




Badiation enhancement by noneguilibnum during
flight through the Titan atmosphere




Consideration of an international private sector
satellite search and rescue locating system
[IAF PAPEB 82-236] p0556 482-44699
SATELLITE LIFETIME
Prelaunch estimates of near Earth satellite
lifetimes using quasi-dynamic atmosphere models
- application to a proposed Brazilian satellite
[IHPE-2325-PBE/080] p0538 H82-29347
SATELLITE HAVIGATIOH SYSTEMS
National Aerospace Meeting, Irevose, PA, April
8-10, 1981, Proceedings
p0021 A82-12626
Satellite geometry considerations for low cost GPS
user equipment
p002l 482-12630
A navigation systems planning model
p0022 A82- 12640
Integrated satellite navigation and strapdown
attitude and heading reference systems for civil
air carriers
p0023 A82-12643
PLANS '80 - Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, NJ, December 8-11,
1980, Record
p0122 482-13126
navigation system integrity and reliability for
civil aviation
p0124 482-18159
A perspective on civil use of GPS
p0182 482-21589
Ihe helicopter Navstar GPS test program
p0342 482-31290
Prospects for Havsat - A future worldwide civil
navigation-satellite system
A-378
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pOa33 A82-36047
SATELLITE BBTBOBKS
Satellite geometry considerations for Ion cost GPS
oser equipment
p0021 A82-12630
Prospects for Savsat - A future Horldmde civil
navigation-satellite systea
P0433 A82-36047
Consideration of an international private sector
satellite search and rescue locating systea[IAF PAPEB 82-236] p0556 482-141699
Study of the global positioning system for
maritime concepts/applications: Study of the
feasibility of replacing naritine shipborne
navigation systems vith BAVSTAB
[8ASA-CH-169031] p0449 M82-26263
SATELLITE OBSBBVATIOB
A comparison of pole positions derived from GPS
satellite and Bavy navigation satellite
observations
[ A D - A I 1 0 7 6 5 ] ' p0449 B82-26268
Scanner imaging systeos, aircraft
p0529 M82-28715
SATELLITE SOOMDIHG
Bapid extraction of layer relative humidity,
geopotential thickness, and atmospheric
stability from satellite sounding radiometer data
p0242 A82-25I13
SATELLITE TBABSHISSIOi
Data commanications within the Air Bavigation
Services system
pOI25 482- 18272
Badiating elements for hemispherically scanned




nesoscale convective weather systems and aviation
operations
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Scaling effects on leakage losses in labyrinth seals[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-157] p0426 482-35380
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Bach numbers vith emphasis on model
scale effects[AB-A104905] p009l N82-12392
SCALE HODELS
Analysis of data from a wind tunnel investigation
of a large-scale model of a highly maneuverable
supersonic v/STOL fighter - SIOL configuration( A I A A PAPEB 81-2620] POI55 A82-19207
Experimental performance evaluation of 'ventilated
sixers' - A nev mixer concept for high bypass
tnrcofan engines
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1136] p0439 A82-37695
An experimental investigation of a bearingless
nodel rotor in hover
p0498 A82-405I2
An investigation of scale model testing of VTOL
aircraft in hover
P0507 482-10911
An improved propulsion system simulation technique
for scaled wind tunnel model testing of advanced
fighters
pOSI7 482-41019
Standard tests of a research model rotor in a wind
tunnel, including model similarity
calculations compared with measurements
CBBVG-FBiT-79-16] p0025 N82-10016
Scale-model studies for the improvement of flow
patterns of a low-speed tunnel(NASA-CB-I694I3] p0209 N82- 17228
Botor model for the verification of computational
eethods
[ISD-275]
 P 02I4 N82-17638
Spin-tunnel investigation of a l/13-scale model of
the NASA AD-1 oblique-wing research aircraft[NASA-TB-83236] p0252 H82-18I83
Aerospatiale survey of vind tunnel testing of
small and large scale rotors
CSBIAS-82 1-210- 107] p0350 N82-22225
Design of dynamically-scaled, asymmetrical vind
tunnel models
IBIAST-78/18] p0356 N82-22285
Besearch model wing/tail fabrication transonic
wind tunnel 1/7.5-scale model[AD-AI1410 I] p0524 B82-28288
Investigation of correlation between full-scale
and fifth-scale wind tunnel tests of a Bell
helicopter Textron Hodel 222[NASA-CB-166362] pOS35 B82-29315
Acoustic similarity lavs for centrifugal fans[ESA-TT-712] p0603 B82-33172
SCALIB6 LIBS
Bodel helicopter rotor lov frequency broadband noise
P0273 A82-25772




NT BDLTISPECTBAL BAND SCABBEBS
BT OPTICAL SCABNEBS
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
wind tunnel
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Commercial airborne weather radar technology
p0075 A82-14868
SCATTEBOBETEBS
Development and test of a tactical visibility sensor
p0579 A82-45820
SCEBE ABALISIS
Terrain model animation[AD-A1079I1] p0215 N82-17887
SCBBOOLIB6
BT PBEDICTIOB ABALISIS TECBBIQOBS
Dynamic scheduling of runway operations
p044S B82-26200
Airfield and airspace capacity/delay policy analysis
£40-4110777] p0458 B82-26326
SCBLIEBBB PBOTOGB4PBI
Operational flow visualization techniques in the
Lang ley Unitary Plan Bind Tunnel
P0597 N82-3267I















Electro-optical vector scoring system for








0 SOPEBSONIC COHBOSTIOH BAHJEI ENGINES
SCBEEH EFFECT
The effect of a screen on the aerodynamic





Predictive aodel for jet engine test cell opacity
[AD-A1I7585] p0610 N82-33397
SE-210 AIRCRAFT
Ground movement control and guidance - Cat. 3







Real tine estimation and prediction of ship
motions using Kalman filtering techniques
[NASA-CR-1692B4J P0572 BB2-31637
SEA STATES






Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea
frontal system
p0168 A82-20447
DS Naval fleet aircraft corrosion
P0211 H82-17350
Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft at





Hovel metal-ceraoics-composite sealing coatings in
aircraft engines
P0240 A82-24803
OS Haval fleet aircraft corrosion
P02I1 1182-17350
Studies of nev perfluoroether elastomeric sealants
for aircraft fuel tanks
[HASA-CH-166377] p0560 N82-30400
SEALING
Aeronautical applications of bonding
[SNIAS-812-551-102] p0139 N82-15010
The experience of corrosion on French military
aerodynes
P0211 H82-17355
Investigation into the utility of some quick




Bub energetics of compressor blade tip seals
P0285 482-27078
Service sensitivity of polysalfide sealants
P029I 482-271(07
Chen-Braze abradable seal practical
p03«l 482-31048
An experimental investigation of interfacial
temperatures in blade-seal material rubbing of
aircraft compressors
[ A I A A PAPER 82-0890] p0373 482-31891
Development and application of Dabber gas tungsten
arc welding for repair of aircraft engine, seal
teeth
[ASHE PAPER 82-GT-55] p0422 A82-35310
Bonding procedure for Teflon seals
P0547 A82-42792
Development of lov modulus material for use in
ceramic gas path seal applications
[NASA-CE-165469] p0027 N82-10039
Development of a convoluted intake seal for model
R66 v/stol Mind tunnel
[BAE-ABG-163] p0370 N82-23255
SEARCH AID BESCDE SATELLITE
0 SARSAT
SEARCH RADAR
Analysis of side-looking airborne radar /SLAG/
performance in the detection of search and
rescue targets
p0293 A82-27641
Threat Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
Symposium
[AD-A104563] p0035 N82-11047
Moving target Detector/Airport Surveillance radar
(ASR-7) field evaluation
[AD-AI05196] p0090 082-12303
Utilization of AN/APS-94 side-looking airborne
radar systems in search and rescue
[AD-AI 14484] p056l N82-30437
SBABCHIHG
Status of the COSPAS-SARSAT project and its
possible operation in conjunction vith INHABSAT
system
p O I 2 5 482-18 170
Consideration of an international private sector
satellite search and rescue locating system
[I4F PAPER 82-236] p0556 482-44699
Special investigation report. Search and rescue
procedures and arming of emergency locator
transmitter: Aircraft accident near Bichigan
City, Indiana, 7 December, 1980
[PB81-249427] p0188 882-16058
A result in the theory of spiral search
[AD-A112481] p0466 N82-27262
SEAS
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SEASAI SATELLITES




Evaluation of a proposed modified F/FB-111 crev
seat and restraint system
[ A D - A I I O I 8 8 ] p03!3 N82-21I67
CrashMorthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint,





NT FLYING EJECTION SEAIS
Design of a crashvorthy crev seat for tho Boeing
Vertol Chinook helicopter
P0079 A82-14975
CrashMorthy military passenger seat development
p0079 A82-14976
Test methodology for evaluation of fireMorthy
aircraft seat cushions
P0332 A82-29596
Army helicopter creM seat vibration - Past
performance, future reguirements
f A H S PREPRINT 81-3] p0441 A82-37779
Variable response load limiting device for
aircraft seats
[NASA-CASE-LAB-1280 I - I ] p0308 N82-20544
Evaluation of a proposed modified F/PB-111 crev
seat and restraint system
[AD-A110188] p03!3 N82-2I I67
Opportunities exist to achieve greater
standardization of aircraft and helicopter seats
[AD-A111718] p0448 N82-26259
CrashMorthiness studies: Cabin, seat, restraint,
and injury findings in selected general aviation
accidents
[AD-A 114878] p0531 N82-29275
Assessment of burning characteristics of aircraft
interior materials
[NASA-CB-166390] p0599 882-32839






Experimental study of thereffects of secondary air
on the emissions and stability of a lean
premixed cgmbustor
[AIAA PAPER 82-1072] p0415 A82-34992
Secondary flovs and losses in axial flov turbines
[ASHE PAPER 82-GT-I9] p0420 482-35288
Secondary flov mixing losses in a centrifugal
impeller
[ASHE PAPER 82-GI-44] p0421 482-35302
Secondary flov effects and mixing of the vake
behind a turbine stator
[ASHE PAPER 82-GT-46] p0422 A82-35304
End-vail boundary layer calculation methods
p0204 N82-17188
A-380
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analysis and tolerance stady of an array antenna
for a new generation of secondary radars
p(M63 AB2-19521
Secondary radar problens - The presence of false
echoes
p0242 482-25323
Improvements to secondary radar for air traffic
control
p0341 A82-30311
The reliability of height and identity data
secondary surveillance radar error analysis
p0341 182-30312
Secondary radar for airborne collision avoidance
p0341 i82-30313
Dse of aircraft-derived data to assist in iTC
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SELF ADAPTIVE COiTBOL SISIBUS
Active gust and maneuver load control concepts
vith the example of the Airbus 4300. Part 1:
Explanation of a regular in the time zone of
wind gust load decrease and examination of its
effectiveness in stochastic gusts
[HBB-FE-I72/S/PDB/39-PT-I ] p0267 N82- 19228




Software features applicable to inertial
measurement unit self alignment






The effect of induced sound on the f low around a
rectangular body in a wind tunnel
P0276 A82-26I94
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1320] p0487 A82-39098
SELF LOBEICATIIG 8ATEBIALS
Performance of PTFE-lined composite journal bearings
[ASLE PBEPBINT 82-AB-1A-1] pfl<»«3 A82-37854
SELF OSCILLATION
One reason for the onset of high-frequency
self-excited oscillations in combustion
chambers of aircraft engines
P0014 A82-I1448
Self-oscillations of the front caster wheel strut
for a given track mdth under the assumption of
the wheel drift hypothesis
p O I O S A82-16290
Suppression of self-oscillations in open wind
tunnels
p0274 A82-25794
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Sensitivity reduction by double perfect model
following with application to aircraft control
p0218 A82-23029
Feedback and minimal sensitivity
p0030 N82-10058
SENSOBS
Seal-time failure detection of aircraft engine
output sensors
P0297 A82-28403
Primary-data devices Bussian book
p049l A82-39279
The influence of sensor and actuator
characteristics on overall helicopter AFCS design
p02SI H82-18171










NT BOUHDAB! LAIEB SEPABATION
Strong matching method for computing transonic
viscous flovs including vakes and separations -
Lifting airfoils
pOOlO 482-10821
Nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads
on wings and bodies at high angles of attack
POOI4 A82-11359
Computations of transonic flow over an oscillating
airfoil with shock-induced separation
C AIAA PAPEB 82-0350] pO 1 19 A82-17900
Experimental studies of the Eppler 61 airfoil at
lov Beynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0345] p0164 482-19796
An experimental study of separated flow on a
finite wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1882] p0167 A82-20293
Visualization of flow separation and separated
flows with the aid of hydrogen bubbles
p0179 A82-20803
Store separation from cavities at supersonic
flight speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0372] p0185 A82-22096
A numerical study of the turbulent flow past an
isolated airfoil with trailing edge separation
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-0998] p0375 A82-31958
Prediction of separated asymmetric trailing-edge
flows at transonic Hach numbers
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1021] p0375 A82-3I974
A vortex sheet method for calculating separated
two-dimensional flows at high Beynolds number
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1030] p0375 A82-3I978
Mathematical modeling of unsteady separated flow
past solid airfoil cascades
p0378 A82-32801
Detached flow past V-shaped low-aspect-ratio wings
P0387 A82-34I36
Symposium on Flows with Separation. Stuttgart,
lest Germany, November 23-25, 1981, Beports
p0483 A82-38781
Lateral aerodynamics of delta wings with leading
edge separation
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1386] p0490 A82-39I42
Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected
control surfaces by using a combination of 2-
and 3-D methods
P05I7 A82-41022
Transient phenomena of shock-induced turbulent
separation for a spikebody and stalling airfoil
A-381
SBPABATOBS SUBJECT IIDBI
at transonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1362] p0549 A82-42950
AD asymptotic theory of separated flow past
lov-aspect-ratio kings
p0581 A82-46135
Experimental investigations of the separated flow
around a rectangular wing in a wind tunnel
[DFVLB-FB-81-12] p0025 N82-10017
Lou Reynolds number airfoil survey, volume I
(HASA-CB-165803-VOL-1] p0131 H82-14059
Aerodynamic response of a blade in pitching
oscillation with partial and full separation —-
measurement of the instantaneous pressure
distribution around a vibrating blade surface in
a wind tunnel
pOI42 H82-15047
Separated flow around helicopter bodies
p0250 882-18163
A nethod of predicting fuselage loads in hover
P0250 H82-18164
On the calculation of separated flov on helicopter
fuselages
[HBB-DD-32 1-81-0] p0252 N82-I8188
Some remarks on buffeting of wings, wind
tunnel nodels
[BAE-TH-STBUCT-980] p0319 H82-212I6
later tunnel flow visualization and wind tunnel
data analysis of the F/A- 18 leading edge
extension vortex effects
[HASA-CB-165859] p0404 882-25215
On the aerodynamics of windblast
[AO-A110495] p0405 N82-25221
Program presentation of the working group
separated flow: Problems with rotary wings
[HBB-UD-336-81-0] p0406 1182-25234
Flows over wings with leading-edge vortex separation
[HASA-CB-165858] p04»8 882-26238
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge,





Hew separators for battery systems
pOOIS A82-11715
Small engine inlet air particle separator technology
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-40] p0421 A82-35299
SEQUENTIAL ANALYSIS
The Shiryayev sequential probability ratio test
for redundancy management
[AIAA 82-1623] p0486 A82-38998
SEQDE1TIAL COITIOL








A mixed-flow cascade passage design procedure
based on a power series expansion
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-121] p0425 A82-353S1
SEBVICE LIFE
Design considerations for duty cycle, life and
reliability of small limited life engines
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1402] pOOOS A82- 10465
Unsolved problems of nickel cadmium batteries
p0016 A82-11725
Operational evaluation of the new generation of
jet transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2377] p0059 A82- 13942
Optimization of requirements on the
pitting-prevention properties of turbojet-engine
oils
p0082 A82-15723
A method for predicting the lifetime of gas
turbine blades
p0106 A82-16692
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal filtration
on rolling-element bearing life
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-LUB-35] pOI27 A82-18436
Boeing's big, quiet 737-300
p0221 A82-23369
A method of determining safe service life for
helicopter components
p0239 A82-24709
Hughes helicopters - Fatigue life methodology
p0239 A82-247IO
Introduction to the principles of fracture mechanics
P0273 A82-25550
Evaluation of crack growth gages for service life
tracking
p0284 A82-26652
Problems and options in advanced composite repair
p0288 A82-27I45
Mechanical and metallurgical considerations in
extending the life of turbine blades
P0384 A82-33855
A procedure for evaluating fuel composition
effects on combustor life
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-296] p0430 A82-3S465
Determination of load spectra and their
application for keeping the operational life
proof of sporting airplanes
p0516 A82-4I010
The role of the scale parameter in service load
assessment and simulation of aircraft flight
P0516 A82-410I1
The contribution of thermal barrier coatings to
improvements in the life and performance of gas
turbine components
[PHB-90076] p0355 N82-22271
Service life investigation of a sailplane wing of
CFBP construction
P0357 N82-22324
Fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine hot
section components
[HASA-CB-167896] p0409 N82-25257
Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In
Design (LDCID), volume 1
[ A D - A I I 1 9 3 9 ] p0455 882-26309
Life and Utilization Criteria Identification In
Design (LUCID), volume 2





On-line control for the regulation of power source
in multiple-servo electro-hydraulic systems
[ASHE PAPEB 81-BA/DSC-3] p0234 A82-24562
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VTOL control system during
hover
[AIAA 82-1611] p0485 A82-38990
Theoretical and experimental investigation of some




A method for determination of the aeroelastic
behavior of aircraft with active control systems
[DFVLB-FB-81-05] p0029 N82- 10047
An electronic control for an electrohydraulic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[NASA-CB-3552] p0353 H82-22252
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VTOL control system
[NASA-TH-84220] p0356 N82-22281
SEBTOgECHANISHS
The 'simulation study on a redundant flight control
system
P0185 A82-22120
Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
[NASA-CASE-LAB-124 12-1] p0396 N82-24205
Beliability and maintainability analysis of






0 SOBFACE EFFECT SHIPS
SET THBOBI
Stage-state reliability analysis technique
pOI96 N82- I7 I04
SEIA6E TBBATHBIT
Primary sewage treatment plant as a source of bird
hazards at airport
p0382 A82-33523






Development of the Sea King composite main rotor
A-382












Application of the principle of reciprocity to
flexible rotor balancing
US ME PAPEB 81-DET-49] pO 16 I 482-19311
Application of fatigue, crack propagation and
strain survey testing to the CH-46 aft rotor
drive shaft
p0238 A82-24705
The effect of journal aisallqnment on the Oil-film
forces generated in a sgueeze-filn damper
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-285] p0430 A82-35457
Development of counter-rotating intershaft support
bearing technology for aircraft gas turbine
engines
[4144 PAPEB 82-1054] p0437 A82-37679
CFC drive shaft and GFC coupling for the tail
rotor of the BO 105
p0439 A82-37766
The vibratory behavior of a rotating propeller
shaft. Part 4: Vibration tests of a rotating




Jet fuel locks to shale oil: The 1980 technology
revieH
[ A D - A 1 0 4 4 I 4 ] p0040 N82-11228
Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82-001127] p0213 H82- 17401
Jet fuel from shale oil: The 1981 technology review
[ A D - A 1 1 I 2 I 7 ] p0459 H82-26484
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology, volume 1
[AD-AI I3461 ] p0473 H82-273I7
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology. Volume I:
Appendices
[AD-AI13532] p0473 H82-27318
Evaluation of hydrocracking catalysts for
conversion of whole shale oil into high yields
of jet fuels
[4D-4112820] p0476 H82-27523
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 1:
Preliminary process analyses
[AD-A112681] p0527 N82-28462
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 2:
Process variable analyses and laboratory sample
production
[AD-A112682] P0528 H82-28463
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 3:
Production of specification of JP-4 fuel from
geokinetics shale oil
CAD-A112683] p0528 H82-28464
United States Air Force shale oil to fuels, phase 2
[AD-A 114531] p0538 H82-29476
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine





Investigation of the aerodynamic-contour method




Analysis methods for predicting structural
response to projectile impact
p0202 H82-I7I62
SBABP LBAOII6 EDGES
Measurements of a three-dimensional boundary layer
on a sharp cone at Bach 3
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0289] pOI85 A82-22083












Besponses of oscillating wings in weak shear flow
p0121 A82-18021
Botating stall in blade rows operating in shear flow
p0186 A82-22209
Bigh frequency sound emission from moving point
multipole sources embedded in arbitrary
transversely sheared mean flows
P0277 A82-263I8
Unsteady response of rectangular wings in spanwise
uniform shear flow
p0277 A82-26340




Effects of Beynolds number and turbulence level on
axial cascade performance
p0205 1182-17 190










Compatibility of 350 deg curing honeycomb
adhesives with phosphoric acid anodizing
p0292 A82-27414




Crack growth evaluation of a method to convert
real-time loads history to a simplified
engineering spectra for aircraft structural
analysis
pOOIS A82-12043
Bore than meets the eye - The oil dot technigue
p0286 A82-27114
Calculation of the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
p0483 A82-38475
In-plane shear test of thin panels
p0502 A82-40545
Calculation of the cross section properties and







Calculation of the stability of -
crosswise-reinforced cylindrical shells
p0128 A82-1862I
Automated calculation of the stressed state of
shell systems under asymmetrical mechanical and
thermal loading
pOI65 A82-19928
Studies on the stability of thin-walled shells
with cutouts /Review/. I
p0182 A82-21629
Thermal stability analysis for conical shells with
variable parameters
p0334 A82-29844
Calculation of the stability and post-buckling
behavior of thin shell nnderframes using the












HI THIS HALLBD SHELLS
Analysis of shells of straight-King type
p0334 A82-29841
SHELIEBS




HI BADIO FBEQOEHCI SHIELDIHG
Some BAE research on shielded and unshielded
fuselage mounted air intakes at subsonic and
supersonic speeds
p0093 H82-13068
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[HASA-CB-165102] ' pOI93 H82-I6801
Analytical study of tun-jet shielding
[HASA-CB-I65I03] p O I 9 4 H82- 16802
Analytical study of tBID-jet shielding
[HASA-CB-I65I04] pOI94 H82-16803
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
£HASA-CB-165105] pOI94 882-16804
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding development
of a 3-dimensional nodel
[HASA-CB-165 106] p0194 H82- 16805
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
two-dimensional model
[HASA-CB-165 107] pOI94 H82-16806
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet ving/flap
interactions of the external DSB configuration
of SIOL aircraft. Part 2: Full scale model
experiment using FJB710 turbofan engine
[HAL-TB-687T-PT-2] p0270 H82-19945
Some applications of Hartmann-type sources in
aircraft noise research airframe shielding
CBAE-ia-AEBO-1877] p0323 H82-22007
SHIP IEHBIHALS





HT SUBFACE EFFECI SHIPS
Lateral control system design for VIOL landing on
a DD963 in high sea states
[HASA-CB-169074] p0456 H82-26315
Seal time estimation and prediction of ship
motions using Kalman filtering technigues
CNASA-CB-169284] p0572 H82-31637
SHOCK ABSOBBEBS
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 3:
Vibration damping by polyether foams
[AD-A104496] p0040 H82-11212










Dynamic response of aircraft structure to gun
shock loads
pOOU A82-I I3I4







A laser-interferometer method for determining the








Computations of transonic flov over an oscillating
airfoil mth shock-induced separation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0350] p O I 1 9 A82-17900
Calculation of the unsteady loads on the surface
of a moving vedge vith an incident shock nave
P0128 482-18590
Bach reflection of a shock wave from an inclined
vail
p039l A82-34748
Ihe effect of a veak shock vave on a ving of
complex planform at supersonic velocities
p058l A82-46I32
SHOCK HIVB PBOFILES
Adapter for mounting microphone flush vith the
external surface of the skin of a pressurized
aircraft
[HASA-CASE-FBC- 11072-1] p0398 N82-24474
SHOCK HATE PBOPAGATIOJ
Crossflov shock on the suction side of a flat
delta ving vith supersonic leading edges
p0332 A82-29659
Acta mechanica sinica
[AD-A 1051 84] p0033 H 8 2 - I I O I 4
SHOCK SAVES
HI HOBHAL SHOCK HAVES
HI SOHIC BOOHS
A split coefficient/locally monotonic scheme for
multishocked supersonic flov
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0287] p0184 A82-22082
Helicopter rotor performance improvement by
utilization of svept back parabolic blade tip
p0276 A82-26298
Ihe relaxation oscillation in ramjet combustion
p0326 A82-2873B
Experimental investigation of a transonic
potential flov around a symmetric airfoil
[HASA-m-76676] p O I 3 l H82-I4057
A shock vave approach to the noise of supersonic
propellers
CNASA-IH-82752] p0194 H82-16809
Investigation of passive shock vave-boundary layer
control for transonic airfoil drag reduction
[HASA-CB-168844] p0349 H82-22209
Heasnrements of mean static pressure and far field






HI CESSHA 402B AIBCBAFI
HT EOBOPEAH AIBBOS
Povered-lift takeoff performance characteristics
determined from flight test of the Quiet
Short-haul Besearch Aircraft /QSHA/
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2409] p0053 A82-13852
Quiet Short-Haul Besearch Aircraft - The first 3
years of flight research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2625] p0156 A82-19209
Aircraft evaluation in air netvork planning
P0380 A82-33125
OLGA - A gust alleviation for general aviation
aircraft
p0389 482-34371*
Short range tactical BPH system
p0493 A82-39730
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document, revision 1
[HASA-TH-81298] p0026 H82-1003 I
Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft
Technology (SIAI)
[HASA-CB-165499] p0027 H82-10037
Quiet Short-Haul Besearch Airplane (QSBA) model
select panel functional description
[HASA-IH-84243] p0474 H82-27319
Static investigation of the circulation control
ving/npper surface bloving concept applied to





Flight testing De Havilland Aircraft Limited
DASH-8 utilizing onboard data analysis by
microprocessor
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2507] p0057 A82-13907
Povered-lift SIOL aircraft shipboard operations -
A comparison of simulation, land-based and sea
trial results for the QSBA Quiet Short-haul
Besearch Aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2480] p0059 A82-13938
A-384
SUBJECT IBDEI SIDESLIP
Ball-Bartoe Jetving flight tests
p0075 482-11928
in investigation of the use of a propulsive
wing/canard concept for improved aaneuvering
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2622] p0107 182-16905
Thrust-induced effects on Ion-speed aerodjnaaics
of fighter aircraft
[AIM PAPEB 61-2612] p0155 482-19203
Tactical STOL moment balance throagh innovative
configuration technology[AIAA PAPEB ei-2615] poiss A82-19204
Application of thrust vectoring for STOL
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2616] poiss A82-19205
STOL capability impact on advanced tactical
aircraft design
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2617] p0155 482-19206
Quiet Short-Banl Besearcb Aircraft - The first 3
fears of flight research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2625] pOI56 482-19209
Sea based support aircraft alternatives
[ A I A A PAPJB 81-2619] pOI57 A82-I92I7
Design features of a sea-based anltipurpose
V/STOL, STOVL, and S10L aircraft in a support
role for the U.S. Havj
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2650] p0157 182-19218
Performance flight test evaluation of the
Ball-Bartoe Jf-l Jetving SI01 research aircraft
p0178 182-20762
Analytical control lav for desirable aircraft
lateral handling qualities
P0183 182-219U1
US Bavy begins slov shuffle towards V/SIOL
p0296 A82-28311
STOL aircraft response to turbulence generated by
a tall upwind building
p0433 A82-35821
Advanced exhaust nozzle concepts using spanmse
bloving for aerodynamic lift enhancement
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1132] p0438 482-37692
Thrust reverser induced flov interference on
tactical aircraft stacility and control
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1133] p0438 482-37693
Application of advanced exhaust nozzles for
tactical aircraft
pOSOS 482-10889
Design and experimental verification of the
DSB-flap strnctuctnre for HAL STOL aircraft
Upper Surface Bloving
P0508 A82-409I7
Development of the Circulation Control King-Upper
Surface Blowing powered-lift systea for STOL
aircraft
p0512 182-10969
Test results of chordwxse and spanmse bloving for
low-speed lift augmentation
P05I5 182-1)0999
Design of a longitudinal ride-control systea by
Zakian's method of inequalities
P0518 482-11111
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document, revision 1
[HASA-1B-8I298] p0026 882-10031
Development and evaluation of autoaatic landing
control lavs for light ving loading STOL aircraft
[NASA-CB-I66I60] p0028 S82-10013
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
P0094 H82-13075
HLS vertical guidance and navigation for a SIO1
airplane landing on an elevated STOLport
[NASA-TH-81338] pOI35 N82-I4101
Surveys of flow-field around empennage of the HAL
STOL-research-aircraft aodel
[HAL-TB-677] P0198 N32-17124
A velocity vector measuring systea with 13
asymmetric wedge type yavaeters measuring
flov distribution around the empennage of STOL
models
[HAL-TH-674] p0213 H82-I7477
Beviev of defense-related vertical and short
takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft programs
[GPO-55-278] p0254 H82-18205
XFV-121 diagnostic and development programs
[AD-i 108350]
 P0251 H82-18206
HASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor workshops. Volume I: Executive Summary
[*ASA-Tti-B4149] P0262 1182-19170
N&SA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor workshops. Voluae 2: Operators' Views
[NASA-Tfl-84148] p0262 S82-19171
BASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Workshops. Volume 4: Flight Control
Avionics Systems and Baman Factors
[SAS4-TB-81116] p0263 B82-19173
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet winq/flap
interactions of the external OSB configuration
of STOL aircraft. Part 2: Fall scale model
experiment using FJB710 turbofan engine
[NAL-TB-687T-PT-2] p0270 H82-19945
A short takeoff performance computer program
[AD-A109861] p0304 882-20179
Design criteria for flightpath and airspeed
control for the approach and landing of SIQL
aircraft
[HASA-TP-I9M ] p0305 H82-20187
STOL aircraft structural vibration prediction from
acoustic excitation
p0345 882-22 169
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-wing/flap
interactions of the external USB configuration
of STOL aircraft. Part 1: Bight percent scale
cold-flow model analysis
[HAL-IB-685T]
 ( p0359 H82-22953
Flight experiments using the front-side control
technique during piloted approach and landing in
a povered lift STOL aircraft
[NASA-TH-81337] p0156 B82-263II
High pressure bleed for STOL and STO-VL
performance: A conceptual examination
[AD-AII5762] P0590 1182-32357
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control











The subsonic performance of practical military
variable area convergent nozzles
P0094 H82-13076
SBBOODED TUBBIBBS
Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine
blades
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-DBT-I29] pO 162 482-19313
A practical approach to systems mode analysis
for disc-blade-shroud assemblies
[ASHE PAPEB 81-031-130] pOI62 182-19311
SBBODDS
Effect of impeller extended shrouds on centrifugal
coopressor performance as a function of specific
speed
[ASBE PAPEB 82-QI-228] p0128 A82-35411
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SIDE-LOOKIH6 BADAB
NT BADAB IHAGBBI
Analysis of siderlooking airborne radar /SLAB/
performance in the detection of search and
rescue targets
P0293 A82-2764I
Utilization of AH/APS-91 side-looking airborne
radar systems in search and rescue
[AD-A114484] p056l H82-30437
SIDBLOBB BBDOCIIOB




A cost effective method for the control of roll
due to side slip on a low speed aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 31-2422] p0054 A82-1386I
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
vings by the suction analogy
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1385] p0489 A82-39I41




Cilii PAPEB 82-1386] p0490 182-39142
Flight-determined correction terns for angle of
attack and sideslip
[AI4A P4PEE 82-1374] p0497 A82-40290
Low-speed characteristics of a fighter-type
configuration at high angles-of-attack and
sideslip
P05I7 482-41020
Effects of aerodynamic coupling on the dynamics of
roll aircraft
pOOSS H82-12070
Sideslip indication system as a fuel saving aid in
jet transport aircraft operation a-300 and
a-310 aircraft
p0402 H82-25181
Air data measurement using distributed processing







An advanced facility for processing aircraft
dynamic test data
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2398] p0063 482-14377
SI6IAL ANALIZEBS





Digital detection and processing of laser beacon
signals for aircraft collision hazard warning
[ A I A A 81-2328] p0052 482-13525
SIGNAL DE1ECTOBS












An analysis of antijam communication requirements
in fading media
pOI76 482-20695






Beal time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[NASA-CASE-LEH-13622-1] p0453 H82-26294
Inflight IFB procedures simulator
[NASA-CASE-KSC-1 1218-1] p0537 1182-2933 I
SIGNAL HBASOBEHENT




Omega station 10.2 kHz signal selection made easy
p0022 A82-12638
Joint Tactical Hicrowave Landing system /JTBLS/
airborne signal processing
[ A I A A 81-2247] p0048 482-13471
Digital signal processing on a background of
rereflections for the international aircraft
landing system
p0053 482-13703
NAECON 1981; Proceedings of the National Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OH, Hay
19-21, 1981. Volumes I, 2 6 3
p0065 A82-14676
Detection range analysis of an airborne nedium PBF
radar
p0068 682-14723
Hew advances in signal processing technology for
integrated CNI avionics Communication,
Navigation, and Identification
p0070 482-14762
Performance evaluation of target report extractor
in the monopulse ATCBBS Air Traffic Control
Badar Beacon System
P0071 A82-14776




Sanctuary radar with digital processor for
Doppler filtering and pulse compression
pOISO 482-18900
Hicrowave systems for radar guided missiles
P0150 A82-18936
Comparison of various elevation angle estimation
techniques
P0175 482-20589
Simulator data test instrumentation - Flight test
challenge of the eighties
P0178 A82-20768
Integration of multi-sensor navigation data using
optimal estimation techniques
p0273 A82-25577
Distributed airborne array concepts
p0342 A82-3I669
Doppler processing, waveform design and
performance measures for some pulsed Doppler and
HTD-radars. II
p0390 A82-34671
A recursive terrain height correlation system
using multiple model estimation technigues
[AIAA 82-1513] p0484 A82-38937
Parameter estimation applied to general aviation
aircraft - A case study
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1313] p0487 A82-39094
Passive aircraft location
P0547 A82-42791
Aircraft position measurement using laser beacon
optics
[iD-4 107973] pOI89 H82-16067
A design for a 32-channel multiplexer for
unmanned aircraft navigation sensors
[EAE-TH-BAD-NAV-145] p0259 N82-18503
La Becherche Aerospatiale, bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1981-5, September - October 1981
aerospace B and D methodology and instrumentation
[ESA-TT-725] p0343 N82-22145
Hardware and software integration for concurrent
data acquisition and reduction of photon
correlated laser Doppler velocimetry
[ A D - A I I I I 4 6 ] p04!2 N82-25506
Investigation of air transportation technology at
Ohio University, 1981 loran
p0445 N82-26204
ooving target detector (Hod 2)
[AD-A114709] p0539 N82-29520
Fiber optics reacting of terminal radar and beacon
signals
[AD-A116403] p0574 N82-32140
Reliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8A/TAV-8A Harrier head-up
display set, development of the signal data
converter, CV-3600/AVQ-30(V), volume 3
IAD-A115554] p0591 H82-32365
Modeling of a tracking radar in terms of a
nonlinear second order phase lock loop
[AD-A115628] p0596 N82-32580
SIGNAL BECEPTIOB
Updated station deselection procedures to support
automatic Omega receiver operation
P0067 A82-I47I2
Terrain reflection effects on data reception from
airborne vehicles
p029l A82-27231
Simulation of correlation-extremal receivers of




DTD terrain reflection model with application to
ILS glide slope
p0303 N82-20166
L-band DUE multipath environment in the Hicrowave
Landing System (HLS) approach and landing region
[FAA-BD-82-19] p0586 N82-32330
SIGNAL TO NOISE BATIOS
Tangential sensitivity of EB receivers
p0012 A82-11020
Digital signal processing on a background of




SUBJECT IIDBI SIZE DBTBBBIIATIOH
Distributed airborne array concepts
p0312 182-31669
aedium PBF performance analysis
Pulse-Bepetition Frequency
p0436 A82-37378
Becent results in main beam nailing aircraft
antenna design
p0553 482-43792
Investigation of air transportation technology at















HT TBAHSBOBIZOH BADIO PBOPAGATION
Bicrovave communications to remotely piloted
vehicles
pOlSO A82-18911
Land navigation with a low cost GPS receiver
p0175 A82-20656




ADEN plume flow properties for infrared analysis
Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Nozzle
p0114 A82-17606
On-site vibration measurement, dynanc tracking
and balancing
p0172 A82-20545
The pressure signature method for blockage










Light Airborne aulti-Purpose System
pOO«6 A82-13244




















Failure analysis of silica phenolic nozzle liners
p039l A82-34882
SILICO« IlrBIDBS
Brittle materials design, high temperature gas
turbine






OS Naval fleet aircraft corrosion






Similarity parameters for the geometric structure
of a supersonic jet propagating in a channel and
in a submerged space
p0387 A82-34132
Standard tests of a research model rotor in a vind
tunnel, including model similarity
calculations compared with measurements
[BBVG-FBHT-79-16] p0025 H82-10016










HT EIBAUST FLOB SIBOLATION
NI FLIGHT 5IHDLATION
NT LANDING SIBDLATION
HT SPACE EBVIBONBENT SIBULATIOH
NT SXSTEBS SIBULATIOH
HI TBEBBAL SIBOLATIOH
Bind tunnel tests of powered models: A comparison
of two methods of simulating the jets of jet
engines
p009S N82-13087
A piecewise linear state variable technique for
real time propulsion system simulation
[HASA-TB-82851] P0395 H82-2420I
Evaluation of a voice recognition system for the
BOTAS pseudo pilot station function
[HASA-TB-84487] p0406 N82-25235
Laboratory-scale simulation of underground coal
gasification: Experiment and theory
[DE82-001063] p05?8 N82-28470














HT VEBTICAL BOTIOH SIBOLATOBS
Performance calibration results for a Compact
Bultimission Aircraft Propulsion Simulator
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0254] pOU8 AB2-17866
Besearch through simulation simulators and
research applications at Langley
CHASA-PACTS-125] p0192 N82-16092
Development of the automated AFAPL engine
simulator test for lubricant evaluation
[AD-A106128] p0192 N82-16093
flaintenance training simulator design and
acquisition: Handbook of ISB procedures for
design and documentation
[AD-A111430] p04S7 N82-2632I
SIIGOLABItl (BAIBEBAflCS) . .






Survey and design of airfields Bnssian book
p05S2 A82-43603
Considerations for optimum siting of HEXBAD to
detect convective phenomena hazardous to




Size reduction flight test airborne data systems
p0178 A82-20766
SIZE OETEfiBIIinOB
Binimum mass sizing of a large low-aspect ratio
airframe for flatter-free performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0724] p0225 A82-24022
A-387
SIZE DISIBIBOIIOI SUBJECT INDEX




HI PABTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION




Tire tread temperatures during antiskid braking





Tensile fatigue assessment of candidate resins for
Use in fibre reinforced composite repair schemes
pOII3 182-17531
Design of the composite spar-vingskin joint
p0166 A82-20128
On the sonic fatigue life estimation of skin
structures at room and elevated temperatures
p0222 A82-23678
Fracture control in ballistic-damaged
graphite/epoxy wing structure
p0284 A82-26639
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research wing
[AIAA 82-0678] p0338 A82-30146
Nondestructive detection of exfoliation corrosion
around fastener holes in aluminum wing skins
p0378 A82-32725
Onistructure - A new concept for light Height
integrally stiffened skin structure
p0389 A82-34486
Non-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer
structural design
p0509 482-10936
Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane
specimens and thin-walled structural elements of
aircraft wing skin under programmed loading
p0584 A82-47229
Design considerations and experiences in the use








Complete velocity profile and 'optimum' skin
friction formulas for the plane wall-jet
[ASBE PAPEB si-iA/FE-3] p0234 482-24566
Skin friction lines
p0383 482-33629
Heasurement and visualization of skin friction on
the leeside of delta wings in supersonic flow
p0483 A82-38785
Laminar airfous for transport aircraft[ES4-IT-680] p0252 N82-18190
Correlation of Preston-tube data with laminar skin
friction (Log No. J12984)
[BASA-TH-84827] p0539 N82-29556
SKIBIS
The net-skirt to a parachute canopy as a device to
prevent inversion
[4144 PAPBB 81-1927] p0007 482-10112
SKI BfilGHTIBSS
Airborne measurements of European sky and terrain
radiances




Structural analysis computer programs for rigid
multicomponent pavement structures with
discontinuities, IESLIQID and BESIAIEB. Beport
I: Program development and numerical presentations
(AD-A 104545] p004l N82- 11498
SLA5






Test site instrumentation study. Volume 2; Crash
p0258 N82-18233




Rind tunnel investigations for the flat spin of
slender bodies at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0054] pO115 A82-17755
Viscous flow - nemesis of the theoretician in
pursuit of higher order accuracy
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0389] pOI20 A82-17919
Beview of support interference in dynamic tests
[ A I A A 82-0594] p0237 A82-24668
A calculation method for slender wing-body
configurations in supersonic flow at high angles




Measurements of a three-dimensional boundary layer
on a sharp cone at Bach 3
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0289] pOI85 A82-22083
SLEBDBB ilNGS
NT INFINITE SPAN KINGS
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass
transfer. I - Steady flow over a slender wedge
wing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0979] p0374 A82-31944
Structural optimization of a swept wing on the
basis of the aileron efficiency condition
p0388 A82-34145
Instability effects on pylon and engine loading in
an aircraft with high-aspect-ratio winqs
p0388 A82-34163
Chordwise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary plauform slender wings
p0443 A82-37931
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
wings by the suction analogy
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1385] p0489 A82-39141
Sensitivity analysis and optimization of
aeroelastic stability
p0551 A82-43394
A calculation method for slender wing-body
configurations in supersonic flow at high angles
of attack nonlinear force and pitching
moment characteristics
[BBVG-FBKT-79-15] p0098 N82-13II5
A theoretical investigation of wing rocking
[NASA-CB- 165058] p0140 N82-I503I
Vortex flow correlation water tunnel tests on
thin slender wings
[AD-A 108725] p0307 N82-20468
SLIDING FBICTION
Bub energetics of compressor blade tip seals
p0285 A82-27078
Geometrical aspects of the tribological properties
of graphite fiber reinforced polyimide composites







Design and implementation of efficient algorithms
for automatic determination of corrected slant
range
[AD-A 112248] p0467 N82-27267
TBACALS evaluation report, special report: A
procedure for BIT position improvement using
linear regression analysis of glide slope
structure
[AD-A115926] p0606 N82-33365
Family of airfoil shapes for rotating blades












Three-dimensional flow studies on a slotted
transonic wind tunnel vail
A-388
SUBJECT IIDB1 SOLID STUB DEVICES
UI1A P4PEB 82-0230] p O I I 7 482-17855
Slotted vail test section foe aatoaotive
aerodynamic test facilities
[ A I A A 82-0585] p0237 482-24661
Aerodynaaic behavior of a slender slot m a wind
tunnel vail
p0481 482-38281
A look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel; User's guide
[HASA-TH-83186] p0089 H82-12085
Heasuring the flow properties of slotted
test-section walls




Botating stall in blade rows operating in shear flow
p0186 482-22209
4 high-frequency transonic snail disturbance code
for unsteady flovs in a cascade
(4144 P4PEB 82-0955] p0374 482-31932
Subsonic 3-0 surface panel nethod for rapid
analysis of multiple geoaetry perturbations
C A I A A PAPEfl 82-0993] p037« 482-31954
Transonic small disturbance code for body-wing
configuration coupled with full potential code
for wing alone
p0506 482-40899
Modified version of LTBAH2: 4 calculation nethod
for inviscid transonic flow about thin airfoils
in moderately slow unsteady motion
[HLB-TB-80059-0] pO«06 882-25231
4 finite difference method for the calculation of




Airborne lidar measurements of smoke plume
distribution, vertical transmission, and
particle size
p018l 482-21386
Fuel microemulsions for jet engine smoke reduction
[ASHE P4PEB 82-GT-33] p0420 482-35294




An investigation of engine and test cell operating
conditions on the effectiveness of suoke
suppressant fuel additives
C A D - A 112800] p0476 N82-27527
Smoke abatement system for crash rescue/fire
training facilities
[4D-4114380] P0522 H82-28268
4n investigation of the effects of smoke
suppressant fuel additives on engine and test
 0











Soaring Society of America, National Convention,
Phoenix, AZ, January 14-18, 1981, Proceedings
P0330 A82-294I4
SODAB
Low level wind shear detection system for airport




The effect of NaCl/g/ in high temperature oxidation







D COHPUTEB SISTEflS PEOGBASS
SOIL HECH4BICS
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-A 1014660] p O O U l N82-1I3I3
C-54 operational utility evaluation soil tests and
analysis
[AD-A105555] p0133 B82- 14083
Investigation of compaction criteria for airport
pavement snbgrade soils
[AD-A 108518] p0258 B82-18230
SOIL HOISIOBB
C-5A austere airfield operational utility
evaluation. Phase 2: Operation on anpaved soil
surfaces following rainfall
[AD-A 108597] p0255 H82-18208
SOILS
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-A104660] p004l H82-11313
SOLAS ABB4IS






Solar-powered airplane design for long-endurance,
high-altitude flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0811] P0376 482-31984
SOLAB FOBH4CES
Duplication of radome aerodynamic heating using
the Central Beceiver Test Facility solar furnace
P028I A82-26468
SOLAB POiEBED UBCBAFI
lings in the sun - The evolution of Solar Challenger
P0023 A82-12694
The feasibility of a high-altitude aircraft
platform with consideration of technological and
societal constraints
[SASA-TH-84508J p0535 1182-29313
Stability and control of the Gossamer human
powered aircraft by analysis and flight test
[NASA-CB-163119] p0557 1182-30289




HI SOLAB ELECTBIC PBOPDLSION
Some design considerations for solar-powered
aircraft
[ NASA-IP-1675] p0589 M82-32350
SOLAB SAILS
Solar-powered airplane design for long-endurance,
hiqh-altitnde flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0811] p0376 A82-31984
SOLAB SEBSOBS




Dnsolved problems of nickel cadmium batteries
pOOI6 S82-I1725
SOLID PBOPELL4HT COHBOSTIOB
An investigation of the combustion process in
solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A 104603] p0040 N82-I1232
Combustion behavior of solid fuel ramjets. Volume
1: Correlation of reacting and non-reacting
flow characteristics
[4D-4I06061] pOI36 B82-I43I6
Combustion behavior of solid fuel Bamjets. Volume
2: Effects of fuel properties and fuel-air
mixing on combustion efficiency
[AD-A110796] p0454 H82-26303
Bodeling solid-fuel Bamjet combustion including
radiation heat transfer to the fuel surface
[AD-4107441] p0475 B82-27436
SOLID PBOPELLAHfS
An investigation of the combustion process in
solid fuel ramjets
[AD-4104603] p0040 1182-11232
Combustion behavior of solid fuel Bamjets. Volume
2: effects of fuel properties and fuel-air
mixing on combustion efficiency
[AD-4110796 J p0454 R82-26303
The preparation and characterization of mixtures
of polycyclopentadienes as solid ramjet fuels






NT CBABGB COUPLED DEVICES
4-389
SOLID STUB LASBBS SUBJECT IHDEI
HI CHOS





Solid-state VOBTAC with reiote maintenance and
monitoring
f O \ 2 2 182-18144
L-band power generation in the General Electric
solid-state radar
pOISO A82-1B914
A system design for a Bnltispectral sensor osiug





Diffusion bonding in saperplastic
forming/diffusion bonding
P0222 A82-23754
An experimental investigation of interfacial
temperatures in blade-seal oaterial rubbing of
aircraft compressors
[AIAA PAEBB 82-0890] p0373 A82-3I891
SOLIDIFICATION
Development of iu-can melting process and
eguipaent, 1979 and 1980





Befining and upgrading of synfaels fro* coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82'001127] p0213 H82-17401
Performance of SBC II fuels in gas-turbine
combustors. Alternative-fuels-utilization program
[DE82-010471 ] p0595 H82-325I8
SOLVEHIS ,
Deteroination of selected distillate blending
solvents in simple and complex aircraft fuel











Screech suppression in supersonic jets
C A I A A PAFEB 82-0050] p011« A82-17753






Aeroballistic characteristics of sonobuoy
parachute decelerators limited to a length of
three feet
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1950] p0007 A82-10425
SOOT
The sooting tendency of fuels containing
polycyclic aromatics in a research combustor
[AIAA FAFEB 82-0299] pOI64 A82- 1979 1
Evaluation of fuel injection configurations to
control carbon and soot formation in small GI
combustors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1175] p0417 A82-35041
Chemistry of combustion of fuel-water mixtures
[AD-A105401] P0090 H82-12178
Investigation of soot and carbon formation in
small gas turbine combustors
£HASA-CB-167853) p0354 H82-22267









An iterative finite element-integral technique for
predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets
in steady flight
C A I A A PAPBB 82-0124] poiis A82-17796




Experiments on propeller noise
P0359 H82-22978
SODHD LOCALIZAII08
Study of the source function by the causality





Propeller tip vortex - A possible contributor to
aircraft cabin noise
p0113 A82-17603
Pressure dependence of jet noise and silencing of
blow-offs
p0167 A82-20266
Hodel helicopter rotor low freguency broadband noise
p0273 A82-25772
Evaluation of the acoustic measurement capability
of the NASA Langley V/SIOL wind tunnel open test
section with acoustically absorbent celling and
floor treatments
[HAS1-CB-165796] p0030 H82-10059
Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating
in hush house, HSN 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109828] p0310 H82-21042
Acoustic measurements of F-16 aircraft operating
in hush house, HSN 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A 109829] p0310 H82-21043
OSAF bioenvironmental noise data handbook. Volume
158: F-106A aircraft, near and far-field noise
[AD-AII6930] p0602 N82-33168
SODHD PBOPAGAIIOH
Impedance modeling of acoustic absorbing materials
for aircraft engine applications
p0062 A82-14043
Scattering of sound by a vortex ring
P0104 A82-16148
Ultrasonic method for flow field measurement in
wind tunnel tests
p0166 A82-20054
A comprehensive flight test flyover noise program
P0178 A82-20765
Bigh frequency sound emission from moving point
multipole sources embedded in arbitrary





, Boise control measures in the new Singapore
International Airport
p0107 A82-16746
Development of a transmission loss test facility
for light aircraft structures
p0128 A82-I8728
Experimental modal analysis of the fuselage panels
of an Aero Commander aircraft
(HASA-CB-165750} p0026 M82- 10028
Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise
prediction methods
p0248 882-18148
Acoustic measurements of F-15 aircraft operating
in hush house, HSH 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A109828] p0310 N82-2I042
Analytical prediction of the interior noise for
cylindrical models of aircraft fuselages for
prescribed exterior noise fields. Phase 2:
Models for sidewall trim, stiffened structures
and cabin acoustics with floor partition
£HASA-CB-165869] p0358 H82-22952
Hoise transmission loss of aircraft panels using
acoustic intensity methods
[BASA-TP-2046J p0564 H82-3I069
Sound transmission through ducts and aircraft








HI JET AIBCBAFI NOISE
A-390
SUBJECT ISDBI SPACE IBAISPOBIMIOB SISTB8 FLIGHTS
BT BOISE (SOUND)
NT SOHIC BOOHS
Scattering of sound by a vortex ciog
pOI04 182-16146
Investigation of acoustic interactions in jet
thrust augnenting ejectors
[AD-AI06083] p Q I O I H82-I3835
Dnsteady ejectors
p0362 N82-23171







The Hydrographic Airborne Laser Sounder (HALS)
[ 4 D - A I I I 0 2 7 ] p0460 B82-26660
SOOTH CABOLIBA
Baximizing South Carolina's aviation resources:
Identifying potentially profitable coaouter
airline routes, volume 2
[PB82-1393S3J P0532 M82-29277
SOOTH KOBBA








Extravehicular Activity/Air Traffic Control






The Global Positioning System Evaluator
facility for testing in simulated mde range
environments
pOISI 482-21588
Performance of the AEDC Hark 1 Aerospace
Environmental Chamber vithout oil diffusion
pumping
[ AD-A111406] p0457 N82-26322




Fiscal year 1981 scientific and technical reports,
articles, papers, and presentations
[NASA-TB-82445] pO195 N82- 16927








Computer image generation for flight simulation
pOOSl A82-15599
SPACE LABOBATOBIES
NT ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY LSBOBATOBI
SPACE BISSIOBS
Aeronautics and space report of the President,
1980 activities ^ - - -
CNASA-TB-84079] p O I 4 7 B82- 16022
N A S A pocket statistics
[NASA-TB-84134] p0260 N82-19084
SPACE BAVIGAIIOB
National Aerospace Beeting, Trevose, PA, April
8-10, 1981, Proceedings
p002l 482- 12626
Bemory reguirements for future navigation systems
p0022 A82-12637
SPACE PEBCEPTIOI
Effect of contrast on space perception in TV
displays of the external scene observed by the
pilot German book
p0297 A82-28395
A laboratory evaluation of the suitability of a
xenon flashtube signal as an aid-to-navigation
[AD-AII0729] P0449 S82-26265
Influence of contrast on spatial perception in TV
display of moving images
[FB-50] p0477 B82-27609
SPACE PBOGBAHS





SPICE SHUTTLE OBBITAL FLIGHT TESTS
D SPACE TR4BSPQBTATIOH SISTEB FLIGHTS
SPACE SHDTTLE OBBITAL PLIGHTS
D SPACE TBAHSPOBTATION SISTEH FLIGHTS
SPACE SBOTTLE OBBIIEBS
The residue-measure criterion for aodel reduction
in the analysis of the NASA Space Shuttle's
digital flight control system
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0369] p0120 A82-17909
Analytical prediction of aerospace vehicle
vibration environments
[ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-29] p0160 A82-19305
Numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow
field
CAIAA PAPEB 82-0028] p0266 482-27083
Approximate method of predicting heating on the
vindvard side of Space shuttle Orbiter and
comparisons Kith flight data
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0823] p0373 A82-31853
NASA Dryden's experience in parameter estimation
and its uses in flight test
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1373] p0489 A82-39I3S
Force and moment, fIon-visualization, and
boundary-layer tests on a shuttle orbiter model
at Bach 6
[NASA-TP-1952] p0097 N82-13106
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation experienced on the approach and
landing test of the space shuttle
[BASA-TB-81366] p O l O O B82-13149
Comparison of analytical predictions of
longitudinal short period pilot-induced
oscillations with results from a simulation









The Space Shuttle vehicle checkout involving
flight avionics softnare
[ A I A A 81-2.141] pOOOl 482-10100
Ose of Space shuttle technology in conventional
aircraft
[AIAA 8I-2J76] p0002 482-10125
Besearch and technology annual report, 1981
[NASA-TB-81333] p0195 N82-17081
Development and demonstration of manufacturing




Performance of the AEDC Bark I Aerospace
Environmental Chamber vithout oil diffusion
pumping




The Harshall Space Flight Center KC-135 zero
gravity test program for-FI 1981
[BASA-Tfl-82476] p0458 N82-26350
SPACE fBABSPOBTATIOI
NT SPACE SHDTTLE OBBITEBS
NT SPACE IBABSPOBTATION SY.STEB
A study of flight control reguirements for




NT SPACE SHUTTLE OBBITEBS
HT SPACE SHUTTLES
NT SPACE TBANSPOBTATION SXSTEB FLIGHTS
Fiscal year 1981 scientific and technical reports,
articles, papers, and presentations
[NASA-TB-82445] pOI9S N82-16927
Besearch and Technology annual report FT.-1981
[NASA-TB-84199] p0371 N82-24I37
SPACE IBABSPOBIATIOI SISIBB FLIGHTS
Selected stability and control derivatives from
A-39I
SPACE TOGS SOBJECT IIDBI
the first Space shuttle entry
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2451] p0056 182-13680
SPACE IOCS
A study of flight control requirements foe
advanced. Hinged, earth-to-orbit vehicles with
fac-aft center-of-gravity locations
[HASA-CB-3491] p0267 H82-19226
SPACE VEHICLE CHECKOUT PBOGBAfl
The Space shuttle vehicle checkout involving
flight avionics software








Spiral slotted phased antenna array
[HASA-CASE-BSC-18532-1] p0476 H82-27558
SPACECBAFI CHiBGIIG
A study of the effect of the flight vehicle body




Ponder metallurgy superalloys - Aerospace
materials for the 1980*s; Proceedings of the
Conference, Zurich, Switzerland, November 18-20,
1980. Volume I
p0020 482-12495
Aerospace applications of composites
p0547 482-42675
Development and demonstration of Bannfacturiog




Synthesis of system for evaluating gyrostabilizer
state with unknown disturbances
pOOIS 482-11469
Selected stability and control derivatives from
the first Space Shuttle entry
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2451] p0056 A82-13880
BAVSIAB Global Positioning System
pOII? 482-17310
An on board supervisory system for applications in
space missions
[IMPE-2097-BPE/327] p0256 H82-18216
Comparison of analytical predictions of
longitudinal short period pilot-induced
oscillations with results from a simulation
study of the space shuttle orbiter
[HASA-TH-83267] p0368 H82-23236







Inverse heat-transfer problems - Domains of
application in the design and testing of
technical systems
p0274 A82-25971
CDS-the designer's media, the analyst's model
Configuration Development System for aircraft
P05I4 A82-40991








Er.xdging the gap from aircraft to space computers
[ A I A A 81-2142] p0002 482-10101
HAECOH 1981; Proceedings of the national Aerospace
and Electronics Conference, Dayton, OB, Bay








0 SPACE VEHICLE CHECROOT PBOGBAB
SPACBCBAFT PBOPOLSIOI
HI SOLAB BLECIB-IC PBOPDLSIOH
81 SOLAB PBOPDLSIOH
Ihe technology of the assembly of engines for




Electric flight systems, overview
p0260 H82-19I35
SPACECRAFT BBBITBI
Selected stability and control derivatives from
the first Space Shuttle entry
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2451] p0056 A82-13880
SPACBCBAFT STBOCTOBES
Calculation pf sensitivity derivatives in thermal
problems by finite differences
p018l A82-21391
Finite element analysis of some aerospace shell
structures
p0382 A82-33515
Electroforming of space and aircraft structures
[HBB-BB-491-0] p0258 H82-18419
Development and demonstration of manufacturing




HI POIHIIHG COHIBOL SISIEBS
SPACIIG
IT AIBCBAFT APPBOACB SPACIHG
SPAHIISE BLOBTI6
HI BLOIIHG
Unsteady response of rectangular wings in spanwise
uniform shear flow
p0277 A82-26340
Dovnwash behind a wing with spanwise blowing
P0382 A82-33514
Advanced exhaust nozzle concepts using spanwise
blowing for aerodynamic lift enhancement
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1132] p0438 A82-37692
Close-coupled canard-wing vortex interaction and
Beynolds stress acquisition
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1368] p0489 A82-39132
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise blowing
p0514 A82-40988
lest results of chordwise and spanwise blowing for
low-speed lift augmentation
P0515 A82-40999
A study on numerical method for evaluating
spanwise integral in subsonic lifting-surface
theory
[HAL-IB-661I] p0034 882-11035
Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics




Cannibalization of the F-14 and S-3A aircraft: A
viable logistic
[40-4111207] pQ393 H82-24163
Ihe Sortie-Generation Bodel system. Volume 6:
Spares subsystem
[AD-A110900] p0447 H82-26226
A preliminary analysis of IF34-100/400 jet engine
rework data in support of the HBP system
implementation at HABF Alameda
[AD-A114452] p0558 H82-30308
Palm's theorem for nonstationary processes
[40-4117089] p06!4 H82-34135SPABI leuiioi
A spark ignition model for liquid fuel sprays





Some potential novel approaches to the automatic








Hierarchical specification of the SIFT fault
tolerant flight control system
A-392
SOBJECI IBDBI Silt liSK
p0197 H82-17106
An eiploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from vhole crude shale oil. Pact 1:
Preliminary process analyses
[AD-AM2681] p0527 H82-28462
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel froo vhole crude shale oil. Cart 3:
Production of specification of JP-<4 fuel from
geokinetics shale oil
[AD-A112683] p0528 B82-28461
Grob aircraft construction: The G 110 flies
[HASA-TB-76893] p0558 H82-30303
Helicopter noise definition report DH-601, S-76,
A-109. 206-L














Program for narrow-band analysis of aircraft
flyover noise using ensemble averaging techniques
[HASA-CB-165867] p03S8 H82-22949
SPECIBAL BBSOLOIIOH




High-sensitivity holographic plates PL-3B
p0519 432-41575
SPECTBAL SIGIATOBES
Collection and simulation of spatial infrared
signatures of military jet aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2491] p0058 A82-I3921
SPECTBOnBIBBS
HI G A H n A BAY SPECTBOHBIEBS
NT IHFBABED SPECIBOBEIEBS
HI LASEB SPECIBOaEIEBS
Evaluation of plasma source spectrometers for the









Ihe use of Doppler spectroscopy to study the
characteristics of the polydisperse
characteristics of emulsion water and solid
microimpurities in aviation fuels
p0186 A82-22198
Determination and analysis of jet and missile fuel
deposits





HI X BAY SPiCTBUSCOPY
SPECIB08 AHALISIS
Digital spectral analysis of the noise froa short
duration impulsively started jets
P0434 482-36191
Naximum-entropy spectral analysis of radar clutter
P0584 A82-47407







Using voice control onboard combat aircraft
p0092 H82-13056
Evaluation of a voj.ce recognition system for the
HOIAS pseudo pilot station function
[HASA-IB-84487] p0406 H82-25235
SPBBD COITBOL
Procedures and analysis techniques for determining
static air minimum control speeds
P0021 482-12564
Flight investigations of integrated descent rate
control systems
P0076 482-14929
High speed VSCF generator design consideration
computer aided design for Variable Speed
CoLstant Frequency generator
P0230 482-24379
Ihe effect of critical design parameters on the
selection pf a VSCF system
P0230 A82-24381
Packaging the VSCF system for an aircraft engine
environment
p0230 A82-24383
Saving of vind turbines vith blade cyclic-pitch
variation
CDEB 1-029639] P046I H82-26822
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control







A true air speed sensor for miniature unmanned
aircraft
[BAB-TB-SPACE-287] POI33 H82-14086
Evaluation of the helicopter low airspeed system
LASSIE
P025I H82-18172
Correlation of Preston-tube data vith laminar skin





Three-engine control system for the prototype
EH-101 helicopter






Transient phenomena of shock-induced turbulent
separation for a spikebody and stalling airfoil
at transonic and supersonic speeds
(4144 PAPEB 82-1362] P0549 A82-42950
SPILLING
Pollution of the soil by aviation gasoline
[PHL-1979-4 I] pOI47 H82-15596
Ihe biological degradation of spilled jet fuels:
A literature reviev
[AD-A 110758] p0461 H82-26873
SPIB DYIABICS
A microprocessor-based data acquisition system for
stall/spin research
[AIAA 81-2177] P0002 482-10126
lind tunnel investigations for the flat spin of
slender bodies at high angles of attack
[AIAd PAPEB 82-0054] pO 115 A82-17755
An analytical technique for the analysis of
airplane spin entry and recovery
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0243] p0164 A82-19786
Applications of parameter estimation in the study
of spinning airplanes
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1309] p0487 A82-39090
Prediction of high alpha flight characteristics
utilizing rotary balance data
pOSIO A82-40953
SPIB BBDOCTIOI
A criterion for the prediction of the recovery
characteristics of spinning aircraft
[BAE-TH-AEBO-2251] p0267 H82-19223
SPIB SIABILIZATIOI
Current perspectives on emergency spin-recovery
systems
p0549 A82-43264
Spin-tunnel investigation of a 1/13-scale model of






SPIBAL ANTENNAS SOBJECf IHDBX
The US&F lest Pilot School high angle of attack
and spin training program
p0076 A82-14932
Navy spin evaluation of the 4-7 airplane
configured Kith automatic maneuvering flaps
p0076 182-14933
F/A-I8A high angle of attack/spin testing
p0076 A82-14934
Hind tunnel investigations for the flat spin of
slender bodies at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0054] pOH5 A82-17755
Prediction of high alpha flight characteristics
utilizing rotary balance data
pOSIO A82-409S3
Spin behaviour of the Pilatus PC-7 lurbor Trainer
p0513 A82-40979
Spin tests of a single-engine, high-mug light
airplane
[NASA-IP-1927] p0189 N82-16068




Spiral slotted phased antenna array
[NASA-CASE-HSC-18532-1] p0476 H82-27558
SPIEAL iBAPPISG
Mathematical models for the synthesis and




Development of an efficient procedure for




Flight testing the nonmetallic spline coupling
technology at the Naval Air lest Center
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2405] p0056 A82-13891
SPLIT FLAPS
Experimental flight test programs for improving
combat aircraft maneuverability by maneuver
flaps and pylon split flaps
P0347 H82-22I92
SPOILEB SLOT AI1BBONS
Spoilers or auxiliary flaps
p0241 A82-24973
SPOILEBS
Flight investigations of integrated descent rate
control systems
p0076 A82-14929
Unsteady flow patterns associated with spoiler
control devices
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0127] p0115 A82-17798
Basic studies of the flow fields of
airfoil-flap-spoiler systems
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0173] p0184 A82-22060
Experimental study of the flovfield of an airfoil
with deflected spoiler
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0126] p0286 A82-27086
Development of the advanced composite ground
spoiler for C-1 Bedlam transport aircraft
P0495 A82-39895
Theoretical investigation of the influence of
spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of an
aircraft with direct lift control
[ESA-TI-681] p0027 H82-10036
Development acd evaluation of automatic landing
control lavs for light ving loading S10L aircraft
[NASA-en-166160] p0028 N82-10043
System identification of the longitudinal motion
of the DFVLB HFB 320 research aircraft with
particular consideration of control surface
effectiveness
[ESA-T1-666] p0028 N82-10045
Summary of theoretical considerations and vind
tunnel tests of an aerodynamic spoiler for stall
proofing a general aviation airplane
[NASA-CB-165100] p0187 1182-16046
The effect of a veil on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler vind tunnel flow visualization and
pressure measurement
[BD-268] p0263 H82-19194
Analysis and flight evaluation of a small,
fixed-King aircraft equipped with hinged plate
spoilers
[NASA-CB-166247] p0352 N82-22243
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
(HASA-CB-165826] p0356 N82-22314
Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
[MASA-CASE-LAB-I2412-I] p0396 1182-24205
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements
(AD-AI 13621] p0469 882-27287
SPOOLS
Cavitation inception la spool valves
pOIOS A82-16428
SPOI WELDS
Production weldbonding on the A-10 aircraft
p0327 A82-28995
A comparison of properties of single overlap




Fatigue behavior of weldbonded joints
P0518 A82-41115
SPBAI NOZZLES
The dispersion of drop sizes in gas turbine fuel
nozzle sprays
POOI9 482-12 107
Helicopter icing spray system - Improvements and
flight experience
p0023 A82-12696




Improved plasma sprayed HCr&lY coatings for
aircraft gas turbine applications
pOI76 A82-20742

















The influence of technology advances on integrated
CNI avionics Integrated Communication,




Assessment of the dynamic response of a structure
when modified by the addition of mass, stiffness
or dynamic absorbers
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-18] p0442 A82-37790
SQOILLS
Active gust and maneuver load control concepts
with the example of the Airbus A300. Part 1:
Explanation of a regular in the time zone of
wind gust load decrease and examination of its
effectiveness in stochastic gusts
[BBB-FE-172/S/POB/39-PT-I] p0267 N82-I9228
SQUEEZE FILHS
Experimental evaluation of squeeze film supported
flexible rotors
lASBB PAPEB 82-GT-233] p0428 A82-35415
Solution to a bistable vibration problem using a
plain, nncentralized squeeze film damper bearing
[ASMS PAPEB 82-GT-28I] p0430 A82-35455
The effect of journal misalignment on the oil-film
forces generated in a squeeze-film damper
[ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-285] p0430 A82-35457
Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
finite element codes. II - Bearing element
implementation, overall numerical
characteristics and benchmarking
(ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-292] p0430 A82-35462








SUBJECT IB DEI ST4BILIZBBS (FLOIO DIBAHZCS)
NT AIBCB4FT STABILITY
NT ATTITUDE ST4BILITY





















Effects of fan inlet temperature disturbances on
the stability of a turbofan engine
[N4S4-TH-82699] p0256 N82-18222




Guidance for the use of equivalent sy£teas with
HIL-F-8785C for aircraft flight control
systems
[4144 P4PEB 82-1355] pO<489 482-39 124
Implicit model-following technique - Application
to the design of longitudinal stability
augmentation systems
pOSSI 482-43571
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume 2: APT c.G. simulation and
analysis
[NASA-CB-159098] pOI45 H82-15077
4 redundancy concept for a digital CS4S
p0251 H82-18170
Control lav design to meet constraints using
SYHPAC-synthesis package for active controls
[NASA-TH-83264] p0356 H82-22280
Unified results of several analytical and
experimental studies of helicopter handling
qualities in visual terrain flight
p0365 N82-23215
An assessment of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for night nap-of-Earth flight using
piloted simulation
p0365 N82-23216
Development of a Ion risk augmentation system for







Selected stability and control derivatives from
the first Space shuttle entry
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2451 ] poose A82-13880
Analytical control Ian for desirable aircraft
lateral handling qualities
pOI83 482-2191(1
Numerical calculation of lift, noaent coefficient
and dynamic stability derivatives on
sideslipping wings in unsteady supersonic flows
P0185 482-22111
Cross and cross-coupling derivative measurements
on the standard dynamics model at 4EDC
[4144 82-0596] p0237 482-24670
Calculation of the lift distribution and
aerodynamic derivatives of quasi-static elastic
aircraft
p0390 482-34639
Application of Kalman filtering technique to
aerodynamic derivatives tor a helicopter
p0577 482-45189
Two-dimensional apparent masses for cross-flow
sections of wing-store configurations
p0583 482-46801
Evaluation and vind tunnel tests of the 4,000 Ib
(normal-force) pitch/yaw and roll dynamic
stability balance systems for measuring direct,
cross, and cross-coupling derivatives
(40-4105122) pOOSS H82-12047
Interactive aircraft flight control and
aeroelastic stabilization forward swept ving
flight vehicles
[N4S4-CB-165036] p O l O O N82-13150
Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades
at low speed
pOI42 N82-I5050
Development and trial of a rotary balance for the
3 B-low speed wind tunnels in the Federal
Bepnblic of Germany
[BflPT-FB-i-81-022] p0146 N82-IS083
An experimental study of the effect of tail
configuration on the spinning characteristics of
general aviation aircraft static wind tunnel
force measurements
[N4S4-CB-168578] p0267 N82-19224
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a
1/24 scale F- 111 aircraft model with three
external store loadings
[4D-4 109449] p0302 N82-20158
Aerodynamic interactions between a 1/6 scale
helicopter rotor and a body of revolution
[N4S4-TH-84247] p0521 H82-28252




HT FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS
NT HIND TUNNEL STABILITY TESTS
The residue-measure criterion for model reduction
in the analysis of the NAS4 Space Shuttle's
digital flight control system
[4144 PAPEB 82-0369] pO120 482-17909
Evaluating the effectiveness of hydrorefining of




Beview of helicopter Hast Mounted Sight (HHS) base
motion isolation and Line-of-Sight (LOS)
stabilization concepts
p0251 N82-181S6
Integration of inertial sensors in helicopters
p0251 N82-18173




Stability of a three-stage dynamic stand
p0243 482-25353
Analyzing stable pad disturbances and design of a
sensor vault to monitor pad stability
[4144 82-1585] pOU86 482-39011
Beview of helicopter Hast Hounted Sight (HHS) base
motion isolation and Line-of-Sight (LOS)
stabilization concepts
p0251 N82-18166
Hast mounted visual aids
p0251 N82-18167
Software features applicable to inertial
measurement unit self alignment
[4D-4I085I1] p0253 N82-18 196
STiBILIZBBS (AGB1TTS)




NT HOBI20NTAL TAIL SUBF4CES
The effect of the shape of a body on the
efficiency of its utilization as a flame
stabilizer
p028l 482-26483
Pressure measurements on twin vertical tails in
buffeting flow
[4144 82-0641] p0337 482-30138
Bonded aluminum honeycomb - Aircraft flight
surface primary structure application
[4144 82-0676] p0338 A82-30145
Development status of a composite vertical
stabilizer for a jet trainer
p0496 482-39897




STABLE OSCILLATIOBS SUBJECT IIDEX
Non-honeycomb F-16 horizontal stabilizer
structural design
pOS09 A82-40936
Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft at
the air force base in Bandirna, Turkey
pQ2U 862-17353
Investigation of an improved structural model for




Stability and self-oscillations of coaxial rotors
p0342 482-31603
STAG6EEIS6
Local heat transfer to staggered arrays of
impinging circular air jets
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-211] p0427 A82-35401
STAGHAIIOB FLOH
Effects of intake geometry on circular pitot
intake performance at zero and lov forward speeds
p0093 S82-13070
SIAGHiTIOI PBESSOEE
The excitation of compressor/duct systems
p0327 A82-28993
The influence of flow rate on the wake in a
centrifugal impeller
[ASH£ PAPEB 82-GT-45] p0421 A82-35303
Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless missile at Bach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.
Volume 1: Irapezoidal tail
[NASA-TM-80097] p0098 N82-131IO
StASHiTIOl TEBFEBATOBE
Ideal ramjet - Optimum H sub infinity for fuel
limit and material limit
p0380 A82-33143
STAINLESS STEELS
Geometrical aspects of the tribological properties
of graphite fiber reinforced polyimide composites
[ASLE PhEPBINT 82-AH-5A-2 ] p0443 A82-37855
STAMPING
The technology of sheet-metal stamping in the





Aircraft alerting systems standardization study
[AIAA 81-2242] p0048 A82-13468
Airworthiness regulation: Ihat is our strategy -
What are the issues
p0224 A82-24006
The challenge of standardizing fatigue methodology
p0238 A82-24703
Haval Air Systems Command /NAVAIB/ ATE program -
Standardized ATE for the carrier environment
p0294 A82-27892
A standard control display unit for multi-aircraft
application
p0092 N82-13054
Standardization study for advanced aircraft
armament system program
[ A D - A I 0 7 6 8 I ] p020l N82-I7156
Development and use of dynamic gualification
standards for Air Force stores
p0343 H82-22I5S
Beport from the lorking Party on New liber Materials
standardization and strength
p0398 N82-24512
Opportunities exist to achieve greater
standardization of aircraft and helicopter seats
[AD-A111718] p0448 H82-26259
Photointerpretation key for pine regeneration





Standardization of helicopter fatigue methodology
- A nanufacturer's view
p0238 A82-24704
Perspectives of the flying qualities specification
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1354] p0489 A82-39123
Botorcraft icing: Status and prospects
[ A G A B D - A B - ' f i 6 ] p0036 H82-11056
Proposed standard reguireoents and procedures for
icing clearance
p0036 882-11061
Joint OS/DSSB mode S compatibility test program,
volume 1
[PB82-126616] p0314 N82-21I73
Joint US/USSE mode S compatibility test program,
volume 2
(BB62-U662M p03U 882-2117*
Standards in aircraft noise certification
[PNB-90052] p0322 N82-22005
Minimum operational performance standards for
automatic direction finding (ADF) eguipmeut
[BTCA/DO-179] p0523 N82-28270
Helicopter noise definition report OH-60A, s-76,
A-109, 206-L
CAD-AI16363] p0574 N82-32083
Development of avionics installation interface
standards
f A D - A 116853] p0608 H82-33384
STAHDIH6 HAVES
Circnmferentially segmented duct lines optimized
for axisymmetric and standing wave sources
reducing noise from turbofau engines galerkin
method acoustic attenuation








Conditions of pulsed starting of supersonic wind
tunnel diffusors
p0274 A82-25795




U EQUATIONS OF STATE
STATE VECTOBS
Synthesis of system for evaluating gyrostabilizer
state with unknown disturbances
p0015 Afa2-11469
Optimization of measurements in the state
estimation of systems using the least squares
method
p0333 A82-29826




The effect of a well on the aerodynamics of a
spoiler wind tunpel flow visualization and
pressure measurement
tBU-268] p0263 N82-19194
Static internal performance of single
expansion-ramp nozzles with thrust vectoring and
reversing
[NASA-TP-1962] p0302 N82-20I56
Methodology for determining elevon deflections to
trim and maneuver the DAST vehicle with negative
static margin
[NASA-TB-84499] p0526 N82-28299
Static investigation of the circulation control
wing/upper surface blowing concept applied to
the guiet short haul research aircraft
[NASA-Tfl-84232] p0588 N82-32343
STATIC ELECTBICITI
Instrumentation for testing aircraft antistatic
protection
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1982-7] p0389 A82-34495
Static charging and its effects on avionic systems
p0432 A82-35732
STATIC FBICTION
Static charging and its effects on avionic systems
p0432 A82-35732
STATIC LOADS
Static and aeroelastic optimization of aircraft
p0444 A82-37945
Static investigations of rotor blades under
deadweight and during stationary operation
[ISD-269] p0214 N82-17639
STATIC PBESSOBE
Static pressure in the slipstream of a propeller
p0225 A82-24023
An investigation of the swirl in an S-duct
P0297 A82-283I8
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a SO
degree clipped delta wing at H = 0.9
[AIAA 82-0686] p0338 A82-30153
A-396
SUBJECT IHDBI SIAIOB BLADES
Experimental investigation of turbulent nail-jets
ID the presence of adverse pressure gradients in
a rectangular diffnser
P0378 A82-32330
Investigation of the transonic calibration
characteristics of turbine static pressure probes
[ASBE PAPEE 82-GT-280] pO<«30 A82-35454
Aerodynamic behavior of a slender slot in a vind
tunnel nail
p0481 A82-38281
Analysis and Hind tunnel tests of a probe used to
sense altitude through measurenent of static
pressure
[AIAA PAPEE 82-1361] p0489 A82-39I28
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a
60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices
(data report)
[NASA-CB-165806] p0139 H82-15014
Low-speed measurements of the static pressure
distribution and overall forces on a cambered
and a symmetric mild gothic mng of aspect ratio
1.4 in a mnd tunnel
[BAE-TR-80066] p0312 H82-21161
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta King at H = 0.9
conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[NASA-TH-83297] p0363 H82-23I95






The use of observers on relaxed static stability
aircraft
p0068 A82- 14740
Control lav development for a close—coupled
canard, relaxed static stability fighter
[AIAA PAPEE 82-0180] p0164 A82-19784
A unified and generalized definition of static
longitudinal stability in aircraft
p0377 A82-32135
Hodal control of relaxed static stability aircraft
[ A I A A 82-1524] p04S4 A82-38944
Aerodynamic characteristics and store loads of a
1/24 scale F-111 aircraft model with three
external store loadings
[ A D - A 1 0 9 4 4 9 ] p0302 H82-20158
An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal tail loads, of a control
configured jet transport with relaxed static
stability
p0455 H82-26313
Active control technology in aircraft
p0585 H82-32303
Development of a lov risk augmentation system for
an energy efficient transport having relaxed
static stability
[NASA-CB-159166] p0592 H82-32377
Development of methods for assessment of gliding
parachute applications
[AD-A 117 103] p0605 H82- 33356
STATIC TESTS
Design features of a sea-based multipurpose
V/STOL, STOVL, and STOL aircraft in a support
role for the O.S. Havy
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2650] pO 157 A82-192I8
A comprehensive flight test flyover noise program
p0178 A82-20765
Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra from
static tests
[NASA-TH-83219] pO 139 N82- 14880
Static investigations of rotor blades under
deadweight and during stationary operation
[ISD-269] P02I4 H82-17639
Static and dynamic investigations for the model of
a wind rotor
[ISD-272] P02I4 082-17642
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet wing/flap
interactions of the external USB configuration
of STOL aircraft. Part 2: full scale model
experiment using FJB710 turbofan engine
[SAL-TB-687T-PT-2] p0270 N82-19945
Static internal performance of single
expansion-raap nozzles with thrust vectoring and
reversing
[HASA-TP-1962] p0302 N82-20I56
Fluctuating pressures on fan blades of a turbofan
engine: Static and wind-tunnel investigations
[NASA-TP-1976] p0309 H82-2I037




Take-off ground roll of propeller driven aircraft











NT ANALYSIS OF VABIAHCE
HT COBBELATIOH COEFFICIENTS
NT COVABIAHCE
NT HOLTIVABIATB STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT OBTBOGONALITY
NT PBOBABILITY DEHSITY FOHCTIOHS





A criterion for determining the causes of wind
shear at Punta Baisi Airport, on the basis of
statistical data from barograph records
pOOSO A82-15468
Prediction of aircraft interior noise using the
statistical energy analysis method
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-102] p016l A82-19332
Direct comparison of community response to road
traffic noise and to aircraft noise
p0218 A82-22974
Badome rain damage - An environmental analysis
technique
p0281 A82-26464
Statistical analysis methods for characterizing
composite materials
p0290 A82-27I62
Fatigue life prediction of helicopter pitch link
using Kamau life calculation methods
P0387 A82-34125
Assessment of aircraft
susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning and
development of lightning-protection design
criteria
P0433 A82-35734
Problems with the use of percentages in the
analysis of AAES data Aircrew Automated
Escape Systems
p0556 A82-44293
FAA statistical handbook of aviation
[AD-A109289] p0263 H82-I9198
Statistical analysis and time series modeling of
air traffic operations data from flight service
stations and terminal radar approach control
facilities: Two case studies
[AD-A109873] p0304 N82-20172
Beview of rotorcraft accidents 1977-1979
[PB82-I 15601] p035l N82-22237
Program for narrow-band analysis of aircraft
flyover noise using ensemble averaging technignes
[NASA-CB-165867] p0358 N82-22949
Botor fragment protection program: Statistics on
aircraft gas turbine ngine rotor failures that
occurred in O.S. commercial aviation during 1978
[NASA-CB-165388] p0473 H82-27316
Fieid studies of the Air Force procedures(NOISECHECK) for measuring community noise
exposure from aircraft operations









Effect of wakes of upstream stator blades on the
rotor of an axial flow compressor
p0276 A82-26208
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
A-397
SlilOBS SOBJECT IIDBI
of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and Kith design
pressure ratio of 1.32
[NASA-TP-1974J f0266 H82-19222
Laser anemometer measurements in an annular
cascade of core turbine vanes and comparison
mth theory
[NASA-TP-2018] p0447 N82-26234
Engine dynamic analysis with general nonlinear
finite element codes. Fart 2: Bearing element




Secondary flow effects and mixing of the vake
behind a turbine stator
[ASflB PAPEB 82-GT-46J p0422 A82-3530«
Comparison of experimental and analytic
performance for contoured endwall stators
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1286] pO»97 A82-40422
Cold-air performance of a 15.41-ca-tip-diameter
axial-flow power turbine with variable-area
stator designed for a 75-kH automotive gas
turbine engine
[NASA-TB-82644] p0316 NB2-21193
Research on turbine rotor-stator aerodynamic
interaction and rotor negative incidence stall
C A D - S I 10311] p0318 M82-21203
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endvall stators
[NASA-TB-82877] p0454 882-26299
Status of laser anemometry in turbomachinery
research at the Lewis Besearch Center
p0598 HB2-32686
STEA.DT FLOS
Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortex method
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-0351] p0185 A82-22094
Transonic flow past thin wings
P0274 A82-25995
Supercritical flow past symmetrical airfoils
p0275 482-26130
Feedback control of a cantilever uing in steady
airflow
[AIAA 82-0729] p0340 A82-30177
Hypersonic interactions with surface oass,
transfer. I - Steady flow over a slender wedge
wing
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0979] p0374 A82-31944
Finite difference computation of the steady
transonic potential flew around airplanes
P0031 N82-10981
SIEiDI STATE
Ihe effects of flexibility on the steady-state
performance of small ribbon parachute models
[AIAA PAPE8 81-1923] p0006 A82-10408
STEAB IDBBIIES
Influence of correlations and computational




NT HIGH STBENG1H STEELS
NT STAINLESS STEELS
Effect of mechanical surface and heat treatments
on erosion resistance
P0285 A82-27071
Advantages and limitations in the use of diverse
materials for aircraft construction







Radiating elements for heaispherically scanned




Describing function analysis of nonlinear nose
gear shimmy
[ASBE PAPEB 81-BA/DSC-20] p0234 A82-24565








failure analysis of variable reluctance stepper






The design of a viewing system for near real ti»e
stereo images from a DBA borne linescan sensor
Unmanned Aircraft
p0494 A82-39746
Assessment of stereographies for fire control and
















Dnistructure - A new concept for light weight
integrally stiffened skin structure
p0389 A82-34486
STIFFNESS
Damping and stiffness of aligned discontinuous
fiber reinforced polymer composites
[AIAA 82-0712] p0335 A82-30I02
Aeroelastic flutter and divergence of stiffness
coupled, graphite/epoxy, cantilevered plates
[ A I A A 82-0722] p0340 A82-30I72
Structural optimization of a swept wing on the
basis of the aileron efficiency condition
p0388 A82-34145
Assessment of the dynamic response of a structure
when modified by the addition of mass, stiffness
or dynamic absorbers
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-18] p0442 482-37790
Stiff! .'3S degradation of impact damaged structure
p0203 N82-I7168
Torsional stiffness element based on




Formation of triangular-element stiffness matrix
using sliding interpolation
p0014 482-1 Ufa
An algorithm for calculating the compliance
matrices of aircraft structures by the
substructure method as applied to aeroelasticity
problems
p0388 A82-34I61
Calculation of the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
p04B3 A82-38475
An influence coefficient method for the
application of the modal technique to wing
flutter suppression of the DAST ABR-1 wing
[NASA-CB-165772] p0038 N82- 11070
Bodal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite
element approach and measurement by ground
vibration test
p02U5 H82-18127
Calculation pf the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
[HBB-OD-334-81-0] p04 10 B82-25334
SIIBOLATEO EBISSIOI DEVICES


















Synthesis of system for evaluating gyrostabilizer
state nth unknown disturbances
p O O I S A82-II469
The correlation of flight test and analytic M-on-H
air combat exchange ratios flany-on-Bany
[AIAl PIPES 82-1328] p0488 482-39105
The role of the scale parameter in service load
assessment and simulation of aircraft flight
p0516 482-141011
Theory of stochastic optimal control some basic
notions
p0038 N82-II07S
An introduction to stocnasic optimal control theory
P0038 H82-11076
Implenentable differential equations for nonlinear
filtering radar tracking
CNLB-BP-81037 U) p0600 B82-33120
Palm's theorem for nonstationary processes
[ A D - A I I 7 0 8 9 ] p06!4 N82-34135
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Mhere is cobalt irreplaceable
p0243 A82-25538
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New separators for battery systems
pOOIS 482-11715
STOBA6E STABILITY
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. II - The effect
of selected compounds on the storage stability
of Jet A turbine fuel
p0186 482-22210
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of
coal-derived Lewis bases on storage stability of
Jet A turbine fuel
pOI66 A82-22241
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Vapor condensation control of JP-4 emissions from
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Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front
[AD-AI15447] p0562 N82-30804
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Applications of conventional and Ooppler radars
for aviation safety
p0003 482-10215
X-band vs C-band aircraft radar - The relative
effects of beanwidth and attenuation in severe
storm situations
pOI65 A82-19858
Aircraft measurements and analysis of severe
storms: 1976 field experiment
[NASA-CB-I685I9] p0259 H82-18803















The external balance system of the German-Dutch
windtnnnel ONR and its strain gage load cells
pOS49 A82-43184




Improved techniques for the calibration and
measurement of in-flight loads
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2502] p0058 482-13921
Evaluation of crack growth gages for service life
tracking
p0284 A82-26652
Ground calibration of a strain-ganged CT-4A
aircraft (1979)
[AD-A 107847] pOI89 N82-I6073
STBAII BATE
Bnvironsental and high strain rate effects on
composites for engine applications




The use of small strakes to reduce interference
drag of a low wing, twin engine airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1323] p0487 482-39100
Influence of strakes on coefficients of
longitudinal stability
CSBB-FE-I22/S/PUB/22] p0319 082-21215
Unsteady pressure measurements at stall and
buffeting
[DFVLB-BITT-79-09] p0364 N82-23I98
Hinged strake aircraft control system
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Fast and accurate gyrocompass using strapdown
tuned rotor gyros as a solution to combat
helicopters navigation problems
p0016 A82-11927
Design considerations for the direct digital
control of dry-tuned gyroscope
P0017 A82-11933
Simulation study of a hybrid strapdown attitude
and heading reference system
p0022 A82-1264I
The integrated inertial sensor assembly /IISA/ - A
redundant strapdown system for advanced aircraft
navigation and flight control functions
p0022 A82-12642
Integrated satellite navigation and strapdown
attitude and heading reference systems for civil
air carriers
p0023 A82-12643
The use of separated multifunction inertial
sensors for flight control
[ A I A A 81-2295] pOOSO A82-13502
Bedundancy management of skewed and dispersed
inertial sensors
[AIAA 81-2296] p0050 A82- 13503
Strapdown inertial reference systems performance
analysis
p0066 A82-14682
Laboratory and flight test of a new BLG strapdown
IBS - - - -
p0123 482-18150
Calibrated and uncalibrated inertial navigation
system performance in valid and jammed global
positioning system environments
p0181 A82-21587
The application of strapdown inertial technology
to Attitude and Beading Beference System
requirements for IAH-64 advanced attack
helicopter
pOI82 A82-21590
Optimal control and estimation for strapdown
seeker guidance of tactical missiles
p0342 482-31121
Description of a dual fail operational redundant
strapdovn inertial measurement unit for
integrated avionics systems research
p0138 N82-14842
Strapdowm inertial navigation systems: An
algorithm for attitude and navigation computations
tABL/SIS-BEPT-23] p0351 N82-22241
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Turbulent vake development behind streamlined bodies
p0097 H82-13104
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Self streamlining mnd tunnels without computers
p0275 A82-26181
Control software for two dimensional airfoil tests
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The determination of the duration of an exposure
to aircraft noise German thesis
p0578 A82-4S221
SIBESS ANALYSIS
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Lineup of the IB-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p0021 A82-12560
Automated calculation of the stressed state of
shell systems under asymmetrical mechanical and
thermal loading
p0165 A82-19928
Multi-parameter yield zcne model for predicting
spectrum crack grovth
pOI68 482-20510
Crack growth behavior of center-cracked panels
under random spectrum loading
pOI69 482-20511
Bandom spectrum fatigue crack life predictions
with or without considering load interactions
p O I 6 9 A82-21512
Application of fatigue, crack propagation and
strain survey testing to the CH-46 aft rotor
drive shaft
p02J~ A82-24705
Torsional vibrations of non-uniform rotating
blades with attachment flexibility
pU276 A82-263I3
Prediction of cyclic grovth of craci* and debonds
in aluminum sheets reinforced vitn boron/epoxy
p0288 A82-2715I
Problems in the automation of the thermal-stress
analysis of flight vehicles
p0293 A82-27509
The stressed state of a parachute canopy during
opening
p0333 A82-29820
Analysis of shells of straight-wing type
PQ334 A82-29841
A comparison of properties of single overlap
tension joints prepared by ultrasonic welding
and other means[AIAA 82-0661] p0335 A82-30091
Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled
pressurized torus loaded by contact with a plane
dynamic response of aircraft tires
( A I A A 82-0753] p0336 482-30lit
Finite-element modeling of a fighter aircraft
canopy acrylic panel
p0379 A82-32848
Linear decentralized systems with special structure
for twin lift helicopters
p0388 A82-34359
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1056] p04 15 A82-34981
Evaluation criteria for aero engine materials
p0434 A82-36065
Determination of load spectra and their
application for keeping the operational life
proof of sporting airplanes
p0516 A82-41010
The analysis of the thermal-mechanical stress
conditions in axisymmetric rotating hot
components of /aircraft/ gas turbines German
thesis
p0543 A82-4I686
An optimum design of fuselage structure
p0546 A82-42533
Design and analysis of advanced composite structures
p0547 A82-42670
Hew molding method of three-dimensional hollow
photoelastic model and centrifugal stress
analysis of air cooled turbine blade model[NAL-TB-427T] p0037 N82-11067
A compilation of stress intensity factor solutions
for flaved fastener holes(AD-A108753] p0259 S82- 18628
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled double-edge wedge specimens[NASA-IP-1973] p0308 M82-20566
Approach to the fatigue analysis of vertical-axis
wind-turbine blades
[DE82-003193] p0308 1182-20573
Environmental and High-Strain Bate effects on





Improvement of the first-ply-failure strength in
laminates by using softening strips
pOI04 482-16171
Investigation of the stress-strain state of a
rectangular wing section of variable thickness
under concentrated loads and heating
p0127 A82-18588
Material/structure degradation due to fretting and
fretting-initiated fatigue
p0222 A82-23771
Hore than meets the eye - The oil dot technique
p0286 A82-27114
Occurrence of fretting fatigue failures in practice
p0325 A82-28543
A procedure for evaluating fuel composition
effects on combustor life
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-296] p0430 A82-35465
Calculation of the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
p0483 AS2-38475
Ground calibration of a strain-gauged CT-4A
aircraft (1979)
[AD-AI07847] pO 189 N82-I6073
Calculation of the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
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The application of improved aluminium alloys and
steels in aircraft structures
p0004 A82-10305
A nev approach to the problem of stress corrosion
cracking in 7075-T6 aluminum
P0222 A82-23772
Corrosion Fatigue conferences
[AGABD-CP-316] p0210 N82- 17342
Mechanisms of corrosion fatigue of high
strength aluminum alloys
p0210 N82-17343
Fracture mechanics based modelling of the
corrosion fatigue process
p02IO N82-17344
Corrosion prevention methods developed from direct
experience with aerospace structures
P02I2 N82-17359
fiecent developments in materials and processes for
aircraft corrosion control
P0212 N82-17361
Nev concepts in multifunctional corrosion for
aircraft and other systems
p0212 N82-17362
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Stress intensity factor measurements in composite
sandwich structures
p O I I 3 A82-17535
Bulti-parameter yield zcne nodel for predicting
spectrun crack growth
pOI68 482-20510
Crack grovth behavior of center-cracked panels
under random spectrum loading
pOI69 A82-205II
Integrity analyses of surface-flawed aircraft
attachment lugs - A new, inexpensive. 3-D
alternating method
[ A I A A 82-0702] p0336 A82-30107
Environmental and high strain rate effects on
composites for engine applications
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Cracks interacting mth contact forces - A finite
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A compilation of stress intensity factor solutions
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Stress measurements in a ribbon parachute canopy
during inflation and at steady state
[4IAA PAPEB 81-1944] p0007 A82- 10420
Stress measurements in bias constructed parachute
canopies during inflation and at steady-state
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1945] p0007 A82-I042I
Stress intensity factor measurements in composite
sandmen structures
pOI13 A82-17535
Hethod for the measurement of elastic deformations
of aircraft models in a Kind tunnel
p0388 A82-34162
Performance of the Botor Systems Besearch Aircraft
calibrated rotor loads measurement system
p0502 A82-40549
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Investigation of the stress-strain state of a
rectangular wing secticn of variable thickness
under concentrated loads and heating
pOI27 482-18588
Studies on the stability of thin-nailed shells
vith cutouts /Review/. I
p0182 A82-2I629
Thermal stability analysis for conical shells mth
variable parameters
P0334 A82-29844
Solution of creep problems by a finite element
method
p0388 A82-34172
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled double-edge vedge specimens
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Leaky wave antenna using an inverted strip
dielectric waveguide for aircraft application
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Formation of triangular-element stiffness matrix
using sliding interpolation
pOOI4 A82-11464
Crack grovth evaluation of a method to convert
real-time loads history to a simplified
engineering spectra for aircraft structural
analysis
pOOIS A82-12043
Fatigue methodology - A technical management
system for helicopter safety and durability
p0045 A82-13240
Comparison of wind tunnel and theoretical
aeroelastic predictions with flight measured
airloads for the B-1 aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2387] p0065 A82- 14393
Development of a comprehensive analysis for
rotorcraft. II - Aircraft model, solution
procedure and applications
P0065 A82-14407
Quick learning diagnostics helicopter
vibration analysis and component condition
monitoring
p0172 A82-20543
Development of maintenance programmes through the
functional, stnuctural and flight test phases
P0223 A82-24003
BSG-3 structures inspection program for
aircraft maintenance
P0224 482-24011
Application of damage tolerance technology to type
certification
[SAB PAPEB 811062] p0231 482-24388
Structural modeling of high Beynolds number wind
tunnel models
[ A I A A 82-0602] p0238 A82-24674
Structural testing of composites with known defects
p0239 A82-24708
A review of D.S. Air Force research related to
airframe and engine materials
p0329 A82-29268
737 graphite-epoxy horizontal stabilizer
certification
[ A I A A 82-0745] p0336 A82-30I09
Environmental and high strain rate effects on
composites for engine applications
[AIAA 82-0758] p0336 482-30118
Integrated structural analysis and design support
for advanced launch vehicles
[ A I A A 82-0675] P0338 A82-30144
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[AIAA 82-0696] p0339 A82-30162
Structural modification to achieve antiresonance
in helicopters
p0379 A82-32849
Finite element analysis of some aerospace shell
structures
p0382 A82-33515
Onistructure - A new concept for light weight
integrally stiffened skin structure
P0389 A82-34486
Trends in structural analysis at ONEBA
[OBEBA. IP NO. 1982-2] p0389 A82-3449I
Besearch on the behavior of A turbojet engine
during internal and external disturbances with
respect to early recognition of damage
German thesis
pQ503 A82-40561
An optimum design of fuselage structure
p0546 A82-42533
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Design and analysis of advanced composite structures
p0547 A82-42670
Calculation of the stability and post-buckling
behavior of thin shell underframes using the
finite element method German thesis
p0577 482-45219
Mathematical model for the maintenance program of
modern jet aircraft crack detection;
inspection intervals
[DFVLB-FB-81-14] p0025 H82-10002
Structural analysis of fuselages tilth cutouts by
finite element method
p0032 N82-10995
Matrix analysis of Mings
p0032 H82-10998
Integrated analysis of engine structures
[NASA-TM-82713] p004l H82- I I491
Structural analysis computer programs for rigid
multicomponent pavement structures vith
discontinuities, BESLIQID and SESLAIEB. Eeport
1: Program development and numerical presentations
[AD-A 101545] p0041 N82-11498
La Recherche Aerospatiale, Bi-monthly Bulletin Ho.
1981-2, March - April 1981 aerodynamic
research
[ESA-TI-713] p0136 N82-14388
Besearch and development program for non-linear




Strength degradation of impact damaged structure
p0203 1182-17169
Investigations of helicopter structural dynamics
and a comparison with ground vibration tests
using nastran
[MBB-OD-303-80-0] p0315 1182-21186
& linear decomposition method for large
optimization problems. Blueprint for development
[HASA-TH-83248] p0352 N82-22245
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for
nonlinear structural analysis for aircraft
turbine engines
[HASA-TM-82845] p0398 B82-24502
Supplementary studies on the sensitivity of
optimized structures
[AD-A110994] p0412 H82-25545
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[NASA-TM-82831] p0460 B82-26701
Cooled variable nozzle radial turbine for rotor
craft applications
[HASA-CB-165397] p0536 N82-29323
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans, FY 1982
[NASA-TM-84509] p0561 N82-30566
Environmental and High-Strain Bate effects on
composites for engine applications
[HASA-TH-82882] p0571 H82-31449
Development of a Structural Integrity Becording
System (SIBSJ for OS Army AH-IS helicopters
CAD-A116027] p0591 N82-32364






Light aircraft structural design in non-metallics
- Use of composite honeycomb for light aircraft
pOOOS A82-10308
Emerging technologies in aerospace structures,
design, structural dynamics and materials;
Proceedings of the Aerospace Conference, San
Francisco, CA, August 13-15, 1980
P0018 A82-12026
Status and tracking system for flight test data
products
[4144 PAPEB 81-2395] p0063 A82-14376
Performance assessment of the ACES-II ejection
sea t-A-10 conf19 uration
pOOSO 482-14980
Mathematical programming in engineering design
problems
p0083 A82-15864
Design procedures for compressor blades
P0109 482-17135
Modern aircraft accident investigation equipment
and technigues
p0113 482-17419
Optimal subsonic diffuser vail design for
arbitrary entry conditions
[4144 PAPEfi 82-0132] pOM5 A82- 17800
Flutter mode suppression using hyperstable feedback
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0368] p0120 A82-17908
The residue-measure criterion for model reduction
in the analysis of the NASA Space Shuttle's
digital flight control system
[4144 PAPEB 82-0369] pOI20 A82-17909
Highlights of a design concept for a close ground
support fighter
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0411] pO121 A82-I7932
Design and testing of a nev double labyrinth seal
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-LDB-58] p0127 A82-18452
Optimal shape design of turbine blades
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-128] pO162 A82-19342
Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in thermal
problems by finite differences
p O I S I A82-2I391
Structural design and construction of the Nev
Technology Ring
p0283 A82-26541
One year flight testing of the Transonic iing
p0283 A82-26543
Fibrous composites in structural design Book
p0287 A82-27I26
Composite ving substructure technology on the
AV-8B advanced aircraft
p0287 A82-27I28
Composite fasteners - A compatible joining
technigue for fibrous composites in structural
design aircraft construction materials
P0289 A82-27159
Damage tolerance and durability design of
composite structures for commercial aircraft
p0291 A82-27403
Structures, Structural Dynamics and Materials
Conference, 23rd, Nev Orleans, LA, May 10-12,
1982, Collection of Technical Papers. Part 1 -
Structures and materials. Part 2 - Structural
dynamics and design engineering
p0335 A82-30076
Finite element analysis of through the canopy
emergency crev escape from the T-38 aircraft
[ A I A A 82-0705] p0335 A82-30096
Integrated structural analysis and design support
for advanced launch vehicles
[AIAA 82-0675] p0338 A82-30I44
Damage tolerant design using collapse technigues
[ A I A A 82-0718] p0339 A82-30168
Design, fabrication and test of liquid metal
heat-pipe sandwich panels
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0903] p0373 A82-31898
Aircraft carrier - Surface effect ship
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0808] p0376 A82-3I981
Next generation turboprop gearboxes
[ASME PAPEfi 82-GT-236] p0428 A82-35418
Efficient optimum design of structures - Program
DDDD
p0481 A82-38I46
Optimum structural design for helicopters
p0502 A82-40543
An optimum design of fuselage structure
p0546 A82-42533
Design and analysis of advanced composite structures
p0547 A82-42670
Determination of airplane model structure from
flight data by using modified stepvise regression
[ NASA-IP-19 16 ] p0028 N82- 10041
Control design of flexible spacecraft
p0039 N82-11081
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-A104660] p0041 N82-113I3
The design of a jet catcher for vind tunnels
[BAE-TM-AEBO-1891] p0135 N82-14102
Design Manual for impact damage tolerant aircraft
structure
[AGABD-AG-238] p0202 N82-17160
Impact of systems technology and integration on
helicopter design
p0250 B82-18165
A linear decomposition method for large
optimization problems. Blueprint for development
[BASA-TM-83248] p0352 N82-22245
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Multilevel optimum design of structures with
fiber-composite stiffened-panel components
C & I A A PAPEB 80-0723] pOM3 A82-17594
Application of structural optimization technique
to reduce the external vibrations of a
gas-turbine engine
[iSSE PAPEB 8I-DET-143) pO 162 A82-I93SI
composite aircraft structures
p0287 482-27127
preliminary design development AV-8B forward
fuselage composite structure
p0287 A82-27I29
King/fuselage critical component development prograo
p0287 A82-27130
Design concepts for composite fuselage structure
p0287 A82-27132
continuous filament advanced composite isogrid - 4
promising structural concept
p0288 A82-27I38
Statistical analysis methods for characterizing
composite materials
p0290 A82-27162
Tool use in cutting operations involving integral
structural components in aircraft construction
P0326 A82-28873
Durability and damage tolerance control plans for
USAF aircraft
[ A I A A 82-0679] p0338 A82-30147
Factors shaping conceptual design of rotary-King
aircraft
p0440 482-37773
A unified approach to helicopter NASTBAN modeling
[ A H S P R E P R I N T 81-22] p0443 A82-37793
Dse of optimization in helicopter vibration
control by structural modification
[ A H S PREPRINT 81-27] p0443 A82-37797
Static and aeroelastic optimization of aircraft
p0444 A82-37945
Helicopter vibration reduction by rotor blade
modal shaping
pO«98 A82-40514
Besults of the AH-64 Structural Demonstration
pOS02 482-40551
Structural strength of materials and parts of gas
turbine engines Russian book
p0544 A82-U2063
The application of geometric programming to the
structural design of aircraft wings
pOS46 482-42546
Honeycomb cored structures Bussian book on
aircraft construction materials
P0578 482-45775
pcedesign study for a modern 4-bladed rotor for
the N A S A rotor systems research aircraft
[NASi-CB-166153] pOt87 N82-16042




Some case studies and the significance of fatigue
thresholds aircraft components[BLE-HP-8 IOI5 -D] p037l N82-23561
Transport aircraft crash dynamics
[NASA-CB-I6585I] p0394 N82-24186
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2
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Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 3
[AD-AI12447] p0473 N82-273I4
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Occurrence of fretting fatigue failures in practice
P0325 A82-28543
Pre-design study for a modern four-bladed rotor
for the Botor System Besearch Aircraft (BSBA)
integrating the IAH-64 main rotor
[NASA-CB-166154] pOI87 N82-16043




A note on fatal aircraft accidents involving metal
fatigue
p O O I 4 482-11400
Airworthiness of helicopter transmissions
p O I 7 2 482-20541Quick learning diagnostics helicopter
vibration analysis and component condition
monitoring
P0172 A82-20543
D.C.9 windshield - Effect of attachment retorgue
P0228 A82-24324
Application of damage tolerance technology to type
certification
C S A E PAPEB 811062] p0231 A82-24388
Fundamentals of helicopter fatigue life
determination
p0239 482-21)714
Occurrence of fretting fatigue failures in practice
P0325 A82-28543
Damage tolerant design using collapse technigues
[AIAA 82-0718] p0339 A82-30168
On the dynamic collapse of a column impacting a
rigid surface
[Alii 82-0735] p0340 182-30182
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
[ilii PAPEB 82-1056] p0415 A82-34981
The use of performance-monitoring to prevent
compressor and turbine blade failures
[4SHE PAPEB 62-GT-66] p0422 A82-35316











Experimental structural testing on a composite
aircraft canard and its applications
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0409] p O I 2 l 482-17930
An influence coefficient method for the
application of the modal technique to winq




















Advanced concepts for composite structure joints
and attachment fittings. Volume 2: Design guide
[AD-AM 1106] p045l N82-26280
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Lineup of the IH-senes aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p0021 A82-12560
Design of a crashworthy crew seat for the Boeing
Vertol Chinook helicopter
p0079 »82-14975
Crashworthy military passenger seat development
p0079 A82-14976
Special problems associated with aircraft radomes
P0106 A82-16558
modern aircraft accident investigation equipment
and technigues
pOI 13 A82- 17419
Rindshield system structural enhancement
p0227 A82-24312
Fracture mechanics technology applied to
individual aircraft tracking durability and
structural life estimates
p0284 A82-26637
Statistical analysis methods for characterizing
composite materials
P0290 A82-27162
Durability evaluation of highly stressed king box
structure
p0290 A82-27163
Structural integrity of an adhesively bonded
aircraft fuselage
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Durability and damage tolerance contiol plans for
USAF aircraft
[ A I A A 82-0679] p0338 A82-30147
Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy
composite panels in vide-bodied commercial
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-165841] p0357 N82-22316
Develop, demonstrate, and verify large area
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Crack edge instability - A criterion for safe
crack propagation limit in thin sheets
p O I I O A82-17243
Flutter mode suppression using hyperstable feedback
[AIAA PAPEfi 82-0368] p O I 2 0 A82- 17908
Analysis of a multih'inged empennage mth allovance
for shear strain
p0333 482-29831
The stability of mouocogue panels under bending
p0334 A82-29836
Effect of operating life on the mechanical
properties of the materials and load-bearing
capacity of the rotor elements of gas-turbine
engines
p0342 A82-3I643
Fundamentals of strength and aeroelasticity in
flight vehicles Bussian boo£
p0578 A82-45762
An influence coefficient method for the
application of the modal technigue to ving
flutter suppression of the DAST ABH-1 ving
[NASA-CB-165772] p0038 N82-11070
Stiffness degradation of impact damaged structure
p0203 N82-17I68
Stability and response to gravity of the flap lag




Optical sensors for displacement measurement
p0014 A82-11407
Analysis methods for predicting structural
response to projectile impact
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Helicopter engine technology - Hilh particular
reference to the Bolls-Boyce Gem engine
pOOO« A82-J0304
Lineup of the IB-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p002l 482-12560
Flight vibration optimization via conformal mapping
p0062 A82-13975
3n unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments of the
circular cascading blades /Experiments of the
outvard-flow case/
p0103 A82-16040
A method for locating aircraft ving damage by
nonlinear vibration analysis
P0109 A82-17116
Application of the finite element method to the
calculation of the modes and frequencies of
natural vibrations of aircraft structures
pOI28 482-18612
A comparative study on mechanical vibration and
noise during patient transportation
POI53 482-19013
Analytical prediction of aerospace vehicle
vibration environments[ASHE PAPEB et-DEi-29] poieo 482-19305
Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine
blades
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-DET-129] pOI62 A82- 19343
An investigation of dual mode phenomena in a
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f A S H E PAPEB 81-DET-133] pOI62 A82-19347
Heasurement of the influence of flov distortions
on the blade vibration amplitude in an air turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-135] p0162 A82-19348
Application of structural optimization technigue
to reduce the external vibrations of a
gas-turbine engine
[ASHE PAPEB 81-DET-I43] pd 162 A82-19351Quick learning diagnostics helicopter
vibration analysis and component condition
monitoring
p0172 A82-20543
On-site vibration measurement, dynamic tracking
and balancing
pOI72 A82-20545
An automated technigue for improving modal
test/analysis correlation
[AIAA 82-0640] p0337 A82-30137
Pressure measurements on tvin vertical tells in
buffeting flov
[AIAA 82-0641} p0337 482-30138
Transonic time-response analysis of three D.O.F.
conventional and supercritical airfoils[ A I A A 82-0688] p0339 A82-30I55
Identification of the form of motion of an aircraft
P0373 A82-31824
Parameter identification for structures vith
neighboring natural frequencies especially for
the case of flight resonance tests
P0377 A82-32136
Structural modification to achieve antiresonance
in helicopters
P0379 A82-32849
A study of the vibration loading of the turbine
blades of an aircraft gas-turbine engine mth
dry-friction dampers
P0391 A82-348I4
The use of performance-monitoring to prevent
compressor and turbine blade failures
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-66] p0422 A82-353I6
Solution to a bistable vibration problem using a
plain, uncentralized squeeze film damper bearing
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-281] p0430 A82-35455
Lov vibration design of 44H for mission
proficiency requirements Advanced Attack
Helicopter
[AHS PBEPBIST 81-2] p0441 A82-37778
The Helicopter Bide Bevolution
[ A H S PBEPBINT 81-4] p0441 A82-37780
Determination of in-flight helicopter loads and
vibration
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-7] p0441 A82-37782
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback
vibration controller
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-10] p0442 A82-37783
considerations of open-loop, closed-loop, and
adaptive multicyclic control systems[AHS PBEPBINT 81-13] p0442 A82-37786
Flight demonstration of an integrated floor/fuel
isolation system
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-16] p0442 482-37788
A finite element analysis of coupled rotor
fuselage vibration[AHS PBEPBINT 81-21] p0442 A82-37792
A nonlinear response analysis for coupled
rotor-fuselage systems[AHS PBEPBINT 81-23] p0443 A82-37794
Substructure program for analysis of helicopter
vibrations
[ABS PBEPBINT 81-24] p0443 A82-37795
Dse of optimization in helicopter vibration
control by structural modification
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-27) p0443 A82-37797
Correlation of predicted vibrations and test data
for a vind tunnel helicopter model
p0499 A82-40515
The nonsyuchrouous whirls of the turbine rotor in
aerojet engines
pOSIO A82-40944
Laser pointing in a turbulent atmosphere
p0548 A82-42887
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Hew estimation nethod for flatter or divergence
boundary fron random responses at subcritical
speeds
(H4L-TB-667T] p0034 H82-11031
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation experienced on the approach and
landing test of the space shuttle
[HASA-TH-81366] p O l O O N82-I3I49
Structural dynamics: Modified calculations
natural and harmonically excited vibrations of
modified structures; increased computation
efficiency
[BHVG-PBHT-8I-I ] p O I O I H82-13457
Ice pfaobics blade tracking and comparison of
vibration analysis techniques
[AD-A108121] pO»89 H82-16074
Vibration of structures excited acoustically
p0307 B82-20343
Beduction of structural vibration by a dynamic
absorber helicopter cabins
[BAE-TM-AEBO-1881] p0316 882-21190
Development of vibration qualification test
spectra for the F-15 aircraft
p0344 882-22160
Approach in dynamic qualification of light
helicopter stores and equipments
p0344 H82-22166
The dynamic qualification of equipment and
external stores for use Kith rotary mnged
aircraft
p0344 N82-22I67
STOL aircraft structural vibration prediction from
acoustic excitation
p0345 H82-22169
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with
applications to helicopter vibration control
problems
[AD-AII3239] p0526 N82-28301
User's manual for the coupled rotor/airframe
vibration analysis graphic package
[NASA-CB-165897] p0566 M82-31299
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
fHASA-CB-3619] p0613 H82-33734
STBOCIDBAL WEIGHT
Multilevel optimum design of structures vith
fiber-composite stiffened-panel components
C A I A A PIPES 80-0723] pOU3 A82-I7594
Optimal shape design of turbine blades
[AS«B PAPEB 8I-DET-I28] p0162 A82-19342
Minimum mass sizing of a large low-aspect ratio
airframe for flutter-free performance
[ A I A A PAPEfi 80-0724] p0225 A82-24022
Some thoughts on design optimization of transport
helicopters
P0273 A82-2577I
Comparison of light aircraft with strutted and
cantilever vings
p0333 A82-29828
Integration of a code for aeroelastic design of
conventional and composite vings into AC5XNT, an
aircraft synthesis program meg aeroelastic
design (IADES)
[NASA-CB-137805] p0189 N82-16069
Performance deterioration due to acceptance




Self-oscillations of the front caster wheel strut
for a given track width under the assumption of
the wheel drift hypothesis
pOIOS A82-16290
Hultiple pure tone elinination strut assembly
air breathing engines[HASA-cASE-FBC-i 1062-1] POI93 H82-16800
Energy efficient engine: Turbine transition duct
model technology report
[NASA-CB-I 67996] p0610 N82-33394
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Loran-C plotting program for plotting lines of
position op standard charts
p0445 H82-26206
The Sortie-Generation Model system. Volume 5:
Maintenance subsystem
[ A D - A I I 0 8 1 5 ] p0447 N82-26225






Air-freon integrated environmental conditioning
system for trainer subsonic aircraft
[ASME PAPEB 8I-EHAS-33] pOO 12 A82- 10920
A mathematical model of a subsonic transport
aircraft
pOI27 A82-18575
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2633] p0156 A82-19213
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
C A I A A PAPEB 81-0811] poiso A82-2087«
Numerical computation of unsteady subsonic
aerodynamic forces on wing-body-tail exposed to
travelling gust
pOI85 A82-221I2
Effects of filler materials upon radome rain
erosion performance at subsonic conditions
P0281 A82-26462
Investigation of subsonic nacelle performance
improvement concept
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1042] p0437 A82-37676
Aerodynamic computational procedures for subsonic
and transonic aircraft
p0550 A82-43330
Tendencies in the development of subsonic




The use of the weber method for
minicomputer-assisted numerical analysis of
airfoils
pOOOS A82-10362
Experimental study of subsonic and transonic flows
past a wing
pOOOS A82-10363
Nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads
on wings and bodies at high angles of attack
p0014 A82-11359
Subsonic flow over airborne optical turrets
pOII4 A82- 17605
Optimal subsonic diffuser wall design for
arbitrary entry conditions
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0132] p0115 A82-17800
Calibration of seven-hole probes suitable for high
angles in subsonic compressible flows
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0410] p0121 A82-17931
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of
mistnned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
(ASHE PAPEB 8I-DET-I22] p O I 6 l A82- 19337
Aerodynamic characteristics of waveriders at
subsonic flight speeds
pOI65 A82-I98IO
An investigation of the swirl in an S-duct
p0297 A82-283I8
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SODSSA P I . I
panel method
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0727] p0341 A82-30193
A system for the numerical simulation of sub- and
transonic viscous attached flows around
wing-body configurations
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0935] p0373 A82-31922
Subsonic 3-D surface panel method for rapid
analysis of multiple geometry perturbations
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0993] p0374 A82-31954
Incompressible symmetric flow characteristics of
sharp—edged rectangular wijiqs
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P0379 A82-32850
Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of
complex planform under unsteady motion
p0388 182-31157
The unsteady notion of a wing traveling at
subsonic speed above a plane
P0491 182-39358
Ejector povered propulsion and high lift subsonic
mng
P05I2 182-40970
Spanmse distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in subsonic flov
P05I6 A82-4I005
Theoretical investigations and experimental
researches for higher subsonic two-dimensional
compressor cascade
p0033 H82-11024
Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact wing-gust
interaction
[FDBL-81-7] p0038 H82-11071
On the kernel function collocation method in
steady subsonic flow for wing with control
surfaces
p0042 H82-12023
Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in
subsonic and transonic potential flow
p0097 B82-13095
Prediction of subsonic aircraft flows with jet
exhaust interactions
p0097 H82-13096
Calculation of quasi-stationary aerodynanic force
acting on a cascade of oscillating airfoils in
subsonic flow
p0142 N82-1505!
numerical experiments on unsteady flows through
vibrating cascades
p O I 4 2 N82-15052
Acta Aeronautica et Astionautica Sinica
[AD-A110282] p0312 H82-21153
The application of subsonic theoretical
aerodynamics to active controls aircraft
controls
[BAE-TB-81060] p0320 N82-2I2 I7
The role of coherent structures in the generation
of noise for subsonic jets
[HASA-CB-168764] p0358 H82-22947
The FFA ving body 81 computer program. A panel
aethod for determination of aerodynamic
characteristics at subsonic and supersonic speeds
[FFA-TH-AU-1601] p0406 H82-25230
Investigation on rotating ailerons
P0413 882-26162
Hind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical
airfoils in high subsonic flow
[DFVLB-FB-82-06] p0557 1182-30296
SOBSOSIC FLOTTEB
Aeroelasticity of compressor blades - Subsonic
stall flutter
p0285 A82-26993
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on a'
transport aircraft type airfoil with two
interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps,
at transonic speed and high Reynolds numbers
p0507 A82-40909
Damping for turbomachine blade variations in
subsonic flow
POI42 N82-15048
Experiment on active flutter suppression of a
cantilever wing
[HAL-TB-690] p0356 1182-22282
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SOOSSA P1.1
panel method
[HASA-TB-84485] p0405 H82-25216




Performance considerations in the design of
subsonic cruise missiles
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0371] p0120 A82-179 11
Subsonic and transonic rcll damping measurements
on Basic Finner finned aijsile calibration
model
P0165 A82-19958
Fuel efficient and Hach 0.8, too
P0332 A82-29774
The use of linearized-aerodynamics and vortex-flow
methods in aircraft design /invited paper/
[AliA PAPEB 82-1384] p0497 A82-40294




Unsteady flow patterns associated with spoiler
control devices
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0127] p O I I S A82-17798
Status and capabilities of the National Full Scale
Facility 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel modification
[AIAA 82-0607] P02381 A82-24676
A new facility and technique for two-dimensional
aerodynamic testing
[AIAA 82-0608] p0238 A82-24677
Self streamlining wind tunnels without computers
P0275 A82-2618I
Experimental study of the flowfield of an airfoil
with deflected spoiler
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0126] p0286 A82-27086
Hodel based study of various configurations o2 jet
crossing a cavity - Application to the CEPBA 19
wind tunnel of CEPr
p0383 A82-33627
Programmable controller system for wind tunnel
diversion vanes
pOS43 A82-41846
Subsonic cascade wind tunnel tests using a
compressor configuration of DC4 blades
[AD-AI04597] p0038 H82- 11069
Studies of air inlets at Beynolds numbers
comparable to flight in OHEBA's F1 and SIHA wind
tunnels
p0096 N82-I309I
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a
60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices
(data report)
[HASA-CB-165806] p0139 H82-15014
Sonic wind tunnel of the Institute of Fluid
Mechanics of Lille
[SASA-Tn-76687] p0306 H82-20I92
A numerical investigation of two-dimensional,
subsonic, linear, wind tunnel interference theory
[ABL/AEBO-NOTE-403] p0364 H82-23I97
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Substructure program for analysis of helicopter
vibrations




Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg
swept Gothic winq
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0231] pO117 A82-17856
Becent sidewall boundary-layer investigations with
suction in the Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic
Tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0234] p0117 A82-17858
Crossflow shock on the suction side of a flat
delta wing with supersonic leading edges
p0332 A82-29659
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
wings by the suction analogy
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1385] p0489 A82-39I4I
Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on
swept wings using distributed suction through
porous surfaces
p0505 A82-40894
Spanwise distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in subsonic flow
p0516 A82-41005
Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar
boundary layer on swept wings with suction
[NASA-IP-1902] p004l 1182-I 139 I
A theoretical investigation of wing rocking
[BASA-CB-165058] p0140 H82-I503I
A new method of estimating the lateral wall effect
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N A S A Lang ley laminar flow control airfoil experiment
p0301 H82-20150
Stability of boundary layers with porous suction
strips: Experiment and theory
p030l 882-20152
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Prelifflinary results on performance testing of a
turbocharged rotary combustion engine
[8ASA-TH-82772] p03!6 N82-2I I94







Aircraft measurements of icing in supercooled and
water droplet/ice crystal clouds
P0433 482-36054
SDPEBCHITICAL FLOS
A new facility and technique for tHo-dmensional
aerodynamic testing
[AIAA 62-0608] p0238 A82-24677
Supercritical flow past symmetrical airfoils
P0275 A82-26130
Turbulent boundary-layer development on a
two-dimensional aerofoil with supercritical flow
at low Beynolds number
p0389 A82-34398
An implicit finite-volume method for solving the
Euler equations
[08EBA, IP NO. 1982-59] p0552 A82-43753
Ihe influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage
mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced
high speed wing
p0096 N82-13092




Propfan installation aerodynamics of a
supercritical swept wing transport configuration
[ A I A A PAPJ.B 81-1563] p0009 A82-10466
Design of supercritical swept wings
p0223 482-23826
Structural modeling of high Beynolds number wind
tunnel models
[AIAA 82-0602] p0238 482-2*671
A310 - Europe builds on Airbus success
p0282 A82-26536
A wind-tunnel study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a slotted versus smooth-skin
supercritical wing[ A I A A 82-0642] p0337 A82-30139
Measured and calculated effects of angle of attack
on the transonic flutter of a supercritical ving
[AIAA 82-0647] p0338 A82-30I43
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without winglet
[AIAA 82-0721] p0340 482-30171
The NASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil
experiment
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0567] p038l 482-33327
ling flap-type control effectiveness and effects
of control hinge gap seals for a supercritical
wing
[ AIAA PAPEB 82-0960 ] p0386 A82-34008
Improved solutions to the Falkner-Skan
boundary-layer equation
p046l A82-38283
Development of an advanced no-moving-parts
high-lift airfoil
P0512 A82-40971
A comparison of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions for two advanced fighter
wings
[NASA-TH-81331] p0035 N82-11054
Subcritical and supercritical airfoils for given
pressure distribution
p0085 N82-I203I
The influence of closed-coupled, rear fuselage
mounted nacelles on the design of an advanced
high speed wing
p0096 N82-13092
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of a
hiqh-aspect-ratio supercritical-wing transport
model equipped with full-span slat and part-span
double-slotted flaps
[NASA-IP-I580] p0139 N82-15015
Longitudinal and lateral static stability and
control characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of
a remotely piloted research vehicle with a
supercritical wing
[NASA-IP-1360] p01«5 N82-15075
Experimental trim drag values for conventional and
supercritical wings
[HASA-CB-168500] p0198 N82-17126
A wind tunnel study of the flutter characteristics
of a supercritical wing
[8LB-BP-81002-0] p0199 N82-17129
Flutter and time response analyses of three degree
of freedom airfoils in transonic flow
[AD-A108987] p0267 B82-19227
NASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil experiment
p0301 H82-20150
Investigation of passive shock wave-boundary layer
control for transonic airfoil drag reduction
[NASA-CB-168844] p0349 882-22209
Aeroelastic properties of wings in transonic flow
[NLB-BP-81005-0] p0350 H82-22224
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without winglet
conducted in Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[SASA-TH-83279] p0368 882-23239
Elastic deformation effects on aerodynamic
characteristics for a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical-wing model
[NASA-IH-83286] p0404 882-25214
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research wing
[BASA-TH-83291] p0523 882-28280
Bind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical
airfoils in high subsonic flow
[DFVLB-FB-82-06] p0557 N82-30296
Supercritical maneuvering fighter configuration.
Hind-tunnel investigation at Bach numbers of
0.60 to 0.95
[NASA-TH-84513] p0567 882-31303
measured and calculated effects of angle of attack
on the transonic flutter of a supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-83276] p0613 882-33736
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Investigation of spray characteristics for
flashing injection of fuels containing dissolved
air and superheated fuels
[NASA-CB-3563] p0453 N82-26295
SOPBBBIGB FHEQOENCIES
X-band vs C-band aircraft radar - The relative
effects of beamwidth and attenuation in severe
storm situations
p0165 A82-19858
tracking of low-altitude targets by a combined
I/Ka-band radar system
pOI75 A82-20590
Small EHF/SHF airborne SAICOB terminal
p0290 A82-27209






Diffusion bonding in superplastic
forming/diffusion bonding
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SPF of high strength aluminum structures





Evaluation of superplastic forming and
co-diffusion bonding of T1-6A1-4V titaniua alloy
expanded sandwich structures
[HASA-CB-165827] p0268 H82-19358
SPF/DB titanium concepts for structural efficiency
foi HC
p0302 H82-20154
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Real-time, on-line digital simulation of optimum
maneuvers of supersonic aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2178] p0002 482-10127
V/STOL propulsion control technology
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-2634] pOIOS A82-16909
Optimal trajectories in supersonic flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0366] p O M 9 A82- 17906
Sl'OL capability impact en advanced tactical
aircraft design
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2617] p0155 A82- 19206
Comparison of two parallel/series flow turbofan
propulsion concepts for supersonic V/STOL
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2637] p0156 482-19214
A new look at the Inpolev Tu-26 'Backfire*
pOISO A82-2 I I9 I
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta mngs
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0129] pOU3 A82-22052
Binimum mass sizing of a large Ion-aspect ratio
airfraue for flutter-free performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0724] p0225 A82-24022
Optimum three-dimensional flight of a supersonic
aircraft
p0274 A82-26039
Bach 2.0 rotating arm rain erosion test apparatus
p0280 A82-26461
Forward-swept wings add supersonic zip
p048l A82-382I6
Optimal three-dimensional turning performance of
supersonic aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1326] p0488 A82-39103
Optimal control application in supersonic aircraft
performance
p0491 A82-39374
HASA research in supersonic propulsion - A decade
of progress
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1048] p0497 A82-404I7
Calculations of transonic steady state aeroelastic
effects for a canard airplane
p0504 A82-40882
An initial look at the supersonic aerodynamics of
twin-fuselage aircraft concepts
p05!6 A82-4I008
A supersonic T/STOL fighter design project
p0546 A82-42545
Aerodynamic computational procedures for subsonic
and transonic aircraft
pOSSO A82-43330
Binimum-time three-dimensional turn to a point of
supersonic aircraft
p0556 A82-44482
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation
[4GABD-CP-30I ] p0093 H82-13065
Performance of highly integrated inlets for
supersonic aircraft
p0093 H82-13066
HASA Dryden Flight Loads Besearch Facility
[HASA-TB-81368] p0145 H82-15079
HASA research in supersonic propulsion: A decade
of progress
[HASA-Tfl-82862] p0454 H82-26300
Hoise and economic characteristics of an advanced
blended supersonic transport concept
[HASA-TP-2073] p0565 H82-31294
SOPEBSOHIC AIBFOILS
Besearch model wing/tail fabrication transonic
wind tunnel 1/7.5-scale model
[AO-A114101] p0524 H82-28288
SDPEBSOHIC COBBOSIIOB
Humerical investigation of supersonic base flow
with parallel injection in scramjet combustors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1001] p0375 A82-3I960
Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of HBO ducts at high D-field
[HASA-TB-82750] p O I O I H82-13908
SOPEBSOHIC COHBOSTIOH BABJBT BHGIHES
Bultiple-scale turbulence modeling of free
turbulent flows
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-FE-20] pOO12 A82- 10934
Increased capabilities of the Langley Hach 7
Scramjet Test'Facility
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1240] p0418 A82-35080
numerical analysis of the scramjet-inlet flow
field by using two-dimensional Havier-Stokes
equations
[HASA-TP-1940] p0099 882-13 It2
Hew developments in the field of ramjet missile
propulsion
[HBB-OB-516-81-0] p0409 H82-25260
SOPEBSOHIC COHBBBCIAL AIB IBABSPOBf
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SOPBBSOHIC CBOISE AIRCRAFT BESBABCB
Piloted simulator evaluation of a relaxed static
stability fighter at high angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1295] p0486 A82-39082
Opper Vortex Flap - A versatile surface for highly
swept wings
p0515 A82-41002
Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept
delta wings
P0515 A82-41003
Rind-tunnel investigation of vortex flaps on a
highly swept interceptor configuration
p0516 A82-41004
Langley test highlights, 1981
[HASA-TB-84519] p0603 H82-33330
SDPEBSOHIC DIFF05BBS
Conditions of pulsed starting of supersonic vind
tunnel diffusors
p0274 A82-25795
Casing treatments on a supersonic diffuser for
high pressure ratio centrifugal compressors
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-85] p0423 A82-3533 I




Problems in correlation caused by propulsion systems
p0404 H82-25202
SOPEBSOHIC FLIGHT
Optimal flight paths for winged, supersonic flight
vehicles - Extension to the case where thrust
can be vectored
pOOOS A82-10310
Optimal trajectories in supersonic flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0366] pO 1 19 A82- 17906
An aerodynamic and signature shaping technique for
developing advanced supersonic missile concepts
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0373] p0120 A82-17912
Store separation from cavities at supersonic
flight speeds
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0372] pO185 A82-22096
Bilitary aircraft
p0387 A82-34121
ling design for supersonic cruise/transonic
maneuver aircraft
p0517 A82-41021
Supersonic cruise/transonic maneuver wing section
development study
[AD-A110686] p0448 H82-26256
Beasurements of mean static pressure and far field
acoustics of shock containing supersonic jets
[HASA-TB-84521] p0600 H82-33150
SOPBBSOHIC FLO!
Pressure distribution on an ogee wing in
A-408
SOBJBCT IIDIZ SOPBBSOBIC SPEEDS
sapersooic flo>
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0414] p O I 2 l A82-17934
Ihe effect of the cooling of the ving surface on
laminar-to-tnrbulent boundary layer transition
at supersonic flov velocities
pOI28 482-18591
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of
•istuned blades in subsonic and supersonic floiis
[ASHE PAPBB 8I-DET-I22] pO 16 1 482-19337
Beal gas floiis over complex geometries at moderate
angles of attack
[&IAA PAPEB 62-0392] pOI65 A82- 19801
A split coefficient/locally aonotonic scheme for
•altishocked supersonic flov
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0287] pOI84 A82-22082
Numerical calculation of lift, moment coefficient
and dynamic stability derivatives on
sideslipping Kings in unsteady supersonic flovs
pOIBS A82-22111
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic vings at high
incidence
P0223 A82-23828
Crossflov shock on the suction side of a flat
delta ving vith supersonic leading edges
p0332 A82-296S9
Evaluation of tvo analytical methods for the
prediction of inlet flov fields in the vicinity
of generalized forebodies
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0959] p0374 A82-31935
Numerical investigation of supersonic base flov
vith parallel injection in scranjet coabastors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1001] p0375 482-31960
Closed-tors solutions of supersonic ving-body
interference
p0380 A82-33120
Finite elenent calculation of the aerodynamic
forces on a vibrating ving in supersonic flov
p0387 482-34128
Leading edge separation at delta vings vith curved
leading edges in supersonic flov
P0463 482-38781
Measurement and visualization of skin friction on
the leeside of delta vugs in supersonic flov
P0483 482-38785
Computation of supersonic flov around
three-dimensional vings
p0506 482-10898
Optimal streaa surfaces in supersonic
three-dimensional floiis
pOS«7 482-12722
The effect of a veak shock vave on a ving of
complex planform at supersonic velocities
p058l 482-16132
Investigation of the aerodynamics of axisymmetric
bodies in supersonic flov in the presence of
localized injection
p0583 A82-46692
A calculation method for slender ving-body
configurations in supersonic flov at high angles
of attack nonlinear force and pitching
moment characteristics
[BMVG-FBIIT-79-15] p0098 H82-13115
Experimental investigation of a transonic
potential flov around a symmetric airfoil
[HASA-TH-76676] pOI31 B82-14057
A method of characteristics solution for a finite
oscillating supersonic cascade vith thickness
effects
— pO144 H82-15060
A shock vave approach to the noise of supersonic
propellers
[HASA-TH-82752] pOI94 H82-16809
Turboprop and turbojet ejector optimisation
p0362 H82-23I74
Starting transients in supersonic nozzles and
nozzle-diffuser assemblies
[40-4111113] p0406 882-25226
The FF4 ving body 81 computer program. A panel
method for determination of aerodynamic
characteristics at subsonic and supersonic speeds




Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of
(installed supersonic flutter in transonic fans
POI43 B82-15058




An experimental stndy at free-stream aach 5 of the
aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of
plane vings of various planforms
p0388 A82-34149
SOPEBSOIIC IILBTS
An inviscid-viscons interaction treatment to
predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial
compressors vith leading edge normal shock vaves
[ASBE PAPEB 82-61-135]
 P0125 A82-35363
Intake swirl - A major disturbance parameter in
engine/intake compatibility
p0517 482-41018
A theoretical analysis of the stream surface of
revolution vith supersonic inlet flov in a
transonic axial compressor
P0033 882-11025
Performance of highly integrated inlets for
supersonic aircraft
p0093 H82-13066




Bnltiple-scale turbulence modeling of free
turbulent flovs
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-FE-20] pOO 12 A82- 10934
Screech suppression in supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0050] p O l l l A82-17753
Shock associated noise of supersonic jets from
convergent-divergent nozzles
P0378 A82-32202
Similarity parameters for the geometric structure
of a supersonic jet propagating in a channel and
in a submerged space
p0387 A82-34I32
Acoustic emission from free jets supersonic jets
p0359 882-22962
Experimental study of a jet deflector
P0362 H82-23I73
Flov and acoustic properties of lov Beynolds
number underexpanded supersonic jets
[HASA-CB-169257] p0557 N82-302B8
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale
instabilities
[HASA-TP-2072] p0611 N82-34189
SOPEBSOIIC LOI ALTITODB HISSILB
Supersonic missile aerodynamic and performance
relationships for lov observables mission profiles
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1298] p0487 A82-39085
SOPIBSOBIC HOSSLBS
Supersonic nozzles vithont shocks
pOIOI 482-16172
The design of compact asymmetric oaximum-thrust
nozzles for a given lift force
p0165 482-19814
numerical study of vibrational relaxation in the
turbulent mixing of jets in a supersonic nozzle
P0331 A82-29880
Shock associated noise of supersonic jets from
convergent-divergent nozzles
p0378 A82-32202
Transonic vind tunnel test of a supersonic nozzle
installation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1045] p0437 A82-37677
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding
[HASA-CB-165102] pOI93 H82-16801
Starting transients in supersonic nozzles and—
nozzle-diffuser assemblies
[ A D - A I I I I 4 3 ] p0406 H82-25226
SUPBBSOBTC SPEEDS
Becent improvements in prediction techniques for
supersonic veapon separation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0170] p0116 A82-17820
Evaluation of supersonic missile aerodynamic
prediction techniques
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0390] p0120 A82-17920
Transient phenomena of shock-induced turbulent
separation for a spikebody and stalling airfoil
at transonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1362] p0549 A82-42950
The principles and methods for shaping the ving
root regions of a ving-body combination at
transonic and lover supersonic speeds
p0033 882-11016
Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
vingless missile at Bach 1.60, 2.36. and 3.70.
A-409
SDPBBSOHIC TEilSPOBIS SUBJECT INDBI
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail
[NASA-TH-80097] p0098 H82-13I10
Noise of the SB-3 propeller model at 2 deg and 4
deg angle of attack
[HiSA-TH-82738] pOI94 H82-16808
Approximate method for predicting supersonic
normal force coefficient very-low-aspect-ratio
lifting surfaces
[AD-A 11 1770] p0364 S82-23I99
SOPBBSOIIC TBAMSPOBTS
HI COHCOBDE AIBCBAFT
Advanced aerodynamic wing design for commercial




Investigation of the transonic calibration
characteristics of turbine static pressure probes
C4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-280] p0430 A82-35454
SDPEBSOHIC HID TOiHBLS
Analysis of data from a mod tunnel investigation
of a large-scale model of a highly maneuverable
supersonic T/SIOL fighter - STOL configuration
[4144 PAPEB 81-2620] pOISS 482- 19207
Bean flou and noise measurements in a Mach 3.5
pilot gniet tunnel
[AIAA 82-0569] P0236 A82-24657





iind-tunnel/flight correlation program on XB—70-1
p0404 H82-25201
Calibration and performance of the AEEC/VKF tunnel
C, flach number 4, aerothermal vind tunnel
CAD-A116279] p057l N82-3I338
Operational flov visualization techniques in the
Langley Dnitary Plan Bind Tunnel
p0597 N82-3267I






Beview of support interference in dynamic tests
[AIAA 82-0594] p0237 A82-24668
Summary of sting interference effects for cone,
missile, and aircraft configurations as
determined by dynamic and static measurements
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1366] p0497 A82-40395
SDPPOBI SYSTEMS
HI GBOOND SDPPOBT SYSTEMS
NT LIFE SUPPOBT SYSTEMS
Metric half-span model support system
[NASA-CASE-LAB-1244 I-I] p0370 N82-23254
SUPPORTS
HI PILOUS
The load-carrying behavior of a trapezoidal
aluminum-alloy supporting element, subjected to
a compressive stress, in the postbnckling region
p0065 A82-144I8
SOBFACE COOLING




Integrity analyses of surface-flawed aircraft
attachment lugs - A new, inexpensive, 3-D
alternating method
[AIAA 82-0742] p0336 482-30107




Accidents of surface effect ships and hydrofoil
craft Bussian book
pOI49 A82-18899
Aircraft carrier - Surface effect ship
(4144 PAPEfi 82-0808] p0376 A82-3198I
SOBFACE FIIISHIBG
Attack on superalloys by chemical and electrolytic
processes
P0063 A82-14365
Effect of mechanical surface and heat treatments
on erosion resistance
p0285 A82-27071
Correlation of surface characterization of
phosphoric acid anodize oxide with physical
properties of bonded specimens
p0293 A82-27437




Effect of the b la ding type on the aerodynamic
damping of blade vibrations with allowance for
the profile curvature
pOI27 A82-18484
Geometrical aspects of the tribological properties
of graphite fiber reinforced polyimide composites




Besults of experimental study of heat transfer to
turbine blades with porous cooling
p0014 A82-11446
High-frequency monitoring of surface layers of
metals
p0221 A82-23603
Electroforming of space and aircraft structures
[HBB-BB-491-0] p0258 N82-18419
SOBFACE NAVIGATION
PLANS '80 - Position Location and Navigation
Symposium, Atlantic City, HJ, December 8-11,
1980, Becord
p0122 482-18126
Land navigation with a low cost GPS receiver
pOI75 A82-20656
Study of the global positioning system for
maritime concepts/applications: study of the
feasibility of replacing maritime shipborue
navigation systems with NAVSTAB
[NASA-CB-169031] p0449 N82-26263
The lorldwide Navigational Darning Service






Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-A104660] p0041 N82-11313




Improving the accuracy of the estimates of
surfactant content in jet fuels
p0218 482-23250
SOBFACE BOOGHHESS
Evaluation of methods for characterizing surface
topography of models for high Beynolds number
wind-tunnels
[AIA& 82-0603] p0238 A82-2U675
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-222] p0428 A82-35409
C-5A operational utility evaluation soil tests and
analysis
[AD-A105555] p0133 N82-14083
Operational evaluation of a proppeller test stand
in the quiet flow facility at Lanqley Research
Center
[NASA-TH-84523] p0600 N82-33 149
SOBFACE BOOGHHESS EFFECTS
Heavy rain penalties for a flight simulator
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0213] p0286 482-27093





An experimental investigation of interfacial
temperatures in blade-seal material rubbing of
aircraft compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0890] p0373 A82-3I891
Engine superficial temperature and infrared
signature
p0247 H82-I8I36
Tire tread temperatures during antiskid braking
and cornering on a dry runway
[NASA-TP-2009] p0395 N82-24193
A-410
SUBJECT IBDEX SIBPT FOBBABD BUGS
SOBFiCE XO A IB HISSILBS
HI PAIBIOT HISSILE
Duplication of radome aerodynamic heating using
the Central Beceiver lest Facility solar furnace
p0281 182-26468













NT SUBFACE EFFECT SBIFS
Nl TANKS (COflBAl VEHICLES)
HT IBACKED VEHICLES
NT TBUCKS
Characteristics and trends of energy consumption
in transport missions with aircraft and surface
vehicles
p0009 A82-10495
Direct comparison of connunity response to road
traffic noise and to aircraft noise
P02I8 A82-22974
Beguirements and trends in fuel consumption in




NT ELEC1BOBAGNE1IC SDBFACE HAVES
A global atlas of GEOS-3 significant waveheight




A study on numerical method for evaluating




Improving the accuracy of the estimates of
surfactant content in jet fuels
P02I8 A82-23250
SDBGES
High voltage surge and partial discharge test to
evaluate aerospace equipment parts
pOOI6 A82-11740
Encounters Kith surge: Scoe experiences of
development of axial compressors for aero gas
turbines
[PNB-90071] p0355 H82-22274
Starting transients in supersonic nozzles and
nozzle-diffuser assemblies
[ A D - A M 1143] p0406 N82-25226
SOHVEILLAHCE BAOAB
Nl AIBBOBNE SOBVEILLANCE BADAB
Airborne associative processor /ASpfiO/ for
early naming radar surveillance, command, and
control applications[ A J A A 81-2145] P0002 182-10104
Computational considerations for fusion in target
identification systems mnltisensor correlation
p0068 A82-14735
Improvements to secondary radar for air traffic
control
p0341 A82-30311
The reliability of height and identity data
secondary surveillance radar error analysis
P034I A82-303I2
lest plan for SSB —- surveillance radar for air
traffic control
[AD-A109503] p0307 H82-20392
lest and evaluation of the airport radar mud
shear detection system(AD-A112663] P0478 B82-27924








Fuel quality/processing study. Volume 2:
Appendix. Task I literature survey
[NASA-CB-165327-VOL-2] p0399 H82-24650
SOBVIVAi
BASEP - Survival from crashed Navy helicopters
P0079 A82-14977
Commercial jet transport crashvorthiness(HASA-CB- 165849] p0364 N82-23207
Value of survivability and recoverability of




Aircraft fire mishap experience/crash fire
scenario gnantitation
p0532 N82-29280
Human response to fire
p0532 N82-29281
Fuel system protection methods
p0533 H82-29283
Aircraft post crash fire rednction/snrvivability
enhancement from a manufacturer's viewpoint
p0533 N82-29286
SOBVI7AL EQOIPHEW
Evaluation of a selected group of anti-exposure
garment configurations for their effects on the
operational performance and survival of Haval
aircrewmen
p0079 A82-14972
Lear Fan 2100 egress system
p0444 A82-37970
Improving aircarrier water survival
p0555 A82-4429I




Elastic suspension of a wind tunnel test section
p0370 B82-23363
SOSPEBSIOH SXSIEBS (VEHICLES)
Preliminary study of ground handling




Besults of experimental study of heat transfer to
turbine blades with porous cooling
pOOI4 A82-I1446
Two-phase transpiration cooling




A summary of experimental data on wing






Divergence of a sweptforward wing
P0053 A82-13560
Computational treatment of transonic canard-wing
interactions
[AIAl PAPEB 82-0161] p O I I 5 A82-178I4
On the track of practical forward-swept wings
pOI54 A82-I907I
Flutter of forward swept wings, analyses and tests
[AIAA 82-0646] p0337 A82-30142
Bigid body-structural mode coupling on a forward
swept wing aircraft
[AIAA 82-0683] p0338 A82-30ISO
Active control of aeroelastic divergence
[AIAA 82-0684] p0338 A82-30151
Porward-swept-wing technology
p0381 A82-33309
Comparison of aerodynamic characteristics of
aircraft models with forward and aft swept wings
at flach number 0.5
[UNEBA, IP NO. 1982-9] p0389 A82-34497
Forward-swept wings add supersonic zip
p048l A82-38216
X-29A flight control system design experiences
[AIAA 82-1538] p0486 A82-39003
High angle-of-attack characteristics of a
forward-swept wing fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1322] p0487 A82-39099
Dynamic stability of flexible forward swept wing
aircraft
SHBPT IIB6S SUBJECT IHDBI
[AHA PAPEB 82-1325] p0488 A82-39102
Dual ning, swept forward swept rearward wing, and
single wing design optimization for high
perfornance easiness airplanes
pOSOS 482-40931
Interactive aircraft flight control and
aeroelastic stabilization forward swept wing
flight vehicles
[HAS4-CB-165036] pOIQO H82-13150
Burnerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volune 3. Part 1:
User's guide to transport design coaputer programs
[4D-A1 10232] p0315 H82-21183





ill SBEPI FOBHABD HIHGS
III SHEPTBACK BIHGS
NT IEAPEZOIDAL BIHGS
Propfan installation aerodynamcs of a
supercritical svept wing transport configuration
(AIAA PAPEB 81-1563] p0009 A82-10166
Vortez lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg
swept Gothic wing
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0231] pO117 A82-17856
Analysis of an ideal-fluid flow past a
finite-thickness wing
p0165 482-19813
Design of supercritical svept wings
P0223 A82-23826
numerical design of the contoured wind-tunnel
liner for the HASA swept-wing LFC test
[AIAA 82-0568] p0236 A82-24656
A310 - Europe builds on Airbus success
p0282 A82-26536
Accurate numerical solution of compressible,
linear stability eguations
p0382 A82-33571
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of wings
with sweep discontinuities
p0385 A82-33997
Detached flow past V-shaped low-aspect-ratio wings
p0387 482-31136
Structural optimization of a swept wing on the
basis of the aileron efficiency condition
p0388 482-34145
Comparison of aerodynamic characteristics of
aircraft models with forward and aft swept vings
at Bach number 0.5
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1982-9] p0389 482-34497
Aerodynamic development of laminar flow control on
swept wings using distributed suction through
porous surfaces
p0505 482-40894
Opper Vortex Flap - A versatile surface for highly
svept Wings
P05I5 482-41002
Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept
delta vings
P0515 A82-41003
Hind-tunnel investigation of vortex flaps on a
highly swept interceptor configuration
P0516 482-41004
Honlineac transonic flutter analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0608] p0583 482-46847
Amplified crossflow disturbances in the laminar
boundary layer on svept vings vith suction
[H4S4-IP-I902] pOOII H82-I1391
HASA Langley laminar flov control airfoil experiment
p030l H82-20I50
A summary of experimental data on ving
characteristics at transonic speeds
[BAE-TM-AEBO-1953-S.D.-77] p0312 H82-2I155
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics




Experimental analysis of the effects of sweep and
aspect ratio on incompressible flow about
forward svept vings
[ A D - A I I 1 I 2 8 ] p0405 H82-25223
Supersonxc cruise/transocic maneuver King section
development study
[AD-A110686] p0448 H82-26256
A finite difference method for the calculation of







History of the sweptback ving
[DGLB PAPEB 81-070] p0699 A82-22898
Helicopter rotor performance improvement by
utilization of svept back parabolic blade tip
p0276 A82-26298
Dual wing, swept forward swept rearward wiuq, and
single wing design optimization for high
performance business airplanes
p0508 482-40931
Some experimental investigations on transonic
flutter characteristics of thin plate ving
models vith sweptback. and tapered tips
fHAL-TB-682] pOI87 H82- 16050
Investigations of the separation behavior on
airfoils at high angles of attack, using linear
lift theory
[HBB-FE-122/S/POB/37] p0252 H82-I8I89
Helicopter rotor performance improvement by
utilization of svept-back parabolic blade tip
vind tunnel tests
p0343 H82-22I51
Aerodynamic performance of slender vings with
separated flows
[NAS4-CB-168768] p0349 H82-22206
Aeroelastic properties of wings in transonic flov
[HLB-UP-8 1005-0] p0350 H82-22224
Comparison of boundary layer calculations for the
root section of a ving. Ihe September 1979
Amsterdam Borkshop test case
[HLB-flP-80028-0] p0406 H82-25232
SHIBLIHG
An investigation of the swirl in an S-duct
p0297 A82-28318
The effect of swirl burner aerodynamics on HOx
formation
p0326 482-28658
Experimental study on discharge and loss
coefficients of combustor swirlers
p0390 A82-34644
Improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
[ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-68] p0423 A82-35318













Advanced aircraft electrical system control
technology demonstrator. Phase 1: Requirements
analysis and conceptual design
(AD-A103922] p003t H82-10326
Electronic master monitor and advisory display















Turbulent wake development behind streamlined bodies
p0097 H82-13104
Low-speed measurements of the static pressure
distribution and overall forces on a cambered
and a symmetric mild gothic ving of aspect ratio





SUBJECT IIDBX STSZEBS 1H1LISIS
SIIOPIIC HETBOBOLOGT
Hesoscale convective veather systems and aviation
operations[ilil PAPER 82-0015] p0114 A82-17733
Post analysis of aircraft accident environments
p0580 182-45835
SlilBEIIC APEHTOBE BID1B
Enhanced F-15 air-to-ground flight demonstrations
[Mil P1FEB 81-2413] P0054 182-13854
Pave Hover Flight Test Progran
[AIAA P1PEB 81-2492] p0063 182-14380





Synthetic aperture radar target sioalator





Very large aircraft vith alternate fuels - LH2
most promising
[»I11 P1PEB 82-0813] p0376 182-31986
Development of catalytic systeas for the
conversion of syngas to jet fuel and diesel fuel
and higher alcohols
[PE82-000067] p0090 H82-12255
Refining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82-001127] p02 13 N82- 17401
Impact study of synthetic and alternative fuel
usage in Army aircraft propulsion systems
[AO-1111046] p0398 N82-24355
Fuel quality processing study, volume 1
[N1S1-CB-165327-VOL-1] p0399 882-24649
Fuel quality/processing study. Volume 2:
Appendix. Task I literature survey[B1S1-CB-165327-VOL-2] p0399 1182-24650
Low NOx heavy fuel combustor concept program
[N1S1-CH-165367] p04!3 H82-25635
Hobility fuels for the Havy
[1D-1II251I] p0459 N82-26485
Development of Irmy high-energy fuel
diesel/tnrbine-povered surface equipment, phase 2
[AD-1I I1942] p0459 N82-26487
Development of accelerated fuel-engines
qualification procedures methodology, volume 1
[ A D - 1 I I 3 4 6 I ] p0473 N82-27317
Development of accelerated fuel-engines














Aircraft alerting systeas standardization study
( A I A A 81-2242] p0048 182-13468
Instrumentation to determine the suitability of
E N A V systems-for helicopter-navigation in the
national airspace system /HAS/
[1111 PIPES 81-2514] p0057 182-13911
Strapdoun inertial reference systeas performance
analysis
p0066 182-14682
Coordinate transformation In PLBS algorithm
and error analysis of Position Location and
Reporting System
p0124 182-16158
Experience vith flight simulators - Training
effectiveness-future developments
[DQLB P1PEB 81-110] pOI58 182-19263
Calibrated and nncalibrated inertial navigation
system performance in valid and jammed global
positioning system environments
p O I S l 182-21587
The Slobal Positioning System Evaluator
facility for testing in simulated vide range
environments
p O I S I 182-21588
The Onited States Air Force Intonated Vibration
Diagnostics System /AVID/ for improved jet
engine maintenance
p0295 182-27904
Estimation of the performance of nonstationacy
discontinuous control systems for flight vehicles
p0333 182-29832
Efficient part removal processes --- from molds
P0436 182-37097
Borses for courses in BPV operations -- system
components design and development in terms of
performance and cost
p0493 182-39729
Electronic varfare system measure of effectiveness
p0553 182-43840
On-board computer progress in development of 1 310
flight testing program
pOI38 N 82- 14833
Prediction of off-design performance of
turbo-shaft engines a simplified method
P0246 882-18132
Heasurement techniques used to assess the
installed power of a helicopter engine
p0246 H82-18133
Component design and development for future
helicopter engines
P0246 882-18134
Issessment of aircraft capacitive circuit medium
nave antennas according to their efficiency
p0269 N82- 19453
SISIBB FklLOBBS
Extending the limits of reliability theory --- Book
p0020 182-12318
Direct digital design method for reconfigurable
mnltivariable control lavs for the A-7D Digitac
II aircraft
P0074 182-14828
Real-time failure detection of aircraft engine
output sensors
p0297 182-28403
Instrument failure detection in partially
observable systems
p0436 182-37380
Haximum likelihood failure detection of aircraft
flight control sensors
p0556 182-44481
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system test and demonstration report
[1D-1105317] p0099 N82-1314I
Sensor failure detection system --- for the F100
turbofan engine
[N1S1-CB-I655I5] p O l O O N82-13145
Description of a dual fail operational redundant
strapdovn inertial measurement unit for
integrated avionics systems research
p0138 N82- 14842
Computer outages at air terminal facilities and




Integrated flight testing based on nonlinear
system identification data processing techniques
[1111 PAPER 81-2449] p0064 182-14389
The use of frequency methods in rotorcraft system
identification
[1111 P1PEB 81-2386] p0064 182-14392
Future directions in CHI integrated avionics
-182- 14720
Identification of the form of motion of an aircraft
P0373 182-31824
Parameter estimation applied to general aviation
aircraft - 1 case study
[1I1& PIPES 82-1313] p0487 182-39094
Development of lov-order model of an z-ving
aircraft by system identification
[AD-11 13760] p0469 N82-27286
SYSTBHS 1B1LISIS
NT SYSTEM IDENTIFICATION
Analysis and optimization of control systems in
piloted flight vehicles --- Bnssian book
pOOOl 182-22398
Analysis of system problems using aviation safety
reporting system data
P02I9 182-23312
HIS system load - utilization of the DISC system
p0219 182-23315
Distributed data processing modeling for future
1TC systems
1-413
SYSTEMS COMPATIBILITY SUBJECT liDEI
p0220 A82-23319
A nethod for the investigation of
gyrostabilization systems
p0241 182-24892
Economic analysis for data base management
p0545 182-42208
Analysis of built-in-test accuracy
p0545 182-42211
Optimization of dispatching discipline in queueing
systems with limited gueues
pOS82 182-46607
Multi-variable analysis and design techniques
[AGABO-LS-117] p0029 H82-10048
Hultivanable design techniques based on singular




1 light helicopter for night firing
p0248 H82-18I44
Task analytic techniques: Application to the
design of a flight simulator instructor/operator
console
[10-1108724] p0257 S82-18227
System identification of nonlinear aerodynamic
models
p0540 H82-29996
Executive summary of systems analysis to develop
future civil aircraft noise reduction alternatives
[1D-A] 16467] p0602 S82-33I62
SISTEMS COMPATIBILITY
Target acquisition system/air-to-surface weapon
compatibility analysis
[1111 82-1618] p0486 182-38995
Inlet and airframe compatibility for a v/STOL





NT COMPUTES SYSTEMS DESIGN
Acoustic emission - in emerging technology for
assessing fatigue damage in aircraft structure
pOOI3 182-11149
The certification of digital systems
p0017 182-11940
Digital avionics: Promise and practice - In
airlines experience in the field
POOI7 182-11942
The design of exact nonlinear model followers
vith application to trajectory autopilot for
helicopter
p0044 182-13125
Design and analysis of a digitally controlled
integrated flight/fire control system
[1111 81-2245] p0048 182-13470
LHX - In advanced avionics system design
[1111 81-2249] p0048 182-13472
1 polled contention multiplex system using
MIL-SID-1553 protocol
[1111 81-2271] p0049 182-13487
F/A-18 nigh authority/high gain digital flight
control system development and flight testing
[Alii FIPEB 81-2465] pOOSS 182-13930
Experience «ith flight test trajectory,guidance
[1111 F1PEB 81-2504] ' p0063 182-14379
MLS - 1 new generation landing guidance system is
here
pOI23 182-18145
1 fuel control system designers approach to gas
turbine engine computer model validation
pOISB 182-19253
1 progress report on the European Transonic Bind
Tunnel Project
[OHEBA, IP KO. 1981-121] p0163 182-19737
Systems approach to the design of wind shear
avionics
pOI82 182-21593
Propulsion system controls design and simulation
[1111 PIPES 82-0322] pOI85 182-22091
The use of dynamic mock-ups in the design of
advanced systems USIF's Digital Ivionic
Information System and H&YX's Advanced
Integrated Display system
p0699 182-22902
Design technology for improved performance
retention in torbofan engines
[S1E P1PEB 811055] p0231 A82-24392
A new facility and technique for two-dimensional
aerodynamic testing
[1111 82-0608] p0238 182-24677
Lightning detection and ranging
p0277 162-26367
Design of higher harmonic control for the ABC
P0278 AB2-26380
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[AIAA PAP BE 82-0320,] p0282 A82-26526
No-Tail-Botor helicopter
P0284 A82-26822
A system design for a multispectral sensor using
two-dimensional solid-state imaging arrays
p0377 A82-3I991
1 practical approach to the design of
multivariable control strategies for gas turbines
[ASttE P1PEB 82-GT-150] p0426 A82-35374
Assembly of aircraft instruments Bussian book
p0434 182-36950
Simplified digital design tools
P0435 182-37034
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback
vibration controller
[AHS PBEPBINT 81-10] p0442 182-37783
A design criterion for highly augmented
fly-by-wire aircraft
[1111 82-1570] p0485 182-38969
The use of differential pressure feedback in an
automatic flight control system
[1111 82-1596] p0485 182-38981
Avoiding the pitfalls in automatic landing control
system design
[1111 82-1599] p0486 182-39013
Application of multivariable model following
method to flight controller
[1111 PAPEB 82-1349] p0488 182-39120
1 practical approach to the incorporation of
technical advances in avionics
p0504 182-40886
Design and experience with a low-cost digital
fly-by-wire system in the SAAB J137 Vigqen 1/c
P0507 A82-40905
Design of a longitudinal ride-control system by
Zakian's method of inequalities
P0518 182-41114
Multi-variable analysis and design technigues
[1G1BD-LS-117] p0029 N82-10048
The need for multivariable design and analysis
technigues
p0029 B82-10049
Design of high integrity multivariable control
systems
p0030 H82-10055
A geometric approach to mnltivariable control
system synthesis
p0030 N82-10056
flultivariables design: The optimization of
approximate inverses
P0030 S82-10057
Design considerations for optimal flight control
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p0240 182-24718
Electronic flight instrument systems /EFIS/, the
instrumentation of the 1980s
p0242 182-25324
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advanced composites integral structures meet the
challenge of future aircraft systems
p0288 682-27)33
Studies in the history and theory of development
of aviation and rocketry and space science and
technology Russian book
p029l A82-27398
Engine industry cost considerations for emerging
technologies
p0292 482-27129
Precision casting for gas turbine engines
p0297 482-28313
Simple vs. sophisticated TacAir avionics. II -
Soviet TacAir avionics technology
p0297 482-28397
Advanced engine technology and its influence on
aircraft performance
p0298 A82-2B515
Fuel efficient and Hach 0.8, too
p0332 A82-29774







X-wing and the Navy V/STOL initiative
p0385 A82-33915
Hill ABC technology produce the next-generation
helicopter
p0385 482-33916
Technical trends in the civil aircraft and
helicopter industry
p0387 482-3H120
Energy efficient engine /E3/ technology status
[4144 PAPEB 82-1052] p0415 482-34980
Development of hybrid gas turbine bucket technology
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-94] p0424 A82-35337
Technology advancements for energy efficient
aircraft engines
[ A I A A PiPEB 82-1051] p0430 482-35479
Canadair rotary wing technology development
p0493 A82-39731
On the state of technology and trends in composite
materials in the Onited States
p0495 A82-39882
Touchdown technology large aircraft landing
gear stress
p0496 A82-40057
Civil helicopter propulsion system reliability and
engine monitoring technology assessments
p0499 A82-40518
Support of the HH-654 - The impact of advanced
technology of VIOL systems upon existing product
support
pOSOl A82-4054I
Recent advances in the performance of high bypass
ratio fans
p0505 A82-40891
Advanced technologies applied to reduce the
operating costs of small commuter transport
aircraft
PQ508 A82-409I5
Assessment of advanced technologies for high
performance single-engine business airplanes
p0508 A82-40932
Turboprop design - How and the future
p05!2 A82-40965
Hew technology for the next generation of
commercial transports - Heal or imaginary
p0516 A82-4I007
A history of aerostatics and aviation in Bussia -
In the period up to 1914 /2nd revised and
enlarged edition/ Russian book
p0544 A82-42066
The testing of new technologies vith the aid of
the Alpha Jet aircraft
p0550 A82-43326
The technology of the assembly of engines for
flight vehicles Bussian book
p0578 A82-45765
The choice of technology for ATC radars. I -
Transmitters
p058l A82-45981
Jet fuel locks to shale oil: The 1980 technology
reviev
[AD-A104414] p0040 H82-11228
Aeronautical applications of bonding
I SNI4S-8I2-55 1-102) p0139 N82-150IO
Community rotorcraft air transportation benefits
and opportunities
[HASA-CB-166266] p0147 N82-I6008
Systems study of transport aircraft incorporating
advanced aluminum alloys
[HASA-CB-165820] p0201 H82-17153
Technology overview for advanced aircraft armament
system program
[AD-A107680] p0201 882-17155
Summary of answers to the questionnaire
P0205 H82-17195
Beview of defense-related vertical and short
takeoff and landing (V/STOL) aircraft programs
[6PO-55-278] p0254 If 82-18205
HASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Borkshops. Volume 1: Executive Summary
[HASA-TH-84149] p0262 H82-19170
HASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Borkshops. Volume 2: Operators' Views
[HASA-TH-84148] p0262 882-19171
HASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Korkshops. Volume 4: Flight Control
Avionics Systems and Human Factors
[ HASA-TH-84 146 ] p0263 H82-I9I73
Effects of cable geometry and aircraft attitude on
the accuracy of a magnetic leader cable system
for aircraft guidance during rollout and turnoff
[HASA-TP-1978] p0351 H82-22239
Conceptual design study of a visual system for a
rotorcraft simulator and some advances in
platform motion utilization
[HASA-CB-166322] p0352 H82-22244
Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine
engines: Materials for advanced turbine engines
[NASA-CB-167849] p0408 H82-25254
Cost analysis of the discrete Address Beacon
System for the low-performance general aviation
aircraft community
[AD-A112957] • p0523 H82-28274
Composite materials: Tomorrow for the day after
tomorrow
[HASA-TB-76709] p0559 H82-30337
Laminar flow control, 1976 - 1982: A selected
annotated bibliography
[HASA-Tfl-84496] p0572 H82-31645
Evaluation of noise control technology and
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Bridging the gap from aircraft to space computers
[AIAA 81-2J42] p0002 482-10101
A perspective on civil use of GPS
p0182 A82-21589
Technology transfer; Proceedings of the Thirteenth
national Technical Conference, Mount Pocono, PA,
October 13-15, 1981
p0291 A82-2740I
Optimizing aerospace structures for manufacturing
cost
p0516 482-41014
Impact of systems technology and integration on
helicopter design
p0250 H82-18165




Use of Space Shuttle technology in conventional
aircraft
[AIAA 81-2-176] p0002 482-10125
The balloon and the airship technological heritage
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1912] p0006 A82-10401
S4BSAT applications
p0024 A82-12698
Airborne Electronic Terrain Bap System. II -
Applications
p0071 A82-14773
Aircraft composite materials and structures
p0103 482-16143
Technological innovation for success - Liquid
hydrogen propulsion ,'
p0107 A82-16734
VIOL as it applies to resource development in the
Canadian north
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Application of the ABC helicopter to the emergency
medical service cole
[Alii PiPEB 81-2653] pOI57 A82-192 19
Coapater graphics for quality assurance
p O I 6 7 A82-20276
The application of strapdown inertial technology
to Attitude and Beading Reference Systen





Novel approaches to electron beam welding machine
utilization
p0222 A82-23753
Transition of aerospace adhesive bonding
technology from BSD to operational use
p0293 A82-27435
British aerospace begins update effort
P0378 A82-32624
Propellers cone full circle prop-fan
technology for aircraft fuel savings
p0433 A82-35881
Use of CGHBP in transport Carbon and Glass
Hybrid Beinforced Plastics
p0435 A82-3706I
The need for a dedicated public service helicopter
design
p0482 A82-38422
The technological aspects of titanium application
in the ID-lit aircraft structure
pO<192 A82-397I8
On the state of technology and trends in composite
materials in the United States
pO<(95 A82-39882
800 Shaft Horsepower Advanced Technology
Demonstrator Engine /AIDE/ status update
p0499 482-40520
Advanced technologies applied to reduce the
operating costs of small commuter transport
aircraft
p0508 A82-409I5
Nondestructive testing in aircraft construction
using holographic methods
p0513 A82-40977
Perspectives for the use of remotely piloted
vehicles in military technology
p055<* A82-44220
fiuggedized minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th BOLB
HIL-SPfiC Computer User's Group Conference
CNASA-CP-2206] p0138 H82- 14829
Bound table discussion on the transfer of results
from the project "Aids to navigation and control
of air traffic"
[FOB-20-ATC-1981] p0395 882-24192
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Becent improvements at the Naval Air lest Center
for increased test system flexibility
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2392] pOOS6 A82-13888
Automatic digital gain ranging for flight test
telemetry data
[ilii PiPEB 81-2370] p0060 A82-13947
The Advanced Bange Instrumentation Aircraft
improvement and modernization program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2368] p0060 182-13948
Advanced medium scale real-time system for
Army helicopter tests
P0290 A82-27I87
Telemetry Computer System at gallops Flight Center
p0290 A82-27188
Investigation of blade vibration of radial
impellers by means of telemetry and holographic
interferome tr y
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-34] p0421 182-35295
Outsider's look at flight instrumentation
[DBS 1-025409] p0037 N82-11066
BLS performance assessment, task 4. Volume 1:
Evaluation procedures and egnipment design
CAD-A105393] p0087 H82- 12061












The design of a viewing system for near real time
stereo images from a UBA borne linescan sensor
Unmanned Aircraft
P0494 A82-39746
Equipment for testing and measuring a "helmet
mounted sight and display" system with a coupled
movable 17 camera in the flight simulator for






Influence of contrast on spatial perception in TV
display of moving images
[FB-50] p0477 N82-27609
TELEVISION SISTBBS
Sensor stabilisation requirements of BPV's - A
simulation study
P0494 A82-39741
Barine Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(BETCALS) investigation

















Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in thermal
problems by finite differences
pOISl A82-2I391
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Control of gas turbine pover transients for
improved turbine airfcil durability
ClIiA PIPES 82-1182] p0418 182-35047
Gas turbine airflov control for optimum heat
recovery
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-83] p0423 A82-3S329
IBBPEBATOBB DBPEIDEBCB
Ideal ranJet - OptiBUB a sub infinity for fuel
' liait and aaterial limit
p0380 A82-33143
TBBPBBATDBB DISTBIBOTI01
Investigation of the stress-strain state of a
rectangular wing section of variable thickness
under concentrated loads and heating
p0127 A82-18588
Transient two-dimensional temperature
distributions in air-cocled turbine blades
p0149 A82-18893
An experimental and analytical study of sizing
flov of turbofan engine exhaust through circular
and 2-dimensional sixer/nozzle[AIAA PAPEB 82-0130] p0286 A82-27087
Analysis of the temperature field of a
baffle-cooled gas-tnrbine-engine blade under
conjugated boundary conditions
p0295 A82-280I5
Thermal stability analysis for conical shells Kith
variable parameters
p0334 A82-29844
Temperature fields in three-layer panels with a
honeycoab filler during unsteady heating
p0387 482-34135
Engine superficial temperature and infrared
signature
p0247 H82-18136
Tests and analysis of a vented 0 thrust deflecting
nozzle on a turbofan engine -— conducted at the




Badoae aerodynamic heating effects on toresight
error
p028l A82-26465
Service sensitivity of folysulfide sealants
p029l 182-27407
The effect of temperature-time factors on the
metal damage and endurance characteristics of
gas-turbine-engine rotor blades
p0295 A82-28019
A procedure for evaluating fuel composition
effects on coobustor life
[ASHB PAPBB 82-GT-296] p0430 A82-35465
The effect of temperature ratios on the film
cooling process
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-305] p0430 182-35470
Evaluation of heat damage to aluminum aircraft
structures
pOSIS 182-41141
NASA Oryden Flight Loads Besearch Facility
[S&SA-TB-81368] p0145 H82-15079
Effects of fan inlet temperature disturbances on
the stability of a turbofan engine
[HASA-TB-82699] p0256 H82-18222








In-situ calibration of flight heat transfer
instrumentation
[ISHE PAPEB 8I-ENAS-I3J pOO I I 182-10901
A study of potentially low cost millimetre-nave
radiometric sensors
p O I S l A82-18942
Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flow combustor
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0192] p0167 A82-20291
The use of analog computers in solutions of
inverse problems of heat conduction for the
identification of boundary conditions on the
surfaces of gas-turbine-engine parts on the
basis of temperature-measurement results
p0492 A82-39467










Tensile fatigue assessment of candidate resins for
use in fibre reinforced composite repair schemes
pOU3 A82-17531
Effects of defects on tension coupons undergoing
an accelerated environmental spectrum
p0290 182-27168
Effects of 50,000, hours of thermal aging on
graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide composites(AIAA 82-0657] p0335 A82-30087
High temperature, short term tensile strength of
C6000/PBB-I5 graphite polyimide
[AIAA 82-0711] p0337 A82-30125
TEHSILB STBESS
Dispersion and temperature-force dependence of the




Effects of moisture on the mechanical properties
of glass/epoxy composites
p0329 A82-29036
Formanility of IHCOLOI alloy BA 956 - An oxide
dispersion strengthened sheet alloy
p0385 182-33994
Development of hybrid gas turbine bucket technology
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-94] p0424 A82-35337
TBMSOB AHALISIS
Alternatives for jet engine control
[HASA-CB-168894} p0369 N82-23247
TBBBIIAL BALLISTICS
Description of projectile threats
p0202 N82- I7 I6 I
Analysis methods for predicting structural
response to projectile impact
p0202 H82-17162
Analysis methods for ballistic damage size and type
p0202 N82-17163
Damage from High explosive (HE) projectiles
p0202 H82-17I64
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Have we overlooked the pilot's role in an
automated flight deck[ A I A A 81-2262] p0048 A82-13481
The integration of control and display concepts
for improved pilot sxtuational awareness
P006I A82-13972
On-board computers save fuel and help ATC
p0275 A82-26046
Beguirements and possible design choices for





Technical/operational ATC scenarios for future TBA
navigation
p007l 182- 14774
New life for an 'old1 body - Vienna's master plan
for revitalization
pOI66 A82-20172
lATA's Unit Terminal Concept
P0285 A82-27049Instruments and installations for meteorological
measurements at airports Bussian book
p0326 182-28826
Future terminal area systems
P0483 A82-38462
Bepair and maintenance of buildings in civil
aviation Bussian book
p0544 A82-42059
Survey and design of airfields Bnssian book
p0552 182-43603
Analysis of integrated fuel-efficient, low-noise
procedures in terminal-area operations[DBS 1-029833] p009 1 N82-130I4
Terminal Information Processing System (TIPS)
Consolidated CAB Display (CCD) comparative
analysis[FAA-CT-81-8] p0587 N82-32331
Study of the frequency assignment congestion in
the ultra high frequency air traffic control
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HLS - A new generation landing guidance system is
here
P0123 A82-18145
A teroinal guidance simulator for evaluation of
millimeter Have seekers
p0151 A82-18937
Algorithm development for infra-red air-to-air
guidance systems
p0490 A82-39I9I
Sensor footprints and homing range of terminal
guidance munition
[BHVG-FBHT-8I-5J pOI46 H82-I5I11
Terminal area automatic navigation, guidance, and
control research using the Hicrowave Landing
System (HLS) . Fart 3: A comparison of waypoint
guidance algorithms for BBAV/HLS transition
[BASA-CB-3512] p0188 N82-16060
An investigation of automatic guidance concepts to
steer a VIOL aircraft to a small aviation
facility ship
[SASA-CB-152407] p O I 9 1 N82-16087
A model for sensor-interceptor trade-off analysis
[AD-A112046] p0450 1182-26271
Terminal air traffic control with surveillance
data from the mode 5 system: Besults of system
demonstrations to field controllers
[AD-A112632] p0467 882-27268
Terminal information display system benefits and
costs
[AD-A114937] p0533 882-29291
Analysis of two air traffic samples in the
Frankfurt/Ham airport terminal area, August 1,
1978
[ESA-TT-739] p0587 882-32338
Analysis of two air traffic samples in the
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Analysis and preparation of a digital terrain data
base for flight simulator use
[AD-A115547] p05S9 882-30315




The electronic terrain nap - A new avionics
integrator
[ A I A A 81-2289] p0049 A82-13498
Application of multiple model estimation
techniques to a recursive terrain height
correlation system
p0070 A82-14768
Airborne Electronic Bap Systems. I - Design
p0071 A82-14770
Airborne Electronic Terrain Bap System —
p007l A82-14771
Airborne Electronic Terrain Bap System. II -
Applications
p0071 A82-14773
3TD terrain reflection model applied to ILS glide
scope Geometrical Theory of Diffraction
P0218 A82-23027
A recursive terrain height correlation system
using multiple model estimation techniques[AIAA 82-1513] p0484 A82-38937
DID terrain reflection model with application to
ILS glide slope
p0303 B82-20I66




Ideal and simulated performance of an aircraft in
the terrain following mission
pOOI3 482-11302
Passive terrain following using stored map and
global positioning system
p007l A82-14772
Automatic controlled terrain following flights
pOISO A82-18920
Simulator investigations of various side-stick
controller/stability and control augmentation
systems for helicopter terrain flight
[AIAA 82-1522] p0484 A82-38942
A terrain following system, an algorithm and a
sensor
p0494 A82-39740
Terrain following/terrain avoidance system concept
development
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1518] p0497 A82-10428
Integrated navigation-IF/TA-system based on stored
terrain data processing
p0362 882-23183
Optimal inertial navigation using terrain
correlation: An attractive solution to the
ground attack aircraft navigation problem
p0362 882-23184
The development of terrain following displays for
the Tornado aircraft
[BEPT-200] p0587 882-32337










Calibration of the Ames Anechoic Facility. Phase
I: Short range plan
[HASA-TB-84081] p O I 9 l 882-16091
Acoustic noise test as part of the dynamic
gnalification program in aerospace
p0344 882-22162
TEST BQOIPHBSt
Becent improvements at the Haval Air Test Center
for increased test system flexibility
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2392] p0056 A82-13888
Flight testing in the eighties; Proceedings of the
Eleventh Annual Symposium, Atlanta, GA, August
27-29, 1980
pOI76 A82-20751
Development of a simple, self-contained flight
test data acquisition system
p0177 A82-20756
Simulator data test instrumentation - Flight test
challenge of the eighties
p0178 A82-20768
Bach 2..0 rotating arm rain erosion test apparatus
D0280 A82-2646I
Fault isolation BITE for increased productivity
P0545 A82-42210
Blockage and flow studies of a generalized test
apparatus including various wing configurations
in the Langley 7-inch Hach 7 Pilot Tunnel
[8ASA-TH-83301] P0370 882-23471
Field test of an in stack diffusion classifier on
an aircraft engine test cell
[AD-A1 13811] p0475 882-27326
Advanced turboprop testbed systems study. Volume
1: Testbed program objectives and priorities,
drive system and aircraft design studies,
evaluation and recommendations and wind tunnel
test plans
[BASA-CB-I67928-VOL-1] p059l B82-32370
OSAF bioenvizonmental noise data handbook. Volume
168: BB-3 tester, pressurized cabin leakage,
aircraft
[ A D - A I I 6 I 5 3 ] p0602 882-33163
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Commentary oo facilities used in the development
of a Sea Barrier all leather operations capability
[Alii PAFEB 81-2407] p0056 482-13892
The iir Force Flight Test Center - Utah Test and
Training fiange in the 1980's
[AIAA PAPER 81-2487] pQ057 A82-U916
A unique integrated flight testing facility for
advanced control/display research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2490] pOOSS A82-13919
Naval Veapons Center - Test and evaluation in the
I980's
[AIAA PAP£B 81-2485] p0059 A82-13940
Tuo at a tine - Flight test plans for the nev
Boeing air liners
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2378] p0059 A82-I394I
Aeroelasticity natters - Some reflections on two
decades of testing in the NASA Langley Transonic
Dynamics Tunnel
P0061 A82-13969
Testing capabilities of the 3246th Test Ring
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2484] p0064 A82-14387
Development of a transmission loss test facility
for light aircraft structures
pOI28 A82-18728
Sanctuary radar mth digital processor for
Doppler filtering and pulse conpression
pOISO A82-18906
Helicopter icing spray system
P0177 A82-20754
The Boeing Flight Test Data System 1980
pOI79 A82-20769
Instrumentation remote 'mini* ground station
pOI79 A82-20770
The Global Positioning System Evalnator
facility for testing in simulated vide range
envirouoents
P0181 A82-21588
Air cooled engine test facilities
p0223 A82-24004
Aerodynamic Testing Conference, 12th,
lilliamsbnrg, VA, Barch 22-24, 1982, Collection
of Technical Papers
P0236 A82-24651
Slotted vail test section for automotive
aerodynamic test facilities
[ A I A A 82-0585] p0237 A82-24661
Ton Karman and VKI - The first 25 years
P0273 A82-25673
Full scale test facilities for radomes and antenna
vindows
P028I A82-26467
Status of the national transonic facility
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0604] p038l A82-33326
Large scale aeroengine compressor test facility
p039l A82-34953
Test facility and data handling system for the
development of axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-73] p0423 A82-35322
Boeing's new transports in a flight-test marathon
P0437 A82-37493
Current techniques for jet engine test cell modeling
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1272] p0439 A82-37712
Air-breathing engine test facilities register
[AGABD-AG-269] p0030 B82-10063
Botorcraft icing: status and prospects
[AGABO-AB-166] p0036 N82-II056
Facilities for development and clearance
P0036 N82-11059
Adaptation of a turbine test facility to
high-temperature research
[BAE-LIB-TBANS-2064] p0040 N82-I1089
System safety program plan —- electromagnetic
pulse testing of the A-7E aircraft
[AD-A104557] p004 1 H82-11354
N A S A Dryden Flight Loads Besearch Facility
[HASA-TH-81368] pOI45 H82-I5079
Development and laboratory testing of a thermal
emission velocimeter for application to an
erosion nose tip test facility
[AD-A 1077 13] P0213 H82-17482
Evaluation of the North Island A/C crash/rescue
training facility
[4D-A108740] p0257 N82-18228
Test site instrumentation study. Volume 2: Crash
1 and crash 2 ran data
[PB82-111832] p0258 N82-18233
Equipment for testing and measuring a "helmet
mounted sight and display" system *ith a coupled
movable IT camera in the flight simulator for
research of the DF?LB
[ESA-TT-675] p0266 B82-I92I9
Acoustic measurements of F100-PB-100 engine
operating in hush house NSH 4920-02-070-2721
[AD-A 1088 14] pQ270 N82-19952
IBSt PILOIS
lest Pilots' Aviation Safety lorkshop, U.S. Naval





'The OSiF Test Pilot School high angle of attack
and spin training program
P0076 A82-14932
IBSt BAS6JSS
Naval leapons Center - Test and evaluation in the
1980's
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2485] p0059 A82-13940
MSI STANDS
Stability of a three-stage dynamic stand
p0243 A82-25353
Icing conditions on sea level gas turbine engine
test stands
( A I A A PAPEB 82-1237] pOU18 A82-35078
Analyzing stable pad disturbances and design of a
sensor vault to monitor pad stability
(AIAA 82-1585] p0486 A82-3901I
Further development of the test concept of the
ALPHA JET engine LABZAC 04
p0257 H82-18223
China's nevly designed and built aircraft engine
test stand
[iD-A 117569] p06!2 H82-33410
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A global atlas of GEOS-3 significant waveheight
data and comparison of the data mth national
buoy data
[HASA-CB-156882] pOI46 N82-15498
Scanner imaging systems, aircraft
p0529 N82-28715
IHBODOiSBI IBABSFOBBATIOB
Aerodynamic lag functions, divergence, and the
British flutter method
p0433 A82-35820
Optimization and performance calculation of
dual-rotation propellers





A study of the techniques of dynamic analysis of
helicopter type structures
p0246 H82-I8I29
Palm's theorem for nonstationary processes
[AD-A117089] p0614 N82-34I35
IBBBBAL COIDOCTIVIII
Belations for the thermodynamic and transport
properties in the testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
[BASA-TH-83220] pOI46 N82-15359
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Development of improved high temperature coatings
for IB-792 * Of
(HASA-CB-165395] pOI36 H82-14333
The contribution ot thermal barrier coatings to






1700 - modern development test techniques, lessons
learned and results
[AIAi PAPEB 82-1)83] p0418 A82-35048
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled doable-edge Hedge specimens[HASA-TP-1973] p0308 H82-20566
IBBBBU DBCOBPOSITIOI
HI PYBOLYSIS
Thermal decomposition of aviation fuel
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-27] pOU20 A82-35292
Deposit formation in hydrocarbon fuels
(ASHB PAPEB 82-GI-49] p0422 A82-35307
IBEBBAL DB6BADATIOB
Effects of 50,000 hoars of thermal aging on
graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyimide composites[ A I A A 82-0657] p0335 A82-30087
On the characterization of damages in






A light helicopter for night firing
[SNIAS-821-210-105] p0353 H82-22256
IBKBSAL BBVIBOBHBBTS
Closed loop environmental control systems for
fighter aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-EBAS-2) pOO I I A82-10890Qaantification of the thermal environment for
externally carried aircraft stores and ordnance
pOOI9 A82-I2100
IHEBHAL EIPABSIOH
Thermal expansion accommodation in a jet engine
frame
pOOI7 A82-11999
Operating flight loads and their effect on engine
performance
[SAB PAPBB 811071] p0233 A82-24405
Evaluation of an asymptotic method for helicopter
rotor airloads
p0498 A82-40509




Thermal expansion accommodation in a jet engine
frame
p0017 182-11999
Study of the load-carrying capacity of aviation
gas-turbine engine impellers under Ion-cycle
loading at normal and high temperatures
pOOSI A82-15482
A method for predicting the lifetime of gas
turbine blades
pO 106 A82- 16692
Dispersion and temperature-force dependence of the
high-temperature strength characteristics of a
gas-turbine-engine disk alloy
pOI82 A82-21636
The effect of temperature-time factors on the
metal damage and endurance characteristics of
gas-turbine-engine rotor blades
p0295 A82-28019
Structural strength of materials and parts of gas
turbine engines Bnssian book
p0544 A82-42063
Bodeling of thermal effects when investigating the
thermal fatigue life of the blades of a
gas-turbine engine
p0583 A82-46832
Development of improved high temperature coatings
for 18-792 «• HF[BASA-CB-165395] p0136 B82-14333
IBKBHAL IBS01ATIOS
The use of 'Kapton* polyimide film in aerospace
applications
(SAE PAPEB 811091] p0234 A82-24413
Failure analysis of silica phenolic nozzle liners
p0391 A82-34882
IBBBBU HAPPI1S





Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in thermal
problems by finite differences
pOISI A82-21391
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 13, no. 9[AD-A105062] p0031 B82-10421
Progress in protective coatings for aircraft gas
turbines: A Beviev of BASA sponsored research[HASA-TH-82740] p0090 B82-I2216
Besearch and Technology[BASA-TB-83221] p0091 H82- 13043
IBKBBAL BBSISTAICB
Design analysis of high temperature transparent
windshields for high performance aircraft
[ASflB PAPEB B1-BHAS-5) p O O I I A82-10893
Test methodology for evaluation of fireworthy
aircraft seat cushions
p0332 A82-29596
Thermal-barrier-coated turbine blade study[HASA-CB-165351 ] p0028 S82- 10040
Formulation and characterization of polyimide
resilient foams of various densities for
aircraft seating applications[BASA-CB-167421] p0090 H82-12230
IHKEBAL SIBOLATIOI
A new thermal and trajectory model for high
altitude balloons
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1926] p0007 A82- I041I
Bodeling of thermal effects when investigating the





A concept for a high-accuracy, low-cost
accelerometer
p0066 A82-14685
Calculation of the stability of
crosswise-reinforced cylindrical shells
p0128 A82-18621
Deposit formation in liquid fuels. I - Effect of
coal-derived Lewis bases on storage stability of
Jet A turbine fuel
pOI86 A82-22241
Thermal stability analysis for conical shells vith
variable parameters
p0334 A82-29844
Composite bonds improve thermal integrity
p0335 A82-30004
An alternate test procedure to qualify future
fuels for Navy aircraft[AIAA PAPEB 82-1233] p0434 A82-36175
Evaluating the effectiveness of hydrorefining of
the low-stability component of T-I fuel
p0434 A82-36673
Effect of some nitrogen compounds thermal
stability of jet A
[BASA-TB-82908] p0476 H82-27519
IBBBBU SIBESSBS
Automated calculation of the stressed state of
shell systems under asymmetrical mechanical and
thermal loading
p0165 A82-19928
Problems in the automation of the thermal-stress
analysis of flight vehicles
p0293 A82-27509
Variational equation of an eccentrically
reinforced panel with allowance for nonuniform
heating
p0582 A82-46617
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of USB flap
structure models at elevated temperature[HAL-Tfi-683] p0269 H82-I9570
TBBBUSTOBS
Boundary layer transducers /DCL/ developed for the
study of the flow over helicopter rotor blades[OBEBA. IP BO. 1981-93] pOStS A82-428I7
IBBBBOCBEBICAi PBOPBBIIBS
HI BEAT OF COHBOSTIOB




In-situ calibration of flight heat transfer
instrumentation
(ASHE PAPBB 81-EHAS-I3] pOO11 A82-10901
tBBBHODYNABIC CYCLES
Aerodynamic components for snail turboshaft engines
p0207 N82-17211
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for




Lineup of the IH-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p0699 482-22896
Design, fabrication and test of liquid metal
heat-pipe sandwich panels
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0903] p0373 A82-3I898
Conversion of centrifugal compressor performance
curves considering non-similar flow conditions
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-42] p042t A82-35300
The effect of coolant flov on the efficiency of a
transonic BP turbine profile suitable for a
small engine
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-63] p0422 482-35315
The influence of new turbine technologies on their
components
p0207 B82-I72IO





HI BEAT Of COHBOSTIOB





Basic problem of aircraft gasturbine engine
analytic design. II
pOOI4 A82-I1463
Experimental study of external fuel vaporization
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-59] p0422 A82-353I2
Belations for the thermodynamc and transport
properties in the testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
[NASA-TB-83220] p0146 N82-15359
Thermodynamc and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons vith air. Part 1: Properties
in SI units
[NASA-TP-1906] p0574 R82-32186
Theme-dynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons mth air. Part 2: Compositions
corresponding to Kelvin temperature schedules in
part 1
[NASA-TP-1907] p0575 H82-32187
Thermodynamc and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons Kith air. Part 3: Properties
in OS customary units
[NASA-IP-1908] p0575 N82-32I88
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 4: Compositions











SPF of high strength aluminum structures

































Besearch and development program for non-linear
structural modeling with advanced
time-temperature dependent constitutive
relationships
[NASA-CB- 165533] pOI90 N82- 16080




Compilation of abstracts of dissertations theses,
and research papers submitted by candidates for
degrees, 1 October 1979 - 30 September 1980
[AD-A104124] p O l O l N82-I3974
THICKNESS
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flov
turbine
[ASBE PAPBB 82-61-222] p0428 A82-35409
Gas turbine ceramc-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous metal core
[NASA-IP-1942] p0134 B82-14090
A method of characteristics solution for a finite




Analysis of shells of straight-wing type
p0334 A82-29841
A summary of experimental data on wing
characteristics at transonic speeds
[BAE-TN-AEBO-1953-S.D.-77] p03!2 N82-21I55
JBIN AIBFOILS
BT INFINITE SPAN RINGS
NT THIN RINGS
Pade approximation applied to flow past thin
airfoils
p0176 A82-20728
Hodified version of LTBAN2: A calculation method
for inviscid transonic flow about thin airfoils
in moderately slow unsteady motion
[NLB-TB-80059-0] p0406 N82-25231
Rind tunnel investigations on thin supercritical
airfoils in high subsonic flow
[DFVLB-FB-82-06] p0557 N82-30296
THIN FILBS




Determination of antioxidant content in aviation
oils using thin-layer chromatography
p0548 A82-42894
THIN PLAtES
In-plane shear test of thin panels
P0502 A82-40545
THIN NALLBD SHELLS
Automated calculation of the stressed state of
shell systems under asymmetrical mechanical and
thermal loading
pOI65 A82-I9928
Studies on the stability of thin-walled shells
with cutouts /Beview/. I
p0182 482-21629
Thermal stability analysis for conical shells with
variable parameters
p0334 A82-29844
fleasnrements of heat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine components. II - Applications of the
technique described in part I and comparisons
with results from a conventional measuring
1-426
SUBJECT 1BDBI IHBEB DIHBISIOBU. HOI
technique and predictions[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-I75] p0426 482-35388
Calculation of the stability and post-buckling
behavior of thin shell nnderfraaes using the
finite eleaent aethod Geraan thesis
p0577 A82-4S219
TBIH IALLS
Experimental stress analysis of a thin-vailed
pressurized torus loaded by contact with a plane
dynamic response of aircraft tires
UIAi 82-0753] p0336 A82-30114
The behavior of composite thin-walled structures
in dynamic buckling under mpact
p0513 A82-40976
Bxpenuental investigation of aeroelastic




81 INFINITE SPAN ilHGS
Syaoetric flow characteristics of thin rectangular
wings
pOI03 A82- 16093
Concerning the calculation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of aechanized wings
pOI27 482-18589
Transonic flow past thin wings
p027« A82-25995
Finite element calculation of the aerodynaaic
forces on a vibrating wing in supersonic flow
p0387 A82-34I28
The unsteady motion of a wing traveling at
subsonic speed above a plane
P049I A82-393S8
Nonlinear transonic flutter analysis[4144 EAPBB 81-0608] p0583 A82-468U7
Some experimental investigations on transonic
flutter characteristics of thin plate wing
models Kith sweptback and tapered tips
[HAL-TB-682] p0187 H82-16050
Vortex flow correlation water tunnel tests on
thin slender wings
[&D-A108725] p0307 H82-20468
Investigation of upwind schemes for finite eleaent
analysis of transonic flow over thin airfoils
f4D-4II1168] p0405 H82-25225






Service sensitivity of polysulfide sealants
p029l A82-27407
taOBIOH
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Omiat quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-000312] p0399 882-24632
IHBEAT EV410ATIOI
Threat perception while viewing single intruder
conflicts on a cockpit display or traffic
information
[NASA-TB-81341] pO 190 1182- 16076
TBBBB DIBBBSIOJ41 BOOBDABI iiIBB
Transonic three-dimension viscons-inviscid
interaction for wing-body configuration analysis '[4144 FAFEB 82-0163] p0116 482-17816
Heasureaents of a three-dimensional boundary layer
~ on a sharp cone at Bach 3
[AIAA FAFEB 82-0289] p0185 A82-22083
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development on a fan rotor blade
[4144 PAPEB 82-1007] p037S 482-31965
Accurate numerical solution of compressible,
linear stability equations
p0382 482-33571
Experimental and theoretical studies of
three-diaensional turbulent boundary layers on
an empennage of a typical transport airplane
pOSII 482-W955
Generation of boundary-conforming grids around
wing-body configurations using transfinite
interpolation
p0553 A82-44091
The effect of heat transfer on three-dimensional
spatial stability and transition of flat plate
boundary layer at Bach 3
p058l A82-45877
Investigations of the separation behavior on
airfoils at high angles of attack, using linear
lift theory
[BBB-FE-122/S/POB/37] p0252 B82-18189
numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 3. Part 2:
Oser's guide to fighter design computer program
[ AD-A110037] p03IS H82-2II84




Supersonic nozzles without shocks
pOIQa 482-16172
Three-dimensional flow studies on a slotted
transonic wind tunnel wall
[4IA4 PAPEB 82-0230] p0117 A82-17855
Three-diaensional calculation of the flow in
helicopter air intakes
[ONBBA, TF 80. 1981-124] p0164 482-19710
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including
inviscid/viscous interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0352] pOI64 A82-19797
Flow visualization using a computerized data
acquisition system
P0179 A82-20792
A split coefficient/locally aonotonic scheme for
aultishocked supersonic flow[AIAA FAPEB 82-0287] p0184 482-22082
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference
corrections for three-dimensional models
[ A I A A 82-0588] p0237 A82-24663
Problems of numerical simulation of unsteady
three-dimensional viscous-gas flows in nozzles
p0242 A82-25347
Application of computer generated color graphic
techniques to the processing and display of
three dimensional fluid dynamic data for
turbofan mixer nozzle ailing process analysis
p0328 A82-29008
Comparison between computations and experimental
data in unsteady three-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications
[AIAA 82-0690] p0339 A82-30157
Finite volume calculation of three-diaensional
potential flow around a propeller
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0957] p0374 A82-31933
Subsonic 3-0 surface panel method for rapid
analysis of multiple geometry perturbations
[AIAA FAPEB 82-0993] p0374 A82-3I954
Design of finite element grids for the computation
of the three-dimensional transonic flow around a
wing
[AIAA PAFEB 82-1019] p0375 A82-31972
•ind-tnnnel wall interference corrections for
three-dimensional flows
p0379 A82-32847
Generation of three-dimensional boundary-fitted
curvilinear coordinate systeas for wing/wing-tip




Experimental investigations on the flow in the
impeller of a centrifugal fan
[4SHE PAFBB 82-61-37] p0421 A82-3S298
On the vortex flow over delta and double-delta wings(AIAA PAPEB 82-0949] p0437 A82-37466
A grid interfacing zonal algorithm for —• ~ -
three-dimensional transonic flows about aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1017] p0437 A82-37477
Comparison of experimental and analytic
perforaance for contoured endwall stators
[AIAA P&FEB 82-1286] p0497 A82-40422
Coaputation of supersonic flow around
three-dimensional wings
p0506 A82-40898
Determination of the efficiency of a trailing edge
flap in unsteady three-dimensional flow
p0507 A82-409IO
Optimal stream surfaces in supersonic
three-dimensional flows
p0547 482-42722
Higher-order flow angle corrections for
three-dimensional wind tunnel wall interference
pOSSS A82-44246
A-«27
IBBBB DIHESSIOSAL HOTIOH SOBJ8CI IIOEX
Study on pressure distribution on rotor blades





The arbitrary quasi-orthogonal surface method for
computing three-dimensional flov in turbine
machinery. 2. Calculation of the
three-dimensional flo« Kith the S sub l-surface
tvisted
p0033 N82-11015
A theoretical analysis of the stream surface of
revolution Kith supersonic inlet flov in a
transonic axial compressor
p0033 1182-11025
A numerical three-dimensional turbulent simulation
of a subsonic VSTOL jet in a cross-flow using a
finite element algorithm
[AD-A104514] p0036 N82-11055
Aeroacoustic theory for noncompact Ming-gust
interaction
[FDEL-81-7] p0038 N82-11071
Three dimensional flov investigation vith a method
of characteristics in the inlet region and the
blade-to-blade channels of supersonic axial
compressors
[ESA-TT-637] p0088 S82-12078
Prediction and measurement of time-variant,
three-dimensional flo»s in military aircraft
intakes
p0093 H82-13069
A numerical method for studying
nacelle-jet-airfoil interaction in inviscid
three-dimensional flov
p0096 N82-13091
Analytical study of tvin-jet shielding development
of a 3-dimensional model
[NASA-CB-165 106] pOI94 N82-I6805
A three-dimensional approach to lift and moment
coefficients of rotating blades
p0245 H82-18I25
On the calculation of transonic blade tip flov for
helicopter rotors
[SBB-UD-320-81-0] p0252 N82-18187
Computation of ving-vortez interaction in
transonic flov using implicit finite difference
algorithm
[NASA-CB-166251] p0312 882-21159
Three-dimensional separation and reattachment
[NASA-TB-84221] p0393 N82-24167
Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
in transonic vind-tunnel/flight-test correlation
p0404 V82-25211
Comparison of boundary layer calculations for the
root section of a ving. The September 1979
Amsterdam Workshop test case
[NLB-HP-80028-U] p0406 N82-25232
The problem of calculation of the flov around
helicopter rotor blade tips and adapting
computer programs
[HBB-OD-330-81-0] P0406 N82-25233
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
characteristics in the annulus vail region of an
axial flov compressor rotor passage
[HASA-CS-169003] p0408 N82-25252
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endvall stators
[NASA-TH-82877] PQ454 H82-26299
liud tunnel measurements of three-dimensional
vakes of buildings for aircraft safety
applications
[NASA-Cfi-3565] p0461 M82-26921
Computer prediction of three-dimensional potential
flov fields in vhich aircraft propellers operate
[NASA-CB-169317] p0585 H82-32312
Computation of three dimensional unsteady
nonuniform flov in the blade-free annular
channel of a tnrbomachine military aircraft,
turbocompressors
[ONEBA-HT- 1982-2] p0592 B82-32372
TBBBB DIBE1SIOIAL BOflOl
NT SECOHOABI FLOI
NT THESE DIVISIONAL FLOI
On the question of trailing airplane motion
pOOIS A82-I1470
Experimental evaluation of a perspective tunnel
display for three-dimensional helicopter
approaches
p0083 A82-I5847
Ride field of viev laser beacon system for
three-dimensional aircraft position measurement
[ASBE PAPEB 81-BA/DSC-9] p0234 A82-24563
Optimum three-dimensional flight of a supersonic
aircraft
p0274 A82-26039




Individual bypass throttling in fighter engines
[AIAA PAPEfi 82-1285] p0419 A82-35IOO
External fuel vaporization study






An experimental study of flov rate and thrust
characteristics of a four-nozzle ejector vith
flov tvist
p058l 182-46140
Integration of advanced exhaust nozzles
D0094 N82-13075
Establishment of an experimental technique to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe
configurations, using a full span model vith
turbine povered engine simulators
p0096 N82-13089
Tests and analysis of a vented D thrust deflecting
nozzle on a turbofan engine conducted at the
outdoor aerodynamic research facility of the
Ames Besearch Center
[NASA-CB- 166279] p030l N82-20I43
Thrust-induced effects on lov-speed aerodynamics




Application qf thrusting ejectors to tactical
aircraft having vertical lift and short-field
capability
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2629] p0156 482-19211
Performance flight test evaluation of the




Xfv-|2A diagnostic and development programs
CAD-A108354] p0254 N82- 18206
Thrust augmenting ejectors: A reviev of the
application of jet mechanics to V/STOL aircraft
propulsion
p0361 N82-23169
Improvement of ejector thrust augmentation by
pulsating or flapping jets
P0362 N82-23172
An experimental study of rectangular and circular
thrust augmenting ejectors
[ A D - A I I I I I O ] p0454 N82-26304




NT THBUST VECIOB CONTBOL
V/STOL propulsion control technology
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2634] pOIOS A82-16909
Optimal trajectories in supersonic flight
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0366] p0119 A82-17906
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2633] p0156 482-19213
Thrust management - Current achievements and
future developments
pOI70 A82-20520
No-tail-rotor helicopter tests continue
p0380 A82-33095
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamics
[NASA-TH-81328] p0026 N82-10029
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic T/STOL
aircraft
[NASA-TB-82747] p0098 1182-13 112
Potential reductions in aircraft operation and




SUBJECT IBDBI TILT BOIQB AIBCBAFT
IBBOST DISTBZBOIIOH
Tests of a 0 vented thrust deflecting nozzle
behind % simulated tnrbofan engine
[BASA-CH-3508] pOI98 H82-I7I22
TBBOSI HBASOBBHBBT
Evaluation of a simplified grocs thrust
calculation aethod foe a J85-2I afterburning
turbojet engine in an altitude facility
[ A I A A P4PEB 82-1044] p0415 182-34978
Potential reductions in aircraft operation and
maintenance costs by using thrust computing
support equipment
[AD-AIOB463] p0254 N82-18207
Optimization of thrust algorithm calibration for
Computing System (1CS) for Thrust the NASA









Study of ceingestion of ezhaust gases with
different initial temperature in a reversed
turbojet engine
pOOt4 A82-11444
Thrust reversing effects on tain-engine aircraft
having conaxisymmetnc nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2639] p0108 A82-16911
Thrust-induced effects on Ion-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2612] pOISS A82-19203
S10L capability impact on advanced tactical
aircraft design
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2617] pOISS A82-19206
Thrust reverser induced flow interference on
tactical aircraft stability and control
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1133] p043B A82-37693
Axisymmetric approach and landing thrust reverser
impacts on usage and LCC life cycle cost
pOSOS A82-40B92
Advanced ezhaust nozzle tecnnology
p0095 N82-1307B
Static internal performance of single
expansion-ramp nozzles mth thrust vectoring and
reversing
[BASA-TP-1962] p0302 H82-20156
Static internal'performance characteristics of tvo
thrust reverser concepts for azisymmetric nozzles
[HASA-TP-2025] p0448 H82-262J5
Thrust reverser for a long duct fan engine for
turbofan engines
[NASA-CASE-LEH-13 199-1] p0453 H82-26293
Hiuimum time turns constrained to the vertical plane
[AD-A111096] p0456 B82-26317
Effect of nozzle and vertical-tail variables on
the performance of a 3-surface F-15 model at




Optimal flight paths for winqed, supersonic flight
vehicles - Extension to the case where thrust
can be vectored
pOOOS 482-10310
Developments in boundary layer Thrust Vector Control
p O O l O A82-10855
Ground test of a large scale *D' vented thrust
deflecting nozzle
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2630] pO 108 A82- 16907
U A S A V/STOL Propulsion Control Analysis - Phase I
and II program status
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2632] p O I O S A82-16908
Thrust-induced effects on Ion-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2612] pOISS A82-19203
Tactical SIOL moment balance through innovative
configuration technology
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2615] p0155 A82-19204
Application of thrust vectoring for SIOL
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2616] pOISS A82-19205
STUL capability impact on advanced tactical
aircraft design
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2617] pOI55 A82-19206
Design features of a sea-based multipurpose
V/STOL, STOVL. and STOL aircraft in a support
role for the U.S. Navy
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2650] p0157 A82-19218
Fighters - Tomorrow's terminology
p0221 A82-23368
Performance of a 2D-CD nouaxisymnetric exhaust
nozzle on a turbojet engine at altitude
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1137] p0497 A82-40420
Ben nozzle design aimed at F-15, F-16 aircraft
p0549 A82-43092
Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane on
TF34 fan performance
[BASA-CB-165458] p0088 B82-12075
Advanced ezhaust nozzle technology
p0095 B82-13078
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSIOL piloted simulation evaluation
[HASA-TB-82770] p O l O O B82-13144
Static internal performance of single
expansion-raap nozzles with thrust vectoring and
reversing
[BASA-TP-1962] p0302 B82-20156
Iind-tunnel investigation of the powered low-speed
longitudinal aerodynamics of the
Vectored-Engine-Over (VEO) wing fighter
configuration
[BASA-TH-83263] p0349 H82-22207
High pressure bleed for STOL and STO-VL
performance: A conceptual examination
[AD-A115762] p0590 H82-32357
TBBOSI-1BI6HT BATIO
Enhanced F-15 air-to-ground flight demonstrations




Thunderstorm hazards flight research - Program
overview
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2412] p0053 A82-13853
Operational evaluation of thunderstorm penetration
test flights during project Storm Bazards '80
p0078 A82-14954
Simulation of phugoid excitation due to hazardous
wind shear
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0215] p0117 A82-17844
flesoscale convective complexes and general aviation
p0580 A82-45832
Doppler radar-research and application to aviation
flight safety, 1977 - 1979
[AD-A109845] p0303 N82-20163
NASA research programs responding to workshop
recommendations
p0311 N82-21146
The 1981 direct strike lightning data
utilizing the F-106 aircraft
[NASA-TB-83273] p0358 882-22848
A study of wind shear effects on aircraft
operations and safety in Australia
[ABL-SIS-BEPT-24] p0522 H82-28265
TIG IBLDING





Bover tests of the XV-15 Tilt Botor Besearch
Aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2501] p0064 A82-14386
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale twin tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2609] p0155 482-19201
Analysis of selected VIOL concepts for a civil
transportation mission
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2655] p0157 A82-19220
Flexibility is offered by IV-15 tilt-rotor concept
p0160 A82-19300
Design optimization of rotor systems for
tilt-rotor aircraft that fold for shipboard
compatibility
p0280 A82-26399
Advanced helicopter concepts compete
p0283 A82-26537
XV-15 - Foretelling things to come
P0385 A82-33914
J V X , what an opportunity Joint Services
Advanced Vertical Lift Aircraft Program
p0482 A82-38423
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale, twin
tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0150] p0482 A82-38443
A-42J
IILI BOIOB HBSJ5ABCH AIBCBAFT PBOGBAH SUBJECT IIDBX
Flight dynamics of rotorcraft ID steep high-g tarns
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1345] p0488 A82-39I17
XV-15 program update
P0556 A82-44468
NASA/UAA Advanced Eotorcraft Technology and lilt
Botor Horkshops. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and
Structures Session
[HASA-TB-84147] p0262 H82-I9 172
The cost of noise reduction for departure and
arrival operations of commercial tilt rotor
aircraft
[NASA-CB-137803] p0535 N82-293I6
fILI BOIOB HESBABCH UBCBAFI PBOGBAB
XV-15 Tilt Botor fly-by-wire collective control
demonstrator development specifications
[HASa-CB-166262] p0140 H82-15030
HASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Vorkshop. Volume 7; Tilt Botor Session
[NASA-TH-84705] p0368 H82-2324J
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume I:
General information, revision C
CHASA-CB-166347] p0395 H82-24I94
7/SIOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 2:
Ship I instrumentation
[HASA-CB- 166348] p0395 N82-24195
T/SIOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 3:
Ship 2 instrumentation
[HASA-CB-166349] p0395 H82-24I96




Development of a preloaded hybrid advanced
composite wing pivot fairing
p0287 A82-27I31





Advanced technology airfoil development for the
XV-15 tilt-rotor vehicle
( A I A A PAPBB 81-2623] pO 108 A82- 16906
Aerospatiale survey of mnd tunnel testing of
small and large scale rotors
[SHIAS-82I-2IO-107] p0350 H82-22225
XIBBEB IIVE1TOBI
A VHF homing system with VHF radiotelephony for
area-representative strip-survey flights
conducted, as part of combined forest
inventories, with light aircraft carrying 70 am





HI BESPOHSE IIHE (COHPUTEBS)
SEL and EPHL noise duration coefficients for the
747 and T-38 aircraft
[NASA-TH-83214] p0042 H82-11860
II HE DEL AT
D TIHE LAG
TTHB DEPEBDEHCB
The effect of temperature-time factors on the









IIHE DIVISIOB BOtTIPLE ACCESS
Distributed Time Division Multiple Access /DTDHA/
- A distributed signaling technigue for advanced
tactical communications
p0067 A82-14719
JTIDS distributed TDHA /DTDHA/ terminal
development results with emphasis on relative
navigation performance
P O I 2 3 A82-I8152
IIHB DIVISIOB HOITIJPLBZIHG
A modular multiplexed digital voice
intercommunications system
p0068 A82-I4721
A design for a 32-channel multiplexer for
unmanned aircraft navigation sensors
[BAE-TH-BAD-HAV-145] p0259 H82-18503
1IHB FOHCIIOIS
A recursive time domain analysis of distributed
line grid networks with application to the
LTA/BHP problem Lightning Threat Analysis
p0070 A82-I476I
IIHE LAG
Bard limited approaches to correlation velocity
sensing
p0022 482-12636
The effects of the delays on systems subject to
manual control
p0484 A82-38943
Analysis of very low frequency oscillations in a











Comparison between the exact and an approximate
feedback solution for medium range interception
problems
P0044 A82-I3106
Comment on 'Optimal control via mathematical
programming'
p0342 482-31125
Hinimum-time three-dimensional turn to a point of
supersonic aircraft
p0556 A82-44482
LQG-based multivariable design: Frequency domain
interpretation
p0029 H82-10053
Hinimum time tarns constrained to the vertical plane
[AD-A111096] p0456 H82-26317
Optimal periodic Dolphin gliding flight
p0559 H82-30313
IIHE BBSPOHSB
Transonic time-response analysis of three D.O.F.
conventional and supercritical airfoils
[ A I A A 82-0688] D0339 A82-30155
IIHB SBBIES AIAUSIS
Statistical analysis and time series modeling of
air traffic operations data from flight service
stations and terminal radar approach control
facilities: Two case studies(AD-A 109873] p0304 1182-20172
Identification of multivariable high performance
turbofan engine dynamics from closed loop data[BASA-TH-82785] p0307 H82-20339
IIBB SHABIHG
A polled contention multiplex system using
HIL-STD-1553 protocol
(AIAA 81-2271] p0049 A82-13487
The role of software in commercial ATE
p0294 A82-27885










Forward velocity effects on fan noise and the
suppression characteristics of advanced inlets











Badiation enhancement by noneguilibrium during
flight through the Titan atmosphere
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0878] p0373 A82-31883
IIIA1IOH
Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollow, fan
blades with composite in-lays
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-284] p0430 A82-35456
A-430
SUBJECT IBDEI TOiBD IAB6B1S
SPF/Dfl titanium concepts for structural efficiency
foi HC
p0302 882-20154
SPF/DB titanium 1FC porous panel concept
pOJ02 882-20155




Sophisticated aircraft structure developments -
Coobat aeroplanes
pOOOS 182- 10309
Melding for low-cost advanced titaniua airframe
structures
P0222 A82-23757
Advanced aluminum and titanium structures;
Proceedings of the Binter Annual fleeting,
lashington, DC, November 15-20, 1981
p0327 482-28991
Development of low-cost titanium structures using
blended elemental ponder metallurgy
p0328 A82-28998
The technological aspects of titanium application
in the TU-144 aircraft structure
P0492 A82-39718
In-motion radiography of titanium spar tube welds
P0501 A82-40538
Advantages and limitations in the use of diverse
materials for aircraft construction
composite versus metallic materials
[SBIAS-811-55I-I04] pOI39 S82-15011
Evaluation of super plastic forming and
co-diffusion bonding of T1-6A1-4V titanium alloy
expanded sandwich structures
[NASA-CB-165827] p0268 B82-19358
Process development and evaluation of gas turbine
engine components in IHI 829 titanium alloy
[PHB-90050J p0318 882-21205
Bevieu of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Betherlands, Harch 1979 - February 1981
[liLB-HP-81006-U] p0343 B82-22153
Powder metallurgical innovations for improved hot
section alloys in aero-engine applications
[PBB-90072] P0357 882-22358
Evaluation of cast titanium alloy compressor
components, volume 1
[AD-AI1I431] p0396 B82-24204
Mechanical properties of hot isostatic pressed
p/B-titanium for helicopter components
[BBB-UD-324-81-0] p0410 H82-25383
International aviation (selected articles)
[AD-AII4422] pC52l 882-28245
Titanium surface treatments for adhesive bonding
[AD-AM 1710] p0560 B82-30378
TOLEBAMCES (BBCHA1ICS)
SI IMPACT 10LEBANCES
Analysis and tolerance study of an array antenna
for a new generation of secondary radars
pOI63 A82-19521
Computer aided coordinate measuring systems in
engineering design of helicopter components
pOSOl 482-10510
Damage tolerant design for cold-section turbine
engine disks
[AD-AI07863] p0204 1182-17 176
flultistage axial compressor program on tip
clearance effects




Determination of material properties by limited
scan X-ray tomography
(AD-A116670] p0591 882-32422






Aircraft composite materials and structures
p0103 482-16113
Tailor-made structures; today, and tomorrow: Bew
materials, an exploratory investigation into









Evaluation of methods for characterizing surface
topography of models foe high Beynolds number
wind-tunnels







Determining hinge moments and empennage airload
parameters from flight data for Learjet airplanes
pOOII A82-13I20
D.C.9 windshield - Effect of attachment retorque
p0228 A82-24324
Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems
conducted at the Lanqley aircraft landing loads
and traction facility
[BASA-TP-1959] p0254 N82-18201
Operational evaluation of a proppeller test stand




Rind-tunnel investigation of the effects of blade
tip geometry on the interaction of torsional
loads and performance for an articulated
helicopter rotor
[BASA-TP-1926] p0097 B82-I3107
Torsional stiffness element based on
cobalt-samarium magnets for a turn and bank
indicator
[BBFT-FB-B-8 1-044] p0470 B82-27292
Flap-lag-torsional dynamics of extensional and




The Bodel 412 mnlti-bladed rotor system
P0277 A82-26376
Shape optimization of fiber reinforced composites
[AIAA 82-0719] p0339 A82-30169
Flag—lag-torsional dynamics or extensional and
inextensional rotor blades in hover and in
forward flight
[BASA-CB- 165078] pOI39 B82-I50I3
TOBSIOIAL VIBBATIOI
Flight testing the nonmetallic spline coupling
technology at the Baval Air Test Center
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2405] p0056 A82-13891
Torsional vibrations of a wing carrying a
concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/
p0128 482-18620
Torsional vibrations of non-uniform rotating
blades with attachment flexibility
p0276 A82-263I3
Fundamental torsional frequency of a class of
solid wings
p0380 482-33 119
On the torsional modes of a uniformly tapered
solid wing
p0389 A82-34397
Helicopter propulsions systems. 1: Vibration
prevention systems on helicopters 2:—Problem
of noise in the cabin
p0209 B82-17222
TOBOSES
Experimental stress analysis of a thin-walled
pressurized torus loaded by contact with a plane
dynamic response of aircraft tires




Comparative study of flare control laws
[BASA-CB-164903] p0027 B82-10032
TOOGBIESS
Standard tests far toughened resin composites
for aircraft structures
[BASA-BP-1092] p0397 B82-2430 I
TOiED BODIES
maneuver stability of a vehicle with a towed body









Methodology for determining fuel-combustion
efficiency and tbe toxicity of exhaust gases
p0282 162-26495
Assessment of burning characteristics of aircraft
interior materials
[H1S1-CB-166390] p0599 H82-32899
IB »C ICED VEHICLES
The Link-Hiles driver training simulator for
tracked vehicles: The effect of nethod and














A general aviation simulator evaluation of a
rate-enhanced instrument landing system display
[HASA-IP-1960] p0133 882-11085
Analysis of a nonlinear altitude tracking method
[AD-A108878] p0263 H82-19197
Advanced target acquisition and tracking concepts





Use of aircraft-derived data to assist in ATC
tracking systems. I - Accuracy and theoretical
con sider at ions
P0546 A82-42504




Status and tracking system for flight test data
products
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2395] p0063 A82-14376
PLBS engineering development testing - Early results
position Location Beporting System with data
communication network for community users in
tactical environment
p0124 A82-18157
Multiple aircraft tracking system for coordinated
research missions
p0433 182-35869




Target tracking using area correlation
p0490 182-39194
Besearch on an adaptive Kalman filter for solving
the radar tracking problem German thesis
p0503 182-40562
TB1CKHG BA01B
Georgia Tech coherent jammer flight test
[ A I A A P1PEB 81-2452] p0056 182-13898
Using phased array radar for data communications
p0068 182-14725
SIHATB - An air battle simulation of the OS1F
Tactical Air Control System /TAGS/ mth Advanced
Tactical Badars
pOI58 182-19256






Manufacturing cost trade-studies in avionics
p0292 182-27430
Active control elements on the transonic wing of
the Airbus 1-300 (1CI11 1). Airbus 1-300 mth
reduced longitudinal stability (ACTTA-C)
advanced control transonic transport aircraft
(ACCT1); design considerations
p0028 H82-10044
Predesign study for a modern 4-bladed rotor for
the H1SA rotor systems research aircraft
[H1S1-CB-I66I53] pO 187 H82- 16042
Current ADM restraint system status, trade-off
constraints and long range objectives for the





Comparing the relationships between noise level
and annoyance in different surveys - 1 railway
noise vs. aircraft and road traffic comparison
p0329 182-29165
TB1FFIC COHTBOL
HT AIB TB1FFIC COHTBOL
HT AUTOMATED EH BOUTE ATC
HT BADAB APPB01CH COHTBOL
TB1ILIHG EDGES
Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2001] p0008 182-10455
Computation of the steady viscous flow over a
tri-element "augaentor wing1 airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0021] pO 114 182-17735
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of
the leading and trailing edqes of a cooled
, nozzle blade of a low-consuming gas turbine
p0295 182-28018
Prediction of separated asymmetric trailing-edge
flows at transonic Mach numbers
[1111 P1PEB 82-1021] p0375 182-31974
Tbe initial lift and drag of an impulsively
started airfoil of finite thickness
p0390 182-34538
The effect of coolant flow on the efficiency of a
transonic HP turbine profile suitable for a
small engine
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-63] p0422 182-35315
Inflated wings
p0512 182-40966
Development of an advanced no-moving-parts
high-lift airfoil
P05I2 182-40971
The design of airfoil profiles with trailing edge
loading in transonic flow French thesis
p0554 182-44224
Aircraft wing trailing-edge noise
[H1S1-CB-I64952] p0034 H82-11039
Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise noise
prediction
[H1SA-CB-3470] p0042 H82-I1859
Effect of modification of the trailing edge of a
separating wall on the downstream mixing of
parallel flowing streams
[10-1111124] p0394 H82-24181
Steady, Oscillatory, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version 1.1
(SOUSSA-PI. I) . Volume 2: User/programmer




On evaluating the influence of local disruptions
of flow over trailing edge and leading edge
flaps from the data of wind tunnel tests of a
rectangular wing segment
p0015 182-11465
Trailing edge flap influence on leading edge
vortex flap aerodynamics
[1111 P1PEB 82-0128] p0115 182-17799
On the generation of side-edge flap noise
p0277 182-26319
Ring flap-type control effectiveness and effects
of control hinge gap seals for a supercritical
wing
[1111 PAPEB 82-0960] p0386 182-34008
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on a
transport aircraft type airfoil with two
interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps,
at transonic speed and high Beynolds numbers
p0507 182-40909
Determination of the efficiency of a trailing edge
flap in unsteady three-dimensional flow
P0507 182-40910
System identification of the longitudinal motion
of the DFVLB HFB 320 research aircraft with
particular consideration of control surface
A-»32
SUBJECT IBDBI TBAIBIBG siaoiAToas
effectiveness
[BSA-TT-666] p0028 B82-10045
Slotted variable camber flap
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12541-1] p0254 882-18203
Laminar FlO¥ Control. The Besearch and Technology
Studies 1981
[HASA-CP-2218] p030l B82-20149
Status of BASA advanced LFC airfoil high-lift study
P0301 882-20151
The application of subsonic theoretical
aerodynamics to active controls aircraft
controls
[BAE-TB-81060] p0320 882-21217
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-ving/flap
interactions of the external OSB configuration














Air-freon integrated environmental conditioning
system for trainer subsonic aircraft
[ASBE PAPEfi 81-EBAS-33] p0012 A82-10920
621 nanned aircraft demonstrator - next generation
trainer cost effective pilot trainer
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2519] p0064 A82-1U385
USHIPS spin program
p0076 A82-I493I
The OSAF Test Pilot School high angle of attack
and spin training program
p0076 A82-11932
next generation trainer /SGI/ engine requirements
- An application of lessons learned
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1184] p0418 A82-35049
Development status of a composite vertical
stabilizer for a jet trainer
p0496 A82-39897
Spin behaviour of the Pilatus PC-7 Tarbor Trainer
p0513 A82-40979
Disengagement of safety harness buckles - CT4
[AD-A109046] p0263 B82-19199
Mission effectiveness of the AV-8B Barrier 2 could
be improved if actions are taken notr
[AD-A11I878] P0452 H82-26284
A discussion of the flying quality requirements of
a basic training aircraft
[ A D - A I I 4 8 0 5 ] p0536 B82-293I8
Training aircraft design considerations based on




Beport covering experience obtained at the German
Lufthansa with respect to training involving the
use of flight simulators
p0160 A82-19274
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircraft training devices. Volume I: Planning
and management
[AD-A112498] p0537 H82-29332
Chief of Naval Air Training automated management
information system (C4HIS) users guide
[AD-A115852] p0603 B82-33280
IBUBIIG DEVICES
Procurement of the nev flight and tactics
simulators - Experience, problems, meaning
[DGLB PAPEB 81-095] pOI59 A82- 19266
Training in the flight and tactics simulator of
the Bavy Flight Squadron 3 'Graf Zeppelin*
[DGLB PAPEB 81-109] pOI60 A82-19273
Task analytic techniques: Application to the
design of a flight simulator instructor/operator
console
[AD-A 108724] p0257 B82- 18227
Haintenauce training simulator design and
acquisition: ISP-derived training equipment
design
[AD-1110871] p0447 H82-26221
Haintenance training simulator design and
acquisition: Handbook of ISB procedures for
design and documentation
[AD-A 111430] p0457 B82-26321
Smoke abatement system for crash rescue/fire
training facilities
[AD-A1 14380] p0522 B82-28268
TBAIBII6 BVALOATIO1
Organizing and training for innovative flight test
management
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2416] p0054 A82-13856
Assessing pilot workload - Bithout disturbing
pilot behavior
p0069 A82-14745
Evaluation of the Borth Island A/C crash/rescue
training facility
[AD-A108740] p0257 B82-18228
Haintenance training simulator design and
acquisition: Handbook of ISB procedures for
design and documentation
[AD-AI11430] p0457 B82-26321
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircrew training devices. Volume 3:
Operational suitability evaluation
[AD-A112569] p0526 H82-28306
Operational test and evaluation handbook for
aircraft training devices. Volume 1: Planning
and management
[AD-A112498] p0537 B82-29332
Chief of Baval Air Training automated management
information system (CAHIS) users guide
[AD-A115852] p0603 B82-33280
An Operational evaluation of head up displays for
civil transport operations. BASA/FAA phase 3
report




Low cost programmable mnltisimulator facility
[AIAA 81-2229] p0053 A82- 13534
Experience Kith flight simulators - Training
effectiveness-future developments
[DGLB PAPEB 81-110] pO 158 A82- 19263
Cost efficiency versus objective fidelity in
flight simulation
[DGLB PAPEB 81-104] p0158 A82-19264
Properties of the nev flight and tactics simulators
[DGLB PAPEB 81-106] p0158 A82-19265
Requirements regarding digital external viev
systems for full mission flight and tactics
simulators
[DGLB PAPEB 81-100] p0159 A82-19267
Flight simulation consoles, aid or obstruction -
Objective evaluation of control consoles of
modern flight and tactics simulators
[DGLB PAPEB 81-097] p0159 A82-I9269
Beport covering experience obtained at the German
Lufthansa with respect to training involving the
use of flight simulators
p0160 A82- 19274
Experience and needs of civil and military flight
simulator users; Proceedings of the Flight
Simulation Symposium, London, England, April 7,
8, 1981
pOI70 A82-20526
The simulator and the airline pilot
p0170 A82-20527
ASH and weapon system simulation vith reference to
the Bimrod HE Hk2 maritime crev trainer
p O I 7 l A82-2053I
Advanced simulation —- in commercial aviation
p O I 7 l AS2-20535
Computer-generated images for simulators - The
cost of technology
p0699 A82-2288I




The next generation trainer
p0385 A82-33908
Complete flexibility and realism in radar simulation
p0482 A82-3846I
Group 1: Scenario design and development issues
P0098 B82-I3I3I
The Link-Biles driver training simulator for
tracked vehicles: The effect of method and




Hinutes of physical configuration audit for the







1 generalized escape system simulation computer
program: & user's nanual
[AD-A106152J P0187 S82-16055
Minimum time turns constrained to the vertical plane
C A D - A 1 I I 0 9 6 ) p0456 H82-263I7
Bind tunnel studies of store separation vita load
factor. Freedrops and captive trajectories
p0541 H82-30261
Evaluation of a trajectory command concept for
manual control of carrier approaches and landings
p0563 H82-30856
IB1JECTOBI AHALISIS
A new thermal and trajectory model for high
altitude balloons
( A I A A PAPEfi 81-1926] p0007 482-10411
Constant L/o glide trajectories
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0362] p O I 1 9 482-17904
Hind tunnel studies of store separation with load
factor - Freedrops and captive trajectories
p0383 482-33626
A laser-interferometer method for determining the
forces on a freely-flying model in a shock-tunnel
p0550 A82-43311
Sensor footprints and homing range of teminal
guidance munition
[BBTG-FBH1-81-5] p0146 H82-15111





Experience with flight test trajectory guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2504] p0063 A82- 14379
The Haneuvering Flight Path Display - A flight
trajectory solution display concept
p0074 A82-14824
The use of adaptive control for helicopter
trajectories in search operations
p0154 A82-1906S
Determination of the glide path of an aircraft
with power off
p0388 482-34154
Flight trajectory control investigation
[AD-A104S42] p0035 H82-11048
Optimum climb and descent trajectories for airline
missions
p0039 H82-11082
Singular perturbation techniques for real time
aircraft trajectory optimization and control
[HASA-CB-3597] p0570 H82-31330
TBAJBCTOBI OPXIBIZ4TIOH
Optimal flight paths for winged, supersonic flight
vehicles - Extension to the case where thrust
can be vectored
pOOOS 482-10310
Darboux points in ninimum-fuel aircraft landing
problems
p0043 A82-13077
Fuel efficient flight profiles in an AIC flow
management environment
p0043 A82-13078
On-line optimization of aircraft altitude and
flight path angle dynanics
p0044 482-13107
numerical computation of optimal atmospheric
trajectories involving staged vehicles
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0360] p0119 482-17902
Optimal trajectories in supersonic flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0366] p0119 A82-17906
Piloted simulation of an on-board trajectory
optimization algorithm
p0167 A82-20296
Methodology for multiaircraft minimum noise impact
landing trajectories
P02I8 A82-23037
Fuel optimal trajectory computation
p0283 A82-26568
Determination of an optimal control program for an
aircraft power plant during climb
p0334 A82-29845
Comment on 'Optimal control via mathematical
programming'
P0342 482-31125
Transformation relations for singularity avoidance
in three-dimensional trajectory optimization
p0378 482-32137
Statistical analysis of piloted simulation of real
time trajectory optimization algorithms
p0549 482-43261
Hinimnm-time three-dimensional turn to a point of
supersonic aircraft
p0556 482-4U482
Application of singular perturbation theory
pOOSS H82-12050
Automation of on-board flightpath management
[HASA-Tfl-84212] p O I 9 l H82-16088










Aircraft meteorological data relay /AflDAB/
p0579 A82-45822
Transportation systems evaluation methodology







Boundary layer transducers /DCL/ developed for the
study of the flow over helicopter rotor blades
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1981-93] p0548 482-42817
La Becherche Aerospatiale, Bi-monthly Bulletin Ho.
1981-2, March - April 1981 aerodynamic
research
[ESA-TT-713] p0136 H82-I4388
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
wind tunnel
[AD-AI06272] pOI92 S82-16096
A durable, intermediate temperature, direct




HI BODULATIOH IBAHSFEB FOHCIIOH
Flutter node suppression using hyperstable feedback
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0368] p0120 A82-17908
Simplified digittl design tools
p0435 482-37034
Ihe ideal controlled element for real airplanes is
not K/s
[AIAA 82-1606] p0485 A82-38986
Investigation of low order lateral directional
transfer function models for augmented aircraft
[AIAA 82-1610] p0485 A82-38989
Ihe effects of atmospheric turbulence on a
guadrotor heavy lift airship
[ A I A A 82-1542] p0486 A82-39009
Limitations on achievable performance of
multivariable feedback systems
p0029 H82-10052
Ihe lateral response of an airship to turbulence
[AD-A115197] p0559 1182-30312
IBABSFEB Or TBAIHIHG
Ihe Link-Biles driver training simulator for
tracked vehicles: Ihe effect of method and
duration of training on the transfer of training
[IZF-1980-28] p0257 H82-18226
tBAHSFEB DEBITS





A stable decentralized filtering implementation
for JIIDS BelHav stable community relative
navigation
P0124 482-18156
Applications to aeronautics of the theory of
transformations of nonlinear systems
[HASi-Tfl-84249] p0540 H82-30013
A-43*


















Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turbomachinery[ A I A A P4PEB 82-1057] p0415 482-34982
Transient vibration of nigh speed lightveight
rotor due to sudden iabalance[ASHE P4PEB 82-GT-23I] p0428 A82-35413
Engine dynamic analysis Kith general nonlinear
finite element codes. II - Bearing eleaent
implementation, overall nuaerical
characteristics and benchmarking
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GT-292] p0430 AB2-35462
4erodynamic lag functions, divergence, and the
British flutter method
p0433 482-35820
Problems of engine response during transient
maneuvers
PQ208 N82-17221
Analysis of transient data from aircraft gas
turbine engines using AIDS
P0403 N82-2S189
Transient simulation of gas turbines including the
effects of heat capacity of the solid parts
[ISBN-951-752-496-X] p0453 N82-26296
Assessment of lightning simulation test




Effect of iiakes of upstream stator blades on the










NT TBBEE DIBENSIONAL FLCW
NT TBBEE DIHEHSIONAL MOTION
tBANSHISSIOB
Nt ACOUSTIC PBOPAGATION
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NT DATA TBANSHISSIOH
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NT BADIATIVE HEAT TBANSFBB
NT BADIO TBANSHISSION
NT SATELLITE TBANSBISSIOB
HT SHOCK RAVE PBOPAGATIOS
HI SIGNAL TBANSBISSION
NT SOOND TBANSaiSSION
NT SPBBAD SPECTBDB TBANSHISSIOB
HI SUPEBSOSIC BEAT IBANSFEB
NT TIME DIVISION BDLTIPLEXING
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HI TUBBULEHT HEAT TBABSFEB
NT HAVE PBOPAGATION
Advances in high-speed rolling-element bearings
[HASA-TB-8291P] p0529 N82-28644
IBA1SHISSIOH EFFICIENCY
Bicrovave systems for radar guided missiles
pOISO A82- 18936
Combined amplitude-phase modulation for a VBF
communication link
P0553 A82-43870Columbus, Ohio, Voice response system




HT HICHOSTBIP TBAHSBISSIOH LINES
HT OPTICAL HAVEGDIDES
NT STBIP TBANSBISSION LINES
lire strike protection
p0046 482-13246
Portable air driven variable speed fiber optic
cable termination polisher[AD-AI04797] p0091 N82-I2448
Effects of high voltage transmission lines on
non-directional beacon performance[4D-4112311] p0466 H82-27261
Feasibility study of a 270V dc flat cable aircraft
electrical pover distributed system[AD-A114026] p0528 N82-28552
TBAHSHISSION LOSS
Development of a transmission loss test facility
for light aircraft structures
p0128 482-18728
Boise transmission loss of aircraft panels using
acoustic intensity methods[HAS4-TP-2046J p0564 N82-3I069
TBAHSHISSIOBS (HACBIiE BLEHENTS)
In-flight computation of helicopter transmission
fatigue life expenditure
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2434] pOOSS A82-13872
Helicopter transmissions; Proceedings of the
Syaposium, London, England, February 6, 1980
p0172 A82-20540
Aimorthiness of helicopter transmissions
p0172 A82-20541
Belicopter transmission philosophy - The way ahead
p0173 A82-20546
Aviation gear drives and reducers: Handbook in
Bussian
p0341 A82-3067S
Selecting the best reduction gear concept for
prop-fan propulsion systems[AIAA PAPEB 82-1124] p0417 482-35020
Helicopter Propulsion Systems[AGABD-CP-302] p0206 N82-17203
Advanced transmission component development
p0208 S82-17214
Mathematical models for the synthesis and
optimization of spiral bevel gear tooth surfaces
for helicopter transmissions[BASA-CB-3553] P0412 N82-25516
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission[NASA-TH-82857] pQ412 N82-25520
Beliability model for planetary gear[HASA-TB-82859] p0529 N82-28643
Kinematic precision of gear trains[HASA-Tfl-82887] — p0599 N82-32733
fBABSBITTBB BBCEI7BBS
Small EBF/SHF airborne SATCOB terminal
p0290 A82-27209
Extravehicular Activity/Air Traffic Control(EVA/ATC) test report communication links to
the astronaut(NASA-CB-167600] p0370 N82-23381
IBAHSHITTBBS








Consequences of American airline deregulation -
Legislative theory in a concrete example
p0165 A82-19947
A-435
IBAHSOHIC AIBCBAFT SDBJECT IIDBX
Gateway diversity and competition in international
air transportation
p O I 8 1 A82-21474





EtiHSOIIC ilBCEAFT TECHNOLOGY PBOGBAH
D IACI PBOGBAH
IBAHSOBIC COHPBESSOBS
Performance analysis of the test results on a
two-stage transonic fan
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-123] p0425 A82-35353
A theoretical analysis of the stream surface of
revolution with supersonic inlet flow in a
transonic axial compressor
p0033 N82-II025
Aerodynamic considerations in the prediction of
unstalled supersonic flatter in transonic fans
p0143 S82-15058
BBC/Sulzer. 4 stage transonic compressor
p0206 H82-I7197
The through flov calculations
p0206 N82-17I99
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.78, respectively, and with design
pressure ratio of 1.82
CNASA-IP-1974] p0266 H82-19222
tBABSONIC FLIGBI
One year flight testing of the Transonic tling
P0283 A82-26543
Commercial transports - Aerodynamic design for
cruise performance efficiency
p043l 482-35555
Practical aerodynamic problems - Military aircraft
p0431 A82-35556
Extension of FLO codes to transonic flow
prediction for fighter configurations
P043I A82-35564
iing design for supersonic cruise/transonic
maneuver aircraft
P05I7 A82-4I02I
Mediating Bach's mechanics - Bombs away
weapons delivery of fighter aircraft at
transonic speed
p0556 A82-44467
Supersonic cruise/transonic maneuver wing section
development study
[AO-AI10686] p0448 N82-26256
Supercritical maneuvering fighter configuration.




Experimental study of subsonic and transonic flows
past a wing
pOOOS A82-10363
Strong matching method for computing transonic
viscous flows including wakes and separations -
Lifting airfoils
pOOlO A82-10821
Bemarks on the calculation of transonic potential
flow by a finite volume method
p0082 A82-15835
Computational treatment of transonic canard-wing
interactions
[ A I A A PAFEB 82-0161] pO 115 A82-17814
A more-accurate transonic computational method for
wing-body configurations
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0162] p0116 A82-17815
Transonic three-dimension viscons-inviscid
interaction for wing-body configuration analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0163] p0116 A82-I7816
Belaxation solution for viscous transonic flow
about fighter-type forebodies and afterbodies
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0252] p0118 A82-17865
Computations of transonic flow over an oscillating
airfoil with shock-induced separation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0350] p O U 9 A82-17900
A contribution to the hodograph method for
shock-free transonic airfoil sections
P O I 2 I A82- 18022
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including
inviscid/viscous interactions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0352] p0164 A82-19797
Transonic perturbation analysis of
wing-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations with
powered jet exhausts
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0255] p0184 A82-22077
Numerical design of the contoured wind-tunnel
liner for the NASA swept-wing LFC test
[AIAA 82-0568] p0236 A82-24656
Transonic flow past thin wings
P0274 A82-25995
Application of a transonic potential flow code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional wings
[AIAA 82-0689] P0339 A82-30156
A system for the numerical simulation of sub- and
transonic viscous attached flows around
wing-body configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0935] p0373 A82-31922
The equivalent simple body /ESS/ method for
transonic wing analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0936] p0374 A82-31923
A high-frequency transonic small disturbance code
for unsteady flows in a cascade
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0955] p0374 A82-3I932
Calculation pf the flow-field velocities of a
wing-body-stores combination in transonic flow
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0958] p0374 A82-31934
Evaluation of two analytical methods for the
prediction of inlet flow fields in the vicinity
of generalized forebodies
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0959] p0374 A82-31935
Calculations of viscous transonic flow over
aerofoils
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0997] p0375 A82-31957
Design of finite element grids for the computation
of the three-dimensional transonic flow around a
wing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1019] p0375 A82-3I972
Prediction of separated asymmetric trailing-edge
flows at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1021] p0375 A82-31974
Transonic flow past bodies of the type
wing-fuselage with allowance for boundary effects
p0388 A82-34166
A computational design method for transonic
turbomachinery cascades
[ASHB PAPEB 82-6T-117] p0425 A82-35348
Transonic design using computational aerodynamics
p0431 A82-35560
Application of computational methods to transonic
wing-design
p0431 A82-35561
A-7 transonic wing designs
p0431 A82-35562
Transonic computational experience for advanced
tactical aircraft
p0431 A82-35563
Extension of FLO codes to transonic flow
prediction for fighter configurations
P043I A82-35564
A series of airfoils designed by transonic drag
minimization for Gates Learjet aircraft
p0432 A82-35565
Applied computational transonics - Capabilities
and limitations
p0432 A82-35S66
Evaluation of full potential flow methods for the
design and analysis of transport wings
P0432 A82-35567
A grid interfacing zonal algorithm for
three-dimensional transonic flows about aircraft
configurations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1017] p0437 A82-37477
Numerical solution of a problem concerning
transonic flow past a wing-fuselage configuration
p0496 A82-39996
A new Transonic Airfoil Design Method and its
application to helicopter rotor airfoil design
p0498 A82-40507
Calculations of transonic steady state aeroelastic
effects for a canard airplane
P0504 A82-40882
Viscous transonic airfoil flow simulation
p0506 A82-40897
Transonic small disturbance code for body-wing
configuration coupled with full potential code
for wing alone
p0506 A82-40899
An implicit finite-volume method for solving the
Euler equations
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[OHEBA. TF HO. 1982-59] pOS52 A82-43753
Danped Euler-egnation method to coapate transonic
flow around vug-bod; combinations
p0553 A82-44092
The design of airfoil profiles with trailing edge
loading in transonic flow French thesis
p0554 482-44224
Finite difference computation of the stead;
transonic potential flow around airplanes
p003l B82-10981
A comparison of theoretical and experimental
pressure distributions for two advanced fighter
wings
[HASA-TM-8I33I] p0035 H82-11054
Transonic flows in an air inlet with large
incidence and the effect of a blowing trap
p0094 1182-13071
Model testing techniques for measuring inlet drag
p0095 H82-13084
Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in
subsonic and transonic potential flow
p0097 H82-13095
Airframe-propulsion systea aerodynamic
interference predictions at high transonic Bach
numbers including off-design engine airflow
effects
p0097 N82-13098
Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts with
external stores at transonic speeds
p O I O I H82-I3813
Experimental investigation of a transonic




Single stage transonic compressor and equivalent
plane cascade
p0206 N82-17196
On the calculation of transonic blade tip flow for
helicopter rotors
[MBB-UD-320-81-0] p0252 1182-18187




Flutter and time response analyses of three degree
of freedom airfoils in transonic flow
£AD-A108987] p0267 N82-19227
Acta Aeronautica et Astronautica Sinica
[AD-A110282] p03 12 882-21153
Computation of wing-vortex interaction in
transonic flow using implicit finite difference
algorithm
[NAS4-CB-166251] p0312 H82-21159
Aerodynamics project. Significance and
difficulties in the experimental and numerical
simulation of complex flow processes with high
Beynolds number as part of aircraft projects
wind tunnel utilization
[KBB-FE-I20/S/POB/33] p03!3 H82-2I162
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization. Volume I:
Executive summary
[4D-AI10035] p0314 N82-21180
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 2. Part 1:
Transport design
-[AD-A110231] p0315 N82-2M8I
Numerical aircraft design using 3-0 transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 2. Part 2:
Fighter design
[ A D - A I 1 0 0 3 6 ] P03I5 N82-2M82
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 3. Part 1:
User's guide to transport design computer programs
[AD-A110232] p03!5 N82-21I83
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 3. Part 2:
User's guide to fighter design computer program
[AD-A 1 10037) p0315 N82-2I184
Investigation of passive shock wave-boundary layer
control for transonic airfoil drag reduction
[NASA-CH-168844] p0349 N82-22209
Aeroelastic properties of wings in transonic flow
[NLB-BP-81005-OJ p0350 H82-22224
Application of a transonic potential flow code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional wings
[NASA-TB-83296] p0363 N82-23I93
A harmonic analysis method for unsteady transonic
flow and its application to the flutter of
airfoils
[NASA-CB-3537] p0403 N82-25194
Application of Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD)
in transonic vind-tunnel/flight-test correlation
p0404 N82-25211
Investigation of upwind schemes for finite element
analysis of transonic flow over thin airfoils
tAD-4I I1168] p040S N82-2S225
Bodified version of LTE4S2: A calculation method
for inviscid transonic flow about thin airfoils
in moderately slow unsteady motion
[NLB-TB-80059-0] p0406 H82-25231
A finite difference method for the calculation of
transonic flow about a wing, based on small
perturbation theory
[HLB-1B-81031-U] p0522 N82-28263
Finite difference modeling of rotor flows
including wake effects
[HASA-IB-8U280] p0604 N82-33345
Becent applications of the transonic wing analysis
computer code, THING
£ NASA-IB-84283] p0604 N82-33346
TBANSONIC FLOTTBB
Becent developments in wing with stores flutter
suppression
COBEBA, IP BO. 1981-145] p0225 A82-24077
A wind-tunnel study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a slotted versus smooth-skin
supercritical wing
C A I A A 82-0642] p0337 A82-30I39
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction of flutter onset in
wind-tunnel tests
[AIAA 82-0644] p0337 A82-30140
Beasored and calculated effects of angle of attack
on the transonic flutter of a supercritical wing
CAIAA 82-0647] p0338 A82-30143
Transonic time-response analysis of three D.Q.F.
conventional and supercritical airfoils
[AIAA 82-0688] p0339 A82-30I55
Comparison between computations and experimental
data in unsteady three-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications
[AIAA 82-0690] p0339 A82-30157
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without winglet
[AIAA 82-0721] p0340 A82-30171
Flutter analysis using nonlinear aerodynamic forces
[AIAA 82-0728] p0340 462-30176
An experimental examination of compressor blade
flutter
[ONEBA. It NO. 1982-31] p0547 A82-42808
Transonic flutter and response analyses of two
3-degree-of-freedom airfoils
p0555 A82-44245
Nonlinear transonic flutter analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0608] p0583 A82-46847
Some experimental investigations on transonic
flutter characteristics of thin plate wing
models with sweptback and tapered tips
[NAL-TB-682] p0187 N82-I6050
A wind tunnel study of the flutter characteristics
of a supercritical wing
[HLB-HP-81002-0] p0199 B82-17I29
Aeroelastic properties of wings in transonic flow
[HJ.B-HP-8J005-D] p0350 N82-22224
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions —
including angle-of-attack effects
[HASA-Tfl-83295] p0363 B82-23I96
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without winglet
conducted in Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[NASA-TH-83279] p0368 N82-23239
The determination of critical flutter conditions
of nonlinear systems
[BAE-TH-STBUCT-986] p0397 H82-24210
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 14, no. 7
[AD-A 117323] p0585 B82-32301
Measured and calculated effects of angle of attack





Beat transfer measurements of a transonic nozzle
guide vane
(ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-247] p0428 A82-35426
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Subsonic and transonic roll daaping measurements
on Basic Pinner finned missile calibration
Bodel
pOI6S 482-19958
Bing-canard aerodjnanics at transonic speeds -
Fundamental considerations on minimum drag
spanloads
C A I A A PAPBB 62-0097] pO183 482-22016
Transient phenomena of shock-induced turbulent
separation for a spikebody and stalling airfoil
at transonic and supersonic speeds[AIAA PAPBB 82-1362] p0549 482-42950
The principles and methods for shaping the mng
root regions of a King-body combination at
transonic and lover supersonic speeds
p0033 H82-I1016
A summary of experimental data on ving
characteristics at transonic speeds[BAB-TH-AEBO-1953-S.D.-77] p03!2 H82-2I155
Effect of nozzle and vertical-tail variables on
the performance of a 3-snrf ace F- IS model at
transonic Hach numbers Langley 16 foot




Design predictions for noise control in the
cryogenic national Transonic Facility
P0018 A82-12025
Development of a lifting parachute to provide
self-dispersing capability for an Avco-designed
tactical munition
C&IA& PAPEB 81-1928] p0060 A82-13962
Aeroelasticity matters - Some reflections on tvo
decades of testing in the HASA Langley Transonic
Dynanics Tunnel
p0061 182-13969
The development of cryogenic Hind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
P006I A82-13971
Three-dimensional flow studies on a slotted
transonic Bind tunnel nail[ A I A A P&PEB 82-0230] p0117 A82-17855
Becent sidevall boundary-lajer investigations vith
suction in the Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic
Tunnel[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0234] pOH7 A82-17858
A progress report on the European Transonic Hind
Tunnel Project[OHEBA, IP HO. 1981-121] pOI63 A82-I9737
Aerodynamics of a transport aircraft-type
mng-fuselage assembly
[OHEBA, IP HO. 1981-122] p0164 482-19738
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section
floH quality in the Calspan 8-ft transonic Hind
tunnel[ A I A A 82-0571] p0236 A82-24658
Transonic wind tunnel vail interference
corrections for three-dimensional lodels
[AIAA 82-0588] p0237 A82-24663
Development of a self-optimizing flexible
technology /SOFT/ transonic wing kind tunnel model
[AIAA 82-0601] p0237 A82-24673
Structural modeling of high Beynolds number vind
tunnel models
[ A I A A 82-0602] p0238 A82-24674
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction of flutter onset in
vind-tunnel tests
[AIAA 82-0644] p0337 £82-30140
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta ving at a = 0.9
[AIAA 82-0686] P0338 A82-30153
The cryogenic vind tunnel for high Beynolds number
testing
p0381 A82-33317
Status of the national transonic facility
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0604] p038l A82-33326
A reviev of Beynolds number studies conducted in
the Langley 0.3-m Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0941] p0386 A82-34007
Experimental testing at transonic speeds vind
tunnels
p0431 A82-35557
Transonic vind tunnel test of a supersonic nozzle
installation
CAIAA PAPEB 82-1045] poi37 »82-37677
Aerodynamic behavior of a slender slot in a vind
tunnel vail
P0481 A82-38281
Estimation of simulation errors in the European
Transonic Bind Tunnel /ETI/
pOSIO A82-40950
Adaptation and first cryogenic operation of T2
OSEBA/CEBT -vind tunnel
p05«6 A82-4253I
Bonding procedure for Teflon seals
P0547 482-42792
Corrections for vail effects in OHEBA industrial
vind tunnels[OHEBA, TP HO. 1982-34] p0548 A82-428IO
Application of laser velocimetry to large
industrial vind-tunnels[OHEBA, TP HO. 1982-63] p0553 482-43757
Aeroelasticity matters: Some reflections on tvo
decades of testing in the HASA Langley transonic
dynamics tunnel[MASA-TH-83210J p0085 H82-I204I
Construction and performance of HAL
tvo-dimensional transonic vind tunnel[NAI.-TB-647] p0089 H82-12083
A look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel: Oser's guide[HASA-TH-83186] p0089 H82- 12085
An afterbody drag balance transonic vind
tunnel gages[BAE-TB-AEBO-1897] p0135 H82-14103
Besearch on an induction driven cryogenic vind
tunnel
P0136 H82-14394
Longitudinal and lateral static stability and
control characteristics of a 1/6-scale model of
a remotely piloted research vehicle vith a
supercritical ving
[HASA-TP-1360] p0145 H82-15075
Programs for the transonic vind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 9: Pressure
measurements updated[AD-AI06271] pOI92 H82-16095
Current pressure measuring system in the transonic
vind tunnel[AD-A106272] p0192 H82-16096
Induction driven transonic vind tunnel 12:
Operation at room temperature and cryogenic
adaptation
p0262 H82-19158
HASA Langley laminar flow control airfoil experiment
P0301 H82-20150
Cryogenic Technology, part 1 conference
proceedings; cryogenic vind tunnel design and
instrumentation
[NASA-CP-2122-PT-l] - p0307 H82-20357
Cryogenic Technology, part 2 conference
proceedings; cryogenic vind tunnel design and
instrumentation[HASA-CP-2I22-PT-2] p0307 H82-20358
The development of cryogenic vind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
P0347 N82-22196
Iind-Tunnel/Flight Correlation, 1981[HASA-CP-2225] p0403 H82-25I96
Status of the Hational Transonic Facility
P0403 H82-25I97







Problems in correlation caused by propulsion systems
p0404 H82-25202
Operating manual holographic interferometry system
for 2x2 foot transonic vind tunnel
[HiSA-CB- 166344] p04T> H82-26218
Hational Transonic Facility (HTF) prototype fan
blade fatigue test
[AD-A114405] p0521 H82-28261
Programs for the transonic vind tunnel data
processing installation. Part 8: Programs for
processing data on the central site computer[40-A112900] p0527 H82-28310
Design basis for a nev transonic vind tunnel[AD-A112899] p0527 H82-28311
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iindtnnnel capability related to test sections,
cryogenics, and compnter-vindtunnel integration
[AGABD-AB-174] p0538 B82-29334
Correlation of Preston-tube data vith laminar skin
friction (Log No. J12984)
[NASA-TH-84827J p0539 H82-29556
Bind tannel investigations on thin supercritical
airfoils in high subsonic flov
[DFVIB-FB-82-06] p0557 H82-30296
Control software for two dimensional airfoil tests
using a self-streaalining flexible vailed
transonic test section
[BASA-CB-165941] P0559 B82-30314
Oevelopnent and utilization of a laser velocimeter
system for a large transonic vind tannel
[NASA-TH-82886] p0572 882-31663
Application of a transonic sioilarity rule to
correct the effects of sidevall boundary layers
in tvo-dimensional transonic vind tunnels
[NASA-TH-84847] p0594 N82-32384
Surface flov visualization requirements for
testing in HIP
p0596 882-32667
Shadowgraph techniques in transonic tests vith
povered nacelles
p0597 H82-32674
Transonic applications of the Rake Imaging System
p0597 H82-32676
Flov visualization in the Langley 0.3-oeter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel and preliminary plans
for the National Transonic Facility
p0597 N82-32677
Seeing through flovs in Langley's 0.3-neter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p0597 N82-32678
Development of a laser velocimeter for a large
transonic vind tunnel
p0598 N82-32688
Seeding considerations for an LT systea in a large
transonic vind tunnel
p0598 S82-32689
Laser Doppler velocinetry application in the
Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p0599 S82-32696
Velocity and flov angle measurements in the
Langley 0.3-ueter transonic cryogenic tunnel
using a laser transit anemometer
pOS99 N82-32697
Some NTF laser velocimeter installation and
operation considerations
p0599 N82-32698






Conference on Aerospace Transparencies, London,
England, September 8-10, 1980, Proceedings
P0225 AB2-24301
Transparency development needs for military
aircraft in the 1980's
p02i5 A82-24302
Deficiencies and constraints that affect the
design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies
p0226 A82-24303
Transparencies - Mhat an aircraft designer should
knov
p0226 A82-24305
Transparency design decisions - Assessing their
impact on visual performance
p0226 A82-24306
Aircraft transparency design guide
p0226 A82-24307
A nev angular deviation measurement device for
aircraft transparencies
p0226 A82-24308
Portable transparency optical test system /P-TOTS/
p0226 A82-24309
Abrasion resistant coated plastic products for
aircraft
p0226 A82-24310
Proposed method for abrasion testing transparent
plastics and coatings
p0227 A82-24J11
Windshield system structural enhancement
P0227 A82-24312
The role of finite element analysis in the design
of birdstrike resistant transparencies
P0227 A82-243I4
Aircraft transparency bird impact analysis using
the BAGBA computer program
p0227 A82-243I5




The effects of absorbed moisture upon the physical







lircraft separation assurance avionics
[AIAA 81-2239] p0047 A82-13467
Threat Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TCAS)
Symposium
[AD-A104563] p0035 B82-11047
Joint OS/OSSB mode S compatibility test program,
volume 1
[PB82-126616] p0314 N82-21173
Joint OS/DSSB mode S compatibility test program,
volume 2
[PB82-I26624] p0314 N82-21174
Frequency sharing between passive sensors and
aeronautical radionavigation systems employing
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Propfan installation aerodynamics of a
supercritical svept ving transport configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1563] p0009 A82-10466
Characteristics and trends of energy consumption
in transport missions vith aircraft and surface
vehicles
p0009 A82-10495
Tovards minimum power for environmental control in
transport aircraft
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-BBAS-4] pOO 11 A82-10892
Fuel for future transport aircraft
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-HT-80] pOO 12 A82- 10965
History of flight testing the L-1011 TriStar jet
transport. II - Testing highlights since initial
certification of the L- 10 11-1
P0019 A82-12049
Applications of digital avionics to commercial
transport aircraft - The DC-9 Super 80 and beyond
[ A I A A 81-2218] p0047 A82-13456
Electronic flight deck displays for transport
aircraft
[AIAA 81-2264] p0048 A82- 13483
Applications of head-up displays in commercial
transport aircraft
[AIAA 81-2300] pOOSO A82-13506
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Oil-board communication for active-control
transport aircraft
[ll&i 81-2321] P0052 482- 13520
Operational evaluation of the nev generation of
jet transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2377] p0059 182-13942
Progress in aeronautical research and technology
applicable to civil air transports
p006l 482-139714
in advanced facility for processing aircraft
dynamic test dataC A I A A PAPEB a 1-2398] p0063 A82-11377
King design for light transport aircraft Kith
improved fuel economy ,
P0065 A82-144I6
Enhanced aircraft handling qualities by
longitudinal dynamics node decoupling
p0074 A82-14826
The well tempered transport aircraft engine /The
Sir Henry Boyce memorial Lecture/
pOI03 482-16145
Productivity and safety reducing transport
aircraft operating costs and increasing safety
pOIII A82-17284
Liquid hydrogen - An outstanding alternate fuel
for transport aircraft
P0112 A82-17290
Consideration of mechanical, physical, and
chemical properties in bearing selection for
landing gear of large transport aircraft
[ASLE PBEPBIHT 8 1-LC-2B-3 ] pOI26 482-18412
A mathematical model of a subsonic transport
aircraft
p0127 A82-18575
Analysis of selected VIOL concepts for a civil
transportation mission
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2655] p0157 A82-19220
Aerodynamics of a transport aircraft-type
•ing-fuselage assembly
[ O N E BA , TP NO. 1981-122] p0164 A82-19738
The prospects for liquid hydrogen fueled aircraft
p0166 482-20137
Digital avionics - Advances in maintenance designs
p0167 A82-20294
Design possibilities for improved fuel efficiency
of civil transport aircraft
p0169 A82-20514
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
C A I A A PAPEB 81-0811] pOISO A82-20874
Airbus Industrie - The year of progress
p0160 482-21189
He have just begun to create efficient transport
aircraft
pOISO A82-2I373
The outlook for advanced transport aircraft
F0181 A82-21374
Aerodynamic evaluation of Kinglets for transport
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1215] p0186 A82-22245
Beliability centered maintenance /ECU/
P0223 A82-24001
Fuel-efficient windshields for transport, commuter
and business aircraft
P0226 A82-24304
Airworthiness considerations in the design of
commercial transport aircraft
[SAE PAPEB 811039] p0232 A82-24396
Aircraft surface coatings for drag
reduction/erosion protection
[SAE PAPEB 811070] p0232 A82-24401
The cargo helicopter - A logistical vehicle
p0240 A82-24717
Advanced electronic displays and their potential
in future transport aircraft
P0242 A82-252I6
Some thoughts on design optimization of transport
helicopters
P0273 A82-2577I
Very large vehicles - Technology looking for a need
p0296 A82-28278
Application of a dimensicnless criterion of
transport efficiency in evaluating aircraft
modifications
p0334 A82-29837
Very large aircraft - A common response to a
rapidly changing global environment
[AIAA PAPER 82-0799] p0375 A82-31979
The potential of large aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0804] p0376 A82-3I980
Hnltibody transport concept
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0810] p0376 A82-3 1983
System study of application of composite materials
for future transport aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0812] p0376 A82-31985
Commercial transport developments for the 1980's
p0386 A82-34109
Transport engine control design
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1076] p0416 A82-34996
Commercial transports - Aerodynamic design for
cruise performance efficiency
P0431 A82-35555
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on a
transport aircraft type airfoil with two
interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps,
at transonic speed and high Beynolds numbers
P0507 A82-40909
A concept for ID-guidance of transport aircraft in
the TBA Terminal Maneuvering Area
p0509 A82-40942
Experimental and theoretical studies of
three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers on
an empennage of a typical transport airplane
P051I 482-40955
Beguirements and trends in fuel consumption in
transport mission with aircraft and surface
vehicles
p05H A82-40956
Aerodynamic concepts for fuel-efficient transport
aircraft
p O S I I A82-40957
Progress at Douglas on laminar flow control
applied to commercial transport aircraft
p051l A82-40958
A crack growth model under spectrum loading
P051I A82-40961
Application of composite materials and new design
concepts for future transport aircraft
p0515 A82-40994
Aerodynamic research applications at Boeing
P05I5 A82-4IOOO
Analysis of jet transport wings with deflected
control surfaces by using a combination of 2-
and 3-D methods
P0517 A82-41022
Aircraft BSD in Europe - A perspective view
P0546 A82-42544
Theoretical investigation of the influence of
spoiler dynamics on the handling qualities of an
aircraft with direct lift control
[ESA-TT-681] p0027 H82-10036
Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft
Technology (STAT)
[KASA-CB- 165499] p0027 1182-10037
Propulsion study for Small Transport Aircraft
Technology (STAT), Appendix B
[SASA-CB-165499-APP-B] p0027 H82-10038
Control law design for transport aircraft flight
tasks
P0039 H82-I1080
In-service inspection methods for graphite-epoxy
structures on commercial transport aircraft
[BASA-CB-165746] p0089 882-12142
Electronic flight deck displays for military
transport aircraft
P0092 H82-13050
Aerodynamics of Power Plant Installation
[AGABD-CP-30I] p0093 H82-13065
Aerodynamic aspects of a high bypass ratio engine
installation on a fuselage afterbody
p0096 N82-13093
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport






Systems study of transport aircraft incorporating
advanced aluminum alloys
[HASA-CB-165820] p0201 882-17153
Laminar airfoils for transport aircraft
[ESA-TT-680] p0252 H82-I8I90
C-5A austere airfield operational utility





Tendencies in the developnent of subsonic
transport aircraft with special consideration of
aerodynaaics
[ESA-TT-705] p02SS 882-18214
Transport aircraft cockpit standardization(Federal Aviation regulations part 25)
[AD-A 108924] p0264 882-19207
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a
twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
CBASA-TP-1966] p0267 H82-19225
Bumerical aircraft design using 3-0 transonic
analysis with optimization. Volume 1:
Executive summary
[AD-A110035] p03!4 882-21180
Bumencal aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 2. Part 1:
Transport design[ A D - A I I 0 2 3 1 ] p03IS 882-21181
Transport aircraft accident dynamics[BASA-CB-165850] p0350 882-22227
Fuel efficiency engines for large transport aircraft
[PBB-90082] P0355 882-22276
The 737 graphite composite flight spoiler flight
service evaluation
[BASA-CB-165826] p0356 882-22314
Commercial jet transport crashworthiness
[BtSi-CB-165849] p0364 882-23207
Definition of display/control requirements for
assault transport night/adverse veather capability
p0365 882-23217
Transport aircraft crash dynamics
[HASA-CB-I6585I] p0394 882-24186
Study of advanced propulsion systems for Small
Transport Aircraft Technology (STAT) program[HASA-CB-I656IO] p0396 882-24202
Cost and fuel consumption per nautical mile for
two engine jet transports using OPTIB and TBAGEB[BASA-CB-168973] p0407 882-25239




An analytical study of turbulence responses,
including horizontal tail loads, of a control
configured jet transport with relaxed static
stability
P0455 882-26313
Characteristics of future aircraft impacting
aircraft and airport compatibility
[BASA-TH-84476] p0463 H82-27233
Cabin safety in large transport aircraft
[PB82-129297] p0464 882-27244
Analytical and simulator study of advanced transport
[SASA-CB-3572] p0526 882-28298
Firevorthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
p0533 882-29284
System data communication structures for
active-control transport aircraft, volume 1[SASA-CB-165773-VOL-l] p0538 882-29510
System data communication structures for
active-control transport aircraft, volume 2
[BASA-CB-165774-VOL-2] p0539 882-29511
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type
•ing-body model
[HASA-Tn-76878] p0557 882-30287
Integrated application of active controls (IA4C)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial ACT configuration design study
[SASA-CB-3304J p0589 882-32349
Integrative application of active controls (I4AC)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Initial act configuration design study
[NASA-CB-159249] p0593 882-32380
Integrated application of active controls (I44C)
technology to an advanced subsonic transport
project. Conventional baseline configuration
study[HASA-CB-159248] p0593 882-32381
Environmental exposure effects on composite
materials for commercial aircraft
[BASA-CB-165981 ] p0594 882-32421
Scenarios of economic development within the








Eolations for the thermodynamic and transport
properties in the testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
[BASA-TB-83220] p0146 B82-I5359
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 1: Properties
in SI units
[BASA-TP-1906] p0574 B82-32186
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 2: Compositions
corresponding to Kelvin temperature schedules in
part I[BASA-TP-1907] p0575 882-32187
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 3: Properties
in OS customary units
[BASA-TP-1908] p0575 882-32188
Thermodynamic and transport combustion properties
of hydrocarbons with air. Part 4: Compositions
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Transportation noise, its impact, planning and
regulation
[S-258] p0478 B82-27864
Maximizing South Carolina's aviation resources:
Identifying potentially profitable commuter
airline routes, volume 2
[PB82-139353] p0532 B82-29277
TBABSPOBIAtlOB EBEBGI
Technological innovation for success - Liguid
hydrogen propulsion
p0107 A82-16734
Begnirements and trends in fuel consumption in




Beyond 2000 - The airlift challenge ahead
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0815] p0377 A82-31988
Aircraft evaluation in air netvork planning
p0380 A82-33I25
IBABSfBBSB IAVBS




Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless missile at Hach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.
Volume 1: Trapezoidal tail
£BASA-Tfl-80097] p0098 B82-I3IIO
TBAPBZOIDAL BIB6S
Experimental study of subsonic and transonic flovs
past a wing
pOOOS A82-10363
An experimental investigation of leading-edge
spanwise bloving
P0514 482-00988




A practical approach to systems mode analysis
for disc-blade-shroud assemblies[ASHE PAPBB 81-DET-130] p0162 A82-19344
Antenna (selected articles)[ AD-A 108174] p0269 B82-19448
Assessment of aircraft capacitive circuit medium
nave antennas according to their efficiency
p0269 882-19453
IBBADS
Tire tread temperatures during antiskid braking
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Advantages and limitations of various materials
used in the construction of nodules aircraft
construction
[SNIAS-8I2-551-I03J p0088 N82-12072





Geometrical aspects of the tribological properties
of graphite filler reinforced polyiu.de composites
[4SLE PBEPBIHT 82-AH-5A-2] p0443 A82-37855
Application of wear debris analysis to aircraft








0 LIQUID BOCKE1 PBOPBLLANTS
TBITIUB
Testing of tritium-powered runway distance and
taxivay markers[AD-A114558] p0612 H82-33408
TBOPICAL BEGIOHS
Happing in tropical forests - A ne* approach using





Two-dimensional model studies of the impact of
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The technological aspects of titanium application
in the TO-144 aircraft structure
P0492 A82-39718
TOBE BEAT EICHABGBBS
The enhancement of heat exchange in channels /2nd
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An investigation of dual node phenomena in a
mistuned bladed-disk
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-DET-133] pO 162 A82-I9347
tUPOLEV AIBCBAFI
A new look at the Tupolev Ta-26 'Backfire*
p O I S O 482-21191
TOBBIHE BLADES
Thermal and flov analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceramic coated porous metal concept
for turbine vanes
CASHE PAPEB 81-BT-48] p O O i 2 482-10952
End losses in turbine cascades with porous cooling
pOOI4 A82-11434
Besults of experimental study of heat transfer to
turbine blades with porous cooling
pOOI4 A82-I1446
The protection of gas turbine blades - A platinum
alnminide diffusion coating
p0063 A82-14364
The operational characteristics of turbojets,
giving particular attention to the cooled
high-pressure turbine
p0065 A82-14414
A method for predicting the lifetime of qas
turbine blades
p0106 A82-16692
Damage of turbine blades due to interaction with
fuel resinification products
P0127 A82-18479
Effect of the blading type on the aerodynamic




distributions in air-cooled turbine blades
p0149 A82-18893
Impingement cooling of concave surfaces of turbine
airfoils
pOI49 A82-18894
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of
mistuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
[ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-I22] pO]6l A82-19337
On the formulation of coupled/uncoupled dynamics
analyses of blade-disc assemblies
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-DET-I26] pO 162 A82- 19340
Optimal shape design of turbine blades
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-DET-I28] pO 162 A82-19342
Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine
blades
[ASBE PAPEB SI-DEI-129] p0162 A82- 19343
Measurement of the influence of flow distortions
on the blade vibration amplitude in an air turbine
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-DET-I35] p0162 A82-19348
Endwall boundary layer flows and losses in an
axial turbine stage
p0168 A82-20298
Improved plasma sprayed HCrAlZ coatings for
aircraft gas turbine applications
p0176 A82-20742
Analysis of the temperature field of a
baffle-cooled gas-turbine-engine blade under
conjugated boundary conditions
p0295 A82-280IS
Investigation of heat transfer in the vicinity of
the leading and trailing edges of a cooled
nozzle blade of a low-consuming gas turbine
P0295 A82-28018
The effect of temperature-time factors on the
metal damage and endurance characteristics of
gas-turbine-engine rotor blades
P0295 A82-280I9
An experimental investigation of interfacial
temperatures in blade-seal material rubbing of
aircraft compressors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0890] p0373 A82-31891
Design, fabrication and testing of an electrical




Hechanical and metallurgical considerations in
extending the life of turbine blades
p0384 A82-338S5
Air cooling of gas turbine blades
p0390 A82-34700
A study of the vibration loading of the turbine
blades of an aircraft gas-turbine engine with
dry-friction dampers
p0391 A82-348I4
Energy efficient engine /E3/ technology status
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1052] p04 15 A82-34980
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1056] p0415 A82-34981
Control of gas turbine power transients for
improved turbine airfoil durability
[AIAA PAPEB 87-1182] p0418 A82-35047
A comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1264] p0419 A82-35091
Secondary flows and losses in axial flow turbines
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-19] p0420 A82-35288
Secondary flow effects and mixing of the wake
behind a turbine stator
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-46] p0422 A82-35304
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The effect of coolant flow on the efficiency of a
transonic HP turbine profile suitable for a
snail engine
[ASHE P&PEB 82-GI-63] p0422 A82-35315
The use of performance-monitoring to prevent
compressor and turbine blade failures
(ASHB PAPEB 82-61-66} p0422 482-35316
A two-dimensional boundary-layer program for
turbine airfoil beat transfer calculation
[ASHE PAPEfl 82-GT-93) p0424 482-35336
Effect of crossflows on the discharge coefficient
of f iln cooling "holes
[4SHE PAPEB 82-GT-147] p0426 482-35371
Dry friction danping nechanisms in engine blades
[4SHE PAFEB 82-6T-I62] p0426 A82-35383
Heasurements of beat transfer coefficients on gas
turbine conponents. I - Description, analysis
and experimental verification of a technigue for
use in hostile environments
[4SHE PAPBB 82-GT-174] p0426 482-35387
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a snail axial flow
turbine
[ASHE PAPBB 82-GT-222) p0428 482-35109
Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollo*, fan
blades vith composite in-lays
[ASHE P&PEE 82-GT-284J p0430 482-35156
The effect of erosion near on the vibration
characteristics of axial-turbine blades
P0433 482-3587(1
Aerodynanic performance of high turning core
turbine vanes in a two-dimensional cascade
[1144 P4PEK 82-1266] p0439 482-37716
Comparison of HP turbine 'deep blade design'
effects in turbofan engine gas generators with
different bearing structure configurations
P05I5 482-10996
Acoustic emission inspection of aircraft engine
turbine blades for intergranular corrosion
P0544 A82-4I914
Mathematical models of rotor strength and
optimization in computer-aided design
p054S A82-42462
Thermal-barrier-coated turbine blade study
[NASA-CB-165351] p0028 H82-10040
A new method of cooling turbine vanes
P0034 U82-11027
Hen molding method of three-dimensional hollow
photoelastic model and centrifugal stress
analysis of air cooled turbine blade model
[NAL-TB-427T] P0037 1182-11067
Progress in protective coatings for aircraft gas
turbines: A Beviev of NASA sponsored research
[NASA-TH-82740] p0090 N82-12216
Stability and flutter analysis of turbine blades
at low speed
POI42 N82-15050
On the numerical analysis of stall flutter in
turbine cascades
POI43 882-15054
Seventh European Botorcraft and Powered Lift
Aircraft Forum
P0245 882-18119
Fluctuating pressures on fan blades of a tnrbofan
engine: Static and wind-tunnel investigations
[NASA-IP-1976) P0309 H82-21037
Energy efficient engine shroudless, hollow fan
blade technology report
[N4SA-CB-165586] P0317 H82-21196
Engine depot maintenance repair technology
P034S H82-22I74
flepaic and regeneration of turbine blades, vanes
and discs
P0346 H82-22185
Laser anemometer measurements in an annular
cascade of core turbine vanes and comparison
with theory[H4S4-TP-20I8] P0447 S32-26234
Static internal performance characteristics of two
thrust reverser concepts for axisymmetric nozzles
[BASA-TP-2025] P0448 882-26235
Tawing of wind turbines with blade cyclic-pitch
variation
[DE81-029639] p046 1 882-26822
IUBBIBB MGIIBS
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Snperalloy turbine components - Hhich is the
superior manufacturing process, as-BlP, HIP plus
Isoforge, or 'gatorizing1 of extrusion
consolidated billet
p002l A82-12497
Snperalloy powder engine components; controls
employed to assure high quality hardware
p0021 482-12499
Aviation turbine fuel properties and their trends
pOI63 482-19623
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines(AIAA PAPEB 82-03201 p0282 482-26526
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[AIAA 82-0696] p0339 482-30162
Turbine stage heat flux measurements( A I A A PAPBB 82-1289] p0419 A82-35I02
Demonstration of ceramic hot-section static
components in a radial flow turbine
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-184] p0427 482-35392
Ceramic turbine housings
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-293] p0430 482-35463
Evaluation of a multivariable control design on a
variable cycle engine simulation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1077] p0438 A82-37682
Development of multivariable controllers for
aircraft turbine engines
p0040 N82-11087
Corrosion inhibiting engine oils
[4D-4106127] p0135 N82-14099





Development test programs adapted to helicopter
engines
P0207 882-17205





Cooled variable-area radial turbine technology
program
[8ASA-CB-165408) p0266 882-19221
A retireaent-for-cause study of an engine turbine
disk
[AD-A109724] p0305 N82-20184
Dnalchannel fuel control program, phase 2
[4D-4I09715] p0305 B82-20I85
The role of modern control theory in the design of
controls for aircraft turbine engines
[NASA-Tfl-82815] p0354 SP2-22262
Advanced general aviation engine/airframe
integration study
[NASA-CB-165565] P0354 N82-22268
Advanced turbine study airfoil coling in
rocket turbines
[NASA-CB-162003] p0369 882-23249
Fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine hot
section components
[8ASA-CB-167896] p0409 882-25257
Blade tip gap effects in tnrbomachines: A review
• [ A D - A I I I 8 9 2 ] p04S5 882-26308
Turbine engine lubricant reclamation
[AD-A112098] p0455 882-26312
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[NASA-TH-82S31] p0460 H82-26701
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138918] p0465 N82-27250
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2
[AD-A11270 I] p0473 882-27313
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 3
[AD-4112447] p0473 N82-27314
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
A-««3
TOBBINE EZBAOST NOZZLES SUBJECT IIDEZ
fuel fron whole crude shale oil. Part I:
Preliminary process analyses
[AD-4II268I] p0527 N82-28462
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel fron whole crude shale oil. Fart 2:
Process variable analyses and laboratory sample
production
[AD-A112682] P0528 N82-28463
An exploratory research and development program
leading to specifications for aviation turbine
fuel from whole crude shale oil. Part 3:
Production of specification of JP-4 fuel fron
geokinetics shale oil
[AD-AII2683] P0528 N82-28464
Aviation fuels-future outlook and impact on
aircraft fire threat
p0532 H82-29282
Remote sensing of turbine engine gases
[AD-A115443] p0559 B82-30310
Energy efficient engine: High pressure turbine
uncooled rig technology report
[NASA-CB-165149] p0593 N82-32383
TOBBIIE EZBAOSI HOZZLBS
Infrared emissions from turbofans with high aspect
ratio nozzles
p0103 A82-16092
Demonstration of ceramic hot-section static
components in a radial flow turbine
[4SHE PAPEB 82-61-184] p0427 A82-35392
Prediction of off-design performance of
turbo-shaft engines a simplified method
p0246 N82-18I32
IOBBIHE IHEELS
Optimum journal bearing parameters for minimum
rotor unbalance response in synchronous whirl
[ASHE PAPEB 8J-DET-55] p0161 482-19314
Natural freguencies of rotating bladcd discs using
clamped-free blade modes
[ASSE PAPEB 81-OET-I24] pOI61 482-19338
An investigation of dual mode phenomena in a
mistuned bladed-disk
[ASHE PAPEfi 8I-DET-I33] pOI62 A82-19347
Dispersion and temperature-force dependence of the
high-temperature strength characteristics of a
gas-turbine—engine disk alloy
P0182 A82-21636
Sliced disc design - A composite conform concept
for a turbo engine axial compressor
p0515 A82-40995









NT ISO STAGE TOBBINES
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lind tunnel tests of powered models: A comparison
of two methods of simulating the jets of jet
engines
p0095 NB2-13087
Boll up model fox rotor wake vortices, part 5
[ASBL-TB- 194-4] p0198 H82-17127
Oser's aannal for the vertical axis uing turbine
code VDABT2
[DE82-000796] p0461 N82-26828
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High
pressure turbine active clearance control
[NASA-CB-165556] p0526 N82-28297
Cooled variable nozzle radial turbine for rotor
craft applications
[NASA-CB-165397] p0536 N82-29323
The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Low






Bind tunnel tests on airfoils in tandem cascade
P0012 A82- 10987
Design procedures for compressor blades
P0109 A82-17135
Hater ingestion into jet engine axial compressors
(4144 PAPEB 82-0196] p01!7 A82-17836
Four pad tilting pad bearing design and
application for multistage axial compressors
[ASHi PAFEB 8I-LOB-I2] p0126 A82-18429
Effect of wakes of upstream stator blades on the
rotor of an axial flow compressor
p0276 A82-26208
The excitation of compressor/duct systems
P0327 A82-28993
An experimental investigation of interfacial
temperatures in blade-seal material rubbing of
aircraft compressors
[AIAA FAPEB 82-0890] p0373 A82-31891
Test facility and data handling system for the
development of axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-73] p0423 A82-35322
Comprehensive analysis of an axial compressor test
with adjustable guide vanes
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-74] p0423 A82-35323
Optimization of compressor vane and bleed settings
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-81] p0423 A82-35327
Influence of casing treatment on the operating
range of axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-I03] p0424 482-35340
Effect of the rear stage casing treatment on the
overall performance of a multistage axial-flow
compressor
[ASME PAPEB 82-GI-1IO] p0424 A82-35344
An inviscid-viscous interaction treatment to
predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial
compressors with leading edge normal shock waves
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-135] p0425 A82-35363
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor blading
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-149] p0426 A82-35373
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial flow
turbine
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-222] p0428 482-35409
The calculation of deviation angle in axial-flow
compressor cascades
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-230] p0428 A82-35412
Progress in the development of energy efficient
engine components
[ASME PAPEB 82-GT-275] p0429 A82-35450
The effect of intake flow disturbances on APU
compressor blade high cycle fatigue in the
Airbus A300
P0513 A82-40983
Sliced disc design - A composite conform concept
for a turbo engine axial compressor
P05I5 A82-40995
An experimental examination of compressor blade
flutter
[ONEBA, IP NO. 1982-31] p0547 A82-42808
Numerical calculation of the flow in compressor
and turbine cascades German thesis
P0578 A82-45222
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial
flow compressor stage
P0032 N82-10984
Initial experimental research into the response of
turbojet engine compressors to distortion of
intake pressure
p0032 N82-11006
An experimental investigation of the rotating
stall, surge and wake behind the rotor for a
single stage axial compressor
P0033 N82-11008
A theoretical analysis of the stream surface of
revolution with supersonic inlet flow in a
transonic axial compressor
p0033 H82-11025
Three dimensional flow investigation with a method
of characteristics in the inlet region and the
blade-to-blade channels of supersonic axial
compressors ,',
[ESA-TT-637] , ' ' p0088 U82-12078
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor blading
[NASA-TM-82763] pO134 N82-14094
Optimization of compressor vane and bleed settings
[AD-A106059] pOI34 N82-14097
Computer program for aerodynamic and blading
design of multistage axial-flow compressors
[NASA-TP-1946] p O I 4 1 N82- 15039
Practical experience with a noncontact blade
vibration measuring system in industrial
turbocompressors vibration mode identification
f f, p0144 N82-15065
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A computer prograa for vanaile-geometry
single-stage axial compressor test data analysis
(ODOUOO)
[AD-A106676] p0191 H82-16086
Through flow calculations in axial tnrbomachines
[AGABD-AB-175] p0204 H82-I7I78
Survey on diffusion factors and profile losses
p0204 882-17186
End-vail boundary layer calculation aethods
p0204 H82-I7I88
Correlation for secondary flows and clearance
effects
p0205 H82-I7I89
Effects of Beynolds number and turbulence level on
axial cascade performance
p0205 H82-I7I90
Axial compressor stall and surge
p0205 882-17194
Summary of answers to the questionnaire
p0205 N82-17195
Single stage transonic coapressor and equivalent
plane cascade
p0206 H82-I7I96




The through flow calculations
p0206 N82-17199
Axial-flow turbomachine through flow calculation
methods
p0206 N82-17201
Blade-to-blade computations and boundary layer
corrections in axial conpressors and turbines
P0206 H82-17202
Analytical investigation cf nonrecoverable stall
[BASA-TH-82792] p03!7 N82-21195
Allowing for the vail boundary layer in a stage of
an axial compressor
[PHB-90067] p03!9 N82-21209
The mechanical testing of compressors and turbines
for aircraft gas turbine engines Bolls Boyce
engines
[PBB-90070] p03t9 N82-21211
Encounters with surge: Seme experiences of
development of axial conpressors for aero gas
turbines
[PBB-90071] p0355 B82-22274
Computer modeling of fan-exit-splitter spacing
effects on F I D O response to distortion
[BASA-CB-167879] p0369 NB2-23246
STGSTK: A computer code for predicting multistage
axial flow compressor performance by a meanline
stage stacking method
[NASA-TP-2020] pO<!08 H82-25250
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
characteristics in the annulus vail region of an




Core compressor exit stage study, volume 6
[HASA-CB-165553] p0472 H82-273IO
Advanced stratified charge rotary aircraft engine
design study
[SASA-CB-165398] p0478 B82-27743
Multistage axial compressor program on tip
clearance effects
[AD-A107445] p0536 H82-29325
Vater ingest ion into axial flow coapressors. Part
3: Experimental results and discussion
[AD-A114830] p0537 N82-29326
Effect of water on axial flow compressors. Part
2: Computational prograa
[ A D - A 1 I 4 8 3 I ] p0537 B82-29327
Aerodynamics of advanced axial-flow tnrbomachiuery
[ A D - A I I 4 9 M J P0537 B82-29328
Computation of three dmensional unsteady
nonuniform flow in the blade-free annular





NT BOEIHG 727 AIBCBAFT
HT BOEING 737 AIBCBAFt
hi BOEING 757 AIBCBAfT
NT BOEING 767 AIBCBAFT
NT C - I 4 I AIBCBAFT
NT CONCOBDE AIBCBAFT
HT DC 8 AIBCBAFT
NT F-28 TBANSPOBT AIBCBAFT
Nf F-111 AIBCBAFT
NT SAAB 37 AIBCBAFT
NT SE-210 AIBCBAFT
HT TO-144 AIBCBAFT
Optimum configuration for a 10 passenger business
turbofan jet airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0365] p0119 A82-17905
Boeing 757 - Introducing the big-fan narrovbody
P0126 A82-18349
A study to define the research and technology
requirements for advanced turbo/propfan
transport aircraft
[NASA-CB-166138] p0254 N82- 18202
IOBBOFAB EKGIHES
NT BBISTOL-SIDDELBT BS 53 ENGINE
NT TF-34 ENGINE
Botor wake characteristics relevant to
rotor-stator interaction noise generation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2031] pOOOS A82-10456
Application of numerical modeling to gas turbine
combustor development problems
P0019 A82-12118
Performance assessment of an advanced reheated
turbo fan engine
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2447] p0055 A82- 13879
The all composite Lear Fan 2100
P0077 A82-14936
Infrared emissions from turbofans with high aspect
ratio nozzles
P0103 A82-16092
An iterative finite element-integral technique for
predicting sound radiation from turbofan inlets
in steady flight
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0124] p0115 A82-17796
2037 - Pratt 6 Rhitney tests nev turbofan
P0126 A82-18347
Comparison of two parallel/series flow turbofan
propulsion concepts for supersonic V/STOL
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2637] P0156 482-19214
Energy management in military combat aircraft
P0169 A82-20515
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0811] p0180 A82-20874
ALF502 - Plugging the turbofan gap
pOISO A82-2I243
Design technology for improved performance
retention in turbofan engines
[SAE PAPEB 811055] p023l A82-24392
Hanagement of powerplant maintenance and
restoration programs for fuel conservation
[SAE PAPEB 811052] P0231 A82-24394
Operating flight loads and their effect on engine
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Minimum time turns constrained to the vertical plane
[AD-A111096] p0456 H82-26317
ITC (COHZBOL)
D IHRDST VECTOB COHTB01
I8ISXBO iIHGS
The aerodynamic influences of rotor blade taper,




Means for controlling aerodynamically induced tvist
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12175-1] p0523 B82-28279
CRO DIHBHSIOBAL BODIES
Low Beynolds number airfoil survey, volume 1
[HASA-CE-165803-VOL-l ] pO 13 I S82-140 59
110 DIBEISIOIAL BOOBDABI LAIBB
A two-dimensional boundary-layer program for
turbine airfoil heat transfer calculation
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-93] p0424 A82-35336
110 DIBBBSIOBAL FLOB
Control lavs for adaptive wind tunnels
P0012 A82-10985
ADEN plume flov properties for infrared analysis
Augmented Deflecting Exhaust Bozzle
pOM4 A82-17606
A contribution to the hodograph method for
shock-free transonic airfoil sections
p O I 2 l A82-18022
Supercritical flov past symmetrical airfoils
p0275 A82-26130
Besults of recent measurements on an oscillating
aerofoil
P0276 A82-26223
A vortex sheet method for calculating separated
two-dimensional flovs at high Beynolds number
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1030] p0375 A82-31978
Turbulent boundary-layer development on a
two-dimensional aerofoil vith supercritical flov
at lov Beynolds number
p0389 A82-34398
Analysis of tvo-dimensional internal flovs using a
primitive-variable relaxation Navier-Stokes
procedure
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1083] p04 16 A82-34998
Approximate boundary condition procedure for the
two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex vakes
[AIAA FAFEB 82-0951] p0437 A82-37467
Aerodynamic performance of high turning core
turbine vanes in a two-dimensional cascade
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1288]
 POU39 A82-37716
The use of adaptive vails in plane flovs
COBEfia, IF HO. 1982-38] p0548 A82-428I3
An aerodynamic design method for transonic axial
flov compressor stage
p0032 H82-10984
Theoretical investigations and experimental
researches for higher subsonic two-dimensional
compressor cascade
p0033 H82-11024
Effects of Beynolds number and turbulence level on
axial cascade performance
P0205 1182-17190
Nonlinear tvo-dimensional sail theory
[AD-A110450] p0405 1182-25220
Flovs over vings with leading-edge vortex separation
[BASA-CB-165858] p0448 H82-26238
Application of a transonic similarity rule to
correct the effects of sidevall boundary layers
in two-dimensional transonic vind tunnels
[HASA-TH-84847] p0594 H82-32384
TiO PHASE H.OB
The relative motion of a particle in the case of
exponential changes of the velocity of the medium
P0281 A82-26479
Liquid particle dynamics and rate of evaporation
in the rotating field of centrifugal compressors
[4SME PAPEB 82-GT-86] p0423 A82-35332
Tvo-phase transpiration cooling
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-89] p0423 A82-35333
110 STAGE TOBBIBBS












Helicopter icing spray system - Improvements and
flight experience
p0023 482-12696
Adaptation of pultrusion to the manufacture of
helicopter components
pOSOl A82-40537
Performance testing of a main rotor system for a
utility helicopter at 1/4 scale
[HASA-TH-83274] p0352 H82-22251
Flight tests for the assessment of task
performance and control activity
p0365 H82-23213
OB-60A BELICOPTEB
Design and fabrication of a composite rear
fuselage for the DH-60 /Slack Hawk/
p0502 &82-40544
Limited artificial and natural icing tests
production OH-60A helicopter (re-evaluation)
[AD-AU2582] pO<*52 H82-26287
DLTBA SBOBX BATE BAOIO EQUIPBEBZ
0 VEBX HIGH FBEQOEHCY BADIO EQUIPMEHT
A-450
SUBJECT IBDEI OBStBADI FlOi
01IBiHIGH FBEQOEBCIES
A mathematical nodel of an over-sea airborne DBF
radio link
p0014 482-11906
L-band power generation in the General Electric
solid-state radar
pOISO 482-18911
Study of the frequency assignment congestion in




A laboratory mock-up ultrasonic inspection system
for composites
p0419 A82-35256
Evalaation of sensitivity of ultrasonic detection
of disbonds in graphite/epozy to metal joints
p0436 A82-37080
OLIBASOBIC TESIS
Ultrasonic nethod for flow field measurement in
mud tunnel tests
p0166 A82-20054
Automated ultrasonic inspection of adhesive bonded
structure
p0299 A82-28534
A laboratory nock-up ultrasonic inspection systea
for composites
P0419 A82-35256
The ultrasonic inspection of C.F.C. carbon
fiber sine wave spars
[BDB-0465] p0214 H82- 17513
OLTSaSOSIC BBLDIBG
A comparison of properties of single overlap
tension joints prepared by ultrasonic welding
and other neans
(AIAA 82-0661] P0335 A82-30091
OLTRIVIOLET BADIATIOi
SI FAB ULTB4VIOLET BADIATIOB
OBCODPLED BODES
On the formulation of coupled/uncoupled dynamics
analyses of blade-disc assemblies
[ASBE PAPEB 8I-DET-I26] p0162 A82-19340
USDBBCABBIAGES
Analytical determination of undercarriage
retraction kinematics
pOOOS A82-10364
Comparison between probability of detection,
sensitivity, and accuracy of five nondestructive
inspection methods high strength steel
aircraft undercarriage retraction cylinders[HLB-BP-81038-U] p0398 N82-24500
OBDBBGROUBD STOBAGE
Vapor condensation control of JP-4 emissions from










The status of airport noise prediction, *ith
special reference to the United Kingdom and Europe
p0296 A82-28I49
OBITED STATES OF ABEBICA
BT ALASKA









USAF Summer Faculty Eesearch Program. Volume I:
1981 research reports
C AD-A 113708] p06 IS 882-34340




C-5A unsurfaced taxi and off-load demonstrations








On unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments of the
circular cascading blades /Experiments of the
outward-flow case/
pOI03 A82-16040
Unsteady flow patterns associated with spoiler
control devices
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0127] pOHS A82- 17798
Bifurcation analysis of nonlinear stability of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0244] p0117 A82-17862
Calculation of the unsteady loads on the surface
of a moving wedge with an incident shock wave
p0128 A82-18590
numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including
inviscid/viscous interactions
[AIAA PAP BE 82-0352] p0164 A82-19797
Unsteady lifting-line theory with applications( A I A A PAPEB 82-0354] pO 164 A82-19798
Basic studies of the flow fields of
airfoil-flap-spoiler systems
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0173] p0184 A82-22060
Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortez method
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0351] pOIBS A82-22094
Numerical calculation of lift, moment coefficient
and dynamic stability derivatives on
sideslipping wings in unsteady supersonic flows
pOI85 A82-2211 I
Angle of downwash behind a wing in unsteady flow
p0241 A82-24970
Problems of numerical simulation of unsteady
three-dimensional viscous-gas flows in nozzles
p0242 A82-25347
The ezcitation of compressor/duct systems
p0327 A82-28993
Comparison between computations and experimental
data in unsteady three-dimensional transonic .
aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications[AIAA 82-0690] p0339 A82-30157
A high-frequency transonic snail disturbance code
for unsteady flows in a cascade
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0955] p0374 A82-31932
Bathematical modeling of unsteady separated flow
past solid airfoil cascades
p0378 482-32801
Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of
complex planform under unsteady motion
p0388 A82-34I57
The unsteady motion of a wing traveling at
subsonic speed above a plane
p049l A82-39358
The rectangular wing with semnnfinite span in
nonlinear theory
p0491 A82-39359
Evalaation of an asymptotic method for helicopter
rotor airloads
p0498 A82-40509
Determination of the efficiency of a trailing edge
flap in unsteady three-dimensional flow
P0507 482-D0910
Study on pressure distribution on rotor blades
with three-dimensional nonsteady theory of
compressible fluid
p0577 A82-45188
An experimental investigation of the rotating
stall, surge and wake behind the rotor for a
single stage azial compressor
p0033 N82-11008
An acquisition and analysis system for dynamic
tests of air inlets
p0095 H82-13082
Self ezcited flow oscillation in the low pressure
steam turbine cascade
p0142 N82-15049
Numerical experiments on unsteady flows through
vibrating cascades
P0142 H82-15052
Theory and experiment in unsteady aerodynamics
[MLB-BP-80046-0] p0199 N82-17128
Helicopter rotor loads using a matched asymptotic




OBSTBADI SXATE SDBJECT IIDEI
Improvement of ejector thrust augmentation by
pulsating or flapping jets
p0362 882-23 172
An accurate method for evaluating the kernel of
the integral equation relating lift to dovnvash
in unsteady potential flov
[NASA-TH-83281] p0363 N82-23194
A harmonic analysis method for unsteady transonic
flow and its application to the flutter of
airfoils
[NASA-CB-3537] p0403 N82-25194
Modified version of LTBSH2: A calculation method
for inviscid transonic flow about thin airfoils
in moderately slow unsteady motion
[NLB-TB-80059-0J p0406 N82-2523I
Computation of three diaensioual unsteady
nonuniform flow in the blade-free annular




Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta ving at B = 0.9
[AIAA 82-0686] p0338 A82-301S3
OHSHBPf HIGS
NT INFINITE SPAN MINGS
NT BECTANGOLAB IINGS
Unsteady lifting-line theory vith applications
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0354] p0164 A82-19798
On the torsional modes of a uniformly tapered
solid King
p0389 A82-34397
Aeroelastic properties of vings in transonic flow
[NLB-HP-81005-U] p0350 N82-22224




0 VEBTICAL AIB COBBENTS
OP6BADIBG
Befining and upgrading of synfuels from coal and
oil shales by advanced catalytic processes
[DE82-001127] p02 13 N82-17401
An analysis of selected enhancements to the en
route central computing complex
[AD-AM3575] p0479 B82-28044
OPtIBRING
ATCBBS uplink environment measurement near
Jacksonville, Florida
CAO-A108053] pOI88 N82-16063






Ball-Bartoe Jetving flight tests
p0075 A82-14928
Development of the Circulation Control Ring-Upper
Surface Bloving povered-lift system for SIOL
aircraft
P05I2 A82-40969
Design integration of CCii/dSB for a sea-based
aircraft
P0512 A82-40972
Parietal jets. I upper surface bloving
p0552 482-43589
Quiet short-haul research aircraft familiarization
document, revision I
CNASA-TH-81298] p0026 N82-1003 I
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of USB flap
structure models at elevated temperature
[NAL-TB-683] p0269 N82-19570
Aerodynamic characteristics of the external DSB
povered lift system using side fences for
enhancement of Coanda flov attachment
[HAL-TB-686T] p0349 N82-22212
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-ving/flap
interactions of the external DSB configuration
of SIOL aircraft. Part I: Eight percent scale
cold-flow model analysis
[NAL-TB-685T] p0359 N82-22953
Static investigation of the circulation control
ving/npper surface bloving concept applied to
the quiet short haul research aircraft
(HASA-TH-84232] P0588 N82-32343
OPPEB SOBFACE BLOW FLAPS
Design and experimental verification of the
DSB-flap structucture for HAL STOL aircraft
Opper Surface Bloving
p0508 482-10917




Effect of vakes of upstream stator blades on the
rotor of an axial flov compressor
p0276 A82-26208
OPiASH




Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpuk Elver quadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[DE82-000314] * p0399 N82-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestovn quadrangle. North Dakota,
volume 1
[DE82-004150] p0399 N82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestovn quadrangle. North Dakota,
volume 2
[DE82-004I69] p0399 N82-24630
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Omiat quadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-000312] p0399 N82-24632
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Barrov quadranagle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-J00342] p0413 N82-25623
OBBAN PLANNING
The city and aviation Bussian book
P0149 A82-18898
Noise impact on communities from aircraft
[GPO-80-617] p0215 N82-17655
OBBAN TBAHSPOBTATIOI
Comparison of aircraft and ground vehicle noise
levels in front and backyards of residences
pOI66 A82-20058
OBBIBAHES
Full-scale flammability test data for validation
of aircraft fire mathematical models
fNASA-1B-58244] p0313 H82-21166
The development and applications of a full-scale
vide body test article to study the behavior of
interior materials daring a postcrash fuel fire
P0533 N82-29285
OSA (01ITED STATES)
0 OHITED STAT&S OF AoEBICA
OSEB BAHOALS (COBPOTEB PBOGBABS)
Botorcraft flight simulation computer program C81
with DATAHAP interface. Volume 2: Programmer's
manual
[AD-AI08294] p0258 N82-18231
Botorcraft flight simulation computer program C81
vith DATABAC interface. Volume 1: Dser's manual
[AD-A108246] p0306 N82-20I94
Experimental investigation of turbine endvall heat
transfer. Volume 3: Data base system
[AD-A 1 10334] p0317 N82-2I20I
Production version of the extended NASA-Langley
Vortex Lattice FOBTBAN computer program. Volume
I: User's guide
[NASA-TB-83303] p0405 N82-25219
The Sortie-Generation Hodel system. Volume 1:
Executive summary
[AD-A 110897] p0447 N82-26222
The Sortie-Generation Model system. Volume 2:
Sortie-Generation Hodel user's guide
[AD-A110898] p0447 N82-26223
User's manual for the vertical axis ving turbine
code VOABT2
[DE82-000796] p0461 N82-26828
Panel Optimization with Integrated Softvare
(POIS), Volume 2. Dser instructions: ECHO and
BESTS
[AD-A112224] p0475 N82-27411
Dser's manual for the AHEEB flight path-trajectory
simulation code
[DE82-007004] p0538 N82-29343
Oser's manual for the Automated Paneling Technique
(APT) and the ling Body Aerodynamic Technique
(IABAT) programs
[NASA-CB-165895] p0566 N82-31297
Aeroelastic analysis for helicopter rotors vith
blade appended pendulum vibration absorbers.
(Mathematical derivations and program user's manual
A-452
SOBJECT IBDEI T/SIOL AIBCBAFT
[NASA-CB-165896] p0566 N82-31298
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis program
manual manual. Volune 1: User's and
programmer's instructions
[NASA-CB-16589 I] p0573 B82-31965
Dynamic System Coupling (DISCO) program. Volume
2: Theoretical manual
(AD-A115004] p0573 B82-31975
A computer program for the prediction of near
field noise of aircraft in cruising flight:
Dser's guide
(NASA-CB-159274] p0600 862-33148
Chief of Naval Air Training automated management
information system (CiaiS) users guide
(AD-A115852] p0603 S82-33280
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge,




Public service helicopters - Is the grass greener




Next generation trainer /HGT/ engine reguirements
- An application of lessons learned
[ A I A A PAPBB 82*1184] pOU18 A82-35049
Transportation systems evaluation methodology
development and applications, phase 3
[N4SA-CB-164999] p0085 H82-1205I
Buggedized minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th BOLH
BIL-SPEC Computer User's Group Conference
[NASA-CP-2206] p0138 H82-14829
Development of Integrated Programs for
Aerospace-Vehicle Design (IPAD) - ICAD user
reguirements
[NASA-CB-2985] p0141 N82-15034
A versatile data acquisition system for a Ion
speed wind tunnel
[AD-A106269] pO 192 882- 16097
military requirements: Too little or too ouch
p0247 882-18138
N A S A / H A A Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Workshops. Volume 1: Executive Summary
[NASA-TH-84149] p0262 N82-19170
SASA/HA4 Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Workshops. Volume 2: Operators' Views
[NASA-TB-84148] p0262 N82-19171
N A S A / U A A Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Sort shops. Volume 4: Flight Control
Avionics Systems and Human Factors
[NASA-TH-84146] p0263 B82-19173
SAFBA: Controlled requirements expression
avionics specification through computer techniques
[BAE-TNAAS-84] p03 16 N82-21 192
Identification of terms to define unconstrained
air transportation demands
[NASA-CB-165961] p0568 N82-313 11
Terminal Information Processing System (TIPS)










The Hodel 412 multi-bladed rotor system
p0277 A82-26376
The poverplants of the Yak-40 and H-15 aircraft
Russian book
P0434 A82-36947






NT HASTE ENERGY UTILIZATION
NI MINDPOKEB UTILIZATION
Advantages and limitations of various materials
used in the construction of modules aircraft
construction
[SNIAS-812-551-103] p0088 N82-12072
Operational delay day forecasts for the 20 air


















NT RIGID ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT BOTABY SIHG AIBCBAFT
NT SA-330 HELICOPTEfi
NT SH-3 HELICOPTEB
NT SHOBT TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
NT TANDEM ROTOR BELICOPTEBS
NT TILT BOTOB ilBCBAFT
NT UH-I BELICOPTEB
ill UH-60A HELICOPTEB
NT VEBTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
NT X-14 AIBCBAFT
NT X V - H A AIBCBAFT
NT XV-15 AIBCBAFT
Commentary on facilities used in the development
of a Sea Barrier all weather operations capability
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2407] p0056 A82- 13892
Jet V/STOL wind-tunnel simulation and groundplane
effects
p0061 482-13973
The X-14 - 24 years of V/STOL flight testing
p0075 A82-14927
Experience with high performance V/STOL fighter
projects at HBB
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2614] p0107 A82-16901
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
(AIAA PAPEE 81-2628] pO 107 A82-16902
Development and validation of the V/STOL
aerodynamics and stability and control manual
( A I A A PAPEB 81-2611] p0107 A82-16903
Ground test of a large scale 'D' vented thrust
deflecting nozzle
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2630] p0108 A82-16907
N A S A V/STOL Propulsion Control Analysis - Phase I
and II program status
[AIAA PAPEfi 81-2632] pOIOS 482-16908
V/STOL propulsion control technology
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2634] pOlOB A82-16909
V/STOL status from the engine technology viewpoint
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2648] pO 108 482-16913
A low cost maritime control aircraft-ship-weapons
system antiship missile defense
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2660] p0109 482-16916
Type 'A' V/STOL - One aircraft for all support
missions
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2661] p0109 482-16917
Introduction to V/STOL airplanes Book
_p0122 A82-18J17
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale twin tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2609] p0155 482-19201
Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a
subsonic crossflow
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2610] p0155 A82-19202
Analysis of data from a wind tunnel investigation
of a large-scale model of a highly maneuverable
supersonic V/STOL fighter - STOL configuration
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2620] p0155 482-19207
Large-scale wind tunnel tests of a sting-supported
v/STOL fighter model at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2621] p0156 A82- 1920S
Low speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tandem-fan V/STOL nacelle
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2627] p0156 482-19210
Application of thrusting ejectors to tactical
aircraft having vertical lift and short-field
capability
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2629] pO 156 482-19211
a-453
VACOOB APPABATDS SUBJECT IIDEX
Airframe effects on top-mounted inlet systems for
VS1OL fighter aircraft
[AIAA PiPEB 81-2631] pOI56 482-19212
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PiPEB 61-2633] pOI56 A82-192 13
Comparison of t¥o parallel/series flow turbofan
propulsion concepts for supersonic V/STOL
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2637] p0156 482-19214
Concept definition and aerodynamic technology
studies for single-engine V/STOL fighter/attack
aircraft
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2647] p0157 A82-192I6
Sea based support aircraft alternatives
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2649] pOI57 A82-192I7
Design features of a sea-based multipurpose
V/STOL, STOVL, and STOL aircraft in a support
role for the o.S. Navy
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2650] p0157 482-19218
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2663] p0157 A82-19221
AV-8B Harrier II
pOISO A82-21260
The design of a wind tunnel VSIOL fighter model
incorporating turbine powered engine simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 82-2635] p0242 A82-25154
AV-8B/Barrier GB.5 - Bangs, payload and VSTOL
p0275 A82-26044
Advanced helicopter concepts compete
P0283 A82-26537
Design concepts for composite fuselage structure
P0287 A82-27132
VSTOLs - He can build them, but can we sell them
p0296 A82-28281
I-iring and the Navy V/STOL initiative
p0385 482-33915
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale, twin
tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0150] p0482 A82-38443
U.S. Barine Corps AV-8A maintenance experience
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2657] p0482 A82-38446
Handling qualities criteria for flight path
control of V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1292] p0486 A82-39081
Flying quality requirements for V/STOL transition
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1293] p0496 A82-40276
A summary of weight savings data for composite
VSTOL structure
p0502 A82-40546
Inlet and airframe compatibility for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft with top-mounted inlets
p0507 A82-40908
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
p0508 A82-40921
Hind-tunnel testing of V/STOL configurations at
high lift
pOSIO A82-40949
Turboprop design - How and the future
P05I2 A82-40965
A supersonic V/STOL fighter design project
p0546 A82-42545
It's too logical - It'll never work /Commercial
applications of the JV2/
p0556 A82-44469
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamics
[NASA-TB-81328] p0026 H82-10029
Low speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tamden-fan V/STOL nacelle conducted in the
Lewis 10 by 10 foot wind tunnel
[NASA-Tn-82728] p0034 1182- 11042
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[BASA-TB-82725] p0034 N82-11043
A numerical three-dimensional turbulent simulation
of a subsonic VSIOL jet in a cross-flow using a
finite element algorithm
[AD-A104514] p0036 H82-11055
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic F/STOL
aircraft
[HASA-TB-82747] p0098 N82-13I12
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[NASA-TB-82770] pOlOO N82-13144
Scale-model studies for the improvement of flow
patterns of a low-speed tunnel
[NASA-CB-I694I3] p0209 H82-17228
V/STOL Tandem Fan transition section model test
in the Lewis Research Center 10-by-IO foot
wind tunnel
[HASA-CB- 165587] p03!2 H82-2II58
Multi-mission V/STOL with vectored thrust engines
bombing, air superiority
[PHB-90086] p0356 H82-22278
Experience with high performance V/STOL fiqhter
projects at BBS
[HBB-FE-124/S/PDB/50] ' p0360 H82-23140
Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL
fighter type aircraft
p0361 N82-23168
Thrust augmenting ejectors: A review of the
application of jet mechanics to V/STOL aircraft
propulsion
p036l H82-23169
V/STOL aircraft tnd fluid dynamic
p0362 N82-23I79
VIOL and VSTOL handling qualities specifications,
an overview of the current status
p0364 N82-23209
Experimental and analytical results of tangential
blowing applied to a subsonic V/STOL inlet
[NASA-TB-82847] p0393 M82-24165
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[HASA-TB-82885] p052i H82-28249
Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 2: Analysis of results
[HASA-CB-166365] p0566 H82-31301
Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 3: Experimental technique
[ HISA-CH-166147] p0566 H82-31302
Seal time estimation and prediction of ship
motions using Kalman filtering techniques
[NASA-CB-169284] p0572 S82-3I637
Becent progress in VSTOL technology







Performance of the AEDC Bark 1 Aerospace




Effect of vacuum exhaust pressure on the
performance of BUD ducts at high D-field ' '
[NASA-TB-82750] p O I O I N82-13908
VACOOB FOBHACES






Performance of the AEOC Bark 1 Aerospace
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The performance of centrifugal compressor channel
diffusers





Dynamic response of blades and vanes to wakes in
axial turbomachiuery
[ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-33] p01 60 482-1930',
Improved vane-island diffusers at high swirl
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-68] p0423 482-35311
4-454
SUBJECT IIDBI VELOCITY OIS1BIBOIIOH
Optimization of conpressor vane and bleed settings[ASHE PAPEB 82-6T-81) p0423 A82-35327
Aerodynamic performance of high turning core
turbine vanes in a two-dimensional cascade
[AHA PAPEB 82-1288] p0439 A82-377I6
Effect of tip vanes on the performance and flow
field of a rotor in hover
pOt)98 A82-405I1
Gas turbine ceramc-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous netal core
[BASA-TP-1942] p0134 H82-ia090









Experimental study of external fuel vaporization






A vapour cycle cabin cooling systeo for the Sea
King 8K.50 helicopter
CAO-AI05211] p0088 N82-12069
Vapor condensation control of JP-4 emissions froa
underground storage tanks at flarch Air Force
Base, California
[ A D - A I I 7 8 7 5 ] p0612 N82-33554
VARIABILITY
Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea
frontal system
p0168 A82-20447
Characteristic and principal gains and phases and
their use as nultivariable control design tools
generalizing Byquist and root-locus diagram
techniques
p0029 H82-10050
Hultirariable design techniques based on singular





A concept for light—povered flight[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1214] P04I8 A82-35067
Individual bypass throttling in fighter engines
[AIAA PAPEB d2-I285] p0419 482-J5100
Evaluation of a multivariable control design on a
variable cycle engine simulation
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1077] p0436 A82-37682
Beliability design study for a fault-tolerant
electronic engine control
C A I A A PAPEB 82-1129] p0438 482-37689
V/STOL Tandem Fan transition section oodel test




Investigation of the stress-strain state of a
rectangular wing section of variable thickness
under concentrated loads and heating
- - - _ _ _ _ _ pOI27 482-18588
Comprehensive analysis of an axial compressor test
with adjustable guide vanes
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-74] P0423 A82-3S323
Variable geometry aerofoils as applied to the
Beatty B-5 and B-6 sailplanes
p0512 482-10968
Integral characteristics in the computer-aided
design of geometrical objects of conplex
configuration
P0582 AB2-46603
The subsonic performance of practical military
variable area convergent nozzles
p0094 H82-13076
Pollution reduction technology program small jet
aircraft engines, phase 3




Optimization of blade pitch angle for higher
harmonic rotor control
p0441 A82-37776




Pressure distribution on an ogee wing in
supersonic flow
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0414] pOI21 A82-17934
A new look at the Tupolev Tu-26 'Backfire*
pOISO 482-21191
Hission-adaptive wing flight demonstration program
f S A E PAPEB 8I IQ35] p0232 A82-24399




Experimental study of oscillating-wing propulsion
p0298 A82-28514
VABIABCE (STAIISIICS)
NT ABALYSIS OF VABIANCE
NT COVABIAHCE
HI HOLTIVABIATE STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
NT BEGBESSION ANALYSIS
VABIATION HETHOD
0 CALCULUS OF VABIATIOBS
VABIATIOBAL PBIHCIPLBS






Checking and calibrating variometers in place in
the sailplane instrument panel
p0330 A82-29HI5
VAfOL AIBCBAFT
Application of the concept of dynamic trim control
and nonlinear system inverses to automatic
control of a vertical attitude takeoff and
landing aircraft
[AIAA 81-2238] p0047 A82-13466
Piloted simulation of hover and transition of a
vertical attitude takeoff and landing aircraft
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2636] pOIOS 482-16910
VCE
0 VABIABLE CYCLE ENGINES
VECfOB ANALYSIS
SI VOBTICITY
Electro-optical vector scoring system for
missile BISS distance in fleet training exercises


















B T AIBSPEED _ _ _ _ _ _















Design procedures for compressor blades
p0109 482-17135
Instantaneous turbulence profiles in the wake of
an oscillating airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0353] pO 119 482-17901
A-4SS
VELOCITY EBBOBS SOBJBCT IIDEI
Besponses of oscillating Kings in veak shear flov
pQ12l &8 2-180 21
The structure of a separating turbulent boundary
layer. I - Bean flov and Reynolds stresses. II -
Higher-order turbulence results
p0129 482-18776
Complete velocity profile and 'optimum' skin
friction formulas for the plane Hall-jet
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-HA/FE-3] p0234 182-24566
The relative notion of a particle in the case of
exponential changes of the velocity of the medium
p028l 182-26479
Three dimensional turbulent boundary layer
development on a fan rotor blade
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1007] p0375 A82-3I96S
On the performance prediction of a centrifugal
compressor scaled up
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-H2] p0424 A82-35345
An experimental and numerical study of 3-D rotor
Hakes IQ hovering flight
pOSIO A82-40946
Aerodynamic calculations and design of subcritical
aerofoils
p0032 N82-10983
Boll up model for rotor wake vortices, part 5
[ASBL-TB-194-4] pO 198 N82-17 127
The tvo stage aero engine turbine
p0204 N82-17183
End-vail boundary layer calculation methods
p0204 H82-17188
Factors influencing velocity distributions at
inlet/combnstor interfaces
p0321 882-21105
An experimental investigation of the flov field of
an ejector ving design employing a photon
correlation laser velocimeter
[AD-A1H134] p0394 N82-24182
Development and utilization of a laser velocimeter
system for a large transonic vind tunnel
[NASA-TH-82886] p0572 (182-31663
TELOCITY EBBOBS
The application of NAVSIAB differential GPS in the
civilian community
p0235 482-21645
Boom probe position error corrections for Sea King





NT BIND TELOCITY HEASOBEHENT
Bard limited approaches to correlation velocity
sensing
P0022 A82-12636
Experimental investigation of a jet inclined to a
subsonic crossflov
[4144 PAPEB 81-2610] pOISS 482-19202
fleasureuents of velocity distributions in the
leading edge vortex of a delta ving by the
laser-Doppler procedure
p0483 A82-38786
The use of groundspeed, in a vind shear and the
flight evaluation of a radar-altiaeter-based
system for the measurement of groundspeed
[AD-A104758] p0087 H82-12060
Non-steady velocity measurement of the vake of a
helicopter rotor at Ion advance ratios
[AD-A107722] p0199 H82-17 133
A velocity vector measuring system vith 13
asymmetric vedge type yavmeters measuring
flov distribution around the empennage of STOL
models
[HAL-TB-674] p02!3 H82-17477
Development and laboratory testing of a thermal
emission velocimeter for application to an
erosion nose tip test facility
TAD-A107713] p0213 N82-17482
Correcting for turbulence effects on average
velocity measurements made using five hole
spherical pitot tube probes
(AD-A1I2573] p0470 N82-27290
Development and utilization of a laser velocimeter





Experimental performance evaluation of 'ventilated
mixers' - A uev mixer concept for high bypass
turbofan engines
[AHA PAPEE 82-11363 p0439 A82-37695




Tests and analysis of a vented D thrust deflecting
nozzle on a turbofan engine conducted at the




Aircraft alerting systems standardization study.
Phase 4: Accident implications on systems design







Dovnbursts and microbursts - An aviation hazard
dovndrafts beneath thunderstorms
p0003 A82- 10214
The Joint Airport leather Studies project
investigation of convective nicrobursts
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0017] p0114 A82-17734
An experimental investigation of the influence of
vertical vind shear on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an airfoil
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0214] p0117 A82-17843
The characteristics and detection of low level
vind shear in the critical phases of flight
p0297 A82-28349
Dynamic energy transfer betveen vind and aircraft
p0509 A82-40939
Optimal dolphin hang glider flight
p0201 HB2-17157
Aircraft measurements and analysis of severe
storms: 1976 field experiment
[NASA-CB-168519] p0259 B82- 18803
Chicago monostatic acoustic vortex sensing system.
Volume 2: Decay of B-707 and DC-8 vortices
[AD-AI09518] p0302 N82-20157
TEBTICAL ATTITODB TAKBOFP-LAHDIiG AIBCBAFT
0 T4TOL 4IECEAFT
TEBTICAL DISIBIBDTIOI
Determination of vertical profiles of aerosol size
spectra from aircraft radiative flux
measurements. II - The effect cf particle
nonsphericity
P0020 482-12149






An evaluation of vertical drag and ground effect
using the BSBA rotor balance system Botor
Systems Besearch Aircraft
p0498 A82-405IO








Influence of meteorological processes on the
verticality of electric fields
[AD-A111549] p046l N82-26897
TEBIICAL STABILIZERS
0 ST4BILIZEBS (FLOID DYH4BICS)
TEBTICAL TAILS
0 STABILIZEBS (FLOID DYH4HICS)
0 TAIL 4SSEHBLIES
TE1TICAL TAKEOFF
A study of flignt control requirements for







A summary of jet-impingement studies at McDonnell
Douglas Besearch Laboratories
i-456
SUBJECT IBDBI VIBBATIOB DABPIIG
[ A I A A PIPES 81-2613] pOI07 A82-16904
Greenlandair VIOL transportation study
[ilii PiPEB 81-2642] p0108 482-16912
VIOL as it applies to resource development in the
Canadian north
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2640] p0156 482-19215
Analysis of selected VIOL concepts for a civil
transportation mission
[ilii PAPEB 81-2655] pOI57 182-19220
Yak-36 Forger - The brand X VIOL fighter
P0275 A82-26045
OS Navy begins slow shuffle towards V/STOL
p0296 A82-283II
Vertical takeoff technology - Flight mechanics,
aerodynamics, and propulsion systems Gernan
book
p038l A82-33348
JVX, what an opportunity Joint Services
Advanced Vertical Lift Aircraft Program
p0482 A82-38423
An X-Ring aircraft control system concept
[ilii 82-1540] p0485 A82-38954
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VIOL control system during
hover
[4144 82-1611] P0485 A82-38990
Support of the HH-65A - The impact of advanced
technology of VTOL systens upon existing product
support
p050l A82-40541
An investigation of scale model testing of VTOL
aircraft in hover
p0507 A82-409I1
An investigation of automatic guidance concepts to
steer a VTOL aircraft to a small aviation
facility ship
[H&SA-CB- 152407] p 0 1 9 l H82- 16087
Beviev of defense-related vertical and short
takeoff and landing (V/SIOL) aircraft programs
[GPO-55-278] p0254 N82-I8205
A short takeoff performance computer program
[ A O - A I 0 9 8 6 I ] p0304 N82-20179
A translational velocity command system for VTOL
lov speed flight
[NASA-TH-84215] p0305 1(82-20186
ALQ-164 POD/AV-8C environmental evaluation flight
test
C A D - A 1 1 0 1 9 8 ] p0314 H82-2I178
Aerodynamic analysis of VTOL inlets and definition
of a short, blowing-lip inlet
(NASA-CB-165617] p0349 M82-22211
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VTOL control system
[NASA-TH-84220] p0356 H82-22281
Jet V/STOL mnd-tunnel simulation and groundplane
effects
p036l H82-23165
The aodeling and prediction of multiple jet VTOL
aircraft flow fields in ground effect
p0361 S82-23166
Evaluation of the effects of model scale and test
technique on jet-induced effects
P036I 882-23167
Current developments lighter than air systems
heavy lift airships
[NASA-TH-84744] p0394 N82-24176
Study of VTOL in ground-effect flow field
including temperature effect
[NASA-CB-166258] p0400 H82-25170
Lateral control system design for VTOL landing on
a 00963 in high sea states
[NASA-CB-169074] p0456 H82-26315
Control optioization, stabilization and computer
algorithms for aircraft applications
[NASA-CB-169015] p046I N82-27009





VBF radio link for ground-air-gronnd
communications using an integrated voice-data
modulation
p0481 A82-38405
Combined amplitude-phase codulation for a VUF
communication IIUK
p0553 A82-43870
Improved 243 HHz homing antenna system for use on
helicopters
[NLB-aP-81022-0] p0523 882-28276
TBBI HI6B FBEQOBBCI BADIO EQOIPHEHI
PH broadcast interference related to airborne ILS,
VOB and VBF communications
[BTCA/DO-I76J p0268 N82-I94I9
Investigation of the effects of airborne
installation factors op receiver interference
p0268 N82-19422
VBBI HIGH SPEED IHTBGBATED CIBCOIIS
D VBSIC (CIRCUITS)
VEBI LOB FBEQOBHCIBS
Omega station 10.2 kHz signal selection made easy
P0022 A82-12638
Long-range radio SAVAID signal reliability
p0544 A82-4I951
VHP OHHIB4H6E lAVIGATIOI
VOB waveform synthesis and calibration
pOI06 A82-16563
Solid-state VOBTAC with remote maintenance and
monitoring
p0122 A82-18144
Navigation system integrity and reliability for
civil aviation
p0124 482-18159
Investigation of Bilcoz model 585B very high
frequency omnidirectional radio range (VOB)
system, part 3
[AD-AI07855] p0200 N82-I7I49
FH broadcast interference related to airborne ILS,
VOB and VBF communications
CBTCA/DO-176] p0268 H82-19419
Investigation of technical requirements
p0268 N82-19420
Investigation of airborne VHF communication and
navigation equipment
p0268 N82-I942I




Very high speed integrated circuits: Into the






















Aeroelastic analysis for helicopter rotors with
bladj appended pendulum vibration absorbers.
Mathematical derivations and program user's manual
(NASA-CB-165896] p0566 N82-31298
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis program
manual manual. Volume 1: User's and
programmer's instructions
[NASA-CB-165891] p0573 N82-3I965
Coupled rotor/airframe vibration analysis program
manual. Volume 2: Sample input and output
listings
[NASA-CB-165892] p0573 N82-31966
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 14, no. 3
[AD-1112586] p0596 N82-32525





•Quiet please1 aircraft hydraulic systems
noise reduction
pOOlO A82-10854




VIBBATIOI EFFECTS SOBJBCT IBDBI
Flight testing the nonmetallic spline coupling
technology at the Haval Air lest Center
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2405] ' o0056 482-13891
Hechanism for the elimination of instability in a
shimmy problem
pOlOS &82-16289
Self-oscillations of the front caster wheel strut
for a given track width under the assumption of
the wheel drift hypothesis
pOIOS A82-16290
Flutter mode suppression using hyperstable feedback
[AIAA PAPEE 82-0368] p0120 A82-I7908
Effect of the blading type on the aerodynamic
damping of blade vibrations with allowance for
the profile curvature
pOI27 482-18484
Balancing of flexible rotors by the complex nodal
method
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-DBT-46] pO 16 I A82-19310
Oscillations and vibrations of aircraft on runways
p0241 482-24974
Suppression of self-oscillations in open wind
tunnels
p0274 A82-25794
Design of higher harmonic control for the ABC
p0278 482-26380
Evaluation of the effect of elastooeric damping
material on the stability of a bearingless main
rotor system
p0280 A82-26394
Application of combined balancing methods to
flexible rotors of aviation gas-turbine engines
P0282 A82-26491
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
p0284 482-26620
The use of dynamometer readings for damping of the
natural vibrations of twin-rotor gyrocompasses
p0298 A82-28475
Active flutter suppression on an F-4F aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0770] p0298 A82-28513
Damping and stiffness of aligned discontinuous
fiber reinforced polymer composites
[ A I A A 82-0712] p0335 482-30102
lest demonstration of digital control of
wing/store flutter
[AIAA 82-0645] p0337 A82-3014I
Bigid body-structural mode coupling on a forward
swept wing aircraft
[AIAA 82-0683] p0338 482-30150
Active control of aeroelastic divergence
[AIAA 82-0684] p0338 A82-3015I
Feedback control of a cantilever wing in steady
airflow
[ A I A A 82-0729] p0340 482-30177
Parameter identification for structures with
neighboring natural freguencies especially for
the case of flight resonance tests
p0377 A82-32I36
Dry friction damping mechanisms in engine blades
[ASHE PAPEE 82-GT-I62] p0426 A82-35383
Experimental evaluation of sgueeze film supported
flexible rotors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-233] p0428 A82-354 15
Solution to a bistable vibration problem using a
plain, uncentralized sgueeze film damper bearing
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GI-281] p0430 A82-35455
The effect of journal misalignment on the oil-film
forces generated in a squeeze-film damper
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-285] p0430 A82-35457
A simple system for helicopter
Individual-Blade-Control and its application to
stall flutter suppression
P0439 A82-37765
The Helicopter Bide Bevolution
[ A H S PBEPBIHT 81-4] p044 1 A82-37780
A simple system for helicopter
individual-blade-control and its application to
stall-induced vibration alleviation
[AHS PBEPBIHT 81-12] p0442 A82-37785
Substructure program for analysis of helicopter
vibrations
[AHS PBEPBIHT 81-24] p0443 A82-37795
Use of optimization in helicopter vibration
control by structural modification
[ A H S PBEPBIHT 81-27] p0443 A82-37797
Survey of active and passive means to reduce
rotorcratt vibrations
p0444 A82-37946
F-16 active flutter suppression program
P0444 A82-37947
Robust Hainan filter design for active flutter
suppression systems
p0482 A82-38442
Application of the seguential optimization method
to the tuning of the natural freguencies of
gas-turbine engine compressor blades
P0492 A82-39399
Helicopter vibration reduction by rotor blade
modal shaping
p0498 A82-405I4
Predesign study for an advanced flight research
rotor
P0500 A82-40525
Theoretical and experimental investigation of
joint-structural damping interaction for
airplane construction
P05I6 482-41013
An experimental examination of compressor blade
flutter
[OBEBA, TP SO. 1982-31] p0547 A82-42808
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock mounts. 3:
Vibration damping by polyether foams
[AD-A104496] p0040 N82-1I212
Damping for turbomachine blade variations in
subsonic flow
p0142 H82-15048
Beview of helicopter Hast Mounted Sight (HHS) base
motion isolation and Line-of-Sight (LOS)
stabilization concepts
p025l H82-18166
Self-tuning regulators for multicyclic control of
helicopter vibration
[HASA-TP-1996] p0305 H82-20168
Beduction of structural vibration by a dynamic
absorber helicopter cabins
[BAE-TH-AEBO-1881] p0316 N82-21I90
Experiment on active flutter suppression of a
cantilever wing
[HAL-TB-690] p0356 H82-222B2
Analysis of high load dampers
[HASA-CB- 165503] p0369 N82-232"8
Basic technology of sgueeze-film dampers for rotor
dynamics control
[AD-A 110842] p0369 1182-232^0
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
[HA5A-CB-I69131] p0523 H82-282B2
VIBBATIOH EFFECTS
Hypothetical fatigue life problem - Application of
Aerospatiale method
p0240 A82-24716
Army helicopter crew seat vibration - Past
performance, future requirements
[AHS PBEPBIHT 81-3] p0441 A82-37779
The Shock and Vibration Digest, volume 13, no. 9
[AD-A105062] p0031 N82-10471
The effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady
aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a
cascade blade
pOI44 M82-150t3
Besoaance tests on a Piper PA-32B tailplane before
and after damage
[AD-A106273] p0189 H82-16071
Analysis of vibration induced error in turbulence
velocity measurements from an aircraft wing tip
boom
[NASA-CB-3571] p0530 H82-2886I
A doublet lattice method for the determination of
rotor induced empennage vibration airloads.
Analysis description and program documentation
[HASA-CB-165893] p0565 882-31295




The possibility of using deformable rubber
components in landing gear
p0009 482-10496
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
p0284 A82-26620
Experimental evaluation of sgueeze film supported
flexible rotors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-233] p0428 A82-35415
Solution to a bistable vibration problem using a
plain, uncentralized sgueeze film damper bearing
[ASHE PAPEB 82-ST-281] p0430 A82-35455
A-458
SUBJECT IBDEX VIBBATIOB TESTS
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback
vibration controller
[4HS PBEPBIHT 81-10] p0442 182-37783
Total Dam rotor isolation system
[»HS PBEPBIHT 81-15] p0442 482-37787
Flight demonstration of an integrated floor/fuel
isolation system
C4HS PBEPBIHT 81-16] p0442 482-37788
Semi-active fluid inertia - A nev concept in
vibration isolation
[AHS PBEPBIHT 81-17] p0442 482-37789
Assessment of the dynamic response of a structure
when modified by the addition of mass, stiffness
or dynamic absorbers
C A H S PBEPBIBT 81-18] pOU42 482-37790
Bonofilar - A dual freguency rotorhead absorber
[ A H S PBEPBIBT 81-20] p0442 482-37791
Survey of active and passive Beans to reduce
rotorcraft vibrations
p0444 482-37946
4nalyzing stable pad disturbances and design of a
sensor vault to monitor pad stability
[4144 62-1585] p0486 482-3901!
Design of compensated flutter suppression systems
p0506 A82-40904
Polyurethane foams for aircraft shock counts. 3:
,Vibration damping by folyether foams
[AD-4104496] p0040 H82-11212
The measurement of the mobility of structures at
acoustic frequencies
p0248 H82-I8I49
Helicopter vibration control: A survey
CHBB-OD-302-80-0] p0315 B82-21185
4 hingeless tail rotor of fiber composite
construction and vibration isolator systems(ABIS, ATIS) for helicopters antiresonance
isolator system (aris); active vibration
isolator system (avis)
f BBB-UD-31 1-80-OE] p03I« 882-21187
Reduction of structural vibration by a dynamic
absorber helicopter cabins
£BAE-Tfl-A£BO->88l] p0316 082-21190
Analysis of high load dampers
[HASA-CB-165503] p0369 N82-23248
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with
applications to helicopter vibration control
problems
[AD-A113239] p0526 H82-2830I
Decoupler pylon: King/store flutter suppressor
[HASA-CASE-L4B-I2468-I] p0592 B82-32373
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor Blade
[BASA-CB-3619] p0613 H82-33734
VIBBATIOB HE4SOBBHEHT
aeasurenent of the influence of flow distortions
on the blade vibration amplitude in an air turbine
C A S H E P A P E B si-DET-135] p O i 6 2 482-19348
On-site vibration measurement, dynaiic tracking
and balancing
P0172 482-20545
Investigation of blade vibration of radial
impellers by means of telemetry and holographic
interferometry
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-34] p0421 482-35295
Experimental evaluation of squeeze film supported
flexible rotors
CASHE PAPEB 82-GIT-233] p0428 A82-35415
Kind tunnel modeling of rotor vibratory loads
pO<499 482-40516
A method for force determination from vibration
response measurements application to
turboiachine blades
POI43 H82-15055
Practical experience with a noncontact blade
vibration measuring system in industrial
turbocompressors vibration mode identification
POI44 B82-15065
Technical evaluation report on the Aeroelasticity
in Turbomachines Symposium
p O I 4 4 B82-15070
Ice phobics blade tracking and comparison of
vibration analysis techniques( A D - 4 1 0 8 I 2 I ] pOI89 H82-I6074
Vibration levels in Army helicopters: Heasnrement
recommendations and data
[AD-A108I31] p0255 B82-18209
Structural system identification technology
verification
[AD-A109181] p0269 B82-19583
The structural dynamic interface required for
developing helicopter target acquisition systems
P0344 H82-22165
STOl aircraft structural vibration prediction froa
acoustic excitation
P0345 H82-22I69
The vibratory behavior of a rotating propeller
shaft. Part 4: Vibration tests of a rotating









Applications of finite element method in aerospace
power systems design
P0015 A82-11717
Besonant whirling of aircraft propeller-engine
systems
pOIOS A82-16417
Application pf the finite element method to the
calculation of the modes and frequencies of
natural vibrations of aircraft structures
pOI28 A82-18612
Torsional vibrations of a King carrying a
concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/
p0128 A82-18620
flodal analysis using helicopter dynamic test data
C A S H E PAPEB 81-DET-30] pOI60 482-19306
Investigation of vibration of shrouded turbine
blades
[ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-129] p0162 A82-19343
A practical approach to systems mode analysis
for disc-blade-shroud assemblies
CASHE PAPEB 81-DET-130] p0162 A82-19344
An investigation of dual mode phenomena in a
mistuned bladed-disk
C A S H E PAPEB 8I-DET-133] pOI62 A82- 19347
fleasnreoent of the influence of flow distortions
on the blade vibration amplitude in an air turbine
CASHE PAPEB 81-DET-135] p0162 A82-19348
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction of flutter onset in
mnd-tnnnel tests
[4144 82-0644] p0337 A82-30I40
Active control of aeroelastic divergence
[4144 82-0684] p0338 A82-30151
A unified and generalized definition of static
longitudinal stability in aircraft
p0377 482-32135
The effect of erosion *ear on the vibration
characteristics of axial-turbine blades
p0433 A82-35874
Assessment of the dynamic response of a structure
Kben modified by the addition of mass, stiffness
or dynamic absorbers
C A B S PBEPBIBT 81-18] p0442 482-37790
Helicopter vibration reduction by rotor blade
modal shaping
p0498 482-40514
Calculation pf natural nodes of vibration for
rotor blades by the finite element method
CDFVLB-FB-81-07)
 P0031 S82-10452
Stability analysis of the twin node model of
coupled flexion/torsion vibrations in turbofans
- - - - - - - - p0143 B82-15057
Practical experience with a noncontact blade
vibration aeasuring system in industrial
turbocompressors vibration mode identification
pOI44 H82-15065
A wind tunnel study of the flutter characteristics
of a supercritical wing
CBLB-HP-81002-D] pOI99 B82-I7129
Experimental verification of force determination





BT VEBTICAL BOTIOB SIBDLATOBS
VIBBATIOB TESTS
BT DABPIBG TESTS
Hodal analysis using helicopter dynanic test data
CASHE PAPEB 81-DET-30] pOi60 A 82-19306
Lineup of the IB-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
A-459
VIBBATIOBAL FBEQOEHCIES SOBJBCT I8DEI
p0699 482-22896
The United states Air Force Automated Vibration
Diagnostics System /AVID/ for improved Jet
engine maintenance
p0295 482-27901
An automated technique for inproving modal
test/analysis correlation
[ A I A A 82-0640] p0337 482-30137
Quantification of helicopter vibration ride
qualities
p0440 A82-37767
Improved methods in ground vibration testing
[AHS PBEPBI8T 81-6] p0441 A82-37781
Correlation of predicted vibrations and test data
for a vind tunnel helicopter model
p0499 A82-UOSIS
Error minimization in ground vibration testing
of helicopter structures
p0502 A82-405SO
An experimental examination of compressor blade
flutter
[OBEBA, TP KO. 1982-31] p0547 A82-42808
A random vibration test for the evaluation of
stiff sensitive component parts
p0583 A82-47073
The Shock and Vibration Digest, voluoe 13, no. 9
[4D-4105062] p0031 882-10421
Vibration test procedures for accessory angle
drive gearboxes on Atar 09C engines turbojet
engines
[AD-A10S269] p0088 H82-12076
Modal characteristics of rotor blades: Finite
element approach and measurement by ground
vibration test
p0245 882-18127
Vibration levels in Army helicopters: Measurement
recommendations and data
[4D-4108 131 ] p0255 882-18209
ALQ-164 POD/AV-8C environmental evaluation flight
test
[AD-A110198] p0314 H82-21I78
Investigations of helicopter structural dynamics
and a comparison with ground vibration tests
using nastran
[HBB-UD-303-80-0] p0315 882-21186
The testing and approval of aircraft engine
mounted accessories subject to vibration
[PHB-90051] p0318 882-21206
Vibration qualification of external aircraft
stores and equipment
[HBB-FE-I73/S/PUB/46] p0320 882-21218
Dynamic Environmental Qualification Techniques
conference
[A6ABD-CP-318] p0343 H82-22154
Development and use of dynamic qualification
standards for Air Force stores
p0343 N82-22I55
Qualification of equipment for gunfire induced
vibration
p0343 H82-22158
Dynamic qualification testing of F-16 equipment
p0344 H82-22159
Development of vibration qualification test
spectra for the F-15 aircraft
p0344 N82-22160
Equipment vibration qualification for Harrier and
Hank aircraft
p0344 882-22161
Aircraft fuel tank slosh and vibration test
p0344 882-22164
Approach in dynamic qualification of light
helicopter stores and equipments
p0344 882-22166
Application of modal synthesis techniques for the
dynamic qualification of wings with stores
P0345 882-22168








Control of -ibration in aeroelastic cascade
experiment^
p0143 882-15056




Dynamic response of blades and vanes to wakes in
axial turbomachinery[ASHE PAPEB ei-DEi-33] poieo 482-19307
Development of experimentally compatible subsystem
methods for the analysis of aircraft structures
[ A D - A I I I 2 4 2 ] p0395 882-24198
VIBBalOBX LOADS
Lineup of the IB-series aircraft-derivative gas
turbines
p0021 A82-12560
A study of the vibration loading of the turbine
blades of an aircraft gas-turbine engine with
dry-friction dampers
p039l A82-34814
Transient vibration of high speed lightweight
rotor due to sudden imbalance
[ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-231] p0428 482-35413
Determination of in-flight helicopter loads and
vibration
C A H S PBEPBIBT 81-7] p0441 A82-37782
Hind tunnel modeling of rotor vibratory loads
p0499 A82-40516
Hast mounted visual aids
p0251 N82-18167
The structural dynamic interface required for
developing helicopter target acquisition systems
p0344 882-22165
Approach in dynamic qualification of light
helicopter stores and equipments
p0344 882-22166
The dynamic qualification of equipment and
external stores for use with rotary winged
aircraft J
p03U4 882-22167
Investigation of a rotor system incorporating a
constant lilt tip
[BASA-CB-166261] p053l 882-29271
Experimental investigation of active loads control





Extended time radar raw video recording
p0075 A82-14909
Hanne Air Traffic Control and Landing System
(METCALS) investigation
[AD-A 113047] p0468 882-27276
VIOBO EQBIPHEIf
Tangential sensitivity of EH receivers
p0012 A82-11020
Quantitative interpretation of recirculated flow
visualization by the analysis of video pictures
p0286 A82-27109
Hast mounted visual aids
p0251 882-18167
Fiber optics reacting of terminal radar and beacon
signals
[ A D - A I 1 6 4 0 3 ] p0574 882-32140
Attribute requirements for a simulated flight
scenario microcomputer test
£ A D - A I 15676] p0594 882-32389








81 FIELD OF VIEli








Final regulatory evaluation: Metropolitan
Hashington Airports Policy
[AD-A 110583] p0457 H82-26324
VISCOBLASIIC DABPIBG
Damping and stiffness of aligned discontinuous
fiber reinforced polymer composites
[AIAA 82-0712] p0335 A82-30102
A-460






Besearch and development program for non-linear








Relations for the thermodynamic and transport
properties in tbe testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CPU tunnel




NASA research on viscous drag reduction
[HASi-TH-84518] p0604 882-33344
TISCOOS FLOI
NT BOOBD4EI LAYEB FLOB




Strong Batching method for computing transonic
viscous flovs including vakes and separations -
Lifting airfoils
p O O l O 482-10821
Computation of the stead; viscous flov over a
tn-element 'aucjoentor Hing1 airfoil
[4144 PAPBB 82-0021] pOH4 A82- 17735
Transonic three-diaension viscous-inviscid
interaction for King-body configuration analysis
I A I A A P4PEB 82-0163} pO I 16 482-17816
Relaxation solution for viscous transonic flov
about fighter-type forebodies and afterbodies
(4144 P4PEB 82-0252] p O M S 482-17865
Viscous flow - Meoesis of the theoretician in
pursuit of higher order accuracy
[4144 P4PEB 82-0389] pOI20 482-17919
Technical evaluation report of the AGABD Fluid
Dynaaics Panel Symposium on computation of
viscous-inviscid interactions
[OHEH4, IP SO. 1981-1J6] p0163 AB2-19733
Problems of numerical simulation of unsteady
three-dimensional viscous-gas flovs in nozzles
p0242 482-25317
A system for the numerical simulation of sub- and
transonic viscous attached flovs around
ving-body configurations
[4144 P4PEB 82-0935] p0373 A82-31922
Calculations of viscous transonic flov over
aerofoils
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0997] p0375 A82-31957
Skin friction lines
p0383 482-33629
An inviscid-viscoos interaction treatment to
predict the blade-to-blade performance of axial
compressors vith leading edge normal shock vaves
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-I35] p0425 482-35363
N A S A research on viscous drag reduction
p0505 482-U0896
Viscous transonic airfoil flov simulation
p0506 482-140897
The numerical solution of incompressible turbulent
flov over airfoils
p0085 H82-12030
Experimental methods for the prediction of the
effect of viscosity on propeller performance
(AD-A109816] p0308 N82-20472




Sore than meets the eye - The oil dot technique
p0286 482-27110
A vortex sheet method for calculating separated
tvo-dinensional flovs at high Beynolds number
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1030] B0375 482-31978
VISIBILITY
HI LOi VISIBILITY
Deficiencies and constraints that affect the
design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies
p0226 482-2D303
Transparency design decisions - Assessing their
impact on visual performance
p0226 482-24306
Development and test of a tactical visibility sensor
p0579 A82-45820
Use of a helmet-mounted matrix display for
presenting energy-maneuverability information
during simulated close combat
p0092 H82-13061
The optical recognition of sea targets as a
function of surrounding and observation
parameters in air to vater observations
[BHVG-FBKT-81-IO] pOI47 H82-15930
Bangefinder system for slant range visibility
p0309 N82-20746




0 LIGHT (VISIBLE BADIATION)
VISIBLE SPECTBOH
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system




The prevalence of visual deficiencies among 1979
general aviation accident airmen
[AD-A106489] p0187 N82-16054
Operational flov visualization techniques in the
Langley Onitary Plan find Tunnel
p0597 H82-32671
Hath model description for the Visual Technology
Besearch Simulator (VTBS) conventional takeoff
and landing (CTOL) veapon delivery visual system
[ A D - A I 1 7 I 4 I ] p061l H82-33407
VISOBS
Concorde glazings - 5 years of Hach 2 service
p0228 482-24326
VISOAL ACDITI






Group I: Scenario design and development issues
p0098 N82-13131
Hast mounted visual aids
p025l B82-I8167
Experimental investigation of visual aids for






The effect of visual information on manual
approach and landing
[HLB-flP-80019-0] p0087 H82- 12064
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
tHASA-CASE-ABC-10990-1] pO188 H82-16059
Conceptual design study of a visual system for a
rotorcraft simulator and some advances in
platform motion utilization
[NASA-CB-166322] p0352 N82-22244
Performance evaluation of a kinesthetic-tactual
display
p0366 N82-23221






Influence of contrast on spatial perception in TV
display of moving images
fFB-50] p0477 B82-27609
VISOAL FLIGBT
Hidair and near midair collisions on tvo- and
three-dimensional curvilinear flight paths
[ESA-TT-685] p0253 882-18200
Unified results of several analytical and
experimental studies of helicopter handling
qualities in visual terrain flight
p0365 N82-23215
A-461
VISOIL PEBCEPTIOH SOBJECI IIDEI
Conceptual design study for an advanced cab and
visual system, vclume 1
[H1SA-CB-166235] p0410 B82-25266
Conceptual design study for an advanced call and
visual system, volume 2
CBASA-CB-166236] p0410 H82-25267
Simulator foe air-to-air coabat versus real world:
Visual cue analysis for simulated air-to-air
combat training
CID-Al t0570] pOIIO S82-25270
VISUAL PBBCBPTI01
NT SPACE PEBCEPTIOB
Airborne color CBT displays
p0073 A82-14823
Transparency design decisions - Assessing their
impact on visual performance
p0226 AB2-24306
Design study for a low-distortion holographic HOD
[AD-AI13982] p0525 N82-28292
Effects of approach lighting and variation in
visible runway length on perception of approach
angle in simulated night landings
(AD-AII4742] p0533 882-29290
VISUAL SIZHULI
Simulator for air-to-air combat versus real world:
Visual cue analysis for simulated air-to-air
combat training






Development of in-can melting process and
equipment, 1979 and 1980
[DE82-OOI050] p O I 9 5 H82-16834
VOCODEBS
A comparative study of narrowband vocoder
algorithms in Air Force operational environments
using the Diagnostic Bhyme Test
( A D - A I I 2 0 5 3 ] POU60 882-26546
VOICE COMUIICATIOI
High-accuracy ranging over voice radios for downed
aircrew rescue
p0066 A82-14694
A modular multiplexed digital voice
intercommunications system
p0068 A82-14721
Voice communications - The vital link
p0220 A82-23324
VHP radio link for gronnd-air-ground
communications using an integrated voice-data
modulation
p048l A82-38405
Combined amplitude-phase modulation for a VHF
communication link
p0553 A82-43870
Columbus, Ohio, Voice response system
demonstration and evaluation
[AD-A104750] p0091 B82- 12304
HASA aviation safety reporting system
[BASA-TH-81274] p0140 B82-15025
Evaluation of a voice recognition system for the
BOTAS pseudo pilot station function
[BASA-TH-84487] p0406 1)82-25235
Human factors in air traffic control
[AGABD-AG-275] p0534 B82-29293
Voice Interactive Systems Technology Avionics
(VISTA) Program(AD-A117288] p0608 B82-33383
VOICE COSTBOL
Using voice control onboard combat aircraft
p0092 M82-13056




Assessment of burning characteristics of aircraft
interior materials




Airborne lidar measurements of the Soufriere




VOLTAGE C08VEBTEBS (DC TO DC)
Bodeling and Analysis of Power Processing Systems




Design considerations of DC-Link aircraft
generation systems
P0229 A82-24377
Evolution and development of high voltage /270






Cascade converter of dc voltage to ac voltage of
higher frequency with voltage and frequency
stabilization devices aircraft electric
equipment
P0326 482-28875
Bodeling and Analysis of Power Processing Systems
imps). Volume 1: Technical report
[BASA-CB-165538] p0136 B82-14447
VOB SISTEHS
0 VHP OBBIBABGE BAVIGATIOB
VOBTEI ALLEVIATIOI
Conditions of generation and methods of damping
the inlet vortex of a turbojet engine
(BASA-TB-76678] p0305 N82-20182
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements
[ A D - A I I 3 6 2 I ] p0469 882-27287
VOBTEI AVOIDAICB
Chicago aonostatic acoustic vortex sensing system.
Volume 2: Decay of B-707 and DC-8 vortices
[AD-AI095I8] p0302 882-20157
VOBIBI BBBAKDOIB
Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deq
swept Gothic wing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0231] p0117 A82-17856
Flow field around an oscillating airfoil
POI79 A82-20813
Effects of vortex breakdown on longitudinal and
lateral-directional aerodynamics of slender
wings by the suction analogy
[Alii PAPEB 82-1385] p0489 A82-39I41
A theoretical investigation of wing rocking
[BASA-CB-165058] p O I U O 882-15031
La Becherche Aerospatiale, bi-monthly Bulletin
number 1981-5, September - October 1981







Trailing edge flap influence on leading edge
vortex flap aerodynamics(AIAA PAPEB 82-0128] p0115 A82-17799
Opper Vortex Flap - A versatile surface for highly
swept wings
p0515 A82-41002
Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept
delta wings
P05I5 A82-4I003
Rind-tunnel investigation of vortex flaps on a
highly swept interceptor configuration
p0516 A82-41004
Effects of vortex flaps on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of an arrow wing
CSASA-TP-1914] p0033 B82-11013






0 VOB TEX GEBEBATOBS
VOBIBI GEBEBAIOBS
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta wings
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0129]
 Poi83 482-22052
The vortex flow field generated by a hovering
helicopter
P0276 A82-26227
Experimental study of delta win.j leading-edge
devices for drag reduction at high lift





Conditions of generation and Dethods of daaping
the inlet vortex of a turbojet engine[SASA-TH-76678] p0305 882-20182
VORIEX BUGS
scattering of sound by a vortex ring
pOIOI A8 2- 16 148
VOBIBX SHEDBIB6
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of wings
tilth sweep discontinuities
p0385 182-33997
Hater tunnel flow visualization and Hind tunnel
data analysis of the F/A-18 leading edge
extension vortex effects
[BASA-CB-165859] p040<! H82-25215
Flows over mugs with leading-edge vortex separation[BASA-CB-165858] ' p0448 882-26238
VOBTEX SHEETS
Becent advances in applying Free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flow
aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAFEB 82-0095] p0183 482-22045
The vortex flow field generated by a hovering
helicopter
p0276 A82-26227
A vortex sheet method for calculating separated
two-dimensional flows at high Beynolds number
[ A I A A PAFEB 82-1030] p0375 A82-3I97B
On the vortex flow over delta and double-delta wings[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0949] p0437 A82-37466
A method of predicting fuselage loaf's in hover
p0250 882-18164





HI BISG UP VOHTICES
Increasing the lift:drag ratio of a flat delta ving
p O O I 6 482-11899
The CIVIC - A concept in vortex induced
combustion. II
[ASHE PAPEB 81-GT-12] pOO 17 A82-I 1997
On unsteady aerodynamic forces and moments of the
circular cascading blades /Experiments of the
outward-flow case/
p0103 A82-16040
propeller tip vortex - A possible contributor to
aircraft cabin noise
pOII3 482-17603
Aerodynamic characteristics of vavenders at
subsonic flight speeds
p0165 482-19810
Becent advances in applying Free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flow
aerodynamics
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0095] p0183 A82-22045
The reguirements for reduced IFB separations on
final approach
P0219 A82-23311
Secondary flow effects and iixiug of the wake
behind a turbine stator
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-46] p0422 482-35304
On the vortex fluw over delta and double-delta vings
[ A I A A PAPEB 62-0949] p0437 A82-37466
Investigations regarding vortex formation at wings
with bent leading edges
p0483 482-38783
oeasurements of velocity distributions in the
leading edge vortex of a delta wing by the
laser-Ooppler procedure
p0483 A82-38786
The use of linearized-aerodynaoics and vortex-flov
methods in aircraft design /invited paper/[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1384] p0497 482-40294
prediction of high alpha flight characteristics
utilizing rotary balance data
p0510 A82-40953
Vortex formation over double-delta wings
pOSI4 A82-40989
Span wise distribution of vortex drag and
leading-edge suction in subsonic flow
P05I6 A82-41005
Fuselage effects in leading edge vortex flap
aerodynamics
p0516 482-41006
Experimental and analytical studies of a model
helicopter rotor in hover
[SASA-Tfl-81232] D0085 H82-12042
Lifting surface theory for wings in low freguency
small amplitude yawing and side slipping
oscillating motions at low speeds
p0131 H82-14061
Linear and nonlinear analysis of vortex whistle:
Another blade buster
p O I 4 4 H82-15067
Boll up model for rotor wake vortices, part 5
[ASBL-TH- 194-4] p0198 H82- 17 127
Finite difference computation of the conical flow
field over a delta ving
[VKI-TB-140] p0199 H82-17I35
Prediction of blade vortex interaction noise from
measured blade pressure
p0248 HB2-I8147
Optimum performance and wake geometry of co-axial
rotor in hover
p0249 882-18156
A numerical approach to co-axial rotor aerodynamics
P0249 S82-18157
Helicopter rotor downvash: Besnlts of
experimental research at the OFVLB-rotor test
stand and their comparison with theoretical
results
P0249 H82-18158
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a
twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
[HASA-TP-1966] p0267 S82-19225
Chicago monostatic acoustac vortex sensing system.
Volume 2: Decay of B-707 and OC-8 vortices
[ A D - A I 0 9 5 I 8 ] p0302 082-20157
Vortex flow correlation water tunnel tests on
thin slender wings
[AD-A 108725] p0307 B82-20468
& flight investigation of blade-section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor having
BC-SC2 airfoil sections
[BASA-TM-83298] p0363 H82-23192
Prediction of wing side-edge suction forces and
maximum inviscid lift
p0403 N82-25I92
Production version of the extended HASA-Langley
Voctex Lattice FOBTBAH computer program. Volume
1: User's guide
[BASA-TH-83303] p0405 M82-25219
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements[AD-A 113621] p0469 B82-27287
Aerosound from corner flow and flap flow
[HASA-CB-166396] p0574 N82-32081
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge,




A study of wing vorticity patterns
p0582 A82-4662I
Boll up model for rotor wake vortices, part 5
[ASBL-TB-194-4] pO 198 882-17127




Concerning the calculation of the aerodynamic
characteristics of mechanized wings
p0127 A82-18589
Steady and unsteady nonlinear hybrid vortex method
for lifting surfaces at large angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0351] pO185 482-22094
Approximate boundary condition procedure for the
two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex wakes






D VEBTICAL TAKEOFF AIBCBAFT
VOLCABTSI1G




susceptibility/vulnerability to lightning and





Protection of advanced electrical power systems
from atmospheric electromagnetic hazards
[AD-A112612] p0477 N82-27658
Alternative employment concepts for Bemotely











Calculations of viscous transonic flow over
aerofoils
t A I S A PAPEfl 82-0997] p0375 A82-31957
Secondary flou mixing losses in a centrifugal
impeller
CASBE PAPEB 82-GT-44] p042i A62-35302
The influence of flow rate on the Hake in a
centrifugal impeller
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-45] p042 1 A82-35303
Chicago monostatic acoustic vortex sensing system.
Volume 2; Decay of B-707 and DC-8 vortices
[AD-A109518] P0302 N82-20157




Control laws for adaptive wind tunnels
p0012 A82-10985
Optimal subsonic diffuser vail design for
arbitrary entry conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0132] p0115 482-17800
Becent sidewall boundary-layer investigations with
suction in the Langley 0.3-a Transonic Cryogenic
Tunnel
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0234] p0117 A82- 17858
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference
corrections for three-dimensional models
[ A I A A 82-0588] F0237 A82-24663
Self streamlining wind tunnels without computers
p0275 A82-26181
Bach reflection of a shock wave from an inclined
vail
p0391 A82-34748
Casing wall boundary-layer development through an
isolated compressor rotor
[ASHE PAPEB 82-61-18] p0420 A82-35287
Influence of casing treatment on the operating
range of axial compressors
[ASHE PAPEB 82-GT-103] p0424 A82-35340
Turbulent boundary layer on a porous surface with
injection at various angles to the wall
p0492 A82-39482
Comparison of experimental and analytic
performance for contoured eudwall stators
[ A I A 4 PAPEfi 82-1286] p0497 182-40422
Corrections for wall effects in ONEBA industrial
wind tunnels
[ONEBA. TP NO. 1982-34] p0548 A82-42810
Higher-order flow angle corrections for
three-dimensional wind tunnel vail interference
p0555 A82-44246
End-wall boundary layer calculation methods
p0204 N82- 17188
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume 1: Description of
experimental hardware and test conditions
[AD-A110332] p0317 882-21199
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall heat
transfer. Volume 2: Linear and annular cascade
summary data sets
[AD-AII0333] P03I7 88^-21200
Fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/SIOL
IAGABD-CP-308] p0360 N82-23I50
Effect of modification of the trailing edge of a
separating wall on the downstream oixing of
parallel flowing streams
[AO-A111124] p0394 N82-2418I
Three dimensional mean velocity and turbulence
characteristics in the annulus wall region of an
axial flow compressor rotor passage
[SASA-CB-169003] P0408 K82-25252
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endwall stators
[NASA-TB-82877] p0454 N82-26299
Measuring the flow properties of slotted
test-section walls
[FPA-135] p0529 N82-2857I
Application of a transonic similarity rule to
correct the effects of sidewall boundary layers
in two-dimensional transonic wind tunnels
ISASA-TH-84847] p0594 H82-32384
BALL JETS
Complete velocity profile and 'optimum* skin
friction formulas for the plane wall-jet
( A S H E PAPEB 81-HA/FE-3] p0234 A82-24566
fluid dynamics of jets with applications to V/STO1
[AGABD-CP-308] p0360 M82-23150
BAIL PBBSSOBB
Experimental investigation of turbulent wall-jets
in the presence of adverse pressure gradients in
a rectangular diffuser
p0378 A82-32330
A new method of estimating the lateral wall effect
on the airfoil incidence due to the suction at
side walls
[SA1-TB-680] p0198 N82-17123
The pressure signature method for blockage
corrections, and its applications to the
industrial wind tunnel
[BD-263] p0267 882- 19231
Allowing for the wall boundary layer in a stage of
an axial compressor
[PNB-90067] p0319 N82-21209
Jet V/SIOL wind-tunnel simulation and groundplane
effects
p0361 N82-23I6S
Determination of vind tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part I:
Applications to winged configurations
[NASA-CB-166186] p0367 M82-23234
Determination of wind tunnel constraint effects by
a unified pressure signature method. Part 2:
Application to jet-in-crossflow
[BASA-CB-166187] p0367 N82-23235




An experimental and analytical study of mixing
flow of turtofan engine exhaust through circular
and 2-dimensional mixer/nozzle




NT HIND T U N N E L HALLS
BABKBL ENGINES
Advanced general aviation engine/airframe
integration study
[NASA-CB-165565] p0354 N82-22268
Beal time pressure signal system for a rotary engine
[NASA-CASE-LEH-13622-1] p0453 N82-262S4




Evaluation of aircraft in simulated combat:







Type 'A' V/STOL - One aircraft for all support
missions
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2661] p0109 A82-169I7
SIHATB - An air battle simulation of the DSAF




Analysis methods for predicting structural











HI EABLI UABHIUG SISTEHS
AD airport wind shear detection and warning system
using Doppler radar
p0003 A82-10220
Aircraft alerting systems standardization stud;
[ A I A A 81-2212] p0048 A82-13466
Digital detection and processing of laser beacon
signals for aircraft collision hazard naming
[AIAA 81-2328] p0052 A82-13525
Lightning detection and ranging
p0277 AS2-26367
Airborne naming systems for natural and
aircraft-initiated lightning
p0432 A82-35729
Bind shear - Its effect on an aircraft and nays to
reduce the hazard. II
p0483 482-38500
Pitts' principles still applicable - Computer
monitoring of fighter aircraft emergencies
p058l A82-46254
The performance of varning systems in avoiding
Controlled-Flight-Into-Ierrain /CPU/ accidents
p0582 482-46255
Threat Alert and Collision Avoidance System (TC4S)
Symposium
[AD-A 104563] p0035 B82- 11047
Detection of obstacles by Ion flying aircraft
using C02 laser; mathematical model
[FOA-C-30227-E1] p0140 H82-15026
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study.
Volume 2: Aircraft alerting system design
guidelines
[AD-AI06732] p O I 9 0 H82-16077
Active beacon collision avoidance logic
evaluation. Volume 2: Collision avoidance
(BC4S) threat phase
[AD-A107805] p0200 H82-17148
AH/ALQ-135 tail warning system follow-on
operational test and evaluation
[AD-A 108348] p0259 H82- 18471
Detection and tracking algorithm refinement
[AD-A109517] p0303 N82-20164
Aircraft collision avoidance and air traffic safety
[GPO-88-545] p0303 N82-20169
The assessment of aircraft combat effectiveness
using a new computational method
p0348 N82-22203
The Borldmde navigational Darning Service
[AD-A 107372] p0450 B82-26276
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study.
Volume I: Candidate system validation and
time-critical display evaluation
[AD-A107225] p0463 N82-27236
Analysis of Active BCAS alert rates and protection
based on actual aircraft tracks
[ A D - A 1 I 6 4 0 2 ] p0568 H82-3I319
Aircraft alerting systems standardization study.
Phase 4: Accident loplications on systeas design
[AD-A117876] p0609 N82-33388
BABPAGB
Calculation of the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
p0483 A82-38475
Calculation of the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
[BBB-UD-334-81-0] p0410 h82-25334
BASHEBS (SPACEBS)
Evaluation of graphite/epoxy shims in a high
capacity laminate helicopter bearing
p0289 A82-27155
BASTE DISPOSAL
Development of in-can melting process and
equipment, 1979 and 1980
[DEB2-001050] p019S N82-16834
BASIS BHBBGI DTIUZATIOH
Open-cycle vapor compression heat puop
[PB82-I 10503] p0259 H82-18553
BASTE TBBAIBEBT
NT S E W A G E TBEATSEHT
Development of in-can melting process and
equipment, 1979 and 1980
[DE82-OOI050] pOI95 H82- 16834











The use of Doppler spectroscopy to study the
characteristics of the polydisperse
characteristics of emulsion water and solid
aicroimpurities in aviation feels
p0186 A82-22I98
Improving the accuracy of the estimates of
surfactant content in jet fuels
P02I8 A82-23250
An airline view of the corrosion problem
P0211 H82-17352
The experience of corrosion on French military
aerodynes
P021I H82-17355
Hater ingestion into axial flow compressors. Part
3: Experimental results and discussion
(AD-A I I4830] p0537 H82-29326
Effect of water on axial flow compressors. Part
2: Computational program
[AD-AI14831] p0537 N82-29327
Hydrocarbon fuel chemistry: Sediment water
interaction






The effect of erosion wear on the vibration



















NT SUBPACE EFFECT SHIPS
IAIEB BAVBS
Two-frequency /Delta k/ microwave scatterometer
measurements of ocean wave spectra from an
aircraft
p0584 A82-47493











Bearfield aerodynamics and optical propagation
characteristics of a large-scale turret model
(AD-A 1139 10] p0529 H82-28624
HIVE DIPFBACTION













iiVE FBOBIS SUBJECT IHDEZ
iA?E FBOMIS
NT SHOCK FROSTS
Design study for a Ion-distortion holographic HOD
[AD-A113982] p052S H82-28292
iaVB IHTEBACTIOH
HI SHOCK HAVE ItiXESlCTIOH
HAVE PBOPAG4TIOH
HI ACOUSTIC PBOPAG4TIOH
HI GBOOHD HAVE PBOP4GSTIOH
HI IOHOSPHEBIC F-SC4TTBB PBOPAGATIOH
HI IOHOSPHEBIC PBOP4G4TION
SI SHOCK HAVE PBOPAGATIOH
Updated station deselection procedures to support
automatic Onega receiver operation
p0067 A82-14712
Construction and testing of an Onega navigation
system for the balloon-borne X-ray experiaent
German thesis
p05<!9 482-13111
The effect of barriers on vave propagation
phenomena: With application for aircraft noise
shielding
[HASA-CB-169128] p0530 H82-291H
Notebook on electronagnetic properties of
composite materials below 1 GHz
[AD-4115132J p0559 K82-30340






Ground reflection effects in aircraft noise
neasurenents
p0166 A82-19970
Terrain reflection effects on data reception from
airborne vehicles
P029I A82-27231








HT IOHOSPHEBIC F-SCATTEE PBOPAGATIOH
HI BICBOHAVE SCAITBBIHG
HI BEVEBBEBATIOH




VOB waveform synthesis and calibration
pOI06 A82- 16563
Calculations of lightning return stroke electric
and magnetic fields above ground
p0114 A82-I77 14
Doppler processing, waveform design and
performance measures for some pulsed Doppler and
HTD-radars. II
p0390 A82-34671
A global atlas of GEOS-3 significant vaveheight
data and comparison of the data With national
buoy data
[HASA-CB-156882] p0146 H82-15498
The 1981 direct strike lightning data
utilizing the P-106 aircraft
[HASA-TB-83273] p0358 H82-22848
Beliability and maintainability improvement
program for the AV-8A/TAV-8A Harrier head-up
display set, development of the signal data




Leaky vave antenna using an inverted strip






Advanced weapon systems - Integration technology
Digital «vionic Information System
[4IAA 81-2213] p0053 A82-13533
Government testing
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2443] p0055 A82-13877
Haval Weapons Center - lest and evaluation in the
1980's
[AIAA P4PEB 81-2485] p0059 A82- 13940
IEAPOH SISIEHS
HT L4SEB BEAPOHS
«T HISSILE SISTBaSQuantification of the thermal environment for
externally carried aircraft stores and ordnance
p O O I 9 482-12100
Light Airborne Hulti-Pnrpose System
p0046 A82- 13244
Integrated avionics - Concepts and concerns
[AIAA 81-2211] p0046 A82- 13452
F/4-184 weapon systeo - 1976 state of the art
[ A I A A 81-2215] p0047 A82-13453
Avionics implications fron weapon system
operational utility studies on Banned Air Combat
Simulators
[AIAA 81-2230] p0047 A82-13463
LHX - An advanced avionics systen design
[AIAA 81-2249] p0048 A82- 13472
Higher order Information Transfer Systems are coming
[AIAA 81-2317] pOOSI A82-13517
Enhanced F-15 air-to-ground flight demonstrations
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2413] p0054 A82-13854
Theoretical analysis of vake-induced parachute
collapse
[AIAA PAPEB 81-1922] p0061 482-13963
Fighters - Improving the breed
p0062 A82-14354
Testing capabilities of the 3246th Test King
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2484] p0064 A82-14387
Assessing pilot workload - Without disturbing
pilot behavior
p0069 A82-14745
Evaluation of advanced air-to-air gunnery fire
control systems
p0069 482-14750
Grumman Tomcat - In a class of its ovn
p0107 482-16800
A low cost maritime control aircraft-ship-weapons
system antiship missile defense
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2660] p0109 482-16916
Tactical Badar Threat Generator system
p0149 A82-18903
ASI and veappn system simulation with reference to
the Hinrod HB Bk2 maritime crev trainer
p017l A82-2053I
F/A-18 veapop system development
p0223 482-23774
Future strike fighter options - Concepts and
technologies
[SAE PAPEB 811Q99] p0232 A82-24403
Fighter issues - 2000
[SAE PAPEB 811096] p0234 482-24415
AV-8B/Harrier GB.5 - Bange, payload and VSTOL
p0275 A82-26044
Development of engine operability
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1181] p0418 482-35046
EAGLE - An interactive engine/airframe life cycle
cost model
[4SBE PAPEB 82-GT-56] p0422 A82-35311
The PATBIOT Badar in tactical air defense
p0435 482-37031
Target tracking using area correlation
p0490 482-39194
Logistics research program in the Onited States
Air Force
p O S I I 482-40963
Taking the drag out of bombs
p0548 482-42849
Mew approaches to fighter design
p0554 482-44218
Haval versions of the Dauphin and the AS 15 TT
weapon system
p0247 H82-I8142
A light helicopter for night firing
p0248 H82-I8144
• Hilitary maintenance policies and procedures for
high-temperature parts. Hill they be adegnate?
p0345 H82-22173
A case study of reliability and maintainability of
the F-16 APG-66 fire control radar
[ A D - A I I I 3 8 7 ] p0411 H82-25435
Baintenauce training simulator design and




SOBJECT 1SDS1 BBATBBB Dili BBCOBDSSS
Optimal placement aodel foe the B-52G weapons
system trainer
[AD-AI10977) p0457 H82-26323
Impact of advanced avionics Technology and Ground
Attack Beapon Systeas
[AGASD-CP-306] p0470 H82-27293
lopact of advanced avionics and nunitions
technology on ground attack weapons systems in
night and adverse weather conditions
p0470 882-27294
Beapon system of a future attack aircraft
p0471 882-27301
Kinematic investigation Hughes Helicopter 7.62BB
chain gun
[AD-A113114] p0524 882-28287
Final engineering report for computer, weapon
am ing CP- 1444/A
[&D-&I15238] p0569 B82-31327
Maintenance support resource forecasting models.
Volume 2: Equivalence testing of reliability
and maintenance model and expected values model
[ AD-A. 117 149] p0585 882-32307
Hath model description for the Visual Technology
Besearch Simulator (VTBS) conventional takeoff
and landing (CTOL) »eapon delivery visual system






/ F-4 Advanced Avionics Flight Test
[4144 PAPEB 81*2464] pOOSB A82-13929
Development of a lifting parachute to provide
self-dispersing capability for an Avco-designed
tactical munition
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-1928] pOOSO A82-I3962
Advanced fighter technology integration AFTI/F-16
test program overview
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2353] p0065 A82-14398
Beapon delivery system using GPS
p0067 482-14711
Integrated Flight/Beapon Control design and
evaluation
p0068 482-14741
Airborne Electronic Terrain Hap System. II -
Applications
p0071 A82-14773
A high strength ejector release unit for the Tornado
pOI03 482-16025
Becent improvements in prediction techniques for
supersonic weapon separation
C A I A A PAPEB 82-ono) pone 482-17820
Becent developments in military telemetry
p0150 482-18908
Application of thrust vectoring for S10L
C A I A A PAPEB 81-2616) pOISS 482-19205
Laser application in weapon guidance and active
imaging '
p0433 A82-35767
Target acquisition sysfem/air-to-surface weapon
compatibility analysis
[ A I A A 82-1618] p0486 A82-38995
Unmanned aircraft in future combat
p0492 A82-39728
Mediating Bach's mechanics - Bombs away.
weapons delivery of fighter aircraft at
transonic speed
p0556 A82-44467
Integrated flight and fire control demonstration
on an F-tSB aircraft: System development and
ground test results
p0363 H82-23I8S
A planning system for F-16 air-to-surface missions
p0471 882-27297




Aerodynamics of tactical weapons to Bach number 8
and angle-of-attack of 180 deg
[ A I A A PAPBB 82-0250} p O I I 8 A82- 17864
F/4-18 weapon system development
p0223 482-23774
BBAB
Correlation of wear with oxidation of
carbon-carbon composites
p0285 482-27068
The effect of erosion wear on the vibration
characteristics of axial-turbine blades
p0433 A82-35874
Hear by generation of electrokinetic streaming
currents
[ASLE PBEPBIBT 82-AH-6A-3] p0443 482-37857
Coatings in the aero gas turbine sprayed
coatings
(PHB-90049J p03!8 882-21204
Hechanical wear assessment of helicopter engines
by ferrography
[AD-A110772] p0454 H82-26305
Besearch and development on wear metal analysis
[40-4112100] p0458 882-26446
Evaluation of plasma source spectrometers for the
Air Force Oil Analysis Program
[AD-A 113809] p0475 882-27512
Application of wear debris analysis to aircraft
hydraulic systems
[4D-4 115060] p0558 882-30305
BBAB ISHIBITOBS
Antiwear properties of additives based on higher
fat ty acids for jet fuels
p0548 A82-42893
Life enhancement of 8aval systems through advanced
materials
[AD-A 114722] p0560 882-30404
BBAB TESTS
Honitoring engine wear by oil analysis
p0224 A82-24012
Proposed method for abrasion testing transparent
plastics and coatings
p0227 A82-24311
Corrosion fatigue behaviour of some aluminium alloys
p0210 882-17345
Fliqht-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
p02IO 882-17348
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission
[8ASA-TH-82857] . p0412 882-25520
BEATHBB
8T COLD HEATHEB
Beather impact on low-altitude imaging infrared
sensors in Europe - An availability model
p0072 A82-14779
The effects of weather on runway operations
p0285 A82-27050
The operation of aircraft and helicopters in
difficult meteorological and environmental
conditions Bnssian book
P049I A82-39295
Proceedings: Fifth Annual Workshop on
Meteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation Systems
[8ASA-CP-2J92] p0310 882-21139
Operational procedures relative to severe weather
p0310 882-21142
Effect of heavy rain on aircraft
p0311 882-21149
Prototype Begional Observation and Forecast System
(PBOFS)
p03H 882-21150
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor, O.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138934] p046S 882-27248
Software functional description of mass weather
dissemination system exploratory engineering model
[AD-A112706] p0477 882-27573
Field program operations: Turbulence and gust front
[AD-A115447] p0562 882-30804
Testing of tritium-powered runway distance and
taxiway markers




The Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) system
benchmark. Volume I: Summary, introduction and
concepts
[PB82-I43538] p0468 882-27277
The Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) system
benchmark. Volume 2: The model of the
application
[PB82-143546] p0468 882-27278
The Flight Service Automation System (FSAS) system




iEATHEB FOBECAS1IBG SOBJECI IIDEI
HEATHEB FOBECASIING
HT LOUS BANGE HEATHEB FOBECASTING
The HASA HEBIT program - Developing new concepts
for accurate flight planning
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0340] p O I I S A82-17894
FAA/N8S aviation route forecast /AfiF/ development
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0013] p0183 A82-22027
Communicating critical Heather information to pilots
(ZIILE)
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0016] p0285 A82-21082
The aviation route forecast /ABF/ program - An
interactive system for pilot self-briefing
of meteorological information
p0553 A82-43821
A modular automated approach to airfield veather
systems
p0579 A82-45813
Turbulence and wind shear experiments related to
aircraft operation in the terminal area
pQ579 A82-45817
Aspects of clear air turbulence severity
forecasting and detection
p0579 A82-45823
The RSI real-time aviation veather information
system - Ao alternative to standard general
aviation Heather briefing procedures
p0580 A82-45834
Operational environment, meteorological conditions
and veather forecasting
p0036 H82- 11057
Aircraft icing avoidance and protection
[PB82-I08I3S] P0200 882-17139
Heather deterioration models applied to alternate
airport criteria
CAD-A108877] p0309 U82-208II
HASA research programs responding to workshop
recommendations
p0311 882-21146
Evaluation of the FAA/HITBE veather data device
[AD-A114646] p0562 882-30800
Considerations for optimum siting of BEXBAD to
detect convective phenomena hazardous to
terminal air navigation, part 1
meteorological radar
[D01/FAA/BD-82/56] p0586 882-32329










NT AIITOHATIC REATHEB STATIONS
Instruments and installations for meteorological
measurements at airports Bnssian book
P0326 A82-28826
Automated Lov-cost Heather Observation System
(ALHOS)
[ A D - A I I 7 4 4 7 ] p06 14 882-33954
BEAIBEBIBG




Calculation of the unsteady loads on the surface
of a moving vedge with an incident shock vave
POI28 A82-18590
Hypersonic interactions with surface mass
transfer. I - Steady flov over a slender vedge
ving[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0979] p0374 A82-31944




Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of









81 STBAIN GAGE BALANCES
The external balance system of the German-Dutch
windtunnel DNR and its strain gage load cells
p0549 482-1*3184
Evaluation and vind tunnel tests of the 4,000 Ib
(normal-force) pitch/yaw and roll dynamic
stability balance systems for measuring direct,
cross, and cross-coupling derivatives
[AD-A 105122] p0085 882-12047
Development and trial of a rotary balance for the




Assessment of burning characteristics of aircraft
interior materials[NASA-CB-166390] p0599 882-32899
HEIGHT BBDDCTIOB
High voltage/high pover for airborne applications
p0083 482-15918
Optimal shape design of turbine blades
[ASHE PAPEB SI-DEI-128] pOI62 A82-19342





Binmum mass sizing of a large lov-aspect ratio
airframe for flutter-free performance
(AIAA PAPEB 80-0724] p0225 A82-24022
Fuel-efficient windshields for transport, commuter
and business aircraft
p0226 A82-24304
The development of high strength light-weight
windshields for the new generation of Boeing 757
and 767 airliners
p0228 A82-24323




PBOX - The interface for engine data to AIDS
propulsion multiplexer in Aircraft Integrated
Data System
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1127] p0417 A82-35022
Committing composites to the Boeing 767
p048l A82-38224







Electric propulsion for a mini BPV system
p0494 A82-39744
A summary of veight savings data for composite
VSTOL structure
p0502 A82-40546
Panel Optimization vith Integrated Software
(POIS). Volume I: P A N D A : Interactive program
for preliminary minimum veight design
[AD-A 110963] p0411 N82-25404
HBIGBTING FDICTIOIS
Choice of veight coefficients in the problem of
the optimal damping of the elastic oscillations
of a ving
p0582 482-46608
Noise measurements on the helicopter BK 117




The Marshall Space Flight Center KC-135 zero
gravity test program for FT 1981
[NASA-TB-82476] p0458 882-26350
HELD STBEHGTH
A nev resin for field repair
p029l A82-27412
•ELD TESTS
In-motion radiography of titaniun spar tube velds
pOSOl A82-40538
HELDABILITI




Fatigue behavior of veldbonded joints
p0518 A82-41115
A-468
SUBJECT ISDBX •HO SBE&B




leading for low-cost advanced titanino airfraoe
structures
P0222 A82-23757





NT ELECTBON BEAD BELDIHG
111 FDSIOM 1ELOING
111 GAS TOHGSTEN ABC HELDING
HI PLSSHA ABC BELDIHG
HI OL1BASOHIC 1ELDIHG
Belding technology for the aerospace industry;
Proceedings of the Conference, Las Vegas, HV,
October 7, 8, 1980
p0222 482-23751
IBLDHG HACHIBES




Analysis of two air traffic samples in the












Toucbdown technology large aircraft landing
gear stress
p0196 482-40057
Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems
conducted at the Langley aircraft landing loads
and traction facility ,
CNASA-TP-1959] ' p0254 N82-18204






Self-oscillations of the front caster wheel strut
for a given track width under the assumption of
the vheel drift hypothesis
pOIOS A82-16290










U SPIH 1ESTS - __ __ _
BHIS&BB CORPOSITBS




The Schladitz fuel injector: An initial
performance evaluation without burning
[AD-A113612] p0473 N82-27315
IBISTLEBS
Linear ana nonlinear analysis of vortex whistle:
Another blade buster




The influence of technology advances on integrated
CHI avionics Integrated Communication,














Gust front structure observed by Doppler radar
[AD-A083866] p0004 A82-10223
The characteristics and detection of low level
wind shear in the critical phases of flight
p0297 A82-28349
Hind determination and wind shear detection froa
flight test and airline flight data
p0579 A82-45815
BIHD EFFECTS
The influence of wind shear and vertical winds on
takeoffs and go-arounds
p0082 482-15823
Minimum cost atmospheric cruise control - Host
efficient airspeed for a given wind component
(4144 P&PEB 82-0341] pO 119 A82- 17895
Sudden changes in wind velocity - Their effect on
aircraft and means of reducing hazard. I
p0334 A82-2987I
Optimal dolphin hang glider flight
p020l N82-I7157
Eigenspace techniques for active flutter suppression
[H4S4-CB-168931] p0396 H82-24206
The shock and Vibration Digest, volume 14, no. 7




HI BIND VELOCITY HEASDBEHENT
Detection and display of wind shear and turbulence
pOOOU A82-10222
Bind and temperature database for flight planning
CSAE PAPEB 811068] p0231 A82-24385
The dynamic behaviour, of propeller anemometers
p0276 A82-26184
The detection of low level wind shear. II
p0483 A82-38463
Aspects of clear air turbulence severity
forecasting and detection
p0579 A82-45823





Aerodynamic forces acting on the blades of stall
regulated propeller type windmills
[DE82-901178] p0573 H82-3I718
BIND PBOFILES
numerical and flight simulator test of the flight
deterioration concept
CNASA-CB-3500] p0193 N82-16655
Hind tunnel measurements of three-dimensional




An airport wind shear detection and warning system
using Doppler radar
— ^p0003 A82-10220
Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air
radar detection of low-level wind shear
p0004 A82- 10221
Detection and display of wind shear and turbulence
pOOOU A82-10222
A decoupled control system for improved flight
performance in wind shear
p0043 A82-13079
A criterion for determining the causes of wind
shear at Punta Baisi Airport, on the basis of
statistical data from barograph records
pOOSO A82-15468
The influence of wind shear and vertical winds on
takeoffs and go-arounds
p0082 482-15823
An experimental investigation of the influence of
vertical wind shear on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an airfoil
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0214] p0117 A82-I7843
Simulation of phugoid excitation due to hazardous
wind shear
i-469
BIND TUSHEL APPifiiTOS SOBJECT IIDBZ
[Alii PiPEE 82-0215] p0117 A82-17844
AD application of IDvariance principle to pilot
model for HI-33 aircraft with variable
coefficients and delays
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0367} p0120 482-17907
Systems approach to the design of wind shear
avionics
P0182 A82-21593
The characteristics and detection of low level
wind shear in the critical phases of flight
p0297 A82-28349
A documented example of strong wind-shear
p0380 482-33274
SIOL aircraft response to turbulence generated by
a tall upwind building
p0433 182-35821
The detection of low level wind shear. II
p0483 A82-38463
find shear - Its effect on an aircraft and ways to
reduce the hazard. II
p0483 A82-38500
Optimal open-loop aircraft control for go—around
maneuvers under wind shear influence
p0510 A82-40943
Bind determination and mnd shear detection from
flight test and airline flight data
p0579 482-45815
Low level wind shear detection system for airport
landing approach areas using the Bertin Ooppler
acoustic sounder /Sodar/
p0579 482-45816
Turbulence and wind shear experiments related to
aircraft operation in the terminal area
p0579 482-45817
Heavy rain/wind shear accidents
p0580 A82-45825
Comparative study of flare control laws
[NASA-CB-164903] p0027 H82-10032
The use of groundspeed, in a wind shear and the
flight evaluation of a radar-altimeter-based
system for the measurement of groundspeed
[AD-A104758] p0087 H82-12060
Numerical and flight simulator test of the flight
deterioration concept
[HASA-CB-3500] p0193 H82- 16655
Development of a clear air radar to detect
meteorological hazards at airports
[AD-A 108236] p0260 N82-18835
Effect of heavy rain on aircraft
p031 I N82-2II49
The Joint Airport leather Studies Project
p0311 N82-21152
The effect of very heavy rain upon aircraft and
its role in wind shear attributed accidents
p040l N82-25I79
Test and evaluation of the airport radar wind
shear detection system
[AD-A 112663] p0478 S82-27924
A study of wind shear effects on aircraft
operations and safety in Australia
[ABL-SIS-BEPT-24] p0522 H82-28265
Considerations for optimum siting of NEXBAD to
detect convective phenomena hazardous to




NT HIND T U N N E L OBIVES
NT HIND T U N N E L NOZZLES
A progress report on the European Transonic Hind
Tunnel Project
[ONEBA. IP NO. 1981-121] p0163 A82-19737
The effect of ejector augmentation on test-section
flow quality in the Calspan 8-ft transonic wind
tunnel
(AIAA 82-0571] P0236 A82-24658
An ejector augmented choking valve for the
metering and control of inlet and bleed duct flows
[AIAA 82-0575] p0236 A82-24659
Status and capabilities of the National Full Scale
Facility 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel modification
[AIAA 82-0607] p023» A82-24676
Conditions of pulsed starting of supersonic wind
tunnel diffusors
p0274 A82-25795
The external balance system of the German-Dutch
windtannel DNi and its strain gage load cells
p0549 A82-43I84
A laser-interferometer method for determining the
forces on a freely-flying model in a shock-tunnel -
p0550 A82-43311
Application of laser velocimetry to large
industrial wind-tunnels
[OBEfii, TP NO. 1982-63] p0553 A82-43757
Evaluation and wind tunnel tests of the 4,000 Ib
(normal-force) pitch/yaw and roll dynamic
stability balance systems for measuring direct,
cross, and cross-coupling derivatives
[AD-A105122] p0085 N82-12047
Construction and performance of NAL
two-dimensional transonic wind tannel
[NAL-TB-647] p0089 N82-12083
A look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel: User's guide
[NASA-TH-83186] p0089 N82-12085
The design of a jet catcher for wind tunnels
[BAE-TH-ABBO-1891] p0135 N82-14102
Development and trial of a rotary balance for the
3 n-low speed wind tunnels in the Federal
Bepublic of Germany
[BHFT-FB-K-81-Q22] p0146 H82- 15083
A versatile data acquisition system for a low
speed wind tunnel
[AD-A106269] p0192 H82-16097
A durable, intermediate temperature, direct
reading heat flux transducer for measurements in
continuous wind tunnels
[AD-A 107729] P02I3 N82-17483
Cryogenic Technology, part J conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumentation
[NASA-CP-2122-PT-1] p0307 N82-20357
Cryogenic Technology, part 2 conference
proceedings; cryogenic wind tunnel design and
instrumentation
[NASA-CP-2J22-PT-2] p0307 N82-20358
Studies on wind tunnel straighteners
[SASA-TB-76689] p0356 S82-22284
Hetric half-span model support system
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12441-1] p0370 N82-23254




Status of the National Transonic Facility
p0403 B82-25197
Transonic applications of the Rake Imaging System
p0597 N82-32676
Flow visualization in the Langley 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel and prsliminary plans




D HIND T D N N E L APPABATOS
BIIIO TOHHBL CALIBSAIIOS
Automatic checking of measuring units in the
Hodane wind tunnels
[ONEBA, TP NO. 1982-10] p0390 A82-34498
Investigation of the transonic calibration
characteristics of turbine static pressure probes
[iSBE PiPEE 82-GT-280] p0430 A82-35454
Construction and performance of NAL
• two-dimensional transonic wind tunnel
[SAL-TB-647] p0089 S82- 12083
Calibration of the Ames Anechoic Facility. Phase
I: Short range plan
[NASA-TH-84081] p0191 N82-16091
The pressure signature method for blockage
corrections, and its applications to the
industrial wind tunnel
[BO-263] p0267 N82-1923I
Correlation pf Preston-tube data with laminar skin
friction (Log Ho. J12984)
[BASA-TH-84827] p0539 N82-29556
Calibration and performance of the AEDC/VKF tunnel
C, Bach number 4, aerothermal wind tunnel
[AD-A116279] p0571 1182-31338
HIHD IOHBEL DBITES
Desigi predictions for noise control in the
cryogenic National Transonic Facility
pOOIS A82-12025
Dechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreq
system at cryogenic and other temperatures
[AIAA 82-0708] p0335 A82-30099
Theoretical optimisation and experimental
verification of an injector
A-470




Aeroelasticity Batters - Sone reflections on two
decades of testing in the NASA Langley Transonic
Dynamics Tannel
p006l A82-13969
A ceviev of flight-to-vind tunnel drag coErelation
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2475] p0063 A82-14382
Cross and cross-coupling derivative measurements
on tee standard dynamics model at AiDC
( A I A A 82-0596] p0237 A82-24670
Development of a self-optimizing flexible
technology /SOFT/ transonic mng wind tunnel model
[ A I A A 82-0601] p0237 A82-24673
Structural modeling of high Reynolds number mnd
tunnel models
C A I A A 82-0602] p0238 482-21671
Evaluation of methods for characterizing surface
topography of models for high fieynolds number
wind-tunnels
[ A I A A 82-0603] p0238 A82-24675
The design of a wind tunnel VSTOL fighter model
incorporating turbine powered engine simulators
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-2635] p0242 A82-25154
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without Kinglet
[ A I A A 82-0721] p0340 A82-30171
status of the national transonic facility
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0604] p038 I A82-33326
Method for the measurement of elastic deformations
of aircraft models in a wind tunnel
p0388 482-34162
Bobust Kalman filter design for active flutter
suppression systems
p0482 A82-38442
Correlation of predicted vibrations and test data
for a Hind tunnel helicopter model
p0499 A82-405I5
Hind tunnel modeling of rotor vibratory loads
p0499 A32-40516
Hind-tunnel investigation of vortex flaps on a
highly swept interceptor configuration
P05I6 A82-4I004
An investigation of F-16 nozzle-afterbody forces
at transonic Hach numbers with emphasis on model
scale effects
[AD-A104905] p0091 M82-12392
Hind tunnel test and analysis techniques using
powered simulators for civil nacelle
installation drag assessment
p0095 N82- 13088
Establishment of an experimental technique to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airframe
configurations, using a full span model with
turbine powered engine simulators
p0096 882-13089
Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless missile at Bach 1.60, 2.36. and 3.70.
Volume I: Trapezoidal tall
[HASA-TH-80097] p0098 N82-13I10
Thrust modulation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[BASA-TH-82747] p0098 H82-13112
Some -experimental investigations _on transonic _
flutter characteristics of thin plate wing
models with sveptback and tapered tips
[NAL-TB-682] p0187 B82-16050
Effects of installation of FI01 DFE exhaust
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design of cockpit enclosures and transparencies
p0226 A82-24303
Fuel-efficient vindshields for transport, commuter
and business aircraft
p0226 A82-24304
Transparencies - Hhat an aircraft designer should
knov
p0226 A82-24305
Aircraft transparency design guide
p0226 A82-24307
A nev angular deviation measurement device for
aircraft transparencies
p0226 A82-24308
Proposed method for abrasion testing transparent
plastics and coatings
p0227 A82-243II
Bindshield system structural enhancement
p0227 A82-243I2
The role of finite element analysis in the design
of birdstrike resistant transparencies
P0227 A82-24314
The development of high strength light-veight
vindshields for the nev generation of Boeing 757
and 767 airliners
P0228 482-21323
D.C.9 vindshield - Effect of attachment retorgae
p0228 A82-24324
B.A.C. One-Eleven flight deck glazing product
improvement
p0228 A82-24325
Concorde glazings - 5 years of Hach 2 service
p0228 A82-24326
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Analysis of an airplane windshield anti-icing system
( A I A A PiPEE 82-1372] p0489 A82-39134
•116 CABBEB
Experimental trim drag values for conventional and
supercritical wings
(NASA-CB-168500] p0198 N82-17126
Slotted variable camber flap
[NASA-CASE-LAB-12541-1] p0254 M82-18203
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Increasing the liftzdrag ratio of a flat delta wing
p0016 A82-11899
Aerodynamic noise generated by ]et wing/flap
interactions of the external DSB configuration
of SIOL aircraft. Part 2: Full scale model
experiment using FJB710 turbofan engine
[NAL-TB-687T-PT-2] p027C N82-19915
Experimental flight test programs for improving
combat aircraft maneuverability by maneuver
flaps and pylon split flaps
p03«7 N82-22192
Aerosonnd from corner flow and flap flow
[NASA-CB-166396] p0574 H82-32081
•116 FLO* BEIHOD TESTS
Experimental study of subsonic and transonic flows
past a ving
pOOOS A82- 10363
ling design for light transport aircraft with
improved fuel economy
p0065 A82-1U4I6
The NASA Langley laminar flov control airfoil
experiment
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0567] p0381 A82-33327
The unsteady motion of a ving traveling at
subsonic speed above a plane
p0491 A82-39358
Vortex formation over doable-delta wings
p0514 A82-40989
•ING LOADING
Nonlinear prediction of subsonic aerodynamic loads
on wings and bodies at high angles of attack
p0014 A82-11359
On the question of trailing airplane motion
pOOIS A82-II470
Divergence of a sweptforward wing
p0053 A82-13560
Investigation of the stress-strain state of a
rectangular wing section of variable thickness
under concentrated loads and heating
p0127 A82-18588
Ring-canard aerodynamics at transonic speeds -
Fundamental considerations on minimum drag
spanloads
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0097] pOI83 482-22046
Structural modeling of high Beynolds number wind
tunnel models
[AIAA 82-0602] p0238 A82-24674
Development of a preloaded hybrid advanced
composite wing pivot fairing
p0287 A82-27I3I
Instability effects on pylon and engine loading in
an aircraft with high-aspect-ratio wings
p0388 A82-34163
Investigation of the unsteady airloads on a
transport aircraft type airfoil with two
interchangeable oscillating trailing edge flaps,
at transonic speed and high Beynolds numbers
p0507 A82-40909
The design integration of wingtip devices for
light general aviation aircraft
P0508 A82-40933
Operation VIOF - Development of a composite
material wing
p0509 A82-40934
A crack growth model under spectrum loading
p O S I I A82-40961
Test results of chordwise and spanwise blowing for
low-speed lift augmentation
pOSI5 482-40999
Binimnm induced drag of canard configurations
p0518 A82-41116
The design of airfoil profiles with trailing edge
loading in transonic flow French thesis
p0554 482-44224
A study on numerical method for evaluating
spanwise integral in subsonic liftinq-surface
theory
[NAL-TB-66IT] p0034 N82-11035
Aeroaconstic theory for noncompact HInq-gust
interaction
[FDBL-81-7] p0038 1182-11071
Effect of fighter attack spectrum on composite
fatigue life
[AD-A105034] p0089 N82-12143
Development of an efficient procedure for
calculating the aerodynamic effects of, planform
variation
[NASA-CB-3489] pOI37 N82-14529
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume I: Load alleviation/extended
span development and flight tests
[NASA-CB-159097] p0145 S82-15076
Integration of a code for aeroelastic design of
conventional and composite wings into ACSINT, an
aircraft synthesis program wing aeroelastic
design (HADES)
(NASA-CB-137805] p0189 N82-16069
Ground calibration of a strain-gauged CT-44
aircraft (1979)
[AD-AI07847] p0189 N82-16073
Some unsteady aerodynamic effects on helicopter
rotors
p0250 N82-I8I62
A surface singularity method for rotors in hover
or climb
[AD-A109687] p0304 N82-20I78
Prediction of wing side-edge suction forces and
maximum inviscid lift
p0403 N82-25192
Comparison of analytical and wind-tunnel results
for flutter and gust response of a transport
wing with active controls
[BASA-TP-2010 ] p0460 N82-26703
Automated optimum design of wing structures.
Deterministic and probabilistic approaches
[NASA-TB-84475] p0535 N82-29317
Selected advanced aerodynamics and active controls




Transonic perturbation analysis of
wing-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations with
powered jet exhausts
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0255] pOI84 A82-22077
The use of small strakes to reduce interference
drag of a low wing, twin engine airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1323] p0487 A82-39 100
The prediction of propeller/wing interaction effects
pOSIO 482-40948
Establishment of an experimental technigue to
provide accurate measurement of the installed
drag of close coupled civil nacelle/airfraoe
configurations, using a full span model with
turbine powered engine simulators
p0096 (182-13089
Evaluation of au experimental technigue to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/wing interference
p0096 S82- 13090
A numerical method for studying
nacelle-jet-airfoil interaction in inviscid
three-dimensional flow
p0096 H82-13094




Selected winglet and mixed flow long duct nacelle
development for DC-10 derivative aircraft
[NASA-CB-3296] p0589 N82-32347
•ING OSCILLATIONS
Experimental study of empennage snap-through
vibrations
p0015 A82-1I47I
A method for locating aircraft wing damage by
nonlinear vibration analysis
pOI09 482-17116
Instantaneous turbulence profiles in the wake of
an oscillating airfoil
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0353] P0119 A82-17901
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Bespouses of oscillating wings in weak shear flow
P0121 A82-18021
Torsional vibrations of a wing carrying a
concentrated load /asymptotic behavior/
P0128 i82-18620
4 simplified wing procedure in connection with the
lifting line theory and the doublet-lattice method
P0154 482-19 195
Ibe velocity potential for the harmonically
oscillating, rectangular wing with semiinfinite
span in nonlinear theory
pOI54 A82-19I98
Dnsteady lifting-line theory with applications
[AIAA PAPEE 82-0351] p0164 A82-I9798
Flow field around an oscillating airfoil
pO!79 A82-20813
Numerical calculation of lift, moment coefficient
and dynamic stability derivatives on
sideslipping wings in unsteady supersonic flows
P0185 A82-22II1
Oscillating supersonic/hypersonic wings at high
incidence
P0223 A82-23828
Becent developments in wing with stores flutter
suppression -
[ONEfiA. IP 80. 1981-145] p0225 182-24077
Results of recent measurenents on an oscillating
aerofoil
p0276 A82-26223
Unsteady response of rectangular wings in spanwise
uniform shear flow
P0277 £82-26340
ling/control surface flutter analysis using
experimentally corrected aerodynamcs
P0283 A82-26569
Experimental study of oscillating-ving propulsion
p0298 182-28514
lest demonstration of digital control of
wing/store flutter
[AIAA 82-0645] - p0337 A82-30141
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at 0 = 0.9
[ A I A A 82-0686] pOJJ8 182-30153
Comparison between computations and experimental
data in unsteady three-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications
[ A I A A 82-0690] p0339 A82-30157
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model of
a supercritical wing with/without winglet
[AIAA 82-0721] p0340 A82-30I7I
Feedback control of a cantilever wing in steady
airflow
[ A I A A 82-0729] p0340 482-30177
Fundamental torsional frequency of a class of
solid wings
p0380 682-33119
On the torsional modes of a uniformly tapered
solid wing
p0389 A82-34397
Dynamic load measurements with delta wings
undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1320] p0487 A82-39098
Theoretical and experimental investigation of
joint-structural damping interaction for
airplane construction
P05I6 482-11013
Sensitivity analysis and optimization of
aeroelastic stability —
p055l 482-43394
Transonic flutter and response analyses of two
3-degree-of-freedom airfoils
p0555 482-44245
Choice of weight coefficients in the problem of
the optimal damping of the elastic oscillations
of a wing
p0582 482-46608
The effect of a screen on the aerodynamic
characteristics of an oscillating profile
p0583 482-46693
Aeroelasticity matters: Some reflections on two
decades of testing in the N A S A La«igley transonic
dynamics tunnel
[N4S4-TS-83210] p0085 N82-12041
Lifting surface theory for wings in low frequency
small amplitude yawing and side slipping
oscillating motions at low speeds
p O I 3 l 1182-1406 I
4 theoretical investigation of wing rocking
[N4S4-CB-I65058] pOI40 S82- 15031
Application pf the OHEB dynamic stall model to a
helicopter blade in forward flight
P0250 H82-18161
Pressure measurements on a wing oscillating in
supercritical flow
[B4E-TB-79074] p03 13 H82-21 163
Application of nodal synthesis techniques for the
dynamic qualification of wings with stores
P0345 882-22168
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a 50
degree clipped delta wing at H = 0.9
conducted in the Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[HASA-ra-83297] p0363 882-23195




Formation of triangular-element stiffness matrix
using sliding interpolation
POOI4 482-11464
Hultilevel optimum design of structures with
fiber-conppsite stiffened-panel components
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0723] p0113 482-17594
Bolted field repair of graphite/epoxy wing skin
laminates
pOISO 482-20981
Flight service evaluation of advanced structures
P0291 482-27402
Nondestructive detection of exfoliation corrosion
around fastener holes in aluminum wing skins
P0378 482-32725
Efficient optimum design of structures - Program
DDDU
P0481 482-38146
Operation 71OF - Development of a composite
material wing
P0509 482-40934
Development of an efficient procedure for
calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform
variation
[N4S4-CB-3489] p0137 S82- 14529
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge,
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A simplified wing procedure m connection with the
lifting line theory and the doublet-lattice method
p0154 482-19195
Numerical solution of three-dimensional unsteady
transonic flow over wings including
inviscid/viscons interactions
[4IA4 PAPEB 82-0352] p0164 A82-19797
IF-16 design concept and philosophy
P0221 A82-23444
Helicopter rotor performance improvement by
utilization of swept back parabolic blade tip
p0276 482-26298
Analysis of small-aspect-ratio lifting surfaces in
ground effect
_ p0378 A82-32223
An experimental study at free-stream Bach 5 of the
aerodynamic heating of the upper surface of
plane wings of various planforms
p0388 A82-34149
Hysteresis of the normal force of a wing of
complex planform under unsteady motion
p0388 482-34157
Transonic computational experience for advanced
tactical aircraft
p043l A82-35S63
Chordwise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary planform slender wings
p0443 A82-37931
Rind tunnel test and aerodynamic analysis of three
aeroelastically tailored wings
p0515 A82-41001
The effect of a weak shock wave on a wing of
complex planform at supersonic velocities
p058l A82-46132
Development of an efficient procedure for
calculating the aerodynamic effects of planform
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Determination of the trimmed drag of an aircraft
pOI27 482-18583
Analysis of an ideal-fluid flow past a
finite-thickness wing
pOI65 482-19813
High angle-of-attack characteristics of
three-surface fighter aircraft
canard-ving-horizontal tail configuration for
greater stability and control
[4144 P4PEB 82-0245] p0184 182-22074
Mission-adaptive King flight deoonstration program
[S1E PIPES 811035] p0232 182-24399
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference
corrections for three-dimensional nodels
[4144 82-0588] p0237 A82-24663
Development of a self-optmizing flexible
technology /SOFT/ transonic wing wind tunnel model
[4144 82-0601] p0237 A82-24673
Structural modeling of high Reynolds number vind
tunnel models
[1111 82-0602] p0238 182-24674
Composite mng substructure technology on the
4V-8B advanced aircraft
p0287 482-27128
Comparison of light aircraft with strutted and
cantilever wings
P0333 182-29828
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several mngs calculated by the SOOSS1 P1.1
panel method
[4144 P1PBB 82-0727] p0341 182-30193
Numerical methods for solving boundary value
problems for noncavitating and cavitating flow
past ving profiles
p0483 182-38722
Numerical solution of a problem concerning
transonic flow past a wing-fuselage configuration
p0496 182-39996
Computation of supersonic flow around
three-dimensional wings
p0506 182-40898
Dual wing* swept forward swept rearward wing* and
single wing design optimization for high
performance business airplanes
p0508 182-40931
Ejector powered propulsion and high lift subsonic
wing
p0512 182-40970
Ring design for supersonic cruise/transonic
maneuver aircraft
pOSI7 182-41021
In influence coefficient method for the
application of the modal technigue to wing
flutter suppression of the 01SI 4B1-1 wing
[S4S4-CB-165772] p0038 N82-I1070
1 summary of experimental data on wing
characteristics at transonic speeds
[B1E-IS-1EBO-1953-S.D.-77] p0312 N82-21155
Rind tunnel investigations of sailplane fuselages




[NAS1-C1SE-FBC-1 1007-2] p045l N82-26277
Automated optimum design of wing structures.
Deterministic and probabilistic approaches
[N1S1-TB-84475] p0535 N82-29317
Ipplication of an optimized winglet configuration
to an advanced commercial transport
[N1S1-CB-159156] p0589 N82-32348
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The principles and methods for shaping the wing
root regions of a wing-body combination at
transonic and lower supersonic speeds
p0033 B82-II016
Comparison of boundary layer calculations for the
root section of a wing. The September 1979
Amsterdam Horkshop test case
[HLB-HP-80028-U] p0406 882-25232
RING SLITS
0 LEADING EDGE SLATS
RIIG SLOTS
Computation of the steady viscous flow over a
tri-element 'angmentor wing1 airfoil
[4144 PAPER 82-0021] pO I 14 A82- 17735
1 wind-tunnel study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of a slotted versus smooth-skin
supercritical wing
[4144 82-0642] p0337 482-30139
Experimental study of delta wing leading-edge
devices for drag reduction at high lift
conducted in Langley 7- by 10-foot high speed
tunnel
p0198 N82-I7125
Slotted variable camher flap
[NASA-CASE-LAB-1254 I - I ] p0254 N82-18203
RING SPIN
The rectangular wing with semiinfinite span in
nonlinear theory
p0491 A82-39359
Accelerated development and flight evaluation of
active controls concepts for subsonic transport
aircraft. Volume 1: Load alleviation/extended
span development and flight tests
[N1SI-CB-159097] p0145 N82-15076
HUB TANKS
Experimental study of fuel heating at low
temperatures in a wing tank model, volume 1
[H1S1-CB-165391] pOOUO N82-I1224
•116 TIP VOBTICES
Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg
swept Gothic wing
[1111 P1PEB 82-0231] p0117 182-17356
Close-coupled canard-wing vortex interaction and
Beynolds stress acquisition
[1111 P1PEB 82-1368] p0489 182-39132
Damped Euler-eguation method to compute transonic
flow around wing-body combinations
P0553 482-44092
Computation of wing-vortex interaction in
transonic flow using implicit finite difference
algorithm
[N1S1-CB- 166251] p0312 N82-21159
A theoretical study of the impact of aircraft wake
vortices on roofs in the final approach area of
Dusseldorf airport
[DFVLB-HITT-82-01] p037l N82-23560
Program presentation of the working group
separated flow: Problems with rotary wings
[HBB-OD-3J6-81-0] p0406 N82-25234
•116 TIPS
Generation of three-dimensional boundary-fitted
curvilinear coordinate systems for wing/wing-tip
geometries using the elliptic solver method
P0381 A82-33318
Gust load alleviation on Airbus 1 300
p0504 182-40881
Ring-tip jets aerodynamic performance
P05I4 182-40987
Optimization and performance calculation of
dual-rotation propellers
[N1S1-TP-1948] pOI31 N82-14049
Bover tests of a model H-force rotor
p0250 N82-I8159
An analytical investigation of the free-tip rotor
for helicopters
[HASA-TH-81345] p0252 B82-18179
On the design of some airfoils for sailplane




Analysis of vibration induced error in turbulence
velocity measurements from an aircraft wing tip
boom
[NASA-CB-3571] p0530 N82-28881
Selected advanced aerodynamics and active controls




Ring/store flutter - In active adaptive control
application
p0044 182-13122
Ring/fuselage critical component development program
p0287 182-27130




[Alii 82-0645] P0337 A82-30I4I
Rind tunnel studies of store separation with load
factor - Freedrops and captive trajectories
P0383 A82-33626
Self-toning regulator design for adaptive control
of aircraft King/store flatter
p0578 A82-U5538
Two-dimensional apparent Basses for cross-flow
sections of wing-store configurations
p0583 482-06801
Rind tunnel studies of store separation with load
factor. Freedrops and captive trajectories
pOStI 882-30261
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In-flight deflection neasurenent of the HiHAT
aeroelastically tailored mng
[ilii PAPEB 81-2450) p0063 A82-14381
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Aerodynanic evaluation of winglets for transport
aircraft
C A I A A PAPEB 81-1215] pOI86 482-22245
Transonic flutter study of a Mind-tunnel model of
a supercritical mng with/without winglet
[AIAA 82-0721] p0340 A82-30I7I
The design integration of wingtip devices for
light general aviation aircraft
p0508 A82-40933
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tonne! aodel of
a supercritical wing with/without winglet
conducted in Langley Transonic Dynamics Tunnel
[HASA-TH-83279] p0368 N82-23239
Selected witglet and mixed flow long duct nacelle
development for DC-10 derivative aircraft
[HASA-CB-3296] p0589 N82-32347
Application of an optimized winglet configuration
to an advanced commercial transport
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Angle of downwash behind a wing in unsteady flow
P0241 A82-24970
Structural design and construction of the Nev
Technology Bmg r
p0283 482-26541
Ezperioental program for general aviation wing
design, construction and flight testing
P0283 AS 2-26 542
One year flight testing of the Transonic King
P0283 A82-26543
Fracture control in ballistic-danaged
graphite/epoxy wing structure
p0284 A82-26639
Durability evaluation of highly stressed wing box
structure
p0290 A82-27163
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of conposite naterial for an aeroelastic
research wing
[ A I A A 82-0678] p0338 A82-30I46
the eguivalent simple body /ESB/ method for
transonic wing analysis
( A I A A PAPEB 82-0936] p0374 A82-3I923
Design of finite element grids for the coaputation
of the three-diaensional transonic flow around a
wing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1019] p0375 A82-3I972
Bultibody transport concept
[AIAA PAPHB 82-0810] p0376 A82-3I983
Application of cospntational methods to transonic
wing-design
p043l A82-3556I
A-7 transonic wing designs
P0431 A82-35562
Evaluation of full potential flow methods for the
design and analysis of transport wings
P0432 A82-35567
Investigations regarding vortex formation at vings
with bent leading edges
P0483 A82-38783
Optimization of flight with tilt wings
p0507 A82-40912
Advanced aerodynamic wing design for commercial
transports - Beview of a technology program in
the Netherlands
p0514 A82-40985
The application of geometric programming to the
structural design of aircraft wings
p0546 A82-42546
A study of King vorticity patterns
p0582 A82-46621
Prediction of fatigue crack propagation in plane
specimens and thin-walled structural elements of
aircraft wing skin under programmed loading
p0584 A82-47229
Aircraft wing trailing-edge noise
[NASA-CB-164952] p0034 N82-11039
On the kernel function collocation method in
steady subsonic flow for wing with control
surfaces
p0042 N82-12023
Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in
subsonic and transonic potential flow
p0097 N82-13095
Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts with
external stores at transonic speeds
pOIOI N82-13813
Integration of a code for aeroelastic design of
conventional and composite wings into ACSINT, an
aircraft synthesis program ving aeroelastic
design (RADES)
[NASA-CB-137805] p0189 N82-16069
Theory and experiment in unsteady aerodynamics
[NLB-HP-80046-0] p0199 H82-17128
Experimental verification of an aerodynamic
parameter optimization program for wind tunnel
testing
[AD-AI07727] p0199 N82-17134
XFV-12A diagnostic and development programs
[AD-A108354] p0254 H82- 18206
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization. Volume 1:
Executive summary
(AD-A 110035] p03!4 N82-2I180
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 2. Part I:
Transport design
[ A D - A I I 0 2 3 I ] p0315 882-21181
Some remarks on buffeting of wings, wind
tunnel models
[BAE-TH-STBOCT-980] p03!9 N82-2I2I6
' Investigation of passive-shock wave-boundary layer
control for transonic airfoil drag reduction
[NASA-CB-168844] p0349 N82-22209
Experiment on active flutter suppression of a
cantilever wing
[BAL-TB-690] p0356 N82-22282
Application pf a transonic potential flow code to
the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional wings
[HASA-TB-83296] p0363 N82-23193
Beans for controlling aerodynamically induced twist
[HASA-CASB-LAB-I2I7.5-I] p0523 N82-28279
Aerodynamics of an airfoil with a jet issuing from
its surface
[NASA-TH-84825] p053I N82-29267
An effective algorithm for shock-free wing design
[AD-A 116265] p0569 N82-3I322
Investigation of the interference effects of mixed
flov long duct nacelles on a DC-10 wing
[NASA-CB-159202] p0586 N82-323I9
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Decoupler pylon: King/store flutter suppressor
[B1S1-C1SE-L1B-12468-1] p0592 U82-32373
1 color video display technique for flow field
surveys
p0596 H82-32669




























Assessing pilot workload - Bithout disturbing
pilot behavior
p0069 182-14745
Flight simulation consoles, aid or obstruction -
Objective evaluation of control consoles of
modern flight and tactics siuulators
[DGLB PIPEB 81-097] p0159 182-19269
Combined aultisensor displays — inage
preprocessing for shape coding to reduce pilot
workload
P02I8 182-22905
Utilizing the helicopter's versatility to improve
the 1TC system
p0219 182-23316
Boeing's ne* 767 eases crev workload
P0497 182-40348
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, operational fuctions report
[10-1105516] p0133 B82-14087
Update of the summary report of 1977-1978 task
force on aircrew workload
[10-1112547] P0448 B82-26258
Beal-time simulation of an airborne radar for
overwater approaches
[H1SI-CB-166293] p0449 882-26262
Cockpit display of traffic information and the
measurement of pilot workload: In annotated
bibliography
[10-1113637] p0470 H82-2729I
Special investigation report: Air traffic control
system
[PB82-136276] p0523 H82-28277
Pilot/vehicle model analysis of visual and motion
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Idvanced helicopter concepts compete
p0283 182-26537
Z-wing and the Navy V/STOL initiative
p0385 182-33915
In Z-ling aircraft control system concept
[1111 82-1540] p0485 182-38954
In investigation of a stoppable helicopter rotor
with circulation control ames 40 by 80 foot
wind tunnel
[81S1-TH-812I8] p0026 882-10030
Development of low-order aodel of an X-wing
aircraft by system identification
[10-1113760] p0469 882-27286
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Hover tests of the IV-15 Tilt fiotor Research
Aircraft
(1111 P1PEB 81-2501] p0064 182-1438O
Idvanced technology airfoil development for the
XV-15 tilt-rotor vehicle
[1111 PIPES 81-2623] p O I O S 182-16906
Flexibility is offered by IV-15 tilt-rotor concept
p0160 182-19300




Simulation of the IV-15 tilt rotor research aircraft
[B1S1-TB-84222] p0304 882-20174
B1S1/H11 Idvanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor workshop. Volume 7: Tilt Botor Session
[81S1-TB-84705] p0368 882-23243
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 1:
General information, revision C
[81S1-CB-166^47] p0395 882-24194
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 2:
Ship I instrumentation
[HASA-CB-166348] p0395 882-24195
V/STOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 3:
Ship 2 instrumentation
[B1S1-CB-166349] p0395 H82-24196




Options for GTE precision automated tracking system
airborne laser tracking system
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In analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VIOL control system during
hover
[1111 82-1611] p0485 182-38990
1 velocity vector measuring system with 13
asymmetric wedge type yawmeters measuring
flow distribution around the empennage of STOL
models
[81L-TB-674] p0213 882-17477
In analysis of a. nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VTQL control system
[B1S1-TH-84220] p0356 882-22281
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Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL
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GENERAL ACCOOHIIBG OFFICE, BASHIHGIOH. 0. C.
FAA misses opportunities to discontinue or
reduce operating hours of some airport traffic
control tovers
[FB8 1-224214] p0035 H82- 11049
Potential reductions in aircraft operation and
maintenance costs by using thrust computing
support equipment
[AD-A108463] p0254 H82-18207
Opportunities exist to achieve greater
standardization of aircraft and helicopter seats
[4D-4111718] p0448 H82-26259
Havy's F/A-18 expected to be an effective
performer, but problems still face the program
[AD-A1I1877] p0451 B82-2628I
Mission effectiveness of the AV-8B Harrier 2
could be improved if actions are taken nov
[40-4111878] p0452 B82-26284
Opportunities to reduce the cost of some B-52
modifications
[4D-4113563] p0462 B82-27219
Reduced performance and increased cost warrant
reassessment of the multiple stores ejector rack
[4D-4112776] p0469 B82-27285
Computer outages at air terminal facilities and
their correlation to near miss nid-air
collisions (AFHD-82-43)
[B-206064] p0522 H82-28264
Aircraft thrust/power management can save
defense fuel, reduce engine maintenance costs
and improve readiness
[4D-&117935] p0615 H82-34296
6EBEBAL APPLIED SCIEICE LABS., IBC., IESTBOBX, B. I.
Experimental study of the effects of secondary
air on the emissions and stability of a lean
premized combustor
[ A I A A P4PEB 82-1072] p04 15 A82-34992
GBBEBAL DYHiHICS/COHVAIB. SAB OIEGO. CALIF.
Effects of 50,000 hours of thermal aging on
graphite/epoxy and graphite/polyiaide composites
[AIAA 82-0657] p0335 482-30087
6EHEBAL OIBAUCS COBF.. FORT BOBTB, IBI.
Analysis of data from a vind tunnel
investigation of a large-scale model of a
highly manenverable supersonic V/STOL fighter
- SIOL configuration
[AIAA FAFEB 81-2620] pOISS A82-19207
GBHEBAL DIHABICS/FOBI BOBTH, 181.
Dynamic qualification testing of F-16 equipment
P0344 H82-22159
Integration of avionics and advanced control
technology
P0347 H82-22I94
F-I6E program overviev and vind tunnel/flight
correlation
p0404 H82-25207
Research model wing/tail fabrication
[ A D - A I I 4 I 0 1 ] p0524 B82-28288
GEBBBAL BLECIBIC CO., BIBGBAHIOB, 1.1,
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, data transmission study
[AD-A104243] p0037 B82-11064
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system, human engineering summary report
[AD-A104244] p0037 B82-11065
Electronic Master Bonitor and Advisory Display
System (EBHADS)
[AD-A105082] p0088 B82-12067
Electronic master monitor and advisory display
system test and demonstration report
[AD-A105317] p0099 882-1314 I
Bon-complex item development specification for a
feasibility model of an electronic master
monitor and advisory display system (EMUADS)
[AD-4117919] p0609 B82-33386
Botor technology for electric Bemotely Piloted
Vehicle (RFV)
[AD-A117732] p06!2 B82-3365I
GEBBBAL ELBCIBIC CO., CIBCIBBAII, OHIO.
Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan
noise
C-16
COBFOBAIB SOOBCB IHOBI GOOLOIie (BBBBILL E.) AHD ASSOCIATES,
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2033] pOOOS A82-10457
Thermal expansion accouodation in a jet engine
trace
pOOIV A82-11999
V/STO1 propulsion contccl technology[Alii PAPEB 81-2634) pOlOe A82-16909
Ihe outlook for advanced transport aircraft
pOISI A82-21374
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life
analysis
[1IAA PAPEB 82-1056] p04!5 A82-3498I
Blade loss transient dynamic analysis of
turbomachinery
[AIAA PiPBB 82-1057] p0415 i82-3a982
BASA/Geoeral Electric broad-specification fuels
combustion technology program - Phase I
results and status
Cilii PIPBB 82-1089] p0416 A82-35000
Progress in the development of energy efficient
engine components
[ASHB PiPEB 82-GT-275) p0429 A82-35U50
Optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft engine
controls
Cilii PiPEB 82-1131] p0438 A82-37691
Electronic master nonitor and advisory display
system, operational factions report
[AD-i1055l6] p0133 H82-14087
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High
pressure turbine roundness
[HiSi-CB-165555] p0203 H82-17174
Three-engine control system for the prototype
EH-101 helicopter
[AEBG-9/81-1568L] p0246 NB2-18135
A propulsion vie* of the all-electric airplane
p026l H82-I9136
CP6 Jet Engine Diagnostics Program: High
pressure compressor clearance investigation[NASA-CB-165580] p03!7 H82-21197
Thrust reverser for a long duct fan engine[H&Si-CiSE-LEi-13 199-1] p0453 H82-26293
Core conpressor exit stage study, volume 6
[SiSi-CB-165553] p0472 882-27310
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 2
[AO-A112701] p0473 H82-27313
Foreign object impact design criteria, volume 3
[AD-A112447] p0473 H82-273I4
CF6 jet engine performance improvement: High
pressure turbine active clearance control
[HASA-CB-165556] p0526 H82-28297
Forward velocity effects on fan noise and the
suppression characteristics of advanced inlets
as measured in the HASi-imes 40 by 80 foot
»ind tunnel
[HASA-CB-152328] pOSflO H82-30030
The CF6 jet engine performance improvement: Lov
pressure turbine active clearance control
[HASA-CB-165557] p0610 B82-33393
GBREBU ELBCTBIC CO., DAITO8A BEACH, VIA.
System Description-Aviation fide-Angle Visual
System (ilfiVS) computer image
[AD-A111800] P0474 H82-27323
GBHBBAL ELECfBIC CO., EVBHDiLB, OHIO.
Cost/benefit studies of advanced materials
technologies for future aircraft turbine
engines: Baterials for advanced turbine engines
[HASA-CB-167849] p0408 H82-25254
6BIEBAL ELBCTBIC CO., LIBB, BASS.
Effects of vane/blade ratio and spacing on fan
noise
[AIAA PiPEB 81-2033] p0008 A82-10457
TF34 Convertible Engine System Technology Program
p0499 A82-4052I
Effect of a part span variable inlet guide vane
on TF34 fan performance
[NASA-CB-165458] p0088 H82-12075
GBBBBAL ELBCTBIC CO., SCHBHCTADX, I. I.
Optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft engine
controls
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1131] p0438 A82-37691
6BHBBAL BLBCIBIC CO., SI. EBTBBSBOBG, FLA.
Thermal-barrier-coated turbine blade study
[HASA-CB-165351] p0028 H82-10040
GBIBBAL BLBCTBIC CO., DMCA, I. I.
An integrated control panel utilizing a
programmable varistor-mnltiplexed dichroic
ligoid crystal display
[AIAA 81-2303] pOOSO A82-13508
GBIBBAL BOTOBS COBP.. IIDIAHAPOLIS, ISO.
Experimental investigation of turbine endwall
heat transfer. Volume 1: Description of




GBBBBAL TBCBBOLOGI APPLICATIONS, ISC-, ABLIIGTOI. VA.
Investigation of the application of a cryogenic
blending process to produce antimsting diesel
fuels
[ID-A1109 17] p0411 H82-25399
GBOESB IASHIISTOI Oil?., BASHIHGTOI, B.C.
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference
corrections for three-dimensional models
[ A I A A 82-0588] p0237 A82-24663
Experimental trim drag values for conventional
and supercritical wings
[HASA-CB-168500] p0198 H82-17126
GBOBGBCOBI OHI7., BASHII6TOB, D.C.
Fracture and fatigue characterization of
aircraft structural materials under biaxial
loading
[AD-A109054] p0269 H82-19587
GBOBGZA IBST. OF TECH.. it LAST A.
An iterative finite element-integral technique
for predicting sound radiation from tnrbofan
inlets in steady flight
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0124] pOI IS A82-17796
Belicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade
P0284 A82-26620
Evaluation of an asymptotic method for
helicopter rotor airloads
p0498 A82-40509
Prediction of sound radiation from different
practical jet engine inlets[HASA-CB-165120] p0195 H82-I68IO
Distributed data processing: ghat is it?
pOI96 H82-17087
Helicopter rotor loads using a matched
asymptotic expansion technique
[HASA-CB-165742] p0312 H82-21156
Marine Air Traffic Control and Landing System(HATCALS Investigation), volume 1[AD-A110862] p0394 H82-24188
Barine Air Traffic Control and Landing System(BATCALS Investigation), volume 2[AD-A110863] p0394 N82-24189
Development of an analytical technique for the
optimization of jet engine and duct acoustic
liners
[HASA-CB-169002] p0409 H82-25256
Acoustic properties of turbofan inlets[HASA-CB-1690 16] p0462 H82-27090
Harine Air Traffic Control and Landing System(BBTCALS) investigation
fiD-i113047] p0468 H82-27276
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple




Summary of community technology needs
p0565 H82-31074
Development of a spinning wave heat engine(HASA-CB-165611] p0570 H82-31328
Helicopter vibration suppression using simple
pendulum absorbers on the rotor blade[BASA-CB-3619] p0613 H82-33734
GOODIEAB AEBOSPACB COBP., AEBOB, OHIO.
Dynamic stability of a,buoyant quad-rotor aircraft
[AIAA PAPBB 82-0242] p0117 A82-17861
Performance characteristics of a buoyant
gnad-rotor research aircraft
p0513 A82-40974
Study of ground handling characteristics of a
maritime patrol airship[HASA-CB-166253] p019t H82-16090
Preliminary design study of a hybrid airship for
flight research(HASA-CB-166246] p0201 N82-17152
Preliminary study of ground handling
characteristics of Buoyant Quad Botor (BQB)
vehicles[HASA-CB-166.130] p0447 882-26220
GOOLDIB6 (HBBBILL K.) AID ASSOCIATES, GLBIDALB.
CALIF.




GBOBIBGBB BIJKSOBITBBSIZKII COBPOBilB SOOBCB IBOBZ
GBOBIH6BB BIJKSOSI7BBSITBIT (1ETHBBLAHDS).
Design of high integrity multivariable control
systems
p0030 B82-10055
GBOBHAI AEBOSPACE COBP-. BBIBPAGB. H.I.
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale twin tilt-nacelle 7/STOL model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2609] P0155 482-19201
Control law development for a close-coupled
canard, relaxed static stability fighter
[4IAA PAPEB 82-0180] pOI64 »82-19784
Transonic flatter study of a Kind-tunnel model
of a supercritical ving Kith/without ringlet
£4IAA 82-0721] p0340 A82-30I7I
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale,
twin tilt-nacelle 7/SIOL model
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-0150] p0482 A82-38443
Piloted siaulator evaluation of a relaxed static
stability fighter at high angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1295] p0486 482-39082
An investigation of scale aodel testing of VIOL
aircraft in hover
p0507 A82-40911
Study of fiber optics to enhance an
environmental lighting laboratory
[AD-A106117] p0135 882-14104
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optiaization, volume 2. Part I:
Transport design
[ A D - A 1 I 0 2 3 I ] p0315 882-21181
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 2. Part 2:
Fighter design
[AD-AI10036] p0315 882-21182
numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 3. Part 1:
User's guide to transport design computer
programs
[4D-4I10232] p03!5 882-21183
Numerical aircraft design using 3-D transonic
analysis with optimization, volume 3. Part 2:
Oser's guide to fighter design computer program
[AD-A110037] p0315 882-21184
Development of a taped random vibration
technique for acceptance testing
p0345 H82-22I71
The assessment of aircraft combat effectiveness
using a new computational method
p0348 M82-22203
Evaluation of the effects of model scale and
test technique on jet-induced effects
p036l 882-23167
Influence of maneuverability on helicopter
combat effectiveness
p0365 882-23212
Transonic flatter study of a wind-tunnel model
of a supercritical wing with/without mnglet
[HASA-TH-83279] p0368 882-23239
Study of 7TOL in ground-effect flow field
including temperature effect
[NASA-CB-166258] pOtOO 882-25170
X-29A forward-swept-wing demonstrator airplane
p0404 882-25209
Hydraulic Universal Display Processor System
(HODPS)
CAD-A114428] p0525 882-28294
Axisymmetric and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
induced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 2: Analysis of results
[8ASA-CB-I66365] p0566 882-31301
Axisyooetric and non-axisymmetric exhaust jet
anduced effects on a V/STOL vehicle design.
Part 3: Experimental technigue
[BASA-CB-I66I47] p0566 882-31302
H
BABILTOB SIAIDABD, IIBDSOB LOCKS, COBB.
Advanced crash survivable flight data recorder




Solid state crash survivable flight data
recorders for mishap investigation
p040l 882-25173
HABPXOB IBS1., VA.
A descriptive study of the application of
analysis of variance and regression techniques
in an error analysis program for test data
obtained in a 16 foot transonic tunnel
P0309 882-20997
Cost and fuel consumption per nautical mile for
two engine jet transports using OPIIfl and TBAGEH
[HASA-CB-168973] p0407 H82-25239
HELICOPIBB ASSOCIATIOI OF AHBBICA, IASBTIGTOB. D. C.
Community rotorcraft air transportation benefits
and opportunities
tBASA-CB-166266] p0147 B82-16008
HELSIMKI OBI7. OF IBCBBOLOGI. OTAilEHI (FI8LA8D).
Transient simulation of gas turbines including
the effects of heat capacity of the solid parts
[ISBH-95I-752-496-Z] p0453 B82-26296
HIGH LIFE BELICOPTBBS, IBC., POIAUOP, WASH.
Geophysical flight line flying and flight path
recovery utilizing the Litton LT8-76 inertial
navigation system
[DE82-005555] p0534 B82-29292
HI6B TECB80LOGI COBP.. HABPTOB, 7A.
Accurate numerical solution of compressible,
linear stability equations
p0382 A82-33571
HOCBSCBOLE DBB BDIDBSiBHB, HOIICH. (BBS! GEBBABI).
Effects of aerodynamic coupling on the dynamics
of roll aircraft
p0088 B82-12070
Optimal dolphin hang glider flight
p0201 B82-I7157
Optimal periodic Dolphin gliding flight
p0559 882-30313
HOFSTBA DBIV., BBBPSTEAD, B. I.
Two-frequency /Delta k/ microwave scatterometer
measurements of ocean wave spectra from an
aircraft
p0584 A82-47493
BOBEIIBLL, ISC.. CLEABiATEB, FLA.
The residue-measure criterion for model
redaction in the analysis of the BASA Space
Shuttle's digital flight control system
[4144 PAPEB 82-0369] pO120 A82-17909
Overview of Honeywell electromechanical
actuation programs
P0261 882-19142
BOBBIBBLL. IBC.. BIBBEAPOLIS, BIBB.
The need for nultivariable design and analysis
techniques
P0029 882-10049
Limitations on achievable performance of
multivariable feedback systems
p0029 B82-10052
LQG-based multivariable design: Frequency
domain interpretation
p0029 B82-10053
LQG multivariable design tools
p0030 882-10054
Assessment of stereographies for fire control
and navigation in fighter aircraft
(AD-AI15414] p0558 H82-30306
BOBBXBBU SISTBBS AID BBSEABCB CBBTBB, BIBBBAPOLIS,
BIBB.
Bobast Kalman filter design for active flatter
suppression systems
p0482 A82-38442
Self-tuning regulator design for adaptive
control of aircraft wing/store flatter
p0578 A82-45538
flultivariable design techniques based on
singular value generalizations of classical
control
p0029 H82-1005I
Design technigues for mutlivariable flight
control systems
p0039 882-11078
Integrated control design techniques
[AD-A108223] p0257 B82-18224
Computer image generation: Advanced
visual/sensor simulation
[AD-A107098] p0479 882-28016
BOPE ASSOCIATES. IBC., iASBIIGTOI, O.C.




BOiABD OBIT., IASBIIGTOI, D. C.
Closed-form solutions of supersonic wing-body
interference
p0380 A82-33I20
HIL IBDOSTBIES. IBC., DOABIB, CALIF.
Test and evaluation of 0V fiber optics for
C-18
COBFOBATB S006CB IBDBI IBSTIIOTB FOB PBBGBPHOI BTO-JBO.
application for aircraft fire detector systems
[AD-A 106129] P019S B82-16B50
HD6HBS AIBCBAFt CO.. CAHOSA PABK. CALIF.
Analysis of Built-In-Iest (BIX) false alar*
conditions
[AD-A108752) p02S6 H82-182I7
flBGHKS AIBCBAFt CO., COlTBfi CItl. CALIF.
Advanced concepts for composite stroctore joints
and attachment fittings. Tolume I: Design
and evaluation
[ A D - A I I 0 2 I 2 ] p032l B82-2I26I
Studies of new perfluoroether elastomeric sealants
[BASA-CB-166377] p0560 H82-30400
BOGBBS AIBCBAFT CO., EL SBGOBDO. CALIF.
Study and development of an integrated head-up
display
CAD-A104337] p0037 H82-11062
Pave Bover aided integrated strike avionics systea
p0471 H82-27298
BBSBBS AIBCBAFT CO., FOUEBIOB, CALIF.




HD6BBS AIBCBAFT CO., IOBBABCE. CALIF.
Design, fabrication and test of liquid netal
heat-pipe sandwich panels
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0903) p0373 A82-31898
BOGBBS HBLICOPTBBS. COLfBB CIII. CALIF.
Performance characteristics of a buoyant
quad-rotor research aircraft
p0513 A82-40974
Pre-design study for a modern four-nladed rotor
for the Botor System Besearch Aircraft (BSBA)
[HASA-CB-16615*] pOI87 H82-16043
Blade planfora for a quiet helicopter
[HASA-CB-166256] , p0198 H82-I712I
Design philosophy of the Hughes model 600
helicopter
p0247 B82-18140
Advanced concepts for composite structure joints
and attachment fittings. Volume 2: Design
guide
[AD-A11I106] pOUSl BB2-26280
BOGBES BBSBABCB LABS., BALIBO. CALIF.
Silicon liquid crystal light valve for flight
simulation applications
[AD-A110928) p0413 H82-26005
BIDBAOLIC BBSBABCB TEITBOB, TALBBCIA, CALIF.
An electronic control for an electrohrdranlic
active control landing gear for the F-4 aircraft
[BASA-CB-3552] p0353 1182-22252
I. A.B. BI8AIDO PIAGGIO, FIHALB LIGOBB (ITUI) .
Engine superficial temperature and infrared
signature
p0207 882-18)36
III BBSBABCB USX., ABBACOLIS, BJX.
Impact of an omnidirectional traffic alert and
collision avoidance system on the air traffic
control radar beacon system and the discrete
address beacon systea
[AD-A116170] P0587 882-32336
IKOBAS 6BAFBICS SISTEBS, IBC., BALBI6B, B. C.
An advanced programnable/reconfigurable color
graphics display system for crev station
technology research
{AIAA 81-2314] pOOSI A82-13516
ILLIBOIS IBSI. OF TECH., CBICAGO.
Calculation of sensitivity derivatives in
thermal problems by finite differences
pOISI A82-2I391
ILLIBOIS OBIT., CHICAGO.
aathematical models for the synthesis and
optimization of spiral bevel gear tooth surfaces
[HASA-CB-3553] pO<H2 B82-25S16
ILLIBOIS OBIT.. OBBABA-CBABPAIGB.
Bultilevel semantic analysis and problem-solving
in the flight domain
[BASA-CB-169282] p0573 B82-3I967
IBPBBIAL COLL. OF SCIBBCB ABD IECHBOLOGI, LOBDOB
(BBGLABD).
A method for force determination from vibration
response measurements
pOI«3 B82-15055
The effect of aspect ratio on the unsteady
aerodynamic forces induced by vibration of a
cascade blade
pOI44 B82-15063
IHCOSIB, IBC., 8BSZLAKB TILLAGE, CALIF.
Lou cost development of IBS sensors for
expendable BPT control and navigation
[AD-A112691] p0525 B82-2829 I
IBDIAB IBSI. OF TECH.. BOBBAf.
Investigation on rotating ailerons
p0413 B82-26162
IBD0SIBIJBABLAG8I-BEIBI8BSGSSELLSCHAFT B. B. B. ,
OIZOBBOBB (BBS! GBBHAIX) .
Flight-by-flight corrosion fatigue tests
p02IO B82- 17348
Acoustic noise test as part of the dynamic
qualification program in aerospace
p0344 B82-22162
IIFOBHATICS. IIC., PALO ALTO, CALIF.
Comparison between computations and experimental
data in unsteady three-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications
£AIAA 82-0690] p0339 A82-301S7
IBFOBBAXIOB ABO CQRBOL SISIBBS. IIC.. HABPTOB, TA.
Development of a digital integrated automatic
landing system /DIALS/ for steep approach and
landing
POI68 A82-20297
Design and flight testing of a digital optimal
control general aviation autopilot
p0507 A82-40906
Active flutter suppression using optical output
feedback digital controllers
[BASA-CB-165939) p0592 B82-32375
IBSflTOT DB flECABIQOB DES FLOIDBS OB LILLE (FBAHCB).
Transonic flows in an air inlet with large
incidence and the effect of a blowing trap
p0094 H82- 13071
State of the art and recent perspectives on the
study of the loss of control and spin
p0347 B82-22I97
Application of Kalman filtering to the kinematic
reconstruction of free flight of catapulted
aircraft models in the laboratory
[IHFl-80-28] p0353 H82-22259
IBSTIIDT FBABCO-ALLBBABD DB BECBBBCBBS. St. LOOIS
(FBABCB).
Study of the source function by the causality
methods defined by Bibner and Siddon
CPB82-205170] p0615 B82-34196
ISSIIIOI FDBB FLOGBBCBABIK, BBDBSBICK (BESI GEBBABI).
Helicopter rotor downwash: Besults of
experimental research at the DFTLB-rotor test
stand and their comparison with theoretical
results
p0249 H82-18158
Evaluation of the helicopter low airspeed systen
LASSIE
p025l B82-18I72
IBSHIOI FOBB THBOBBIISCBB SIBOBBOBGSBBCBABIK.
GOBXXIBGBB (BBS* GEBBABI).
A computational design method for transonic
turbomachinery cascades
CAS HE PAPEB 82-61-117) p0425 A82-35348
IBStllDIB FOB DBFBBSB ABALISBS, ABLIBGIOB. TA.
Helicopter reliability and maintainability
trends during development and production
[AD-A105775] p0098 H82-13136
Built-in-test Equipment Bequirements lorkshop.
lorkshop presentation
CAO-A107842] pOI95 S82-17085
C-5A austere airfield operational utility
evaluation. Phase 2: Operation oh nnpaved
soil surfaces following rainfall
[AD-A108597] p0255 H82-18208
Assessment of Avionic Equipment Field
Beliability and Baintainability as Functions
of Onit Cost
[AD-A109373] p0266 H82-192I8
IBStlfOTB FOB PEBCEPIIOB BTO-IBO, SOBSIBBBEBG
(BBIBBBLABDS).
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures
of the Boyal Motherlands Airforce. Part I:
Color measurements
[IZP-I980-1-T01-I] pOI45 B82-I508I
Optical properties of airfield lighting fixtures
of the Boyal Betherlands Airforce. Part 2:
Intensity measurements
[IZP-1980-12-VOL-2] pOI46 H82-15082
The Link-Biles driver training simulator for
tracked vehicles: The effect of method and
C-19
IBSIIIOIO BE PBSQOISAS BSPACIAIS, -SAO JOSE COBPOBATE SOOBCB IHDBI
duration of training on the transfer of training
[IZF-1980-28] p0257 H82-18226
IHSTITUTO DB PESQOISAS BSPACIAIS, SAO JOSE DOS
CABPOS (BBAZIL).
An on board supervisory systen for applications
in space missions
[IHPB-2097-BPE/327] p0256 H82-18216
Prelaunch estimates of near Earth satellite
lifetimes using qaasi-dynamc ataosphere
aodels - application to a proposed Brazilian
satellite
[IHPE-2325-PBE/080] p0538 M82-29347
USTITUOT XIO VOOB BOOBBAICBIALBB BB
BOOiCOSSTBDCTIBS. DELFT (SE1BBB1AHDS).
Investigation into the utility of some quick
setting cements for runway repair
[B-80-157/60.7.0157] p0257 H82-18225
nSTITOOT ISO VOOB BBBK10IGKOHDIGB COBSTBOCTIES.
DELFT (BBXBEBUBDS) .
The vibratory behavior of a rotating propeller
shaft, fart 4: Vibration tests of a rotating
propeller shaft in a rubber stern tube bearing
[ISBCO-5072208-8I-PT-2] p0398 H82-245I4
I1TBGBAIBD SISTEBS. IBC.. PAID ALTO. CALIF.
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback
vibration controller
CABS PBEl'BINT 8 I-10] p0442 A82-37783
IHlEBHEfBICS. IIC.. BOHXIHGTOH BEACH. CALIF.
the application of HAVSTAB differential GPS in
the civilian community
p0235 A82-24645
IBXBBBATIOBAL BABVESXEB CO., SAB DIEGO. CALIF.
FornnlatioD and characterization of polyiude
resilient foaas of various densities for
aircraft seating applications
[HASA-CB-167421] p0090 H82-12230
108A STATE Oil?- OF SCIBSCB AID IBCBBOLOGI, ABBS.
Nuaerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow
field
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0028] p0286 A82-27083
Ezperinentsl stress analysis of a thin-nailed
pressurized torus loaded by contact with a plane
[AIAA 82-0753] p0336 A82-30H4
Aerodynaaics of advanced anal-flow tnrbonachinery
(AO-A114911] P0537 H82-29328
IOBA OBIT., OAKDALB.
Turbulent wake development behind streaolined
bodies
p0097 M82-13104
ITALIAN AIB FOBCB PBATICA DI BABB, BOBE.
Paraaetric criteria and impact on design trends
p0247 B82-18139
ITALIAB ABBI GEBEBAL SIAFF, BO HE,
Bilitary requirements: Too little or too anch
p0247 N82-18138
III ATI08ICS. SOTLBI, B.J.
Modular Bulti-Function flulti-Band Airborne Badio
System (MFBABS). Volune 2: Detailed report
(AD-i 106052] pOI36 H82- 14424
JABES ABO ASSOCIATES, LABCASTEB, CALIF.
Systen for providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal
situation
[ BASA-CASE-FBC-1 1005-1) p0189 H82- 16075
JET PBOPOLSIO1 LAB., CALIFOBBIA IBSX. OF TECH.,
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ACTTA: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies. Volume I: Beviev;
active ving
[HBB-UH-05-81-VOL-I] p0369 N82-23252
ACTT1: Investigation of new piloting and flight
control technologies, volume 2: Aircraft
with reduced lateral stability
[HBB-OH-05-81-VOL-2] p0370 H82-23253
The problem of calculation of the flow around
helicopter rotor blade tips
[BBB-OD-330-81-0] p0406 S82-25233
Program presentation of the working group
separated flow: Problems with rotary wings
fHBB-OD-336-81-0] p0406 H82-25234
Hew developments in the field of ramjet missile
propulsion
[HBB-OB-5I6-8I-0] p0409 B82-2S260
Calculation of the cross section properties and
the shear stresses of composite rotor blades
[HBB-OD-334-81-0] p0410 882-25334
Bechanical properties of hot isostatic pressed
P/fl-titanium for helicopter components
[HBB-OD-324-81-0] p04IO B82-25383
Carbon fiber reinforced composite structures
protected with metal surfaces against
lightning strike damage
[HBB-OD-340-82-OE] p0527 H82-28364
Development of materials and manufacturing
technology over the next 20 years: Composite
materials
[HBB-OD-341-82-0] p0527 H82-28365
BBSSBBSCBHIDT-BOBLKOI G.B.B.B., BOHICB (iBST
GBBBAHI).
Helicopter vibration control: A survey
CHBB-UD-302-80-0] p0315 S82-21185
Investigations of helicopter structural dynamics
and a comparison with ground vibration tests
[HBB-OD-303-80-0] p0315 1.82-21186
HGA BBSBABCB COBP.. BUFFALO, H.I.
Test site instrumentation study. Volume 2:
Crash 1 and crash 2 raw data
[PB82-III832] p0258 H82-18233
BTCHIGAH STATE Oil?., EAST LAISIIG.
Forecasting corrosion damage and maintenance
costs for large aircraft
P02I2 N82-17357
BICBIGAH tECHBOLOGICAL OUT.. BOOGBTOB.
System optimization by periodic control
[AD-il 17815] p06II 882-33402
HIDDLE EAST TECHHICAL OBIV-, AHKABA (TOBKEI).
Some observations on the corrosion of aircraft
at the air force base in Bandirma, Turkey
P0211 H82-17353
BIDIBST EESEABCH IIST., GOLDEB. COLO.
lawing of wind turbines with blade cyclic-pitch
variation
[DBS 1-029639] p046l H82-26822
BIBISIBI OF DEFEMCE, BOIB (BEST GBBHABI).
Future regnirements for helicopter propulsion
systems
p0209 H82-I7225
HIIISTBI OF DBFBHCE, LOIDOB (BHGLABD).
Future technology and requirements for
helicopter engines
p0207 H82-17207
Military maintenance policies and procedures for
high-temperature parts. Hill they be adequate?
p0345 H82-22173
BIHISTBX OF IBB EHVIBOHHEBT. OTIABA (OBTABIO).




Bobust Kalman filter design for active flutter
suppression systems
p0482 A82-38442
Eigenspace techniques for active flutter
suppression
[HASA-Cfi-168931] p0396 882-24206
BTSSIOH BESEABCH COBP., ALEXABOBIA, VA.
A-7 flight software analysis
[AD-il16179] p0594 882-32386
BISSISSIPPI STATE OIIV-, BISSXSSIPPI STATE.
Determining performance parameters of general
aviation aircraft
pOI77 A82-20759
alias COBP., HCLEII, ?A.
Bequirements for instrument approaches to triple
parallel runways
[AD-AI05622] p0132 882-14079
Bequirements for independent and dependent
parallel instrument approaches at reduced
runway spacing
[AD-A105673] pOI32 882-14080
Bequirements for instrument approaches to
converging ranways
[AD-AI08075] p0200 882-17144
Survey of 101 OS airports for new multiple
instrument approach concepts
[&D-AI07812] p0209 882-17229
Active Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS)
logic performance during operational flight
tests
[AD-A108893] p0264 882-19203
A concept for a fuel efficient flight planning
aid for general aviation
[8ASA-CB-3533 ] p0266 882-19217
Preliminary functional description of integrated
flow management
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[AD-A109909] P0313 882-21171
Overview of the o'Bare Bunvay configuration
management system
[ A D - A I I O I 3 7 ] p0320 882-21221
The Flight Service Automation Systea (FSAS)
system benchmark. Volaae I: Summary,
introduction and concepts
[PB82-143538] p0468 882-27277
The Flight Service intonation Systea (FS1S)
system benchaark. Volume 2: The model of the
application
IPB82-143546] p0468 882-27278
The Flight Service Automation Systea (FSAS)
system benchmark. Volume 3: The vendor
interface package(PB82-143553] p0468 882-27279
Operational and functional requirements for the
navigation system in terminal areas
[AD-AH6I27] p0568 882-31318
Analysis of Active BCAS alert rates and
protection based on actual aircraft tracks
[ A D - A I I 6 4 0 2 ] p0568 882-31319
BIISUBISHI HEAVX-IIOOSTBIBS LTD.. BAGASAKI (J&PAH).
On the numerical analysis of stall flatter in
tarbine cascades
pOI43 882-15054
HITSOBISHI BBAVX-IBDOSTBIBS LTD.. TAKASA6O (JAPAI).
Study of acoustic resonance of cascades
p0144 H82-15068,
HODBBB AHALZSIS. IMC.. BIDGE000D, B. J.
Study of cabin noise control for tmn engine
general aviation aircraft
[HASA-CB-165833] p0260 B82-18995
HOLBSIS (JOHB A.), ASBFOBD, COSH. '
Botorcraft blade node damping identification
from random responses using a recursive
maximum likelihood algorithm
[HASA-CB-3600] ' p0607 H82-33373
BOHSABTO BESEABCH C08P-. DAITOS. OHIO.
Turbine engine lubricant reclamation
[AD-A112098] p0455 882-26312
aOTOBBH- OBO IDBBIHEH-D8IOB HOBBCBSH 6.B.B.B. (BBST
6EBBABI).
Comparison of different nozzle concepts for a
reheated turbofan
p0094 B82-13077
Advanced compressor components. Phase I: 1978
to 1979
[BBFT-FB-I-81-025] pOI44 882-15073
Advanced component development design basis for
next generation tedium power helicopter engines
P0207 H82-17209
Begenerative helicopter engines: Advances in
performance and expected 'development problems
p0207 H82-I72I2
Component design and development for future
helicopter engines
p0246 H82-18I34




BABJZBG A2BOBAOIZCAL ISSI. (CHIHA).
A siaplified method for predicting rotor blade
airloads
p0245 882-18124
HATIOSAL ACAOEHI OF SCIBBCBS - HATIOHAL BBSBABCB
COOBCIL, IASHIBGTOB. 0. C.
Assessment of community response to high-energy
lapulsive soands
[AD-A110110] p0322 B82-21777
BATIOBAL AEBOIAOTICAJ. BSTABLISBBBBI. OIIAiA
(OBTABIO).
An investigation of multi-axis isometric
side-arm controllers in a variable stability
helicopter
[AD-A 106759] P0209 882-17226
•ATIOIiL AEBOIAOTICS ABO SPACE ADttlBISTBATIOI.
lASBIHGTOH, 0. C.
The balloon and the airship technological heritage
[AIAA PAPBB 81-1912] p0006 A82- 10401
Integration of energy management concepts into
the flight deck
[SAB PAPBB 811066] p023I AB2-24387
Computational fluid dynamics - The coming
revolution
p0277 A82-26366
Quiet short-haul research aircraft
familiarization document, revision I
[BASA-TB-81298] p0026 882-10031
Effects of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Testing and utilization of
a ne» methodology(BASA-Ta-76628] p0042 H82-I1636
System for acquisition and analysis of dynamic
tests on air intakes
CBASA-TB-76646] pom 882-14056
Experimental investigation of a transonic
potential flow around a symmetric airfoil
[BASA-TB-766J6] p0131 S82-14057
Bind tunnel tests of engine-equipped models:
Comparison of tHO jet Bash simulation methods
[BASA-Tfl-76764] pOI34 H82-14091
Effects of aircraft noise on the equilibrium of
airport residents: Supplementary analyses to
the study carried out around Orly(BASA-TB-76627] pOI37 882-14673
Taking into account nighttime annoyance in the
calculation of the psophic index
[BASA-TB-76580] p0137 882-14674
Index to BASA Bens Beleases and Speeches, 1980
POI47 882-15985
Aeronautics and space report of the President,
1980 activities
[BASA-Tfi-84079] DOI47 B82- 16022
HASA pocket statistics
[BASA-Tfi-84134] p0260 882-19084
Bibliography of BASA published reports on
general aviation. 1975 to 1981
[BASA-Tfl-83307] p0260 882-19132
HASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and lilt
Botor Borkshops. Volume 1: Executive Summary
CBASA-TH-84149] p0262 882-19170
HASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Borkshops. Volume 2: Operators' views
[HASA-TB-84148] p0262 882-19171
BASA/HAi Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Borkshops. Volume 3: Aerodynamics and
Structures Session(BASA-TH-84147] p0262 B82-19172
HASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor Borkshops. Volume 4: Flight Control
Avionics Systems and Bnman Factors
[HASA-TB-84146] p0263 H82-19173
Fatigue analysis of composite materials using
the fail-safe concept
CBASA-ia-76671] p0304 H82-20175
Conditions of generation and methods of damping
the inlet vortex of a turbojet engine
[HASA-TH-76678] p0305 882-20182
Sonic wind tunnel of the Institute of Fluid
Hechanics of Lille
[BASA-TH-76687] p0306 H82-20192
HASA research programs responding to workshop
recommendations
p0311 882-21146
Revolution in airplane construction? Grob G I I O :
The first nodern fiber glass composition
airplane shortly before its maiden flight
[BASA-TH-76705] p0352 882-22246
Socata: IB 20 Trinidad given German debut
[HASA-ia-76706] p0352 882-22247
Studies on vind tunnel straighteners[HASA-Tn-76689] p0356 882-22284
Current developments lighter than air systems
CBASA-TH-84744] p0394 882-24176
Bind tunnels of the institute of mechanics of
HOSCOK State University
[BASA-TB-76909] p0397 H82-24213
Aerospace engineers: Be*re tomorrow-minded people
[BASA-BP-188] p0400 B82-25017
Aerodynamics/ACEB: Aircraft energy efficiency
[HASA-FACTS-94/8-81 J p0407 B82-2524 I
Materials and structnres/ACBE





Aerodynamic investigations to determine possible
ice flight paths
CHASA-TH-76648] p04*', H82-27235
BASA aeronautics[BASA-BP-85] p0557 882-30283
Aerodynamics on a transport aircraft type
Ming-body model
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[HAS4-TH-76878] p0557 H82-30287
Plow and pressure field of a nodel propeller
[HiSi-TH-76690] p0557 882-30290
Grob aircraft construction: The 6 110 flies
[HASA-TH-76893] pOSSS H82-30303
Coaposite materials: Tomorrow for the daj after
tomorrow
[HASA-IM-76709] p0559 B82-30337
Present challenges of research and technology
politics
(HASA-IH-76720J p0565 H82-3I147
Extracts from Problems of Air Law, a collection
of works of the Section of air Ian of the
Aviakhim Society of the OSSB and Aviakhim ESFSE
[HASA-To-76913] p0565 H82-3t153
Aeronautics and space report of the President:
1981 activities
[HASA-IH-84719] p0603 H82-33332
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BESEABCB CBIIBB, BOFFBTT HBLO. CALIF.
Propfan installation aerodynamics of a
supercritical swept wing transport configuration
[AIAA PiPBB 81-1563] p0009 482-10466
Darbouz points in minimum-fuel aircraft landing
problems
p0043 A82-13077
Air-to-air coabat analysis - Beview of
differential-gaaing approaches
p0044 482-13115
The design of exact nonlinear model followers
p004« 482-13125
Application of the concept of dynamic tria
control and nonlinear system inverses to
automatic control of a vertical attitude
takeoff and landing aircraft
[4144 81-2238] p0047 482-13466
Povered-lift takeoff performance characteristics
determined froa flight test of the Quiet
Short-haul Research Aircraft /QSE4/
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2409] p0053 A82-13852
Botor systems research aircraft /fiSBA/ rotor
force and moment measurement system
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2516] p0057 482-13913
powered-lift STO1 aircraft shipboard operations
- A comparison of simulation, land-based and
sea trial results for the Q5BA
CAIAA PAPEfi 81-2480] p0059 482-13938
A large-scale investigation of engine influence
on inlet performance at angle-of-attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2481] p0059 A82-13939
The use of frequency methods in rotorcraft
system identification
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2386] p0064 A82-14392
Development of a comprehensive analysis for
rotorcraft. II - Aircraft model, solution
procedure and applications
p0065 A82-14407
Ihe 1-14 - 24 years of v/STOL flight testing
p0075 482-14927
Ground test of a large scale 'D* vented thrust
deflecting nozzle
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2630] pOIOS 482-16907
Piloted simulation of hover and transition of a
vertical attitude takeoff and landing aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2636] p0108 482-16910
Helical helicopter approaches with microwave
landing system guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2654] p0109 482-16914
Computation of the steady viscous flow over a
tri-element 'angmentor wing* airfoil
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0021] pOI14 482-17735
Bifurcation analysis of nonlinear stability of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0244] pOH7 A82-I7862
Beal-time simulation of helicopter IFB
approaches into major terminal areas using
BHAV, SLS. and CDII
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0260] p O I I S 482-17868
Computations of transonic flow over an
oscillating airfoil with shock-induced
separation
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0350] p O I I 9 A82-17900
ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale twin tilt-nacelle 7/STOL model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2609] ' p0155 A82-19201
Experiment 1 investigation of a jet inclined to
a subsonic crossflow
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2610] pOISS 482-19202
Analysis of data from a wind tunnel
investigation of a large—scale nodel of a
highly manenverable supersonic V/STOL fighter
- SIOL configuration
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2620] p0155 A82-19207
Large-scale wind tunnel tests of a
sting-supported V/STOL fighter model at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2621] pOI56 A82-1920S
Quiet Short-Banl Research Aircraft - The first 3
years of flight research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2625] p0156 482-19209
Application of thrusting ejectors to tactical
aircraft having vertical lift and short-field
capability
(AIAA PAPEB 81-2629] pOI56 482-19211
Airframe effects on top-mounted inlet systems
for VSIOL fighter aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2631] p0156 482-19212
Concept definition and aerodynamic technology
studies for single-engine V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft
(AIAA PAPEB 8 t-2647] p0157 482-19216
Analysis of selected VIOL concepts for a civil
transportation mission
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2655] p0157 A82-19220
Seal-rise simulation Computation System
p0158 A82-19260
Analysis of flight test measurements in ground
effect
p0178 A82-20763
Ihe outlook for advanced transport aircraft
p0181 A82-21374
Ihe effect of ejector augmentation on
test-section flow quality in the Calspan 8-ft
transonic wind tunnel
[AIAA 82-057J] p0236 A82-24658
Status and capabilities of the national Full
Scale Facility 40- by 80-foot wind tunnel
modification
[ A I A A 82-0607] p0238 A82-24676
A new facility and technigue for two-dimensional
aerodynamic testing
[ A I A A 82-0608] p0238 482-24677
Ihe design of a wind tunnel VSTOL fighter model
incorporating turbine powered engine simulators
[AIAA PAPEB 82-2635] p0242 A62-25I54
Selection of some rotor parameters to reduce
pitch-roll coupling of helicopter flight
dynamics
p0278 A82-26383
Performance improvements with the free-tip rotor
p0279 A82-26387
Evaluation of the effect of elastomeric damping
material on the stability of a bearingless
main rotor system
p0280 482-26394
Large scale model measurements of airframe noise
using cross-correlation techniques
p0284 A82-26966
numerical solution of Space Shuttle Orbiter flow
field
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0028] p0286 482-27083
BAHP - A fault tolerant distributed
microcomputer structure for aircraft
navigation and control
p0293 A82-277I4
lest methodology for evaluation of fireworthy
aircraft seat cushions
p0332 A82-29596
Comparison between computations and experimental
data in. unsteady three-dimensional transonic
aerodynamics, including aeroelastic applications
[AIAA 82-0690] p0339 A82-30157
Badiation enhancement by noneguilibrium during
flight through the Titan atmosphere
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0878] p0373 482-31883
Prediction of separated asymmetric trailing-edge
flows at transonic Bach numbers
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1021] p0375 A82-31974
Development of a helicopter rotor/propulsion
system dynamics analysis
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1078] p0416 A82-34997
General purpose research rotor
[AHS PBEPBIHI 81-9] p0441 A82-37777
Design and evaluation of a state-feedback
vibration controller
[AHS PBEPBIHI 81-10] p0442 A82-37783
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Considerations of open-loop, closed-loop, and
adaptive multicyclic control systeas
I IBS PBEPBIHI 81-13] p0442 482-37786
Chordwise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary planform slender wings
p0443 482-37931
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale,
twin tilt-nacelle 7/STOL aodel
[AIM PAPBB 81-0150} p0482 482-38443
Influence of unsteady aerodynaucs on hingeless
rotor ground resonance
p0482 482-38445
Heasurement and visualization of skin friction
on the leeside of delta mngs in supersonic flov
pOa83 482-38785
The effects of the delays on systeas subject to
manual control
p0484 482-38943
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VIOL control systea during
hover
[AIAA 82-1611} p0485 482-38990
Analysis of general-aviation accidents asing AIC
radar records
[AI44 PAPBB 82-1310] p0487 482-39091
Flight dynamics of rotorcraft in steep high-g
turns
(AIAA PAPBB 82-1345] p0488 482-39117
A gronnd-smnlation investigation of helicopter
decelerating instruaent approaches
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1346] p0488 482-39118
An evaluation of vertical drag and ground effect
using the BSBA rotor balance systea
p0498 482-40510
Civil helicopter propulsion systea reliability
and engine aonitonng technology assessments
P0499 482-40518
Flight test evaluation of a video tracker for
enhanced offshore airborne radar approach
capability
pOSOO A82-40531
Demonstration of radar reflector detection and
ground clutter suppression using airborne
veather and mapping radar
pOSOO 482-40532
HASA/FAA Helicopter ATC sinulation investigation
of HBAV/HLS instrument approaches
pOSOl 482-40535
Performance of the Botor Systems Besearch
Aircraft calibrated rotor loads aeasurement
systea
p0502 482-40549
Inlet and airfraae compatibility for a V/STOL
fighter/attack aircraft with top-aounted inlets
p0507 A82-40908
An investigation of scale aodel testing of VIOL
aircraft in hover
p0507 A82-40911
Aerodynamic interactions betveen a 1/6-scale
helicopter rotor and a body of revolution
p0510 482-40947
Aircraft geometry verification »ith enhanced
computer-generated displays
pOSI4 482-40992






Transient phenomena of shock-induced turbulent
separation for a spikebody and stalling
airfoil at transonic and supersonic speeds
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1362} p0549 482-42950
Hinimum fuel horizontal flight paths in the
terminal area
p0556 482-44480
V/STOL aircraft and fluid dynamics
[HASA-TH-81328] p0026 B82-10029
In investigation of a stoppable helicopter rotor
•ith circulation control
[IASA-TH-81218] p0026 H82-10030
A comparison of theoretical and eiperimental
pressure distributions for two advanced
fighter wings
[B4SA-TH-81331J p0035 H82-11054
Optimum climb and descent trajectories for
airline missions
p0039 H82-11082
Application of nonlinear systems inverses to
automatic flight control design: System
concepts and flight evaluations
p0039 H82-11083
Experimental and analytical studies of a aodel
helicopter rotor in hover
[SASA-TH-81232] P0085 H82-12042
Fire eztingnishant materials
[HASA-C4SE-4BC-11252-1 ] p0090 H82-12168
Sronp 1: Scenario design and development issues
p0098 882- 1313 I
ULS vertical guidance and navigation for a SIOL
airplane landing on an elevated SIOLport
[BASA-Tfl-81338] p0135 882-14101
NASA aviation safety reporting systea
[NASA-1H-81274] pOI40 B82-15025
Spectrally balanced chromatic landing approach
lighting system
[NASA-CASE-ABC- 1Q990-1] p0188 H82-16059
Threat perception while viewing single intruder
conflicts on a cockpit display of traffic
information
[NASA-Ta-81341] p0190 882-16076
Comparison of acoustic data from a 102 mo conic
nozzle as measured in the BAE 24-foot wind
tunnel and the HASA Ames 40- by 80-foot vind
tunnel
[HASA-TH-81343] p0190 882-16083
Automation of on-board flightpath management
[HASA-TB-842J2] p O I 9 1 H82-16088
Calibration of the Aaes Anechoic Facility.
Phase 1: Short range plan
[HASA-IB-84081] p0191 H82-I609I
Besearch and technology annual report, 1981
[MASA-TB-81333] pOI95 N82-I7081
Component research for future propulsion systeas
p0209 H82-17224
An analytical investigation of the free-tip
rotor for helicopters
[HASA-TH-81345] p0252 882-18179
Simulation of the XT-15 tilt rotor research
aircraft
[HASA-Tfl-84222] p0304 H82-20174
A translatioual velocity command systea for VIOL
low speed flight
[BASA-Ifl-84215] p0305 H82-20I86
Design criteria for flightpath and airspeed
control for the approach and landing of STOL
aircraft
[BASA-TP-I9IJ] p0305 H82-20I87
Self-tuning regulators for multicyclic control
of helicopter vibration
[BASA-TP-1996] p0305 B82-20188
An analysis of a nonlinear instability in the
implementation of a VIOL control system
[HASA-lfl-84220] p0356 H82-22281
A portable, low-cost flight-data measareaent and
recording systea
[BASA-TB-84229] p0358 882-22478




Unified results of several analytical and
experimental studies of helicopter handling
qualities in visual terrain flight
p0365 B82-23215
Besults of RASA/FAA ground and flight simulation
experiments concerning helicopter IFB
airworthiness criteria
p0366 H82-23219
Helicopter simulation technology: An Ames
Besearch Center perspective
p0366 B82-23227
Applications of systea identification methods to
the prediction of helicopter stability,
control and handling characteristics
p0367 B82-23230
Validation of zero-order feedback strategies for
medium range air-to—air interception in a
horizontal plane
[BAS4-TH-84237] p0368 B82-23237
B4S4/H44 Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor lorkshop. Volume 6: Vehicle
Configuration Session
[BASA-TS-841BO] p0368 B82-23242
HASA/BAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and Tilt
Botor lorkshop. Volume 7: Tilt Botor Session
[NASA-TB-84705] p0368 882-23243
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Three-dimensional separation and reattachment
CHASA-TH-84221J p0393 B82-24I67
Prediction of aircraft handling qualities using
analytical models of the homan pilot
[HASA-TB-84233] p0396 S82-24208
Environmental fog/rain visual display systea (for
aircraft sinulators
[HASA-CASE-ABC-11158-1] p0397 H82-24212
Adaptive-wall vind-tanuel research at NASA-Ames
Eesearch center
[BASA-IB-84236] p0397 B82-24214











Flight experiments using the front-side control
technique during piloted approach and landing
in a powered lift STOL aircraft
[BASA-TB-81337] p0456 882-26314Quiet Short-Haul Besearch Airplane (OSBA) aodel
select panel functional description
[BASA-TB-84243] pQ474 H82-27319
Aerodynamic interactions betveen a 1/6 scale
helicopter rotor and a body of revolution
[BASA-Tn-84247] p052I R82-28252
Static noise tests on aodified augaentor mng
jet STOL research aircraft
[BASA-TB-BI23I ] p0525 B82-28295
Aerodynamics of an airfoil vith a jet issuing
from its surface
[HASA-TH-84825] p053I H82-29267
Aircraft geometry verification vith enhanced
computer generated displays
[BASA-TB-84254] p0531 882-29268
Firevorthiness of transport aircraft interior
systems
P0533 H82-29284
Establishment of a rotor model basis
[BASA-TP-2026] p0535 082-293II
Correlation of Preston-tube data vith laminar
skin friction (Log Ho. J12984)[BASA-TB-84827] p0539 M82-29S56
Applications to aeronautics of the theory of
transformations of nonlinear systems[BASA-Tn-84249] p0540 H82-30013
Evaluation of a trajectory command concept for
manual control of carrier approaches and
landings
P0563 882-30856
Separation monitoring vith four types of
predictors on a cockpit display of traffic
information
P0564 H82-30860
An experimental study of dynamic stall on
advanced airfoil sections. Volume 1: Summary
of the experiment[BASA-Tfl-84245-VOL-l] p0586 B82-32314
Static investigation of the circulation control
ving/upper surface bloving concept applied to
the quiet short haul research aircraft(BASA-TB-84232] p0588 H82-32343
Design of analytical failure detection using
secondary observers
[BASA-IB-84284] p0590 M82-32362
fovard a better understanding of helicopter
stability derivatives
[BASA-TB-84277] p0592 H82-32376
Holographic interferoaetry and tomography at
Ames Besearch Center
p0597 882-32681
Becent progress in TSIOL technology
[BASA-IB-84238] p0603 B82-33334
User's manual for interfacing a leading edge,
vortex rollnp program vith tvo linear panel
methods
(BASA-TB-78584) p0604 882-33340
Finite difference modeling of rotor flows
including vake effects
[BASA-IB-84280] p0604 882-33345
Becent applications of the transonic wing
analysis computer code, TilHG
[BASA-TB-84283] p0604 M82-33346
Computational aerodynamics and design
[BASA-M-84257J p0605 882-33348
An Operational evaluation of head up displays
for civil transport operations. BASA/FAA
phase 3 report
[BASA-IP-1815] p0608 B82-3338I
A ground-simulator investigation of helicopter
longitudinal flying qualities for instrument
approach
[BASA-TB-84225J p0611 882-33398
Analysis of several glidepath and speed control
autopilot concepts for a povered lift STOL
aircraft
[BASA-TH-84282] p0611 B82-33400
Boise measurement in vind tunnels, workshop
summary
CHASA-1B-842J9] p06!4 882-34188
BATIOHAL ABBOBAOtlCS AID SPICE IDUBISTBATIOO. BDGB
I_ DBIOBB FLIGHT BBSEABCH CBBIBB, BD1AEDS, CALIF.
Analysis of a longitudinal pilot-induced
oscillation experienced on the approach and
landing test of the space shuttle
[BASA-TB-81366] p O l O O B82-I3I49
BASA Dryden Flight Loads Besearch Facility
(BASA-TU-81368] pO145 882-15079
System for providing an integrated display of
instantaneous information relative to aircraft
attitude, heading, altitude, and horizontal
situation
[BASA-CASE-FBC-II005-I] pOI89 882-16075
Boltiple pore tone elimination strut assembly
[BASA-CASE-FBC-11062-l] p0193 882-16800
Apparatus for damping operator induced
oscillations of a controlled system
[BASA-CASE-FBC-1104I-I] p0259 882-18493
Aircraft interrogation and display system: A
ground support equipment for diqital flight
systems
[8ASA-IB-81370] p0314 B82-2II75
Sun sensing guidance system for high altitude
aircraft
[BASA-CASE-FBC-11052-1] p0367 882-23231
Adapter for mounting microphone flush vith the





BATIOBAL AI.BOSAUTICS ABD SPACE ADBIBISIBATIOB.
FLIGBT BBSEABCB CBITEB, BDBABDS, CALIF.
HiflAl onboard flight computer system
architecture and qualification
[AIAA 81-2107] pOOOl A82-10082
Solution to the hidden-line problem
p0024 A82-12803
Flight experience vith a remotely augmented
vehicle flight test technique
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2417] p0054 A82-13857
UiBAI aerodynamic design and flight test
experience
(AIAA PAPBB 81-2433] p0055 A82- 13871
Becent propulsion system flight tests at the
BASA Dryden Flight Besearch Center(AIAA FAPEB 81-2438] pOOSS A82-13874
Selected stability and control derivatives from
the first Space Shuttle entry
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2451] p0056 A82-13880
Flight test experience vith. higji-alpha control
system techniques on the F-14 airplane
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2505] p0057 A82-13906
The development and flight test evaluation of an
integrated propulsion control system for the
HiBAI research airplane(AIAA PAPBB 81-2467] p0059 A82- 1393 1
The development and use of a
computer-interactive data acquisition and
display system in a flight environment
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2371] p0060 A82-13946
Experience vith flight test trajectory guidance
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2504] p0063 A82-14379
In-flight deflection measurement of the BiBAT
aeroelastically tailored ving
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2450] p0063 A82- 1438 I
A reviev of flight-to-wind tunnel drag correlation
[AIAA FAPBB 81-2475] p0063 A82-14382
Techniques for modifying airfoils and fairings
on aircraft using foam and fiberglass
( A I A A PAPBB 81-2445] p0064 A82-14383
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AD-1 oblique wing aircraft program
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2354] p0064 182-14390
Comparison of Bind tunnel and theoretical
aeroelastic predictions with flight measured
airloads for the B-l aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2387] p0065 A82-14393
Flying qualities - A costly lapse in
flight-control design
p0296 A82-28280
Onigae flight characteristics of the AD-1
obliqae-mng research airplane '
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1329] p0488 A82-39106
NASA Dryden's experience in parameter estiaation
and its uses in flight test( A I A A PAPEB 82-1373] i, p0489 A82-39135
Flight-determined correction terms for angle of
attack and sideslip[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1374] p0497 A82-40290
Flight experience tilth a backup flight-control
system for the EiBAI research vehicle[AIAA PAPEB 82-1541] p0497 A82-40429
A unique flight test facility - Description and
results
p0508 A82-40925
Aspects of clear air turbulence severity
forecasting and detection
P0579 482-45823
H4TIOB4L ABBOHAOflCS ABO SPACE ADUHISTBAfIOH.
eOODABO SPACE FLIGHT CBBTEB, GBEEBBELT, BO.
Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea
frontal system
P0168 A82-20447
Cloud top remote sensing by airborne lidar
p0379 A82-32920
Scanner luaginq systems, aircraft
p0529 H82-287I5
HATIOIAL AEB01AOIICS ABO SPACE AOBZBISTBATIO1.
LI8DOH B. JOHISOI SPACE CEBTEB, HOOSTOH. IBZ.
Selected stability and control derivatives from
the first Space Shuttle entry
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2451] p0056 A82-13880
Electromechanical actuators
p026l H82-I9IU8
Full-scale flamnability test data for validation
of aircraft fire mathematical models
[BASA-TH-58244] p0313 H82-21166
Besearch and Technology annual report Ft-1981
[BASA-1H-84199] p0371 H82-24137
" Spiral slotted phased antenna array
[HASA-CASE-HSC-18532-1] p0476 H82-27558
1AIIOBAL AEBOBADIICS AHD SPACE ADHIBXSfBATZOB. JOBB
F. KESBEDI SPACE CE1TBB, COCOA BEACB. VIA.
Lightning detection and ranging
P0277 482-26367
Hethod for refurbishing and processing parachutes
[HASA-CASE-KSC-11042-1] p0537 882-29330
Inflight IFB procedures simulator
[HASA-CASE-KSC- 11218-1] p0537 N82-2933I
SATIOH4L AEBOIAOTICS ABD SPACE ADttlMSTBAIIOH.
LA8GLEI BESEABCB CEITER, HAflPTOH. TA.
Design predictions for noise control in the
cryogenic Rational Transonic Facility
pOOIS 482-12025
A decoupled control system for improved flight
performance in mnd shear
p0043 482-13079
On matching the systems identification technique
to the particular application
p0044 482-13119
Have we overlooked the pilot1s role in an
automated flight deck
[AIAA 81-2262] pOO»8 A82-13481
An advanced proqramaable/reconf iqurable color
graphics display system for crev station
technology research
[AIAA 81-2314] pOOSI 482-13516
On-board communication for active-control
transport aircraft
[ A I A A 81-2321] p0052 A82-13S20
Thunderstorm hazards flight research - Program
overview
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2412] p0053 482-13853
Flight test experience with high-alpha control
system techniques on the F-14 airplane
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2505] p0057 482-13906
Direct strike lightning measurement system
[ A I A A PAPBB 81-2513] pOOS7 482-13910
A unique integrated flight testing facility for
advanced control/display research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2490] p0058 482-13919
Aeroelasticity matters - Some reflections on two
decades of testing in the BASA Langley
transonic Dynamics Tunnel
P0061 A82-13969
The development of cryogenic wind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
pOOBI A82-13971
The integration of control and display concepts
•for improved pilot sitnational awareness
P0061 A82- 13972
Jet V/STOL Hind-tunnel simulation and
groundplane effects
pOOSI A82-13973
Progress in aeronautical research and technology
applicable to civil air transports
p006l A82-13974
Emergency in-flight egress for general aviation
aircraft
p0077 A82-14953
Operational evaluation of thunderstorm
penetration test flights during project Storm
Bazards '80
p0078 A82-14954
Experimental evaluation of a perspective tunnel
display for three-dimensional helicopter
approaches
p0083 A82-15847
Thrust reversing effects on twin-engine aircraft
having nonaxisynmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2639] pOIOS 482-16911
Screech suppression in supersonic jets
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0050] pOH4 A82-17753
Vortex lift augmentation by suction on a 60 deg
svept Gothic ving
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0231] p01!7 A82-I7856
Becent sidewall boundary-layer investigations
mth suction in the Langley 0.3-m Transonic
Cryogenic Tunnel
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0234] p0117 A82-17858
Bvaluation of Loran-C enronte navigation and
non-precision approaches within the State of
Vermont
p0124 482-18160
Acceleration response of fuselage sidewall
panels on a twin-engine, light aircraft
pOI29 A82-18729Quantification of airport community noise impact
in terms of noise levels, population density,
and human subjective response
pOI29 A82-18732
On the track of practical forward-swept winqs
p0154 A82-1907I
Thrust-induced effects on low-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft[AIAA PAPBB 81-2612] p0155 A82-19203
An analytical technique for the analysis of
airplane spin entry and recovery
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0243] pOI64 A82-19786
Piloted simulation of an on-board trajectory
optimization algorithm
p0167 A82-20296
Development of a digital integrated automatic
landing system /DIALS/ for steep approach and
landing
p0168 A82-20297
A crack-closure model for predicting fatigue
crack growth under aircraft spectrum loading
p0168 A82-20509
Bulti-parameter yield zone model for predicting
spectrum crack growth
pOI68 A82-205IO
Re have just began to create efficient transport
aircraft
pOISO A82-2J373
CAD/CAD approach to improving industry
productivity gathers momentum
pOISI A82-2137S
Becent advances in applying Free Vortex Sheet
theory to the estimation of vortex flow
aerodynamics
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0095] pO 183 A82-22045
Bigh angle-of-attack characteristics of
three-surface fighter aircraft
(AIAA PAPEB 82-0245] pOI84 A82-22074
Transonic perturbation analysis of
winq-fuselage-nacelle-pylon configurations
with powered jet exhausts
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[AIAi PAPBB 82-0255] pOI84 A82-22077




Hinimum mass sizing of a large Ion-aspect ratio
airframe for flatter-free performance
[AIAA PAPEB 80-0724] p0225 A82-24022
Aircraft surface coatings for drag
redaction/erosion protection
[SAE PAPEB 811070] p0232 A82-24401
numerical design of the contoured wind-tunnel
liner for the HASA svept-ving LFC test
[AIAA 82-0568] p0236 A82-24656
Bean flow and noise aeasoreaents in a Bach 3.5
pilot quiet tunnel
[AIAA 82-0569] p0236 A82-24657
Transonic wind tunnel wall interference
corrections for three-dimensional models
[AIAi 82-0588] p0237 A82-24663
Structural modeling of high Beynolds number irind
tunnel models
[ A I A A 82-0602] p0238 A82-24674
Evaluation of methods for characterizing surface
topography of models for high Beynolds number
mud-tunnels
[ A I A A 82-0603] p0238 A82-24675
Advanced electronic displays and their potential






Finite element thermal analysis of
convectively-cooled aircraft structures
p0325 A82-28565
Addition polyiaide adhesives containing various
end groups
p0329 A82-29098
Comparing the relationships betBeen noise level
and annoyance in different surveys - A railway
noise vs. aircraft and road traffic comparison
p0329 482-29 165
Mechanical properties of a fiberglass prepreg
system at cryogenic and other temperatures
[AIAA 82-0708] p0335 A82-30099
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction of flutter onset in
wind-tunnel tests
[ A I A A 82-0644] p0337 682-30140
Beasured and calculated effects of angle of
attack on the transonic flutter of a
supercritical ving
[AIAA 82-0647] p0338 A82-30 143
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of composite material for an aeroelastic
research wing
[ A I A A 82-0678] p0338 A82-30146
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a
50 degree clipped delta wing at B = 0.9
[ A I A A 82-0686] p0338 482-30153
Application of a transonic potential flow code
to the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional wings
[ A I A A 82-0689] p0339 A82-30I56
Transonic flutter study of a wind-tunnel model
of a supercritical wing with/without winglet
[AIAA 82-0721] p0340 182-30171
On the dynamic collapse of a column impacting a
rigid surface
[AIAA 82-0735] p0340 A82-30I82
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several wings calculated by the SODSSA p I . I
panel method
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0727] p034l A82-30193
Approximate method of predicting heating on the
windward side of Space Shuttle Orbiter and
comparisons with flight data
[4IAA PAPEB 82-0823] p0373 A82-31853
Design, fabrication and test of liguid netal
heat-pipe sandwich panels
[AIAi PAPEB 82-0903] p0373 A82-3 1898
Evaluation of two analytical methods for the
prediction of inlet flow fields in the
vicinity of generalized forebodies
[4144 PAPEB 82-0959] p0374 482-31935
Subsonic 3-D surface panel method for rapid
analysis of multiple geometry perturbations
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0993] p037(| A82-3J954
numerical investigation of supersonic base flov
with parallel injection
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1001] p0375 A82-31960
Bultibody transport concept
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0810] p0376 A82-31983
Solar-powered airplane design for
long-endurance, high-altitude flight
[AIAA. PAPEB 82-0811] p0376 A82-3I984
The cryogenic wind tunnel for high Beynolds
number testing
p0381 A82-333I7
Generation of three-dimensional boundary-fitted
curvilinear coordinate systems for
wing/wing-tip geometries using the elliptic
solver method
p038l 482-333 18
Aerodynamic interactions with turbulent jet
exhaust plumes
P0381 482-33325
Status of the national transonic facility
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0604] p038 I A82-33326 ,
The NASA Langle; laminar flow control airfoil
experiment
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0567] p038l A82-33327
Accurate numerical solution of compressible,
linear stability equations
P0382 A82-33571
Airborne lidar measurements of the Soufriere
eruption of 17 April 1979
p0383 A82-33657
A review of Beynolds number studies conducted in
the Langley 0.3-a Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0941] p0386 A82-34007
Ring flap-type control effectiveness and effects
of control hinge gap seals for a supercritical
wing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0960] p0386 A82-34008
Interior noise considerations for advanced
high-speed turboprop aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1)21] p0416 A82-350I8
Increased capabilities of the Langley Bach 7
Scramjet Test Facility
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1240] p0418 A82-35080
A single-frequency mnltitransmitter telemetry
technique
P0434 482-36281
Approximate boundary condition procedure for the
two-dimensional numerical solution of vortex
wakes
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0951] p0437 A82-37467
Transonic wind tunnel test of a supersonic
nozzle installation
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1045] p0437 A82-37677
Development and validation of preliminary
analytical models for aircraft interior noise
prediction
p0444 A82-38077
Bobust Kalman filter design for active flutter
suppression systems
p0482 482-381)12
Piloted simulator evaluation of a relaxed static
stability fighter at high angle-of-attack
[AIAA. PAPEB 82-1295] pO«86 482-39082
Applications of parameter estimation in the
study of spinning airplanes
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1309] p0487 A82-39090
An estimation of aerodynamic forces and moments
on an airplane model under steady state spin
conditions
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1311] p0487 A82-39092
High angle-of-attack characteristics of a
forward-swept wing fighter configuration
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1322] p0487 482-39099
The use of linearized-aerodynamics and
vortex-flow methods in aircraft design
/invited paper/
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1384] p0497 A82-40294
The prediction of helicopter rotor discrete
frequency noise
P0503 A82-40553
Observations and implications of natural laminar
flow on practical airplane surfaces
P0505 A82-40893
NASA research on viscous drag reduction
P0505 A82-40896
Cesign and flight testing of a digital optimal
control general aviation autopilot
P0507 A82-40906
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Determination of airplane aerodynamic parameters
fron flight data at high angles of attack
P0508 A82-a0928
Assessment of advanced technologies for high
performance single-engine business airplanes
pOSOB A82-40932
The design integration of wingtip devices for
light general aviation aircraft
pOSOS A82-40933
Analytical study of vortex flaps on highly swept
delta wings
pOSIS A82-41003
Hind-tunnel investigation of vortex flaps on a
highly swept interceptor configuration
P05I6 182-41004
in initial look at the supersonic aerodynamics
of twin-fuselage aircraft concepts
P05I6 182-41008
Rind-tunnel investigation of a full-scale
canard-configured general aviation aircraft
P05I7 182-41024
1 niniatnre electro-optical air flow sensor
P0543 182-41854
Bonding procedure for Teflon seals
p0547 182-42792
Statistical analysis of piloted simulation of
real time trajectory optimization algorithms
P0549 182-43261
Current perspectives on emergency spin-recovery
systems
P0549 182-43264
Two-frequency /Delta k/ microwave scatterometer
measurements of ocean wave spectra from an
aircraft
P0584 182-47493
Determination of airplane model structure from
flight data by using modified stepwise
regression
[BASA-TP-1916] p0028 B82-I004I
Estimation of airplane stability and control
derivatives from large amplitude longitudinal
maneuvers
[BASA-TB-83185] p0028 882-10042
Effects of vortex flaps on the low-speed
aerodynamic characteristics of an arrow wing
[HASA-TP-19I4J P0033 N82-110I3
Hind-tunnel results for a modified
17-percent-thick low-speed airfoil section
[HASA-TP-I9I9] p0034 H82-11033
Computation of high Beynolds number
internal/external flovs
[BASA-TB-84049] p0035 B82-11046
Parametric study of microwave-powered
high-altitude airplane platforms designed for
linear flight
[BASA-TP-1918] P0035 B82-II050
Management of redundancy in flight control
systems using optimal decision theory
p0039 1182-11084
General aviation aircraft antennas for the
global positioning system
[saSA-Tfl-83212] pOOOl S82-11339
Implified crossflow disturbances in the laminar
boundary layer on swept wings with suction
CH1S1-1P-I902] P0041 B82-11391
SEL and EPBL noise duration coefficients for the
747 and 1-38 aircraft
[BASA-TB-83214] p0042 H82-11860
leroelasticity matters: Some reflections on two
decades of testing in the B1S1 Langley
transonic dynamics tunnel
[HASA-TB-83210] P0085 H82-I2041
Investigation of severe lightning strike
locidents to two OSAP F-1061 aircraft
CBAS1-CB-165794] P0086 H82-12052
1 look inside the Langley 16-foot transonic
tunnel: User's guide
[BASA-TB-83I86J p0089 082- 12085
Besearch and Technology
[S1SA-TH-83221J p009l S82-13043
Force and moment, flow-visualization, and
boundary-layer tests on a shuttle orbiter
model at Bach 6
[BAS1-TP-I952] p0097 H82-I3I06
Rind-tunnel investigation of the effects of
blade tip geometry on the interaction of
torsional loads and performance for an
articulated helicopter rotor
[H1S1-TP-I926] p0097 H82-13107
Pressure distributions on three different
cruciform aft-tail control surfaces of a
wingless missile at Bach 1.60, 2.36, and 3.70.
Volume I: Trapezoidal tail
[H1S1-TB-80097] p0098 H82-13110
numerical analysis of the scramjet-inlet flow
field by using two-dimensional Havier-Stokes
equations
[B1S1-TP-I940] p0099 N82-13142
Limited evaluation of an p-141 airplane
utilizing an aileron-rudder interconnect
control system in the landing configuration
[BASA-TB-81972] p O l O O B82-13148
Optimization and performance calculation of
dual-rotation propellers
[BASA-TP-1948] p O I 3 l B82-14049
Comparison of experimental and theoretical
turbulence reduction characteristics for
screens, honeycomb, and honeycomb-screen
combinations
[BASA-TP-1958] p O I 3 l H82-I4055
1 flight investigation of blade-section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor
having 10-64C airfoil sections
CB1S1-TB-83226] p0131 H82-14058
Design and implementation of a telecommunication
interface for the TAATH/TCV real-time experiment
[HISI-TB-8323IJ P0132 H82-14075
1 general aviation simulator evaluation of a
rate-enhanced instrument landing system display
[BASA-TP-I960J pOI33 N82-14085
Bnggedized minicomputer hardware and software
topics, 1981: Proceedings of the 4th SOLS
BIL-SPEC Computer User's Group Conference
[H1S1-CP-2206] p0138 H82-14829
Description of a dnal fail operational redundant
strapdown inertial measurement unit for
integrated avionics systems research
POI38 H82-14842
Prediction of flyover jet noise spectra from
static tests
[BASA-Tfl-832>9] POI39 M82-14880
Low-speed aerodynamic performance of a
high-aspect-ratio supercritical-wing transport
model equipped with full-span slat and
part-span double-slotted flaps
[BASA-TP-1580J pOI39 H82-ISOI5
Longitudinal and lateral static stability and
control characteristics of a 1/6-scale model
of a remotely piloted research vehicle with a
supercritical ving
[HASA-TP-1360] p0145 H82-15075
Belations for the thermodynamic and transport
properties in the testing environment of the
Langley hypersonic CF4 tunnel
(H1S1-TB-83220] p0146 B82-15359
Optical Information Processing for lerospace
Applications
[HASA-CP-2207] pO147 882-15894





flethodology for measurement of fault latency in
a digital avionic uniprocessor
P0196 B82-I7I05
Spin-tunnel investigation of a t/13-scale model
of the BASA AD^I oblique-wing research aircraft
[B1S1-TB-83236] P0252 B82-18183
Slotted variable camber flap
[ HASA-CASE-LAB- 1254 I- I ] P0254 B82- 18203
Dynamics of aircraft antiskid braking systems
fHASA-IP-1959] p0254 882-18204







Electric flight systems integration
P0261 B82-I9150
Effects of installation of F I O I DFB exhaust
nozzles on the afterbody-nozzle
characteristics of the F-14 airplane
fBASA-TB-83250] p0263 882-19181
Simulator study of vortex encounters by a
twin-engine, commercial, jet transport airplane
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CBASA-TP-1966] p0267 882-19225
Effects of repetition rate and impulsiveness of
simulated helicopter rotor noise on annoyance
(8iS4-TP-l969] p0269 882-19707
Aircraft noise prediction program theoretical
manual, part I
[SiSA-Tfl-83199-PT-IJ p0270 B82-19946
Aircraft noise prediction progran theoretical
manual, part 2
fHASA-Tfl-83l99-PT-2J p0270 882-19947
Preliminary investigation of effects of heavy
rain on toe performance of aircraft
CHASA-TB-83272J p030l 882-20145
Laminar Flow Control. The Besearch and
Technology Studies 1981
[BASA-CP-22I8J pOJOl 882-20149
HASA Langley laminar flov control airfoil
experiment
P030I 882-20150
Status of HASA advanced LFC airfoil high-lift
study
p030l 882-20151
Probability of laminar flov loss because of ice
crystal encounters
p0302 882-20153
Static internal performance of single
expansion-ramp nozzles vith thrust vectoring
and reversing
[BASA-TP-1962] p0302 882-20156
Simulator study of a pictorial display for
general aviation instrument flight
[NASA-IP-1963) p0304 H82-20I80
Cryogenic Technology, part 1
[S4SA-CP-2I22-PT-I] p0307 882-20357
Cryogenic Technology, part 2
[NASA-CP-2122-PT-2] p0307 882-20358
Fariable response load limiting device
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12801-1] p0308 882-20544
Tubing and cable cutting tool
[ SASA-CASE-1AB-12786-1} p0308 882-20545
Fluctuating pressures on fan blades of a
tnrbofan engine: Static and vind-tnnnel
investigations
[HASA-TP-1976J p0309 882-21037
Beteorology impact on future aircraft design
P0310 882-21143
The development of cryogenic Kind tunnels and
their application to maneuvering aircraft
technology
P0347 H82-22196
Hind-tunnel investigation of the povered
lov-speed longitudinal aerodynamics of the
Vectored-Engine-Over (VEO) ving fighter
configuration
£8iSA-Ta-83263J p0349 882-22207
Effect of nacelles on aerodynamic




Effects of cable geometry and aircraft attitude
on the accuracy of a magnetic leader cable
system for aircraft guidance during rollout
and tornoff
[BASA-TP-1978] p0351 882-22239
A linear decomposition method for large
optimization problems. Blueprint for
development
[8ASA-TB-83248] p0352 882-22245
Performance testing of a main rotor system for a
utility helicopter at 1/4 scale
[HASA-TB-83274] p0352 882-22251
Control law design to meet constraints using
SXHPAC-synthesis package for active controls
[BASA-TB-83264] p0356 882-22280
Development and demonstration of manufacturing
processes for fabricating graphite/LABC 160
polyimide structural elements
[8ASA-CB-I65809] p0357 882-22315
The 1981 direct strike lightning data
[BASA-TH-83273] p0358 H82-22848
Jet V/STOi Kind-tunnel simulation and
gronndplane effects
p0361 882-23165
A flight investigation of blade-section
aerodynamics for a helicopter main rotor
having BC-SC2 airfoil sections
[BASA-TB-83298J p0363 882-23192
Application of a transonic potential flov code
to the static aeroelastic analysis of
three-dimensional vings
[8ASA-TK-83296] p0363 882-23193
An accurate method for evaluating the kernel of
the integral equation relating lift to
dovnvash in unsteady potential flov
C8ASA-TH-83281] p0363 882-23194
Static and unsteady pressure measurements on a
50 degree clipped delta ving at a = 0.9
{HASA-TB-B3297] p0363 882-23195
Time-marching transonic flutter solutions
including angle-of-attack effects
[8ASA-TH-83295] p0363 882-23196
Analysis and Monte Carlo simulation of
near-terminal aircraft flight paths
fHASi-TP-1997] p0367 882-23233
Comparison of analytical predictions of
longitudinal short period pilot-induced
oscillations vith results from a simulation
study of the space shuttle orbiter
[8ASA-TH-83267] p0368 882-23236
Transonic flutter study of a vind-tunnel model
of a supercritical mng vith/vithout viuglet
[SASA-Tfl-83279] p0368 882-23239
Evaluation of four subcritical response methods
for on-line prediction flutter onset in
Hind-tunnel tests
[BASA-TH-83278] p0368 882-23240
Planar equations of rollout motion for an
aircraft vith free or steerable landing gears
[8ASA-TP-1984] p0368 882-23244
Metric half-span model support system
{ HiSi-CASE-LSfl- 1244 1-1] p0370 882-23254
Blockage and flov studies of a generalized test
apparatus including various ving
configurations in the Langley 7-inch flach 7
Pilot Tunnel
IBASA-TB-83301] p0370 882-23471
Historical perspectives on theraostructural
research at the BACA Langley Aeronautical
Laboratory from 1948 to 1958
p037l 882-23494
A tvo-degree-of-freedom flutter mount system
vith lov damping for testing rigid vings at
different angles of attack
[BASA-TB-83302] p0371 882-23549
Tire tread temperatures during antiskid braking
and cornering on a dry runvay
[8ASA-TP-2009] p0395 882-24193
Hydraulic actuator mechanism to control aircraft
spoiler movements through dual input commands
[BASA-CASE-LAB-12412-l] p0396 882-24205
Application of modal control to Ming-flutter
suppression
[BASA-TP-1983] p0396 B82-24209
Standard tests for toughened resin composites
[BASi-fiP-1092] p0397 882-24301
Combining analysis vith optimization at Langley
Besearch Center. An evolutionary process
[BASA-lfl-84472] p0400 882-24846
An analytical procedure for computing smooth
transitions betveen tvo specified cross





Status of the National Transonic Facility
P0403 882-25197
lind-tunnel/flight correlation program on XB-70-1
P0404 B82-25201
Problems in correlation caused by propulsion
systems
P0404 882-25202
Elastic deformation effects on aerodynamic
characteristics for a high-aspect-ratio
supercritical-ving model
[BASA-TB-83286] p0404 882-25214
Subsonic aerodynamic and flutter characteristics
of several vings calculated by the SOOSSA P1.1
panel method
[HASA-TH-84485] p0405 882-25216
Experimental determination of flov-interference
effects of ving-moonted, tvo-dimensional,
full-capture propulsion nacelles in close
proximity to a vehicle body at a Bach number
of 6[8ASA-TB-83287] p0405 B82-25217
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Thrust-induced effects on lav-speed aerodynamics
of fighter aircraft[HASA-TB-83277] pOOOS B82-252I8
Prodaction version of the extended BASA-Langley
Vortex Lattice FOBTBAB computer program.
Volume I: User's guide[NASA-TB-83303] pOQOS H82-25219
Evaluation of a voice recognition system for the
HOIis pseudo pilot station function[NASA-TB-84487] p0406 H82-25235
Leading edge flap system for aircraft control
augmentation[BASA-CASE-LAB-12787-l] p0407 N82-25240
In situ ozone data for comparison nitb laser
absorption cenote sensor: 1980 PBPE/HBBOS
program[BASA-TB-84471] p0413 H82-25661
An assessment of the real-time application
capabilities of tbe SI?? coapnter system[NASA-TB-84482] pOOU H82-25811
Joint University Prograa Air for Transportation
Besearch, 1981
[NASA-CP-2224] p0445 B82-26199
Effects of King-leading-edge modifications on a
foil-scale, lov-ving general aviation
airplane: Hind-tunnel investigation of
high-angle-of-attack aerodynamic characteristics[NASA-TP-2011) p0446 N82-262I7
Static internal performance characteristics of
tvo thrust reverser concepts for axisymmetric
nozzles[ HASA-TP-2025]
 P0448 H82-26235Steady, Oscillatory, and Unsteady Subsonic and
Supersonic Aerodynamics, production version
1.1 (SOOSSA-PI. 1). Volume 2: Dser/programmer
manual. Addendum I: Analytical treatment of
wake influence[HASA-TB-84484] p0448 H82-26236
Hagnetic heading reference[NASA-CASE-LAB-12638-I] p0448 182-26260
Hinged strake aircraft control system[NASA-CASE-LAB-12860-1} p0451 H82-26278
Flight-test verification of a pictorial display
for general aviation instrument approach[HASA-TB-83305] p04S2 H82-26288
Fuselage structure using advanced technology
fiber reinforced coaposites[NASA-CASE-LAB-1 1688-1] p04S8 N82-26384
Coaparison of analytical and vind-tannel results
for flutter and gust response of a transport
•ing Kith active controls[HASA-TP-2010} p0460 N82-26703
Characteristics of future aircraft lapacting
aircraft and airport compatibility[HASA-Ta-84476] p0463 N82-27233
Flight evaluation of LOBAN-C in the State of
Vermont
[HASA-TB-84711] P0523 N82-28278
aeans for controlling aerodynamically induced
tvist[NASA-CASE-LAB-12175-I] p0523 N82-28279
Design considerations and experiences in the use
of coaposite material for an aeroelastic
research King[NASA-TB-83291] p0523 N82-28280
Methodology for determining elevon deflections
to trim and maneuver the OAST vehicle Kith
negative static margin ~ *[BASA-Ta-84499] p0526 N82-28299
The feasibility of a high-altitude aircraft
platform Kith consideration of technological
and societal constraints[NASA-TB-84508] p0535 N82-293I3
Automated optinun design of King structures.
Deterministic and probabilistic approaches[NASA-TB-84475J p053S H82-293I7
Beads up display[BASA-CASE-LAB-I2630-I] p0536 H82-293I9
Agricultural airplane mission time structure
characteristics[HASA-TB-841170] p0537 B82-29329
Aeropropnlsive characteristics of Bach numbers
up to 2.2 of axisymmetric and nonaxisyametric
nozzles installed on an F-18 model[HASA-TP-2044] pOSS7 B82-30291
Data acquisition system for BASA LaBC impact
dynamics research facility[NASA-TB-84510] p0561 B82-3052S
Structures and Dynamics Division research and
technology plans, Ft 1982[BASA-TB-84509] p056 I B82-30S66
Advanced reliability aodeling of fault-tolerant
computer-based systems[BASA-TB-84501) p0564 N82-30962
Boise transmission loss of aircraft panels using
acoustic intensity methods[BASA-TP-2046} p0564 H82-31069
Airport/Community Boise
[BASA-CP-2241] p0564 N82-3I070
Summary of airport technology needs
P0565 B82-31073
Boise and economic characteristics of an
advanced blended supersonic transport concept[BASA-TP-2073] p0565 N82-31294
Supercritical aauenvering fighter configuration.
•ind-tunnel investigation at Bach numbers of
0.60 to 0.95(BASA-T0-84513] p0567 H82-31303
Experimental investigation of active loads
control for aircraft landing gear
[NASA-TP-2042] p0568 B82-31321
Laminar flow control, 1976 - 1982: A selected
annotated bibliography
[HASA-TB-84496] p0572 M82-31645
The noise impact of proposed runway alternatives
at Craig Airport
[BASA-TB-84503] p0574 B82-32080
Effect of nozzle and vertical-tail variables on
the performance of a 3-snrface p-15 aodel at
transonic Bach numbers[NASA-TP-2043J p0586 N82-32320
Soae design considerations for solar-pottered
aircraft[NASA-IP-1675J p0589 N82-32350
Decoupler pylon: King/store flutter suppressor[NASA-CASE-LAB-12468-I] p0592 H82-32373
Application of a transonic similarity rule to
correct the effects of sidewall boundary
layers in tiro-dimensional transonic Kind tunnels[NASA-TB-84847] p0594 H82-32384
Operational floK visualization techniques in the
Langley Onitary Plan Rind Tunnel
P0597 N82-3267I
Flo* visualization in the Langley 0.3-meter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel and preliminary
plans for the National Transonic Facility
p0597 H62-32677
Seeing through flovs in Langley's 0-3-neter
Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p0597 N82-32678
Flo* field studies using holographic
interferometry at Langley
p0598 B82-32682
Applications of a laser velociaeter in the
Langley 4- by 7-aeter tunnel
p0598 N82-32693
Laser Doppler velocimetry application in the
Langley 0.3-meter Transonic Cryogenic Tunnel
p0599 N82-32696
Velocity and flov angle measurements in the
Langley 0.3-aeter transonic cryogenic tunnel
using a laser transit anemometer
p0599 N82-32697
Some NTF laser velocimeter installation and
operation considerations
-- -- — - p0599 882-32698
Operational evaluation of a proppeller test
stand in the gniet flov facility at Langley
Besearch Center[KASA-TB-84523] p0600 N82-33149
Beasurements of mean static pressure and far
field acoustics of shock containing supersonicjets[8ASA-TB-8452I} p0600 B82-33I50
Langley test highlights, 1981[HASA-TB-84519] p0603 N82-33330
NASA research on viscous drag reduction[HASA-TB-84518] p0604 N82-33344
Family of airfoil shapes for rotating blades[BASA-CASE-LAB-12843-1) p0607 882-33372
Cryogenic vind tunnels: A selected, annotated
bibliography
[NASA-TB-84474] p0611 N82-33405
Besnlts from tests of three prototype general
aviation seats[NASA-TB-84533] p0613 N82-33733
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fleasured and calculated effects of angle of
attack on the transonic flatter of a
supercritical wing
[HASA-Tfl-83276] p0613 H82-33736
Supersonic jet noise generated by large scale
instabilities[BASA-TP-2072] p06!4 H82-34189
Circunferentially segmented duct lines optimized
for axisymmetric and standing nave sources[HASA-TP-2075] p06!4 882-34190
Simulation of the fluctuating field of a forced
Jet
[BASA-Tfl-84506] pfl« 15 882-34191
HATIOBAL ABBOBAOTICS AID SPACE ADOIBISTBATIOl.
LEilS BBSBABCH CEBTKB, CLEVBLABD, OHIO,
fiotor vake characteristics relevant to
rotor-stator interaction noise generation
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2031] pOOOB A82-10456
Thermal and flov analysis of a convection,
air-cooled ceranic coated porous aetal concept
for turbine vanes[ASBE PAPEfi 8I-HT-48] pOOI2 A82-10952
A suunary of T/SIOL inlet analysis methods
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2628] p0107 A82-16902
Propeller tip vortez - A possible contributor to
aircraft cabin noise
pOI13 A82-17603
Development and operating characteristics of an
advanced two-stage coobastor
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0191] p0116 A82-17833
the SASA BEBIT program - Developing nev concepts
for accurate flight planning[AIAA PAPEB 82-0340] pOH8 A62-17894
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal
filtration on rolling-elenent bearing life[ASHE PAPEB 81-LDB-35] p0127 A82-18436
Lov speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tandem-fan V/STOL nacelle[AIAA PAPEB 81-2627] pOI56 A82-I92IO
Thrust nodalation methods for a subsonic V/STOL
aircraft
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2633] p0156 A82-192I3
Comparison of tvo parallel/series flov tarbofan
propulsion concepts for supersonic V/STOL[AIAA PAPEB 81-2637] p0156 A82-19214
A real time Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSIOL piloted simulation evaluation[AIAA PAPEB 81-2663] pO 157 482-19221
Aeroelastic characteristics of a cascade of
Distuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
[ASHE PAPEB 8I-OET-I22] p0161 A82-19337
Aviation turbine fuel properties and their trends
p0163 A82-19623
Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flov combnstor[AIAA PAPEB 82-0192] pOI67 482-20291
Advanced subsonic transport propulsion
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0811] pOiafl 482-20871
Airline flight planning - The weather connection[SAE PAPEB 811067] p0231 482-24386
Influence of exit impedance on finite difference
solutions of transient acoustic mode
propagation in ducts[AS8E PAPEB 8I-BA/HCA-I3] p0235 482-29602
High frequency sound emission from moving point
maltipole sources embedded in arbitrary
transversely sheared mean flows
p0277 A82-26318
The role of modern control theory in the design
of controls for aircraft turbine engines
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0320] p0282 482-26526
Effect of mechanical surface and heat treatments
on erosion resistance
p0285 482-27071
Performance degradation of propeller/rotor
systems due to rime ice accretion[AIAA PAPEB 82-0286] p0297 A82-28322
Beasarement of aerodynamic vork during fan flutter
p0327 A82-28987
Application of computer generated color graphic
techniques to the processing and display of
three dimensional fluid dynamic data
p0328 482-29008
Environmental and high strain rate effects on
composites for engine applications[AIAA 82-0758] p0336 482-30118
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[AIAA 82-0696] p0339 A82-30162
Turbine blade nonlinear structural and life
analysis
[AIAA PAPEB 62-1056] p04 IS 482-34981
Experimental study of the effects of secondary
air on the emissions and stability of a lean
premixed combnstor
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1072] p04 15 A82-34992
Advancements in real-time engine simulation
technology
[4144 PAPEB 82-1075] p0416 A82-34995
HASA Broad Specification Fuels Combustion
Technology program - Pratt and Hhitney
Aircraft Phase I results and status
(AIAA PAPEB 82-1088] p0416 A82-34999
BASA/General Electric broad-specification fuels
combustion technology program - Phase I
results and status
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1089] p0416 A82-35000
In-flight acoustic results from an
advanced-design propeller at Bach numbers to 0.8
[AIAA PAPBB 82-IJ20] p0416 482-35017
Evaluation of fuel injection configurations to
control carbQQ and soot formation in small 61
combnstors
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1175] p0417 A82-3504 I
A computational design method for transonic
tnrbomachinery cascades
CASBE PAPEB 82-GT-I17] p0425 A82-35346
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor blading
[ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-I49J p0426 482-35373
HASA research in aircraft propulsion
[ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-177] p0426 A82-35389
The effect of rotor blade thickness and surface
finish on the performance of a small axial
flov turbine
[ASBE PAPEB 82-61-222] p0428 A82-35409
Structural dynamics of shroudless, hollow, fan
blades vith composite in-lays
[A5BE PAPEB 82-SI-284] p0430 A82-35456
Composite containment systems for jet engines
p0435 A82-37062
Kevlar/PBB-15 polyimide matrix composite for a
complex shaped DC-9 drag reduction fairing[AIAA PAPEB 82-1047] p0437 A82-37678
Optical tip clearance sensor for aircraft engine
controls
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1131] p0438 A82-37691
Aerodynamic performance of high turning core
turbine vanes in a tvo-dimensional cascade[ A I A A PAPEB 82-1288] p0439 A82-37716
Performance of PTFB-lined composite journal
bearings
[4SLE PBEPBIHT 82-AH-IA-l] p0443 A82-37854
Geometrical aspects of the tribological
properties of graphite fiber reinforced
polyimide composites[iSLE PBEPBIBT 82-AB-5A-2] p0443 A82-37855
H4S4 research in supersonic propulsion - A
decade of progress
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1048] p0497 A82-40417
Propulsion opportunities for future commuter
aircraft[AIAA PAPEB 82-1049] p0497 A82-404I8
Summary and recent results from the HASA
advanced high-speed propeller research program[AIAA PAPEB 82-1119] p0497 A82-40419
Performance of a 2D-CD nonaxisymmetric exhaust
nozzle on a turbojet engine at altitude
[AIAA PAPEB 82-1137] p0497 A82-40420
Comparison of experimental and analytic
performance for contoured endvall stators[AIAA PAPEB 82-1286] p0497 A82-40422
TF34 Convertible Engine System Technology Program
p0499 A82-40521
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
p0508 A82-40921
tov speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tamden-fan V/STOL nacelle
[HASA-TB-82728] p0034 H82-U042
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
fSASA-I8-82725] p0034 H82-1 1043
Selected bibliography of HACA-HASA aircraft
icing publications
[HASA-TB-81651] p0035 S82-11053
Integrated analysis of engine structures
[HASA-TB-82713] p0041 882-11491
Progress in protective coatings for aircraft gas
turbines: A Beviev of BASA sponsored research
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[BASA-Tfl-82740] p0090 B82-12216
thrust modulation methods far a subsonic V/SIOL
aircraft
[BASA-Tfl-82747] p0098 B82-UH2
Effect of fuel-air-ratio nonnniformity on
emissions of nitrogen oxides
[SASA-IP-1798] p0099 B82-I3I43
A real tine Pegasus propulsion system model for
VSIOL piloted simulation evaluation
[BASA-TB-82770] p O l O O 862-13144
BASA research in aircraft propulsion
[ BASA-Tfl-8277 I ] pOlOO 862-13146
Effect of vacuum ezhaost pressure on the
performance of BED ducts at high 0-field
CBASA-TB-82750] p O I O I B82- 13908
Gas turbine cera»ic-coated-vane concept with
convection-cooled porous aetal core
[BASA-1P-I942] pOI34 1182-14090
The use of optimization techniques to design
controlled diffusion compressor blading
[BASA-TB-82763] p0134 B82-14094
Application of integration algorithms in a
parallel processing environment for the
simulation of jet engines
[BASA-TB-82746] pOI38 M82-14849
Computer program for aerodynamic and blading
design of multistage axial-flow compressors
[SASA-rP-19»6] pOI4 l H8 2-1503 9
Effect of fuel injector type on performance and
emissions of reverse-flow conbnstor
CNASA-IP-1945] p0141 B82-1S040
Interactive-graphic flovpath plotting for
turbine engines
[BASA-Tfl-82756] p0142 H82-15041
High temperature electronic requirements in
aeropropulsion systems[E-708] pOI46 B82- 15313
Bole of optical computers in aeronautical
control applications
p0147 S82-15897
Application of image processing techniques to
fluid flow data analysis
[BASA-TB-82760] p0187 H82-16049
BASA research activities in aeropropulsion
[HASA-TB-82788] pO 190 1182- 16084
Boise of the SB-3 propeller model at 2 deg and 4
deg angle of attack[BASA-IH-82738] pOI94 H82-16808
A shock nave approach to the noise of supersonic
propellers[BASA-TH-82752] p0194 B82-16809
Effects of fan inlet temperature disturbances on
the stability of a tnrbofan engine
[BASA-TB-82699] p0256 H82-18222







Dilution jet behavior in the turn section of a
reverse flow combnster[BASA-TH-82776] p0266 B82-19220
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor vith rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1-63 and 1.78, respectively, and with
design pressure ratio of 1.82 — -
CBASA-TP-1974] p02£6 B82-19222
Effect of facility variation on the acoustic
characteristics of three single stream nozzles
[BASA-TB-81635] p0270 H82- 19944
Identification of multivariable high performance
turbofan engine dynamics from closed loop data
[BASA-TB-82785] p0307 B82-20339
Elastic-plastic finite-element analyses of
thermally cycled double-edge wedge specimens
CBASA-TP-1973] p0308 H82-20566
Ozone and aircraft operations
p0311 B82-2II45
HASl/Lewis Research Center Icing Sesearch Program
pOSII B82-2II48
Cold-air performance of a 15.41-cm-tip-diaaeter
axial-flow power turbine with variable-area
stator designed for a 75-kI automotive gas
turbine engine
[BASA-Ifl-82644] p0316 B82-2I193
Preliminary results on perforaance testing of a
turbocharged rotary combustion engine
tBASA-TH-82772] P03I6 B82-21I94
Analytical investigation of nonrecoverable stall
CBASA-TB-82792] p03!7 B82-21195
A preliminary comparison between the SB-3
propeller noise in flight and in a wind tunnel
CBASA-Tfl-82805] P0322 B82-2J998
The role of modern control theory in the design
of controls for aircraft turbine engines
[BASA-IB-82815] p0354 B82-22262
Performance of single-stage axial-flow transonic
compressor with rotor and stator aspect ratios
of 1.63 and 1.77, respectively, and with
design pressure ratio of 2.05
(BASA-fP-2001] p0355 B82-22269
HASA/HAA Advanced Botorcraft Technology and lilt
Botor lorkshop. Volume 5: Propulsion Session
fBiSA-Ifl-84207] p0368 B82-23241
Experimental and analytical results of
tangential blowing applied to a subsonic
Y/STOL inlet
[BASA-TB-82847] p0393 B82-24I65
A piecewise linear state variable technique for
real time propulsion system simulation
[BASA-la-82851] p0395 B82-2420I
Future propulsion opportunities for commuter
airplanes
[BASA-TB-82880] p0396 B82-24203
A status renew of SASA's COS AH (Conservation Of
Strategic Aerospace Materials) program
CBASA-Tfl-82852] p0397 B82-24326
Development of high-speed rolling-element
bearings. A historical and technical
perspective
[BASA-TB-82884] p0398 B82-24497
Nonlinear structural and life analyses of a
combnstor liner
[BASA-TH-82846] p0398 B82-24501
Evaluation of inelastic constitutive models for
nonlinear structural analysis
[BASA-lfl-82845] p0398 B82-24502
Aeroacoustic performance of an externally blown
flap configuration with several flap noise
suppression devices
[BASA-TP-1995] p0400 B82-24942
SIGSIK: A computer code for predicting
multistage axial flow compressor perforaance
by a meanline stage stacking method
[BASA-IF-2020] p0408 B82-25250
Exhaust emissions survey of a tnrbofan engine
for flame holder swirl type angmentors at
simulated altitude flight conditions
£SASA-Tfl-82787] P0408 882-25255
Lubricant effects on efficiency of a helicopter
transmission
[BASA-TB-82857] p0412 B82-25520
Summary and recent results from the BASA
advanced Sigh Speed Propeller Besearch Program
[BASA-lfl-82891] p0447 B82-262I9
Laser anemometer measurements in an annular
cascade of core turbine vanes and comparison
with theory
[BASA-TP-2018] p0447 B82-26234
Thrust reverser for a long duct fan engine
[BASA-CASB-LEB-13199-1] p0453 882-26293
Seal time pressure signal system for a rotary
engine
[BASA-CASE-LEB-13622-1] P0453 B82-26294
Development potential of Intermittent Combustion(I.e.) aircraft engines for commuter transport -
applications
[HASA-T8-82869] p0453 B82-26297
Propulsion opportunities for future commuter
aircraft
[BASA-TB-82915] p0454 B82-26298
Comparison of experimental and analytical
performance for contoured endwall stators
[BASA-IB-82877] pO«54 B82-26299
BASA research in supersonic propulsion: A
decade of progress
[HASA-TS-82862] p0454 B82-26300
Experiments on fuel heating for commercial
aircraft
[BASA-TB-82878] p04S9 B82-26483
Bird impact analysis package for turbine engine
fan blades
[BASA-TB-82831] p0460 B82-26701
Bibliography of Lewis fiesearch Center technical
publications announced in 1981
(SASA-IS-82838J p0462 882-27191
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QCSEE under-the-ving engine acoustic data
[BASA-Tfl-82691] p0472 882-27311
Effect of some nitrogen compounds thermal
stability of jet A
[BASA-TB-82908] p0476 B82-27519
A summary of V/STOL inlet analysis methods
[BASA-TH-82885] p052l 882-28249
Beliability aodel for planetary gear
[NASA-TB-82859] pOS29 H82-28643
Advances in high-speed rolling-eleaent bearings
[SASA-TB-82910] p0529 882-28644
QCSEE over-the-ving engine acoustic data
[NASA-TB-82708] p0536 H82-29324
Aircraft icing research at MASA
[BASA-TH-82919] p0558 H82-30297
High teaperature composites- status and future
directions
[BASA-Tfl-82929] p0559 B82-30336
Environmental and High-Strain Bate effects on
composites for engine applications
[HASA-IB-82882] p0571 H82-3 1449
Development and utilization of a laser
velocimeter system for a large transonic Hind
tunnel
[BASA-IH-82886] p0572 H82-3I663
Large displacements and stability analysis of
nonlinear propeller structures
[BASA-TB-82850] p0572 B82-3I707
Bough analysis of installation effects on
turboprop noise
[HASA-lfl-82924] p0574 B82-32082
Thermodynanic and transport combustion
properties of hydrocarbons vith air. Part I:
Properties in SI units
[NASA-IP-1906] • pOS74 H82-32186
Ihermodynaoic and transport combustion
properties of hydrocarbons vith air. Part 2:
Compositions corresponding to Kelvin
temperature schedules in part 1
[NASA-IP-1907] p057S N82-32187
Thermodynamic and transport combustion
properties of hydrocarbons vith air. Part 3:
Properties in OS customary units
[NASA-IP-1906] p0575 B82-32188
Thermodynamic and transport combustion
properties of hydrocarbons vith air. Part 4:
Compositions corresponding to Bankine
temperature schedules in part 3
[BASA-TP-1909] p0575 H82-321B9
Active clearance control system for a tnrbomachine
[BASA-CASE-LEU-12938-1] p0591 H82-32366
Characterization of an Experimental Beferee
Broadened Specification (EBBS) aviation
turbine fuel and EBBS fuel blends
[HASA-TB-82883] p0595 S82-32504
Propeller flov visualization techniques
p0597 N82-32672
Status of laser anemometry in tnrbomachinery
research at the Levis Besearch Center
pOS98 B82-32686
Development of a laser velocimeter Cor a large
transonic vind tunnel
p0598 B82-32688
Seeding considerations for an LV system in a
large transonic Bind tunnel
p0598 N82-32689
LV measurements vith an advanced turboprop
p0598 H82-32690
Kinematic precision of gear trains
[BASA-TB-82887] p0599 B82-32733
Automated procedure for developing hybrid
computer simulations of turbofan engines.
Part 1: General description
[HASA-IP-1851] p0600 H82-33020
Botor tip clearance effects on overall and
blade-element performance of axial-flow
transonic fan stage
[BASA-1P-2049] p0609 H82-33389
Nonlinear constitutive theory for turbine engine
structural analysis
p0613 B82-33744
BATIO1AL ABBOBAOTICS ABO SPACE AOBIHISTBAIIOB.
BABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CBBIBB. HOBtSVILLE, ALA.
An airport vind shear detection and varning
system using Doppler radar
p0003 A82-10220
The influence of turbulence models on
computer-simulated aircraft landing
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0342] p0119 A82-17896
Fiscal year 1981 scientific and technical
reports, articles, papers, and presentations
[BASA-Tfl-82445]
 P0195 882-16927
Proceedings: Fifth Annual Borkshop on
Beteorological and Environmental Inputs to
Aviation Systems
[BASA-CP-2I92J p0310 H82-2I139
The Barshall Space Flight Center KC-135 zero
gravity test program for FT 1981
[HASA-TB-82476] p0458 882-26350
Oiffnser/ejector system for a very high vacuum
environment
[8ASA-CASE-BFS-I579I-I] p0613 H82-337I2
BAHOBAL ABBOBAOIICS ABO SPACE ADBIBISXBAXIOH.
PASAOBBA OFFICE. CALIF.
Synthetic aperture radar target simulator
tHASA-CASE-BPO-15024-1] p0031 882-10286
BAtlOBAL AEBOBAOIICS ABO SPACE ADBIBISTBAIIOH.
RALLOPS FLIGHT CBBXBB, IALLOPS ISLABO. 7A.
A unique integrated flight testing facility for
advanced control/display research
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2490] p0058 A82- 13919
Telemetry Computer System at Hallops Flight Center
p0290 A82-27I88
Automated Pilot Advisory System
[8ASA-TH-73296] pO140 882-15027
Baseline monitoring using aircraft laser ranging
[NASA-Id-73298] p0529 882-28690
BAHOBAL AEBOSPACE LAB., AHSTEBDAH (BETBEBLABDS).
The effect of visual information on manual
approach and landing
[BLB-HP-80019-0] p0087 882-12064
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/ving interference
P0096 882-13090
A method for measuring takeoff and landing
performance of aircraft, using an inertial
sensing system
[BLB-HP-80036-0] pOI33 882-14084
BOLH computers in the flight testing of the
Fokker F29 aircraft
POI38 882-14839
Theory and experiment in unsteady aerodynamics
[NLB-BP-80046-a] pOI99 882-17128
A vind tunnel study of the flutter
characteristics of a supercritical ving
[HLB-BP-81002-0] p0199 882-17129
A control model for maneuvering flight for
application to a computer-flight testing program
p0249 B82-I8I53
Trends in airline avionics
[BLB-HP-800I3-B] p0256 B82-18220
A method for applying linear optimal control
theory to the design of a regulator for a
flexible aircraft
IBLB-TB-80032-0] p0265 882-19212
Beviev of aeronautical fatigue investigations in
the Netherlands, March 1979 - February 1981
[BLB-HP-81006-0] p0343 882-22153
Aeroelastic properties of vings in transonic flov
[BLB-BP-81005-0] p0350 882-22224
Engineering property comparisons of 7050-173651,
7010-T7651 and 7(110-173651 aluminum alloy plate
ISLB-BP-80047-0] p0357 882-22360
Calculation of the contributions of air traffic
and road traffic to air pollution in the
region of Schiphol airport in 1974
[NLB-IH-77100-0] p0358 882-22808
Comparison of reliability, sensitivity and
accuracy of some BDI-Technignes
(BLB-BP-80039-0] p0371 882-23542
Some case studies and the significance of
fatigue thresholds
CBLB-BP-81015-0] p0371 882-23561
Comparison betveen probability of detection,
sensitivity, and accuracy of five
nondestructive inspection methods
[NLB-BP-81038-0] p0398 882-24500
Modified version of LTBAB2: A calculation method
for inviscid transonic flov about thin
airfoils in moderately slov unsteady motion
[BLB-TB-80059-0] p0406 882-25231
Comparison of boundary layer calculations for
the root section of a ving. The September
1979 Amsterdam Borkshop test case
[NLB-BP-80028-0] p0406 B82-25232
Boll response criteria for transport aircraft
vith advanced flight control systems in the
C-36
COBPOBATB SOOBCB IBDBI BAIIOBAL TBABSPOBIATIOS SAFBTI BOABD,
landing approach and touchdown
[HlB-fB-80 103-D] pOOlO H82-25265
A planning system for F-16 air-to-snzface missions
p(W71 B82-27297
Evaluation of an experimental technique to
investigate the effects of the engine position
on engine/pylon/ving interference
[BLB-BP-81020-0] p052l B82-28262
A finite difference uetbod for the calculation
of transonic flov about a wing, based on small
perturbation theory
[BLB-TB-8I03I-0] p0522 H82-28263
laproved 243 BBz homing antenna systei for use
on helicopters
[BLB-HP-61022-0] p0523 B82-28276
The determination of gast loads on nonlinear
aircraft using a power spectral density approach
[BLB-TB-80 123-03 p0526 B82-28303
Prediction of fatigue crack growth rates under
variable loading using a simple crack closure
model
CBLB-HP-81023-0) p0529 182-28685
Implementable differential equations for
nonlinear filtering
lBLB-HP-81037 0] p0600 182-33120
BATIOBAL AEBOSPACE LIB., IOKIO (JAPAB).
Hen estimation method for flutter or divergence
boundary from random responses at snbcritical
speeds
CHAL-TB-667T) p0034 H82-11034
A study on numerical method for evaluating
spanvise integral in subsonic lifting-surface
theory
[HAL-TB-66IT] p0034 H82-11035
sew molding method of three-dimensional hollo*
photoelastic model and centrifugal stress
analysis of air cooled turbine blade model
[HAL-TB-427T] p0037 H82-11067
Construction and performance of HAL
tvo-dimensional transonic mnd tunnel
[BAL-TB-647] p0089 S82-12083
An aerodynamic design and the overall stage
performance of an air-cooled axial-flow turbine
[HAL-IB-32II] p0097 B82-13109
some experimental investigations on transonic
flutter characteristics of thin plate Hing
models with sveptback and tapered tips
[H&L-TB-682] pOI87 882-16050
A nev method of estimating the lateral nail
effect on the airfoil incidence due to the
suction at side vails
[BAL-TB-680] p0198 H82-I7123
surveys of flow-field around empennage of the
HAL STOL-research-aircraft model
[BAL-TB-677] p0198 H82-17124
A velocity vector measuring system with 13
asymmetric vedge type yavmeters
[HAL-TB-674] P02I3 882-17477
Acoustic fatigue endurance test of USB flap
structure models at elevated temperature
[HAL-TB-683] p0269 B82-19570
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet ving/flap
interactions of the external OSB configuration
of STOl aircraft. Part 2: Full scale model
experiment using FJB7IO turbofan engine
[SAL-TH-687T-PT-2] p0270 H82-19945
Aerodynamic characteristics of the external OSB
povered lift system using side fences for
enhancement of Coanr*a flow attachment
[HiL-TB-686T] P0349 B82-222I2
Experiment on active flutter suppression of a
cantilever King
[BAL-TB-690] p03S6 082-22282
Aerodynamic noise generated by jet-wing/flap
interactions of the external OSB configuration
of STOL aircraft. Part I: Eight percent
scale cold-flow model analysis
CSAL-TB-685T] p0359 B82-22953
BATIOBAL BOBEAO OF STiBDABDS. BASBIBGTOB, B.C.
Evaluation of methods for characterizing surface
topography of models for high Beynolds number
wind-tunnels
[A1AA 82-0603} p0238 A82-2467S
Burricane-induced vind loads
(CB82-I32267) p0476 H82-27548
•ATIOBAL CEBIBB FOB ATBOSPEBBIC BESBABCB. BOOLDBB.
COLO.
An airport wind shear detection and varning
system using Doppler radar
p0003 A82- 10220
Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air
radar detection of low-level vind shear
P0004 A82-I022I
Simulation of phngoid excitation due to
hazardous vind shear
CAIAl PAPEB 82-0215] p0117 A82-17844
The Joint Airpprt leather Studies Project
P0311 B82-21152
An evaluation of the Bosemonnt ice detector for
cloud water content measurements
[PB82-158833] p0536 S82-29321
•AtlOIAL DBFBICB ACADEI1I. TOKOSOEA (JAPAB).
Optimum performance and vake geometry of
co-axial rotor in hover
p0249 B82-18156
BATIOBAL DEFESCE BEADQOABtBBS, OTTABA (OBTABIO).
Compressor stall inducing installation effects
of an engine control parameter for the CF-5
aircraft
p0095 H82-13085
BATIOBAL GAS IOBBIBB BSTABLISHBBBI, PZBSIOCE
(EIGLAID).
Prediction and measurement of time-variant,
three-dimensional flovs in military aircraft
intakes
p0093 H82-13069
BA1IOIAL IBST. FOB ABROIAOTICS ABO SISIBBS
XBCBBOLOGI, PBETOBIA (SOOIB AFBICA).
Design of dynamically-scaled, asymmetrical vind
tunnel models
[BIASI-78/18] p0356 H82-22285
SATIOBAL HECBAIICAL EI6IBEBBII6 BBSBABCB IBSI..
PBEIOBIA (SOOTB AFBICA).
Ose of composite materials for helicopter rotor
blades
[PB82-I2404I] p0316 H82-2119I
BATIOBAL OCEAB SOBTEI. BOCKVILLE, HO.
Onited States Coast Pilot 9. Pacific and Arctic
Coasts Alaska: Cape Spencer to Beaufort Sea
[PB82-I09562] p0254 882-18201
BAII01AL OCEABIC ABD AIHOSPHEBIC ADHIHISIBAIIOB,
BOOLOBB, COLO.
Development of a clear air radar to detect
meteorological hazards at airports
[AD-AI08236] p0260 B82-18835
Evaluation of a meteorological airborne pulse
Ooppler radar
[PB82-156860] p0562 B82-30820
BAIIOHAL OCEABIC USD AIBOSPBEBIC ADHIBISTBATIOB.
BOBBAI. OKLA.
Doppler radar-research and application to
aviation flight safety. 1977 - 1979
CAD-A109845] p0303 B82-20I63
Field program operations: Turbulence and gust
front
[AD-A115447] p0562 H82-30804
BATIOBAL BBSBABCB CODICIL OF CAIADA, OTTAiA
(OBTABIO) .
Compressor stall inducing installation effects
of an engine control parameter for the CF-5
aircraft
p0095 H82-13085
Some piloting experiences vith multifunction
isometric side-arm controllers in a helicopter
P0365 B82-23218
Evaluations of helicopter instrument-flight
handling qualities
[AD-A114004] p0524 N82-28285
BATIOBAL SEVBBE STOBSS LAB., BOBBAB. OKLA.
An airport vind shear detection and varning
system using Doppler radar
p0003 A82-10220
Instrumented aircraft verification of clear-air
radar detection of low-level vind shear
p0004 A82-10221
Considerations for optimum siting of BBXBAD to
detect convective phenomena hazardous to
terminal air navigation, part I
[DOT/FAA/BD-82/56] p0586 B82-32329
1ATIOBAL TBAMSPOBTAIIOI SAFETY BOABD, BASBIBSTOB.
D. C.
Special investigation report. Search and rescue
procedures and arming of emergency locator
transmitter: Aircraft accident near Hichigan
City, Indiana. 7 December, 1980
[PB81-249427] p0188 H82-16058
Aircraft accident report - Universal Airvays,
Inc., Beech 65-A80/Excalibnr Conversion,
C-37
BATIOBAL 8BATBKR SBBVXCB, COBPOBATB SOOBCB ZUBZ
B1000V, near Badisonville, Texas, July 2. 1981
[BISB-AAB-81-17J pOI99 H82-17138
Aircraft icing avoidance and protection
[PB82-108I35] p0200 H82-17I39
Special investigation report: Evacuation of
Doited airlines DC-8-61, Sky Harbor
International Airport, Phoenix, Arizona,
December 29, 1980
[PB82-1I56I9] p0351 882-22236
Beviev of rotorcraft accidents 1977-1979
[PB82-I15601] p03SI 182-22237
Cabin safety in large transport aircraft
[PB82-129297] p0464 882-27214
Briefs of accidents, involving
corporate/executive aircraft, 0.5. general
aviation, 1979
[PB82-138967] p0464 B82-27245
Briefs of accidents involving missing and
missing later recovered aircraft, U.S. general
aviation, 1979
CPB82-138959] p0464 H82-27246
Briefs of accidents involving alcohol as a
cause/factor, O.S- general aviation, 1979
CPB82- 138942] p0465 882-27247
Briefs of fatal accidents involving weather as a
cause/factor. 0.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138934] p046S B82-27248
Briefs of accidents involving rotorcraft, 0.5.
general aviation, 1979
CPB82-138926] p0465 H82-27249
Briefs of accidents involving turbine powered
aircraft, OS general aviation, 1979
[PB82-I389I8] p046S 882-27250
Briefs of accidents involving midair collisions:
O.S. general aviation, 1979(PB82-138900] p0465 H82-27251
Listing of aircraft accidents/incidents by make
and model, O.S. civil aviation, 1979
CPB82-138892] p0465 882-27252
Annual revieii of aircraft accident data: O.S.
air carrier operations, 1979
[PB82-134339] p0465 H82-27253
Briefs of fatal accidents involving fixed-Hing
multi-engine aircraft, O.S. General Aviation,
1979
[PB82-139007] p0465 H82-27254
Briefs of accidents involving computer air
carriers and on-demand air taxi operations,
O.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138991] p0465 882-27255
Briefs of accidents involving aerial application
operations, O.S. general aviation, 1979
(PB82-138983] p0465 B82-27256
Briefs of accidents involving aaatear/home built
aircraft, O.S. general aviation, 1979
[PB82-138975] p0466 882-27257
Briefs of accidents involving gliders, O.S. ,
general aviation, 1979
[PB82-1390I5] p0466 B82-27258
Special investigation report: Air traffic
control system
[PB82-136276] p0523 H82-28277
Annual revie* of aircraft accident data: OS
general aviation calendar fear 1979
[PB82-I36250]
 P0532 H82-29278
BACIOBAL IBATBBB SBBVICB. SILVBB SPBIBG. HD.
Automated Lou-cost leather Observation System(ALHOS)
[AD-AI17447] p0614 H82-33954
BAVAL ACADBBX. AMAPOLIS, BO.
Progress on lov altitude cloud icing research
P03II H82-2II47
BAVAL AIB DBVBLOPBBBT CBITBB, lABBIBSfBH. PA.
Investigation of functional commonality of
avionics systems in naval aircraft
[AO-A105503] pOI33 B82-I4088
A generalized escape system simulation computer
program: A user's manual
[AO-A106152] p0187 882-16055
Becent developments in materials and processes
for aircraft corrosion control
P0212 882-17361
Corrosion in naval aircraft electronic systems
P0212 882-17363
Physiological acceptability tests of the SJO-5/A
ejection seat: Second physiological
acceptance demonstration
(AO-A108688] P0253 882-18194
Development of an ejection seat ballast block
for the S-3A aircraft
[AD-A109808) P0303 882-20161
Development of a supported airbag ejection
restraint (S4BES) for «indblast protection{AD-A109807] p0303 S82-20162
A short takeoff performance computer program
[AD-A109861] p0304 882-20179
Development of longitudinal equivalent system
models for selected OS Bavy tactical aircraft
[AD-A109488] p0306 H82-20189
VIOL and VSSOL handling qualities
specifications, an overview of the current
status
P0364 882-23209
Statistical review of counting accelerometer
data for Bavy and Barine fleet aircraft from 1
January 1962 to 30 June 1981
[AD-AI10660] p0407 882-25243
Current ADB restraint system status, trade-off
constraints and long range objectives for the
Baximnm Performance Ejection System (BPES)
[AD-A112645] p0464 882-27238
An oxygen enriched air system for the AV-8A
Barrier
[AD-A1I2334] p0464 882-27239
Development of a backpack survival kit for
ejection seats
[AD-A113653] p0464 B82-27242
Corrosion tests with HIL-H-83282 and HIL-H-6083
aircraft hydraulic fluids
[AD-AI12437] p0475 882-27506
Titanium surface treatments for adhesive bonding
[AD-A 114710] p0560 882-30378
Beplacement of aboard naval aircraft
[AD-A115782] P0590 882-32356
User's guide for the rotorcraft flight
simulation computer program C81, A6AP80
version, CDC conversion
[AD-AI15801] p0594 882-32388
Survey and update of F- I4A mission profiles for
TF30 engine usage
[AD-AI I683I ] P0603 B82-33337
The AIDS/F-18 diftractive BOD
[AD-AI16026] p0608 B82-33382
8AVAL AIB EB6IBEBBIB6 CB8TBB. LAEBHOBSX, B.J,
Investigation of crossdeck pendant catapult slot
interaction; proposed corrective measures
[AD-A108149] P0258 B82-18232
Application of wear debris analysis to aircraft
hydraulic systems
[AD-A115060] p0558 B82-30305
BAVAL AIB PBOPOISIOB ZBST CBBCEB. SBBBXOB. 8,J.
Botor fragment protection program: Statistics
on aircraft gas turbine ngine rotor failures
that occurred in 0.S. commercial aviation
during 1978
[BASA-CB-165388] p0473 882-27316
A method for designing inlet distortion screens
for aircraft gas turbine engine tests using an
interactive computer program
[AD-AI 16584] p0569 882-31325
BAVAL AIB SISIBBS COBBABD, BaSBIBGTOB. D. C.
Ground effect hover characteristics of a
large-scale twin tilt-nacelle V/STOL model
[AIAL PAPEB 81-2609] p0155 482-19201
Aerodynamic characteristics of a large-scale,
twin tilt-nacelle V/S10L model
[AIAA PAPEB 81-0150] p0482 A82-38443
A tutorial on distributed processing in
aircraft/avionics applications
p0196 882-17089
Economic considerations for real-time naval
aircraft/avionics distributed computer control
systems
P0196 882-17097
Conformal antenna array design handbook
[AD-A110091] p0322 B82-21483
The military flying qualities specification, a
help or a hindrance to good fighter design
P0346 882-22190
Attack and en route avionics for in-veather
opera tioos
P0471 882-27300
BAVAL AIB IBSX CBBIBB. PATOIBBt BIVBB, HD.
ALQ-164 POD/AV-8C environmental evaluation
flight test[AD-AIIOI98] p03!4 H82-21178
C-38
COBPOBAIE SOOSCB IIDBX IBBBASKA OUT..
BATAL AIBCBAFT HATBBIALS LAB., PLBBTLABDS (BBGLABD).
Baintenance problems in gas turbine components
at the Boyal HaTal aircraft lard. Pleetlands
p0345 882-22175
BATAL BIOOIIiBICS LIB., IBi OBLEABS. LI.
Attribute requirements for a simulated flight
scenario microcomputer test
[AD-A115676) p0590 B82-32389
BATAL COASTAL SISIBBS CBBTBB. FABABA CITI, FLA,
A balanced active antenna and impulse noise
blanket system for the Beydist I radio
navigation receiver
[AD-AII4074] p0468 882-27275
BATAL OCBAB BBSBABCB AID DBTBLOPBEIT ACTIVITY., B4I
St. 1001S, HISS.
Structure and variability of the Alboran Sea
frontal system
pOI68 A82-20447
•AVAL OCBAI SISIBBS CEBIBB. SAI OIB60, CALIF.
Portable air driven variable speed fiber optic
cable termination polisher
CAD-A 104797] p009l 882-12448
Project Sea Bunt: A report on prototype
development and tests
(AD-A109510] p0302 H82-20I60
BAVAL FOSI6BADOAIB SCHOOL. HOITBBBI, CALIF.
A proposed flight safety program for the Korean
Air Force
[AD-A102373] p0025 H82-10023
Subsonic cascade *ind tunnel tests using a
compressor configuration of DCA blades
[AD-A104597] P0038 B82-11069
An investigation of the combustion process in
solid fuel ramjets
[AD-AI04603] pOOOO 882-11232
Compilation of abstracts of dissertations
theses, and research papers submitted by
candidates for degrees, 1 October 1979 - 30
September 1980
[AD-AI04I24] p O I O I 882-13974
A summary of the Haval Postgraduate School
Besearch Program
(AD-A 104112] pOI02 882-13975
Foreign object damage in naval aircraft engines
[AD-A105787] pOI35 182-14098
Combustion behavior of solid fuel ramjets.
volume 1: correlation of reacting and
non-reacting flov characteristics
[AD-A10606I] pOI36 182-14316
Cannibalization of the F- 14 and S-3A aircraft:
A viable logistic
CAD-A111207] p0393 182-24163
A laboratory evaluation of the suitability of a
xenon flashtobe signal as an aid-to-navigation
[AD-A110729] p0449 I82-2626S
Effect on fuel efficiency of parameter
variations in the cost function for
mnltivariable control of a tnrbofan engine
[AD-A 110614] p0454 B82-26301
Performance of multiple, angled nozzles irith
short mixing stack eductor systems
(AD-A 110817] p0454 182-26302
Combustion behavior of solid fuel Bamjets.
Volume 2: Effects of fuel properties and
fuel-air mixing on combustion efficiency
[AO-A110796] P0454 882-26303
Blade tip gap effects in tnrbomachines: A review
[AD-AM1892] P0455 182-26308
Design of a data acquisition and reduction
system for fatigue testing
(AD-A 110612] P0461 182-26720
Proposed research tasks for the redaction of
human error in naval aviation mishaps
[AD-AI12339] p0464 182-27241
flodeling solid-fuel Bamjet combustion including
radiation heat transfer to the fuel surface
(AD-A10744 I) p0475 182-27436
An investigation of engine and test cell
operating conditions on the effectiveness of
smoke suppressant fuel additives
[AD-A112800] p0476 882-27527
A preliminary analysis of TF34-100/400 jet
engine rework data in support of the BBP
system implementation at BABF Alameda
[AD-A114452] pOSSS 182-30308
The lateral response of an airship to turbulence
[AD-A11S197] P0559 882-30312
Flo* control for a high energy laser turret
using trapped vortices
[AD-A115263] p0561 B82-30547
An investigation of the effects of smoke
suppressant fuel additives on engine and test
cell exhaust gas opacities
[AD-A1I6171] pOS71 H82-31548
•AVAL BBSBABCB LAB.. iASHHSIOI. D. C.
Seneration of electrostatic charge in fuel
handling systems: A literature survey
[AD-AI06056] p0137 882-14454
Function specifications for the A-7E Function
Driver module
(AD-AI07922J p0203 B82-17I73
A-7B software module guide
[AD-A108649] p0260 B82- 18920
Computer-program model for predicting
horizontally and vertically polarized VLF
atmospheric radio noise at elevated receivers
[AD-A109448] p0307 B82-20384
Progress on Ion altitude cloud icing research
* p03ll 882-21147
Evaluation of three percent Aqueous Film Forming
Foam (AFFF) concentrates as fire fighting agents
[AD-AI10821] p0411 882-25402
Life enhancement of Haval systems through
advanced materials
[AD-AI14722] P0560 882-30404
BATAL SHIP BBSBABCB AID DBVBLOPBEBT CBBIEB,
ABIAPOLIS. BO.
Foundations for computer simulation of a Ion
pressure oil flooded single screw air compressor
[AD-A 108230] p0268 882-19391
•ATAL SBIP BBSBABCB ABD DBVBLOPBEBT CBBTEB.
BBIBBSDA. BD.
Proceedings of the 12th Bavy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume 1
[AD-AI1I763] p0463 882-27225
Correcting for turbulence effects on average
velocity measurements made using five hole
spherical pitot tube probes
[AD-A112573] p0470 882-27290
Proceedings of the 12th Bavy Symposium on
Aeroballistics, volume 2
(AD-AI 11783] P0472 882-27312
Lift system and fan performance of air cushion
supported vehicles
[AD-AI 17363] p06!2 882-33570
IATAL SOBFACB 8BAPOBS CEBIBB. DAHL6BBB, TA,
Doppler test results of experimental GPS receiver
(AD-A113587] p0468 882-27274
IATAL SOBF1CS BBAPOBS CBBTBB. WHITE OAK, BD,
Polynrethane foams for aircraft shock mounts.
3: Vibration damping by polyether foams
[AD-A104496] p0040 882-11212
Comparison of numerical results and measured
data for smooth and indented nosetips
[AD-AI11794] p0460 B82-26619
Effects of canopy geometry and cloth
permeability on the drag coefficient of a
cross parachute in the fully open and reefed
conditions for a B/A ratio of 0.3
[AD-AII5046] p0557 B82-30293
•ATAL TBAIBIHG AIALXSIS AID BT1LOATIOI GBOOP,
OBLAIDO, FLA.
Chief of Baval Air Training automated management
information system (CABIS) users guide
[AD-AI 15852] p0603 882-33280
BAVAL IBAIBXB6 BQOXPBBK CBBTBB. OBLAiDO. FLA.
visual technology research simulator, visual and
motion system dynamics
[AD-A11I80I] p0457 H82-26325
Computer program for analysis of spherical
screen distortion
[AD-A1I3I36] p0527 882-28309
Computer architecture study for VTITS simulators
[AD-A115006] p0564 882-30953
Design of a microprocessor-controlled linkage
for simulator applications
[AD-A11S421] pOS64 B82-30954
Bath model description for the Visual Technology
Besearch Simulator (VIBS) conventional takeoff
and landing (CTOL) weapon delivery visual system
[AD-A117141] p061l 882-33407
IATAL BBAPOBS CBBTBB, CHIIA LAKE, CALIF.
F/A-18 weapons system support facilities
p0198 882-17120
Fuel-rich plume combustion
[AD-A108 136] p0258 882-18349
BBBBASEA OBIT.. LIBCOLB,
Improvements and extensions of the Geometrical
C-39
SBTIOSK ABAL7SIS COBP... COBPOBAZE SQDBCB IBDSX
Dilation of Precision (GDOP) concept for
selecting navigation aeasorenents
[10-4108607] p0253 HS2-18197
HBIiOBK ABALXSIS COBP.. TIBBBA. TA.
Bational Airspace Data Interchange network




Demonstration of radar reflector detection and
ground clatter sappression asing airborne
veather and napping radar
pOSOO 482-40532
• El 4EBSEX IISI, OF TECH., BBiABK.
Predictive model for jet engine test cell opacity
[4D-4117585] p06IO H82-33397
•SB BEIICO Oil?.. ALBUQOBBQOB.
Design of airport pavements for expansive soils
[AD-AI04660] p0041 N82-H3J3
HE8 SOOXH BALES OBIT., KBBSIBGTOB (AOSIBALIA).
Stability analysis of the twin mode model of
coupled flezion/torsion vibrations in torbofans
p01«3 882-15057
BEB SOUTH BALES OBIT., SIDBEI (AOSTBALIA).
Acoustic emission from free jets
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systems research facility
[HASA-CB-166315] p0352 882-22248
Technical approaches for measurement of human
errors
[NASA-CB-166314] p0352 882-22249
A theory of human error
[BASA-CB-I663I3] p0352 882-22250
Hen development in flying qualities mth
application to rotary ving aircraft
p0366 M82-23226
Stability and control of the Sossaaer human
powered aircraft by analysis and flight test
[BASA-CB-163119]
 P0557 882-30289
SISIBBS TBCHBOLO6T, IBC.. BODBXAIH TIEI. CALIF.
A pilot in the loop analysis of helicopter
acceleration/deceleration maneuvers
p0367 882-23229
Teaming aircraft design considerations based on
the successive organization of perception in
manual control
p0563 882-30840
Application of a pilot control strategy
identification technique to a joint FAA/BASA
ground based simulation of head up displays
for CTOL aircraft
p0563 882-30857
SISIBAB COBP., DAITOB, OHIO.
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS)
documentation
CAD-A108000] p0203 882-17172
TACTICAL AIB HABFABS CBBTBB. BGLIB AIB, FLA.
Q01 and B of the F-16 20n ammunition loading
system's ability to npload/dovnload A-7D
aircraft
£40-4108007] p0192 882-16099
IBCHIICAL DMIV. OF ISIABBOL (IOBKBI).
On the Corrosion problems of the 1AF F-5 aircraft
P02I1 882-17354
IBCBHIOB - ISBABL IBS I. OF TECH., HAIFA.
Experimental evaluation of a perspective tunnel
display for three-dimensional helicopter
approaches
p0083 A82-15847
Chordvise and compressibility corrections for
arbitrary planform slender vings
p0443 482-37931
Dynamic load measurements vith delta vings
undergoing self-induced roll-oscillations
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1320] p0487 482-39098
Lateral aerodynamics of delta vings vith leading
edge separation
C A I A A PAPBB 82-1386] ' p0490 A82-39142
1ECBBISCBB BOCBSCBOLB, A4CHBB (BBSI GBBHABI).
A method of characteristics solution for a
finite oscillating supersonic cascade vith
thickness effects
pOI44 H82-15060
Flovfield and noise sources of jet impingement
of flaps and ground surface
p0361 882-23163
IECHSISCHE BOGBSCBOOL. DELFT (BEIHBBLABDS).
Orienting description of air traffic control in
the Betherlands[VTB-LB-285] p0087 N82-12063
Prediction of off-design performance of
turbo-shaft engines a simplified method
p0246 882-18132
On the design of some airfoils for sailplane
application
[TIH-LB-326] p0265 882-19213
TECHBISCHE PBISISCBB DIBBSI TIO-IB, DELFT
(BE1BEBLABDS).
Ose of the cavitatiou tunnel at the Dutch fiaval
Experiment station (BSP), Bageningen for the
determination of the acoustic source strength
of propeller cavitation
[TPD-908-720] p0530 H82-29116
IECBBISCBE OBIVEBSIIAEI, BBOISBICK (BBSI GBBBABZ).
Ground speed measurement from DHE/VBF omnirange
navigation (VOB) data
p0402 H82-25185
IBCBBOL06I. IBC.. DAITOB. OHIO.
Development of a Structural Integrity Becording
System (SIBS) for DS Army AH-IS helicopters
CAD-A116027] p059l B82-32364
IEL-ATIV OBI?. (ISBABL).
Fixed gain controller design for aircraft
[AD-A104877] p0089 B82-12081
IELEDIBE CAB. TOLEDO. OBIO.
Cooled variable nozzle radial turbine for rotor
craft applications
CBASA-CB-165397] p0536 882-29323
IBLBDIBB COHTIBEBT4L BOIOBS, HOBILB. ALA.
Exhaust emissions reduction for intermittent
combustion aircraft engines
CBASA-CB-167914] p0610 882-33392
TBLEDIBB COBTIBBBTAL HOTOBS, HOSKEGOB, BICfl.
Lightveight diesel engine designs for commuter
type aircraft
CBASA-CB-165470] p0037 B82-I1068
IBLBDIBB SISIEBS CO.. BOBIBBIDGE. CALIF.
Design study report for General Aviation Loran-C
receiver
CAD-A 104921] p0087 882-12062
IEBBESSBE OBIT., KBOXTILLE.
Prediction of aerodynamic loads on aircrafts
vith external stores at transonic speeds
p O I O t 882-13813
IEBHESSEE OBIT., TOLLAHOBA.
An airport vind shear detection and varning
system using Doppler radar
P0003 A82-10220
Linear and nonlinear analysis of vortex vhistle:
Another blade buster
p0144 882-15067
TBBHESSEE OBIf. SPACE IBSI.. TOLLABOHA.
Simulation of phugoid excitation due to
hazardous vind shear
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0215] p0117 A82-17844
Three-dimensional flov studies on a slotted
transonic vind tunnel vail
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0230] p0117 A82-17855
The influence of turbulence models on
computer-simulated aircraft landing
C A I A A PAPEB 82-0342] p O I 1 9 A82-17896
Analysis of vibration induced error in
turbulence velocity measurements from an
aircraft ving tip boom
CBASA-CB-357I] p0530 N82-28881
numerical stability analysis of a compressor model
[4D-4116878] p06 10 882-33396
IBZAS ASB DBIf.. COLLEGE STATIOB.
A nev thermal and trajectory model for high
altitude balloons
CAIAA PAPEB 81-1926] p0007 482-1 O K I I
Flight test method for the determination of
reciprocating engine cooling requirements
CAIAA PAPBB 81-2446] pOOSS A82-13878
Performance degradation of propeller/rotor
systems due to rime ice accretion
[AIAA PAPEB 82-0286] p0297 482-28322
C-«8
COBPOBAIB SOOBCB IHOBI OIIIBO IBCHIOL06IBS CORP.,
Summary of theoretical considerations and wind
tunnel tests of an aerodynamic spoiler for ^
stall proofing a general aviation airplane
(BASA-CB-165100] p0187 882-16006
Analytical study of twin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-165102] pOI93 B82-I680I
analytical stady of twin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-165103] pOI94 H82-16802
inalytical stady of twin-jet shielding
[BASA-CB-I65I04] pOI94 H82-16803
Analytical stady of twin-jet shielding
IBASA-CB-165105] pOI9« B82-16804
Analytical stady of twin-jet shielding
development of a 3-dimensional model
[BASA-CB-I65I06] pOI9<l H82-16805
Analytical stady of twin-jet shielding
two-dimensional aodel
fSASA-CB-165107] . pOI94 B82-16806
The role of coherent structures in the
generation of noise for sobsonic jets
[HASA-CB-168764] p0358 882-22947
Development of experimentally compatible
subsystem aethods for the analysis of aircraft
structures
[AD-A 111242] p0395 B82-24198
ZBXCBOB BELL HELJCOPtBB, FOBS BOBIB, I El.
Investigation of the structural degradation and
personnel hazards resulting from helicopter
composite structures exposed to fires and/or
explosions
[AO-A104757] p0086 B82-12057
How the helicopter cockpit designer uses digital
avionics
P0091 B82-13049
Helicopter landing gear design and test criteria
investigation
[AO-AI055I2] p O I 4 l H82-I5035
Correlating measured and predicted inplane
stability characteristics for an advanced
bearingless rotor
[BASA-CB-166280] p020I H82- 17154
Helicopter propulsion systems: Past, present
and future
P0206 B82-17204
Botorcraft flight simulation computer program
C8I with DATABAP interface. Volaae 2:
Programmer's manual
[AD-AI08294] P0258 H82-18231
Botorcraft flight simulation computer program
C8I with DAIAHAP interface. Volume 1: Dser's
manual
[AD-A108246] p0306 B82-20194
V/SIOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume I:
General information, revision C
[BASA-CB-166347] p0395 B82-24I94
V/SIOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 2:
Ship I instrumentation
[HASA-CB-166348] p0395 B82-24195
V/SIOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 3:
Ship 2 instrumentation
[HASA-CB-166349] p0395 H82-24196
V/SIOL tilt rotor research aircraft. Volume 4:
CPE technical data
[HASA-CB-166350] p0395 882-24197
Crash worthy airframe design concepts:
Fabrication and testing
[BASA-CB-3603] p06!3 B82-33735
IBEBBO BLECIBOI COBP., iALTHAB, BASS.






Aerodynamic response of a blade in pitching
oscillation with partial and fall separation
pOI42 B82-15047
Ihree-dimensional analysis of cascade flatter in
parallel shear flow
p0144 B82-15062
An extension of the local momentum theory to the
rotors operating in twisted flow field
p0245 882-18123




JeToelastxc characteristics of a cascade of
mistuned blades in subsonic and supersonic flows
[ASBB PAPBB 8 t-DEI-122] pOI6l 482-19337
TOBOBtO OBIT. (OBfABIO).
A geometric approach to multivariable control
system synthesis
p0030 B82-10056
Fracture mechanics based modelling of the
corrosion fatigue process
p02IO B82-17344
TOSHIBA BBSBABCB IB) DBVBLOPHBBT CBBXBB. KABASAU
(JAFAB) .
Self excited flow oscillation in the low
pressure steam turbine cascade
p0142 B82-15049
TBABSPOBIATIOB BBSBABCB BOARD. BASHIBGTOB. D.C-
Air service, airport access and future.technology[PB82-105958] p0192 B82-I6IOO
Pavement management and rehabilitation of
Portland cement concrete pavements[PB82-131384]
 P0357 B82-22392IBMSPOBIUIOB SISIBBS CBBIBB. CABBBIDGB, BASS..
Evaluation of Loran-C enroate navigation and
non-precision approaches within the state of
Vermont
P0124 A82-I8160
Chicago monostatic acoustic vortex sensing
system. Volume 2: Decay of B-707 and DC-8
vortices
CAD-AI095I8] p0302 B82-20157
Statistical analysis and time series modeling of
air traffic operations data from flight
service stations and terminal radar approach
control facilities: Two case studies[AD-A109873] p0304 B82-20172
lest plan for SSB[AD-A109503] p0307 B82-20392
B-747 vortex alleviation flight tests:
Ground-based sensor measurements[AD-A113621] p0469 B82-27287
An analysis of selected enhancements to the en
route central computing complex(AD-A113575] p0479 882-28044
TBIBOB BBUIBG CO-, CLEVELABD. OHIO.
Effects of ultra-clean and centrifugal
filtration op rolling-element bearing life[ASBB PAPBB 81-LUB-35] p0127 A82-18436
IBB DEFENSE ABD SPAC2 SISXBBS GBOOP, BBDOHDO BEACH.
CALIF.
Digital Avionics Information System (DAIS):
Development and demonstration
[AD-A107906] p0190 B82-16079
Multifunction moltiband airborne radio
architecture study
[AD-A114427] p0528 S82-28523
IBB, IBC-. CLBVBIABD. OHIO.
Fabrication of boron/aluminum fan blades for SCB
engines
[KASA-CB-165294] pO!92 882-16176
IOFIS OBIT.. BEDFORD. BASS.
low cost programmable multisimnlator facility
[AIAA 81-2229] p0053 A82-13534
Justification for, and design of, an economical
programmable multiple flight simulator
P0434 A82-36969
IOSKBGBB IBS!., ALA.
A comprehensive method for preliminary design
optimization of axial gas turbine stages(AIAA PAPBB 82-1264] pOOI9 482-35091
u
OBITBB TBCBHOLOGIBS COBP., BASI HAfirTOBD. COBB,
Development and operating characteristics of an
advanced two-stage combustor
CAIAA PAPEB 82-0191] pone 482-17833
Ihe outlook for advanced transport aircraft
pOISI A82-21374
BASA Broad Specification Fuels Combustion
Technology program - Pratt and Bhitney
Aircraft Phase I results and status[AIAA PAPBB 82-1088] p04 16 482-31999
Interim review of the Energy Efficient Engine
/E3/ Program[ASBE PAPEB 82-G1-271] p0429 A82-35447
BASA ECI programs - Benefits to Pratt and




OHIIBD TECHBOLOGIBS CORP., STBATFOBD, CORPORATE SOORCE IBDBX
The role of voice technology in advanced
helicopter cockpits
p0366 H82-23223
Fracture mechanics criteria for turbine engine
hot section components
[BASA-CB-167896] p0409 H82-25257
Hot isostatically pressed manufacture of high
strength BERL 76 disk and seal shapes
[HASA-CH-165549] p0458 H82-26439
DHITBD IECHI0106IES CORP.. STBATFOBD, COHa.
IH-59A ABC technology demonstrator altitude
expansion and operational tests
[ A D - A I I I I I 4 ] p0469 H82-27282
OtIISD TECHNOLOGIES CORP.. SOBBZFtLE, CALIF.
Report of the JABBAF Borkshop on High Frequency
Instrumentation and Data Analysis Techniques
p032l 1182-21406
OilTBD TBCHBOLOGIBS CORP., BBS! PALB BEACH. FLA.
A real tine Pegasus propulsion system aodel for
VSTOL piloted simulation evaluation
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2663] pOI57 182-19221
OBITED TBCHBOIOGIES CORP.. 1ISDSOB LOCKS. COIH.
Gas path analysis of coiinercial aircraft engines
p0402 H82-25184
DHIIED TECHBOLOGIBS RESEARCH CBHTBB. BAST HARTFORD,
COHB.
Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise
[AIAA PAPBB 81-2001] pOOOS A82-10455
Evaluation of fuel injection configurations to
control carbon and soot foraation in small GT
coabustors
[AIAA PAPBB 82-1175] p0417 A82-35041
Deposit foraation in hydrocarbon fuels[ASBE PAPER 82-&T-49] p0422 182-35307
Experimental study of external fuel vaporization
[ASBE PAPBB 82-GI-59] p0422 A82-35312
Deternination of rotor vake induced empennage
airloads
[AHS PBEPBIHT 81-26] p04«3 A82-37796
Developaent of low modulus oaterial for use in
ceraaic gas path seal applications
[HASA-CB-165469] p0027 882-10039
Helicopter rotor trailing edge noise
[HASA-CB-3470] p0042 B82-11859
External fuel vaporization study
[HASA-CB-165513] pOI36 H82-14371
Research and development program for non-linear




Research on turbine rotor-stator aerodynamic
interaction and rotor negative incidence stall
[AD-A110341] P0318 H82-21203
Investigation of soot and carbon formation in
small gas turbine combustors
[HASA-CB-167853] p0354 R82-22267
A doublet lattice method for the determination
of rotor induced empennage vibration airloads.
Analysis description and program documentation
[HASA-CB-165893] p0565 H82-3I295
A prescribed vake rotor inflow and flow field
prediction analysis, user's aanual and
technical approach
[HASA-CB-165894] p0566 H82-3I296
Aeroelastic analysis for helicopter rotors vith
blade appended pendulum vibration absorbers.
Mathematical derivations and program user's
manual
[HASA-CB-165896] p0566 882-31298
OIIVERSITB CAIHOLIQDE DE LOOVAIH (BBLGIOH).
Theory of stochastic optimal control some basic
notions
p0038 H82-I1075
OHIVERSIIB SCIEHTIFIQDE BI HEDICiLE DE GBEIOBLE
(FRAHCE) .
Improvement of ejector thrust augmentation by
pulsating or flapping jets
p0362 B82-23I72
OHIVERSIXI OF SOOTHER! COLORADO, PUEBLO.
BABP - A fault tolerant distributed
microcomputer structure for aircraft
navigation and control
p0293 A82-27714
DIIVEBSIXI OF SOOTHERH ILLZBOIS, BDBiBDSTILLE.
Design of helicopter rotor blades for optimum
dynamic characteristics
[HASA-CB-169352] p0607 H82-33374
OOP, IIC., DES FLUXES. ILL.




Operational procedures relative to severe weather
p0310 H82-21142
VERBIHGIB FL06IECHHISCHB BBBKE-FOKKEB 6.B.B.H.,
BREBEB (BEST GBBBAHT).
Measurement and visualization of skin friction
on the leeside of delta wings in supersonic flow
p0483 A82-38785
Estimation methods for the determination of
dynaaic responses of elastic aircraft
[BBTG-FBBI-81-6] pOI4l B82-15037
Further development of the test concept of the
ALPHA JET engine LABZAC 04
p0257 H82-18223
Aircraft fuel tank slosh and vibration test
p0344 H82-22164
Integrated navigation-TF/TA-system based on
stored terrain data processing
P0362 H82-23183
1BBEIBIGTS FlBSIECHBiSCHB BERKS G.B.B.B.. BREBBH
(BEST GBBBABI).
The role and iapleaentation of different
nacelle/engine simulation concepts for
wind-tunnel testing in research and
developaent work on transport aircraft
p0095 H82-13086
Calculation of wing-body-nacelle interference in
subsonic and transonic potential flow
p0097 H82-13095
Baneuver load control for the reduction of
design loads and improvement of the
maneuverability of aodern fighter aircraft
[BB7S-FBHT-8I-2] p0099 H62-13I38
Corrosion protection schemes for aircraft
structures: Some examples for the corrosion
behaviour of Al alloys
P02I2 B82-17364
Jet effects on forces and moments of a VSTOL
fighter type aircraft
p0361 H82-23168
Advanced casting: Today and tomorrow
p0528 B82-28486
Description of a simple model to determine
landing gear forces during the takeoff of
aerodynamically unstable aircraft
[EX-22B] p0570 S82-31333
VBBBIHIGOBG COCKPIT. FRAIKFORT AH HAIB (BBSI
GBRBABI).
A pilot's vie* on possible uses of AIDS
p040l H82-25176
VIGXAB RESEARCH ASSOCIATES. IBC.. HABPTOH. VA.
Alleviation of the subsonic pitch-up of delta
wings
(AIAA PAPER 82-0129] pOI83 A82-22052
Structural aodeling of high Reynolds number wind
tunnel models
[AIAA 82-0602] p0238 A82-24674
Opper Vortei Flap - A versatile surface for
highly swept wings
p05!5 A82-41002
Subsonic balance and pressure investigation of a
60-deg delta wing with leading-edge devices
(data report)
[HASA-CB-165806] pOI39 B82-15014
Binged strake aircraft control system
[HASA-CASE-LAB-12860-1] p0451 H82-26278
VILLABOTA Oil?.. PA.
Gust response of commercial jet aircraft
including effects of autopilot operation
[HASA-CB-165919] p0522 H82-28266
Aerostrnctnre nondestructive evaluation by
thermal field detection, phase I: Fundamental
information and basic technique development
[AD-A115724] p0595 H82-32425
VIRGIBIA IBST. OF BARIBE SCIEBCB, GLOUCESTER POIBT.
Hydrocarbon fuel chemistry: Sediaent water
interaction
CAD-A117928] p06!2 H82-33552
VIRGIBIA POLITECHBIC IHSI. ABO STATE OBI?.,
BLACKSBORG.
Power system design optimization using Lagrange
multiplier techniques
C-50
COBPOBATB SOOBCB XBDBZ ZBBOZ CORP.. BL SBSOIDO. CALIF.
pOI76 A82-20743
Daaage tolerant design using collapse techniques
[All* 82-0718] p0339 A82-30168
Coapntational methods of robust controller
design for aerodynamic flutter suppression
[BASA-CB-164983] p0089 B82- 12080
Bodeling and Analysis of Power Processing
Systems (flAPPS). Tolnae 1: technical report
[BASA-CB-165538] p0136 B82-I4447
The effects of slight non-linearities on nodal
testing of helicopter-like structures
p02«6 B82-18130
Stability of boondary layers with porous suction
strips: Experiment and theory
P0301 B82-20152
On the aerodynamics of vindblast
[AD-AI 10495] P0405 B82-2522I
Boiling flov mnd tunnel tests of F-18 aircraft
[BASA-CB-169344] p0604 H82-33338
Curved flov mnd tonnnel test of F-18 aircraft
CHASA-CB-169345] p0604 882-33339
TIBGIHIA OBIT.. CBARLOTXBSTILLB.
Hetbodology for nnltiaircraft minimum noise
impact landing trajectories
P02I8 482-23037
Transportation systems evaluation methodology
development and applications, phase 3
[BASA-CB-164999] pOOSS B82-I205I
Optimal aircraft landing patterns for minimal
noise impact
P0264 882-19200
The Schladitz fuel injector: An initial
performance evaluation without burning
[4D-A113612] P0473 B82-273I5
Limiting performance of nonlinear systems with
applications to helicopter vibration control
problems
[AD-SI 13239] p0526 882-28301
Identification of terms to define unconstrained
air transportation demands
[BASi-CB-165961] p0568 882-31311
TOB KABBAH ZBSI. FOB FLUID DIBASICS.
fiHODB-SAi»T-GE»BSB (BZLGIOB).
Finite difference computation of the conical
flov field over a delta ving
[YKI-TB-140] p0199 B82- 17135
700GBT COBP., OALUS. TBZ.
Transonic three-dimension viscous-inviscid
interaction for wing-body configuration analysis
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0163] p O I I 6 A82-I7816
Large-scale vind tunnel tests of a
sting-supported V/STOL fighter model at high
angles of attack
[AIAA PAPEB 81-2621] pOI56 A82-I9208
Lou speed testing of the inlets designed for a
tandem-fan 7/SIOL nacelle
[ A I A A PAPEB 81-2627] pOIS6 A82-19210
T/srot Tandem Fan transition section model test
[8ASA-CB-165587] p0312 882-21158





An experimental investigation of interfacial
temperatures in blade-seal material rubbing of
aircraft compressors —
, [ A I A A PAPBB 82-0890] p0373 482-31891
Application of singular perturbation theory
P0085 882-12050
BASBIBGTOI OUT., ST. LOOIS, HO.
Optimization of auto-pilot eguations for rapid
estimation of helicopter control settings
[AO-AI10739] • p0409 B82-25263
Design of helicopter rotor blades for optimum
dynamic characteristics
[NASA-CB-169352] p0607 882-33374
sASHiisroi OUT. IECBSOLOGJ ASSOCIATES, nc.. si.
LOOIS, BO.




Bifurcation analysis of nonlinear stability of
aircraft at high angles of attack
[ A I A A PAPEB 82-0244] p0117 482-17862
BEST TXBGIHIA OBIT., HOBGABTOiB.
Onsteady ejectors
p0362 B82-23I71
IBSIBBB 6EOPBISICAL CO. OF AHBBICA. HODSTOI. IBZ.
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Ikpikpnk Biver quadrangle, Alaska,
volume 2
[DE82-000314] p0399 B82-24620
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestown quadrangle. Borth Dakota,
volume I
[DE82-004150] p0399 B82-24629
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Jamestovn gnadrangle. Borth Dakota,
volume 2
[DB82-004169] p0399 H82-24630
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Omiat guadrangle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-0003I2] p0399 B82-24632
Airborne gamma-ray spectrometer and magnetometer
survey. Barrov gnadranagle, Alaska, volume 2
[DE82-000342] p04!3 B82-25623
BBSTIBGHOOSB ELECTRIC CORP., LISA, OHIO.
A look into the future: The potential of the
all-electric secondary pover system for the
energy efficient transport
p026t B82-19138
BBSTLAHD BELICOPTBBS LTD., BATES (BIG LA BO) .
Lubrication breakdovn betveen gear teeth
p0208 B82-17213
BBSILAHD BELICOPXBBS LTD., IBOTIL (BHGLABD).
Intake design vith particular reference to ice
protection and particle separators
p0208 B82-17218
A study of the techniques of dynamic analysis of
helicopter type structures
p0246 S82-I8I29
Army Lynx: Product development matched to
military combat development
p0247 H82-18143
Preliminary thoughts on helicopter cabin noise
prediction methods
p0248 B82-I8148
The role of simulation in the design process
p0249 B82- 18154
The dynamic qualification of equipment and
external stores for use vith rotary vinged
aircraft
p0344 B82-22167
IICBITA SIATB OUT., EMS.




nonlinear tvo-dimensional sail theory
[AD-AI10450] p0405 B82-25220
BBIGBI STATE OBIT., DAITOI, OHIO.
Opdate of the summary report of 1977-1978 task
force on aircrev workload
[AD-AI12547] p0448 882-26258
BILB LABS., ISC., BL SBGOIDO. CALIF.
Evaluation of noise control technology and
alternative noise certification procedures for
propeller-driven small airplanes
[AD-AI16495] pOSOO BB2-33151
Effects of filter response on analysis of
aircraft noise data
[AD-AI16458] p0602 B82-33167
BILE LABS., IHC., HAHPrOS, TA.
Airborne lidar measurements of the Sonfriere
eruption of 17 April 1979
P0383 A82-33657
BILE LABS., IIC.. HOITSTILLB. ALA.
Experimental modal analysis of the fuselage
panels of an Aero Commander aircraft
(BASA-CB-165750) p0026 B82-10028
I-ASfiO CO., BEBCBB ISLAID, BASH.
In-flight propeller flov visualization using
fluorescent minitofts
pOS97 B82-32673
ZBBOZ COBP.. BL SBGOBDO. CALIF.
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AIAA PAPEB 82-0372 pOISS A82-22096**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0373 - p0120 A82-17912 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0389 pOI20 A82-I79I9 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0390 pOI20 A82-17920 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-0392 pO165 A82-I980I »
AIAA PAPEB 82-0406 p012l 482-17928 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-0409 pOI21 A82-17930 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0410 p O I 2 l A82-17931 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0411 p0121 A82-17932 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-0414 pO 12 I A82-17934 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0416 pO 121 A82-17936**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0567 p0381 482-33327*1
AIAA PAPEB 82-0604 p0381 A82-33326**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0727 p0341 482-30193**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0799 p0375 A82-31979 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0804 -. p0376 A82-3I980 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0808 p0376 A82-3198I *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0809 .. p0376 A82-3 1982 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0810 p0376 482-31983**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0811 p0376 A82-31984**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0812 ... p0376 A82-31985 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0813 p0376 A82-31986 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0814 p0376 A82-31987 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-0815 p0377 A82-3I988 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-0823 p0373 482-31853**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0851 p0373 A82-31871 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0878 p0373 482-31883**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0890 p0373 A82-31891**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0903 p0373 482-31898**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0935 p0373 A82-3I922 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0936 P0374 482-31923 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0941 p0386 482-34007**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0949 p0437 A82-37466 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0951 - p0437 A82-37467**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0955 p0374 A82-31932 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0957 p0374 482-31933**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0958 p0374 A82-3I934 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0959 p0374 482-31935**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0960 p0386 482-34008**
AIAA P&PEB 82-0979 p0374 482-31S44 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-0993 p0374 482-31954**
AIAA PAPEB 82-0997 p0375 A82-31957 f
AIAA PAPEB 82-0998 p0375 A82-31958 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1001 P0375 482-31960**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1007 p0375 482-31965**
AIAA PAPES 82-1017 p0437 A82-37477 *
AIAA PAPBB 82-1019 p0375 482-31972 t
•AIAA PAPEB 82-1021 p0375 482-31974**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1030 - p0375 482-31978 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-1041 P04I5 482-34976**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1042 p0437 A82-37676 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1043 p041S A82-34977 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-1044 p0415 A82-34978**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1045 p0437 A82-37677**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1047 p0437 A82-37678**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1048 p0497 482-40417**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1049 p0497 482-40418**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1050 p0415 A82-34979 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1051 P0430 482-35479 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1052 p04IS A82-34980 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1054 . . ,. p0437 A82-37679 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1056 p0415 482-34981**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1057 p0415 482-34982**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1072 p0415 482-34992**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1073 p0416 A82-34993 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1074 p04!6 A82-34994 t
A I A A PAPEB 82-1075 p0416 482-34995**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1076 p04!6 A82-34996 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1077 p0438 A82-37682 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1078 p0416 482-34997**
AIAA PAPEB 82-1080 .. p0438 482-37683**
AIAA PAPEfi 82-1083 P04I6 A82-34998 *
AIAA PAPEB 82-1085 ....... p0438 482-37685 t
AIAA PAPEB 82-1088 ...
AIAA PAPBB 82-1089 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1119 ...
AIAA PAPEB 62-1120 ...
AIAA PAPBB 82-1121 ...
AIAA PAPEfi 82-1123 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1124 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1125 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1126 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1127 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1129 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1130 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1131 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1132 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1133 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1135 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1136 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1137 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1139 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1143 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1175 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1179 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1180 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-118.1 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1182 ...
AIAA PAPBB 82-1183 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1184 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1185
AIAA PAPEB 82-1214 ..,
AIAA PAPEB 82-1233 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1235 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1237 ...
4144 PAPEB 82-1239 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1258
AIAA PAPEB 82-I26J ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1262 ...
AIAA FAPEB 82-1264
AIAA PAPEB 82-1272 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1285 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1286 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1287 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1289 ...
AIAA-PAPSB 82-1291 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1292 ...
AIAA PAPBB 82-1293 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1295 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1296 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1297 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1298 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1309 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1310 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-131.1 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1312 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1313 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1320 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1322 ...
AIA& PAPEB 82-1323 ...
4I4i PAPEB 82-1326 ...
AIAA fAPEfi 82-1328 *,.
AIAA PAPEB 82-1329 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1330 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1345 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1346 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1347 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1349 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1350 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1352
AIAA PAPEB 82-1354 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1355
AIAA PAPEB 82-1357 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-I36J ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1362 ...
AIAA PAPBB 82-1363 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1364 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1366 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1368 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1372 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1373 ...
AIAA PAPBB 82-1374 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1384 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1385 ...
AIAA PAPEB 82-1386 ...
























































































4144 P1PEB 62-1518 p0497 482-40428 t
4144 PIPES 82-1541 p0497 182-40429**
4144 P4PEB 82-1626 p0497 482-40434
1111 P4PEB 82-2635 p0242 482-25154*
4144 81-2105 . pOOOl 482-10081
4144 81-2107 . pOOOl 482-10082»
4144 81-2109 p O O O l 482-10083
4144 81-2134 pOOOl 482-10096
4144 81-2141 pOOOl 482-10100
4144 81-2142 p0002 482-10101
4144 81-2145 p0002 482-10104
4144 81-2159 p0002 482-10116
4144 81-2166 p0002 482-10120
4144 81-2176 -- p0002 182-10125
ilii 81-2177 p0002 182-10126
Alii 81-2178 p0002 482-10127
4144 81-2203 . p0003 182-10140
1111 81-2205 p0003 182-10143
1111 81-2211 p0046 182-13452
1111 81-2213 P0053 182-13533
4144 81-2215 P0047 182-13453
1111 81-2217 p0047 182-13455
4144 81-2218 p0047 182-13456
1111 81-2219 P0047 182-13457
1111 81-2223 ... p0047 182-13458
1111 81-2229 P0053 182-13534*
1111 81-2230 .' p0047 182-13463
1111 81-2236 . p0047 482-13465
1111 81-2238 p0047 182-13466*
1111 81-2239 ...... . p0047 182-13467
1111 81-2242 P0048 182-13468
1111 81-2245 p0048 182-13470
nil 81-2247 . p0048 182-13471
1111 81-2249 .' p0048 182-13472
1111 81-2262 p0048 182-13481*
1111 81-2263 p0048 182-13482
1111 81-2264 p0048 182-13483
1111 81-2266 P0048 182-13484
111181-2267 p0049~ A82-I3485
4144 81-2271 pOd49 182-13487
1111 81-2274 p0049 182-13488
Ull 81-2278 p0049 182-13490*
1111 81-2289 . p0049 182-13498
1111 81-2290 p0049i 182-13499
nil 81-2292 p0049 482-13500
1111 81-2295 pOOSO 182-13502
'111181-2296 pOOSO 482-13503
1111 81-2297 , ....... . pOOSO 182-13504
Ull 81-2298 ' pOOSO 182-13505
nil 81-2300 pOOSO 182-13506
111181-2302 .. pOOSO-182-13507
4144 81-2303 pOOSO 142-13508*
1111 81-2311 pOOSI 482^13513
1111 81-2312 . ... pOOSI 182-13514
1111 81-2313 pOOSI 182-13515
Ull 81-2314 . pOOSI 182-13516*
1111 81-2317 pOOSI 482-43517
1111 81-2319 , pOOSI 182-13518
1111 81-2320 . pOOSI 482-13519
Ull 81-2321 p0052 182-13520*
1111 81-2328 P0052 482-13525*
1111 81-2329 P0053 182-1353T2*
Ull 81-2330 P0052 482-13526
Ull 81-2331 .... »-- p0052 182-13527
1111 81-2339 p0052 182-13529
1111 81-2340 P0052 182-13530
Uli 81-2341 p0052 182-13531
1111 82-0568 P0236 182-24656*
1111 82-0569 . p0236 182-24657*
nil 82-0571 p0236 182-24658*
1111 82-0575 - P0236 182-24659
Ull 82-0578 . ... P0236 182-24660
1111 82-0585 P0237 182-24661
4144 82-0588 p0237 182-24663*
1111 82-0594 . P0237 182-24668
1111 82-0595 p0237 182-24669
1111 82-0596 . p0237 182-24670
Ull 82-0601 p0237 182-24673
1111 82-0602 p0238 182-24674**
1111 82-0603 . .... p0238 162-24675**
Ull 82-0607 p0238 182-24676**
Ull 82-0608 . p0238 182-24677**
1X11 82-0640 p0337 182-30137
1111 82-0641 p0337 182-30138
1111 82-0642 P0337 182-30139
Ull 82-0644 p0337 182-30140*
Ull 82-0645 P0337 182-30141
Ull 82-0646 . . p0337 182-30142
Ull 82-0647 p0338 182-30143**
1111 82-0657 p0335 182-30087**
Ull 82-0661 p0335 182-30091
Ull 62-0675 p0338 182-30144
Ull 82-0676 p0338 182-30145
Ull 82-0678 p0338 182-30146*
Ull 82-0679 . p0338 482-30147
1111 82-0683 p0338 482-30150
Ull 82-0684 p0338 482-30151
1111 82-0686 p0338 482-30153*
1111 82-0688 p0339 182-30155
Ull 82-0689 p0339 182-30156*
1111 82-0690 p0339 182-30157*
Ull 82-0694 p0339 482-30161
Ull 82-0696 p0339 182-30162*
1111 82-0705 ... p0335 182-30096
Ull 82-0703 p0335 482-30099*
1111 82-0711 p0337 182-30125
Ull 82-0712 p0335 182-30102
Ull 82-0718 p0339 182-30168*
1111 82-0719 p0339 182-30169
Ull 82-0721 p0340 482-30 17 l«
Ull 82-0722 p0340 182-30172
Ull 82-0724 p0340 182-30173
4111 82-0728 p0340 182-30176
Ull 82-0729 p0340 182-30177
Ull 82-0731 p0340 182-30179
Ull 82-0735 p0340 182-30182*
Ull 82-0742 p0336 182-30107
Ull 82-0745 p0336 162-30109
1111,82-0753 p0336 182-30114*
4141 82-0755 p0336 182-30116
Ull 82-0757 : p0336 182-30117
1111 82-0758 p0336 182-30118*
Ull 82-0760 p0336 182-30119
Ull 82-1513 p0484 182-38937
1111 82-1515 p0484 482-38938
Ull 82-1516 p0484 482-38939
1111 82-1519 p0484 182-38940
Ull 82-1521 p0484 182-38941
1111 82-1522 p0484 182-38942
1111 82-1524 p0484 182-38944*
Ull 82-1538 p0486 182-39003
1111 82-1540 p0485 182-38954
Ull 82-1542 p0486 182-39009*
Ull 82-1570 pOUBS 182-38969
1111 82-1575 p0486 182-39016
Ull 82-1585 p0486 182-39011
1111 82-1595 p0485 182-38980
1111 82-1596 p048S 182-38981*
Ull 82-1597 p0485 182-38982
Ull 82-1599 p0486 182-39013
Ull 82-1606 p0485 182-38986
Ull 82-1609 p0485 482-38988
Ull 82-1610 p0485 182-38989
Ull 82-1611 p048S 482-38990*
Ull 82-1618 p0486 182-38995









4IBESE4BCH-2I-36I5 . pOI34 B82-14095**
UBBSElfiCfl-21-3619 pOI34 H82-14096**




4BC-81-18106 ... p0572 H82-31694 *
IHBL-SB-75-50-VOL-168 p0602 B82-33163 *
1U-8103 p0304 B82-20178 *




1BBBC-IB-8I-SS . p0454 H82-26305
1BBBC-IB-8I-56-TOI.-I .... p0396 B82-24204
1BBBC-IB-82-6 p0412 H82-25521












4BBL-TB-75-50-VOL-167 . p0602 H82-33I59
4BS-220 . p0607 882-33371 *
&NL/CHSV-TH-B1 p0308 882-20549 *





AB-002-248 pO 192 882-16097
AB-002-249 p0087 882-12066
AB-002-264 . p0088 882-12076
AB-002-265 p035l 882-22241
AB-002-271 . p0522 882-28265





























ABO-14142. 5-EX p0199 882-17133
ABO-I4I42.6-EX pO 199 882-17131
4BO-14142.7-EZ p0199 882-17132










ASLE PBEPEIST 8 I-LC-2B-3 pO 126 482-18412
ASLE PBEPBIHT 82-4B-1A-1 p0443 482-37854*
ASLE PBEPBIB1 82-AB-5A-2 p0443 A82-37855*
ASLE PBEPBIBT 82-AB-6A-3 p0443 482-37857
ASBE P4PEB 81-OE1-29 pOI60 482-19305**
4SBE P4PEB 8I-DET-30 pO160 A82-19306
ASME PAPER 81-DET-33 p0160 482-19307
ASBE PAPEB 81-DET-46 ........... pOI61 482-19310
ASBE PAPEB 81-DBT-49 . pOI61 482-19311
ASBE PAPEB 81-DEI-55 pOI61 482-19314
ASBE PAPEB 8I-DBI-74 pO 161 482-19326 *
ASBE PAPBB 8I-DBT-I02 pOl f i t 482-19332
ASBE PAPEB 81-DEI-108 p0161 482-19333
ASBB PAPEB 8I-DBT-I22 .... pOI6 l 482-19337*
ASBE PAPEB 81-OEI-124 ............. p016l 482-19338
ASBE PAPEB 8I-OET-I26 pOI62 482-19340
4SBE PAPEB 8I-DET-128 . p0162 482-19342
4SBE PAPEB 81-DEI-129 p0162 A82-19343
ASBE PAPEB 81-OB1-130 p0162 482-19344
4SBE PAPEB 81-DEI-133
 P0162 A82-19347
ASBE PAPEB 81-OEX-13S p0162 482-19348
4SBE P4PEB 8I-DEI-137 pOI62 482-19349
ASBE PAPEB 81-DEI-143 pOI62 482-19351
ASBB PAPEB 81-EB4S-1 ., pOOlO 482-10889
4SBE P4PEB 8I-E84S-2 .......... pOO11 482-10890
4SBE P4PEB 81-EBAS-4 pOOII 482-10892
ASBE P4PSB 81-EBAS-5 .... . pO011 482-10893
ASBE PAPEB 81-E8AS-6 .... pOO 11 A82-10894
ASBE PAPEB 6I-B8AS-7 pOOII A82-10895
ASBB PAPEB 8I-EH4S-8 ...... . pOO11 A82-I0896
ASBE PAPEB 81-EBAS-13 ....... .. pOOII A82-10901
ASBE PAPEB 81-E84S-33 ... p0012 482-10920
ASBE PAPEB 81-FB-20 p0012 482-10934*
4SBB P4PEB 8I-G1-J2 ............... p0017 482-11997
4SBE PAPEB 81-HT-48 ..... . pOOI2 482-10952*
ASBE PAPEB 81-H1-80 p0012 A82-10965
ASBE PAPEB BI-LDB-12 ...... p0126 482-18429
ASBE PAPEB 81-LDB-35 pOI27 482-18436*
ASBE PAPEB 81-LOB-48 p0127 482-18444
4SBE PAPBB 8I-Z.OB-58 .. pOI27 482-18452
ASflE PAPEB 8I-RA/DSC-3 p0234 482-24562
ASBE PAPEB 81-BA/DSC-9 . . p023« 482-24563*
4SBE P4PEB 8I-BA/DSC-20 p0234 A82-24565
ASBE PAPEB 8I-RA/FE-3 p0234 482-24566
4SBE P4PEB 8I-R4/BCA-13 ,, p0235 482-24602*
ASBE PAPEB 82-GX-S p0419 482-35278
ASBE P4PEB 82-GI-10 p0420 482-35279
4SBE P4PEB 82-GT-16 ... ... p0420 482-35285
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-18 ............... p0420 482-35287
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-19 . p0420 A82-35288
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-21 p0420 482-35289
4SBE P4PEB 82-GI-24 p0420 482-35290
4SBE P4PEB 82-6T-27 p0420 482-35292
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-32 .......... p0420 482-35293
ASBB PAPEB 82-GI-33 .. . p0420 482-35294
ASBE PAPEB 82-61-34 p0421 482-35295
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-35 p0421 482-35296
ASBE P4PEB 82-GI-37 ... . p0421 A82-35298
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-40 p042l 482-35299
ASBE P4PEB 82-GI-42 p0421 482-35300
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-43 p042l 482-35301
ASBB PAPEB 82-G1-44 p0421 482-35302
ASBE PAPBB 82-GT-45 . p0421 482-35303
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-46 . p0422 482-353014
ASBB PAPEB 82-GT-48 p0422 482-35306
4SBE PAPEB 82-G1-49 ... p0422 482-35307'
ASBE PAPEB 82-G1-55 p0422 482-35310
ASBB PAPEB 82-61-56 , p0422 482-35311
ASBB PAPEB 82-GI-59 p0422 482-35312*
ASBE PAPEfi 82-GT-61 . p0422 482-35314
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-63 . p0422 482-35315
ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-66 p0422 A82-353I6
ASBE PAPBB 82-GI-68 p0423 A82-353I8
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-J3 ......... pO<!23 482-35322
ASBB PAPEB 82-GI-74 p0423 482-35323
ASflE PAPEB 82-GI-8I p0423 A82-35327
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-B3 ............... p0423 482-35329
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-84 p0423 A82-35330
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-85 ............... p0423 A82-35331
ASBE PAPEB 82-G1-86 p0423 A82-35332
ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-89 p0423 482-35333
ASBE P4PEB 82-GT-92 . p0424 482-35335
4SBB P4PEB 82-GI-93 p0424 482-35336
ASBE PAPEB 82-G1-94 ............. p0424 482-35337
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-96 p0424 482-35338
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-I02 p0424 A82-35339
ASBE PAPEB 82-67-103 . p0424 A82-3S340
ASBE PAPBB 82-GI-106 p0424 482-35342
ASflE PAPEB 82-GT-1IO p0424 482-35344
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-112 p0424 A82-3534S
ASflE PAPEB 82-GI-113 .............. p0425 A82-35346
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-117 p0425 A82-35348*
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-I20 . p0425 A82-35350
ASBE PAPEB 82-GI-121 p0425 A82-35351
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-122 .... ... p0425 A82-35352
ASBE PAPEB 82-GT-123 p0425 482-35353
ASBE PAPBB 82-GI-128 p0425 A82-35358
ASflE PAPBB 82-GI-J33 . p0425 A82-35362
ASBE PAPBB 82-GI-135 p0425 482-35363















..... pO 134 B82- 14090*4
..... p0592 H82-32376*
..... p0599 B82-32733*<

























B1B-SOR-85/1/I04/005 ..... p0353 B82-22253 *
B1E-TB11S-84 P0316 B82-21192 *
BBI-4212 p0194 B82-16807**
BBB-4858 .... ....... p0407 B82-25236*t
BHt-699-099-026 p0141 H82-1S035 t
BHI-699-099-1II-TOL-I .. . p0306 H82-20194 *
BHI-699-099-111-VOL-2 .,. p0258 B82-18231 *
BB-OFB-122-81 p0214 182-17597 t
BHPT-FB-B-81-022 pOI46 B82-15083 *
BHFI-FB-I-81-025 .............. .^.. p0144 B82-I5073 *
BHFt-FB-1-8 1-044 .... . p0470 B82-27292 *
BHVG-PBiI-79-15 p0098 H82-13115 *
Bfl?6-FBiT-79-l6 ..... ... p0025 H82-10016 *
BB?G-FBiI-79-20 '......... p009B 882-13.116 *
BHVG-PBiT-80-12 p0099 H82-13137 t
BBVS-FBiT-81-1 .. ........ pOIOI B82- 13457 *
BHTG-FBII-81-2 ,.,....:. p0099 882-13138 t
BflV6-FBiJ-81-5 ..... p0146 H82-I5111 *
BHV6-FB8I-81-6 p O I 4 l H82-15037 *
BHVG-FBII-81-10 p0147 882-15930 t
BIL-51390 , , P0538 882-29464 t
BHL-51423 p0090 882-12255 t
BB71046 ...,, p0313 B82-21163 *
BB75504 ..... .... . ... p0312 B82-21161 t
BB76040 p0313 B82-2I164 *
BB77146 .. .... p0323 B82-22007 t
BB77700 — - P0259 B82-18503
BB77778 ,.,., P0316 882-21190 *
BB78250 ... . .. p0558 B82-30299 *
BB78346 pO 135 882-14103
BB78530 p0319 H82-2I216 t




BB80082 .., „-..- p0320 882-21217 *
BB80499 . . . p0397 B82-24210 *
BB80500 - p0255 882-18215
BB80893 p0351 882-22242 *
BB80894 . . p0343 882-22144 *
BO-259 p0265 H82-19214 *
BO-262 .., ...,. p0265 B82-19215 t
BO-263 - P0267 H82-I923I *
BO-265 P0266 882-19216 t
BO-268 p0263 882-19194 t
C. 42-886 . p0139 882-15010 t
C-42796 p0088 882-12072 *
CU.SP1H-6645-F-7 p0145 B82-15074**
CBD-81-100 p0035 882-11049 *
CBSSB1-10-2I7 p0354 882-22263**
C6B/OC-3/82 p0561 B82-30437 *
C6B/OC-6/82 p0615 B82-34230 *
CB1-PP-274 , ......... p0466 B82-27262 •
Cll-PP-336 P0459 B82-26485 i
COBF-810664-2 p0035 B82-11046**
COHF-810724-1 . p0037 H82-11066 t
COSF-811041-2 p0528 882-28470 t
COSF-8104103
 POI.88 B82-16057 I
CREEL-81-16 ..... p0475 B82-27325 t
CSIfi-HB-1674 p0316 882-21191 *
CSB8 l-B-4834-20 p0090 882-12230*
Ci-iB-81.021 p0478 882-27743*1
ODi-EDB-10363-VOL-1 . p03!7 882-21199 I
DDA-BDB-10363-VOL-2 p0317 882-21200 I























































DF7LB-MITT-79-I7 .. p0253 K82-I8198
DFVLB-HITT-80-04 p0266 882-19219
OF7LB-HITT-80-05 .................. p0028 882-10046
DF?LB-HITT-80-07 p0252 882-18190
DFVLB-HITT-80-13 p0210 882-17232






DFVLB-HITT-8 I-17 pO 140 882-15028
DFVLB-HITT-8I-17 P0587 H82-32339
DFVLB-HITT-81-18 p0270 B82-I9957
DFVLB-HITT-81-20 . p0270 882-19958
DFVLB-HITI-82-01 p0371 882-23560
DFVLB-HITT-82-02 p0401 882-25171
DGIS PAPEB 81-070 p0699 482-22898
DGLB PAPEB 81-093 p0159 482-19268
DSLB P4PEB 81-094 pO159 482-19271
DGLB PAPEB 81-095 pO 159 A82-19266
DSLB PAPEB 81-097 p0159 A82-19269
DGLB PAPEB 81-100 pO 159 A82-19267
DGLB PAPEB 81-101 p0159 A82-19270
DGLB PAPEfi 81-103 p0160 A82-19272
DGLB PAPEB 81-104 pO 158 A82-19264
DSLB PAPEB 81-106 p0158 A82-19265
DSLB PAPEB 81-109 p0160 482-19273
DGLB PAPEB 81-110 p0158 A82-19263
DGLB-80-028 . p03!3 882-21162
DSLB-81-025 p0252 882-18187
DSLB-81-026 p0252 882-18188
DGLB-81-035 . p0255 882-18212 t
DGS-322 p0478 882-27900 *
D8A-5467F P0041 882-11354 t
DOD-4650.4-P-3 p0587 882-32334 t
DOE/CS-50098/1 p0595 882-32518 t
DOE/CS-50141/11 p0091 882-13014 t
DOE/CS-54209/6 p0264 H82-1920S**




DOE/NASA/10769-23 p O I O l 882-13908**
DOE/8ASA/51040-30 p0316 882-21193**
DOE/JJ5-10240/2 p0538 882-29393 *
DOT-HS-805914 ....... pO 193 882-16385 *
DOT-HS-805980-VOL-2 '. p0258 882-18233 *
DOT-ISC-FAA-8I-I9 p0469 882-27287 *
DOT-TSC-FAA-81-20 p0479 882-28044 *
DOT-TSC-FAA-81-24 . p0570 882-31335 *
DOT-TSC-BSPA-81-10 p0523 H82-28278**
DOT-TSC-BSPA-81-12-3 p0587 882-32334 *
DOT-TSlC-FAA-79-l8-?OL-2 p0302 882-20157 *
DOT/FAA/ACS-82-15 p0606 882-33362 *
DOT/FAA/AEE-82/1 p0574 882-32084 *
DOT/FAA/ASF-81/5 p0568 882-31313 t
DOT/FAA/ASF-81/6 . p0568 882-31314 *
DOT/FAA/ASF-300-81/2 p0448 882-26258 *
DOT/FAA/CT-81/16 p0466 882-27265 *
DOT/FAA/CT-81/33 p0477 882-27573 *
DOT/FAA/CT-81/49 p0470 882-27291 *
DOT/FAA/CT-81/53 p0532 882-29276 *
DOI/FAA/CT-81/63 p0478 882-27924 *
DOT/FAA/CT-81/79 p0132 882-14076 *
DOT/FA4/CT-82/I1 p0467 H82-27268 *
DOT/FAA/CT-82/16-TOL-1 p0314 882-21173 t
DOT/FAA/CT-82/16-FOL-2 p0314 882-21174 *
DOT/FAA/CT-82/30 p0525 882-28293 *
DOT/F44/CT-82/46 p06 12 882-33619 t
DOT/FAA/CT-82/80 p0589 882-32351 *
DOT/FAA/CT-82/86 p0364 H82-23207**
OOT/FAA/EE-81/16 p0574 882-32083 *
DOT/FAA/BH-81/9 . . p0470 882-27291 *
DOT/FAA/BB-82-13 p0304 882-20172 *
DOT/FAA/EH-82/9 p0532 882-29276 *
DOT/FAA/BD-81/34 .... p0448 882-26258 t
DOT/FAA/BD-81/64 p0307 882-20392 *
DOT/FAi/BD-81/75 p0612 882-33619 *
DOI/FAA/BD-81/95 pOI32 882-14076 *
DOT/FAA/BD-81/99 p0469 882-27287 t
DOT/FA4/BD-81/106 ... p0587 882-32336 *
DOT/FAA/BD-81/108 p0562 882-30804 *
DOT/FAA/BD-81/112 p0570 882-31335 *
DOT/FAA/BO-82/9 p0568 H82-3I315 t
DOT/FAA/BD-82/14 p0562 882-30800 *
DOT/FAA/BD-82/26 p0609 882-33388 *
DOI/FAA/BD-82/29 p0606 H82-33368 *
DOT/FAA/BD-82/56 p0586 882-32329 *
DBSHI/BD-8I-15-TB p0468 882-27273 *
DBSHI/BG-CB-81-4 p0476 882-27561 *
DBSHI/BG-81-I1-TB p0253 882-18196 *
DTBSBDC-AEBO-1279 p0590 882-32357 *
DTBSBDC-82/032 P0590 H82-32357 *
DTBSBDC/CID-82/1 p0470 M82-27290 *
DTHSBDC/PAS-81/24 p0268 882-19391 *
DTBSBDC/SPD-0695-02 p0612 882-33570 »
DTS-522 p0304 HB2-20I72 *
DTS-541 p0570 882-31335 t
D6-IPAD-70013-D .... pQ141 882-15034**
06-3733 . , p0356 882-22314**
D6-37330 p0356 H82-22314**
D6-41185-9 p0258 882-18327**
D6-44815-14 _ p0594 882-32421**
06-46352 p0593 882-32379**
06-46353 . p0593 882-32378**
E-12
RBPOBT/ACCESS IOB IOBBBS IIOBZ
06-46700 p0599 882-32858**
06-46705 - p O I O t B82-I5033»*
06-48662 ., p0593 B82-32380*t
06-48664 pOS88 882-32346**
D6-48671 p0589 H82-32349**
06-49821 ... p0403 B82-25I94**
06-49976X8 . pOI90 H82-16077 *
06-51227 p0193 S82-16178**
06-51418 ... p0349 B82-222Il»»
06-51464 p0609 H82-33388 *
0180-25927-2 .- p0031 H82-10326 *
0180-25927-3 p0524 882-28281 *
0180-26154-2 p0477 H82-27658 *
0180-26154-3 p0477 H82-27659 *
0182-10816-1 ,. p0528 882-28552 *
D2 10-118 19-1 p0140 882-15030**








E-626 . p0308 882-20566**
E-646 p0270 882-19944**
E-648 p0099 882-13143**
E-668 . p0035 882-11053**
E-708 p0146 882-15313**





E-946 ... p0574 882-32186**
E-947 ... p0575 882-32187**
E-948 p0575 882-32188**
E-949 p0575 882-32189**
E-955 . p0408 H82-25255**
£-959 p0259 H82-I8612**
E-972 . p0472 882-27311**
E-982 p0256 882-18222**
E-990 p0536 882-29324**
E-995 . p004l 882-11491**
E-1004 pOlOO 882-13144**
E-1027 . p0034 882-11043**
E-I03I .. p0034 882-11042**
E-1051 . p0194 882-16808**









E-1107 ., p0266 882-19220**
E-1113 . ... pO 190 882-16084**
£-1120 p0307 882-20339**
E-1126 p0317 882-21195**




E-1205 . p0462 882-27191**
E-1210 P0395 882-24201**
£-1215 p0398 882-24502**
£-1216 . . p0398 882-24501**
£-1217 p0393 882-24165**
E-1221 .... p0453 B82-26297**
E-1222 P0397 B82-24326**
E-1226 p0412 882-25520*1
£-1254 . p0459 882-26483**
E-1256 p0396 882-24203**
B-1260 POS9S 882-32504**
E-1263 ,.. p052l 882-28249**
£-1264 p0572 882-31663**





B-1316 .......... p0574 882-32082**
E-2304 p0476 882-27524 *
ECAC-PE-81-018 ,.. p0587 882-32336 *
EDA-8I-OI32 p0532 882-29277 *
EDB-10383 p0565 882-31158**
EEB-47-2-VOL-1 -. p0087 882-12061 *
EBA-81-B-21-VOL-1 pOS39 882-29800 *
EBA-81-B-2I-VOL-2 pO540 882-29801 *
BBA-81-B-21-7OL-3 ................. p0540 882-29802 *
EOABD-TB-81-9 p0027 B82-10033 *
EOiED-TB-81-10 p0089 882-12081 *
EPFL-ITA-10 pO142 882-15042
EPBI-AP-I882-VOL-3 - p0031 882-10254 *
EB-7891-F p0192 882-16176**
EBADCOB/ASL-TB-0095 p0450 882-26274 *
BBAOCOH/ASL-TB-0110 p0569 882-31323 *
BBG-034 p02!3 882-17459 t
EBIH-150800-29-F p0525 882-28292 *
EBT-P-B035 » p0303 B82-20164 *
BSi-TT-637 pOOSS 882-12078 t
ESA-TT-656 p0590 882-32360 *
ES4-IT-660 p0030 882-10107 *
ESA-IT-666 p0028 882-10045 *
ES&-1T-667 p0253 882-18198 *
ESA-II-675 p0266 882-19219 t
ESA-1T-677 p0259 882-18483 *
ES4-TT-679 p0028 882-10046 *
ESA-1I-680 p0252 882-18190 *
ESA-II-681 p0027 882-10036 *
ESA-TT-683 . p0253 882-18199 *
ESA-11-685 p0253 882-18200 *
ESA-TT-690 p0210 882-17232 *
ESA-IT-705 , p0255 882-18214 *
BSA-Tt-712 p0603 882-33172 *
ESA-TT-713 p0136 882-14388 *
BSA-TX-719 p0397 882-24211 *
ESA-TT-723 p0603 882-33173 t
ESA-M-724 p0585 882-32308 *
ESA-II-725 p0343 882-22145 *
BSA-IT-730 . . p0603 882-33286 t
ESA-TT-738 pOI45 882-15078 t
BSA-11-739 p0140 882-15029 *
ESA-TT-739 p0587 882-32338 *
ESA-II-740 p0140 882-15028 *
BSA-fT-740 p0587 882-32339 *
BSA-TI-741
 P04I4 882-26185 *
ESA-II-742 p0359 882-22990 *
ESA-TT-774 . p0557 882-30296 *
BSA-TT-779 p0592 882-32372 *
BSD-IB-8I-I96 p0293 A82-27709
BSO-IB-8 1-334 p0460 882-26546 *
BSD-IB-81-361 ... . p0450 882-26272 *
ESO-IB-81-365 ..................... p0450 882-26271 *
ESO-IB-82-014 p0559 882-30310 *
ESL-IB-79-23 p0354 B82-22265**
BSL-3188-2 .................i...... p0460 B82-26554 *
ESL-710964-8 p0357 882-22398**
ESL-7 13321-4 p0561 882-30462 *
ESL-714215-1 p0596 882-32573 *
BSP-8109 p0132 882-14072 *
ESIIB-81-06 p0089 882-12081 *
EZ-22B . ,.. p0570 882-31333 *
FA-180-PB-81-40 p0307 882-20392 *
FAA-AB-81-14 p0187 882-16054 *
FAA-AB-81-15 . p0086 882-12053 *
FAA-AB-82-6 p0533 B82-29290 *
FAA-AB-82-7 . p0531 882-29275 *
FAA-AB-82-8 p053l 882-29274 *
FAA-APO-81-12 p04S7 B82-26324 *





















FA A— BE— 8 1-4 . ...
FAA-EE-82-2 ................
FA A— BE— 82-3 .







FAA-BD-8 1-47 .. ......
FAA-BD-8 1-53
FAA-BI>-81— 79 ....... ...
....... p0533 882-29291




























































FiA-BD-82-20 p057« S82-32140 *
Fii-BD-82-31 .. p061« 882-33954 t
PiA-ED-82-33 .... .. p0568 882-31319 t
FAABD-81-69 p0200 882-17146 *
FB-50 p0477 882-27609 t
FDB1-8I-7 p0038 H82-1107 l*«
FE-2315-61 .. p02U 882-17401 r'
FF&-HD-2262-PI-5 . p0198 H82-17127 t
FFA-IS-AO-1601 p0406 M82-25230 t
FFi-IS-1982-02 p0470 H82-27288 *
FFi-135 .... p0529 882-28571 t
\
FLOI-BB-186 ..... .... p0137 882-14529**
F04-C-20388-F9 p0026 882-10021 t
FOA-C-30227-BI .. . . pOI40 S82-15026 *
FOA-C-30243-A3" p0370 882-23409 I
FOA-C-40I36-A3 ., p0356 882-22286 t
FB-81 pOSSO 882-30400**
FB-15S96 p0369 882-23246**
FB-15978 . p0369 082-23249**
FBl-TB-LTB-FB-81 p0456 882-26314**
FSF-AIC-1142-1-820 p0606 N82-33366 t
FID-ID(BS)1-0027-82 p0521 882-28245
FID-ID (BS)T-0704-81 p0033 882-11014
FID-ID (BS) 1-0709-81 pfl 131 882-14060
FID-ID (BS) 1-0722-81 p0301 882-20140
FID-ID (BS) 1-0940-81 ....... p0269 N82-19448
FID-ID(BS)I-1129-81 p0312 882-21153
FID-ID (BS)T-1448-8 I p0612 882-33410
FID-ID(BS)T-1768-8 I p0467 882-27271
FID-ID(BS)1-2017-80 p0099 882-13139
FTL-B82-5 p0560 882-30432**
FOB-20-ATC-I98I p0395 H82-24192 *
FZA-535 p0524 882-28288 t
GA/PLBD-82-74 p06!5 N82-34296 t
GAO/HASAD-82-19 p04S2 882-26284
GAO/HASAD-82-20 p04Sl 882-26281
GAO/HASAD-82-22 ............... p0448 882-26259
GAO/HASAD-82-26 p0469 1182-27285
GAO/HASAD-82-30 p0462 882-27219
GAO/PLBD-82-4 .. .............. p0254 882-18207
GABBBIT-21-3911 . .... p0396 882-24202*
GE-B81AEG288 p0472 882-27310*
GEB-16948 p0191 H82-16090*
GEB-17016 ......................... p0201 H82-17152*
GIT/EES-A-2550-FIB p0468 882-27276
GIT/BES-I-A-2550-VOL-1 ............. p0394 S82-24188
GIT/EBS-l-A-2550-rol-2 p0394 882-24189
GJBX-295-81-?OL-2 . p0413 882-25623
6JBX-304-81-VOL-2 p0399 882-24620








GPO-80-617 . p02IS 882-17655
GPO-82-375 p0303 H82-20I68







SPO-89-476 pOaiO H82-25271 *
6PO-9I-488-VOL-I p0360 B82-23068 t
6BI-80/0064 — p0259 H82-18553 *
6IA-A-OOI ....". pOOII H82-25399 t
S22-f-2 . p0258 H82-18233 t
H-REP1-97-271 p0264 H82-I9202 *
BAC-D62IO p0037 882-11062 *
BDL-CB-8I-288-I p0305 882-20185 *
BB-80-402-?OL-I - p0321 H82-21261 *
BH-80-402-VOL-2 .... pOaSI 882-26280 t
HB-74600000 p0353 882-22252**
HDD-16 p0608 B82-33381**
IAF PAPBB 82-221 p0556 A82-44695 *
IAF PiPEB 82-236 p05S6 182-44699 t
IAP PiPEB 82-280 p0583 A82-470IO t
ID-OIE-0481 p0456 B82-263I9 *
ID-05B-1180 p0035 882-11048 t
IDA-P-A162I p025S B82-I8208 *
IDi-P-1600 p0195 H82-17085 *
IDi/HQ-81-23636 .... p0098 B82-13136 t
IDA/BQ-81-23896 p025S B82-I8208 t
IHFL-80-28 p0353 H82-22259 f
IBFL-8214 ... p0353 B82-222S9 t
IBPE-2097-BPB/327 p0256 882-18216 »
IHPE-2325-PBE/080 p0538 882-29347 t
IB-I p0037 H82-11064 *
IB-2 p0133 N82-I4087 *
IB-3 p0037 882-11065 *
IE-4 p0609 882-33386 t
IB-5 p0099 882-13141 t
IB-5 p0213 882-17401 t
ISBH-0-309-03255-5 p0357 882-22392 *
ISBB-0-309-03717-2 pO 192 882-16100 *
ISBB-0-7988-1470-5 . p03 16 882-21191 »
ISBS-0-8330-0353-4 p0253 882-18195 *
ISBB-3-260-04871-5 . pO 142 882-15042
ISBB-92-835-0297-3 p0091 B82-13048 *
ISBB-92-835-0298-1 . p0211 882-17349 *
ISBB-92-835-0299-X p0206 882-17203 t
ISBB-92-835-0301-5 p0093 B82-I3065 t
ISBB-92-835-0302-3 pO195 882-17086 I
ISBB-92-835-0304-X p0346 H82-22I87 *
ISBH-92-835-0306-6 - p0343 882-22154 *
ISBB-92-835-0308-2 p0360 882-23150 »
ISBB-92-835-0310-4 p0470 882-27293 *
ISBB-92-835-1359-2 p0269 H82-19571 *
ISBB-92-835-1391-6 p0038 882-11073 *
ISBB-92-835-1392-4 p0025 882-10020 *
ISBB-92-835-1397-5 p0036 882-11056 *
ISBB-92-835-1399-1 p0099 B82-I3I40**
ISBB-92-835-1402-5 p0210 882^17342 *
ISBB-92-835-1403-3 .. p0202 882-17160 *
ISBB-92-835-1412-2 p0357 882-22348 t
ISBB-92-835-1419-X p0539 882-29527 *
ISBB-92-835-1420-3 p0538 882-29334 *
ISBS-92-835-1421-1 p0534 882-29293 *
ISBB-92-835-1024-6 p0532 B82-29279 *
ISB8-951-752-496-X p0453 882-26296 *
ISD-243 p0214 882-17639 *
ISD-244 p0214 882-17640 *
ISO-258 . p02!4 882-17641 *
IS0-259 '. p02!4 882-17642 *
ISD-260 — p0215 882-17643 *
ISD-269 p02!4 882-17639 *
ISI>-270 p02!4 882-17640 *
ISO-271 p0214 882-17641 t
ISD-272 p0214 882-17642 *
IS0-273 p0215 882-17643 *
ISD-275 p02!4 882-17638 t
ISS8-0078-379X p0400 882-24946
ISSB-0 170-1339 '. p0144 882-15073
ISSB-0170-1339 p0146 882-15083
ISSB-0 170- 1339 . p0470 882-27292
ISSB-0170-607 1 p0214 882-17638





I5S8-0342-068X .. p0320 S82-2I2I9
ISSB-0361-1981 p0192 882-16100





ISS8-0389-40ia p0198 B82-17 123
ISSB-0389-4010 ., pO 198 882-17124
ISSB-0389-4010 p02!3 B82-17477




ISSB-0436-1199 '. p0531 882-29118
ISS8-3989-40IO ...... . p0034 882-11035
ISO-EBI-AHES-82108 p0537 882-29328




IZF-1980-28 p0257 H82- 18226 >
' •













L-I2993-VOL-I . p0098 B82-I3IIO**
L-13201 p0139 882-15015**
L-13547 p0307 B82-20357**
L-13547 . . p0307 882-20358**
L-13562 p0589 B82-32350**
L-13911 p0133 B82-14085**
L-14 187 . p0267 882-19225**
L-14305 p0189 882-16068**
L-14423 1 p004l 882-11391**
L-14524 p0028 882-10042**
L-14575 p0033 882-11013**
L-14606 p0035 882-1 1050**
L-14613 p0028 882-10041**
L-14628 ................ pO 131 882-14055**










L-I4805-PT-2 .... p0270 B82-19947**
L-14834 p0252 882-18183**
L-14847 p0368 882-23236**
L-14886 , pOI38 882-14829**
L-14895 p0263 882-19181**
L-14902 p0302 882-20156**
L-149 13 p0309 882-21037**
L-14936 p0269 882-19707**
L-14953 pOI39 882-14880**












L-15098 . ....... p0404 882-25214**
L-15099 p0460 B82-26703**
1-15101 p0446 882-26217**
L-I5I10 . p0395 B82-24193**
L-15111 p0452 882-26288**
L-15 125 p0537 B82-29329**
L-15169 p0535 B82-293I7**













L-15378 . .. p0600 882-33150**
L-15399 . . ... p0567 882-31303**
L-15434 p0572 882-31645**
L-15435 P0600 H82-33149**
LA-OB-81-1748 p0037 882-11066 *
Li-OB-81-1882 P0035 882-11046**
LC-81-I39I3 . .,. p0253 S82-18195




LBHSCO-17557 . ... p0370 B82-23381*





LG8IEB0107-VOL-3-PT-1 . p03IS 882-21183
LG81EB0107-VOL-3-PI-2 ., p0315 882-21184
LG8IBB0166-PT-1 p0367 H82-23234**
LG81EB0167-PI-2 ., P0367 882-23235**




LIBS-B-1220 ... ... pOS72 882-31637**
LIDS-SB-1210 p046t 882-27009**
LIBS-TH-1209 . p0456 882-26315**
LBI-DP101-VOL-1 p0447 882-26222
LBI-DPIOI-VOL-2 . ....... p0447 882-26223
LHT-HLl02-?Ol-4 ....... p0447 B82-26224
1«I-«LI02-VOI-S p0447 882-26225
LHI-HLl02-¥Oi-6 .,. p0447 B82-26226
LHI-MLI03 p0462 882-27217
LOG-C4712 p0531 B82-29263 t
LOG-J12984 , p0539 882-29556**
LB-29003-VOS.-2 pOI«5 S82-I5077*»
LB-29003-1-VOL-1 ........ p014S 882-15076**
LB-29935-70L-1 ... .... p0040 B82-11224**
LB-29984 . . .. p020 I 882-17153**
LB-30079 p0521 882-28243**
LT-80-56 .. . p0086 882-12052**
LIC-8I-32-VOI.-I ... p0309 882-21031**
LIC-81-32-VOL-2 P0309 882-21032**
LIC-8I-32-70L-3 .. ... p0309 882-21033**
H-370 ,....,....,...„. p0193 882-16655**
H-379 . ................. . p0461 882-26921**
B&B-15I1 p0319 882-21214 *
B4B-I528 . ......... p0533 882-29288**
Mil-I ......... ....... p0260 882-18995**
BiB-1045 ......... ....... . p0564 882-31066**
BBB-BB-491-0 ,-.,. p0258 882-18419 *
BBB-FE-17/S/POB/42 ..............^ ,. p0255 882-18212 *
BBB-FE-120/S/POB/33 p0313 882-21162 t
BBB-FE-122/S/POB/22 ..... ..... p0319 882-21215 *
BBB-FE-122/S/PUB/3 6 ..,...'....'..... p0255 882-18211 *
BBB-FE-I22/S/POB/37 -. p02S2 882-18189 *
BBB-FE-124/S/POB/34 ............... p0320 882-21226 *
BBB-FB-124/S/POB/50 ............... p0360 882-23140 *
BBB-FE-172/S/PDB/39-PT-1 ....... p0267 882-19228 *
BBB-FE-173/S/PDB/46 ..,..,...„,.... p0320 882-21218 t
BBB-FE-2I2/KFK/PUB/2 .............. p0027 882-10035 *
BBB-FB-301/S/PDB/43 ............... p0320 882-21220 *
BBB-Oi-532-80-0 ...... ........ p0265 882-19211 *
BBB-DA-551-80-OE p0321 882-21229 *
BBB-D4-599-81-OE ....,.,., p0320 882-21219 *
BBB-OD-302-80-O ................... p03IS 882-21185 t
BBB-DD-303-80-0 .. ........ p03!5 882-21186 *
HBB-OD-311-80-OE .................. p03!6 882-21187 *
BBB-DD-312-80-OE .................. p03!6 882-21188 *
BBB-DD-3 17-81-0 .... ........... p0201 882-17158
HBB-OD-318-81-0 .........'....,..... p0265 882-19210 *
BBB-OD-319-81-0 . ..... ... p0354 882-22260 *
BBB-OD-320-81-0 p0252 882-18187 *
BBB-OD-321-81-0 ................... p0252 882-18188 *
BBB-DD-324-81-0 ......... ...... p0410 B82-2S383 *
BBB-OD-330-81-O p0406 B82-25233 *
BBB-DD-334-81-0 ...............1 p0410 882-25334 *
HBB-OD-336-81-0 .. ....... p0406 882-25234 *
BBB-DD-340-82-OE .............. p0527 882-28364 *
BBB-OD-341-82-0 p0527 882-28365 *
BBB-OH-05-81-VOL-1 p0369 882-23252 *
BBB-OB-05-81-VOL-2 ................ p0370 882-23253 *




.. p0409 B82-25260 *
.. p0255 882-18213 *
.. pOI98 882-17122**
BDC-IB0280 ................... p030l B82-20J43**
BDC-B3026 ................... p0479 882-28007 *
HDB-0465 ... .... p0214 882-17513
BISC-555 ...... ................ p0355 882-22276 *







BTB-80/1352 ........... .. .. p0264 882-19203 *
BTB-808267 , p0568 882-31319 *
BTB-81T7 .......,..,....,..,.,,.... p0467 882-27268 *
BIB-SIS 15 pOI32 882-14080 *
BTB-8U131-70J.-1 ..,..,,,.,..,..... p0468 882-27277 *
BTB-8IB13I-TOL-2 .................. p0468 882-27278 *
flIB-8 U131-70L-3 .., p0468 882-27279 *
BfB-8111145 ......,,,....,...... p0132 H82-14079 *
BIB-811)230 p0200 882-17144 *
BIB-8111233 -. ....... ......... p0266 882-19217**
BTB-8 18234 , p0209 882-17229 *
BIB-8111235 ........................ p0320 882-21224 t
B1B-81I252 P0313 882-21171 *
BIB-B2IM3 ,.., pOS68 §82-31318 *
B81-65 P0476 882-27523 *










BADC-80126 .... . ... p0594 B82-32424
BADC-80227-60 .. ... p0474 B82-27320
BADC-802S4-60 ..'. p0037 B82-11063
BADC-81069-60 p0306 S82-20I89
HADC-81080-60 . ............... p0590 B82-32356
HADC-81105-50 p0609 H82-33385
BADC-81174-60 p0203 B82-I7I7I
BADC-81198-60 '. p0464 B82-27239
BADC-812 15-60 p0253 B82-18I94
HADC-81224-60 .. . pO 187 H82-I6055
H&DC-81235-20 pOI33 B82-I4088
BADC-81259-60 . ..... ... p0304 H82-20179
BADC-81272-60 ... p0303 H82-20I6I
HADC-81274-60 ....... p0303 H82-20162
HADC-81290-60 ................. p0594 B82-32388
BADC-81301-60 p0475 H82-27506
BADC-82021-60 ... ...... p0464 H82-27238
BADC-82023-60 ....... p0528 H82-28552
BADC-82024-60 p0464 H82-27242
HADC-82032-60 ... ........ p0560 H82-30378
HADC-82053-60 -,.. pOS25 H82-28294
HADC-82093-60 ...................... p0603 H82-33337
BADC-82147-60 ........ ........ p0608 H82-33382




BAL-IB-32II . p0097 882-13109
HAL-TB-427I p0037 H82-11067
BAl-TB-647 ......... p0089 882-12083
HAL-TB-661I ..... p0034 882-11035
HAL-IB-667X ... ......... p0034 882-11034
III-IB-674 .. ...... ..... pO-213 B82-17477
BAL-IB-677 p0198 H82-17124
BAL-TB-680 . ........... pOI98 182-17123
HAL-TB-682 ........... p0187 B82-I6050
HAL-IB-683 ....... p0269 H82-19570
•Al-TB-6851 . ........... p0359 B82-22953
BAL-IB-686I , p0349 B82-22212
HAL-IB-687T-PT-2 ... ...... p0270 182-19945
BAL-IB-690 p0356 H82-22282
HAPC-PE-23 p0473 H82-27316**
•APC-PB-66 ,.. pOS69 B82-31325 *
HAS 1.15:58244 p03 13 182-21166**
HAS 1.15:73298 .............. . p0529 H82-28690**
BAS 1.15:76648 . ... ,. p0463 H82-27235**
BAS 1.15:76671 p0304 H82-20175**
BAS 1.15:76678 .... .......... p030S B82-20I82**
HAS 1.15:76687 p0306 H82-20I92**
HAS 1.15:76689 p0356 182-22284**
•AS 1.15:76690 p0557 182-30290**
•AS 1.15:76705 p0352 B82-22246**
HAS 1.15:76706 ................. p0352 882-22247*1
BAS 1.15:76709 p0559 882-30337*1
BAS 1.15:76720 , p0565 H82-31147**
BAS 1.15:76878 .................... p0557 182-30287**
BAS 1.15:76893 pOS58 182-30303**
BAS 1.15:76909 .......... ....... p0397 182-24213**
BAS 1.15:76913 p0565 882-31153**
•AS 1.15:78564 .......'.. p060« 182-33340**
BAS 1.15:81231 p0525 B82-28295**
BAS 1.15:81337 ......... . p0456 182-26314**
BAS 1.15:81370 ..,.,.. p0314 182-21175**
IAS 1.15:82348 p0352 182-22245**
•AS 1.15:82476 ...,.., p0458 182-26350**
HAS 1.15:82644 p03!6 182-21193**
HAS 1.15:82691 .............. ... p0472 B82-273II**
BAS 1.15:82708 ,,, pOS36 B82-29324**
HAS 1.15:82772 ... .. .... p03!6 B82-21194**
• AS 1.15:82785 '. p0307 182-20339**
IAS 1.15:82787 ..'.............,,.,. p0408 182-25255**
IAS 1.15:82792 .................... p0317 182-21195**
•AS 1.15:82805 ......... .... p0322 •82-21998**
BAS 1.15:82815 p0354 H82-22262**

































































































.15:82857 .. p04!2 H82-2S520**
,15:82859 ... p0529 H82-28643**
,15:82862 . p0454 H82-26300**
.15:82869 p0453 H82-26297**
,15:82877 p0454 H82-26299**
.15:82878 .. . p0459 H82-26483**







.15:82891 . p0447 B82-26219**
.15:82908 p0476 882-27519*1
,15:82910 p0529 B82-28644**
,15:82915 . p0454 182-26298**
,15:82919 p0558 B82-30297**
,15:82924 p0574 B82-32082**
,15:42929 .. . p0559 B82-30336**
15:83263 p0349 H82-22207**
,15:83264 .. p0356 H82-22280**
,15:83267 .. . p0368 882-23236**
15:83271 p0349 B82-22217**
,15:83272 ...... p030 I H82-20 145**
,15:83273 , p0358 H82-22848**
,15:83274 ., p0352 H82-2225I**
15:83276 p0613 HB2-33736**
15:83277 pOIOS H82-25218**





15:83291 .. . p0523 H82-28280**
,15:83295 .. p0363 H82-23196**
15:83296 ...., p0363 B82-23193*1
,15:83297 ...... p0363 H82-23195**
15:83298 p0363 H82-23I92**
,15:83301 p0370 B82-23471**
,15:83302 . .. p037l H82-23549**
15:83303 pOIOS 882-25219**
15:83305 p0452 B82-26288**
15:84180 .'. p0368 H82-23242**
15:84199 p0371 882-24137**
,15:84207 . .. p0368 882-23211*»
15:84215 p0305 B82-20186**
,15:84219 .............. p06!4 B82-34I88**
,15:84220 '. p0356 882-22281**
,15:84221 p0393 H82-24167**





,15:84236 .... p0397 B82-242I4**
15:84237 p0368 H82-23237**
.15:84238 ........... . p0603 882-33334**
,15:84241 .............. p0109 882-25262**
,15:84243 p0474 882-27319**
,15:84245 .. . p0586 882-32314**




,15:84257 .. ... p0605 B82-33348**
,15*84277 p0592 H82-32376**
,15:8428Q .,. .._. p0604 B82-33345**
,15:84282 .. p06l l B82-33400**
15:84283 ., , p0604 H82-33346**
,15:84284 . p0590 B82-32362**
.15:84470 p0537 882-29329**
.15:84471 pOI13 882-25661**
,15:84472 ..... ....... p0400 882-21846**
15:84474 , p0611 882-33405**
15:84475 .,,, p0535 B82-29317**
,15:84476 p0463 882-27233**
15:84482 p0413 882-25811**
,15:84484 ., p0448 882-26236**
,15:84485 ........ ........ p0405 H82-252I6**
15:84487 ..............,....'. p0406 H82-25235**













































- 15-8471 1 .................
. 15-8474*
. 15 -84827 ..............
.19* 188 ...............
.26-3304











































































....... p0312 H82-2 1158*1
....... p0393 H82-24166**
....... p0396 H82-24202**
























































































26* I658Q9 . .
26* 1658 18
26" 16 582 9— VOL- 2 .
26- 165839 ..........








26" 165889 . ...
.26- 165890 ...........
26" 165892 . . *
.26- 165893 ....1......
.26* 165897 ...........
26 * 165926 ... ...»»
26" 165932 ... . »
.26" 165939 ..........'.




























26 *166385 ....... . .




26- 1676QO . . .
.26- 167849 . ..........




26 * 1679 14 .
.26" 167928-VOL-1 . ..
26" 167944 ..
.26" 167949





• . * p0539 H82-29511**
*!. p0357 H82— 22315**
p0588 H8 2- 32345**
.. . . p0459 H82- 26465**
' . ... p0364 H82-23207**
. . p0350 H82-22227*t
........ p0394 H82-24 186*#
........ p0308 H82-20561**




........ p0521 H82- 26243**




. . p0530 H82-29022**
» p0533 H 82-29 288**
........ p0592 H82-32375**
. p0564 H82-3 1066**
» p0568 H62-3 131 1**
..*.*... p0594 882-32421*4
... ..... p0447 H82-26220**
p0367 H82-23234**
... ..>.. p0367 H82- 23235**
.. . . p04 10 H82-25266**
........ p0410 H82-25267**
.. ... p0351 H82- 22238**
........ p0352 H82-22243**
. .. . p03 12 H8 2- 2 1 159**
........ pOUOO H82-25170**
........ p0531 H82-29271**







« p0395 H82-24 194**
........ p0395 H82-24195**
% * p0566 H82— 3 130 1**
.*...... p0591 H82-32369**
. p0592 H8 2— 32374**
p0566 H8 2— 3 1300**
........ p0574 H62-32081**






M. p0609 H8 2-33390**
p0610 H82-33391**
. p0604 H8 2-33347**
........ p0610 H82-33394**

















169015 : p04£l B82-27009**
169016 p0462 B82-27090**
169027 ... p04S1 H82-26279**












169282 . p0573 N82-31967**
169283 pOS72 182-31639**
169284 p0572 882-31637**



























































































































































































































BASA-CASB-FBC-11052-1 . p0367 B82-2323I*
BASA-CASE-FBC-11062-1 p0193 B82-16800*
BASA-CASE-FBC-11072-I . p0398 B82-24474**
BASA-CASB-ESC-11042-1 p0537 B82-29330*




BASA-CASE-LAB-1244 I-1 p0370 B82-23254*
BASA-CASE-LAB-12468-1 p0592 B82-32373*
BASl-CASE-LAB- 1254 I- I . p0254 882-18203**
BASA-CASE-LAB-12630-1 p0536 882-29319**
BASA-CASE-1AB-12638-1 ............. p0448 B82-26260**
BASA-CASE-LAB-12786-I p0308 882-20545**
BASA-CASE-LAB-12787-1 p0407 B82-25240**
BiSA-CASB-LAB-1280 1-1 .. ........ p0308 882-20544**
BASA-CASE-LAB-12843-I p0607 B82-33372**
BASA-CASE-LAB-12860-1 ....... p0451 882-26278**
BASA-CASB-LEB-12938-1 p0591 B82-32366*
BASA-CASE-LEi-13199-l p0453 B82-26293*
















BASA-CB-2985 pO 14 I 882-15034**
8ASA-CB-3164 p0588 882-32346**





BASA-CB-3478 .... p0393 B82-24168**
8ASA-CB-3479 .... p0349 882-22213**
8ASA-CB-3482 pOlOO B82-13147**
BASA-CB-3489 pO 137 882-14529**
BASA-CB-3490 p0194 B82-16807**
8ASA-CB-349I . p0267 882-19226**
BASA-CB-3500 p0193 882-16655**













BASA-CB-3571 .... p0530 882-28881**







BASA-CB-3619 p0613 882-33734 *
8ASA-CB-137803 p0535 882-29316**
8ASA-CB-137805 p0189 882-16069**
BASA-CB- 152328 .. pOSaO H82-30030**
BASA-CB-152407 p0191 882-16087**
BASA-CB-156882 pOI46 882-15498**











HASi-CB- 159248 p0593 H82-3238I**
HiSi-CB- 159249 p0593 M82-32380*t
HASi-CB-15927 I p0586 H82-32315**
HASA-CB-159274 p0600 H82-33I48**
HASA-CB-159275 p0593 H82-32378**







HiSi-CB- 163466 p0191 H82-16089**
HiSi-CB- 164887 pO132 N82-14078*1
HiSi-CB-164903 p0027 H82-10032**





HiSi-CB-165011 p O I O I H82-13I86**




HASA-CB-165100 .................... p0187 882-16046**
HASA-CB-165 102 POI93 H82-I680I**
HASA-CB-165103 pO194 N82-16802**
HASi-CB-165 104 _. p0194 H82-16803**





HASA-CB-165149 .... .......... p0593 H82-32383**
HASA-CB-165197 p0565 H82-3I158**
HASA-CB-165294 ., pOI92 H82-16176**
HiSA-CB-165327-VOl-I p0399 H82-24649**
HASA-CB- 165327-VOJ.-2 p0399 B82-24650**
HASA-CB-16535 I .. p0028 B82-I0040**
HASA-CB-165367 p0413 H82-25635**
HASA-CB-165386 P0134 H82-14095**
HASA-CB-165387 ............ ... pO134 H82-I4096**
HASA-CB-165388 .- p0473 H82-273I6**
HASA-CB-165391 - p0040 H82-11224**
HASA-CB-165395 POI36 H82-14333**
HASA-CB-165397 p0536 H82-29323**





BiSi-CB- 165469 ...............^ .. .... p0027 H82-10039**
HiSi-CB-165470 p0037 882-11068**
HiSi-CB-165499 p0027 882-10037**
HASA-CB-165499-APP-B ......... .. p0027 H82-10038**
HASA-CB-165500 p0190 882-16081**
HASA-CB-165503 .................... p0369 882-23248**




HASA-CB-165538 .- p0136 882-14447**
HASA-CB-165549 -, p0458 H82-26439**
HASi-CB-165553 P0472 H82-27310**
HiSi-CB-165555 — P0203 H82-17174**
HiSi-CB-165556 - P0526 H82-28297**











HiSi-CB-165599 - P0393 H82-24166**





















HiSi-CB-165829-70L-2 >.... p0588 H82-32345**
HiSi-CB-165833 p0260 882-18995**





HASA-CB-165852 . p0262 H82-19167**
HASA-CB-165854 p0308 H82-2056I**
HASA-CB-165858 p0448 882-26238**
HASA-CB-165859 .. p0404 882-25215**
HASA-CB-165867 p0358 882-22949**
HASA-CB-165869 p0358 H82-22952**
HASA-CB-165876 .. p0407 882-25236**
HASA-CB-165889 p0591 882-32363**
SiSi-Cfl-165890 .. p052l 882-28243**
HiSi-CB-165891 p0573 H82-3I965**
HiSA-CB-165892 p0573 882-31966**
HASA-CB-I65893 . p0565 H82-3I295**
HiSA-CB-165894 p0566 882-31296**
HASA-CB-165895 .. p0566 B82-31297**












HASA-CB-166 130 ... p0447 882-26220**
HASA-CB-166138 p0254 H82-18202**
HASA-CB-166147 p0566 H82-3I302**
HASA-CB-166153 .. ... p0187 H82-16042**




HASA-CB-166195 .. p0137 S82-14817**
HASA-CB-166235 .. . p0410 882-25266**
HASA-CB-166236 p0410 882-25267**
HISi-CB-166242 .. p0351 H82-22238**
HASA-CB-166246 p020l 882-17152**
HASA-CB-166247 .. p0352 882-22243**





HASA-CB-16626 I . p0531 H82-29271**
HASA-CB-166262 .... pOI40 882-15030**
HiSl-CB-166266 p01«7 882-16008**
HiSA-CB-166279 . p0301 882-20143**
HASA-CB-166280 p0201 882-17154*
HiSA-CB-I66287 . p0312 S82-21157**
8ASA-CB-I66293 .. p0449 S82-26262**
HASA-CB-166297 p0038 882-11071**
HASA-CB- 166313 .. , p0352 882-22250**
HASi-CB-166314 .................... p0352 882-22249**
HiSi-CB-166315 .., p0352 882-22248**
HiSi-CB-166322 ...... ... p0352 882-22244**
HiSi-CB-166337 p0371 882-24050**





HiSA-CB-166350 . p0395 882-24197**




























HASA-CB- 168438 p02!3 882-17178**
HASA-CB-168439 ... p020l H82-17I51**
HASA-CB-168458 p0215 B82-17654**
HASA-CB-168500 p0198 H82-17126**





HASA-CB-168764 .....—............. p0358 H82-22947**
HASA-CB-168768 p0349 H82-22206**
HASA-CB-168770 .................... p0357 H82-22398**




HASA-CB-1689 13 p0368 H82-23238**
HASA-CB-168931 p0396 H82-24206**
HASA-CB-168973 ... p0407 H82-25239**
HASA-CB-169002 p0409 882-25256**
HASA-CB-169003 p0408 882-25252**
HASA-CB-169004 .............. ... p0408 H82-25253**
HASA-CB-169015 . .. . p046l H82-27009**
HASA-CB-169016 p0462 H82-27Q90**
HASA-CB-169027 pOISI B82-26279**
HASA-CB-16903 I p0449 H82-26263**
HASA-CB-169035 p0162 B82-27088**
HASA-CB-16904 I . p0449 882-26261**
HASA-CB-169074 p0456 882-26315**
HASA-CB-169116 .................... p0468 V82-27280**
HASA-CB-169118 ... .... ..... p0166 882-27259**
HASA-CB-169123 p0179 S82-28131**





HASA-CB-169282 , p0573 H82-31967**

















HASA-ia-58244 ..................... p03!3 882-21166**
HASA-TH-73296 pOI IO 882-15027**
HASA-I8-73298 . . ........... p0529 882-28690**
HASA-TB-76580 p0137 882-14671**
8ASA-IB-76627 pOI37 H82-11673**
HASA-TB-76628 .. . ......... p0042 H82-11636**
BASA-IB-76646 p0131 882-11056**



















SASA-TB-8 123 I p0525 H82-28295*t










HASA-Tfl-81345 ... ........ p0252 882-18179**
BASA-TB-81366 pOlOO 882-13149**
BASA-TB-81368 p0145 882-15079**
HASA-IB-81370 .». P0314 B82-2I175**
HASA-Ta-81635 p0270 H82-19944**













HASA-TB-82746 ....... . .. p0138 H82-14849**
HASA-IH-82747 p0098 882-13112**


























HASA-TH-82859 , p0529 882-28643**














HASA-TB-82908 .. p0476 B82-27519**
BASA-TB-82910 P0529 B82-28644**
SASA-TB-82915 .. .... p0454 882-26298**
BASi-IB-82919 ........... p0558 182-30297**
BASA-TB-82924 ....... p0574 B82-32082**
BASA-TH-82929 ... p0559 182-30336**
BASA-TB-83185 p0028 182-10042**




SASA-TB-83212 ,. pOOal B82-11339**
BASA-IB-83214 . . p0042 B82-11860**
BASi-TH-83219 pOI39 882-14880**
BASA-TB-83220 .... .. pO 146 B82-15359**
BASA-TH-83221 p0091 B82-13043**




BASA-TH-83248 ,. p0352 B82-2224S**
BASA-TB-83250 _. ... p0263 B82-19181**












8ASA-TB-83286 .. p0404 882-25214**
NASA-IH-83287 . p0405 B82-2S2I7**
BASA-TB-83291 p0523 882-28280**
HASA-TH-8329S ... ... p0363 882-23196**
BASA-Ifl-83296 p0363 B82-23193**
BASA-Tfl-83297 p0363 882-23195**
SASA-TB-83298 .. . p0363 882-23192**
BASA-TB-83301 p0370 882-23471**
BASA-Tfl-83302 ....... p037l B82-23549**















BASA-TB-84212 . pOISI B82-I6088**
BASA-TB-84215 P0305 B82-20I86**
BASA-TB-84219 p0614 882-34188**










HASi-TM-84241 ... p0409 882-25262**
BASA-TB-84243 P0474 882-27319**
8ASA-TB-84245-VOL-1 p0586 882-32314**
BASA-TB-84247 . p052l B82-28252**
SASA-TS-84249 .. P0540 882-30013**
8ASA-IB-84252 P0452 B82-26289**







MASA-TB-84470 . ... p0537 882-29329**




BfcSA-TB-84476 ..... ---..,..... p0463 H82-27233**
BASA-tB-84482 ..,..,.,.,.,,........ p0413 882-25811**
SASA-IB-84484 -u................... p0448 B82-26236**
•ASA-IB-84485 ...,..,,...,...,....., p0405 B82-252I6**
BASi-IB-84487 ..,..,.,.,...,, p0406 882-25235**
SA5A-IB-84496 ...............I...... p0572 882-31645**
BASA-IB-84499 ,.,... p0526 882-28299**
HASA-m-84501 ..................... p0564 882-30962**
BASA-IB-84503 pOS74 B82-32080**
BASA-IB-84506 p0615 B82-34191**
BASA-TB-84508 ..................... p0535 882-29313**
BASA-IB-84509 ......,..,,..,.,..,.. p0561 B82-30566**
IASA-TB-84510 .,....,, p0561 882-30525**
IASA-IB-84513 .......... ........ p0567 882-31303**
SASA-TB-84518 p0604 882-33344**
•ASA-TB-84519 ..................... p0603 882-33330**
BISA-TH-84S21 ...,..,,,.,.,,....... pOSOO B82-33150**
BASA-Ta-84523 ............... ... p0600 882-33149**
BASA-IB-84533 .....,.,,.,... p0613 882-33733**
BASA-IB-84705 ..................... p0368 B82-23243**
B1S1-IB-84711 ...................... p0523 882-28278**
BASA-IB-84719 ..,..,. ,.,,.... p0603 882-33332**
BASA-TB-84744 ......... .... p0394 B82-24176**
•ASA-lB-84825 ,,..- p0531 882-29267**
BkSl-IB-84827 p0539 882-29556**
IASA-ffl-84847 ..............*,..... p0594 882-32384**
BASA-IP-1360 .................. p0145 882-15075**
BASA-fP-1580 ...,,.,...,, pOI39 882-15015**
BASA-IP-1675 ...................... p0589 B82-32350**
IASA-TP-IJ98 p0099 882-13143**
«ASA-IP-1815 ...................... p0608 882-33381**
BASA-IP-I85I ,... p0600 882-33020**
BASA-IP-1902 .... ............... p0041 882-11391**
WSA-IP-1906 p0574 882-32186*1
BASA-TP-1907 ............ ....... p0575 882-32187**
SASA-fP-1908 ...................... p0575 882-32188**
IASA-IP-1909 ...., p0575 882-32189**
IASA-IP-1911 ...... .--..,.,.... p0305 882-20187**
BASA-Ip-1914 ...................... p0033 B82-11013**
BtSl-IP-1916 .... ............... p0028 882-10041**
IASA-IP-1918 .. ....... p0035 882-11050**
SASA-Ip-1919 , p0034 882-11033**
BAS1-IP-I926 P0097 882-13107**
HASA-IP-1927 .,..--- p0189 882-16068**
BASA-IP-1940 .... ............... p0099 882-13142**
IASA-TP-1942 pOI34 882-14090**
•ASA-IP-1945 ..,......, p0141 B82-15040**
BASA-IP-1946 ............ pOI41 882-15039**
BASA-Ip-1948 ., pOI31 B82-14049**
•ASA-IP-1952 p0097 882-13106**
•ASA-IP-1958 ...................... p0131 882-14055**
•ASA-IP-1959 p0254 882-18204**
•ASA-IP-1960 ... .. .. p0133 B82-14085**
•ASA-IP-1962 ...................... p0302 B82-20I56**
•ASA-IP-1963 ...................... p0304 B82-20180**





•ASA-IP-1978 .... ... . ... p0351 882-22239**
•ASA-TP-1983 ...................... p0396 882-24209**
BASA-IP-1984 ,... p0368 882-23244**
BASA-TP-1995 p0400 B82-24942**
BASA-IP-I996 ...................... p0305 882-20188**
MASA-IP-1997 ...................... p0367 B82-23233**
BASA-IP-2001 ...................... p0355 882-22269**
BASA-IP-2009 p0395 882-24193**
8ASA-1P-20IO ...... . ....... p0460 882-26703**
•ASA-IP-2011 ...........*.......^ .. p0446 882-26217**





•ASA-IP-2042 .......: ........... p0568 B82-3132I**
8ASA-IP-2043 p0586 882-32320**
BASA-IP-2044 p0557 882-30291**
BASA-TP-2Q46 , p0564 B82-31Q69**
HASA-IP-2049 .... .............. p0609 B82-33389**
•ASA-Ip-2072 ...................... p0614 882-34189**
BASA-IP-2073 .. ........... ... p0565 B82-31294**
SASA-Ip-2075 ...................... p06!4 882-34190**
BAIC-IB-81-I09-SI ... .. p03!4 882-21178 *
8AIICS/IB-82/OI4 ............ p0569 882-31324 *
E-22
BJPOBI/ACCBSSIOE BOBBBB IBDBI
BAYAIB-AIB-518-9 ... ......,,.,,. p0559 182-30340 t
BA?IBABQOIPC-Ifl-326 pO«57 182-26325 *
BAVIBABQOIPC-IB-332 ........... p0527 182-28309 *
BA?rBABQOIPC-IB-334 , p0564 182-3095* t
BAVXBABQOIPC-IB-335 ......... pOSII B82-33407 *
BAVIBABQOIPC-Ifl-336 pOS6« 182-30953 *
BA?IBAEQOIPC-76-C-0048-l ... .,. p0474 B82-27323 *
BAMBABQOIPC-78-C-0060-10 ......... p0474 B82-2732a *
BAVIBABQOIPC-80-C-0008-I p02IS 882-17887 *
BA7IBABQOIPCBB-78-C-0060-8 ........ p0264 182-19206 *
BBDL-82B004 pOS94 882-32389 t
BBS-DP-81/0051 ..,.,... .,. p0476 B82-27S48 *
BCAB/TB-183 p0536 B82-29321 *







BIB-BP-800I3-0 .._......„...*....,. p02S6 B82-I8220 t
BLB-Bf-80019-D .......,,. p0087 B82-12064 *
BLB-BP-80028-0 p0406 B82-2S232 t
BLB-BP-80036-0 .....',.. pOI33 B82-14084 *
BLB-BP-80039-0 p037l B82-23S42 *
BLB-HP-80046-D .................... pO 199 882-17128 I
BLB-BP-80047-0 p03S7 B82-22360 t
BLB-BP-8 1002-0 p0199 B82-I7I29 *
BLB-BP-81005-0 p0350 B82-22224 t
BLB-BP-8 1006-0 p0343 B82-22153 f
BLB-BP-8 1015-0 .. ........ . p0371 B82-2356I t
BLB-BP-81020-0 , p0521 882-28262 *
BLB-BP-81022-0 p0523 B82-28276 «
BLB-BP-81023-0 .................... p0529 B82-28685 t
BLB-BP-81037 D .. ......... p0600 B82-33120 *
BLB-BP-81038-0 p0398 B82-2Q500 *
BLB-TB-75118-C p0265 182-19212 *
BLB-IB'77100-D , ,.. p0358 B82-22808 *
BLB-TB-80032-0 ....... ... p0265 882-19212 *
BLB-IB-80055-0 .,...,, p0087 B82-12064 *
ILB-TB-80059-0 _.._....„.*..,. p0406 H82-2523I t
BLB-IB-80103-0 p04IO B82-25265 *
SLB-TB-80123-D . ............ p0526 B82-28303 *
BLB-IB-8I03I-0 p0522 882-28263 *
BBEBI-AP-37 p004l 882-11313 t
,... p0562 B82-30820 t
BOAA-81021105 p0254 > 18201 t
BOAA-811030II ,, p0562 862-30820 t
BOAA-TB-BBL-BBPO-45
BOB-80'152 p0307 B82-20468 *
BOSC/TB-708 p0091 B82-12448 t
BOSC/TB-746 p0302 B82-20160 t
BPS-012-81-002PB , pOIOI B82-13974 t
-BPS-OI2-8I-003PB ............ pOI02 B82-I3975 f
BPS67-81-01CB p0536 882-29325 *
BPS67-6I-010-VOL-1 pO 136 B82-I43I6 *
BPS67-81-011 p04S4 B82-26303 *
BPS67-8I-OI2 p0475 182-27436 *
BPS67-8I-OI6 p0455 B82-26308 *
BPS67-81-OI7 .,. p0561 B82-30547 t
BPS67-8I-OI8 .. .... p0464 B82-2724I *







BBL-4807 .. p0560 882-30404 *
BBL-8479 .......... p0307 B82-20384 *
BBL-8404 p0137 B82-14454 t
BB80H-50 pOIOI B82-13835 *
BB8IB-50 p0254 882-18206 •
BSP/SIO-e I- I , pOI47 882-15984 t
BSBC/IB-80-343 ... .,. p0040 B82-I1212 t
BSBC/IB-81-44 I p0557 B82-30293 t
BSBC/IB-82-01 p0468 882-27274 t
BISB-AAB-81-17 p0199 882-17138 t
BISB-AAS-81-1 p035l B82-22237 *
BISB-AAS-81-2 .,.,....,... ,.. p0464 S82-27244 *
BISB-ABB-81-1 .. . p0465 882-27252 t
BISB-Aflfl-81-2 p0465 B82-2725I *
BTSB-Aflfl-81-3 p0465 B82-27250 *
BTSB-ABB-81-4 ....... ........... p0465 B82-27249 *
IISB-tBB-81-5 ...... p0465 B82-27248 *
BISB-ABfl-81-6 : ....... ... p0465 882-27247 *
BISB-ABB-81-7 ,.,-.. P0464 882-27246 *
BTSB-ABfl-81-8 ....... . p0464 B82-27245 *
HTSB-lflfl-81-9 p0466 B82-27257 t
MSB-AHB-81-10 , p046S B82-27256 t
BISB-1BB-8I-II . p0465 B82-27255 t
BTSB-ABB-81-12 p0465 882-27254 t
BISB-1BB-81-13 p0466 B82-27258 *
BISB-1BC-81-1 ,.-.», p0465 B82-27253 *
BISB-1BS-81-1 ..., ,..„....
 P0532 882-29278 *
BrSB-SIB-81-1 p0200 882-17139 *
BISB-SIB-81-2 p0188 882-16058 *
BISB-S1B-8I-4 ... . .......... p0351 B82-22236 *
BTSB-SIB-81-7 ..,, p0523 B82-28277 I
BlSC/CB-BDffi-151 p0090 882-12248 *
B I 3 I . ... .. p0479 B82-28210 *
BUS p0463 B82-27221 t
OB-81-7 p0308 882-20472 *
OS.BBA-BT-1982-2 p0592 B82-32372 *
OBBBA-P-1979-1 . pOOSS B82-I2078 t
OBEBA-P-1981-3 p0400 882-24946 *
OBEBl. IP BO. 1981-87 ....... .. p0062 A82-13990 t
OBBB1. IP BO. I98J-89 p0062 A82-13992 *
OBEBA, TP BO. I98J-90 ...... p0387 A82-34114 *
OBBBA. IP BO. 198J-93 p0548 A82-42817 *
OBBBA, IP BO. 1981-100 p0129 A82-18837 *
OBBBA. IP BO. 1981-116 -. .... pOI63 A82-19733 t
OBBBA. IP BO. I98J-121 p0163 A82-19737 *
OBBBA. IP BO. I98J-122 ....... pOI64 A82-19738 *
OBBBA, IP BO. I98J-I24
 P0164 A82-19740 t
OBBBA, IP BO. I98J-I45 p0225 A82-24077 *
OBEBA. IP BO. 1982-2 . ... p0389 A82-34491 *
OBEBA, IP BO. 1982-5 p0389 A82-34493 f
OBEBA, IP BO. 1982-7 p0389 A82-34495 *
OBBBA. IP BO. 1982-9 .,., p0389 A82-34497 «
OBEBA, IP BO. 1982-10 p0390 A82-34498 t
OBEBA, IP BO. 1982-11 p0390 A82-34499 *
OBEBA. IP BO. 1982-20 p0424 482-35340 *
OBEBA. IP 80. 1982-21 . ... p0423 482-35331 I
OBEBA. IP BO. 1982-31 p0547 A82-42808 t
OBEBA, IP BO. 1982-33 ... ... p0547 A82-42809 *
OBBBA. IP BO. 1982-34 p0548 A82-428IO *
OBEBA, IP 80. 1982-35 - p0548 482-42811 »
OBEBA. IP BO. 1982-38 p0548 A82-42813 *
OBEBA, IP BO. 1982-51 p0382 482-33544
OBEBA, IP BO. 1982-55 p0439 A82-37709 *
OBBBA, IP BO. 1982-59 p0552 A82-43753 t
OBBBA. IP 80. 1982-61 p05S2 A82-43755 *
OBEBA. IP BO. 1982-62 pOS53 A82-43756 *
OBEBA. IP BO. 1982-63 p0553 482-43757 t
OBB-CB-300-003-2 ,. p0319 882-21214 «
OBBL-B-5-81 p0462 B82-27218 *
OB-16S51 p0453 B82-26292 I
OBI-IB-1974 pOS89 882-32352 *
OSDBF-761646/711999 p0199 882-17131 *
























......... pO 193 882-16385
......... p0147 H82-15984
......... pO 188 882-16058
..... p0268 B82-I9396
......... p0214 H82-17597
..... pO 192 882-16100
......... p0200 882-17139
......... p0259 H82- 18553
......... p0351 B82-22237
p035l S82-22236





.. ...... p0476 B82-27548
......... p0465 882-27253



















.. ...... p06!5 882-34196
......... pO 147 882-15596









.. ...... p0319 882-21210
......... p0319 882-21211
......... p0355 882-22274
.. ..... p0357 882-22358
......... p0355 B82-22270
......... p0355 882-22271








........ pO 135 882-14099
......... p04!2 882-25521
......... p0204 B82-17I76





PBi-5512-87 ....... ..... p0472 882-27309*1
Pii-5512-88 p0525 H82-28296**
P1A-5589-19 p0354 B82-22265**
PBi-5594-92 ..... ............... p0593 H82-32383**
PiA-5594-164 p0354 882-22264**
PiA-5594-199 . p0317 H82-21196**
PiA-5594-215 ..... p0610 882-33394**
PiA-5698-28 p0190 H82-16D81**
PiA-5700-50 ..... .............. pOI90 H82-16080**
PBA-5736-17 pOlOO 882-13145**
Pil-5772-23 ..... .............. p0409 882-25257**




QB-13 ..................... pOI40 882-15025*1
QOSE-FAA-1-2 ...................... p0466 882-27261 *
B-1324 p0089 B82-12079**
B-I469-VOL-I ...................... p0538 H82-29510**
B-1469-TOL-2 p0539 H82-2951I**
B-1618 p0265 882-19209
B-1625 ....................... p0395 882-24199
B-1630 pOI33 B82-14082
B-1631 p0269 882-19583
B-I649-V01-I .. ................ p0573 882-31974
B-1649-VOI-2 p0573 882-31975
BADC-Tfi-81-220 p0256 882-18217
BADC-TB-81-23S .............. . p0258 882-18464
BADC-TB-81-303 .................... p04!2 882-25613





BAB-STBDCT-BF/B/0783 p0313 182-21163 )
BAE-SIBOCT-BF/B/0860 p0320 B82-21217 *
BAE-IH-AEBO-1877 p0323 B82-22007 I
BAB-ia-ABBO-1881 .................. p0316 B82-21190 t




BAE-SH-FS-43I p0351 B82-22242 *
BAE-TB-FS-432 p0343 882-22.144 *
BAB-TH-BAD-BAf-145 p0259 B82-18503
BAE-f«-BAl>-«Ar-l47 ................ pOSSS B82-30299 t




....... p0319 882-21216 *
p0322 882-21601 *
p0397 B82-242IO *
....... p0312 B82-21155 *
....... p0267 B82-19223
BAE-1B-79074 ,... p0313 B82-21163 *
BAE-1B-80066
 P03I2 H82-2U61 *
BAE-1B-80068 p03 13 882-21164 *








BABD/B-2728-ABPI i>0253 882-18195 *






BOB-1827-18-VOt-1 p0396 882-24204 *
BEPT-4. 1.0032 p0470 882-27292 *
BEPI-01-S584 p0599 882-32899**
BBPT-10/1971 pOI3> B82-14057**
BBPT-21-4410 p0610 882-33395 *
BEPI-31-4089 ,.... p0561 882-30556 *






BEPT-82-AI — p04S3 B82-26296
BEPT-82/66S-277 ,- p0606 B82-3336S





BBPI-383 .' p0609 B82-33386
EEPT-699-099-046 .... p020 I B82-17 154*
BEPI-995 p0037 B82-11068*
BEPI-I326-OI-15-2529 p0523 B82-28274




BBPI-1759 ,- p0536 B82-29323*






BEPT-3820 ... ... p0030 B82-I0059**
BBPT-4764 p0462 B82-27089*t
BEPT-4778 ... .. p0526 H82-28298**
BBPI-8105 p0448 H82-26238»I
BEPT-10568 P0026 B82-10028*t
BP-05438 ......... p0572 B82-31639**
BISO-H-2316 .... .. p0573 B82-31718 *
BTCA/DO-137 pOS23 B82-28270
BTCA/DO-176 - P0268 B82-19419
BTCA/DO-178 POI93 B82-I6759
ETCA/DO-179 p0523 B82-28270
RTCA/SC-141 .. . p0268 B82-19419
611/2094/02-02? p0530 B82-29022**
tlOOOO p0586 B82-32329 *
E78ABG180-VOL-2 p0473 B82-273I3 *
R794EG626 . p0540 B82-30030**
E81-915188-IJ ' p0027 B82-10039**
K8UEG030 .. .... pOOSS B82-12075**
R82ABBII5 ... . p0203 B82-l7l74*t
E82AEB189 p0317 H82-21197*t
BB2AEBI98 . . .,. p0526 B82-28297**
B82AEB462 p0610 B82-33393**
S-258 p0478 B82-27864 •
5A-ALC/BB-758B .... ... p0407 882-25244 *
SAC/LGBB-BH-P-328 p0204 B82-17177 *
SiC/LGBE-BB-P-372 .. ....... p0527 1182-28307 *
SAC/LGBE-P-405 p0259 182-18471 *
SAB PAPEB 811035 .. ..... p0232 A82-24399
SAB PAPBB 811036 p0232 A82-24398
SIB PAPEB 811038 .... ..... p0232 A82-24397
SAE PAPBB 811039 . ...... p0232 A82-24396
SAB PAPEB 811051 p0232 A82-24395
SAB PAPEB 811052 ,. p023 I A82-24394
SAB PAPBB 811053 p023 I A82-24393
SAB PAPBB 811054 ......... ... p0233 A82-24409
SAB PAPBB 811055 ... . . p023 I A82-24392
SAE PAPBB 811061 .................. p0231 A82-2«389
SAB PAPBB 811062 . .... p023 I A82-24388
SAB PAPBB 811066 p023I A82-24387*
SAB PAPBB 811067 ... .......... p0231 A82-24386*
SAB PAPBB 811068 . .. ... p023 I A82-24385
SAB PAPBB 811070 p0232 A82-2440I*
SAB PAPBB 8 1107 I . ....... p0233 A82-24405
SAB PAPBB 811072 ... . p0233 A82-24406
SAB PAPBB 811074 p0233 A82-24407
SAB PAPBB 811076 ................... p0233 &62-24408
SAB PAPBB 811077 p0233 A82-24410
SAB PAPBB 811078 p0233 A82-244I1
SAB PAPEB 811080 .................. p0234 A82-24412
SAB PAPBB 811091 p023« A82-24413
SAB PAPBB 811096 .... p0234 182-24415
SAB PAPBB 811097 p0232 A82-24400
SAE PAPBB 811099 p0232 A82-24403
SAB PAPBB 811100 .. ........... p0233 A82-24404
SAB SP-500 p0229 A82-24376
SAfl-TB-81-37 pOSSS B82-30304 t
SABD-80-2056 p0538 B82-29343 *
SABD-81-0510C p0567 B82-31309 *
SAHD-81-2130 p0308 B82-20573
SABD-81-7006 p0306 B82-20193
SAHD-81-7039 p0461 H82-26828 *
SAB-41 p0193 882-16182**
•SASB-I p0607 882-33374*1
SCIEHIIFIC-2 ..............—...... p0089 H82-I208I *
SCIEBTIFIC-12 p0478 B82-27900 *
SC5214.34FB p02IO H82-I7338 t
SD-IB-82-2 . p0589 H82-32354 t
SDL-80-6526 p02!3 H82-17482 *
SDL-81-52002 p0446 882-26218**
SEE PAPEB 811760 p0554 A82-4423I *
SBB PAPEB 811761 p0554 A82-44232 *
SEE PAPBB 811762 pOSSS A82-44233 *
SEE PAPEB 811763 p0555 A82-44234 f
SBB PAPEB 811764 p0555 A82-44235 t
SEE PAPEB 811765 p0555 A82-44239 *
SEE PAPEB 811167 p0555 A82-44236 t
SEE PAPEB 811768 p0555 A82-44238 t
SEB-69072 p0469 H82-27282 *
SEB-72052 p0587 882-32341**
SEB-510048 p0312 882-21157**
SEBI/TB-8085-3-T2 p046I H82-26822 *
SI-EB-1001 p02!3 H82-17377 *
SI-OS 19 p0569 882-31327 *
SI-1010-VOL-3 p0591 H82-32365 *
SIO-82-2 p0562 B82-30782 t
SIB-19 p0562 H82-30782 *
SBIAS-81I-I50-IOI p0026 882-10025 t
•SBIAS-B11-210-101 p0312 B82-21154 »
SBIAS-811-551-104 p0139 882-15011 *
SBIAS-8I2-55I-102 pOI39 882-15010 *
SHIAS-812-551-103 p0088 B82-12072 t
SBIAS-812-551-110 pOI37 882-14527 I
SBIAS-821-111-101 p0393 882-24164 *
SIIAS-821-111-106
 P0394 B82-24183 »
SBIAS-821-111-110 p0399 882-24842 t
SBIAS-821-111-111 p0399 882-24739 *
SSIAS-82I-2IO-101 p0353 882-22254 t
S8IAS-821-2IO-I04 p0353 B82-22255 t
SBIAS-821-210-105 p0353 882-22256 t
SBIAS-82I-2IO-I06 p0353 B82-22257 *
SBIAS-821-210-107 p0350 882-22225 t
SNIAS-82I-2IO-108 p0353 882-22258 *
SBIAS-827-210-102 p0355 B82-22273 *
SPC-774 - p0608 882-33379 t
SB-11 p0467 182-27272 *
SB-28 . p046l B82-27009**
SBC-8I-TB-74 - i.i---.i..-. p0369 882-23250 *
SHD-81-083 p0028 882-10040*1
SBL-9799 p0478 882-27784 t
STI-TB-1156-1 p0352 882-22250*1
STI-TB-1156-2 p0352 882-22249**
STI-TB-2109-1 . p0557 882-30289**
SD-DAAB-534 p0451 882-26279*1
SO-JIAA-IB-44 p053l B82-29267**
SBBI-HBD-119 . . pO 192 882-16093 »
SBBI-BEDI34 p0398 882-24355 *





TAEG-IB-121 p0603 H82-33280 *
TCBL-22 p0537 H82-29328 *
TDCK-73390 pOI47 H82-15596 *
TDCK-73414 pOI45 B82-I508I *
TDCK-75011 p0146 B82-15082 t
IDCK-75019 p0257 B82-I8226 f
TDCK-75056 p0257 B82-I8225 t
TDCK-75125-PX-2 , p0398 B82-24S14 *
TDCK-75536 p0530 882-29116 t
TB4224-243-8I p0259 H82-18553 f
TFD-81-03 p0567 M82-31305 »
TPD-81-06 ., ... p0569 S82-3I322 t
TLT-00815 p0319 H82-21209 t
IH-80 p0466 S82-27259**
TH-82-BASA , pOI32 H82-I4078**
TP-1981-42 p0134 H82-I4091*!
TPD-908-720 p0530 H82-291I6 t
TPB-12 p0369 B82-23247**
TB-8I-OI5 ., p0264 H82-I9206 t
IE-81-025 ., p0474 B82-27324 t
TE-590 , „ p0460 B82-26546 *
IS-598 pOaSO 882-26272 t
IB-599 p0450 H82-26271 *
IB-1156-3 ., p0352 B82-22248**
TBANS-15546 P03I9 H82-21209 t
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